Macular degeneration—age-related

Definition
Macular degeneration age-related (AMD) is one of the most common causes of vision loss among adults over age 55 living in developed countries. It is caused by the breakdown of the macula, a small spot located in the back of the eye. The macula allows people to see objects directly in front of them (called central vision), as well as fine visual details. People with AMD usually have blurred central vision, difficulty seeing details and colors, and they may notice distortion of straight lines.

Description
In order to understand how the macula normally functions and how it is affected by AMD, it is important to first understand how the eye works. The eye is made up of many different types of cells and tissues that all work together to send images from the environment to the brain, similar to the way a camera records images. When light enters the eye, it passes through the lens and lands on the retina, which is a very thin tissue that lines the inside of the eye. The retina is actually made up of 10 different layers of specialized cells, which allow the retina to function similarly to film in a camera, by recording images. The macula is a small, yellow-pigmented area located at the back of the eye, in the central part of the retina. The retina contains many specialized cells called photoreceptors that sense light coming into the eye and convert it into electrical messages that are then sent to the brain through the optic nerve. This allows the brain to “see” the environment.

The retina contains two types of photoreceptor cells: rod cells and cone cells. The rod cells are located primarily outside of the macula and they allow for peripheral (side) and night vision. Most of the photoreceptor cells inside of the macula, however, are the cone cells, which are responsible for perceiving color and for viewing objects directly in front of the eye (central vision). If the macula is diseased, as in AMD, color vision and central vision are altered. There are actually two different types of AMD: Dry AMD and Wet AMD.

Dry AMD
Approximately 90% of individuals with AMD have dry AMD. This condition is sometimes referred to as nonexudative, atrophic, or drusenoid macular degeneration. In this form of AMD, some of the layers of retinal cells (called retinal pigment epithelium, or RPE cells) near the macula begin to degenerate, or breakdown. These RPE cells normally help remove waste products from the cone and rod cells. When the RPE cells are no longer able to provide this “clean-up” function, fatty deposits called drusen begin to accumulate, enlarge and increase in number underneath the macula. The drusen formation can disrupt the cones and rods in the macula, causing them to degenerate or die (atrophy). This usually leads to central and color vision problems for people with dry AMD. However, some people with drusen deposits have minimal or no vision loss, and although they may never develop AMD, they should have regular eye examinations to check for this possibility. Dry AMD is sometimes called “nonexudative”, because even though fatty drusen deposits form in the eye, people do not have leakage of blood or other fluid (often called exudate) in the eye. In some cases, dry AMD symptoms remain stable or worsen slowly. In addition, approximately 10% of people with dry AMD eventually develop wet AMD.

Wet AMD
Around 10% of patients with AMD have wet AMD. This form of AMD is also called subretinal neovascular-
Wet AMD is caused by leakage of fluid and the formation of abnormal blood vessels (called “neovascularization”) in a thin tissue layer of the eye called the choroid. The choroid is located underneath the retina and the macula, and it normally supplies them with nutrients and oxygen. When new, delicate blood vessels form, blood and fluid can leak underneath the macula, causing vision loss and distortion as the macula is pushed away from nearby retinal cells. Eventually a scar (called a disciform scar) can develop underneath the macula, resulting in severe and irreversible vision loss.

Genetic profile

AMD is considered to be a complex disorder, likely caused by a combination of genetic and environmental factors. This type of disorder is caused by multifactorial inheritance, which means that many factors likely interact with one another and cause the condition to occur. As implied by the words “age-related”, the aging process is one of the strongest risk factors for developing AMD. A number of studies have suggested that genetic susceptibility also plays an important role in the development of AMD, and it has been estimated that the brothers and sisters of people with AMD are four times more likely to also develop AMD, compared to other individuals.

Genetic factors

Determining the role that genetic factors play in the development of AMD is a complicated task for scientists. Since AMD is not diagnosed until late in life, it is difficult to locate and study large numbers of affected people in the same family. In addition, although AMD seems to run in families, there is no clear inheritance pattern (such as dominant or recessive) observed when examining families. However, many studies have supported the observation that inheritance plays some role in the development of AMD.

One method scientists use to locate genes that may increase a person’s chance to develop multifactorial conditions like AMD is to study genes that cause similar conditions. In 1997, this approach helped researchers identify changes (mutations) in the ATP-binding cassette transporter, retina-specific (ABCR) gene in people diagnosed with AMD. The process began after genetic research identified changes in the A B C R gene among people with an autosomal recessive macular disease called Stargardt macular dystrophy. This condition is phenotypically similar to AMD, which means that people with Stargardt macular dystrophy and AMD have similar symptoms, such as yellow deposits in the retina and decreased central vision.

**KEY TERMS**

Central vision—The ability to see objects located directly in front of the eye. Central vision is necessary for reading and other activities that require people to focus on objects directly in front of them.

Choroid—A vascular membrane that covers the back of the eye between the retina and the sclera and serves to nourish the retina and absorb scattered light.

Drusen—Fatty deposits that can accumulate underneath the retina and macula, and sometimes lead to age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Drusen formation can disrupt the photoreceptor cells, which causes central and color vision problems for people with dry AMD.

Genetic heterogeneity—The occurrence of the same or similar disease, caused by different genes among different families.

Macula—A small spot located in the back of the eye that provides central vision and allows people to see colors and fine visual details.

Multifactorial inheritance—A type of inheritance pattern where many factors, both genetic and environmental, contribute to the cause.

Optic nerve—A bundle of nerve fibers that carries visual messages from the retina in the form of electrical signals to the brain.

Peripheral vision—The ability to see objects that are not located directly in front of the eye. Peripheral vision allows people to see objects located on the side or edge of their field of vision.

Photoreceptors—Specialized cells lining the innermost layer of the eye that convert light into electrical messages so that the brain can perceive the environment. There are two types of photoreceptor cells: rod cells and cone cells. The rod cells allow for peripheral and night vision. Cone cells are responsible for perceiving color and for central vision.

Retina—The light-sensitive layer of tissue in the back of the eye that receives and transmits visual signals to the brain through the optic nerve.

Visual acuity—The ability to distinguish details and shapes of objects.
The ABCR gene maps to chromosome 1p22, and people who have Stargardt macular dystrophy have mutations in each of their two alleles (gene copies). However, the researchers who found mutations in the ABCR gene among people with AMD located only one allele with a mutation, which likely created an increased susceptibility to AMD. They concluded that people with an ABCR gene mutation in one allele could have an increased chance to develop AMD during their lifetime if they also had inherited other susceptibility genes, and/or had contact with environmental risk factors. Other scientists tried to repeat this type of genetic research among people with AMD in 1999, and were not able to confirm that the ABCR gene is a strong genetic risk factor for this condition. However, it is possible that the differing research results may have been caused by different research methods, and further studies will be necessary to understand the importance of ABCR gene mutations in the development of susceptibility to AMD.

In 1998, another genetic researcher reported a family in which a unique form of AMD was passed from one generation to the next. Although most families with AMD who are studied do not show an obvious inheritance pattern in their family tree, this particular family’s pedigree showed an apparently autosomal dominant form of AMD. Autosomal dominant refers to a specific type of inheritance in which only one copy of a person’s gene pair (i.e. one allele) needs to have a mutation in order for it to cause the disease. An affected person with an autosomal dominant condition thus has one allele with a mutation and one allele that functions properly. There is a 50% chance for this individual to pass on the allele with the mutation, and a 50% chance to pass on the working allele, to each of his or her children.

Genetic testing done on the family reported in 1998 showed that the dominant gene causing AMD in affected family members was likely located on chromosome 1q25-q31. Although the gene linked to AMD in this family and the ABCR gene are both on chromosome 1, they are located in different regions of the chromosome. This indicates that there is genetic heterogeneity among different families with AMD, meaning that different genes can lead to the same or similar disease among different families. It is also possible that although one particular gene may be the main cause of susceptibility for AMD, other genes and/or environmental factors may help alter the age of onset of symptoms or types of physical changes seen by examining the eye. Some studies have shown that other medical conditions or certain physical characteristics may be associated with an increased risk for AMD. Some of these include:

- Heart disease
- High blood pressure
- Cataracts
- Farsightedness
- Light skin and eye color

However, not all studies have found a strong relationship between these factors and AMD. Further research is needed to decipher the role that both genetic and environmental factors play in the development of this complex condition.

Environmental factors

Determining the role that environmental factors play in the development of AMD is an important goal for researchers. Unlike genetic factors that cannot be controlled, people can often find motivation to change their behaviors if they are informed about environmental risk factors that may be within their control. Unfortunately, identifying environmental factors that clearly increase (or decrease) the risk for AMD is a challenging task. Several potential risk factors have been studied. These include:

- Smoking
- High fat/high cholesterol diet
- Ultraviolet (UV) exposure (sunlight)
- Low levels of dietary antioxidant vitamins and minerals

Although research has identified these possible risk factors, many of the studies have not consistently shown strong associations between these factors and the development of AMD. This makes it difficult to know the true significance of any of these risk factors. One exception, however, is the relationship between smoking and AMD. As of 1999, at least seven studies consistently found that smoking is strongly associated with AMD. This is one more important reason for people to avoid and/or quit smoking, especially if they have a family history of AMD. Further research is needed to clarify the significance of the factors listed above so people may be informed about lifestyle changes that may help decrease their risk for AMD.

Demographics

Among adults aged 55 and older, AMD is the leading cause of vision loss in developed countries. The chance to develop AMD increases with age, and although it usually affects adults during their sixth and seventh decades of life, it has been seen in some people in their forties. It is estimated that among people living in developed countries, approximately one in 2,000 are affected by AMD. By age 75, approximately 30% of people have early or mild forms of AMD, and roughly 7% have an advanced form of AMD. Since the number of people in the United States aged 65 years or older will likely dou-
ble between 1999 and 2024, the number of people affected also should increase. Although AMD occurs in both sexes, it is slightly more common in women.

The number of people affected with AMD is different in various parts of the world and it varies between different ethnic groups. Some studies suggest that AMD is more common in Caucasians than in African Americans; however, other reports suggest the numbers of people affected in these two groups are similar. Some studies of AMD among Japanese and other Asian ethnic groups have shown an increasing number of affected individuals. Further studies are needed to examine how often AMD occurs in other ethnic groups as well.

Signs and symptoms

During eye examinations, eye care specialists may notice physical changes in the retina and macula that make them suspect the diagnosis of AMD. However, affected individuals may notice:

- Decreased visual acuity (ability to see details) of both up-close and distant objects
- Blurred central vision
- Decreased color vision
- Distorted view of lines and shapes
- A blind spot in the visual field

The majority of people with AMD maintain their peripheral vision. The severity of symptoms depends upon whether a person has dry or wet AMD. In addition, the degree of vision loss and physical symptoms that can be seen by an eye exam change over time. For example, people with dry AMD usually develop vision loss very slowly over a period of many years. Their vision may change very little from one year to the next, and they usually do not lose central vision completely. However, individuals with wet AMD usually have symptoms that worsen more quickly and they have a greater risk to develop severe central vision loss, sometimes in as little as a two-month period. Since people diagnosed with dry AMD may go on to develop wet AMD, it is important for them to take note of any changes in their symptoms and to report them to their eye care specialist.

The physical symptoms of AMD eventually impact people emotionally. One study published in 1998 reported that people with advanced stages of AMD feel they have a significantly decreased quality of life. In addition, they may have a limited ability to perform basic daily activities due to poor vision, and as a result, they often suffer psychological distress. Hopefully, improved treatment and management will eventually change this trend for affected individuals in the future.

Diagnosis

Eye care specialists use a variety of tests and examination techniques to determine if a person has AMD. Some of these include:

- Acuity testing—Involves testing vision by determining a person’s ability to read letters or symbols of various sizes on an “eye chart” from a precise distance away with specific lighting present.
- Color testing—Assesses the ability of the cone cells to recognize colors by using special pictures made up of dots of colors that are arranged in specific patterns.
- Amsler grid testing—Involves the use of a grid printed on a piece of paper that helps determine the health of the macula, by allowing people to notice whether they have decreased central vision, distorted vision, or blind spots.
- Fluorescein angiography—Involves the use of a fluorescent dye, injected into the bloodstream, in order to look closely at the blood supply and blood vessels near the macula. The dye allows the eye specialist to examine and photograph the retina and macula to check for signs of wet AMD (i.e. abnormal blood vessel formation or blood leakage).

As of 2001, there are no genetic tests readily available to help diagnose AMD. Genetic research in the coming years will hopefully help scientists determine the genetic basis of AMD. This could help diagnose people...
with increased susceptibility before they have symptoms, so they may benefit from early diagnosis, management and/or treatment. This knowledge may also allow people who are at a genetically increased risk for AMD to avoid environmental risk factors and thus preserve or prolong healthy vision.

**Treatment and management**

**Treatment**

There is no universal treatment available to cure either wet or dry forms of AMD. However, some people with wet AMD can benefit from laser photocoagulation therapy. This treatment involves the use of light rays from a laser to destroy the abnormal blood vessels that form beneath the retina and macula and prevent further leakage of blood and fluid. Previously lost vision cannot be restored with this treatment, and the laser can unfortunately damage healthy tissue as well, causing further loss of vision.

In April 2000, the FDA approved the use of a light-activated drug called Visudyne to help treat people with wet AMD. Visudyne is a medication that is injected into the bloodstream, and it specifically attaches to the abnormal blood vessels present under the macula in people with AMD. When light rays from a laser land on the blood vessels, the Visudyne is activated and can destroy the abnormal vessels, while causing very little damage to nearby healthy tissues. Although long term studies are needed to determine the safety and usefulness of this medication beyond two years, early reports find it an effective way to reduce further vision loss.

Researchers have been trying to identify useful treatments for dry AMD as well. Laser photocoagulation treatments are not effective for dry AMD since people with this form do not have abnormal blood or fluid leakage. Although many drugs have been tested, most have not improved visual acuity. However, one study published in October 2000, reported that people with dry AMD who received a medication called Iloprost over a six-month period noted improvements in visual acuity, daily living activities and overall quality of life. Follow-up studies will be needed to determine how safe and useful this medication will be over time.

**Management**

Although no treatments can cure AMD, a number of special devices can help people make the most of their remaining vision. Some of these include:

- Magnifying lenses
- Telescopes
- Specialized prisms
- Large print books
- Reading machines
- Computer programs that talk or enlarge printed information

People with AMD may also find it useful to meet with low-vision specialists who can help them adapt to new lifestyle changes that may assist with daily living. Eye care specialists can help people locate low-vision specialists. There are also a number of nationwide and international support groups available that provide education and support for individuals and families affected by AMD.

**Prognosis**

People can live many years with AMD, although the physical symptoms and emotional side effects often change over time. The vision problems caused by dry AMD typically worsen slowly over a period of years, and people often retain the ability to read. However, for people who develop wet AMD, the chance to suddenly develop severe loss of central vision is much greater. Regular monitoring of vision by people with AMD (using an Amsler grid) and by their eye care specialists, may allow for early treatment of leaky blood vessels, therefore reducing the chance for severe vision loss. As physical symptoms worsen, people are more likely to suffer emotionally due to decreasing quality of life and independence. However, many low-vision devices and various support groups can often provide much needed assistance to help maintain and/or improve quality of life.
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When a foreign organism enters the body, it is encountered by the components of the body’s natural immunity. Natural immunity is the non-specific first-line of defense carried out by phagocytes, natural killer cells, and components of the complement system. Phagocytes are specialized white blood cells capable of engulfing and killing an organism. Natural killer cells are also specialized white blood cells that respond to cancer cells and certain viral infections. The complement system is a group of proteins called the class III MHC that attack antigens. Antigens consist of any molecule capable of triggering an immune response. Although this list is not exhaustive, antigens can be derived from toxins, protein, carbohydrates, DNA, or other molecules from viruses, bacteria, cellular parasites, or cancer cells.

Acquired immunity

The natural immune response will hold an infection at bay as the next line of defense mobilizes through acquired, or specific immunity. This specialized type of immunity is usually needed to eliminate an infection and is dependent on the role of the proteins of the major histocompatibility complex. There are two types of acquired immunity. Humoral immunity is important in fighting infections outside the body’s cells, such as those caused by bacteria and certain viruses. Other types of viruses and parasites that invade the cells are better fought by cellular immunity. The major players in acquired immunity are the antigen-presenting cells (APCs), B-cells, their secreted antibodies, and the T-cells. Their functions are described in detail below.

Humoral immunity

In humoral immunity, antigen-presenting cells, including some B-cells, engulf and break down foreign organisms. Antigens from these foreign organisms are then brought to the outside surface of the antigen-presenting cells and presented in conjunction with class II MHC proteins. The helper T-cells recognize the antigen presented in this way and release cytokines, proteins that signal B-cells to take further action. B-cells are specialized white blood cells that mature in the bone marrow. Through the process of maturation, each B-cell develops the ability to recognize and respond to a specific antigen. Helper T-cells aid in stimulating the few B-cells that can recognize a particular foreign antigen. B-cells that are stimulated in this way develop into plasma cells, which secrete antibodies specific to the recognized antigen. Antibodies are proteins that are present in the circulation, as well as being bound to the surface of B-cells. They can destroy the foreign organism from which the antigen came. Destruction occurs either directly, or by ‘tagging’ the organism, which will then be more easily recognized and targeted by phagocytes and complement proteins. Some of the stimulated B-cells go on to become memory
cells, which are able to mount an even faster response if the antigen is encountered a second time.

**Cellular immunity**

Another type of acquired immunity involves killer T-cells and is termed cellular immunity. T-cells go through a process of maturation in the organ called the thymus, in which T-cells that recognize ‘self’ antigens are eliminated. Each remaining T-cell has the ability to recognize a single, specific, ‘non-self’ antigen that the body may encounter. Although the names are similar, killer T-cells are unlike the non-specific natural killer cells in that they are specific in their action. Some viruses and parasites quickly invade the body’s cells, where they are ‘hidden’ from antibodies. Small pieces of proteins from these invading viruses or parasites are presented on the surface of infected cells in conjunction with class I MHC proteins, which are present on the surface of most all of the body’s cells. Killer T-cells can recognize antigen bound to class I MHC in this way, and they are prompted to release chemicals that act directly to kill the infected cell. There is also a role for helper T-cells and antigen-presenting cells in cellular immunity. Helper T-cells release cytokines, as in the humoral response, and the cytokines stimulate killer T-cells to multiply. Antigen-presenting cells carry foreign antigen to places in the body where additional killer T-cells can be alerted and recruited.

The major histocompatibility complex clearly performs an important role in functioning of the immune system. Related to this role in disease immunity, MHC is important in organ and tissue transplantation, as well as playing a role in susceptibility to certain diseases. HLA typing can also provide important information in parentage, forensic, and anthropologic studies. These various roles and the practical applications of HLA typing are discussed in greater detail below.

**Genetic profile**

Present on chromosome 6, the major histocompatibility complex consists of more than 70 genes, classified into class I, II, and III MHC. There are multiple alleles, or forms, of each HLA gene. These alleles are expressed as proteins on the surface of various cells in a co-dominant manner. This diversity is important in maintaining an effective system of specific immunity. Altogether, the MHC genes span a region that is four million base pairs in length. Although this is a large region, 99% of the time these closely-linked genes are transmitted to the next generation as a unit of MHC alleles on each chromosome 6. This unit is called a haplotype.

**Class I**

Class I MHC genes include HLA-A, HLA-B, and HLA-C. Class I MHC are expressed on the surface of almost all cells. They are important for displaying antigen from viruses or parasites to killer T-cells in cellular immunity. Class I MHC is also particularly important in organ and tissue rejection following transplantation. In addition to the portion of class I MHC coded by the genes on chromosome 6, each class I MHC protein also contains a small, non-variable protein component called beta-2 microglobulin coded by a gene on chromosome 15. Class I HLA genes are highly polymorphic, meaning there are multiple forms, or alleles, of each gene. There are at least 57 HLA-A alleles, 111 HLA-B alleles, and 34 HLA-C alleles.

**Class II**

Class II MHC genes include HLA-DP, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DR. Class II MHC are particularly important in humoral immunity. They present foreign antigen to helper T-cells, which stimulate B-cells to elicit an antibody response. Class II MHC is only present on antigen presenting cells, including phagocytes and B-cells. Like class I MHC, there are hundreds of alleles that make up the class II HLA gene pool.

**Class III**

Class III MHC genes include the complement system (i.e. C2, C4a, C4b, Bf). Complement proteins help to activate and maintain the inflammatory process of an immune response.

**Demographics**

There is significant variability of the frequencies of HLA alleles among ethnic groups. This is reflected in anthropologic studies attempting to use HLA-types to determine patterns of migration and evolutionary relationships of peoples of various ethnicity. Ethnic variation is also reflected in studies of HLA-associated diseases. Generally speaking, populations that have been subject to significant patterns of migration and assimilation with other populations tend to have a more diverse HLA gene pool. For example, it is unlikely that two unrelated individuals of African ancestry would have matched HLA types. Conversely, populations that have been isolated due to geography, cultural practices, and other historical influences may display a less diverse pool of HLA types, making it more likely for two unrelated individuals to be HLA-matched.

**Testing**

**Organ and tissue transplantation**

There is a role for HLA typing of individuals in various settings. Most commonly, HLA typing is used to establish if an organ or tissue donor is appropriately matched to the recipient for key HLA types, so as not to
elicit a rejection reaction in which the recipient’s immune system attacks the donor tissue. In the special case of bone marrow transplantation, the risk is for graft-versus-host disease (GVHD), as opposed to tissue rejection. Because the bone marrow contains the cells of the immune system, the recipient effectively receives the donor’s immune system. If the donor immune system recognizes the recipient’s tissues as foreign, it may begin to attack, causing the inflammation and other complications of GVHD. As advances occur in transplantation medicine, HLA typing for transplantation occurs with increasing frequency and in various settings.

**Disease susceptibility**

There is an established relationship between the inheritance of certain HLA types and susceptibility to specific diseases. Most commonly, these are diseases that are thought to be autoimmune in nature. Autoimmune diseases are those characterized by inflammatory reactions that occur as a result of the immune system mistakenly attacking ‘self’ tissues. The basis of the HLA association is not well understood, although there are some hypotheses. Most autoimmune diseases are characterized by the expression of class II MHC on cells of the body that do not normally express these proteins. This may confuse the killer T-cells, which respond inappropriately by attacking these cells. *Molecular mimicry* is another hypothesis. Certain HLA types may ‘look like’ antigen from foreign organisms. If an individual is infected by such a foreign virus or bacteria, the immune system mounts a response against the invader. However, there may be a ‘cross-reaction’ with cells displaying the HLA type that is mistaken for foreign antigen. Whatever the underlying mechanism, certain HLA-types are known factors that increase the relative risk for developing specific autoimmune diseases. For example, individuals who carry the HLA B-27 allele have a relative risk of 77–90 for developing ankylosing spondylitis—meaning such an individual has a 77- to 90-fold chance of developing this form of spinal and pelvic arthritis, as compared to someone in the general population. Selected associations are listed below, together with the approximate corresponding relative risk of disease.

In addition to autoimmune disease, HLA-type less commonly plays a role in susceptibility to other diseases, including cancer, certain infectious diseases, and metabolic diseases. Conversely, some HLA-types confer a protective advantage for certain types of infectious disease. In addition, there are rare immune deficiency diseases that result from inherited mutations of the genes of components of the major histocompatibility complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>MHC allele</th>
<th>Approximate relative risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ankylosing spondylitis</td>
<td>B27</td>
<td>77–90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celiac disease</td>
<td>DR3 + DR7</td>
<td>5–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes, Type 1</td>
<td>DR3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes, Type 1</td>
<td>DR4</td>
<td>5–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes, Type 1 + DR4</td>
<td>DR3 + DR4</td>
<td>20–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graves disease</td>
<td>DR3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemochromatosis</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>6–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupus</td>
<td>DR3</td>
<td>1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sclerosis</td>
<td>DR2</td>
<td>2–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myasthenia gravis</td>
<td>B8</td>
<td>2.5–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psoriasis vulgaris</td>
<td>Cw6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatoid arthritis</td>
<td>DR4</td>
<td>3–6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relative risks indicated in this table refer to the increased chance of a patient with an MHC allele to develop a disorder as compared to an individual without one. For example, a patient with DR4 is three to six times more likely to have rheumatoid arthritis and five to seven times more likely to develop type 1 diabetes than an individual without the DR4 allele.

**Parentage**

Among other tests, HLA typing can sometimes be used to determine parentage, most commonly paternity, of a child. This type of testing is not generally done for medical reasons, but rather for social or legal reasons.

**Forensics**

HLA-typing can provide valuable DNA-based evidence contributing to the determination of identity in criminal cases. This technology has been used in domestic criminal trials. Additionally, it is a technology that has been applied internationally in the human-rights arena. For example, HLA-typing had an application in Argentina following a military dictatorship that ended in 1983. The period under the dictatorship was marked by the murder and disappearance of thousands who were known or suspected of opposing the regime’s practices. Children of the disappeared were often ‘adopted’ by military officials and others. HLA-typing was one tool used to determine non-parentage and return children to their biological families.

**Anthropologic studies**

HLA-typing has proved to be an invaluable tool in the study of the evolutionary origins of human populations. This information, in turn, contributes to an under-
standing of cultural and linguistic relationships and practices among and within various ethnic groups.
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Male turner syndrome see Noonan syndrome

Malignant fever see Malignant hyperthermia

Malignant hyperpyrexia see Malignant hyperthermia

Malignant hyperthermia

Definition

Malignant hyperthermia (MH) is a condition that causes a number of physical changes to occur among genetically susceptible individuals when they are exposed to a particular muscle relaxant or certain types of medications used for anesthesia. The changes may include increased rate of breathing, increased heart rate, muscle stiffness, and significantly increased body temperature (i.e. hyperthermia). Although MH can usually be treated successfully, it sometimes leads to long-term physical illness or death. Research has identified a number of genetic regions that may be linked to an increased MH susceptibility.

Description

Unusual response to anesthesia was first reported in a medical journal during the early 1960s, when physicians described a young man in need of urgent surgery for a serious injury. He was very nervous about exposure to anesthesia, since he had 10 close relatives who died during or just after surgeries that required anesthesia. The patient himself became very ill and developed a high temperature after he was given anesthesia. During the next decade, more cases of similar reactions to anesthesia were reported, and specialists began using the term malignant hyperthermia to describe the newly recognized condition. The word hyperthermia was used because people with this condition often rapidly develop a very high body temperature. The word malignant referred to the fact that the majority (70–80%) of affected individuals died. The high death rate in the 1960s occurred because the underlying cause of the condition was not understood, nor was there any known treatment (other than basically trying to cool the person’s body with ice).

Increased awareness of malignant hyperthermia and scientific research during the following decades improved medical professionals’ knowledge about what causes the condition, how it affects people, and how it should be treated. MH can be thought of as a chain reaction that is triggered when a person with MH susceptibility is exposed to specific drugs commonly used for anesthesia and muscle relaxation.

Triggering drugs that may lead to malignant hyperthermia include:

- halothane
- enflurane
- isoflurane
- sevoflurane
- desflurane
- methoxyflurane
- ether
- succinylcholine

Once an MH susceptible person is exposed to one or more of these anesthesia drugs, they can present with a variety of signs. One of the first clues that a person is susceptible to MH is often seen when they are given a mus-
cle relaxant called succinyl choline. This drug generally causes some stiffness in the masseter (jaw) muscles in most people. However, individuals with MH susceptibility can develop a much more severe form of jaw stiffness called masseter spasm when they receive this drug. They may develop muscle stiffness in other parts of their bodies as well. When exposed to any of the trigger drugs listed above (inhalants for anesthesia), people with MH susceptibility can develop an increased rate of metabolism in the cells of their body, resulting in rapid breathing, rapid heartbeat, high body temperature (over 110°F), muscle stiffness, and muscle breakdown. If these signs are not recognized, treated, or able to be controlled, brain damage or death can occur due to internal bleeding, heart failure, or failure other organs.

The series of events that occur after exposure to trigger drugs is activated by an abnormally high amount of calcium inside muscle cells. This is due to changes in the chemical reactions that control muscle contraction and the production of energy. Calcium is normally stored in an area called the sarcoplasmic reticulum, which is a system of tiny tubes located inside muscle cells. This system of tubes allows muscles to contract (by releasing calcium) and to relax (by storing calcium) in muscle cells. Calcium also plays an important role in the production of energy inside cells (i.e. metabolism). There are at least three important proteins located in (or nearby) the sarcoplasmic reticulum that control how much calcium is released into muscle cells and thus help muscles contract. One of these proteins is a “calcium release channel” protein that has been named the ryanodine receptor protein, or RYR. This protein (as well as the gene that tells the body how to make it) has been an important area of research. For some reason, when people with MH susceptibility are exposed to a trigger drug, they can develop very high levels of calcium in their muscle cells. The trigger drugs presumably stimulate the proteins that control the release of calcium, causing them to create very high levels of calcium in muscle cells. This abnormally high calcium level then leads to increased metabolism, muscle stiffness, and the other symptoms of MH.

The amount of time that passes between the exposure to trigger drugs and the appearance of the first symptoms of MH varies between different people. Symptoms begin within 10 minutes for some individuals, although several hours may pass before symptoms appear in others. This means that some people do not show signs of MH until they have left the operating room and are recovering from surgery. In addition, some individuals who inherit MH susceptibility may be exposed to trigger drugs numerous times during multiple surgeries without any complications. However, they still have an increased risk to develop an MH episode during future exposures.

This means that people who have an increased risk for MH susceptibility due to their family history cannot presume they are not at risk simply because they previously had successful surgeries. Although MH was frequently a fatal condition in the past, a drug called dantrolene became available in 1979, which greatly decreased the rate of both death and disability.

**KEY TERMS**

- **Anesthesia**—Lack of normal sensation (especially to pain) brought on by medications just prior to surgery or other medical procedures.
- **Genetic heterogeneity**—The occurrence of the same or similar disease, caused by different genes among different families.
- **Hyperthermia**—Body temperature that is much higher than normal (i.e. higher than 98.6°F).
- **Masseter spasm**—Stiffening of the jaw muscles. Often one of the first symptoms of malignant hyperthermia susceptibility that occurs after exposure to a trigger drug.
- **Metabolism**—The total combination of all of the chemical processes that occur within cells and tissues of a living body.
- **Sarcoplasmic reticulum**—A system of tiny tubes located inside muscle cells that allow muscles to contract and relax by alternatively releasing and storing calcium.
- **Trigger drugs**—Specific drugs used for muscle relaxation and anesthesia that can trigger an episode of malignant hyperthermia in a susceptible person. The trigger drugs include halothane, enflurane, isoflurane, sevoflurane, desflurane, methoxyflurane, ether, and succinylcholine.

Susceptibility to MH is generally considered to be inherited as an autosomal dominant trait. “Autosomal” means that males and females are equally likely to be affected. “Dominant” refers to a specific type of inheritance in which only one copy of a person’s gene pair needs to be changed in order for the susceptibility to be present. In this situation, an individual susceptible to MH receives a changed copy of the same gene from one parent (who is also susceptible to MH). This means that a person with MH susceptibility has one copy of the changed gene and one copy of the gene that works well. The chance that a parent with MH susceptibility will...
have a child who is also susceptible is 50% for each pregnancy. The same parent would also have a 50% chance to have a non-susceptible child with each pregnancy.

It is not unusual for people to not know they inherited a genetic change that causes MH susceptibility. This is because they typically do not show symptoms unless they are exposed to a specific muscle relaxant or certain anesthetics, which may not be needed by everyone during his or her lifetime. In addition, people who inherit MH susceptibility do not always develop a reaction to trigger drugs, which means their susceptibility may not be recognized even if they do have one or more surgeries. Once MH susceptibility is diagnosed in an individual, however, it is important for his or her family members to know they also have a risk for MH susceptibility, since it is a dominant condition. This means that anyone with a family member who has MH susceptibility should tell their doctor about their family history. Since MH may go unrecognized, it is important that anyone who has had a close relative die from anesthesia notify the anesthesiologist before any type of surgery is planned. People with a family history of MH susceptibility may choose to meet with a genetic counselor to discuss the significance of their family history as well. In addition, relatives of an affected person may consider having a test to see if they also inherited MH susceptibility.

Although there are many people who have the same symptoms of MH when exposed to trigger drugs, genetic research has shown that there are probably many genes, located on different chromosomes, that can all lead to MH susceptibility. This indicates that there is genetic heterogeneity among different families with MH susceptibility, meaning that different genes can lead to the same or similar disease among different families. As of March 2001, researchers identified six different types of MH susceptibility. Although specific genes have been discovered for some of these types, others have been linked only to specific chromosomal regions.

Genetic classification of malignant hyperthermia:

- MHS2—Located on chromosome 17q11.2-24. Suspected gene called SCN4A.
- MHS3—Located on chromosome 7q21-22. Suspected gene called CACNA2DI. Gene creates part of the DHPR protein called the alpha 2/delta subunit.
- MHS4—Located on chromosome 3q13.1. Specific gene and protein unknown.
- MHS5—Located on chromosome 1q32. Specific gene called CACNA1S. Gene creates part of the DHPR protein called the alpha 1 subunit.
- MHS6—Located on chromosome 5p. Specific gene and protein unknown.

Over half of all families with MH susceptibility are believed to have MHS1 (i.e. have changes in the RYR1 gene), while the rest have MHS2, MHS3, MHS4, MHS5, or MHS6. However, as of January 2000, only 20% of all families tested had specific genetic changes identified in the RYR1 gene. This is because there are many different types of genetic changes in the gene that can all lead to MH susceptibility, and many families have changes that are unique. As a result, genetic testing of the RYR1 gene is complicated, time consuming, and often cannot locate all possible genetic changes. In addition, genetic testing for families may become more complex as knowledge about MH grows. This issue was discussed in an article published by researchers in July 2000. The authors explained that although MH susceptibility has typically been described as an autosomal dominant trait caused by a single gene that is passed from one generation to the next, they believe MH susceptibility may actually depend upon various genetic changes that occur in more than one gene. Further research may clarify this issue in the future.

While specific genes have been identified for some of the MH susceptibility types (i.e. RYR1 and DHPR alpha 1 subunit), not all changes in these genes lead specifically to MH susceptibility. For example, although at least 20 different genetic changes have been identified in the RYR1 gene that can lead to MH susceptibility, some people who have certain types of these changes actually have a different genetic condition that affects the muscles called central core disease (CCD). Infants with this autosomal dominant condition typically have very poor muscle tone (i.e. muscle tension) as well as an increased susceptibility to MH. Among families who have CCD, there are some individuals who do not have the typical muscle changes, but have MH susceptibility instead. Hopefully, future research will help scientists understand why the same genetic change in the RYR1 gene can cause different symptoms among people belonging to the same family.

Demographics

The exact number of individuals who are born with a genetic change that causes MH susceptibility is not known. Until genetic research and genetic testing improves, this number will likely remain unclear. However, it is estimated that internationally one in 50,000 people who are exposed to anesthesia develop an MH reaction. Among children, it is estimated that one in 5,000 to one in 15,000 develop MH symptoms when exposed to anesthesia. MH has been seen in many countries, although there are some geographic areas where it
occurs more often in the local populations, including parts of Wisconsin, North Carolina, Austria, and Quebec.

Signs and symptoms

Although the specific symptoms of malignant hyperthermia can vary, the most common findings include:
- stiffness/spasms of jaw muscles and other muscles
- rapid breathing, causing decreased oxygen and increased carbon dioxide in the blood
- rapid or irregular heartbeat
- high body temperature (over 110°F)
- muscle breakdown (may cause dark or cola-colored urine)
- internal bleeding, kidney failure, brain damage, or death (if not treated successfully)

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of MH susceptibility can be made before or during a reaction to a triggering drug. Ideally, the diagnosis is made before a susceptible individual is exposed and/or develops a reaction. This is possible for people who learn they have an increased chance for MH because they have a relative with MH susceptibility. Testing these individuals requires a surgical procedure called a muscle biopsy, in which a piece of muscle tissue is removed from the body (usually from the thigh). Safe (i.e. non-triggering) anesthetics are used during the procedure. The muscle is taken to a laboratory and is exposed to halothane (a triggering anesthetic) and caffeine, both of which cause any muscle tissue to contract, or tighten. Thus the test is called the caffeine halothane contracture test (CHCT). Muscle tissue taken from individuals with MH susceptibility is more sensitive to caffeine and halothane, causing it to contract more strongly than normal muscle tissue from non-susceptible people. This type of test is a very accurate way to predict whether a person has MH susceptibility or not. However, the test does require surgery, time to recover (typically three days), and it is expensive (approximately $2,500). In the United States, many insurance companies will pay for the testing if it is needed. Although the test is not available in every state or country, there are at least 40 medical centers worldwide that can perform the test.

Unfortunately, not all MH susceptible people will learn from their family histories that they have an increased risk for MH before they are exposed to a trigger drug. For these individuals, the diagnosis of MH susceptibility is often made during surgery by the anesthesiologist (a physician specializing in anesthesia) who is providing the anesthesia medications. Other health care specialists also may notice symptoms of MH during or after surgery. Symptoms such as rapid breathing, rapid heart rate, and high body temperature can usually be detected with various machines or devices that examine basic body functions during surgery. Muscle stiffness of the jaw, arms, legs, stomach and chest may be noticed as well. These symptoms may happen during surgery or even several hours later. If the diagnosis is made during or after surgery, immediate treatment is needed to prevent damage to various parts of the body or death. If a person has a suspicious reaction to anesthesia, he or she may undergo a muscle biopsy to confirm MH susceptibility at a later date.

In spite of the fact that a number of important genes and genetic regions associated with MH susceptibility have been identified, testing a person’s DNA for all of the possible changes that may cause this condition is not easily done for affected individuals and their families. As of March 2001, existing genetic testing identifies some changes that have been seen among families with MHS1 and MHS6. Research studies may provide information for families with MHS2, MHS3, MHS4, and MHS5 as well. Sometimes the testing requires DNA from only one affected person, but in other cases, many samples are needed from a variety of family members. However, until genetic technology improves, the contracture test that is done on muscle tissue will likely remain the “gold standard” for diagnosis of MH susceptibility.

Treatment and management

The early identification of an MH episode allows for immediate treatment with an “antidote” called dantrolene sodium. This medication prevents the release of calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, which decreases muscle stiffness and energy production in the cells. If hyperthermia develops, the person’s body can be cooled with ice. In addition, the anesthesiologist will change the anesthetic from a trigger drug to a non-trigger drug. Immediate treatment is necessary to prevent serious illness and/or death.

Once a person with definite or suspected MH susceptibility is diagnosed (by an MH episode, muscle biopsy, or family history), prevention of an MH episode is possible. There are many types of non-triggering anesthetic drugs and muscle relaxants that can be used during surgical procedures. The important first step in this process is for people with known or suspected MH susceptibility to talk with their doctors before any surgery, so that only non-triggering drugs are used. People with definite or suspected MH susceptibility should always carry some form of medical identification that describes their diagnosis in
case emergency surgery is needed. The Malignant Hyperthermia Association of the United States provides wallet-sized emergency medical ID cards for its members.

**Prognosis**

Early diagnosis and treatment of MH episodes with dantrolene sodium has dramatically improved the prognosis for people who develop MH during or just after surgery. When the condition was first recognized in the 1960s, no real treatment (other than cooling the person’s body) was available, and only 20–30% of people who developed MH survived. When the antidote (dantrolene sodium) became available in 1979, the survival rate increased to 70–80%. However, 5–10% of people who develop MH after exposure to a trigger drug still may die even with proper medication and care. Among those who do survive, some are disabled due to kidney, muscle, or brain damage. The best prognosis exists for people with definite or suspected MH susceptibility who are able to prevent exposures to trigger drugs by discussing their history with their doctors. Improved genetic testing in the future may help identify most or all people with inherited MH susceptibility, so they too may prevent exposures that could trigger MH episodes.
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**Mannosidosis**

**Definition**

Mannosidosis is a rare inherited disorder, an inborn error of metabolism, that occurs when the body is unable to break down chains of a certain sugar (mannose) properly. As a result, large amounts of sugar-rich compounds build up in the body cells, tissues, and urine, interfering with normal body functions and development of the skeleton.

**Description**

Mannosidosis develops in patients whose genes are unable to make an enzyme required by lysosomes (structures within the cell where proteins, sugars, and fats are broken down and then released back into the cell to make other molecules). Lysosomes need the enzyme to break down, or degrade, long chains of sugars. When the enzyme is missing and the sugar chains are not broken down, the sugars build up in the lysosomes. The lysosomes swell and increase in number, damaging the cell. The result is mannosidosis.

The enzyme has two forms: alpha and beta. Similarly, the disorder mannosidosis has two forms: alpha-mannosidosis (which occurs when the alpha form of the enzyme is missing) and beta-mannosidosis (which occurs when the beta form of the enzyme is missing). Production of each form of the enzyme is controlled by a different gene.

First described in 1967, alpha-mannosidosis is classified further into two types. Infantile (or Type I) alpha-mannosidosis is a severe disorder that results in mental retardation, physical deformities, and death in childhood. Adult (or Type II) alpha-mannosidosis is a milder disorder in which mental retardation and physical deformities develop much more slowly throughout the childhood and teenage years.
Beta-mannosidosis was identified nearly 20 years later in 1986. Patients with this form of the disorder are also mentally retarded but over a wide range of severity, from mild to extreme. Beta-mannosidosis is not well understood, in part because it is such a rare disease. It was discovered only because researchers searched for it: a deficiency of the beta form of the enzyme was known to cause disease in animals.

Genetic profile

The two forms of mannosidosis, alpha and beta, are caused by changes on two different genes. Mutations in the gene MANB, on chromosome 19, result in alpha-mannosidosis. This gene is also known as MAN2B1 or LAMAN. Defects in MANB cause alpha-mannosidosis in both infants and adults.

Beta-mannosidosis is caused by mutations in the gene MANB1 (also called MANBA). This gene is on chromosome 4.

Both genes, MANB and MANB1, are inherited as autosomal recessive traits. This means that if a man and woman each carry one defective gene, then 25% of their children are expected to be born with the disorder. Each gene is inherited separately from the other.

Demographics

Mannosidosis is a rare disorder, occurring in both men and women. The disorder does not affect any particular ethnic group but rather appears in a broad range of people. Alpha-mannosidosis has been studied in Scandinavian, Western and Eastern European, North American, Arabian, African, and Japanese populations. Researchers have identified beta-mannosidosis in European, Hindu, Turkish, Czechoslovakian, Jamaican-Irish, and African families.

Signs and symptoms

The various forms and types of mannosidosis all have one symptom in common: mental retardation. Other signs and symptoms vary.

Infants with alpha-mannosidosis appear normal at birth, but by the end of their first year, they show signs of mental retardation, which rapidly gets worse. They develop a group of symptoms that includes dwarfism, shortened fingers, and facial changes. In these children, the bridge of the nose is flat, they have a prominent forehead, their ears are large and low set, they have protruding eyebrows, and the jaw juts out. Other symptoms include lack of muscle coordination, enlarged spleen and liver, recurring infections, and cloudiness in the back of the eyeball, which is normally clear. These patients often have empty bubbles in their white blood cells, a sign that sugars are being stored improperly.

The adult form occurs in 10–15% of the cases of alpha-mannosidosis. The symptoms in adults are the same as in infants, but they are milder and develop more slowly. Patients with adult alpha-mannosidosis are often normal as babies and young children, when they develop mentally and physically as expected. In their childhood or teenage years, however, mental retardation and physical symptoms become evident. These patients may also lose their hearing and have pain in their joints.

Beta-mannosidosis is characterized by symptoms that range from mild to severe. In all patients, however, the most frequent signs are mental retardation, lung infections, and hearing loss with speech difficulties. In mild cases, patients have red, wart-like spots on their skin. In severe cases, patients may have multiple seizures, and their arms and legs may be paralyzed. Because the symptoms of beta-mannosidosis vary so greatly, researchers suggest that the disorder may frequently be misdiagnosed.

Diagnosis

All types of mannosidosis are tested in the same way. In an infant, child, or adult, doctors can check the patient’s urine for abnormal types of sugar. They may also test the patient’s blood cells to learn if the enzyme is present.

KEY TERMS

Autosomal recessive—A pattern of genetic inheritance where two abnormal genes are needed to display the trait or disease.

Enzyme—A protein that catalyzes a biochemical reaction or change without changing its own structure or function.

Lysosomal storage disease—A category of disorders that includes mannosidosis.

Lysosome—Membrane-enclosed compartment in cells, containing many hydrolytic enzymes; where large molecules and cellular components are broken down.

Mannose—A type of sugar that forms long chains in the body.

Mutation—A permanent change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual, or manifest as disease, and can be transmitted to offspring.
If doctors suspect that a pregnant woman may be carrying a child with mannosidosis, they can test cells in the fluid surrounding the baby for enzyme activity.

**Treatment and management**

There is no known treatment for mannosidosis. The symptoms—mental retardation and skeletal abnormalities—are managed by supportive care, depending on the severity. Patients with adult alpha-mannosidosis and beta-mannosidosis may show mild mental retardation or behavior problems (such as depression or aggression) and may be mainstreamed into society. Others may require institutionalization. Skeletal abnormalities may require surgery to correct them, and recurring infections are treated with antibiotics.

Research with animals suggests that mannosidosis can be treated by placing healthy cells without defective genes into the animals’ bones (bone marrow transplant). Other researchers have successfully treated mannosidosis in animals by inserting healthy genes into the unborn offspring of a pregnant animal. These treatments have not been proven on humans, however.

**Prognosis**

The future for patients with mannosidosis varies with the form of their disorder. For infants with alpha-mannosidosis, death is expected between ages three and 12 years. For infants with beta-mannosidosis, death will come earlier, by the time they are 15 months old.

Patients with mild forms of alpha- and beta-mannosidosis often survive into adulthood, but their lives are complicated by mental retardation and physical deterioration. They will generally die in their early or middle years, depending on the severity of their disorder.
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The most common external signs associated with Marfan syndrome include excessively long arms and legs, with the patient’s arm span being greater than his or her height. The fingers and toes may be long and slender, with loose joints that can bend beyond their normal limits. This unusual flexibility is called hypermobility. The patient’s face may also be long and narrow, and he or she may have a noticeable curvature of the spine. It is important to note, however, that Marfan patients vary widely in the external signs of their disorder and in their severity; even two patients from the same family may look quite different. Most of the external features of Marfan syndrome become more pronounced as the patient gets older, so that diagnosis of the disorder is often easier in adults than in children. In many cases, the patient may have few or very minor outward signs of the disorder, and the diagnosis may be missed until the patient develops vision problems or cardiac symptoms.

Marfan syndrome by itself does not affect a person’s intelligence or ability to learn. There is, however, some clinical evidence that children with Marfan have a slightly higher rate of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) than the general population. In addition, a child with undiagnosed nearsightedness related to Marfan may have difficulty seeing the blackboard or reading printed materials, and thus do poorly in school.

Genetic profile

Marfan syndrome is caused by a single gene for fibrillin on chromosome 15, which is inherited in most cases from an affected parent. Between 15% and 25% of cases result from spontaneous mutations. Mutations of the fibrillin gene (FBNI) are unique to each family affected by Marfan, which makes rapid genetic diagnosis impossible, given present technology. The syndrome is an autosomal dominant disorder, which means that someone who has it has a 50% chance of passing it on to any offspring.

Another important genetic characteristic of Marfan syndrome is variable expression. This term means that the mutated fibrillin gene can produce a variety of symptoms of very different degrees of severity, even in members of the same family.

Demographics

Marfan syndrome affects males and females equally, and appears to be distributed equally among all races and ethnic groups. The rate of mutation of the fibrillin gene, however, appears to be related to the age of the patient’s father; older fathers are more likely to have new mutations appear in chromosome 15.

Signs and symptoms

Cardiac and circulatory abnormalities

The most important complications of Marfan syndrome are those affecting the heart and major blood vessels; some are potentially life-threatening. About 90% of Marfan patients will develop cardiac complications.

• Aortic enlargement. This is the most serious potential complication of Marfan syndrome. Because of the abnormalities of the patient’s fibrillin, the walls of the aorta (the large blood vessel that carries blood away from the heart) are weaker than normal and tend to stretch and bulge out of shape. This stretching increases the likelihood of an aortic dissection, which is a tear or separation between the layers of tissue that make up the aorta. An aortic dissection usually causes severe pain in the abdomen, back, or chest, depending on the section of the aorta that is affected. Rupture of the aorta is a
medical emergency requiring immediate surgery and medication.

- Aortic regurgitation. A weakened and enlarged aorta may allow some blood to leak back into the heart during each heartbeat; this condition is called aortic regurgitation. Aortic regurgitation occasionally causes shortness of breath during normal activity. In serious cases, it causes the left ventricle of the heart to enlarge and may eventually lead to heart failure.

- Mitral valve prolapse. Between 75% and 85% of patients with Marfan syndrome have loose or “floppy” mitral valves, which are the valves that separate the chambers of the heart. When these valves do not cover the opening between the chambers completely, the condition is called mitral valve prolapse. Complications of mitral valve prolapse include heart murmurs and arrhythmias. In rare cases, mitral valve prolapse can cause sudden death.

- Infective endocarditis. Infective endocarditis is an infection of the endothelium, the tissue that lines the heart. In patients with Marfan syndrome, it is the abnormal mitral valve that is most likely to become infected.

- Other complications. Some patients with Marfan syndrome develop cystic disease of the lungs or recurrent spontaneous pneumothorax, a condition in which air accumulates in the space around the lungs. Many patients will also eventually develop emphysema.

**Musculoskeletal abnormalities**

Marfan syndrome causes an increase in the length of the patient’s bones, with decreased support from the ligaments that hold the bones together. As a result, the patient may develop various deformities of the skeleton or disorders related to the relative looseness of the ligaments.

**Disorders of the spine**

- **Scoliosis.** Scoliosis, or curvature of the spine, is a disorder in which the vertebrae that make up the spine twist out of line from side to side into an S-shape or a spiral. It is caused by a combination of the rapid growth of children with Marfan, and the looseness of the ligaments that help the spine to keep its shape.

- **Kyphosis** is an abnormal outward curvature of the spine, sometimes called hunchback when it occurs in the upper back. Patients with Marfan may develop kyphosis either in the upper (thoracic) spine or the lower (lumbar) spine.

- **Spondylolisthesis.** Spondylolisthesis is the medical term for a forward slippage of one vertebra on the one below it. It produces an ache or stiffness in the lower back.

- **Dural ectasia.** The dura is the tough, fibrous outermost membrane covering the brain and the spinal cord. The weak dura in patients with Marfan swells or bulges under the pressure of the spinal fluid. This swelling is called ectasia. In most cases, dural ectasia occurs in the lower spine, producing low back ache, a burning feeling, or numbness or weakness in the legs.

**Disorders of the chest and lower body**

- **Pectus excavatum.** Pectus excavatum is a malformation of the chest in which the patient’s breastbone, or sternum, is sunken inward. It can cause difficulties in breathing, especially if the heart, spine, and lung have been affected by Marfan syndrome. It may also cause concerns about appearance.

- **Pectus carinatum.** In other patients with Marfan syndrome the sternum is pushed outward and narrowed. Although pectus carinatum does not cause breathing difficulties, it can cause embarrassment about appearance. A few patients may have a pectus excavatum on one side of their chest and a pectus carinatum on the other.

- **Foot disorders.** Patients with Marfan syndrome are more likely to develop pes planus (flat feet) or so-called “claw” or “hammer” toes than people in the general population. They are also more likely to have chronic pain in their feet.

- **Protrusio acetabulae.** The acetabulum is the socket of the hip joint. In patient’s with Marfan syndrome, the acetabulum becomes deeper than normal during growth for reasons that are not yet understood. Although protrusio acetabulae does not cause problems during childhood and adolescence, it can lead to a painful form of arthritis in adult life.

**Disorders of the eyes and face**

Although the visual problems related to Marfan syndrome are rarely life-threatening, they are important in that they may be the patient’s first indication of the disorder. Eye disorders related to the syndrome include the following:

- **Myopia (nearsightedness).** Most patients with Marfan develop nearsightedness, usually in childhood.

- **Ectopia lentis.** Ectopia lentis is the medical term for dislocation of the lens of the eye. Between 65% and 75% of patients with Marfan have dislocated lenses. This condition is an important indication for diagnosis of the syndrome because there are relatively few other disorders that produce it.

- **Glaucoma.** This condition is much more prevalent in patients with Marfan syndrome than in the general population.
Five common clinical signs for Marfan syndrome. Pectus excavatum (A) refers to the inward curve of the chest. Positive thumb sign (B) is the appearance of the thumb tip when making a closed fist. Positive elbow sign (C) is the ability to touch one’s elbows behind their back. Scoliosis (D) is a marked side-to-side curvature of the spine, and kyphosis (E) is the hunchback form resulting from an outward curvature of the spine.
• Cataracts. Patients with Marfan syndrome are more likely to develop cataracts, and to develop them much earlier in life, sometimes as early as 40 years of age.

• Retinal detachment. Patients with Marfan syndrome are more vulnerable to this disorder because of the weakness of their connective tissues. Untreated retinal detachment can cause blindness. The danger of retinal detachment is an important reason for patients to avoid contact sports or other activities that could cause a blow on the head or being knocked to the ground.

• Other facial problems. Patients with Marfan sometimes develop dental problems related to crowding of the teeth caused by a high-arched palate and a narrow jaw.

Other disorders

• Striae. Striae are stretch marks in the skin caused by rapid weight gain or growth; they frequently occur in pregnant women, for example. Patients with Marfan often develop striae over the shoulders, hips, and lower back at an early age because of rapid bone growth. Although the patient may be self-conscious about the striae, they are not a danger to health.

• Obstructive sleep apnea. Obstructive sleep apnea refers to partial obstruction of the airway during sleep, causing irregular breathing and sometimes snoring. In patients with Marfan syndrome, obstructive sleep apnea is caused by the unusual flexibility of the tissues lining the patient’s airway. This disturbed breathing pattern increases the risk of aortic dissection.

Diagnosis

Presently, there is no objective diagnostic test for Marfan syndrome, in part because the disorder does not produce any measurable biochemical changes in the patient’s blood or body fluids, or cellular changes that could be detected from a tissue sample. Although researchers in molecular biology are currently investigating the FBN1 gene through a process called mutational analysis, it is presently not useful as a diagnostic test because there is evidence that there can be mutations in the fibrillin gene that do not produce Marfan syndrome. Similarly, there is no reliable prenatal test, although some physicians have used ultrasound to try to determine the length of fetal limbs in at-risk pregnancies.

The diagnosis is made by taking a family history and a thorough examination of the patient’s eyes, heart, and bone structure. The examination should include an echocardiogram taken by a cardiologist, a slit-lamp eye examination by an ophthalmologist, and a work-up of the patient’s spinal column by an orthopedic specialist. In terms of the cardiac examination, a standard electrocardiogram (EKG) is not sufficient for diagnosis; only the echocardiogram can detect possible enlargement of the aorta. The importance of the slit-lamp examination is that it allows the doctor to detect a dislocated lens, which is a significant indication of the syndrome.

The symptoms of Marfan syndrome in some patients resemble the symptoms of homocystinuria, which is an inherited disorder marked by extremely high levels of homocystine in the patient’s blood and urine. This possibility can be excluded by a urine test.

In other cases, the diagnosis remains uncertain because of the mildness of the patient’s symptoms, the absence of a family history of the syndrome, and other variables. These borderline conditions are sometimes referred to as marfanoid syndromes.

Treatment and management

The treatment and management of Marfan syndrome is tailored to the specific symptoms of each patient. Some patients find that the syndrome has little impact on their overall lifestyle; others have found their lives centered on the disorder.

Cardiovascular system

After a person has been diagnosed with Marfan syndrome, he or she should be monitored with an echocardiogram every six months until it is clear that the aorta is not growing larger. After that, the patient should have an echocardiogram once a year. If the echocardiogram does not allow the physician to visualize all portions of the aorta, CT (computed tomography) or MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) may be used. In cases involving a possible aortic dissection, the patient may be given a TEE (transesophageal echocardiogram).

MEdICATIONS. A patient may be given drugs called beta-blockers to slow down the rate of aortic enlargement and decrease the risk of dissection by lowering the blood pressure and decreasing the forcefulness of the heartbeat. The most commonly used beta-blockers in patients with Marfan are propranolol (Inderal) and atenolol (Tenormin). Patients who are allergic to beta-blockers may be given a calcium blocker such as verapamil.

Because patients with Marfan syndrome are at increased risk for infective endocarditis, they must take a prophylactic dose of an antibiotic before having dental work or minor surgery, as these procedures may allow bacteria to enter the bloodstream. Penicillin and amoxicillin are the antibiotics most often used.
Surgical Treatment. Surgery may be necessary if the width of the patient’s aorta increases rapidly or reaches a critical size (about 2 in, 5 cm). As of 2000, the most common surgical treatment involves replacing the patient’s aortic valve and several inches of the aorta itself with a composite graft, which is a prosthetic heart valve sewn into one end of a Dacron tube. This surgery has been performed widely since about 1985; most patients who have had a composite graft have not needed additional surgery.

Patients who have had a valve replaced must take an anticoagulant medication, usually warfarin (Coumadin), in order to minimize the possibility of a clot forming on the prosthetic valve.

Musculoskeletal System

Children diagnosed with Marfan syndrome should be checked for scoliosis by their pediatricians at each annual physical examination. The doctor simply asks the child to bend forward while the back is examined for changes in the curvature. In addition, the child’s spine should be x-rayed in order to measure the extent of scoliosis or kyphosis. The curve is measured in degrees by the angle between the vertebrae as seen on the x-ray. Curves of 20° or less are not likely to become worse. Curves between 20° and 40° are likely to increase in children or adolescents. Curves of 40° or more are highly likely to worsen, even in an adult, because the spine is so badly imbalanced that the force of gravity will increase the curvature.

Scoliosis between 20° and 40° in children is usually treated with a back brace. The child must wear this appliance about 23 hours a day until growth is complete. If the spinal curvature increases to 40° or 50°, the patient may require surgery in order to prevent lung problems, back pain, and further deformity. Surgical treatment of scoliosis involves straightening the spine with metal rods and fusing the vertebrae in the straightened position.

Spondylolisthesis is treated with a brace in mild cases. If the slippage is more than 30°, the slipped vertebra may require surgical realignment.

Dural ectasia can be distinguished from other causes of back pain on an MRI. Mild cases are usually not treated. Medication or spinal shunting to remove some of the spinal fluid are used to treat severe cases.

Pectus excavatum and pectus carinatum can be treated by surgery. In pectus excavatum, the deformed breastbone and ribs are raised and straightened by a metal bar. After four to six months, the bar is removed in an outpatient procedure.

Protrusio acetabulae may require surgery in adult life to provide the patient with an artificial hip joint, if the arthritic pains are severe.

Pain in the feet or limbs is usually treated with a mild analgesic such as acetaminophen. Patients with Marfan syndrome should consider wearing shoes with low heels, special cushions, or orthotic inserts. Foot surgery is rarely necessary.

Visual and Dental Concerns

Patients with Marfan syndrome should have a thorough eye examination, including a slit-lamp examination, to test for dislocation of the lens as well as nearsightedness. Dislocation can be treated by a combination of special glasses and daily use of 1% atropine ophthalmic drops, or by surgery.

Because patients with Marfan syndrome are at increased risk of glaucoma, they should have the fluid pressure inside the eye measured every year as part of an eye examination. Glaucoma can be treated with medications or with surgery.

Cataracts are treated with increasing success by implant surgery. It is important, however, to seek treatment at medical centers with eye surgeons familiar with the possible complications of cataract surgery in patients with Marfan syndrome.

All persons with Marfan syndrome should be taught to recognize the signs of retinal detachment (sudden blurring of vision in one eye becoming progressively worse without pain or redness) and to seek professional help immediately.

Children with Marfan should be evaluated by their dentist at each checkup for crowding of the teeth and possible misalignment, and referred to an orthodontist if necessary.

People with Marfan syndrome should avoid sports or occupations that require heavy weight lifting, rough physical contact, or rapid changes in atmospheric pressure (e.g., scuba diving). Weight lifting increases blood pressure, which in turn may enlarge the aorta. Rough physical contact may cause retinal detachment. Sudden changes in air pressure may produce pneumothorax. Regular noncompetitive physical exercise, however, is beneficial for patients. Good choices include brisk walking, shooting baskets, and slow-paced tennis.

Social and Lifestyle Issues

Smoking is particularly harmful for patients with Marfan because it increases their risk of emphysema.

Until very recently, women with Marfan syndrome were advised to avoid pregnancy because of the risk of...
aortic enlargement or dissection. The development of beta-blockers and echocardiograms, however, allows doctors now to monitor patients throughout pregnancy. It is recommended that patients have an echocardiogram during each of the three trimesters of pregnancy. Normal, vaginal delivery is not necessarily more stressful than a Caesarian section, but patients in prolonged labor may have a Caesarian birth to reduce strain on the heart. A pregnant woman with Marfan syndrome should also receive genetic counseling regarding the 50% risk of having a child with the syndrome.

Children and adolescents with Marfan syndrome may benefit from supportive counseling regarding appearance, particularly if their symptoms are severe and causing them to withdraw from social activities. In addition, families may wish to seek counseling regarding the effects of the syndrome on relationships within the family. Many people respond with guilt, fear, or blame when a genetic disorder is diagnosed in the family, or they may overprotect the affected member. Support groups are often good sources of information about Marfan syndrome; they can offer helpful suggestions about living with it as well as emotional support.

Prognosis

The prognosis for patient’s with Marfan syndrome has improved markedly in recent years. As of 1995, the life expectancy of people with the syndrome had increased to 72 years; up from 48 years in 1972. This dramatic improvement is attributed to new surgical techniques, improved diagnosis, and new techniques of medical treatment.

The most important single factor in improving the patient’s prognosis is early diagnosis. The earlier that a patient can benefit from the new techniques and lifestyle modifications, the more likely he or she is to have a longer life expectancy.
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Marie-Strumpell spondylitis bechterew syndrome see *Ankylosing spondylitis*  
Maroteaux-Lamy syndrome (MPS VI) see *Mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS)*

Marshall syndrome

Definition

Marshall syndrome is a very rare genetic disorder with an autosomal dominant pattern that equally affects males and females. It is caused by an abnormality in collagen, which is a key part of connective tissue.

Description

Marshall syndrome was first described by Dr. D. Marshall in 1958 and it has been studied periodically by researchers since then. The disease is most apparent in the facial features of those affected, which include an upturned nose, eyes spaced widely apart, making them appear larger than normal, and a flat nasal bridge. This facial formation gives subjects a childlike appearance. The upper part of the skull is unusually thick, and deposits of calcium may appear in the cranium. Patients may also have palate abnormalities. In addition, they may experience early osteoarthritis, particularly in the knees.
Myopia (nearsightedness), cataracts, and glaucoma are common in Marshall syndrome. Moderate to severe hearing loss is often preceded by many incidents of otitis media (middle ear infection) and can occur in children as young as age three. Some patients also have osteoarthritis, particularly of the knees.

In the years following Dr. Marshall’s discovery, some physicians have argued that Marshall syndrome is actually a subset of Stickler syndrome, a more common genetic disorder. Individuals with both syndromes have similar facial features and symptoms. However, other experts have argued against this view, stating that Marshall syndrome is a distinct disorder on its own. For example, most patients with Stickler syndrome have cataracts, while this problem is less common among those with Marshall syndrome. In addition, most subjects with Marshall syndrome have moderate to severe hearing loss, which rarely occurs among those with Stickler syndrome, who have normal hearing.

Genetic research performed in 1998 and 1999 revealed that both sides were right. There are clear genetic differences between the two syndromes. There are also patients who have apparent overlaps of both syndromes.

In 1998, a study used genetic testing to establish that a collagen genetic mutation on COL11A1 caused Marshall syndrome and that a change on COL2A1 caused Stickler syndrome. It also found that other types of mutations could cause overlaps of both syndromes.

A study in 1999 described a genetic study of 30 patients from Europe and the United States, all of whom were suspected to have either Marshall or Stickler syndrome. These genetic findings confirmed those of the previous (1998) study. Twenty-three novel mutations of COL11A1 and COL2A1 were found among the subjects. Some patients had genetic overlaps of both Marshall and Stickler syndromes.

Physical differences were also noted between the two syndromes. For example, all the patients with Marshall syndrome had moderate to severe hearing loss, while none of the patients with Stickler syndrome had hearing loss. About half the patients with overlapping disorders of both diseases had hearing loss. All the patients with Marshall syndrome had short noses, compared to about 75% of the patients with Stickler syndrome. Palate abnormalities occur in all patients with Stickler syndrome, compared to only about 80% of those with Marshall syndrome. Also, about a third of the Stickler patients had dental abnormalities, compared to 11% of the patients with Marshall syndrome. Those with Stickler (71%) had a higher percentage of cataracts than those with Marshall syndrome (40%). Patients with Marshall syndrome were much more likely to have short stature than those with Stickler syndrome.

**Genetic profile**

The gene name for Marshall syndrome is Collagen, Type XI, alpha 1. The gene symbol is COL11A1. The chromosomal location is 1p21. Marshall syndrome is an autosomal dominant genetic trait and the risk of an affected parent transmitting the gene to the child is 50%. Human traits are the product of the interaction of two genes from that condition, one received from the father and one from the mother. In dominant disorders, a single copy of the abnormal gene (received from either parent) dominates the normal gene and results in the appearance of the disease. The risk of transmitting the disorder from affected parent to offspring is 50% for each pregnancy regardless of the sex of the resulting child.

**Demographics**

Because of the rarity of this disease, very little demographic data is available. Less than 100 cases of individuals with this syndrome have been reported worldwide in medical literature. Some cases are probably undiagnosed because of the high expense of genetic testing. It is known that Marshall syndrome presents in infancy or early childhood and severe symptoms such as hearing loss and cataracts manifest before the age of 10 years. Adults with the syndrome retain the facial traits that are characteristic of this disease, such as flat nose, large nasal bridge and widely spaced eyes. Among those with
Stickler syndrome, in contrast, these distinctive facial characteristics diminish in adulthood.

**Signs and symptoms**

Characteristic features of this disease are short upturned nose with a flat nasal bridge. Some patients also have glaucoma, crossed eyes, detached retinas, and protruding upper teeth. Patients often have short stature compared to other family members without the disease.

**Diagnosis**

Individuals are diagnosed by their features as well as by the very early onset of serious eye and ear disease. Because Marshall syndrome is an autosomal dominant hereditary disease, physicians can also note the characteristic appearance of the biological parent of the child. Genetic testing is costly, thus, it is not ordered for most people. As a result, people may be diagnosed as possible Marshall syndrome or possible Stickler syndrome, based on their symptoms and appearance.

**Treatment and management**

Marshall syndrome cannot be cured; however, the symptoms caused by the disease should be treated. Children with Marshall syndrome should have annual eye and ear checkups because of the risk for cataracts and hearing loss. Cataract surgery will be needed if cataracts develop. At present, the only treatment for the progressive hearing loss is a hearing aid. The flat “saddle nose” can be altered with cosmetic surgery. If a child with Marshall syndrome has osteoarthritis, doctors may advise against contact sports.

**Prognosis**

As they age, vision and hearing problems will generally worsen for patients with Marshall syndrome. Many will also develop osteoarthritis at an earlier age than for patients without Marshall syndrome, such as in the teens or twenties. Because there are so few identified cases, it is unknown what the life expectancy is of afflicted individuals.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**


difficulty with breathing. Pneumonia, or a lung infection, is common because of this; these can occur several times.

Significant mental and physical delays are almost always expected in MSS. Since children with MSS are often hospitalized for long periods of time to help treat respiratory problems, they may also be slower to do physical things like crawling or walking.

No two patients with MSS have the exact same symptoms, as there is some variability with the condition. There are no alternate names for Marshall-Smith syndrome, though it is sometimes incorrectly referred to as Weaver syndrome, a separate condition with similar symptoms.

Families with MSS can be put under a great deal of stress, because long-term hospitalizations in the intensive care unit are common for children with MSS.

Genetic profile

The vast majority of people with MSS are unique in their family; there is usually no family history of the condition. Because of this, MSS is thought to be a random, sporadic event when it occurs. As of 2001, no specific gene has been associated with MSS, and other genetic background is still largely unknown. Standard genetic testing, such as chromosome analysis and metabolic studies, typically are normal for patients with MSS.

In 1999, a group in Saudi Arabia reported a young girl with features of MSS who had a chromosome abnormality. She was found to have some duplication of the material on a region of chromosome 2. This has led researchers to believe that the gene for MSS may actually be on chromosome 2. As of 2001, this is the only individual with MSS found to have a chromosome abnormality. Current research is under way to determine the exact genetic cause for MSS.

Demographics

Marshall-Smith syndrome is very rare in the general population. In fact, no statistical rates are available for the condition. It appears to be present across the world, affecting males and females equally.

Signs and symptoms

The most medically serious complication in MSS is the associated respiratory problems. Structures in the respiratory system, such as the larynx and trachea, may not function properly because they can be “floppy,” soft, and less muscular than usual. Because of this, airways can become plugged or clogged, since air does not move through to clear them like usual. Mucus may start collecting, causing an increased amount of bacteria that can lead to pneumonia. Ear infections are common, because the bacteria can spread to the ears as well. Internal nasal passages may be narrower in people with MSS, which can also pose difficulty with breathing.

Children with MSS may have problems with eating, due to similar reasons that they may have difficulty breathing. Additionally, they may have a weak “suck” and “swallowing” reflex, normally controlled by muscular movements. As mentioned earlier, another feature of MSS is lack of proper growth and weight gain. This can be in part due to the difficulty in feeding for these individuals, though they are often very small even at birth.

Advanced bone age is present in all people with MSS. In particular, the bones of someone with MSS appear more dense on an x ray than they should, according to their age. While x rays of their hands and wrists often determine a person’s “bone age,” people with MSS often have a generalized advanced bone age within their

KEY TERMS

Cartilage—Supportive connective tissue which cushions bone at the joints or which connects muscle to bone.

Corpus callosum—A thick bundle of nerve fibers deep in the center of the forebrain that provides communications between the right and left cerebral hemispheres.

Gastrostomy—The construction of an artificial opening from the stomach through the abdominal wall to permit the intake of food.

Hirsuitism—The presence of coarse hair on the face, chest, upper back, or abdomen in a female as a result of excessive androgen production.

Larynx—The voice box, or organ that contains the vocal cords.

Phalanges—Long bones of the fingers and toes, divided by cartilage around the knuckles.

Trachea—Long tube connecting from the larynx down into the lungs, responsible for passing air.

Tracheostomy—An opening surgically created in the trachea (windpipe) through the neck to improve breathing.

Umbilical hernia—Protrusion of the bowels through the abdominal wall, underneath the navel.
entire skeleton. They may also have broad middle phalanges of the hand, which can be seen on an x ray.

Facial characteristics of people with MSS include those mentioned earlier, but other features may also occasionally be present. These can be blue-tinged sclerae (the white sections of the eyes), a large head circumference (measurement around the head), and a small, triangle-shaped face (with the point of the triangle being at the chin).

Occasionally, creases in the hands are “deeper” than usual in people with MSS. The first (“big”) toe can also be longer and bigger than usual. Additional features include hirsutism and an umbilical hernia. Hearing loss can sometimes occur. Ears may be larger, have a “crumpled” appearance, or be lower on the head than usual.

Changes in the brain can occur in MSS. An individual was reported in 1997 to have a smaller optic nerve (the nerve the connects the eyes to the brain) than usual, and had some vision problems as a result. Some children may be missing the corpus callosum, a structure in the brain. Mental and physical delays are commonly present in MSS, and are usually quite significant. These may in part be due to the brain abnormalities that are sometimes seen. There may be partial to complete lack of speech for individuals with MSS, another sign of the mental delays.

**Diagnosis**

Because there is no genetic testing available for Marshall-Smith syndrome, all individuals have been diagnosed through a careful physical examination and study of their medical history. Advanced skeletal age can be seen on x rays of the patient’s hands and wrists, since this is the typical way to assess bone age. A full x ray survey of the body is a good way to assess age of other bones as well. Advanced bone age is always seen in Marshall-Smith syndrome, but it may also be present in other genetic syndromes. Sotos syndrome involves similar skeletal findings, but individuals are generally larger than usual and can have mental delays. Weaver syndrome includes advanced skeletal maturation, but individuals are often larger than usual and have other specific facial characteristics (such as very narrow, small eyes). These and other conditions can be ruled out if the respiratory complications and facial characteristics seen in MSS are not present.

**Treatment and management**

As mentioned earlier, long hospitalizations are common for people with MSS. Most of these involve treating severe respiratory complications of MSS. These types of complications often necessitate placing a tracheotomy to assist with breathing. Manual removal of the mucus buildup by suctioning near the tracheotomy is common. Frequent pneumonia is common, and intravenous antibiotics are often the treatment, as in people without MSS. There is no specific treatment for the advanced bone age.

Because feeding can be difficult for children with MSS, a gastrostomy is often needed, and feeding is done directly through the gastrostomy tube. It is a challenge to make sure children with MSS maintain proper growth, and sometimes a gastrostomy is the only way to achieve this.

**Prognosis**

Marshall-Smith syndrome is considered a childhood condition because affected individuals do not typically survive past childhood. There is no long-term research on the disease due to it being rare and not typically present in adults.

Most children with MSS die in early infancy, often by three years of age, due to severe respiratory complications and infections that may result from them. There have been reports of children surviving until age seven or eight, but these children did not have severe respiratory problems. These children give hope that the condition is variable, and not every person diagnosed with the condition will have a severely shortened lifespan.

**Resources**

**ORGANIZATIONS**


Little People of America, Inc. National Headquarters, PO Box 745, Lubbock, TX 79408, Phone: (806) 737-8186 or (888) LPA-2001. Fax: (806) 797-8830, lpadatabase@juno.com, <http://www.lpaonline.org>.

Little People’s Research Fund, Inc. 80 Sister Pierre Dr., Towson, MD 21204-7534. (800) 232-5773 or (410) 494-0055. Fax: (410) 494-0062. <http://pixelscapes.com/lprf>.
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MCAD deficiency

Definition

Medium chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (MCAD) deficiency is a rare genetic disorder characterized by a deficiency of the MCAD enzyme. This enzyme is responsible for the breakdown of certain fatty acids into chemical forms that are usable by the human body. MCAD deficiency accounts for approximately one to three of every 100 cases of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). MCAD deficiency is transmitted through a non-sex linked (autosomal) recessive trait. The first recognized cases of MCAD deficiency were reported in 1982.

Description

Medium chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (MCAD) is one of four enzymes in the mitochondria of the cells that is responsible for the breakdown of medium chain fatty acids into acetyl-CoA. Medium chain fatty acids are defined as fatty acids containing between four and 14 carbon atoms. Acetyl-CoA, the desired product of the breakdown of these fatty acids, is a two-carbon molecule. MCAD is the enzyme responsible for the breakdown of straight-chain fatty acids with four to 14 carbons. There are two other enzymes that are responsible for the breakdown of short straight-chain fatty acids (less than four carbon) and long straight-chain fatty acids (more than 14 carbon) fatty acids. These other enzymes are not able to take over the function of MCAD when MCAD is deficient.

Individuals affected with MCAD deficiency produce a form of the MCAD enzyme that is not nearly as efficient as the normal form of MCAD. This lack of efficiency results in a greatly diminished, but still functional, capability to break down medium chain fatty acids.

Genetic profile

The gene that is responsible for the production of MCAD is located on chromosome 1 at 1p31. Twenty-six different mutations of this gene have been identified as causing MCAD deficiency; however, 95–98% of all cases are the result of a single point mutation. In this mutation, an adenosine is substituted for a guanine in base 985 (G985A), which causes a substitution of lysine (AAA) by glutamic acid (GAA) in residue 329 of the MCAD protein.

MCAD deficiency is a recessive disorder. This means that in order for a person to be affected with MCAD deficiency, he or she must carry two abnormal copies of the MCAD gene. In a population of individuals known to be affected with the G985A mutation, 81% were found to be homozygous for this mutation (two chromosomes, each with the same mutation). The remaining 19% were found to be heterozygous for the G985A mutation (only one chromosome carried the G985A mutation), but their other chromosomes carried one of the other MCAD gene mutations.

Demographics

MCAD deficiency is estimated to occur in approximately one out of every 13,000 to 20,000 live births. This estimate is confounded to a certain degree by the fact that...
up to 25% of all individuals affected with MCAD deficiency die the first time they exhibit any symptoms of the disease. Many of these children are often misdiagnosed with either sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) or Reye syndrome. Unless an autopsy is performed, MCAD generally goes undetected in these individuals; and, even then, unless the physician performing the autopsy is familiar with MCAD deficiency, the cause of death may still be misreported.

MCAD deficiency is seen almost exclusively in Caucasians of Northern European descent (this includes people from every European country not bordering the Mediterranean Sea). Approximately 80% of the Caucasian population of the United States can be considered a part of this subpopulation. In this subpopulation, it is estimated that one in every 40 to 100 people is a carrier of the G985A mutation, and one in every 6,500 to 20,000 people is homozygous in this mutation. Homozygous individuals (carriers of two sets of the G985A mutation) should be affected with MCAD deficiency; however, the incidence rate of MCAD deficiency is lower than that predicted from the carrier populations. There are two possible reasons for the lower number of observed cases of MCAD deficiency than the carrier data suggests should occur. First, many individuals with MCAD deficiency may be misdiagnosed. Secondly, there may be a significant number of homozygous people who for unknown reasons remain unaffected (asymptomatic).

As a comparison, one in every 29 Caucasians is a carrier for cystic fibrosis, but only one in every 3,300 people in this subpopulation develop the disease.

The high frequency of a single mutation leading to MCAD deficiency, combined with the extreme similarity of the other known mutations to this mutation, and the high concentration of MCAD deficiency within a single subpopulation, suggests a founder effect from a single person in a Germanic tribe.

Because MCAD deficiency is a recessive disease, both parents must be carriers of this trait in order for their children to be affected. If both parents carry a copy of the mutated gene, there is a 25% likelihood that their child will be homozygous for MCAD deficiency. Genetically, the probability that an affected person will have a sibling who is also affected is also 25%. In population studies of known MCAD deficient individuals, it has been observed that an average of 32% of these individuals have at least one sibling either known to be affected with MCAD deficiency or to have died with a misdiagnosis of SIDS.

Signs and symptoms

There is no classic set of symptoms that characterize MCAD deficiency. The severity of symptoms observed in individuals affected with MCAD deficiency ranges from no symptoms at all (asymptomatic) to the occurrence of death upon the first onset of symptoms. The first symptoms of MCAD deficiency generally occur within the first three years of life. The average age of onset of the first symptoms is one year of age. Some individuals become symptomatic prior to birth. The onset of symptoms in adults is extremely rare.

Lethargy and persistent vomiting are the most typical symptoms of MCAD deficiency. The first episode of symptoms is generally preceded by a 12 to 16 hour period of stress. Most affected individuals show intermittent periods of low blood sugar (hypoglycemia) and higher than normal amounts of ammonia in the blood (hyperammonemia). An abnormally large liver (hepatomegaly) is also associated with MCAD deficiency.

Approximately half of all individuals showing symptoms of MCAD deficiency for the first time experience respiratory arrest, cardiac arrest, and/or sudden infant death. Between 20% and 25% of all MCAD deficiency affected infants die during their first episodes of symptoms.

Some individuals affected with MCAD deficiency also are affected with a degenerative disease of the brain and central nervous system (encephalopathy). Seizures, coma, and periods of halted breathing (apnea) have also been seen in people with MCAD deficiencies.

Long-term symptoms of MCAD deficiency may include: attention deficit disorder (ADD), cerebral palsy, mental retardation, and/or developmental delays.

The severity of the symptoms associated this MCAD deficiency is linked to the age of the person when the symptoms first happen. The risk of dying from an onset of the disease is slightly higher in individuals who show the first symptoms after the age of one year. The highest risk ages are the ages of 15 to 26 months. Seizures and encephalopathy are most frequently seen in affected individuals between the ages of 12 and 18 months. Seizures at these ages are often associated with future death during a symptomatic episode, recurrent seizures throughout life, the development of cerebral palsy, and/or the development of speech disabilities.

Diagnosis

The Departments of Health in Massachusetts and North Carolina require mandatory newborn screening for MCAD deficiency. California has a voluntary newborn screening policy. Additionally, Neo Gen Screening offers voluntary newborn screening at birthing centers throughout the Northeastern United States. In September 2000, Iowa also began a pilot program to screen all newborns in
that state. It is expected that MCAD deficiency screening will become mandatory statewide in Iowa sometime in 2001.

These newborn screening methods employ either a recently developed (1999) tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) blood test method or a PCR/FRET analysis. The MS/MS test discovers the presence of the G985A mutation in the MCAD gene by the difference in molecular weight in this gene versus the molecular weight of the normal MCAD gene.

In the PCR/FRET test, a sample of blood is drawn and the DNA is extracted. This DNA is then reproduced multiple times by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR amplification). Once enough sample has been made, the sample is labeled with a fluorescent chemical that binds specifically to the region of chromosome 1 that contains the MCAD gene. How this fluorescent chemical binds to the MCAD gene region containing the G985A mutation allows the identification of homozygous G985A, heterozygous G985A, and normal (no G985A mutations) MCAD genes (FRET analysis).

An older method for the detection of MCAD deficiency is a urine test that checks for elevated levels of the chemicals hexanoylglycine and phenylpropionylglycine.

Prenatal testing for MCAD deficiency is also available using a test similar to the PCR/FRET blood test. In this case, however, the DNA to be studied is extracted from the amniotic fluid rather than from blood. Another prenatal test involves studying the ability of cultured amniotic cells to breakdown added octanoate, an 8-carbon molecule that requires MCAD to break it down.

Because MCAD deficiency is generally treatable if it is recognized prior to the onset of symptoms, most parents of a potentially affected child choose to wait until birth to have their children tested.

**Treatment and management**

Because individuals affected with MCAD deficiency can still break down short chain and long chain fatty acids at a normal rate and most have a diminished, but functional, ability to break down medium chain fatty acids, a precipitating condition must be present in order for symptoms of MCAD deficiency to develop. The most common precipitators of MCAD deficiency symptoms are stress caused by fasting or by infection. At these times, the body requires a higher than normal breakdown of medium chain fatty acids. MCAD deficient individuals often cannot meet these increased metabolic demands.

The main treatments for MCAD deficiency are designed to control or avoid precipitating factors. Persons affected with MCAD deficiency should never fast for more than 10 to 12 hours and they should strictly adhere to a low-fat diet. Blood sugar monitoring should be undertaken to control episodes of hypoglycemia. During acute episodes, it is usually necessary to administer glucose and supplement the diet with carbohydrates and high calorie supplements.

Many individuals affected with MCAD deficiency benefit from daily doses of vitamin B7 (L-carnitine). This vitamin is responsible for transporting long chain fatty acids across the inner mitochondrial membrane. Elevated levels of L-carnitine ensure that these individuals break down long chain fatty acids in preference to medium chain fatty acids, which helps prevent acute symptomatic episodes of MCAD deficiency. Additionally, L-carnitine helps remove toxic wastes from the bloodstream to the urine, so it is also pivotal in controlling hyperammonemia.

Some individuals affected with MCAD deficiency present symptoms for the first time when they receive the diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus (DTP) vaccine. It is impor-
tant that any person suspected to be affected with MCAD deficiency receive treatment for hypoglycemia in connection with the administration of this vaccine. Chickenpox and middle ear infections (otitis media) have also been shown to initiate symptoms of MCAD deficiency.

Prognosis

MCAD deficiency has a mortality rate of 20–25% during the first episode of symptoms. If an affected individual survives this first attack, the prognosis is excellent for this individual to have a normal quality of life as long as appropriate medical treatment is sought and followed.
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McCune-Albright syndrome

Definition

A disorder characterized by abnormalities in bone development, skin pigmentation, and endocrine gland function.

Description

The McCune-Albright syndrome is an uncommon disorder in which a mutation distributed across various cell populations results in a wide variety of clinical features. The most notable features are abnormal bone development, pigmented skin spots, and endocrine gland dysfunction.

Genetic profile

Scientists have identified a specific genetic defect that causes McCune-Albright syndrome. The defect is a mutation in the GNAS1 gene, which is associated with a type of G protein. These proteins are present in a wide variety of cells in the body. G proteins are part of the system of proteins and enzymes that regulate communication between cells and various agents such as hormones and the nervous system. If a cell’s G protein is abnormal, this sets off a chain reaction that causes the cell to multiply inappropriately and the subsequent cells produce too much hormone. The mutation first occurs in a single cell during the early stages of formation of the embryo. This cell multiplies into many other cells that eventually become part of the bones, skin, and endocrine glands. The severity of the syndrome is dependent on the percentage of cells involved. The earlier the mutation occurs, the more cells are affected. There is some evidence that a second mutation must occur before the clinical manifestations become evident.

The McCune-Albright syndrome is not hereditary.

Demographics

This syndrome is uncommon. As of 1996, there were only 158 cases reported in scientific papers. Of course, this figure probably underestimates the true prevalence of the syndrome, since only patients with typical or severe clinical features were likely to be reported. The female to male ratio is approximately two to one.

Signs and symptoms

The McCune-Albright syndrome is classically characterized by the three main features described below.
Abnormal bone development

Pockets of abnormal fibrous tissue develop within the bone, which may cause deformity, fractures, and nerve entrapment. Most of these lesions appear during the first decade of life. The pelvis and femur, or thigh bone, are the most commonly involved areas of the skeleton. Bony abnormalities in the skull can cause blindness or deafness. The majority of patients with McCune-Albright syndrome have many of these lesions, hence the name polyostotic fibrous dysplasia.

In addition to these fibrous lesions, some patients develop osteosarcoma, which is a malignant tumor of the bone. Although it has not been proven, these tumors may originate from the fibrous lesions within the bone.

Pigmented skin spots

Patients with McCune-Albright syndrome typically have pigmented skin lesions called café au lait spots. These are flat areas of discoloration of the skin that may be associated with a variety of conditions. Those that are found in McCune-Albright syndrome have irregular borders. They are located on one side of the body, usually on the buttocks or lower back. Sometimes these lesions are present at birth.

Endocrine gland dysfunction

The McCune-Albright syndrome is striking for its association with a number of endocrine abnormalities. Endocrine glands are those that secrete hormones directly into the blood stream to be transported to other tissues of the body. In McCune-Albright syndrome, one or more of these glands secrete abnormally high amounts of hormone.

The most common endocrine abnormality in McCune-Albright syndrome is excessive function of the gonads, which are ovaries in females and testicles in males. The ovaries secrete estrogen and the testicles secrete testosterone. When these organs secrete too much estrogen or testosterone in children, the result is early puberty. Females are more commonly affected than males. In fact, early puberty in a girl is the hallmark sign of McCune-Albright syndrome. Typically, these girls will develop secondary sexual characteristics, such as breasts and pubic hair, before the age of nine. Menses also begins early. Sometimes the normal sequence of development is disrupted, in that affected girls might have menses before breast or pubic hair development.

Hyperfunction of the pituitary gland also occurs in McCune-Albright syndrome, resulting in excess production of growth hormone and/or prolactin. Excess growth hormone leads to acromegaly, or marked overgrowth of certain bones and tissues, especially in the face and extremities. Some people with acromegaly grow to very tall stature. Acromegaly in McCune-Albright syndrome affects boys and girls equally. If too much prolactin is produced, then breast tissue will secrete milk inappropriately, both in boys and girls. This is called galactorrhea. In some patients, the pituitary gland dysfunction is caused by a tumor.

Other endocrine glands that may be hyperactive are the thyroid and adrenal glands. The thyroid gland produces thyroid hormones, which help regulate the body’s metabolism. If excess thyroid hormones are produced, i.e. hyperthyroidism, then patients may have diarrhea, weight loss, nervousness, tremor, and rapid heartbeat. In some patients, the hyperthyroidism is caused by thyroid nodules. The adrenal gland produces several hormones in the steroid hormone class, such as cortisol, aldosterone, and testosterone. Cortisol is most commonly over-produced. Similar to the pituitary gland, hyperfunction of the adrenal gland in McCune-Albright syndrome is sometimes caused by tumors.

Another feature of McCune-Albright syndrome is phosphate deficiency caused by excess excretion of phosphate in the urine. Since phosphate is a vital mineral for bone formation, this results in soft bones and some degree of pain. This condition is called rickets in children and osteomalacia in adults. There are two theories that have been proposed to explain the loss of phosphate in the urine. First of all, it is thought that the fibrous bone lesions may produce an agent that circulates through the blood stream to the kidneys that makes the kidneys unable to retain phosphate. Secondly, perhaps the kidneys are intrinsically unable to retain the appropriate amount of phosphate.

It is important to emphasize the variability of clinical features among patients with McCune-Albright syndrome. Not every patient has the three features of bony lesions, pigmented skin spots, and endocrine abnormalities. Each patient is affected differently. There are also rare subtypes of the syndrome in which patients have hepatitis, cardiac arrythmias, or intestinal polyps.

KEY TERMS

Dysplasia—The abnormal growth or development of a tissue or organ.

Pituitary gland—A small gland at the base of the brain responsible for releasing many hormones, including luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH).
Diagnosis

There is no single test that is diagnostic for McCune-Albright syndrome. Certain clinical features can be easily observed, such as skin pigmentation and early puberty. The bony abnormalities can be confirmed by x-ray. Blood tests for hormone levels can detect endocrine gland dysfunction.

Treatment and management

Likewise, there is no specific treatment that cures the disease. Testalactone, a drug that inhibits estrogen production, has been successful in the short term treatment of girls with early puberty, but long term treatment has not been very effective. Patients with pituitary tumors may benefit from drugs to reduce tumor size, or surgery to remove the tumors. Thyroid nodules can be treated by surgical removal or destruction with radioactive iodine. In addition, adrenal tumors can be removed by surgery.

Prognosis

The lifespan in patients with McCune-Albright syndrome is essentially normal. Women who experienced early puberty as girls are generally fertile.

Resources

BOOKS

WEBSITES

Kevin Osbert Hwang, MD

McKusick-Kaufman syndrome

Definition

The McKusick-Kaufman syndrome (MKS) is a developmental disorder characterized by a group of conditions that include congenital heart disease, buildup of fluid in the female reproductive tract and extra toes and fingers.

Description

McKusick reported the first case of a disorder which he called hydrometrocolpos syndrome in 1964. Shortly thereafter, Kaufman described another individual with a very similar group of abnormalities. Subsequent writers combined these syndromes into one, calling it the McKusick-Kaufman syndrome and characterizing its wide range of features.

MKS is the first human disorder to be attributed to a mutation occurring in a gene and affecting a type of molecule called a chaperonin. Chaperonins are sometimes called “protein cages” in that they protect cells by capturing and refolding misshapen proteins that could otherwise interfere with normal cellular functions.

Genetic profile

MKS is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern, meaning that a child must inherit two altered genes, one from each parent, to be affected. An altered gene responsible for a rare developmental syndrome found predominantly among the Old Order Amish population has been identified. Mutations in the gene responsible for MKS have been identified on chromosome 20p12 in an Amish family. Scientists have isolated the McKusick-Kaufman syndrome gene by positional cloning.
Based on an earlier genetic analysis of the Old Order Amish population, a research group looked at a region of chromosome 20 thought to contain the gene responsible for the syndrome. A technique called sample sequencing was then used to find candidate genes in that region. One of those genes, dubbed MKS, was altered in a sample from an Amish person as well as in a sample from a non-Amish person diagnosed with MKS. In both people, errors or “misspellings” in the genetic code were found that would disturb the function of the MKS gene. It was observed that the chemical building blocks (amino acids) coded by the MKS gene appeared to be very similar to those that make up the chaperonins. Although the function of the protein made by the MKS gene is unclear as of 2001, it appears to be involved in the production of proteins associated with the development of limbs, the heart, and the reproductive system.

In 2000, researchers identified a gene mutation that causes Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS), a rare genetic disorder that is related to MKS. BBS is believed to be due to a complete absence of the gene responsible for MKS.

**Demographics**

Between one and three percent of the Amish people of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania are believed to be carriers of the disease, having just one copy of the altered gene. The related Bardet-Biedl syndrome is estimated to occur between one in 125,000 and one in 160,000 people. Among an isolated community in Newfoundland, Canada, the prevalence is estimated to be ten times higher.

**Signs and symptoms**

Many abnormalities associated with MKS are visible in a physical exam. They include the following abnormalities:

- Limbs: polydactyly (extra fingers or toes)
- Genitourinary system in females: hydrometrocolpos (accumulation of fluids in the uterus and vagina), transverse vaginal membrane, vaginal atresia (absence of a vagina)
- Genitourinary system in males: hypospadias (abnormal opening of the urinary tract), prominent scrotal raphe (ridges), micropenis, cryptorchidism (undescended testicles)
- Cardiac: congenital heart defects
- Head: pituitary dysplasia (abnormal development of the pituitary gland), choanal atresia (bony or membranous blockage of the passageway between the nose and pharynx), retinitis pigmentosa (overactive cells in the retina of the eye leading to blindness), tracheo-esophageal fistula (abnormal passage in the throat region)
- Skeleton: vertebral anomalies
- Abdomen: distension, peritoneal cysts, Hirschsprung megacolon (enlarged and poorly functioning large intestine)
- Other: nonimmune hydrops fetalis (massive build-up of fluids in a fetus or newborn)

**Diagnosis**

A diagnosis of McKusick-Kaufman syndrome is usually made at birth when a newborn is given a post-natal physical exam. The diagnosis is made by noting physical

**KEY TERMS**

- **Atresia**—An abnormal condition in which a structure that should be hollow is fused shut.
- **Chaperonin**—A molecule that captures and refolds misshapen proteins that might interfere with normal cellular functions; also called a protein cage.
- **Choanal atresia**—A bony or membranous blockage of the passageway between the nose and pharynx at birth.
- **Cryptorchidism**—A condition in which one or both testes fail to descend normally.
- **Dysplasia**—The abnormal growth or development of a tissue or organ.
- **Genome**—A term used to describe a complete representation of all of the genes in a species.
- **Hydrometrocolpos**—An abnormal accumulation of fluids in the uterus and vagina.
- **Hydrops fetalis**—A condition characterized by massive edema in a fetus or newborn.
- **Hypospadias**—An abnormality of the penis in which the urethral opening is located on the underside of the penis rather than at its tip.
- **Polydactyly**—The presence of extra fingers or toes.
- **Positional cloning**—Cloning a gene simply on the basis of its position in the genome, without having any idea of the function of the gene.
- **Tracheo-esophageal fistula**—Abnormal connection between the trachea and esophagus, frequently associated with the esophagus ending in a blind pouch.
abnormalities such as: polydactyly, hydrometrocolpos, a transverse vaginal membrane, vaginal atresia, hypospadias, prominent scrotal raphe, micropenis, cryptorchidism, congenital heart defects, pituitary dysplasia, choanal atresia, tracheo-esophageal fistula, vertebral anomalies, abdominal distension, peritoneal cysts, Hirschsprung megacolon, or nonimmune hydrops fetalis. The probability of a correct diagnosis increases with each additional abnormality present. A diagnosis may sometimes be confirmed with a chromosomal analysis. Abnormal development of the pituitary gland (pituitary dysplasia) and vertebral abnormalities are visible in a CT or MRI scan. Peritoneal cysts are commonly diagnosed by ultrasonography.

Treatment and management

Treatment of MKS is limited to surgical correction of defects. Timing is often important. Many abnormalities, if uncorrected, can quickly become life threatening. For example, hydrops fetalis is often fatal. Genetic counseling before marriage is recommended for persons who are possible carriers of MKS. Affected rural and Amish girls should be delivered in settings that allow rapid surgical intervention and correction of abnormalities. Such actions could be life saving.

Prognosis

With appropriate genetic counseling and complete family histories, individuals born with MKS can receive prompt treatment. With rapid initial surgical intervention, most of these persons can live relatively normal lives. Some abnormalities, such as hypospadias, vaginal atresia, choanal atresia, tracheo-esophageal fistula, or Hirschsprung megacolon, may require multiple operations. Due to the risk of retinitis pigmentosa, vision should be monitored closely.
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Hypospadias Association of America. 4950 S. Yosemite Street, Box F2-156, Greenwood Village, CO 80111. hypospadiasassn@yahoo.com. <http://www.hypospadias.net>.
National Institutes of Health, Office of Rare Diseases. 31 Center Dr., Bldg. 31, Room 1B-19, MSC 2084, Bethesda, MD 20892-2084. (301) 402-4336. Fax: (301) 480-9655. hh70f@nih.gov. <http://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/ord>.
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named for Johann F. Meckel, a German anatomist who first described the structure.

**Description**

The diverticulum is most easily described as a blind pouch that is a remnant of the omphalomesenteric duct or yolk sac that nourished the early embryo. It contains all layers of the intestine and may have ectopic tissue present from either the pancreas or stomach.

The rule of twos is the classical description. It is located about 2 ft from the end of the small intestine, is often about 2 in in length, occurs in about 2% of the population, is twice as common in males as females, and can contain two types of ectopic tissue—stomach or pancreas. Many who have a Meckel’s diverticulum never have trouble but those that do present in the first two decades of life and often in the first two years.

There are three major complications that may result from the development of Meckel’s diverticulum. The most common problem is inflammation or infection that mimics appendicitis. This diagnosis is defined at the time of surgery for suspected appendicitis. Bleeding caused by ectopic stomach tissue that results in a bleeding ulcer is the second most frequent problem. Bleeding may be brisk or massive. The third potential complication is obstruction due to intussusception, or a twist around a persistent connection to the abdominal wall. This problem presents as a small bowel obstruction, however, the true cause is identified at the time of surgical exploration.

**Genetic profile**

Meckel’s diverticulum is not hereditary. It is a vestigial remnant of the omphalomesenteric duct, an embryonic structure that becomes the intestine. As such, there is no genetic defect or abnormality.

**Demographics**

Meckel’s diverticulum is a developmental abnormality that is present in about 2% of people, but does not always cause symptoms. Meckel’s diverticula (plural of diverticulum) are found twice as frequently in men as in women. Complications occur three to five times more frequently in males.

**Signs and symptoms**

Symptoms usually occur in children under 10 years of age. There may be bleeding from the rectum, pain and vomiting, or simply tiredness and weakness from unnoticed blood loss. It is common for a Meckel’s diverticulum to be mistaken for the much more common disease appendicitis. If there is obstruction, the abdomen will distend and there will be cramping pain and vomiting.

**Diagnosis**

The situation may be so acute that surgery is needed on an emergency basis. This is often the case with bowel obstruction. With heavy bleeding or severe pain, whatever the cause, surgery is required. The finer points of diagnosis can be accomplished when the abdomen is open for inspection during a surgical procedure. This situation is called an acute abdomen.

If there is more time (not an emergency situation), the best way to diagnose Meckel’s diverticulum is with a nuclear scan. A radioactive isotope injected into the bloodstream will accumulate at sites of bleeding or in stomach tissue. If a piece of stomach tissue or a pool of blood shows up in the lower intestine, Meckel’s diverticulum is indicated.

**Treatment and management**

A Meckel’s diverticulum that is causing discomfort, bleeding, or obstruction must be surgically removed. This procedure is very similar to an appendectomy.
Prognosis

The outcome after surgery is usually excellent. The source of bleeding, pain, or obstruction is removed so the symptoms also disappear. A Meckel’s diverticulum will not return.
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Meckel syndrome see Meckel-Gruber syndrome

Meckel-Gruber syndrome

Definition

Meckel-Gruber syndrome (MGS) is an inherited condition that causes skull abnormality, enlarged cystic kidneys, liver damage, and extra fingers and toes. Findings vary between affected infants (even in the same family), as well as between ethnic groups. Infants with MGS are usually stillborn or die shortly after birth.

A patient with Meckel diverticulum. (Custom Medical Stock Photo, Inc.)
Description

The first reports of MGS were published in 1822 by Johann Friedrich Meckel. G.B. Gruber also published reports of MGS patients in 1934 and gave it the name dysencephalia splanchnocystica. MGS is also known as Meckel syndrome and Gruber syndrome.

MGS affects many different organ systems including the central nervous system (brain and spinal cord), face, kidneys, liver, fingers and toes, and occasionally the bones of the arms and legs. Some researchers believe that abnormal development and differentiation of the embryonic mesoderm (the early tissue layer that contributes to the formation of the bones, cartilage, muscles, reproductive system, blood cells, heart, and kidneys) is related to MGS. The cells of the mesoderm must divide, migrate, associate, and specialize in a precise manner to form these body parts. Any problem in any step of the process can lead to multiple abnormalities in various organ systems.

Since MGS causes severe birth defects and death in the newborn period, it can be devastating for families. Extensive examination and autopsy is often needed to confirm a diagnosis of MGS, delaying the family’s answers regarding their child’s death. Most parents do not know they are at risk until they have a child with MGS. This can cause feelings of anger, disbelief, and guilt.

Genetic profile

The autosomal recessive inheritance pattern in MGS is well-documented. MGS affects males and females equally. Parents of affected children are assumed to be carriers and have a 25% chance of MGS recurrence in each pregnancy. A healthy brother or sister of an affected child has a two-thirds chance of being an MGS carrier.

Research involving families in Finland (where MGS is more common) led to the first MGS gene being mapped (localized) to the short arm of chromosome 17. This means that the gene location has been narrowed down to a small potential area, but the exact location and precise details about the gene are still unknown. Non-Finnish families did not show evidence of a causative gene linked to chromosome 17. This led to the search for a second MGS gene. Studies of Northern African and Middle Eastern families resulted in the second MGS gene being mapped to the short arm of chromosome 11. More research is being performed to learn more about the precise location of both MGS genes, gene changes that cause MGS, and the role of the genes in early development.

Demographics

MGS has an estimated incidence between one in 13,000 births and one in 140,000 births. This means that between one person per 50 and one person per 180 is an MGS carrier. The incidence varies among ethnic groups. Several ethnic populations have an increased incidence of MGS. The incidence in Finland is one in 9,000 births (one person in 50 is a carrier). The incidence is also higher among Belgians and Bedouins in Kuwait with one affected birth in 3,500 (one person in 30 is a carrier). The highest incidence is reported in the Gujarati Indians with one affected birth per 1,300 (one person in 18 is a carrier). The incidence among Jews in Israel is one in 50,000 (one person in 112 is a carrier). Cases of MGS have been reported in North America, Europe, Israel, Indonesia, India, Kuwait, and Japan.

Signs and symptoms

The three hallmark features of MGS are encephalocele, polycystic kidneys, and polydactyly. Approximately 90% of infants with MGS have an encephalocele. This is an opening in the skull that allows brain tissue to grow outside of the skull. Virtually 100% of infants with MGS have enlarged kidneys with cysts. Polydactyly (extra fingers and/or toes) is present in about 80% of affected children. The polydactyly is usually postaxial (the extra fingers/toes are on the same side of the hand/foot as the smallest finger/toe). In MGS, the polydactyly usually affects both the hands and feet. There may also be webbing of the fingers and toes—the skin between the fingers or toes fails to separate—leaving the digits attached to each other.

Internal examination of babies with MGS also revealed that virtually 100% have liver abnormalities. This can include halted development of the bile ducts,
extra bile ducts, enlarged bile ducts, and loss of blood vessels. The liver is also usually enlarged. These liver changes are now considered by most to be another hallmark feature of MGS.

Babies with MGS often have similar facial features. Some reported features are eyes that are closer together or farther apart than usual, broad and flat nose, broad cheeks, and a wide mouth with full lips. Other features are commonly seen in MGS and are thought to be caused by a low amount of amniotic fluid surrounding the baby before birth. These features are sloping forehead, small jaw, low-set ears, and short, webbed neck. Low fluid prior to birth also frequently causes clubfoot in the newborn.

Other common features of MGS are abnormalities of the genitalia and cleft palate. The external (visible) genitalia are often small or ambiguous (not clearly male or female). There have also been reports of babies with MGS having both male and female reproductive parts (hermaphrodite). Cleft palate is seen in about 45% of babies with MGS. Cleft lip is less common but has been reported.

The symptoms of MGS are variable. Not all infants with MGS show the same signs and the characteristic signs range in severity. Some features have been described in some babies with MGS but are not as common. These include heart defects, enlarged spleen, extra spleen, hydrocephaly (extra water in the brain), absence or underdevelopment of other brain structures, and arm and leg bones that are shortened, thickened, and bowed.

**Diagnosis**

Some of the features of MGS can be detected on prenatal ultrasound early in the second trimester. At that time, an encephalocele can often be seen as well as other brain abnormalities. Enlarged kidneys can also be detected at this time. As the pregnancy continues, a low amount of amniotic fluid becomes apparent. Enlarged kidneys make the abdomen appear and measure larger than usual. Cysts will make the kidneys appear bright or white on an ultrasound instead of the usual gray color.

Measurement of the alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) level from either maternal blood or amniotic fluid may help to detect an encephalocele (although most encephaloceles are closed and do not elevate AFP levels). AFP can be measured in amniotic fluid after about 12 weeks of pregnancy and in maternal blood after about 15 weeks of pregnancy. AFP elevation in either test increases the chance of an encephalocele or other abnormality in the baby’s skull or spine.

When signs of MGS are seen on prenatal ultrasound in the absence of a family history, MGS is often suspected but not confirmed until after birth and autopsy. A chromosome test can be performed before birth to rule out chromosome abnormalities such as trisomy 13. However, autopsy is usually needed to distinguish MGS from other syndromes with similar features. Every organ system of the baby is carefully examined for abnormal development.

Families at risk for recurrence of MGS can combine early ultrasound with either maternal blood AFP or amniotic fluid AFP for early detection. If early ultrasound reveals no signs of MGS, later scans are still recommended because of the variability in expression and severity. No routine genetic tests are currently available to these families.

**Treatment and management**

There is no effective treatment or cure for MGS. Babies with MGS have extensive birth defects that require many surgeries to repair. Encephaloceles can be repaired by surgery after birth. Surgeries are most successful for infants with small skull abnormalities. Encephaloceles put infants at high risk for infection. The abnormalities seen in the kidneys and liver often leave the organs nonfunctional. There is often no way to repair the organs other than transplant. Even if all of these problems could be solved, infants with MGS often have underdeveloped lungs that cannot support life after birth. The lungs are underdeveloped because of the low amount of amniotic fluid prior to birth. Due to the extensive birth defects, the extensive surgeries needed to correct them, and the poor prognosis, babies born with MGS are given minimum care for comfort and warmth.

When MGS is suspected in an unborn baby, parents should be given information about the range of symptoms of MGS and the poor prognosis. Parents should also be cautioned that a diagnosis of MGS often cannot be confirmed until after birth. Prognosis can vary if the baby has atypical signs of MGS or if the baby has a different syndrome. Elective termination of affected pregnancies may be an option for some couples.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for MGS is quite poor. Many infants with MGS are stillborn. Those that are born living usually die shortly after birth in the first hours, days, or weeks of life. Death is usually due to inability to breathe (underdeveloped lungs), infection (opening in the skull), or organ failure (decreased function of kidneys and liver). MGS is variable and there have been a couple reports of...
infants with milder symptoms living longer. One infant with MGS lived until four months of age. Another lived to seven months of age after surgical repair of a small encephalocele. At birth he had cystic kidneys but normal kidney function. These two case reports show that longer survival is rare but possible because of the variable expression of MGS.
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**Menkes syndrome**

**Definition**

Menkes syndrome is a sex-linked recessive condition characterized by seizures and neurological deterioration, abnormalities of connective tissue, and coarse, kinky hair. Affected males are often diagnosed within the first few months of life and die in early childhood.

**Description**

Menkes syndrome is also known as Menkes disease and “kinky hair syndrome.” It was originally described in 1962 based on a family of English and Irish descent who had five male infants with a distinctive syndrome of progressive neurological degeneration, peculiar hair, and failure to thrive. Each of the boys appeared normal at birth but, by the age of several months, developed seizures and began to regress in their physical skills. Each child died at an early age, with the oldest surviving only until three-and-a-half years. In 1972, Menkes syndrome was linked to an inborn copper deficiency. It is now clear that this lack of copper, an essential element for normal growth and development, inhibits the work of specific enzymes in the body. The clinical signs and symptoms of Menkes syndrome are a direct result of these biochemical abnormalities.

Approximately 90–95% of patients with Menkes syndrome have a severe clinical course. This represents classical Menkes syndrome. Males with milder forms of Menkes syndrome have also been described. The mildest presentation is now known as occipital horn syndrome (OHS), which is allelic to Menkes syndrome: both conditions are due to different mutations in the same gene. Mutations responsible for OHS primarily cause connective tissue abnormalities and have significantly milder effects on intellectual development. Individuals with OHS also live longer than those with classical Menkes syndrome.

**Genetic profile**

Menkes syndrome is an X-linked recessive condition. The gene, which was identified in 1992, is located on the long arm of the X chromosome at band 13.3 (Xq13.3). It is extremely unusual for a female (with two X chromosomes in her cells) to be affected, although it has been reported. Males, who have only one X chromosome, make up the overwhelming majority of patients.

Approximately one-third of affected males are due to a new mutation in the mother’s egg cell. There is usually a negative family history, or no other affected male family members. When the mutation occurs as an isolated, random change, the mother’s risk of having another affected son is low.

On the other hand, the remaining two-thirds of affected males are born to carrier mothers. Often, there is a family history of one or more affected male relatives (e.g., uncle, brother, cousin), all of whom are related to one another through the maternal side. Carrier females are normal but face a risk of passing on the gene for Menkes syndrome to their children. A carrier mother has a 25% risk of having an affected son, 25% risk of having an unaffected carrier daughter, 25% risk of having a normal son, and a 25% risk of having a normal, non-carrier daughter. These risks apply to each pregnancy.

The Menkes syndrome gene, also known as MNK or ATP7A, is a large gene known to encode a copper-transporting protein. Individuals with Menkes syndrome have low levels of copper in their blood. Their cells are able to take in copper but the metal is unable to leave the cell and be delivered to crucial enzymes that require copper in order to function normally. As a result, copper accumulates in the body tissues, and clinical abnormalities occur. Most symptoms of Menkes syndrome, such as skeletal changes and abnormal hair, may be explained by the loss
of specific enzymes. However, the reasons for the brain degeneration are still not entirely clear.

A variety of mutations that cause Menkes syndrome have been identified in the MNK gene. Unfortunately, almost every family studied has had a unique mutation. This makes genetic testing difficult, particularly if the mutation in the family has not yet been determined. OHS is also due to mutations in the MNK gene.

Demographics

Menkes syndrome is relatively rare, with an estimated incidence of one in 100,000–250,000 male births. To put this into a different perspective, among the 3.5 million infants born annually in the United States, approximately 15–35 males would have Menkes syndrome.

Signs and symptoms

Infants with classical Menkes syndrome appear normal at birth and continue to develop normally for roughly the first eight to ten weeks of life. At approximately two to three months of age, affected infants begin to lose previously attained developmental milestones, such as head control and a social smile. They lose muscle tone and become hypotonic, or floppy, develop seizures, and begin to fail to thrive. Changes in the appearance of their face and hair become more apparent. A diagnosis of Menkes syndrome is often made around this time.

The clinical features of Menkes syndrome include:

Neurologic

- Mental deterioration and handicap due to structural and functional brain abnormalities
- Seizures
- Inability to regulate body temperature (hypothermia)
- Feeding and sleeping difficulties

Connective tissue

- Decreased muscle tone
- Tortuous blood vessels due to abnormal formation of blood vessel walls
- Abnormalities of bone formation, as noted by x ray (skull, long bones, and ribs)
- Bladder diverticulae
- Loose skin, particularly at the nape of neck, under the arms, and on the trunk
- Loose joints

Other

- Unusual facial features (jowly, pudgy cheeks, large ears)
- Abnormal hair, including the eyelashes and eyebrows
- Light, even for family, skin and hair coloring (hypopigmentation)
- Delayed eruption of teeth
- Impaired vision
- Normal hearing

The hair of individuals with Menkes syndrome deserves special discussion, particularly since this condition is sometimes also called kinky hair syndrome. Abnormal hair is not typically evident during the first few months of life. However, around the time that the other physical signs of the disorder become more apparent, the hair takes on an unusual appearance and texture. On magnified inspection, it is short, sparse, coarse, and twisted. It has been likened to the texture of a steel wool cleaning pad. It shows an unusual orientation, referred to as pilo torti, a 180 degree twist of the hair shaft. It is usually fragile and breaks easily. The hair of all affected individuals shows these characteristic changes; it is likewise present in some women who are known gene carriers.

Death occurs early in males with Menkes syndrome, often by the age of three years in classical disease. However, longer survival is not unusual and is most likely due to more recent improvements in medical care. Severity of disease and its rate of progression are fairly consistent among untreated males in a single family.

Diagnosis

An initial diagnosis of Menkes syndrome is usually suspected based on the combination of physical features. However, as these features are generally subtle in the newborn period, they may be missed, particularly if there is no prior family history of the condition.

A somewhat common prenatal and newborn history has been recognized among affected infants. The histories often include: premature labor and delivery; large bruises on the infant’s head after an apparently normal, uncomplicated vaginal birth; hypothermia; low blood sugar (hypoglycemia); and jaundice. Hernias may be present at either the umbilicus or in the groin area. These findings are non-specific and occur in normal pregnancies and unaffected infants. However, their presence may alert a knowledgeable physician that Menkes syndrome should be considered as a possibility, especially when other clinical signs are also present.
A clinical diagnosis is strongly supported by decreased serum levels of copper and ceruloplasmin, a protein in the blood to which the majority of copper is attached. Abnormal results, however, do not confirm the diagnosis since both copper and ceruloplasmin levels may also be low in normal infants during the first few months of life. A definitive diagnosis of Menkes syndrome is possible by either specific biochemical analysis to measure the level of copper accumulation in the cells or by identification of the responsible mutation in the MNK gene. Both types of analysis represent highly specialized testing and are available only through a limited number of laboratories in the world.

Prenatal diagnosis, in the context of a family history of the disorder, is possible. Ideally, a woman’s carrier status will have been determined prior to a pregnancy as carrier detection may be difficult and time-consuming. Mutation analysis is the most direct and accurate way to determine carrier status. In order for this to be possible, the MNK mutation in an affected family member must have been previously determined. Linkage analysis is another possibility but requires blood samples from other family members, including the affected relative, to facilitate interpretation of results. If the affected relative is deceased, a stored DNA sample may be used.

Other, non-molecular methods of carrier detection include analysis of hair samples to look for areas of pili torti, increased fragility, or hypopigmentation. Skin cells cultured in the laboratory may be used to measure the accumulation of radioactive copper. However, these approaches are not always reliable, even in known carriers.

If a woman is found to be a non-carrier, prenatal testing for Menkes syndrome is generally not necessary in any of her pregnancies. However, in the event that a woman is a confirmed carrier, prenatal testing such as chorionic villus sampling (CVS) or amniocentesis may be offered. Ultrasound examinations alone will not assist in making a diagnosis. CVS or amniocentesis will determine the fetal sex: if female, additional testing is usually not recommended since carrier daughters would be expected to be normal. Carrier testing on the daughter may be performed after birth, if desired, or postponed until later in life.

Further testing is offered when a fetus is male. If mutation studies cannot be performed because the mutation in the family is unknown, biochemical analysis may be attempted. Biochemical testing has serious drawbacks, and a correct diagnosis may not always be possible. Tissue obtained during CVS normally has a very low copper content and is also very susceptible to contamination by maternal tissue or by outside sources, such as laboratory instruments or containers. As a result, if the copper level exceeds a certain level, an unaffected pregnancy could potentially be falsely identified as affected. Specific handling precautions are necessary to minimize this risk.

Similar concerns exist for a sample obtained by amniocentesis. Ordinarily, the cells obtained from this procedure are cultured and grown in the laboratory. A measurement is taken of the total amount of accumulated copper over a certain period. The timing of amniocentesis in the pregnancy is critical because the amniotic fluid cells do not grow as rapidly after a gestational age of 18 weeks. Problems in cell growth cause significant difficulties in the interpretation of the biochemical results.

Other methods of diagnosis are being investigated. Two that hold some promise are assessment of the concentration of copper in a sample of the placenta (extremely high in affected pregnancies) and the level of catecholamines (low) in a sample of blood from the umbilical cord. Both methods, which are fast, reliable, and performed immediately after delivery, clearly require a high level of suspicion of the disorder. In most cases, this will be based on a history of a previous affected son, abnormal or unclear prenatal testing results, or both.

KEY TERMS

Catecholamines—Biologically active compounds involved in the regulation of the nervous and cardiovascular systems, rate of metabolism, body temperature, and smooth muscle.

Connective tissue—A group of tissues responsible for support throughout the body; includes cartilage, bone, fat, tissue underlying skin, and tissues that support organs, blood vessels, and nerves throughout the body.

Diverticula—Sacs or pouches in the walls of a canal or organ. They do not normally occur, but may be acquired or present from birth. Plural form of diverticula.

Enzyme—A protein that catalyzes a biochemical reaction or change without changing its own structure or function.

Jaundice—Yellowing of the skin or eyes due to excess of bilirubin in the blood.

Linkage analysis—A method of finding mutations based on their proximity to previously identified genetic landmarks.

Tortuous—Having many twists or turns.
Women who do not have a family history of Menkes syndrome and are therefore not expected to be at-risk, are not offered this testing.

Treatment and management

The underlying, critical problem for patients with Menkes syndrome is an induced copper deficiency. Copper uptake is normal but the gene abnormality prevents the release of copper to the appropriate enzymes in the cells. Copper accumulates in the intestinal system, and patients are unable to meet their most basic nutritional needs. The most serious effects are apparent during the first year of life when growth of the brain and physical development are occurring most rapidly. Copper is required in order for both of these processes to occur normally.

Treatment of Menkes syndrome has focused on providing patients with an extra source of copper to try to deliver it to the enzymes that need it for normal function. Studies at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) have focused on the use of a copper-histidine compound in affected males. Copper-histidine is normally present in human serum and is most likely the form in which copper is absorbed by the liver. Also, in the laboratory, the presence of histidine in serum has been shown to increase the uptake of copper. Daily injections are the most successful form of treatment to date.

Two conclusions have been drawn from this work: (1) Treatment is more successful when started at an early age. Most, but not all, treated boys have achieved more normal developmental milestones and have had milder mental impairment. (2) Treatment is much less effective if started after the age of several months, or when neurologic symptoms have already begun. While milder improvements in the areas of physical development, personality, and sleeping habits have been reported in boys whose treatment started later, the degree of mental handicap has not been significantly altered.

A separate study in 1998 lent further support to these results. This study followed four affected males with classical Menkes syndrome, all of whom were started on copper-histidine treatment soon after birth. Three of the four males were born into families with other affected relatives; the fourth child was diagnosed at the age of three weeks. All four showed significant improvements in their development and clinical course. None were completely normal but their remaining clinical abnormalities were similar to those seen in patients with occipital horn syndrome. The oldest survivor of the group was 20 years old at the time of this publishing.

This information strongly supports the importance of nutritional therapy in the care of patients with Menkes syndrome. Early treatment is best but requires early diagnosis. It should also not be seen as a “cure.” It has been shown to lessen the severity of the syndrome but not eliminate it. Thus, prenatal diagnosis, and its possible limitations, should continue to be discussed with prospective parents known to be at risk. Mutation studies should be performed, whenever possible, to increase the accuracy of testing results.

Prognosis

Death often occurs by the age of three years in untreated males with classical Menkes syndrome, although longer-term survivors have been reported. Treatment with supplemental copper has resulted in improved physical development, milder mental handicap, and extended lifespan in some affected males. However, not all patients have responded to the same extent. Additionally, patients treated after the onset of symptoms have done worse than those treated before symptoms occur. Research is continuing to refine the best dosage of copper-histidine, determine the optimal timing and route of treatment, and develop newer treatment strategies.

Resources
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ORGANIZATIONS
Corporation for Menkes Disease. 5720 Buckfield Court, Fort Wayne, IN 46814. (219) 436-0137.
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Metaphyseal dysplasia

Definition

Metaphyseal dysplasia is a very rare disorder in which the outer part of the shafts of long bones is unusually thin with a tendency to fracture. Aside from valgus knee deformities (commonly known as knock-knee), many patients with metaphyseal dysplasia exhibit few or no symptoms. However, the disorder comes in a variety of forms, some of which cause serious problems including mental retardation, blindness, and deafness.

Description

Metaphyseal dysplasia is frequently mistaken for craniometaphyseal dysplasia, a disorder characterized by the thickening of the bones of the head. Metaphyseal dysplasia is genetically distinct from craniometaphyseal dysplasia and has only mild effects on the skull. In fact, metaphyseal dysplasia is so subtle, often it cannot be detected by clinical observation and is uncovered only when x rays are taken for another purpose. The signs are immediately visible on x rays, however, particularly the cone-like flaring that occurs on the tubular bones of the leg. This flaring is similar in shape to the Erlenmeyer glass flasks used in laboratories.

Another name for metaphyseal dysplasia is Pyle’s disease, after Edwin Pyle (1891-1961), an orthopedic surgeon in Waterbury, CT who first described it in 1931.

There are eight varieties of metaphyseal dysplasia. They are classified as: Jansen type, Schmid type, McKusick type, metaphyseal anadysplasia, Shwachman Diamond metaphyseal dysplasia, adenosine deaminase deficiency, Spuhr type metaphyseal chondrodysplasia, and metaphyseal acroscyphodysplasia.

Genetic profile

Inheritance of metaphyseal dysplasia is autosomal recessive, meaning that both parents are carriers of an abnormal gene when a child exhibits symptoms. Children inheriting the gene from one parent become carriers. When both parents are carriers, each child has a 25% chance of having the disorder and a 50% chance of being a carrier. In the case of Jansen-type metaphyseal dysplasia, the chromosomal gene locus is 3p22-p21.1. In Schmid type metaphyseal dysplasia, the locus is 6q21-q22.3. For McKusick type (cartilage-hair hypoplasia), it is 9p13. In adenosine deaminase deficiency, the locus is 20q-13.11. The modes of inheritance for Jansen type, Schmid type, and adenosine deaminase deficiency are all autosomal dominant, meaning that a child may inherit the disorder if just one parent is a carrier. For all other varieties of metaphyseal dysplasia the modes are autosomal recessive, with the possible exception of metaphyseal anadysplasia, which may be X-linked recessive. In that case, whenever one parent is a carrier of the disorder, each child would have a chance of either inheriting it or being a carrier.

Demographics

This disorder is very rare, and the number of recorded cases is too small to draw firm demographic conclusions. There appears to be no preference based on sex.

Signs and symptoms

The characteristic sign of metaphyseal dysplasia is splaying of the long bones, more severely than in craniometaphyseal dysplasia. Gross Erlenmeyer flask flaring is seen in the tubular bones of the leg, particularly in the femur. Unlike craniometaphyseal dysplasia, few signs occur in the skull in metaphyseal dysplasia, apart from protrusions over the eye sockets.

Metaphyseal dysplasia is also marked by expanded bones of the rib cage and pelvis, and by changes in the angle of the lower jaw. The humerus bone of the arm tends to be unusually broad. Other signs include scoliosis (a sideways curvature of the spine) and osteoporosis (a condition that makes bones brittle). Patients may complain of muscle weakness or joint pain. Dentists may notice malocclusion, an inability of the teeth to properly close. Some spinal changes are possible, associated with the flaring of tubular bones. These may include platyspondyly, a broadening of the vertebrae.
McKusick type
Like Jansen type and Schmid type, McKusick type metaphyseal chondrodysplasia is marked by short-limb dwarfism. Other features include thin, light-colored hair, loose-jointed fingers, elbows that cannot be fully extended, Hirschsprung disease (a birth defect in which the usual nerve network fails to develop around the rectum, and in some cases, the colon), and abnormalities of the immune system. In the shin, the tibia bone is characteristically shorter than the fibula. Patients are at increased risk of developing cancers, especially of the skin and the lymph nodes. McKusick type metaphyseal chondrodysplasia is also known as cartilage hair hypoplasia syndrome. The disorder was first recognized in 1965 among the Old Order Amish. Billy Barty (1924-2000), the actor who founded the dwarfism advocacy group Little People of America, had McKusick type metaphyseal chondrodysplasia.

Metaphyseal anadysplasia
First noticed in 1971, metaphyseal anadysplasia is a form of metaphyseal dysplasia that starts early. Instead of appearing after puberty, some signs were found to be present at birth, but disappeared after two years. For example, parts of the long bones were irregular. In the thigh bones of these patients, there was an unusually low level of red blood cell production.

Shwachman-Diamond syndrome
In addition to the skeletal system, Shwachman-Diamond syndrome also affects the pancreas. It is characterized by inadequate absorption of fats because of abnormal pancreatic development and bone marrow dysfunction. Other unusual symptoms and signs include short stature, liver abnormalities, and low levels of any or all blood cells. Reduced levels of white blood cells may cause these patients to be vulnerable to repeated bouts with pneumonia, otitis media, and other bacterial infections. Shwachman-Diamond syndrome is also referred to as Shwachman-Bodian syndrome, Shwachman-Diamond-Oski syndrome, Shwachman syndrome, and congenital lipomatosis of the pancreas. Some researchers call it pancreatic insufficiency and bone marrow dysfunction.

Adenosine deaminase deficiency
A deficiency of Adenosine deaminase (ADA), an essential, broadly distributed enzyme, causes severe combined immunodeficiency disease. This can bring about a wide range of effects, including asthma, pneumonia, sinusitis, diarrhea, problems with the liver, kidneys, spleen and skeletal system, and failure to thrive. ADA deficiency is similar to McKusick type metaphyseal...
chondrodysplasia in that both disorders include skeletal changes and problems with cellular immunity. ADA deficiency earned a special place in genetics history in 1990, when, in the first application of gene therapy in humans, it was corrected using genetically engineered blood.

**Spahr type metaphyseal chondrodysplasia**

This is one of several disorders that used to be called metaphyseal dysostosis. It is extremely rare, and its features include severely bowed legs and short-statured dwarfism. In some cases, the bowing of the knees is so severe as to require surgical correction. Spahr type is very similar to Schmid type metaphyseal chondrodysplasia, except that inheritance is believed to be autosomal recessive in Spahr type, unlike Schmid type, which is autosomal dominant.

**Metaphyseal acroscyphodysplasia**

This variety is also referred to as wedge-shaped epiphyses of the knees. Its special features include severely retarded growth, psychomotor retardation, abnormally small arms and legs, extremely short fingers, and curvature of the knees.

**Diagnosis**

Diagnosis is usually by x ray, in which the bone deformities of metaphyseal dysplasia are very noticeable, even if not apparent in a normal clinical examination. A medical doctor will look for valgus knee deformities. A radiologist will look for Erlenmeyer-flask shaped femur bones and ensure that any deformities to cranial bones are minor, to rule out craniometaphyseal dysplasia. The radiologist will also watch for abnormally broad humerus, radius, and ulna bones.

**Treatment and management**

Metaphyseal dysplasia cannot be directly treated, but some individual symptoms, such as osteoporosis or joint problems, may be treated or surgically corrected.

**Prognosis**

In many cases, patients with metaphyseal dysplasia may be symptomless and very healthy. Other patients, including those with Jansen-type metaphyseal chondrodysplasia, may have more severe complications including blindness, deafness, or mental retardation.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**


David L. Helwig

---

**Methylmalonic acidemia**

**Definition**

Methylmalonic acidemia (MMA) is a group of disorders characterized by the accumulation of methylmalonic acid in the fluids of the affected individual. The first recognized cases of these disorders were described in 1967. All known genetic forms of MMA are non-sex linked (autosomal) and recessive. Some non-genetic cases have been reported in which the affected individuals were vegetarians who had been on prolonged cobalamin (vitamin B₁₂) deficient diets.

**Description**

Methylmalonic acidemia (MMA) is characterized by an accumulation of methylmalonic acid in the blood stream, which leads to an abnormally low pH (high acidity) in nearly every cell in the body (metabolic acidosis). A higher than normal accumulation of ketones in the blood stream (ketosis) similar to that seen in instances of *diabetes mellitus* is also associated with MMA. If left untreated, metabolic acidosis is often fatal.

Methylmalonic acid is an intermediate in the metabolism of fats and proteins. This chemical accumulates in the bodies of individuals affected with MMA because of a partial or complete inability of these individuals to convert methylmalonyl-CoA to succinyl-CoA in the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle.

MMA is one of the genetic disorders that cause problems with mitochondrial metabolism. The mitochondria are the organelles inside cells that are responsible for energy production and respiration at the cellular level. One of the most important processes in the mitochondria is the TCA cycle (also known as the Krebs cycle). The TCA cycle produces the majority of the ATP (chemical energy) necessary for maintenance (homeostasis) of the cell. When blood sugar (glucose) is broken down in preparation to enter the TCA cycle, it is broken down into a chemical known as acetyl-CoA. It is this acetyl-CoA that is then further broken down in the TCA cycle to yield...
chemical reaction that it facilitates. As a result, enzymes are not used up in chemical reactions; they are recycled. One molecule of an enzyme may be used to facilitate the same chemical reaction over and over again several hundreds of thousands of times. All the enzymes necessary for catalyzing the various reactions of human life are produced within the body by genes. In the case of the enzyme deficiency that causes MMA, the enzyme consists of a genetically produced apoenzyme and a cofactor (vitamin B<sub>12</sub>) that comes from dietary sources.

**Genetic profile**

The gene responsible for MMA has been mapped to 6p21.2-p12. At least 30 mutations in this gene have been identified which lead to a broad spectrum of clinical symptoms and severities.

**Demographics**

The exact frequency of MMA is not known. It is believed to occur with a frequency of approximately one in every 48,000 live births in the United States. As in all recessive non-sex linked (autosomal) genetic disorders, both parents must carry the gene mutation in order for their child to have the disorder. Therefore, in cases where the parents are related by blood (consanguineous), the occurrence rate is higher than in the rest of the population. Parents with one child affected by MMA have a 25% likelihood that their next child will also be affected with MMA.

No increased likelihood for the disease on the basis of sex or ethnicity has been observed in cases of MMA.

**Signs and symptoms**

The abnormally high levels of acid in the blood of individuals affected with MMA can produce drowsiness, seizures, and in severe cases, coma and/or stroke. Prolonged acidemia can cause mental retardation. In the very rare instances of a complete apoenzyme absence, MMA is associated with sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) and at least one known case of sudden child death at an age of 11 months.

Dehydration and failure to thrive are generally the first signs of MMA. These symptoms are generally accompanied by lethargy, lack of muscle tone (hypotonia), and “floppiness” in newborns.

Developmental delay is typically experienced in all individuals affected with MMA if treatment is not instigated early in life.
Some individuals affected with MMA have facial dysmorphisms. These include a broad nose, a high forehead, a skin fold of the upper eyelid (epicanthal folds), and a lack of the normal groove in the skin between the nose and the upper lip (the philtrum). In a few individuals affected with MMA, skin lesions resulting from yeast infections (candidosis) may be present, particularly in the mouth and facial area.

Occasionally, enlargement of the liver (hepatomegaly) is seen in MMA affected individuals.

Uncoordinated muscle movements (choreoathetosis), disordered muscle tone (dystonia), slurred speech (dysarthria), and difficulty swallowing (dysphagia), when observed in individuals affected with MMA may be signs of an acidemia-induced stroke.

**Diagnosis**

In newborns, a history of poor feeding, increasing lethargy, and vomiting are typical symptoms of MMA. In older infants, an episode of lethargy, often accompanied by seizures, is symptomatic. In children or adolescents, the symptoms may include muscle weakness, loss or diminishment of sensation in the legs, and/or blood clots.

Kidney (renal) disease may be observed in affected individuals with long untreated MMA.

A blood test to detect high levels of MMA is a decisive test for MMA. It may also be detected via a urine test for abnormally high levels of the chemical methylmalonate.

Prenatally, MMA may be diagnosed by measuring the activity of the apoenzyme methylmalonyl-CoA mutase in cultured cells grown from the cells obtained during an amniocentesis.

In one MMA-related case, a woman named Patricia Stallings was sentenced to life imprisonment for the presumed poisoning of her infant son with ethylene glycol, an ingredient in antifreeze. It was not until she gave birth in prison to a second son affected with MMA (and properly diagnosed) that forensic investigators discovered that the gas chromatography peak originally assigned to ethylene glycol (and used to convict Ms. Stallings) was, in fact, methylmalonic acid. All charges against Ms. Stallings were dropped and she was released from prison. This is an extreme case, but it certainly shows the importance of proper medical diagnosis of MMA.

Family history is often used to diagnose MMA when there are affected siblings or siblings that died shortly after birth for unclear reasons.

**Treatment and management**

Individuals affected with MMA are generally placed on low, or no, protein diets supplemented with carnitine and cobalamin (vitamin B₁₂) and alkalinizing agents (such as bicarbonate) to neutralize the excess acid caused by MMA. Intravenous administration of glucose may be necessary during acute attacks. In individuals who do not respond to carnitine and/or cobalamin, the anti-bacterial drug, metronidazole, may be prescribed. This drug kills some of the naturally occurring bacteria in the lower digestive tract and thereby reduces the production of propionate, a precursor chemical to methylmalonic acid.

In cases of severe MMA, kidney and/or liver transplants may be called for.

**Prognosis**

With appropriate care and diet, MMA is a controllable disease that offers no threat of death or permanent disability in patients beyond the first year of life. However, if unchecked, MMA can lead to permanent, irreversible disabilities or conditions, or even death. Some infants affected with extremely severe genetic mutations are stillborn or die prior to an appropriate diagnosis of MMA being made.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**

Smith, Bill. “Not Guilty: How the System Failed Patricia Stallings.” *St. Louis Post-Dispatch International Pediatrics* (October 20, 1991): 1+
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**Methylmalonic aciduria due to methylmalonic CoA mutase deficiency**

**Definition**

Methylmalonic aciduria results from an autosomal recessive inherited genetic defect in methylmalonic CoA mutase (MCM), an enzyme required for the proper metabolism of some protein components, cholesterol, and fatty acids. As a result of a deficiency in MCM, methylmalonic acid accumulates in the bloodstream and urine, causing a severe metabolic disorder that may lead to death. Treatment consists chiefly of diet modification and the administration of several medications that may counteract this process.

**Description**

Proteins are important building blocks of the body, serving many different functions. They provide the structure of muscles, tissues, and organs, and regulate many functions of the human body. Proteins are made from amino acids obtained through the digestion of proteins (found in meats, dairy products, and other foods in the diet). Excess protein that is not required by the body can be broken down into its individual amino acid components. These amino acids can then be converted into glucose or directly enter metabolic pathways that supply the body with energy.

Each of the approximately 20 amino acids that are used to make human proteins are metabolized by specific biochemical reactions. Several of these amino acids (isoleucine, valine, threonine, methionine), as well as cholesterol and some fatty acids, share a common biochemical reaction in the pathway to conversion to usable energy. Each of these substances is converted to methylmalonic acid (also known as methylmalonic CoA), an intermediate product on the pathway leading to the production of usable energy.

In the next step of this biochemical pathway, methylmalonic acid is converted to succinic acid (also called succinyl CoA) by the enzyme, methylmalonic CoA mutase (MCM). In order for MCM to function properly, it also requires a vitamin B₁₂-derivative called adenosylcobalamin (when an enzyme requires another substance in order to perform its job, the helping substance is known as a coenzyme or cofactor).

When there is a defect or deficiency of MCM, methylmalonic acid cannot be converted into succinic acid and methylmalonic acid accumulates in high levels in the bloodstream (methylmalonicacidemia) and in the urine (methylmalonicaciduria). A deficiency in the cofactor, adenosylcobalamin, renders the MCM enzyme unable to perform its job, and will cause a similar effect. Abnormally high amounts of methylmalonic acid in the bloodstream causes a serious and dangerous metabolic condition that may lead to death.

The condition of methylmalonicacidemia was first described by V. G. Oberholzer in 1967 in infants critically sick with accumulations of methylmalonic acid in their blood and urine. An interesting historical note in respect to this disorder relates to the story of a woman named Patricia Stallings. In 1989, Ms. Stallings brought her son, Ryan, to the emergency room in St. Louis because he was very ill, and Ryan was noted to have high levels of acid in his bloodstream. Poisoning with ethylene glycol (antifreeze) also produces high levels of acid in the bloodstream. When Ryan later died, Ms. Stallings was sentenced to life in prison in January 1991, for the crime of murder by poisoning. However, while in prison the woman gave birth to a second son, who was diagnosed with the condition, methylmalonicacidemia. After discovering this diagnosis, scientists examined frozen samples of the first son’s blood and determined that he, too, had methylmalonicacidemia which was responsible for his death. All charges against Ms. Stallings were dropped, and she was released from prison in September 1991. This is a dramatic illustration of the critical importance of proper diagnosis of complicated and rare genetic disorders.

**Genetic profile**

MCM deficiency is a genetic condition and can be inherited or passed on in a family. The genetic defect for the disorder is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait, meaning that two abnormal genes are needed to display the disease. A person who carries one abnormal gene does not display the disease and is called a carrier. A carrier has a 50% chance of transmitting the gene to their children, who must inherit one disease gene from each parent to display the disease.

At least two forms of MCM deficiency have been identified. The disease genes are called, mut0, in which there is no detectable enzyme activity, and mut-, in which there is some, but greatly reduced, enzyme activity present. The gene for MCM is located on chromosome 6 (locus 6p21), and about 30 different mutations in the gene have been reported. Other mutations in pathways that produce the cofactor, adenosylcobalamin, exist and produce a condition similar to MCM deficiency.
Demographics

The incidence of all the conditions that cause methylmalonic acidemia was reported in a Massachusetts screening program at approximately one in 48,000 births. About half of the reported patients with methylmalonic acidemia have a deficiency of MCM mut0 or mut-, as opposed to problems with the cofactor. Thus, incidence of specific MCM deficiency-related methylmalonic acidemia and aciduria in the general population may be estimated as one in 96,000. The geographical distribution of methylmalonic acidemia is not uniform and may be higher in certain ethnic groups. One report shows that the disorder is more common in the Middle East, probably occurring in one in 1,000 or 2,000 births. MCM deficiency is seen in equal amounts in males and females.

Signs and symptoms

The symptoms experienced by an infant with MCM deficiency vary with the type of mutation present. Infants born with the mut0 type MCM deficiency will typically show more severe symptoms that manifest in the first 1-2 weeks of life, while infants with the mut- type MCM deficiency will have slightly milder symptoms that begin later in infancy.

Both sets of infants may show poor feeding, vomiting, lethargy, and low muscle tone, as well as a failure to grow at the normal rate. The disorder may first come to medical attention as it escalates into a full scale overwhelming attack, often triggered by intake of large amounts of dietary protein. If the condition has not yet been diagnosed, treatment is often poor, and patients may experience kidney damage, inflammation of the pancreas, or strokes that result in severe paralysis. More severe attacks can lead to seizures, coma, and eventually, death. As a result, newborns and infants with MCM deficiency may die early, even before a diagnosis can be reached.

If the infant survives the first attack, similar attacks may occur during an infection or following ingestion of a high-protein diet. Between episodes the patient may appear normal, but often, mild to moderate mental retardation will develop. Some infants with this disorder have characteristic facial features with a broad nose bridge, prominent lower eyelid folds, triangular mouth, and high forehead. Other symptoms of the disorder include frequent infections (especially yeast infections of the skin and mouth), enlarged liver, and low amounts of red blood cells. Often a family history is present for affected siblings or siblings that died very early in life for unclear reasons.

A small percentage of people with the MCM deficiency apparently experience no symptoms or complications of the disease. For reasons not yet understood, these patients can tolerate a normal protein intake and accumulate high levels of methylmalonic acid in their body fluids without consequence.
Diagnosis

When symptoms such as those described above are encountered in a young infant or newborn, a diagnostic search for MCM deficiency should be considered. A routine blood test performed on almost all people who come to the hospital with severe illness will show high levels of acid in the bloodstream. Other clues to possible MCM deficiency include high levels of other substances in the bloodstream that appear with methylmalonicacidemia such as ketones and ammonia, or the presence of abnormally low amounts of glucose or red blood cells.

After high levels of acid in the bloodstream are noted, and if methylmalonicacidemia is suspected, samples of the urine and the blood will be taken and tested for the amount of methylmalonic acid. Abnormally high levels of methylmalonic acid suggest that MCM deficiency may be present. Genetic studies can then be performed to determine if any mutation in the MCM gene is present.

When the disease is diagnosed in a child, research laboratories can test unaffected siblings to determine if they are carriers of the mutant MCM gene. The same technology can be used to diagnose MCM deficiency before the birth of a child, by analyzing fluid or tissue from the sac surrounding the unborn fetus.

Treatment and management

Current research into a cure for MCM deficiency is focusing on the ability of liver transplantation or gene therapy to correct the abnormal MCM gene, however there is no cure for MCM deficiency at this time. The methods of treatment focus on three areas: diet/lifestyle modification, treatment with medications, and support during severe attacks of the disease.

Dietary changes include restriction of the amino acids that are converted to methylmalonic acid: methionine, threonine, valine, and isoleucine. As a result, people with MCM deficiency are limited to a low protein diet that provides the minimum natural protein needed for growth. Calcium and multivitamin supplements should also be taken to correct any nutritional deficiencies that result from avoiding high-protein foods. Activity in children with MCM deficiency need not be restricted.

People with MCM deficiency may benefit from several medications when taken daily. The antibiotic, metronidazole, kills bacteria that live in the intestine and produce substances that are converted to methylmalonic acid. The supplement, L-carnitine, is often used to reduce some of the toxic effects of high levels of methylmalonic acid. Although most reports state that there is no benefit from vitamin B_{12} supplementation, a few reports suggest that a trial of vitamin B_{12} may be reasonable to determine if it will result in improved MCM function. Finally, bicarbonate can be used to counteract low levels of acid that persist in the bloodstream.

All of the above medications can be used to aid in treatment of a severe attack of methylmalonicacidemia. In addition, a patient in crisis should be given excessive amounts of intravenous fluids, to help clear methylmalonic acid from the circulation. Special blood filtering machines can be used when levels of methylmalonic acid or ammonia become dangerously high. Stressful situations that may trigger attacks (such as infection) should be treated promptly.

Patients with MCM deficiency should be seen regularly by a team of health care specialists including a primary care provider, a dietician, and a biochemical geneticist who is familiar with the management of the disease. Parents should be educated in the signs and symptoms of impending attacks and how to respond appropriately. Close monitoring of amino acid levels, urinary content of methylmalonic acid, and growth progress is necessary to ensure proper balance in the diet and the success of therapy.

Prognosis

Prognosis depends on early and accurate diagnosis of the disease and the prompt initiation of diet modification and medications. In those infants who escape early diagnosis, the prognosis is poor as severe attacks will lead to complications as extreme as sudden death. In those infants that do survive initial attacks, damage to the developing brain and kidneys may result that leave the child severely incapacitated.

The addition of the medications, L-carnitine and metronidazole, to the management of this disorder has changed the prognosis. Scientists point out that although most patients before 1985 died, those after 1985, when these drugs were introduced, survived with improved general health. Thus, if detected early and treated appropriately, the lifestyle of a well-managed patient with MCM deficiency can be relatively normal, without mental retardation or growth delay.
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Microphthalmia with linear skin defects (MLS)

Definition

Microphthalmia with linear skin defects (MLS) is a rare genetic disorder that causes abnormalities of the eyes and skin. This disorder was first recognized as a distinct genetic condition in 1990.

Description

MLS is a rare disorder that is observed only in females because males with the disease do not survive to birth. This disorder is also called MIDAS (Microphthalmia, dermal aplasia, and sclerocornea) syndrome. People affected by MLS have:

- small sunken eyes (microphthalmia),
- irregular red streaks of skin on the head and neck (skin erythema),
- abnormal development of the sclera and cornea of the eye.

The eye is composed of three layers: the sclera, the choroid, and the retina. The sclera is the tough white outer coat of the eyeball. As this coat passes over the lens, it normally becomes clear. This clear portion of the sclera is the cornea. Both the sclera and the cornea are affected by MLS.

The choroid is the middle layer of the eye. It serves to nourish the retina and absorb scattered light. The retina is the inner, light-sensitive, layer of the eye. The retina receives the image transmitted by the lens and it contains the rods and cones that are responsible for color vision and vision in dim light. Both the choroid and the retina are unaffected by MLS.

Genetic profile

The gene responsible for MLS has been localized to a portion of the short arm (p) of the X chromosome (Xp22.3). The specific symptoms of MLS are believed to result from the premature cutoff (terminal deletion) of the X chromosome at this point. People with MLS do not have the portion of the short arm of the X chromosome beyond the Xp22.2 location.
Nearly all of the cases of MLS are believed to result from *de novo* mutations since parents of affected individuals do not carry the MLS mutation in their chromosomes. *A de novo* mutation is caused by a problem with the chromosomes of the parental egg or sperm cells. The remainder of the chromosomes in the parents are not affected. As the sex cells of one of the parents reproduce, an error occurs. This leads to the transmission of a new mutation from that parent to his or her child. This mutation is expressed for the first time in the child of that parent.

A typical female has two X chromosomes. A typical male has one X chromosome and one Y chromosome. Because no XY male has ever been diagnosed with MLS, it is assumed that MLS is dominant and X-linked with 100% fetal mortality in males. This type of genetic disorder is also called an X-linked male-lethal trait.

There have been a few reported cases of males affected with MLS. These individuals presumably survived because they were XXY males (genetically female with ambiguous or male sex organs), rather than the typical male with XY chromosomes. This condition (XXY) is called Klinefelter syndrome.

**Demographics**

Approximately 300 individuals, all without a Y chromosome, have been diagnosed with MLS worldwide. MLS is not associated with any particular sub-populations. It appears with equal frequency in all races and across all geographies. Because it is an X-linked male-lethal trait, it is observed exclusively in females or, in a few cases, in XXY males.

**Signs and symptoms**

MLS is characterized by:

- small, sunken, eyes (microphthalmia);
- defects of the sclera and cornea portions of the eye
- linear red streaking of the skin on the upper body, primarily the head and neck;
- abnormal protrusion of the abdominal contents upward through an opening in the diaphragm (diaphragmatic hernia), which causes difficulty with breathing (respiratory distress);
- a lack of the transparent membrane (septum pellucidum) in the brain that forms a wall between two of the normal cavities (the lateral ventricles) of the brain;
- and, a condition in which the heart is located on the right side, rather than the left side, of the chest (dextrocardia).

In individuals affected with MLS, the bony cavity that contains the eyeball (orbit) often contains small fluid-filled sacs (orbital cysts). The sclera is often not fully or properly formed, and the cornea generally has areas that are opaque rather than transparent. This corneal opacity causes blurring of vision and may result in blindness. Corneal opacities should not be confused with cataracts, which are opacities of the lens of the eye, not of the cornea.
Difficulty in breathing (respiratory distress) is seen at birth in some patients with MLS. This is caused by a hole in the muscle beneath the lungs (diaphragm) that is responsible for the flow of air into and out of the lungs. This condition will rapidly lead to death if it is not surgically repaired.

Seizures and mental retardation have been observed in some MLS patients. It is believed that these individuals do not have a septum pellucidum. The absence of this membrane may allow electrical transmissions between parts of the brain that are usually isolated from each other. These inadvertent electrical signals may cause the seizures and the mental retardation that is sometimes seen in MLS patients.

Diagnosis

MLS is generally diagnosed by the presence of the characteristic red striping of the skin on the head and neck accompanied by small eyes (microphthalmia) and opaque patches on the corneas.

MLS is differentiated from Goltz syndrome, which has a similar gene locus, in that the patient with MLS has skin irregularities only on the upper half of the body, most typically only on the head and neck. Goltz syndrome tends to result in skin irregularities across their entire bodies. Also, patients with MLS do not have the abnormal fatty tissue deposits seen under the skin of Goltz syndrome patients. Finally, MLS does not have the clefting of the hands or feet (syndactyly) or incomplete formation of certain structures of the eyes (coloboma) seen in Goltz syndrome.

In early 2001, prenatal diagnosis for MLS syndrome was not yet available, but identification of the gene responsible for MLS makes genetic testing for this dominant trait potentially possible.

Treatment and management

The treatment and management of MLS is directed toward the symptoms seen in each patient. All those affected with MLS will need eye care including surgeries to potentially repair damaged areas of the cornea and sclera. Some individuals may require skin care treatments depending on the severity of the skin abnormalities.

In cases of patients with a diaphragmatic hernia, emergency surgery shortly after birth may be necessary to attempt to repair the damaged area. Unfortunately, most cases of this type of hernia cannot be surgically corrected and the patient will die.

In cases of patients with a lack of the septum pellucidum in the brain, anti-seizure medication may be necessary to control the seizures.

Prognosis

MLS is lethal in males prior to birth. In females, a full life expectancy is possible if the complications are not severe and if medical treatment is followed.

Most problems of the cornea and sclera of the eye associated with MLS can be treated with corrective lenses or potentially surgically repaired with corneal implants or laser surgery.

Seizures, if present, can generally be controlled by anti-seizure medications.

Developmental delays in growth, motor ability, speech, and intellect occur in some, but not all, cases of MLS. The amount of delay that is observed is directly related to the severity of seizure activity in the brain caused by the malformation, or lack, of the septum pel- lucidum.
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Paul A. Johnson

MIDAS syndrome see Microphthalmia with linear skin defects

Mild hypophosphatasin see Hypophosphatasia
Miller-Dieker syndrome

Definition

Miller-Dieker syndrome (MDS) is a rare genetic disorder. Its signs and symptoms include severe abnormalities in brain development as well as characteristic facial features. Additional birth defects may also be present.

Description

MDS was named for the two physicians, J. Miller and H. Dieker who independently described the condition in the 1960s. The hallmark of MDS is lissencephaly (smooth brain), a condition in which the outer layer of the brain, the cerebral cortex, is abnormally thick and lacks the normal convolutions (gyri). In some areas of the brain, gyri are fewer in number but wider than normal (pachygyri). Other areas lack gyri entirely (agyri). Normally, during the third and fourth months of pregnancy, the brain cells in the baby multiply and move to the surface of the brain to form the cortex. Lissencephaly is caused by a failure of this nerve cell migration. MDS is often called Miller-Dieker lissencephaly syndrome.

Genetic profile

When MDS was first described, geneticists thought it followed an autosomal recessive pattern of inheritance. However, in the early 1990s, several patients with MDS were found to be missing a small portion of the short arm of chromosome 17 (17p13.3). This is called a partial deletion of chromosome 17. MDS is now classified as a “micro-deletion syndrome” because it is the result of the absence of genes that are normally located in this region of chromosome 17. In 1993, research scientists identified LIS1 for “first lissencephaly gene” because it appeared to be important in normal brain formation. The main evidence for this was that the LIS1 gene was missing in a number of individuals with isolated lissencephaly; that is, lissencephaly without the additional characteristics found in MDS. Researchers then studied a number of patients with MDS and found over 90% of them were missing the LIS1 gene as well as other, as yet unidentified genes, on the short arm of chromosome 17. Geneticists now think that the characteristic facial appearance and other abnormalities seen in MDS are due to the deletion of these other genes. For this reason, MDS has also been described as a “contiguous gene syndrome”.

Most genes, including all genes on the autosomes (non-sex chromosomes), are normally present in pairs. Individuals with MDS who have a micro-deletion of a small region of the short arm of one copy of their chromosome 17 still have one normal copy of this chromosome region on their other chromosome 17. For this reason, MDS is said to be due to “haploinsufficiency,” the term for a genetic condition caused by the lack of function of only one of the two copies of a gene. As with other haploinsufficiency syndromes, MDS has also been described as having an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance.

Individuals with MDS usually die in infancy. Because they do not live to the age where they can reproduce, they cannot transmit MDS to their offspring. Eighty percent of individuals with MDS have it as the result of a new (de novo) deletion of a small part of the short arm of one chromosome 17 in just the one egg or sperm that formed that individual. The parents of these affected individuals have normal chromosomes without deletions. This means that their risk of having another child with MDS is very low (probably less than 1%). However, the other 20% of those with MDS have the syndrome because one of their parents carries a rearrangement of one copy of their own chromosome 17. The rearrangement can be an inversion or a balanced translocation between chromosome 17 and one of the other chromosomes. Since the rearrangement is balanced; that is, all the chromosome material is present but in a rearranged form, the parent is normal. However, when that parent produces an egg or a sperm, the balanced chromosome rearrangement can go through a further rearrangement. This results in a portion of the short arm of chromosome 17 being deleted. The individual who develops from that egg or sperm will have MDS.

Demographics

MDS is present in fewer than one in 100,000 births. There is no information to suggest that the syndrome is more common in any particular ethnic or racial group.

Signs and symptoms

Infants with MDS are usually small at birth. Characteristic facial features may include a high forehead with furrows and vertical ridges, indentation of the temples, a small, upturned nose, up-slanting eyes, a small mouth, a thick, broad upper lip with a thin border, low-set ears, and occasionally, a cleft palate. Some infants with MDS also have birth defects involving the heart and kidneys. Signs and symptoms can vary among MDS patients. This may relate to the actual size or exact location of the chromosome 17 deletion in that individual.

MDS infants have a very limited capacity for development due to the lissencephaly and associated brain abnormalities. Mental retardation is severe to profound.
Infants with MDS may be able to do little more than roll over. Convulsions (seizures) develop within a few weeks of birth and can be severe. Most newborns with MDS have low muscle tone (hypotonia), but later develop stiffness (spasticity) and an arching of the body (opisthotonos). Poor feeding leads to a failure to thrive and increases the risk of pneumonia because the infants can accidentally inhale baby formula into their lungs. Head size is usually in the normal range at birth, but poor brain growth means that, by the age of one year, the children have a smaller-than-normal head size (microcephaly).

**KEY TERMS**

**Amniocentesis**—A procedure performed at 16-18 weeks of pregnancy in which a needle is inserted through a woman’s abdomen into her uterus to draw out a small sample of the amniotic fluid from around the baby. Either the fluid itself or cells from the fluid can be used for a variety of tests to obtain information about genetic disorders and other medical conditions in the fetus.

**Autosomal dominant**—A pattern of genetic inheritance where only one abnormal gene is needed to display the trait or disease.

**Autosomal recessive**—A pattern of genetic inheritance where two abnormal genes are needed to display the trait or disease.

**CAT (CT) scan**—Computerized (axial) tomography. A special x ray technique used to examine various tissues, particularly the brain, in great detail.

**Cerebral cortex**—The outer surface of the cerebrum made up of gray matter and involved in higher thought processes.

**Chorionic villus biopsy**—A procedure used for prenatal diagnosis at 10-12 weeks gestation. Under ultrasound guidance a needle is inserted either through the mother’s vagina or abdominal wall and a sample of cells is collected from around the fetus. These cells are then tested for chromosome abnormalities or other genetic diseases.

**Contiguous gene syndrome**—A genetic syndrome caused by the deletion of two or more genes located next to each other.

**FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridization)**—Technique used to detect small deletions or rearrangements in chromosomes by attempting to attach a fluorescent (glowing) piece of a chromosome to a sample of cells obtained from a patient.

**Gastrostomy**—The construction of an artificial opening from the stomach through the abdominal wall to permit the intake of food.

**Haploinsufficiency**—The lack of one of the two normal copies of a gene. Haploinsufficiency can result in a genetic disorder if normal function requires both copies of the gene. Haploinsufficiency is one explanation for a dominant pattern of inheritance.

**Hypotonia**—Reduced or diminished muscle tone.

**Inversion**—A type of chromosomal defect in which a broken segment of a chromosome attaches to the same chromosome, but in reverse position.

**Lissencephaly**—A condition in which the brain has a smooth appearance because the normal convolutions (gyri) failed to develop.

**Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)**—A technique that employs magnetic fields and radio waves to create detailed images of internal body structures and organs, including the brain.

**Micro-deletion syndrome**—A collection of signs and symptoms caused by a deletion of a gene or genes that is too small to be seen through the microscope.

**Microcephaly**—An abnormally small head.

**Opisthotonos**—An arched position of the body in which only the head and feet touch the floor or bed when the patient is lying on their back.

**Prenatal diagnosis**—The determination of whether a fetus possesses a disease or disorder while it is still in the womb.

**Syndrome**—A group of signs and symptoms that collectively characterize a disease or disorder.

**Translocation**—The transfer of one part of a chromosome to another chromosome during cell division. A balanced translocation occurs when pieces from two different chromosomes exchange places without loss or gain of any chromosome material. An unbalanced translocation involves the unequal loss or gain of genetic information between two chromosomes.

**X-linked**—Located on the X chromosome, one of the sex chromosomes. X-linked genes follow a characteristic pattern of inheritance from one generation to the next.
Diagnosis

MDS is not the only disorder associated with lissencephaly. Autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, and X-linked patterns of inheritance have been described among the more than two dozen genetic syndromes featuring this brain abnormality. Less commonly, lissencephaly can also be the result of fetal infections such as prenatal cytomegalovirus (CMV). An accurate diagnosis of MDS is important not only because it can provide a prognosis for the affected child, but because it can give parents an estimate of their risk for having another child with MDS.

MDS may be suspected in the newborn period if an infant has the characteristic facial features along with low muscle tone. Studies of the infant’s brain by CAT scan or MRI will show the smooth brain surface. After the diagnosis of MDS is made on the basis of these signs and symptoms, it is very important to study the infant’s chromosomes to check for the characteristic chromosome 17 deletion. This is done by sending a small sample of the infant’s blood to a cytogenetics laboratory. Trained laboratory personnel (cytogeneticists) first examine the infant’s chromosomes through the microscope using traditional techniques. If no deletion or other chromosome rearrangement is detected in this step, newer methods can be used to search for deletions that are too small to see by ordinary means (micro-deletions). A special technique called FISH (fluorescent in situ hybridization) can detect chromosome regions where very small pieces of DNA are missing. This test is usually done on the same blood sample.

Carrier detection

When a chromosome deletion is found in an infant, both parents’ chromosomes should also be studied to determine if one of them carries a chromosome rearrangement such as a balanced translocation. Although most parents of infants with MDS have normal chromosomes, in approximately 20% of children, one parent will have a chromosome rearrangement, which can increase the risk for having another child with MDS. Other family members should also be offered chromosome studies because these balanced chromosome rearrangements can be passed down through a family undetected, and, thus, other family members may be carriers. The first step in studying other family members is for a geneticist or genetic counselor to obtain a detailed family history and construct a pedigree (family tree) to determine which family members should be offered testing.

Prenatal diagnosis

If a couple has had one child with MDS, they can be offered prenatal diagnosis in future pregnancies. This option is particularly important for the 20% of MDS families where one parent carries a balanced chromosome rearrangement. The risk for these couples to have another affected child depends on the exact type of chromosome rearrangement present and may be as high as 25-33%. For families in which both parents’ chromosomes are normal, the risk of having another child with MDS is low (1% or less). Either chorionic villus sampling (CVS) or amniocentesis can be used early in a pregnancy to obtain a small sample of cells from the developing embryo for chromosome studies. Early prenatal diagnosis by ultrasound is not reliable because the brain is normally smooth until later in pregnancy. Couples who are considering prenatal diagnosis should discuss the risks and benefits of this type of testing with a geneticist or genetic counselor.

Treatment and management

There is no cure for MDS and treatment is usually directed toward comfort measures. Because of the feeding problems and risk of pneumonia, surgeons often place a tube between the stomach and the outside of the abdomen (gastrostomy tube). Feedings can be made through the tube. Seizures are often difficult to control even with medication.

Prognosis

Death often occurs in the first three months of life and most infants with MDS die by two years of age, although there have been reports of individuals living for several years.
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Möebius syndrome

Definition

Möebius syndrome is a condition in which the facial nerve is underdeveloped, causing paralysis or weakness of the muscles of the face. Other nerves to the facial structures may also be underdeveloped.

Description

Möebius syndrome has been called “life without a smile” because the paralysis of the facial muscles, the most constant feature, leads to the physical inability to form a smile even when happy feelings are experienced. The facial nerve is one of a group of 12 nerves known as the cranial nerves because they originate in the brain. The facial nerve is also known as the seventh cranial nerve. The sixth cranial nerve, also called the abducens, controls blinking and back-and-forth eye movement and is the second most commonly affected cranial nerve in Möebius syndrome. Additional cranial nerves affected in some patients control other eye movements and other functions such as hearing, balance, speech, and feeding.

Individuals with Möebius syndrome may also have abnormalities of their limbs, chest muscles, and tongue. The chance of mental retardation appears to be increased in people with Möebius syndrome, but most people with the disorder have normal intelligence.

Genetic profile

Most cases of Möebius syndrome are isolated and do not appear to be genetic, but occurrence in multiple individuals within some families indicates that there are multiple genetic forms. One study in 1991 suggested that forms of Möebius syndrome which included abnormalities of the limbs and skeleton were less likely than other types to be genetic. During pregnancy, certain exposures, such as to the drug misoprostol, appear to increase the risk of Möebius syndrome.

Chromosomes 13, 3, and 10 appear to contain genes causing forms of Möebius syndrome, now named, respectively, types 1, 2, and 3. The presence of a gene on chromosome 13 was first suggested based on a family in which several members had facial weakness and finger abnormalities along with a chromosome rearrangement called a balanced translocation involving chromosomes 1 and 13. In a balanced translocation, two chromosomes have broken and exchanged pieces. Balanced translocations are usually not associated with physical abnormalities unless (1) material has been lost or gained during the breaks, or (2) a gene is disrupted by one of the breaks. When a child with Möebius syndrome in an unrelated family was found to have a deletion (missing piece) of chromosome 13 in the same area as the break in the first family, this suggested that there might be a gene causing Möebius syndrome on chromosome 13 rather than on 1.

The genes on chromosomes 3 and 10 were localized using a technique called linkage mapping, which involves using molecular genetics and statistical methods to look throughout all of the chromosomes in families with several affected members for areas associated with the disease. As of 2001, the actual genes on chromosomes 3, 10, and 13 have not been identified. These three forms of the disease are inherited in an autosomal dominant manner, which means that only one altered copy of the gene is required to have the disease, and people with the disease have a 50% chance of having an affected child with each pregnancy. However, in the chromosome 3 and 10 families, some individuals who appear to carry a gene do not show signs of Möebius syndrome, suggesting that factors other than genetics, such as uterine environment, are involved even in these highly familial cases.

One family was reported in which two brothers and their male cousin who were the sons of sisters all had Möebius syndrome along with other physical abnormalities and mental retardation. Boys only have one X chromosome and can inherit an X-linked disease from their unaffected mothers, who have two X chromosomes. The...
pattern of affected children in this family is therefore typical of X-linked inheritance, so it is suggested that there may be a gene involved in Möebius syndrome on the X chromosome as well. If this is the case, the son of a woman with an altered Möebius gene on one X-chromosome would have a 50% chance of inheriting the gene and having the condition. A man with this type of Möebius syndrome would be unlikely to have affected children since his daughters would likely have one normal X chromosome from their mother and his sons would not receive his X chromosome but his Y chromosome. In another family, a brother and sister with unaffected parents had Möebius syndrome, suggesting autosomal recessive inheritance, in which two altered copies of a gene are required to have the disorder. In an autosomal recessive disorder, a couple in which each parent carries one altered copy of the disease gene have a 25% chance of having a child with the condition with each pregnancy.

Demographics

Möebius syndrome is extremely rare and does not seem to affect any particular ethnic group more than others. The families in which genes on chromosomes 3 and 10 were mapped were Dutch.

Signs and symptoms

The first sign of Möebius syndrome in newborns is an inability to suck, sometimes accompanied by excessive drooling and crossed eyes. Also seen at birth in some patients are abnormalities of the limbs, tongue, and jaw. Children also often have low muscle tone, particularly in the upper body. The lack of facial expression and inability to smile become apparent as children get older.

When cranial nerve palsy is associated with limb reduction abnormalities and the absence of the pectoralis muscles, the condition is known as Poland-Möebius or Möebius-Poland syndrome. Common limb abnormalities are missing or webbed fingers and clubfoot.

The prevalence of mental retardation in Möebius syndrome is uncertain. It has been estimated in the past to be between 10% and 50%, but these numbers are thought to be overestimates resulting from the lack of facial expression and drooling seen in people with Möebius syndrome. In one study of familial cases of Möebius syndrome, 3% were reported to be mentally retarded.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis of Möebius syndrome is made on the basis of clinical symptoms, especially the lack of facial expression. Since exact genes involved in Möebius syndrome have not yet been identified as of 2001, molecular genetic testing is not available at this time.

Treatment and management

The ability to smile has been restored in some cases of Möebius syndrome by surgery which transfers nerve and muscle from the thigh to the face. Other surgeries can be used to treat eye, limb, and jaw problems. In children with feeding problems, special bottles or feeding tubes are used. Physical and speech therapy are used when necessary to improve control over coordination, speech, and eating.

Prognosis

Möebius syndrome does not appear to affect life span, and individuals who are treated for their symptoms can lead normal lives.
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Toni I. Pollin, MS, CGC

Mohr syndrome see Oral-facial-digital syndrome (OFD)
Morquio syndrome (MPS IV) see Mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS)

Moyamoya

Definition

Moyamoya is a progressive syndrome characterized by narrowing of the blood vessels in the brain. Moyamoya is the Japanese term for ‘cloud of smoke drifting in the air.’

Description

The term moyamoya is used to describe how the arteries in the brain look in this syndrome, which was
first described in the 1950s. There is no clear cause for this disease. It can be caused genetically, but can also occur as a result of having other diseases. Moyamoya is seen in patients with a variety of diseases, including: neurofibromatosis, trisomy 21 (Down syndrome), sickle cell disease, chronic meningitis, and as a side effect of irradiation.

Moyamoya is a disease of the blood vessels in the brain. The carotid arteries are two of the large arteries that allow blood to flow into the brain. The external carotid artery allows blood to reach areas within the neck, while the internal carotid artery travels to the brain and branches off into smaller vessels to reach all areas of the brain. In patients with moyamoya, there is a symmetric thinning of the width of the internal carotid arteries. The brain responds to this thinning by making the smaller blood vessels bigger, trying to get blood to the areas of the brain that are not getting enough. When dye is injected into the arteries of the brain (a cerebral angiogram), a characteristic pattern is seen. On the angiogram, this looks like a cloud of smoke.

**Genetic profile**

The primary form of moyamoya is seen most often in Japan. Studies have found the familial form to account for 7–10% of the cases. A recent study focused on 16 families in order to find the genetic marker for the disease. The gene locus was found to be present on the short arm of chromosome 3, specifically 3p26–p24.2. Other studies have found possible involvement of genes on chromosomes 6 and 17 as well.

**Demographics**

Although the disease seems to occur most often in Japanese people, patients have been found throughout the world. It is thought that one in a million people are affected each year. The age of onset of the disease has two peaks, the first being in children under 10 years old, and the second in adults in their 20s–40s. Fifty percent of moyamoya cases are found in patients younger than ten years of age. Females seem to have moyamoya more often than males. The female-to-male ratio is 3:2.

**Signs and symptoms**

The first signs and symptoms of moyamoya tend to be different in children and adults. Children most often present with a sudden seizure or a stroke. Strokes can cause weakness on one side of the body. These are often brought on with exercise or fast breathing. Less severe strokes, called transient ischemic attacks (TIAs), can occur very often. During these TIAs, the weakness in the body is temporary and will not last more than a few hours. But, over a period of years, strokes and TIAs will leave patients with permanent weakness on both sides of the body, seizure disorders, and mental retardation. While children will present with seizures or strokes, adults tend to present with intracerebral hemorrhage (bleeding within the brain). Depending on where the bleeding or strokes occur, there can be a variety of chronic symptoms including: speech disturbance, visual disturbance, headaches, difficulties with sensation and involuntary movements (moving parts of the body when you do not intend to).

**Diagnosis**

Cerebral angiography is the main method of diagnosis. Today, this is the best way to see the arteries in the brain and to assess their level of occlusion (blockage). Other methods of imaging have been used in an attempt to diagnose moyamoya. High resolution imaging such as computed tomography scans (CT scans) do not show findings specific to this syndrome. However, areas of old strokes or bleeding can be seen. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is also very sensitive at looking for old areas of stroke but cannot show which blood vessels may be blocked as compared with angiography. These non-invasive imaging techniques may however, provide clues for the diagnosis. The doctor would then recommend angiography to confirm the diagnosis.

**Treatment and management**

There is no one best treatment for moyamoya. Medical therapy consists of drugs that prevent blood
clot formation such as aspirin. Drugs that help dilate the narrowed blood vessels, such as calcium channel blockers, are also used. Calcium channel blockers that have been successful include nicardipine and verapamil. These calcium channel blockers may also help with the headaches that some patients may get during the course of their illness.

Many different surgical approaches have been used to help improve blood flow in these patients. It is not known what the long-term outcome of these procedures are. As of 2001, the most popular operations are: encephaloduroanteriosynangiosis (EDAS), encephalomyosynangiosis (EMS), and superficial temporal artery-middle cerebral artery (STA-MCA) anastamosis.

In EDAS, an artery that sits under the scalp called the superficial temporal artery, is separated from the skin. A small opening in the skull is then made. The artery from the scalp is then sewn into the surface of the brain. The piece of skull that was removed is then put back in place to protect the new connection. This procedure has also been termed pial syngiosis.

In the EMS procedure, a muscle overlying the temple region of the forehead, called the temporalis muscle, is detached. Once again, an opening in the skull is made and the muscle is placed on the surface of the brain.

In the STA-MCA operation, the scalp artery is directly connected to an artery in the brain. All of the these surgical procedures attempt to provide blood to areas of the brain that are not getting enough. Although symptoms may be improved soon after surgery, it usually takes months for the new blood vessels to form.

Prognosis

It is unclear what the long-term risk for complications is in people with moyamoya disease. A study published in 2000 looked at 334 patients with moyamoya disease diagnosed between 1976 and 1994. Approximately 60% of the adults who had moyamoya had a cerebral hemorrhage at some point. Approximately 60% of the children who had moyamoya had a stroke or TIA at some point. Cerebral hemorrhage was found to be the most important factor that predicted a poor outcome. The overall effect of medical and surgical treatment on long-term outcomes is not well known at this time.
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David E. Greenberg, MD

Mucolipidosis

Definition

Mucolipidosis (ML) is a group of rare, inherited disorders that are characterized by the accumulation of complex fats, called mucolipids, in the cells of the body. The symptoms range from skeletal abnormalities and vision problems to physical and mental retardation.

Description

Types of mucolipidosis

There are three major types of mucolipidosis. Mucolipidosis II (ML II, ML2) or ML disorder type II, is known as I-cell disease (ICD). Sometimes it is called Leroy disease, after Jules Leroy who described the disorder in 1969. ML II also is known as N-acetylglu-
cosamine-1-phosphotransferase (GNPTA) deficiency. GNPTA is the enzyme that is defective in ML II.

Mucolipidosis III (ML III, ML3), or ML disorder III, is a milder form of ML II. In ML III, the enzyme GNPTA has reduced activity; whereas it has no activity in ML II. ML III was first described in 1966. It is often called pseudo-Hurler polydystrophy because its symptoms resemble a mild form of the mucopolysaccharide disorder known as Hurler syndrome. It is a polydystrophy because several systems of the body are affected.

In the past, ML II and ML III were classified as mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS II and MPS III, respectively). MPS is a condition in which complex sugars called mucopolysaccharides accumulate in the cells of the body. Although this may occur in ML, excess amounts of mucopolysaccharides are not excreted in the urine, as they are in MPS.

Mucolipidosis IV (ML IV, ML4) was first described in 1974. It also is called ML disorder IV, Berman syndrome, or sialolipidosis.

Neuraminidase deficiency originally was classified as mucolipidosis I (ML I). However, neuraminidase deficiency does not involve the accumulation of mucolipids.

Lipids

Lipids are large, complex biomolecules that are very important components of cell membranes. They also are used to store energy and are present in mucus secretions.

Lipids are continually broken down and replaced. This breakdown of lipids occurs in a membrane-bound compartment or organelle within cells, called the lysosome. The lysosome contains many enzymes that break down the lipids. These enzymes are produced outside of the lysosome and have to be transported into the organelle. The enzyme GNPTA attaches a signal to these enzymes that directs them to the lysosome.

Lysosomal storage diseases

MLs are classified as lysosomal storage diseases because the lysosomes accumulate lipids that cannot be broken down. Eventually, the lysosomes become so filled with lipids that the cells form structures called inclusion bodies to contain the lipids. Inclusion bodies give the cells a characteristic appearance. The name “I-cell disease” refers to these inclusion bodies.

Individuals with ML II or ML III have little or no GNPTA enzyme activity. Thus, the lysosomal enzymes cannot reach the lysosome to help break down lipids. ML II and ML III are caused by mutations, or changes, in one of the genes that encodes a part of GNPTA. A disorder called mucolipidosis III, variant form, or complementation group C, is caused by a mutation in a gene that encodes a different part of GNPTA. However, the symptoms of this form of ML III are very similar to those of the more common type of ML III.

ML IV is caused by a mutation in the gene encoding a protein called mucolipin-1. In ML IV, membrane lipids and mucopolysaccharides accumulate in the lysosomes.
of cells throughout the body. Apparently, in the absence of mucolipin-1, these substances are transported to the lysosome rather than recycled to the cell membrane.

**Genetic profile**

All of the MLs are inherited as autosomal recessive traits. They are autosomal because the genes that are responsible for these disorders are located on autosomal chromosomes, rather than on the X or Y sex chromosomes. The traits are recessive because they are only expressed in individuals who have inherited two copies of the gene that causes the disorder, one copy from each parent.

Individuals with only one copy of a gene that causes ML are called carriers. They usually do not have symptoms of ML. The offspring of two carriers of an ML gene have a 25% chance of inheriting both genes and developing ML.

**Demographics**

MLs are very rare disorders that often have been misdiagnosed. Thus, the frequency of ML is not clear. However, since MLs are recessive disorders that only develop when both parents are carriers of one of the ML genes, the condition most often occurs in the offspring of closely-related individuals, such as first cousins. These disorders are much more prevalent in small, isolated populations. For example, among French-Canadians in one region of Quebec province, it is estimated that one out of every 39 people carries a gene for ML II and one out of 6,184 infants has the disorder. In contrast, over a 10-year-period, only 35 infants with ML II or ML III were born in Great Britain.

Although ML IV can occur in any nationality or ethnic group, more than 80% of all known cases are Jews of Eastern European descent (Ashkenazim). It is estimated that one out of 50 individuals of Ashkenazi descent is a carrier of ML IV. Worldwide, there are about 100 known cases of the disorder. However, it is thought that there are many more undiagnosed or misdiagnosed cases.

**Signs and symptoms**

The symptoms and the age of onset of ML II vary greatly, even within families. Some signs of ML II can be congenital, or present at birth. These may include:

- Multiple abnormalities in bone formation, particularly in the hip
- Limited mobility of the joints
- Multiple abnormalities of the skull and face
- A fold of skin extending from the inner corner of the eyelid, called an epicanthal fold

ML II and ML III are progressive conditions. Infants may show few symptoms of the disorder until lipids begin to accumulate and damage cells. Additional symptoms of ML II may include:

- Dwarfism
- Delayed mental and physical development
- Hearing loss
- Heart disease in the aortic valve
- Swollen liver and spleen

The symptoms of ML III are similar to those of ML II, but usually less severe. Additional signs of ML III may include:

- Acne
- Clouding of the cornea, the clear portion of the eye through which light passes
- Enlarged tongue

ML IV is characterized by mental and physical retardation and eye disorders. Many individuals with ML IV do not develop beyond the skill level of a one-year-old. However, some individuals with ML IV have very mild symptoms.

Infants with ML IV appear normal at birth. However signs of the disorder usually become apparent during the first year. Often, clouding or opacity of the cornea is the first symptom and vision problems may develop before the age of one. The physical and mental retardation may be mild at first, but often becomes severe as the disorder slowly progresses. Most individuals with ML IV never walk. Other signs of ML IV may include:

- Delayed growth
- Poor muscle tone
- Crossed eyes
- Puffy eyelids
- Aversion to light
- Degeneration of the retina, eventually leading to blindness

**Diagnosis**

ML II and ML III may be diagnosed by high levels of lysosomal enzymes, called hydrolases, in the blood. The absence of mucopolysaccharides in the urine indicates that the disorder is not a mucopolysaccharidosis. The microscopic examination of various cells reveals inclusion bodies. X rays are used to detect skeletal abnormalities.
The initial diagnosis of ML IV usually results from a biopsy. A small piece from the skin or from the membrane underneath the eyelid is removed and examined under a microscope for the accumulation of lipids and mucopolysaccharides in storage bodies.

**Treatment and management**

There is no cure for ML. Management of symptoms, close medical monitoring, and supportive care are the primary treatments.

Surgery can remove the thin layer of cells that causes the corneal cloudiness that is characteristic of ML IV. However, the layer of cells will grow back. Physical, occupational, and speech therapy can improve the functioning of children with ML IV.

**Prognosis**

The life expectancy for individuals with ML is not known.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**


**WEBSITES**


Margaret Alic, PhD

**Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS) type I see Hurler syndrome**

**Mucopolysaccharidoses II see Hunter syndrome**

---

**Mucopolysaccharidoses**

**Definition**

Mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS) is a general term for a number of inherited diseases that are caused by the accumulation of mucopolysaccharides, resulting in problems with an individual’s development. With each condition, mucopolysaccharides accumulate in the cells and tissues of the body because of a deficiency of a specific enzyme. The specific enzyme that is deficient or absent is what distinguishes one type of MPS from another. However, before these enzymes were identified, the MPS disorders were diagnosed by the signs and symptoms that an individual expressed. The discovery of these enzymes resulted in a reclassification of some of the MPS disorders. These conditions are often referred to as MPS I, MPS II, MPS III, MPS IV, MPS VI, MPS VII, and MPS IX. However, these conditions are also referred to by their original names, which are Hurler, Hurler-Scheie, Scheie (all MPS I), Hunter (MPS II), Sanfilippo (MPS III), Morquio (MPS IV), Maroteaux-Lamy (MPS VI), Sly (MPS VII), and Hyaluronidase deficiency (MPS IX).

**Description**

Mucopolysaccharides are long chains of sugar molecules that are essential for building the bones, cartilage, skin, tendons, and other tissues in the body. Normally, the human body continuously breaks down and builds mucopolysaccharides. Another name for mucopolysaccharides is glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). There are many different types of GAGs and specific GAGs are unable to be broken down in each of the MPS conditions. There are several enzymes involved in breaking down each GAG and a deficiency or absence of any of the essential enzymes can cause the GAG to not be broken down completely and results in its accumulation in the tissues and organs in the body. In some MPS conditions, in addition to the GAG being stored in the body, some of the incompletely broken down GAGs can leave the body via the urine. When too much GAG is stored, organs and tissues can be damaged or not function properly.
### Genetic profile

Except for MPS II, the MPS conditions are inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. MPS conditions occur when both of an individual’s genes that produce the specific enzyme contain a mutation, causing them to not work properly. When both genes do not work properly, either none or a reduced amount of the enzyme is produced. An individual with an autosomal recessive condition inherits one non-working gene from each parent. These parents are called “carriers” of the condition. When two people are known carriers for an autosomal recessive condition, they have a 25% chance with each pregnancy to have a child affected with the disease. Some individuals with MPS do have children of their own. Children of parents who have an autosomal recessive condition are all carriers of that condition. These children are not at risk to develop the condition unless the other parent is a carrier or affected with the same autosomal recessive condition.

Unlike the other MPS conditions, MPS II is inherited in an X-linked recessive manner. This means that the gene causing the condition is located on the X chromosome, one of the two sex chromosomes. Since a male has only one X chromosome, he will have the disease if the X chromosome inherited from his mother carries the defective gene. Females will be carriers of the condition if only one of their two X chromosomes has the gene that causes the condition.

### Causes and symptoms

Each type of MPS is caused by a deficiency of one of the enzymes involved in breaking down GAGs. It is the accumulation of the GAGs in the tissues and organs in the body that cause the wide array of symptoms characteristic of the MPS conditions. The accumulating material is stored in cellular structures called lysosomes, and these disorders are also known as lysosomal storage diseases.

**MPS I**

MPS I is caused by a deficiency of the enzyme alpha-L-iduronidase. Three conditions, Hurler, Hurler-Scheie, and Scheie syndromes, are all caused by a deficiency of this enzyme. Initially, these three conditions were believed to be separate because each was associated with different physical symptoms and prognoses. However, once the underlying cause of these conditions was identified, it was realized that these three conditions were all variants of the same disorder. The gene involved with MPS I is located on chromosome 4p16.3.

**MPS I H (HURLER SYNDROME)** It has been estimated that approximately one baby in 100,000 will be born with Hurler syndrome. Individuals with Hurler syndrome tend to have the most severe form of MPS I. Symptoms of Hurler syndrome are often evident within the first year or two after birth. These infants often begin to develop as expected, but then reach a point where they begin to lose the skills that they have learned. Many of these infants may initially grow faster than expected, but their growth slows and typically stops by age three. Facial features also begin to appear “coarse.” They develop a short nose, flatter face, thicker skin, and a protruding tongue. Additionally, their heads become larger and they develop more hair on their bodies with the hair becoming coarser. Their bones are also affected, with these children usually developing joint contractures (stiff joints), kyphosis (a “hunchback” curve of the spine), and broad hands with short fingers. Many of these children experience breathing difficulties, and respiratory infections are common. Other common problems include heart valve dysfunction, thickening of the heart muscle (cardiomyopathy), enlarged spleen and liver, clouding of the cornea, hearing loss, and carpal tunnel syndrome. These children typically do not live past age 12.

**MPS I H/S (HURLER-SCHEIE SYNDROME)** Hurler-Scheie syndrome is felt to be the intermediate form of MPS I, meaning that the symptoms are not as severe as those in individuals who have MPS I H but not as mild as those in MPS I S. Approximately one baby in 115,000 will be born with Hurler-Scheie syndrome. These individuals tend to be shorter than expected, and they can have normal intelligence, however, some individuals with MPS I H/S will experience learning difficulties. These individuals may develop some of the same physical features as those with Hurler syndrome, but usually they are not as severe. The prognosis for children with MPS I H/S is variable with some individuals dying during childhood, while others living to adulthood.

**MPS I S (SCHEIE SYNDROME)** Scheie syndrome is considered the mild form of MPS I. It is estimated that approximately one baby in 500,000 will be born with Scheie syndrome. Individuals with MPS I S usually have normal intelligence, but there have been some reports of individuals with MPS I S developing psychiatric problems. Common physical problems include corneal clouding, heart abnormalities, and orthopedic difficulties involving their hands and back. Individuals with MPS I S do not develop the facial features seen with MPS I H and usually these individuals have a normal life span.
**MPS II (Hunter syndrome)**

Hunter syndrome is caused by a deficiency of the enzyme iduronate-2-sulphatase. All individuals with Hunter syndrome are male, because the gene that causes the condition is located on the X chromosome, specifically Xq28. Like many MPS conditions, Hunter syndrome is divided into two groups, mild and severe. It has been estimated that approximately one in 110,000 males are born with Hunter syndrome, with the severe form being three times more common than the mild form. The severe form is felt to be associated with progressive mental retardation and physical disability, with most individuals dying before age 15. In the milder form, most of these individuals live to adulthood and have normal intelligence or only mild mental impairments. Males with the mild form of Hunter syndrome develop physical differences similar to males with the severe form, but not as quickly. Men with mild Hunter syndrome can have a normal life span and some have had children. Most males with Hunter syndrome develop joint stiffness, chronic diarrhea, enlarged liver and spleen, heart valve problems, hearing loss, kyphosis, and tend to be shorter than expected. These symptoms tend to progress at a different rate depending on if an individual has the mild or severe form of MPS II.

**MPS III (Sanfilippo syndrome)**

MPS III, like the other MPS conditions, was initially diagnosed by the individual having certain physical characteristics. It was later discovered that the physical symptoms associated with Sanfilippo syndrome could be caused by a deficiency in one of four enzymes. Each type of MPS III is now subdivided into four groups, labeled A-D, based on the specific enzyme that is deficient. All four of these enzymes are involved in breaking down the same GAG, heparan sulfate. Heparan sulfate is mainly found in the central nervous system and accumulates in the brain when it cannot be broken down because one of those four enzymes are deficient or missing.

MPS III is a variable condition with symptoms beginning to appear between ages two and six years of age. Because of the accumulation of heparan sulfate in the central nervous system, the central nervous system is severely affected. In MPS III, signs that the central nervous system is degenerating are usually evident in most individuals between ages six and 10. Many children with MPS III will develop seizures, sleeplessness, thicker skin, joint contractures, enlarged tongues, cardiomyopathy, behavior problems, and mental retardation. The life expectancy in MPS III is also variable. On average, individuals with MPS III live until they are teenagers, with some living longer and others not that long.

**MPS IIIA (SANFILIPPO SYNDROME TYPE A)** MPS IIIA is caused by a deficiency of the enzyme heparan N-sulfatase. Type IIIA is felt to be the most severe of the four types, in which symptoms appear and death occurs at an earlier age. A study in British Columbia estimated that one in 324,617 live births are born with MPS IIIA. MPS IIIA is the most common of the four types in Northwestern Europe. The gene that causes MPS IIIA is located on the long arm of chromosome 17 (location 17q25).

**MPS IIIB (SANFILIPPO SYNDROME TYPE B)** MPS IIIB is due to a deficiency in N-acetyl-alpha-D-glucosaminidase (NAG). This type of MPS III is not felt to be as severe as Type IIIA and the characteristics vary. Type IIIB is the most common of the four in southeastern Europe. The gene associated with MPS IIIB is also located on the long arm of chromosome 17 (location 17q21).

**MPS IIIC (SANFILIPPO SYNDROME TYPE C)** A deficiency in the enzyme acetyl-CoA-alpha-glucosaminide acetyltransferase causes MPS IIIC. This is considered a rare form of MPS III. The gene involved in MPS IIIC is believed to be located on chromosome 14.

**KEY TERMS**

Cardiomyopathy—A thickening of the heart muscle.

Enzyme—A protein that catalyzes a biochemical reaction or change without changing its own structure or function.

Joint contractures—Stiffness of the joints that prevents full extension.

Kyphosis—An abnormal outward curvature of the spine, with a hump at the upper back.

Lysosome—Membrane-enclosed compartment in cells, containing many hydrolytic enzymes; where large molecules and cellular components are broken down.

Mucopolysaccharide—A complex molecule made of smaller sugar molecules strung together to form a chain. Found in mucous secretions and intercellular spaces.

Recessive gene—A type of gene that is not expressed as a trait unless inherited by both parents.

X-linked gene—A gene carried on the X chromosome, one of the two sex chromosomes.
MPS IIID (SANFILIPPO SYNDROME TYPE D)  MPS IIID is caused by a deficiency in the enzyme N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase. This form of MPS III is also rare. The gene involved in MPS IIID is located on the long arm of chromosome 12 (location 12q14).

MPS IV (Morquio syndrome)

As with several of the MPS disorders, Morquio syndrome was diagnosed by the presence of particular signs and symptoms. However, it is now known that the deficiency of two different enzymes can cause the characteristics of MPS IV. These two types of MPS IV are called MPS IV A and MPS IV B. MPS IV is also variable in its severity. The intelligence of individuals with MPS IV is often completely normal. In individuals with a severe form, skeletal abnormalities can be extreme and include dwarfism, kyphosis (outward-curved spine), prominent breastbone, flat feet, and knock-knees. One of the earliest symptoms seen in this condition usually is a difference in the way the child walks. In individuals with a mild form of MPS IV, limb stiffness and joint pain are the primary symptoms. MPS IV is one of the rarest MPS disorders, with approximately one baby in 300,000 born with this condition.

MPS IV A (MORQUIO SYNDROME TYPE A)  MPS IV A is the “classic” or the severe form of the condition and is caused by a deficiency in the enzyme galactosamine-6-sulfatase. The gene involved with MPS IV A is located on the long arm of chromosome 16 (location 16q24.3).

MPS IV B (MORQUIO SYNDROME TYPE B)  MPS IV B is considered the milder form of the condition. The enzyme, beta-galactosidase, is deficient in MPS IV B. The location of the gene that produces beta-galactosidase is located on the short arm of chromosome 3 (location 3p21).

MPS VI (Maroteaux-Lamy syndrome)

MPS VI, which is another rare form of MPS, is caused by a deficiency in the enzyme N-acetylgalactosamine-4-sulfatase. This condition is also variable; individuals may have a mild or severe form of the condition. Typically, the nervous system or intelligence of an individual with MPS VI is not affected. Individuals with a more severe form of MPS VI can have airway obstruction, develop hydrocephalus (extra fluid accumulating in the brain) and have bone changes. Additionally, individuals with a severe form of MPS VI are more likely to die while in their teens. With a milder form of the condition, individuals tend to be shorter than expected for their age, develop corneal clouding, and live longer. The gene involved in MPS VI is believed to be located on the long arm of chromosome 5 (approximate location 5q11-13).

MPS VII (Sly syndrome)

MPS VII is an extremely rare form of MPS and is caused by a deficiency of the enzyme beta-gluconidase. It is also highly variable, but symptoms are generally similar to those seen in individuals with Hurler syndrome. The gene that causes MPS VII is located on the long arm of chromosome 7 (location 7q21).

MPS IX (Hyaluronidase deficiency)

MPS IX is a condition that was first described in 1996 and has been grouped with the other MPS conditions by some researchers. MPS IX is caused by the deficiency of the enzyme hyaluronidase. In the few individuals described with this condition, the symptoms are variable, but some develop soft-tissue masses (growths under the skin). Also, these individuals are shorter than expected for their age. The gene involved in MPS IX is believed to be located on the short arm of chromosome 3 (possibly 3p21.3-21.2)

Many individuals with an MPS condition have problems with airway constriction. This constriction may be so serious as to create significant difficulties in administering general anesthesia. Therefore, it is recommended that surgical procedures be performed under local anesthesia whenever possible.

Diagnosis

While a diagnosis for each type of MPS can be made on the basis of the physical signs described above, several of the conditions have similar features. Therefore, enzyme analysis is used to determine the specific MPS disorder. Enzyme analysis usually cannot accurately determine if an individual is a carrier for a MPS condition. This is because the enzyme levels in individuals who are not carriers overlaps the enzyme levels seen in those individuals who are carrier for a MPS. With many of the MPS conditions, several mutations have been found in each gene involved that can cause symptoms of each condition. If the specific mutation is known in a family, DNA analysis may be possible.

Once a couple has had a child with an MPS condition, prenatal diagnosis is available to them to help determine if a fetus is affected with the same MPS as their other child. This can be accomplished through testing samples using procedures such as an amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling (CVS). Each of these procedures has its own risks, benefits, and limitations.

Treatment

There is no cure for mucopolysaccharidosis, however, several types of experimental therapies are being.
investigated. Typically, treatment involves trying to relieve some of the symptoms. For MPS I and VI, bone marrow transplantation has been attempted as a treatment option. In those conditions, bone marrow transplantation has sometimes been found to help slow down the progression or reverse some of symptoms of the disorder in some children. The benefits of a bone marrow transplantation are more likely to be noticed when performed on children under two years of age. However, it is not certain that a bone marrow transplant can prevent further damage to certain organs and tissues, including the brain. Furthermore, bone marrow transplantation is not felt to be helpful in some MPS disorders and there are risks, benefits, and limitations with this procedure. In 2000, ten individuals with MPS I received recombinant human alpha-L-iduronidase every week for one year. Those individuals showed an improvement with some of their symptoms. Additionally, there is ongoing research involving gene replacement therapy (the insertion of normal copies of a gene into the cells of patients whose gene copies are defective).

**Prevention**

No specific preventive measures are available for genetic diseases of this type. For some of the MPS diseases, biochemical tests are available that will identify healthy individuals who are carriers of the defective gene, allowing them to make informed reproductive decisions. There is also the availability of prenatal diagnosis for all MPS disease to detect affected fetuses.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

Canadian Society for Mucopolysaccharide and Related Diseases. PO Box 64714, Unionville, ONT L3R-OM9.

Sharon A. Aufox, MS, CGC

Mucoxiscidosis see **Cystic fibrosis**

**Muir-Torre syndrome**

**Definition**

A syndrome is a condition in which a certain set of features is regularly seen. In Muir-Torre syndrome, the consistent features are skin tumors (sebaceous neoplasms) and internal organ cancers, most commonly colon cancer.

**Description**

Muir-Torre syndrome is named for two authors who provided some of the earliest descriptions of the condition, Muir in 1967 and Torre in 1968. Originally thought to be separate conditions, it is now known that Muir-Torre syndrome and Hereditary non-polyposis colon can-
Muir-Torre syndrome

KEY TERMS

Allelic—Related to the same gene.
Benign—A non-cancerous tumor that does not spread and is not life-threatening.
Biopsy—The surgical removal and microscopic examination of living tissue for diagnostic purposes.
Colectomy—Surgical removal of the colon.
Colonoscopy—Procedure for viewing the large intestine (colon) by inserting an illuminated tube into the rectum and guiding it up the large intestine.
Colorectal—Of the colon and/or rectum.
Gene—A building block of inheritance, which contains the instructions for the production of a particular protein, and is made up of a molecular sequence found on a section of DNA. Each gene is found on a precise location on a chromosome.
Genitourinary—Related to the reproductive and urinary systems of the body.
Hereditary non-polyposis colon cancer (HNPCC)—A genetic syndrome causing increased cancer risks, most notably colon cancer. Also called Lynch syndrome.
hMLH1 and hMSH2—Genes known to control mismatch repair of genes.
Keratoacanthoma—A firm nodule on the skin typically found in areas of sun exposure.
Lymph node—A bean-sized mass of tissue that is part of the immune system and is found in different areas of the body.
Lynch syndrome—A genetic syndrome causing increased cancer risks, most notably colon cancer. Also called hereditary non-polyposis colon cancer (HNPCC).
Malignant—A tumor growth that spreads to another part of the body, usually cancerous.
Mismatch repair—Repair of gene alterations due to mismatching.
Mutation—A permanent change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual, or manifest as disease, and can be transmitted to offspring.
Polyp—A mass of tissue bulging out from the normal surface of a mucous membrane.
Radiation—High energy rays used in cancer treatment to kill or shrink cancer cells.
Sebaceous—Related to the glands of the skin that produce an oily substance.
Splenic flexure—The area of the large intestine at which the transverse colon meets the descending colon.

Cancer (HNPCC), also known as Lynch syndrome, are due to alterations in the same genes. Some of the features of the conditions are the same including increased risk of colorectal cancer (cancer of the colon and rectum) and cancer of other organs. Both conditions are hereditary cancer predisposition syndromes meaning that the risk of cancer has been linked to an inherited tendency for the disease. A unique feature of Muir-Torre syndrome is the skin tumors. The most common skin tumors associated with Muir-Torre syndrome are benign (non-cancerous) or malignant (cancerous) tumors of the oil-secreting (sebaceous) glands of the skin. Another relatively common skin finding is the presence of growths called keratoacanthomas.

Genetic profile

HPNCC and Muir-Torre syndrome are allelic meaning that these disorders are due to changes in the same genes. Genes, the units of instruction for the body, can have changes or mutations that develop over time. Certain mutations are repaired by a class of genes known as mismatch repair genes. When these genes are not functioning properly, there is a higher chance of cancer due to the alterations that accumulate in the genetic material. Heritable mutations in at least five mismatch repair genes have been linked to HNPCC although the majority, over 90%, are in the hMLH1 and hMSH2 genes. Mutations in hMLH1 and hMSH2 have also been reported in Muir-Torre syndrome, although most have been hMSH2 mutations. The location of the hMLH1 gene is on chromosome 3 at 3p21.3, while the location of hMSH2 is chromosome 2, 2p22-p21. Genetic testing for hMLH1 and hMSH2 is available but the detection rate for mismatch repair gene mutations is less than 100%. Therefore, diagnosis of Muir-Torre syndrome is not based on genetic testing alone but also on the presence of the typical features of the disease.

Muir-Torre syndrome is inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion. Thus, both men and women can have Muir-Torre syndrome and only one gene of the paired genes, needs to be altered to have the syndrome. Children
of individuals with Muir-Torre syndrome have a one in two or 50% chance of inheriting the gene alteration. However, the symptoms of the syndrome are variable and not all individuals with the condition will develop all of the features.

Demographics

At least 250 cases of Muir-Torre syndrome, specifically, have been reported. It is estimated that between one in 200 to one in 2,000 people in Western countries carry an alteration in the genes associated with HNPCC but the rate of Muir-Torre syndrome itself has not been clarified. More males than females appear to exhibit the features of Muir-Torre syndrome. The average age at time of diagnosis of the syndrome is around 55 years.

Signs and symptoms

Skin findings

Sebaceous neoplasms typically appear as yellowish bumps on the skin of the head or neck but can be found on the trunk and other areas. The classification of the different types of sebaceous neoplasms can be difficult so microscopic evaluation is usually required for the final diagnosis. Keratoacanthomas are skin-colored or reddish, firm skin nodules that are distinct from sebaceous neoplasms upon microscopic examination. The skin findings in Muir-Torre syndrome can either appear before, during, or after the development of the internal cancer.

Internal findings

Internal organ cancers are common in Muir-Torre syndrome. Several individuals with Muir-Torre syndrome with multiple types of internal cancers have been reported. The most common internal organ cancer is colorectal cancer. Unlike colon cancers in the general population, the tumors due to Muir-Torre syndrome are more frequently seen around or closer to the right side of an area of the colon known as the splenic flexure. This tumor location, the meeting point of the transverse and the descending colon, is different than the usual location of colon cancer in the general population. Colon polyps, benign growths with the possibility of cancer development, have been reported in individuals with Muir-Torre syndrome; however, the number of polyps typically is limited.

Symptoms of colorectal cancer or polyps may include:

• red blood in stool
• weight loss
• pain or bloating in abdomen
• long-term constipation
• diarrhea
• decrease in stool size

The next most frequent cancer occurrences in Muir-Torre syndrome are those of the genitourinary system, including uterine cancer, ovarian cancer, and bladder cancer. Other cancers that have been seen with Muir-Torre syndrome include breast cancers, blood cancers, head and neck cancers, and cancers of the small intestine.

Diagnosis

Since not all families with the features of Muir-Torre syndrome have identifiable mismatch repair gene alterations, diagnosis is based mainly on the presence of the physical features of the disease. Muir-Torre syndrome is defined by the presence of certain types of sebaceous neoplasms (sebaceous adenomas, sebaceous epitheliomas, sebaceous carcinomas and keratoacanthomas with sebaceous differentiation) and at least one internal cancer.
organ cancer in the same individual. Muir-Torre syndrome may also be diagnosed if an individual has multiple keratoacanthomas, multiple internal organ cancers, and a family history of Muir-Torre syndrome. Testing of the hMLH1 and hMSH2 genes is available and could be done to confirm a diagnosis or to assist in testing at-risk relatives prior to development of symptoms. Given the complexity of this disorder, genetic counseling may be considered before testing.

Screening recommendations have been proposed for individuals with Muir-Torre or at-risk relatives. In addition to regular screening for the skin findings, screening for internal cancers may be considered. The effectiveness of screening for individuals with or at risk for Muir-Torre syndrome has yet to be proven.

Treatment and management

While it is not possible to cure the genetic abnormality that results in Muir-Torre syndrome, it is possible to prevent and treat the symptoms of the syndrome. The skin tumors are removed by freezing or cutting. If lymph nodes, small bean-sized lumps of tissue that are part of the immune system, are involved, these must be removed also. Radiation, high energy rays, to the affected area can be beneficial. A medication, isotretinoin, may reduce the risk of skin tumors. Internal organ cancers are treated in the standard manner, removal by surgery and possible treatment with radiation or cancer-killing medication (chemotherapy). Removal of the colon, colectomy, before colon cancer develops is an option with HNPCC and may be considered for individuals with Muir-Torre syndrome.

Prognosis

The cancers associated with Muir-Torre syndrome are usually diagnosed at earlier ages than typically seen. For instance, the average age at diagnosis of colorectal cancer is 10 years earlier than in the general population. Fortunately, the internal organ cancers seen in Muir-Torre syndrome appear less aggressive. So, the prognosis may be better for a person with colon cancer due to Muir-Torre syndrome than colon cancer in the general population.

Resources
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Kristin Baker Niendorf, MS, CGC

Multifactorial inheritance

Definition

Many common congenital malformations and diseases are caused by a combination of genetic and environmental factors. The term multifactorial inheritance is used to describe conditions that occur due to these multiple factors. In contrast to dominantly or recessively inherited diseases, multifactorial traits do not follow any particular pattern of inheritance in families. Multifactorial conditions do tend to cluster in families, but pedigree analysis does not reveal a specific pattern of affected individuals. Some multifactorial conditions occur because of the interplay of many genetic factors and limited environmental factors. Others occur because of limited genetic factors and significant environmental factors. The number of genetic and environmental factors vary, as does the amount of impact of each factor on the presence or severity of disease. Often there are multiple susceptibility genes involved, each of which has an additive affect on outcome.

Examples of congenital malformations following a multifactorial pattern of inheritance include cleft lip and palate, neural tube defects, and heart defects. Adult onset diseases that follow multifactorial inheritance include diabetes, heart disease, epilepsy and affective disorders like schizophrenia. Many normal traits in the general population follow multifactorial inheritance. For instance, height, intelligence, and blood pressure are all determined in part by genetic factors, but are influenced by environmental factors.

Continuous and discontinuous traits

Some multifactorial traits are considered continuous because there is bell shaped distribution of those traits in the population. These are quantitative traits such as height. Other traits are discontinuous because there is a cutoff or threshold of genetic and environmental risk that
must be crossed in order for the trait to occur. An example would be a malformation like a cleft lip, in which the person is either affected or unaffected. In both cases, the genetic and environmental factors that are involved in the occurrence of the condition are referred to as liability.

**Pyloric stenosis**

An example of a discontinuous multifactorial trait that follows the threshold model is **pyloric stenosis**. Pyloric stenosis is a narrowing of the pylorus, the connection between the stomach and the intestine. Symptoms of pyloric stenosis include vomiting, constipation, and weight loss. Surgery is often needed for repair. An important genetic factor in the occurrence of pyloric stenosis is a person’s sex. The condition is five times more common in males. The liability is higher in women, such that more or stronger genetic and environmental factors are needed to cause the condition in women. Therefore, male first-degree relatives of a female who is affected with pyloric stenosis have a higher risk to be born with the condition than do female first-degree relatives of the same person. This is because the stronger genetic factors present in the family (represented by the affected female) are more likely to cross the lower liability threshold in male family members.

**Recurrence risks**

Recurrence risks for multifactorial traits are based on empiric data, or observations from other families with affected individuals. Most multifactorial traits have a recurrence risk to first-degree relatives of 2-5%. However, empiric data for a specific condition may provide a more specific recurrence risk. Some general characteristics about the recurrence risk of multifactorial traits include:

- The recurrence risk to first-degree relatives is increased above the general population risk for the trait, but the risk drops off quickly for more distantly related individuals.
- The recurrence risk increases proportionately to the number of affected individuals in the family. A person with two affected relatives has a higher risk than someone with one affected relative.
- The recurrence risk is higher if the disorder is in the severe range of the possible outcomes. For instance, the risk to a relative of a person with a unilateral cleft lip is lower than if the affected person had bilateral cleft lip and a cleft palate.
- If the condition is more common in one sex, the recurrence risk for relatives is higher in the less affected sex. Pyloric stenosis is an example of this.

**KEY TERMS**

Candidate gene—A gene that encodes proteins believed to be involved in a particular disease process.

Genetic heterogeneity—The occurrence of the same or similar disease, caused by different genes among different families.

Loci—The physical location of a gene on a chromosome.

Phenotype—The physical expression of an individual's genes.

Polymorphism—A change in the base pair sequence of DNA that may or may not be associated with a disease.

- Recurrence risks quoted are averages and the true risk in a specific family may be higher or lower.

  It is also important to understand that recurrence risks for conditions may vary from one population to another. For instance, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Texas all have a higher incidence of neural tube defects that other states in the United States. Ireland has a higher incidence of neural tube defects than many other countries.

**Examples of multifactorial traits**

**Neural tube defects**

Neural tube defects are birth defects that result from the failure of part of the spinal column to close approximately 28 days after conception. If the anterior (top) portion of the neural tube fails to close, the most severe type of neural tube defect called **anencephaly** results. Anencephaly is the absence of portions of the skull and brain and is a lethal defect. If a lower area of the spine fails to close, **spina bifida** occurs. People with spina bifida have varying degrees of paralysis, difficulty with bowel and bladder control, and extra fluid in the brain called **hydrocephalus**. The size and location of the neural tube opening determines the severity of symptoms. Surgery is needed to cover or close the open area of the spine. When hydrocephalus is present, surgery is needed for shunt placement.

Neural tube defects are believed to follow a multifactorial pattern of inheritance. Empiric data suggests that the risk to first-degree relatives of a person with a neural tube defect is increased 3-5%. The risk to other more distantly related relatives decreases significantly. In
addition, it is known that a form of vitamin B called folic acid can significantly reduce the chance for the occurrence of a neural tube defect. Studies have shown that when folic acid is taken at least three months prior to pregnancy and through the first trimester, the chance for a neural tube defect can be reduced by 50-70%. This data suggests that one environmental factor in the occurrence of neural tube defects is maternal folate levels. However, some women who are not folate deficient have babies with open spine abnormalities. Other women who are folate deficient do not have babies with spinal openings. The exact interplay of genetic and environmental factors in the occurrence of neural tube defects is not yet clear. Studies are currently underway to identify genes involved in the occurrence of neural tube defects.

**Diabetes**

There are two general types of diabetes. Type I is the juvenile onset form that often begins in adolescence and requires insulin injections for control of blood sugar levels. Type II is the more common, later onset form that does not usually require insulin therapy. Both are known to be influenced by environmental factors and show familial clustering. Important environmental factors involved in the occurrence of diabetes include diet, viral exposure in childhood, and certain drug exposures. It is clear that genetic factors are involved in the occurrence of type I diabetes since empiric data show that 10% of people with the condition have an affected sibling. An important susceptibility gene for type I diabetes has been discovered on chromosome 6. The gene is called IDDM1. Another gene on chromosome 11 has also been identified as a susceptibility gene. Studies in mice have indicated that there are probably 12-20 susceptibility genes for insulin dependent diabetes. IDDM1 is believed to have a strong effect and is modified by other susceptibility genes and environmental factors.

**Analysis of multifactorial conditions**

Genetic studies of multifactorial traits are usually more difficult than genetic studies of dominant or recessive traits. This is because it is difficult to determine the amount of genetic contribution to the multifactorial trait versus the amount of environmental contribution. For most multifactorial traits, it is not possible to perform a genetic test and determine if a person will be affected. Instead, studies involving multifactorial traits strive to determine the proportion of the phenotype due to genetic factors and to identify those genetic factors. The inherited portion of a multifactorial trait is called heritability.

**Disease association studies**

One method of studying the heritability of multifactorial traits is to determine if a candidate gene is more common in an affected population than in the general population.

**Sibling pair studies**

Another type of study involves gathering many pairs of siblings who are affected with a multifactorial trait. Researchers try to identify polymorphisms common in the sibling pairs. These polymorphisms can then be further analyzed. They can also study candidate genes in these sibling pairs. Studying individuals who are at the extreme end of the affected range and are thought to have a larger heritability for the trait can strengthen this type of study.

**Twin studies**

Another approach is to study a trait of interest in twins. Identical twins have 100% of their genes in common. Non-identical twins have 50% of their genes in common, just like any other siblings. In multifactorial traits, identical twins will be concordant for the trait significantly more often than non-identical twins. One way to control for the influence of a similar environment on twins is to study twins who are raised separately. However, situations in which one or both identical twins were adopted out and are available for study are rare.

Linkage analysis and animal studies are also used to study the heritability of conditions, although there are significant limitations to these approaches for multifactorial traits.

**Ethical concerns of testing**

One of the goals of studying the genetic factors involved in multifactorial traits is to be able to counsel those at highest genetic risk about ways to alter their environment to minimize risk of symptoms. However, genetic testing for multifactorial traits is limited by the lack of understanding about how other genes and environment interact with major susceptibility genes to cause disease. Testing is also limited by genetic heterogeneity for major susceptibility loci. Often the attention of the media to certain genetic tests increases demand for the test, when the limitations of the test are not fully explained. Therefore, it is important for people to receive appropriate pre-test counseling before undergoing genetic testing. Patients should consider the emotional impact of both positive and negative test results. Patients should understand that insurance and employment discrimination might occur due to test results. In addition,
there may not be any treatment or lifestyle modification available for many multifactorial traits for which a genetic test is available. The patient should consider the inability to alter their risk when deciding about knowing their susceptibility for the condition. When a person chooses to have testing, it is important to have accurate post-test counseling about the result and its meaning.
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*Hereditary multiple exostoses*

**Multiple endocrine neoplasias**

**Definition**

The multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) syndromes are four related disorders affecting the thyroid and other hormonal (endocrine) glands of the body. MEN has previously been known as familial endocrine adenomatosis.

The four related disorders are all neuroendocrine tumors. These tumorous cells have something in common; they produce hormones, or regulatory substances for the body’s homeostasis. They come from the APUD (amine precursor and uptake decarboxylase) system, and have to do with the cell apparatus and function to make these substances common to the cell line. Neuroendocrine tumors cause syndromes associated with each other by genetic predisposition.

**Description**

The four forms of MEN are MEN1 (Wermer syndrome), MEN2A (Sipple syndrome), MEN2B (previously known as MEN3), and familial medullary thyroid carcinoma (FMTC). Each is an autosomal dominant genetic condition, and all except FMTC predisposes to hyperplasia (excessive growth of cells) and tumor formation in a number of endocrine glands. FMTC predisposes only to this type of thyroid cancer.

Individuals with MEN1 experience hyperplasia of the parathyroid glands and may develop tumors of several endocrine glands including the pancreas and pituitary. The most frequent symptom of MEN1 is hyperparathyroidism. Hyperparathyroidism results from overgrowth of the parathyroid glands leading to excessive secretion of parathyroid hormone, which in turn leads to elevated blood calcium levels (hypercalcemia), kidney stones, weakened bones, fatigue, and weakness. Almost all individuals with MEN1 show parathyroid symptoms by the age of 50 years with some individuals developing symptoms in childhood.

Tumors of the pancreas, called pancreatic islet cell carcinomas, may develop in individuals with MEN1. These tumors tend to be benign, meaning that they do not spread to other body parts. However, on occasion these tumors may become malignant or cancerous and thereby a risk of metastasis, or spreading, of the cancer to other body parts becomes a concern. The pancreatic tumors associated with MEN1 may be called non-functional tumors as they do not result in an increase in hormone production and consequently, no symptoms are produced. However, in some cases, extra hormone is produced by the tumor and this results in symptoms; the symptoms depend upon the hormone produced. These symptomatic tumors are referred to as functional tumors. The most common functional tumor is gastrinoma followed by insulinoma. Other less frequent functional tumors are VIPoma and glucagonoma. Gastrinoma results in excessive secretion of gastrin (a hormone secreted into the stomach to aid in digestion), which in turn may cause upper gastrointestinal ulcers; this condition is sometimes referred to as Zollinger-Ellison syndrome. About one in three people with MEN1 develop a gastrinoma. Insulinoma causes an increase in insulin levels, which in turn causes glucose levels to decrease. This tumor causes symptoms consistent with low glucose levels (hypoglycemia, low blood sugar) which include anxiety, confusion, tremor, and seizure during periods of fasting. About 40–70% of individuals with MEN1 develop a pancreatic tumor.

The pituitary may also be affected—the consequence being extra production of hormone. The most fre-
The most frequently occurring pituitary tumor is prolactinoma, which results in extra prolactin (affects bone strength and fertility) being produced. Less commonly, the thymus and adrenal glands may also be affected and in rare cases, a tumor called a carcinoid may develop. Unlike MEN2, the thyroid gland is rarely involved in MEN1 symptoms.

Patients with MEN2A experience two main symptoms, medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC) and a tumor of the adrenal gland known as pheochromocytoma. Medullary thyroid carcinoma is a slow-growing cancer that is preceded by a condition called C-cell hyperplasia. C-cells are a type of cell within the thyroid gland that produce a hormone called calcitonin. About 40–50% of individuals with MEN2A develop C-cell hyperplasia followed by MTC by the time they are 50 years old and 70% will have done so by the time they are 70 years old. In some cases, individuals develop C-cell hyperplasia and MTC in childhood. Medullary thyroid carcinoma tumors are often multifocal and bilateral.

Pheochromocytoma is usually a benign tumor that causes excessive secretion of adrenal hormones, which in turn can cause life-threatening hypertension (high blood pressure) and cardiac arrhythmia (abnormal heart beats). About 40% of people with MEN2A will develop a pheochromocytoma. Individuals with MEN2A also have a tendency for the parathyroid gland to increase in size (hypertrophy) as well as for tumors to develop in the parathyroid gland. It has been found that about 25–35% of individuals with MEN2A will develop parathyroid involvement.

Individuals with MEN2B also develop MTC and pheochromocytoma. However, the medullary thyroid carcinomas often develop at much younger ages, often before the age of one year, and they tend to be more aggressive tumors. About half of the individuals with MEN2B develop a pheochromocytoma with some cases being diagnosed in childhood. All individuals with MEN2B develop additional conditions, which make it distinct from MEN2A. These extra features include a characteristic facial appearance with swollen lips; tumors of the mucous membranes of the eye, mouth, tongue, and nasal cavity; enlarged colon; and skeletal abnormalities, such as long bones and problems with spinal curving. Hyperparathyroidism is not seen in MEN2B as it is in MEN2A. Unlike the other three MEN syndromes, individuals with MEN2B may not have a family history of MEN2B. In at least half of the cases and perhaps more, the condition is new in the individual affected.

Medullary thyroid carcinoma may also occur in families but family members do not develop the other

---

**KEY TERMS**

Bilateral—Relating to or affecting both sides of the body or both of a pair of organs.

Endocrine glands—A system of ductless glands that regulate and secrete hormones directly into the bloodstream.

Hormone—A chemical messenger produced by the body that is involved in regulating specific bodily functions such as growth, development, and reproduction.

Hyperplasia—An overgrowth of normal cells within an organ or tissue.

Medullary thyroid cancer (MTC)—A slow-growing tumor associated with MEN.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)—A technique that employs magnetic fields and radio waves to create detailed images of internal body structures and organs, including the brain.

Multifocal—A pathological term meaning that instead of finding one tumor in the tissue multiple tumors are found.

Neoplasm—An abnormal growth of tissue; for example, a tumor.

Parathyroid glands—A pair of glands adjacent to the thyroid gland that primarily regulate blood calcium levels.

Pheochromocytoma—A small vascular tumor of the inner region of the adrenal gland. The tumor causes uncontrolled and irregular secretion of certain hormones.

Pituitary gland—A small gland at the base of the brain responsible for releasing many hormones, including luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH).

Thyroid gland—A gland located in the front of the neck that is responsible for normal body growth and metabolism. The thyroid traps a nutrient called iodine and uses it to make thyroid hormones, which allow for the breakdown of nutrients needed for growth, development and body maintenance.

Ultrasound examination—Visualizing the unborn baby while it is still inside the uterus.
endocrine conditions seen in MEN2A and MEN2B. This is referred to as familial medullary thyroid carcinoma (FMTC) and it is a subtype of MEN2. Familial medullary thyroid cancer is suggested when other family members have also developed MTC, if the tumor is bilateral, and/or if the tumor is multifocal. In comparison to MEN2A and MEN2B, individuals with FMTC tend to develop MTC at older ages and the disease appears to be more indolent or slow progressing.

About one fourth (25%) of MTC occurs in individuals who have MEN2A, MEN2B, and FMTC.

**Genetic profile**

All four MEN syndromes follow autosomal dominant inheritance, meaning that every individual diagnosed with a MEN syndrome has a 50% (1 in 2) chance of passing on the condition to each of his or her children. Additionally, both men and women may inherit and pass on the genetic mutation.

MEN1 results from alterations or mutations in the MEN1 gene. Nearly every individual inheriting the MEN1 gene alteration will develop hyperparathyroidism, although the age at which it is diagnosed may differ among family members. Individuals inheriting the familial mutation may also develop one of the other characteristic features of MEN1, however, this often differs among family members as well.

The three subtypes of MEN2 are caused by mutations in another gene known as RET. Every individual who inherits a RET mutation will develop MTC during his or her lifetime, although the age at which the time of diagnosis is often different in each family member. Multiple different mutations have been identified in individuals and families that have MEN2A. Likewise, several different mutations have been identified in individuals and families with FMTC. An interesting finding has been that a few families that clearly have MEN2A and a few families that clearly have FMTC have the same mutation. The reason the families have developed different clinical features is not known. In contrast to MEN2A and FMTC, individuals with MEN2B have been found, in more than 90% of cases, to have the same RET mutation. This mutation is located in a part of the gene that has never been affected in individuals and families with MEN2A and FMTC.

**Demographics**

MEN syndromes are not common. It has been estimated that MEN1 occurs in 3–20 out of 100,000 people. The incidence of MEN2 has not been published, but it has been reported that MEN2B is about ten-fold less common than MEN2A. MEN syndromes affect both men and women and it occurs worldwide.

**Signs and symptoms**

General symptoms of the characteristic features of the MEN syndromes and their causes include:

- Hyperparathyroidism, which may or may not cause symptoms. Symptoms that occur are related to the high levels of calcium in the bloodstream such as kidney stones, fatigue, muscle or bone pain, indigestion, and constipation.
- Medullary thyroid carcinoma may cause diarrhea, flushing, and depression.
- Pheochromocytoma may cause a suddenly high blood pressure and headache, palpitations or pounding of the heart, a fast heart beat, excessive sweating without exertion.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Inheritance</th>
<th>Associated diseases/conditions</th>
<th>Affected gene</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEN 1 (Wermer syndrome)</td>
<td>Autosomal dominant</td>
<td>Parathyroid hyperplasia&lt;br&gt;Pancreatic islet cell carcinomas&lt;br&gt;Pituitary hyperplasia&lt;br&gt;Thymus, adrenal, carcinoid tumors (less common)</td>
<td>MEN 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEN 2A (Sipple syndrome)</td>
<td>Autosomal dominant</td>
<td>Medullary thyroid carcinoma&lt;br&gt;Pheochromocytoma&lt;br&gt;Parathyroid hyperplasia</td>
<td>RET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEN 2B</td>
<td>Autosomal dominant</td>
<td>Medullary thyroid carcinoma&lt;br&gt;Pheochromocytoma&lt;br&gt;Parathyroid hyperplasia&lt;br&gt;Swollen lips&lt;br&gt;Tumors of mucous membranes (eyes, mouth, tongue, nasal cavities)&lt;br&gt;Enlarged colon&lt;br&gt;Skeletal problems such as spinal curving</td>
<td>RET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familial medullary thyroid carcinoma</td>
<td>Autosomal dominant</td>
<td>Medullary thyroid carcinoma</td>
<td>RET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tion, and/or development of these symptoms after rising suddenly from bending over.

**Diagnosis**

Diagnosis of the MEN syndromes has in the past depended upon clinical features and laboratory test results. Now that the genes responsible for these conditions have been identified, genetic testing provides another means of diagnosing individuals and families with these conditions. However, all of these tumors have a higher incidence of sporadic cases. It is important to ask the patient about family members when one of these types of tumor is diagnosed.

MEN1 is typically diagnosed from clinical features and from testing for parathyroid hormone (PTH). An elevated PTH indicates that hyperparathyroidism is present. When an individual develops a MEN1 related symptom or tumor, a complete family history should also be taken. If no family history of MEN1 or related problems such as kidney stones and peptic ulcers exists and close family members, i.e. parents, siblings and children, have normal serum calcium levels, then the person unlikely has MEN1. However, if the individual is found to have a second symptom or tumor characteristic of MEN1, the family history is suggestive of MEN1, and/or close family members have increased serum calcium levels, then MEN1 may be the correct diagnosis.

As of 1998, genetic testing for the MEN1 gene has helped with evaluating individuals and families for MEN1. If an individual apparently affected by MEN1 is found to have a mutation in the MEN1 gene, then this positive test result confirms the diagnosis. However, as of 2001, genetic testing of the MEN1 gene does not identify all mutations causing MEN1; consequently, a negative test result does not remove or exclude the diagnosis.

MEN2A is typically diagnosed from clinical features and from laboratory testing of calcitonin levels. Elevated calcitonin levels indicate C-cell hyperplasia and/or MTC is present. When an individual develops a MEN2A related symptom or tumor, a complete family history should be taken. If no family history of related problems exists and close family members, i.e. parents, siblings, and children, have normal calcitonin levels, then the person unlikely has MEN2A. However, if the individual is found to have a second symptom or tumor characteristic of MEN2A, the family history is suggestive of MEN2A, and/or close family members have increased calcitonin levels, then MEN2A may be the correct diagnosis.

As of 1993, genetic testing for the RET gene has helped with evaluating an individual and/or family for MEN2A. If an individual apparently affected by MEN2A is found to have a mutation in the RET gene, then this positive test result confirms the diagnosis. However, as of 2001, genetic testing of the RET gene does not identify all mutations causing MEN2A and FMTC; consequently, a negative test result does not remove or exclude the diagnosis.

Diagnosis of MEN2B can be made by physical examination and a complete medical history.

Diagnosis of FMTC may be made when the family history includes four other family members having developed MTC with no family member having developed a pheochromocytoma or pituitary tumor. Genetic testing of the RET gene may also assist with diagnosis.

Genetic testing of the MEN1 gene and of the RET gene allows individuals to be diagnosed prior to the onset of symptoms; this is often called predictive genetic testing. It is important to note that individuals should not undergo predictive genetic testing prior to the identification of the familial genetic mutation. Genetic testing of a family member clinically affected by the condition needs to be done first in order to identify the familial mutation. If this is not done, a negative result in an asymptomatic individual may not be a true negative test result.

Prenatal diagnosis of unborn babies is now technically possible via amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling (CVS). However, prior to undergoing these procedures, the familial mutation needs to have been identified. An additional issue in prenatal diagnosis is how the test result will be used with regard to continuation of the pregnancy. Individuals considering prenatal diagnosis of MEN1 or MEN2 should confirm its availability prior to conception.

Genetic testing is best done in consultation with a geneticist (a doctor specializing in genetics) and/or genetic counselor.

**Treatment and management**

No cure or comprehensive treatment is available for the MEN syndromes. However, some of the consequences of the MEN syndromes can be symptomatically treated and complications may be lessened or avoided by early identification.

For individuals affected by MEN1, hyperparathyroidism is often treated by surgery. The parathyroids may be partially or entirely removed. If they are entirely removed, the individual will need to take calcium and vitamin D supplements. The pancreatic tumors that develop may also be removed surgically or pharmacological treatment (medication) may be given to provide relief from symptoms. As of 2001, the treatment of pancreatic tumors remains controversial as the most effective treatment has not been identified. Pituitary tumors that
develop may not require treatment, but if so, medication has often been effective. Surgery and radiation are used in rare cases.

Children of a parent affected by MEN1 should begin regular medical screening in childhood. It has been suggested that children beginning at five to 10 years of age begin having annual measurements of serum calcium, serum prolactin, and of the pancreatic, pituitary, and parathyroid hormones. The child should also undergo radiographic imaging (ultrasound, MRI examination) of the pancreas and pituitary. If the family history includes family members developing symptoms of MEN1 at younger than usual ages, then the children will need to begin medical screening at a younger age as well.

For the three types of MEN2, the greatest concern is the development of medullary thyroid carcinoma. Medullary thyroid carcinoma can be detected by measuring levels of the thyroid hormone, calcitonin.

Treatment of MTC is by surgical removal of the thyroid and the neighboring lymph nodes, although doctors may disagree at what stage to remove the thyroid. After thyroidectomy, the patient will receive normal levels of thyroid hormone orally or by injection. Even when surgery is performed early, metastatic spread of the cancer may have already occurred. Since this cancer is slow growing, metastasis may not be obvious. Metastasis is very serious in MTC because chemotherapy and radiation therapy are not effective in controlling its spread.

In the past, children who had a parent affected by one of the MEN2 syndromes were screened for MTC by annual measurement of calcitonin levels. More recently, it has been determined that MTC can be prevented by prophylactic thyroidectomy, meaning that the thyroid gland is removed without it being obviously affected by cancer. As of 2001, it is not uncommon for a child as young as one year of age, when the family history is of MEN2B, or six years of age, when the family history is of MEN2A or FMTC, to undergo prophylactic thyroidectomy in order to prevent the occurrence of MTC.

Pheochromocytomas that occur in MEN2A and MEN2B can be cured by surgical removal of this slow growing tumor. Pheochromocytomas may be screened for using annual abdominal ultrasound or CT examination and laboratory testing.

For individuals diagnosed with MEN2, it is also recommended that the pituitary be screened by laboratory tests.

In general, each tumor may be approached surgically. However, problems occur when the tumors are multiple, when the whole gland is involved (hyperplasia as opposed to tumor), when replacement therapy is difficult (pituitary or adrenal), or when the gland makes multiple hormones (if the gland is removed, hormone replacement therapy becomes necessary).

Prognosis

Diagnosed early, the prognosis for the MEN conditions is reasonably good, even for MEN2B, the most dangerous of the four forms. Medullary thyroid cancer can be cured when identified early. The availability of genetic testing to identify family members at risk for developing the conditions will hopefully lead to earlier treatment and improved outcomes.
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Multiple lentigenes syndrome

Definition

Multiple lentigenes syndrome is a rare genetic condition that causes the affected individual to have many dark brown or black freckle-like spots on the skin, as well as other symptoms.

Description

Multiple lentigenes syndrome is a genetic disorder that results in characteristic marking of the skin, abnormalities in the structure and function of the heart, hearing loss, wide-set eyes, and other symptoms. Other terms for multiple lentigenes syndrome include cardiomyopathic lentiginosis and LEOPARD syndrome. LEOPARD syndrome is an acronym for the seven most commonly observed symptoms of the disorder:

- (L)entigenes, or small dark brown and black spots on the skin;
- (E)lectrocardiographic conduction defects, or abnormalities of the muscle activity in the heart;
- (O)cular hypertelorism, or eyes that are spaced farther apart than normal;
- (P)ulmonary stenosis, or narrowing of the lower right ventricle of the heart;
- (A)bnormalities of the genitals, such as undescended testicles or missing ovaries;
- (R)etarded growth leading to shortness of stature;
- (D)eafness or hearing loss.

The lentigenes, or skin spots, observed in multiple lentigenes syndrome are similar in size and appearance to freckles, but unlike freckles, they are not affected by sun exposure.

Genetic profile

Multiple lentigenes syndrome is inherited as an autosomal dominant trait. Autosomal means that the syndrome is not carried on a sex chromosome, while dominant means that only one parent has to pass on the gene mutation in order for the child to be affected with the syndrome.

As of 2001, the specific gene mutation responsible for multiple lentigenes syndrome had not been identified.

Demographics

Multiple lentigenes syndrome is extremely rare. Due to the small number of reported cases, demographic trends for the disease have not been established. There does not seem to be any clear ethnic pattern to the disease. Both males and females appear to be affected with the same probability.

Signs and symptoms

The most characteristic symptom of the disease is the presence of many dark brown or black spots, ranging in size from barely visible to 5 cm in diameter, all over the face, neck, and chest. They may also be present on the arms and legs, genitalia, palms of the hands, and soles of the feet. The spots appear in infancy or early childhood and become more numerous until the age of puberty. There may also be lighter brown (café au lait) birthmarks on the skin.

Heart defects, such as the pulmonary stenosis and electrocardiographic conduction abnormalities described above, are another hallmark of multiple lentigenes syndrome. Other areas of narrowing (stenosis) in different areas of the heart may be present, as well as abnormalities in the atrial septum, the wall between the upper left and right chambers of the heart. There is an increased risk of heart disease and tumors of the heart.

In addition to the feature of widely spaced eyes, other facial abnormalities may include low-set or prominent ears, drooping eyelids, a short neck, or a projecting jaw. In some cases of multiple lentigenes syndrome, additional skeletal malformations have been reported, including a sunken breastbone, rib anomalies, curvature of the spine (scoliosis), and webbing of the fingers.

Deafness or hearing loss is observed in about 25% of the cases of multiple lentigenes syndrome. Some people affected with the syndrome also exhibit mild developmental delay. Other reported neurological findings include seizures, eye tics, and abnormal electrical activity in the brain.

People with multiple lentigenes syndrome often exhibit genital abnormalities such as undescended testicles or a small penis in men, or missing or underdeveloped ovaries in women. The onset of puberty may be
delayed or even absent. Affected individuals are usually under the twenty-fifth percentile in height, although their body weight is in the normal range.

**Diagnosis**

Diagnosis is usually made based on the observation of multiple lentigens and the presence of two or more of the other symptoms that form the LEOPARD acronym. A family history is also helpful since the syndrome has dominant inheritance. There is currently no medical test that can definitively confirm the diagnosis of multiple lentigens syndrome.

**Treatment and management**

Treatment is directed toward the specific conditions of the individual. For example, heart conditions can be managed with the use of a pacemaker and appropriate medications, as well as regular medical monitoring. Hearing loss may be improved with the use of hearing aids.

**Genetic counseling** is recommended when there is a family history of freckle-like spotting of the skin and heart defects, as these suggest the possibility of inherited multiple lentigens syndrome.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for people with multiple lentigens syndrome is good provided that the appropriate care for any associated medical conditions is available.
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### Muscular dystrophy

**Definition**

Muscular dystrophy is the name for a group of inherited disorders in which strength and muscle bulk gradually decline. Nine types of muscular dystrophies are generally recognized.

**Description**

The muscular dystrophies include:

- **Duchenne muscular dystrophy** *(DMD)*: DMD affects young boys, causing progressive muscle weakness, usually beginning in the legs. It is a severe form of muscular dystrophy. DMD occurs in about one in 3,500 male births, and affects approximately 8,000 boys and young men in the United States. A milder form occurs in a very small number of female carriers.

- **Becker muscular dystrophy** *(BMD)*: BMD affects older boys and young men, following a milder course than DMD. It occurs in about one in 30,000 male births.

- **Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy** *(EDMD)*: EDMD affects both males and females because it can be inherited as an autosomal dominant or recessive disorder. Symptoms include contractures and weakness in the calves, weakness in the shoulders and upper arms, and problems in the way electrical impulses travel through the heart to make it beat (heart conduction defects). Fewer than 300 cases of EDMD have been reported in the medical literature.

- **Limb-girdle muscular dystrophy** *(LGMD)*: LGMD begins in late childhood to early adulthood and affects both men and women, causing weakness in the muscles around the hips and shoulders, and weakness in the limbs. It is the most variable of the muscular dystrophies, and there are several different forms of the condition now recognized. Many people with suspected LGMD have probably been misdiagnosed in the past, and therefore, the prevalence of the condition is difficult to estimate. The highest prevalence of LGMD is in a small mountainous Basque province in northern Spain, where the condition affects 69 persons per million.

- **Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy** *(FSH)*: FSH, also known as Landouzy-Dejerine condition, begins in late childhood to early adulthood and affects both men and women, causing weakness in the muscles of the face, shoulders, and upper arms. The hips and legs may also be affected. FSH occurs in about one out of every 20,000 people, and affects approximately 13,000 people in the United States.
• **Myotonic dystrophy**: Also known as Steinert’s disease, it affects both men and women, causing generalized weakness first seen in the face, feet, and hands. It is accompanied by the inability to relax the affected muscles (myotonia). Symptoms may begin from birth through adulthood. It is the most common form of muscular dystrophy, affecting more than 30,000 people in the United States.

• **Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD)**: OPMD affects adults of both sexes, causing weakness in the eye muscles and throat. It is most common among French Canadian families in Quebec, and in Spanish-American families in the southwestern United States.

• **Distal muscular dystrophy (DD)**: DD is a group of rare muscle diseases that have weakness and wasting of the distal (farthest from the center) muscles of the forearms, hands, lower legs, and feet in common. In general, the DDs are less severe, progress more slowly, and involve fewer muscles than the other dystrophies. DD usually begins in middle age or later, causing weakness in the muscles of the feet and hands. It is most common in Sweden, and rare in other parts of the world.

• **Congenital muscular dystrophy (CMD)**: CMD is a rare group of muscular dystrophies that have in common the presence of muscle weakness at birth (congenital), and abnormal muscle biopsies. CMD results in generalized weakness, and usually progresses slowly. A subtype, called Fukuyama CMD, also involves mental retardation and is more common in Japan.

**Genetic profile**

The muscular dystrophies are genetic conditions, meaning they are caused by alterations in genes. Genes, which are linked together on chromosomes, have two functions; they code for the production of proteins, and they are the material of inheritance. Parents pass along genes to their children, providing them with a complete set of instructions for making their own proteins.

Because both parents contribute genetic material to their offspring, each child carries two copies of almost every gene, one from each parent. For some conditions to occur, both copies must be altered. Such conditions are called autosomal recessive conditions. Some forms of LGMD and DD exhibit this pattern of inheritance, as does CMD. A person with only one altered copy, called a carrier, will not have the condition, but may pass the altered gene on to his children. When two carriers have children, the chances of having a child with the condition is one in four for each pregnancy.

Other conditions occur when only one altered gene copy is present. Such conditions are called autosomal dominant conditions. DM, FSH, and OPMD, exhibit this pattern of inheritance, as do some forms of DD and LGMD. When a person affected by the condition has a child with someone not affected, the chances of having an affected child is one in two.

Because of chromosomal differences between the sexes, some genes are not present in two copies. The chromosomes that determine whether a person is male or female are called the X and Y chromosomes. A person with two X chromosomes is female, while a person with one X and one Y is male. While the X chromosome carries many genes, the Y chromosome carries almost none. Therefore, a male has only one copy of each gene on the X chromosome, and if it is altered, he will have the condition that alteration causes. Such conditions are said to be X-linked. X-linked conditions include DMD, BMD, and EDMD. Women are not usually affected by X-linked conditions, since they will likely have one unaltered copy between the two chromosomes. Some female carriers of DMD have a mild form of the condition, probably because their one unaltered gene copy is shut down in some of their cells.

Women carriers of X-linked conditions have a one in two chance of passing the altered gene on to each child born. Daughters who inherit the altered gene will be carriers. A son born without the altered gene will be free of the condition and cannot pass it on to his children. A son born with the altered gene will have the condition. He will pass the altered gene on to each of his daughters, who will then be carriers, but to none of his sons (because they inherit his Y chromosome).

Not all genetic alterations are inherited. As many as one third of the cases of DMD are due to new mutations that arise during egg formation in the mother. New mutations are less common in other forms of muscular dystrophy.

Several of the muscular dystrophies, including DMD, BMD, CMD, and most forms of LGMD, are due to alterations in the genes for a complex of muscle proteins. This complex spans the muscle cell membrane (a thin sheath that surrounds each muscle cell) to unite a fibrous network on the interior of the cell with a fibrous network on the outside. Theory holds that by linking these two networks, the complex acts as a “shock absorber,” redistributing and evening out the forces generated by contraction of the muscle, thereby preventing rupture of the muscle membrane. Alterations in the proteins of the complex lead to deterioration of the muscle during normal contraction and relaxation cycles. Symptoms of these conditions set in as the muscle gradually exhausts its ability to repair itself.
Both DMD and BMD are caused by alterations in the gene for the protein called dystrophin. The alteration leading to DMD prevents the formation of any dystrophin, while that of BMD allows some protein to be made, accounting for the differences in severity and age of onset between the two conditions. Differences among the other muscular dystrophies in terms of the muscles involved and the ages of onset are less easily explained.

A number of genes have been found to cause LGMD. A majority of the more severe autosomal recessive types of LGMD with childhood-onset are caused by alterations in the genes responsible for making proteins called sarcoglycans. The sarcoglycans are a complex of proteins that are normally located in the muscle cell membrane along with dystrophin. Loss of these proteins causes the muscle cell membrane to lose some of its shock absorber qualities. The genes responsible include LGMD2D on chromosome 17, which codes for the alpha-sarcoglycan protein; LGMD2E on chromosome 4, which codes for the beta-sarcoglycan protein; LGMD2C on chromosome 13, which codes for the gamma-sarcoglycan protein; and LGMD2F on chromosome 5, which codes for the delta-sarcoglycan protein. Some cases of autosomal recessive LGMD are caused by an alteration in a gene, LGMD2A, on chromosome 15, which codes for a muscle enzyme, calpain 3. The relationship between this alteration and the symptoms of the condition is unclear. Alterations in a gene called LGMD2B on chromosome 2 that codes for the dysferlin protein, is also responsible for a minority of autosomal recessive LGMD.
Muscular dystrophy cases. The exact role of dysferlin is not known. Finally, alterations in the LGMD2G gene on chromosome 17 which codes for a protein, telethonin, is responsible for autosomal recessive LGMD in two reported families. The exact role of telethonin is not known. Some families with autosomal recessive LGMD are not accounted for by alterations in any of the above mentioned genes, indicating that there are as yet undiscovered genes that can cause LGMD. The autosomal dominant LGMD genes have mostly been described in single families. These types of LGMD are considered quite rare.

The genes causing these types of LGMD, their chromosomal location, and the proteins they code for (when known) are listed below:

- LGMD1A (chromosome 5): myotilin
- LGMD1B (chromosome 1): laminin
- LGMD1C (chromosome 3): caveolin
- LGMD1D (chromosome 6)
- LGMD1E (chromosome 7)
- COL6A1 (chromosome 21): collagen VI alpha 1
- COL6A2 (chromosome 21): collagen VI alpha 2
- COL6A3 (chromosome 2): collagen VI alpha 3

The causes of the other muscular dystrophies are not as well understood:

- EDMD is due to a alteration in the gene for a protein called emerin, which is found in the membrane of a cell’s nucleus, but whose exact function is unknown.
- Myotonic dystrophy is caused by alterations in a gene on chromosome 19 for an enzyme called myotonin protein kinase that may control the flow of charged particles within muscle cells. This gene alteration is called a triple repeat, meaning it contains extra triplets of DNA code. It is possible that this alteration affects nearby genes as well, and that the widespread symptoms of myotonic dystrophy are due to a range of genetic disruptions.
- The gene for OPMD appears to also be altered with a triple repeat. The function of the affected protein may involve translation of genetic messages in a cell’s nucleus.
- The gene(s) for FSH is located on the long arm of chromosome 4 at gene location 4q35. Nearly all cases of FSH are associated with a deletion (missing piece) of genetic material in this region. Researchers are investigating the molecular connection of this deletion and FSH. It is not yet certain whether the deleted material contains an active gene or changes the regulation or activity of a nearby FSH gene. A small number of FSH cases are not linked to chromosome 4. Their linkage to any other chromosome or genetic feature is under investigation.
- The gene(s) responsible for DD have not yet been found.
- About 50% of individuals with CMD have their condition as a result of deficiency in a protein called merosin, which is made by a gene called laminin. The merosin protein usually lies outside muscle cells and links them to the surrounding tissue. When merosin is not produced, the muscle fibers degenerate soon after birth. A second gene called integrin is responsible for CMD in a few individuals but alterations in this gene are a rare cause of CMD. The gene responsible for Fukuyama CMD is FCMD and it is responsible for making a protein called fukutin whose function is not clear.

**Signs and symptoms**

All of the muscular dystrophies are marked by muscle weakness as the major symptom. The distribution of symptoms, age of onset, and progression differ significantly. Pain is sometimes a symptom of each, usually due to the effects of weakness on joint position.

**DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (DMD)** A boy with Duchenne muscular dystrophy usually begins to show symptoms as a pre-schooler. The legs are affected first, making walking difficult and causing balance problems. Most patients walk three to six months later than expected and have difficulty running. Later on, a boy with DMD will push his hands against his knees to rise to a standing position, to compensate for leg weakness. About the same time, his calves will begin to enlarge, though with fibrous tissue rather than with muscle, and feel firm and rubbery; this condition gives DMD one of its alternate names, pseudohypertrophic muscular dystrophy. He will widen his stance to maintain balance, and walk with a waddling gait to advance his weakened legs. Contractures (permanent muscle tightening) usually begin by age five or six, most severely in the calf muscles. This pulls the foot down and back, forcing the boy to walk on tip-toes, and further decreases balance. Climbing stairs and rising unaided may become impossible by age nine or ten, and most boys use a wheelchair for mobility by the age of 12. Weakening of the trunk muscles around this age often leads to scoliosis (a side-to-side spine curvature) and kyphosis (a front-to-back curvature).

The most serious weakness of DMD is weakness of the diaphragm, the sheet of muscles at the top of the abdomen that perform the main work of breathing and coughing. Diaphragm weakness leads to reduced energy
and stamina, and increased lung infection because of the inability to cough effectively. Young men with DMD often live into their twenties and beyond, provided they have mechanical ventilation assistance and good respiratory hygiene.

Among males with DMD, the incidence of cardiomyopathy (weakness of the heart muscle), increases steadily in teenage years. Almost all patients have cardiomyopathy after 18 years of age. It has also been shown that carrier females are at increased risk for cardiomyopathy and should also be screened.

About one third of males with DMD experience specific learning disabilities, including difficulty learning by ear rather than by sight and difficulty paying attention to long lists of instructions. Individualized educational programs usually compensate well for these disabilities.

**BECKER MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (BMD)** The symptoms of BMD usually appear in late childhood to early adulthood. Though the progression of symptoms may parallel that of DMD, the symptoms are usually milder and the course more variable. The same pattern of leg weakness, unsteadiness, and contractures occur later for the young man with BMD, often allowing independent walking into the twenties or early thirties. Scoliosis may occur, but is usually milder and progresses more slowly. Cardiomyopathy occurs more commonly in BMD. Problems may include irregular heartbeats (arrhythmias) and congestive heart failure. Symptoms may include fatigue, shortness of breath, chest pain, and dizziness. Respiratory weakness also occurs, and may lead to the need for mechanical ventilation.

**EMERY-DREIFUSS MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (EDMD)** This type of muscular dystrophy usually begins in early childhood, often with contractures preceding muscle weakness. Weakness affects the shoulder and upper arm initially, along with the calf muscles, leading to foot-drop. Most men with EDMD survive into middle age, although an abnormality in the heart’s rhythm (heart block) may be fatal if not treated with a pacemaker.

**LIMB-GIRDLE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (LGMD)** While there are several genes that cause the various types of LGMD, two major clinical forms of LGMD are usually recognized. A severe childhood form is similar in appearance to DMD, but is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait. Symptoms of adult-onset LGMD usually appear in a person’s teens or twenties, and are marked by progressive weakness and wasting of the muscles closest to the trunk. Contractures may occur, and the ability to walk is usually lost about 20 years after onset. Some people with LGMD develop respiratory weakness that requires use of a ventilator. Life-span may be somewhat shortened. Autosomal dominant forms usually occur later in life and progress relatively slowly.

**OCULOPHARYNGEAL MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (OPMD)** OPMD usually begins in a person’s thirties or
forties, with weakness in the muscles controlling the eyes and throat. Symptoms include drooping eyelids, and difficulty swallowing (dysphagia). Weakness progresses to other muscles of the face, neck, and occasionally the upper limbs. Swallowing difficulty may cause aspiration, or the introduction of food or saliva into the airways. Pneumonia may follow.

**DISTAL MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (DD)** DD usually begins in the twenties or thirties, with weakness in the hands, forearms, and lower legs. Difficulty with fine movements such as typing or fastening buttons may be the first symptoms. Symptoms progress slowly, and the condition usually does not affect life span.

**CONGENITAL MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (CMD)** CMD is marked by severe muscle weakness from birth, with infants displaying “floppiness,” very poor muscle tone, and they often have trouble moving their limbs or head against gravity. Mental function is normal but some are never able to walk. They may live into young adulthood or beyond. In contrast, children with Fukuyama CMD are rarely able to walk, and have severe mental retardation. Most children with this type of CMD die in childhood.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of muscular dystrophy involves a careful medical history and a thorough physical exam to determine the distribution of symptoms and to rule out other causes. Family history may give important clues, since all the muscular dystrophies are genetic conditions (though no family history will be evident in the event of new mutations; in autosomal recessive inheritance, the family history may also be negative).

Lab tests may include:

- Blood level of the muscle enzyme creatine kinase (CK). CK levels rise in the blood due to muscle damage, and may be seen in some conditions even before symptoms appear.
- Muscle biopsy, in which a small piece of muscle tissue is removed for microscopic examination. Changes in the structure of muscle cells and presence of fibrous tissue or other aberrant structures are characteristic of different forms of muscular dystrophy. The muscle tissue can also be stained to detect the presence or absence of particular proteins, including dystrophin.
- Electromyogram (EMG). This electrical test is used to examine the response of the muscles to stimulation. Decreased response is seen in muscular dystrophy. Other characteristic changes are seen in DM.
- Genetic tests. Several of the muscular dystrophies can be positively identified by testing for the presence of the altered gene involved. Accurate genetic tests are available for DMD, BMD, DM, several forms of LGMD, and EDMD. Genetic testing for some of these conditions in future pregnancies of an affected individual or parents of an affected individual can be done before birth through amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling. Prenatal testing can only be undertaken after the diagnosis in the affected individual has been genetically confirmed and the couple has been counseled regarding the risks of recurrence.

- Other specific tests as necessary. For EDMD, DMD and BMD, for example, an electrocardiogram may be needed to test heart function, and hearing tests are performed for children with FSH.

For most forms of muscular dystrophy, accurate diagnosis is not difficult when done by someone familiar with the range of conditions. There are exceptions, however. Even with a muscle biopsy, it may be difficult to distinguish between FSH and another muscle condition, polymyositis. Childhood-onset LGMD is often mistaken for the much more common DMD, especially when it occurs in boys. BMD with an early onset appears very similar to DMD, and a genetic test may be needed to accurately distinguish them. The muscular dystrophies may be confused with conditions involving the motor neurons, such as spinal muscular atrophy; conditions of the neuromuscular junction, such as myasthenia gravis; and other muscle conditions, as all involve generalized weakness of varying distribution.

Prenatal diagnosis (testing of the baby while in the womb) can be done for those types of muscular dystrophy where the specific disease-causing gene alteration has been identified in a previously affected family member. Prenatal diagnosis can be done utilizing DNA extracted from tissue obtained by chorionic villus sampling or amniocentesis.

**Treatment and management**

**Drugs**

There are no cures for any of the muscular dystrophies. Prednisone, a corticosteroid, has been shown to delay the progression of DMD somewhat, for reasons that are still unclear. Some have reported improvement in strength and function in patients treated with a single dose. Improvement begins within ten days and plateaus after three months. Long-term benefit has not been demonstrated. Prednisone is also prescribed for BMD, though no controlled studies have tested its benefit. A study is under way in the use of gentamicin, an antibiotic that may slow down the symptoms of DMD in a small number of cases. No other drugs are currently known to have an effect on the course of any other muscular dystrophy.
Treatment of muscular dystrophy is mainly directed at preventing the complications of weakness, including decreased mobility and dexterity, contractures, scoliosis, heart alterations, and respiratory insufficiency.

**Physical therapy**

Physical therapy, regular stretching in particular, is used to maintain the range of motion of affected muscles and to prevent or delay contractures. Braces are used as well, especially on the ankles and feet to prevent tip-toeing. Full-leg braces may be used in children with DMD to prolong the period of independent walking. Strengthening other muscle groups to compensate for weakness may be possible if the affected muscles are few and isolated, as in the earlier stages of the milder muscular dystrophies. Regular, nonstrenuous exercise helps maintain general good health. Strenuous exercise is usually not recommended, since it may damage muscles further.

**Surgery**

When contractures become more pronounced, tenotomy surgery may be performed. In this operation, the tendon of the contracted muscle is cut, and the limb is braced in its normal resting position while the tendon regrows. In FSH, surgical fixation of the scapula can help compensate for shoulder weakness. For a person with OPMD, surgical lifting of the eyelids may help compensate for weakened muscular control. For a person with DM, sleep apnea may be treated surgically to maintain an open airway. Scoliosis surgery is often needed in boys with DMD, but much less often in other muscular dystrophies. Surgery is recommended at a much lower degree of curvature for DMD than for scoliosis due to other conditions, since the decline in respiratory function in DMD makes surgery at a later time dangerous. In this surgery, the vertebrae are fused together to maintain the spine in the upright position. Steel rods are inserted at the time of operation to keep the spine rigid while the bones grow together.

When any type of surgery is performed in patients with muscular dystrophy, anesthesia must be carefully selected. People with MD are susceptible to a severe reaction, known as malignant hyperthermia, when given halothane anesthetic.

**Occupational therapy**

The occupational therapist suggests techniques and tools to compensate for the loss of strength and dexterity. Strategies may include modifications in the home, adaptive utensils and dressing aids, compensatory movements and positioning, wheelchair accessories, or communication aids.

**Nutrition**

Good nutrition helps to promote general health in all the muscular dystrophies. No special diet or supplement has been shown to be of use in any of the conditions. The weakness in the throat muscles seen especially in OPMD and later DMD may necessitate the use of a gastrostomy tube, inserted in the stomach to provide nutrition directly.

**Cardiac care**

The arrhythmias of EDMD and BMD may be treatable with antiarrhythmia drugs. A pacemaker may be implanted if these do not provide adequate control. Heart transplants are increasingly common for men with BMD. A complete cardiac evaluation is recommended at least once in all carrier females of DMD and EDMD.

**Respiratory care**

People who develop weakness of the diaphragm or other ventilatory muscles may require a mechanical ventilator to continue breathing deeply enough. Air may be administered through a nasal mask or mouthpiece, or through a tracheostomy tube, which is inserted through a surgical incision through the neck and into the windpipe. Most people with muscular dystrophy do not need a tracheostomy, although some may prefer it to continual use of a mask or mouthpiece. Supplemental oxygen is not needed. Good hygiene of the lungs is critical for health and long-term survival of a person with weakened ventilatory muscles. Assisted cough techniques provide the strength needed to clear the airways of secretions; an assisted cough machine is also available and provides excellent results.
**Experimental treatments**

Two experimental procedures aiming to cure DMD have attracted a great deal of attention in the past decade. In myoblast transfer, millions of immature muscle cells are injected into an affected muscle. The goal of the treatment is to promote the growth of the injected cells, replacing the abnormal host cells with healthy new ones. Myoblast transfer is under investigation but remains experimental.

**Gene therapy** introduces unaltered copies of the altered gene into muscle cells. The goal is to allow the existing muscle cells to use the new gene to produce the protein it cannot make with its abnormal gene. Problems with gene therapy research have included immune rejection of the virus used to introduce the gene, loss of gene function after several weeks, and an inability to get the gene to enough cells to make a functional difference in the affected muscle. Researchers are preparing for the first gene therapy trial for LGMD in the United States. The goal will be to replace the missing sarcoglycan gene(s).

**Genetic counseling**

Individuals with muscular dystrophy and their families may benefit from genetic counseling for information on the condition and recurrence risks for future pregnancies.

**Prognosis**

The expected lifespan for a male with DMD has increased significantly in the past two decades. Most young men will live into their early or mid-twenties. Respiratory infections become an increasing problem as their breathing becomes weaker, and these infections are usually the cause of death.

The course of the other muscular dystrophies is more variable; expected life spans and degrees of disability are hard to predict, but may be related to age of onset and initial symptoms. Prediction is made more difficult because, as new genes are discovered, it is becoming clear that several of the dystrophies are not uniform disorders, but rather symptom groups caused by different genes.

People with dystrophies with significant heart involvement (BMD, EDMD, myotonic dystrophy) may nonetheless have almost normal life spans, provided that cardiac complications are monitored and treated aggressively. The respiratory involvement of BMD and LGMD similarly require careful and prompt treatment.

**Prevention**

There is no way to prevent any of the muscular dystrophies in a person who has the genes responsible for these disorders. Accurate genetic tests, including prenatal tests, are available for some of the muscular dystrophies. Results of these tests may be useful for purposes of family planning.
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**Myasthenia gravis**

**Definition**

Myasthenia gravis is an autoimmune disease that causes muscle weakness.

**Description**

The name myasthenia gravis literally means “grave muscle weakness”. Myasthenia gravis (MG) affects the neuromuscular junction, interrupting the communication between nerve and muscle, and thereby causing weakness. A person with MG may have difficulty moving their eyes, walking, speaking clearly, swallowing, and even breathing, depending on the severity and distribution of weakness. Increased weakness with exertion, and improvement with rest, is a characteristic feature of MG.

**Genetic profile**

Myasthenia gravis is not inherited directly nor is it contagious. It is usually considered sporadic, meaning that it occurs by chance. One to four percent of cases are familial, which means they occur more than once in a family. Predisposition in a family to develop myasthenia gravis may be due to autoimmunity in general.
Demographics

About 36,000 people in the United States are affected by MG; roughly 14 people per 100,000. It can occur at any age, but is most common in women under age 40, and in men who are over 60. Occasionally the disease is present in more than one person in a family.

Signs and symptoms

Myasthenia gravis is an autoimmune disease, meaning it is caused by the body’s own immune system. In MG, the immune system attacks a receptor on the surface of muscle cells. This prevents the muscle from receiving the nerve impulses that normally make it respond. MG affects “voluntary” muscles, which are those muscles under conscious control responsible for movement. It does not affect heart muscle or the “smooth” muscle found in the digestive system and other internal organs.

A muscle is stimulated to contract when the nerve cell controlling it releases acetylcholine molecules onto its surface. The acetylcholine lands on a muscle protein called the acetylcholine receptor. This leads to rapid chemical changes in the muscle, which cause it to contract. Acetylcholine is then broken down by acetylcholinesterase enzyme, to prevent further stimulation.

In MG, immune cells create antibodies against the acetylcholine receptor. Antibodies are proteins normally involved in fighting infection. When these antibodies attach to the receptor, they prevent it from receiving acetylcholine, decreasing the ability of the muscle to respond to stimulation.

Why the immune system creates these self-reactive “autoantibodies” is unknown, although there are several hypotheses:

• During fetal development, the immune system generates many B cells that can make autoantibodies, but B cells that could harm the body’s own tissues are screened out and destroyed before birth. It is possible that the stage is set for MG when some of these cells escape detection.

• Genes controlling other parts of the immune system, called MHC genes, appear to influence how susceptible a person is to developing autoimmune disease.

• Infection may trigger some cases of MG. When activated, the immune system may mistake portions of the acetylcholine receptor for portions of an invading virus, though no candidate virus has yet been identified conclusively.

• About 10% of those with MG also have thymomas, or benign tumors of the thymus gland. The thymus is a principal organ of the immune system, and researchers speculate that thymic irregularities are involved in the progression of MG.

Some or all of these factors (developmental, genetic, infectious, and thymic) may interact to create the autoimmune reaction.

The earliest symptoms of MG often result from weakness of the extraocular muscles, which control eye movements. Symptoms involving the eye (ocular symptoms) include double vision (diplopia), especially when not gazing straight ahead, and difficulty raising the eyelids (ptosis). A person with ptosis may need to tilt their head back to see. Eye-related symptoms remain the only symptoms for about 15% of MG patients. Another common early symptom is difficulty chewing and swallowing, due to weakness in the bulbar muscles, which are in the mouth and throat. Choking becomes more likely, especially with food that requires extensive chewing.

Weakness usually becomes more widespread within several months of the first symptoms, reaching their maximum within a year in two-thirds of patients. Weakness may involve muscles of the arms, legs, neck, trunk, and face, and affect the ability to lift objects, walk, hold the head up, and speak.
Myasthenia gravis

Symptoms of MG become worse upon exertion and better with rest. Heat, including heat from the sun, hot showers, and hot drinks, may increase weakness. Infection and stress may worsen symptoms. Symptoms may vary from day to day and month to month, with intervals of no weakness interspersed with a progressive decline in strength.

Myasthenic crisis may occur, in which the breathing muscles become too weak to provide adequate respiration. Symptoms include weak and shallow breathing, shortness of breath, pale or bluish skin color, and a racing heart. Myasthenic crisis is an emergency condition requiring immediate treatment. In patients treated with anticholinesterase agents, myasthenic crisis must be differentiated from cholinergic crisis related to overmedication.

Pregnancy worsens MG in about one third of women, has no effect in one third, and improves symptoms in another third. About 12% of infants born to women with MG have neonatal myasthenia, a temporary but potentially life-threatening condition. It is caused by the transfer of maternal antibodies into the fetal circulation just before birth. Symptoms include weakness, poor muscle tone, feebie cry, and difficulty feeding. The infant may have difficulty breathing, requiring the use of a ventilator. Neonatal myasthenia usually clears up within a month.

Diagnosis

Myasthenia gravis is often diagnosed accurately by a careful medical history and a neuromuscular exam, but several tests are used to confirm the diagnosis. Other conditions causing worsening of bulbar and skeletal muscles must be considered, including drug-induced myasthenia, thyroid disease, Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome, botulism, and inherited muscular dystrophies.

MG causes characteristic changes in the electrical responses of muscles that may be observed with an electromyogram, which measures muscular response to electrical stimulation. Repetitive nerve stimulation leads to reduction in the height of the measured muscle response, reflecting the muscle’s tendency to become fatigued.

Blood tests may confirm the presence of the antibody to the acetylcholine receptor, though up to a quarter of MG patients will not have detectable levels. A chest x ray or chest computed tomography scan (CT scan) may be performed to look for thymoma.

Treatment and management

While there is no cure for myasthenia gravis, there are a number of treatments that effectively control symptoms in most people.

Edrophonium (Tensilon) blocks the action of acetylcholinesterase, prolonging the effect of acetylcholine and increasing strength. An injection of edrophonium rapidly leads to a marked improvement in most people with MG. An alternate drug, neostigmine, may also be used.

Pyridostigmine (Mestinon) is usually the first drug prescribed. Like edrophonium, pyridostigmine blocks acetylcholinesterase. It is longer-acting, taken by mouth, and well-tolerated. Loss of responsiveness and disease progression combine to eventually make pyridostigmine ineffective in tolerable doses in many patients.

Thymectomy, or removal of the thymus gland, has increasingly become standard treatment for MG. Up to 85% of people with MG improve after thymectomy, with complete remission eventually seen in about 30%.
improvement may take months or even several years to fully develop. Thymectomy is not usually recommended for children with MG, since the thymus continues to play an important immune role throughout childhood.

Immune-suppressing drugs are used to treat MG if response to pyridostigmine and thymectomy are not adequate. Drugs include corticosteroids such as prednisone, and the non-steroids azathioprine (Imuran) and cyclosporine (Sandimmune).

Plasma exchange may be performed to treat myasthenic crisis or to improve very weak patients before thymectomy. In this procedure, blood plasma is removed and replaced with purified plasma free of autoantibodies. It can produce a temporary improvement in symptoms, but is too expensive for long-term treatment. Another blood treatment, intravenous immunoglobulin therapy, is also used for myasthenic crisis. In this procedure, large quantities of purified immune proteins (immunoglobulins) are injected. For unknown reasons, this leads to symptomatic improvement in up to 85% of patients. It is also too expensive for long-term treatment.

People with weakness of the bulbar muscles may need to eat softer foods that are easier to chew and swallow. In more severe cases, it may be necessary to obtain nutrition through a feeding tube placed into the stomach (gastrostomy tube).

Some drugs should be avoided by people with MG because they interfere with normal neuromuscular function. Drugs to be avoided or used with caution include:
• Many types of antibiotics, including erythromycin, streptomycin, and ampicillin
• Some cardiovascular drugs, including Verapamil, betaxolol, and propranolol
• Some drugs used in psychiatric conditions, including chlorpromazine, clozapine, and lithium.

Many other drugs may worsen symptoms as well, so patients should check with the doctor who treats their MG before taking any new medications.

A Medic-Alert card or bracelet provides an important source of information to emergency providers about the special situation of a person with MG. They are available from health care providers.

Prognosis

Most people with MG can be treated successfully enough to prevent their condition from becoming debilitating. In some cases, however, symptoms may worsen even with vigorous treatment, leading to generalized weakness and disability. MG rarely causes early death except from myasthenic crisis. There is no known way to prevent myasthenia gravis. Thymectomy improves symptoms significantly in many patients, and relieves them entirely in some. Avoiding heat can help minimize symptoms.
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Myopia

Definition

Myopia is the medical term for nearsightedness. People with myopia see objects more clearly when they are close to the eye, while distant objects appear blurred or fuzzy. Reading and close-up work may be clear, but distance vision is blurry.

Description

To understand myopia it is necessary to have a basic knowledge of the main parts of the eye's focusing system: the cornea, the lens, and the retina. The cornea is a tough, transparent, dome-shaped tissue that covers the front of the eye (not to be confused with the white, opaque sclera). The cornea lies in front of the iris (the colored part of the eye). The lens is a transparent, double-convex structure located behind the iris. The retina is a thin membrane that lines the rear of the eyeball. Light-sensitive retinal cells convert incoming light rays into electrical signals that are sent along the optic nerve to the brain, which then interprets the images.

In people with normal vision, parallel light rays enter the eye and are bent by the cornea and lens (a process called refraction) to focus precisely on the retina, providing a crisp, clear image. In the myopic eye, the focusing power of the cornea (the major refracting structure of the eye) and the lens is too great with respect to the length of the eyeball. Light rays are bent too much, and they converge in front of the retina. This inaccuracy is called a refractive error. In other words, an overfocused fuzzy image is sent to the brain.

There are many types of myopia. Some common types include:
- Physiologic
- Pathologic
- Acquired.

By far the most common form, physiologic myopia develops in children sometime between the ages of five and 10 years and gradually progresses until the eye is fully grown. Physiologic myopia may include refractive myopia (the cornea and lens-bending properties are too strong) and axial myopia (the eyeball is too long). Pathologic myopia is a far less common abnormality. This condition begins as physiologic myopia, but rather than stabilizing, the eye continues to enlarge at an abnormal rate (progressive myopia). This more advanced type of myopia may lead to degenerative changes in the eye (degenerative myopia). Acquired myopia occurs after infancy. This condition may be seen in association with uncontrolled diabetes and certain types of cataracts. Antihypertensive drugs and other medications can also affect the refractive power of the lens.

Genetic profile

Eye care professionals have debated the role of genetics in the development of myopia for many years. Some believe that a tendency toward myopia may be inherited, but the actual disorder results from a combination of environmental and genetic factors. Environmental factors include close work; work with computer monitors or other instruments that emit some light (electron microscopes, photographic equipment, lasers, etc.); emotional stress; and eye strain.

A variety of genetic patterns for inheriting myopia have been suggested, ranging from a recessive pattern with complete penetrance in people who are homozygotic for myopia to an autosomal dominant pattern; an autosomal recessive pattern; and various mixtures of these patterns. One explanation for this lack of agreement is that the genetic profile of high myopia (defined as a refractive error greater than -6 diopters) may differ from that of low myopia. Some researchers think that high myopia is determined by genetic factors to a greater extent than low myopia.

Another explanation for disagreement regarding the role of heredity in myopia is the sensitivity of the human eye to very small changes in its anatomical structure. Since even small deviations from normal structure cause significant refractive errors, it may be difficult to single out any specific genetic or environmental factor as their cause.
Genetic markers and gene mapping

Since 1992, genetic markers that may be associated with genes for myopia have been located on human chromosomes 1, 2, 12, and 18. There is some genetic information on the short arm of chromosome 2 in highly myopic people. Genetic information for low myopia appears to be located on the short arm of chromosome 1, but it is not known whether this information governs the structure of the eye itself or vulnerability to environmental factors.

In 1998, a team of American researchers presented evidence that a gene for familial high myopia with an autosomal dominant transmission pattern could be mapped to human chromosome 18 in eight North American families. The same group also found a second locus for this form of myopia on human chromosome 12 in a large German/Italian family. In 1999, a group of French researchers found no linkage between chromosome 18 and 32 French families with familial high myopia. These findings have been taken to indicate that more than one gene is involved in the transmission of the disorder.

Family studies

It has been known for some years that a family history of myopia is one of the most important risk factors for developing the condition. Only 6-15% of children with myopia come from families in which neither parent is myopic. In families with one myopic parent, 23-40%
of the children develop myopia. If both parents are myopic, the rate rises to 33%-60% for their children. One American study found that children with two myopic parents are six times as likely to develop myopia themselves as children with only one or no myopic parents. The precise interplay of genetic and environmental factors in these family patterns, however, is not yet known.

One multigenerational study of Chinese patients indicated that third generation family members had a higher risk of developing myopia even if their parents were not myopic. The researchers concluded that, at least in China, the genetic factors in myopia have remained constant over the past three generations while the environmental factors have intensified. The increase in the percentage of people with myopia over the last 50 years in the United States has led American researchers to the same conclusion.

Demographics

Myopia is the most common eye disorder in humans around the world. It affects between 25% and 35% of the adult population in the United States and the developed countries, but is thought to affect as much as 40% of the population in some parts of Asia. Some researchers have found slightly higher rates of myopia in women than in men.

The age distribution of myopia in the United States varies considerably. Five-year-olds have the lowest rate of myopia (less than 5%) of any age group. The prevalence of myopia rises among children and adolescents in school until it reaches the 25%-35% mark in the young adult population. It declines slightly in the over-45 age group; about 20% of 65-year-olds have myopia. The figure drops to 14% for Americans over 70.

Other factors that affect the demographic distribution of myopia are income level and education. The prevalence of myopia is higher among people with above-average incomes and educational attainments. Myopia is also more prevalent among people whose work requires a great deal of close focusing, including work with computers.

Signs and symptoms

Myopia is said to be caused by an elongation of the eyeball. This means that the oblong (as opposed to normal spherical) shape of the myopic eye causes the cornea and lens to focus at a point in front of the retina. A more precise explanation is that there is an inadequate correlation between the focusing power of the cornea and lens and the length of the eye.

People are generally born with a small amount of hyperopia (farsightedness), but as the eye grows this decreases and myopia does not become evident until later. This change is one reason why some researchers think that myopia is an acquired rather than an inherited trait.

The symptoms of myopia are blurred distance vision, eye discomfort, squinting, and eye strain.

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of myopia is typically made during the first several years of elementary school when a teacher notices a child having difficulty seeing the chalkboard, reading, or concentrating. The teacher or school nurse often recommends an eye examination by an ophthalmologist or optometrist. An ophthalmologist—M.D. or D.O. (Doctor of Osteopathy)—is a medical doctor trained in the diagnosis and treatment of eye problems. Ophthalmologists also perform eye surgery. An optometrist (O.D.) diagnoses, manages, and/or treats eye and visual disorders. In many states, optometrists are licensed to use diagnostic and therapeutic drugs.

A patient’s distance vision is tested by reading letters or numbers on a chart posted a set distance away (usually 20 ft). The doctor asks the patient to view images through a variety of lenses to obtain the best correction. The doctor also examines the inside of the eye and the retina. An instrument called a slit lamp is used to examine the cornea and lens. The eyeglass prescription is written in terms of diopters (D), which measure the degree of refractive error. Mild to moderate myopia usually falls between -1.00D and -6.00D. Normal vision is commonly referred to as 20/20 to describe the eye’s focusing ability at a distance of 20 ft from an object. For example, 20/50 means that a myopic person must stand 20 ft away from an eye chart to see what a normal person can see at 50 ft. The larger the bottom number, the greater the myopia.

Treatment and management

People with myopia have three main options for treatment: eyeglasses, contact lenses, and for those who meet certain criteria, refractive eye surgery.

Eyeglasses

Eyeglasses are the most common method used to correct myopia. Concave glass or plastic lenses are placed in frames in front of the eyes. The lenses are ground to the thickness and curvature specified in the eyeglass prescription. The lenses cause the light rays to diverge so that they focus further back, directly on the retina, producing clear distance vision.
Contact lenses

Contact lenses are a second option for treatment. Contact lenses are extremely thin round discs of plastic that are worn on the eye in front of the cornea. Although there may be some initial discomfort, most people quickly grow accustomed to contact lenses. Hard contact lenses, made from a material called PMMA, are virtually obsolete. Rigid gas permeable lenses (RGP) are made of plastic that holds its shape but allows the passage of some oxygen into the eye. Some believe that RGP lenses may halt or slow the progression of myopia because they maintain a constant, gentle pressure that flattens the cornea. As of 2001, the National Eye Institute is conducting an ongoing study of RGP lenses called the Contact Lens and Myopia Progression (CLAMP) Study, with results to be published in 2003. A procedure called orthokeratology acts on this principle of “corneal molding;” however, when contact lenses are discontinued for a period of time, the cornea will generally go back to its original shape.

Soft contact lenses are made of flexible plastic and can be up to 80% water. Soft lenses offer increased comfort and the advantage of extended wear; some can be worn continuously for up to one week. While oxygen passes freely through soft lenses, bacterial contamination and other problems can occur, requiring replacement of lenses on a regular basis. It is very important to follow the cleaning and disinfecting regimens prescribed because protein and lipid buildup can occur on the lenses, causing discomfort or increasing the risk of infection. Contact lenses offer several benefits over glasses, including: better vision, less distortion, clear peripheral vision, and cosmetic appeal. In addition, contacts will not fog up from perspiration or changes in temperature.

Refractive eye surgery

For people who find glasses and contact lenses inconvenient or uncomfortable, and who meet selection criteria regarding age, degree of myopia, general health, etc., refractive eye surgery is a third treatment alternative. There are three types of corrective surgeries available as of 2001: 1) radial keratotomy (RK), 2) photorefractive keratectomy (PRK), and 3) laser-assisted in-situ keratomileusis (LASIK), which is still under clinical evaluation by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Refractive eye surgery improves myopic vision by permanently changing the shape of the cornea so that light rays focus properly on the retina. These procedures are performed on an outpatient basis and generally take 10-30 minutes.

RADIAL KERATOTOMY Radial keratotomy (RK), the first of these procedures made available, has a high associated risk. It was first developed in Japan and the Soviet Union, and was introduced into the United States in 1978. The surgeon uses a delicate diamond-tipped blade, a microscope, and microscopic instruments to make several spoke-like “radial” incisions in the non-viewing (peripheral) portion of the cornea. As the incisions heal, the slits alter the curve of the cornea, making it more flat, which may improve the focus of images onto the retina.

PHOTOREFRACTIVE KERATECTOMY Photorefractive keratectomy (PRK) involves the use of a computer to measure the shape of the cornea. Using these measurements, the surgeon applies a computer-controlled laser to make modifications to the cornea. The PRK procedure flattens the cornea by vaporizing small amounts of tissue from the cornea’s surface. As of early 2001, only two excimer lasers are approved by the FDA for PRK, although other lasers have been used. It is important to make sure
the laser being used is FDA approved. Photorefractive keratectomy can treat mild to moderate forms of myopia. The cost is approximately $2,000 per eye.

**LASER-ASSISTED IN-SITU KERATOMILEUSIS** Laser-assisted in-situ keratomileusis (LASIK) is the newest of these procedures. It is recommended for moderate to severe cases of myopia. A variation on the PRK method, LASIK uses lasers and a cutting tool called a microkeratome to cut a circular flap on the cornea. The flap is flipped back to expose the inner layers of the cornea. The cornea is treated with a laser to change the shape and focusing properties, then the flap is replaced.

**Risks**

All of these surgical procedures carry risks, the most serious being corneal scarring, corneal rupture, infection, cataracts, and loss of vision. In addition, a study published in March 2001 warns that mountain climbers who have had LASIK surgery should be aware of possible changes in their vision at high altitudes. The lack of oxygen at high altitudes causes temporary changes in the thickness of the cornea.

Since refractive eye surgery does not guarantee 20/20 vision, it is important to have realistic expectations before choosing this treatment. In a 10-year study conducted by the National Eye Institute between 1983 and 1993, over 50% of people with radial keratotomy gained 20/20 vision, and 85% passed a driving test (requiring 20/40 vision) after surgery, without glasses or contact lenses. Even if the patient gains near-perfect vision, however, there are potentially irritating side effects, such as postoperative pain, poor night vision, variation in visual acuity, light sensitivity and glare, and optical distortion. Refractive eye surgeries are considered elective procedures and are rarely covered by insurance plans.

Myopia treatments under research include corneal implants and permanent surgically placed contact lenses.

**Alternative treatments**

Some eye care professionals recommend treatments to help improve circulation, reduce eye strain, and relax the eye muscles. It is possible that by combining exercises with changes in behavior, the progression of myopia may be slowed or prevented. Alternative treatments include: visual therapy (also referred to as vision training or eye exercises); discontinuing close work; reducing eye strain (taking a rest break during periods of prolonged near vision tasks); and wearing bifocals to decrease the need to accommodate when doing close-up work.

**Prognosis**

Glasses and contact lenses can (but not always) correct the patient’s vision to 20/20. Refractive surgery can make permanent improvements for the right candidates.

While the genetic factors that influence the transmission and severity of myopia cannot be changed, some environmental factors can be modified. They include reducing close work; reading and working in good light; taking frequent breaks when working at a computer or microscope for long periods of time; maintaining good nutrition; and practicing visual therapy (when recommended).

Eye strain can be prevented by using sufficient light for reading and close work, and by wearing corrective lenses as prescribed. Everyone should have regular eye examinations to see if their prescription has changed or if any other problems have developed. This is particularly important for people with high (degenerative) myopia who are at a greater risk of developing retinal detachment, retinal degeneration, glaucoma, or other problems.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**
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Myotonia atrophica see Myotonic dystrophy

Myotonic dystrophy

Definition

Myotonic dystrophy is a progressive disease in which the muscles are weak and are slow to relax after contraction.

Description

Myotonic dystrophy (DM), also called dystrophia myotonica, myotonia atrophica, or Steinert disease, is a common form of muscular dystrophy. DM is an inherited disease, affecting both males and females. About 30,000 people in the United States are affected. Symptoms may appear at any time from infancy to adulthood. DM causes general weakness, usually beginning in the muscles of the hands, feet, neck, or face. It slowly progresses to involve other muscle groups, including the heart. DM affects a wide variety of other organ systems as well.

A severe form of DM, congenital myotonic dystrophy, may appear in newborns of mothers who have DM. Congenital means that the condition is present from birth.

Trinucleotide repeats

In the DMPK gene, there is a section of the genetic code where the three letters CTG are repeated a certain number of times. In people who have DM1, this word is repeated too many times—more than the normal number of 37 times—and thus this section of the gene is too big. This enlarged section of the gene is called a trinucleotide repeat expansion.

People who have repeat numbers in the normal range will not develop DM1 and cannot pass it to their children. In people who have DM1, this word is repeated too many times—more than the normal number of 37 times—and thus this section of the gene is too big. This enlarged section of the gene is called a trinucleotide repeat expansion.

Genetic profile

The most common type of DM is called DM1 and is caused by a mutation in a gene called myotonic dystrophy protein kinase (DMPK). The DMPK gene is located on chromosome 19. When there is a mutation in this gene, a person develops DM1. The specific mutation that causes DM1 is called a trinucleotide repeat expansion.

Some families with symptoms of DM do not have a mutation in the DMPK gene. As of early 2001, scientists have found that the DM in many of these families is caused by a mutation in a gene on chromosome 3. However the specific gene and mutation have not yet been identified. These families are said to have DM2.
In general, the more repeats in the affected range that someone has, the earlier the age of onset of symptoms and the more severe the symptoms. However, this is a general rule. It is not possible to look at a person’s repeat number and predict at what age they will begin to have symptoms or how their condition will progress.

Exactly how the trinucleotide repeat expansion causes myotonia, the inability to relax muscles, is not yet understood. The disease somehow blocks the flow of electrical impulses across the muscle cell membrane. Without proper flow of charged particles, the muscle cannot return to its relaxed state after it has contracted.

**Anticipation**

Sometimes when a person who has repeat numbers in the affected or premutation range has children, the expansion grows larger. This is called anticipation. A larger expansion can result in an earlier age of onset in children than in their affected parent. Anticipation happens more often when a mother passes DM1 onto her children then when it is passed from the father. Occasionally repeat sizes stay the same or even get smaller when they are passed to a person’s children.

**Inheritance**

DM is inherited through autosomal dominant inheritance. This means that equal numbers of males and females are affected. It also means that only one gene in the pair needs to have the mutation in order for a person to be affected. Since a person only passes one copy of each gene onto their children, there is a 50% or one in two chance that a person who has DM will pass it onto each of their children. This percentage is not changed by results of other pregnancies. A person with a premutation also has a 50%, or one in two, chance of passing the altered gene on to each of their children. However, whether or not their children will develop DM1 depends on whether the trinucleotide repeat becomes further expanded. A person who has repeat numbers in the normal range cannot pass DM1 onto their children.

**Demographics**

DM occurs in about one of 20,000 people and has been described in people from all over the world.

**Signs and symptoms**

There is a range in the severity of symptoms in DM and not everyone will have all of the symptoms listed here.

Myotonic dystrophy causes weakness and delayed muscle relaxation called myotonia. Symptoms of DM include facial weakness and a slack jaw, drooping eyelids called ptosis, and muscle wasting in the forearms and calves. A person with DM has difficulty relaxing his or her grasp, especially in the cold. DM affects the heart muscle, causing irregularities in the heartbeat. It also affects the muscles of the digestive system, causing constipation and other digestive problems. DM may cause cataracts, retinal degeneration, low IQ, frontal balding, skin disorders, atrophy of the testicles, and diabetes. It can also cause sleep apnea—a condition in which normal breathing is interrupted during sleep. DM increases the need for sleep and decreases motivation. Severe disabilities do not set in until about 20 years after symptoms begin. Most people with myotonic dystrophy maintain the ability to walk, even late in life.

A severe form of DM, congenital myotonic dystrophy, may appear in newborns of mothers who have DM1. Congenital myotonic dystrophy is marked by severe weakness, poor sucking and swallowing responses, respiratory difficulty, delayed motor development, and mental retardation. Death in infancy is common in this type.

---

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>Clinical signs</th>
<th>CTG repeat size</th>
<th>Age of onset (Years)</th>
<th>Average age of death (Years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Premutation</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>38 to ~49</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Cataracts mild myotonia</td>
<td>50 to ~150</td>
<td>20–70</td>
<td>60–normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical</td>
<td>Weakness myotonia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cataracts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cardiac arrhythmia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital</td>
<td>Infantile hypotonia</td>
<td>~100 to ~1000–1500</td>
<td>10–30</td>
<td>48–55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory deficits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mental retardation</td>
<td>~1000 to 2000</td>
<td>Birth to 10</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1**

Relationship between phenotype and CTG repeat length in myotonic dystrophy
Some people who have a trinucleotide repeat expansion in their DMPK gene do not have symptoms or have very mild symptoms that go unnoticed. It is not unusual for a woman to be diagnosed with DM after she has an infant with congenital myotonic dystrophy.

Predictive testing

It is possible to test someone who is at risk for developing DM1 before they are showing symptoms to see whether they inherited an expanded trinucleotide repeat. This is called predictive testing. Predictive testing cannot determine the age of onset that someone will begin to have symptoms, or the course of the disease.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis of DM is not difficult once the disease is considered. However, the true problem may be masked because symptoms can begin at any age, can be mild or severe, and can occur with a wide variety of associated complaints. Diagnosis of DM begins with a careful medical history and a thorough physical exam to determine the distribution of symptoms and to rule out other causes. A family history of DM or unexplained weakness helps to establish the diagnosis.

A definitive diagnosis of DM1 is done by genetic testing, usually by taking a small amount of blood. The DNA in the blood cells is examined and the number of repeats in the DMPK gene is determined. Various other tests may be done to help establish the diagnosis, but only rarely would other testing be needed. An electromyogram (EMG) is a test used to examine the response of the muscles to stimulation. Characteristic changes are seen in DM that helps distinguish it from other muscle diseases. Removing a small piece of muscle tissue for microscopic examination is called a muscle biopsy. DM is marked by characteristic changes in the structure of muscle cells that can be seen on a muscle biopsy. An electrocardiogram could be performed to detect characteristic abnormalities in heart rhythm associated with DM. These symptoms often appear later in the course of the disease.

Prenatal testing

Testing a pregnancy to determine whether an unborn child is affected is possible if genetic testing in a family has identified a DMPK mutation. This can be done at 10–12 weeks gestation by a procedure called chorionic villus sampling (CVS), which involves removing a tiny piece of the placenta and analyzing DNA from its cells. It can also be done by amniocentesis after 16 weeks gestation by removing a small amount of the amniotic fluid surrounding the baby and analyzing the cells in the fluid. Each of these procedures has a small risk of miscarriage associated with it and those who are interested in learning more should check with their doctor or genetic counselor.

Another procedure, called preimplantation diagnosis allows a couple to have a child that is unaffected with the genetic condition in their family. This procedure is experimental and not widely available. Those interested in learning more about this procedure should check with their doctor or genetic counselor.

Treatment and management

Myotonic dystrophy cannot be cured, and no treatment can delay its progression. However, many of the symptoms it causes can be treated. Physical therapy can help preserve or increase strength and flexibility in muscles. Ankle and wrist braces can be used to support weakened limbs. Occupational therapy is used to develop tools and techniques to compensate for loss of strength and dexterity. A speech-language pathologist can provide retraining for weakness in the muscles controlling speech and swallowing.
Irregularities in the heartbeat may be treated with medication or a pacemaker. A yearly electrocardiogram is usually recommended to monitor the heartbeat. Diabetes mellitus in DM is treated in the same way that it is in the general population. A high-fiber diet can help prevent constipation. Sleep apnea may be treated with surgical procedures to open the airways or with nighttime ventilation. Treatment of sleep apnea may reduce drowsiness. Lens replacement surgery is available when cataracts develop. Pregnant woman should be followed by an obstetrician familiar with the particular problems of DM because complications can occur during pregnancy, labor, and delivery.

Wearing a medical bracelet is advisable. Some emergency medications may have dangerous effects on the heart rhythm in a person with DM. Adverse reactions to general anesthesia may also occur.

**Prognosis**

The course of myotonic dystrophy varies. When symptoms appear earlier in life, disability tends to become more severe. Occasionally people with DM may require a wheelchair later in life. Children with congenital DM usually require special educational programs and physical and occupational therapy. For both types of DM, respiratory infections pose a danger when weakness becomes severe.
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Nail-patella syndrome

Definition

Nail-patella syndrome, is a genetic disease of the connective tissue that produces defects in the fingernails, knee caps, and kidneys.

Description

Nail-patella syndrome is also known as Fong Disease, Hereditary Onycho-Osteodysplasia (H.O.O.D.), Iliac Horn Disease, and Turner-Kieser syndrome. Patients who have nail-patella syndrome may show a variety of physical abnormalities. The hallmark features of this syndrome are poorly developed fingernails, toenails, and patellae (kneecaps). Other common abnormalities include elbow deformities, abnormally shaped pelvis bone (hip bone), and kidney (renal) disease.

Less common medical findings include changes in the upper lip, the roof of the mouth, and unusual skeletal abnormalities. Skeletal abnormalities may include poorly developed scapulae (shoulder blades), sideways bent fingers (clindodactyly), clubfoot, scoliosis, and unusual neck bones. There are also other effects, such as thickening of the basement membrane in the skin and of the tiny clusters of capillaries (glomeruli) in the kidney. Scientists have recognized an association between nail-patella syndrome and colon cancer. Nail-patella syndrome is associated with open-angle glaucoma, which, if untreated, may lead to blindness. Patients may also have cataracts, drooping eyelids ( ptosis), or corneal problems such as glaucoma.

People with nail-patella syndrome may display only a few or many of the recognized signs of this disease. Symptoms vary widely from person to person. Signs even vary within a single family with multiple affected members.

Genetic profile

Nail-patella syndrome has been recognized as an inherited disorder for over 100 years. It is caused by mutations in a gene known as LIM Homeobox Transcription Factor 1-Beta (LMX1B), located on the long arm of chromosome 9.

The LMX1B gene codes for a protein that is important in organizing embryonic limb development. Mutations in this gene have been detected in many unrelated people with nail-patella syndrome. Scientists have also been able to interrupt this gene in mice to produce defects similar to those seen in human nail-patella syndrome.

Nail-patella syndrome is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner. This means that possession of only one copy of the defective gene is enough to cause disease. When a parent has nail-patella syndrome, each of their children has a 50% chance to inherit the disease-causing mutation.

A new mutation causing nail-patella syndrome can also occur in a person with no family history. This is called a sporadic occurrence and accounts for approximately 20% of cases of nail-patella syndrome. The children of a person with sporadic nail-patella syndrome are also at a 50% risk of developing signs of the disorder.

Demographics

The incidence of nail-patella syndrome is approximately one in 50,000 births. This disorder affects males and females equally. It is found throughout the world and occurs in all ethnic groups. The strongest risk factor for nail-patella syndrome is a family history of the disease.

Signs and symptoms

Medical signs of nail-patella syndrome vary widely between patients. Some patients with this disorder do not display symptoms. These patients are discovered to have the nail-patella syndrome only when genetic studies trace their family history. Scientists are now working to learn what causes different people to display such different symptoms of nail-patella syndrome.
KEY TERMS

Chorionic villus sampling (CVS)—A procedure used for prenatal diagnosis at 10-12 weeks gestation. Under ultrasound guidance a needle is inserted either through the mother’s vagina or abdominal wall and a sample of cells is collected from around the fetus. These cells are then tested for chromosome abnormalities or other genetic diseases.

Glomeruli—Tiny clusters of capillaries in the kidney.

Hematuria—The presence of blood in the urine.

Patella—The kneecap.

Proteinuria—Excess protein in the urine.

The most obvious signs associated with nail-patella syndrome is absent, poorly developed, or unusual fingernails. Fingernail abnormalities are found in over 80% of patients with this disorder. Abnormalities may be found in one or more fingernails. Only rarely are all fingernails affected. This disease most commonly affects the fingernails of the thumbs and index fingers. The pinky fingernail is least likely to be affected. Fingernails may be small and concave with pitting, ridges, splits, and/or discoloration. Toenails are less often affected. The lunulae, or light-colored crescent moons, at the base of the fingernail bed next to the cuticle are sometimes triangularly-shaped in people with nail-patella syndrome.

Kneecap abnormalities are the second most common sign associated with this disorder. Either or both kneecaps may be missing or poorly formed. If present, kneecaps are likely to be dislocated. The knees of people with nail-patella syndrome may have a square appearance. Besides the kneecap, other support structures including bones, ligaments, and tendons may also be malformed. These support structures stabilize the knee, therefore patients with some leg malformations may have difficulty in walking.

The hip bones of approximately 80% of patients with nail-patella syndrome have unusual bony projections called posterior iliac horns. These bony projections, or spurs, are internal and not obvious unless they are detected on x ray. This unusual pelvic anatomy is not associated with any other disease.

Kidney disease is present in at least 30% of people with nail-patella syndrome. Biopsy shows lesions that resemble those of inflammation of the clusters of capillaries in the kidneys (glomerulonephritis), but without any infection present. Kidney failure is the most dangerous consequence of nail-patella syndrome. It occurs in about 30% of patients who have kidney involvement. An early sign of kidney involvement is the presence of protein or blood in the urine (chronic, benign proteinuria and hematuria). Kidney involvement is progressive, so early diagnosis and treatment of renal disease is important. Kidney disease has been reported in children with nail-patella syndrome, but renal involvement more commonly develops during adulthood.

Various skeletal symptoms may occur. Patients with nail-patella syndrome may not be able to fully straighten their arms at the elbow. This may create a webbed appearance at the elbow joint. Patients may have sideways bent fingers, poorly developed shoulder blades, clubfoot, hip dislocation, unusual neck bones, or scoliosis.

Eye problems may be present and vary from person to person. Nail-patella syndrome is associated with open angle glaucoma. Open angle glaucoma is caused by fluid blocked into the front chamber of the eye. This blocked fluid builds increasing pressure into the eye. If untreated, this increased pressure may lead to permanent damage of the optic nerve and irreversible blindness. Some patients with nail-patella syndrome have ptosis, or drooping eyelids. Nail-patella syndrome has also been associated with abnormalities of the cornea, cataracts, and astigmatism. Additionally, the irises of the eye may be multicolored, possibly displaying a clover-shaped pattern of color.

Diagnosis

As of early 2001, genetic testing for nail-patella syndrome is available only through research institutions that are working to further characterize this disorder. Genetic testing cannot predict which signs of the disease will develop. Nor can genetic testing predict the severity of disease symptoms. Improved genetic testing for nail-patella syndrome is anticipated in the future.

Diagnosis of this disease is most often made on visual medical clues such as the characteristic abnormalities of the fingernails and kneecaps. Diagnosis is confirmed by x ray images of the affected bones and, when indicated, kidney biopsy. The bony pelvic spurs found in 80% of patients with nail-patella syndrome are not associated with any other disease.

Prenatal diagnosis for nail-patella syndrome by third-trimester ultrasound was documented in 1998. Prenatal diagnosis via genetic testing of cells obtained by chorionic villus sampling was reported the same year. As of 2001, prenatal genetic testing for nail-patella syndrome is not yet widely available. There is controversy surrounding the use of prenatal testing for such a variable disorder. Prenatal testing cannot predict the extent of an individual’s disease.
Treatment and management

Treatment is usually not necessary. Treatment, when required, depends on each patient’s specific symptoms. Severe kidney disease is treated with dialysis or a kidney transplant. Patients receiving kidney transplant do not develop nail-patella type renal complications in their new kidney.

A wheelchair may be required if walking becomes painful due to bone, tendon, ligament, or muscle defects. Orthopedic surgery may be necessary for congenital clubfoot deformity. Manipulation or surgery may be required to correct hip dislocation. Cataracts are also surgically treated. Medical treatment at early signs of glaucoma prevents progression of the disease to blindness.

Genetic counseling is offered to persons who have the disease. Parents with this disease have a 50% chance of passing it to each of their children. As of 2001, current genetic testing technology cannot predict the severity or scope of an individual’s symptoms.

Because many possible manifestations of nail-patella syndrome exist, patients are advised to pursue extra medical care including regular urinalysis and special eye exams. Children with nail-patella syndrome should be screened for scoliosis.

Prognosis

Survival among patients with nail-patella syndrome is not decreased unless a they exhibit renal complications. It is estimated that 8% of individuals with nail-patella syndrome who seek medical attention eventually die of kidney disease.

Naito-Oyanagi disease see Dentatorubral-pallidoluysian atrophy

Nanocephalic dwarfism see Seckel syndrome

Narcolepsy

Definition

Narcolepsy is a disorder marked by excessive daytime sleepiness, uncontrollable sleep attacks, and cataplexy (a sudden loss of muscle tone, usually lasting up to half an hour).

Description

Narcolepsy is the second-leading cause of excessive daytime sleepiness (after obstructive sleep apnea). Persistent sleepiness and sleep attacks are the hallmarks of this condition. The sleepiness has been compared to the feeling of trying to stay awake after not sleeping for two or three days.

People with narcolepsy fall asleep suddenly—anywhere, at any time, maybe even in the middle of a conversation. These sleep attacks can last from a few seconds to more than an hour. Depending on where they occur, they may be mildly inconvenient or even dangerous to the individual. Some people continue to function outwardly during the sleep episodes, such as talking or putting things away. But when they wake up, they have no memory of the event.

Narcolepsy is related to the deep, dreaming part of sleep known as rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Normally when people fall asleep, they experience 90 minutes of non-REM sleep, which is then followed by REM sleep. People with narcolepsy, however, enter REM
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for many years. Most often, the first symptom is an overwhelming feeling of fatigue. After several months or years, cataplexy and other symptoms appear.

Cataplexy is the most dramatic symptom of narcolepsy. It affects 75% of people with the disorder. During attacks, the knees buckle and the neck muscles go slack. In extreme cases, the person may become paralyzed and fall to the floor. This loss of muscle tone is temporary, lasting from a few seconds to half an hour, but frightening. The attacks can occur at any time but are often triggered by strong emotions, such as anger, joy, or surprise.

Other symptoms of narcolepsy include:

- **Sleep attacks:** short, uncontrollable sleep episodes throughout the day
- **Sleep paralysis:** a frightening inability to move shortly after awakening or dozing off
- **Auditory or visual hallucinations:** intense, sometimes terrifying experiences at the beginning or end of a sleep period
- **Disturbed nighttime sleep:** tossing and turning, nightmares, and frequent awakenings during the night

**Diagnosis**

If a person experiences both excessive daytime sleepiness and cataplexy, a diagnosis may be made on the patient history alone. Laboratory tests, however, can confirm a diagnosis. These may include an overnight polysomnogram—a test in which sleep is monitored with electrocardiography, video, and respiratory parameters. A Multiple Sleep Latency Test, which measures sleep latency (onset) and how quickly REM sleep occurs, may be used. People who have narcolepsy usually fall asleep in less than five minutes.

If a diagnosis is in question, a genetic blood test can reveal the existence of certain substances in people who have a tendency to develop narcolepsy. Positive test results suggest, but do not prove, the existence of narcolepsy.

Narcolepsy is a complex disorder, and it is often misdiagnosed. It takes 14 years, on average, for an individual to be correctly diagnosed.

**Treatment and management**

There is no cure for narcolepsy. It is not progressive, and it is not fatal, but it is chronic. The symptoms can be managed with medication or lifestyle adjustment. Amphetamine-like stimulant drugs are often prescribed to control drowsiness and sleep attacks. Patients who do
Narcolepsy causes affected individuals to suddenly fall into a deep sleep, even in the middle of an activity. (Custom Medical Stock Photo, Inc.)

not like taking high doses of stimulants may choose to take smaller doses and “manage” their lifestyles, such as by napping every couple of hours, to relieve daytime sleepiness. Antidepressants are often effective in treating symptoms of abnormal REM sleep.

With the recent discovery of the gene that causes narcolepsy, researchers are hopeful that therapies can be designed to relieve the symptoms of the disorder.

**Prognosis**

Narcolepsy is not a degenerative disease, and patients do not develop other neurologic symptoms. However, narcolepsy can interfere with a person’s ability to work, play, drive, and perform other daily activities. In severe cases, the disorder prevents people from living a normal life, leading to **depression** and a loss of independence.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

American Sleep Disorders Association. 1610 14th St. NW, Suite 300, Rochester, MN 55901. (507) 287-6006.

Narcolepsy Network. PO Box 42460, Cincinnati, OH 45242. (973) 276-0115.

National Center on Sleep Disorders Research. Two Rockledge Centre, 6701 Rockledge Dr., Bethesda, MD 20892. (301) 435-0199.


Stanford Center for Narcolepsy. 1201 Welch Rd-Rm P-112, Stanford, CA 94305. (415) 725-6517.

University of Illinois Center for Narcolepsy Research. 845 S. Damen Ave., Chicago, IL 60612. (312) 996-5176.
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**Nephrogenic diabetes insipidus**

**Definition**

Nephrogenic diabetes insipidus (NDI) is a kidney disorder characterized by the organ’s inability to respond to the antidiuretic hormone (ADH), also called arginine vasopressin (AVP), produced in the hypothalamus, a structure of the brain. NDI involves an abnormality in the kidney tubules which prevents the proper amount of water from being reabsorbed from the kidneys back into the body. Instead, the water is excreted in large amounts as diluted urine.

**Description**

There are two categories of nephrogenic diabetes insipidus: inherited and acquired. Within the inherited group, there are three types of NDI: X-linked, autosomal recessive, and autosomal dominant. Unlike the more common diabetic disorder **diabetes mellitus**, NDI is not...
related to insulin production or levels of sugar in the blood and urine.

Ninety percent of inherited NDI is X-linked, meaning it is caused by an alteration in a gene carried on the X chromosome. Since women have two X chromosomes and men have only one, an X-linked recessive condition is expected to affect men since they do not have a second X chromosome with a normal copy of the gene to produce the needed substance. Autosomal recessive NDI is rarer and equally affects males and females. Autosomal dominant NDI is the most rare of the three and affects both males and females.

Inherited NDI is present from birth and symptoms usually manifest within the first several days of life. If the disorder is not diagnosed and treated early, it will cause the body to lose too much water. This dehydration can lead to brain damage and eventually death. But, with early diagnosis and treatment to avoid severe dehydration, the person can live a normal life span without any mental impairment.

Acquired NDI is the most common type of the disease and can be acquired at any age. It is most frequently acquired through the long-term use of certain prescription medicine, including demeclocycline, methicillin, fosfarnet, and some anticancer drugs. In rare instances, it can be caused by an underlying disease or disorder, such as sickle cell anemia, chronic kidney failure, sarcoidosis, amyloidosis, Fanconi syndrome, and Sjögrens syndrome. Other rare causes of acquired NDI are low blood levels of potassium and abnormally high blood calcium levels. Pregnancy can also result in temporary acquired NDI. However, most cases of acquired NDI are caused by long-term use of the prescription drug lithium, used to treat bipolar disorder (manic depression).

NDI, also called gypsy’s curse, is caused by the kidneys inability to respond to the water-saving hormone (ADH), a natural chemical manufactured in the brain but works in the kidneys. The body’s two kidneys make urine, which is then sent to the bladder, and help to maintain the balance of water, salt, and minerals. A majority of the water is reabsorbed from nephrons in the kidneys into surrounding inner tissue. Each kidney contains hundreds of thousands of nephrons, microscopic-size tubes that filter the water flowing into the kidneys. The water that is not absorbed becomes urine.

The first references to NDI appeared in medical literature in the 1880s, but it wasn’t until the 1940s that detailed observations and studies were done. In a landmark 1946 study published in the American Journal of the Diseases of Children, authors A. J. Waring, L. Kajdi, and V. Tappan, summarized the main clinical and pathological aspects of the disorder. “The presenting complaints were unexplained fever, failure to gain weight, and constipation. The bouts of dehydration are usually not associated with acidosis. The thirst of one of the patients studied was satisfied only when five to six times the normal requirement of fluid was offered. The levels of (blood) serum sodium and chloride decreased to normal and the infant remained free from fever on this high fluid intake.”

Genetic profile

Genes are the blueprint for the human body that directs the development of cells and tissue. Mutations in some genes can cause genetic disorders such as inherited nephrogenic diabetes insipidus. Every cell in the body has 23 pairs of chromosomes, 22 pairs of which are called autosomes and contain two copies of individual genes. The 23rd pair of chromosomes is called the sex chromosome because it determines a person’s sex. Men have an X and a Y chromosome while women have two X chromosomes. X-linked nephrogenic diabetes insipidus is caused by a defect in the vasopressin-2 receptor (AVPR2) gene in the X chromosome which renders the kidneys unresponsive to ADH.

Since inherited NDI is usually inherited as an X-linked condition, almost all persons with the disorder are male. Females have two X chromosomes, which means they have two copies of each gene. Males have only one X chromosome and one copy of each gene. If a male has an altered AVPR2 gene, he will have NDI. If a female has one altered gene, she will be a carrier and will be at risk to pass the altered gene on to her children. If her son inherits the altered gene, he will be affected. If her daughter inherits the affected gene, she will be a carrier like her mother. If her son does not inherit the altered gene, he will not be affected and will not pass the altered gene on to his children. If a daughter does not inherit the altered gene, she will not pass it on to her children. If an affected male has children, all of his daughters will be carriers but none of his sons will be affected.

Women who have the abnormal AVPR2 gene may have milder symptoms of NDI than males. This is because early in development, one X-chromosome in each cell of a female is “turned off” at random. If by chance a woman has more than half of the X chromosomes that carry the normal AVPR2 gene turned off, she may have mild symptoms of NDI. Approximately 90% of people with inherited NDI have it as a result of this X-linked gene.

The gene that produces aquaporin-2 (AQP2) can cause autosomal recessive and autosomal dominant NDI when altered. The AQP2 gene produces a protein that helps the kidneys reabsorb water into the body and con-
centrate urine. Since the AQP2 gene is carried on chromosome 12, a non-sex chromosome, it is carried in both males and females. Also, an abnormal AQP2 gene is recessive, meaning if only one of the person’s two AQP2 genes is abnormal, it will not cause NDI. If both genes are abnormal, then that person will have NDI. A child born to a couple who are both carriers of autosomal recessive NDI has a 25% chance to be affected since the child is at risk to receive a copy of the altered gene from its mother and father. In autosomal dominant NDI, either parent may be affected and may pass the altered gene to the child. Also, only one altered gene is necessary to be present for the condition to manifest. Acquired NDI is not hereditary and can not be genetically passed on from parents to their offspring.

**Demographics**

In general, the various types of NDI appear to affect people regardless of age, race, or ethnicity. However, in X-linked NDI, the predominance of cases is among males. The exact number of people with NDI is not known. Estimates range from one in every 500,000 to five in every 100,000. In acquired NDI, one of the diseases that can cause it is sickle cell anemia, which occurs primarily in people of African descent.

**Signs and symptoms**

The primary symptoms for all types of NDI are generally the same: polyuria (excreting large amounts of dilute urine), and polydipsia, drinking excessive amounts of water, from 3-10 gal (12-38 L) per day. In infants born with NDI, symptoms begin to occur within a few days after birth. But since a child cannot verbally communicate its need for larger than normal amounts of water, parents, physicians, and other caregivers must be alert to other signs of the disorder. Overt signs include fever, irritability, and constipation, all of which may indicate dehydration. The child may also vomit often, be anorexic, and prefer water to milk. Other signs include rapid and severe dehydration if fluids are restricted or withheld, high levels of sodium and chloride in the blood, and urine that does not have a high specific gravity.

Elderly people, usually those with acquired NDI, may need close monitoring for symptoms especially if they are unable to communicate their need for lots of water, such as patients with Alzheimer disease or other mental deterioration. Also, elderly persons may be less sensitive to their need for water. Because of this, elderly persons with NDI can be more prone to dehydration, leading to such problems as infection, kidney failure, confusion, lethargy, and constipation.

**KEY TERMS**

**Acidosis**—A condition of decreased alkalinity resulting from abnormally high acid levels (low pH) in the blood and tissues. Usually indicated by sickly sweet breath, headaches, nausea, vomiting, and visual impairments.

**Alzheimer disease**—A degenerative disease of the central nervous system characterized by premature senility and other mental deterioration.

**Amyloidosis**—Accumulation of amyloid deposits in various organs and tissues in the body such that normal functioning of an organ is compromised.

**Dehydration**—An extreme loss of water in the body which, if untreated, can lead to brain damage and death.

**Electrolyte**—A solution or a substance in a solution consisting of various chemicals that can carry electric charges. They exist in the blood as acids, bases, and salts, such as sodium, calcium, potassium, chlorine, and magnesium.

**Fanconi syndrome**—A reabsorbtion disorder in the kidney tubules.

**Kidney tubules**—A portion of the kidneys that causes water to be excreted as urine or reabsorbed into the body.

**Nephrons**—Microscopic-size tubes that filter the water that flows into the kidneys.

**Osmolarity**—The concentration of an osmotic solution, especially when measured in osmols or milliosmols per liter of solution.

**Osmotically**—Referring to the movement of a solvent through a semipermeable membrane (as of a living cell) into a solution of higher solute concentration that tends to equalize the concentrations of solute on the two sides of the membrane.

**Sarcoidosis**—A chronic disease characterized by nodules forming in the lymph nodes, lungs, bones, and skin.

**Sickle cell anemia**—A chronic, inherited blood disorder characterized by sickle-shaped red blood cells. It occurs primarily in people of African descent, and produces symptoms including episodic pain in the joints, fever, leg ulcers, and jaundice.

**Sjogren syndrome**—A chronic inflammatory disease often associated with rheumatoid arthritis.
For acquired NDI, close medical monitoring should be done for people at high risk for the disorder. These include people undergoing long-term treatment with lithium, and people with sickle cell anemia, chronic kidney failure, other kidney problems, very low blood levels of potassium and protein, and high blood levels of calcium.

**Diagnosis**

NDI is one of four types of diabetes insipidus (DI). In all four types, the basic symptoms are extreme thirst and excessive urination. Depending on other symptoms and conditions present in the patient, it can often be easy for a physician to suspect NDI. But additional tests are required to confirm it. These include a test of urine concentration to measure the ratio of osmotically active particles (such as sodium) to body water, a blood test to determine plasma concentrations, measuring urine volume, and a test to determine the level of the antidiuretic hormone AVP in blood plasma.

Sometimes physicians will have the patient take a water deprivation test to help determine the type of NDI present. In this test, the patient goes without water or other liquids for up to six hours. The blood plasma concentrations and urine volume are then measured. Even though a patient with NDI will become dehydrated during this test, the doctor monitors the patient’s body weight and blood plasma osmolarity levels to insure they remain within safe parameters. At the end of the test, the patient is generally diagnosed with NDI if he or she has high levels of osmotically active particles in the blood and low levels of osmotically active particles in the urine.

The patient is also given desmopressin acetate (DDAVP), a synthetic version of AVP, to determine if the patient has a different form of DI called pituitary diabetes insipidus, also known as central diabetes insipidus. In addition, the physician measures heart rate and diastolic blood pressure to help determine whether the NDI is caused by defective AVPR2 genes or defective AQP2 genes.

**Treatment and management**

Although there is no cure for NDI, all forms of the disorder are treatable. Drinking plenty of water is the first and foremost treatment. Regardless of age of the patient, water must be available at all times. However, it is important for a child to maintain control of their NDI with medication so that they can eat, drink, and grow normally.

Medications used to treat NDI include one or a combination of indomethacin (Indocin), amiloride (Midamor), the thiazide diuretics hydrochlorothiazide (Hydrodiuril) or Chlorothiazide (Diuril), and occasionally desmopressin.

Management of NDI is also accomplished through restricting the intake of sodium and sometimes protein. Thiazide diuretics can reduce a patient’s urine output, but they may also cause potassium depletion. Potassium supplements may be required. NDI that occurs during pregnancy usually goes away after delivery of the child. NDI caused by diet abnormalities are usually reversible once the diet becomes balanced. Acquired NDI caused by electrolyte imbalances such as low levels of calcium in the blood plasma or high levels of potassium in the blood plasma can be reversed once the imbalance is corrected.

In patients with lithium-induced NDI, thiazide diuretics are used cautiously since they reduce the kidneys’ ability to excrete lithium. In many, but not all cases, people with lithium-induced NDI can improve when the dosage is decreased or stopped. In some cases, the lithium-induced NDI is irreversible.

**Prognosis**

Infants and children with inherited NDI can live a normal life span providing they are diagnosed correctly, treated early, and properly manage the disorder. Without early diagnosis and treatment in infancy, NDI can lead to mental retardation and even death. Infants and children with NDI tend to be slightly smaller and weigh less than children without NDI. As children with NDI mature into adults, they tend to be slightly shorter than their parents, but with a normal weight. With appropriate treatment and management, NDI should not interfere with activities such as school, work, or sports.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**


Neu-Laxova syndrome

Definition

Neu-Laxova syndrome is a rare disorder characterized by onset of severe growth delay during pregnancy, multiple birth defects, and abnormal physical development of the brain. Affected infants typically die shortly after delivery or are stillborn.

Description

In 1971, Dr. Neu published the first report of a family that included three children with a unique pattern of multiple birth defects. Each child had an unusually small head (microcephaly) and abnormalities of their arms, legs, skin, and external genitalia. The two affected daughters were each stillborn, while the affected son only lived for seven weeks. In 1972, Dr. Laxova described a different family whose children had birth defects similar to those first described by Dr. Neu. The parents in this second family were first cousins to one another. Taken together, these two families were considered evidence of a previously unrecognized genetic syndrome. The disorder was named Neu-Laxova syndrome in honor of these two physicians.

Neu-Laxova syndrome (NLS) has since become known as a rare, lethal inherited condition characterized by a specific pattern of facial, brain, and limb abnormalities. Other associated abnormalities often include dry, scaly skin, generalized swelling of body tissues (edema), and extremely slow growth.

Genetic profile

Neu-Laxova syndrome is inherited as an autosomal recessive condition. Males and females are equally likely to be affected. It has been reported in a variety of ethnic groups. Proof of autosomal recessive inheritance includes the birth of more than one affected child to normal parents, and the observed incidence of infants with NLS among the children of two blood relatives. Consanguinity, or the mating of two biologically related individuals, increases the possibility of having a child with a genetic disorder. Since any two relatives will share a portion of their genes in common, they are more likely to each be a carrier of the same autosomal recessive gene.

In order to be affected with NLS, an individual must inherit two copies of the NLS gene, or one copy from each carrier parent. A carrier has one NLS gene and one normal gene; as such, a NLS carrier appears completely normal. However, two carriers face a risk of 25%, or a one in four chance, of having a child with NLS. Conversely, they also have a 75% chance of having an unaffected child. These risks apply to each of their pregnancies together.

Infants with NLS have also been born to non-consanguineous, or unrelated, couples. Anytime a child with NLS is born, the parents must be obligate, or mandatory, carriers of one NLS gene. As such, they face an increased risk in future pregnancies together of having another affected child.

The gene for NLS has not yet been identified. Thus, it is not possible to perform direct genetic testing to determine carrier status, confirm a clinical diagnosis, or provide accurate prenatal diagnosis.

Demographics

Adequate data are not available to provide a specific statistic regarding the frequency of NLS. The condition is very rare. According to a 1995 publication, only 40 cases of Neu-Laxova syndrome had been reported up to that point in medical literature.

Signs and symptoms

Stillborn or newborn infants with NLS have a characteristic pattern of internal and external abnormalities. Not all affected infants will have all of the features listed below, and some anomalies are slightly more common than others.

Infants with Neu-Laxova syndrome often have unusual facial features. Their heads are very small, and their foreheads appear to slant backwards. The distance between the eyes is wider than normal (hypertelorism),
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itself is usually open with abnormally thick lips. Cleft lip may be present, with or without cleft palate. The external features of the head and face are a reflection of severe physical abnormalities of the brain. It is not unusual for an infant with NLS to have an underdeveloped cerebellum or even lissencephaly, a more serious malformation characterized by a smooth brain surface. Normal development of the brain includes an intricate pattern of grooves, or gyri, on its outer surface. A lack of these grooves leads to profound mental retardation among survivors and an increased frequency of medical complications, such as seizures. Other reported brain malformations include agenesis of the corpus callosum and Dandy-Walker malformation.

A variety of limb abnormalities have also been described in NLS. Affected individuals often have shortened arms and legs that are held out from the body in an unusual, fixed position. This positioning is often referred to as flexion contractures. The fingers and toes may appear underdeveloped (hypoplastic) and/or fused together (syndactyly). The heels of the feet are often rounded (rocker-bottom feet), and the neck is short.

Other abnormalities more common to NLS include markedly limited physical growth. This typically begins during pregnancy and, as such, is referred to as intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR). Edema, or an excessive amount of fluid in the tissues of the body, is a hallmark of NLS. The edema may either be generalized and very severe throughout the body or limited only to the face or scalp. The skin is often extremely dry and scaly, a medical condition called ichthyosis. The lungs are often hypoplastic (underdeveloped), even when delivery occurs at term. The external genitalia are often abnormal, but this is more obvious in males than in females since males typically have a small, underdeveloped penis.

Finally, in addition to IUGR during pregnancy, an excessive volume of amniotic fluid (polyhydramnios) often develops. This is due to a combination of abnormal fluid production and impaired fetal swallowing from the associated nervous system abnormalities. The placenta is also usually abnormal in appearance and function.

**Diagnosis**

Many infants with NLS have been born into families with no previous history of the disorder and/or ones in which the parents are unrelated. Thus, an exact diagnosis of NLS during pregnancy may be very difficult, particularly for a couple with no apparent risk factors. Direct genetic testing for NLS will not be possible until the responsible gene has been identified. Some non-specific prenatal findings should, however, alert the physician that additional prenatal evaluation is warranted. These
include IUGR and polyhydramnios. Both findings often lead to an obvious difference in the size of a pregnant woman’s uterus and her estimated weeks of pregnancy. A woman whose fetus has severe IUGR and normal amniotic fluid, often appears less pregnant than she actually is. In contrast, a woman with polyhydramnios often appears more pregnant, or larger. A detailed prenatal ultrasound test may be used to obtain pictures of abnormalities of the fetus as well as possible abnormalities of the placenta whenever there is an apparent discrepancy in a woman’s size and her dates.

Two groups have separately reported diagnosis of NLS using ultrasound. However, in both cases, the diagnosis was formally established only after delivery. A number of the physical findings associated with NLS, particularly those involving the face, limbs, and brain, may be apparent following a detailed ultrasound later in pregnancy. In experienced hands and with the knowledge of a previous affected infant, some of these findings may be observed earlier.

In one of the published cases, a diagnosis of NLS was helped by the physical findings of an ultrasound exam at 32 weeks of pregnancy. The fetus was found to have many of the abnormalities associated with NLS. In the second report, ultrasound was used to assess fetal movement patterns at 34 weeks of pregnancy. Abnormal fetal movement is indicative of abnormal brain development. The authors were able to document a lack of normal fetal activity, such as breathing movements, sucking, swallowing, hiccups, and movements of the arms and legs in a fetus diagnosed with NLS after birth.

Accurate diagnosis of this condition is difficult before birth for those couples in which no NLS gene has been identified and no family history of NLS is known. While the combination of abnormal physical development and possibly abnormal fetal activity is highly indicative of a severe genetic condition, both would not be specific enough to pinpoint Neu-Laxova syndrome as the cause in all cases. Other genetic syndromes would be under consideration, pending a clinical examination after delivery.

For this reason, a careful physical evaluation after birth is critical in establishing a diagnosis of NLS. For those infants who are stillborn and for those who die after delivery, an autopsy is also helpful in documenting all of the associated internal abnormalities. A precise diagnosis facilitates accurate genetic counseling, including prognosis for an affected child and the risk of recurrence for future pregnancies.

**Treatment and management**

For those couples who have had a previous child with Neu-Laxova syndrome, serial prenatal ultrasound evaluations should be offered to monitor fetal growth, screen for physical abnormalities, and, assess fetal well-being later in pregnancy given the increased risk for stillbirth. Ultrasound diagnosis of any of the structural birth defects associated with NLS in these families should be considered evidence of the disorder. Since some of these findings may not become evident until later in pregnancy, termination of the pregnancy may not be an option for some couples. Plans for the remainder of the pregnancy as well as delivery can, however, be discussed. Given the serious prognosis associated with NLS, some parents may find a non-interventionist approach during labor and delivery, such as no fetal monitoring or Cesarean section delivery, acceptable. A clinical examination after birth is recommended.

Most infants with NLS have either been stillborn or died very shortly after delivery. However, there is one reported case of an affected Japanese infant who lived for 134 days. Humane medical care is therefore appropriate in survivors although the prognosis would still be extremely poor.

An autopsy is recommended on all affected infants after death to document and confirm all of the associated physical abnormalities. While this acts as a way to confirm the diagnosis, it is also a useful way to continue to add to the knowledge about the syndrome and its physical effects.

**Prognosis**

The number of infants described with Neu-Laxova syndrome is small. However, with the exception of the reported infant who lived 134 days, all affected children have either died before delivery or shortly thereafter. Neu-Laxova syndrome is a serious genetic condition whose anomalies prevent long-term survival.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

Genetic Alliance. 4301 Connecticut Ave. NW, #404, Washington, DC 20008-2304. (800) 336-GENE (Helpline) or (202)
Neural tube defect see Spina bifida

Neural tube defects

Definition

Neural tube defects are a group of severe birth defects in which the brain and spinal cord are malformed and lack the protective skeletal and soft tissue encasement.

Description

Incomplete formation and protection of the brain or spinal cord with bony and soft tissue coverings during the fourth week of embryo formation are known collectively as neural tube defects. Lesions may occur anywhere in the midline of the head or spine. These defects are among the most common serious birth defects, but they vary considerably in their severity. In some cases, the brain or spinal cord is completely exposed, in some cases protected by a tough membrane (meninges), and in other cases covered by skin.

Spina bifida accounts for about two-thirds of all neural tube defects. The spine defect may appear anywhere from the neck to the buttocks. In its most severe form, termed “spinal rachischisis,” the entire spinal canal is open exposing the spinal cord and nerves. More commonly, the defect appears as a localized mass on the back that is covered by skin or by the meninges, and in other cases covered by skin.

Encephaloceles are the least common form of neural tube defects, comprising less than ten percent of birth defects. With encephaloceles, a portion of the skull bones are missing leaving a bony hole through which the brain and its coverings herniate (protrude). Encephaloceles occur in the midline from the base of the nose, to the junction of the skull and neck. As with spina bifida, the severity varies greatly. In its mildest form, encephaloceles may appear as only a small area of faulty skin development with or without any underlying skull defect. At the severe end of the spectrum, most of the brain may be herniated outside of the skull into a skin-covered sac.

Genetic profile

Most neural tube defects (80-90%) occur as isolated defects. Neural tube defects of this variety are believed to arise through the combined influence of genetic and environmental forces. This multifactorial causation presumes that one or more predisposing genes collaborate with one or more environmental influences to lead to the birth defect. Poor nutrition is believed to be an environmental risk factor and hereditary defects in the absorption and utilization of folic acid are presumptive genetic predisposing factors. After a couple has one infant with a neural tube defect, the recurrence risk is 3-5%. After the birth of two NTD-affected infants, the risk increases to 8-10%.

When neural tube defects occur concurrently with other malformations there is a greater likelihood of an underlying specific genetic or environmental cause. Genetic causes include chromosome aberrations and single gene mutations. Environmental causes include maternal diabetes mellitus, exposure to prolonged hyperthermia, and seizure medications during the early months of pregnancy.

KEY TERMS

Embryo—The earliest stage of development of a human infant, usually used to refer to the first eight weeks of pregnancy. The term fetus is used from roughly the third month of pregnancy until delivery.

Hydrocephalus—The excess accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid around the brain, often causing enlargement of the head.

Meninges—The two-layered membrane that covers the brain and spinal cord.
Demographics

Neural tube defects occur worldwide. It appears that the highest prevalence (about one in 100 pregnancies) exists in certain northern provinces in China; an intermediate prevalence (about one in 300-500 pregnancies) has been found in Ireland and in Central and South America; and the lowest prevalence (less than one in 2,000 pregnancies) has been found in the Scandinavian countries. In the United States, the highest prevalence has occurred in the Southeast. Worldwide there has been a steady downward trend in prevalence rates over the past 50-70 years.

Signs and symptoms

Because of the faulty development of the spinal cord and nerves, a number of consequences are commonly seen in spina bifida. As a rule, the nerves below the level of the defect develop in a faulty manner and fail to function, resulting in paralysis and loss of sensation below the level of the spinal lesion. Since most defects occur in the lumbar region, the lower limbs are usually paralyzed and lack normal sensation. Furthermore, the bowel and bladder have inadequate nerve connections, causing inability to control bladder and bowel function. Sexual function is likewise impaired. Hydrocephaly develops in most infants either before or after surgical repair of the spine defect.

In anencephaly, the brain is destroyed by exposure during intrauterine life. Most infants with anencephaly are stillborn, or die within the initial days or weeks after birth.

Infants with encephaloceles have variable neurologic impairments depending on the extent of brain involvement. When only the brain covering is involved, the individual may escape any adverse effect. However, when the brain is involved in the defect, impairments of the special senses such as sight, hearing, and cognitive thinking commonly result.

Diagnosis

At birth, the diagnosis is usually obvious based on external findings. Prenatal diagnosis may be made with ultrasound examination after 12-14 weeks of pregnancy.
Screening of pregnancies can be carried out at 16 weeks by testing the mother’s blood for the level of alpha-fetoprotein. Open neural tube defects leak this fetal chemical into the surrounding amniotic fluid, a small portion of which is absorbed into the mother’s blood.

Treatment and management

No treatment is available for anencephaly. Aggressive surgical and medical management has improved survival and function of infants with spina bifida. Surgery closes the defect, providing protection against injury and infection. A common complication that may occur before or after surgical correction is the accumulation of excessive cerebral spinal fluid (hydrocephaly) in the major cavities (ventricles) within the brain. Hydrocephaly is usually treated with the placement of a mechanical shunt, which allows the cerebral spinal fluid from the ventricles to drain into the circulation or another body cavity. A number of medical and surgical procedures have been used to protect the urinary system as well. Walking may be achieved with orthopedic devices. Encephaloceles are usually repaired by surgery soon after birth. The success of surgery often depends on the amount of brain tissue involved in the encephalocele.

It has been found that 400 micrograms of folic acid taken during the periconceptional period (two to three months prior to conception, and two to three months following conceptions) protects against most neural tube defects. While there are a number of foods (green leafy vegetables, legumes, liver, and orange juice) that are good sources of natural folic acid, synthetic folic acid is available in over-the-counter multivitamins and a number of fully-fortified breakfast cereals. Additionally, a population-wide increase in folic acid intake has been achieved through the fortification of enriched cereal grain flours since January 1998, a measure authorized by the United States Food and Drug Administration. The increased blood folic acid levels achieved in recent years has likely resulted from the synergy of dietary, supplementation, and fortification sources of folic acid.

Prognosis

Infants with anencephaly are usually stillborn or die within the initial days of life. Eighty to ninety percent of infants with spina bifida survive with surgery. Paralysis below the level of the defect, including an inability to control bowel and bladder function, and hydrocephaly are complications experienced by most survivors. Intellectual function is normal in most cases.

The prognosis for infants with encephaloceles varies considerably. Small encephaloceles may cause no disability whether surgical correction is performed or not. Infants with larger encephaloceles may have residual impairment of vision, hearing, nerve function, and intellectual capacity.
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Roger E. Stevenson, MD

Neuraminidase deficiency

Definition

Neuraminidase deficiency, or sialidosis, is a rare inherited metabolic disorder with multiple symptoms that can include skeletal abnormalities and progressive neurological degeneration.

Description

Nomenclature

Neuraminidase deficiency is caused by a mutation, or change, in the NEU1 gene that codes for the lysosomal enzyme alpha-N-acetylneuraminidase, or neuraminidase for short. This enzyme sometimes is referred to as sialidase. It is also sometimes called N-acetyl-neuraminic acid hydrolase. The disorder is manifested in one of two forms, known as sialidosis types I and II. Sialidosis type I is the milder form of the disorder, with symptoms typically appearing during adolescence. It is known as the non-dysmorphic or normophormic form of sialidosis. Sialidosis type II is the more severe form of...
Neuraminidase deficiency, with symptoms developing in the fetus, at birth, or during infancy or early childhood. It is known as the dysmorphic form of sialidosis.

Over the years, this disorder has been called by a number of different names, in addition to neuraminidase deficiency, alpha-neuraminidase deficiency, sialidase deficiency, and sialidosis. It is sometimes known as cherry-red spot and myoclonus syndrome, cherry-red spot myoclonus epilepsy syndrome, or myoclonus and cherry-red spot syndrome, in reference to characteristic symptoms of the disorder. Other names include glycoprotein neuraminidase deficiency, NEUG deficiency, NEU or NEU1 deficiency, and neuraminidase 1 deficiency. Sialidosis type I sometimes is referred to as juvenile sialidosis and type II as infantile sialidosis, in reference to the age of onset.

**Lysosomal storage diseases**

Lysosomes are membrane-bound spherical compartments or vesicles within the cytosol, the semi-fluid areas of cells. Lysosomes contain more than 50 different enzymes that are responsible for digesting, or hydrolyzing, large molecules and cellular components. These include proteins, polysaccharides, which are long, linear or branched chains of sugars, and lipids, which are large insoluble biomolecules that are usually built from fatty acids. The smaller breakdown products from the lysosomes are recycled to the cytosol.

Neuraminidase deficiency is one of at least 41 genetically-distinct lysosomal storage diseases. These disorders result from mutations in the genes encoding the hydrolytic enzymes of the lysosome. In these disorders, some of the macromolecules in the lysosomes cannot be degraded and they, or their partial-breakdown products, accumulate there. The lysosomes swell to the point where cellular function is disrupted.

Neuraminidase deficiency, particularly sialidosis type II, commonly has been classified as the lysosomal storage disease called mucolipidosis type I (ML I), formerly lipomucopolysaccharidosis. This is because the symptoms of neuraminidase deficiency are similar to various mucolipidosis disorders. However mucolipidoses are characterized by the accumulation of large and complex lipid-polysaccharides. In contrast, neuraminidase deficiency leads to the accumulation of specific types of short chains of sugar called oligosaccharides and of certain proteins with oligosaccharides attached to them, called glycoproteins. Thus, it may be more appropriate to classify neuraminidase deficiency as an oligosaccharide storage disease, since it leads to the accumulation of excess oligosaccharides in various tissues throughout the body and the excretion of oligosaccharides.

### Neuraminidase

Neuraminidase, or sialidase, is a type of enzyme known as an exoglycosidase because it cleaves terminal sugar units, or residues, off oligosaccharides. Specifically, neuraminidase cleaves, or hydrolyzes, terminal sialic acid residues. Sialic acid, also known as N-acetylneuraminic acid, is a type of sugar molecule that often is at an end of an oligosaccharide. The oligosaccharides with sialic acid residues may be attached to proteins (glycoproteins). Therefore, neuraminidase deficiency prevents the proper breakdown of oligosaccharides and glycoproteins that contain sialic acid and the disorder is characterized by the accumulation and excretion of these substances.

In addition to interfering with the lysosomal breakdown of sialic acid compounds, neuraminidase deficiency can lead to abnormal proteins. Following protein synthesis, some lysosomal enzymes reach the lysosome in an inactive form and require further processing for activation. One such processing step is the neuraminidase-catalyzed removal of sialic acid residues from oligosaccharides on the enzymes. Lysosomal hydrolases that require further processing by neuraminidase include acid phosphatase, alpha-mannosidase, aroylsulfatase B, and alpha-glucosidase.

Under conditions of neuraminidase deficiency, sialyloligosaccharides accumulate in various cells, including lymphocytes (white blood cells that produce antibodies), fibroblasts (connective tissue cells), bone marrow cells, Kupffer cells of the liver, and Schwann cells, which form the myelin sheaths of nerve fibers. Furthermore, proteins with sialic acid attachments accumulate and can be detected in fibroblasts and in the urine.

Neuraminidase exists in the lysosome in a high-molecular-weight complex with three other proteins: the enzyme beta-galactosidase, the enzyme N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfate sulfatase (GALNS), and a multi-functional enzyme called protective protein/cathepsin A (PPCA). Neuraminidase must be associated with PPCA in order for the neuraminidase to reach the lysosome. Once inside the lysosome, PPCA mediates the association of as many as 24 neuraminidase molecules to form active neuraminidase. The active enzyme remains associated with PPCA and beta-galactosidase, which appear to be necessary for protecting and stabilizing the neuraminidase activity. A distinct lysosomal storage disease, neuraminidase deficiency with beta-galactosidase deficiency, or galactosialidosis, results from mutations in the gene encoding PPCA. In this disorder, both neuraminidase and beta-galactosidase are deficient.
Genetic profile

Inheritance of neuraminidase deficiency

Neuraminidase deficiency is an autosomal recessive disorder that can be caused by any one of a number of different mutations in the NEU1 gene encoding the lysosomal neuraminidase. The disorder is autosomal because the NEU1 gene is located on chromosome 6, rather than on the X or Y sex chromosomes. The disorder is recessive because it only develops when both genes encoding neuraminidase, one inherited from each parent, are defective; however, the two defective NEU1 genes do not need to carry the same mutations. If the two mutations are identical, the individual is a homozygote. If the two mutations are different, the affected individual is called a compound heterozygote. Individuals with one defective gene and one normal gene encoding neuraminidase may have reduced levels of the active enzyme, but they do not have symptoms of neuraminidase deficiency.

All of the offspring of two parents with neuraminidase deficiency will inherit the disorder. All of the offspring of one parent with neuraminidase deficiency and one parent with a single defective NEU1 gene will inherit at least one defective NEU1 gene. They will have a 50% chance of inheriting two defective genes and, therefore, developing neuraminidase deficiency. The offspring of one parent with neuraminidase deficiency and one parent with normal NEU1 genes will inherit a defective gene from the affected parent, but will not develop neuraminidase deficiency. The offspring of parents who both carry one defective NEU1 gene have a 50% chance of inheriting one defective NEU1 gene and a 25% chance of inheriting two genes and developing neuraminidase deficiency. Finally, the children of one parent with a single defective NEU1 gene and one parent with normal NEU1 genes will have a 50% chance of inheriting the defective gene, but will not develop neuraminidase deficiency.

Mutations in the NEU1 gene

A number of different mutations that can cause neuraminidase deficiency have been identified in the NEU1 gene. The type of neuraminidase deficiency, sialidoses types I or II, as well as the severity of the symptoms, depends on the specific mutation(s) that are present. Some mutations change one amino acid out of the 415 amino acids that compose a single neuraminidase molecule. Other identified mutations result in a shortened enzyme. Many of the identified mutations are clustered in one region on the surface of the protein. These mutations result in a sharp reduction in the activity of the enzyme and lead to the rapid degradation of neuraminidase inside the lysosome.

Some mutations in the NEU1 gene lead to a complete absence of neuraminidase activity, with little or no neuraminidase enzyme present in the lysosomes. These mutations usually result in the severe, infantile-onset, type II sialidosis. Other mutations result in an inactive protein that is present in the lysosome. These mutations generally result in juvenile-onset, type II sialidosis, with symptoms of intermediate severity. Some mutations significantly reduce, but do not obliterate, neuraminidase activity in the lysosome. Individuals with at least one mutated gene of this type are not completely neuraminidase-deficient and have mild, type I sialidosis. Occasionally, individuals have multiple mutations in the NEU1 gene, leading to more severe forms of neuraminidase deficiency.

Demographics

Neuraminidase deficiency is an extremely rare disorder. Because of its similarities to many other disorders, it has been difficult to determine its frequency. In the United States, it is estimated to occur in one out of every 250,000 live births. In Australia, the estimate is one out of 4.2 million. Since neuraminidase deficiency is an autosomal rather than a sex-linked disorder, it occurs equally in males and females.

As an autosomal recessive disorder, neuraminidase deficiency requires two copies of the defective gene, one inherited from each parent. Thus, neuraminidase deficiency is much more common in the offspring of couples who are related to each other (consanguineous marriages), such as first or second cousins.

Sialidosis type I appears to be more common among Italians. Type 2 sialidosis seems to occur more frequently among Japanese.

Signs and symptoms

The clinical symptoms of neuraminidase deficiency are similar to the symptoms of the mucolipidoses, including I-cell disease (mucolipidosis II) and pseudoHurler polydystrophy (mucolipidosis III). Furthermore, the clinical distinctions between sialidoses types I and II may not be clearly defined.

Sialidosis type I

The symptoms of sialidosis type I do not appear until the second decade of life. Infants and children with this form of neuraminidase deficiency may have a normal
appearance and grow normally until adolescence. At that time, the appearance of red spots in both eyes, known as cherry-red macules or cherry-red macular spots, may be one of the first symptoms of neuraminidase deficiency. Eventually, color and/or night blindness may develop. Cataracts may occur and vision may deteriorate gradually into blindness.

Other symptoms of sialidosis type I include myoclonus. These are sudden involuntary muscle contractions, which may eventually develop into myoclonic seizures. The myoclonus may become debilitating, even in sialidosis type I. Individuals with this form of neuraminidase deficiency may have increased deep tendon reflexes and may develop tremors and various other neurological conditions. There may be a progressive loss of muscle coordination, called ataxia, and walking and standing may become increasingly difficult. Speech problems, such as slurring, may develop.

The above symptoms also may occur in sialidosis type II. However, in addition to the age of onset, type I can be distinguished from type II by the absence of skeletal and facial abnormalities. Furthermore, individuals with this form of neuraminidase deficiency have normal intelligence.

**Sialidosis type II**

Sialidosis type II has three forms: congenital or neonatal, with symptoms present at or before birth; infantile, with symptoms developing at birth or during the first year of life; and juvenile, with symptoms developing between the ages of two and twenty.

Symptoms of sialidosis type II vary from mild to severe, but are always more severe than in type I sialidosis. With neonatal onset, infants may be born with ascites (accumulation of fluid in the abdominal cavity), swollen liver and spleen (hepatosplenomegaly), hernia of the umbilicus or the groin, and other abnormalities. With severe forms of the disorder, children may die in infancy. With milder forms, they may show no symptoms for the first ten years of life. Thus, ascites, hepatosplenomegaly, and hernias may develop later. Children with neuraminidase deficiency may grow abnormally fast. Cherry-red macules, myoclonus, and other neurological abnormalities, including tremors, may be present. The myoclonus may progress into a form of epilepsy. These children may have mild to severe mental retardation.

Sialidosis type II is characterized by a variety of skeletal malformations (dysostosis multiplex). Obvious symptoms may include distinctive, coarse facial features (called coarse facies), a short trunk with relatively long legs and arms, and a prominent breast bone (pectus carinatum). In addition, there may be a lack of muscle tone and strength (hypotonia) and the progressive wasting of muscular tissue.

The hearing may be affected in sialidosis type II. Individuals may have difficulty breathing (dyspnea). Cardiac problems may develop and severe congenital sialidosis type II apparently can result in severely-dilated coronary arteries. Loose bowel movements are common with this form of neuraminidase deficiency.
Diagnosis

Neuraminidase activity

Typically, neuraminidase deficiency is diagnosed by measuring the activity of the enzyme in cultures of fibroblast cells that have been grown from cells obtained via a skin biopsy. Lysosomal neuraminidase also can be measured in leukocytes (white blood cells). However, human cells have two other types of neuraminidase, encoded by different genes. One of these enzymes is present in the cell membrane and the other is in the cytosol of various cells, including leukocytes. These enzymes are not deficient in sialidosis and their activities can interfere with the measurement of lysosomal neuraminidase.

Neuraminidase activity usually is measured by testing the ability of fibroblast cell preparations to hydrolyze, or cleave, a synthetic compound such as 4-methylumbelliferyl-D-N-acetylneuraminic acid. Hydrolysis by neuraminidase liberates 4-methylumbelliferone, which is a compound with a fluorescence that can be measured accurately. Neuraminidase is an unstable enzyme and special precautions are needed to test for its activity. The normal range of neuraminidase activity in fibroblasts is 95-653 picomoles per minute per milligram of protein. In leukocytes, the normal range is 6-60 picomoles per minute per milligram of protein. Levels of active neuraminidase are much lower in sialidosis type II as compared with type I.

Urine tests

Neuraminidase deficiency may be diagnosed by screening the urine for the presence of sialyloligosaccharides, using chromatography to separate the components of the urine on the basis of size and charge. In unaffected individuals, sialyloligosaccharides are cleaved by neuraminidase and, therefore, are present in the urine in only very low amounts. With neuraminidase deficiency, urine levels of sialyloligosaccharides may be three to five times higher than normal. Sialylglycopeptides, or partially-degraded proteins with sialyloligosaccharides still attached, also can be detected in the urine under conditions of neuraminidase deficiency.

Histology

Neuraminidase deficiency and other lysosomal storage diseases interfere with the normal lysosomal breakdown of cellular components. As a result, the lysosomes may fill up with large molecules that are only partially digested. In the case of neuraminidase deficiency, the lysosomes fill up with sialyloligosaccharides and sialylglycopeptides. These swollen lysosomes may form inclusion bodies and give cells a vacuolated appearance that is diagnostic of lysosomal storage disease. Neuraminidase deficiency may be diagnosed by histological, or microscopic, examination of a number of different types of cells that may show this cytosolic vacuolation. These cells include the Kupffer cells of the liver, lymphocytes, bone marrow cells, epithelial skin cells, and fibroblasts.

Sialidosis type II

Infants with sialidosis type II often have visual symptoms of the disorder at birth, including facial and skeletal abnormalities. Skeletal x rays may be used to diagnose the dysostosis multiplex of this type of neuraminidase deficiency. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may be used to determine brain atrophy.

Prenatal diagnosis

Neuraminidase deficiency may be diagnosed prenatally. In at-risk fetuses, cultured fetal cells from the amniotic fluid, obtained by amniocentesis, or cultured chorionic villi cells, obtained by chorionic villi sampling in the early weeks of pregnancy, may be tested for neuraminidase activity. Since carriers of a single mutated NEU1 gene do not have symptoms of neuraminidase deficiency, it may be difficult to recognize an at-risk fetus unless there is a family history of the disorder.

Treatment and management

At present, there is no treatment for neuraminidase deficiency. Rather, attempts are made to manage individual symptoms. Myoclonic seizures, in particular, are very difficult to control.

Prognosis

Individuals with sialidosis type I may have a near-normal life expectancy. However, the myoclonus may be progressively debilitating and myoclonic seizures can be fatal. Children with neonatal-onset sialidosis type II usually are stillborn or die at a young age. Those with infantile-onset sialidosis type II rarely survive through adolescence.
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Neuraminidase deficiency with beta-galactosidase deficiency

**Definition**

Neuraminidase deficiency with beta-galactosidase deficiency, commonly-known as galactosialidosis, is a rare inherited metabolic disorder with multiple symptoms that can include skeletal abnormalities, mental retardation, and progressive neurological degeneration.

**Description**

Neuraminidase deficiency with beta-galactosidase deficiency, or galactosialidosis, is a very rare genetic disorder with progressive signs and symptoms that are almost identical to those of neuraminidase deficiency alone, a disorder that is often called sialidosis. These symptoms can include skeletal and facial abnormalities, seizures, vision and hearing loss, cardiac and kidney problems, and mental retardation. However, as with sialidosis, the severity of the symptoms of galactosialidosis vary greatly.

Galactosialidosis is also known as Goldberg syndrome, after M. F. Goldberg and colleagues who first described the disorder in 1971. The disorder is also sometimes called protective protein/cathepsin A (or PPCA) deficiency, deficiency of lysosomal protective protein, or deficiency of cathepsin A.

Galactosialidosis is caused by a mutation, or change, in the gene encoding an enzyme called protective protein/cathepsin A (PPCA). PPCA forms a very large multi-enzyme complex with three other enzymes: beta-galactosidase, N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfate sulfatase (GALNS), and alpha-N-acetyleneuraminidase. The latter enzyme is commonly referred to as neuraminidase or sialidase. Whereas sialidosis is caused by a mutation in the gene encoding neuraminidase, a mutation in the gene encoding PPCA can affect the activities of all of the enzymes in the complex. However neuraminidase is the enzyme that is most dependent on PPCA. Without functional PPCA, there is little or no neuraminidase activity. Although beta-galactosidase activity is reduced, a significant amount of active enzyme remains. Therefore, the symptoms of neuraminidase deficiency with beta-galactosidase deficiency are more similar to those of sialidosis than to those of beta-galactosidase deficiency. Mutations in the gene encoding beta-galactosidase can result in the disorders known as GM1 gangliosidosis (beta-galactosidase) or Morquio B disease.

Galactosialidosis is subdivided into three types, depending on the age of onset: severe, neonatal or early-infantile; milder, late-infantile; and juvenile/adult. The juvenile/adult form is the most common. There also is an atypical form of galactosialidosis. The type and severity of the disorder depends on the specific mutation(s) present in the genes encoding PPCA.

**Lysosomal storage diseases**

Neuraminidase, beta-galactosidase, PPCA, and GALNS are all enzymes that function inside lysosomes. Lysosomes are membrane-bound spherical compartments or vesicles within the cytosol (fluid part) of cells. Lysosomes contain more than 50 different enzymes that are responsible for digesting, or hydrolyzing, large molecules and cellular components. These include proteins, polysaccharides (long, linear or branched chains of sugars), and lipids, which are large, insoluble biomolecules that are usually built from fatty acids. The smaller breakdown products from the lysosome are recycled back to the cytosol.
Galactosialidosis is one of at least 41 genetically distinct lysosomal storage diseases. In these disorders, some of the macromolecules in the lysosome cannot be degraded. Instead, these large molecules, or their partial breakdown products, accumulate, and the lysosomes swell to the point that cellular function is disrupted.

**Neuraminidase deficiency**

Neuraminidase removes sialic acid from the ends of oligosaccharides, which are relatively short chains of sugars. Sialic acid, also known as N-acetylneuraminic acid, is a type of sugar molecule that often is at an end of an oligosaccharide. These oligosaccharides with terminal sialic acid residues may be attached to proteins, called glycoproteins.

Neuraminidase deficiency prevents the breakdown of oligosaccharides and glycoproteins that contain sialic acid and leads to the accumulation and excretion of these substances. It also can lead to the production of abnormal proteins. Following protein synthesis, some lysosomal enzymes reach the lysosome in an inactive form and require further processing for activation. One such processing step is the neuraminidase-catalyzed removal of sialic acid residues from oligosaccharides on enzymes. Thus, under conditions of neuraminidase deficiency, other lysosomal enzymes may not behave properly.

**Protective protein/cathepsin A**

PPCA is required for the transport of neuraminidase to the lysosome. Once inside the lysosome, the enzymatic activity of PPCA may be involved in the activation of neuraminidase. Furthermore, PPCA mediates the association of multiple molecules of neuraminidase and beta-galactosidase, as well as GALNS. In the absence of PPCA, all three enzymes are rapidly degraded in the lysosome. Thus, PPCA protects and stabilizes these enzyme activities. In the absence of PPCA, substrates for these enzymes may accumulate to dangerous levels.

Gangliosides are very complex components of cell membranes. They are made up of a long-chain amino alcohol called sphingosine, a long-chain fatty acid, and a very complex oligosaccharide that contains sialic acid. The lysosomal beta-galactosidase is responsible for hydrolyzing gangliosides.

GALNS catalyzes the first step in the lysosomal breakdown of a special type of sugar called keratan sulfate. Both gangliosides and keratan sulfate may accumulate in galactosialidosis.

In addition to its protective functions, PPCA has at least three enzymatic activities of its own, including the ability to cleave (break apart), or hydrolyze, other proteins. Some of the neurological abnormalities that develop with galactosialidosis may be due to the loss of this activity, particularly PPCAs ability to cleave endothelin-1. This peptide is overabundant and abnormally distributed in the neurons and glial cells of the brain and spinal cord of individuals with galactosialidosis.

**Genetic profile**

Galactosialidosis is an autosomal recessive disorder that can be caused by any one of a number of different mutations in the gene encoding PPCA. This gene is known as PPGB, for beta-galactosidase protective protein. The disorder is autosomal since the PPGB gene is located on chromosome 20, rather than on the X or Y sex chromosomes. The disorder is recessive because it only develops when both genes encoding PPCA, one inherited from each parent, are abnormal. However, the two defective genes do not need to carry the same mutations. If the two mutations are identical, the individual is a homozygote. If the two mutations are different, the affected individual is called a compound heterozygote.

**PPCA mutations**

The type of galactosialidosis and the severity of the symptoms depend on the specific mutations that are present. In general, the higher the level of PPCA activity in the lysosomes, the milder the characteristics of galactosialidosis, and the later the onset of disease.

With some mutations of the PPGB gene, very little of the precursor protein to PPCA is produced and there is no mature PPCA in the lysosome. With other mutations, the precursor protein may not be correctly processed into mature protein. Some individuals with severe early-infantile galactosialidosis carry mutations that prevent precursor PPCA from being targeted to the lysosome. The lysosomes of these individuals have no PPCA.

In contrast, individuals with the late-infantile form of galactosialidosis carry at least one mutant PPGB gene whose product can reach the lysosome. However, there may be only a small amount of PPCA in the lysosome; the PPCA may lack enzymatic activity; the PPCA chains may be unable to combine to form the normal two-chained form; or the PPCA may be degraded rapidly. Nevertheless, with these mutations, the symptoms of galactosialidosis are mild and progress very slowly with no mental retardation.

Other identified mutations prevent the PPCA molecules from folding properly or shorten the PPCA protein so that it cannot form a complex with the other enzymes.

Compound heterozygotes, with different mutations in their PPGB genes, usually have symptoms that are intermediate in severity between those of homozygotes for each of the two mutations. Occasionally, the symp-
toms of a compound heterozygote may be more mild than those of either homozygote, because the two mutant PPCA proteins can complement, or compensate, for each other’s abnormalities.

Demographics
As an autosomal recessive disorder, neuraminidase deficiency with beta-galactosidase deficiency occurs with equal frequency among males and females. Since it requires two defective copies of the PPGB gene, one inherited from each parent, it is much more common in the offspring of couples who are related to each other (consanguineous marriages), such as first or second cousins.

Galactosialidosis appears to occur with the highest frequency among Japanese. The juvenile/adult form is particularly common among Japanese and specific mutations in the PPGB gene occur with a high frequency in this population.

Signs and symptoms
Although the features of galactosialidosis vary greatly, they are very similar to those of neuraminidase deficiency (sialidosis). These progressive symptoms include red spots in the eyes, known as cherry-red macules. Eventually, the corneas may become cloudy and cataracts and blindness may develop. Hearing loss is also common with galactosialidosis.

Myoclonus are sudden involuntary muscle contractions, which may eventually develop into myoclonic seizures. The myoclonus may become debilitating. Tremors and various other neurological conditions may develop. There may be a progressive loss of muscle coordination, called ataxia, and walking and standing may become increasingly difficult.

Small red skin lesions called angiokeratoma are signs of galactosialidosis. Swollen liver and spleen (hepatosplenomegaly) may develop. Cardiac disease can be one of the major consequences of the disorder.

Symptoms of the more severe forms of galactosialidosis include coarse or malformed facial features and a variety of skeletal malformations (dysostosis multiplex), including short stature. Mental retardation also may be present. Galactosialidosis is one cause of nonimmune hydrops fetalis, the excessive accumulation of fluid in the fetus.

Diagnosis

*Early-infantile onset*

Some findings of the disorder, including facial and skeletal abnormalities, may be apparent at birth. Skeletal x rays may be used to diagnose dysostosis multiplex. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computer tomography (CT) scans may be used to determine brain atrophy. An electroencephalogram (EEG) may indicate epileptic activity.
**Neuraminidase activity**

Typically, neuraminidase deficiency is diagnosed by measuring the activity of the enzyme in cultures of fibroblast cells (connective tissue cells) that have been grown from cells obtained by a skin biopsy. Neuraminidase activity usually is measured by testing the ability of fibroblast cell preparations to hydrolyze, or cleave, a synthetic compound such as 4-methylumbelliferyl-D-N-acetylneuraminic acid. Hydrolysis by neuraminidase liberates 4-methylumbelliferone, which is a compound with a fluorescence that can be measured accurately. The normal range of neuraminidase activity in fibroblasts is 95–653 picomoles per min per mg of protein. With galactosialidosis, neuraminidase activity in fibroblasts may be less than 4% of normal.

**Beta-galactosidase activity**

Beta-galactosidase activity in blood cells is measured in much the same way as neuraminidase activity in fibroblasts. Using the substrate 4-methylumbelliferyl-alpha-D-galactopyranoside, the fluorescence of 4-methylumbelliferone that is liberated through the action of beta-galactosidase is measured. In severe forms of galactosialidosis, beta-galactosidase activity is less than 15% of normal and neuraminidase activity is less than 1% of normal. The combination of low beta-galactosidase and low neuraminidase in fibroblasts, with normal levels of other lysosomal enzymes, is diagnostic for galactosialidosis.

**PPCA activity**

The enzymatic activity of PPCA also can be measured in fibroblasts. In the early-infantile form of galactosialidosis, PPCA activity may be completely lacking. A small amount of PPCA activity (2–5% of normal) usually is present in the lysosomes of individuals with other forms of galactosialidosis. The highest levels of PPCA activity are associated with the least severe and later-onset forms of the disorder. Carriers with a single mutated PPGB gene may have only half of the normal level of PPCA activity, although they are without symptoms of the disorder.

**Histology**

In neuraminidase deficiency with beta-galactosidase deficiency, the lysosomes fill with sialyloligosaccharides and sialylglycopeptides (partially degraded proteins with sialyloligosaccharides still attached). These swollen lysosomes may form inclusion bodies and give cells a vacuolated appearance that is diagnostic of lysosomal storage disease.

Neuraminidase deficiency may be diagnosed by histological, or microscopic, examination of a number of different types of cells that may show this cytosolic vacuolation. These cells include the Kupffer cells of the liver, lymphocytes (white blood cells that produce antibodies), bone marrow cells, epithelial skin cells, fibroblasts, and Schwann cells, which form the myelin sheaths of nerve fibers.

**Urine tests**

Neuraminidase deficiency may be diagnosed by screening the urine for the presence of sialyloligosaccharides, using chromatography to separate the components of the urine on the basis of size and charge. In unaffected individuals, sialyloligosaccharides are cleaved by neuraminidase and, therefore, are present in the urine in only very low amounts. With neuraminidase deficiency, urine levels of sialyloligosaccharides may be three to five times higher than normal.

Sialylglycopeptides can be detected in the urine under conditions of neuraminidase deficiency. In neuraminidase deficiency with beta-galactosidase deficiency, keratan sulfate, which accumulates because of the low activity of GALNS, also can be identified in the urine.

**Prenatal diagnosis**

Galactosialidosis may be diagnosed prenatally. In at-risk fetuses, cultured fetal cells from the amniotic fluid (amniocytes), obtained by amniocentesis, or cultured chorionic villi cells, obtained by chorionic villi sampling (CVS) in the early weeks of pregnancy, may be tested for neuraminidase and beta-galactosidase activities. Furthermore, the enzymatic activities of PPCA can be measured in amniocytes and chorionic villi. PPCA activity is normally very high in these cells and low activity is an indication of an affected fetus. However, since carriers of a single mutated PPGB gene do not have symptoms of galactosialidosis, it may be difficult to recognize an at-risk fetus unless there is a family history of the disorder.

**Treatment and management**

At present, there is no treatment for neuraminidase deficiency with beta-galactosidase deficiency. Rather, attempts are made to manage individual symptoms. Myoclonic seizures, in particular, are very difficult to control. Bone marrow transplantation is being studied as a treatment for severe galactosialidosis.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for individuals with this disorder varies greatly depending on the specific genetic mutation,
which determines the age of onset and severity of the disease. Individuals with mild forms of galactosialidosis may have nearly normal life expectancies. However, the early-infantile form of galactosialidosis usually results in death shortly after birth.
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Neurofibromatosis

Definition

Neurofibromatosis (NF), or von Recklinghausen disease, is a disorder which causes development of multiple soft tumors (neurofibromas). These tumors occur under the skin and throughout the nervous system (cells which control body movement and sensation).

Description

Neural crest cells are primitive cells which exist during fetal development. These cells eventually turn into cells that form nerves throughout the brain, spinal cord, and body. Collectively, this system of nerve cells is called the nervous system, which coordinates movement and sensation. Some nerve cells carry impulses from the brain to muscles or other peripheral structures, hence the name peripheral nervous system. Another group of nerve cells called the central nervous system are capable of transmitting sensation back to the brain for interpretation (such as feeling cold or hot).

In neurofibromatosis, a genetic defect causes these neural crest cells to develop abnormally. This results in numerous tumors and malformations of the nerves, bones, and skin.

Genetic profile

Both forms of neurofibromatosis are caused by a defective gene. NF-1 is due to a defect on chromosome 17; NF-2 results from a defect on chromosome 22. Both of these disorders are inherited as a dominant trait. This means that anybody who receives just one defective gene will have the disease. However, a family pattern of NF is only evident for about half of all cases of NF. The other cases of NF occur due to a spontaneous mutation (a spontaneous and permanent change in the structure of a specific gene). Once a spontaneous mutation has been established in an individual it is then possible to be passed on to any offspring. The chance of a person with NF passing on the NF gene to their child is 50%. There are different pathologic alleles (variations of the mutant gene). The frequency of spontaneous (new) mutations is very high and causes for this are still unknown.
Neurofibromatosis occurs in about one of every 4,000 births. Neurofibromatosis is one of the most common genetic disorders that is dominantly inherited. Two types of NF exist, NF-1 (90% of all cases), and NF-2 (10% of all cases).

Signs and symptoms

NF-1 has a number of possible signs and can be diagnosed if any two of the following are present:

- The presence of café-au-lait (French for coffee-with-milk) spots. These are patches of tan or light brown skin, usually about five to 15 mm in diameter. Nearly all patients with NF-1 will display these spots.
- Multiple freckles in the armpit or groin area.
- Ninety percent of patients with NF-1 have tiny tumors called Lisch nodules in the iris (colored area) of the eye.
- Neurofibromas. These soft tumors are the hallmark of NF-1. They occur under the skin, often located along nerves or within the gastrointestinal tract. Neurofibromas are small and rubbery, and the skin overlying them may be somewhat purple in color.
- Skeletal deformities, such as a twisted spine (scoliosis), curved spine (humpback), or bowed legs.
- Tumors along the optic nerve (the nerve cells which transmit a visual stimulus to the back part of the brain called the occipital lobe, for interpretation), which cause vision disturbance occurs in about 20% of patients.
- The presence of NF-1 in a patient’s parent, child, or sibling.
- Hypertension, or elevated blood pressure.

There are very high rates of speech impairment, learning disabilities, and attention deficit disorder in children with NF-1. Other complications include the development of a seizure disorder (an abnormal firing of nerve cells in muscles, causing severe contractions, sometimes involving the whole body), or abnormal accumulation of fluid within the brain (a condition called hydrocephalus). A number of cancers are more common in patients with NF-1. These include a variety of types of malignant brain tumors, as well as leukemia, and cancerous tumors of certain muscles (rhabdomyosarcoma), the adrenal glands (pheochromocytoma), or the kidneys (Wilms’ tumor).

Patients with NF-2 do not necessarily have the same characteristic skin symptoms (café-au-lait spots, freckling, and neurofibromas of the skin) that appear in NF-1. The characteristic symptoms of NF-2 are due to tumors along the acoustic nerve. Interfering with the function of this nerve results in the loss of hearing; and the tumor may spread to neighboring nervous system structures, causing weakness of the muscles of the face, headache, dizziness, poor balance, and uncoordinated walking. Cloudy areas on the lens of the eye (called cataracts) frequently develop at an unusually early age. As in NF-1, the chance of brain tumors developing is unusually high.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis is based on the broad spectrum of clinical signs previously described, which usually can be detected by careful physical examination, ophthalmologic evaluation (visualizing the structures in the eye) and audiogram (test to measure hearing ability). Diagnosis of NF-1 requires that at least two of the listed signs are present. Diagnosis of NF-2 requires the presence of either a mass on the acoustic nerve or another distinctive nervous system tumor. An important diagnostic clue for either NF-1 or NF-2 is the presence of the disorder in a patient’s parent, child, or sibling. A test to detect a protein (the end-products of a gene) relevant to NF-1 mutagenesis has been created, but accuracy for this procedure has not been established.

Monitoring the progression of neurofibromatosis involves careful testing of vision and hearing. X ray studies of the bones are frequently indicated to detect for the development of deformities. CT scans and MRI scans are performed to track the development/progression of tumors in the brain and along the nerves. Auditory evoked potentials (the electric response evoked in the cerebral cortex by stimulation of the acoustic nerve) may be helpful to determine acoustic nerve involvement, and EEG (electroencephalogram, a record of electrical
impulses in the brain) may be required for patients with suspected seizures. Regular blood pressure monitoring is also advised.

**Treatment**

There are no available treatments for the disorders which underlie either type of neurofibromatosis. To some extent, the symptoms of NF-1 and NF-2 can be treated individually. Skin tumors can be surgically removed. Some brain tumors, and tumors along the nerves, can be surgically removed, or treated with drugs (chemotherapy) or x-ray treatments (radiation therapy). Twisting or curving of the spine and bowed legs may require surgical treatment, or the wearing of a special brace.

**Prognosis**

Prognosis varies depending on the tumor type which develops. As tumors grow, they begin to destroy surrounding nerves and structures. Ultimately, this destruction can result in blindness, deafness, increasingly poor balance, and increasing difficulty with the coordination necessary for walking. Deformities of the bones and spine can also interfere with walking and movement. When cancers develop, prognosis worsens according to the specific type of cancer.

**Prevention**

There is no known way to prevent the approximately 50% of all NF cases that occur due to a spontaneous change in the genes (mutation). New cases of inherited NF can be prevented with careful genetic counseling. A person with NF can be made to understand that each of his or her offspring has a 50% chance of also having NF when a parent has NF. Special tests can be performed on the fetus (developing baby) during pregnancy to determine if the fetus will be born with this disorder. Amniocentesis (where a needle is passed through the mother’s abdomen into the amniotic sac which contains the amniotic fluid and cushions the developing fetus) or chorionic villus sampling (a procedure involving extraction of a tissue sample from the placenta, the structure which connects the fetal blood with the mother, necessary for nutrient and waste exchange) are two techniques which allow small amounts of fetal DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid, the chemical which contains specific codes which determine genetic makeup of an individual) removed for analysis. The tissue can then be examined for the presence of the parent’s genetic defect. Some families choose to use this information in order to prepare for the arrival of a child with a serious medical condition. Other families may choose not to continue the pregnancy.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**


Neurofibromatosis, Inc. 8855 Annapolis Rd., #110, Lanham, MD 20706-2924. (800) 942-6825.
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**Niemann-Pick disease**

**Definition**

Niemann-Pick disease (NPD) is a disorder of fat metabolism that causes abnormalities of the skin, eyes, musculoskeletal system, nervous system, liver, and lymphoid organs. It is named for German pediatricians Albert Niemann (1880-1921) and Ludwig Pick (1898-1935). Six types of the disease have been identified (A, B, C, D, E, and F).

**Description**

Niemann-Pick disease is inherited through an autosomal recessive trait. The different types of NPD are characterized by an abnormal accumulation of sphingomyelin. A sphingomyelin is any group of sphingolipids (consists of a lipid and a sphingosine) containing phosphorus. It occurs primarily in the tissue of the nervous system.
Types A and B occur mainly in families of eastern European Jewish descent (Ashkenazi). It is estimated that one in 75 may be carriers. Type B is also common in individuals from Tunisia, Morocco, and Algeria. Type C is more common in Spanish-Americans in southern New Mexico and Colorado. As of 2000, it is believed that over 300 people in the United States are affected with type C and an estimated one million worldwide. Type D occurs in French-Canadian descendents from Nova Scotia. Type F has been found to affect people of Spanish descent. As of 2000, it is not clear as to which populations are affected by type E.

Signs and symptoms

Type A

This is the infantile or acute form of Niemann-Pick disease. Abnormal accumulation of sphingomyelin is seen in the developing fetus. Sphingomyelin accumulation could represent 2-5% of the total body weight in individuals with type A. Symptoms may progress rapidly and include the following:

- Hepatosplenomegaly. Enlargement of the liver and spleen is due to the low levels of the enzyme sphingomyelinase. This enzyme is required to breakdown sphingomyelin in the body. The decreased levels of this enzyme cause sphingomyelin content of the liver and spleen to be abnormally high. This occurs between the ages of six and 12 months. Accurrence of liver enlargement is seen more commonly than that of the spleen.

- Musculoskeletal abnormalities. Degenerative muscle weakness and floppiness may occur due to a decline in motor and intellectual functioning. This is caused by increased accumulation of sphingomyelin in the nervous system. Seizures and muscular spasms may also occur.

- Macula. Pigmentation in the tissue of the eyes may occur. Formation of cherry-red spots may be seen in approximately 50% of patients diagnosed with NPD type A. This is not visible and can only be detected using special instrumentation.

- Additional abnormalities. These include jaundice, fever, and gastrointestinal (GI) problems such as vomiting, diarrhea, and abdominal distention.

Type B

This is the chronic form of Niemann-Pick disease. Symptoms progress slowly and begin during infancy or early childhood. Like type A, type B occurs due to a deficiency of the enzyme sphingomyelinase. Neurological involvement is minimal and usually absent. Symptoms are as follows:

Some characteristics of Niemann-Pick disease may be common for all types. Common symptoms include jaundice, hepatosplenomegaly (enlargement of the liver and spleen), physical and mental impairment, and feeding difficulties. Symptoms for most types of NPD (A, B, C, and D) are seen in infancy or early childhood.

Alternate names associated with the NPD disorder are lipid histiocytosis, sphingomyelin lipidosis, and sphingomyelinase deficiency.

Genetic profile

Niemann-Pick disease is caused by an autosomal recessive genetic trait, therefore the condition will not appear unless a person receives the same defective gene for fat metabolism from each parent. This means that if a person is heterozygous for the trait then they will be a carrier and if they are homozygous then they will show the trait. There is a 25% chance for each pregnancy that the disorder will passed onto the child (ren) if both parents are heterozygous for the trait and a 100% chance if both parents are homozygous for the trait.

The gene for Niemann-Pick disease types A and B has been located on the short arm (p) of chromosome 11. The gene for types C and D has been located on chromosome 18. NPD types C and D are believed to be allelic disorders. This term means that the two types are due to different mutations (a change in building block sequences) of the same gene. Type E is similar to type C and may be a variant form. It is possible that type F is a mild form of type B but as of 2000 there is no supportive research.

Demographics

Niemann-Pick disease affects males and females equally and has been identified in all races. Type A is the most common form of the disease and is responsible for about 80% of NPD cases.
• Hepatosplenomegaly. Abnormal enlargement of the liver and spleen occur due to the accumulation of sphingomyelin.

• Macula. The formation of cherry-red spots on the eyes may be seen in some affected individuals.

• Additional abnormalities. These include a slow growth rate and increased incidence of respiratory infections.

**Type C**

This type of Niemann-Pick disease occurs due to the inability to breakdown cholesterol. This may lead to a secondary deficiency of acid sphingomyelinase. Studies have shown that there may be two types of NPD type C, NPC1 and NPC2. NPC2 is believed to be caused by a deficiency of HE1 (human epididymis-1), which is a cholesterol-binding protein. NPD type C can occur at anytime between infancy and adulthood but is usually seen in children between the ages of three and 10. The progression of symptoms in NPD type C is slow and the loss of mental and motor function usually occur in early adulthood. Symptoms are as follows:

• Hepatosplenomegaly. The liver and spleen may be moderately enlarged due to the inability to breakdown cholesterol.

• Musculoskeletal. Psychomotor dysfunction, seizures, tremors, and spasticity of the muscles result due to excessive accumulation of cholesterol in the brain. An individual with NPD type C may also exhibit extreme muscle weakness due to emotional excitement and ataxia. Ataxia is the inability to coordinate voluntary muscle movements.

• Eyes. Type C is characterized by vertical gaze palsy. This results in the difficulty or loss of up and down movement. Some individuals may experience ophthalmoplegia (loss of muscle ability to move eyes). This is an impaired function of the muscles of the eyes and may cause the eyes to become stuck or fixed in an upward position.

• Additional abnormalities. These include dysarthria and jaundice. Dysarthria is the inability to form and speak words clearly. Jaundice is a yellow discoloration of the skin, eyes, and possibly the mucous membranes.

**Type D**

This is the Nova Scotia variant of Niemann-Pick disease. Like NPD type C, individuals with type D are unable to metabolize cholesterol properly. Individuals with type D do not suffer from a deficiency of acid sphingomyelinase. The symptoms of type D are very similar to type C but vary from case to case.

**Type E**

As of 2000, many researchers consider this to be a variant form of type C. NPD type E does not usually begin until adulthood and neurological impairment is rare. Symptoms include the following:

• Hepatosplenomegaly. Enlargement of the liver and spleen may occur due to the accumulation of cholesterol.

• Dementia. This is characterized by confusion, disorientation, deterioration of intellectual capacity and function, and impairment of the memory. Dementia is progressive and irreversible.

• Ataxia. Individuals may have an inability to coordinate voluntary muscle movements.

• Ophthalmoplegia. Individuals with type E may have an inability to control the muscle movement of the eyes. This may cause the eyes to become stuck in a certain position.

**Type F**

This type of Niemann-Pick disease is characterized by a finding of sea-colored blue cells in the blood and/or bone marrow of individuals and therefore may be called Sea-Blue histocyte disease. It affects people of Spanish descent and may be a mild form of type B. Symptoms may include:

• Hepatosplenomegaly. Abnormal enlargement of the liver and spleen may occur in individuals with NPD type F.

• Cirrhosis. The lobes of the liver may become covered with fibrous tissue (thickened tissue). This fibrous tissue obstructs blood flow through the liver.

• Mild thrombocytopenia. Individuals with NPD type F may suffer from a decrease in the number of platelets found in the blood. Platelets are necessary for coagulation of the blood.

• Macula. Pigmentation in the tissue of the eyes may occur. Individuals may develop a white ring around the maculae of the eyes.

• Hair. Individuals may have an absence of hair in the axillary (armpit) area of the body.

**Diagnosis**

As of 2000, there is no objective diagnostic test for Niemann-Pick disease types D, E, and F. Types A and B are diagnosed through DNA testing or by a blood test. Blood tests for individuals with types A and B will show low levels of the enzyme sphingomyelinase in white blood cells and elevated sphingomyelin and free cholesterol.
Type C can be diagnosed by prenatal testing of fibroblastic cells to determine their ability to process and store cholesterol. This is done by testing the amniotic fluid (liquid which bathes and cushions the fetus). Formation of foam cells occurs in all types of NPD and can be determined through a biopsy of bone marrow tissue. Diagnosis of all types is made possible by taking a detailed family history and a thorough examination of the individual. Symptoms of Niemann-Pick disease may be similar to those of Refsum syndrome (disorder of fat metabolism associated with abnormal accumulation of phytic acid in the blood and other body tissues), Tay-Sachs disease (disorder found in Eastern European Jewish descendents that results in deterioration of the central nervous system), Sandhoff disease (lipid storage disorder due to a deficiency of the enzyme hexosaminidase), Gaucher’s disease (lipid storage disease), and Sialidosis (metabolic disorder due to a deficiency of the enzyme alpha-neuraminidase).

Treatment and management

As of 2000, there is no specific treatment available for any type of Niemann-Pick disease. Individuals are treated on a symptomatic basis. As of 2000, individuals with NPD types A and B have not benefited from enzyme replacement therapies or organ transplants. Cholesterol lowering drugs and low cholesterol diets are often used for individuals with NPD types C and D. As of 2000, these have not been effective in slowing the progress of types C and D.

Investigational therapies are being tested for types A, B, C, and D. The possibility of treatment by bone marrow transplantation is being tested for types A and B. Studies have also been completed on the use of stem cell (a cell which produces usable tissues) transplantation as treatment for types A and B. Researchers at the National Institutes of Health are studying combinations of cholesterol lowering drugs for treatment of NPD types C and D.

Social and lifestyle issues

Individuals diagnosed with Niemann-Pick disease may want to seek counseling or attend support groups that focus on the psychological, physical, and social issues that may result due to the illness.

Parents may want to seek counseling or attend support groups that focus on the lifestyle changes associated with having a child diagnosed with Niemann-Pick disease.

Prognosis

The prognosis for all types of Niemann-Pick disease varies. In type A, death usually results in adolescence or early adulthood. Individuals with type B have a prolonged survival due to the decrease of neurological involvement. As of 2000 the prognosis for types E and F has not been adequately researched.

Affected individuals and their families may want to seek genetic counseling. Pregnant women can receive prenatal testing for NPD type C. Pregnant women that are carriers and have a partner that is a carrier should receive genetic counseling regarding the 25 percent chance of the child having Niemann-Pick disease.

Early diagnosis is important. Due to advances in medicine an early diagnosis may increase life expectancy.

Resources

BOOKS

Laith F. Gulli, MD
Tanya Bivins, BS

Niikawa-Kuroki syndrome see Kabuki syndrome

Nijmegen breakage syndrome

Definition

Nijmegen breakage syndrome (NBS) is a condition in which chromosomes are susceptible to breakage and symptoms include short stature, small head size, and increased risk for learning disabilities/mental retardation, infections, and cancer.

Description

Nijmegen breakage syndrome gets its name from the fact that the first patient was described in Nijmegen in the Netherlands. A registry of patients is maintained there, and patients with the syndrome are susceptible to having their chromosomes break. These breaks result in rearrangements of chromosomes called translocations, in which two chromosomes exchange pieces, and inversions, in which a section of a chromosome breaks off and...
rejoins the chromosome upside down. Chromosome rearrangements in NBS most commonly involve chromosomes 7 and 14. Genes involved in the immune system, which fights infection, are located on these chromosomes; as a result of disruptions of these genes, most patients with NBS have an increased rate of infections, particularly those involving the respiratory system and the urinary tract. The chromosome breaks also increase susceptibility to cancer. People with NBS are more prone to chromosome breaks when exposed to radiation as well. Other defining features of NBS are short stature and small head size.

Genetic profile

NBS is an autosomal recessive disease, which means that one abnormal gene from each parent must be inherited to develop symptoms. A person with only one defective gene copy is called a carrier and will not show signs of NBS but has a 50% chance of passing along the gene to offspring with each pregnancy. Couples in which both parents are carriers of NBS have a 25% chance in each pregnancy of conceiving an affected child. The gene for NBS is on chromosome 8 and is called the NBS1 gene, coding for a protein called nibrin, which is found in all cells throughout the body. Normal nibrin is believed to be important in the repair of DNA which has been damaged by breaks in both strands.

Most patients have a specific change in both copies of the nibrin gene in which a string of five DNA bases, ACAAA, is missing from a specific area of the gene, leading to a shortened, or truncated, version of nibrin. A few other mutations have been reported in single patients. All of these mutations also result in a shortened, non-functional version of nibrin.

Demographics

NBS is extremely rare. Approximately 70 patients have been reported. A total of 55 patients from 44 families had been reportedly enrolled in the Nijmegen registry as of 2001. Most patients have been of Slavic or other European descent, with a few patients reported from New Zealand, Mexico, and the United States.

Signs and symptoms

Virtually all patients with NBS have microcephaly, or a small head size (in the lower 3%), with about 75% having this feature present at birth. Young children with NBS show impaired growth. Babies with NBS are either born small or begin to experience growth delay during their first two years. The growth rate is normal after that, but the children always remain small for their ages.

According to data available in 2001, approximately 40% have normal intelligence, 50% have borderline to mild mental retardation (IQ of 55 to 70), and 10% have moderate mental retardation (IQ of 40 to 54). As of 2001, the 55 patients studied in detail showed no correlation between head circumference at birth and IQ. There is a characteristic facial appearance, which includes a receding forehead, long nose, receding chin, extra folds of skin underneath the eyes, freckles on the nose and cheeks, large ears, and thin hair. Patients frequently have café au lait spots (areas of skin that are the color of coffee with milk), and other pigment changes in the skin and eyes.

The incidence of certain birth defects is increased in NBS, with about half of patients having malformed fingers or extra skin between the fingers (called syndactyly). A few patients have been reported to have anal malformations, lack of development of the ovaries and consequent infertility, hip abnormalities, and bone, kidney, and brain abnormalities. Notably lacking is the ataxia, which is progressive loss of coordination, seen in a disorder called ataxia-telangiectasia (A-T), which is otherwise very similar to NBS but is caused by a mutation in a different gene.

People with NBS are at increased risk for infections, most commonly affecting the respiratory tract and urinary tract. Infections of the gastrointestinal tract have also been reported. They are also at increased risk for cancer, mostly B cell lymphoma. Leukemia and other cancers have also been reported.

Diagnosis

A diagnosis of NBS is suspected in children with small head size, slow growth at birth, characteristic facial features including a receding chin and prominent nose, recurrent infections, cancer (particularly B cell lymphoma), and borderline to moderate mental retardation. Prior to the discovery of the nibrin gene, diagnosis could only be confirmed by studying the levels of immune sys-
tem proteins called immunoglobulins, looking for particular chromosomal changes involving chromosomes 7 and 14, and assessing radiation sensitivity in cells from patients.

Since the gene for NBS was discovered in 1998, it is now possible to look for a mutation in a patient’s nibrin gene. As of 2001, all patients of Slavic origin and approximately 70% of the small number of patients in North America have had two copies of the common five DNA base mutation in the nibrin gene. Other North American patients have had at least one copy of another mutation unique to their family. If a mutation other than the common one is found, it is important to do further investigation to determine whether or not it causes disease, as non-disease causing changes have been reported in the nibrin gene.

Adults who are at risk for having children with NBS, such as siblings of patients, can have carrier testing to determine if they have one altered nibrin gene and are carriers for NBS. During pregnancy, the DNA of a fetus can be tested using cells obtained using the procedures called chorionic villi sampling (CVS), in which cells from the placenta are studied, or amniocentesis, in which skin cells from the amniotic fluid surrounding the baby are tested.

Treatment and management

As of 2001, there is no specific treatment for NBS, although folic acid (a vitamin B derivative) is recommended for prevention of chromosome breaks, since repair of these breaks is compromised in NBS. Similarly, vitamin E is recommended for prevention of further cell damage. For treatment of cancer, high doses of radiation must be avoided, since the damage inflicted on the cells could be fatal.

Prognosis

Patients with NBS have a decreased life span because of the tendency toward infection and cancer. Of the 55 patients in the NBS registry described in 2000, five had died from infections between infancy and eight years of age. Fourteen had died of cancer between the ages of two and 21 years of age. The remaining 36 living patients were between the ages of four and 30.

Resources

BOOKS
Noonan syndrome. NS1 has been called Male Turner syndrome because so many features overlap between NS1 and Turner syndrome. The striking difference between the two conditions is that Turner syndrome is caused by a chromosome abnormality, and affects females only. In contrast, men and women are affected with Noonan syndrome equally.

Individuals with NS1 may often have a heart defect, pulmonic stenosis, found at birth. A chest wall abnormality is common, typically with pectus carinatum at the upper portion (near the neck) and pectus excavatum below it, creating a “shield-like” appearance. Developmental delays are sometimes a part of the condition.

Facial features such as a tall forehead, wide-set eyes, low-set ears, and a short neck are common. Young children with NS1 often have very obvious facial features, and may have a “dull” facial expression, similar to conditions caused by muscle weakness. However, facial features may change over time, and adults with Noonan syndrome often have more subtle facial characteristics. This makes the face a less obvious clue of the condition in older individuals. Other associated features in NS1 are smaller genitalia in males, as well as cryptorchidism. Some individuals with the condition develop thrombocytopenia, or a low number of blood platelets, as well as other problems with normal blood coagulation (clotting).

Another type of the condition is Noonan syndrome, Type 2 (NS2). This involves the same characteristic features as Type 1, but the inheritance pattern is proposed as recessive, rather than the more commonly seen dominant pattern.

The final type of the syndrome is neurofibromatosis-Noonan syndrome, also known as Noonan-neurofibromatosis syndrome, and neurofibromatosis with Noonan Phenotype. In this, individuals often have some features of both neurofibromatosis and NS1. It has been proposed that this may simply be a chance occurrence of two conditions. This is because these conditions have two distinct gene locations, with no apparent overlap.

Genetic profile

In 1994, Ineke van der Burgt and others discovered the gene for Noonan syndrome located on chromosome 12, on the q (large) arm. They found this through careful studies of a large Dutch family, as well as 20 other smaller families, all with people affected by Noonan syndrome. As of 2001, research studies are taking place to further narrow down the gene location. It is proposed to be at 12q24 (band 24 on the q arm of chromosome 12).

Historically, NS1 has been inherited in an autosomal dominant manner, and this is still the most common inheritance pattern for the condition. This means that an affected individual has one copy of the mutated gene, and has a 50% chance to pass it on to each of his or her children, regardless of that child’s gender. As of 2000, about half of people with Noonan syndrome have a family history of it. For the other half, the mutated gene presumably occurred as a new event in their conception, so they would likely be the first person in their family to be diagnosed with the condition.

New studies have identified evidence for other inheritance patterns. van der Burgt and Brunner studied four Dutch individuals with Noonan syndrome and their families and proposed an autosomal recessive form of the condition, NS2. In autosomal recessive conditions individuals may be carriers, meaning that they carry a copy of a mutated gene. However, carriers often do not have symptoms of the condition. Someone affected with an autosomal recessive condition has two copies of a mutated gene, having inherited one copy from their mother, and the other from their father. Thus, only two carrier parents can have an affected child. For each pregnancy that two carriers have together, there is a 25% chance for them to have an affected child, regardless of the child’s gender. Consanguineous parents (those that are blood-related to each other) are more likely (when compared to unrelated parents) to have similar genes. Therefore, two consanguineous parents may have the same abnormal genes, which together may result in a child with a recessive condition. The hallmark feature of the families in the Dutch study is that the parents of the affected children were consanguineous, making an autosomal recessive form of Noonan syndrome a possibility.

Demographics

As of 2001, Noonan syndrome is thought to occur between one in 1,000 to one in 2,500 live births. There appears to be no ethnic bias in Noonan syndrome, though many studies have arisen from Holland, Canada, and the United States.

Signs and symptoms

Occasionally, feeding problems may occur in infants with Noonan syndrome, because of a poor sucking reflex. Short stature by adulthood is common, though birth length is typically normal. Developmental delays may become apparent because individuals are slower to attain milestones, such as sitting and walking. Behavioral problems may be more common, but often are not significant enough for medical attention. Heart defects are common, with pulmonary stenosis being the most common defect. Muscle weakness is sometimes present, as is increased
flexibility of the joints. Less common neurologic complications may include schwannomas, or growths (common in neurofibromatosis) of the spinal cord and brain. These schwannomas may also occur in the muscle.

Many facial features are found in Noonan syndrome, often involving the eyes. Eyes may be wide-set, may appear half-closed because of droopy eyelids, and the corners may turn downward. Some other findings, such as nystagmus and strabismus may occur. Interestingly, most people with Noonan syndrome have beautiful pale blue- or green-colored eyes. Often, the ears are low-set (lower than eye-level), and the top portion of cartilage on the ear is folded down more than usual. Hearing loss may occur, most often due to frequent ear infections. A very high and broad forehead is very common. An individual’s face may take on an inverted triangular shape. As mentioned earlier, facial features may change over time. An infant may appear more striking than an adult does, as the features may gradually become less obvious. Sometimes, studying childhood photographs of an individual’s presumably “unaffected” parents may reveal clues. Parents may have more obvious features of the condition in their childhood photographs.

As of 2001, chest wall abnormalities such as a shield chest, pectus carinatum, and pectus excavatum occur in 90-95% of people with NS1. These are thought to occur because of early closure of the sutures underneath these areas. Additionally, widely-spaced nipples are not uncommon. Scoliosis (curving of the spine) may occur, along with other spine abnormalities.

Lymphatic abnormalities may be common, often due to abnormal drainage or blockage in the lymph glands. This may cause lymphedema, or swelling, in the limbs. Lymphedema may occur behind the neck (often pectus excavatum) and this is thought to be the cause of the broad/webbed neck in the condition. Prenatal lymphedema is thought to obstruct the proper formation of the ears, eyes, and nipples as well, causing the mentioned abnormalities in all three.

Individuals with Noonan syndrome may have problems with coagulation, shown by abnormal bleeding or

### KEY TERMS

- **Amniocentesis**—A procedure performed at 16-18 weeks of pregnancy in which a needle is inserted through a woman’s abdomen into her uterus to draw out a small sample of the amniotic fluid from around the baby. Either the fluid itself or cells from the fluid can be used for a variety of tests to obtain information about genetic disorders and other medical conditions in the fetus.

- **Café-au-lait spots**—Birthmarks that may appear anywhere on the skin; named after the French coffee drink because of the light-brown color of the marks.

- **Cryptorchidism**—A condition in which one or both testes fail to descend normally.

- **Cystic hygroma**—An accumulation of fluid behind the fetal neck, often caused by improper drainage of the lymphatic system in utero.

- **Karyotype**—A standard arrangement of photographic or computer-generated images of chromosome pairs from a cell in ascending numerical order, from largest to smallest.

- **Neurofibromatosis**—Progressive genetic condition often including multiple café-au-lait spots, multiple raised nodules on the skin known as neurofibromas, developmental delays, slightly larger head sizes, and freckling of the armpits, groin area, and iris.

- **Nystagmus**—Involuntary, rhythmic movement of the eye.

- **Pectus carinatum**—An abnormality of the chest in which the sternum (breastbone) is pushed outward. It is sometimes called “pigeon breast.”

- **Pectus excavatum**—An abnormality of the chest in which the sternum (breastbone) sinks inward; sometimes called “funnel chest.”

- **Phenotype**—The physical expression of an individual’s genes.

- **Ptérygium colli**—Webbing or broadening of the neck, usually found at birth, and usually on both sides of the neck.

- **Pulmonary stenosis**—Narrowing of the pulmonary valve of the heart, between the right ventricle and the pulmonary artery, limiting the amount of blood going to the lungs.

- **Strabismus**—An improper muscle balance of the ocular muscles resulting in crossed or divergent eyes.

- **Suture**—“Seam” that joins two surfaces together.

- **Turner syndrome**—Chromosome abnormality characterized by short stature and ovarian failure, caused by an absent X chromosome. Occurs only in females.
mild to severe bruising. von Willebrand disease and abnormalities in levels of factors V, VIII, XI, XII, and protein C (all proteins involved in clotting of blood) are common, alone or in combination. These problems may lessen as the person ages, even though the mentioned coagulation proteins may still be present in abnormal amounts. Rarely, some forms of leukemia and other cancers occur.

Kidney problems are often mild, but can occur. The most common finding is a widening of the pelvic (cup-shaped) cavity of the kidney. In males, smaller penis size and cryptorchidism are sometimes seen. Cryptorchidism may lead to improper sperm formation in these men, although sexual function is typically normal. It is not as common to see an affected man have a child with Noonan syndrome, and this is probably due to cryptorchidism. Puberty may be delayed in some women with NS1, but fertility is not usually compromised.

Lastly, follicular keratosis is common on the face and joints. It is a set of dark birthmarks that often show up during the first few months of life, typically along the eyebrows, eyes, cheeks, and scalp. Generally, it progresses until puberty, then stops. Sometimes it may leave scars, which may prevent hair growth in those areas. café-au-lait spots can occur, not unlike those seen in neurofibromatosis.

Diagnosis

As of 2001, there are no molecular or biochemical tests for Noonan syndrome, which would aid in confirming a diagnosis. Therefore, it is a clinical diagnosis, based on findings and symptoms. The challenge is that there are several conditions that mimic Noonan syndrome. If a female has symptoms, a chromosomal study is crucial to determine whether she has Turner syndrome, as she would have a missing X chromosome. Other chromosomal conditions that are similar include trisomy 8p (three copies of the small arm of chromosome 8) and trisomy 22 mosaicism (mixed cell lines with some having three copies of chromosome 22). A karyotype would help to rule these out.

An extremely similar condition is Cardio-facio-cutaneous syndrome (CFC), which has similar facial features, short stature, lymphedema, developmental delays, as well as similar heart defects and skin findings. It has been debated as to whether CFC and NS1 are the same condition. The most compelling argument that they are two, distinct condition lies with the fact that all cases of CFC are sporadic (meaning there is no family history), whereas NS1 may often be seen with a family history.

Other similar conditions include Watson and multiple lentigines/LEOPARD syndrome, as they are associated with pulmonary stenosis, wide-set eyes, chest deformities and mental delays. Careful study would identify Noonan syndrome from these.

Most individuals are diagnosed with NS1 in childhood, however some signs may present in late stages of a pregnancy. Lymphedema, cystic hygroma, and heart defects can sometimes be seen on a prenatal ultrasound. With high-resolution technology, occasionally some facial features may be seen as well. After such findings, an amniocentesis would typically be offered (as Turner syndrome would also be suspected) and a normal karyotype would further suspicion of NS1.

Treatment and management

Treatment is very symptom-specific, as not everyone will have the same needs. For short stature, some individuals have responded to growth hormone therapy. The exact cause of the short stature is not well defined, and therapies are currently being studied. Muscle weakness and early delays often necessitate an early intervention program, which combines physical, speech, and occupational therapies. Heart defects need to be closely followed, and treatment can sometimes include beta-blockers or surgeries, such as opening of the pulmonary valve. For individuals with clotting problems, aspirin and medications containing it should be avoided, as they prevent clotting. Treatments using various blood factors may be necessary to help with proper clotting. Drainage may be necessary for problematic lymphedema, but it is rare. Cryptorchidism may be surgically corrected, and testosterone replacement should be considered in males with abnormal sexual development. Back braces may be needed for scoliosis and other skeletal problems. Unfortunately, medications such as creams for the follicular keratosis are usually not helpful. Developmental delays should be assessed early, and special education classes may help with these. In summary, these various treatment modalities require careful coordination, and many issues are lifelong. A team approach may be beneficial.

Prognosis

Prognosis for Noonan syndrome is largely dependent on the extent of the various medical problems, particularly the heart defects. Individuals with a severe form of the condition may have a shorter life span than those with a milder presentation. In addition, presence of mental deficiency in 25% of individuals affects the long term prognosis.

Resources

ORGANIZATIONS

The Noonan Syndrome Support Group, Inc. c/o Mrs. Wanda Robinson, PO Box 145, Upperco, MD 21155 (888)
Norrie disease

Definition

Norrie disease (ND) is a severe form of blindness that is evident at birth or within the first few months of life and may involve deafness, mental retardation, and behavioral problems.

Description

ND was first described in the 1920s and 1930s as an inherited form of blindness affecting only males. Recognizable changes in certain parts of the eye were identified that lead to a wasting away or shrinking of the eye over time.

At birth, a grayish yellow, tumor-like mass is observed to cover or replace the retina of the eye, whereas the remainder of the eye is usually of normal shape, size, and form. Over time, changes in this mass and progressive deterioration of the lens, iris, and cornea cause the eye to appear milky in color and to become very small and shrunken. ND is always present in both eyes and although some abnormalities in the eye develop later, blindness is often present at birth. Some degree of mental retardation, behavior problems, and deafness may also occur.

ND is inherited in an X-linked recessive manner and so it affects only males. The gene for ND was found in the 1990s and genetic testing is available in the year 2001.

ND has also been referred to as:
• Norrie-Warburg syndrome
• Atrophia bulborum hereditaria

Genetic profile

It has been known for several years by the analysis of many large families, that ND is an inherited condition that affects primarily males. Mothers of affected males do not show any symptoms of the disease. From this observation it was suspected that a gene on the X chromosome was responsible for the occurrence of ND. Genetic studies of many families led to the identification of a gene, named NDP (Norrie Disease Protein), located at Xp11. This means the gene is found on the shorter or upper arm of the X chromosome. NDP, a very small gene, was determined to produce a protein named norrin. The function of the norrin protein is not well understood. Preliminary evidence suggests that norrin plays a role in directing how cells interact and grow to become more specialized (differentiation).

Many different kinds of mistakes have been described in the NDP gene that are thought to lead to ND. The majority of these genetic mistakes or mutations alter a single unit of the genetic code and are called point mutations. Most of the identified point mutations are unique to the family studied. Few associations between the type of point mutation and severity of disease have been described. Other occasional errors in the NDP gene are called deletions, which permanently remove a portion of the genetic code from the gene. Individuals with deletions in the NDP gene are thought to have a more severe form of ND that usually includes profound mental retardation, seizures, small head size, and growth delays.

The X chromosome is one of the human sex chromosomes. A human being has 23 pairs of chromosomes in nearly every cell of their body. One of each kind (23) is inherited from the mother and another of each kind (23) is inherited from the father, which makes a total of 46. The twenty-third pair is the sex chromosome pair. Females have two X chromosomes and males have an X and a Y chromosome. Females therefore have two copies of all genes on the X chromosome but males have only one copy. The genes on the Y chromosome are different than those on the X chromosome. Mothers pass on either one of their X chromosomes to all of their children and fathers pass on their X chromosome to their daughters and their Y to their sons.

Males affected with ND have a mutation in their only copy of the NDP gene on their X chromosome and therefore do not make any normal norrin protein. Mothers of such affected males are usually carriers of
ND; they have one NDP gene with a mutation and one that is normal. As they have one normal copy of the NDP gene, they usually have a sufficient amount of the norrin protein so that they do not show signs of ND. Women that are carriers for ND have a 50% chance of passing the disease gene onto each of their children. If that child is male, he will be affected with ND. If that child is female, she will be a carrier of ND but not affected. Affected males that have children would pass on their disease gene to all of their daughters who would therefore be carriers of ND. Their sons inherit their Y chromosome and, therefore, would not inherit the gene for ND.

Genetic testing for mutations in the NDP gene is clinically available to help confirm a diagnosis of ND. As of the year 2001, this testing is able to identify gene mutations in about 70% of affected males. If such a mutation were found in an affected individual, accurate carrier testing would be available for females in that family. Additionally, diagnosis of a pregnancy could be offered to women who are at risk for having sons with ND.

**Demographics**
ND has been observed to affect males of many ethnic backgrounds and no ethnic group appears to predominate. The incidence is unknown, however.

**Signs and symptoms**
The first sign of ND is usually the reflection of a white area from within the eye, which gives the appearance of a white pupil. This is caused by a mass or growth behind the lens of the eye that covers the retina. This mass tends to grow and cause total blindness. It may also develop blood vessels that may burst and further damage the eye. At birth the iris, lens, cornea and globe of the eye are generally otherwise normal. The problems in the retina evolve over the first few months and until about ten years of age progressive changes in other parts of the eye develop. Cataracts form and the iris is observed to stick or be attached to the cornea and/or the lens of the eye. The iris will also often decrease in size. Pressure in the fluid within the eye may increase, which can be painful. The retina often becomes detached and may become thickened. Toward the end stages of the disease, the eye globe is seen to shrink considerably in size and appear sunken within the eye socket. The above findings affect both eyes and the changes are usually the same in each eye.

Approximately 50% of affected males have some degree of developmental delay or mental retardation. Some may show behavioral problems or psychosis-like features. Hearing loss may develop in 30–40% of males with ND starting in early childhood. If speech is developed before the onset of deafness, it is usually preserved. Mental impairment and hearing loss do not necessarily occur together. The role that the norrin protein plays in causing mental impairment and hearing loss is unknown.

Much variability in the expression of ND within a family as well as between families has been observed. On rare occasion, carrier females may show some of the retinal problems, such as retinal detachment, and may have some degree of vision loss.

**Diagnosis**
The diagnosis of ND is usually made by clinical examination of the eye by a specialist called an ophthalmologist. Gene testing can be pursued as well, keeping in mind that as many as 30% of affected males cannot be identified using current methods.

The symptoms of ND have considerable overlap with a few other eye diseases and ND must be distinguished from the following conditions:
- Persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous (PHPV)
- Familial exudative vitreoretinopathy (FEVR)
- Retinoblastoma (RB)
- Retinopathy of prematurity (ROP)

**KEY TERMS**

- **Cataract**—A clouding of the eye lens or its surrounding membrane that obstructs the passage of light resulting in blurry vision. Surgery may be performed to remove the cataract.
- **Cochlea**—A bony structure shaped like a snail shell located in the inner ear. It is responsible for changing sound waves from the environment into electrical messages that the brain can understand, so people can hear.
- **Cornea**—The transparent structure of the eye over the lens that is continuous with the sclera in forming the outermost, protective, layer of the eye.
- **Iris**—The colored part of the eye, containing pigment and muscle cells that contract and dilate the pupil.
- **Lens**—The transparent, elastic, curved structure behind the iris (colored part of the eye) that helps focus light on the retina.
- **Retina**—The light-sensitive layer of tissue in the back of the eye that receives and transmits visual signals to the brain through the optic nerve.
Incontinentia pigmenti type 2 (IP2) The first two diseases have been shown to also be associated with mutations in the NDP gene and may represent a more mild condition in the broad spectrum of ND.

Treatment and management

Since the symptoms of ND are often present at birth, little can be done to change them or prevent the disease from progressing. If the retina is still attached to the back of the eye, surgery or laser therapy may be helpful. An ophthalmologist should follow all children with ND to monitor the changes in the disease, including the pressure within the eye. Occasionally, surgery may be necessary. Rarely, the eye is removed because of pain.

The child’s hearing should also be monitored regularly so that deafness can be detected early. For individuals with hearing loss, hearing aids are usually quite successful. Cochlear implants may be considered when hearing aids are not helpful in restoring hearing.

Developmental delays or mental retardation as well as lifelong behavioral problems can be a continuous challenge. Educational intervention and therapies may be helpful and can maximize a person’s educational potential.

Prognosis

The lifespan of an individual with ND may be within the normal range. Risks associated with deafness, blindness, and mental retardation, including injury or illness, might shorten the lifespan. General health, however, is normal.

Resources

ORGANIZATIONS
Norrie Disease Association. Massachusetts General Hospital, E #6217, 149 13th St., Charlestown, MA 02129. (617) 726-5718. sims@helix.mgh.harvard.edu.

WEBSITES

Jennifer Elizabeth Neil, MS, CGC
Obesity-hypotonia syndrome see Cohen syndrome

Oculo-auriculo-vertebral spectrum see Goldenhar syndrome

Oculocerebrorenal syndrome of Lowe see Lowe syndrome

Oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal syndrome

Definition

Oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal syndrome (ODED) is a rare genetic disorder characterized by multiple conditions including various hand and foot abnormalities, small head (microcephaly), incompletely formed esophagus and small intestine (esophageal/duodenal atresia), an extra eye fold (short palpebral fissures), and learning disabilities.

Description

Individuals diagnosed with oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal syndrome usually have a small head (microcephaly), fused toes (syndactyly), shortened fingers (mesobrachyphalangy), permanently outwardly curved fingers (clinodactyly), an extra eyelid fold (palpebral fissures), and learning delays. Other features can include backbone abnormalities (vertebral anomalies), an opening between the esophagus and the windpipe (tracheoesophageal fistula), and/or an incompletely formed esophagus or intestines (esophageal or duodenal atresia). The syndrome was first described by Dr. Murray Feingold in 1975. The underlying cause of the different features of ODED is not fully understood. ODED is also known as Feingold syndrome, Microcephaly, mental retardation, and tracheoesophageal fistula syndrome, and Microcephaly, Mesobrachyphalangy, Microcephaly-oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal (MOGED) syndrome, Tracheo-esophageal fistula syndrome (MMT syndrome).

Genetic profile

The genetic cause of oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal syndrome is not fully understood. One study published in 2000 located an inherited region on the short arm of chromosome 2 that appears to cause ODED when mutated. However, it is still not clear if the features of ODED are caused by a single mutation in one gene or the deletion of several side-by-side genes (contiguous genes). Additionally, since this study is the first published molecular genetic study that has determined a specific location for ODED, it is unknown if most cases of ODED are caused by a mutation in this area or if ODED can be caused by genes at other locations as well.

Although the specific location and cause of ODED is not fully determined, it is known that ODED is inherited in families through a specific autosomal dominant pattern. Every individual has approximately 30,000-35,000 genes which tell their bodies how to form and function. Each gene is present in pairs, since one is inherited from their mother and one is inherited from their father. In an autosomal dominant condition, only one non-working copy of the gene for a particular condition is necessary for a person to experience symptoms of the condition. If a parent has an autosomal dominant condition, there is a 50% chance for each child to have the same or similar condition. Thus, individuals inheriting the same non-working gene in the same family can have very different symptoms. For example, approximately 28% of individuals affected by ODED have esophageal or duodenal atresia while hand anomalies are present in almost 100% of affected individuals. The difference in physical findings within the same family is known as variable penetrance or intrafamilial variability.
Demographics

Oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal syndrome is a rare genetic condition. As of 2000, only 90 patients affected by ODED have been reported in the literature. However, scientists believe that ODED has not been diagnosed in many affected individuals and suggest that ODED is more common than previously thought. The ethnic origin of individuals affected by ODED is varied and is not specific to any one country or group.

Signs and symptoms

The signs and symptoms of oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal syndrome vary from individual to individual. Most (86-94%) individuals diagnosed with ODED have a small head (microcephaly) and finger anomalies such as shortened fingers (mesobrachyphalangy), permanently curved fingers (clinodactyly), and/or missing fingers. Over half of affected individuals also have fused toes (syndactyly). Between 45% and 85% of individuals affected by ODED have developmental delays and/or mental retardation. Other features can include an extra eyelid fold (palpebral fissures), ear abnormalities/hearing loss, kidney abnormalities, backbone abnormalities (vertebral anomalies), an opening between the esophagus and the windpipe (tracheoesophageal fistula) and/or an incompletely formed esophagus, or intestines (duodenal atresia seen in 20-30%).

Diagnosis

Diagnosis of oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal syndrome is usually made following a physical exam by a medical geneticist using x rays of the hands, feet, and back.

Prenatal diagnosis of ODED can sometimes be made using serial, targeted level II ultrasound imaging, a technique that can provide pictures of the fetal head size, hands, feet, and digestive tract. Ultrasound results indicative of ODED include a “double bubble” sign suggesting incompletely formed intestines (duodenal atresia) and small head size (microcephaly). Diagnosis by ultrasound before the baby is born is difficult. Prenatal molecular genetic testing is not available as of 2001.

Treatment and management

Since oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal syndrome is a genetic disorder, no specific treatment is available to remove, cure, or fix all conditions associated with the disorder. Treatment for ODED is mainly limited to the treatment of specific symptoms. Individuals with incompletely formed intestinal and esophageal tracts would need immediate surgery to try and extend and open the digestive tract. Individuals with learning difficulties or mental retardation may benefit from special schooling and early intervention programs to help them learn and reach their potential.

Prognosis

Oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal syndrome results in a variety of different physical and mental signs and symptoms. Accordingly, the prognosis for each affected individual is very different.

Individuals who are affected by physical hand, head, or foot anomalies (with no other physical or mental abnormalities) have an excellent prognosis and most live normal lives.

Babies affected by ODED who have incomplete esophageal or intestinal tracts will have many surgeries and prognosis depends on the severity of the defect and survival of the surgeries.
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Oligohydramnios sequence

Definition

Oligohydramnios sequence occurs as a result of having very little or no fluid (called amniotic fluid) surrounding a developing fetus during a pregnancy. “Oligohydramnios” means that there is less amniotic fluid present around the fetus than normal. A “sequence” is a chain of events that occurs as a result of a single abnormality or problem. Oligohydramnios sequence is therefore used to describe the features that a fetus develops as a result of very low or absent amount of amniotic fluid. In 1946, Dr. Potter first described the physical features seen in oligohydramnios sequence. Because of his description, oligohydramnios sequence has also been known as Potter syndrome or Potter sequence.

Description

During a pregnancy, the amount of amniotic fluid typically increases through the seventh month and then slightly decreases during the eighth and ninth months. During the first 16 weeks of the pregnancy, the mother’s body produces the amniotic fluid. At approximately 16 weeks, the fetal kidneys begin to function, producing the majority of the amniotic fluid from that point until the end of the pregnancy. The amount of amniotic fluid, as it increases, causes the space around the fetus (amniotic cavity) to expand, allowing enough room for the fetus to grow and develop normally.

Oligohydramnios typically is diagnosed during the second and/or third trimester of a pregnancy. When the oligohydramnios is severe enough and is present for an extended period of time, oligohydramnios sequence tends to develop. There are several problems that can cause oligohydramnios to occur. Severe oligohydramnios can develop when there are abnormalities with the fetal renal system or when there is a constant leakage of amniotic fluid. Sometimes, the cause of the severe oligohydramnios is unknown.

Approximately 50% of the time, fetal renal system abnormalities cause the severe oligohydramnios, resulting in the fetus developing oligohydramnios sequence. This is because if there is a problem with the fetal renal system, there is the possibility that not enough amniotic fluid is being produced. Renal system abnormalities that have been associated with the development of oligohydramnios sequence include, the absence of both kidneys (renal agenesis), bilateral cystic kidneys, absence of one kidney with the other kidney being cystic, and obstructions that block the urine from exiting the renal system. In a fetus affected with oligohydramnios sequence, sometimes the renal system abnormality is the only abnormality the fetus has. However, approximately 54% of fetuses with oligohydramnios sequence due to a renal system abnormality will have other birth defects or differences with their growth and development. Sometimes the presence of other abnormalities indicates that the fetus may be affected with a syndrome or condition in which a renal system problem can be a feature. Renal system abnormalities in a fetus can also be associated with certain maternal illnesses, such as insulin dependant diabetes mellitus, or the use of certain medications during a pregnancy.

Severe oligohydramnios can also develop even when the fetal renal system appears normal. In this situation, often the oligohydramnios occurs as the result of chronic leakage of amniotic fluid. Chronic leakage of amniotic fluid can result from an infection or prolonged premature rupture of the membranes that surround the fetus (PROM). In chronic leakage of amniotic fluid, the fetus still produces enough amniotic fluid, however, there is an opening in the membrane surrounding the fetus, causing the amniotic fluid to leak out from the amniotic cavity.

Genetic profile

The chance for oligohydramnios sequence to occur again in a future pregnancy or in a family member’s pregnancy is dependant on the underlying problem or syndrome that caused the oligohydramnios sequence to develop. There have been many fetuses affected with oligohydramnios sequence where the underlying cause of the severe oligohydramnios has been a genetic abnormality. However, not all causes of severe oligohydramnios that result in the development of oligohydramnios sequence have a genetic basis. The genetic abnormalities that have caused oligohydramnios developing during a pregnancy include a single gene change, a missing gene, or a chromosome anomaly.
Oligohydramnios that could cause the development of oligohydramnios sequence.

Many of the genetic conditions that can cause oligohydramnios sequence are inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. An autosomal recessive condition is caused by a difference in a gene. Like chromosomes, the genes also come in pairs. An autosomal recessive condition occurs when both genes in a pair don’t function properly. Typically, genes don’t function properly because there is a change within the gene causing it not to work or because the gene is missing. An individual has an autosomal recessive condition when they inherit one non-working gene from their mother and the same non-working gene from their father. These parents are called “carriers” for that condition. Carriers of a condition typically do not exhibit any symptoms of that condition. With autosomal recessive inheritance, when two carriers for the same condition have a baby, there is a 25% chance for that baby to inherit the condition. There are several autosomal recessive conditions that can cause fetal renal abnormalities potentially resulting in the fetus to develop oligohydramnios sequence.

Oligohydramnios sequence has also been seen in some fetuses with an autosomal dominant conditions. An autosomal dominant condition occurs when only one gene in a pair does not function properly or is missing. This non-working gene can either be inherited from a parent or occur for the first time at conception. There are many autosomal dominant conditions where affected family members have different features and severity of the same condition. If a fetus is felt to have had oligohydramnios sequence that has been associated with an autosomal dominant condition, it would have to be determined if the condition was inherited from a parent or occurred for the first time. If the condition was inherited from a parent, that parent would have a 50% chance of passing the condition on with each future pregnancy. Sometimes the fetus with oligohydramnios sequence has a condition or syndrome that is known to occur sporadically. Sporadic conditions are conditions that tend to occur once in a family and the pattern of inheritance is unknown. Since there are some families where a sporadic condition has occurred more than one time, a recurrence risk of approximately 1% or less is often given to families where only one pregnancy has been affected with a sporadic condition.

Sometimes examinations of family members of an affected pregnancy can help determine the exact diagnosis and pattern of inheritance. It is estimated that approximately 9% of first-degree relatives (parent, brother, or sister) of a fetus who developed oligohydramnios sequence as a result of a renal abnormality, will also have renal abnormalities that do not cause any problems or
symptoms. It is important to remember that if a pregnancy inherits a condition that is associated with oligohydramnios sequence, it does not necessarily mean that the pregnancy will develop oligohydramnios sequence. Therefore, for each subsequent pregnancy, the risk is related to inheriting the condition or syndrome, not necessarily to develop oligohydramnios sequence.

**Demographics**

There is no one group of individuals or one particular sex that have a higher risk to develop oligohydramnios sequence. Although, some of the inherited conditions that have been associated with oligohydramnios sequence may be more common in certain regions of the world or in certain ethnic groups.

**Signs and symptoms**

With severe oligohydramnios, because of the lack of amniotic fluid, the amniotic cavity remains small, thereby constricting the fetus. As the fetus grows, the amniotic cavity tightens around the fetus, inhibiting normal growth and development. This typically results in the formation of certain facial features, overall small size, wrinkled skin, and prevents the arms and legs from moving.

The facial features seen in oligohydramnios sequence include a flattened face, wide-set eyes, a flattened, beaked nose, ears set lower on the head than expected (low-set ears), and a small, receding chin (micrognathia).

Because the movement of the arms and legs are restricted, a variety of limb deformities can occur, including bilateral clubfoot (both feet turned to the side), dislocated hips, broad flat hands and joint contractures (inability for the joints to fully extend). Contractures tend to be seen more often in fetuses where the oligohydramnios occurred during the second trimester. Broad, flat hands tend to be seen more often in fetuses where the oligohydramnios began during the third trimester.

Fetuses with oligohydramnios sequence also tend to have pulmonary hypoplasia (underdevelopment of the lungs). The pulmonary hypoplasia is felt to occur as a result of the compression of the fetal chest (thorax), although it has been suggested that pulmonary hypoplasia may develop before 16 weeks of pregnancy in some cases. Therefore, regardless of the cause of the severe oligohydramnios, the physical features that develop and are seen in oligohydramnios sequence tend to be the same.

**Diagnosis**

An ultrasound examination during the second and/or third trimester of a pregnancy is a good tool to help detect the presence of oligohydramnios. Since oligohydramnios can occur later in a pregnancy, an ultrasound examination performed during the second trimester may not detect the presence of oligohydramnios. In pregnancies affected with oligohydramnios, an ultrasound examination can be difficult to perform because there is less amniotic fluid around the fetus. Therefore, an ultrasound examination may not be able to detect the underlying cause of the oligohydramnios.

In some situations, an amnioinfusion (injection of fluid into the amniotic cavity) is performed. This can sometimes help determine if the cause of the oligohydramnios was leakage of the amniotic fluid. Amnioinfusions may also be used to help visualize the fetus on ultrasound in attempts to detect any fetal abnormalities.

Additionally, maternal serum screening may detect the presence of oligohydramnios in a pregnancy. Maternal serum screening is a blood test offered to preg-
nant women to help determine the chance that their baby may have Down syndrome, Trisomy 18, and spina bifida. This test is typically performed between the fifteenth and twentieth week of a pregnancy. The test works by measuring amount of certain substances in the maternal circulation.

Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) is a protein produced mainly by the fetal liver and is one of the substances measured in the mother’s blood. The level of AFP in the mother’s blood has been used to help find pregnancies at higher risk to have spina bifida. An elevated AFP in the mother’s blood, which is greater than 2.5 multiples of the median (MoM), has also been associated with several conditions, including the presence of oligohydramnios in a pregnancy. Since oligohydramnios is just one of several explanations for an elevated AFP level, an ultrasound examination is recommended when there is an elevated AFP level. However, not all pregnancies affected with oligohydramnios will have an elevated AFP level, some pregnancies with oligohydramnios will have the AFP level within the normal range.

Because fetuses with oligohydramnios sequence can have other anomalies, a detailed examination of the fetus should be performed. Knowing all the abnormalities a fetus has is important in making an accurate diagnosis. Knowing the cause of the oligohydramnios and if it is related to a syndrome or genetic condition is essential in predicting the chance for the condition to occur again in a future pregnancy. Sometimes the fetal abnormalities can be detected on a prenatal ultrasound examination or on an external examination of the fetus after delivery. However, several studies have shown that an external examination of the fetus can miss some fetal abnormalities and have stressed the importance of performing an autopsy to make an accurate diagnosis.

Treatment and management

There is currently no treatment or prevention for oligohydramnios sequence. Amnioinfusions, which can assist in determining the cause of the oligohydramnios in a pregnancy, is not recommended as a treatment for oligohydramnios sequence.

Prognosis

Pregnancies affected with oligohydramnios sequence can miscarry, be stillborn, or die shortly after birth. This condition is almost always fatal because the lungs do not develop completely (pulmonary hypoplasia).
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Ollier disease see Chondrosarcoma

Omphalocele

Definition

An omphalocele occurs when the abdominal wall does not close properly during fetal development. The extent to which abdominal contents protrude through the base of the umbilical cord will vary. A membrane usually covers the defect.

Description

An omphalocele is an abnormal closure of the abdominal wall. Between the sixth and tenth weeks of pregnancy, the intestines normally protrude into the umbilical cord as the baby is developing. During the tenth week, the intestines should return and rotate in such a way that the abdomen is closed around the umbilical cord. An omphalocele occurs when the intestines do not return, and this closure does not occur properly.

Genetic profile

In one-third of infants, an omphalocele occurs by itself, and is said to be an isolated abnormality. The cause
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of an isolated omphalocele is suspected to be multifactorial. Multifactorial means that many factors, both genetic and environmental, contribute to the cause. The specific genes involved, as well as the specific environmental factors are largely unknown. The chance for a couple to have another baby with an omphalocele, after they have had one with an isolated omphalocele is approximately one in 100 or 1%.

The remaining two-thirds of babies with an omphalocele have other birth defects, including problems with the heart (heart disease), spine (spina bifida), digestive system, urinary system, and the limbs.

Approximately 30% of babies with an omphalocele have a chromosome abnormality as the underlying cause of the omphalocele. Babies with chromosome abnormalities usually have multiple birth defects, so many babies will have other medical problems in addition to the omphalocele. Chromosomes are structures in the center of the cell that contain our genes; our genes code for our traits, such as blood type or eye color. The normal number of chromosomes is 46; having extra or missing chromosome material is associated with health problems. Babies with an omphalocele may have an extra chromosome number 13, 18, 21, or others. An omphalocele is sometimes said to occur more often in a mother who is older. This is because the chance for a chromosome abnormality to occur increases with maternal age.

Some infants with an omphalocele have a syndrome (collection of health problems). An example is Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome, where a baby is born larger than normal (macrosomia), has an omphalocele, and a large tongue (macroglossia). Finally, in some families, an omphalocele has been reported to be inherited as an autosomal dominant, or autosomal recessive trait. Autosomal means that males and females are equally affected. Dominant means that only one gene is necessary to produce the condition, while recessive means that two genes are necessary to have the condition. With autosomal dominant inheritance, there is a 50% chance with each pregnancy to have an affected child, while with autosomal recessive inheritance, the recurrence risk is 25%.

Demographics

Omphalocele is estimated to occur in one in 4,000 to one in 6,000 liveborns. Males are slightly more often affected than females (1.5:1).

Signs and symptoms

Anytime an infant is born with an omphalocele, a thorough physical examination is performed to determine whether the omphalocele is isolated or associated with other health problems. To determine this, various studies may be performed such as a chromosome study, which is done from a small blood sample. Since the chest cavity may be small in an infant born with an omphalocele, the baby may have underdeveloped lungs, requiring breathing assistance with a ventilator (mechanical breathing machine). In 10–20% of infants, the sac has torn (ruptured), requiring immediate surgical repair, due to the risk of infection.

Diagnosis

During pregnancy, two different signs may cause a physician to suspect an omphalocele; increased fluid around the baby (polyhydramnios) on a fetal ultrasound and/or an abnormal maternal serum screening test, showing an elevated amount of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP). Maternal serum screening, measuring analytes present in the mother’s bloodstream only during pregnancy, is offered to pregnant women usually under the age of 35, to screen for various disorders such as Down syndrome, trisomy 18, and abnormalities of the spine (such as spina bifida). Other abnormalities can give an abnormal test result, and an omphalocele is an example.

An ultrasound is often performed as the first step when a woman’s maternal serum screening is abnormal, if one has not already been performed. Omphalocele is usually identifiable on fetal ultrasound. If a woman’s fetal ultrasound showed an omphalocele, polyhydramnios, or if she had an abnormal maternal serum screening test, an amniocentesis may be offered.

Amniocentesis is a procedure done under ultrasound guidance where a long thin needle is inserted into the mother’s abdomen, then into the uterus, to withdraw a couple tablespoons of amniotic fluid (fluid surrounding the developing baby) to study. Measurement of the AFP in the amniotic fluid can then be done to test for problems such as omphalocele. In addition, a chromosome analysis for the baby can be performed on the cells contained in the amniotic fluid. When the AFP in the amniotic fluid is elevated, an additional test is used to look for the presence or absence of an enzyme found in nerve tissue, called acetylcholinesterase, or ACHE. ACHE is present in the amniotic fluid only when a baby has an opening such as spina bifida or an omphalocele. Not all babies with an omphalocele will cause the maternal serum screening test to be abnormal or to cause extra fluid accumulation, but many will. At birth, an omphalocele is diagnosed by visual/physical examination.

Treatment and management

Treatment and management of an omphalocele depends upon the size of the abnormality, whether the sac
is intact or ruptured, and whether other health problems are present. A small omphalocele is usually repaired by surgery shortly after birth, where an operation is performed to return the organs to the abdomen and close the opening in the abdominal wall. If the omphalocele is large, where most of the intestines, liver, and/or spleen are present outside of the body, the repair is done in stages because the abdomen is small and may not be able to hold all of the organs at once. Initially, sterile protective gauze is placed over the abdominal organs whether the omphalocele is large or small. The exposed organs are then gradually moved back into the abdomen over several days or weeks. The abdominal wall is surgically closed once all of the organs have been returned to the abdomen. Infants are often on a breathing machine (ventilator) until the abdominal cavity increases in size since returning the organs to the abdomen may crowd the lungs in the chest area.

Prognosis

The prognosis of an infant born with an omphalocele depends upon the size of the defect, whether there was a loss of blood flow to part of the intestines or other organs,
and the extent of other abnormalities. The survival rate overall for an infant born with an isolated omphalocele has improved greatly over the past forty years, from 60% to over 90%.
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Oncogene

Definition

In a cell with normal control regulation (non-cancerous), genes produce proteins that provide regulated cell division. Cancer is the disease caused by cells that have lost their ability to control their regulation. The abnormal proteins allowing the non-regulated cancerous state are produced by genes known as oncogenes. The normal gene from which the oncogene evolved is called a proto-oncogene.

Description

History

The word oncogene comes from the Greek term oncos, which means tumor. Oncogenes were originally discovered in certain types of animal viruses that were capable of inducing tumors in the animals they infected. These viral oncogenes, called v-onc, were later found in human tumors, although most human cancers do not appear to be caused by viruses. Since their original discovery, hundreds of oncogenes have been found, but only a small number of them are known to affect humans. Although different oncogenes have different functions, they are all somehow involved in the process of transformation (change) of normal cells to cancerous cells.

The transformation of normal cells into cancerous cells

The process by which normal cells are transformed into cancerous cells is a complex, multi-step process involving a breakdown in the normal cell cycle. Normally, a somatic cell goes through a growth cycle in which it produces new cells. The two main stages of this cycle are interphase (genetic material in the cell duplicates) and mitosis (the cell divides to produce two other identical cells). The process of cell division is necessary for the growth of tissues and organs of the body and for the replacement of damaged cells. Normal cells have a limited life span and only go through the cell cycle a limited number of times.

Different cell types are produced by the regulation of which genes in a given cell are allowed to be expressed. One way cancer is caused, is by de-regulation of those genes related to control of the cell cycle; the development of oncogenes. If the oncogene is present in a skin cell, the patient will have skin cancer; in a breast cell, breast cancer will result, and so on.

Cells that lose control of their cell cycle and replicate out of control are called cancer cells. Cancer cells undergo many cell divisions often at a quicker rate than normal cells and do not have a limited life span. This allows them to eventually overwhelm the body with a large number of abnormal cells and eventually affect the functioning of the normal cells.

A cell becomes cancerous only after changes occur in a number of genes that are involved in the regulation of its cell cycle. A change in a regulatory gene can cause it to stop producing a normal regulatory protein or can produce an abnormal protein which does not regulate the cell in a normal manner. When changes occur in one regulatory gene this often causes changes in other regulatory genes. Cancers in different types of cells can be caused by changes in different types of regulatory genes.

Proto-oncogenes and tumor-suppressor genes are the two most common genes involved in regulating the cell cycle. Proto-oncogenes and tumor-suppressor genes have different functions in the cell cycle. Tumor-suppressor genes produce proteins that are involved in prevention of uncontrolled cell growth and division. Since two of each type of gene are inherited two of each type of tumor-suppressor gene are inherited. Both tumor suppressor genes of a pair need to be changed in order for the protein produced to stop functioning as a tumor suppressor. Mutated tumor-suppressor genes therefore act in an autosomal recessive manner.

Proto-oncogenes produce proteins that are largely involved in stimulating the growth and division of cells in a controlled manner. Each proto-oncogene produces a different protein that has a unique role in regulating the cell cycles of particular types of cells. We inherit two of each type of proto-oncogene. A change in only one proto-oncogene of a pair converts it into an oncogene. The
oncogene produces an abnormal protein, which is somehow involved in stimulating uncontrolled cell growth. An oncogene acts in an autosomal dominant manner since only one proto-oncogene of a pair needs to be changed in the formation of an oncogene.

**Classes of proto-oncogene**

There are five major classes of proto-oncogene/oncogenes: (1) growth factors, (2) growth factor receptors, (3) signal transducers (4) transcription factors, and (5) programmed cell death regulators.

**GROWTH FACTORS** Some proto-oncogenes produce proteins, called growth factors, which indirectly stimulate growth of the cell by activating receptors on the surface of the cell. Different growth factors activate different receptors, found on different cells of the body. Mutations in growth factor proto-oncogene result in oncogenes that promote uncontrolled growth in cells for which they have a receptor. For example, platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) is a proto-oncogene that helps to promote wound healing by stimulating the growth of cells around a wound. PDGF can be mutated into an oncogene called v-sis (PDGFB) which is often present in connective-tissue tumors.

**GROWTH FACTOR RECEPTORS** Growth factor receptors are found on the surface of cells and are activated by growth factors. Growth factors send signals to the center of the cell (nucleus) and stimulate cells that are at rest to enter the cell cycle. Different cells have different growth factors receptors. Mutations in a proto-oncogene that are growth factor receptors can result in oncogenes that produce receptors that do not require growth factors to stimulate cell growth. Overstimulation of cells to enter the cell cycle can result and promote uncontrolled cell growth. Most proto-oncogene growth factor receptors are called tyrosine kinases and are very involved in controlling cell shape and growth. One example of a tyrosine kinase is called GDFNR. The RET (rearranged during transfection) oncogene is a mutated form of GDFNR and is commonly found in cancerous thyroid cells.

**SIGNAL TRANSDUCERS** Signal transducers are proteins that relay cell cycle stimulation signals, from growth factor receptors to proteins in the nucleus of the cell. The transfer of signals to the nucleus is a stepwise process that involves a large number of proto-oncogenes and is often called the signal transduction cascade. Mutations in proto-oncogene involved in this cascade can cause unregulated activity, which can result in abnormal cell proliferation. Signal transducer oncogenes are the largest class of oncogenes. The RAS family is a group of 50 related signal transducer oncogenes that are found in approximately 20% of tumors.

**TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS** Transcription factors are proteins found in the nucleus of the cell which ultimately receive the signals from the growth factor receptors. Transcription factors directly control the expression of genes that are involved in the growth and proliferation of cells. Transcription factors produced by oncogenes typically do not require growth factor receptor stimulation and thus can result in uncontrolled cell proliferation. Transcription factor proto-oncogenes are often changed into oncogenes by chromosomal translocations in leukemias, lymphomas, and solid tumors. C-myc is a common transcription factor oncogene that results from a chromosomal translocation and is often found in leukemias and lymphomas.

**PROGRAMMED CELL DEATH REGULATORS** Normal cells have a predetermined life span and different genes regulate their growth and death. Cells that have been damaged or have an abnormal cell cycle may develop into cancer cells. Usually these cells are destroyed through a process called programmed cell death (apoptosis). Cells that have developed into cancer cells, however, do not undergo apoptosis. Mutated proto-oncogenes may inhibit the death of abnormal cells, which can lead to the formation and spread of cancer. The bcl-2 oncogene, for example, inhibits cell death in cancerous cells of the immune system.

**Mechanisms of transformation of proto-oncogene into oncogenes**

It is not known in most cases what triggers a particular proto-oncogene to change into an oncogene. There appear to be environmental triggers such as exposure to toxic chemicals. There also appear to be genetic triggers since changes in other genes in a particular cell can trigger changes in proto-oncogenes.

The mechanisms through which proto-oncogenes are changed into oncogenes are, however, better understood. Proto-oncogenes are transformed into oncogenes through: 1) mutation 2) chromosomal translocation, and 3) gene amplification.

A tiny change, called a mutation, in a proto-oncogene can convert it into an oncogene. The mutation results in an oncogene that produces a protein with an abnormal structure. These mutations often make the protein resistant to regulation and cause uncontrolled and continuous activity of the protein. The RAS family of oncogenes, found in approximately 20% of tumors, are examples of oncogenes caused by mutations.

Chromosomal translocations, which result from errors in mitosis, have also been implicated in the transformation of proto-oncogenes into oncogenes. Chromosomal translocations result in the transfer of a
In other cases, the translocation results in the fusion of a proto-oncogene with another gene. The resulting oncogene produces an unregulated protein that is involved in stimulating uncontrolled cell proliferation. The first discovered fusion oncogene resulted from a Philadelphia chromosome translocation. This type of translocation is found in the leukemia cells of greater than 95% of patients with a chronic form of leukemia. The Philadelphia chromosome translocation results in the fusion of the c-abl proto-oncogene, normally found on chromosome 9 to the bcr gene found on chromosome 22. The fused gene produces an unregulated transcription factor protein that has a different structure than the normal protein. It is not

proto-oncogene from its normal location on a chromosome to a different location on another chromosome. Sometimes this translocation results in the transfer of a proto-oncogene next to a gene involved in the immune system. This results in an oncogene that is controlled by the immune system gene and as a result becomes deregulated. One example of this mechanism is the transfer of the c-myc proto-oncogene from its normal location on chromosome 8 to a location near an immune system gene on chromosome 14. This translocation results in the deregulation of c-myc and is involved in the development of Burkitt’s lymphoma. The translocated c-myc proto-oncogene is found in the cancer cells of approximately 85% of people with Burkitt’s lymphoma.

In other cases, the translocation results in the fusion of a proto-oncogene with another gene. The resulting oncogene produces an unregulated protein that is involved in stimulating uncontrolled cell proliferation. The first discovered fusion oncogene resulted from a Philadelphia chromosome translocation. This type of translocation is found in the leukemia cells of greater than 95% of patients with a chronic form of leukemia. The Philadelphia chromosome translocation results in the fusion of the c-abl proto-oncogene, normally found on chromosome 9 to the bcr gene found on chromosome 22. The fused gene produces an unregulated transcription factor protein that has a different structure than the normal protein. It is not

proto-oncogene from its normal location on a chromosome to a different location on another chromosome. Sometimes this translocation results in the transfer of a proto-oncogene next to a gene involved in the immune system. This results in an oncogene that is controlled by the immune system gene and as a result becomes deregulated. One example of this mechanism is the transfer of the c-myc proto-oncogene from its normal location on chromosome 8 to a location near an immune system gene on chromosome 14. This translocation results in the deregulation of c-myc and is involved in the development of Burkitt’s lymphoma. The translocated c-myc proto-oncogene is found in the cancer cells of approximately 85% of people with Burkitt’s lymphoma.

In other cases, the translocation results in the fusion of a proto-oncogene with another gene. The resulting oncogene produces an unregulated protein that is involved in stimulating uncontrolled cell proliferation. The first discovered fusion oncogene resulted from a Philadelphia chromosome translocation. This type of translocation is found in the leukemia cells of greater than 95% of patients with a chronic form of leukemia. The Philadelphia chromosome translocation results in the fusion of the c-abl proto-oncogene, normally found on chromosome 9 to the bcr gene found on chromosome 22. The fused gene produces an unregulated transcription factor protein that has a different structure than the normal protein. It is not

proto-oncogene from its normal location on a chromosome to a different location on another chromosome. Sometimes this translocation results in the transfer of a proto-oncogene next to a gene involved in the immune system. This results in an oncogene that is controlled by the immune system gene and as a result becomes deregulated. One example of this mechanism is the transfer of the c-myc proto-oncogene from its normal location on chromosome 8 to a location near an immune system gene on chromosome 14. This translocation results in the deregulation of c-myc and is involved in the development of Burkitt’s lymphoma. The translocated c-myc proto-oncogene is found in the cancer cells of approximately 85% of people with Burkitt’s lymphoma.

In other cases, the translocation results in the fusion of a proto-oncogene with another gene. The resulting oncogene produces an unregulated protein that is involved in stimulating uncontrolled cell proliferation. The first discovered fusion oncogene resulted from a Philadelphia chromosome translocation. This type of translocation is found in the leukemia cells of greater than 95% of patients with a chronic form of leukemia. The Philadelphia chromosome translocation results in the fusion of the c-abl proto-oncogene, normally found on chromosome 9 to the bcr gene found on chromosome 22. The fused gene produces an unregulated transcription factor protein that has a different structure than the normal protein. It is not

proto-oncogene from its normal location on a chromosome to a different location on another chromosome. Sometimes this translocation results in the transfer of a proto-oncogene next to a gene involved in the immune system. This results in an oncogene that is controlled by the immune system gene and as a result becomes deregulated. One example of this mechanism is the transfer of the c-myc proto-oncogene from its normal location on chromosome 8 to a location near an immune system gene on chromosome 14. This translocation results in the deregulation of c-myc and is involved in the development of Burkitt’s lymphoma. The translocated c-myc proto-oncogene is found in the cancer cells of approximately 85% of people with Burkitt’s lymphoma.
known how this protein contributes to the formation of cancer cells.

Some oncogenes result when multiple copies of a proto-oncogene are created (gene amplification). Gene amplification often results in hundreds of copies of a gene, which results in increased production of proteins and increased cell growth. Multiple copies of proto-oncogenes are found in many tumors. Sometimes amplified genes form separate chromosomes called double minute chromosomes and sometimes they are found within normal chromosomes.

Inherited oncogenes

In most cases, oncogenes result from changes in proto-oncogenes in select somatic cells and are not passed on to future generations. People with an inherited oncogene, however, do exist. They possess one changed proto-oncogene (oncogene) and one unchanged proto-oncogene in all of their somatic cells. The somatic cells have two of each chromosome and therefore two of each gene since one of each type of chromosome is inherited from the mother in the egg cell and one of each is inherited from the father in the sperm cell. The egg and sperm cells have undergone a number of divisions in their cell cycle and therefore only contain one of each type of chromosome and one of each type of gene. A person with an inherited oncogene has a changed proto-oncogene in approximately 50% of their egg or sperm cells and an unchanged proto-oncogene in the other 50% of their egg or sperm cells and therefore has a 50% chance of passing this oncogene on to their children.

A person only has to inherit a change in one proto-oncogene of a pair to have an increased risk of cancer. This is called autosomal dominant inheritance. Not all people with an inherited oncogene develop cancer, since mutations in other genes that regulate the cell cycle need to occur in a cell for it to be transformed into a cancerous cell. The presence of an oncogene in a cell does, however, make it more likely that changes will occur in other regulatory genes. The degree of cancer risk depends on the type of oncogene inherited as well as other genetic factors and environmental exposures. The type of cancers that are likely to develop depend on the type of oncogene that has been inherited.

Multiple endocrine neoplasia type II (MENII) is one example of a condition caused by an inherited oncogene. People with MENII have usually inherited the RET oncogene. They have approximately a 70% chance of developing thyroid cancer, a 50% chance of developing a tumor of the adrenal glands (pheochromocytoma) and about a 5-10% chance of developing symptomatic parathyroid disease.

Oncogenes as targets for cancer treatment

The discovery of oncogenes approximately 20 years ago has played an important role in developing an understanding of cancer. Oncogenes promise to play an even greater role in the development of improved cancer therapies since oncogenes may be important targets for drugs that are used for the treatment of cancer. The goal of these therapies is to selectively destroy cancer cells while leaving normal cells intact. Many anti-cancer therapies currently under development are designed to interfere with oncogenic signal transducer proteins, which relay the signals involved in triggering the abnormal growth of tumor cells. Other therapies hope to trigger specific oncogenes to cause programmed cell death in cancer cells. Whatever the mechanism by which they operate, it is hoped that these experimental therapies will offer a great improvement over current cancer treatments.
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Onychoosteodysplasia see Nail-Patella syndrome
Opitz syndrome

Definition

Opitz syndrome is a heterogeneous genetic condition characterized by a range of midline birth defects such as hypertelorism, clefts in the lips and larynx, heart defects, hypospadias and agenesis of the corpus callosum.

Description

Opitz syndrome or Opitz G/BBB syndrome, as it is sometimes called, includes G syndrome and BBB syndrome, which were originally thought to be two different syndromes. In 1969, Dr. John Opitz described two similar conditions that he called G syndrome and BBB syndrome. G syndrome was named after one family affected with this syndrome whose last name began with the initial G and BBB syndrome was named after the surname of three different families. Subsequent research suggested that these two conditions were one disorder but researchers could not agree on how this disorder was inherited. It wasn’t until 1995 that Dr. Nathaniel Robin and his colleagues demonstrated that Opitz syndrome had both X-linked and autosomal dominant forms.

Opitz syndrome is a complex condition that has many symptoms, most of which affect organs along the midline of the body such as clefts in the lip and larynx, heart defects, hypospadias and agenesis of the corpus callosum. Opitz syndrome has variable expressivity, which means that different people with the disorder can have different symptoms. This condition also has decreased penetrance, which means that not all people who inherit this disorder will have symptoms.

Genetic profile

Opitz syndrome is a genetically heterogeneous condition. There appear to be at least two to three genes that can cause Opitz syndrome when changed (mutated) or deleted. Opitz syndrome can be caused by changes in genes found on the X chromosome (X-linked) and changes in or deletion of a gene found on chromosome 22 (autosomal dominant).

Chromosomes, genes, and proteins

Each cell of the body, except for the egg and sperm cells contain 23 pairs of chromosomes—46 chromosomes in total. The egg and sperm cells contain only one of each type of chromosome and therefore contain 23 chromosomes in total. Males and females have 22 pairs of chromosomes, called the autosomes, numbered one to twenty-two in order of decreasing size. The other pair of chromosomes, called the sex chromosomes, determines the sex of the individual. Women possess two identical chromosomes called the X chromosomes while men possess one X chromosome and one Y chromosome. Since every egg cell contains an X chromosome, women pass on the X chromosome to their daughters and sons. Some sperm cells contain an X chromosome and some sperm cells contain a Y chromosome. Men pass the X chromosome on to their daughters and the Y chromosome on to their sons. Each type of chromosome contains different genes that are found at specific locations along the chromosome. Men and women inherit two of each type of autosomal gene since they inherit two of each type of autosome. Women inherit two of each type of X-linked gene since they possess two X chromosomes. Men inherit only one of each X-linked gene since they possess only one X chromosome.

Each gene contains the instructions for the production of a particular protein. The proteins produced by genes have many functions and work together to create the traits of the human body such as hair and eye color and are involved in controlling the basic functions of the human body. Changes or deletions of genes can cause them to produce abnormal protein, less protein or no protein. This can prevent the protein from functioning normally.

Autosomal dominant Opitz syndrome

The gene responsible for the autosomal dominant form of Opitz syndrome has not been discovered yet, but it appears to result from a deletion in a segment of chromosome 22 containing the Opitz gene or a change in the gene responsible for Opitz syndrome. In some cases the deletion or gene change is inherited from either the mother or father who have the gene change or deletion in one chromosome 22 in their somatic cells. The other chromosome 22 found in each of their somatic cells is normal. Some of their egg or sperm cells contain the gene change or deletion in chromosome 22 and some contain a normal chromosome 22. In other cases the deletion has occurred spontaneously during conception or is only found in some of the egg or sperm cells of either parent but not found in the other cells of their body.

Parents who have had a child with an autosomal dominant form of Opitz syndrome may or may not be at increased risk for having other affected children. If one of the parents is diagnosed with Opitz syndrome then each of their children has a 50% chance of inheriting the condition. If neither parent has symptoms of Opitz syndrome nor possesses a deletion, then it becomes more difficult to assess their chances of having other affected children.

In many cases they would not be at increased risk since the gene alteration occurred spontaneously in the embryo during conception. It is possible, however, that one of the parents is a carrier, meaning they possess a
change in the autosomal dominant Opitz gene but do not have any obvious symptoms. This parent’s children would each have a 50% chance of inheriting the Opitz gene.

**X-linked Opitz syndrome**

Some people with the X-linked form of Opitz syndrome have a change (mutation) in a gene found on the X chromosome called the MID1 (midline1) gene. Changes in another X-linked gene called the MID2 gene may also cause Opitz syndrome in some cases. It is believed that the MID genes produce proteins involved in the development of midline organs. Changes in the MID gene prevent the production of enough normal protein for normal organ development.

The X-linked form of Opitz syndrome is inherited differently by men and woman. A woman with an X-linked form of Opitz syndrome has typically inherited a changed MID gene from her mother and a changed MID gene from her father. This occurs very infrequently. All of this woman’s sons will have Opitz syndrome and all of her daughters will be carriers for Opitz syndrome. Only women can be carriers for Opitz syndrome since carriers possess one changed MID gene and one unchanged MID gene. Most carriers for the X-linked form of Opitz syndrome do not have symptoms since one normal MID gene is usually sufficient to promote normal development. Some carriers do have symptoms but they tend to be very mild. Daughters of carriers for Opitz syndrome have a 50% chance of being carriers and sons have a 50% chance of being affected with Opitz syndrome. A man with an X-linked form of Opitz syndrome will have normal sons but all of his daughters will be carriers.

**Demographics**

Opitz syndrome is a rare disorder that appears to affect all ethnic groups. The frequency of this disorder is unknown since people with this disorder exhibit a wide range of symptoms, making it difficult to diagnose and many possess mild or non-detectable symptoms.

**Signs and symptoms**

People with Opitz syndrome exhibit a wide range of medical problems and in some cases may not exhibit any detectable symptoms. This may be due in part to the genetic heterogeneity of this condition. Even people with Opitz syndrome who are from the same family can have different problems. This may mean there are other genetic and non-genetic factors that influence the development of symptoms in individuals who have inherited a changed or deleted Opitz gene. Most individuals with Opitz syndrome only have a few symptoms of the disorder such as wide set eyes and a broad prominent forehead. Opitz syndrome can, however, affect many of the organs and structures of the body and primarily affects the development of midline organs. The most common symptoms are: hypertelorism (wide-spaced eyes), broad prominent forehead, heart defects, hypospadias (urinary opening of the penis present on the underside of the penis instead of its normal location at the tip), undescended testicles, an abnormality of the anal opening, agenesis of the corpus callosum (absence of the tissue which connects the two sides of the brain), cleft lip, and clefts and abnormalities of the pharynx (throat) and larynx (voice-box), trachea(wind-pipe) and esophagus.

People with Opitz syndrome usually have a distinctive look to the face such as a broad prominent forehead, cleft lip, wide set eyes that may be crossed, wide noses with upturned nostrils, small chins or jaws, malformed ears, crowded, absent or misplaced teeth and hair that may form a ‘widow’s peak’. In many cases the head may appear large or small and out of proportion to the rest of the body.

Often people with Opitz syndrome have difficulties swallowing because of abnormalities in the pharynx, larynx, trachea, or esophagus. This can sometimes result in food entering the trachea instead of the esophagus, which can cause damage to the lungs and pneumonia, and can sometimes be fatal in small infants. Abnormalities in the trachea can sometimes make breathing difficult and may result in a hoarse or weak voice and wheezing.

Both males and females may have abnormal genitals and abnormalities in the anal opening. Males can have hypospadias and undescended testicles and girls may have minor malformation of their external genitalia. Heart defects are also often present and abnormalities of the kidney can be present as well. Intelligence is usually normal but mild mental retardation can sometimes be present. Twins appear more common in families affected with Opitz syndrome.

Males and females with the dominant form of Opitz syndrome are equally likely to have symptoms whereas carrier females with the X-linked form of Opitz syndrome are less likely to have symptoms then males with the condition. In general, males with the X-linked form of Opitz syndrome tend to be more severely affected than females and males with the autosomal dominant form of Opitz syndrome. People with X-linked Opitz syndrome and dominant Opitz syndrome generally appear to exhibit the same range of symptoms. The only known exceptions are upturned nostrils and clefts at the back of throat, which appear to only occur in people with X-linked Opitz syndrome.
TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ear abnormalities</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart defects</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertelorism</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swallowing problems</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swallowing problems</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear abnormalities</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear abnormalities</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental delay</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperforate anus</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney anomalies</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney anomalies</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertelorism</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swallowing problems</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swallowing problems</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear abnormalities</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart defects</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental delay</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperforate anus</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney anomalies</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney anomalies</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diagnosis

Diagnostic testing

The diagnosis and cause of Opitz syndrome is often difficult to establish. In most cases, Opitz syndrome is diagnosed through a clinical evaluation and not through a blood test. This means a genetic specialist (geneticist) has examined the patient and found enough symptoms of Opitz syndrome to make a diagnosis. Since not all patients have obvious symptoms or even any symptoms at all, this can be a difficult task. It can also be difficult to establish whether an individual has an X-linked form or an autosomal dominant form, and whether it has been inherited or occurred spontaneously. In many cases, the geneticist has to rely on physical examinations or pictures of multiple family members and a description of the family’s medical history to establish the cause of Opitz syndrome. In some cases the cause cannot be established.

Sometimes a clinical diagnosis is confirmed through fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). FISH testing can detect whether a person has a deletion of the region of chromosome 22 that is associated with Opitz syndrome. Fluorescent (glowing) pieces of DNA containing the region that is deleted in Opitz syndrome are mixed with a sample of cells obtained from a blood sample. If there is a deletion in one of the chromosomes, the DNA will only stick to one chromosome and not the other and only one glowing section of a chromosome will be visible instead of two. Most patients with the autosomal dominant form of Opitz syndrome cannot be diagnosed through FISH testing since they possess a tiny change in the gene that cannot be detected with this procedure. As of 2001, researchers are still trying to discover the specific gene and gene changes that cause autosomal dominant Opitz syndrome.

FISH testing is unable to detect individuals with the X-linked form of Opitz syndrome. As of 2001, DNA testing for the X-linked form of Opitz disease is not available through clinical laboratories. Some research laboratories are looking for changes in the MID1 gene and the MID2 gene as part of their research and may occasionally confirm a clinical diagnosis of X-linked Opitz syndrome.

Prenatal testing

It is difficult to diagnose Opitz syndrome in a baby prior to its birth. Sometimes doctors and technicians (ultrasonographers) who specialize in performing ultrasound evaluations are able to see physical features of Opitz syndrome in the fetus. Some of the features they may look for in the ultrasound evaluation are heart defects, wide spacing between the eyes, clefts in the lip, hypospadias, and agenesis of the corpus callosum. It is very difficult, however, even for experts to diagnose or rule-out Opitz syndrome through an ultrasound evaluation.

Opitz syndrome can be definitively diagnosed in a baby prior to its birth if a MID gene change is detected in the mother or if a deletion in chromosome 22 is detected in the mother or father. Cells from the baby are obtained through an amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling. These cells are analyzed for the particular MID gene change or chromosome 22 deletion found in one of the parents.

Treatment and management

As of 2001 there is no cure for Opitz syndrome and no treatment for the underlying condition. Management of the condition involves diagnosing and managing the symptoms. Clefts, heart defects, and genital abnormalities can often be repaired by surgery. Feeding difficulties can sometimes be managed using feeding tubes through the nose, stomach, or small intestine. Early recognition and intervention with special education may help individuals with mental retardation.

Prognosis

For most patients, the prognosis and quality of life of Opitz syndrome is good, with individuals typically living a normal lifespan. The prognosis, however, is very dependent on the type of organ abnormalities and the quality of medical care. Patients with severe heart defects and major abnormalities in the trachea and esophagus may have a poorer prognosis.
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Oral-facial-digital syndrome

Definition

Oral-facial-digital (OFD) syndrome is a genetic name for a variety of different genetic disorders that result in malformations of the mouth, teeth, jaw, facial bones, hands, and feet.

Description

Oral-facial-digital syndrome includes several different but possibly related genetic disorders. OFD syndromes are also referred to as digito-orofacial syndromes. As of 2001, there are nine different OFD syndromes, identified as OFD syndrome type I, type II, and so on. OFD syndromes are so named because they all cause changes in the oral structures, including the tongue, teeth, and jaw; the facial structures, including the head, eyes, and nose; and the digits (fingers and toes). OFD syndromes are also frequently associated with developmental delay.

The different OFD syndromes are distinguished from each other based on the specific physical symptoms and the mode of inheritance. There are many alternate names for OFD syndromes. A partial list of these is:

- OFD syndrome type I: Gorlin syndrome I, Gorlin-Psaume syndrome, Papillon-Leage syndrome;
- OFD syndrome type II: Mohr syndrome, Mohr-Claussen syndrome;
- OFD syndrome type III: Sugarman syndrome;
- OFD syndrome type IV: Baraitser-Burn syndrome;
- OFD syndrome type V: Thurston syndrome;
- OFD syndrome type VI: Juberg-Hayward syndrome, Varadi syndrome, Varadi-Papp syndrome;
- OFD syndrome type VII: Whelan syndrome.


Genetic profile

The mode of inheritance of OFD syndrome depends on the type of the syndrome. Type I is inherited as an X-linked dominant trait and is only found in females because it is fatal in males. X-linked means that the syndrome is carried on the female sex chromosome, while dominant means that only one parent has to pass on the gene mutation in order for the child to be affected with the syndrome.

OFD syndrome type VII is inherited either as an X-linked or autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance. Autosomal means that the syndrome is not carried on a sex chromosome.

OFD syndrome types II, III, IV, V, and VI are passed on through an autosomal recessive pattern of inheritance. Recessive means that both parents must carry the gene mutation in order for their child to have the disorder.

OFD syndrome types VIII and IX are characterized by either an autosomal or X-linked recessive pattern of inheritance.

The gene location for OFD syndrome type I has been assigned to Xp22.3-22.2, or, on the 22nd band of the p arm of the X chromosome. As of 2001, the specific gene
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Opitz-Frias syndrome see Opitz syndrome

Opitz-Kaveggia syndrome see FG syndrome
mutations responsible for the other types of OFD syndrome have not been identified.

**Demographics**

There does not appear to be any clear-cut ethnic pattern to the incidence of OFD syndrome. Most types of OFD syndrome affect males and females with equal probability, although type I, the most common type, affects only females (since it is lethal in males before birth). The overall incidence of OFD syndrome has not been established due to the wide variation between the different types of the syndrome and the difficulty of definitive diagnosis.

**Signs and symptoms**

The symptoms observed in people affected by OFD syndrome vary depending on the specific type of the syndrome. In general, the symptoms include the following:

**Oral features:**
- Cleft lip
- Cleft palate or highly arched palate
- Lobed or split tongue
- Tumors of the tongue
- Missing or extra teeth
- Gum disease
- Misaligned bite
- Smaller than normal jaw

**Facial features:**
- Small or wide set eyes
- Missing structures of the eye
- Broad base or tip of the nose
- One nostril smaller than the other
- Low-set or angled ears

**Digital features:**
- Extra fingers or toes
- Abnormally short fingers
- Webbing between fingers or toes
- Clubfoot
- Permanently flexed fingers

**Mental development and central nervous system:**
- Mental retardation
- Brain abnormalities
- Seizures
- Spasmodic movements or tics
- Delayed motor and speech development

**Other:**
- Growth retardation
- Cardiovascular abnormalities
- Sunken chest
- Susceptibility to respiratory infection

**Diagnosis**

Diagnosis is usually made based on the observation of clinical symptoms. There is currently no medical test that can definitively confirm the diagnosis of OFD syndrome, with the exception of genetic screening for OFD syndrome type I.

**Treatment and management**

Treatment of OFD syndrome is directed towards the specific symptoms of each case. Surgical correction of the oral and facial malformations associated with OFD syndrome is often required.

**Prognosis**

Prognosis depends on the specific type of OFD syndrome and the symptoms present in the individual. OFD syndrome type I is lethal in males before birth. However, other types of OFD syndrome are found in both males and females. Due to the wide variety of symptoms seen
in the nine types of the syndrome, overall survival rates are not available.
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Organic acidemias

Definition

Organic acidemias are a collection of amino and fatty acid oxidation disorders that cause non-amino organic acids to accumulate and be excreted in the urine.

Description

Organic acidemias are divided into two categories: disorders of amino acid metabolism and disorders involving fatty acid oxidation. There are several dozen different organic acidemia disorders. They are caused by inherited deficiencies in specific enzymes involved in the breakdown of branched-chain amino acids, lysine, and tryptophan, or fatty acids. Some have more than one cause.

Amino acids are chemical compounds from which proteins are made. There are about 40 amino acids in the human body. Proteins in the body are formed through various combinations of roughly half of these amino acids. The other 20 play different roles in metabolism. Organic acidemias involving amino acid metabolism disorders include isovaleric acidemia, 3-methylcrotonylglycemia, combined carboxylase deficiency, hydroxymethylglutaric acidemia, propionic acidemia, methylmalonic acidemia, beta-ketothiolase deficiency, and glutaric acidemia type I.

Fatty acids, part of a larger group of organic acids, are caused by the breakdown of fats and oils in the body. Organic acidemias caused by fatty acid oxidation disorders include, glutaric acidemia type II, short-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (SCAD) deficiency, medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (MCAD) deficiency, long-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (LCAD) deficiency, very long-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (VLCAD) deficiency, and long-chain 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (LCHAD) deficiency.

Most organic acidemias are considered rare, occurring in less than one in 50,000 persons. However, MCAD occurs in about one in 23,000 births. Most of these disorders produce life-threatening illnesses that can occur in newborns, infants, children, and adults. In nearly all cases, though, the symptoms appear during the first few years of life, usually in children age two or younger. If left undiagnosed and untreated in young children, they can also delay physical development.

Genetic profile

Genes are the blueprint for the human body, directing the development of cells and tissue. Mutations in some genes can cause genetic disorders such as the organic acidemias. Every cell in the body has 23 pairs of chromosomes, 22 pairs of which contain two copies of individual genes. The twenty-third pair of chromosomes is called the sex chromosome because it determines a person’s gender. Men have an X and a Y chromosome while women have two X chromosomes.

Organic acidemias are generally believed to be autosomal recessive disorders that affect males and females. Autosomal means that the gene does not reside on the twenty-third or sex chromosome. People with only one abnormal gene are carriers but since the gene is recessive, they do not have the disorder. Their children
will be carriers of the disorder 50% of the time but not show symptoms of the disease. Both parents must have one of the abnormal genes for a child to have symptoms of an organic acidemia. When both parents have the abnormal gene, there is a 25% chance each child will inherit both abnormal genes and have the disease. There is a 50% chance each child will inherit one abnormal gene and become a carrier of the disorder but not have the disease itself. There is a 25% chance each child will inherit neither abnormal gene and not have the disease nor be a carrier.

**Demographics**

Organic acidemias affect males and females roughly equally. The disorders primarily occur in Caucasian children of northern European ancestry, such as English, Irish, German, French, and Swedish. In a 1994 study by Duke University Medical Center, 120 subjects with MCAD were studied. Of these, 118 were Caucasian, one was black, and one was Native American; 65 were female and 55 were male; and 112 were from the United States while the other eight were from Great Britain, Canada, Australia, and Ireland.

**Signs and symptoms**

Symptoms of organic acidemias vary with type and sometimes even within a specific disorder. Isovaleric acidemia (IA) can present itself in two ways: acute severe or chronic intermittent. Roughly half of IA patients have the acute severe disorder and half the chronic intermittent type. In acute severe cases, patients are healthy at birth but show symptoms between one to 14 days later. These symptoms include vomiting, refusal to eat, dehydration, listlessness, and lethargy. Other symptoms can include shaking, twitching, convulsions, and low body temperature (under 97.8ºF or 36.6ºC), and a foul “sweaty feet” odor. If left untreated, the infant can lapse into a coma and die from severe ketoacidosis, hemorrhage, or infections. In the chronic intermittent type, symptoms usually occur within a year after birth and is usually preceded by upper respiratory infections or an increased consumption of protein-rich foods, such as meat and dairy products. Symptoms include vomiting, lethargy, “sweaty feet” odor, acidosis, and ketonuria. Additional symptoms may include diarrhea, thrombocytopenia, neutropenia, or pancytopenia.

There is a wide range of symptoms for 3-methylcrotonylglycemia, which can occur in newborns, infants, and young children. These include irritability, drowsiness, unwillingness to eat, vomiting, and rapid breathing. Other symptoms can include hypoglycemia, alopecia, and involuntary body movements.

Approximately 30% of patients with hydroxymethylglutaric acidemia show symptoms within five days after birth and 60% between three and 24 months. Symptoms vary and can include vomiting, deficient muscle tone, lethargy, seizures, metabolic acidosis, hypoglycemia, and hyperammonemia.

Symptoms of methylmalonic acidemia (MA) due to methylmalonyl-CoA mutase (MCoAM) deficiency include lethargy, failure to thrive, vomiting, dehydration, trouble breathing, deficient muscle tone, and usually present themselves during infancy. MA due to N-methyltetrahydrofolate: homocysteine methyltransferase deficiency and high homocysteine levels usually occurs during the first two months after birth but has been reported in children as old as 14 years. General symptoms are the same as for MA due to MCoAM but can also include fatigue, delirium, dementia, spasms, and disorders of the spinal cord or bone marrow.

Symptoms of glutaric acidemia type I usually appear within two years after birth and generally become apparent when a minor infection is followed by deficient muscle tone, seizures, loss of head control, grimacing, and dystonia of the face, tongue, neck, back, arms, and hands. Glutaric acidemia type II symptoms fall into three categories:

- Infants with congenital anomalies present symptoms within the first 24 hours after birth, with symptoms of deficient muscle tone, severe hypoglycemia, hepatomegaly (enlarged liver), metabolic acidosis, and sometimes a “sweaty feet” odor. In some patients, signs include a high forehead, low-set ears, enlarged kidneys, excessive width between the eyes, a mid-face below normal size, and genital anomalies.
- Infants without congenital anomalies have signs of deficient muscle tone, tachypnea (increased breathing rate), metabolic acidosis, hepatomegaly, and a “sweaty feet” odor.
- Mild or later onset symptoms in children that include vomiting, hypoglycemia, hepatomegaly, and myopathy (a disorder of muscle or muscle tissue).

There are two types of propionic acidemia, one caused by propionyl-CoA carboxylase (PCoAC) deficiency and the other caused by multiple carboxylase (MC) deficiency. Symptoms of both disorders are generally the same and include vomiting, refusal to eat, lethargy, hypotonia, dehydration, and seizures. Other symptoms may include skin rash, ketoacidosis, irritability, metabolic acidosis, and a strong smelling urine commonly described as “tom cat’s” urine.

There are five types of organic acidemias of fatty acid oxidation that involve deficiencies of acyl-CoA dehydrogenase enzymes: SCAD, MCAD, LCAD,
VLCAD, and LCHAD. General symptoms for all five of these disorders include influenza- or cold-like symptoms, hyperammonemia, metabolic acidosis, hyperglycemia, vomiting, a “sweaty feet” odor, and delay in physical development. In young children, other symptoms can include loss of hair, involuntary or uncoordinated muscle movements (ataxia), and a scaly rash (seborrhea rash.) Symptoms generally appear between two months and two years of age, but can appear as early as two days after birth up to six years of age.

There are two combined carboxylase deficiency organic acidemias: holocarboxylase synthetase deficiency and biotindase deficiency. Symptoms of holocarboxylase deficiency include sleep and breathing difficulties, hypotonia, seizures, alopecia, developmental delay, skin rash, metabolic acidosis, ketolactic acidosis, organic aciduria, and hyperammonemia. Symptoms of biotindase deficiency include seizures, involuntary muscular movements, hypotonia, rapid breathing, developmental delay, hearing loss, and visual problems. Skin rash, alopecia, metabolic acidosis, organic acidemia, and hyper ammonemia can also occur.

Symptoms of beta-ketothiolase deficiency vary. In infants, the most common symptoms include severe metabolic acidosis, ketosis, vomiting, diarrhea (often bloody), and upper respiratory or gastrointestinal infections. Adults with the disorder are usually asymptomatic (showing no outward signs of the disease).

Diagnosis

In all types of organic acidemia, diagnosis cannot be made by simply recognizing the outward appearance of symptoms. Instead, diagnosis is usually made by detecting abnormal levels of organic acid cells in the urine through a urinalysis. The specific test used is called combined gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. In gas chromatography, a sample is vaporized and its components separated and identified. Mass spectrometry electronically weighs molecules. Every molecule has a unique weight (or mass). In newborn screening, mass spectrometry analyzes blood to identify what amino acids and fatty acids are present and the amount present.
The results can identify if the person tested has a specific organic acidemia. Many organic acidemias also can be diagnosed in the uterus by using an enzyme assay of cultured cells, or by demonstrating abnormal organic acids in the fluid surrounding the fetus. In some laboratories, analysis is done on blood, skin, liver, or muscle tissue. Molecular DNA testing is also available for common mutations of MCAD and LCHAD.

Since most organic acidemias are rare, routine screening of fetuses or newborns is not usually done and are not widely available. In MCAD, a more common organic acidemia, abnormal organic acids are excreted in the urine intermittently so a diagnosis is made by detecting the compound phenylpropionylglycine in the urine.

**Treatment and management**

There are few medications available to treat organic acidemias. The primary treatments are dietary restrictions tailored to each disorder, primarily restrictions on the intake of certain amino acids. For example, patients with some acidemias, such as isovaleric and beta-ketothiolase deficiency, must restrict their intake of leucine by cutting back on foods high in protein. Patients with propionic or methylmalonic acidemias must restrict their intake of threonine, valine, methionine, and isoleucine. The intake of the restricted amino acids is based on the percentage of lean body mass rather than body weight. Some patients also benefit from growth hormones. Patients with combined carboxylase deficiency are sometimes treated with large doses of vitamin B12. Some patients with methylmalonic acidemia are treated with large doses of biotin.

Glucose infusion (to provide calories and reduce the destructive metabolism of proteins) and bicarbonate infusion (to control acidosis) are often used to treat acute episodes of some acidemias, including isovaleric, 3-methylcrotonylglycemia, and hydroxymethylglutaric.

The primary treatment for MCAD is to not go without food for more than 10 or 12 hours. Children should eat foods high in carbohydrates, such as pasta, rice, cereal, and non-diet drinks, when they are ill. A low fat diet is also recommended. The drug L-carnitine is sometimes used by physicians to prevent low blood sugar when patients have infections or are not eating regularly.

The treatment of LCHAD is similar to that of MCAD, except that L-carnitine is usually not prescribed. Children with LCHAD are often treated with medium chain triglycerides oil.

Holocarboxylase synthetase deficiency is generally treated by administering 10 milligrams (mg) of biotin daily. Eating large amounts of yeast, liver, and egg yolks, which naturally contain biotin, did not improve the condition. **Biotinidase deficiency** is usually treated successfully with pharmacological doses of between five and 20 mg of biotin daily. However, hearing and vision problems appear to be less reversible.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis of patients with organic acidemias varies with each disorder and usually depends on how quickly and accurately the condition is diagnosed and treated. Some patients with organic acidemias are incorrectly diagnosed with other conditions, such as sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) or Reye syndrome. Without a quick and accurate diagnosis, the survival rate decreases with each episode of the disorder. Death occurs within the first few years of life, often within the first few months. With a quick diagnosis and aggressive monitoring and treatment, patients can often live relatively normal lives. For example, children with either biotinidase deficiency or holocarboxylase synthetase deficiency, when detected early and treated with biotin, have generally shown resolution of the clinical symptoms and biochemical abnormalities.

**Resources**
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Ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency

Definition

Ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency is a disorder in which there is a failure of the body to properly process ammonia, which can lead to coma and death if left untreated.

Description

Persons with ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency (OTC deficiency) have a problem with nitrogen metabolism. Too much nitrogen in the blood in the form of ammonia can cause brain damage, coma, and death. Ammonia is made up of nitrogen and hydrogen. Ammonia found in humans mostly comes from the breakdown of protein, either protein broken down from muscles, organs, and tissues already in the body, or excess protein that is eaten in the diet. Since excess ammonia is harmful, it is immediately excreted in normal humans after passing through the urea cycle and becoming urea. Ornithine transcarbamylase is a gene involved in the urea cycle—the process of making ammonia into urea, which occurs in the liver.

It is important to make urea, because, unlike ammonia, urea can be excreted by the kidney into the urine. Ammonia, on the other hand, cannot be effectively excreted by the kidney. So, if the ornithine transcarbamylase (OTC) function is reduced or impaired, ammonia builds up in the bloodstream. This buildup of ammonia in the bloodstream can lead to consequences as severe as coma and death. The amount of ammonia found in the bloodstream, and the severity of the disorder, depend on how well the OTC gene functions. If it functions reasonably well, the person should have a minor form of the disorder or no disorder. If the gene functions extremely poorly, or not at all, the disorder will be severe.

Synonyms for ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency include Hyperammonemia Type II, Ornithine carbamyltransferase deficiency, OTC deficiency, UCE, Urea cycle disorder, OTC Type, and Hyperammonemia due to ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency.

Genetic profile

OTC deficiency is an X-linked recessive disorder. This means that it is found on the X chromosome (specifically, it is located on the short arm at Xp21.1) Recessive disorders require that only abnormal genes, and no normal genes, be present. For non-sex chromosomes, this means that both copies of a gene (one received from each parent) must be abnormal in order for that person to have the disorder.

In X-linked recessive disorders, however, only one abnormal copy of a gene must be present to cause the disorder in males. Males possess only one X chromosome, from their mother, and one Y chromosome, which they receive from their father. If the mother is a carrier for the disorder (she has one normal gene and one abnormal gene), a male child would have a 50% chance of receiving an abnormal gene from her. If he receives the abnormal gene, he will have the disorder. So male children of a female carrier have a 50% chance of having the disorder.

A female child of a female carrier is much less likely to have the disorder. Unless the father has OTC deficiency, a female child will have one normal and one abnormal gene. Since recessive disorders require that both genes be mutated, the female child cannot have the disorder. Females with only one mutant OTC gene may have a mild form of the disorder because it is not purely recessive. Usually, the normal copy of the gene can sufficiently compensate for the poor functioning of the second, abnormal gene.

Some females do have the full-blown disorder, probably because of a phenomenon called X-inactivation. Although females have two X chromosomes in each cell, only one is active. Therefore, it is possible a female could have the disorder because only the abnormal gene was active in each cell of the liver, which is where OTC function takes place. Not enough is known about X-inactivation to speculate on the likelihood of this occurring. Overall, many more men than women have the disease. This means that OTC disease due to X-inactivation is not very common.

If the father has the gene for the disorder, he cannot pass it on to his male child (he does not give the male child an X chromosome, only a Y). He can give his female child one copy of the gene, which might result in a mild form of the disorder or the full-blown disorder due to X-inactivation.
Demographics

OTC affects infants at the rate of approximately one birth in every 70,000. As expected with an X-linked disorder, the disorder is more common in males.

Signs and symptoms

Before birth there are no symptoms of OTC deficiency because the exchange of nutrients and fluids between the mother and fetus allows the excess ammonia to leave the infant’s blood and go into the mother’s blood. The mother is then able to get rid of the ammonia as urea because she either lacks the disorder or her ammonia levels are medically well-controlled.

The most severe cases of OTC deficiency usually present in infants before they are a week old, typically in males. It may take several days for symptoms to appear, since it takes that long for protein, and therefore ammonia levels, to build up in the infant. Affected infants generally show periods of inactivity, a failure to feed, and vomiting. Unfortunately, many other disorders may also present with these same general symptoms, and new parents may not recognize these as abnormal in an infant. These symptoms are always accompanied in OTC deficiency by hyperammonemia, or high levels of ammonia in the blood.

Hyperammonemia is the most important symptom for identification and treatment of ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency. It is the cause of all other symptoms seen in OTC deficiency. Additionally, hepatomegaly (an enlarged liver), and seizures may also be present. If the disorder, or at least the hyperammonemia, is not recognized and treated, the symptoms may progress into coma and eventually, death. A failure to quickly resolve the hyperammonemia once an infant lapses into a coma may also lead to severe mental retardation or death.

Patients with milder forms of the disorder may show symptoms later in life such as failure to grow at a normal rate or they may experience developmental delay. Developmental delay is an inability to reach recognized milestones like speaking or grasping objects at an appropriate age. These milder symptoms would be accompanied by hyperammonemia, but the levels of ammonia would be much lower than in an episodic attack of hyperammonemia or in the severely ill infant. Other persons with milder forms of the disorder may have no symptoms, or may only experience nausea after a meal with a large protein content.

Persons with a mild form of the disorder and no other symptoms may also learn they have the disorder from an episode of acute hyperammonemia. Acute conditions are brief and immediate, whereas chronic conditions are long-lasting.

An episodic attack of acute hyperammonemia, then, is a an episode where levels of ammonia climb above what may be already high levels of ammonia. A person with an episode of acute hyperammonemia can have symptoms including some, or all, of the following: vomiting, lack of appetite, drowsiness, hepatomegaly, seizures, coma, and death. These episodes can be life-threatening and may require hospitalization depending on their severity and response to medication.

These episodic attacks are probably related to a large increase in the amount of protein being broken down in the body, which results in too much ammonia being produced. This ammonia cannot be immediately excreted, which results in hyperammonemia. The most common reasons for a change in the amount of protein broken down are probably starvation, illness, and surgery. Even persons with no previous symptoms can experience a fatal episode of acute hyperammonemia brought on by an increase in protein breakdown. Since an episodic attack of hyperammonemia can be fatal without any previous symptoms, persons who have at least one family member with OTC deficiency should consider testing to determine whether they have the gene for the disorder. If the disorder is known to be present, an episode of hyperammonemia might be anticipated and its effect lessened.

Diagnosis

A definitive diagnosis of OTC deficiency is made by laboratory tests, since physical symptoms are very general and common to a large number of disorders. A high level of ammonia in the blood is the hallmark of this disorder and other disorders that affect the urea cycle. In the short term, the levels of two amino acids in the urine, orotate and citrulline, should distinguish between OTC deficiency and other urea cycle deficiencies. In OTC deficiency, citrulline levels are normal or low, and orotate levels are usually high. In the long term, however, the most definitive diagnosis can be made through DNA analysis, or through a test of OTC activity in a small piece of liver tissue (a biopsy) taken from the patient.

Prenatal diagnosis of the disorder is difficult and not indicated unless there is an affected family member with the disorder. In that case, if the mutation is known, DNA analysis would reveal the same mutation as in the family member with OTC deficiency. If the mutation is not known, a method called linkage analysis may be used. In linkage analysis, the OTC gene itself is not analyzed, but the DNA near the gene is analyzed. The “near DNA” can then be compared to the “near DNA” of the affected family member. If the DNAs are different, then the fetus should not have the disorder. If they are the same, then the fetus probably has the disorder.
Treatment and management

Long-term management

The severity of the disorder is the most important factor in determining long-term treatment of OTC deficiency. The most severely affected individuals, usually infant males, should have liver transplants. As previously mentioned, the urea cycle and OTCs function occur in the liver. The transplantation immediately corrects OTC deficiency. Episodes of life-threatening ammonemia are prevented, although monitoring of tissue levels of ammonia is suggested. Another important benefit is that the transplant allows the child to develop and grow in a normal manner, without the threat of developmental delay or mental retardation. Transplants are now recommended even for children less than one year of age with a severe form of the disorder.

Two problems with liver transplants exist, however. First, it is difficult to obtain a liver from among the limited supply of donors, especially if the child is not currently hospitalized. The second problem arises from the way in which organs are assigned. Persons who are critically ill receive priority in organ donor lists. This means children whose disease is manageable may not be able to receive a transplant.

Second, children with transplants must have their immune system suppressed. The immune system fights off, and lets one recover from infections like colds, flu, and chicken pox. However, it also fights the introduction of an organ from someone else’s body, even a relative—except identical twins. Thus, as long as a person has a transplant, that person must have their immune system suppressed so that the transplanted organ is not killed by the body it is in. The problem with immune suppression is that a person is much more likely to become sick. This disadvantage is far outweighed by the advantages of normal mental development and the prevention of death in patients with severe OTC deficiency.

Patients in rural areas, or areas where there is no immediate access to a hospital equipped to care for a patient with an acute attack of hyperammonemia, should also be strongly considered for a liver transplant if the patient is predisposed to attacks of life-threatening hyperammonemia.

For less severely affected children, or children unable to obtain a liver transplant, long-term therapy consists of a combination of drugs, usually oral, sodium benzoate and sodium phenylacetate, and diet. This bypasses the normal process of the breakdown of protein into urea in the liver, which is the usual way that ammonia leaves the body. Children with OTC deficiency are placed on a low protein diet so their protein breakdown system does not become overwhelmed and lead to hyperammonemia. Children with OTC deficiency are also given arginine, an amino acid, which, for reasons that are unclear, causes more nitrogen, which is part of ammonia, to be excreted in the urine, and lowers blood ammonia. Dietary regimens vary from patient to patient based on their age, size, and the severity of the disorder. A nutrition expert must be consulted when developing an appropriate diet. The most strict diet consists of vitamin supplements and no protein other than essential amino acids. Essential amino acids are those that cannot be made by the body and must be obtained through food. Since proteins are made up of amino acids, and only amino acids, that means this diet is extremely restrictive. It also means that very little ammonia is left in the bloodstream since most of the otherwise free ammonia is tied up in the synthesis of the non-essential amino acids, amino acids made by the body itself.

Any chronic disease is stressful for a family. Parents and patients should consider support and information groups like the National Urea Cycle Disorders Foundation.

Short-term management

Short-term management of attacks of crisis hyperammonemia (severe acute hyperammonemia) consists of dialysis and drug therapy. Dialysis and large doses of the drugs sodium benzoate and sodium phenylacetate and doses of arginine are used to decrease the levels of ammonia in the blood. These methods are used together due to their synergistic effect.

Dialysis is a process where a toxic substance is removed from the blood. This can best be understood by pouring a small amount of cola into a glass. Now pour a large amount of water into it. In this way, the cola is “watered down” or diluted. Ammonia is diluted in a similar way using dialysis. Blood is removed from a patient and run through a hose. At one point, this hose runs through a tank made up of liquid that contains all

KEY TERMS

Developmental delay—When children do not reach certain milestones at appropriate ages. For example, a child should be able to speak by the time he or she is five years old.

Hyperammonemia—An excess of ammonia in the blood.

Urea—A nitrogen-containing compound that can be excreted through the kidney.

Urea cycle—A series of complex biochemical reactions that remove nitrogen from the blood so ammonia does not accumulate.
The components of blood, but no ammonia (this liquid is like the water in the water and cola example). Thus, ammonia spreads throughout the blood and the liquid surrounding the hose (the same way cola will spread out throughout water added to the glass) and the amount of ammonia in the blood is reduced. By continuously pumping blood through the hose and changing the liquid around the hose, most of the ammonia can be removed from the blood. All of the really large particles, like red blood cells, are also kept in the blood because the hose has holes that are only large enough to let smaller particles like ammonia out while keeping red blood cells in.

The future

The future treatment of OTC deficiency probably will come from experiments in gene therapy. OTC deficiency is a disorder particularly amenable to gene therapy because only one gene is affected and only one organ, the liver, would need the new gene. However, as of 2001, gene therapy has not been successfully demonstrated in human beings. Many technical problems must still be solved in order to successfully treat OTC deficiency and other disorders like it with gene therapy.

Prognosis

Only 50% of the most severely affected patients live beyond the time they first attend school. Of those receiving liver transplants, 82% of patients survive five years after receiving the transplant. Children with the severe disorder that receive drug therapy are much more likely to experience mental retardation, developmental delay, and a lack of growth. Also, many infants who experience hyperammonemic comas have severe mental damage.

For individuals not identified at birth or soon after, the prognosis varies widely. The consequences of the disorder are affected by the severity of the disorder and how it is managed, although anyone with the disorder may experience life-threatening attacks of acute hyperammonemia. In terms of long-term survival, puberty appears to be a difficult time for those with OTC deficiency, and persons who survive until after puberty have improved outcomes. The prognosis for this disorder can vary from quite hopeful to very distressing based upon its severity and how well the disorder can be controlled. A severe disorder that is well-controlled may still have a positive outcome.

Resources

PERIODICALS
Genetic profile

OWR may be divided into two groups, OWR1 and OWR2. OWR1 is caused by alterations in the endoglin (ENG) gene, located on the q (long) arm of chromosome 9 at band (location) 34. AVMs of the lung may be more common in OWR1 than OWR2. OWR2 is caused by alterations in the activin receptor-like kinase 1 gene (ALK1), located on the q arm of chromosome 12 at band 1. Normally, ENG and ALK1 make proteins that are important in blood vessel formation. Therefore, alterations within these genes would naturally cause problems with blood vessels. The causes of OWR are complex; various alterations in multiple genes, or various alterations within the same gene, generate similar symptoms.

OWR is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner. An affected individual has one copy of an alteration that causes OWR. The individual has a 50% chance to pass the alteration on to each of his or her children, regardless of that child’s gender. As of 2000, nearly all affected people have a family history of OWR, which is typically a parent with the condition.

Demographics

As of 2000, OWR affects about one in 10,000 people. It spans the globe, but a higher prevalence exists in the Danish island of Fyn, the Dutch Antilles, and parts of France. It affects both males and females.

Signs and symptoms

The symptoms in OWR result from several AVMs, which may occur in differing severity and areas of the body. Ultimately, AVMs may lead to mild or severe bleeding in affected areas. As of 1998, about 90% of people with OWR experience frequent nosebleeds. They occur because the layers of mucous membranes in the nose are very sensitive and fragile, and AVMs in this area can easily and spontaneously bleed. Consistent nosebleeds may begin by about twelve years of age, and are not always severe enough to result in medical treatment or consultation. Occasionally, severe nosebleeds can cause mild to severe anemia, sometimes requiring a blood transfusion or iron replacement therapy.

Small AVMs, called telangiectases, commonly occur on the nose, lips, tongue, mouth, and fingers. They may vary in size from a pinpoint to a small pea. Because telangiectases are fragile, sudden bleeding may occur from only slight trauma, and bleeding may not sponta-

KEY TERMS

Alteration—Change or mutation in a gene, specifically in the DNA that codes for the gene.

Aneurysm—Widening of an artery, which could eventually bleed.

Arteriovenous malformation (AVM)—Abnormal, direct connection between the arteries and veins (blood vessels). Can range from very small to large in size. Bleeding or an aneurysm may result.

Cauterization—Process of burning tissue either with a laser or electric needle to stop bleeding or destroy damaged tissue.

Echocardiogram—A non-invasive technique, using ultrasonic waves, used to look at the various structures and function of the heart.

Embolization therapy—Introduction of various substances into the circulation to plug up blood vessels in order to stop bleeding.

Endoscopy—A slender, tubular optical instrument used as a viewing system for examining an inner part of the body and, with an attached instrument, for biopsy or surgery.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)—A technique that employs magnetic fields and radio waves to create detailed images of internal body structures and organs, including the brain.

Stroke—A sudden neurological condition related to a block of blood flow in part of the brain, which can lead to a variety of problems, including paralysis, difficulty speaking, difficulty understanding others, or problems with balance.

Telangiectasis—Very small arteriovenous malformations, or connections between the arteries and veins. The result is small red spots on the skin known as “spider veins”.
neously stop. Thirty percent of people with OWR report telangiectases first appearing before age 20, and 67% before age 40. Telangiectases and larger AVMs can be found anywhere in the gastrointestinal system, and if large enough they may cause a significant amount of internal bleeding. This bleeding may become more severe with age, but usually does not appear until age forty.

Pulmonary AVMs (AVMs of the lung) may cause bleeding within the lungs. As of 1998, this occurs in about 20% of people with OWR. These are problematic because the abnormal connections between arteries and veins bypass the natural filtering system within the lung, allowing bacteria to enter the system. Low levels of oxygen and infection may result, causing migraine-like headaches. An individual with a pulmonary AVM may experience intolerance to exercise, or may have areas of their skin turn blue (due to low oxygen levels). Complications in the brain may also result, sometimes causing a stroke. Occasionally, AVMs may occur in the spine, liver, and brain. A network of AVMs in the liver can cause blood to be forced away from the normal circulation, increasing the risk of heart failure because the heart becomes overloaded with blood.

**Diagnosis**

As of 2001, **genetic testing** is available for OWR, but only on a research basis. The University of Utah offers linkage analysis to determine alterations in either ENG or ALK1, and results are not guaranteed. Linkage analysis is a method of genetic testing that requires several family members, both affected and unaffected, to give a blood sample for DNA analysis. The testing attempts to study family markers on the various chromosomes, in an attempt to find alterations near the proposed gene location. Results are abnormal if an alteration near ENG or ALK1 is found. If a familial alteration is identified, unaffected individuals could be offered testing to see whether or not they have the same alteration. If an individual had the alteration, he or she would be at risk for symptoms of OWR. Currently, no prenatal testing is available for OWR.

Because testing is neither widely available nor useful for diagnostic purposes, most people with OWR are identified by careful physical examination and study of their medical and family histories. Findings suggestive of an OWR diagnosis include nosebleeds (especially at night), multiple telangiectases (especially on the lips, mouth, fingers, and nose), and AVMs of various organs (especially the lungs, brain, liver, spine, and gastrointestinal (GI) tract). The final piece is a family history of OWR, with the affected person having the mentioned symptoms. OWR is considered definite when three or more findings are present, possible/suspected when two findings are present, and unlikely when fewer than two findings are present.

OWR is difficult to diagnose (and often under-diagnosed) because bleeding and venous malformations happen in otherwise healthy individuals. For example, isolated nosebleeds are very common in the general population and may occur for a variety of reasons. Because nosebleeds are often the first sign in OWR, they may initially be ignored, until they become so frequent that they are brought to medical attention. Isolated internal bleeding, or aneurysms, are quite common in the brain and GI tract. However, not all aneurysms are caused by AVMs and this needs to be determined, as AVMs are more specific to OWR. Most individuals with a pulmonary AVM actually have OWR.

Telangiectases may sometimes be a sign of other bleeding disorders, such as von Willebrand disease, a problem with blood coagulation (clotting). Telangiectases may also naturally occur in pregnancy or chronic liver disease. A hereditary form of telangiectases exists, and in this they are usually found on the face, upper limbs, and upper trunk of the body. Ataxia telangiectasia, another genetic condition involving telangiectases, should be considered if individuals have ataxia (problems with muscle coordination); movement and walking disorders are often observed with this condition as well.

**Treatment and management**

Treatment for OWR is based on the specific symptoms an individual experiences. To assess the need for treatment, a review of medical history regarding nosebleeds and other bleeding episodes should be noted. There should be careful inspection of any telangiectases. Stool samples may be analyzed to determine whether there is any blood present that is not obvious to the naked eye; this may indicate anemia. A complete blood count (CBC) can also determine whether anemia is a factor, due to blood loss. Pulse oximetry involves studying a blood sample, and determining whether the amount of oxygen absorption by red blood cells is normal. It can help to determine whether the lungs and heart are functioning properly, because their roles are to help oxygenate blood. Careful imaging of the heart by echocardiogram or chest x rays can assess whether the heart structures are normal. Chest x rays may identify pulmonary AVMs. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the head can visualize the brain to rule out any bleeding. An ultrasound of the liver and abdomen can help to rule out any AVMs in this area.

There are a few options for those who experience chronic nosebleeds. Generally, sterile sponges and sprays
may help absorb free-flowing blood. Another option is laser therapy, used for individuals who have mild to moderate nosebleeds. A small laser beam is directed around each telangiectasis, and automatic clotting occurs, sealing them. It is usually done under local anesthesia, and few complications exist. Nearly everyone sees improvements for several months, and the procedure may be repeated as needed. For more severe cases (sometimes requiring transfusions) there is septal dermoplasty, first pioneered in the 1960s. This replaces the normally fragile lining of the nose with a tougher lining, using a skin graft from the thigh area. The procedure can be done with local or general anesthetic, and has minimal complications. Some individuals never have nosebleeds again after the operation, but most of them experience a significant lessening of symptoms. Estrogen and aminocaproic acid (an amino acid) therapies have also been found to help with clotting in the nose. Estrogen improves the smoothness of layers of skin on the telangiectases, making them less fragile. Aminocaproic acid improves the clotting process by magnifying the protein responsible for clotting.

Gastrointestinal bleeding is one of the most difficult symptoms of OWR to treat. Endoscopy can help to identify the location of the AVM. Using an endoscopic probe, treatment can be attempted by laser or through cauterization—sealing the injury with heat. These help to seal the telangiectasis or AVM. If bleeding is severe, iron therapy is often needed to help build more red blood cells and alleviate anemia. Hormone therapy (with estrogen and progesterone) has been helpful in many patients with chronic GI bleeding. As of 1998, no perfect treatment for liver AVMs has been established, but embolization therapy has been used. For more severe cases (usually in older individuals) liver transplant may be considered.

Pulmonary AVMs are often treated with a procedure known as balloon embolization. A small tube is inserted into a large vein in the groin. It is passed through the blood vessels to the pulmonary AVM. A balloon or coil is placed into the artery leading into the AVM, blocking it off completely, and this stops the bleeding. This usually takes 1–2 hours, with minimal recuperation time. Pulmonary AVMs can almost always be treated very well with this method. Women with OWR who become pregnant and have untreated pulmonary AVMs run a high risk for an internal lung bleed. They should be treated during their second trimester to avoid this complication. Pregnant women with treated pulmonary AVMs appear to be at no higher risk for bleeding than pregnant women without pulmonary AVMs.

For generalized anemia, iron replacement and red blood cell transfusions may become necessary. People with OWR may develop medical problems unrelated to the condition, such as ulcers or colon cancer, which may cause additional GI blood loss.

Because telangiectases can occur in the mouth, dental work may be a particular problem for those with OWR. Bleeding in the mouth makes the oral area susceptible to oral bacteria, such as those on the gums. Bacteria can enter the bloodstream and cause infections in other areas of the body. The best preventive measure for this is to take antibiotics before any dental work in order to prevent infection. Additionally, medications such as aspirin and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents (such as Advil, Aleve, and Motrin) should be avoided because they can increase bleeding.

Since effective treatment measures are available, unaffected at-risk individuals in a family should be screened for symptoms of OWR, especially for brain, pulmonary, and GI AVMs.
Prognosis

Prognosis for individuals with OWR is good, assuming they receive appropriate and timely treatments. Because many treatments are effective, proper screening is crucial to prognosis.
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HHT Foundation International, Inc. PO Box 8087, New Haven, CT 06530. (800) 448-6389 or (410) 584-7287. Canada: (604) 596-3418. Other countries: (914) 887-5844. Fax: (410) 584-7721 or (604) 596-0138. hhtinfo@hht.org. <http://www.hht.org>.
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Osteoarthritis

Definition

Osteoarthritis is a degenerative joint disease characterized by the breakdown of the joint’s cartilage.

Description

Osteoarthritis is one of the oldest and most common types of arthritis. With the breakdown of cartilage, the part of the joint that cushions the ends of bones, bones rub against each other, causing pain and loss of movement. Often called “wear-and-tear arthritis” or “old person’s arthritis,” many factors can cause osteoarthritis.

The biologic causes of the disorder are currently unknown. It does not appear to be caused by aging itself, although osteoarthritis generally accompanies aging.

Osteoarthritis is estimated to affect more than 20 million Americans, mostly after age 45. Women are more commonly affected than men.

In the United States about 6% of adults over 30 have osteoarthritis of the knee and about 3% have osteoarthritis of the hip. Prevalence of osteoarthritis in most joints is higher in men than women before age 50, but after this age, more women are affected by osteoarthritis. The occurrence of the disease increases with age. In men, the hip is affected more often while in women, the hands, fingers, and knees are more problematic.

Some forms of osteoarthritis are more prevalent in African-American men and women than in Caucasians, possibly because they have a higher bone mineral density. In the case of knee osteoarthritis, it may be related to occupational and physical demands. African-American women also have a higher risk of developing bilateral knee osteoarthritis and hip osteoarthritis compared to women of other races. This difference may be because African-American women generally have a higher body mass index which puts more stress on the joints.

Osteoarthritis is common worldwide, although risk of osteoarthritis varies among ethnic groups. Caucasians have a higher risk than Asians, and the risk of osteoarthritis in the hips is lower in Asia and some Middle East countries than in the United States. Asians appear to have a higher incidence of osteoarthritis in the knee than Caucasians, however, and an equal risk in the spine. Location of affected joints and inherited forms of the disorder can influence age of onset.

Genetic profile

Genetics plays a role in the development of osteoarthritis, particularly in the hands and hips. One
study found that heredity may be involved in 30% of people with osteoarthritic hands and 65% of those with osteoarthritic knees. Another study found a higher correlation of osteoarthritis between parents and children and between siblings than between spouses. Other research has shown that a genetic abnormality may promote a breakdown of the protective structure in cartilage.

Abnormal collagen genes have been identified in some families with osteoarthritis. One recent study found that the type IX collagen gene COL9A1 (6q12-q13) may be a susceptibility locus for female hip osteoarthritis. Other research has suggested that mutations in the COL2A1 gene may be associated with osteoarthritis.

Some evidence also suggests that a female-specific susceptibility gene for idiopathic osteoarthritis is located on 11q. There is some evidence of genetic abnormality at the IL1R1 marker on gene 2q12 in individuals with severe osteoarthritis and Heberden nodes (bony lumps on the end joint of fingers).

Signs and symptoms

Although up to 85% of people over 65 show evidence of osteoarthritis on x ray, only 35-50% experience symptoms. Symptoms range from very mild to very severe, affecting hands and weight-bearing joints such as knees, hips, feet, and the back. The pain of osteoarthritis usually begins gradually and progresses slowly over many years.

Osteoarthritis is commonly identified by aching pain in one or more joints, stiffness, and loss of mobility. The disease can cause significant trouble walking and stair climbing. Inflammation may or may not be present. Extensive use of the joint often exacerbates pain in the joints. Osteoarthritis is often more bothersome at night than in the morning and in humid weather than dry weather. Periods of inactivity, such as sleeping or sitting, may result in stiffness, which can be eased by stretching and exercise. Osteoarthritis pain tends to fade within a year of appearing.

Bony lumps on the end joint of the finger, called Herberden’s nodes, and on the middle joint of the finger, called Bouchard’s nodes, may also develop.

Diagnosis

A diagnosis of osteoarthritis is made based on a physical exam and history of symptoms.

X rays are used to confirm diagnosis. In people over 60, the disease can often be observed on x ray. An indication of cartilage loss arises if the normal space between the bones in a joint is narrowed, if there is an abnormal increase in bone density, or if bony projections or erosions are evident. Any cysts that might develop in osteoarthritic joints are also detectable by x ray.

Additional tests can be performed if other conditions are suspected or if the diagnosis is uncertain. Blood tests can rule out rheumatoid arthritis or other forms of arthritis.

It is possible to distinguish osteoarthritis from other joint diseases by considering a number of factors together:

- Osteoarthritis usually occurs in older people.
- It is usually located in only one or a few joints.
- The joints are less inflamed than in other arthritic conditions.
- Progression of pain is almost always gradual.

A few of the most common disorders that might be confused with osteoarthritis are rheumatoid arthritis, chondrocalcinosis, and Charcot’s joints.

Treatment and management

There is no known way to prevent osteoarthritis or slow its progression. Some lifestyle changes can reduce or delay symptoms. Treatment often focuses on decreasing pain and improving joint movement. Prevention and treatment measures may include:

- Exercises to maintain joint flexibility and improve muscle strength. By strengthening the supporting muscles, tendons, and ligaments, regular weight-bearing exercise helps protect joints, even possibly stimulating growth of the cartilage.
- Joint protection, which prevents strain and stress on painful joints.
- Heat/cold therapy for temporary pain relief.
- Various pain control medications, including corticosteroids and NSAIDs (nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs such as aspirin, acetaminophen, ibuprofen, and naproxen). For inflamed joints that are not responsive to
NSAIDS, injectable glucocorticoids may be used. For mild pain without inflammation, acetaminophen may be used.

- Weight control, which prevents extra stress on weight-bearing joints. One study reported that weight loss seemed to reduce the risk for symptomatic osteoarthritis of the knee in women, and in another, women who lost 11 pounds or more cut their risk for developing osteoarthritis in half.

- Surgery may be needed to relieve chronic pain in damaged joints. Osteoarthritis is the most common indication for total joint replacement of the hip and knee.

**New treatment findings**

Studies have found that estrogen may promote healthy joints in women. Hormone replacement therapy may significantly reduce the risk in postmenopausal women, particularly in the knees.

It has been reported that deficiencies in vitamin D in older people may worsen their condition, so individuals with osteoarthritis should strive to get the recommended 400 IU a day. To protect bones, adults should also consume at least 1,000 mg of calcium daily.

Glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate are popular nutritional supplements that may diminish the symptoms of osteoarthritis. According to some reports, a daily dose of 750–1,500 mg of glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate may result in reduced joint pain, stiffness, and swelling, however these supplements are not approved by the Food and Drug Administration as effective treatment of osteoarthritis. A person with osteoarthritis should consult with a doctor before using dietary supplements to treat symptoms.

**Prognosis**

Osteoarthritis is not life threatening, but quality of life can deteriorate significantly due to the pain and loss of mobility that it causes. Advanced osteoarthritis can force the patient to forgo activities, even walking, unless the condition is alleviated by medication or corrected by surgery.

There is no cure for osteoarthritis, and no treatment alters its progression with any certainty. Only heart disease has a greater impact on work, and 5% of those who leave the work force do so because of osteoarthritis.
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abnormal gene on one of the autosomal chromosomes (one of the first 22 “non-sex” chromosomes) from either parent can cause the disease. One of the parents will have the disease (since it is dominant) and is the carrier. Only one parent needs to be a carrier in order for the child to inherit the disease. A child who has one parent with the disease has a 50% chance of also being a carrier and having the disease and a 50% chance of not inheriting the dominant gene, and thus not having the disorder.

In OI, the genetic abnormality causes one of two things to occur. It may direct cells to make an altered collagen protein and the presence of this altered collagen causes OI Type II, III, or IV. Alternately, the dominant altered gene may fail to direct cells to make any collagen protein. Although some collagen is produced by instructions from the normal gene, an overall decrease in the total amount of collagen produced results in OI Type I.

If both parents have OI caused by an autosomal dominant gene change, there is a 75% chance that the child will inherit one or both OI genes. In other words, there is a 25% chance the child will inherit only the mother’s OI gene (and the father’s unaffected gene), a 25% chance the child will inherit only the father’s OI gene (and the mother’s unaffected gene), and a 25% chance the child will inherit both parents’ OI genes. Because this situation has been uncommon, the outcome of a child inheriting two OI genes is hard to predict. It is likely that the child would have a severe, possibly lethal, form of the disorder.

About 25% of children with OI are born into a family with no history of the disorder. This occurs when the gene spontaneously mutates in either the sperm or the egg before the child’s conception. No triggers for this type of mutation are known. This is called a new dominant mutation. The child has a 50% chance of passing the disorder on to his or her children. In most cases, when a family with no history of OI has a child with OI, they are not at greater risk than the general population for having a second child with OI, and unaffected siblings of a person with OI are at no greater risk of having children with OI than the general population.

In studies of families into which infants with OI Type II were born, most of the babies had a new dominant mutation in a collagen gene. In some of these families, however, more than one infant was born with OI. Previously, researchers had seen this recurrence as evidence of recessive inheritance of this form of OI. More recently, however, researchers have concluded that the rare recurrence of OI to a couple with a child with autosomal dominant OI is more likely due to gonadal mosaicism. Instead of a mutation occurring in an individual sperm or egg, it occurs in a percentage of the cells that give rise to a parent’s multiple sperm or eggs. This mutation, present in a percentage of his or her reproductive cells, can result in more than one affected child without affecting the parent with the disorder. An estimated 2–4% of families into which an infant with OI Type II is born are at risk of having another affected child because of gonadal mosaicism.

Demographics

OI affects equal numbers of males and females. It occurs in about one of every 20,000 births.

Signs and symptoms

Type I

This is the most common and mildest type. Among the common features of Type I are the following:
• Bones are predisposed to fracture, with most fractures occurring before puberty. People with OI type I typically have about 20–40 fractures before puberty.
• Stature is normal or near-normal.
• Joints are loose and muscle tone is low.
• Usually sclera (whites of the eyes) have blue, purple, or gray tint.
• Face shape is triangular.
• Tendency toward scoliosis (a curvature of the spine).
• Bone deformity is absent or minimal.
• Dentinogenesis imperfecta may occur, causing brittle teeth.

KEY TERMS

Collagen—The main supportive protein of cartilage, connective tissue, tendon, skin, and bone.
Ligament—A type of connective tissue that connects bones or cartilage and provides support and strength to joints.
Mutation—A permanent change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual, or manifest as disease, and can be transmitted to offspring.
Sclera—The tough white membrane that forms the outer layer of the eyeball.
Scoliosis—An abnormal, side-to-side curvature of the spine.
Hearing loss is a possible symptom, often beginning in the early 20s or 30s.

Structure of collagen is normal, but the amount is less than normal.

**Type II**

Sometimes called the lethal form, Type II is the most severe form of OI. Among the common features of Type II are the following:

- Frequently, OI Type II is lethal at or shortly after birth, often as a result of respiratory problems.
- Fractures are numerous and bone deformity is severe.
- Stature is small with underdeveloped lungs.
- Collagen is formed improperly.

**Type III**

Among the common features of Type III are the following:

- Bones fracture easily. Fractures are often present at birth, and x rays may reveal healed fractures that occurred before birth. People with OI Type III may have more than 100 fractures before puberty.
- Stature is significantly shorter than normal.
- Sclera (whites of the eyes) have blue, purple, or gray tint.
- Joints are loose and muscle development is poor in arms and legs.
- Rib cage is barrel-shaped.
- Face shape is triangular.
- Scoliosis (a curvature of the spine) is likely.
- Rib cage is barrel-shaped.
- Face is triangular in shape.
- Dentinogenesis imperfecta may occur, causing brittle teeth.
- Hearing loss is possible.
- Collagen is formed improperly.

**Type IV**

OI Type IV falls between Type I and Type III in severity. Among the common features of Type IV are the following:

- Bones fracture easily, with most fractures occurring before puberty.
- Stature is shorter than average.
- Sclera (whites of the eyes) are normal in color, appearing white or near-white.
- Bone deformity is mild to moderate.
- Scoliosis (curvature of the spine) is likely.
- Rib cage is barrel-shaped.
- Face is triangular in shape.
- Dentinogenesis imperfecta may occur, causing brittle teeth.
- Hearing loss is possible.
- Collagen is formed improperly.

**Diagnosis**

It is often possible to diagnose OI solely on clinical features and x ray findings. Collagen or DNA tests may help confirm a diagnosis of OI. These tests generally require several weeks before results are known. Approximately 10–15% of individuals with mild OI who have collagen testing, and approximately 5% of those who have genetic testing, test negative for OI despite having the disorder.

Diagnosis is usually suspected when a baby has bone fractures after having suffered no apparent injury. Another indication is small, irregular, isolated bones in the sutures between the bones of the skull (wormian bones). Sometimes the bluish sclera serves as a diagnostic clue. Unfortunately, because of the unusual nature of the fractures occurring in a baby who cannot yet move, some parents have been accused of child abuse before the actual diagnosis of osteogenesis imperfecta was reached.

**Prenatal diagnosis**

Testing is available to assist in prenatal diagnosis. Women with OI who become pregnant, or women who conceive a child with a man who has OI, may wish to explore prenatal diagnosis. Because of the relatively small risk (2–4%) of recurrence of OI Type II in a family, families may opt for ultrasound studies to determine if a developing fetus has the disorder.

Ultrasound is the least invasive procedure for prenatal diagnosis, and carries the least risk. Using ultrasound, a doctor can examine the fetus’s skeleton for bowing of the leg or arm bones, fractures, shortening, or other bone abnormalities that may indicate OI. Different forms of OI may be detected by ultrasound in the second trimester. The reality is that when it occurs as a new dominant mutation, it is found inadvertently on ultrasound, and it may be difficult to know the diagnosis until after delivery since other genetic conditions can cause bowing and/or fractures prenatally.

Chorionic villus sampling is a procedure to obtain chorionic villi tissue for testing. Examination of fetal collagen proteins in the tissue can reveal information about the quantitative or qualitative collagen changes that lead
to OI. When a parent has OI, it is necessary for the affected parent to have the results of his or her own collagen test available. Chorionic villus sampling can be performed at 10–12 weeks of pregnancy.

**Amniocentesis** is a procedure that involves inserting a thin needle into the uterus, into the amniotic sac, and withdrawing a small amount of amniotic fluid. DNA can be extracted from the fetal cells contained in the amniotic fluid and tested for the specific mutation known to cause OI in that family. This technique is useful only when the mutation causing OI in a particular family has been identified through previous genetic testing of affected family members, including previous pregnancies involving a baby with OI. Amniocentesis is performed at 16–18 weeks of pregnancy.

**Treatment and management**

There are no treatments available to cure OI, nor to prevent most of its complications. Most treatments are aimed at correcting the fractures and bone abnormalities caused by OI. Splints, casts, braces, and rods are all used. Rodding refers to a surgical procedure in which a metal rod is implanted within a bone (usually the long bones of the thigh and leg). This is done when bowing or repeated fractures of these bones has interfered with a child’s ability to begin to walk.

Other treatments include hearing aids and early capping of teeth. Patients may require the use of a walker or wheelchair. Pain may be treated with a variety of medications. Exercise is encouraged as a means to promote muscle and bone strength. Swimming is a form of exercise that puts a minimal amount of strain on muscles, joints, and bones. Walking is encouraged for those who are able.

Smoking, excessive alcohol and caffeine consumption, and steroid medications may deplete bone and increase bone fragility.

Alternative treatment such as acupuncture, naturopathic therapies, hypnosis, relaxation training, visual imagery, and biofeedback have all been used to try to decrease the constant pain of fractures.

**Prognosis**

Lifespan for people with OI Type I, III, and IV is not generally shortened. The prognosis for people with these types of OI is quite variable, depending on the severity of the disorder and the number and severity of the fractures and bony abnormalities.

Fifty percent of all babies with OI Type II are still-born. The rest of these babies usually die within a very short time after birth. In recent years, some people with Type II have lived into young adulthood.
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Definition

Osteoporosis is a disease characterized by low bone mass and deterioration of bone tissues, leading to bone fragility and, consequently, an increase in fracture risk.

Description

The term osteoporosis comes from the Greek word *osteon*, meaning bone, and *porus*, meaning pore or passage. Osteoporosis literally makes bones porous. The amount of calcium stored in bones decreases over time causing the skeleton to weaken.

In the body of early adults, both the mineral portion and the framework of bone is in constant flux. Old tissue is broken down and reabsorbed and new bone is created at approximately the same rate. In later years, this rate of renewal begins to slow behind the rate of removal. This slowing is what leaves the bones thinner and more fragile. The most typical sites of fractures related to osteoporosis are the hip, spine, wrist, and ribs, although the disease can affect any bone in the body.

The average woman acquires 98% of her skeletal mass by approximately age 20. Building strong bones during childhood and adolescence is a key defense against developing osteoporosis later. There are four main steps to preventing osteoporosis: consuming a balanced diet rich in calcium and vitamin D; participating in weight-bearing exercise; following a healthy lifestyle, including no smoking and limited alcohol intake; and testing bone density and taking medication when appropriate.

Type I, postmenopausal osteoporosis, is the most common. It is usually a consequence of reproductive hormone deficiency, and afflicts mostly women over age 50. The disorder typically appears within the first ten or twenty years after menopause. Men may also develop the disorder, usually around 50-60 years of age, as a result of:

- Prolonged exposure to certain medications such as steroids used to treat asthma or arthritis, anticonvulsants, aluminum-containing antacids, and certain cancer treatments
- Chronic disease that affects the kidneys, lungs, stomach, and intestines and alters hormone levels
- Undiagnosed low levels of the sex hormone testosterone
- Lifestyle habits such as smoking, excessive alcohol use, low calcium intake, inadequate physical exercise

Type II, senile osteoporosis, affects both men and women over the age of 70, although women are twice as likely to develop the disorder.

In some cases, osteoporosis is secondary to another cause. It can accompany endocrine disorders such as acromegaly and Cushing syndrome. It results from excessive use of drugs such as corticosteroids. In these cases, the treatment is directed at curing the principal ailment or at not using the offending drug. Blood or urine tests will diagnose other causes of bone loss or bone density.

Genetic profile

Osteoporosis results from a complex interaction between genetic and environmental factors throughout life. Evidence suggests that peak bone mass is inherited, but current genetic markers are only able to explain a small proportion of the variation in individual bone mass or fracture risk. At this time, no specific mode of inheritance has been identified. Heritability of bone mass has been estimated to account for 60-90% of its variance. Studies have shown reduced bone mass in daughters of osteoporotic women when compared with controls; in men and women who have first-degree relatives with osteoporosis; and in perimenopausal women who have a family history of hip fracture. Body weight in infancy may be a determinant of adult bone mineral area.

Some scientists think that environmental influences during early life interact with the genome to establish the functional level of a variety of metabolic processes involved in skeletal growth.

Many candidate genes exist for osteoporosis, however relatively few have been studied. The first candidate gene to be identified was the vitamin D receptor (VDR) gene, and studies are ongoing as to how much this gene accounts for variance in bone mass. The response of bone mass to dietary supplementation with vitamin D and calcium is known to be dependent, in part, on VDR polymorphisms. Other genes may aid in establishing who would benefit from treatments like hormone replacement therapy, bisphosphonates, or exercise. Associations between bone mass and polymorphisms have also been found in the estrogen receptor gene, the interleukin-6 genes, the transforming growth factor beta, and a binding site of the collagen type I alpha1 (COLIA1) gene.

The risk of osteoporosis is greatly determined by peak bone mass, and any gene linked to fractures in the elderly may possibly be associated with low bone mass in children as well.

Environmental influences such as diet, climate, and physical exercise may have significant impact on gene expression, as well. In particular, malnutrition early in life is likely to have permanent effects resulting in lowered bone mass.
Demographics

Significant risk has been reported in people of all ethnic backgrounds. Asian and white women are at greatest risk of bone thinning because they generally have the lowest bone density. Although the risk is smaller, African-American and Hispanic-American women should take precaution, as well. An estimated 10% of African-American women over age 50 have osteoporosis and an additional 30% have low bone density that puts them at risk of developing osteoporosis.

Women in general have a four times greater risk than men of developing osteoporosis, and 80% of those affected by osteoporosis are women. In the United States, an estimated eight million American women and two million men have osteoporosis.

An osteoporosis-related fracture will occur in one in two women and one in eight men over the age of 50.

Signs and symptoms

Often called “the silent disease” because bone loss occurs without symptoms, people may not know that they have osteoporosis until they have a fracture from a minor bump or fall, or a vertebra collapses. Physical signs of osteoporosis include back pain, loss of height over time, stooped posture, and fractures of vertebrae, wrists, or hips. Osteoporosis can be detected by a bone mineral density test or even a regular x ray.

Without preventive treatment, women can lose up to 20% of their bone mass in the first five to seven years following menopause, making them more susceptible to osteoporosis.

Over many years, a sequence of spinal compression fractures may cause kyphosis, the bent-over posture known as dowager’s or widow’s hump. These fractures rarely require surgery, and they can range from causing minor discomfort to severe painful episodes of backache. In either case, pain generally subsides gradually over one to two months.

Diagnosis

Since osteoporosis can develop undetected for decades until a fracture occurs, early diagnosis is important.

A bone mineral density test (BMD) is the only way to diagnose osteoporosis and determine risk for future fracture. The painless, noninvasive test measures bone density and helps determine whether medication is needed to help maintain bone mass, prevent further bone loss, and reduce fracture risk.

Several different machines measure bone density. Central machines, such as the dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA or DEXA) and quantitative computed tomography (QCT), measure density in the hip, spine and total body. Peripheral machines, such as radiographic absorptiometry (RA), peripheral dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (pDXA), and peripheral quantitative computed tomography (pQCT), measure density in the finger, wrist, kneecap, shin bone, and heel.

A physician may be able to observe osteoporotic bone in a routine spinal x ray, however, BMD tests are more accurate and can measure small percentages of lost bone density. In an x ray, osteoporotic bone appears less dense and the image is less distinct, suggesting weaker bone.

There are no official guidelines for osteoporosis screening. Some physicians recommend bone density testing at menopause to begin preventive treatment if necessary. Generally, testing is recommended for postmenopausal women who have suffered a bone fracture after menopause or who have gone through menopause and have at least one risk factor for the disease. The major risk factors are low body weight, low calcium intake, poor health, and a history of osteoporosis in the family. The test is usually recommended for all women over 65.

Testing may also be recommended for elderly men with one of the following risk factors: bone fracture, poor health, or low testosterone levels.

Treatment and management

There a number of options for preventing and treating bone loss.
Therapeutic options

Various therapies have been shown to be effective in preventing bone loss and increasing bone mass. These include:

• **Estrogen.** For women with postmenopausal osteoporosis, estrogen replacement therapy helps halt bone loss and exerts a modest bone-building effect. Stopping estrogen therapy restarts bone loss, so long-term treatment is usually recommended. For women entering menopause, some physicians recommend estrogen replacement therapy to replace the decreasing supply of naturally-occurring estrogen in the body and enable the skeleton to slow its rate of absorption and retain calcium. Estrogen is considered the best treatment against osteoporosis. Physicians may recommend combination estrogen and progesterone replacement therapy in women who have an intact uterus in order to reduce endometrial cancer risk. Some studies indicate a relationship between estrogen use and breast cancer while other studies indicate no relationship at all; the issue is still to be determined.

• **Raloxifene.** One of a class of drugs called selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs) that appear to prevent bone loss, raloxifene (Evista) produces small increases in bone mass. It is approved for the prevention and treatment of osteoporosis. Like estrogens, SERMs produce changes in blood lipids that may protect against heart disease, although the effects are not as potent as that of estrogen. Unlike estrogens, SERMs do not appear to stimulate uterine or breast tissue.

• **Alendronate.** One of a class of medications called bisphosphonates, alendronate (Fosamax) may prevent bone loss, increase bone mass, and reduce the risk of fractures.

• **Risedronate.** Also from the bisphosphonate family, risedronate (Actonel) has been shown to reduce bone loss, increase bone density, and reduce the risk of fractures.

• **Calcitonin.** A hormone that regulates calcium levels in the blood, calcitonin and may prevent bone loss. It is approved for treatment of diagnosed osteoporosis.

Preventive options

Measures have been identified that improve bone strength over the life span. Physicians recommend that all adult men and women, but particularly men and women over the age of 50, take the following measures to prevent osteoporosis:

• **Consume at least 1,000 mg calcium.** Foods high in calcium include dairy products, leafy green vegetables, beans, nuts and whole-grain cereals. Supplements may be taken if adequate intake cannot be achieved through diet.

• **Consume 400 IU of vitamin D to enhance calcium absorption.**

• **Participate in regular weight-bearing exercise, such as walking, jogging, tennis, weight-lifting, and cross-country skiing, to strengthen bones.**

• **Stop smoking.**

• **Reduce intake of caffeine to not more than three cups a day.**

• **Limit alcohol to not more than two drinks per day.**

• **Avoid excessive amounts of dietary fiber as it binds to calcium and may interfere with absorption.**

Making the house a safer place against falls can decrease risk of fracture in people with osteoporosis. Install handrails on the stairs; remove loose throw rugs; keep rooms and hallways well-lit including night lights; install handrails beside the tub, shower and toilet; place
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If fractures occur, treatment may require casts, braces, physical therapy and surgery to assist bone healing.

**Prognosis**

When osteoporosis is untreated, it can cause serious disability. Osteoporosis can be managed with proper medical and self-care.

Osteoporosis is associated with 40,000 deaths annually, mostly from complications of surgery or immobilization after hip fractures.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

Foundation for Osteoporosis Research and Education. 300 27th St., Oakland, CA 94612. (888) 266-3015. <http://www.fore.org>.

**WEBSITES**
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**Otopalatodigital syndrome**

**Definition**

Otopalatodigital (OPD) syndrome, also called digitootopalatal syndrome or palatoootodigital syndrome, is a rare X-linked genetic disorder that affects bone and facial structure. OPD is fully expressed in males. Females are only mildly affected.

**Description**

There are two forms of OPD syndrome. Type I is inherited through an X-linked trait with intermediate expression in females while type II is inherited through an X-linked recessive trait. OPD syndrome type I is also called Taybi syndrome. OPD syndrome type II is alternately called Andre syndrome, cranioorodigital syndrome, or faciopalatoosseous (FPO) syndrome.

A genetic disorder called frontometaphyseal dysplasia, or FMD, has very similar features to type I OPD syndrome.

There are three recognized forms of a genetic disorder called Larsen syndrome: an autosomal dominant type, a recessive type, and a lethal type. All three of these syndromes have similar symptoms to those seen in individuals affected with OPD syndrome. Recent evidence also suggests that Larsen syndrome, recessive type, may in fact be type II OPD syndrome.

As the various names of OPD syndrome suggest, this disorder is characterized by malformations and/or dysfunctions of the ears (-oto-), palate (-palato-), fingers and toes (-digito-), skull (-cranio-), mouth (-oro-), face (-facio-), and bones (-osseo-). Some of the characteristics common to both types of OPD syndrome include: a cleft palate, a prominent forehead, a broad nose, widely spaced eyes (hypertelorism), a downward slanting of the opening between the upper and lower eyelids (palpebral fissures), conductive hearing loss, short fingers and toes (brachydactyly), an abnormal inward curving of the fingers (clinodactyly), a caved in chest at birth (pectus excavatum); short stature (dwarfism), and a congenital dislocation of the elbows caused by a misalignment of the head of the large bone in the forearm (radius).

**Genetic profile**

Both forms of OPD syndrome are X-linked. The gene mutation responsible for the appearance of type I OPD syndrome has been tentatively assigned to the Xq28 band. It is also believed that type II OPD syndrome is an allelic variant of type I OPD, which is to say that each form of OPD syndrome is caused by different mutations in the same gene or in overlapping genes at the same chromosomal location. Recessive type Larsen syndrome is also believed to be either another allelic variant of OPD syndrome, or identical to type II OPD syndrome. Another extremely rare genetic disorder, Melnick-Needles syndrome also has an overlapping of symptoms with type II OPD syndrome. It is felt that this syndrome is also possibly an allelic variant of OPD syndrome.

OPD syndrome is transmitted via the X chromosome. A female generally possesses two X chromosomes,
Type II OPD syndrome is transmitted through an X-linked recessive trait. A child of a type II OPD syndrome affected parent has a 50% chance of also inheriting the gene for the type II OPD syndrome. Subsequently, if that child is male, he will have expression of the disorder. If it is a female child, then she generally will have milder features. Girls who are homozygous for type II OPD syndrome (inheriting the gene from each parent) will exhibit more severe symptoms than girls who are heterozygous for type II OPD syndrome. Males affected with type II OPD syndrome exhibit symptoms similar to those seen in homozygous girls.

Demographics

As of early 2001, the incidence of occurrence of both forms of OPD syndrome has not been determined. The lack of occurrence rate data is partially due to the fact that type I OPD syndrome can often have only very mild clinical and radiological symptoms, such that it is often not diagnosed, or even noticed, until type I OPD syndrome is recognized in a more severely affected member of the family.

Type I OPD syndrome is more common than type II OPD syndrome, and as of early 2001, nearly 300 cases had been reported in the medical literature. In 1996, only 25 detailed cases of type II OPD syndrome had been described in the medical literature.

Signs and symptoms

The severity of symptoms experienced by those people affected with OPD syndrome varies widely from practically asymptomatic to symptoms so severe that they cause infantile or prenatal death. In type II OPD syndrome, males are generally affected with far more severe symptoms than females.

There are six abnormalities of the face and head that characterize OPD syndrome: a cleft palate, downwardly slanting openings between the eyelids, widely spaced eyes (hypertelorism), a prominent forehead, a broad nose, and conductive hearing loss.

Conductive hearing loss results from a blockage of the auditory canal or some other dysfunction of the ear that allows the nasal passages and the mouth to be improperly connected.

Clinodactyly—An abnormal inward curving of the fingers or toes.

Conductive hearing loss—Hearing loss that is the result of a dysfunction of the parts of the ear responsible for collecting sound. In this type of hearing loss, the auditory nerve is generally not damaged.

Hypertelorism—A wider-than-normal space between the eyes.

Hypospadias—An abnormality of the penis in which the urethral opening is located on the underside of the penis rather than at its tip.

Omphalocele—A birth defect where the bowel and sometimes the liver, protrudes through an opening in the baby’s abdomen near the umbilical cord.

Palpebral fissures—The opening between the upper and lower eyelids.

Pectus excavatum—An abnormality of the chest in which the sternum (breastbone) sinks inward; sometimes called “funnel chest.”

one from her mother and one from her father. A male generally possesses only a single X chromosome, that from his mother. He gets a Y chromosome from his father. Certain rare exceptions to these inheritance patterns are seen, but in general, a female is an XX and a male is an XY. It is for this reason that X-linked disorders are generally seen in greater numbers of males than females. The male does not possess a second X chromosome that can be expressed. A male either has a mutation on his X chromosome, or he does not. A female, on the other hand, can be either homozygous or heterozygous for an X-linked trait. That is, she can either have two identical copies of this trait (homozygous) or only one copy is this trait (heterozygous).

Type I OPD syndrome is transmitted through a dominant trait. A child of a type I OPD syndrome affected parent has a 50% chance of also being affected with type I OPD syndrome.
In addition to the abnormalities of the head, universal characteristics of OPD syndrome affected individuals also include: abnormally short fingers and toes (brachydactyly); abnormal inward curving of some fingers (clinodactyly); short nails; a congenital dislocation of the elbows, and sometimes the knees; a caved in chest (pectus excavatum) at birth; and, growth retardation.

Symptoms that are characteristic of type I OPD syndrome include: curvature of the spine (scoliosis); generalized bone malformation, particularly in the bones of the limbs and ribcage; broad distal digits, malformed or missing teeth (hypodontia); and, mild mental retardation.

Symptoms that are characteristic of type II OPD syndrome include: low-set ears, flattened vertebrae in the spine, bowing of the bones of the limbs, flexed overlapping digits, a malformation or complete absence of the large bone in the shin (fibula), malformations of the hips, a small opening in the abdominal wall (hernia) at the navel (omphalocele), and a malformation of the male genitalia in which the opening of the urethra is located on the underside of the penis, rather than at the tip of the penis (hypospadias).

**Diagnosis**

A diagnosis of OPD syndrome is suggested when a patient presents the five characteristic abnormalities of the head and face accompanied by conductive hearing loss. This diagnosis is confirmed by the observance of brachydactyly and congenital dislocation of the elbows and/or knees.

Type I OPD syndrome is differentially diagnosed from type II OPD syndrome by the appearance of scoliosis. Type II OPD syndrome is differentially diagnosed from type I OPD by the presence of an omphalocele and greater malformations of the bones of the ribcage.

**Treatment and management**

There are currently no treatments aimed specifically at OPD syndrome. Instead, treatment is on a case-by-case and symptom-by-symptom basis.

Malformations of the head and face can generally be corrected, if necessary, by surgeries. In certain instances, the conductive hearing loss experienced by individuals with OPD syndrome may also be corrected through surgery. When it cannot, hearing aids may be required.

Many of the skeletal abnormalities seen in OPD syndrome affected individuals can either be corrected by surgery or can be alleviated through the use of braces until the bones become more fully developed.

Malformations of the male genitalia and the omphalocele observed in type II OPD syndrome affected infants can also be corrected by surgery.

Certain OPD affected individuals may also benefit from treatments with growth hormone.

In cases of mild mental retardation or speech problems, early intervention programs for these types of developmental delays may also be of benefit.

**Prognosis**

Most individuals affected with type I OPD syndrome can expect to lead full lives if medical treatments, including corrective surgeries, are sought. Many individuals affected with type II OPD syndrome die either prior to birth or as infants due to respiratory failure associated with the malformation of the bones of the ribcage. If these individuals survive infancy, they also may expect to live full lives after corrective surgeries and other medical treatments.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**


Ovarian cancer

Definition

Ovarian cancer is a disease in which the cells in the ovaries become abnormal and start to grow uncontrollably, forming tumors. Ninety percent of all ovarian cancers develop in the cells that line the surface of the ovaries and are called “epithelial cell tumors.”

Description

The ovaries are a pair of almond-shaped organs that lie in the pelvis on either side of the uterus. The fallopian tubes connect the ovaries to the uterus. The ovaries produce and release an egg each month during a woman’s menstrual cycle. In addition, they also produce the female hormones estrogen and progesterone, which regulate and maintain the proper growth and development of female sexual characteristics.

Ovarian cancer is the fifth most common cancer among women in the United States. It accounts for 4% of all cancers in women. However, ovarian cancer is very difficult to discover in the early stages. This is often because there are no obvious warning signs, and the disease can grow relatively quickly. In addition, the ovaries are situated deep in the abdomen and small tumors may not be detected easily during a routine physical examination. Because of this, the death rate due to ovarian cancer is higher than that of any other cancer among women, since it may only be detected at advanced stages.

Ovarian cancer can develop at any age, but more than half the diagnoses are among women who are 60 years or older. The vast majority of people with ovarian cancer have no family history of the disease. However, for about 5-10% of individuals, there may be a very strong family history of ovarian cancer or other cancers, such as breast cancer. In these cases, a specific genetic alteration may be in the family, causing a predisposition to ovarian cancer and other associated cancers.

Genetic profile

Cells in ovarian tissue normally divide and grow, according to controls and instructions by various genes. If these genes have changes within them, the instructions for cellular growth and division may go awry. Abnormal, uncontrolled cell growth may occur, causing ovarian cancer. Therefore, all ovarian cancers are genetic because they all result from changes within genes. The difference is that most ovarian cancers are caused by sporadic changes within the genes, and only a minority are caused by inherited genetic alterations. Most ovarian cancers occur later in life after years of exposure to various environmental factors (such as the body’s own hormones, asbestos exposure, or smoking) that can cause sporadic genetic alterations.

A small proportion of ovarian cancer is caused by inherited genetic alterations. As of 2001, a genetic alteration causing a predisposition solely to ovarian cancer has not yet been identified. However, in 1994 a breast and ovarian cancer susceptibility gene, known as BRCA1 (location 17q21), was identified. The discovery of BRCA2 (location 13q12) followed shortly in 1995. Women with alterations in these genes have an increased risk for breast and ovarian cancer, and men have an increased risk for prostate cancer. Men with a BRCA2 alteration have an increased risk for breast cancer. Slightly increased risks for colon and pancreatic cancers (in men and women) are also associated with BRCA2 alterations.

BRCA1 and BRCA2 alterations are inherited in an autosomal dominant manner; an individual who has one copy of a BRCA alteration has a 50% chance to pass it on to each of his or her children, regardless of that child’s gender. Nearly all individuals with BRCA alterations have a family history of the alteration, usually a parent with it. In turn, they also may have a very strong family history of breast, ovarian, prostate, colon, and/or pancreatic cancers. Aside from BRCA1 and BRCA2, there
likely are other cancer susceptibility genes that are still unknown.

In addition to BRCA1 and BRCA2, ovarian cancer may be present in rare genetic cancer syndromes. In these instances, an individual may have other health problems (unrelated to cancer) and a family history of a wide variety of cancers and symptoms. As an example, Hereditary Non-Polyposis Colorectal Cancer (HNPCC) is a syndrome that often involves cancers of the colon, uterus, ovaries, and stomach. HNPCC is due to changes in several genes including hMLH1, hMSH2, hMSH6, and hPMS2. These genes are unrelated to BRCA1 and BRCA2.

**Demographics**

On average, a North American woman faces a lifetime risk of approximately 2% to develop ovarian cancer. The incidence of ovarian cancer is higher among Caucasian women. The American Cancer Society states that in the year 2000 about 23,100 new cases of ovarian cancer will be diagnosed in the United States, and 14,000 women will die from the disease. Specific BRCA alterations are common in certain ethnic groups, which may make hereditary ovarian cancer more common in these populations. As of 2001, certain BRCA alterations are more common in the Ashkenazi (Eastern European) Jewish, Icelander, Dutch, French Canadian, and West African populations.

**Signs and symptoms**

Ovarian cancer has no specific signs or symptoms in the early stages of the disease. However, one may experience some of the following:

- Pain or swelling in the abdominal area
- Bloating and general feeling of abdominal discomfort
- Constipation, nausea, or vomiting
- Loss of appetite, tiredness
- Unexplained weight gain (generally due to fluid building up from the cancer in the abdomen)
- Vaginal bleeding in women who have already gone through menopause

Only a physician can assess whether or not the symptoms are an indication of early ovarian cancer. This is why it is important for a physician to be informed right away if any of the above symptoms are present.

A family history of ovarian cancer puts a woman at an increased risk for developing the disease. In addition, if a woman has had, or has a family history of breast cancer she may be at an increased risk for ovarian cancer. Signs of a possible BRCA1 or BRCA2 alteration in a family, signifying hereditary breast or ovarian cancer, include:

- Several relatives with cancer
- A large number of relatives with cancer versus unaffected relatives
- Close genetic relationships between people with cancer, such as parent-child, sibling-sibling
- Earlier ages of cancer onset, such as before ages 45-50
- An individual with both breast and ovarian cancer
- An individual with bilateral or multi-focal breast cancer
- The presence of ovarian, prostate, colon, or pancreatic cancers in the same family

**KEY TERMS**

**Alteration**—Change or mutation in a gene, specifically in the DNA that codes for the gene.

**Biopsy**—The surgical removal and microscopic examination of living tissue for diagnostic purposes.

**Computed tomography (CT) scan**—An imaging procedure that produces a three-dimensional picture of organs or structures inside the body, such as the brain.

**Laparoscopy**—A diagnostic procedure in which a small incision is made in the abdomen and a slender, hollow, lighted instrument is passed through it. The doctor can view the ovaries more closely through the laparoscope, and if necessary, obtain tissue samples for biopsy.

**Laparotomy**—An operation in which the abdominal cavity is opened up.

**Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)**—A technique that employs magnetic fields and radio waves to create detailed images of internal body structures and organs, including the brain.

**Pelvic examination**—Physical examination performed by a physician, often associated with a Pap smear. The physician inserts his/her finger into a woman’s vagina, attempting to feel the ovaries directly.

**Transvaginal ultrasound**—A way to view the ovaries using sound waves. A probe is inserted into the vagina and the ovaries can be seen. Color doppler imaging measures the amount of blood flow, as tumors sometimes have high levels of blood flow.
Case(s) of breast cancer in men

Suspicion of a BRCA alteration may be raised if someone has the above features in their family and they are of a particular ethnic group, such as Ashkenazi Jewish. This is because specific BRCA1 and BRCA2 alterations are known to be more common in this group of individuals.

Diagnosis

If a woman has symptoms of ovarian cancer, a pelvic examination is usually conducted to feel the ovaries to see if they have enlarged, indicative of a tumor. Blood tests to determine the level of a protein, known as carbohydrate antigen 125 (CA-125), may be done. CA-125 blood levels can be high when a woman has ovarian cancer. Additionally, a pelvic or transvaginal ultrasound (with color Doppler imaging) may be used to get several views of the ovaries, carefully checking their shape and structure. A CT scan may be helpful if the ultrasound is technically unsatisfactory for accurate interpretation.

A biopsy and surgery is necessary in order to determine the type of tumor, as not all tumors are cancerous. If the tumor appears to be small, a procedure known as laparoscopy may be used. A tiny incision is made in the abdomen and a slender, hollow, lighted instrument is inserted through it. This enables the doctor to view the ovary more closely and to obtain a biopsy. If the ovary has suspicious findings on laparoscopy and biopsy, a laparotomy (open surgery performed under general anesthesia) and removal of that ovary is usually performed. Large masses are investigated by open surgery.

Standard imaging techniques such as Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) may be used to determine if the disease has metastasized (spread) to other parts of the body.

As of 2001, there is DNA-based genetic testing to identify a BRCA1 or BRCA2 alteration in an individual. In the United States, Myriad Laboratories in Utah is the only place to offer this costly testing (as of 2001, it is about $2,700 for initial analysis). A blood sample is used, and both BRCA genes are studied for alterations. There is also targeted testing for people in high-risk ethnic groups (such as Ashkenazi Jewish) in which only the common BRCA alterations can be tested. Even with current technology (as of 2001), only certain regions of the BRCA genes can be studied, which leaves some alterations unable to be found.

For women without cancer who test positive for a BRCA alteration, this now places them at a significantly increased risk to develop the associated cancers. A woman’s risks associated with a BRCA1 alteration are: 40-60% for ovarian cancer by age 70 and 3-85% for breast cancer by age 70. A woman’s risks with a BRCA2 alteration are: 16-27% for ovarian cancer by age 70 and 4-86% for breast cancer by age 70.

For women with ovarian cancer who are found to have a BRCA alteration, this now places them at an increased risk to develop breast cancer. For some women, this may be a new risk they were not aware of before the testing, particularly if they have no family history of breast cancer.

For all women with a BRCA2 alteration, there may be a slightly increased risk for colon and pancreatic cancers. Additionally, because the testing process and test results are quite complex (and may have strong emotional consequences) everyone should receive proper genetic counseling before pursuing any BRCA1 and BRCA2 testing. Prenatal BRCA testing is available, but is rarely performed unless accompanied by extensive genetic and psychological counseling.

Treatment and management

As with many other cancers, treatment is determined by the exact size and type of ovarian cancer, so it is often unique to an individual. However, the cornerstone of treatment for ovarian cancer is surgery. This may require a laparotomy procedure in order to remove as much cancerous tissue as possible. Other organs, such as the uterus and fallopian tubes, may also be removed (especially if the cancer has spread there). Chemotherapy, the use of strong chemicals to kill cancer cells, is usually done following surgery. The purpose is to destroy any remaining cancer cells. Radiation therapy (using radioactive waves to kill cancer cells) is not typically used for ovarian cancer because it is not as effective as other treatments.

Screening recommendations for women at high risk to develop ovarian cancer (such as those with a strong family history of the disease) may include:

• Pelvic examination every six months or yearly, starting at age 25-35
• Transvaginal ultrasound with color Doppler imaging every six months or yearly, beginning at age 25-35
• Yearly blood CA-125 testing, starting at age 25-35

For women with a BRCA1 or BRCA2 alteration, they are also at an increased risk for breast cancer. Screening recommendations for them may include:

• Examining their own breasts monthly
• Examination of their breasts by a physician/nurse every six months or yearly, starting at age 25-35
• Mammograms (x rays of the breasts) yearly, starting at age 25-35
Specific screening programs may vary by physician. In addition to cancer screening, women with BRCA1 or BRCA2 alterations should know about their preventive surgery options. They may consider having their healthy ovaries and/or breasts removed, in order to reduce their risks to develop ovarian and/or breast cancer. Women may be more agreeable to having their ovaries removed because ovarian cancer is difficult to detect. However, this ends their ability to have children and automatically begins menopause for them. Both preventive surgeries greatly reduce a woman’s cancer risk, but they can never eliminate the risk entirely.

For people with cancer or at high risk for it, there often are support and discussion groups available. These may be invaluable for those who feel alone in their situation, because they can meet others who are dealing with the exact same issues.

**Prognosis**

Because ovarian cancer is not usually diagnosed until it is in an advanced stage, it is the most deadly of all the female cancers of the reproductive organs. As of 2000, only 46% of women diagnosed with ovarian cancer will survive past five years. If ovarian cancer is diagnosed before it has spread to other organs, more than 90% of the patients will survive five years or more. Unfortunately, only 24% of all cancers are found at this early stage.

As of 2001, there appears to be no difference in how a woman with ovarian cancer will do, whether or not she has a BRCA alteration. Because unaffected people in a family with a BRCA alteration may be in high-risk screening programs, the hope is that they may be able to have any of their cancers detected earlier, giving a better prognosis.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**


Gynecologic Cancer Foundation. 401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611. (800) 444-4441.


**WEBSITES**


Deepti Babu, MS
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**Paine syndrome**

**Definition**

Paine syndrome is a rare genetic condition that is present at birth. Characterized by an undersized head and related abnormalities in the brain, the disease results in severe mental and physical retardation, movement disorders, and vision problems. Most infants with Paine syndrome do not survive their first year of life.

**Description**

The cerebellum, which is Latin for “little brain,” is the part of the brain that controls involuntary movements, such as maintaining balance and coordinating muscles during physical activity. When shaking hands, for example, the cerebellum plays a primary role in coordinating the dozens of muscles involved in this seemingly simple task. Paine syndrome, which is named after the American pediatrician who first described the condition in 1960, interferes with the proper growth of the cerebellum and other parts of the brain while the fetus is still in the womb. Though this syndrome is considered a single entity, it actually includes several disorders that emerge together. The result is a variety of debilitating effects.

Children born with Paine syndrome have microcephaly. This neurological disease, which is also associated with conditions other than Paine syndrome, is characterized by an abnormally small head. The head of an infant with microcephaly is smaller than average when compared to other babies of the same age and gender. This decreased skull size is an indication that the brain did not grow properly during fetal development. The form of microcephaly associated with Paine syndrome causes physical and mental retardation. Aside from a small head, infants with Paine syndrome may have undersized bodies. Motor skills, language abilities, and other aspects of normal development are impaired. Babies with Paine syndrome, for example, may require a feeding tube due to difficulties or trouble swallowing. Unlike most infants, they may seem disinterested in the world around them.

Paine syndrome also produces specific problems related to movement. Infants affected by the disease develop spasticity. This nervous system disorder, in which muscles do not relax properly after being stretched, can cause muscle stiffness, pain, or physical deformity. It can also lead to repetitive spasms by a particular muscle or group of muscles (these spasms are known as myoclonic jerks). Aside from spasticity, an infant with Paine syndrome may experience generalized seizures.

Vision can also be affected, resulting in optic atrophy. This eye disorder causes a degeneration of the nerves carrying information from the eyes to the brain. Optic atrophy can lead to blurry vision or other visual disturbances.

The underlying cause of Paine syndrome, which is sometimes referred to as microcephaly-spastic diplegia syndrome, is unknown. The effects of the disease are thought to stem from the limited growth of the cerebellum and other areas of the brain. Autopsies of affected children have revealed underdevelopment of this region, as well as abnormalities in the cerebrum and other brain structures.

Paine syndrome is considered very similar to another genetic, congenital disease known as Seemanova syndrome. Both diseases have a number of symptoms in common, though Seemanova syndrome lacks certain characteristics of the former (such as an underdeveloped cerebellum). Some doctors view both conditions as variations of a more broadly defined disorder called Paine-Seemanova syndrome.

**Genetic profile**

The gene responsible for Paine syndrome has not been identified, but is believed to lie on the X chromosome. For this reason, the disease is referred to as an X-
cumference may be identified later during a routine exam if it is not detected shortly after delivery. Imaging procedures (such as an x ray, CT scan, or MRI) are used to identify the structural abnormalities of the brain and skull. Analyses of blood and urine are also performed. An electroencephalogram (EEG), a non-invasive test that measures the electrical activity of the brain, may be recommended to help assess developmental problems or detect relevant brain or nervous system abnormalities.

Treatment and management

There is no cure for Paine syndrome. The changes in brain structure associated with the disease cannot be reversed. When possible, treatment focuses on alleviating symptoms. Anticonvulsants, for example, can be used to help control seizures; dextroamphetamine may also be prescribed to ease symptoms. In addition to drugs, orthopedic surgery is sometimes necessary. Family education and genetic counseling for parents is also recommended.

Prognosis

Due to its debilitating effects on the brain and nervous system, Paine syndrome is usually fatal within one year after birth.
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Greg Annussek
Pallister-Hall syndrome

Definition

Pallister-Hall syndrome is an extremely rare developmental disorder marked by a spectrum of features ranging from mild (extra fingers or toes or a non-cancerous malformation in the hypothalamus region of the brain) to severe (laryngotracheal cleft, an opening between the windpipe and voicebox that can be fatal in newborns).

Description

First reported in 1980 by American geneticist Judith G. Hall and American medical doctor Philip D. Pallister, Pallister-Hall syndrome is often diagnosed at birth. Some symptoms are immediately noticeable, including short limbs, extra digits, unusual facial features, or blockage of the anal opening. Some signs, such as mental retardation and abnormalities of the heart, lung, or kidneys, must be diagnosed by a physician.

Newborn infants with Pallister-Hall syndrome must be carefully watched for signs of hypopituitarism (insufficient production of growth hormones by the pituitary gland), which can cause fatal complications if not promptly treated. Similarly, inadequate activity of the adrenal gland can be lethal in newborns. If not immediately recognized, an imperfectly formed anus can also develop serious complications in a newborn. Because of its sometimes-serious consequences, Pallister-Hall syndrome is considered part of the CA VE (cerebro-acro-visceral early lethality) group of disorders.

This syndrome is also known by a variety of alternative names, including congenital hypothalamic hamartoblastoma, hamartopolydactyly syndrome, hypothalamic hamartoblastoma syndrome, Hall syndrome 2, hypothalamic hamartoblastoma-hyperphalangeal hypoendocrine-hypoplastic anus (4H) syndrome, hypothalamic hamartoblastoma-hypopituitarism-imperforate anus-postaxial polydactyly syndrome, microphallus-imperforate anus-syndactyly-hamartoblastoma-abnormal lung lobulation-polydactyly (MISHAP) syndrome, and renal-anal-lung-polydactyly-hamartoblastoma (RALPH) syndrome.

Genetic profile

Pallister-Hall syndrome is believed to have autosomal dominant inheritance, meaning that it can occur in either sex, and is passed from generation to generation when an abnormal gene is received from one parent and a normal gene is received from the other. Affected patients have a 50% chance of passing the disorder to each offspring. In most such cases, signs and symptoms in affected offspring are similar to those of the parents. However, Pallister-Hall syndrome is more commonly found in isolated cases involving individuals with no family history of the disorder. These cases are thought to result from new, random, genetic mutations with no known cause. The gene responsible is GL13 (chromosomal locus 7p13). Because of the rarity of this disorder and the subtlety of its identifying characteristics, the ratio of these random mutation cases to inherited cases is not known.

Demographics

As of early 2001, only about 100 cases of this very rare genetic disorder were known. Males are believed to be affected by Pallister-Hall syndrome about twice as often as females. The disorder is not limited to particular ethnic groups. Some researchers have proposed that many patients with Pallister-Hall signs and symptoms have been misdiagnosed as having a related genetic disorder, isolated post-axial polydactyly type A (PAP-A). It should be noted that Pallister-Hall has only been known since 1980, and that the syndrome’s full spectrum is still being investigated. As this spectrum expands, greater numbers of milder cases are being uncovered.

Signs and symptoms

This disorder is noted for a wide range of signs and symptoms, including the following:

- Abnormalities of the head, neck, and facial areas including short neck, short midface, flat nasal bridge, small tongue, noticeable underdevelopment of one jaw compared to the other, asymmetric skull, cleft palate and other irregularities of the palate, cleft larynx or epiglottis, cysts on the gums, and ears that are small, low-set, and abnormally rotated toward the back of the head.

- Hypothalamic hamartoblastoma, a non-cancerous tumor in the hypothalamus. It grows at the same rate as nearby brain tissue, up to 4 cm across, taking the place of the hypothalamus. Most hypothalamic hamartomas have no symptoms, but in some cases they can cause neurological problems including gelastic epilepsy, which causes chest and diaphragm movements similar to those that occur during laughter.

- Inhibited flow of cerebrospinal fluid in the brain.

- Limb abnormalities including short limbs, extra fingers or toes (central or postaxial polydactyly), webbing of fingers or toes (syndactyly), abnormally small fingernails or toenails, or absent nails.
Pallister-Hall syndrome

KEY TERMS

Adrenal gland—A triangle-shaped endocrine gland, located above each kidney, that synthesizes aldosterone, cortisol, and testosterone from cholesterol. The adrenal glands are responsible for salt and water levels in the body, as well as for protein, fat, and carbohydrate metabolism.

Hypothalamus—A part of the forebrain that controls heartbeat, body temperature, thirst, hunger, body temperature and pressure, blood sugar levels, and other functions.

Pituitary gland—A small gland at the base of the brain responsible for releasing many hormones, including luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH).

• Respiratory abnormalities including underdeveloped or abnormally developed lungs
• Anus lacking the usual opening
• Congenital heart defects
• Kidneys with abnormal development or placement
• Underdeveloped or abnormally developed adrenal, pituitary, or thyroid glands. This can lead to decreased activity of these glands. Some Pallister-Hall newborns cannot survive due to insufficient activity of the adrenal gland. An underdeveloped pituitary gland can also have lethal consequences. Symptoms of hypopituitarism may include hypoglycemia, jaundice, or unusual drowsiness.
• In males, unusually small penis, underdeveloped testicles, or failure of one or both testes to descend normally
• Retarded growth in most patients
• Mild mental retardation
• Spinal abnormalities
• Dislocated hips
• Signs of puberty may appear unusually early

Diagnosis

Both clinical examination and family history are used to diagnose Pallister-Hall syndrome.

The hallmark clinical findings are hypothalamic hamartoma (a non-cancerous tumor in the hypothalamus), as well as extra fingers or toes. Another sign useful for diagnostic purposes is bifid epiglottis, a cleft in the thin flap of cartilage behind the base of the tongue. This particular malformation is almost never seen except in cases of Pallister-Hall syndrome. It rarely causes problems.

Prenatal testing may be conducted by ultrasound, however its effectiveness in detecting Pallister-Hall syndrome is not conclusive.

A molecular genetic test exists to scan the coding regions of the GLI3 gene for mutations, but as of early 2001 such testing was available only for scientific research purposes.

Treatment and management

Management will depend on the specific signs and symptoms present.

Unless there are unusual complications, hamartoblastomas are usually left in place. However, it is sometimes necessary to surgically remove a hamartoblastoma when it causes undue pressure on the brain (hydrocephalus). Hamartoblastomas are usually monitored throughout the life of the patient. Typically, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used, because hypothalamic hamartomas are sometimes not visible on computerized tomography (CT) scans or cranial ultrasound examinations.

Because of the dangers posed by adrenal insufficiency, Pallister-Hall patients will often be assessed for cortisol deficiency. Cortisol (hydrocortisone) is an important steroid hormone released by the adrenal glands. Patients are also likely to see an endocrinologist to evaluate their growth hormone, luteinizing hormone, follicle-stimulating hormone, and thyroid hormone levels. X rays may be taken of limbs, and the kidneys may be examined by ultrasound. The epiglottis may be examined by laryngoscope, an instrument used to view the larynx through the mouth.

If patients show evidence of aspiration (when breathing forces foreign matter into the lungs) they should be seen immediately by an ear, nose, and throat specialist to determine whether laryngotracheal cleft is present.

Newborns with hypopituitarism should immediately be given hormonal replacement therapy and watched closely for life-threatening complications.

A surgical procedure known as a colostomy may be needed to correct an imperforate anus.

Similarly, extra toes or fingers can be surgically corrected on an elective basis.

Seizures, such as those caused by gelastic epilepsy, may also require symptomatic treatment.

Whenever a new case of Pallister-Hall syndrome is uncovered, it is advisable to also examine the parents and any offspring for the disorder. Evaluation for a parent is likely to include a cranial MRI, x rays of hands and feet, and laryngoscopy.
At the time of writing in early 2001, the U.S. National Human Genome Research Institute was seeking to recruit between 50 and 100 Pallister-Hall patients for a comprehensive study of the severity, natural history, origins, and other aspects of the syndrome. Researchers there intend to investigate the relationship between Pallister-Hall and some disorders with similar characteristics, including Greig cephalopolysyndactyly syndrome (GCPS), McKusick-Kaufman syndrome (MKS), Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS), and oro-facial digital syndromes (OFDs). No special drugs or other treatments were to be used in this study.

**Prognosis**

Because of the broad range and severity of Pallister-Hall signs and symptoms, the prognosis varies widely from case to case.

In families in which multiple cases of Pallister-Hall syndrome exist, the prognosis for any new case is likely to be similar to the existing cases. Mild forms of the syndrome have been identified in a number of large, healthy families believed to have a normal life expectancy.

In cases that occur in isolated individuals, the prognosis is based on the specific abnormalities present. Reviews of these abnormalities as reported in scientific literature have limited usefulness because published cases tend to be more severe than those normally encountered. Unless there are life-threatening malformations such as hypopituitarism, the prognosis for these random cases is considered excellent.

There is a 50% chance that any child of a Pallister-Hall patient will be affected.

**Resources**

**ORGANIZATIONS**

Pallister-Hall Foundation. RFD Box 3000, Fairground Rd., Bradford, VT 05033.

Patient Recruitment and Public Liaison Office Building 61, 10 Cloister Court, Bethesda, Maryland 20892-4754 1 (800) 411-1222.

**WEBSITES**


David L. Helwig
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**Pancreatic beta cell agenesis**

**Definition**

Pancreatic beta cell agenesis is a rare disorder in which a child is born with no beta cells—the cells in the pancreas that produce insulin—resulting in diabetes.

**Description**

Diabetes mellitus is a disease caused by elevated blood sugar and can result in numerous medical problems that can affect the kidney, eyes, cardiovascular system, skin, and joints. There are two common types. Type 1 results from destruction of the insulin-producing cells (beta cells) of the pancreas and usually occurs in children of at least one year of age or young adults. Injected insulin is required to allow glucose (sugar) to enter the body’s cells to be used for energy. Type 2 diabetes occurs mostly in older, often obese, adults and results from the body’s cells’ decreased ability to respond to the insulin the body produces. In contrast to these two types, neonatal diabetes is extremely rare. Neonatal diabetes is usually transient, meaning that it goes away after some time. It appears to be caused by immaturity of the beta cells; babies with this form of the disease usually recover and do not require insulin before about three months of age. Fewer than forty cases of permanent neonatal diabetes had been reported as of 2001. Reported causes of neonatal diabetes have included absence of the whole pancreas, absence of the clusters (called islets) that contain the beta cells, and absence of the beta cells themselves. This last form is known as pancreatic beta cell agenesis.

Only one confirmed case of pancreatic beta cell agenesis has been reported (1994). This was an infant girl who had a low birth weight and showed high glucose (sugar) in her blood during a routine test. She was also pale, with a low body temperature, rapid breathing and low muscle tone. Her health was further complicated by a diagnosis of an additional metabolic disorder, methylmalonic acidemia (MMA). She died at the age of 16 days. An autopsy showed that her pancreas had islets, which are the bundles of cells containing insulin-producing cells as well as cells that produce other hormones. However, the islets did not contain insulin-producing cells.

**Genetic profile**

Pancreatic beta cell agenesis may be an autosomal recessive disorder. This means that a child would have to inherit two abnormal copies of a specific gene, one from each parent, in order to have the disorder. The infant
Demographics

The overall incidence of neonatal, or newborn, diabetes mellitus is approximately one in 400,000 to one in 600,000 live births, and many cases are transient, with the infants requiring insulin for an average of three months. These infants do appear to be at an increased risk of developing type 2 diabetes in young adulthood. As of 2001, fewer than 40 cases of well-documented permanent neonatal diabetes had been reported. Only two infants with neonatal diabetes had been demonstrated (by autopsy) to completely lack the insulin-producing cells in the pancreas at birth. One of these is described above and had both pancreatic beta cell agenesis and another disorder called methylmalonic acidemia. She also had low birth weight, typical of children with neonatal diabetes because of the inability to metabolize glucose. The second child was of normal birth weight, suggesting that she originally had beta cells that were subsequently destroyed, perhaps by an autoimmune process as in type 1 diabetes. Both of these infants died in the newborn period.

Signs and symptoms

Symptoms of neonatal diabetes include lethargy, dehydration, and breathing difficulties. In the laboratory, high levels of glucose (sugar) in the blood and urine are demonstrated. Children with neonatal diabetes, including the child with pancreatic beta cell agenesis, are generally of low birth weight.

Diagnosis

Neonatal diabetes, like other forms of diabetes, is diagnosed by high blood sugar levels. Permanent and transient forms of neonatal diabetes are indistinguishable at initial diagnosis. Determining if the cause of neonatal diabetes is pancreatic beta cell agenesis was done after death in the published cases by studying the pancreas from an autopsy; a pancreatic biopsy would be required to make this diagnosis in a living child.

Treatment and management

Pancreatic beta cell agenesis, like type 1 and some cases of type 2 diabetes mellitus, is treated by insulin injection.

Prognosis

Both children reported to have absence of beta cells were diagnosed on autopsy because they died at birth. The second child’s prognosis was complicated by the fact that she had the additional MMA disorder. It is not
known as of 2001 if any living children have pancreatic beta cell agenesis.
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Pancreatic cancer

Definition
The pancreas is a gland found in the abdomen behind the stomach. The pancreas secretes juice that breaks down fats and proteins and releases hormones, such as insulin, to control blood sugar levels. Pancreatic cancer is uncontrolled growth of cells of the pancreas. Spreading of cancer from the original site to other areas in the body is known as metastasis. A higher than average number of pancreatic cancer cases occurring in the same family is known as familial pancreatic cancer.

Description
Most pancreatic cancer grows from cells from the exocrine pancreas, the secreting portion of the pancreas. The most common appearance of pancreatic cancer cells is gland-like, which is termed “adenocarcinoma.”

In most cases, it is difficult to determine the cause of the pancreatic cancer. Both environmental as well as genetic risk factors have been suggested for pancreatic cancer. A high fat diet has been linked to increased pancreatic cancer risk whereas diets high in vegetables and fruits seem to lower the risk. Smoking is known to increase the risk of pancreatic cancer. It is estimated that as many as 30% of pancreatic cancer cases are linked to smoking. Alcohol use and coffee consumption has been linked with increased pancreatic cancer risk, in some studies, but this connection has not been proven. Previous stomach surgery also may increase the risk of pancreatic cancer. Certain occupations such as farming or manufacturing may increase the risk of pancreatic cancer. The relationship of diabetes to pancreatic cancer has been closely studied. It is uncertain whether diabetes is the cause or the symptom of pancreatic cancer. Presence of diabetes; however, may alert health care providers to the presence of pancreatic cancer. Long-term inflammation of the pancreas, chronic pancreatitis, may increase the risk of pancreatic cancer, as well. Genetic risk factors have also been reported.

Genetic profile
Several studies have reported a higher rate of pancreatic cancer in relatives of individuals with the disease. Hereditary causes are estimated to account for about 10% of all pancreatic cancer. Some risk is thought to be due to known hereditary conditions whereas in other cases a known genetic syndrome has not been determined.

Known syndromes
There are several known genetic syndromes that increase the risk of pancreatic cancer. Alterations in the gene, BRCA2, have been clearly linked to increases in breast and ovarian cancer as well as a potential increased pancreatic cancer risk. Hereditary pancreatitis, which is due to alterations in the cationic trypsinogen gene on chromosome 7 at 7q35, causes long-term, recurrent inflammation of the pancreas. Individuals with hereditary pancreatitis are estimated to have a 40% risk of pancreatic cancer by age 70. Changes or “mutations” in the CDKN2A (p16) gene increase risks of melanoma, a type of skin cancer, and, possibly, pancreatic cancer. Hereditary Non-polyposis Colon Cancer (HNPCC) or Lynch syndrome, increases the risk of colon cancer and other cancers including pancreatic cancer, in some families. Peutz-Jeghers, Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP), and Li-Fraumeni syndromes all cause relatively increased risks of pancreatic cancer in addition to the other symptoms of the disorders. All of these disorders are inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern. With autosomal dominant inheritance, men and women are equally likely to inherit the syndrome and children of affected individuals are at 50% risk of inheriting the gene alteration. Other syndromes, some with different inheritance patterns, may be linked to pancreatic cancer as well. Genetic testing is available for many of these known syndromes but, due to the complexity of the disorders, genetic counseling should be considered before testing.
Familial pancreatic cancer

Some families with increased pancreatic cancer rates do not have a known genetic syndrome as the cause. It is possible that environmental factors or chance could explain some cases of pancreatic cancer in families; however, it is also possible that other as yet unknown genetic causes could explain some cases of familial pancreatic cancer. While genetic testing may not be available in some cases, some families do participate in collections or “registries” of familial pancreatic cancer cases for research purposes.

Demographics

Pancreatic cancer is the fifth leading cause of cancer-related death for both men and women in the United States. Pancreatic cancer is more common in industrialized countries, with African Americans in the United States having one of the highest rates. The rate of pan-
Pancreatic cancer increases with age, with most patients diagnosed between the ages of 60 and 80. Pancreatic cancer is more common in men than in women.

**Signs and symptoms**

Since the symptoms of pancreatic cancer are not specific to the disease, and typically do not develop until the cancer has progressed, it is difficult to diagnose pancreatic cancer at an early stage. The symptoms of pancreatic cancer can include:

- weight loss
- loss of appetite
- abdominal or back pain
- jaundice (yellow color to skin and eyes)
- digestive problems including greasy stool
- sudden diabetes

**Diagnosis**

If pancreatic cancer is suspected, regardless of the cause, a physical exam often is done first and then certain body imaging tests may be recommended. One imaging test that may be done is a computed tomography (CT) scan. This exam creates pictures of the interior of the body from computer-analyzed differences in x rays passing through the body. Evidence of substantial tumors or any metastasis can be detected by CT scanning. Sometimes, CT is used to assist with sampling of tissue, a biopsy. There are different types of biopsies. One type of biopsy is performed by inserting a thin needle through the skin into a suspicious area (called fine needle aspiration or FNA) and a sample of tissue is removed. Once a biopsy is taken, the tissue is examined for evidence of cancer and this typically determines the diagnosis. Ultrasound is another method of viewing internal body structures. In ultrasound, sound waves are passed into the body. Since tissues bounce sound waves differently, a computer is able to develop an image based on the returned sound waves. Ultrasound is generally less expensive and more easily available than CT; however, there are limitations to the use of ultrasound in viewing the pancreas. So, ultrasound may be used in addition to CT. Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) is a method of viewing the pancreas by inserting a thin tube down the throat, injecting of dye into the pancreatic and bile ducts and then x rays are taken.

Once the tumor and any metastasis has been identified and the biopsy tissue evaluation has been done, the tumor can be “staged.” Staging is a ranking system that provides a method of describing the extent and characteristics of a cancer. There are different staging systems. One simple staging system ranks cancers from 0 to IV with IV being the most advanced cancer. Staging can be used to help determine the treatment and prognosis for a given cancer.

**Treatment and management**

**Surgery**

While surgery often provides the best chance of a cure, frequently, it is not possible due to the spread of cancer. Removal of all or part of the pancreas and other areas such as the duodenum (the first part of the small intestine) is known as the Whipple procedure. Complications of this surgery include infection and bleeding.

**Chemotherapy**

Cancer-killing medicine, chemotherapy, has been found to increase survival in some patients. This medi-
cine can be given intravenously or by mouth. Once in the bloodstream, chemotherapy agents reach other parts of the body. There are different chemotherapy agents and the side effects may be different as well. Side effects may include nausea, hair loss, low blood counts, and other effects.

**Radiation therapy**

Recent improvements in radiation, high-energy rays directed at cancer cells, have made this therapy more effective. Although cures due to radiation therapy are uncommon, relief from pain and increased survival are possible. Side effects of radiation therapy may include skin changes, upset stomach, and other effects.

**Palliative treatment**

Sometimes, surgery, radiation, or other therapies are done to relieve symptoms rather than cure the cancer. This is known as palliative treatment.

**Clinical trials**

Involvement in research as part of clinical trials may be offered to certain patients. Although treatments through clinical trials may not be proven, it is an opportunity to potentially benefit from new therapies.

**Screening**

Screening before cancer development may be considered for patients with a higher risk of the disease either due to a known genetic syndrome or a family history of pancreatic cancer. ERCP and ultrasound has been used for screening purposes; however, the usefulness and cost-effectiveness of these tests for screening needs evaluation. Surveillance may be considered for persons with two or more close relatives (first degree relatives) with pancreatic cancer or one close relative (first degree) with pancreatic cancer at an early age (before age 50) or two or more distant relatives (second degree) with one affected before age 50. Prophylactic pancreatectomy, surgical removal of the pancreas before any cancer development, has been considered in cases with a hereditary risk. The concern with prophylactic pancreatectomy is that there is a risk of serious complications and so the decision must be weighed carefully.

**Prognosis**

It is difficult to diagnose pancreatic cancer early and so, frequently, the cancer has spread to other locations in the body such as the liver or lymph nodes (part of the immune system). Survival rates five years after pancreatic cancer, in general, have been reported to be between 3% and 25%. Most long-term survivors originally had smaller tumors and no spreading of the cancer. Of course, every case of pancreatic cancer is different and it is difficult to predict the course and survival for each individual patient. The prognosis of individuals with hereditary risk factors is dependent on the syndrome, if any, and the aggressiveness of the particular cancer.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

Pancreatic carcinoma see Pancreatic cancer

### Panic disorder

#### Definition

A panic disorder is a psychological state characterized by acute (rapid onset) feelings, which engulf a person with a deep sense of destruction, death, and imminent doom. The main feature of panic disorder (PD) is a history of previous panic attacks (PA). The PA symptoms are pronounced and the affected person will gasp for air, have increased breathing (hyperventilate), feel dizzy (light headed), and develop a loss of sensation (paresthesia). Most patients will run outside and symptoms like increased breathing will slow and the PA symptoms will subside. Most PA last three to ten minutes. It is rare for PA to extend in duration over 30 minutes.

#### Description

The essential characteristics of panic disorder consist of specific and common criteria. The affected person usually has recurrent and unexpected panic attacks (the active presentation of panic disorder). The PA is characterized by a discrete, rapid onset feeling of intense fear or discomfort. Affected persons have several somatic (referring to physical signs) or cognitive (thinking) symptoms. Affected persons usually react in a manner that indicates impending doom. They commonly exhibit signs of a sweating, racing heart beat, chest pain, shortness of breath, and the perception of feeling smothered. The panic attack (PA) is usually followed by one month (or more) of one or more of the following thought processes:

- Persistent concern or preoccupation about having future attacks
- Worry about the possible consequences, complications, or behavioral changes associated with attacks (e.g. losing control, going crazy, or having a serious medical condition like a heart attack).

#### Genetic profile

Panic disorder definitely runs in families and twin studies suggest that about 20% of patients who have the criteria for diagnosis have first-degree relatives with the disorder. In families with no history of affected first-degree relatives the prevalence decreases to 4%. The ratio between monozygotic twins (identical) twins to dizygotic (non-identical) twins is 5:1 for PD. Recent evidence suggests that there is a genetic mutation in the SLC6A4 gene. This gene is related to a brain chemical called serotonin, a chemical in the brain, which is known to effect mood. If the transport of serotonin is imbalanced, then certain parts of the brain may not receive the correct stimulus causing alterations in mood. Some studies have demonstrated that there is no positive family history in about 50% of patients diagnosed with PD. Other possible causes of PD include social learning and autonomic responsivity (the attack will affect the body and hyper-sensitizes nerve cells in the brain).

#### Demographics

PD usually begins during the affected persons late teens or in the twenties, and is uncommon after age 35 and unusual after age 45 years. Global studies suggest that the lifetime prevalence of PD is between 1.5% and 3.5%. In the United States approximately 3–5% of the population are affected with the disorder. In any given year approximately 1.7% of the U.S. population has PD. This represents about 2.4 million Americans. PD is twice as common in females compared to males (female:male ratio is 2:1).

Agoraphobia (anxiety state about being in situations or places that might make escape embarrassing or difficult) is seen in approximately one-third to one-half of persons who meet the criteria for PD diagnosis. Other reports indicate that about 95% of persons affected with agoraphobia also have a previous history or current diagnosis of PD. In some cultures PA is believed to be associated with magic or witchcraft. Additional causes of PA may include intentional suppression of one’s freedoms or public life.

#### Signs and symptoms

**Criteria for panic attack:**

1. Cardiac palpitations (pounding, racing, or accelerated heart rate).
2. Sweating.
3. Shaking (trembling).
4. Breathing difficulties, including shortness of breath or perceptions of being smothered.
5. Feeling of choking.
6. Chest discomfort or pain.
7. Feeling light-headed (faint, dizzy or unsteady).
8. Stomach discomfort or nausea.
9. Affected individuals may lose contact with reality during the attack.
10. A feeling of being detached and out of contact with oneself.
11. Fear of losing control of oneself (going “crazy”).
12. Fear of dying.
13. Tingling or numbness sensations.

Criteria for panic disorder:

1. Recurrent and unexpected PA.
2. Worry about the consequences, implications, or behavioral changes associated with PA (perceptions of going “crazy,” losing control of actions, or suffering from a life threatening condition, such as a heart attack).
3. PA is not caused by or associated with a medical condition.
4. PA is not associated with another mental disorder, such as phobia (an exaggerated fear to something like spiders or heights). Exposure to a specific phobia situation or object can promote a PA.

Criteria for agoraphobia:

1. The essential feature of agoraphobia is anxiety about being in situations or places that make escape embarrassing or difficult. These fears usually involve characteristic clusters of situations that include being on a bridge, being in a crowd, standing in line in a department store, or traveling in a train, bus, or automobile. Elevators are another common cause promoting the occurrence of PA. These situations, which lead to the PA, are often difficult or embarrassing to abruptly flee from.
2. Avoidance of the affected person’s fear, which usually limits travel away from home, causing impaired functioning.

Criteria for PD without agoraphobia:

Recurrent unexpected PA. At least one attack followed by one month or more of one or more of the following symptoms:

- Persistent concern about having future attacks
- Worry about consequences associated with attacks
- A change in behavioral patterns related to the attacks (e.g. the affected person avoids travel).
- Absence of agoraphobia
- PA are not due to a medical condition
- PA not associated with another mental disorder (e.g. phobias).

Criteria for panic disorder with agoraphobia:

1. Criteria 1, 2, and 5 for PD without agoraphobia must be present.
2. The presence of agoraphobia.

Diagnosis

There are no specific laboratory findings associated with diagnosing PD. However, evidence suggests that some affected persons may have low levels of carbon dioxide and an important ion in the human body called bicarbonate (helps in regulating blood from becoming to acidic or alkaline). These chemical changes may hypersensitize (making cells excessively sensitive) nerve cells, which can increase the activity of other structures throughout the body, such as sweat glands (sweating) and the heart (racing, accelerated or pounding rate). Additionally, lactic acid (a chemical made in the body from sugar) plays a role in nerve cell hypersensitivity. The diagnosis of PD can be made accurately if the specific symptoms and criteria are established.

Neuroimaging studies indicate that the arteries (vessels that deliver oxygen rich blood to cells and tissues) are constricted (smaller diameter) as a result of increased breathing rates during a PA.

The consulting clinician must exclude other possible causes of panic attacks such as intoxication with stimulant drugs (cocaine, caffeine, amphetamines [speed]). Withdrawal from alcohol and barbiturates can also induce panic-like behaviors. Additionally, the consulting therapist should obtain a comprehensive medical history and examination to determine if the PA is caused by a medical condition frequently observed in hormonal diseases (overactive thyroid), tumors that secrete chemicals causing a person to have pronounced “hyper” changes (racing heartbeat, sweating, shaking). Other causes include a possible cardiac (heart) disease such as an irregularly beating heart.

Treatment and management

Moderate to severe PD is characterized by frequent PA ranging from five to seven times a week or with sig-
nificant disability associated with anxiety between episodes. In addition to cognitive-behavioral therapy an affected person will usually require medications. There are three classes of medications commonly prescribed for PD patients.

**Tricyclic antidepressants**

Tricyclic antidepressants are a class of medications used to treat depression and other closely related mental disorders. Individuals affected with PD are usually given imipramine, which has been shown in some studies to be effective in approximately 70% of cases. Medications in this category usually have a prolonged lag time until a positive response is observed. This is primarily due to adverse side effects, which prevent rapid increases of dosage and also because they act on specific chemical imbalances in the brain, which take time to stabilize.

The first choice of medication treatment for PD is tricyclics (imipramine, desipramine, and nortriptyline). These medications require careful dosing and monitoring. The actual blood level (therapeutic level necessary to make improvements) may vary in special populations who have the disorder. Elderly patients may require a smaller dose, due to decrease in metabolism (in this context metabolism refers to the breakdown of large chemicals to smaller ones for usage) and kidney function, which are part of aging. Some patients may develop gastrointestinal (stomach) side effects, which may interfere with absorption from the gut, thereby decreasing beneficial blood levels. Furthermore, patients who receive tricyclics may develop dry mouth and low blood pressure. The heart may be adversely affected (altered rate and rhythm) especially in patients with preexisting diseases, causing direct damage or strain in the heart. Affected persons receiving tricyclics also commonly experience changes in sexual functioning, including loss of desire and ejaculation. Adverse (negative) side effects usually decrease patient compliance (the person stops taking medications to avoid side effects). Recently, a new group of tricyclics was made available. These tricyclics (fluoxetine, sertraline, paroxetine and fluvoxamine) act on specific areas in the brain to correct potential chemical imbalances.

**Monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs)**

A second line category of medications used to treat PD are the monoamine oxidase (a chemical that assists in storing certain chemicals in nerve cells) inhibitors (MAOI). MAOI will stop the action of MAO, thereby decreasing the amount of certain chemicals in the brain that may influence PAs. This group of medications is effective in approximately 75–80% of cases, especially for refractory (not active) depression. Affected individuals using MAOI must avoid specific foods to prevent a hypertensive crisis (when the blood pressure rapidly increases). These foods include cheeses (except cream cheese, cottage cheese, and fresh yogurt); liver of all types; meat and yeast extracts; fermented or aged meats (such as salami and bologna); broad and Chinese bean pods; all types of alcohol-containing products; soy sauce; shrimp and shrimp paste; and sauerkraut. Although MAOI are effective medications for treatment of PD, they are underutilized due to strict dietary limitations.

**Benzodiazepines**

Benzodiazepines are another class of medications used to treat PD. They include medications such as diazepam (Valium), lorazepam, and clonazepam. They have been reported to be effective in 70–90% of patients with PD. However, the effective dose is approximately two to three times higher for PD than milder forms of simple anxiety (these medications are usually indicated for mild anxiety). This increased dosing in PD patients is undesirable since there is risk of physical dependence and withdrawal (commonly exhibited when the medication is rapidly tapered down or stopped). However, they are indicated when PD affected patients respond poorly to tricyclics or have a fear of taking MAOIs due to dietary restrictions and problems associated with eating the wrong foods accidentally.

**Long term management**

Reassuring the patient with PD that anticipated panic attacks are unlikely while taking medication is essential for long-term maintenance. Cognitive-behavioral therapy is also important for long-term treatment. Weaning off medications must be done slowly since patients develop a sense of security that they will not have an attack while actively dosing.

**Prognosis**

The course of PD and agoraphobia varies considerably over time. Some cases may experience spontaneous remissions (the disorder is present but it is not active). The course can be so variable that an affected person may go on for years without a PA, then have several attacks,
and then enter a second phase of remission, which may last for years. In some cases a decrease in PA may be closely related to a decrease and avoidance of anxiety-associated situations, which promote agoraphobia. Agoraphobia itself may become chronic (long term or permanent) with or without PA. In general, approximately 50–60% will recover substantially five to 20 years after the initial attack. Approximately 20% will still have long term impairment, which will stay the same or slightly worsen. Generally, the earlier treatment is sought, the better the outcome. The course in children and adolescents is chronic (long term), usually lasting about three years. Generally, PD shows the highest risk of developing new psychological disorders during follow up visits. If PA is treated early, anticipatory anxiety and phobia may be more manageable and responsive to treatment.
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Parkinson disease

Definition

Parkinson disease (PD) is a progressive movement disorder marked by tremors, rigidity, slow movements (bradykinesia), and posture instability. It occurs when cells in one of the movement-control centers of the brain begin to die for unknown reasons. PD was first noted by British physician James Parkinson in the early 1800s.

Description

Usually beginning in a person’s late fifties or early sixties, Parkinson disease causes a progressive decline in movement control, affecting the ability to control initiation, speed, and smoothness of motion. Symptoms of PD are seen in up to 15% of those ages 65–74, and almost 30% of those ages 75–84.

Genetic profile

Most cases of PD are sporadic. This means that there is a spontaneous and permanent change in nucleotide sequences (the building blocks of genes). Sporadic mutations also involve unknown environmental factors in combination with genetic abnormalities. The abnormal gene (mutated gene) will form an altered end-product or protein. This will cause abnormalities in specific areas in the body where the protein is used. Some evidence suggests that the disease is transmitted by autosomal dominant inheritance. This implies that an affected parent has a 50% chance of transmitting the disease to any child. This type of inheritance is not commonly observed. The most recent evidence is linking PD with a gene that codes for a protein called alpha-synuclein. Further research is attempting to fully understand the relationship with this protein and nerve cell degeneration.

Demographics

PD affects approximately 500,000 people in the United States, both men and women, with as many as 50,000 new cases each year.

Signs and symptoms

The immediate cause of PD is degeneration of brain cells in the area known as the substantia nigra, one of the movement control centers of the brain. Damage to this area leads to the cluster of symptoms known as “parkinsonism.” In PD, degenerating brain cells contain Lewy bodies, which help identify the disease. The cell death leading to parkinsonism may be caused by a number of conditions, including infection, trauma, and poisoning. Some drugs given for psychosis, such as haloperidol (Haldol) or chlorpromazine (thorazine), may cause parkinsonism. When no cause for nigral cell degeneration can be found, the disorder is called idiopathic parkinsonism, or Parkinson disease. Parkinsonism may be seen in
other degenerative conditions, known as the “parkinsonism plus” syndromes, such as progressive supranuclear palsy.

The substantia nigra, or “black substance,” is one of the principal movement control centers in the brain. By releasing the neurotransmitter known as dopamine, it helps to refine movement patterns throughout the body. The dopamine released by nerve cells of substantia nigra stimulates another brain region, the corpus striatum. Without enough dopamine, the corpus striatum cannot control its targets, and so on down the line. Ultimately, the movement patterns of walking, writing, reaching for objects, and other basic actions cannot function properly, resulting in the symptoms of parkinsonism.

There are some known toxins that can cause parkinsonism, most notoriously a chemical called MPTP, found as an impurity in some illegal drugs. Parkinsonian symptoms appear within hours of ingestion, and are permanent. MPTP may exert its effects through generation of toxic molecular fragments called free radicals, and reducing free radicals has been a target of several experimental treatments for PD using antioxidants.

It is possible that early exposure to some as-yet-unidentified environmental toxin or virus leads to undetected nigral cell death, and PD then manifests as normal age-related decline brings the number of functioning nigral cells below the threshold needed for normal movement. It is also possible that, for genetic reasons, some people are simply born with fewer cells in their substantia nigra than others, and they develop PD as a consequence of normal decline.

**Symptoms**

The identifying symptoms of PD include:

- **Tremors**, usually beginning in the hands, often occurring on one side before the other. The classic tremor of PD is called a “pill-rolling tremor,” because the movement resembles rolling a pill between the thumb and forefinger. This tremor occurs at a frequency of about three per second.
- **Slow movements** (bradykinesia) occur, which may involve slowing down or stopping in the middle of familiar tasks such as walking, eating, or shaving. This may include freezing in place during movements (akinesia).
- **Muscle rigidity or stiffness** occurring with jerky movements replacing smooth motion.
- **Postural instability or balance difficulty** occurs. This may lead to a rapid, shuffling gait (festination) to prevent falling.

**KEY TERMS**

- **AADC inhibitors**—Drugs that block the amino acid decarboxylase; one type of enzyme that breaks down dopamine. Also called DC inhibitors, they include carbidopa and benserazide.
- **Akinesia**—A loss of the ability to move; freezing in place.
- **Bradykinesia**—Extremely slow movement.
- **COMT inhibitors**—Drugs that block catechol-O-methyltransferase, an enzyme that breaks down dopamine. COMT inhibitors include entacapone and tolcapone.
- **Dopamine**—A neurochemical made in the brain that is involved in many brain activities, including movement and emotion.
- **Dyskinesia**—Impaired ability to make voluntary movements.
- **MAO-B inhibitors**—Inhibitors of the enzyme monoamine oxidase B. MAO-B helps break down dopamine; inhibiting it prolongs the action of dopamine in the brain. Selegiline is an MAO-B inhibitor.
- **Orthostatic hypotension**—A sudden decrease in blood pressure upon sitting up or standing. May be a side effect of several types of drugs.
- **Substantia nigra**—One of the movement control centers of the brain.

- In most cases, there is a “masked face,” with little facial expression and decreased eye-blinking.

  In addition, a wide range of other symptoms may often be seen, some beginning earlier than others:

  - **Depression**
  - **Speech changes**, including rapid speech without inflection changes
  - **Problems with sleep**, including restlessness and nightmares
  - **Emotional changes**, including fear, irritability, and insecurity
  - **Incontinence**
  - **Constipation**
  - **Handwriting changes**, with letters becoming smaller across the page (micrographia)
  - **Progressive problems with intellectual function** (dementia)
**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of Parkinson disease involves a careful medical history and a neurological exam to look for characteristic symptoms. There are no definitive tests for PD, although a variety of lab tests may be done to rule out other causes of symptoms, especially if only some of the identifying symptoms are present. Tests for other causes of parkinsonism may include brain scans, blood tests, lumbar puncture, and x rays.

**Treatment and management**

There is no cure for Parkinson disease. Most drugs treat the symptoms of the disease only, although one drug, selegiline (Eldepryl), may slow degeneration of the substantia nigra.

**Exercise, nutrition, and physical therapy**

Regular, moderate exercise has been shown to improve motor function without an increase in medication for a person with PD. Exercise helps maintain range of motion in stiff muscles, improve circulation, and stimulate appetite. An exercise program designed by a physical therapist has the best chance of meeting the specific needs of the person with PD. A physical therapist may also suggest strategies for balance compensation and techniques to stimulate movement during slowdowns or freezes.

Good nutrition is important to maintenance of general health. A person with PD may lose some interest in food, especially if depressed, and may have nausea from the disease or from medications, especially those known as dopamine agonists. Slow movements may make it difficult to eat quickly, and delayed gastric emptying may lead to a feeling of fullness without having eaten much. Increasing fiber in the diet can improve constipation, soft foods can reduce the amount of needed chewing, and a prokinetic drug such as cisapride (Propulsid) can increase the movement of food through the digestive system.

People with PD may need to limit the amount of protein in their diets. The main drug used to treat PD, L-dopa, is an amino acid, and is absorbed by the digestive system by the same transporters that pick up other amino acids broken down from proteins in the diet. Limiting protein, under the direction of the physician or a nutritionist, can improve the absorption of L-dopa.

No evidence indicates that vitamin or mineral supplements can have any effect on the disease other than in the improvement of the patient’s general health. No antioxidants used to date have shown promise as a treatment except for selegiline, an MAO-B inhibitor. A large, carefully controlled study of vitamin E demonstrated that it could not halt disease progression.

**Drugs**

The pharmacological treatment of Parkinson disease is complex. While there are a large number of drugs that can be effective, their effectiveness varies with the patient, disease progression, and the length of time the drug has been used. Dose-related side effects may preclude using the most effective dose, or require the introduction of a new drug to counteract them. There are five classes of drugs currently used to treat PD.

**DRUGS THAT REPLACE DOPAMINE**

One drug that helps replace dopamine, levodopa (L-dopa), is the single most effective treatment for the symptoms of PD. L-dopa is a derivative of dopamine, and is converted into dopamine by the brain. It may be started when symptoms begin, or when they become serious enough to interfere with work or daily living.

L-dopa therapy usually remains effective for five or more years. Following this, many patients develop motor fluctuations, including peak-dose “dyskinesias” (abnormal movements such as tics, twisting, or restlessness), rapid loss of response after dosing (known as the “on-off” phenomenon), and unpredictable drug response. Higher doses are usually tried, but may lead to an increase in dyskinesias. In addition, side effects of L-dopa include nausea and vomiting, and low blood pressure upon standing (orthostatic hypotension), which can cause dizziness. These effects usually lessen after several weeks of therapy.

**ENZYME INHIBITORS**

Dopamine is broken down by several enzyme systems in the brain and elsewhere in the body; blocking these enzymes is a key strategy to prolonging the effect of dopamine. The two most commonly prescribed forms of L-dopa contain a drug to inhibit the amino acid decarboxylase (an AADC inhibitor), one type of enzyme that breaks down dopamine. These combination drugs are Sinemet (L-dopa plus carbidopa) and Madopar (L-dopa plus benzafaride). Controlled-release formulations also aid in prolonging the effective interval of an L-dopa dose.

The enzyme monoamine oxidase B (MAO-B) inhibitor selegiline may be given as add-on therapy for L-dopa. Research indicates selegiline may have a neuroprotective effect, sparing nigral cells from damage by free radicals. Because of this, and the fact that it has few side effects, it is also frequently prescribed early in the disease before L-dopa is begun. Entacapone and tolcapone, two inhibitors of another enzyme system called catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), may soon reach the market.
as early studies suggest that they effectively treat PD symptoms with fewer motor fluctuations and decreased daily L-dopa requirements.

**DOPAMINE AGONISTS** Dopamine works by stimulating receptors on the surface of corpus striatum cells. Drugs that also stimulate these cells are called dopamine agonists, or DAs. DAs may be used before L-dopa therapy, or added on to avoid requirements for higher L-dopa doses late in the disease. DAs available in the United States as of early 1998, include bromocriptine (Permax, Parlodel), pergolide (Permax), and pramipexole (Mirapex). Two more, cabergoline (Dostinex) and ropinirole (Requip), are expected to be approved soon. Other dopamine agonists in use outside the United States include lisuride (Dopergine) and apomorphine. Side effects of all the DAs are similar to those of dopamine, plus confusion and hallucinations at higher doses.

**ANTICHOLINERGIC DRUGS** Anticholinergics maintain dopamine balance as levels decrease. However, the side effects of anticholinergics (dry mouth, constipation, confusion, and blurred vision) are usually too severe in older patients or in patients with dementia. In addition, anticholinergics rarely work for very long. They are often prescribed for younger patients who have predominant shaking. Trihexyphenidyl (Artane) is the drug most commonly prescribed.

**DRUGS WHOSE MODE OF ACTION IS UNCERTAIN** Amantadine (Symmetrel) is sometimes used as an early therapy before L-dopa is begun, and as an add-on later in the disease. Its anti-parkinsonian effects are mild and not seen in many patients. Clozapine (Clozaril) is effective especially against psychiatric symptoms of late PD, including psychosis and hallucinations.

**Surgery**

Two surgical procedures are used for treatment of PD that cannot be controlled adequately with drug therapy. In PD, a brain structure called the globus pallidus (GPI) receives excess stimulation from the corpus striatum. In a pallidotomy, the GPI is destroyed by heat, delivered by long thin needles inserted under anesthesia. Electrical stimulation of the GPI is another way to reduce its action. In this procedure, fine electrodes are inserted to deliver the stimulation, which may be adjusted or turned off as the response dictates. Other regions of the brain may also be stimulated by electrodes inserted elsewhere. In most patients, these procedures lead to significant improvement for some motor symptoms, including peak-dose dyskinesias. This allows the patient to receive more L-dopa, since these dyskinesias are usually what cause an upper limit on the L-dopa dose.

A third procedure, transplant of fetal nigral cells, is still highly experimental. Its benefits to date have been modest, although improvements in technique and patient selection are likely to change that.

**Alternative treatment**

Currently, the best treatments for PD involve the use of conventional drugs such as levodopa. Alternative therapies, including acupuncture, massage, and yoga, can help relieve some symptoms of the disease and loosen tight muscles. Alternative practitioners have also applied herbal and dietary therapies, including amino acid supplementation, antioxidant (vitamins A, C, E, selenium, and zinc) therapy, B vitamin supplementation, and calcium and magnesium supplementation, to the treatment of PD. Anyone using these therapies in conjunction with conventional drugs should check with their doctor to avoid the possibility of adverse interactions. For example, vitamin B$_6$ (either as a supplement or from foods such as whole grains, bananas, beef, fish, liver, and potatoes) can interfere with the action of L-dopa when the drug is taken without carbidopa.

**Prognosis**

Despite medical treatment, the symptoms of Parkinson disease worsen over time, and become less responsive to drug therapy. Late-stage psychiatric symptoms are often the most troubling, including difficulty sleeping, nightmares, intellectual impairment (dementia), hallucinations, and loss of contact with reality (psychosis).

**Prevention**

There is no known way to prevent Parkinson disease.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**
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Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria

Definition

Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) is a rare acquired disease in which the bone marrow produces abnormal blood cells, including red blood cells. Such red blood cells are too easily broken, and the hemoglobin inside them is released. The disease is sometimes characterized by nighttime attacks (nocturnal paroxysms) on red blood cells, when the cells break down and spill hemoglobin into the urine (hemoglobinuria). The result is reddish-brown urine upon rising in the morning.

Description

Also known as Marchiafava-Micheli syndrome, PNH was first identified in 1882. PNH is caused by a change (mutation) in a gene that prevents it from making a fat required by the three types of blood cells: red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets.

When the fat (glycosylphosphatidylinositol, or GPI) is missing from the outside walls of blood cells, proteins cannot stick to the cells and the cells cannot function normally. In healthy red blood cells, GPI binds proteins that protect the cells from chemical attack. In healthy white blood cells, GPI may attach to proteins that help the cells fight infections. In healthy platelets, GPI helps control the platelets clotting mechanism.

Not only are all types of blood cells abnormal in PNH, but the numbers of blood cells are decreased. The decrease in red blood cells, coupled with their destruction, causes anemia in people affected with PNH.

The severity of PNH varies greatly from individual to individual. In some affected people, blood in the urine is barely detectable; others lose so much blood that they require repeated transfusions to stay alive. In severe cases, abnormal platelets may cause abnormal clotting, and about one-third of people with PNH die from clots in the veins of the liver, stomach, or brain.

Genetic profile

Mutations in any of 10 different genes can affect the production of GPI. Only one gene, however, is always altered in PNH. This is the PIG-A gene, located on the X chromosome. Females have two X chromosomes (only one is active) and males have one X chromosome.

People are not born with an altered PIG-A gene, probably because such an abnormality would be lethal to an unborn child. Rather, changes occur in the PIG-A gene sometime after birth, resulting in PNH. PNH is thus an acquired genetic disease, not an inherited disease.

Demographics

PNH is a rare disease. In a million people, only about two to six cases of PNH will be diagnosed. PNH is most common in adults between the ages of 30 and 50, although it has been identified in infants less than one year old and people as old as 82. The disease is slightly more common in females than in males (the ratio is 1.2-to-1). Researchers have not reported that the disease is more common in one population than others, although Asians are much less likely to have clotting problems than are Caucasians.

Signs and symptoms

Only about one-quarter of people with PNH have the telltale sign, reddish-brown urine, for which the disease is named. Other symptoms vary greatly among affected individuals. All those affected, however, have some degree of red cell breakdown that results in more or less severe anemia.

Contributing to anemia in people with PNH is the decreased production of red blood cells in the center of the bones (bone marrow). When the needed fat, GPI, is missing, the bone marrow fails to produce functioning red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets, and the numbers of these blood cells drop dangerously low. This condition is called bone marrow failure.

Those affected with PNH may have frequent infections because their white blood cells are decreased in number and the cells that circulate in the blood are abnormal. Individuals with PNH may have stomach pain because abnormal platelets can cause clotting in liver and
stomach veins. Headaches may result when clots form in veins that pass through the brain.

**Diagnosis**

PNH and other types of blood diseases are usually diagnosed by examining a sample of bone marrow cells or tissue under a microscope for abnormalities. Doctors obtain the sample by performing a bone marrow aspiration or biopsy on the individual. In PNH, the bone marrow usually looks empty because so few blood cells are being produced.

Two tests that are more specific to PNH require the affected person’s blood. The Ham test, developed in 1938, has long been the standard laboratory test for confirming PNH. The test determines whether an individual’s red blood cells break down when attacked by certain chemicals. The Ham test is very sensitive and identifies minuscule levels of abnormal red blood cells, but it also identifies individuals with another disease of the red blood cells, congenital dyserythropoietic anemia. A second laboratory test, the sugar water test, works on principles similar to the Ham test. Although the sugar water test is less sensitive to low levels of abnormal red blood cells than the Ham test, it is positive only when the person has PNH.

The most sensitive and specific laboratory test for PNH is flow cytometry. In this test, the individual’s blood cells are treated with a chemical that normally binds to proteins on the cell wall. The size of the treated cells is measured to determine if the chemical is attached to the cell. In people with PNH, there are no proteins on the cell wall so the chemical does not bind and the cells appear smaller than normal cells.

**Treatment and management**

PNH can be treated with a bone marrow transplant, a procedure in which the diseased bone marrow is destroyed and replaced with healthy bone marrow. The operation can be risky, however, so bone marrow transplants are most often performed on children. The operation is most successful if the healthy bone marrow is donated by an identical twin of the affected child, but bone marrow from other family members can sometimes be used.

If a suitable bone marrow donor cannot be found or if the affected person is not strong enough to withstand a bone marrow transplant, PNH can be managed by supportive treatment. Those affected may take drugs to prevent clots from forming and to prevent red blood cells from breaking down. If the number of blood cells falls dangerously low, affected individuals may receive multiple transfusions of blood cells or may be given drugs. When a person has lost a lot of red blood cells, doctors may prescribe iron supplements to help build up the blood again.

**Gene therapy** is an experimental treatment for PNH. In gene therapy, the normal PIG-A gene is inserted into the affected person’s cells, where it takes the place of the abnormal gene and begins making the missing fat. The effectiveness of gene therapy for PNH has not yet been proven in humans.

**Prognosis**

After an affected individual has been diagnosed with PNH, he or she usually lives for another 10 to 20 years. About 25% of people with PNH live more than 25 years after first being diagnosed. In a few people (about 15%), the disease disappears altogether and the person recovers spontaneously.

Most people who die from PNH do so because of abnormal clotting. About 10% of these individuals develop and eventually die from another disease involving red blood cells, aplastic anemia. About 5% of people with PNH develop a disease involving abnormal white blood cells, acute myelogenous leukemia.
Partial 11q monosomy syndrome see Jacobsen syndrome
only some cells of the body have the extra chromosome error. The condition in which only some of the cells in the body have the extra chromosome is called mosaicism.

Seventy-five to 80% of the cases of Patau syndrome are caused by a trisomy of chromosome 13. Some of these cases are the result of a total trisomy, while others are the result of a partial trisomy. Partial trisomy generally causes less severe physical symptoms than full trisomy. Ten percent of these cases are of the mosaic type, in which only some of the body’s cells have the extra chromosome. The physical symptoms of the mosaic form of Patau syndrome depends on the number and type of cells that carry the trisomy.

Most cases of trisomy are not passed on from one generation to the next. Usually they result from a malfunction in the cell division (mitosis) that occurs after conception. At least 75% of the cases of Patau syndrome are caused by errors in chromosome replication that occur after conception. The remaining 25% are caused by the inheritance of translocations of chromosome 13 with other chromosomes within the parental chromosomes. In these cases, a portion of another chromosome switches places with a portion of chromosome 13. This leads to errors in the genes on both chromosome 13 and the chromosome from which the translocated portion originated.

Demographics
Patau syndrome occurs in approximately one in 10,000 live births. In many cases, miscarriage occurs and the fetus does not survive to term. In other cases, the affected individual is stillborn. As appears to be the case in all trisomies, the risks of Patau syndrome seem to increase with the mother’s age, particularly if she is over 30 when pregnant. Male and female children are equally affected, and the syndrome occurs in all races.

Signs and symptoms
The severity and symptoms of Patau syndrome vary with the type of chromosomal anomaly, from extremely serious conditions to nearly normal appearance and functioning. Full trisomy 13, which is present in the majority of the cases, results in the most severe and numerous internal and external abnormalities. Commonly, the fore-brain fails to divide into lobes or hemispheres (holo-prosencephaly) and the entire head is unusually small (microcephaly). The spinal cord may protrude through an opening in the vertebrae of the spinal column (myelomeningocele). Children who survive infancy have profound mental retardation and may experience seizures.

KEY TERMS

Aminocentesis—A procedure performed at 16-18 weeks of pregnancy in which a needle is inserted through a woman’s abdomen into her uterus to draw out a small sample of amniotic fluid from around the baby. Either the fluid itself or cells from the fluid can be used for a variety of tests to obtain information about genetic disorders and other medical conditions in the fetus.

Chorionic villus sampling (CVS)—A procedure used for prenatal diagnosis at 10-12 weeks gestation. Under ultrasound guidance a needle is inserted either through the mother’s vagina or abdominal wall and a sample of cells is collected from around the fetus. These cells are then tested for chromosome abnormalities or other genetic diseases.

Chromosome—A microscopic thread-like structure found within each cell of the body and consists of a complex of proteins and DNA. Humans have 46 chromosomes arranged into 23 pairs. Changes in either the total number of chromosomes or their shape and size (structure) may lead to physical or mental abnormalities.

Karyotyping—A laboratory procedure in which chromosomes are separated from cells, stained, and arranged so that their structure can be studied under the microscope.

Mosaicism—A genetic condition resulting from a mutation, crossing over, or nondisjunction of chromosomes during cell division, causing a variation in the number of chromosomes in the cells.

Translocation—The transfer of one part of a chromosome to another chromosome during cell division. A balanced translocation occurs when pieces from two different chromosomes exchange places without loss or gain of any chromosome material. An unbalanced translocation involves the unequal loss or gain of genetic information between two chromosomes.

Trisomy—The condition of having three identical chromosomes, instead of the normal two, in a cell.

Ultrasound—An imaging technique that uses sound waves to help visualize internal structures in the body.
Incomplete development of the optic (sight) and olfactory (smell) nerves often accompany the brain abnormalities described above. The eyes may be unusually small (microphthalmia) or one eye may be absent (anophthalmia). The eyes are sometimes set close together (hypotelorism) or even fused into a single structure. Incomplete development of any structures in the eye (coloboma) or failure of the retina to develop properly (retinal dysplasia) will also produce vision problems. Individuals with Patau syndrome may be born either partially or totally deaf and many are subject to recurring ear infections.

The facial features of many individuals with Patau syndrome appear flattened. The ears are generally malformed and low-set. Frequently, a child with trisomy 13 has a cleft lip, a cleft palate, or both. Other physical characteristics include loose folds of skin at the back of the neck, extra fingers or toes (polydactyly), permanently flexed (closed) fingers (camptodactyly), noticeably prominent heels, “rocker-bottom foot,” and missing ribs. Genital malformations are common in individuals affected with Patau syndrome and include undescended testicles (cryptorchidism), an abnormally developed scrotum, and ambiguous genitalia in males, or an abnormally formed uterus (bicornuate uterus) in females.

In nearly all cases, affected infants have respiratory difficulties and heart defects, including atrial and ventricular septal defects (holes between chambers of the heart); malformed ducts that cause abnormal direction of blood flow (patent ductus arteriosus); holes in the valves of the lungs and the heart (pulmonary and aortic valves); and misplacement of the heart in the right, rather than the left side of the chest (dextrocardia). The kidneys and gastrointestinal system may also be affected with cysts similar to those seen in polycystic kidney disease. These abnormalities are frequently severe and life-threatening.

Partial trisomy of the distal segment of chromosome 13 generally results in less severe, but still serious, symptoms and a distinctive facial appearance including a short upturned nose, a longer than usual area between the nose and upper lip (philtrum), bushy eyebrows, and tumors made up of blood capillaries on the forehead (frontal capillary hemangiomata). Partial trisomy of the proximal segment of chromosome 13 is much less likely to be fatal and has been associated with a variety of facial features including a large nose, a short upper lip, and a receding jaw. Both forms of partial trisomy also result in severe mental retardation.

Beyond one month of age, other symptoms that are seen in individuals with Patau syndrome are: feeding difficulties and constipation, reflux disease, slow growth rates, curvature of the spine (scoliosis), irritability, sensitivity to sunlight, low muscle tone, high blood pressure, sinus infections, urinary tract infections, and ear and eye infections.

Diagnosis

Patau syndrome is detectable during pregnancy through the use of ultrasound imaging, amniocentesis, and chorionic villus sampling (CVS). At birth, the newborn’s numerous malformations indicate a possible chromosomal abnormality. Trisomy 13 is confirmed by examining the infant’s chromosomal pattern through karyotyping or another procedure. Karyotyping involves the separation and isolation of the chromosomes present in cells taken from an individual. These cells are generally extracted from cells found in a blood sample. The 22 non-sex linked chromosomes are identified by size, from largest to smallest, as chromosomes 1 through 22. The sex determining chromosomes are
also identified. Patau syndrome is confirmed by the presence of three, rather than the normal two, copies of chromosome 13.

Treatment and management

Some infants born with Patau syndrome have severe and incurable birth defects. However, children with better prognoses require medical treatment to correct structural abnormalities and associated complications. For feeding problems, special formulas, positions, and techniques may be used. Tube feeding or the placement of a gastric tube (gastrostomy) may be required. Structural abnormalities such as cleft lip and cleft palate can be corrected through surgery. Physical therapy, speech therapy, and other types of developmental therapy will help the child reach his or her potential.

Since the translocation form of Patau syndrome is genetically transmitted, genetic counseling for the parents should be part of the management of the disease.

Prognosis

Approximately 45% of infants with trisomy 13 die within their first month of life; up to 70% in the first six months; and over 70% by one year of age. Survival to adulthood is very rare. Only one adult is known to have survived to age 33.

Most survivors have profound mental and physical disabilities; however, the capacity for learning in children with Patau syndrome varies from patient to patient. Older children may be able to walk with or without a walker. They may also be able to understand words and phrases, follow simple commands, use a few words or signs, and recognize and interact with others.
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**Patent ductus arteriosus**

**Definition**

Patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) is a heart abnormality that occurs when the ductus arteriosus (the temporary fetal blood vessel that connects the aorta and the pulmonary artery) does not close at birth.

**Description**

The ductus arteriosus is a temporary fetal blood vessel that connects the aorta and the pulmonary artery before birth. The ductus arteriosus should be present and open before birth while the fetus is developing in the uterus. Since oxygen and nutrients are received from the placenta and the umbilical cord instead of the lungs, the ductus arteriosus acts as a “short cut” that allows blood to bypass the deflated lungs and go straight out to the body. After birth, when the lungs are needed to add oxygen to the blood, the ductus arteriosus normally closes. The closure of the ductus arteriosus ensures that blood goes to the lungs to pick up oxygen before going out to the body. Closure of the ductus arteriosus usually occurs at birth as levels of certain chemicals, called prostaglandins, change and the lungs fill with air. If the ductus arteriosus closes correctly, the blood pumped from the heart goes to the lungs, back into the heart, and then out to the body through the aorta. The blood returning from the lungs and moving out of the aorta carries oxygen to the cells of the body.
As noted, the size of the PDA determines how much harder the heart has to work and how much bigger the heart becomes. If the PDA is large, the bottom left side of the heart is forced to pump twice as much blood because it must supply enough blood to recycle back to the lungs and move out to the body. As the heart responds to the increased demands for more oxygenated blood by pumping harder, the pulmonary artery has to change in size and shape in order to adapt to the increased amount and force of the blood. In some cases, the increase in size and shape changes the pressure in the pulmonary artery and lungs. If the pressure in the lungs is higher than that of the heart and body, blood returning to the heart will take the short cut back into the aorta from the pulmonary artery through the PDA instead of going to the lungs. This backward flowing of blood does not carry much oxygen. If blood without much oxygen is being delivered to the body, the legs and toes will turn blue or cyanotic. This is called a shunt reversal.

When a PDA results in a large amount of blood being cycled in the wrong order, either through a left-to-right shunt or shunt reversal, the overworked, enlarged heart may stop working (congestive heart failure) and the lungs can become filled with too much fluid (pulmonary edema). At this time, there is also an increased risk for a bacterial infection that can inflame the lining of the heart (endocarditis). These three complications are very serious.

**Genetic profile**

PDA can be a result of an environmental exposure before birth, inheriting a specific changed or mutated gene or genes, a symptom of a genetic syndrome, or be caused by a combination of genetic and environmental factors (multifactorial).

Environmental exposures that can increase the chance for a baby to be affected by PDA include fetal exposure to rubella before birth, preterm delivery, and birth at a high altitude location.

PDA can be an inherited condition running in families as isolated PDA or part of a genetic syndrome. In either case, there are specific gene changes or mutations that lead to an abnormality in the elastic tissue forming the walls of the ductus arteriosus. The genes causing isolated PDA have not been identified, but it is known that PDA can be inherited through a family in an autosomal dominant pattern or an autosomal recessive pattern.

Every person has approximately 30,000 genes, which tell our bodies how to grow and develop correctly. Each gene is present in pairs since one is inherited from...

---

**KEY TERMS**

**Aorta**—The main artery located above the heart which pumps oxygenated blood out into the body. Many congenital heart defects affect the aorta.

**Catheterization**—The process of inserting a hollow tube into a body cavity or blood vessel.

**Ductus arteriosus**—The temporary channel or blood vessel between the aorta and pulmonary artery in the fetus.

**Echocardiograph**—A record of the internal structures of the heart obtained from beams of ultrasonic waves directed through the wall of the chest.

**Electrocardiogram (ECG, EKG)**—A test used to measure electrical impulses coming from the heart in order to gain information about its structure or function.

**Endocarditis**—A dangerous infection of the heart valves caused by certain bacteria.

**Oxygenated blood**—Blood carrying oxygen through the body.

**Pulmonary artery**—An artery that carries blood from the heart to the lungs.

**Pulmonary edema**—A problem caused when fluid backs up into the veins of the lungs. Increased pressure in these veins forces fluid out of the vein and into the air spaces (alveoli). This interferes with the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the alveoli.
the mother, and one is inherited from the father. In an autosomal dominant condition, only one changed or mutated copy of the gene for PDA is necessary for a person to have PDA. If a parent has an autosomal dominant form of PDA, there is a 50% chance for each child to have the same or similar condition.

PDA can also be inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. A recessive condition occurs when a child receives two changed or mutated copies of the gene for a particular condition, such as PDA (one copy from each parent). Individuals with a single changed or mutated copy of a gene for a recessive condition, are known as carriers, and have no health problems related to the condition. In fact, each person carries between five and 10 genes for harmful, recessive conditions. However, when two people who each carry a changed or mutated copy of the same gene for a recessive condition meet, there is a chance, with each pregnancy, for the child to inherit the two changed or mutated copies from each parent. In this case, the child would have PDA. For two known carriers, there is a 25% risk with each child to have a child with PDA, a 50% chance to have a child who is a carrier, and a 25% chance to have a child who is neither affected nor a carrier.

Most cases of PDA occur as the result of multifactorial inheritance, which is caused by the combination of genetic factors and environmental factors. The combined factors lead to isolated abnormalities in the elastic tissue forming the walls of the ductus arteriosus. Family studies can provide different recurrence risks depending on the family member affected by multifactorial PDA. If an individual is affected by isolated, multifactorial PDA, they have a 2–4% chance of having a child affected by PDA. If a couple has one child with isolated, multifactorial PDA, there is a 3% chance that another of their children could be affected by PDA. If a couple has two children affected by isolated, multifactorial PDA, there is a 10-25% chance that they could have another child affected by PDA.

Unless a specific pattern of inheritance, preterm delivery, or known exposure is found through the examination of a detailed pregnancy and family history, the multifactorial family studies are used to estimated the possible risk of recurrence of PDA in a family.

**Demographics**

PDA is a very common heart disorder. Though an exact incidence of PDA is difficult to determine, one review in 1990 found that approximately 8% of live births were found to be affected by PDA. PDA can occur in full-term infants, but is seen most frequently in preterm infants, infants born at a high altitude, and babies whose mothers were affected by German measles (rubella) during pregnancy. PDA is two to three times more common in females than males. PDA occurs in individuals of every ethnic origin and does not occur more frequently in any one country or ethnic population.
Signs and symptoms

The main sign of PDA is a constant heart murmur that sounds like the hum of a refrigerator or other machinery. This murmur is usually heard by the doctor using a stethoscope. Otherwise, there are no specific symptoms of PDA, unless the ductus arteriosus size is large. Children and adults with a large ductus arteriosus can show difficulty in breathing during moderate physical exercise, an enlarged heart, and failure to gain weight. In some cases, heart failure and pulmonary congestion can indicate a PDA.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis is most often made by detecting the characteristic “machinery” heart murmur heard by a doctor through a stethoscope. Tests such as a chest x-ray, echocardiograph, and ECG are used to support the initial diagnosis. Other indications of PDA include failure to gain weight, frequent chest infections, heavy breathing during mild physical exertion, congestive heart failure, and pulmonary edema. Prenatal ultrasounds are unable to detect PDA because the heart defect does not occur until the time of birth.

Treatment and management

The treatment and management of PDA depends upon the size of the PDA and symptoms being experienced by the affected individual. In some cases, a PDA can correct itself in the first months of life. In preterm infants experiencing symptoms, the first step in correcting a PDA is treatment through medications such as indomethacin. In preterm infants whose PDA is not closed through medication, full term infants affected by PDA, and adults, surgery is an option for closing the ductus arteriosus. In 2000 and 2001, researchers have developed and reviewed alternatives to surgical closure such as interventional cardiac catheterization and video-assisted thorascopic surgical repair. A cardiologist can help individuals determine the best method for treatment based on their physical symptoms and medical history.

Prognosis

Adults and children can survive with a small opening remaining in the ductus arteriosus. Treatment, including surgery, of a larger PDA is usually successful and frequently occurs without complications. Proper treatment allows children and adults to lead normal lives.
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PC deficiency see Pyruvate carboxylase deficiency with lactic acidemia
instance, family members may experience guilt or shame about passing on a genetic trait. Thus, the communication process involved in taking the family history may allow the health care provider to identify areas in which the patient may need reassurance, education, or emotional support.

Creating a pedigree

Pedigree symbols

A standard set of symbols has been established for use in creating pedigrees. Some of the most commonly used symbols are shown in this entry. When a person is affected with a birth disorder, mental retardation, or other health problems, the individual is shaded or marked. If more than one condition is present in a family, different identifying marks should be made. A key to decipher these markings should also be included on the pedigree. The meaning of each horizontal and vertical line is also shown.

Information obtained

A typical pedigree is made of information about three generations of a family. The consultand is the person seeking genetic evaluation, counseling, or testing. The proband in a family is the person in a family affected with a genetic disorder. Beginning with the consultand, questions should be asked about the health of first, second, and third degree relatives. First-degree relatives are children, parents, and siblings. Second-degree relatives are half siblings, nieces, nephews, aunts and uncles, grandparents, and grandchildren. Third-degree relatives are first cousins. Important information to obtain on both sides of the family includes:

- ages or dates of birth
- presence of any birth disorders, learning problems, chronic illnesses, surgeries, or medical treatments
- presence of specific features of a disease if the condition is suspected in the family
- genetic testing results if previously performed in the family
- cause of death for deceased family members
- pregnancy losses, stillbirths, or infant deaths and causes
- infertility in the family
- ethnic background of the families
- consanguinity

It is important to establish the accuracy of information given by patients. Therefore, medical records are often requested in order to provide accurate risk assessment.

KEY TERMS

Autosomal—Relating to any chromosome besides the X and Y sex chromosomes. Human cells contain 22 pairs of autosomes and one pair of sex chromosomes.

Consanguinity—A mating between two people who are related to one another by blood.

Dizygotic twins—Non-identical twins that usually occur when two sperm fertilize two separate eggs during the same time period.

Obligate carrier—An individual who, based on pedigree analysis, must carry a genetic mutation for a particular genetic disease. Parents of a child with an autosomal recessive disorder are obligate carriers.

Pedigree patterns

Autosomal dominant inheritance

Pedigree 1 illustrates the occurrence of an autosomal dominant disorder called neurofibromatosis (NF). NF is characterized by growths under the skin called neurofibromas, dark spots on the skin called café au lait spots, and an eye finding called Lisch nodules. NF is caused by a single dominant gene on chromosome 17. Each person who is affected with NF has a 50% chance to pass the gene on to each child. The symptoms of NF are variable so that some family members are affected more seriously than others. The pedigree shows that in autosomal dominant inheritance, multiple generations of a family are affected. This is called vertical transmission of a trait through a family. Males and females are equally likely to be affected in this instance, family members may experience guilt or shame about passing on a genetic trait. Thus, the communication process involved in taking the family history may allow the health care provider to identify areas in which the patient may need reassurance, education, or emotional support.

Autosomal recessive inheritance

Pedigree 2 illustrates the occurrence of an autosomal recessive disorder called cystic fibrosis (CF) in a family. CF is a chronic respiratory disease characterized by digestive problems and a shortened life span. A person with CF has two genes for the condition on chromosome 7. Each parent is an obligate carrier of a gene for the condition. When both parents are carriers, there is a one in four or 25% chance that each child they have together will be affected. In autosomal recessive inheritance, siblings are most often affected rather than people in successive generations. Since siblings are affected, this is called horizontal transmission of a disease in the family. Males and females are equally likely to be affected in this
type of inheritance and others in the family have an increased chance to be unaffected carriers of the disease.

**X-linked recessive inheritance**

Pedigree 3 illustrates the occurrence of an X-linked disorder called hemophilia. Hemophilia is characterized by excessive bleeding and bruising. Depending on the type of hemophilia, a particular blood-clotting factor is deficient. In X-linked recessive inheritance, males are affected with the condition while females are unaffected carriers. In X-linked recessive inheritance, vertical transmission of the disease is seen, with skipping of generations. There is no male-to-male transmission of a disease in this type of inheritance. This is because males pass
their Y chromosome to each son, instead of the X chromosome with the disease gene. Each daughter of an affected male is an obligate carrier of the disease since they will always inherit his X chromosome. There is a 50% that each son of a carrier woman will be affected. There is a 50% chance that each daughter of a carrier female will be a carrier.
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**Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease**

**Definition**

Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease (PMD) is a neurological condition that affects myelin, the insulation surrounding the nerves in the brain and spinal cord.

**Description**

PMD was named for two German doctors, F. Pelizaeus and L. Merzbacher, who first described the condition in the late 1800s. The severity of characteristics in PMD can range from mild to severe. PMD primarily affects males, but occasionally females have mild or moderate symptoms. PMD is also called a leukodystrophy, meaning that it affects the myelin, sometimes called the white matter, in the brain and spinal cord. The brain and the spinal cord together are called the central nervous system.

**Genetic profile**

PMD is caused by a mutation or change in the proteolipid protein gene (PLP). The PLP gene has the instructions to make proteolipid protein, one of the proteins that make up myelin in the central nervous system. When there is a mutation in the PLP gene, the myelin is not formed properly or is not made at all, resulting in PMD.

Genes are organized on structures called chromosomes. There are hundreds to thousands of genes on each chromosome. There are 46 chromosomes in each cell of the body. These are grouped into 23 pairs. The first 22 pairs are the same in both males and females. The 23rd pair is called the sex chromosomes; having one X chromosome and one Y chromosome causes a person to be male; having two X chromosomes causes a person to be female. A fetus acquires one member of each pair from the mother’s egg and one member from the father’s sperm.

The PLP gene is located on the X chromosome. Since males have only one X chromosome, they have only one copy of the PLP gene. Thus, a male with a mutation in his PLP gene will have PMD. Females have two X chromosomes and therefore have two copies of the PLP gene. If they have a mutation in one copy of their PLP genes, they may only have mild symptoms of PMD or no symptoms at all. This is because their normal copy of the PLP gene does make normal myelin. Females who have one copy of the PLP gene with a mutation and one normal copy are called carriers.

**Inheritance**

PMD is passed on through families by X-linked recessive inheritance. This means that affected males are related through females in the family. A male does not pass PMD on to his sons. Females pass on one of their X chromosomes to their sons or daughters. If the normal X chromosome is passed on, her son or daughter will be unaffected and cannot pass PMD onto their children. However, if the X chromosome with the PLP mutation is passed on, a daughter will be a carrier while the son would have PMD. Therefore, a female PLP mutation carrier has a 50%, or one in two chance of having a normal child (son or daughter), a 25%, or one in four chance of having a carrier daughter, and a 25%, or one in four chance of having an affected son.

Males with PMD usually do not reproduce and therefore do not pass PMD on.

**Mutations**

Different types of mutations or changes in the PLP gene cause PMD. Everyone in a family who has the condition or is a carrier has the exact same PLP mutation. The most common type of mutation is a duplication (doubling) of the PLP gene. This means that two copies of the PLP gene are present on one X chromosome. Having this extra copy causes the myelin to be abnormal and leads to PMD. About 50–75% of people with PMD have a PLP...
duplication. The duplication usually causes a severe form of PMD. Another 15–20% of people with PMD have point mutations within their PLP gene. A point mutation is like a typo in the gene. This typo changes the message of the gene and also causes the myelin to be abnormal. A few patients with PMD have a deletion of the PLP gene as their cause of PMD. This means that they have no copies of the PLP gene if they are male or one copy if they are female. Another 5–20% of patients have characteristics of PMD, but no mutation has been found in their PLP gene. Scientists are working to determine the cause of disease in these people.

**Demographics**

PMD has been described in people from all over the world and from many different ethnic backgrounds. The condition is rare and estimated to affect approximately one in 300,000 individuals in the United States.

**Signs and symptoms**

There is a range in the severity of symptoms of PMD. Rough categories have been set up based on the age of onset and severity of symptoms. However, many patients do not fall neatly into one of these categories and instead fall somewhere in between. Patients with different severities have been seen in the same family.

In the most severe form of PMD, symptoms are first noticed shortly after birth or in infancy. This is called connatal PMD. One of the first signs usually noticed is nystagmus, a side-to-side jerking of the eyes. This does not usually cause problems with vision. Patients can have significant mental retardation and never learn to walk, talk, or care for themselves. They may have noisy breathing called stridor and difficulty sucking. Seizures may be present in these children. They are often small for their age and have trouble gaining weight. Early on, they have floppy muscles called hypotonia, but later develop spasticity, which is stiffness or tightness in the muscles and joints.

Those patients who have classical PMD, which is less severe than the connatal type, usually have nystagmus. Nystagmus develops within the first few months of life. Other symptoms typically develop within the first few years. These children also have hypotonia that turns into spasticity. Sometimes these patients will learn to walk. However, they may need a wheelchair as their spasticity increases. Shaking of the head and neck called titubation may occur. Although these children often have moderate mental retardation, they often learn to talk and often understand more than is evident by their speech.

A less severe type of PMD is called the PLP null syndrome. Those affected do not usually have nystagmus and their spasticity may be mild. Symptoms develop in early childhood. This group of patients may also have a peripheral neuropathy, which is a problem with the nerves that run from the spinal cord through the body. This can cause weakness and problems with sensation (telling if something is hot or cold, for example). These patients usually talk and walk. They may have mild to moderate mental retardation.

There are some people who have PLP mutations who are very mildly affected. They have spasticity and sometimes have other problems such as a spastic bladder. Intelligence is normal or mildly impaired. Although these individuals have mutations in the PLP gene, their condition is given a different name, spastic paraplegia 2 (SPG2).

**Diagnosis**

When problems are first noticed in an infant or a child, they will usually be referred to a pediatric neurologist who is specially trained in diseases of the nerves and muscles in children. At the initial evaluation, the neurologist will perform a clinical examination to evaluate the child’s development and how well the nerves and muscles work. At this time, a thorough family history should be taken to determine if there are others in the family that are affected and if so, how they are related.

One of the initial tests that may be ordered is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In this test, pictures of the brain are taken and the amount of white matter in the brain is measured. In people with PMD, the amount of white matter is usually significantly reduced compared to normal. However, a decrease in white matter is seen in other neurological conditions and is not specific to PMD. Therefore, an MRI can be helpful in making the diagnosis of PMD, but if changes are seen on MRI, it does not confirm the diagnosis of PMD. Changes in the white matter may only be seen after one to two years of age when the brain has matured.

If no one else in the family is known to be affected, testing may be performed to rule out conditions other than PMD. Often PMD may not initially be suspected when no one else is affected in the family. It is not uncommon for people to be misdiagnosed initially. Sometimes the diagnosis of PMD is made only after a second affected child is born into a family.

**Genetic testing**

The only way to be absolutely sure that someone has PMD is by genetic testing, usually done by a blood test. First, the genetic material is evaluated to see if a PLP gene duplication is present. If this test is negative, additional testing can be done to look for other mutations in
the gene. In 80% of people who have clear symptoms of PMD, a mutation can be found in the PLP gene. If a mutation in the PLP gene has been identified in a family member, testing on another child suspected of having PMD is possible to look at the mutation known to cause PMD in the family.

**Treatment and management**

There is no treatment or cure for PMD. Medical management is aimed at making life as full as possible and keeping people free from illness. Different types of therapy might be suggested. An occupational therapist can suggest adaptive devices to make it easier for an affected person to get around his or her home and perform everyday activities such as eating and using the bathroom. For example, they may suggest installing bars to use in the bathroom or shower or special utensils for eating. Physical therapy can be helpful for reducing spasticity. Some patients with PMD require a feeding tube to help take in more calories. There are also medications that can assist in treating spasticity and seizures.

**Prenatal testing**

Testing during pregnancy to determine whether an unborn child is affected is possible if genetic testing in a family has identified a specific PLP mutation. This can be done at 10–12 weeks gestation by a procedure called chorionic villus sampling (CVS), which involves removing a tiny piece of the placenta and examining the cells. It can also be done by amniocentesis after 16 weeks gestation by removing a small amount of the amniotic fluid surrounding the baby and analyzing the cells in the fluid. Each of these procedures has a small risk of miscarriage associated with them. Couples interested in these options should have genetic counseling to carefully explore all of the benefits and limitations of these procedures.

Another procedure, called preimplantation diagnosis, allows a couple to have a child that is unaffected with the genetic condition in their family. This procedure is experimental and not available for all conditions. Those interested in learning more about this procedure should check with their doctor or genetic counselor.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for patients with PMD varies in part due to the severity of the symptoms. The quality of care that patients receive also makes a difference in their quality of life. Boys with connatal PMD may die in infancy or early childhood, although some have survived into their 30s. Those with classic PMD or with the PLP null syndrome usually reach adulthood, and some have survived into their 70s. The symptoms of PMD usually progress very slowly and some people have a plateau of their symptoms over time. Some people may seem to get worse over time but it is likely to be due to factors such as growth spurts, poor nutrition, or frequent illness and not because of progression of the disease. Most patients with PMD die from pulmonary or breathing difficulties.
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Pendred syndrome

Definition

Pendred syndrome is an inherited condition that causes hearing loss typically beginning at birth and usually leads to the development of an enlarged thyroid, called a goiter. The thyroid is a gland responsible for normal body growth and metabolism. People with Pendred syndrome often have altered development of certain bones in the inner ear and/or balance problems as well. Vaughan Pendred first described the presence of hearing loss and goiter in two sisters in 1896, and thus the condition became known as Pendred syndrome. Genetic research has identified a gene on chromosome number seven that is usually altered in people with Pendred syndrome.

Description

Pendred syndrome is sometimes called goiter-sensorineural deafness, due to the common existence of both goiter and a form of hearing loss called sensorineural hearing loss in affected individuals. In order to understand how goiter occurs, it is helpful to first understand how the thyroid gland normally works. The thyroid is located underneath the larynx (voice box), in the front of the neck. The main role of the thyroid is to trap iodine, an essential nutrient found in various foods as well as salt, and to use it to make two important hormones: T3 and T4. These thyroid hormones allow the body to grow normally and to increase the speed of metabolism (breakdown) of nutrients. The thyroid is able to create these hormones because of a series of chemical reactions. A portion of the brain called the hypothalamus is responsible for controlling many body functions. One of its functions is to make a chemical called thyroid releasing hormone (TRH). This hormone travels to another gland, called the anterior pituitary gland, which is located underneath the brain. The TRH stimulates the anterior pituitary gland, which makes a chemical called thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH). This hormone travels to the thyroid, and activates the release of T3 and T4 into the body.

The word goiter is used to describe an enlargement of the thyroid gland. People with goiter may have hypothyroidism (they make too little T3/T4), hyperthyroidism (they make too much T3/T4), or they may have thyroid glands that work normally. Approximately 44–50% of people with Pendred syndrome have hypothyroidism, while the remaining 50–56% have thyroid glands that create a normal amount of thyroid hormones. However, approximately 75% develop goiter at some point in time, although it is rarely present at birth. Thirty to 40% of individuals develop an enlarged thyroid in late childhood or during their early teen-age years. The remaining 60–70% show symptoms during their early adult years. The enlargement of the thyroid gland happens because the mechanisms that control iodine transfer within the cells of the thyroid do not work well. This transfer is necessary to allow the iodine to bind to (and in doing so, help generate) thyroid hormones stored inside the thyroid. Since the iodine is not moved to the correct area of the thyroid, it becomes “pooled,” rather than attaching itself to thyroid hormones. This faulty processing of iodine among people with Pendred syndrome can often be confirmed by the use of a perchlorate discharge test. Perchlorate is a chemical that causes the pooled iodine to be pushed out of the thyroid into the bloodstream where it can be measured. Since people with Pendred syndrome usually have more pooled iodine than normal, they will push out or discharge a larger amount of iodine when they are exposed to perchlorate. However, not all affected individuals show abnormal results, so the test is not perfect.

Pendred syndrome causes a specific type of hearing impairment called sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL). The ear can be divided into three main parts: the outer ear, the middle ear, and the inner ear. The parts of the outer ear include the pinna (the visible portion of the ear), the ear canal, and the eardrum. The pinna directs sound waves from the environment through the ear canal, toward the eardrum. The eardrum vibrates, and causes tiny bones (called ossicles), which are located in the middle ear, to move. This movement causes pressure changes in fluids surrounding the parts that make up the inner ear. The main structures of the inner ear are the cochlea and the vestibular system. These structures send information
regarding hearing and balance to the brain. The cochlea is shaped like a snail shell, and it contains specialized sensory cells (called hair cells) that change the sound waves into electrical messages that the brain can understand, so people can hear.

**Cochlear implantation**—A surgical procedure in which a small electronic device is placed under the skin behind the ear and is attached to a wire that stimulates the inner ear, allowing people who have hearing loss to hear useful sounds.

**Enlarged vestibular aqueduct (EVA)**—An enlargement of a structure inside the inner ear called the vestibular aqueduct, which is a narrow canal that allows fluid to move within the inner ear. EVA is seen in approximately 10% of people who have sensorineural hearing loss.

**Goiter**—An enlargement of the thyroid gland, causing tissue swelling that may be seen and/or felt in the front of the neck. May occur in people who have overactive production of thyroid hormones (hyperthyroidism), decreased production of thyroid hormones (hypothyroidism), or among people who have normal production of thyroid hormones.

**Metabolism**—The total combination of all of the chemical processes that occur within cells and tissues of a living body.

**Pendrin**—A protein encoded by the PDS (Pendred syndrome) gene located on chromosome 7q31. Pendrin protein is believed to transport iodide and chloride within the thyroid and the inner ear.

**Perchlorate discharge test**—A test used to check for Pendred syndrome by measuring the amount of iodine stored inside the thyroid gland. Individuals with Pendred syndrome usually have more iodine stored than normal, and thus their thyroid will release a large amount of iodine into the bloodstream when they are exposed to a chemical called perchlorate.

**Sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL)**—Sensorineural hearing loss occurs when parts of the inner ear, such as the cochlea and/or auditory nerve, do not work correctly. It is often defined as mild, moderate, severe, or profound, depending upon how much sound can be heard by the affected individual. SNHL can occur by itself, or as part of a genetic condition such as Pendred syndrome.

**Thyroid gland**—A gland located in the front of the neck that is responsible for normal body growth and metabolism. The thyroid traps a nutrient called iodine and uses it to make thyroid hormones, which allow for the breakdown of nutrients needed for growth, development and body maintenance.

**Vestibular system**—A complex organ located inside the inner ear that sends messages to the brain about movement and body position. Allows people to maintain their balance when moving by sensing changes in their direction and speed.

Sensorineural hearing loss occurs when parts of the inner ear (including the cochlea and/or auditory nerve) do not work correctly. The amount (or degree) of hearing loss can be described by measuring the hearing threshold (the sound level that a person can just barely hear) in decibels (dB). The greater a person’s dB hearing level, the louder the sound must be to just barely be heard. Hearing loss is often defined as mild, moderate, severe, or profound. For people with mild hearing loss (26–45 dB), understanding conversations in a noisy environment, at a distance, or with a soft-spoken person is difficult. Moderate hearing loss (46–65 dB) causes people to have difficulty understanding conversations, even if the environment is quiet. People with severe hearing loss (66–85 dB) have difficulty hearing conversation unless the speaker is standing nearby or is talking loudly. Profound hearing loss (greater than 85 dB) may prevent people from hearing sounds from their environment or even loud conversation. People with Pendred syndrome generally have severe to profound SNHL that is congenital (i.e. present at birth) in both ears. However, some affected individuals develop SNHL during childhood, after they have learned to speak.
People with SNHL often undergo specialized imaging tests, such as computed tomography (CT) and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, which create detailed images of the tissue and bone structures of the inner ear. Approximately 85% of people affected with Pendred syndrome have physical changes in the inner ear that can be seen with these tests. A common finding is a visible change in the inner ear called a Mondini malformation, in which the cochlea is underdeveloped and has too few coils compared to a normal cochlea. Another visible change sometimes seen in the inner ear is called enlarged vestibular aqueduct. The vestibular aqueduct is a narrow canal that allows fluid to move within the inner ear. Enlarged vestibular aqueduct (EVA) is the most common form of inner ear abnormality that is seen with CT or MRI scans. As the name implies, the vestibular aqueduct (canal) is larger than normal in people with EVA. Although EVA is seen in approximately 10–12% of people who are born with SNHL, some people with EVA can have SNHL that fluctuates (comes and goes) or is progressive (gradually worsening) as well as balance problems. In spite of the fact that Pendred syndrome has typically been diagnosed among people with both SNHL and goiter/thyroid problems, as of 2000, preliminary studies support the finding that some people with EVA and SNHL have a form of Pendred syndrome, even if they do not have goiter or thyroid problems.

Pendred syndrome also causes vestibular dysfunction in approximately 66% of affected individuals, which means they have abnormalities in their vestibular (balance) system. This may cause problems such as dizziness because they cannot sense changes in direction or speed when they are moving.

**Genetic profile**

Pendred syndrome is inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. “Autosomal” means that males and females are equally likely to be affected. “Recessive” refers to a specific type of inheritance in which both copies of a person’s gene pair (i.e. both alleles) need to be changed or altered in order for the condition to develop. In this situation, an affected individual receives an altered copy of the same gene from each parent. If the parents are not affected, they each have one working copy of the gene and one non-working (altered) copy, and are only “carriers” for Pendred syndrome. The chance that two carrier parents will have a child affected with Pendred syndrome is 25% for each pregnancy. They also have a 50% chance to have an unaffected child who is simply a carrier, and a 25% chance to have an unaffected child who is not a carrier, with each pregnancy.

The gene for Pendred syndrome is located on chromosome 7q31 and has been named the PDS gene. The gene tells the body how to make a specific protein called pendrin. The pendrin protein is believed to be responsible for transporting negatively charged elements called iodide and chloride (forms of iodine and chlorine) within the thyroid and likely the inner ear as well. Changes within the PDS gene create an altered form of pendrin protein that does not work properly, and thus causes the symptoms of Pendred syndrome. As of March 2001, genetic researchers identified at least 47 different types of alterations in the PDS gene among different families. However, four of these are more common than the others, and it is estimated that approximately 75% of affected people have these common changes.

Genetic research on the PDS gene has revealed that different types of gene changes can lead to different symptoms. For example, changes that completely inactivate the pendrin protein have been seen among people with Pendred syndrome (i.e. SNHL and goiter), whereas other types of alterations that only decrease the activity of pendrin have been found in people who have an inherited form of deafness called DFNB4. These individuals do have SNHL, but do not develop goiter. The researchers who published this finding in 2000 believed that the small amount of pendrin activity in these individuals likely prevented or delayed the symptoms of goiter. Another study published in 2000 showed that a large portion (greater than 80%) of people with EVA and SNHL were found to have one or more changes in the PDS gene, even though they did not all have thyroid changes such as goiter or abnormal perchlorate discharge test results. Thus, it is believed that changes in the pendrin gene actually cause a number of overlapping conditions. These conditions range from Pendred syndrome (i.e. SNHL and thyroid changes) to SNHL with EVA.

**Demographics**

Pendred syndrome has been estimated to occur in approximately 7.5 in 100,000 births in Great Britain, and one in 100,000 births in Scandinavia. It has been diagnosed in many different ethnic groups, including Japanese, East Indian, and other Caucasian groups, as well as among people of African descent. Inherited forms of congenital SNHL occur in approximately one of every 2,000 children. Prior to the discovery of the PDS gene, researchers estimated that up to 10% of all children born with SNHL could actually have Pendred syndrome. However, the percentage may be even higher. This is because changes in the PDS gene have been found in people who have SNHL and EVA, even though they do not have thyroid changes that would have helped make a clear diagnosis of Pendred syndrome in the past. Thus,
future genetic studies on large groups of individuals with SNHL will help researchers understand how common Pendred syndrome truly is, as well as the range of symptoms that are caused by changes in the PDS gene.

Signs and symptoms

Although the symptoms of Pendred syndrome can vary among different individuals, the findings may include:

• Sensorineural hearing loss that is usually congenital
• Thyroid changes such as goiter, abnormal perchlorate discharge test results, and/or hypothyroidism
• Inner ear changes, such as enlarged vestibular aqueduct (EVA) or Mondini malformation
• Altered vestibular function that leads to balance problems

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of Pendred syndrome is typically based upon the results from a variety of tests that measure hearing, thyroid appearance/function, inner ear structure, and balance. Sometimes the diagnosis is not made until a person with SNHL reaches adolescence or adulthood and develops thyroid problems such as goiter or hypothyroidism. These problems are usually detected by physical examination and blood tests, and thus help diagnose Pendred syndrome. However, children who are born with SNHL often undergo special imaging tests such as CT or MRI scans. These may show inner ear changes that raise the question of possible changes in the PDS gene, even if the children do not have thyroid problems. In each of these situations, genetic testing may provide useful information that can confirm the diagnosis of Pendred syndrome.

Genetic research testing can be done for people with suspected or known Pendred syndrome by studying their DNA. The laboratory can check for the four common changes and some unique changes that have been found in the PDS gene. If this testing identifies an affected person’s specific genetic changes, other people in the same family who are not affected can have their DNA examined as well. This can determine whether an unaffected person is a carrier for Pendred syndrome or not. In addition, testing could be done during a pregnancy if both of a baby’s parents are carriers and have each had specific changes diagnosed in their DNA.

If genetic testing is done for people with known or suspected Pendred syndrome and the laboratory finds only one changed gene or no changes in the PDS gene, the diagnosis of Pendred syndrome cannot be confirmed. However, this does not rule out the possibility of Pendred syndrome. Sometimes this happens simply because the affected person has a very unique change in the PDS gene that the lab cannot clearly identify. Over time, further genetic research could potentially provide useful information about their specific genetic changes as knowledge about the PDS gene grows.

Treatment and management

As of 2001, there is no cure for Pendred syndrome. However, there are several ways to treat some of the symptoms.

Treatment and management of SNHL

Regular visits with an audiologist (a hearing specialist) and an ENT (a physician specializing in the ear, nose, and throat) are important for people with Pendred syndrome. Hearing tests are necessary to check for changes in hearing ability, especially if people have milder forms of hearing loss and have some ability to hear. Among people with milder forms of hearing loss, hearing aids and speech therapy may be useful. However, people with profound SNHL and their families usually benefit from sign language training, which provides a good method of communication. Some people with severe to profound forms of hearing loss may also consider a procedure called cochlear implantation, in which a small electronic device is surgically placed behind the ear (underneath the skin) and is attached to a wire that stimulates the inner ear. This may allow people to hear useful sounds.

Treatment and management of thyroid problems

Regular examinations by an endocrinologist (a physician specializing in the treatment of hormone problems) who is familiar with Pendred syndrome is important. People who develop goiter and/or hypothyroidism are sometimes treated with a medication called thyroxine, which is basically the hormone called T4. Other people with goiter have most of their thyroid surgically removed. However, this form of treatment is not a cure, and the remaining thyroid tissue can grow and redevelop into goiter again. Among some people, the goiter does not require treatment or it simply disappears on its own.

There are a number of support groups available that provide education, support and advice to help people cope with the symptoms of SNHL and thyroid problems that often occur among individuals with Pendred syndrome.

Prognosis

Pendred syndrome does not cause a shortened life span for affected individuals. Those who develop hypothyroidism and do not seek treatment may experience...
a variety of health problems including low energy level, weight gain, constipation, and dry skin. However, hypothyroidism and goiter can usually be well managed with medication or surgery. The degree of hearing loss that occurs is typically severe to profound from an early age and usually changes very little over the years. However, among affected people who develop SNHL during childhood (after learning to speak), the degree of hearing loss can worsen over time. Sign language training (and sometimes cochlear implants) allow alternative methods of communication and thus help people reach their full potential. Support groups for people with hearing loss often help individuals with SNHL (whether due to Pendred syndrome or other causes) maintain and/or improve their quality of life as well.
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Pervasive developmental disorders

Definition

The pervasive developmental disorders, or PDDs, are a group of childhood disorders that manifest during the first years of the child’s life. They are marked by severe weaknesses in several areas of development: social interaction, communication, or the appearance of stereotyped behavior patterns and interests. The PDDs are also known as autistic spectrum disorders. As the phrase spectrum disorder suggests, persons with these disorders fall at different points along a fairly wide continuum of disabilities and associated disorders. As defined by DSM-IV, the pervasive developmental disorders include:

- autistic disorder
- Rett syndrome
- childhood disintegrative disorder (CDD)
- Asperger syndrome
- pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS)

Description

The PDDs form a diagnostic category intended to identify children with delays in or deviant forms of social, linguistic, cognitive, and motor (muscular movement) development. The category covers children with a wide variety of developmental delays of differing severity in these four broad areas. The precise cause(s) of the
PDDs are still obscure, but are assumed to be abnormalities of the central nervous system.

**Autistic disorder**

Autistic disorder, or autism, was first described in 1943. Autistic children are characterized by severe impairment in their interactions with others and delayed or abnormal patterns of communication; about 50% of autistic children do not speak at all. These abnormalities begin in the first weeks of life; it is not unusual for the parents of an autistic child to say that they “knew something was wrong” quite early in the child’s development. Another characteristic symptom has been termed “insistence on sameness;” that is, these children may become extremely upset by trivial changes in their environment or daily routine—such as a new picture on the wall or taking a different route to the grocery store. Autistic children often make repetitive or stereotyped gestures or movements with their hands or bodies. Their behavioral symptoms may also include impulsivity, aggressiveness, temper tantrums, and self-biting or other forms of self-injury.

About 75% of children diagnosed with autism are also diagnosed with moderate mental retardation (IQ between 35 and 50). Their cognitive skills frequently develop unevenly, regardless of their general intelligence level. A minority of autistic children have IQs above 70; their condition is sometimes called high-functioning autism, or HFA. In addition to mental retardation, autism is frequently associated with other neurological or medical conditions, including encephalitis, phenylketonuria, tuberous sclerosis, fragile X syndrome, and underdeveloped reflexes. About 25% of autistic children develop seizure disorders, most often in adolescence.

**Rett syndrome**

Unlike autism, Rett syndrome has a very distinctive onset and course. The child develops normally during the first five months of life; after the fifth month, head growth slows down and the child loses whatever purposeful hand movements she had developed during the first five months. After 30 months, the child frequently develops repetitive hand-washing or hand-wringing gestures; over 50% of children with the disorder will develop seizure disorders. Rett syndrome is also associated with severe or profound mental retardation. As of 2001, this disorder has been diagnosed only in females.

**Childhood disintegrative disorder**

*(Heller’s syndrome)*

Childhood disintegrative disorder, or CDD, was first described by an educator named Theodore Heller in 1908. He referred to it as *dementia infantilis*. Children with CDD have apparently normal development during the first two years of life. Between two and ten years of age, the child loses two or more previously acquired skills, including language skills, social skills, toileting, self-help skills, or motor skills. The child may also lose interest in his or her surroundings, and often comes to “look autistic.” The data available as of 2001 indicate that CDD has several different patterns of onset and development; it may develop rapidly (within weeks) or more slowly (over a period of months).

CDD is frequently associated with severe mental retardation. In addition, children with CDD have a higher risk of seizures. CDD is occasionally associated with general medical conditions (metachromatic leukodystrophy or Schilder’s disease) that could account for the developmental losses, but in most cases there is no known medical cause of the child’s symptoms.

**Asperger syndrome**

Asperger syndrome (AS) was first identified in 1944 by a Viennese psychiatrist. It is sometimes called autistic psychopathy. AS is distinguished from autism by later onset of symptoms; these children usually develop normally for the first few years of life and retain relatively strong verbal and self-help skills. They are often physically clumsy or awkward, however, and this symptom may be noticed before the child starts school. AS is diagnosed most frequently when the child is between five and nine years of age. One of the distinctive features of Asperger syndrome is an abnormal degree of fascination or preoccupation with a limited or restricted subject of interest, such as railroad timetables, the weather, astronomical data, French verb forms, etc. In addition, the child’s knowledge of the topic reflects rote memorization of facts rather than deep understanding.

Unlike autism, AS does not appear to be associated with a higher risk of seizure disorders or such general conditions as fragile X syndrome.

**Pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified**

PDD-NOS is regarded as a “sub-threshold” category, which means that it covers cases in which the child has some impairment of social interaction and communication, or has some stereotyped patterns of behavior, but does not meet the full criteria for another PDD. PDD-NOS is sometimes referred to as atypical personality development, atypical autism, or atypical PDD. No diagnostic criteria specific to this category are provided in DSM-IV. Little research has been done on children diagnosed with PDD-NOS because the condition has no clear definition. The available data indicate that children
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**Autistic disorder**, or autism, was first described in 1943. Autistic children are characterized by severe impairment in their interactions with others and delayed or abnormal patterns of communication; about 50% of autistic children do not speak at all. These abnormalities begin in the first weeks of life; it is not unusual for the parents of an autistic child to say that they “knew something was wrong” quite early in the child’s development. Another characteristic symptom has been termed “insistence on sameness;” that is, these children may become extremely upset by trivial changes in their environment or daily routine—such as a new picture on the wall or taking a different route to the grocery store. Autistic children often make repetitive or stereotyped gestures or movements with their hands or bodies. Their behavioral symptoms may also include impulsivity, aggressiveness, temper tantrums, and self-biting or other forms of self-injury.

About 75% of children diagnosed with autism are also diagnosed with moderate mental retardation (IQ between 35 and 50). Their cognitive skills frequently develop unevenly, regardless of their general intelligence level. A minority of autistic children have IQs above 70; their condition is sometimes called high-functioning autism, or HFA. In addition to mental retardation, autism is frequently associated with other neurological or medical conditions, including encephalitis, phenylketonuria, tuberous sclerosis, fragile X syndrome, and underdeveloped reflexes. About 25% of autistic children develop seizure disorders, most often in adolescence.

**Rett syndrome**

Unlike autism, Rett syndrome has a very distinctive onset and course. The child develops normally during the first five months of life; after the fifth month, head growth slows down and the child loses whatever purposeful hand movements she had developed during the first five months. After 30 months, the child frequently develops repetitive hand-washing or hand-wringing gestures; over 50% of children with the disorder will develop seizure disorders. Rett syndrome is also associated with severe or profound mental retardation. As of 2001, this disorder has been diagnosed only in females.

**Childhood disintegrative disorder**

*(Heller’s syndrome)*

Childhood disintegrative disorder, or CDD, was first described by an educator named Theodore Heller in 1908. He referred to it as *dementia infantilis*. Children with CDD have apparently normal development during the first two years of life. Between two and ten years of age, the child loses two or more previously acquired skills, including language skills, social skills, toileting, self-help skills, or motor skills. The child may also lose interest in his or her surroundings, and often comes to “look autistic.” The data available as of 2001 indicate that CDD has several different patterns of onset and development; it may develop rapidly (within weeks) or more slowly (over a period of months).

CDD is frequently associated with severe mental retardation. In addition, children with CDD have a higher risk of seizures. CDD is occasionally associated with general medical conditions (metachromatic leukodystrophy or Schilder’s disease) that could account for the developmental losses, but in most cases there is no known medical cause of the child’s symptoms.

**Asperger syndrome**

Asperger syndrome (AS) was first identified in 1944 by a Viennese psychiatrist. It is sometimes called autistic psychopathy. AS is distinguished from autism by later onset of symptoms; these children usually develop normally for the first few years of life and retain relatively strong verbal and self-help skills. They are often physically clumsy or awkward, however, and this symptom may be noticed before the child starts school. AS is diagnosed most frequently when the child is between five and nine years of age. One of the distinctive features of Asperger syndrome is an abnormal degree of fascination or preoccupation with a limited or restricted subject of interest, such as railroad timetables, the weather, astronomical data, French verb forms, etc. In addition, the child’s knowledge of the topic reflects rote memorization of facts rather than deep understanding.

Unlike autism, AS does not appear to be associated with a higher risk of seizure disorders or such general conditions as fragile X syndrome.

**Pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified**

PDD-NOS is regarded as a “sub-threshold” category, which means that it covers cases in which the child has some impairment of social interaction and communication, or has some stereotyped patterns of behavior, but does not meet the full criteria for another PDD. PDD-NOS is sometimes referred to as atypical personality development, atypical autism, or atypical PDD. No diagnostic criteria specific to this category are provided in DSM-IV. Little research has been done on children diagnosed with PDD-NOS because the condition has no clear definition. The available data indicate that children
Genetic profile

Of the PDDs, autism has the best-documented genetic component, although more research is required. It is known that the degree of similarity in a pair of twins with respect to autism is significantly higher in identical than in fraternal twins. The likelihood of the biological parents of an autistic child having another child with the disorder is thought to be about 1:20. It is possible that the actual rate is higher, since many parents of one autistic child decide against having more children.

The genetic profile of Asperger syndrome is less well known, although the disorder appears to run in families—most commonly families with histories of depression or bipolar disorder. Rett syndrome is known only from case studies, so data about its genetic profile is not available as of 2001. The same lack of information is true also of CDD—partly because the disorder was first reported in 1966 and has only been officially recognized since 1994, and partly because the condition has been frequently misdiagnosed.

Demographics

Autism is thought to affect between two and five children out of every 10,000. Childhood disintegrative disorder is much less frequent, perhaps only a tenth as common as autism. Rett syndrome is also very rare, and is known only from case series reported in the medical literature. The incidence of Asperger syndrome is not definitely known as of 2001, but is thought to lie somewhere between 0.024% and 0.36% of the general population.

Some of the PDDs are considerably more common in boys than in girls. The male to female sex ratio in autism is variously given as 4:1 or 5:1. Less is known about the incidence of Asperger syndrome, but one study reported a male/female ratio of 4:1. Initial studies of CDD suggested an equal sex ratio, but more recent data indicate that the disorder is more common among males. Rett syndrome, on the other hand, has been reported only in females.

Signs and symptoms

The signs and symptoms of each PDD are included in its description.

Diagnosis

The differential diagnosis of autistic spectrum disorders is complicated by several factors. One is the wide variation in normal rates of children’s development. In addition, because some of the symptoms of autism are present in mental retardation, it can be difficult to determine which condition is present in a specific child, or whether both conditions are present. A definitive diagnosis of autism is rarely given to children below the age of three years. Delays or abnormal patterns in cognitive and social development can be more accurately assessed in children age three or four; children with AS or PDD-NOS may not be diagnosed until age five or later. A third factor is the tangled history of differential diagnosis of childhood disorders. Autism was first described by a physician named Leo Kanner in 1943. For several decades after Kanner’s initial observations, researchers assumed that there was an association or continuity between autism in children and schizophrenia in adults. In fact, the term autism was first used to describe the self-focused thinking that characterizes schizophrenia; it was only later that the word was applied to the severe impairment of social behaviors that is a major symptom of autistic disorder. It took years of further research to establish clear diagnostic distinctions between autism and schizophrenia. Furthermore, the early assumption of a connection between autism and schizophrenia led to the hypothesis that autism was caused by painful experiences in early childhood. It is now known that autism and the other PDDs are essentially neurological disturbances.

Medical or laboratory testing

As of 2001, there are no brain imaging studies or laboratory tests that can be performed to diagnose a per-
Pervasive developmental disorder. The examiner may, however, recommend a hearing test to rule out deafness as a possible cause of a child’s failure to respond to the environment, or a brain scan to rule out other physical conditions.

**Diagnostic interviews**

A PDD may be diagnosed by a pediatrician, pediatric neurologist, psychologist, or specialist in child psychiatry. The diagnosis is usually based on a combination of the child’s medical and developmental history and clinical interviews or observations of the child. Children who cannot talk can be evaluated for their patterns of nonverbal communication with familiar as well as unfamiliar people. The parents may be asked to describe the child’s use of eye contact, gestures, facial expressions, and body language. A clinical psychologist can administer special tests designed to evaluate the child’s problem-solving abilities without the use of language.

**Diagnostic questionnaires and other tools**

The examiner may use a diagnostic checklist or screener such as the Childhood Autism Rating Scale, or CARS, which was developed in 1993. In addition, the Autism Research Institute (ARI) distributes a Form E-2 questionnaire that can be completed by the parents of a child with a PDD and returned to ARI. Form E-2 is not a diagnostic instrument as such but a checklist that assists ARI in the compilation of a database of symptoms and behaviors associated with autistic spectrum disorders. Parents who complete the form will receive a brief report about their child. Researchers expect that the database will help to improve the accuracy of differential diagnosis as well as contribute to more effective treatments for children with PDDs.

**Treatment and management**

The treatment and management of children with PDDs will vary considerably according to the severity of the child’s impairment and the specific areas of impairment.

**Medications**

As of 2001, there are no medications that can cure any of the PDDs, and no single medication that is recommended for the symptoms of all children with PDDs. In addition, there are few comparative medication studies of children with autistic spectrum disorders. The five sites (UCLA, University of Indiana, Ohio State, Yale, and the Kennedy-Krieger Institute) involved in the Research Units in Pediatric Psychopharmacology (RUPP) Program are currently conducting a study of risperidone in PDD children with behavioral problems. The RUPP sites are also testing medications approved for use in adults with self-injuring behaviors, anxiety, aggressive behavior, and obsessive-compulsive disorder on children with PDDs. This research is expected to improve the available treatments for children with these disorders.

**Psychotherapy**

The only PDD patients who benefit from individual psychotherapy are persons with AS or with HFA who are intelligent enough to have some insight into their condition. Typically they become depressed in adolescence or adult life when they recognize the nature and extent of their social disabilities.

**Educational considerations**

Most children with AS and some children with high-functioning autism are educable. Many people with AS, in fact, successfully complete graduate or professional school. Only a small percentage of autistic children, however, complete enough schooling to be able to live independently as adults. Children with CDD must be placed in schools for the severely disabled.

**Employment**

Most children with AS can finish school and enter the job market. They do best, however, in occupations that have regular routines or allow them to work in isolation. Only a few high-functioning autistic children are potentially employable.

**Prognosis**

The PDDs as a group are lifelong disorders, but the prognoses vary according to the child’s degree of impairment. As a general rule, language skills and the child’s overall IQ are the most important factors in the prognosis. Children with AS have the most favorable educational prognosis but usually retain some degree of social impairment even as adults. Of autistic children, only about one-third achieve partial or complete independence in adult life. The prognoses for Rett syndrome and CDD are worse than that for autism, as the skill levels of these children often continue to deteriorate. Some, however, make very modest developmental gains in adolescence. Lastly, current information about the prognoses of children with PDDs is derived from treatments given to patients in the 1970s or 1980s. As knowledge of effective treatments for PDDs continues to accumulate, children with these disorders receive treatment earlier than they did two decades ago. It is likely that future prognoses for the PDDs will reflect these improvements.
Peutz-Jeghers syndrome

Definition

Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS) is named after two doctors who first studied and described it in 1921. It is an association of three very specific conditions in any one person. The first condition is the appearance of freckles on parts of the body where freckles are not normally found. The second condition is the presence of multiple gastrointestinal polyps. The third condition is a risk, greater than the risk seen in the general population, of developing certain kinds of cancers.

Description

The freckles associated with PJS are dark brown, dark blue, or greenish black. In almost all people with PJS, these freckles are present at birth on the lining of the cheeks inside the mouth. By the time most children reach one or two years old, freckles develop around the lips, nostrils, eyes, anus, and genitals. This is in contrast to ordinary freckles, which are absent at birth and rarely develop in these locations. The freckles seen in PJS are sometimes called macules (discolored spot or patch on the skin of various colors, sizes, and shapes), or areas of hyperpigmentation (increased pigmentation of the skin).

Some people with PJS also have these freckles on the palms of their hands or feet or on their fingertips. Freckles may merge together. The freckles on the skin often fade or disappear by adolescence, but the freckles inside the mouth generally remain throughout the person’s life.

Gastrointestinal polyps can develop in children as young as one or two years old. The age at which polyps appear and the number of polyps vary widely from patient to patient. The polyps can occur in infants and cause spasms and pain in the abdomen. On average, polyps appear by the time a child with PJS is 10 years old. There may be anywhere from dozens to hundreds of polyps throughout the gastrointestinal tract. For this reason, PJS is sometimes called polyposis, which means “too many polyps.” Most PJS polyps occur in the small intestine, but they can also develop in the esophagus, stomach, and colon. In some people with PJS, polyps have been found in the mouth or nose.

The polyps seen in PJS have a unique structure. They consist of overgrowths of normal tissue that smooth muscle bands of the stomach and intestines run through. This kind of overgrowth is called a hamartoma. Consequently, PJS is sometimes called hamartomatous intestinal polyposis. A hamartoma is a non-cancerous tumor, and hamartomatous polyps are not cancerous. However, they can take up too much space, causing obstruction, pain, and even bleeding. They can also become cancerous, or malignant, if a genetic change results in uncontrolled cell growth.

It is this potential for malignant change that increases cancer risk in people with PJS. As might be expected, the gastrointestinal tract is the most common site for cancer in people with PJS. The small intestine, stomach, gallbladder, pancreas, colon, and rectum are all susceptible. However, cancer can also occur outside the gastrointestinal tract. When this happens, the sites most likely to be involved are the breasts, ovaries, uterus, cervix, or testicles.

PJS does not affect intelligence or behavior.
Genetic profile

Researchers have identified the gene responsible for about seven out of ten PJS cases. The gene is named STK11, and it is located at the 19p13 site on chromosome 19. In some older studies, the same gene is referred to as LKB1. As of 2001, researchers have connected more than 50 different STK11 mutations to cases of PJS.

However, some cases do not appear to be connected to STK11. As a result, PJS qualifies as a genetically heterogeneous condition; this means that it has more than one known genetic cause. Research continues in order to locate the genes involved in the three out of ten cases not related to STK11.

When linked to STK11, PJS is an autosomal dominant disorder. This means that the condition occurs even when an individual inherits only one abnormal copy of STK11 from either parent. In some people with PJS, the condition is limited to freckles on the lining of the cheeks inside the mouth. Many of these people also have gastrointestinal polyps. One abnormal copy of STK11 also increases a person’s risk of developing the kinds of cancer associated with PJS.

However, since only one abnormal copy of STK11 is needed to cause PJS, most people with the condition still have one normal copy of the gene. One normal copy is usually enough to protect against the kinds of cancer associated with PJS. This is because STK11 is a tumor suppressor gene. A properly working tumor suppressor gene makes a product that controls cell growth. Since cancer is the result of uncontrolled cell growth, tumor suppressors prevent cancer. Even one working copy of STK11 protects against cancer.

The reason people with PJS have an increased risk of developing cancer is that one STK11 gene is already abnormal at birth. If damage to the normal STK11 gene occurs later, the ability to control cell growth is lost, leading to the kinds of cancers associated with PJS.

Damage to normal genes can occur in anyone. However, it generally takes less time to damage one gene than two genes. Therefore, people with PJS are likely to develop cancer at earlier ages than are people born with two normal STK11 genes.

About half of all PJS cases occur because a child inherits a changed gene from a parent with PJS. The other half are due to a mutation in the cell from which the child develops. A person born with one abnormal gene can pass that gene on to the next generation. One out of two of this person’s children will inherit the gene. In addition, if PJS is inherited, each parent or sibling of the affected person has a one out of two chance of carrying the gene.

Demographics

PJS occurs in about one out of 25,000 people. It affects males and females of all races and ethnic groups. The particular genetic mutation may differ among groups and even among families within a group.
**Signs and symptoms**

The first sign of PJS, freckling inside the mouth or in unusual places, generally appears in infants. Polyps usually begin causing symptoms by age 10. Polyps make themselves known in a variety of ways. They can cause abdominal pain or intestinal bleeding. Sometimes the blood loss leads to anemia (a condition where there is a reduction in circulating red blood cells, the amount of hemoglobin, or the volume of packed red cells). Polyps sometimes protrude outside the rectum or obstruct the gastrointestinal tract. Untreated obstructions can be fatal.

Tumors may appear in childhood. Children as young as six may develop a particular kind of ovarian or testicular tumor that causes early puberty. Affected boys sometimes begin to develop breasts. These tumors can be non-cancerous, but they have the potential to become malignant.

A few patients develop malignant tumors in the first decade of life. Other patients have stomach, breast, or cervical cancer before age 30. The specific form of cervical cancer is extremely rare in the general population.

**Diagnosis**

Because the peculiar freckling seen in PJS is present so early, doctors familiar with the condition may suspect PJS even before other symptoms occur. This is ideal, since early diagnosis greatly improves the prognosis.

Many children or young adults come to medical attention due to the pain, bleeding, or anemia caused by polyps. Doctors can confirm the presence of multiple polyps using a variety of methods. Noninvasive methods include ultrasound and x-ray techniques. Invasive methods use a tube and an optical system to conduct an internal inspection of the gastrointestinal tract. These methods include endoscopy, enteroscopy, and colonoscopy, all of which involve entry to the gastrointestinal tract through an existing body orifice. Laparoscopy is another invasive method; it involves entering the gastrointestinal tract through an incision in the abdomen. All invasive methods allow for removal of polyps found during the exam. Once the polyps are removed and examined, their unique structure and large number lead to diagnosis of PJS. The average age at PJS diagnosis is 17.

Freckles and polyps occur in more than 95% of people with PJS. Sometimes, though, the freckles fade before symptoms of polyps appear. It is important to take a medical history in order to determine if freckles were present on the skin earlier in life. The doctor should also examine the lining of the cheeks inside the mouth, where freckles are likely to remain throughout life.

The number and intensity of the freckles do not predict the severity of gastrointestinal symptoms or the risk of developing cancer. Any patient diagnosed with PJS needs regular cancer screening.

The presence of the rare cervical cancer, ovarian tumor, or testicular tumor associated with PJS leads to diagnosis in some patients.

A family history of PJS is suspicious but not required for diagnosis, since PJS can occur as a new mutation. Once PJS has occurred in a family, parents, siblings, and children of the affected person should seek medical attention.

**Genetic testing** is available to confirm clinical diagnosis or to determine if a person carries an abnormal STK11 gene. Using a swab, cells are removed from the lining of the cheeks inside the mouth. DNA is extracted and analyzed. The test confirms PJS if analysis reveals an STK11 mutation. However, the test cannot rule out PJS if an STK11 mutation is not found, since some cases are due to other genetic causes.

Prenatal diagnosis of PJS is possible only if the family’s specific STK11 mutation has previously been identified. Prenatal testing is done by amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling. Amniocentesis involves removal of a small amount of amniotic fluid from the uterus. Chorionic villus sampling involves removal of a small sample of placental tissue. In either case, DNA is extracted from sample cells and analyzed.

Even without genetic testing, diagnosis of PJS is fairly straightforward. Although several other conditions cause multiple intestinal polyps or hyperpigmentation, the distinctive structure of PJS polyps and the unusual location of PJS freckles eliminate other conditions from consideration.

**Treatment and management**

For people with a family history of PJS, treatment and management of the condition may begin even before diagnosis. If PJS freckles do not appear at birth and if there are no symptoms of polyps, affected families may desire genetic testing for their children.

For most genetic conditions, testing is delayed until children are old enough to understand the disease, its consequences, and the advantages and disadvantages of genetic screening. However, since PJS can affect children under the age of 10, any delay could be risky. Therefore, it is appropriate for families with PJS to consider genetic testing for their children. Children who do carry an STK11 mutation can begin a preventive care program immediately, and children who do not carry an STK11 mutation can avoid unnecessary intervention.

The decision to seek genetic testing requires careful consideration. A positive test for PJS cannot predict the
precise age of onset, symptoms, severity, or progress of the condition. A genetic counselor can assist interested family members as they confront the medical, social, personal, and economic issues involved in genetic testing.

Parents, siblings, and children of people with STK11 mutations may not wish to undergo genetic testing. In this case, they should have a thorough clinical exam to confirm or rule out PJS. The exam includes a careful inspection for freckles. In addition, people age 10 or older require gastrointestinal screening, abdominal ultrasound, and a blood test for anemia. Males over age 10 should have a testicular exam. Females should have a pelvic exam and ultrasound, pap smear, and breast exam annually, by age 20. Women age 35 or older should have a mammogram.

For people with no family history of PJS, treatment and management usually begin when PJS is diagnosed.

In past generations, polyp complications such as intestinal obstruction or hemorrhage were a frequent cause of death in PJS patients. However, treatment of polyps is now widely available. The doctor performs a polypectomy to remove the polyps. Polypectomy may be done at the same time as endoscopy, enteroscopy, colonoscopy, or laparoscopy. Anesthesia is used to make the patient more comfortable.

To manage polyps and screen for early signs of cancer, all people who have PJS and are age 10 or older need preventive screening on a regular basis. Gastrointestinal screening is the first test, and polypectomy is performed at the same time. Also at age 10, the person begins an annual screening program that includes a blood test for anemia and a testicular exam for boys.

After age 10, gastrointestinal screening with polypectomy is performed every two years.

By age 20, annual screening is expanded to include an abdominal ultrasound for both males and females, as well as a pelvic exam and ultrasound, pap smear, and breast exam for females.

By age 35, a woman with PJS should have her first mammogram; mammograms should be repeated every two years until the woman is 50. At that time, a mammogram should be added to the annual screening program.

Polyps found during preventive screening are immediately treated by polypectomy. Preventive screening may also reveal suspicious growths in the gastrointestinal tract or outside of it. These growths require urgent medical attention, since they may be precancerous or cancerous. Diagnosis may require additional tests or biopsy. Treatment is determined on an individual basis, depending on the patient’s medical condition and the nature of the growth.

Some people with PJS do not care for the appearance of their freckles. Removal of freckles using laser therapy is an available treatment option.

Many people with PJS find the preventive screening program psychologically exhausting, and young children can find it frightening. These individuals often need the ongoing support and understanding of friends, family, and community. Several organizations composed of people with PJS, their family members, and medical professionals offer additional support and information. There is also an on-line support group dedicated to PJS.

People with PJS may find it helpful to consult a genetic counselor. Genetic counselors can provide up-to-date information about PJS research, therapy, and management.

**Prognosis**

Early detection of PJS is the key to its prognosis. Polyps cause less pain and fewer complications when found and removed early. In addition, the patient can begin a preventive screening program at an early age. This increases the likelihood of finding suspicious growths before they become malignant.

Unless they undergo regular screening, people with PJS have a one in two chance of dying from cancer before the age of 60. Moreover, the average age of cancer death in unscreened people with PJS is 39.

Researchers are actively investigating cancer screening, prevention, and treatment methods. In the meantime, regular preventive screening may reduce the illness and premature death associated with PJS.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

Genetic Alliance. 4301 Connecticut Ave. NW, #404, Washington, DC 20008-2304. (800) 336-GENE (Help-
Pfeiffer syndrome

Definition

Pfeiffer syndrome is one of a group of disorders defined by premature closure of the sutures of the skull, resulting in an abnormal skull shape. People affected with these conditions, known as craniosynostosis syndromes, may also have differences in facial structure and hand and foot abnormalities. The defining features of Pfeiffer syndrome are abnormalities of the hands, feet, and shape of the skull.

Description

Pfeiffer syndrome is a complex disorder. Three subtypes of Pfeiffer have been defined based on symptoms. The syndrome is caused by a mutation (alteration) in either of two different genes. As the genes that cause craniosynostosis syndromes were discovered throughout the 1990s, scientists realized that these syndromes have overlapping underlying causes. Crouzon, Apert, Jackson-Weiss, and other syndromes are related to Pfeiffer syndrome by genetic causation as well as associated symptoms. Nouck syndrome, once thought to be a separate condition, is now known to be the same as Pfeiffer syndrome. Acrocephalosyndactyly, Type V (ACS5) and Noack syndrome both refer to Pfeiffer syndrome.

Genetic profile

Pfeiffer syndrome is an autosomal dominant condition. Every person has two copies of every gene, one maternally inherited and one paternally inherited. Autosomal dominant conditions occur if a person has a change in one member of a gene pair. The chance for an affected individual to have an affected child is 50% with each pregnancy.

A person who has an autosomal dominant condition may have it because he or she inherited the altered gene from an affected parent or because of a new mutation. A new mutation occurs when the gene is altered for the first time in that individual. A person with an autosomal dominant condition due to a new mutation is the first person in his or her family to be affected.

Nearly all of the individuals with Pfeiffer syndrome types 2 and 3 described in the medical literature have new mutations. When a person has a new mutation, his or her parents are usually not at risk to have another child with the condition. The milder form, Pfeiffer syndrome type 1, is more likely to be inherited. When the mutation is inherited, the child’s symptoms are often similar to those of the affected parent. Pfeiffer syndrome is fully penetrant. This means that all of the individuals who have the mutated gene associated with the condition are expected to have symptoms. In other words, the mutant gene is always expressed.

The two genes that cause Pfeiffer syndrome are called FGFR1 and FGFR2. FGFR1 is on chromosome 8. FGFR2 is on chromosome 11. These genes are members of a group of genes called the “fibroblast growth factor receptors.”

Fibroblasts play an important role in the development of connective tissue (e.g. skin and bone). Fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) stimulate certain cells to divide, differentiate (specialize to perform a specific function different than the function of the original cell), and migrate. FGFs are important in limb development, wound healing and repair, and other biological processes. FGFs communicate with targeted cells through the action of the fibroblast growth factor receptors. Fibroblast growth factor receptors (FGFRs) on the targeted cells bind the FGFs and relay their message within the cell.

In 1999, 11 conditions were known to be caused by mutations in three of the four FGFR genes. However, only one condition is present in each affected family. Mutations in FGFR2 may cause Pfeiffer syndrome as well as Apert, Jackson-Weiss, and Crouzon syndromes. Nonetheless, a parent with Pfeiffer syndrome is at risk to
have a child with Pfeiffer but is not at risk to have a child with Crouzon, Apert, or Jackson-Weiss syndromes. Because family members in multiple generations all have the same condition, the condition is said to “breed true” within families. A few exceptions—families with more than one FGFR-associated condition—are reported in the medical literature.

A given genetic condition may be associated with mutations in one particular gene, and mutations in a given gene may cause only one genetic condition. Alternatively, mutations in a gene may be associated with more than one genetic condition, and a particular genetic condition may be caused by any mutation in a number of multiple genes. FGFR2 causing both Pfeiffer and Apert syndromes is an example of the former; FGFR1 and FGFR2 causing Pfeiffer syndrome is an example of the latter. Various mutations of a particular gene are called alleles. Sometimes a gene causes different genetic conditions because each allele leads to a specific set of symptoms.

The exact same mutation in the FGFR2 gene may cause Pfeiffer syndrome in one family and cause a different craniostenosis syndrome in another family. However, each family continues to have the same symptoms (the conditions breed true in each family). Differing effects of genes are sometimes explained by differing environmental influences and by differing interactions with other genes. However, the diverse effects of the FGFR2 gene probably have a more specific explanation/mechanism. The underlying reasons for these phenomena may be explained when fibroblast growth factors and their receptors are better understood. At that time, criteria defining various craniostenosis syndromes (e.g. Pfeiffer, Crouzon, and Jackson-Weiss) may be re-examined and revised.

**Demographics**

The incidence of Pfeiffer syndrome is approximately one in 100,000. The incidence of craniostenosis is one in 2,000 to one in 2,500, which includes syndromic and nonsyndromic cases. In non-syndromic cases, the craniostenosis is an isolated finding; no other abnormalities are present. Non-syndromic craniostenosis is much more common than syndromic craniostenosis. Usually isolated craniostenosis is sporadic (not familial).

**Signs and symptoms**

Individuals with Pfeiffer syndrome have a high forehead, a “tower shaped” skull, and broad, deviated thumbs and great toes. The symptoms of type 1 are milder than those of types 2 and 3. Undergrowth of the midface leads to down-slanting, low-placed, widely spaced eyes; a small upper jaw bone; and a low nasal bridge. The larynx (voice organ below the base of the tongue) and the pharynx (tube that connects the larynx to the lungs) may be abnormal. Additional symptoms include a projecting chin, divergent visual axes, abnormalities of the passage between the nose and the pharynx, and hearing loss. Fingers and toes may be short and/or partially grown together. The palate may be especially high, and teeth may be crowded. In type 2, the elbow joint is frozen in place.

The skull is composed of many bones that fuse when the brain has finished growing. If the bones of the skull fuse prematurely (craniostenosis), the skull continues to grow in an abnormal pattern. The places where the bones of the skull fuse are called sutures.

The suture that fuses prematurely in Pfeiffer syndrome is the coronal suture. This suture separates the frontal bone of the skull from the two middle bones (called the parietal bones). When the coronal suture closes prematurely, upward growth of the skull is increased and growth toward the front and back is decreased. Sometimes the sagittal suture will also be fused prematurely in individuals with Pfeiffer syndrome. This suture separates the right and left sides of the middle of the skull. If both the coronal and sagittal sutures fuse prematurely, the skull develops a somewhat cloverleaf shape. Individuals with Pfeiffer type 2 have cloverleaf skulls more often than individuals with types 1 and 3.

The coronal suture is also fused prematurely in Crouzon, Jackson-Weiss, Apert, and Beare-Stevenson syndromes. The thumbs and big toes are normal in Beare-Stevenson and Crouzon syndromes. Additional associated abnormalities distinguish Apert and Jackson-Weiss syndromes.

Serious complications of Pfeiffer syndrome include respiratory problems and hydrocephalus. Hydrocephalus is excessive fluid in the brain, which leads to mental impairment if untreated. Breathing problems may be caused by trachea abnormalities or be related to under-
growth of the midface. Some individuals may require an incision in the trachea (tracheostomy). Serious complications are more common in Pfeiffer types 2 and 3. Individuals with types 2 and 3 are severely affected, and often do not survive past infancy. Death may result from severe brain abnormalities, breathing problems, prematurity, and surgical complications. Even without accompanying hydrocephalus, developmental delays and mental retardation are common (in types 2 and 3). Lower displacement of the eyes may be so severe that the infant is unable to close his or her eyelids. Individuals with types 2 and 3 may also have seizures. Intellect is usually normal in Pfeiffer type 1.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of Pfeiffer syndrome is based primarily on clinical findings (symptoms). Although genetic testing is available, the diagnosis is usually made based on physical examination and radiological testing.

Often the doctor can determine which cranial suture closed prematurely by physical examination. For confirmation, an x-ray or computerized tomography (CT) scan of the head may be performed. Determining which suture is involved is crucial in making the correct craniosynostosis diagnosis.

Craniosynostosis may be caused by an underlying genetic abnormality, or it may be due to other, nongenetic factors. In Pfeiffer syndrome, the tissue itself is abnormal and causes the suture to fuse prematurely. The doctor will consider nongenetic causes of craniosynostosis. These secondary causes include external forces such as abnormal head positioning (in the uterus or in infancy) and a small brain.

Genetic testing may be useful for prenatal diagnosis, confirmation of the diagnosis, and to provide information to other family members. Mutations are not detected in all individuals with Pfeiffer syndrome. Approximately one-third of affected individuals with Pfeiffer syndrome do not have an identifiable mutation in the FGFR1 or FGFR2 gene. People with Pfeiffer syndrome due to a mutation in the FGFR1 gene may have less severe abnormalities than people who have Pfeiffer due to mutations in the FGFR2 gene.

Prenatal diagnosis is available by chorionic villus sampling (CVS) or amniocentesis if a mutation has been identified in the affected parent. Amniocentesis is performed after the fifteenth week of pregnancy and CVS is usually performed in the tenth and twelfth weeks of pregnancy.

Craniosynostosis may be visible by fetal ultrasound. Conditions caused by mutations in the FGFR genes account for only a small portion of craniosynostosis. Therefore, assuming that the fetus does not have a family history of one of these conditions, genetic testing for the FGFR genes is unlikely to provide useful additional information.

**Treatment and management**

Children with Pfeiffer syndrome usually see a team of medical specialists at regular intervals. This team typically includes plastic surgeons, neurosurgeons, orthopedists, ear, nose, and throat doctors (otolaryngologists), dentists, and other specialists. The affected person may see the specialists all at once in a craniofacial clinic at a hospital. Many physical problems must be addressed. Developmental, psychosocial, and financial issues are additional concerns. Unfortunately, treatment is aimed at the symptoms, not the underlying cause. Even if craniosynostosis is discovered prenatally, only the symptoms can be treated.

Multiple surgeries are usually performed to progressively correct the craniosynostosis and to normalize facial appearance. A team of surgeons is often involved, including a neurosurgeon and a specialized plastic surgeon. The timing and order of surgeries vary. Patients with syndromic craniosynostosis often require surgery earlier than patients with nonsyndromic craniosynostosis. The first surgery is usually performed early in the first year of life, even in the first few months.

Additional surgeries may be performed for other physical problems. Limb abnormalities often are not correctable. If the limb malformations do not lead to a loss of function, surgery is usually not required. Fixation of the elbow joints may be partially corrected, or at least altered to enable better functioning.

Hydrocephalus, airway obstruction, hearing loss, incomplete eyelid closure, and spine abnormalities require immediate medical attention.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for an individual is based on the symptoms he or she has. Individuals with Pfeiffer syndrome type 1 have a better prognosis than individuals with types 2 or 3. But the designation of type is based on that person’s symptoms.

Although people with Pfeiffer syndrome may not obtain a completely normal appearance, significant improvement is possible. Timing the surgeries correctly is an important factor in whether they are successful and whether repeat surgeries are required.

Although Pfeiffer syndrome is rare, craniosynostosis is relatively common. Multiple agencies and organizations exist to help families face the challenges of having
a child with craniosynostosis and facial differences. The identification of the FGFR genes that cause Pfeiffer (and other) craniosynostosis syndromes has promoted research into the underlying process that causes Pfeiffer syndrome. It will be another enormous challenge to go from understanding the process to treating the process. But better understanding is a big first step. Also, when the process that causes Pfeiffer and related conditions is better understood, a much clearer knowledge of human development in general will be established.

Resources

BOOKS

PERIODICALS

ORGANIZATIONS
World Craniofacial Foundation. PO Box 515838, 7777 Forest Lane, Ste C-621, Dallas, TX 75251-5838. (972) 566-6699 or (800) 533-3315. worldcf@worldnet.att.net. <http://www.worldcf.org>.
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Pharmacogenetics

Definition
Pharmacogenetics is one of the newest subspecialties of genetics that deals with the relationship between inherited genes and the ability of the body to metabolize drugs.

Description
Medicine today relies on the use of therapeutic drugs to treat disease, but one of the longstanding problems has been the documented variation in patient response to drug therapy. The “recommended” dosage is usually established at a level shown to be effective in 50% of a test population, and based on the patient’s initial response, the dosage may be increased, decreased, or discontinued. In rare situations, the patient may experience an adverse reaction to the drug and be shown to have a pharmacogenetic disorder. The unique feature of this group of diseases is that the problem does not occur until after the drug is given, so a person may have a pharmacogenetic defect and never know it if the specific drug required to trigger the reaction is never administered.

Adverse reactions
Consider the case of a 35-year-old male who is scheduled for surgical repair of a hernia. The patient is otherwise in excellent health and has no family history of any serious medical problems. After entering the operating theater, an inhalation anesthetic and/or muscle relaxant is administered to render the patient unconscious. Unexpectedly, there is a significant increase in body temperature, and the patient experiences sustained muscle contraction. If this condition is not reversed promptly, it can lead to death. Anesthesiologists are now very familiar with this type of reaction. It occurs only rarely, but it uniquely identifies the patient as having malignant...
**Pharmacogenetics**

hyperthermia, a rare autosomal dominant disorder that affects the body’s ability to respond normally to anesthetics. Once diagnosed with malignant hyperthermia, it is quite easy to avoid future episodes by simply using a different type of anesthetic when surgery is necessary, but it often takes one negative, and potentially life-threatening, experience to know the condition exists.

An incident that occurred in the 1950s further shows the diversity of pharmacogenetic disorders. During the Korean War, service personnel were deployed in a region of the world where they were at increased risk for malaria. To reduce the likelihood of acquiring that disease, the antimalarial drug primaquine was administered prophylactically. Shortly thereafter, approximately 10% of the African-American servicemen were diagnosed with acute anemia and a smaller percentage of soldiers of Mediterranean ancestry showed a more severe hemolytic anemia. Investigation revealed that the affected individuals had a mutation in the glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) gene. Functional G6PD is important in the maintenance of a balance between oxidized and reduced molecules in the cells, and, under normal circumstances, a mutation that eliminates the normal enzyme function can be compensated for by other cellular processes. However, mutation carriers are compromised when their cells are stressed, such as when the primaquine is administered. The system becomes overloaded, and the result is oxidative damage of the red blood cells and anemia. Clearly, both the medics who administered the primaquine and the men who took the drug were unaware of the potential consequences. Fortunately, once the drug treatment was discontinued, the individuals recovered.

**Research efforts**

Drugs are essential to modern medical practice, but, as in the cases of malignant hyperthermia and G6PD deficiency, it has become clear that not all individuals respond equally to each drug. Reactions can vary from positive improvement in the quality of life to life-threatening episodes. Annually, in the United States, there are over two million reported cases of adverse drug reactions and a further 100,000 deaths per year as a result of drug treatments. The Human Genome Project and other research endeavors are now providing information that is allowing a better understanding of the underlying causes of pharmacogenetic anomalies with the hope that eventually the number of negative episodes can be reduced.

In particular, research on one enzyme family is beginning to revolutionize the concepts of drug therapy. The cytochrome P450 system is a group of related enzymes that are key components in the metabolic conversion of over 50% of all currently used drugs. Studies involving one member of this family, CYP2D6, have revealed the presence of several polymorphic genetic variations (poor, intermediate, extensive, and ultra) that result in different clinical phenotypes with respect to drug metabolism. For example, a poor metabolizer has difficulty converting the therapeutic drug into a useable form, so the unmodified chemical will accumulate in the body and may cause a toxic overdose. To prevent this from happening, the prescribed dosage of the drug must be reduced.

An ultra metabolizer, on the other hand, shows exceedingly rapid breakdown of the drug to the point that the substance may be destroyed so quickly that therapeutic levels may not be reached, and the patient may therefore never show any benefit from treatment. In these cases, switching to another type of drug that is not associated with CYP2D6 metabolism may prove more beneficial.

The third phenotypic class, the extensive metabolizers, is less extreme than the ultra metabolism category, but nevertheless presents a relatively rapid turnover of drug that may require a higher than normal dosage to maintain a proper level within the cells. And, finally, the intermediate phenotype falls between the poor and extensive categories and gives reasonable metabolism and turnover of the drug. This is the group for whom most “recommended” drug dosages appear to be appropriate.

However, the elucidation of the four different metabolic classes has clearly shown that the usual “one size fits all” recommended drug dose is not appropriate for all individuals. In the future, it will become increasingly necessary to know the patient’s metabolic phenotype with respect to the drug being given to determine the most appropriate regimen of therapy for that individual.

**Future applications**

At the present time, pharmacogenetics is still in its infancy with its full potential yet to be realized. Based on current studies, it is possible to envision many different applications in the future. In addition to providing patient-specific drug therapies, pharmacogenetics will aid in the clinician’s ability to predict adverse reactions before they occur and identify the potential for drug addiction or overdose. New tests will be developed to monitor the effects of drugs, and new medications will be found that will specifically target a particular genetic abnormality. Increased knowledge in this field should provide a better understanding of the metabolic effects of food additives, work related chemicals, and industrial by-products. In time, these advances will improve the practice of medicine and become the standard of care.

Constance K. Stein, PhD
Phenylketonuria

**Definition**

Phenylketonuria (PKU) can be defined as a rare metabolic disorder caused by a deficiency in the production of the hepatic (liver) enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH). PKU is the most serious form of a class of diseases referred to as “hyperphenylalaninemia,” all of which involve above normal (elevated) levels of phenylalanine in the blood. The primary symptom of untreated PKU, mental retardation, is the result of consuming foods that contain the amino acid phenylalanine, which is toxic to brain tissue.

PKU is an inherited, autosomal recessive disorder. It is the most common genetic disease involving amino acid metabolism. PKU is incurable, but early, effective treatment can prevent the development of serious mental incapacity.

**Description**

PKU is a disease caused by the liver’s inability to produce a particular type of PAH enzyme. This enzyme converts (metabolizes) the amino acid called phenylalanine into another amino acid, tyrosine. This is the only role of PAH in the body. A lack of PAH results in the build-up of abnormally high phenylalanine concentrations (or levels) in the blood and brain. Above normal levels of phenylalanine are toxic to the cells that make up the nervous system and causes irreversible abnormalities in brain structure and function in PKU patients. Phenylalanine is a type of teratogen. Teratogens are any substance or organism that can cause birth disorders in a developing fetus.

The liver is the body’s chief protein processing center. Proteins are one of the major food nutrients. They are generally very large molecules composed of strings of smaller building blocks or molecules called amino acids. About twenty amino acids exist in nature. The body breaks down proteins from food into individual amino acids and then reassembles them into “human” proteins. Proteins are needed for growth and repair of cells and tissues, and are the key components of enzymes, antibodies, and other essential substances.

**PKU and the human nervous system**

The extensive network of nerves in the brain and the rest of the nervous system are made up of nerve cells. Nerve cells have specialized extensions called dendrites and axons. Stimulating a nerve cell triggers nerve impulses, or signals, that speed down the axon. These nerve impulses then stimulate the end of an axon to release chemicals called neurotransmitters that spread out and communicate with the dendrites of neighboring nerve cells.

Many nerve cells have long, wire-like axons that are covered by an insulating layer called the myelin sheath. This covering helps speed nerve impulses along the axon. In untreated PKU patients, abnormally high phenylalanine levels in the blood and brain can produce nerve cells with abnormal axons and dendrites, and cause imperfections in the myelin sheath referred to as hypomyelination and demyelination. This loss of myelin can “short circuit” nerve impulses (messages) and interrupt cell communication. A number of brain scan studies also indicate a degeneration of the white matter in the brains of older patients who have not maintained adequate dietary control.

PKU can also affect the production of one of the major neurotransmitters in the brain, called dopamine. The brain makes dopamine from the amino acid tyrosine. PKU patients who do not consume enough tyrosine in their diet cannot produce sufficient amounts of dopamine. Low dopamine levels in the brain disrupt normal communication between nerve cells, which results in impaired cognitive (mental) function.

Some preliminary research suggests that nerve cells of PKU patients also have difficulty absorbing tyrosine. This abnormality may explain why many PKU patients who receive sufficient dietary tyrosine still experience some form of learning disability.

**Behavior and academic performance**

IQ (intelligence quotient) tests provide a measure of cognitive function. The IQ of PKU patients is generally lower than the IQ of their healthy peers. Students with PKU often find academic tasks difficult and must struggle harder to succeed than their non-PKU peers. They may require special tutoring and need to repeat some of their courses. Even patients undergoing treatment programs may experience problems with typical academic tasks such as math, reading, and spelling. Visual perception, visual-motor skills, and critical thinking skills can also be affected. Ten years of age seems to be an important milestone for PKU patients. After age 10, variations in a patient’s diet seems to have less influence on their IQ development.

People with PKU tend to avoid contact with others, appear anxious, and show signs of depression. However, some patients may be much more expressive and tend to...
have hyperactive, talkative, and impulsive personalities. It is also interesting to note that people with PKU are less likely to display such habits as lying, teasing, and active disobedience. It should be emphasized that current research findings are still quite preliminary and more extensive research is needed to clearly show how abnormal phenylalanine levels in the blood and brain might affect behavior and academic performance.

**Genetic profile**

PKU symptoms are caused by alterations or mutations in the genetic code for the PAH enzyme. Mutations in the PAH gene prevent the liver from producing adequate levels of the PAH enzyme needed to break down phenylalanine. The PAH gene and its PKU mutations are found on chromosome 12 in the human genome. In more detail, PKU mutations can involve many different types of changes, such as deletions and insertions, in the DNA of the gene that codes for the PAH enzyme.

PKU is described as an inherited, autosomal recessive disorder. The term autosomal means that the gene for PKU is not located on either the X or Y sex chromosome. The normal PAH gene is dominant to recessive PKU mutations. A recessive genetic trait, such as PKU, is one that is expressed—or shows up—only when two copies are inherited (one from each parent).

A person with one normal and one PKU gene is called a carrier. A carrier does not display any symptoms of the disease because their liver produces normal quantities of the PAH enzyme. However, PKU carriers can pass the PKU genetic mutation onto their children. Two carrier parents have a 25% chance of producing a baby with PKU symptoms, and a 50% chance having a baby that is a carrier for the disease. Although PKU conforms to these basic genetic patterns of inheritance, the actual expression, or phenotype, of the disease is not strictly an “either/or” situation. This is because there are at least 400 different types of PKU mutations. Although some PKU mutations cause rather mild forms of the disease, others can initiate much more severe symptoms in untreated individuals. The more severe the PKU mutation, the greater the effect on cognitive development and performance (mental ability).

Also, it must be remembered that human cells contain two copies of each type of gene. Different combinations of any two PKU mutations tend to produce a wide spectrum of physiological and psychological symptoms. For example, patients who receive two “severe” PKU mutations from their parents can potentially develop more serious symptoms than people who possess a combination of one severe type and one milder form of mutation. To further complicate the genetic picture of PKU,
other types of genes have been identified which seem to
be responsible for the abnormal processing of phenylala-
nine in brain tissue. These abnormalities add to the sever-
ity of PKU symptoms experienced by patients who
inherit these genes. In more detail, the association of
multiple types of genes with a single condition, such as
PKU, is referred to as molecular heterogeneity.

Demographics

One in 50 individuals in the United States have
inherited a gene for PKU. About five million Americans
are PKU carriers. About one in 15,000 babies test posi-
tive for PKU in the United States. Studies indicate that
the incidence of this disease in Caucasian and Native
American populations is higher than in African-
American, Hispanic, and Asian populations.

Signs and symptoms

Untreated PKU patients develop a broad range of
symptoms related to severely impaired cognitive func-
tion, sometimes referred to as mental retardation. Other
symptoms can include extreme patterns of behavior,
delayed speech development, seizures, a characteristic
body odor, and light body pigmentation. The light pig-
mentation is due to a lack of melanin, which normally
colors the hair, skin, and eyes. Melanin is made from the
amino acid tyrosine, which is lacking in untreated cases
of PKU. Physiologically, PKU patients show high levels
of phenylalanine and low levels of tyrosine in the blood.
Babies do not show any visible symptoms of the disease
for the first few months of life. However, typical PKU
symptoms usually do show up by a baby’s first birthday.

Diagnosis

The primary diagnostic test for PKU is the measure-
ment of phenylalanine levels in a drop of blood taken
from the heel of a newborn baby’s foot. This screening
procedure is referred to as the Guthrie test (Guthrie bac-
terial inhibition assay). In this test, PKU is confirmed by
the appearance of bacteria growing around high concen-
trations of phenylalanine in the blood spot. PKU testing
was introduced in the early 1960s and is the largest
 genetic screening program in the United States. It is
required by law in all 50 states. Early diagnosis is criti-
cal. It ensures the early treatment PKU babies need to
develop normally and avoid the complications of PKU.

The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends
that this test be performed on infants between 24 hours
and seven days after birth. The preferred time for testing
is after the baby’s first feeding. If the initial PKU test pro-
duces a positive result, then follow-up tests are per-
fomed to confirm the diagnosis and to determine if the
elevated phenylalanine levels may be caused by some
medical condition other than PKU. Treatment for PKU is
recommended for babies that show a blood phenylalanine
level of 7–10 mg/dL or higher for more than a few con-
secutive days. Another, more accurate test procedure for
PKU measures the ratio (comparison) of the amount of
phenylalanine to the amount of tyrosine in the blood.

Newer diagnostic procedures (called mutation analy-
sis and genotype determination) can actually identify the
specific types of PAH gene mutations inherited by PKU
infants. Large-scale studies have helped to clarify how
various mutations affect the ability of patients to process
phenylalanine. This information can help doctors develop
more effective customized treatment plans for each of
their PKU patients.

Treatment and management

The severity of the PKU symptoms experienced by
people with this disease is determined by both lifestyle
and genetic factors. In the early 1950s, researchers first demonstrated that phenylalanine-restricted diets could eliminate most of the typical PKU symptoms—except for mental retardation. Today, dietary therapy (also called nutrition therapy) is the most common form of treatment for PKU patients. PKU patients who receive early and consistent dietary therapy can develop fairly normal mental capacity to within about five IQ points of their healthy peers. By comparison, untreated PKU patients generally have IQ scores below 50.

Infants with PKU should be put on a specialized diet as soon as they are diagnosed to avoid progressive brain damage and other problems caused by an accumulation of phenylalanine in the body. A PKU diet helps patients maintain very low blood levels of phenylalanine by restricting the intake of natural foods that contain this amino acid. Even breast milk is a problem for PKU babies. Special PKU dietary mixtures or formulas are usually obtained from medical clinics or pharmacies.

Phenylalanine is actually an essential amino acid. This means that it has to be obtained from food because the body cannot produce this substance on its own. Typical diets prescribed for PKU patients provide very small amounts of phenylalanine and higher quantities of other amino acids, including tyrosine. The amount of allowable phenylalanine can be increased slightly as a child becomes older.

In addition, PKU diets include all the nutrients normally required for good health and normal growth, such as carbohydrates, fats, vitamins, and minerals. High-protein foods like meat, fish, chicken, eggs, nuts, beans, milk, and other dairy products are banned from PKU diets. Small amounts of moderate protein foods (such as grains and potatoes) and low protein foods (some fruits and vegetables, low protein breads and pastas) are allowed. Sugar-free foods, such as diet soda, which contain the artificial sweetener aspartame, are also prohibited foods for patients with PKU. That is because aspartame contains the amino acid phenylalanine.

Ideally, school-age children with PKU should be taught to assume responsibility for managing their diet, recording food intake, and for performing simple blood tests to monitor their phenylalanine levels. Blood tests should be done in the early morning when phenylalanine levels are highest. Infants and young children require more frequent blood tests than older children and adults. The amount of natural foods allowed in a diet could be adjusted to ensure that the level of phenylalanine in the blood is kept within a safe range—two to 6 mg/dL before 12 years of age and 2–15 mg/dL for PKU patients over 12 years old.

A specialized PKU diet can cause abnormal fluctuations in tyrosine levels throughout the day. Thus, some health professionals recommend adding time released tyrosine that can provide a more constant supply of this amino acid to the body. It should be noted that some PKU patients show signs of learning disabilities even with a special diet containing extra tyrosine. Research studies suggest that these patients may not be able to process tyrosine normally.

For PKU caregivers, providing a diet that is appealing as well as healthy and nutritious is a constant challenge. Many patients with PKU, especially teenagers, find it difficult to stick to the relatively bland PKU diet for extended periods of time. Some older patients decide to go off their diet plan simply because they feel healthy. However, many patients who abandon careful nutritional management develop cognitive problems, such as difficulties remembering, maintaining focus, and paying attention. Many PKU health professionals contend that all patients with PKU should adhere to a strictly controlled diet for life.

One promising line of PKU research involves the synthesis (manufacturing) of a new type of enzyme that can break down phenylalanine in food consumed by the patient. This medication would be taken orally and could prevent the absorption of digested phenylalanine into the patient’s bloodstream.

In general, medical researchers express concern about the great variation in treatment programs currently available to PKU patients around the world. They have highlighted the urgent need for new, consistent international standards for proper management of PKU patients, which should emphasize comprehensive psychological as well as physiological monitoring and assessment.

PKU and Pregnancy

Women with PKU must be especially careful with their diets if they want to have children. They should ensure that phenylalanine blood levels are under control before conception and throughout pregnancy. Mothers with elevated (higher than normal) phenylalanine levels are high risk for having babies with significant birth disorders, such as microencephaly (smaller than normal head size), and congenital heart disease (abnormal heart structure and function), stunted growth, mental impairment, and psychomotor (coordination) difficulties. This condition is referred to as maternal PKU and can even affect babies who do not have the PKU disease.

Prognosis

Early newborn screening, careful monitoring, and a life-long strict dietary management can help PKU patients to live normal, healthy, and long lives.
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Phocomelia see Roberts SC phocomelia

Phytanic acid oxidase deficiency see Refsum disease

Phytanic acid storage disease see Infantile refsum disease

Pierre-Robin sequence

Definition

Pierre-Robin Sequence consists of the micrognathia, (small lower jaw), or retrognathia (lower jaw displaced to
the back), glossoptosis (displacement of the tongue into the throat) and obstruction of the airway. It is usually accompanied by a cleft palate (an opening in the roof of the mouth). The term sequence is used to describe the pattern of multiple anomalies derived from a single known prior anomaly or mechanical factor.

Description

Children born with Pierre-Robin sequence are found to have small mandibles (lower jaws), or mandibles that are displaced back, tongues that are pushed back into the throat, and difficulty breathing of varying degrees. They also have difficulty feeding. Pierre-Robin sequence is usually accompanied by a cleft palate. It is also known as Pierre-Robin syndrome.

Genetic profile

Pierre-Robin sequence can occur in association with other syndromes; isolated (not associated with other malformations); or in associations with other developmental disorders that do not represent a specific syndrome. Heredity has not been proven to be a factor in the cause of isolated Pierre-Robin sequence. Pierre-Robin sequence found in association with numerous syndromes may have a mode of inheritance that is related to the syndrome itself. The mode of inheritance includes single gene as well as chromosomal abnormalities.

The cause of the abnormal lower jaw in Pierre-Robin syndrome may be mechanical, genetic, teratogenic, or multi-factorial. Mechanical factors such as fibroids inside the uterus may constrict the lower jaw preventing it from growing. Single gene or chromosomal abnormalities produce syndromes that have Pierre-Robin sequence. Teratogenic (anything that affects development of the embryo) causes include maternal use of alcohol. Multi-factorial inheritance means that the cause is a combination of environmental and hereditary factors.

Demographics

The incidence of Pierre-Robin sequence is reported to be one out of 8,500 live births. Other reports show that the range is one out of 2,000 to one out of 50,000 live births. This wide range is due to different diagnostic criteria and the presence or absence of associated syndromes. Fewer than 20% of newborns born with Pierre-Robin sequence have the isolated type.

Signs and symptoms

In Pierre-Robin sequence, the lower jaw of the fetus displaces the tongue backwards into the throat. The tongue located in this abnormal position blocks the embryonic structures from joining in the midline in order to form the palate, the roof of the mouth. The result is a cleft palate, which is an opening in the roof of the mouth. The size of the cleft palate varies as well as its position. It is not present in all patients.

Babies born with Pierre-Robin have difficulty feeding and breathing because the tongue—pushed backwards by the lower jaw—obstructs the throat. Feeding and breathing difficulties may be very mild or very severe.

Affected persons may also develop hearing problems due to fluid collecting in the ears.

Diagnosis

Prenatal ultrasonic examination may show findings to indicate the possibility of Pierre-Robin sequence alerting the physician to be prepared at birth for the possibility of the baby having breathing and feeding problems.

Treatment and management

The type of treatment varies according to the severity of the symptoms and their duration. Babies may not require any therapy if they have no symptoms of breathing difficulties and no feeding difficulties.

If breathing difficulties are mild, the easiest management is keeping the baby in the prone position. This position causes the tongue to fall forward, relieving the obstruction. A thorough evaluation of these patients must

KEY TERMS

Endoscopy—A slender, tubular optical instrument used as a viewing system for examining an inner part of the body and, with an attached instrument, for biopsy or surgery.

Fibroid—A non-cancerous tumor of connective tissue made of elongated, threadlike structures, or fibers, which usually grow slowly and are contained within an irregular shape. Fibroids are firm in consistency but may become painful if they start to break down or apply pressure to areas within the body. They frequently occur in the uterus and are generally left alone unless growing rapidly or causing other problems. Surgery is needed to remove fibroids.

Uterus—A muscular, hollow organ of the female reproductive tract. The uterus contains and nourishes the embryo and fetus from the time the fertilized egg is implanted until birth.
be conducted, which includes endoscopy of the airways and upper digestive tract. Close monitoring must be maintained because the prone position may obscure breathing difficulties.

If positioning the patient prone fails, a nasopharyngeal airway may be used but only for a short time. The airway is a tube passed through the nose into the upper airway, which the baby can breathe through.

If the above methods fail or are required for a prolonged length of time, then some type of surgical intervention will be required. Surgical procedures include glossoptaxy, in which the tongue is sutured to the lower lip in order to prevent it from moving back into the throat causing obstruction. Superperiosteal release of the floor of the mouth muscles on the lower jaw is an operation in which the tongue can no longer move back into the throat because muscles are released from their insertions. Tracheotomy is performed by surgically cutting an opening in the trachea (windpipe). This opening bypasses the obstruction. The choice of surgical intervention varies according to the duration and severity of respiratory obstruction; other causes of respiratory obstruction that may be present; and the experience of the surgeon. Glossoptaxy and tracheotomy are temporary and reversed when the baby can breathe adequately on its own.

The treatment of feeding difficulty varies according to the degree of difficulty. It has been found that the severity of feeding difficulty is proportional to the severity of airway obstruction. Feeding is usually accomplished with specialized cleft palate nipples and bottles or nasogastric tubes (a feeding tube passed through the nose and into the stomach). Sometimes a gastrostomy tube is needed for feeding. This is a tube passed through a surgical opening made in the abdominal wall and stomach.

Children with Pierre-Robin sequence are prone to hearing loss due to fluid collecting behind the tympanic membrane (ear drum), and may require drainage tubes placed into the ear.

If the child has a cleft palate, it is usually surgically repaired between the ages of nine and 18 months.

Prognosis

The prognosis for individuals with Pierre-Robin sequence varies with the severity of symptoms and if it is associated with other congenital abnormalities. The more severe the symptoms and associated congenital abnormalities, the greater the risk of complications.

The rate at which the lower jaw starts to catch up in growth depends on the cause of Pierre-Robin sequence. The majority of children with the isolated type will achieve near normal jaw size within a few years of birth. If Pierre-Robin sequence is part of a syndrome that has a small jaw, the jaw may remain small throughout life.
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Pituitary dwarfism

Definition

Dwarfism is a condition in which the growth of the individual is very slow or delayed. There are many forms of dwarfism. The word pituitary is in reference to the pituitary gland in the body. This gland regulates certain chemicals (hormones) in the body. Therefore, pituitary dwarfism is decreased bodily growth due to hormonal problems. The end result is a proportionate little person, because the height as well as the growth of all other structures of the individual are decreased.

Description

Pituitary dwarfism is caused by problems arising in the pituitary gland. The pituitary gland is also called the hypophysis. The pituitary gland is divided into two halves: the anterior (front) and posterior (back) halves. The anterior half produces six hormones: growth hormone, adrenocorticotropic hormone (corticotropin), thyroid stimulating hormone (thyrotropin), prolactin, follicle-stimulating hormone, and lutenizing hormone. The posterior pituitary gland only produces two hormones. It produces antidiuretic hormone (vasopressin) and oxytocin.

Most forms of dwarfism are a result of decreased production of hormones from the anterior half of the pituitary gland. The most common form is due to decreases of growth hormone which will be discussed here. These decreases during childhood cause the individual’s arms, legs, and other Structures to develop normal proportions for their bodies, but at a decreased rate.

When all of the hormones of the anterior pituitary gland are not produced, this is called panhypopituitarism. Another type of dwarfism occurs when only the growth hormone is decreased. Dwarfism can also result from a lack of somatomedin C (also called insulin like growth factor, IGF-1) production. Somatomedin C is a hormone produced in the liver that increases bone growth when growth hormone is present. The African pygmy and the Levi-Lorain dwarfs lack the ability to produce somatomedin C in response to growth hormone. All causes of dwarfism lead to a proportionate little person.

Growth is the body’s response to different hormones. The forebrain contains a small organ called the hypothalamus, which is responsible for releasing hormones in response to the body’s needs for purposes of regulation. Growth hormone is produced in the anterior pituitary gland when growth hormone-releasing hormone (GHRH), is released by the hypothalamus. Growth hormone is then released and stimulates the liver to produce IGF-1. In return, IGF-1 stimulates the long bones to grow in length. Thus, growth can be slowed down or stopped if there is a problem making any of these hormones or if there is a problem with the cells receiving these hormones.

KEY TERMS

Adrenocorticotropic (corticotrophin)—A hormone that acts on cells of the adrenal cortex, causing them to produce male sex hormones and hormones that control water and mineral balance in the body.

Antidiuretic hormone (vasopressin)—A hormone that acts on the kidneys to regulate water balance.

Craniopharyngioma—A tumor near the pituitary gland in the craniopharyngeal canal that often results in intracranial pressure.

Deprivational dwarfism—A condition where emotional disturbances are associated with growth failure and abnormalities of pituitary function.

Follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH)—A hormone that in females stimulates estrogen and in males stimulates sperm production.

Growth hormone—A hormone that eventually stimulates growth. Also called somatotropin.

Hormone—A chemical messenger produced by the body that is involved in regulating specific bodily functions such as growth, development, and reproduction.

Lutenizing hormone—A hormone secreted by the pituitary gland that regulates the menstrual cycle and triggers ovulation in females. In males it stimulates the testes to produce testosterone.

Oxytocin—A hormone that stimulates the uterus to contract during child birth and the breasts to release milk.

Panhypopituitarism—Generalized decrease of all of the anterior pituitary hormones.

Prolactin—A hormone that helps the breast prepare for milk production during pregnancy.

Puberty—Point in development when the gonads begin to function and secondary sexual characteristics begin to appear.

Thyroid stimulating hormone (thyrotropin)—A hormone that stimulates the thyroid gland to produce hormones that regulate metabolism.
Genetic profile

Pituitary dwarfism has been shown to run in families. New investigations are underway to determine the specific cause and location of the gene responsible for dwarfism. The human cell contains 46 chromosomes arranged in 23 pairs. Most of the genes in the two chromosomes of each pair are identical or almost identical with each other. However, with dwarfism, there appears to be disruption on different areas of chromosome 3 and 7. Some studies have isolated defects for the production of pituitary hormones to the short arm (the “p” end) of chromosome 3 at a specific location of 3p11. Other studies have found changes on the short arm of chromosome 7.

Demographics

Some estimates show that there are between 10,000 and 15,000 children in the United States who have growth problems due to a deficiency of growth hormone.

Signs and symptoms

A child with a growth hormone deficiency is often small with an immature face and chubby body build. The child’s growth will slow down and not follow the normal growth curve patterns. In cases of tumor, most commonly craniopharyngioma (a tumor near the pituitary gland), children and adolescents may present with neurological symptoms such as headaches, vomiting, and problems with vision. The patient may also have symptoms of double vision. Symptoms such as truly bizarre and excessive drinking behaviors (polydipsia) and sleep disturbances may be common.

Diagnosis

The primary symptom of pituitary dwarfism is lack of height. Therefore, a change in the individual’s growth habits will help lead to a diagnosis. Another diagnostic technique uses an x ray of the child’s hand to determine the child’s bone age by comparing this to the child’s actual chronological age. The bone age in affected children is usually two years or more behind the chronological age. This means that if a child is ten years old, his or her bones will look like they are those of an eight-year-old child. The levels of growth hormone and somatomedin C must also be measured with blood tests.

Hypopituitarism may be gained or acquired following birth for several reasons. It could be due to trauma to
the pituitary gland such as a fall or following surgery to the brain for removal of a tumor. It may also be due to the child’s environment (deprivational dwarfism).

On examination by the doctor there may be optic nerve atrophy, if the dwarfism is due to a type of tumor. X rays of the area where the pituitary gland is located (sella turcica) or more advanced imaging such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) may show changes of the pituitary gland itself. Computed tomography is an advanced form of x ray that will help determine the integrity of the bone and how much calcification the tumor is producing. Magnetic resonance imaging, will also help in the diagnosis. MRI is a type of imaging device that can visualize soft tissues such as muscle and fat.

If the dwarfism is due to environmental and emotional problems, the individual may be hospitalized to monitor hormone levels. Following a few days of hospitalization, hormone levels may become normal due to avoidance of the original environment.

**Treatment and management**

The main course of therapy is growth hormone replacement therapy when there is lack of growth hormone in the body. A pediatric endocrinologist, a doctor specializing in the hormones of children, usually administers this type of therapy before a child’s growth plates have fused or joined together. Once the growth plates have fused, GH replacement therapy is rarely effective.

Growth hormone used to be collected from recently deceased humans. However, frequent disease complications resulting from human growth hormone collected from deceased bodies lead to the banning of this method. In the mid-1980s, techniques were discovered that could produce growth hormones in the lab. Now, the only growth hormone used for treatment is that made in a laboratory.

A careful balancing of all of the hormones produced by the pituitary gland is necessary for patients with panhypopituitarism. This form of dwarfism is very difficult to manage.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for each type of dwarfism varies. A panhypopituitarism dwarf does not pass through the initial onset of adult sexual development (puberty) and never produces enough gonadotropic hormones to develop adult sexual function. These individuals also have a great deal of other medical conditions. Dwarfism due to only growth hormone deficiency has a different prognosis. These individuals do pass through puberty and mature sexually, however, they remain proportionately small in stature.

If the individual is lacking only growth hormone then growth hormone replacement therapy can be administered. The success of treatment with growth hormone varies however. An increase in height of 4–6 in (10–15 cm) can occur in the first year of treatment. Following this first year, the response to the hormone is not as successful. Therefore the amount of growth hormone administered must be tripled to maintain this rate. Long-term use is considered successful if the individual grows at least 0.75 in (2 cm) per year more than they would without the hormone. However, if the growth hormone treatment is not administered before the long bones—such as the legs and arms—fuse, then the individual will never grow. This fusion is completed by adult age.
Improvement for individuals with dwarfism due to other causes such as a tumor, varies greatly. If the dwarfism is due to deprivational causes, then removing that child from that environment should help to alleviate the problem.
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Poland anomaly

Definition

Poland anomaly is a rare pattern of malformations present at birth that includes unilateral changes in the chest and shoulder girdle muscles, forearm bones, and fingers. Although there are other associated features, the most recognized characteristics are abnormalities of the major chest muscles (pectoralis) and the presence of syndactyly or webbing that joins the fingers of the hand. Treatment of this anomaly is mainly through reconstructive surgery.

Description

Poland anomaly (also known as Poland syndactyly, Poland syndrome, Poland sequence, or Pectoral dysplasia-dysdactyly) was first described in 1841 by Alfred Poland, who was a medical student at Guy’s Hospital in London when he noted malformations in the body of a deceased convict named George Elt. Today, the diagnosis of Poland anomaly may encompass various combinations of the following abnormalities:

- Absence of major chest muscles: pectoralis major, pectoralis minor.
- Hand anomalies: syndactyly (webbed or fused fingers), shortened fingers.
- Underdeveloped forearm bones: ulna, radius.
- Underdeveloped or absence of the nipple and, in females, the breast.
- Absence of groups of rib cartilage.
The exact cause of Poland anomaly is not known, but may result from the interruption of fetal growth at about the 46th day of pregnancy, when the fetal fingers and pectoralis muscle are developing. Several researchers have suggested that there may be too little blood flow through the fetal subclavian artery that goes to the chest and arm; the more severe the blood flow disruption, the more numerous and severe the resulting malformations. However, the final proof for this idea has not been found.

Genetic profile

Most occurrences of Poland anomaly appear to be sporadic (i.e., random, and not associated with a inherited disorder) and are not passed on from parent to child. However, there have been rare reports of Poland anomaly that appear in multiple members of the same family. In at least one case, this familial occurrence of Poland anomaly appears to be inherited in an autosomal dominant pat-

tern. The fact that other organs systems (kidney, heart) and increased risks of certain cancers are associated with this condition supports the hypothesis that there may be some genetic abnormality. However, if there is some sort of genetic or inherited cause in some patients with Poland anomaly, it has not been identified. For purposes of genetic counseling, the Poland anomaly can be regarded as a sporadic condition with an extremely low risk of being transmitted from parent to child.

Demographics

Poland anomaly is not common. It affects one child in about 20,000 to 30,000. Geographically, estimates of the frequency range from one in 17,213 in Japanese school children, to an average of one in 32,000 live births in British Columbia, with a low incidence of one in 52,530, in Hungary. For reasons that are unclear, Poland anomaly is three times more frequent in boys than girls.

Signs and symptoms

The manifestations of Poland anomaly are most often limited to the physical manifestations described above. The degree to which this condition is disabling depends on which manifestations are present and their individual severity, but most often relate to disabilities in the affected arm and hand. Upon rare occasions, the Poland anomaly is associated with dextrocardia (in which the position of the heart is the mirror image of its normal position), renal agenesis (maldevelopment of the kidney) or the association with cancers such as leukemia, leiomyosarcoma, and non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Intelligence is not impaired by Poland anomaly.

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of Poland anomaly relies on physical exam and radiographic evaluation, such as the use of x rays or other imaging techniques to define abnormal or missing structures that are consistent with the criteria for Poland anomaly, as described above. There is no laboratory blood or genetic test that can be used to identify people with Poland anomaly.

Treatment and management

During early development and progressing through until young adulthood, children with Poland anomaly should be educated and trained in behavioral and mechanical methods to adapt to their disabilities. This program is usually initiated and overseen by a team of health care professionals including a pediatrician, physical therapist, and occupational therapist. A counselor

KEY TERMS

Autosomal dominant—A pattern of genetic inheritance where only one abnormal gene is needed to display the trait or disease.

Dextrocardia—Defect in which the position of the heart is the mirror image of its normal position.

Pectoralis muscles—Major muscles of the chest wall.

Renal agenesis—Absence or failure of one or both kidneys to develop normally.

Sporadic—Isolated or appearing occasionally with no apparent pattern.

Syndactyly—Webbing or fusion between the fingers or toes.
specially trained to deal with issues of disabilities in children is often helpful in assessing problem areas and encouraging healthy development of self-esteem. Support groups and community organizations for people with Poland anomaly or other disabilities often prove useful as well.

After growth development is advanced enough (usually late adolescence or early adulthood), reconstructive plastic surgery may be offered, primarily to correct cosmetic appearance. The goal of reconstruction is to restore the natural contour of the chest wall while stabilizing the chest wall defect. Chest wall reconstruction must be tailored to the requirements of each patient, but often involves moving and grafting ribs and muscles from other parts of the body to reconstruct the chest wall and breast. In addition, bioengineered cartilage or breast implants can be used to help give the chest a more normal appearance. Hand abnormalities are treated according to the severity, and requires individual consultation with a reconstructive plastic surgeon.

Prognosis

The prognosis for people with Poland anomaly is excellent. Reconstructive surgery is safe and cosmetic corrections achieved can be significant. Associated symptoms of heart and kidney defects as well as cancer association are rare, but indicate that patients with Poland anomaly should be followed closely by a physician familiar with the condition.
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Poland syndrome see Poland anomaly

Polycystic kidney disease

Definition

Polycystic kidney disease (PKD) is one of the most common of all life-threatening human genetic disorders. It is an incurable genetic disorder characterized by the formation of fluid-filled cysts in the kidneys of affected individuals. These cysts multiply over time. It was originally believed that the cysts eventually caused kidney failure by crowding out the healthy kidney tissue. It is now thought that the kidney damage seen in PKD is actually the result of the body’s immune system. The immune system, in its attempts to rid the kidney of the cysts, instead progressively destroys the formerly healthy kidney tissue.

Description

A healthy kidney is about the same size as a human fist. PKD cysts, which can be as small as the head of a pin or as large as a grapefruit, can expand the kidneys until each one is bigger than a football and weighs as much as 38 lbs (17 kg).

There are two types of PKD: infantile PKD, which generally shows symptoms prior to birth; and adult onset PKD. Individuals affected with infantile PKD are often stillborn. Among the liveborn individuals affected with infantile PKD, very few of these children survive to the age of two. The adult onset form of PKD is much more common. The time and degree of symptom onset in the adult form of PKD can vary widely, even within a single family with two or more affected individuals. Symptoms of this form of PKD usually start to appear between the ages of 20 and 50. Organ deterioration progresses more slowly in adult onset PKD than it does in the infantile form; but, if left untreated, adult onset PKD also eventually leads to kidney failure.

Genetic profile

Polycystic kidney disease is expressed as both a recessive and a dominant trait. A recessive genetic trait will not cause disease in a child unless it is inherited from both parents. A dominant genetic trait can be inherited from just one parent. Those people affected with autosomal dominant PKD (ADPKD) have the much more common adult onset form. Those with autosomal recessive PKD (ARPKD) have the infantile form.
There are mutations on at least three genes that cause adult onset PKD. Approximately 85% of these cases are known to arise from mutations in the PKD1 gene that has been mapped to a region on the short arm of chromosome 16 (16p13.3-p13.12). Another 10–15% of cases of adult onset PKD are thought to be caused by mutations in the PKD2 gene that has been mapped to a region on the long arm of chromosome 4 (4q21-q23). As of early 2001, it is thought that the remainder of the cases of PKD are caused by mutations in the PKD3 gene, which has not yet been mapped. This unidentified “PKD3 gene” may, in fact, be more than one gene.

Adult onset PKD is transmitted from parents to their offspring as a non-sex linked (autosomal) dominant trait. This means that if either parent carries this genetic mutation, there is a 50% chance that their child will inherit this disease. In the case of two affected parents, there is a 75% probability that their children will be affected with adult onset PKD.

Infantile PKD is caused by a non-sex linked (autosomal) recessive genetic mutation that has been mapped to a region on the short arm of chromosome 6 (6p21). Both parents must be carriers of this mutation for their children to be affected with infantile PKD. In the case of two carrier parents, the probability is 25% that their child will be affected by infantile PKD.

Demographics

One of the most common of all life-threatening genetic diseases, PKD affects more than 60,000 Americans. Over 12.5 million people worldwide are affected with PKD. Approximately one in every 400 to 1000 people is affected with ADPKD. Another one in 10,000 are affected with ARPKD. PKD is observed in both males and females. PKD is also observed with equal probability among ethnic groups.

Signs and symptoms

A baby born with infantile PKD has floppy, low-set ears, a pointed nose, a small chin, and folds of skin surrounding the eyes (epicanthal folds). Large, rigid masses can be felt on the back of both thighs (flanks), and the baby usually has trouble breathing.

In the early stages of adult onset PKD, many people show no symptoms. Generally, the first symptoms to develop are: high blood pressure (hypertension); general fatigue; pain in the lower back or the backs of the thighs; headaches; and/or urinary tract infections accompanied by frequent urination.

As PKD becomes more advanced, the kidneys’ inability to function properly becomes more pronounced. The cysts on the kidney may begin to rupture and the kidneys tend to be much larger than normal. Individuals affected with PKD have a much higher rate of kidney stones than the rest of the population at this, and later stages, of the disease. Approximately 60% of those individuals affected with PKD develop cysts in the liver, while 10% develop cysts in the pancreas.

Because the kidneys are primarily responsible for cleaning the blood, individuals affected with PKD often have problems involving the circulatory system. These include: an underproduction of red blood cells which results in an insufficient supply of oxygen to the tissues and organs (anemia); an enlarged heart (cardiac hyper-
trophies) probably caused by long term hypertension; and a leakage of the valve between the left chambers (auricle and ventricle) of the heart (mitral valve prolapse). Less common (affecting approximately 5% of PKD patients) are brain aneurysms. An aneurysm is an abnormal and localized bulging of the wall of a blood vessel. If an aneurysm within the brain leaks or bursts, it may cause a stroke or even death.

Other health problems associated with adult onset PKD include: chronic leg or back pain; frequent infections; and, herniations of the groin and abdomen, including herniation of the colon (diverticular disease). A herniation, or hernia, is caused when a tissue, designed to hold the shape of an underlying tissue, becomes weakened at a particular spot. The underlying tissue pushes against this weakened area until the area is no longer able to hold back the underlying tissue and the area forms an abnormal bulge through which the underlying tissue projects. Diverticular disease is caused by a weakening of the muscles that hold the shape of the organs of the digestive tract. These muscles weaken allowing these organs, particularly one section of the colon, to form sac-like projections that can trap feces and become infected, or rupture.

In the final stages of PKD, the major symptom is kidney (renal) failure. Renal failure is indicated by an increase of nitrogen (in the form of urea) in the blood (uremia, or uremic poisoning). Uremia is a rapidly fatal condition without treatment.

**Diagnosis**

Many patients who have PKD do not have any symptoms. Their condition may not be discovered unless tests that detect it are performed for other reasons.

When symptoms of PKD are present, the diagnostic procedure begins with a family medical history and physical examination of the patient. If several family members have PKD, there is a strong likelihood that the patient has it too. If the disease is advanced, the doctor will be able to feel the patient’s enlarged kidneys. Heart murmur, high blood pressure, and other signs of cardiac impairment can also be detected.

Urinalysis and a blood test called creatine clearance can indicate how effectively the kidneys are functioning. Scanning procedures using intravenous dye reveal kidney enlargement or deformity and scarring caused by cysts. Ultrasound and computed tomography scans (CT scans) can reveal kidney enlargement and the cysts that caused it. CT scans can highlight cyst-damaged areas of the kidneys. A sampling of the kidney cells (biopsy) may be performed to verify the diagnosis.
**Treatment and management**

There is no way to prevent cysts from forming or becoming enlarged, or to prevent PKD from progressing to kidney failure. Treatment goals include preserving healthy kidney tissue; controlling symptoms; and preventing infection and other complications.

If adult PKD is diagnosed before symptoms become evident, urinalysis and other diagnostic tests are performed at six-week intervals to monitor the patient’s health status. If results indicate the presence of infection or another PKD-related health problem, aggressive antibiotic therapy is initiated to prevent inflammation that can accelerate disease progression; iron supplements or infusion of red blood cells are used to treat anemia; and surgery may be needed to drain cysts that bleed, cause pain, have become infected, or interfere with normal kidney function.

Lowering high blood pressure can slow loss of kidney function. Blood-pressure control, which is the cornerstone of PKD treatment, is difficult to achieve. Therapy may include anti-hypertensive medications, diuretic medications, and/or a low-salt diet. As kidney function declines, some patients need dialysis and/or a kidney transplant.

There is no known way to prevent PKD, but certain lifestyle modifications can help control symptoms. People who have PKD should not drink heavily or smoke. They should not use aspirin, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), or other prescription or over-the-counter medications that can impair kidney function. Individuals affected with PKD should eat a balanced diet, exercise regularly, and maintain a weight appropriate for their height, age, and body type. Regular medical monitoring is also recommended.

**Prognosis**

There is no known cure for PKD. Those affected with infantile PKD generally die before the age of two. In adults, untreated disease can be rapidly fatal or continue to progress slowly, even after symptoms of kidney failure appear. About half of all adults with PKD also develop kidney failure. Unless the patient undergoes dialysis or has a kidney transplant, they usually do not survive more than four years after diagnosis.

Although medical treatment can temporarily alleviate symptoms of PKD, the expanding cysts continue to increase pressure on the kidneys. Kidney failure and uremic poisoning (accumulation of waste products the body is unable to eliminate) generally cause death about 10 years after symptoms first appear.

Medications used to fight cancer and reduce elevated cholesterol levels have slowed the advance of PKD in laboratory animals. They may soon be used to treat adults and children who have the disease. Researchers are also evaluating the potential benefits of anti-inflammatory drugs, which may prevent the scarring that destroys kidney function.
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Polycystic ovary syndrome

Definition

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), formerly Stein-Leventhal syndrome, is a disorder in which women do not experience normal release of eggs from the ovaries, they have an abnormal production of male hormones, and their body is resistant to the effects of the hormone insulin. The disorder results in infertility, abnormal masculinization, and increased risk of developing heart disease and certain cancers.

Description

The normal function of the female reproductive system is complex, requiring the interplay of different organ systems. One set of important organs are the ovaries. The ovaries are two small structures contained in the lower abdomen, on either side of the uterus, that contain small immature eggs, called ova. Ova are stored within the ovaries in individual structures called follicles.

In a monthly cycle, a part of the brain called the pituitary gland secretes two substances into the blood stream—lutenizing hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH). As certain levels of LH and FSH build in the blood stream, the follicles of the eggs begin to swell and grow, creating cysts. Eventually, the changing levels of LH and FSH cause one of the ovarian cysts to burst open, releasing a mature egg. This process by which an egg is released from the ovary is called ovulation.

Once a mature egg is released from the ovary, it passes into the fallopian tubes, tube-like structures that are passageways to the uterus. If sperm cells from the male are present within the fallopian tubes, they will join with the egg in a process called fertilization. The fertilized egg can then pass into the uterus and implant into the thickened wall of the uterus where it can develop into a fetus. If no sperm cells are present, the mature egg goes unfertilized and is lost, along with the thickened later of the uterus, in a monthly process called menstruation.

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), first described by I. F. Stein and M. L. Leventhal in 1935, is a disorder in which normal ovulation does not occur. The term “polycystic” derives from the fact that the egg-containing cysts in the ovaries do not burst open, resulting in enlarged ovaries containing many swelled cysts. The reason for this problem in ovulation is unclear, however several abnormalities have been characterized in women with PCOS. First, there is a disturbance in the production of LH and FSH by the pituitary, leading to altered levels of the substances in the blood stream. There is also evidence that the ovaries do not respond appropriately to the FH and LSH that is present. Second, there is an abnormal over-production of male hormones, called androgens, by the ovaries and the adrenal gland. Finally, women with PCOS are resistant to the effects of the hormone, insulin. Insulin is a hormone made in the pancreas that is responsible for transport of sugar from the blood into the cells. While these abnormalities have been well characterized, it is unclear whether they cause PCOS, or whether they are a result of the disease.

Genetic profile

Women diagnosed with PCOS frequently have relatives with symptoms similar to that seen in the disorder. As a result of these observations, many scientists have proposed that genetic factors play a role in the disease. Over the past few decades, researchers have identified families in which PCOS appears to be inherited with an autosomal dominant or an X-linked pattern. However, these cases are rare and do not hold true for the majority of people with PCOS.

Current theories suggest that different genetic changes may result in PCOS or that multiple genetic factors are needed for the full manifestation of the disease. Abnormalities in several genes have been associated with PCOS, including mutations in the genes for follistatin (locus 5p14), 17-beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (locus 9p22), and a cytochrome P450 enzyme (locus 15q23-q24). Each of these genes plays a different role in the response to LH and FSH, or in the conversion of male hormones to female hormones, although their relationship to PCOS is unclear. Ongoing research is likely to identify further genetic mutations that are associated with PCOS.
Demographics

Estimates of the prevalence of PCOS in the general population have ranged from 2-20% with recent studies suggesting that 3-6% of women of reproductive age are affected by the disorder. This makes PCOS one of the most common hormone disorders in women of reproductive age.

It is unclear whether this disease is distributed uniformly among different geographical areas and ethnic groups, however, studies performed in 1999 show the prevalence of this disorder in the United States is just over 3% in African-American females and almost 5% in Caucasian females. The prevalence of PCOS in Greek women was shown to be higher, nearly 7%.

Signs and symptoms

The first signs of PCOS tend to manifest at puberty. As a result of the failure to ovulate normally, young women with PCOS may fail to menstruate or menstruate only erratically. A small percentage of women may have normal menstrual cycles. Women affected with PCOS often experience infertility, an inability to become pregnant. Additionally, women with PCOS tend to gain weight, and 70% eventually become obese.

The overproduction of androgens leads to changes in the body that are more typical of male development. For example, approximately 70% of women with PCOS will show hair growth on the face, chest, stomach, and thighs (hirsuitism). Simultaneously, they show thinning of the
hair more typical of male-pattern baldness. Other male characteristics, such as deep voice, acne, and increased sex drive may also be present, and affected women often have decreased breast size.

Women with PCOS do not respond appropriately to the hormone, insulin. As a result, 15% of women with PCOS may develop high levels of sugar in the blood later in life, a condition known as diabetes. Resistance to insulin is also associated with dark, warty skin growths in the groin and armpits, known as acanthosis nigricans.

Untreated PCOS is a risk factor for the development of several dangerous conditions. The hormone abnormalities in PCOS place women at considerable risk for endometrial cancer and possibly breast cancer. The risk of endometrial cancer is three times higher in women with PCOS than in normal women, and small studies suggest that the risk of breast cancer may by three to four times higher. PCOS also results in increased risk of high blood pressure, diabetes, and high cholesterol, all of which contribute to heart disease and stroke.

**Diagnosis**

A diagnostic search for PCOS is usually initiated when women experience an absence of menstrual periods for at least six months, an inability to become pregnant, and/or abnormal hair growth or acne. A comprehensive physical exam performed at that time may reveal excessive body hair, low voice, acanthosis nigricans, or obesity. Enlarged ovaries are also identifiable on pelvic examination in about 50% of patients.

Blood tests can be performed that may yield results consistent with PCOS, including abnormal levels of LH and FSH (typically in a ratio of 3:1), abnormally high levels of androgens (testosterone, DHEA, DHEAS), abnormally high levels of insulin, and abnormally low levels of a substance called sex hormone-binding globulin. In addition, a physician may perform a diagnostic test called a “progesterone challenge”. In this test, a physician administers a hormone called progesterone to the patient to determine if it will provoke menstruation. If menstruation does occur in response to the progesterone, it is likely that a patient has PCOS.

Finally, an ultrasound examination of the ovaries may be performed to determine if large cystic follicles can be documented. With this approach, the diagnosis of PCOS is based on the finding of more than eight enlarged follicles in the ovary.

**Treatment and management**

There is no cure for PCOS, thus treatment focuses on several goals, including the restoration of the menstrual cycle, blocking the effect of androgens, reducing insulin resistance, lowering the risk of cancer and heart disease, and possibly restoring ovulation and fertility.

In patients who do not desire pregnancy, hormones can be administered in the form of birth control pills, which may result in normal menstrual cycles, decreased hair growth and acne, and a lower risk of developing endometrial cancer. Although women will note a decrease in hair growth after approximately six months of treatment with birth control pills, additional cosmetic hair removal therapy is often necessary. In women who do not respond appropriately to birth control pills, another medication known as luprolide (Lupron) can be used, but with more long term side effects (e.g., hot flushes, bone demineralization, atrophic vaginitis).

Other types of medication can be used to block the effects of androgens. When these medications are taken with birth control pills, 75% of women report decreased body hair growth. The most commonly used medications to block androgen effects are spironolactone (Aldactone), flutamide (Eulexin), and cyproterone (Cyporetin).

Treatment with medications that restore the body’s normal response to insulin has been shown to decrease LH and androgen levels. Recent studies have demonstrated that such agents restore the menstrual cycle in 68-95% of patients treated for as short a time as four to six months. One of the most commonly used medications to improve the effects of insulin is metformin (Glucophage).

In patients who are trying to become pregnant, a physician can administer medications that will cause ovulation. The main medication used to induce ovulation is clomiphene citrate (Clomid). Ovulation is successful in approximately 75% of women treated with clomiphene, but only 30-40% of women will successfully become
pregnant. Another medication, follitropin alpha (Gonal-F), has achieved pregnancy rates of 58-82%, but may cause more side effects and frequently results in more than one baby per pregnancy.

Some women who do not respond to medications may undergo surgery to remove portions of the ovary. For reasons that are not completely understood, removal of a portion of the ovary may result in some degree of normal menstrual cycles.

While medications and surgery may provide a degree of symptomatic relief for some women, other simultaneous strategies can increase their benefits. Behavior modifications, including weight reduction, diet, and exercise, are recommended for all women with PCOS. As little as a 7% reduction in body weight can lead to a significant decrease in androgen levels and to the resumption of ovulation in obese women with PCOS. Cosmetic techniques, including electrolysis (destruction of the hair follicle using electricity) and laser therapy, may be used to decrease hair growth. Finally, women should be seen regularly for full physical examinations including pelvic exams to aid in the early detection of ovarian, breast, and uterine cancer and should be managed by an interdisciplinary health care team including a primary care physician, obstetrician/gynecologist and reproductive endocrinologist.

**Prognosis**

While PCOS is one of the most common hormone disorders in young women, proper diagnosis and treatment has greatly increased the quality of life in these individuals. Roughly half of women with PCOS will be able to achieve pregnancy, and about three-fourths will see reduction in masculine traits such as hair growth with proper medical treatment. Initiation of vigorous exercise and a restricted diet may result in even better outcomes. It should be noted that patients with PCOS are at higher risk of developing diabetes, heart disease, and certain cancers and should be seen regularly by a physician. Barring these developments, lifespan in patients with PCOS is approximately the same as the general population.
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**Polyps and spots syndrome** see **Peutz-Jeghers syndrome**

**Polysplenia syndrome** see **Asplenia**

**Pompe disease** see **Acid maltase deficiency**

---

**Porphyrias**

**Definition**

The porphyrias are disorders in which the body produces too much porphyrin and insufficient heme (an iron-containing non-protein portion of the hemoglobin molecule). Porphyrin is a foundation structure for heme and certain enzymes. Excess porphyrins are excreted as waste in the urine and stool. Overproduction and overexcretion of porphyrins causes low, unhealthy levels of heme and certain important enzymes creating various physical symptoms.

**Description**

Biosynthesis of heme is a multistep process that begins with simple molecules and ends with a large, complex heme molecule. Each step of the chemical pathway is directed by its own task-specific protein, called an enzyme. As a heme precursor molecule moves through each step, an enzyme modifies the precursor in some way. If a precursor molecule is not modified, it cannot proceed to the next step, causing a build-up of that specific precursor.

This situation is the main characteristic of the porphyrias. Owing to a defect in one of the enzymes of the heme biosynthesis pathway, protoporphyrins or porphyrins (heme precursors) are prevented from proceeding...
further along the pathway. These precursors accumulate at the stage of the enzyme abnormality causing an array of physical symptoms in an affected person. Specific symptoms depend on the point at which heme biosynthesis is blocked and which precursors accumulate. In general, the porphyrias primarily affect the skin and the nervous system. Symptoms can be debilitating or life threatening in some cases. Porphyria is most commonly an inherited condition. It can also, however, be acquired after exposure to poisonous substances.

**Heme**

Heme is produced in several tissues in the body, but its primary biosynthesis sites are the liver and bone marrow. Heme synthesis for immature red blood cells, namely the erythroblasts and the reticulocytes, occurs in the bone marrow.

Although production is concentrated in the liver and bone marrow, heme is utilized in various capacities in virtually every tissue in the body. In most cells, heme is a key building block in the construction of factors that oversee metabolism and transport of oxygen and energy. In the liver, heme is a component of several vital enzymes, particularly cytochrome P450. Cytochrome P450 is involved in the metabolism of chemicals, vitamins, fatty acids, and hormones; it is very important in transforming toxic substances into easily excretable materials. In immature red blood cells, heme is the featured component of hemoglobin. Hemoglobin is the red pigment that gives red blood cells their characteristic color and their essential ability to transport oxygen.

**Heme biosynthesis**

The heme molecule is composed of porphyrin and an iron atom. Much of the heme biosynthesis pathway is dedicated to constructing the porphyrin molecule. Porphyrin is a large molecule shaped like a four-leaf clover. An iron atom is placed at its center point in the last step of heme biosynthesis.

The production of heme may be compared to a factory assembly line. At the start of the line, raw materials are fed into the process. At specific points along the line, an addition or adjustment is made to further development. Once additions and adjustments are complete, the final product rolls off the end of the line.

The heme “assembly line” is an eight-step process, requiring eight different and properly functioning enzymes:

1. delta-aminolevulinic acid synthase
2. delta-aminolevulinic acid dehydratase
3. porphobilogen deaminase
4. uroporphyrinogen III cosynthase
5. uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase
6. coproporphyrinogen oxidase
7. protoporphyrinogen oxidase
8. ferrochelatase

The control of heme biosynthesis is complex. Various chemical signals can trigger increased or decreased production. These signals can affect the enzymes themselves or the production of these enzymes, starting at the genetic level. For example, one point at which heme biosynthesis may be controlled is at the first step. When heme levels are low, greater quantities of delta-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) synthase are produced. As a result, larger quantities of heme precursors are fed into the biosynthesis pathway to step up heme production.

**Porphyrias**

Under normal circumstances, when heme concentrations are at an appropriate level, precursor production decreases. However, a glitch in the biosynthesis pathway—represented by a defective enzyme—means that heme biosynthesis does not reach completion. Because heme levels remain low, the synthesis pathway continues to churn out precursor molecules in an attempt to correct the heme deficit.

The net effect of this continued production is an abnormal accumulation of precursor molecules and development of some type of porphyria. Each type of porphyria corresponds with a specific enzyme defect and an accumulation of the associated precursor. Although there are eight steps in heme biosynthesis, there are only seven types of porphyrias; a change in ALA synthase activity does not have a corresponding porphyria.

Enzymes involved in heme biosynthesis display subtle, tissue-specific variations; therefore, heme biosynthesis may be impeded in the liver, but normal in the immature red blood cells, or vice versa. Incidence of porphyria varies widely between types and occasionally by geographic location. Although certain porphyrias are more common than others, their greater frequency is only relative to other types. All porphyrias are considered to be rare disorders.

In the past, the porphyrias were divided into two general categories based on the location of the porphyrin production. Porphyrias affecting heme biosynthesis in the liver were referred to as hepatic porphyrias. Porphyrias affecting heme biosynthesis in immature red blood cells were referred to as erythropoietic porphyrias (erythropoiesis is the process through which red blood cells are produced). As of 2001, porphyrias are usually
grouped into acute and non-acute types. Acute porphyrias produce severe attacks of pain and neurological effects. Non-acute porphyrias present as chronic diseases.

The acute porphyrias, and the heme biosynthesis steps at which enzyme problems occur, are:

- **ALA dehydratase deficiency porphyria** (step 2). This porphyria type is very rare. The inheritance pattern appears to be autosomal recessive. In autosomal recessively inherited disorders a person must inherit two defective genes, one from each parent. A parent with only one gene for an autosomal recessive disorder does not display symptoms of the disease.

- **Acute intermittent porphyria** (step 3). Acute intermittent porphyria (AIP) is also known as Swedish porphyria, pyrroloporphyria, and intermittent acute porphyria. AIP is inherited as an autosomal dominant trait, which means that only one copy of the abnormal gene needs to be present for the disorder to occur. Simply inheriting this gene, however, does not necessarily mean that a person will develop the disease. Approximately five to 10 per 100,000 persons in the United States carry a gene for AIP, but only 10% of these people ever develop symptoms of the disease.

- **Hereditary coproporphyria** (step 6). Hereditary coproporphyria (HCP) is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner. As with all porphyrias, it is an uncommon ailment. By 1977, only 111 cases of HCP were recorded; in Denmark, the estimated incidence is two in one million people.

- **Variegate porphyria** (step 7). Variegate porphyria (VP) is also known as porphyria variegata, protocoprophyria, South African genetic porphyria, and Royal malady (supposedly King George III of England and Mary, Queen of Scots, had VP). VP is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner and is especially prominent in South Africans of Dutch descent. Among that population, the incidence is approximately three in 1,000 persons. It is estimated that there are 10,000 cases of VP in South Africa. Interestingly, it appears that the affected South Africans are descendants of two Dutch settlers who came to South Africa in 1680. Among other populations, the incidence of VP is estimated to be one to two cases per 100,000 persons.

The non-acute porphyrias, and the steps of heme biosynthesis at which they occur, are:

- **Congenital erythropoietic porphyria** (step 4). Congenital erythropoietic porphyria (CEP) is also called Gunther’s disease, erythropoietic porphyria, congenital porphyria, congenital hematoporphyrina, and erythropoietic uroporphyria. CEP is inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. It is a rare disease, esti-
mated to affect less than one in one million people. Onset of dramatic symptoms usually occurs in infancy, but may hold off until adulthood.

- **Porphyria cutanea tarda (step 5).** Porphyria cutanea tarda (PCT) is also called symptomatic porphyria, porphyria cutanea symtomatica, and idiiosyncratic porphyria. PCT may be acquired, typically as a result of disease (especially hepatitis C), drug or alcohol use, or exposure to certain poisons. PCT may also be inherited as an autosomal dominant disorder, however most people remain latent—that is, symptoms never develop. PCT is the most common of the porphyrias, but the incidence of PCT is not well defined.

- **Hepatoerythropoietic porphyria (step 5).** HEP affects heme biosynthesis in both the liver and the bone marrow. HEP results from a defect in uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase activity (step 5), and is caused by changes in the same gene as PCT. Disease symptoms, however, strongly resemble congenital erythropoietic porphyria. HEP seems to be inherited in an autosomal recessive manner.

- **Erythropoietic protoporphyria (step 8).** Also known as protoporphyrria and erythrohepatic protoporphyria, erythropoietic protoporphyria (EPP) is more common than CEP; more than 300 cases have been reported. In these cases, onset of symptoms typically occurred in childhood.

### Causes and symptoms

#### General characteristics

The underlying cause of all porphyrias is an abnormal enzyme important to the heme biosynthesis pathway. Porphyrias are inheritable conditions. In virtually all cases of porphyria, an inherited factor causes the enzyme’s defect. An environmental trigger—such as diet, drugs, or sun exposure—may be necessary before any symptoms develop. In many cases, symptoms never develop. These asymptomatic individuals may be completely unaware that they have a gene for porphyrria.

All of the hepatic porphyrias—except porphyria cutanea tarda—follow a pattern of acute attacks separated by periods in which no symptoms are present. For this reason, this group is often referred to as the acute porphyrias. The erythropoietic porphyrias and porphyria cutanea tarda do not follow this pattern and are considered to be chronic conditions.

The specific symptoms of each porphyria vary based on which enzyme is affected and whether that enzyme occurs in the liver or in the bone marrow. The severity of symptoms can vary widely, even within the same type of porphyria. If the porphyria becomes symptomatic, the common factor between all types is an abnormal accumulation of protoporphyrins or porphyrin.

#### ALA dehydratase porphyria (ADP)

ADP is characterized by a deficiency of ALA dehydratase. ADP is caused by mutations in the delta-aminolevulinate dehydratase gene (ALAD) at 9q34. Of the few cases on record, the prominent symptoms were vomiting, pain in the abdomen, arms, and legs, and neuropathy. (Neuropathy refers to nerve damage that can cause pain, numbness, or paralysis.) The nerve damage associated with ADP could cause breathing impairment or lead to weakness or paralysis of the arms and legs.

#### Acute intermittent porphyria (AIP)

AIP is caused by a deficiency of porphobilogen deaminase, which occurs due to mutations in the hydroxymethylbilane synthase gene (HMBS) located at 11q23.3. Symptoms of AIP usually do not occur unless a person with the deficiency encounters a trigger substance. Trigger substances can include hormones (for example oral contraceptives, menstruation, pregnancy), drugs, and dietary factors. Most people with this deficiency never develop symptoms.

Attacks occur after puberty and commonly feature severe abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, and constipation. Muscle weakness and pain in the back, arms, and legs are also typical symptoms. During an attack, the urine is a deep reddish color. The central nervous system may also be involved. Possible psychological symptoms include hallucinations, confusion, seizures, and mood changes.

#### Congenital erythropoietic porphyria (CEP)

CEP is caused by a deficiency of uroporphyrinogen III cosynthase due to mutations in the uroporphyrinogen III cosynthase gene (UROS) located at 10q23.3. Symptoms are often apparent in infancy and include reddish urine and possibly an enlarged spleen. The skin is unusually sensitive to light and blisters easily if exposed to sunlight. (Sunlight induces protoporphyrin changes in the plasma and skin. These altered protoporphyrin molecules can cause skin damage.) Increased hair growth is common. Damage from recurrent blistering and associated skin infections can be severe. In some cases facial features and fingers may be lost to recurrent damage and infection. Deposits of protoporphyrins can sometimes lead to red staining of the teeth and bones.

#### Porphyria cutanea tarda (PCT)

PCT is caused by deficient uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase. PCT is caused by mutations in the uropor-
phyrinogen decarboxylase gene (UROD) located on chromosome 1 at 1p34. PCT may occur as an acquired or an inherited condition. The acquired form usually does not appear until adulthood. The inherited form may appear in childhood, but often demonstrates no symptoms. Early symptoms include blistering on the hands, face, and arms following minor injuries or exposure to sunlight. Lightening or darkening of the skin may occur along with increased hair growth or loss of hair. Liver function is abnormal but the signs are mild.

**Hepatoerythropoietic porphyria (HEP)**

HEP is linked to a deficiency of uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase in both the liver and the bone marrow. HEP is an autosomal recessive disease caused by mutations in the gene responsible for PCT, the uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase gene (UROD), located at 1p34. The gene is the shared, but the mutations, inheritance, and specific symptoms of these two diseases are different. The symptoms of HEP resemble those of CEP.

**Hereditary coproporphyria (HCP)**

HCP is similar to AIP, but the symptoms are typically milder. HCP is caused by a deficiency of coproporphyrinogen oxidase due to mutations in a gene by the same name at 3q12. The greatest difference between HCP and AIP is that people with HCP may have some skin sensitivity to sunlight. However, extensive damage to the skin is rarely seen.

**Variegate porphyria (VP)**

VP is caused by a deficiency of protoporphyrinogen oxidase. There is scientific evidence that VP is caused by a mutation in the gene for protoporphyrinogen oxidase located at 1q22. Like AIP, symptoms of VP occur only during attacks. Major symptoms of this type of porphyria include neurological problems and sensitivity to light. Areas of the skin that are exposed to sunlight are susceptible to burning, blistering, and scarring.

**Erythropoietic protoporphria (EPP)**

Owing to deficient ferrochelatase, the last step in the heme biosynthesis pathway—the insertion of an iron atom into a porphyrin molecule—cannot be completed. This enzyme deficiency is caused by mutations in the ferrochelatase gene (FECH) located at 18q21.3. The major symptoms of this disorder are related to sensitivity to light—including both artificial and natural light sources. Following exposure to light, a person with EPP experiences burning, itching, swelling, and reddening of the skin. Blistering and scarring may occur but are neither common nor severe. EPP is associated with increased risks for gallstones and liver complications. Symptoms can appear in childhood and tend to be more severe during the summer when exposure to sunlight is more likely.

**Diagnosis**

Depending on the array of symptoms an individual may exhibit, the possibility of porphyria may not immediately come to a physician’s mind. In the absence of a family history of porphyria, non-specific symptoms, such as abdominal pain and vomiting, may be attributed to other disorders. Neurological symptoms, including confusion and hallucinations, can lead to an initial suspicion of psychiatric disease. Diagnosis is more easily accomplished in cases in which non-specific symptoms appear in combination with symptoms more specific to porphyria, like neuropathy, sensitivity to sunlight, or certain other manifestations. Certain symptoms, such as urine the color of port wine, are hallmark signs very specific to porphyria. DNA analysis is not yet of routine diagnostic value.

A common initial test measures protoporphyrins in the urine. However, if skin sensitivity to light is a symptom, a blood plasma test is indicated. If these tests reveal abnormal levels of protoporphyrins, further tests are done to measure heme precursor levels in red blood cells and the stool. The presence and estimated quantity of porphyrin and protoporphyrins in biological samples are easily detected using spectrofluorometric testing. Spectrofluorometric testing uses a spectrofluorometer that directs light of a specific strength at a fluid sample. The porphyrins and protoporphyrins in the sample absorb the light energy and fluoresce, or glow. The spectrofluorometer detects and measures fluorescence, which indicates the amount of porphyrins and protoporphyrins in the sample.

Whether heme precursors occur in the blood, urine, or stool gives some indication of the type of porphyria, but more detailed biochemical testing is required to determine their exact identity. Making this determination yields a strong indicator of which enzyme in the heme biosynthesis pathway is defective; which, in turn, allows a diagnosis of the particular type of porphyria.

Biochemical tests rely on the color, chemical properties, and other unique features of each heme precursor. For example, a screening test for acute intermittent porphyria (AIP) is the Watson-Schwartz test. In this test, a special dye is added to a urine sample. If one of two heme precursors—porphobilinogen or urobinolgen—is present, the sample turns pink or red. Further testing is necessary to determine whether the precursor present is porphobilinogen or urobinolgen—only porphobilinogen is indicative of AIP.
Other biochemical tests rely on the fact that heme precursors become less soluble in water (able to be dissolved in water) as they progress further through the heme biosynthesis pathway. For example, to determine whether the Watson-Schwartz urine test is positive for porphobilinogen or urobilinogen, chloroform is added to the test tube. Chloroform is a water-insoluble substance. Even after vigorous mixing, the water and chloroform separate into two distinct layers. Urobilinogen is slightly insoluble in water, while porphobilinogen tends to be water-soluble. The porphobilinogen mixes more readily in water than chloroform, so if the water layer is pink (from the dye added to the urine sample), that indicates the presence of porphobilinogen, and a diagnosis of AIP is probable.

As a final test, measuring specific enzymes and their activities may be done for some types of porphyrias; however, such tests are not done as a screening method. Certain enzymes, such as porphobilinogen deaminase (the abnormal enzyme in AIP), can be easily extracted from red blood cells; other enzymes, however, are less readily collected or tested. Basically, an enzyme test involves adding a certain amount of the enzyme to a test tube that contains the precursor it is supposed to modify. Both the production of modified precursor and the rate at which it appears can be measured using laboratory equipment. If a modified precursor is produced, the test indicates that the enzyme is doing its job. The rate at which the modified precursor is produced can be compared to a standard to measure the efficiency of the enzyme.

**Treatment and management**

Treatment for porphyria revolves around avoiding acute attacks, limiting potential effects, and treating symptoms. Treatment options vary depending on the specific type of porphyria diagnosed. **Gene therapy** has been successful for both CEP and EPP. In the future, scientists expect development of gene therapy for the remaining porphyrias. Given the rarity of ALA dehydratase porphyria, definitive treatment guidelines for this rare type have not been developed.

**Acute intermittent porphyria, hereditary coproporphyria, and variegate porphyria**

Treatment for acute intermittent porphyria, hereditary coproporphyria, and variegate porphyria follows the same basic regime. A person who has been diagnosed with one of these porphyrias can prevent most attacks by
avoiding precipitating factors, such as certain drugs that have been identified as triggers for acute porphyria attacks. Individuals must maintain adequate nutrition, particularly in respect to carbohydrates. In some cases, an attack can be stopped by increasing carbohydrate consumption or by receiving carbohydrates intravenously.

When attacks occur, prompt medical attention is necessary. Pain is usually severe, and narcotic analgesics are the best option for relief. Phenothiazines can be used to counter nausea, vomiting, and anxiety, and chloral hydrate or diazepam is useful for sedation or to induce sleep. Hematin, a drug administered intravenously, may be used to halt an attack. Hematin seems to work by signaling the pathway of heme biosynthesis to slow production of precursors. Women, who tend to develop symptoms more frequently than men owing to hormonal fluctuations, may find ovulation-inhibiting hormone therapy to be helpful.

Gene therapy is a possible future treatment for these porphyrias. An experimental animal model of AIP has been developed and research is in progress.

**Congenital erythropoietic porphyria**

The key points of congenital erythropoietic porphyria treatment are avoiding exposure to sunlight and prevention of skin trauma or skin infection. Liberal use of sunscreens and consumption of beta-carotene supplements can provide some protection from sun-induced damage. Medical treatments such as removing the spleen or administering transfusions of red blood cells can create short-term benefits, but these treatments do not offer a cure. Remission can sometimes be achieved after treatment with oral doses of activated charcoal. Severely affected patients may be offered bone marrow transplantation, which appears to confer long-term benefits.

**Porphyria cutanea tarda**

As with other porphyrias, the first line of defense is avoidance of factors, especially alcohol, that could bring about symptoms. Regular blood withdrawal is a proven therapy for pushing symptoms into remission. If an individual is anemic or cannot have blood drawn for other reasons, chloroquine therapy may be used.

**Erythropoietic protoporphyria**

Avoiding sunlight, using sunscreens, and taking beta-carotene supplements are typical treatment options for erythropoietic protoporphyria. The drug, cholestyramine, may reduce the skin’s sensitivity to sunlight as well as the accumulated heme precursors in the liver. Liver transplantation has been used in cases of liver failure, but it has not effected a long-term cure of the porphyria.

**Alternative treatment**

Acute porphyria attacks can be life-threatening events, so attempts at self-treatment can be dangerous. Alternative treatments can be useful adjuncts to conventional therapy. For example, some people may find relief for the pain associated with acute intermittent porphyria, hereditary coproporphyria, or variegate porphyria through acupuncture or hypnosis. Relaxation techniques, such as yoga or meditation, may also prove helpful in pain management.

**Prognosis**

Even when porphyria is inherited, symptom development depends on a variety of factors. In the majority of cases, a person remains asymptomatic throughout life. About one percent of acute attacks can be fatal. Other symptoms may be associated with temporarily debilitating or permanently disfiguring consequences. Measures to avoid these consequences are not always successful, regardless of how diligently they are pursued. Although pregnancy has been known to trigger porphyria attacks, dangers associated with pregnancy as not as great as was once thought.

**Prevention**

For the most part, the porphyrias are attributed to inherited genes; such inheritance cannot be prevented. However, symptoms can be limited or prevented by avoiding factors that trigger symptom development.

People with a family history of an acute porphyria should be screened for the disease. Even if symptoms are absent, it is useful to know about the presence of the gene to assess the risks of developing the associated porphyria. This knowledge also reveals whether a person’s offspring may be at risk. Prenatal testing for certain porphyrias is possible. Prenatal diagnosis of congenital erythropoietic porphyria has been successfully accomplished. Any prenatal tests, however, would not indicate whether a child would develop porphyria symptoms; only that they might have the potential to do so.
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Prader-Willi syndrome

**Definition**

Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) is a genetic condition caused by the absence of chromosomal material from chromosome 15. The genetic basis of PWS is complex. Characteristics of the syndrome include developmental delay, poor muscle tone, short stature, small hands and feet, incomplete sexual development, and unique facial features. Insatiable appetite is a classic feature of PWS. This uncontrollable appetite can lead to health problems and behavior disturbances.

**Description**

The first patients with features of PWS were described by Drs. Prader, Willi, and Lambert in 1956. Since that time, the complex genetic basis of PWS has begun to be understood. Initially, scientists found that individuals with PWS have a portion of genetic material deleted (erased) from chromosome 15. In order to have PWS, the genetic material must be deleted from the chromosome 15 received from one’s father. If the deletion is on the chromosome 15 inherited from one’s mother, a different syndrome develops. This was an important discovery. It demonstrated for the first time that the genes inherited from one’s mother can be expressed differently than the genes inherited from one’s father.

Over time, scientists realized that some individuals with PWS do not have a deletion of genetic material from chromosome 15. Further studies found that these patients inherit both copies of chromosome 15 from their mother. This is not typical. Normally, an individual should receive one chromosome 15 from one’s father and one chromosome 15 from one’s mother. When a person receives both chromosomes from the same parent it is called “uniparental disomy.” When a person receives both chromosomes from one’s mother it is called “maternal uniparental disomy.”

Scientists are still discovering other causes of PWS. A small number of patients with PWS have a change (mutation) in the genetic material on the chromosome 15 inherited from their father. This mutation prevents certain genes on chromosome 15 from working properly. PWS develops when these genes do not work normally.

Newborns with PWS generally have poor muscle tone (hypotonia) and do not feed well. This can lead to poor weight gain and failure to thrive. Genitalia can be smaller than normal. Hands and feet are also typically smaller than normal. Some patients with PWS have unique facial characteristics. These unique facial features are typically subtle and only detectable by physicians.

As children with PWS age, development is typically slower than normal. Developmental milestones, such as crawling, walking, and talking occur later than usual. Developmental delay continues into adulthood for approximately 50% of individuals with PWS. At about one to two years of age, children with PWS develop an uncontrollable, insatiable appetite. Left to their own devices, individuals with PWS will eat until they have life-threatening obesity. The desire to eat can lead to significant behavior problems.

The symptoms and features of PWS require life-long support and care. If food intake is strictly monitored and various therapies provided, individuals with PWS have a normal life expectancy.

**Genetic profile**

In order to comprehend the various causes of PWS, the nature of chromosomes and genes must be well-understood. Human beings have 46 chromosomes in the cells of their body. Chromosomes contain genes. Genes regulate the function and development of the body. An individual’s chromosomes are inherited from their parents. A child should receive 23 chromosomes from the mother and 23 chromosomes from the father.

The 46 chromosomes in the human body are divided into pairs. Each pair is assigned a number or a letter. Chromosomes are divided into pairs based on their physical characteristics. Chromosomes can only be seen when viewed under a microscope. Chromosomes within the
same pair appear identical because they contain the same genes.

Most chromosomes have a constriction near the center called the centromere. The centromere separates the chromosome into long and short arms. The short arm of a chromosome is called the “p arm.” The long arm of a chromosome is called the “q arm.”

Chromosomes in the same pair contain the same genes. However, some genes work differently depending on if they were inherited from the egg or the sperm. Sometimes, genes are silenced when inherited from the mother. Other times, genes are silenced when inherited from the father. When genes in a certain region on a chromosome are silenced, they are said to be “imprinted.” Imprinting is a normal process. Imprinting does not typically cause disease. If normal imprinting is disrupted a genetic disease can develop.

Individuals should have two complete copies of chromosome 15. One chromosome 15 should be inherited from the mother, or be “maternal” in origin. The other chromosome 15 should be inherited from the father, or be “paternal” in origin.

Several genes found on the q arm of chromosome 15 are imprinted. A gene called “SNPRN” is an example of one of these genes. It is normally imprinted, or silenced, if inherited from the mother. The imprinting of this group of maternal genes does not typically cause disease. The genes in this region should not be imprinted if paternal in origin. Normal development depends on these paternal genes being present and active. If these genes are deleted, not inherited, or incorrectly imprinted, PWS develops.

Seventy percent of the cases of PWS are caused when a piece of material is deleted, or erased, from the paternal chromosome 15. This deletion happens in a specific region on the q arm of chromosome 15. The piece of chromosomal material that is deleted contains genes that must be present for normal development. These paternal genes must be working normally, because the same genes on the chromosome 15 inherited from the mother are imprinted. When these paternal genes are missing, the brain and other parts of the body do not develop as expected. This is what causes the symptoms associated with PWS.

In 99% of the cases of PWS the deletion is sporadic. This means that it happens randomly and there is not an apparent cause. It does not run in the family. If a child has PWS due to a sporadic deletion in the paternal chromosome 15, the chance the parents could have another child with PWS is less than 1%. In less than 1% of the cases of PWS there is a chromosomal rearrangement in the family which causes the deletion. This chromosomal rearrangement is called a “translocation.” If a parent has a translocation the risk of having a child with PWS is higher than 1%.

PWS can also develop if a child receives both chromosome 15s from his or her mother. This is seen in approximately 25% of the cases of PWS. Maternal uniparental disomy for chromosome 15 leads to PWS because the genes on the chromosome 15 that should have been inherited from the father are missing. These paternal genes must be present, since the same genes on both the chromosome 15s inherited from the mother are imprinted.

PWS caused by maternal uniparental disomy is sporadic. This means that it happens randomly and there is no apparent cause. If a child has PWS due to maternal uniparental disomy the chance the parents could have another child with PWS is less than 1%.

Approximately 3–4% of patients with PWS have a change (mutation) in a gene located on the q arm of chromosome 15. This mutation leads to incorrect imprinting and causes genes inherited from the father to be imprinted or silenced. These genes should not normally be imprinted. If a child has PWS due to a mutation that changes imprinting, the chance the parents could have another child with PWS is approximately 5%.

It should be noted that if an individual has a deletion of the same material from the q arm of the maternal chromosome 15 a different syndrome develops. This syndrome is called Angelman syndrome. Angelman syndrome can also happen if an individual receives both chromosome 15s from the father.

Demographics

PWS affects approximately one in 10,000 to 25,000 live births. It is the most common genetic cause of life-threatening obesity. It affects both males and females. PWS can be seen in all races and ethnic groups.

Signs and symptoms

Infants with PWS have weak muscle tone (hypotonia). This hypotonia causes problems with sucking and eating. Infants with PWS may have problems gaining weight. Some infants with PWS are diagnosed with “failure to thrive” due to slow growth and development. During infancy, babies with PWS may also sleep more than normal and have problems controlling their temperature.

Some of the unique physical features associated with PWS can be seen during infancy. Genitalia that is smaller
than normal is common. This may be more evident in males with PWS. Hands and feet may also be smaller than average. The unique facial features seen in some patients with PWS may be difficult to detect in infancy. These facial features are very mild and do not cause physical problems.

As early as six months, but more commonly between one and two years of age, a compulsive desire to eat develops. This uncontrollable appetite is a classic feature of PWS. Individuals with PWS lack the ability to feel full or satiated. This uncontrollable desire to eat is thought to be related to a difference in the brain, which controls hunger. Over-eating (hyperphagia), a lack of a desire to exercise, and a slow metabolism places individuals with PWS at high risk for severe obesity. Some individuals with PWS may also have a reduced ability to vomit.

Behavior problems are a common feature of PWS. Some behavior problems develop from the desire to eat. Other reported problems include obsessive/compulsive behaviors, depression, and temper tantrums. Individuals with PWS may also pick their own skin (skin picking). This unusual behavior may be due to a reduced pain threshold.

Developmental delay, learning disabilities, and mental retardation are associated with PWS. Approximately 50% of individuals with PWS have developmental delay. The remaining 50% are described as having mild mental retardation. The mental retardation can occasionally be more severe. Infants and children with PWS are often delayed in development.

Puberty may occur early or late, but it is usually incomplete. In addition to the effects on sexual development and fertility, individuals do not undergo the normal adolescent growth spurt and may be short as adults. Muscles often remain underdeveloped and body fat increased.

### Key Terms

- **Amniocentesis**—A procedure performed at 16-18 weeks of pregnancy in which a needle is inserted through a woman’s abdomen into her uterus to draw out a small sample of the amniotic fluid from around the baby. Either the fluid itself or cells from the fluid can be used for a variety of tests to obtain information about genetic disorders and other medical conditions in the fetus.

- **Centromere**—The centromere is the constricted region of a chromosome. It performs certain functions during cell division.

- **Deletion**—The absence of genetic material that is normally found in a chromosome. Often, the genetic material is missing due to an error in replication of an egg or sperm cell.

- **Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)**—The genetic material in cells that holds the inherited instructions for growth, development, and cellular functioning.

- **FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridization)**—Technique used to detect small deletions or rearrangements in chromosomes by attempting to attach a fluorescent (glowing) piece of a chromosome to a sample of cells obtained from a patient.

- **Gene**—A building block of inheritance, which contains the instructions for the production of a particular protein, and is made up of a molecular sequence found on a section of DNA. Each gene is found on a precise location on a chromosome.

- **Hyperphagia**—Over-eating.

- **Hypotonia**—Reduced or diminished muscle tone.

- **Imprinting**—Process that silences a gene or group of genes. The genes are silenced depending on if they are inherited through the egg or the sperm.

- **Maternal**—Relating to the mother.

- **Maternal uniparental disomy**—Chromosome abnormality in which both chromosomes in a pair are inherited from one’s mother.

- **Methylation testing**—DNA testing that detects if a gene is active, or if it is imprinted.

- **Mutation**—A permanent change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual, or manifest as disease, and can be transmitted to offspring.

- **Paternal**—Relating to one’s father.

- **Translocation**—The transfer of one part of a chromosome to another chromosome during cell division. A balanced translocation occurs when pieces from two different chromosomes exchange places without loss or gain of any chromosome material. An unbalanced translocation involves the unequal loss or gain of genetic information between two chromosomes.

- **Uniparental disomy**—Chromosome abnormality in which both chromosomes in a pair are inherited from the same parent.
Diagnosis

During infancy the diagnosis of PWS may be suspected if poor muscle tone, feeding problems, small genitalia, or the unique facial features are present. If an infant has these features, testing for PWS should be performed. This testing should also be offered to children and adults who display features commonly seen in PWS (developmental delay, uncontrollable appetite, small genitalia, etc.). There are several different genetic tests that can detect PWS. All of these tests can be performed from a blood sample.

Methylation testing detects 99% of the cases of PWS. Methylation testing can detect the absence of the paternal genes that should be normally active on chromosome 15. Although methylation testing can accurately diagnose PWS, it cannot determine if the PWS is caused by a deletion, maternal uniparental disomy, or a mutation that disrupts imprinting. This information is important for genetic counseling. Therefore, additional testing should be performed.

Chromosome analysis can determine if the PWS is the result of a deletion in the q arm of chromosome 15. Chromosome analysis, also called karyotyping, involves staining the chromosomes and examining them under a microscope. In some cases the deletion of material from chromosome 15 can be easily seen. In other cases, further testing must be performed. FISH (fluorescence in-situ hybridization) is a special technique that detects small deletions that cause PWS.

More specialized DNA testing is required to detect maternal uniparental disomy or a mutation that disrupts imprinting. This DNA testing identifies unique DNA patterns in the mother and father. The unique DNA patterns are then compared with the DNA from the child with PWS.

PWS can be detected before birth if the mother undergoes amniocentesis testing or chorionic villus sampling (CVS). This testing would only be recommended if the mother or father is known to have a chromosome rearrangement or if they already have a child with PWS syndrome.

Treatment and management

There is currently no cure for PWS. Treatment during infancy includes therapies to improve muscle tone. Some infants with PWS also require special nipples and feeding techniques to improve weight gain.

Treatment and management during childhood, adolescence, and adulthood is typically focused on weight control. Strict control of food intake is vital to prevent severe obesity. In many cases, food must be made inaccessible. This may involve unconventional measures such as locking the refrigerator or kitchen cabinets. A lifelong restricted-calorie diet and regular exercise program are also suggested. Unfortunately, diet medications have not been shown to significantly prevent obesity in PWS. However, growth hormone therapy has been shown to improve the poor muscle tone and reduced height typically associated with PWS.

Special education may be helpful in treating developmental delays and behavior problems. Individuals with PWS typically excel in highly structured environments.

Prognosis

Life expectancy is normal and the prognosis good if weight gain is well controlled.
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Prion diseases

Definition

Prion diseases are a class of degenerative central nervous system disorders. They are unique in that while a genetic component of the syndrome exists, prion diseases may also be transmitted, and the infectious agent of the disease is a protein. Dr. Stanley Prusiner coined the term “prion,” meaning “proteinaceous infectious particle,” in 1982. Dr. Prusiner’s controversial, but finally accepted, research in the area of prion diseases led to his winning the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1997.

Description

As of early 2001, there are five forms of prion disease known to occur in humans: kuru, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), Gertsmann-Straussler-Scheinker disease (GSS), fatal familial insomnia (FFI), and new variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, popularly known as “mad cow disease.” The prion diseases are also called transmissible spongiform encephalopathies because they can be transmitted between unrelated individuals and they sometimes cause a sponge-like encephalopathy, or degeneration of the brain tissue, in which holes and other abnormal structures are formed in the brain. Prion diseases have also been identified in animals and include scrapie in sheep and goats, bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) in cows, feline spongiform encephalopathy in cats, and chronic wasting disease in mule, deer, and elk.

Prion diseases have all been associated with the function of a specific cellular protein named the prion protein (PrP). Like all cellular proteins, PrP is a long-chain molecule consisting of linked amino acids. A protein can assume many shapes: twisted into a spiral helix as in DNA, extended into linear strands, or folded into sheets of aligned strands. Different shapes of the same molecular sequence are called isomers. It is theorized that the normal form of cellular PrP is a compact shape consisting mainly of four helix regions, whereas in the abnormal isomer (the prion), the protein is refolded into a sheet-helix combination. Furthermore, this prion, through an unknown mechanism, triggers the conversion of normal PrP to the abnormal shape. The abnormal isomer acts as a template to change more and more normal PrP to the abnormal structure. Therefore, once the protein exists in the abnormal form, it is an infectious agent that can be transmitted from one person to another.

Normal proteins are processed by proteases, which are enzymes present in the body that act to break down excess proteins. However, the abnormal isomer of the prion protein is protease resistant and cannot be broken down by the body’s protease enzymes. Therefore, the abnormal prion protein continues to be produced without being processed. This leads to an accumulation of the abnormal protein in the body. In several forms of prion disease, the abnormal prion protein aggregates in deposits, or plaques, in the brain tissue. It is believed that once the abnormal prion protein accumulates to a certain level in the body, the physical symptoms of impaired mental and physical functioning begin to show themselves. However, the exact mechanisms by which the abnormal isomer causes disease are not known. The onset of symptoms often does not occur until the patient is elderly, suggesting that either the rate of accumulation of the abnormal protein is initially slow, or that some triggering event late in life causes the initial formation of the abnormal isomer, after which the disease can spread.

The normal function of the prion protein is not completely understood, but it is known to be involved with the functions of the synapses (nerve connections) in the brain. PrP is found in the highest concentrations in the brain. PrP is also found in the eyes, lungs, heart, kidney, pancreas, testes, blood, and in the neuromuscular junction. The conversion of normal PrP to the infectious, abnormal isomer form may disrupt the normal functions of the prion protein, and this may be another cause of the degenerative symptoms of the disease.

Body tissues containing the abnormal isomer are a source of transmission of the disease between people and even across species. Prion diseases are also found in animals, and in animal studies it has been shown that the disease can be spread through the ingestion of infected brain tissue. The transmission can also cross the species barrier; it has been found that cows became affected by prion disease after eating feed contaminated with infected sheep brain tissue. It is widely speculated that the outbreak of mad cow disease, the most publicized prion disease, was caused by infection from affected cows in the United Kingdom, although the mode of transmission has still not been determined. Transmission through oral ingestion was also shown to be the cause of kuru in the Fore tribe of New Guinea. After the Fore abandoned their practice of ritual cannibalism in which they consumed the brain tissue of ancestors, the incidence of kuru all but disappeared. Other cases of human infection have been shown to be iatrogenic; in other words, transmitted inadvertently during medical treatment. Most of these iatrogenic cases involve direct contact with brain and nervous system tissue. For example, CJD has been reported to result from the use of contaminated surgical instruments, corneal implants, implantation of dura matter or electrodes in the brain, and from the injection of human...
growth hormones derived from cadaverous pituitary glands.

Other modes of transmission have been shown to be less efficient in animal studies. The recent outbreak of new variant CJD caused increased concern about possible transmission through blood transfusions and plasma-derived products, but no case of new variant CJD has been proven to result from blood transfusion as of 2001. Laboratory and epidemiological evidence supporting a strong risk of the spread of prion disease through blood transfusion is not present, even though this area has been intensively studied.

Genetic profile

The gene that encodes the prion protein has been mapped to chromosome 20p12. This gene has been named the PRNP gene. Mutations in the PRNP gene can cause alterations in the chemical sequence of amino acids in the prion protein, and this change is believed to make the protein more susceptible to assuming the abnormal conformation. Over 20 different mutations of the gene have been identified, encompassing point mutations (one base pair substituted for another in the gene sequence), insertions (additions to the gene sequence), and deletions (missing parts of the gene sequence). Depending on the specific mutation, different types of prion disease can appear in the patient.

It is estimated that 10-15% of prion disease cases are caused by inherited mutations of the PRNP gene. Because of the delayed onset of the disease and the wide variation in symptoms, more exact statistics are difficult to determine. The inheritance pattern is autosomal dominant, meaning that if either parent passes the mutated gene to their offspring, the child will be affected by the disease. A parent with prion disease has a 50% probability of passing on the mutated gene to his or her child.

Another genetic factor important in prion disease is the genetic sequence of the PRNP gene. Like all genes, the PRNP gene is made up of two strands of DNA. Each DNA strand consists of a sequence of chemical structures called bases, and the two strands together form a sequence of base pairs. Three base pairs together form a unit called a codon, and each codon codes for a specific amino acid. At codon 129 of the PRNP gene, either the amino acid methionine (Met) or valine (Val) can be encoded. Since one gene is inherited from each parent, an individual may either be homozygous, having two of the same amino acids (Met-Met or Val-Val) at this position; or, heterozygous, having different amino acids (Met-Val). Individuals who are homozygous appear to be more susceptible to infection of prion diseases, because it has been shown that a greater percentage of those infected are homozygous than in the general population. Also, the clinical symptoms, or phenotype, of the prion disease can differ based on whether the individual is Met-Met or Val-Val homozygous, and whether the individual has Met or Val on the same gene as another mutation. For example, a specific point mutation at codon 178 has been found to cause familial CJD if the individual has Val at codon 129 on the mutated gene, while the same mutation causes FFI when the individual has Met at codon 129.

Demographics

Prion diseases occur worldwide with a rate of one to two cases per one million. CJD is the most common of the prion diseases, while GSS and FFI are extremely rare, and kuru is now virtually nonexistent due to the abandonment of the practice of cannibalism. There is no gender link to the disease. Several forms of prion disease usually do not cause identifiable symptoms until the individual is more than 60 years old, although other forms have an earlier onset and are seen in teenagers and young adults.

Since prion disease can be either inherited or transmitted through infection, the demographics of the disease have both familial and environmental patterns. Inherited CJD is found with high frequency in Libyan Jews and also in other descendants of Sephardic Jews in Greece, Tunisia, Israel, Italy, Spain, and perhaps South America. Other genetic clusters have been identified in Slovakia, Poland, France, and Germany. Fatal familial insomnia has been linked to family pedigrees in Italy, Australia, and the United States, among others. Families with GSS syndrome have been found in several countries in North America and Europe.

The environmental clusters of the disease include the Fore, a remote tribe of New Guinea in which kuru was transmitted through the practice of ritual cannibalism; a group of over 80 cases in Japan resulting from dura mater (brain membrane) grafts from a single surgical supply company; over 100 cases resulting from cadaveric human growth hormone injections in Europe and the United States; and, most famously, the 40-plus cases of new variant CJD or mad cow disease in the United Kingdom.

Signs and symptoms

Prion disease primarily affects the brain and central nervous system, so the symptoms associated with the disease are all related to neurological function. These may include loss of muscular coordination and uncontrollable body movements (ataxia), visual problems, hallucinations, behavioral changes, difficulty in thinking clearly or remembering, sleep disturbances, speech impairment, and insanity. General complaints such as headache,
diminished appetite, and fatigue may occur prior to the onset of the more serious symptoms. The exact combination and severity of these symptoms varies widely between cases and types of prion disease.

CJD, the most common of the human prion diseases, is characterized by a rapid deterioration in mental function from confusion and memory loss into severe dementia, accompanied by loss of muscular control (ataxia) and twitching or spasmodic motion (myoclonus). Other symptoms include vision and speech impairment. A scan of electrical activity in the brain, called an electroencephalogram (EEG), will often show an abnormal periodic spike pattern. The onset of symptoms usually occurs when the patient is over age 50 and death follows within one to five years. Microscopic holes, or vacuoles, in the brain tissue, which give it a “spongiform” appearance, are characteristic of CJD.

Gertsmann-Straussler-Scheinker syndrome (GSS) encompasses a variety of disorders. One form of the disease (the ataxic form) is first characterized by an unsteady walk sometimes accompanied by leg pains. These motor problems get worse over several years and are finally accompanied by mental and behavioral breakdown. By contrast, dementia is the main characteristic of the telencephalic form of GSS, accompanied by rigidity, the inability to make facial expressions, tremors, and stuttering or stammering. In another form of the disease, GSS with neurofibrillary tangles, the main features are loss of muscle coordination (ataxia), tremors, and progressive insanity. As in CJD, the affected individuals are usually in their fifties or older, and the progression of the disease may take from two to six years.

The most noticeable sign of fatal familial insomnia (FFI) is the untreated and progressively worse difficulty in sleeping. The affected individual then begins to experience complex hallucinations which are often enacted dreams. Excessive sweating, irregular heartbeat, high blood pressure, and hyperventilation are other symptoms. Motor impairment may be present. Shortened attention span and memory loss has been observed. In the terminal stages, stupor and coma precede death. The average age at onset of symptoms is the mid-forties, and the disease progresses rapidly with death resulting after about one year. Autopsy reveals the formation of dense tangles of neural fibers and astrocytes in the thalamus region of the brain.

Kuru was called the “shivering” disease by the Fore tribe members because its primary symptom was twitching and shaking of the body. This twitching began slowly and was not present when the person was completely still, but then progressively worsened until any attempt at motion led to drastic and uncontrollable body movements, and the individual could no longer stand or walk. Mental insanity usually did not appear until the terminal stages of the disease. The onset of symptoms usually occurred in middle-aged individuals and the course of the disease was short: three to 12 months.

The early signs of new variant CJD are most often psychiatric disturbances. Abnormal sensations of pricking or itching (paresthesia) or pain even from light touches (dysesthesia) are often present. So far, individuals affected with new variant CJD are much younger in age, typically teenagers and young adults. The duration of the disease is one to two years. As in CJD, vacuoles are present in the brain, but they are associated with dense deposits, or plaques, of the abnormal PrP isomer.

**Diagnosis**

Because of the many different forms of the disease and the overlap in symptoms with other common syn-
Alzheimer disease, prion diseases are often difficult to diagnosis. A diagnosis of prion disease should be considered in any adult patient with signs of neurological impairment such as uncontrollable body movements, confusion, loss of memory, and cognitive degeneration, or psychiatric abnormality. Periodic discharges of brain waves, as observed on an electroencephalogram (EEG), are present in many, but not all, cases of prion disease. A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of the brain can rule out other causes of brain disease and potentially identify some abnormalities associated with prion disease. A biopsy, or sampling, of brain tissue can reveal the presence of abnormal PrP, although this procedure is generally not used in elderly patients. Genetic testing can reveal those cases of prion disease that are caused by mutations. Bismuth, mercury, or lithium poisoning result in symptoms that are quite similar to prion disease. These poisonings can be differentially diagnosed by blood tests.

The diagnosis of prion disease can be definitively confirmed by the transmission of the disease to an animal host such as a genetically engineered mouse. However, the transmission period may be quite long, as much as six to seven months. After death, prion disease can also be validated by autopsy of the brain tissue. Patients eventually identified with prion disease have been initially diagnosed with many other diseases including Alzheimer disease, Huntington disease, Parkinson disease, schizophrenia, multiple sclerosis, and myoclonic epilepsy. This illustrates the difficulty in identifying the disease and the importance of careful diagnosis to avoid unnecessary treatments.

Treatment and management

At present, there is no known treatment that can prevent or reverse the transformation of the prion protein into its aberrant form. All treatments for prion disease are directed towards management of the symptoms. These treatments may include psychoactive drugs, electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), and professional care to ensure that the loss of physical and mental functions do not lead to accidental injury or death. Research into more advanced treatments is focusing on the application of gene therapies to block the formation of infectious PrP and drugs, which could act to stabilize the normal PrP structure. As with any inherited disease, genetic counseling is important in the management of the familial forms of prion disease.

Prognosis

Since the forms of prion diseases vary widely, the age at onset and rate of worsening of symptoms are also quite variable, but all prion diseases are incurable and fatal with a duration anywhere from a few months to several years after onset.
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Age. Death in these cases appears to be related to intrauterine growth retardation and presentation of progeria signs and symptoms at birth. The neonatal cases did not exhibit the development of arteriosclerosis (hardening of the arteries). Arteriosclerosis is the most serious complication of progeria. Complications secondary to arteriosclerosis in childhood, adolescence, or adulthood are the leading cause of death.

Patients with progeria syndrome develop many other signs and symptoms which present a classical appearance. The majority of patients with progeria resemble each other. Common external findings include aging at an accelerated rate, alopecia (hair loss), prominent scalp veins, absence of fat under the skin (subcutaneous fat), scleroderma (thickening of the skin), a pinched nose, small face and jaw (micrognathia) relative to head size (bird face), delayed tooth formation, high pitched voice, and impaired or absence of sexual development. Patients are also known to experience stiffening of various joints, bone structure abnormalities, and the development of arteriosclerosis. Patients with progeria syndrome experience average intelligence and their cognitive abilities are usually not affected.

**Genetic profile**

Evidence suggests that the gene for progeria may be located on chromosome 1. Progeria is believed to be passed on in an autosomal dominant new mutation fashion. The disorder is transmitted to children by autosomal dominant inheritance. This means that either affected parent (father or mother) has a 50% chance of having a child (regardless of gender) with the disorder. New mutation refers to the chance change in the structure of a gene resulting in alterations in its function. This new mutation is believed to happen at conception sporadically and permanently (since neither parent is affected). New mutations occur as a result of both genetic and environmental factors. New mutations can be either chromosomal abnormalities or point mutations (specific alterations in the building blocks of genes called nucleotides). Research is ongoing to identify a more specific genetic mutation that causes progeria syndrome.

**Demographics**

Occurrence of progeria is sporadic and rare, though studies suggest frequency may be related to increased parental age and increased average difference in age of parents. Approximately 100 cases have been reported to date in the world with the reported incidence (number of absolute occurrence) being one in eight million.

---

**KEY TERMS**

**Arteriosclerosis**—Hardening of the arteries that often results in decreased ability of blood to flow smoothly.

**Failure to thrive**—Significantly reduced or delayed physical growth.

**Progeria**—Genetic abnormality that presents initially as premature aging and failure to thrive in children.

**Scleroderma**—A relatively rare autoimmune disease affecting blood vessels and connective tissue that makes skin appear thickened.

**Signs and symptoms**

Progeria syndrome is progressive. Signs develop over time.

- **General**—Patients are short and weigh less than is appropriate for height. Patients usually do not grow taller than 3.7 ft (1.15 m) or weigh over 40 lb (15 kg). Patients with progeria do not usually exhibit mental impairment.

- **Skin**—Skin is usually thin, dry, and wrinkled. The skin in the hands and feet is pushed inwards. The skin also exhibits color (pigmentation) changes, which presents clinically as yellow–brownish spots. Patients also have a decrease in fat below the skin (subcutaneous) except in the area below the navel. The nails of patients with progeria are small, thin, and poorly developed. Patients experience alopecia (hair loss) of the scalp, eyelashes, and eyebrows. Scalp veins become visible and prominent as hair loss progresses.

- **Bones**—There are several abnormalities in the skeletal structure. Refer to complete description under diagnosis heading.

- **Eyes**—Patients often appear to have prominent eyes. This is in part secondary to the alterations in bone structure of the face. Patients also may experience farsightedness (hyperopia) and astigmatism. Astigmatism refers to changes in the structure of the lens and cornea (parts of the internal structure of the eyes), which alter the eyes’ ability to focus incoming visual images.

**Diagnosis**

Diagnosis is based upon physical appearance. Diagnosis is usually made within the first two years of life when patients develop skin changes and fail to grow.
Patients with progeria eventually develop skeletal system (bone and joint) changes. Patients show characteristic radiographic (x-ray) findings. In general the skeleton is hypoplastic (underdeveloped). Patients have persistent anterior fontanelles (soft spots of skull in newborn children). Patients with progeria may also develop deterioration of the collarbone and end of the fingers. Hip joints are affected because of alteration in the bone structure of the femur (the bone which extends from the knee upwards to the pelvis). This causes the femur to sit in more of a straight-line relationship to the hip joint. This is abnormal and causes a wide-based gait (walking) and the appearance of a horse-riding stance. It is described as coxa valga. Some patients also show an increase in the amount of hyaluronic acid secreted in the urine. Hyaluronic acid is a substance in the body that is found in tissues such as cartilage. Cartilage is a flexible connective tissue that works as a joint stabilizer.

**Treatment and management**

There is no cure for progeria. Treatment is symptomatic and aimed at providing psychological support. Palliative measures such as wearing a wig may be beneficial. Relief from chest pain due to changes in arteries can be accomplished by nitroglycerin. Nitroglycerin is a medication that relaxes muscle fibers in blood vessels causing them to expand or dilate. This permits proper blood flow to affected areas, which enables cells and tissues to receive adequate amounts of the oxygen necessary for cell maintenance.

**Experimental research management**

Recent evidence suggested the benefit of giving nutritional therapy and growth hormone supplementation. The combination treatment of nutritional therapy and growth hormone supplementation demonstrated an increase in growth of Progeria patients, an increase in growth factors (chemicals which promote formation) within the blood, and a decrease in the patient’s basal metabolic rate. Basal metabolic rate is the minimum amount of energy (calories) that an individual needs to ingest on a daily basis in order to execute normal activities and tasks.

Arteriosclerosis is most prominent in coronary (heart) arteries and the aorta (the largest artery in the body, which has many branches supplying oxygen filled blood to cells and tissues). Research indicates successful outcome from aggressive treatment of arteriosclerosis utilizing techniques such as coronary artery bypass (reconstruction of the heart arteries) or coronary artery balloon dilation (stretching the heart arteries in an attempt to allow increased blood flow).

**Prognosis**

Age of death ranges from seven to 27 years. One documented case reports an individual living to be 45 years of age. Death is usually secondary to arteriosclerosis complications such as heart failure, myocardial infarction (heart attack), or coronary thrombosis (when a clot from the heart moves to another location cutting the flow of blood to the new location).
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Propionic acidemia

Definition

Propionic acidemia is an inborn error of metabolism: a rare inherited disorder in which the body is unable to break down and use certain proteins properly. As a result, massive amounts of organic compounds (such as propionic acid, ketones, and fatty acids) build up in the blood and urine, interfering with normal body functions and development.

Description

Propionic acidemia, first described in 1961, usually shows up in the first few weeks after birth and, if untreated, results in mental and physical impairment. The disorder can have a broad range of clinical outcomes, ranging from the severe form that is fatal to newborns to the mild, late-onset form associated with periodic attacks of ketoacidosis, when organic compounds build up in the blood and urine. Other names for the disorder include ketotic hyperglycinemia, hyperglycinemia with ketoacidosis and lactic acidosis (propionic type), and propionyl CoA carboxylase (PCC) deficiency, types I and II.

Propionic acidemia can occur in isolation, or it can be a feature of multiple carboxylase deficiency, a condition involving abnormal production of many enzymes—all of which need biotin (a form of vitamin B)—as the result of an abnormality in biotin metabolism. Propionic acidemia is characterized by deficiency of an enzyme, propionyl CoA carboxylase, which the body requires to break down the amino acids isoleucine, valine, threonine, and methionine (chemical building blocks of proteins). The deficiency can be caused by abnormal genes for making propionyl CoA carboxylase (isolated propionic acidemia) or by abnormal genes for metabolizing biotin (propionic acidemia resulting from multiple carboxylase deficiency).

Genetic profile

Propionic acidemia is an autosomal recessive disorder; that is, if a man and woman each carry one abnormal gene, then 25% of their children are expected to be born with the disorder. Two genes, PCCA and PCCB, code for the two parts (alpha and beta subunits) of the propionyl CoA carboxylase molecule.

The PCCA gene controls the production of alpha subunit and is on chromosome 13. Alterations in the PCCA gene result in Type I propionic acidemia.

Researchers have identified 19 disease-causing mutations in the PCCA gene. Eight of these mutations result in an incomplete alpha subunit. Six mutations prevent the alpha subunit from binding biotin, which is required for propionyl CoA carboxylase to work properly, and results in multiple carboxylase deficiency. People who inherit two abnormal PCCA genes (homozygotes) produce only 1–5% of the normal amount of propionyl CoA carboxylase. People who inherit one normal and one abnormal PCCA gene (heterozygotes) produce 50% of the normal amount of enzyme.

The PCCB gene, which controls the production of beta subunit, is on chromosome 3. Mutations in this gene are responsible for Type II propionic acidemia.

Twenty-eight disease-causing mutations have been found in the PCCB gene. In people of Caucasian, Spanish, and Latin American heritage, researchers have found the most frequent mutation in about 32% of those with propionic acidemia. In people of Japanese heritage, two other mutations are most prevalent, occurring in 25% and 31% of Japanese patients. Homozygotes for the PCCB gene produce propionyl CoA carboxylase in amounts similar to homozygotes for the PCCA gene, but heterozygotes for the PCCB gene produce nearly normal amounts of propionyl CoA carboxylase. This is probably because many more beta subunits (four to five times more) are produced than alpha subunits, so even with decreased PCCB gene activity, enough beta subunits are available to combine with alpha subunits to make a complete molecule of propionyl CoA carboxylase.

Demographics

The frequency with which propionic acidemia occurs throughout the world is unknown because it is a rare disorder. Its occurrence does not appear to be specific to any particular population group. Considered to be prevalent among Inuits in Greenland, propionic acidemia has also been identified in other populations, including Austrian, Spanish, Latin American, Saudi Arabian, Amish, and Japanese people. Males and females are equally likely to be affected.

Signs and symptoms

Newborns with propionic acidemia are typically small and pale with poorly developed muscles. Symptoms that usually appear in the first weeks of life include poor feeding, vomiting, listlessness (laziness), and ketoacidosis. Less often, infants with the disorder...
Propionic acidemia
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Amino acid—Organic compounds that form the building blocks of protein. There are 20 types of amino acids (eight are “essential amino acids” which the body cannot make and must therefore be obtained from food).

Biotin—A growth vitamin of the vitamin B complex found naturally in liver, egg yolks, and yeast.

Ketoacidosis—A condition that results when organic compounds (such as propionic acid, ketones, and fatty acids) build up in the blood and urine.

Multiple carboxylase deficiency—a type of propionic acidemia characterized by an inability to metabolize biotin.

Propionic acid—an organic compound that builds up in the body if the proper enzymes are not present.

Propionyl CoA carboxylase—an enzyme that breaks down the amino acids isoleucine, valine, threonine, and methionine.

experience loss of body fluids (dehydration), seizures, and enlarged livers.

In some patients, the disorder appears later in life. Signs include facial abnormalities, such as puffy cheeks and an exaggerated “Cupid’s bow” upper lip. Patients with late-onset propionic acidemia may have acute inflammation of the brain (encephalopathy) or developmental delay. These patients may have periodic attacks of ketoacidosis, usually brought on by eating too much protein, becoming constipated, or having frequent infections.

Patients with propionic acidemia as the result of having multiple carboxylase deficiency often have ketoacidosis and their urine may have a distinct “tom cat’s urine” odor. These patients may also have skin rash and loss of hair (alopecia).

Diagnosis

Physicians have only a few tests available that allow them to differentiate propionic acidemia from other inborn errors of metabolism. Tests that are absolutely specific for the disorder involve the measurement of propionyl CoA carboxylase and chemicals related to the reactions it affects. These tests are fairly uncommon and do not have published normal values.

Prenatal diagnosis of propionic acidemia is possible using cells obtained by amniocentesis. The cells can be tested for decreased activity of propionyl CoA carboxylase, for their ability to bind propionic acid, or for their methylcitrate levels.

In a newborn child, propionyl CoA carboxylase activity can be measured in white blood cells (leukocytes) from cord blood (blood from the umbilical cord). The infant’s blood and urine can be tested for increased levels of propionic acid. These levels are tested as well in older children and adults who are suspected of having the disorder.

Physicians can use genetic tests to analyze DNA and identify the specific gene, PCCA or PCCB, that is abnormal.

Treatment and management

The accepted treatment for propionic acidosis is a low-protein diet. Daily protein intake must be limited to 0.5–1.5 g/kg. Patients should eat frequent meals and avoid fasting, because fasting increases the body’s need for propionyl CoA carboxylate.

A low-protein diet keeps the number of ketoacidosis attacks to a minimum; however, such a diet does not prevent attacks. Physicians treat attacks of ketoacidosis by removing all protein from the patient’s diet and giving the patient sodium bicarbonate and glucose. If the attack is severe, proteins may be removed from the patient’s stomach by peritoneal dialysis.

Some patients may respond to a single oral dose (100 mg/kg) of L-carnitine, an organic compound. Others may be helped by antibiotics, which reduce the number of bacteria that produce propionic acid in the stomach. These are experimental treatments and have not been tested for long-term effects.

Patients with multiple carboxylase deficiency may receive biotin supplements (10 mg daily), which provide immediate, long-lasting improvement. Biotin supplements are not effective, however, for patients with other types of propionic acidemia.

Prognosis

The future of patients with propionic acidemia depends on the severity of the disorder. Left untreated, propionic acidemia in infants results in coma and death. With early diagnosis and treatment, some children are intellectually normal, while others’ lives may be complicated by mental retardation and abnormal physical development. Some with propionic acidemia may be identified only during family studies. For patients with late-onset propionic acidemia, the disease can be controlled to some
extent by diet, but many of these patients will also be mentally and physically delayed.
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Propionyl CoA carboxylase (PCC) deficiency see Propionic acidemia

Prostate cancer

Definition

The prostate, a gland found only in men, is part of the reproductive system. Prostate cancer is a disease in which the cells of the prostate become abnormal and start to grow uncontrollably, forming tumors. Tumors that can spread to other parts of the body are called malignant tumors or cancers. Tumors that are not capable of spreading are said to be benign.

Description

The prostate is a gland that produces the semen, the fluid that contains sperm. The prostate is about the size of a walnut and lies just beneath the urinary bladder. Usually prostate cancer is slow growing, but it can grow faster in some instances. As the prostate cancer grows, some of the cells break off and spread to other parts of the body through the lymphatic or the blood systems. This is known as metastasis. The most common sites of spreading are the lymph nodes and various bones in the spine and pelvic region.

The cause of prostate cancer is not clear; however, several risk factors are known. The average age at diagnosis of prostate cancer is around 72. In fact, 80% of prostate cancer cases occur in men over the age of 65. As men grow older, the likelihood of getting prostate cancer increases. Hence, age appears to be a risk factor for prostate cancer. Race may be another contributing factor. African-Americans have the highest rate of prostate cancer in the world, while the rate in Asians is one of the lowest. However, although the rate of prostate cancer in native Japanese is low, the rate in Japanese-Americans is closer to that of white American men. This suggests that environmental factors also play a role in prostate cancer.

There is some evidence to suggest that a diet high in fat increases the risk of prostate cancer. Studies also suggest that nutrients such as soy isoflavones, vitamin E, selenium, vitamin D and carotenoids (including lycopene, the red color agent in tomatoes and beets) may decrease prostate cancer risk. Vasectomy may be linked to increased prostate cancer rates as well. Workers in industries, such as welding, with exposure to the metal cadmium appear to have a higher than average risk of prostate cancer. Male sex hormone levels also may be linked to the rate of prostate cancer. In addition, some studies have linked increased prostate cancer risk to smoking.

Genetic profile

An estimated 5–10% of prostate cancer is due to a hereditary cause. Among men with early prostate cancer, a hereditary cause is likely in up to a third of cases before age 60, and almost half of men diagnosed at age 55 or less. Studies have found around a two- to three-fold increased rate of prostate cancer in close relatives of men with the disease. Hereditary prostate cancer is likely in a family if there are three cases of prostate cancer in close relatives or three affected generations (either mother’s or father’s side), or two relatives with prostate cancer before age 55.
Studies suggest that hereditary prostate cancer is likely to be caused by several different genes instead of a single gene. A gene, HPC1 (hereditary prostate cancer gene 1), located on the first chromosome pair at 1q24-25, was the first gene suggested to cause hereditary prostate cancer. At least four other genes have been reported, including one thought to increase the risk of both prostate and brain tumors. Other genes known to increase the risk of other cancers, such as breast cancer, may also be linked to increased prostate cancer risk. Common variations in certain genes also may increase susceptibility to prostate cancer including one gene linked to male sex hormones. Since no clear cause has been identified for the majority of hereditary prostate cancer, genetic testing, as of 2001, is typically done through research studies.

**Demographics**

Prostate cancer is the most common cancer among men in the United States, and is the second leading cause of cancer deaths. The American Cancer Society estimates that in 2001, 198,100 new cases of prostate cancer will be diagnosed, and it will cause 31,500 deaths. One in six men in the United States will be diagnosed with prostate cancer. Prostate cancer affects African-American men about twice as often as it does Caucasian men, and the mortality rate among African-Americans is also higher. African-Americans have the highest rate of prostate cancer in the world. The prostate cancer rate varies considerably around the world. The highest rates are in North America and Western Europe, whereas the rates are moderate in Africa and lowest in Asia. It is unclear what roles genetics, diet, economics, and health care access play in these rates.

**Signs and symptoms**

Frequently, prostate cancer has no symptoms, and the disease is diagnosed when the patient goes for a routine screening examination. However, occasionally, when the tumor is larger or the cancer has spread to the nearby tissues, the following symptoms may occur:

- weak or interrupted flow of the urine

**KEY TERMS**

- **Anti-androgen drugs**—Drugs that block the activity of the male hormone.
- **Benign**—A non-cancerous tumor that does not spread and is not life-threatening.
- **Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH)**—A noncancerous condition of the prostate that causes growth of the prostate tissue, thus enlarging the prostate and blocking urination.
- **Biopsy**—The surgical removal and microscopic examination of living tissue for diagnostic purposes.
- **Chemotherapy**—Treatment of cancer with synthetic drugs that destroy the tumor either by inhibiting the growth of the cancerous cells or by killing the cancer cells.
- **Estrogen**—A female sex hormone.
- **Hormone therapy**—Treatment of cancer by changing the hormonal environment, such as testosterone and estrogen.
- **Lymph node**—A bean-sized mass of tissue that is part of the immune system and is found in different areas of the body.
- **Malignant**—A tumor growth that spreads to another part of the body, usually cancerous.
- **Metastasis**—The spreading of cancer from the original site to other locations in the body.
- **Prostatectomy**—The surgical removal of the prostate gland.
- **Radiation therapy**—Treatment using high-energy radiation from x ray machines, cobalt, radium, or other sources.
- **Rectum**—The end portion of the intestine that leads to the anus.
- **Semen**—A whitish, opaque fluid released at ejaculation that contains sperm.
- **Seminal vesicles**—The pouches above the prostate that store semen.
- **Testicles**—Two egg-shaped glands that produce sperm and sex hormones.
- **Testosterone**—Hormone produced in the testicles that is involved in male secondary sex characteristics.
- **Trans-rectal ultrasound**—A procedure where a probe is placed in the rectum. High-frequency sound waves that cannot be heard by humans are sent out from the probe and reflected by the prostate. These sound waves produce a pattern of echoes that are then used by the computer to create sonograms or pictures of areas inside the body.
Diagnosis

Although prostate cancer may be very slow-growing, it can be quite aggressive, especially in younger men. When the disease is slow-growing, it may go undetected. Because it may take many years for the cancer to develop, many men with the disease are likely to die of other causes rather than from the cancer.

Prostate cancer is frequently curable when detected early. However, because the early stages of prostate cancer may not have any symptoms, it often remains undetected until the patient goes for a routine physical examination. Diagnosis of the disease is made using some or all of the following tests.

Digital rectal examination (DRE)

In order to perform this test, the doctor puts a gloved, lubricated finger (digit) into the rectum to feel for any lumps in the prostate. The rectum lies just behind the prostate gland, and a majority of prostate tumors begin in the posterior region of the prostate. If the doctor does detect an abnormality, he or she may order more tests in order to confirm these findings.

Blood tests

Blood tests are used to measure the amounts of certain protein markers, such as prostate-specific antigen (PSA), found circulating in the blood. The cells lining the prostate generally make this protein and a small amount can be detected in the bloodstream. However, prostate cancers typically produce a lot of this protein, and it can be easily detected in the blood. Hence, when PSA is found in the blood in higher than normal amounts (for the patient’s age group), cancer may be present. Occasionally, other blood tests also are used to help with the diagnosis.

Transrectal ultrasound

A small probe is placed in the rectum and sound waves are released from the probe. These sound waves bounce off the prostate tissue and an image is created. Since normal prostate tissue and prostate tumors reflect the sound waves differently, the test can be used to detect tumors. Though the insertion of the probe into the rectum may be slightly uncomfortable, the procedure is generally painless and takes only about 20 minutes.

Prostate biopsy

If cancer is suspected from the results of any of the above tests, the doctor will remove a small piece of prostate tissue with a hollow needle. This sample is then checked under the microscope for the presence of cancerous cells. Prostate biopsy is the most definitive diagnostic tool for prostate cancer.

If cancer is detected during the microscopic examination of the prostate tissue, the pathologist will “grade” the tumor. This means that the tumor will be scored on a scale of 2-10 to indicate how aggressive the tumor is. Tumors with a lower score are less likely to grow and spread than are tumors with higher scores. This method of grading tumors is called the Gleason system. This is different from “staging” of the cancer. When a doctor stages a cancer, the doctor gives it a number that indicates whether it has spread and the extent of spread of the disease. In Stage I, the cancer is localized in the prostate in one area, while in the last stage, Stage IV, the cancer cells have spread to other parts of the body.

X rays and imaging techniques

X-ray studies may be ordered to determine whether the cancer has spread to other areas. Imaging techniques (such as computed tomography scans and magnetic resonance imaging), where a computer is used to generate a detailed picture of the prostate and areas nearby, may be done to get a clearer view of the internal organs. A bone scan may be used to check whether the cancer has spread to the bone.

The American Cancer Society and other organizations recommend that PSA blood testing and DRE be
offered to men with at least a 10-year life expectancy beginning at age 50. Men at higher risk for prostate cancer, such as those with a family history of the disease or African American men, may wish to consider screening at an earlier age such as 45. A low-fat diet may slow the progression of prostate cancer. Hence, the American Cancer Society recommends a diet rich in fruits, vegetables, and dietary fiber, and low in red meat and saturated fats, in order to reduce the risk of prostate cancer.

**Treatment**

The doctor and the patient will decide on the treatment after considering many factors. For example, the patient’s age, the stage of the tumor, his general health, and the presence of any co-existing illnesses have to be considered. In addition, the patient’s personal preferences and the risks and benefits of each treatment method are also taken into account before any decision is made.

**Surgery**

For early stage prostate cancer, surgery is frequently considered. Radical prostatectomy involves complete removal of the prostate. During the surgery, a sample of the lymph nodes near the prostate is removed to determine whether the cancer has spread beyond the prostate gland. Because the seminal vesicles (the gland where the sperm is made) are removed along with the prostate, infertility is a side effect of this type of surgery. In order to minimize the risk of impotence (inability to have an erection) and incontinence (inability to control urine flow), a procedure known as “nerve-sparing” prostatectomy is used.

In a different surgical method, known as the transurethral resection procedure or TURP, only the cancerous portion of the prostate is removed, by using a small wire loop that is introduced into the prostate through the urethra. This technique is most often used in men who cannot have a radical prostatectomy due to age or other illness, and it is rarely recommended.

**Radiation therapy**

Radiation therapy involves the use of high-energy x rays to kill cancer cells or to shrink tumors. It can be used instead of surgery for early stage cancer. The radiation can either be administered from a machine outside the body (external beam radiation), or small radioactive pellets can be implanted in the prostate gland in the area surrounding the tumor.

**Hormone therapy**

Hormone therapy is commonly used when the cancer is in an advanced stage and has spread to other parts of the body. Prostate cells need the male hormone testosterone to grow. Decreasing the levels of this hormone, or inhibiting its activity, may cause the cancer to shrink or stop growing. Hormone levels can be decreased in several ways. Orchiectomy is a surgical procedure that involves complete removal of the testicles, leading to a decrease in the levels of testosterone. Alternatively, drugs (such as LHRH agonists or anti-androgens) that bind to the male hormone testosterone and block its activity can be given. Another method tricks the body by administering the female hormone estrogen. When this is given, the body senses the presence of a sex hormone and stops making the male hormone testosterone. However, there are some side effects to hormone therapy. Men may have “hot flashes,” enlargement and tenderness of the breasts, or impotence and loss of sexual desire, as well as blood clots, heart attacks, and strokes, depending on the dose of estrogen.

**Chemotherapy**

Chemotherapy is the use of drugs to kill cancer cells. The drugs can either be taken as a pill or injected into the body through a needle that is inserted into a blood vessel. This type of treatment is called systemic treatment because the drug enters the blood stream, travels through the whole body, and kills the cancer cells that are outside the prostate. Chemotherapy is sometimes used to treat prostate cancer that has recurred after other treatment. Research is ongoing to find more drugs that are effective for the treatment of prostate cancer.

**Watchful waiting**

Watchful waiting means no immediate treatment is recommended, but doctors keep the patient under careful observation. This option is generally used in older patients when the tumor is not very aggressive and the patients have other, more life-threatening illnesses. Prostate cancer in older men tends to be slow-growing. Therefore, the risk of the patient dying from prostate cancer, rather than from other causes, is relatively small.

**Prognosis**

According to the American Cancer Society, the survival rate for all stages of prostate cancer combined has increased from 50% to 87% over the last 30 years. Due to early detection and better screening methods, nearly 60% of the tumors are diagnosed while they are still confined to the prostate gland. The five-year survival rate for early
stage cancers is almost 99%. Sixty-three percent of the patients survive 10 years, and 51% survive 15 years after initial diagnosis. Studies on the prognosis of hereditary prostate cancer are ongoing.
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### Proteus syndrome

#### Definition
Proteus syndrome is characterized by excessive growth of cells. This can result in asymmetrical growth, benign (noncancerous) tumors, and pigmented skin lesions.

#### Description
Proteus syndrome is a rare condition. It was first described in 1979 by Michael Cohen. Hans-Rudolf Wiedemann named the condition after the Greek god Proteus, who could assume many forms. The disorder gained wide recognition when it became publicized that Joseph (John) Merrick, the person depicted in the movie *The Elephant Man*, probably had Proteus syndrome.

The excess growth of tissue that characterizes Proteus syndrome is progressive. It also tends to affect some tissues and not others. This can result in asymmetrical growth in the body, such as the skull, bones, spine, hands, feet, fingers, and toes. Proteus syndrome often results in overgrowth of one side of the body and not the other. Benign tumors on the surface of the skin or inside the body may also occur. Raised brown patches on the skin and an overgrowth of tissues on the soles of the feet or the palms of the hands are common. The types of tissues and organs that are affected and the severity of the effects vary from person to person and within the course of a lifetime. Proteus syndrome is sometimes associated with mental delay.

#### Genetic profile
The specific cause of Proteus syndrome is unclear. Proteus syndrome appears to occur randomly, suggesting that it is not inherited. Research suggests that Proteus syndrome results from an unknown gene that is changed (mutated) in some cells, but normal in other cells of the body. This is called mosaicism.

The tissues and organs that are affected in Proteus syndrome and the severity of effects probably depend on how many cells contain the mutated gene, and what type of cells contain it. Someone with many cells containing the changed Proteus gene are more likely to have more severe effects then someone with only a few cells changed. Someone with many cells changed in a particular part of the body, such as the hand, are more likely to have excessive growth in that area. The changed Proteus gene will affect cell growth even after the baby is fully developed, since cell division continues to take place and is necessary for the growth of tissues and organs and for the replacement of damaged cells. The changed Proteus gene mainly results in excessive growth of cells and tissues from infancy to adolescence.

#### Demographics
Only 100 to 200 cases of Proteus syndrome have been reported around the world. Both males and females are equally likely to be affected with Proteus syndrome.

#### Signs and symptoms
Individuals with Proteus syndrome can have a wide range of manifestations. The effects can also range from mild to severe. The most common manifestations of Proteus syndrome include:
- Overgrowth of hands, feet, fingers, or toes (gigantism)
overgrowth of one side of the limbs, face, or body (hemihypertrophy)
overgrowth of the connective tissue on the soles of the feet or palms of the hand or, less commonly, in the abdomen or nose (connective tissue nevi)
darkened, discolored, and often rough and raised patches of skin (skin surface nevi)
benign tumors on the skin surface and under the skin
benign tumors of the fat cells (lipoma) or areas of significantly decreased or increased body fat
abnormalities of the skull resulting in a large or asymmetrical head
benign bony growths projecting outward from the end of the bones (exostosis)

People with Proteus syndrome can have curvature of the spine. They may also have an enlarged spleen or thymus. Approximately 12–13% of people with the disorder have cystic abnormalities of the lungs, which can interfere with the normal functioning of the lungs, which can lead to respiratory problems. People with Proteus syndrome can have a distinctive facial appearance, characterized by a long and narrow face, down-slanting eyes, wide and forward-tipping nostrils, a low nose bridge, and a mouth that remains open when at rest. Many effects can result from the presence of abnormalities and body growths that affect other organs and tissues. Sometimes mild or moderate effects of Proteus syndrome, such as benign tumors, are present at birth. As a person grows and develops, the tissue overgrowth and abnormalities cause additional symptoms.
gresses and changes. This progression is often irregular; it is characterized by periods of major overgrowth and other periods of absent overgrowth. The effects therefore change over the course of a lifetime. However, most changes occur before adolescence, since tissue overgrowth tends to plateau at that time.

**Diagnosis**

There is no blood test available to diagnose Proteus syndrome. A diagnosis can be made only by careful observation of the individual, perhaps over a period of time, and through imaging studies. These may include x-ray evaluations of the skull and skeletal system; magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the limbs, nervous system, and abdomen; and computed tomography (CT) scans of the chest.

The great variability of Proteus syndrome from person to person makes it hard to diagnose. There are no definitive and universal diagnostic guidelines. Some tentative guidelines were established, however, at the First National Conference on Proteus Syndrome Diagnostic Criteria.

**Treatment and management**

There is no cure for Proteus syndrome. Treatment largely involves the management of effects of the disorder, such as the removal of tumors or bony overgrowths. Removal of tumors is not recommended, though, unless they are causing major problems, since these tumors usually grow back. Surgery to remove an overgrown portion of the bone should be performed only if the bony overgrowth is affecting normal functioning. Bony overgrowths in the ear, for example, may need to be removed if they are interfering with hearing. This type of surgery, however, can sometimes increase the growth of the remaining bone. Psychological counseling to help children with Proteus syndrome deal with the disorder should be considered. In order for counseling to be effective, it is preferable that it begins at a young age.

**Prognosis**

The long-term prognosis of Proteus syndrome is not known. The life expectancy is likely to vary greatly from person to person. Those with tumors and bony overgrowths affecting critical organs are likely to have a poorer prognosis.

**Resources**
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**Prune-belly syndrome**

**Definition**

Prune-belly syndrome is characterized by the following three findings: lack of abdominal muscles, undescended testes, and abnormal development of the urinary tract. Also known as Eagle-Barrett syndrome, this rare disorder was first described in 1839.

**Description**

Prune-belly syndrome displays a wide range of severity. Affected individuals will have little to no muscle in their abdominal wall. The abdomen will appear wrinkled, like a prune. In male infants, the testicles, although present, are usually not seen. They remain inside the infant’s abdomen. They fail to move to the normal position during development of the fetus. Undescended testes
are a risk factor for infertility and testicular cancer later in the infant’s life.

There are a variety of urinary tract abnormalities that occur in this syndrome. The kidneys may not form fully, and the level of development of the kidneys varies. The ureters, the tubes that connect the kidneys to the bladder, may be very large. In the portions that are very large, the urine may not be able to flow as well as normal. The bladder, the organ that holds the urine, may also be very large. A connection between the umbilicus and bladder may be present as well. The urethra may have areas that are very dilated and others that are very narrow. The narrowing may not allow the urine to flow out well. This blockage causes the bladder to become very large. The drainage of the fetus’ bladder is what makes up the amniotic fluid during pregnancy. If the bladder cannot be drained, then not enough amniotic fluid will be present. The lack of amniotic fluid, or oligohydramnios, can cause poor formation of the fetus’ lungs. The bladder in these patients may become so large that a mass can be seen and felt on the baby.

Ten percent of cases may have various abnormalities of the heart or large blood vessels. A percentage of cases will have abnormalities of their musculoskeletal system such as: dislocation of the hips, abnormal indentation of their chest, malformed feet or fingers, and a spine that is not aligned properly.

Genetic profile

A specific genetic defect is unknown. Multiple cases in families are rare but have been reported. The risk of recurrence in future pregnancies is unknown but is thought to be low.

Demographics

Despite the lack of a specific genetic defect or pattern of inheritance, over 95% of affected individuals are male. The incidence of this syndrome is estimated at one in 40,000 births.

Signs and symptoms

There are many symptoms that infants may experience in the newborn period. Most of these depend on the extent of damage that exists in the lungs and urinary tract. Infants who have poorly developed lungs, may be unable to breathe on their own at birth. They may also develop a collapsed lung or pneumothorax. If the infant does not have a normal rib cage then their ability to move air into and out of their lungs is impaired. This can lead to infections in the lung.

Since infants may not be able to eliminate all their urine, they are at risk of having repeated urinary tract infections.

Diagnosis

At birth, the syndrome is easily diagnosed based on the three findings that have been described. There is no specific prenatal or genetic test that can diagnose prune-belly syndrome. The diagnosis of prune-belly syndrome can be made in the prenatal period by ultrasound. Ultrasound can show some of the findings in this syndrome such as: distended bladder and ureters, oligohydramnios, and cryptorchidism. An enlarged bladder can be seen in other syndromes besides prune-belly, however, these findings on ultrasound should alert a physician to prune-belly as a possible cause.

Treatment and management

The potential treatments for prune-belly syndrome depend upon whether the diagnosis is made at birth or in utero. It also varies depending upon how severe the abnormalities are. Over the past two decades, different surgical procedures have been performed on fetuses in an attempt to correct the urinary tract obstructions that occur. One of these procedures is the vesicoamniotic shunt. This procedure relieves bladder obstructions by placing a tube in the fetal bladder allowing amniotic fluid to be produced as usual. The production of amniotic fluid allows for normal development of the lungs. There is not much information regarding the long-term outcomes for persons who receive these shunts. In infants who survive but have renal failure, kidney transplantation has been attempted with some success.

Prognosis

Approximately 20% of patients with this syndrome are stillborn. Thirty percent of infants do not survive past

KEY TERMS

Creatinine—A waste product of the body found in the urine. It is useful in determining the overall kidney function.

Pyelonephritis—Inflammation of the kidney commonly caused by bacterial infections.

Ultrasound—An imaging technique that uses sound waves to help visualize internal structures in the body.
two years due to renal failure or infection. The remaining 50% of the infants will have a variety of urinary tract problems. A recent study looked at what factors may predict which children with prune-belly syndrome will develop renal failure. In this study, 35 patients with prune-belly syndrome between 1960 and 1997 were examined. Developing pyelonephritis (infection and inflammation of the kidney) at some point in time, having an elevated baseline creatinine, and having both kidneys look abnormal on an ultrasound were predictive for developing renal failure.

Definition

Pseudoxanthoma elasticum (PXE) is an inherited connective tissue disorder in which the elastic fibers present in the skin, eyes, and cardiovascular system gradually become calcified and inflexible.

Description

PXE was first reported in 1881 by Rigal, but the problem with elastic fibers was described in 1986 by Darier who gave the condition its name. PXE is also known as Grönblad-Strandberg-Touraine syndrome and systemic elastorrhexis.

The course of PXE varies greatly between individuals. Typically, it is first noticed during adolescence as yellow-orange bumps on the side of the neck. Similar bumps may appear at other places where the skin bends a lot, like the backs of the knees and the insides of the elbows. The skin in these areas tends to get thick, leathery, inflexible, and acquire extra folds. These skin problems have no serious consequences, and for some people, the disease progresses no further.

Bruch's membrane, a layer of elastic fibers in front of the retina, becomes calcified in some people with PXE. Calcification causes cracks in Bruch's membrane, which can be seen through an ophthalmoscope as red, brown, or gray streaks called angioid streaks. The cracks can eventually (e.g., in 10–20 years) cause bleeding, and the usual resultant scarring leads to central vision deterioration. However, peripheral vision is unaffected.

Arterial walls and heart valves contain elastic fibers that can become calcified. This leads to a greater susceptibility to the conditions that are associated with hardening of the arteries in the normal aging population—high blood pressure, heart attack, stroke, and arterial obstruction—and, similarly, mitral valve prolapse. Heart disease and hypertension associated with PXE have been reported in children as young as four to 13 years of age. Although often appearing at a younger age, the overall incidence of these conditions is only slightly higher for people with PXE than it is in the general population.
Arterial inelasticity can lead to bleeding from the gastrointestinal tract and, rarely, acute vomiting of blood.

**Genetic profile**

PXE is caused by changes in the genetic material, called mutations, that are inherited in either a dominant or recessive mode. A person with the recessive form of the disease (which is most common) must possess two copies of the PXE gene to be affected, and, therefore, must have received one from each parent. In the dominant form, one copy of the abnormal gene is sufficient to cause the disease. In some cases, a person with the dominant form inherits the abnormal gene from a parent with PXE. More commonly, the mutation arises as a spontaneous change in the genetic material of the affected person. These cases are called “sporadic” and do not affect parents or siblings, although each child of a person with sporadic PXE has a 50% risk to inherit the condition.

Both males and females can develop PXE, although the skin findings seem to be somewhat more common in females.

The actual genetic causes of this condition were not discovered until 2000. The recessive, dominant, and sporadic forms of PXE all appear to be caused by different mutations or deletions in a single gene called ABCC6 (also known as MRP6), located on chromosome 16. Although the responsible gene has been identified, how it causes PXE is still unknown.

Genetic researchers have since identified mutations in a number of persons with PXE, most of whom have been found to have the recessive type. Affected individuals in these families had mutations in both copies of the gene and parents, who are obligate carriers, had a mutation in only one copy. Contrary to the usual lack of symptoms in carriers of recessive genes, some carriers of recessive PXE have been found to have cardiovascular symptoms typical of PXE.

Although the recessive type is the most common, there are also familial and sporadic cases that have been found to be caused by dominant mutations in the ABCC6 gene.

**Demographics**

PXE is rare and occurs in about one in every 160,000 people in the general population. It is likely, though, that PXE is underdiagnosed because of the presence of mild symptoms in some affected persons and the lack of awareness of the condition among primary care physicians.
**Signs and symptoms**

A wide range in the type and severity of symptoms exists between people with PXE. The age of onset also varies, although most people notice initial symptoms during adolescence or early adulthood. Often, the first symptoms to appear are thickened skin with yellow bumps in localized areas such as the folds of the groin, arms, knees, and armpits. These changes can also occur in the mucous membranes, most often in the inner portion of the lower lip. The appearance of the skin in PXE has been likened to a plucked chicken or Moroccan leather.

Angioid streaks in front of the retina are present in most people with PXE and an ophthalmologic examination can be used as an initial screen for the condition. Persons with PXE often complain of sensitivity to light. Because of the progressive breakdown of Bruch’s membrane, affected persons are at increased risk for bleeding and scarring of the retina, which can lead to decreased central vision but does not usually cause complete blindness.

Calcium deposits in the artery walls contribute to early-onset atherosclerosis, and another condition called claudication, inadequate blood flow that results in pain in the legs after exertion. Abnormal bleeding, caused by calcification of the inner layer of the arteries, can occur in the brain, retina, uterus, bladder, and joints but is most common in the gastrointestinal tract.

**Diagnosis**

The presence of calcium in elastic fibers, as revealed by microscopic examination of biopsied skin, unequivocally establishes the diagnosis of PXE.

**Treatment and management**

PXE cannot be cured, but plastic surgery can treat PXE skin lesions, and laser surgery is used to prevent or slow the progression of vision loss. Excessive blood loss due to bleeding into the gastrointestinal tract or other organ systems may be treated by transfusion. Mitral valve prolapse (protrusion of one or both cusps of the mitral heart valve back into the atrium during heart beating) can be corrected by surgery, if necessary.

Measures should be taken to prevent or lessen cardiovascular complications. People with PXE should control their cholesterol and blood pressure, and maintain normal weight. They should exercise for cardiovascular health and to prevent or reduce claudication later in life. They should also avoid the use of tobacco, thiazide antihypertensive drugs, blood thinners like coumadin, and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs like aspirin and ibuprofen. In addition, they should avoid strain, heavy lifting, and contact sports, since these activities could trigger retinal and gastrointestinal bleeding.

People with PXE should have regular eye examinations by an ophthalmologist and report any eye problems immediately. Regular check-ups with a physician are also recommended, including periodic blood pressure readings.

Some people have advocated a calcium-restricted diet, but it is not yet known whether this aids the problems brought about by PXE. It is known, however, that calcium-restriction can lead to bone disorders.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis is for a normal life span with an increased chance of cardiovascular and circulatory problems, hypertension, gastrointestinal bleeding, and impaired vision. However, now that the gene for PXE has been identified, the groundwork for research to provide effective treatment has been laid. Studying the role of the ABCC6 protein in elastic fibers may lead to drugs that will improve or prevent the problems caused by PXE.

Genetic tests are now available that can provide knowledge needed to both diagnose PXE in symptomatic persons and predict it prior to the onset of symptoms in persons at risk. Prenatal diagnosis of PXE, by testing fetal cells for mutations in the ABCC6 gene, can be done in early pregnancy by procedures such as amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling. For most people, PXE is compatible with a reasonably normal life, and prenatal diagnosis is not likely to be highly desired.

**Genetic testing** to predict whether an at-risk child will develop PXE may be helpful for medical management. A child who is found to carry a mutation can be monitored more closely for eye problems and bleeding, and can begin the appropriate lifestyle changes to prevent cardiovascular problems.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**

Pyloric stenosis

Definition

Pyloric stenosis is a disorder that occurs when the pyloric sphincter muscle, which is found at the outlet of the stomach, thickens and becomes enlarged causing the cavity (lumen) of the pylorus to narrow and lengthen. This blocks the passage of food from the stomach to the small intestine (the portion of bowel that continues digestion after food leaves the stomach).

Description

Pyloric stenosis occurs due to enlargement of the walls of the pyloric sphincter. The pyloric sphincter is a circular smooth muscle at the outlet of the stomach that controls the flow of food from the stomach to the small intestine. The muscle cells become enlarged (hypertrophied) causing a narrowing (stenosis) of the pyloric lumen. This causes food to be pushed back into the stomach. Symptoms of pyloric stenosis typically appear two to six weeks after birth. In rare cases it occurs in older adults, not of genetic cause but due to an ulcer (inflammatory lesion of the mucous-like tissue in the stomach) or hardening of the tissue (fibrosis) at the outlet of the stomach. Alternate names associated with the disorder are Hypertrophic pyloric stenosis and Infantile hypertrophic pyloric stenosis.

Genetic profile

The exact cause of pyloric stenosis is unknown. It generally occurs in one in 300 births. The incidence of pyloric stenosis may be higher if a parent or sibling had the condition. It is also more common in the first-born child. Family correlation studies have shown that there is higher expression (concordance) of pyloric stenosis in identical twins (monozygotic) than in fraternal twins (dizygotic). The risk for first-degree relatives (brothers, sisters) of females is higher than those of males. This is also true of second-degree relatives (cousins).

KEY TERMS

Pyloric sphincter—Circular smooth muscle found at the outlet of the stomach.

Stenosis—The constricting or narrowing of an opening or passageway.

It has been suggested that motilin receptors, which are responsible for motility, might have an involvement in pyloric stenosis. The development of functional motilin receptors occurs around the age of onset for most cases of pyloric stenosis. Studies have found that the use of an antibiotic, called erythromycin for pertussis (a contagious respiratory disease also known as whooping cough) prophylaxis may increase the risk for pyloric stenosis. Erythromycin is a motilin agonist (acts on something to produce a predictable response) and high doses can cause an increase in non-propagated contractions and motility. The lack of neuronal nitric oxide synthase in pyloric tissue may cause a spasm (a twitching or involuntary contraction) in the pyloric muscle in individuals with pyloric stenosis. Neuronal nitric oxide synthase is needed for the synthesis of nitric oxide, which opposes the contraction force in active muscle.

Demographics

Pyloric stenosis affects males three to four times more than females and appears to have an increased incidence in caucasians.

Signs and symptoms

Symptoms include:

- Regurgitation and non-bilious vomiting. Infants may bring food back up during or after feeding. Vomiting may become projectile (expelled with force) and vomit may have a “coffee ground” color. Vomit should not contain stomach bile, which is acidic and a brownish-green color. This would be contraindicative of pyloric stenosis.
- Olive-sized abdominal mass. A mass about the size of an olive may be felt in the upper abdomen. The mass should be hard, mobile, and non-tender.
- Pylorospasm. A spasm of the pyloric muscle may occur due to increased motility.
- Additional abnormalities. These include hunger, irritability, lethargy (prolonged sleepiness or sluggishness), weight loss, decreased urine output, constipation, and gastric (stomach) peristalsis (rhythmic contraction of smooth muscle) from the left to right.
**Diagnosis**

An individual’s medical history and physical assessment by a doctor are necessary for a diagnosis of pyloric stenosis. A palpable mass, the size of an olive, in the upper abdominal area usually confirms a diagnosis of pyloric stenosis. When physical findings are inconclusive, an abdominal ultrasound or barium study may be performed to confirm diagnosis. An ultrasound, the preferred method of confirmation, is a non-invasive study that uses high frequency sound waves to distinguish the image of internal structures of the body. A barium study involves the ingestion of a radiographic dye. The movement of the dye through the gastrointestinal (GI) tract can be followed by fluoroscopy or x-ray studies. It has been suggested that the Lipper GI series may be an effective step in confirming pyloric stenosis. This test consists of aspirating (withdrawal of fluid) and measuring gastric contents. The amount of aspirated contents is indicative of pyloric stenosis and studies have demonstrated this method to be a reliable diagnostic tool.

In adults with symptoms of pyloric stenosis, a barium swallow study is used to diagnose the disorder. X-rays are taken of the abdominal structures after the ingestion of the barium radioisotope (a radioactive form of a chemical element).

**Treatment and management**

As of 2000, the only treatment for pyloric stenosis is surgical pyloromyotomy. Making an incision into the pyloric muscle and spreading the walls of the muscle apart completes the surgery. This allows gastric mucosa to push up through the incision and relieve the blockage.

Blood analysis should be performed before surgery and intravenous (going into the vein) fluids should be given to correct electrolyte (sodium, potassium, calcium etc.) imbalances and rehydrate infants. Following surgery, the infant should start on an oral electrolyte (elements necessary for cell functioning) solution (pedialyte). Feedings will be gradually increased until the infant is tolerating 2-3 ounces of breast-milk or formula without complications. The stomach needs time to heal; therefore vomiting due to increased feedings is common. Infants are usually discharged 24–48 hours following surgery. It has been suggested that rapid advancement of the strength and volume of feedings is effective and may allow for quicker discharge from the hospital.

Adults being treated for pyloric stenosis usually have a stomach tube inserted into the muscle that remains in place after surgery.

Recurrence of pyloric stenosis after surgery is rare. As of 2000, there has been no occurrence of conditions later in life related to the occurrence of pyloric stenosis during infancy.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis of pyloric stenosis is very good for those that are diagnosed early and treated with surgery. Life expectancy of infants diagnosed with pyloric stenosis is the same as that of the average individual. Parents should contact a doctor if pyloric stenosis is suspected.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**
Pyruvate carboxylase deficiency

**Definition**

Pyruvate carboxylase deficiency (PCD) is a rare non-sex linked (autosomal) disorder that results from an insufficient amount of the enzyme pyruvate carboxylase. This disorder is inherited as a recessive trait and it is known to be caused by more than one different mutation in the same gene (allelic variants).

**Description**

There are two recognized types of pyruvate carboxylase deficiency, neonatal PCD (type B) and infantile onset PCD (type A). Neonatal PCD is associated with a complete, or near complete, inability to produce pyruvate carboxylase. Infantile onset PCD is associated with a chemical change in the pyruvate carboxylase enzyme that prevents this slightly different chemical from functioning as efficiently as the normal pyruvate carboxylase enzyme.

In order for the cells of the body to function properly, they must have energy. This energy comes in the form of the chemical ATP. ATP is primarily produced by breaking down carbohydrates and blood sugar (glucose) molecules. To begin the process of converting glucose and carbohydrates into usable energy, these molecules are first converted into pyruvate molecules. Once pyruvate molecules have been formed, one of two things will happen: if more energy is required by the cell, the molecules will be further broken down into ATP; or, if no additional energy is needed by the cell, the pyruvate molecules will be put back together to reform a glucose molecule.

These transformations of pyruvate are accomplished primarily by two enzymes: pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH), an enzyme that begins the breakdown of the pyruvate into ATP, and pyruvate carboxylase, an enzyme that begins the chemical process to reform glucose molecules. The reformation of glucose from pyruvate is a vital step in cellular metabolism. It allows carbohydrate molecules to be converted into a more readily usable form (glucose). Glucose is not only easier to breakdown into the energy required by the cells, but it is also more able to be transported through the bloodstream than most other fuel sources. This is particularly important because certain cells (primarily those of the brain and nervous system) cannot breakdown larger molecules; they must get their energy directly from glucose.

Pyruvate carboxylase is, in effect, part of the “off switch” for the production of ATP from pyruvate. After a cell has received the amount of ATP it requires, it is the job of pyruvate carboxylase to re-convert the excess pyruvate molecules in that cell back into glucose molecules for storage or transport to another part of the body where they may be needed. Any molecules that are not put back together will degrade into lactic acid. This lactic acid will either be released into the bloodstream or it will buildup in the tissues. The buildup of lactic acid in the muscle tissues and red blood cells is normal during strenuous exercise. However, the accumulation of lactic acid in other tissues without exercise or without oxygen deprivation is symptomatic of an underlying problem in the normal metabolism of the cells.

People with PCD have either a complete inability or a severely limited ability to produce pyruvate carboxylase. Since these individuals cannot produce the amounts of this enzyme required to form glucose from pyruvate, this pyruvate is converted instead into lactic acid, which builds up in the cells. Additionally, since glucose cannot be adequately formed within the body of a pyruvate car-
Pyruvate carboxylase deficiency is an inborn error of metabolism characterized by a deficiency of pyruvate carboxylase, an enzyme that plays a crucial role in gluconeogenesis and the urea cycle. Individuals with this disorder must obtain all of their glucose from dietary intake because their bodies are unable to produce it through other metabolic pathways. This can lead to hypoglycemia, which is a condition of low blood sugar, and a progressive degeneration of the tissues, particularly in the brain and central nervous system, due to the high reliance of these tissues on glucose for energy.

Pyruvate carboxylase is also important in the process that removes excess nitrogen from the body (the urea cycle). Individuals with pyruvate carboxylase deficiency develop a build-up of nitrogen, primarily in the form of ammonia, in the bloodstream and tissues.

**Genetic profile**

The gene responsible for pyruvate carboxylase production is localized to a small region of chromosome 11. There are at least three mutations in this gene that lead to type B PCD. Only one known mutation leads to type A PCD. Both types of PCD are transmitted via a recessive trait, meaning both parents must be carriers of the mutation to pass it on to their children. In the case of parents with one child affected with PCD, the likelihood that a second child will be affected is 25%.

**Demographics**

PCD is estimated to occur in approximately one in every 250,000 live births, although only 39 cases had been described in the literature prior to 2001.

Type A PCD is also called North American PCD because it occurs almost exclusively in Algonquin language-speaking Native North Americans. In the Micmac, Cree, and Ojibwa tribes of Canada, it is estimated that as high as one in 10 individuals are carriers of the mutation that causes type A PCD. This suggests a founder effect in these populations. A founder effect is a genetic term means a single individual brought a mutation into a subpopulation at a time when the subpopulation was quite small. As a result, a large majority of the members of the subpopulation carry the mutation derived through direct ancestry to this one individual.

Type B PCD is also called French PCD because it has a much higher incidence among the French than among any other subpopulation.

**Signs and symptoms**

Type A, or infantile onset, PCD may be fatal prior to birth, or it may not present any symptoms until approximately three months of age. These individuals will show severe physical and mental delay. Additionally, children affected with type A PCD have a progressive degeneration of the entire brain and nervous system (necrotizing encephalomyelopathy) that eventually leads to death.

Type B, or neonatal, PCD is generally fatal prior to birth. In the rare instances of a liveborn child affected with type B PCD, severe growth delay (extremely low birth weight) and severe mental impairment are to be expected. Children born with type B PCD will fail to thrive and generally do not survive past the first three months of life.

**Diagnosis**

PCD is diagnosed primarily through blood tests to determine the blood concentrations of lactate and pyruvate. The specific diagnosis is confirmed by the presence of pyruvate carboxylase deficiency in the liver or kidney. Enzyme assays can also be used to measure the activity of pyruvate carboxylase in red blood cells or fibroblasts.

**KEY TERMS**

- **Allelic variants**—A disease is said to have allelic variants when different mutations in the same allele result in identical, or nearly identical, symptoms. An allele is the combined locations of a gene on the two paired chromosomes that contain this gene.
- **Autosomal**—Relating to any chromosome besides the X and Y sex chromosomes. Human cells contain 22 pairs of autosomes and one pair of sex chromosomes.
- **Biotin**—A growth vitamin of the vitamin B complex found naturally in liver, egg yolks, and yeast.
- **Enzyme efficiency**—The rate at which an enzyme can perform the chemical transformation that it is expected to accomplish. This is also called turnover rate. Individuals affected with type A PCD produce an enzyme that is much slower than the normal pyruvate carboxylase enzyme.
- **Necrotizing encephalomyelopathy**—A progressive degeneration of the brain and central nervous system. This condition is fatal in nearly all individuals affected with type A pyruvate carboxylase deficiency.
- **Pyruvate carboxylase**—The enzyme that is responsible for the first step in the conversion of pyruvate molecules into glucose molecules. Individuals with type A PCD produce a highly inefficient form of pyruvate carboxylase. Individuals with type B PCD either completely lack the ability to produce this enzyme, or they cannot produce it in sufficient quantities to sustain life.
Extremely high levels of both of these chemicals in the blood indicate that a congenital problem in cellular metabolism is most likely present. PCD is often differentiated from other cellular metabolic disorders by the extreme speed with which glucose levels in the blood drop during fasting (fasting hypoglycemia) and the abnormally low levels of the chemical aspartic acid in the blood.

PCD can be tested prenatally by measuring the activity of pyruvate carboxylase in chorionic villi samples.

Treatment and management

Administration of aspartic acid has been successful in decreasing the pyruvate and lactate concentrations in the blood of some PCD affected individuals. But, this treatment does not repair the damage to the pyruvate carboxylase enzyme, so progressive degeneration of the nervous system is slowed only slightly and the outcome is still death.

Biotin (a B-complex vitamin) is a coenzyme to pyruvate carboxylase. It has been shown that type B PCD is responsive to treatment with biotin while type A is not. Therefore, in the rare instance of a liveborn child with type B PCD, life may be extended through the administration of biotin.

Prognosis

Without prenatal administration of enzyme replacement therapy (which is currently not available), in which the developing fetus is given an artificial form of pyruvate carboxylase, individuals affected with either type A or type B PCD will die either prior to birth or, generally, within the first six months of life. Without prenatal enzyme replacement therapy, most children affected with PCD are born with such brain and nervous system dysfunction that a decision has to be made about treatment to sustain life.

Resources

BOOKS

PERIODICALS
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Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex deficiency

Definition

Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex deficiency (PDHA) is a genetic disorder that results in a malfunctioning of the Krebs, or tricarboxylic acid (TCA), cycle. It is sex-linked and appears to be a dominant trait.

Description

PDHA is one of the most common of the genetic disorders that cause abnormalities of mitochondrial metabolism. The mitochondria are the organelles inside cells that are reponsible for energy production and respiration at the cellular level. One of the most important processes in the mitochondria is the TCA cycle (also known as the Krebs cycle). The TCA cycle produces the majority of the ATP (chemical energy) necessary for maintenance (homeostasis) of the cell. The production of this ATP is accomplished by chemically converting molecules of the chemical pyruvate into carbon dioxide, water, and ATP. After a blood sugar (glucose) molecule has been broken down into two pyruvate molecules, one of two things will occur: if energy is required by the cell, the molecules will be further broken down into ATP, carbon dioxide, and water; or, if energy is not needed by the cell, the pyruvate molecules will be put back together to
reform a glucose molecule. These transformations of pyruvate are accomplished primarily by two enzymes: pyruvate carboxylase, an enzyme that converts pyruvate molecules into oxaloacetate molecules in preparation to reform glucose molecules; and pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH), an enzyme that begins the breakdown of the pyruvate into the eventual products of carbon dioxide, water, and ATP. To break down the pyruvate, PDH gets some help from two other enzymes: dihydrolipoyl transacetylase and dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase. These three enzymes and the five coenzymes (CoA, NAD+, FAD+, lipoic acid, and TPP) that assist these enzymes are collectively known as the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDH complex).

Individuals affected with PDHA have deficiencies in one or more of the three enzymes within the PDH complex. Most have a deficiency of the PDH enzyme itself. Tissues that require the greatest amounts of oxygen (highly aerobic tissues), such as those of the brain and the rest of the central nervous system, are most sensitive to deficiencies in the PDH complex.

People with PDHA have either a complete inability or a severely limited ability to produce PDH. Since these individuals cannot produce the amounts of PDH required to break down pyruvate, the cells cannot produce enough energy, in the form of ATP, to maintain themselves. This causes a progressive degeneration of the tissues, with the most profound effects observed in the brain and central nervous system.

PDH is an enzyme. An enzyme is a chemical that facilitates (catalyzes) the chemical reaction of another chemical or of other chemicals; it is neither a reactant nor a product in the chemical reaction that it facilitates (catalyzes). As a result, enzymes are not used up in chemical reactions; they are recycled. One molecule of an enzyme may be used to facilitate (catalyze) the same chemical reaction over and over again several hundreds of thousands of times. All the enzymes necessary for catalyzing the various reactions of human life are produced within the body by genes. Genetic enzyme deficiency disorders, such as PDHA, result from only one cause: the affected individual cannot produce enough of the necessary enzyme because the gene designed to make the enzyme is faulty. Enzymes are not used up in chemical reactions, but they do eventually wear out, or accidentally get expelled. Also, as an individual grows, they may require greater quantities of an enzyme. Therefore, most enzyme deficiency disorders will have a time component to them. Individuals with no ability to produce a particular enzyme may show effects of this deficiency at birth or shortly thereafter. Individuals with only a partial ability to produce a particular enzyme may not show the effects of this deficiency until their need for the enzyme, because of growth or maturation, has outpaced their ability to produce it.

The level of ability of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex deficiency affected individual to produce PDH, or his or her ability to sustain existing levels of PDH, are the sole determinants of the severity of the observed symptoms in that individual and the age of onset of these symptoms.

PDHA is the most common cause of non-exercise-related build-up of lactic acid in the tissues (primary lactic acidosis). When a tissue requires more energy than it can gain from aerobic processing (TCA cycle), it begins to break down carbohydrates, via an anaerobic process, in order to gain the necessary energy. Lactic acid is the by-product of carbohydrate metabolism. The build-up of lactic acid in the muscle tissues and red blood cells is normal during strenuous exercise. However, the accumulation of lactic acid in other tissues without exercise or without oxygen deprivation is symptomatic of an underlying problem in the normal aerobic process (TCA cycle).

Genetic profile

The gene responsible for PDHA has been mapped to Xp22.2-p22.1. This gene is now termed the PDHA1 gene. At least 50 different mutations of this gene resulting in varying symptoms of PDHA have been identified. Because the gene for PDHA is on the X chromosome, it is called a sex-linked disease. PDHA shows a dominant inheritance pattern: therefore, females with only one affected X chromosome also exhibit symptoms of the disease.

Demographics

Almost equal numbers of males and females have been identified as being affected with PDHA. Even though PDHA is known to be transmitted as a sex-linked dominant trait on the X chromosome, it is not necessarily lethal in affected males (who possess only a single X chromosome), because the symptoms of PHDA are quite different depending on the precise mutation responsible for the symptoms in each individual. The genetic mutations are linked to the sex of the affected individual. Affected liveborn males tend to have minor (missense/nonsense type) mutations, while affected females tend to have more major (insertion/deletion type) mutations. The almost unobserved insertion/deletion mutations in males with PDHA suggests that these mutations are fatal to males with only a single X chromosome (homozygous males). Females with two X chromosomes, only one of which contains an insertion/deletion type mutation (heterozygous females) and males with an extra X
A fixed sequence difference between African and non-African samples of the PDHA1 gene has been identified. That is, those of African descent carry a different version of the PDHA1 gene than those of non-African descent. It has been established that these differences in the subpopulations arose more than 200,000 years ago, which predates the earliest known modern human fossils. This genetic evidence is interesting in that it suggests that the modern human emerged from already genetically divided subpopulations.

**Signs and symptoms**

PDHA affects primarily the brain and central nervous system. In individuals with extreme deficiencies of PDH, the brain may fail to reach normal size during fetal development leading to a small brain and skull (microcephaly). Abnormal development of the cerebrum, cerebellum, and brainstem are the most common brain dysfunctions associated with PDHA. The normal hollow cavities (ventricles) within the brain are usually much larger than normal (dilated) in individuals affected with PDHA. The connection between the left and right hemispheres of the brain (corpus callosum) is generally underdeveloped or completely absent as well.

A condition in which the normal insulating layer (myelin) that surrounds the neurons is either absent or insufficient (leukodystrophy) is observed in many individuals affected with PDHA. Some PDHA affected individuals also have periods of brain malfunctioning in which the neurons within the cerebellum temporarily lose the ability to act in a coordinated fashion (cerebellar ataxia). These attacks of cerebellar ataxia generally last from a few days to a few weeks and reoccur every three to six months throughout life with decreasing severity after puberty. Lactic acid accumulation in the brain may also lead to breathing (respiratory) and kidney (renal) problems.

Some individuals affected with PDHA experience increased muscle tone in both legs (spastic diplegia) or in all four limbs (spastic tetraplegia) similar to that seen in the classic case of cerebral palsy. Seizures occur in almost all individuals with PDHA. A seizure is the result of sudden abnormal electrical activity in the brain. This electrical activity can result in a wide variety of clinical symptoms including muscle twitches; tongue biting; fixed, staring eyes; a loss of bladder control resulting in involuntary urination; total body shaking (convulsions); and/or loss of consciousness.

Unusual, or dysmorphic, facial features are sometimes associated with PDHA. These include a broad or upturned nose; low-set ears; downward-slanted eyes, drooping eyelids; and a staring or squinting appearance. Other physical symptoms of PDHA include short fingers and arms, urogenital malformations, low muscle tone (hypotonia), and feeding difficulties. Mental impairment is present in some cases. Delayed physical and motor development can also occur.

**Diagnosis**

Improper brain development in individuals with PDHA is observable in the womb via ultrasound or MRI after birth, although brain malformations may result from any number of other factors. Babies born with PDHA may exhibit low birth weight, a weak suck, failure to thrive, lack of muscle tone, and unusual appearance of the head, face, and limbs. Convulsions, developmental delay, and eye problems may develop a few months after birth. A diagnosis of PDHA is generally confirmed with a blood test for severe lactic acidosis, an observation of deficient PDH activity in sampled or cultured fibroblasts, or by an observation of elevated amounts of lactate and pyruvate in the cerebrospinal fluid drawn in a spinal tap.
Treatment and management

Treatment of PDHA is on a case-by-case basis depending on the observed symptoms. These treatments may include early and continuing intervention programs for developmental delays and mental retardation, anticonvulsants to control seizures, muscle relaxants to control spasticity, and/or surgery to release the permanent muscle, tendon, and ligament tightening (contracture) at the joints that is characteristic of longer term spasticity.

A high fat diet including beer as an alternative source of the chemical acetyl-CoA that is not produced in high enough supply because of the deficiency of PDH enzyme is often recommended for those individuals affected with PDHA. Dietary supplements of thiamine, lipoic acid and L-carnitine have also proven beneficial in some cases.

Prognosis

The prognosis for PDHA affected individuals varies widely with the severity of the symptoms. Until gene or enzyme replacement therapy becomes available, the most seriously affected individuals are not likely to receive relief from their symptoms and many will die at early ages. For those less seriously affected, several treatments are available to improve quality of life. Many less severely affected individuals live normal lifespans with their abilities and quality of life only limited by the degree of mental impairment and muscle spasticity that is present.
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Pyruvate kinase deficiency

Definition

Pyruvate kinase deficiency (PKD) is part of a group of disorders called hereditary nonspherocytic hemolytic anemias. Hereditary nonspherocytic anemias are rare genetic conditions that affect the red blood cells. PKD is caused by a deficiency in the enzyme, pyruvate kinase. Although PKD is the second most common of the hereditary nonspherocytic anemias, it is still rare, with the incidence estimated to be 51 cases per million in the Caucasian population.

Description

In PKD, there is a functional abnormality with the enzyme pyruvate kinase. Usually, pyruvate kinase acts as a catalyst in the glycolysis pathway, and is considered an essential component in this pathway. Glycolysis is the method by which cells produce their own energy. A problem with any of the key components in glycolysis can alter the amount of energy produced. In the red blood cells, glycolysis is the only method available to produce energy. Without the proper amount of energy, the red blood cells do not function normally. Since pyruvate kinase is one of the key components in glycolysis, when there is a problem with this enzyme in the red blood cells, there is a problem with the production of energy, causing the red blood cells to not function properly.

There are four different forms of the pyruvate kinase enzyme in the human body. These forms, called isozymes, all perform the same function but each isozyme of pyruvate kinase is structurally different and works in different tissues and organs. The four isozymes of pyruvate kinase are labeled M1, M2, L, and R. The isozyme M1 is found in the skeletal muscle and brain, isozyme M2 can be found in most fetal and adult tissues, isozyme L works in the liver, and isozyme R works in the
products of the pyruvate kinase gene, PKLR. The PKLR gene is located on chromosome 1, on the q arm (the top half of the chromosome), in region 21 (written as 1q21). As of 2001, there have been over 125 different mutations described in the PKLR gene that have been detected in individuals with PKD.

PKD is mainly inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. There have been a few families where it appeared that PKD was inherited in either an autosomal dominant manner or where the carriers of PKD exhibited mild problems with their red blood cells. As with all autosomal recessive conditions, affected individuals have a mutation in both pair of genes. Most individuals with PKD are compound heterozygotes, meaning that each PKLR gene in a pair contains a different mutation. There are individuals who have the same mutation on each PKLR gene, but these individuals tend to be children of parents who are related to each other.

There are three mutations in the PKLR gene called, 1529A, 1456T, and 1468T, that are seen more frequently in individuals with PKD than the other mutations. The mutation 1529A is most frequently seen in Caucasians of northern and central European descent and is the most common mutation seen in PKD. The mutation 1456T is more common in individuals of southern European descent and the mutation 1468T is more common in individuals of Asian descent.

For most of the mutations seen in the PKLR gene, no correlation between the specific mutation and the severity of the disorder has been observed. However, for two of the mutations, there has been speculation on their affect on the severity of PKD. When the mutation 1456T has been seen in the homozygous state (when both PKLR genes contain the same mutation), those rare individuals experienced very mild symptoms of PKD. Also, there have been individuals who were homozygous for the 1529A mutation. These individuals had a very severe form of PKD. Therefore, it is thought that the 1456T mutation is associated with a milder form of the disease and the 1529A mutation is associated with a more severe form of the disease. It is not known how these mutations affect the severity of PKD when paired with different mutations.

Demographics

In general, PKD not does appear to affect one gender more than another or be more common in certain regions. However, there are studies of an Amish group in Pennsylvania where a severe form of PKD is more common. As previously mentioned, the three mutations found in the PKLR gene have been linked to individuals of specific decents. Caucasians of northern and central

KEY TERMS

Anemia—A blood condition in which the level of hemoglobin or the number of red blood cells falls below normal values. Common symptoms include paleness, fatigue, and shortness of breath.

Catalyst—A substance that changes the rate of a chemical reaction, but is not physically changed by the process.

Compound heterozygotes—Having two different mutated versions of a gene.

Enzyme—A protein that catalyzes a biochemical reaction or change without changing its own structure or function.

Glycolysis—The pathway in which a cell breaks down glucose into energy.

Hemolytic anemia—Anemia that results from premature destruction and decreased numbers of red blood cells.

Heterozygote—Having two different versions of the same gene.

Homozygote—Having two identical copies of a gene or chromosome.

Isozyme/Isoenzyme—A group of enzymes that perform the same function, but are different from one another in their structure or how they move.

Mutation—A permanent change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual, or manifest as disease, and can be transmitted to offspring.

Nonspherocytic—Literally means not sphereshaped. Refers to the shape of red blood cells in nonspherocytic hemolytic anemia.
European descent are more likely to have the 1529A mutations, individuals of southern European descent usually have the 1456T mutation, and individuals of Asian descent are more likely to have the 1468T mutation.

Signs and symptoms

In general, the more severe the PKD, the earlier in life symptoms tend to be detected. Individuals with the more severe form of PKD often show symptoms soon after birth, but most individuals with PKD begin to exhibit symptoms during infancy or childhood. In individuals with the more mild form of PKD, the condition is sometimes not diagnosed until late adulthood, after an acute illness, or during a pregnancy evaluation.

Symptoms of PKD are similar to those symptoms seen in individuals who have long-term hemolytic anemia. The more common symptoms include variable degrees of jaundice (a yellowish pigment of the skin), slightly to moderately enlarged spleen (splenomegaly), and increased incidence of gallstones. Other physical effects of PKD can include smaller head size and the forehead appearing prominent and rounded (called frontal bossing). If a child with PKD has their spleen removed, their growth tends to improve. Even within the same family, individuals can have different symptoms and severity of PKD.

In individuals with PKD, the red blood cells are taken out of their circulation earlier than normal (shorter life span). Because of this, individuals with PKD will have hemolytic anemia. Additionally, the anemia or other symptoms of PKD may worsen during a sudden illness or pregnancy.

Diagnosis

A diagnosis of PKD can be made by measuring the amount of pyruvate kinase in red blood cells. Individuals with PKD tend to have 5–25% of the normal amount of pyruvate kinase. Carriers of PKD also can have less pyruvate kinase in their red blood cells, approximately 40–60% of the normal value. However, there is an overlap between the normal range of pyruvate kinase and the range seen with carriers of PKD. Therefore, measuring the amount of pyruvate kinase in the red blood cells is not a good method of detecting carriers of PKD. If the mutations causing PKD in a family are known, it may be possible to perform mutation analysis to determine carrier status of an individual and to help diagnose individuals with PKD.

Treatment and management

In the severest cases, individuals with PKD will require multiple blood transfusions. In some of those cases, the spleen may be removed (splenectomy). Red blood cells are normally removed from circulation by the spleen. By removing an individual’s spleen (usually a child), the red blood cells are allowed to stay in circulation longer than normal; thereby reducing the severity of the anemia. After a splenectomy, or once an individual with PKD is older, the number of transfusions tends to decrease.

Prognosis

The prognosis of PKD is extremely variable. Early intervention and treatment of symptoms frequently improve the individual’s health. Without treatment, individuals may experience severe complications that could become fatal. Individuals with a mild form of PKD may appear to have no symptoms at all.
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Raynaud disease

Definition

Raynaud disease refers to a disorder in which the fingers or toes (digits) suddenly experience decreased blood circulation. It is characterized by repeated episodes of color changes of the skin of digits during cold exposure or emotional stress.

Description

Raynaud disease can be classified as one of two types: primary (or idiopathic) and secondary (also called Raynaud’s phenomenon). Primary Raynaud disease has no predisposing factor, is more mild, and causes fewer complications. About half of all cases of Raynaud disease are of this type. Women are five times more likely than men to develop primary Raynaud disease. The average age of diagnosis is between 20 and 40 years. Approximately three out of ten people with primary Raynaud disease eventually progress to secondary Raynaud disease after diagnosis. About 15% of individuals improve.

Secondary Raynaud disease is the same as primary Raynaud disease, but occurs in individuals with a predisposing factor, usually a form of collagen vascular disease. What is typically identified as primary Raynaud may be later identified as secondary once a predisposing disease is diagnosed. This occurs in approximately 30% of patients. As a result of the predisposing disease, the secondary type is often more complicated and severe, and is more likely to worsen.

Several related conditions that predispose persons to secondary Raynaud disease include scleroderma, lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, and polymyositis. Pulmonary hypertension and some nervous system disorders such as herniated discs and tumors within the spinal column, strokes, and polio can progress to Raynaud disease. Finally, injuries due to mechanical trauma caused by vibration (such as that associated with chain saws and jackhammers), repetitive motion (carpal tunnel syndrome), electrical shock, and exposure to extreme cold can lead to the development of Raynaud disease. Some drugs used to control high blood pressure or migraine headaches have been known to cause Raynaud disease.

Genetic profile

There is significant familial aggregation of primary Raynaud disease. However, as of 2001, no causative gene has been identified.

Risk factors for Raynaud disease differ between males and females. Age and smoking seem to be associated with Raynaud disease only in men, while the associations of marital status and alcohol use with Raynaud disease are usually only observed in women. These findings suggest that different mechanisms influence the expression of Raynaud disease in men and women.

Demographics

The prevalence of Reynaud phenomena in the general population varies from 4–15%. Females are seven times more likely to develop Raynaud diseases than are men. The problem has not been correlated with coffee consumption, dietary habits, occupational history (excepting exposure to vibration), or exposure to most drugs. An association between Raynaud disease and migraine headaches has been reported. Secondary Raynaud disease is common among individuals with systemic lupus erythematos in tropical countries.

Signs and symptoms

Both primary and secondary Raynaud disease signs and symptoms are thought to be due to arterioles
over-reacting to stimuli. Cold normally causes the tiny muscles in the walls of arteries to contract, thus reducing the amount of blood that can flow through them. In people with Raynaud disease, the extent of constriction is extreme, thus severely restricting blood flow. Attacks or their effects may be brought on or worsened by anxiety or emotional distress.

There are three distinct phases to an episode of Raynaud disease. When first exposed to cold, small arteries respond with intense contractions (vasoconstriction). The affected fingers or toes (in rare instances, the tip of the nose or tongue) become pale and white because they are deprived of blood and, thus, oxygen. In response, capillaries and veins expand (dilate). Because these vessels are carrying deoxygenated blood, the affected area then becomes blue in color. The area often feels cold and tingly or numb. After the area begins to warm up, the arteries dilate. Blood flow is significantly increased. This changes the color of the area to a bright red. During this phase, persons often describe the affected area as feeling warm and throbbing painfully.

Raynaud disease may initially affect only the tips of fingers or toes. As the disease progresses, it may eventually involve all of one or two digits. Ultimately, all the fingers or toes may be affected. About one person in ten will experience a complication called sclerodactyly. In sclerodactyly, the skin over the involved digits becomes tight, white, thick, smooth, and shiny. In approximately 1% of cases of Raynaud disease, deep sores (ulcers) may develop in the skin. In rare cases of frequent, repetitive bouts of severe ischemia (decreased supply of oxygenated blood to tissues or organs), tissue loss, or gangrene, may result and amputation may be required.

Diagnosis

Primary Raynaud disease is diagnosed following the Allen Brown criteria. There are four components. The certainty of the diagnosis and severity of the disease increase as more criteria are met. The first is that at least two of the three color changes must occur during attacks provoked by cold and/or stress. The second is that episodes must occur periodically for at least two years. The third is that attacks must occur in both the hands and the feet in the absence of vascular occlusive disease. The last is that there is no other identifiable cause for the Raynaud episodes.

A cold stimulation test may also be performed to help to confirm a diagnosis of Raynaud disease. The temperature of affected fingers or toes is taken. The hand or foot is then placed completely into a container of ice water for 20 seconds. After removal from the water, the temperature of the affected digits is immediately recorded. The temperature is taken every five minutes until it returns to the pre-immersion level. Most individuals recover normal temperature within 15 minutes. People with Raynaud disease may require 20 minutes or more to reach their pre-immersion temperature.

Laboratory testing is performed frequently. However, these results are often inconclusive for several rea-
sons. Provocative testing such as the ice immersion just described, is difficult to interpret because there is considerable overlap between normal and abnormal results. The antinuclear antibody test of blood is usually negative in Raynaud disease. Capillary beds under fingernails usually appear normal. Erythrocyte sedimentation rates are often abnormal in people with connective tissue diseases. Unfortunately, this finding is not consistent in people with Raynaud disease.

**Treatment and management**

There is no known way to prevent the development of Raynaud disease. Further, there is no known cure for this condition. Therefore, avoidance of the trigger is the best supportive management available. Most cases of primary Raynaud disease can be controlled with proper medical care and avoidance.

Many people are able to find relief by simply adjusting their lifestyles. Affected individuals need to stay warm and keep their hands and feet well covered in cold weather. Layered clothing, scarves, heavy coats, heavy socks, and mittens over gloves are suggested because gloves alone allow heat to escape. It is also recommended that patients cover or close the space between their sleeves and mittens. Indoors, they should wear socks and comfortable shoes. Excessive emotional stress should be avoided. Smokers should quit as nicotine worsens the problem. The use of vibrating tools should be avoided as well.

Biofeedback has been used with some success in treating primary Raynaud. This involves teaching people to “think” their fingers and toes to be warm by willing blood to flow through affected arterioles. Biofeedback has had only limited success. Occasionally, medications such as calcium-channel blockers, reserpine, or nitroglycerin may be prescribed to relax artery walls and improve blood flow.

Because episodes of Raynaud disease have also been associated with stress and emotional upset, the condition may be improved by learning to manage stress. Regular exercise is known to decrease stress and lower anxiety. Hypnosis, relaxation techniques, and visualization are also useful methods to help control emotions.

Biofeedback training is a technique during which a patient is given continuous information on the temperature of his or her digits, and then taught to voluntarily...
control this temperature. Some alternative practitioners believe that certain dietary supplements and herbs may be helpful in decreasing the vessel spasm of Raynaud disease. Suggested supplements include vitamin E (found in fruits, vegetables, seeds, and nuts), magnesium (found in seeds, nuts, fish, beans, and dark green vegetables), and fish oils. The circulatory herbs cayenne, ginger, and prickly ash may help enhance circulation to affected areas.

Prognosis

The prognosis for most people with Raynaud disease is very good. In general, primary Raynaud disease has the best prognosis, with a relatively small chance (1%) of serious complications. Approximately half of all affected individuals do well by taking simple precautions, and never require medication. The prognosis for people with secondary Raynaud disease (or phenomenon) is less predictable. This prognosis depends greatly on the severity of other associated conditions such as scleroderma, lupus, or Sjögren syndrome.
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Refsum disease

Definition

Refsum disease is an inherited disorder in which the enzyme responsible for processing phytanic acid is defective. Accumulation of phytanic acid in the tissues and the blood leads to damage of the brain, nerves, eyes, skin, and bones.

Description

Refsum disease was first characterized by the Norwegian physician, Sigvald Refsum, in the 1940s and is known by other names, such as classical Refsum disease, adult Refsum disease, phytanic acid alpha-hydroxylase deficiency, phytanic acid storage disease, hypertrophic neuropathy of Refsum, heredopathia atactica polyneuritiformis, and hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy IV. Refsum disease should not be confused with infantile Refsum disease, which was once thought to be a variant of the disorder but is now known to be a genetically and biochemically distinct entity. Sometimes infantile Refsum disease is simply referred to as “Refsum disease,” furthering the confusion.

Living bodies are made up of millions of individual cells that are specifically adapted to carry out particular functions. Within cells are even smaller structures, called organelles, that perform jobs and enable the cell to serve
its ultimate purpose. One type of organelle is the peroxisome, whose main function is to break down waste materials or to process materials that, if allowed to accumulate, would prove toxic to the cells.

Phytanic acid is a substance found in foods, such as dairy products, beef, lamb, and some fish. Normally, phytanic acid is processed by a set of enzymes within the cell to convert it to another form. In the past, scientists were unsure where in the cell this process took place, hypothesizing that it may occur in the peroxisome or another organelle, called the mitochondrion. However, recent research has definitively determined that the enzymes responsible for processing phytanic acid are located in the peroxisome.

Refsum disease is an inherited disorder in which one of the peroxisomal enzymes, phytanic acid hydroxylase (also called phytic acid oxidase, or phytanyl CoA hydroxylase), is defective, resulting in unprocessed phytanic acid. Consequently, high levels of phytanic acid build up in the tissues of the body and the bloodstream, causing damage to different organ systems.

Genetic profile

Refsum disease is a genetic condition and can be inherited or passed on in a family. The genetic defect for the disorder is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait, meaning that two abnormal genes are needed to display the disease. A person who carries one abnormal gene does not display the disease and is called a carrier. A carrier has a 50% chance of transmitting the gene to his or her children. A child must inherit the same abnormal gene from each parent to display the disease.

Refsum disease is caused by a deficiency in an enzyme, phytanic acid hydroxylase. The gene encoding for this enzyme, called PAHX or PHYH, was identified in 1997 and mapped to human chromosome 10 (locus: 10pter-p11.2). Several common mutations have been identified in the gene that result in Refsum disease.

Demographics

Refsum disease is rare, but the exact incidence and prevalence of the disorder in the general population is not known. Refsum disease may not be distributed equally among geographical areas or different ethnic groups, as most of the diagnosed cases have been found in children and young adults of Scandinavian heritage.

Signs and symptoms

Patients with Refsum disease generally do not show obvious defects at birth, and growth and development initially appears normal. The onset of clinical symptoms varies from early childhood to age 50, but symptoms usually appear before 20 years of age. The manifestations of Refsum disease primarily involve the nervous system, the

---

**KEY TERMS**

**Autosomal recessive**—A pattern of genetic inheritance where two abnormal genes are needed to display the trait or disease.

**Carrier**—A person who possesses a gene for an abnormal trait without showing signs of the disorder. The person may pass the abnormal gene on to offspring.

**Cerebellar ataxia**—Unsteadiness and lack of coordination caused by a progressive degeneration of the part of the brain known as the cerebellum.

**Enzyme**—A protein that catalyzes a biochemical reaction or change without changing its own structure or function.

**Ichthyosis**—Rough, dry, scaly skin that forms as a result of a defect in skin formation.

**Mutant**—A change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual or manifest as disease.

**Organelle**—Small, sub-cellular structures that carry out different functions necessary for cellular survival and proper cellular functioning.

**Peripheral neuropathy**—Any disease of the nerves outside of the spinal cord, usually resulting in weakness and/or numbness.

**Peroxisome**—A cellular organelle containing different enzymes responsible for the breakdown of waste or other products.

**Phytanic acid**—A substance found in various foods that, if allowed to accumulate, is toxic to various tissues. It is metabolized in the peroxisome by phytanic acid hydroxylase.

**Phytic acid hydroxylase**—A peroxisomal enzyme responsible for processing phytanic acid. It is defective in Refsum disease.

**Plasmapheresis**—A procedure in which the fluid component of blood is removed from the bloodstream and sometimes replaced with other fluids or plasma.

**Retinitis pigmentosa**—Progressive deterioration of the retina, often leading to vision loss and blindness.
Phytanic acid deposits in the fatty sheaths surrounding nerves, causing damage and resulting in peripheral neuropathy in 90% of patients with Refsum disease. Peripheral neuropathy is the term for dysfunction of the nerves outside of the spinal cord, causing loss of sensation, muscle weakness, pain, and loss of reflexes. Nerves leading to the nose and ears can also be affected, resulting in anosmia (loss of the sense of smell) in 35% of patients and hearing loss or deafness in 50% of patients. Finally, Refsum disease results in cerebellar ataxia in 75% of patients. Cerebellar ataxia is a defect in a specific part of the brain (the cerebellum), resulting in loss of coordination and unsteadiness. In contrast to infantile Refsum disease, people with Refsum disease do not show mental retardation and generally have normal intelligence.

Accumulation of phytanic acid also results in disorders of the eye. The most common finding is retinitis pigmentosa, a degeneration of the retina resulting in poor nighttime vision and sometimes blindness. Disorders of pupil movement and nystagmus (uncontrollable movements of the eye) may also be present due to related nervous system damage. Other eye manifestations of Refsum disease may include glaucoma (abnormally high pressure in the eye, leading to vision loss) and cataracts (clouding of the lens of the eye).

People with Refsum disease often develop dry, rough, scaly skin. These skin changes, called ichthyosis, can occur over the entire body, but sometimes will appear only on the palms and soles of the feet. In addition to these skin abnormalities, 60% of affected people may experience abnormal bone growth, manifesting as shortened limbs or fingers, or abnormal curvatures of the spine.

Patients with Refsum disease usually first present to a physician complaining of weakness in the arms and legs, physical unsteadiness and/or nightblindness or failing vision. The symptoms associated with Refsum disease are progressive and, if untreated, will become more numerous and severe as the patient ages. For reasons that are not completely understood, clinical deterioration can be sometimes be interrupted by periods of good health without symptoms.

**Diagnosis**

Refsum disease is diagnosed through a combination of consistent medical history, physical exam findings, and laboratory and genetic testing. When patients with Refsum disease present to their physicians complaining of visual problems or muscle weakness, physical signs of retinitis pigmentosa, peripheral neuropathy, cerebellar ataxia, or skin and bone changes (as discussed above) are often noted. These findings raise suspicion for a genetic syndrome or metabolic disorder, and further tests are conducted.

Laboratory tests reveal several abnormalities. Normally, phytanic acid levels are essentially undetectable in the plasma. Thus, the presence of high levels of phytanic acid in the bloodstream is highly indicative of Refsum disease. If necessary, a small portion of the patient’s connective tissue can be sampled and grown in a laboratory and tested to demonstrate a failure to process phytanic acid appropriately. Other associated laboratory abnormalities include the presence of high amounts of protein in the fluid that bathes the spinal cord, or abnormal electrical responses recorded from the brain, muscles, heart, ears, retina, and various nerves as a result of nervous system damage.

Genetic testing can also be performed. When a diagnosis of Refsum disease is made in a child, genetic testing of the PAHX/PHYH gene can be offered to determine if a specific gene change can be identified. If a specific change is identified, carrier testing can be offered to relatives. In families where the parents have been identified to be carriers of the abnormal gene, diagnosis of Refsum disease before birth is possible. Prenatal diagnosis is performed on cells obtained by amniocentesis (withdrawal of the fluid surrounding a fetus in the womb using a needle) at about 16–18 weeks of pregnancy or from the chorionic villi (a part of the placenta) at 10–12 weeks of pregnancy.

**Treatment and management**

There is no cure for Refsum disease, thus treatment focuses on reducing levels of phytanic acid in the bloodstream to prevent the progression of tissue damage. Phytanic acid is not made in the human body and comes exclusively from the diet. Restriction of phytanic acid-containing foods can slow progress of the disease or reverse some of the symptoms. Patients are advised to maintain consumption of phytanic acid below 10 mg/day (the normal intake is approximately 100 mg/day). Sources of high levels of phytanic acid to be avoided include meats (beef, lamb, goat), dairy products (cream, milk, butter, cheese), and some fish (tuna, cod, haddock). Plasma levels of phytanic acid can be monitored periodically by a physician to investigate the effectiveness of the restricted diet and determine if changes are required. As a result of dietary restriction, nutritional deficiencies may result. Consultation with a nutritionist is recommended to assure proper amounts of calories, protein, and vitamins are obtained through the diet, and nutritional supplements may be required.

Because phytanic acid is stored in fat deposits within the body, it is important for patients with Refsum disease to have regular eating patterns; with even brief periods of
fasting, fat stores are converted to energy, resulting in the
release of stored phytanic acid into the bloodstream. Thus,
unless a patient assumes a regular eating pattern, repeated
and periodic liberation of phytanic acid stores results in
greater tissue damage and symptom development. For
these same reasons, intentional weight loss though calorie-
restricted diets or vigorous exercise is discouraged.

Another useful adjunct to dietary treatment is
plasmapheresis. Plasmapheresis is a procedure by which
determined amounts of plasma (the fluid component of
blood that contains phytanic acid) is removed from the
blood and replaced with fluids or plasma that do not con-
tain phytanic acid. Regular utilization of this technique
allows people who fail to follow a restricted diet to main-
tain lower phytanic acid levels and experience less tissue
damage and symptoms.

Patients with Refsum disease should be seen regu-
larly by a multidisciplinary team of health care providers,
including a pediatrician, neurologist, ophthalmologist,
cardiologist, medical geneticist specializing in metabolic
disease, nutritionist, and physical/occupational therapist.
People with Refsum disease, or those who are carriers of
the abnormal gene or who have an relative with the dis-
order, can be referred for genetic counseling to assist in
making reproductive decisions.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis of Refsum disease varies dramati-
cally. The disorder is slowly progressive and, if left
untreated, severe symptoms will develop with consider-
ably shortened life expectancy. However, if diagnosed
early, strict adherence to a phytanic acid-free dietary reg-
imen can prevent progression of the disease and reverse
skin disease and some of the symptoms of peripheral
neuropathy. Unfortunately, treatment cannot undo exist-
ing damage to vision and hearing.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**

Edited by R. E. Behrman. Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders,

**PERIODICALS**

Weinstein, R. “Phytanic acid storage disease (Refsum’s dis-
ease): Clinical characteristics, pathophysiology and the
role of therapeutic apheresis in its management.” Journal
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“Entry 266500: Refsum Disease.” OMIM—Online Mendelian
post/Omim/dispmim?266500>.

Oren Traub, MD, PhD
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**Renal failure due to hypertension**

**Definition**

Renal failure (kidney failure) is caused primarily by
chronic high blood pressure (hypertension) over many
years. Hypertension is the second major cause, after dia-
abetes, of end stage renal disease (ESRD) and is responsi-
ble for 25–30% of all reported cases. In addition, many
people with diabetes also have hypertension, thus high
blood pressure plays an even larger role in kidney failure.

**Description**

About 398,000 people were diagnosed with end-
stage renal disease in 1998. Of these, about 83,000 had
hypertension and about 133,000 had diabetes. That same
year, approximately 63,000 people with ESRD passed
away. Most people with ESRD have had symptoms for a
long time and may have had kidney disease (nephropa-
thy) for as many as 20 years or more prior to experienc-
ing kidney failure.

**Genetic profile**

It is believed that most cases of hypertension leading
to kidney failure have a genetic element. Finding a
 genetic link is complicated by the fact that nearly half of
all people with renal failure have three or more serious
disorders, such as diabetes. Animal studies have been
done to find genetic linkages to hypertension and kidney
failure, but genetic studies on humans are in their infancy.
A recent breakthrough came in a study of African
American subjects with hypertensive end-stage renal dis-
ease. Researchers found a significant association between
severe hypertension and mutations on the HSD11B2
gene. This is a gene that plays a role in sodium retention
and related factors. Their data suggested that the 16q22.1
chromosome region was the location of the mutation.

In another study, researchers studied an Israeli fam-
ily of Iraqi-Jewish origin whose members suffered from
hypertension and renal failure. The researchers found a
genetic locus at 1q21 that was autosomal dominant. They
also hypothesized that the gene encoding atrial natriuretic
peptide receptor-1 (NPR1) was the disease gene that led to the hypertension/renal failure.

Other families with high rates of hypertension have also been studied. For example, researchers observed a family of Old Order Amish in Lancaster, Pennsylvania and found a genetic link for hypertension to chromosome 2q31-34. The subjects were not experiencing kidney failure, thus, further study would be needed to determine if the identified genetic locus also coded for ESRD.

Demographics

People of all ages, races, and both sexes may develop kidney failure due to hypertension. However, some groups are at much greater risk than others. African Americans are at particularly high risk for both hypertension and renal failure and have four times the number of ESRD cases as Caucasians. They also experience kidney failure at a younger age, with an onset at about age 56 compared to an onset at age 62 for Caucasians. African Americans also have a higher rate of diabetes than non-African Americans, another reason for their increased risk for kidney failures. Native Americans and Alaskan Natives are also at high risk for ESRD. There are about the same number of males and females with newly diagnosed ESRD.

In general, according to the National Institutes of Health, the risk for ESRD increases with age, and those who are over age 65 are at greatest risk for ESRD. The United States Renal Data Service (USRDS) of the National Institutes of Health tracks kidney failure statistics in the United States. According to the USRDS, in 1998, the rate of new cases for those under age 20 was just 13 per million, and the rate increased to 109 for those ages 20–44. A sharp upturn of five times that rate occurred in the 45–64 age group, when the rate is 545 per million people. The rate for those over 65 is about double, at 1,296 per million people. The mean age for individuals with ESRD was 62 years in 1998.

Signs and symptoms

Universal symptoms of ESRD are severe fatigue, fluid retention (edema), and elevated blood pressure readings. Other symptoms include a failure to eat (anorexia) and skin color changes such as a change to a yellow-brown skin color. Urea from perspiration may appear on the skin as whitish crystals, similar to frost. Pruritis (severe itching of the skin) is common. Patients may have muscle cramps and convulsions. Many have malnutrition from anorexia and vomiting. Gastric ulcers are common, as are cardiac symptoms stemming from the retention of sodium and water. Anemia (low levels of iron in the blood) is also common.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis is based on the results of a physical examination and laboratory blood and urine tests. A patient who has end stage renal disease looks very ill and has obvious fluid retention and clear indicators of severe disease. Anemia is common. Blood pressure is elevated, and even patients who did not have hypertension prior to the onset of ESRD will develop hypertension. Patients also usually have massive amounts of protein in the urine and high levels of serum creatinine. Urea levels are also raised.

Treatment and management

Once physicians diagnose end stage renal disease, they must make a plan for dialysis. In addition, patients may be placed on restricted fluids. Anemia is treated and transfusions are given if anemia is severe. ACE inhibitor drugs may be prescribed at low doses to treat cardiac symptoms. Diuretics may be prescribed to reduce fluid retention. Multivitamins may be recommended because of food restrictions.

All patients with kidney failure, despite the cause of the failure, must receive kidney dialysis or kidney transplantation. Eventually, those on dialysis will require transplantation of a kidney, either from a recently deceased person or a live donor. (Each person has two kidneys and can live normally with only one kidney.) About 13,000 kidney transplants are performed in the United States each year and about 47,000 people wait for a donated kidney per year.

There are two types of dialysis. The most common type of treatment is “hemodialysis,” a procedure that uses...
a machine called a dialyzer to clean and filter the blood, since the kidneys can no longer perform that function. A connection from the machine is made to the patient’s bloodstream and the blood travels through the dialyzer where it is cleaned for 2–4 hours. This procedure is generally performed three times a week. Patients must also change their diets to carefully limit the amount of salt, potassium, and fluids that are consumed, among other dietary restrictions that are given.

Peritoneal dialysis is another option for patients with kidney failure. In this procedure, the patient’s own abdominal lining (the peritoneal membrane) is used to help clean the blood. Rather than the patient’s own blood traveling to a machine, as with a dialyzer, a cleansing solution is transferred through a special tube (catheter) directly into the body. The catheter remains in the body. The number of treatments and time to perform the cleansing procedures vary.

**Prognosis**

Most patients will eventually need a transplanted kidney to continue to live. The survival rate for those on kidney dialysis after one year is about 80% and after two years, about 66%. However, the five year survival rate with dialysis is 29% and the 10 year survival rate is only 8%.

In contrast, the survival rate for those who receive a transplanted kidney from a deceased person is 94% after one year, 92% after two years, and 80% after five years. The 10 year survival rate with a cadaveric transplantation is 57%. The survival rates are higher when the kidney is from a live donor; for example, the survival rate after 5 years with a live-donor kidney is 89% and about 77% after 10 years.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**
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Christine Adamec

Renpenning syndrome

**Definition**

Renpenning syndrome is an inherited X-linked disorder that manifests itself in males. It is characterized by mental retardation, short stature, a smaller than normal head circumference (microcephaly), and small testes. The syndrome was first described by Hans Renpenning, in 1962, in a large Mennonite family living in Manitoba, Canada. The term “Renpenning syndrome” came to be used as a general designation for X-linked mental retardation. However, as the syndrome has been mapped to Xp11.2-p11.4, the term “Renpenning syndrome” should be limited to the condition that maps to this region and is characterized by severe mental retardation, microcephaly, short stature, and small testes. The prevalence is unknown.

**Description**

Renpenning syndrome is among the group of **genetic disorders** known as X-linked mental retardation (XLMR) syndromes. Developmental delay is present early with males learning to walk at age 2–3 years and able to say simple words at age 3–4 years. Although an affected male may appear physically normal, his head circumference and height will be at the lower limits of normal. After puberty, testes will be smaller than normal.
Diagnosis is very difficult especially if there is only one male with mental retardation in a family. The diagnosis is exclusively based on evidence of inheritance of the above clinical findings in an X-linked manner and localization to the short arm (Xp11.1-p11.4) of the X chromosome.

**Genetic profile**

Renpenning syndrome is caused by an alteration in an unknown gene located on the short arm (Xp11.2-p11.4) of the X chromosome. The altered gene in affected males is inherited, in most cases, from a carrier mother. Since males have only one X chromosome, a gene mutation on the X is fully expressed in males. Carrier females, with one normal X chromosome and one affected X chromosome, do not have any of the phenotype associated with Renpenning syndrome.

Female carriers have a 50/50 chance of transmitting the altered gene to a daughter or a son. A son inheriting the altered gene will have Renpenning syndrome. The affected son will likely not reproduce.

**Demographics**

Only males are affected with Renpenning syndrome. Carrier females do not express any of the signs or symptoms. Although Renpenning syndrome has been reported in a single Canadian family, it is believed to be present in all racial/ethnic groups.

**Signs and symptoms**

Manifestations of Renpenning syndrome may be present at birth. One male was reported to have global developmental delay at birth. All affected males had delay in reaching developmental milestones—walking by 18–24 months and having little or no speech by age three.

Affected males have a small head circumference (microcephaly), are of short stature, and have small testes. Facial features may include central balding, an upslant to the eye openings, and a short distance between the nose and the upper lip. Other clinical findings present in some of the affected males are blindness, seizures, and diabetes mellitus.

Mental impairment is severe with IQ ranging from 15 to 40.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of Renpenning can tentatively be made on the basis of the clinical findings, including an analysis of the family history for evidence of X-linked inheritance. Linkage or segregation analysis using DNA markers in Xp11.4-p11.2 would be warranted to possibly rule out other X-linked mental retardation syndromes. Unfortunately, there are no laboratory or radiographic changes that are specific for Renpenning syndrome.

Sutherland Haan X-linked mental retardation syndrome also has microcephaly, short stature, small testes, and upslanting of the eye openings. Furthermore, this syndrome is localized from Xp11.3 to Xq12, which overlaps with the localization of Renpenning syndrome. However, males with Sutherland Haan also have spasticity, brachycephaly (disproportionate shortness of the head), and a thin appearance. It is possible these two syndromes have different mutations in the same gene.

The Chudley-Lowry syndrome, which also has microcephaly, short stature, and small testes, has yet to be localized. However, males have distinct facial features, similar to those observed in XLMR-hypotonic facies, and obesity. As this syndrome has not been mapped, it is possible that Chudley-Lowry syndrome results from a mutation in the same unknown gene responsible for Renpenning syndrome.

Three other X-linked mental retardation syndromes (Borjeson-Forssman-Lehman, X-linked hereditary bullos dystrophy, and XLMR-hypotonic facies) have microcephaly, short stature, and small testes. However, these conditions are located in different regions on the X chromosome and can be ruled out if DNA marker analysis is done in the family.
Retinitis pigmentosa

Definition

Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) refers to a group of inherited disorders that slowly leads to blindness due to abnormalities of the photoreceptors (primarily the rods) in the retina.

Description

The retina lines the interior surface of the back of the eye. The retina is made up of several layers. One layer contains two types of photoreceptor cells referred to as the rods and cones. The cones are responsible for sharp, central vision and color vision and are primarily located in a small area of the retina called the fovea. The area surrounding the fovea contains the rods, which are necessary for peripheral vision and nightvision (scotopic vision). The number of rods increases in the periphery. The rod and cone photoreceptors convert light into electrical impulses and send the message to the brain via the optic nerve. Another layer of the retina, called the retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE), may also be affected.

In RP, the photoreceptors (primarily the rods) begin to deteriorate and lose their ability to function. Because the rods are primarily affected, it becomes harder to see in dim light, thus causing a loss of night vision. As the condition worsens, peripheral vision disappears, which results in tunnel vision. The ability to see color is eventually lost. In the late stages of the disease, there is only a small area of central vision remaining. Ultimately, this too is lost.

There are many forms of retinitis pigmentosa. Sometimes the disorder is classified by the age of onset or the inheritance pattern. RP can also accompany other conditions. This entry discusses “non-syndromic” RP, the type that is not associated with other organ or tissue dysfunction.

Genetic profile

Retinitis pigmentosa is an inherited disease that has many different modes of inheritance. RP, with any inheritance pattern, may be either familial (multiple family members affected) or isolated (only one affected person). In the non-sex-linked, or autosomal, form, it can either be a dominant or recessive trait. In the sex-linked form, called X-linked recessive, it is a recessive trait. This X-linked form is more severe than the autosomal forms. Two rare forms of RP are the digenic and mitochondrial forms.

Isolated RP cases represent 10–40% of all cases. Some of these cases may be the result of new gene mutations (changes in the genes). Other isolated cases are those in which the person has a relative with a mutation in the gene, but the relative is not affected by the condition.

Autosomal dominant RP (AdRP) occurs in about 15–25% of affected individuals. At least 12 different genes have been identified as causing AdRP. People with AdRP will usually have an affected parent. The risk for affected siblings or children is 50%.

Autosomal recessive RP (ArRP) occurs in about 5–20% of affected individuals. More than 16 genes have
been identified that cause this type of RP. In ArRP, each parent of the affected person is a carrier of an abnormal gene that causes RP. Neither of these carrier parents is affected. There is a two-thirds chance that an unaffected sibling is a carrier of RP. All of the children of an affected person would be a carrier of the ArRP gene.

Five to 15% of individuals with RP have X-linked recessive RP (XLRP). Six different genes have been identified as the cause of this type of RP. Usually in this type of inheritance, males are affected carriers, while females are unaffected carriers or have a milder form of the disease. The mother may be a carrier of the mutation on the X-chromosome. It is also possible that a new mutation can occur for the first time in an affected person. For families with one affected male, there is a mathematical formula called the Bayesean analysis that can be applied to the family history. It takes into account the number of unaffected males to determine whether a female is likely to be a carrier or not. If a mother is a carrier, her children have a 50% chance of inheriting the RP gene. For affected males, all of their daughters will be carriers but none of their sons will be affected.

The digenic form of RP occurs when the affected person has inherited one copy of an altered ROM1 gene from one parent and one copy of an altered peripherin/RDS gene from the other parent. The parents are asymptomatic. Mitochondrial inheritance occurs when the gene mutation is in a mitochondrial gene. People with this type of RP have progressive hearing loss and mild myopathy. Both of these types of RP are very rare.

Demographics
The prevalence of RP is approximately 1 out of every 4,000 people in the United States and Europe. For other parts of the world, there are no published data. Nor is there any known ethnic difference in the occurrence of RP.

Signs and symptoms
The first symptoms, a loss of night vision followed by a loss of peripheral vision, usually begin in early adolescence or young adulthood. Occasionally, the loss of the ability to see color occurs before the loss of peripheral vision. Another possible symptom is seeing twinkling lights or small flashes of lights.

Diagnosis
When a person complains of a loss of night vision, a doctor will examine the interior of the eye with an ophthalmoscope to determine if there are changes in the retina. For people with advanced RP, the condition is characterized by the presence of clumps of black pigment in the inner retina (intraretinal). However, the appearance of the retina is not enough for an RP diagnosis since there are other disorders that may give the retina a similar appearance. There are also other reasons someone may have night blindness. Consequently, certain electrodiagnostic tests must be performed. An electroretinogram (ERG) determines the functional status of the photoreceptors by exposing the retina to light. The ERG uses a contact lens in the eye, and the output is measured on a special instrument called an oscilloscope. The functional assessments of visual fields, visual acuity, or color vision may also be performed.

The diagnosis of RP can be established when the following criteria are met:
- rod dysfunction measured by dark adaptation test or ERG
- progressive loss in photoreceptor function
- loss of peripheral (side) vision
- both eyes affected (bilaterality)

Molecular genetic testing is available on a research basis. Prenatal diagnosis for this condition has not yet been achieved.

Treatment and management
There are no medications or surgery to treat RP. Some doctors believe vitamins A and E will slightly slow the progression of the disease in some people. However, large doses of certain vitamins may be toxic and affected individuals should speak to their doctors before taking supplements.
If a person with RP must be exposed to bright sunlight, some doctors recommend wearing dark sunglasses to reduce the effect on the retina. Affected people should talk to their eye doctors about the correct lenses to wear outdoors.

Because there is no cure for RP, the affected person should be monitored for visual function and counseled about low-vision aids (for example, field-expansion devices). Genetic counseling is also appropriate. A three-generation family history with attention to other relatives with possible RP can help to clarify the inheritance pattern. For some people however, the inheritance pattern cannot be discerned.

**Prognosis**

There is no known cure for RP, which will eventually lead to blindness. The more severe forms will lead to blindness sooner than milder forms.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**
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American Association of the Deaf-Blind. 814 Thayer Ave., Suite 302, Silver Spring, MD 20910. (301) 588-6545.
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**Retinoblastoma**

**Definition**

Retinoblastoma is a cancer affecting one or both eyes. It occurs mainly in children under the age of four. Its name is derived from the area of the eye that is affected, the retina. The retina is the part of the eye that captures the images of the outside world and transfers these images to the brain. If the eye is thought of as a camera, the retina can be thought of as the film in the camera.

**Description**

Retinoblastoma is the most common primary eye tumor of infancy and childhood, accounting for about one percent of all pediatric tumors. In about 75% of cases, retinoblastoma only affects one eye; when this occurs, it is referred to as unilateral retinoblastoma. In 25% of cases, it affects both eyes, and is referred to as bilateral retinoblastoma. Approximately 90% of children who present with retinoblastoma have no previous family history of the disease. However, in about 10% of cases, there is a definite family history of retinoblastoma.

Many of the early symptoms of retinoblastoma, such as intermittent pain of the eye, inflammation of the eye, and poor vision, are often overlooked. It is often a parent who notices the most visible sign of retinoblastoma, that being a whitish appearing pupil, known as leukocoria. If retinoblastoma is detected early enough, treatment such as surgery or radiation can result in a 95% cure and survival rate.

**Genetic profile**

The are two main types of retinoblastoma, called hereditary and nonhereditary. The vast majority of cases, approximately 90%, are nonhereditary, meaning that the children who develop retinoblastoma are the first ones in their family to have cancer of the eye. Ten percent of the cases are hereditary, meaning that someone in the immediate family, usually a parent, grandparent, aunt, uncle, brother or sister, also has the condition. In hereditary retinoblastoma, both eyes are usually affected. In nonhereditary retinoblastoma, usually only one eye is affected.

In 1986, after years of research, it was found that an abnormal gene on chromosome 13 is responsible for retinoblastoma. Part of chromosome 13 is responsible for normal growth and cellular division in the retina; in
retinoblastoma, this growth and division is uncontrolled, leading to cancer of one or both eyes.

In 40% of children who present with retinoblastoma, there will be an abnormality of chromosome 13 in every cell in that child’s body, including the affected eye(s). In 60% of the children who have retinoblastoma, the abnormal chromosome will only be found in the eye.

As stated earlier, retinoblastoma can occur spontaneously (nonhereditary) or be seen in families (hereditary). If neither parent had retinoblastoma, then the chances of having a child with retinoblastoma is approximately one in 20,000. However, parents with a child having the condition should have a detailed retinal exam to see if they perhaps had retinoblastoma and were not aware of it. One percent of the time, this exam will reveal that one of the parents had a limited form of retinoblastoma that was never diagnosed. In this case, a full 45% of the parent’s children will have the chance of developing retinoblastoma. In even rarer cases, the parent could have the gene for retinoblastoma without any evidence of the disease in their eyes. This is called a carrier state, and again, 45% of the parent’s children will have the chance of developing retinoblastoma. There are now genetic tests to determine if a parent is a carrier of the condition. However, the current test is only 80% accurate, and costs between $2,500.00 and $4,000.00.

In hereditary retinoblastoma, if a parent has bilateral (seen in both eyes) retinoblastoma and decides to have children, then with each pregnancy, there is a 45% chance his or her children will develop retinoblastoma. Many of these children will also have tumors spread from their retinas into their brains at the time of birth. Other children will not develop tumors until they are two to three years of age. Most children born to a parent with bilateral retinoblastoma will also have the condition in both eyes. Fifteen percent of these children will have retinoblastoma in only one eye.

There is also hereditary retinoblastoma in which the parent has unilateral (in one eye) retinoblastoma. In this case, 7–15% of the children of these parents will develop retinoblastoma. Like the children born to a parent with bilateral retinoblastoma, most of the children (approximately 85%) born to parents with unilateral retinoblastoma will have bilateral retinoblastoma.

### Demographics

Retinoblastoma is the most common type of eye cancer in children. It occurs in approximately one in 20,000 births, which means that each year about 200–300 children are affected in the United States. The incidence of retinoblastoma in other areas of the world is thought to be approximately the same. As more and more children survive this condition and grow into adulthood and have their own families, the frequency of the condition in the population will probably increase. Retinoblastoma affects children of all races and is seen equally in both boys and girls.

### Signs and symptoms

Since the successful management of retinoblastoma depends on detecting it early, the recognition of the signs and symptoms of the condition is critical. This is especially true for primary care physicians, who are often the first medical personnel to see infants or children with retinoblastoma.

There are many ways that retinoblastoma can present itself in infants and children. More than half of all patients with the condition will have a white pupil reflex, called leukocoria. In healthy infants and children, their pupils will appear black, or, when photographed, red. However, patients with retinoblastoma will often have a pupil that appears gray or white.

The second most common presenting sign of retinoblastoma, occurring about 25% of the time, is a crossed eye, a medical condition referred to as strabismus. The child’s eye may appear to be looking out towards the ear, called exotropia, or inward towards the nose, called esotropia. It should be noted that three to four percent of all American children present with some form of strabismus, but not all of these children have
retinoblastoma. However, since 25% of children with retinoblastoma have strabismus, any child with this condition should have a detailed eye exam to rule out retinoblastoma.

While leukocoria and strabismus are the two most common presenting signs of retinoblastoma, there are other ways the condition may present itself. Other symptoms may include a red, painful eye, poor vision, orbital cellulitis (inflammation of the skin and tissue around the eye), and amblyopia, or “lazy eye.” Heterochromia, which is different colored irises (the colored part in the center of the eye surrounding the pupil), may also be the first signs of retinoblastoma.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of retinoblastoma is frequently made by the parents of an infant or child with the condition. Often, the parents will tell the physician that they have noticed that their child’s eye looks “white,” or that the child’s eye or eyes seem to drift to one side or the other.

When a child is born into a family that has a history of retinoblastoma, diagnosis of the condition can often be made before the baby leaves the hospital by an eye specialist, or ophthalmologist. If there is no family history, and the initial diagnosis is made by the parents or family physician, then the child can be sent to an ophthalmologist for a more thorough eye exam.

To examine a child for retinoblastoma, dilating drops are placed in both eyes to dilate (enlarge) the pupils and allow the ophthalmologist to view the retina. If a tumor is seen or suspected, an ultrasound examination, which uses sound waves to penetrate and outline structures in the eye, is used to confirm the presence of a tumor. A specialized x ray, called a CAT scan, which uses computers to take very detailed pictures of the inside of the body, can be used to see if there are tumors in other parts of the body.

**Treatment and management**

Treatment options for retinoblastoma have significantly increased over the past twenty years. The earliest form of treatment for retinoblastoma was **enucleation**, the removal of the major portion of the affected eye. This led to total loss of vision in that eye. While enucleation is still used, especially when the tumor is very large, newer, more sophisticated treatments have emerged that offer the chance to save at least some vision in the affected eye.

Lasers can be used in a treatment known as photocoagulation. This treatment is best used when the tumor is small and confined to the retina. The laser is actually used to burn and destroy blood vessels that feed the tumor, rather than directly on the tumor itself. The treatment can be repeated one or two times, and in some studies complete remission of the retinoblastoma was achieved in 70% of patients.

Another modality that works well with tumors that are confined to the retina is cryotherapy. It may be used as either the primary mode of treatment or in conjunction with other treatment modalities. Like photocoagulation, cryotherapy has its highest success rates with smaller tumors. Unlike photocoagulation, cryotherapy uses extreme cold to destroy the tumor itself.
Thermotherapy uses heat generated from ultrasound or microwaves to destroy the retinoblastoma tumor. While thermotherapy works well on its own with small tumors, it is even more effective when used with chemotherapy or radiation therapy, which are thought to make the tumor more susceptible to the heat generated by thermotherapy.

The use of conventional external beam radiation is still used for retinoblastoma, especially for tumors that are larger and have spread outside the retina. While radiation is applied directly to the tumor, with careful application the eye itself can be saved from destruction in about 75% of patients. In 35% of patients who receive external beam radiation, there is an increased risk for a retinoblastoma tumor to develop in the other eye within a 30-year time frame. Therefore, external beam radiation is generally only used when other conservative measures, such as cryotherapy or photocoagulation fail or cannot be used due to large tumor size.

Probably the most significant advancement in the treatment and management of retinoblastoma has come about in the use of chemotherapy. While in the past chemotherapy was only used to treat patients whose tumors had spread outside the eye, newer chemotherapy agents such as carboplatin and etoposide, along with older agents such as vincristine, are being used to treat tumors that are confined to the eye with significant success. Using these chemotherapeutic agents, it has been shown that tumors typically decrease in size 30–45%. This then allows more conservative and eye-sparing therapy such as cryotherapy and photocoagulation to be used much more effectively.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for the vast majority of patients with retinoblastoma is excellent. In the United States, over 95% of children with retinoblastoma survive and lead healthy, productive lives.

Children who have unilateral retinoblastoma have at least one normal eye and can lead normal childhood lives, and even drive cars as they get older. The majority of children with bilateral retinoblastoma retain some vision in one eye, and sometimes both eyes. However, all children affected with bilateral retinoblastoma and 15% of children with familial unilateral retinoblastoma have a higher risk of developing other cancers throughout their lives. Therefore, children in these categories need to have regular medical checkups throughout their lives to watch for any signs of secondary cancers in areas such as bone, muscle, skin, and brain.
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Retinoic acid embryopathy see Accutane embryopathy

Rett syndrome

Definition

Rett syndrome is a progressive neurological disorder seen almost exclusively in females. The most common symptoms include decreased speech, mental retardation, severe lack of coordination, small head size, and unusual hand movements.

Description

Dr. Andreas Rett first reported females with the symptoms of Rett syndrome in 1966. Females with this X-linked dominant genetic condition are healthy and of average size at birth. During infancy, head growth is abnormally slow and microcephaly (small head size) develops. Babies with Rett syndrome initially have normal development. At approximately one year of age, development slows and eventually stops. Patients with Rett syndrome develop autistic features. Involuntary hand movements are a classic feature of Rett syndrome.

Females with Rett syndrome may also develop seizures, curvature of the spine (scoliosis), irregular breathing patterns, swallowing problems, constipation, and difficulties walking. Some females with Rett syndrome are unable to walk. There is currently no cure for Rett syndrome. Most girls with Rett syndrome live until adulthood. The gene responsible for Rett syndrome has been identified and genetic testing is available.

Genetic profile

Rett syndrome is an X-linked condition. This means that the mutation (genetic change) responsible for Rett syndrome affects a gene located on the X chromosome. The affected gene is the methyl CpG-binding protein 2 (MECP2) gene. This gene makes a protein that regulates other genes. When there is a mutation in MECP2, the protein it makes does not work properly. This is thought to prevent normal neuron (nerve cell) development.

Rett syndrome is considered to be X-linked dominant in nature. Males have one X chromosome and one Y chromosome. Females have two X chromosomes. Males with a mutation in their MECP2 gene typically die as infants or are miscarried before birth. Rett syndrome is usually considered fatal in males because the Y chromosome cannot compensate for the MECP2 mutation on the X chromosome. Females with a mutation in the MECP2 gene develop Rett syndrome, but the presence of the second X chromosome in females carrying a normal MECP2 gene enables them to survive.

The severity of the syndrome in females is related to the type of mutation in the MECP2 gene and the activity of the X chromosomes. Normally, both X chromosomes have the same activity. However, the activity can be unequal. If the X chromosome with the mutation in the MECP2 gene is more active than the X chromosome without the mutation, the female is more severely affected.

KEY TERMS

Apraxia—Impairment of the ability to make purposeful movements, but not paralysis or loss of sensation.

Ataxia—A deficiency of muscular coordination, especially when voluntary movements are attempted, such as grasping or walking.

Autism—A syndrome characterized by a lack of responsiveness to other people or outside stimulus. Often in conjunction with a severe impairment of verbal and non-verbal communication skills.

Microcephaly—An abnormally small head.

Mutation—A permanent change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual, or manifest as disease, and can be transmitted to offspring.

Neuron—The fundamental nerve cell that conducts impulses across the cell membrane.

Scoliosis—An abnormal, side-to-side curvature of the spine.

Spasticity—Increased muscle tone, or stiffness, which leads to uncontrolled, awkward movements.
affected. The reverse is also true. If the X chromosome without the mutation is more active than the X chromosome with the mutation, the female is less severely affected.

If a woman has a mutation in her MECP2 gene, she has a 50% risk with any pregnancy to pass on her X chromosome with the mutation. However, it is uncommon for women with Rett syndrome to have children due to the severity of the disorder.

Demographics

The incidence of Rett syndrome is thought to be between 1 in 10,000 and 1 in 20,000 live births. It is seen almost exclusively in females. The vast majority of cases of Rett syndrome are sporadic in nature. Therefore, the risk of a family having more than one affected daughter is typically very low.

Signs and symptoms

Infants with Rett syndrome typically have normal size at birth. They develop normally until approximately 6–18 months of age. Development then slows, eventually stops, and soon regresses. Affected individuals are unable to do things they were once able to do. Girls with Rett syndrome lose the ability to speak, become uninterested in interacting with others, and stop voluntarily using their hands. The loss of language and eye contact causes girls with Rett syndrome to appear to be autistic. Between one and three years of age, girls with Rett syndrome develop the unusual hand movements that are associated with the disease. Patients wring their hands, clap their hands, and put their hands in their mouth involuntarily. Some patients with Rett syndrome also lose the ability to walk. If the ability to walk is maintained, the gait is very ataxic (uncoordinated, clumsy).

By preschool age the developmental deterioration of girls with Rett syndrome stops, but they continue to have lack of speech, inability to understand language, poor eye contact, mental retardation, ataxia, and apraxia (inability to make purposeful movements). Other common symptoms associated with Rett syndrome include seizures, constipation, irregular breathing, scoliosis, swallowing problems, teeth grinding, sleep disturbances, and poor circulation. As patients with Rett syndrome get older, their ability to move decreases and spasticity (rigidity of muscles) increases.

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of Rett syndrome is made when the majority of the symptoms associated with the disease are present. If a physician suspects an individual has Rett syndrome, DNA testing is recommended. Approximately 75% of patients with Rett syndrome have a mutation in the MECP2 gene. DNA testing can be performed on a blood sample, or other types of tissue from the body. If a mutation is found in the MECP2 gene, the diagnosis of Rett syndrome is confirmed.

Treatment and management

As of 2001, there is not a cure for Rett syndrome. Treatment of patients with Rett syndrome focuses on the symptoms present. Treatment may include medications that inhibit seizures, reduce spasticity, and prevent sleep disturbances. Nutrition is monitored in females with Rett syndrome due to their small stature and the constipation associated with the disorder.

Prognosis

In the absence of severe medical problems, most patients with Rett syndrome live into adulthood.
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Rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctata

Definition

Rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctata is a rare, severe, inherited disease. The main features are limb shortening, bone and cartilage abnormalities visible on x-ray, abnormal facial appearance, severe mental retardation, profound psychomotor retardation, and cataracts. Skeletal abnormalities can be seen prenatally. Most affected persons die in infancy. No treatments are available.

Description

Rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctata (RCDP) is caused by an abnormal protein in a part of the cell called the peroxisome. The inside of the cell contains compartments (called “organelles”) that perform specific functions. The peroxisome functions in many metabolic processes, especially those involving lipids (fats) and hydrogen peroxide. Multiple peroxisomes are in almost every human cell. RCDP is one of many peroxisomal disorders, as well as a metabolic disorder.

Three other conditions are also called “chondrodysplasia punctata.” These conditions are different from RCDP. They have almost the same name because it describes a feature that is present in all four conditions. However, the causes, features, and patterns of inheritance of the other chondrodysplasia punctata conditions are different from those of RCDP.

Genetic profile

Rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctata is an autosomal recessive condition. This means that it occurs in both males and females, and often affects people who have no family history of the condition. Humans have two copies of every gene, one maternally and one paternally inherited. Autosomal recessive conditions occur when a person has two abnormal copies of the same gene. People who have one abnormal copy and one normal copy of a particular gene are unaffected; they are called “carriers.” An affected person has inherited two abnormal RCDP genes, one from each carrier parent. The risk for the carrier parents to have another affected child is then 25% with each pregnancy.

In 1997, the gene that causes RCDP was identified. The gene is called PEX7 and it is on chromosome 6. Fifteen genes involved in the synthesis of peroxisomes have been identified in humans. These genes are called PEX genes, and the proteins they code for are called peroxins. Disorders caused by abnormalities of peroxin proteins are often called “peroxisomal biogenesis” disorders. The PEX7 gene codes for a peroxisomal component that helps transport other important proteins into the peroxisome. The proteins to be transported contain a signal, called “PTS2” (peroxisome targeting sequence 2) that is recognized by the receptor on the peroxisome. When PEX7 is abnormal, the receptor that usually recognizes and helps transport the PTS2 proteins is abnormal. Thus, the abnormality of this one receptor has a cascade effect on many other proteins.

Demographics

Rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctata is quite rare. It occurs in fewer than 1/100,000 births. The incidence of peroxisomal biogenesis disorders is approximately 1/50,000 births; RCDP accounts for fewer than one fifth of these.

Signs and symptoms

“Rhizomelic” refers to shortening of the bones near the center of the body (the bones of the thighs and upper arms more so than the bones of the forearms and lower legs). “Chondro” refers to cartilage and “dysplasia” to abnormal development. “Punctata” refers to specific abnormalities seen on radiological studies such as x-ray. The ends of the bones near joints appear to be spotted. The spots represent dense, abnormal cartilage. The spots are also called “punctate calcifications.” Other abnormalities include frozen joints (called contractures), abnormal facial features, cataracts, hearing loss, severe mental retardation, and profound psychomotor retardation. People with RCDP may also have other bone abnormalities, small heads, coarse and sparse hair, and dry, red skin.

The proximal shortening of the bones causes short stature, which is apparent before birth. Growth after birth is retarded as well. The rhizomelic shortening is severe, and occurs to the same degree on both sides of the body. The stippling (spotting) of the bones mainly involves the ends of the bones near the hip, knee, elbow, and shoulder. “Severe” mental retardation describes cognitive deficits worse than those of typical Down syndrome. Some researchers have described degeneration of brain tissue after birth. Researchers are not sure of the reason for this; it may be due to toxic effects of excess phytanic acid. Cataracts are symmetrical and occur in both eyes. The abnormal facial features have been called “koala bear facies.” Facial features include a broad forehead and a saddle nose.

A subset of people with RCDP do not have some of the typical symptoms, such as shortening of proximal bones and/or severe mental retardation. The diagnosis in these individuals was confirmed to be RCDP. Therefore, the spectrum of features in RCDP is variable;
some people are much more mildly affected than is typical. These differences in severity appear to be associated with different mutations in the PEX7 gene.

Diagnosis

Although suspicion of RCDP is raised by the physical and radiographic features, the diagnosis is made by laboratory testing. People with RCDP have very specific biochemical abnormalities, i.e. abnormal levels of particular substances in bodily fluids. These abnormalities are due to the underlying defect in the peroxisome. The specific abnormalities are: 1) deficient plasmalogen synthesis with very low plasmalogen levels in red blood cells, 2) inability to process (oxidize) phytanic acid leading to elevated levels of phytanic acid in the blood, and 3) an unprocessed form of peroxisomal thiolase. Phytanic acid levels are normal at birth and increase to at least ten times normal by one year of age. Some experts recommend that confirmatory studies be performed on cells obtained by skin biopsy.

The biochemical studies diagnostic of RCDP can be performed prenatally on cells obtained by chorionic vil-

KEY TERMS

Anticoagulant—Drugs used to prevent blood clots.
Cell—The smallest living units of the body which group together to form tissues and help the body perform specific functions.
Differentiate—Specialized development to perform a particular function.
Gene—A building block of inheritance, which contains the instructions for the production of a particular protein, and is made up of a molecular sequence found on a section of DNA. Each gene is found on a precise location on a chromosome.
Metabolism—The total combination of all of the chemical processes that occur within cells and tissues of a living body.
Plasmalogens—Fat molecules that are important components of cells and of the myelin sheath that protects nerve cells.
Protein—Important building blocks of the body, composed of amino acids, involved in the formation of body structures and controlling the basic functions of the human body.
Psychomotor—Movement produced by action of the mind or will.

The only treatments for RCDP are supportive therapies to treat symptoms. People with RCDP, especially those who are less severely affected, benefit from symptomatic support of various specialties such as ophthalmology and physical therapy. Dietary restrictions or supplements have shown promise in the treatment of some peroxisomal disorders. The enormous obstacle in the severe conditions is that many of the abnormalities develop before birth and are irreversible. The multiple biochemical abnormalities of RCDP also complicate treatment efforts. Some researchers have tried to improve the function of the deficient metabolic process. This treatment, if it works, will probably benefit mildly affected patients more than the typically severely affected person with RCDP.

The underlying cause of the severe mental retardation is not well understood. Some abnormalities of nerve tissue have been described. In many peroxisomal disor-
Rhodopsin

Definition

Rhodopsin is the visual pigment that “senses” light in the rod cells of the retina.

Where is rhodopsin?

Rhodopsin is found at the back of the eye, in the retina. The retina is the area of the eye that senses light, interprets that information, and transmits it to the brain for further interpretation. Two types of light-sensing cells are found in the retina: rods and cones. In a simplified explanation, rod cells are responsible for black and white vision, whereas cone cells are responsible for color vision. This is true as far as it goes, but there are many more differences between rods and cones.

In rod cells, rhodopsin is responsible for phototransduction, the process of turning light into chemical and electrical energy. Rhodopsin is responsible for phototransduction in rod cells, but not in cone cells. Three different proteins, similar to rhodopsin, govern phototransduction in the cone cells. Each of these three phototransducers responds to a different color of light, which allows persons with normal color vision to see the entire color spectrum.

In order to understand more of the structure, function, and location of rhodopsin, a discussion of cells and cell membranes is necessary. Every human cell has a cell membrane that separates the environment inside the cell (intracellular environment) from the extracellular (outside the cell) environment. Cell membranes are made up of lipids, which are hydrophobic substances. Hydrophobic literally means “fear of water.” Oil is an example of a hydrophobic substance. If oil is added to water, the oil will separate itself from the water. Basically, the lipids in the cell membrane form a similar water-excluding ball, but the inside of the ball will contain water (and other intracellular fluids). Each rhodopsin molecule crosses the cell membrane seven times, and each area of the protein in the cell membrane is called a transmembrane domain. These transmembrane domains (which are hydrophobic) dictate an interesting structure for rhodopsin. Imagine folding a hose seven times to hold it in your hand. The structure for rhodopsin is at least that complex. One reason to mention that rhodopsin has the seven transmembrane domains is because that structure is common to G proteins, and rhodopsin is a G protein. G proteins are generally involved in a biological cascade. A biological cascade is a system where a small initial input (like a brief flash of light) can result in a rather large output.
How does rhodopsin turn light into a chemical signal?

Rhodopsin is a combination of two different molecules, retinal and opsin. Retinal is a derivative of vitamin A, and opsin is a protein. When rhodopsin is not activated, retinal is in the 11-cis configuration. When light hits 11-cis retinal, it changes its shape to become all-trans retinal. This is the only light-sensitive step in vision (in the rod cells). What the configurations are called, and what those names mean is not as important as the fact that this light-dependent change in conformation results in light being converted into chemical energy.

Once retinal reaches the all-trans conformation, opsin also changes its shape. The new opsin-retinal complex is called metarhodopsin II. Metarhodopsin II is a semistable complex that is the active form of rhodopsin. Metarhodopsin II, unlike the inactive rhodopsin, is able to bind a protein called transducin. Each metarhodopsin II can bind to many transducins (literally hundreds). These transducins then cause a decrease in cGMP concentration, and one transducin molecule can cause the breakdown of more than 1,000 cGMP per second. One can clearly see why the G protein cascades are excellent systems for amplifying a signal.

Mutations in rhodopsin

Mutations in rhodopsin can result in two different disorders—retinitis pigmentosa and congenital stationary night blindness. Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) affects about one in 3,000 persons living in the United States, and about 1.5 million persons worldwide. Many mutations, not just mutations of the rhodopsin gene, lead to RP. The disorder may be inherited in an X-linked recessive fashion in 8% of all cases, an autosomal dominant fashion in 19% of cases, or as an autosomal recessive disorder in 19% of all cases. In the rest of the cases (54%), the mutations do not follow classical genetic patterns of inheritance. Mutations in rhodopsin have been found to cause approximately 20% of the autosomal dominant form of RP. The rhodopsin gene is located at the 3q locus of chromosome 3.

Patients with retinitis pigmentosa exhibit symptoms that include night blindness, abnormal pigment accumulation in the retina, and a progressive decrease in the visual fields. The patient’s vision decreases from the outermost edges in. The age of onset of the disorder may be as young as six months, but most patients experience the first symptoms between ages 10 and 30. In RP, the patient’s rod cells usually degenerate first, followed by a loss of cone cells.

Symptoms may often present after a motor vehicle accident. Not only is the age of onset variable, but the severity of the disease is as well. Patients with the same mutation, even within the same family, exhibit differing severities of the disorder. Mutations in rhodopsin may also cause autosomal recessive cases of RP.

Congenital stationary night blindness (CSNB) is another disorder that can be caused by mutations in the rhodopsin gene. Patients with CSNB, as may be deduced from the name, experience night blindness. However, unlike RP, patients with CSNB do not experience degeneration (death) of cells of the retina (rod and cone cells). Patients with CSNB are thought to have an overactive transducin molecule, which prevents their rods from functioning normally. A mutation in transducin, which also causes CSNB, supports this theory, since this transducin is also thought to be overly active.

Treatment

As of 2001, no effective treatment for RP exists. However, new treatments are being explored for RP. Experiments in rats have shown that rod cells can be affected by gene therapy. Although gene therapy has not been successfully demonstrated as of this printing, at least the hope now exists that eventually gene therapy may be applied to the problem of RP. Previously, addition of a new gene into a non-dividing cell line had been thought to be technically insurmountable. Another experiment in rodents offers hope for those who have autosomal recessive RP. In rats with autosomal recessive RP, retinal pigment transplantation has successfully treated them according to Columbia University’s Retinal Transplant newsletter. This technique might prove promising in humans.

Prognosis

The prognosis for persons with RP is extremely variable. Persons with CSNB will experience night blindness throughout their lives.
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Rieger syndrome

Definition

Rieger syndrome is a rare disorder characterized by absence and/or malformation of certain teeth, mild craniofacial (relating to the head and the face) abnormalities, and various eye abnormalities. The eye abnormalities, referred to as Rieger eye malformations, may be present separately or as a part of Rieger syndrome.

Description

First characterized by Herwigh Rieger, an Austrian ophthalmologist in 1935, Rieger syndrome is a dominantly inherited disease. Disease expression is highly variable, including craniofacial, ocular, and dental malformations. Symptoms may also include myotonic dystrophy (a condition characterized by delay in the ability to relax muscles), umbilical abnormalities (abnormalities relating to where the umbilical cord attaches to a baby), and other defects. Psychomotor retardation, a slowing of the motor action directly proceeding from mental activity, occurs in some cases.

Rieger syndrome is also sometimes referred to as goniodysgenesis hypodontia, iridogoniodysgenesis with somatic anomalies, or RGS. It is a multiple congenital anomaly syndrome, a syndrome marked by multiple abnormalities at birth. Currently, there are two genetic types of Rieger syndrome identified. Type I results from a mutation on chromosome 4 and Type II on chromosome 13.

Genetic profile

Rieger syndrome is inherited as an autosomal dominant disease. In autosomal dominant inheritance, a single abnormal gene on one of the autosomal chromosomes (one of the first 22 non-sex chromosomes) from either parent can cause the disease. One of the parents will have the disease (since it is dominant) and is the carrier. Only one parent needs to be a carrier in order for the child to inherit the disease. A child who has one parent with the disease has a 50% chance of also having the disease.

There is evidence that there is more than one genetic form of Rieger syndrome. The disease gene responsible for Rieger syndrome Type I is caused by mutations in the RIEG1 gene, which is located on the long arm (q) of chromosome 4 (4q25-Q26).

Linkage studies have indicated that a second type of Rieger syndrome, Type II, maps to the long arm of chromosome 13, at 13q14 (gene RIEG2).

Demographics

Rieger syndrome is very rare. Little is known in regard to the number of affected individuals or whether certain areas or ethnic groups are at a greater risk. Since the disease appears to be inherited in an autosomal dominant manner, meaning that it is transmitted on one of the non-sex chromosomes, males and females have an equal chance of acquiring the abnormal gene from their parents.

Signs and symptoms

The symptoms of Rieger syndrome are expressed variably. The main symptoms of Rieger syndrome are:

• Ocular malformations, called Rieger eye malformations, include underdeveloped iris, a small cornea (microcornea), an opaque ring around the outer edge of the cornea, adhesions (abnormal union of surfaces normally separate) in the front of the eye, and/or displacement of the pupil of the eye so that it is not centered.

• Dental abnormalities include a congenital condition causing a fewer number of teeth than normal (hypodontia); a condition in which a single tooth, pairs of teeth, or all the teeth are smaller than normal (microdontia), and/or cone-shaped.

• Craniofacial abnormalities include a protruding lower lip, a broad, flat bridge of the nose, and/or underdeveloped bones of the upper jaw (hypoplasia) causing the face to have a flat appearance.

Other conditions that have been found in some patients with Rieger syndrome are:

• Anal stenosis (a small anal opening).
• Failure of the skin around the navel to decrease in size after birth.
• Protrusion of intestine through a weakness in the abdominal wall around the navel (umbilical hernia).
• Glaucoma (increased pressure within the eyeball) may result from the ocular malformations associated with Rieger syndrome, including defects in the angle of the eye that is created by the iris and cornea (trabeculum),
The vein at the corner of the eye that drains the water in the eye into the bloodstream (Schlemm), and the associated adhesions. Glaucoma can result in damage to the optic disk and gradual loss of vision, causing blindness in approximately 50% of affected individuals.

Additional conditions have sometimes occurred in conjunction with Rieger syndrome. Whether they are separate entities in which the Rieger eye malformations are present or part of Rieger syndrome is not determined. These conditions are:

- **Myotonia** (a condition in which the muscles do not relax after contracting).
- **Myotonic dystrophy** (a chronic progressive disease causing muscles to atrophy, slurred speech, failing vision, droopy eyelids, and general muscle weakness).
- **Conductive deafness** (hearing loss in which sound does not travel well to the inner ear).
- **Less than average intellectual function associated with problems in learning and social behavior.**

**Diagnosis**

This disorder can be detected soon after birth if the eye defects are visible. When the eye defects are not visible during the first month of life, Rieger syndrome is usually detected in early childhood when the eye and dental defects become apparent.

Molecular **genetic testing** for the RIEG1 and RIEG2 genes is not generally available. But since the molecular structure of the genes has been identified, the possibility now exists for DNA-based testing for diagnosis and **genetic counseling**.

**Genetic counseling**

Genetic counseling may be beneficial for patients and their families. Only one parent needs to be a carrier in order for the child to inherit the disease. A child has a 50% chance of having the disease if one parent is diagnosed with the disease and a 75% chance of having the disease if both parents have Rieger syndrome.

**Prenatal testing**

For couples known to be at risk for having a baby with Rieger syndrome, testing may be available to assist in prenatal diagnosis. Prior testing of family members is usually necessary for prenatal testing.

Either chorionic villus sampling (CVS) or **amniocentesis** may be performed for prenatal testing. CVS is a procedure to obtain a small sample of placental tissue, called chorionic villi tissue, for testing. Examination of fetal tissue can reveal information about the defects that leads Rieger syndrome. Chorionic villus sampling can be performed at 10–12 weeks gestation.

Amniocentesis is a procedure that involves inserting a thin needle into the uterus and the amniotic sac, and withdrawing a small amount of amniotic fluid. **DNA** can be extracted from the fetal cells contained in the amniotic fluid and tested. Amniocentesis is performed at 16–18 weeks gestation.

Tissue showing the **gene mutation** for Rieger syndrome Type I or II obtained from CVS or in amniotic fluid is diagnostic.

**Related disorders**

A number of disorders are similar to Rieger syndrome. Comparisons may be useful for a differential diagnosis. These related disorders include:

- **Cat-eye syndrome**, a rare disorder marked by a cleft along the eyeball affecting the iris, the membrane that

---

**KEY TERMS**

- **Cornea**—The transparent structure of the eye over the lens that is continuous with the sclera in forming the outermost, protective, layer of the eye.
- **Craniofacial**—Relating to or involving both the head and the face.
- **Hypoplasia**—Incomplete or underdevelopment of a tissue or organ.
- **Iris**—The colored part of the eye, containing pigment and muscle cells that contract and dilate the pupil.
- **Microcornea**—Abnormal smallness of the cornea.
- **Microdontia**—Small teeth.
- **Myotonia**—The inability to normally relax a muscle after contracting or tightening it.
- **Myotonic dystrophy**—A form of muscular dystrophy, also known as Steinert’s condition, characterized by delay in the ability to relax muscles after forceful contraction, wasting of muscles, as well as other abnormalities.
- **Ocular**—A broad term that refers to structure and function of the eye.
- **Oligodontia**—The absence of one or more teeth.
- **Psychomotor**—Movement produced by action of the mind or will.
- **Stenosis**—The constricting or narrowing of an opening or passageway.
covers the white of the eyeball (choroid), and/or the retina and causing a vertical pupil; abnormalities such as small polyps or pits near the front of the outer ear; and absence of the opening, duct, or canal of the anus. Other symptoms may include mild mental deficiency and heart defects.

- Ectodermal dysplasias, a group of hereditary syndromes affecting the skin, its derivatives, and some other organs. Symptoms include predisposition to respiratory infection, eczema, poorly functioning sweat glands, abnormal hair and nails, and difficulties with the nasal passages and ear canals.

- Eye, anterior segment dysgenesis, a rare congenital disorder resulting in abnormal tissue development of the outer eye segment. In less severe cases, the back of the outer surface of the cornea is nontransparent (embryotoxin). Symptoms include ocular abnormalities and malformations of the teeth, abdominal wall, skeleton, and heart.

It is generally thought that Axenfeld anomaly, marked by defects limited to the outer part of the field of vision of the eye, should not be considered a separate entity of Rieger syndrome.

Treatment and management

A physician familiar with the range of problems seen in individuals with Rieger syndrome is important for appropriate health supervision. Treatment should include assistance finding support resources for the family and the individual with Rieger syndrome.

Treatment of Rieger syndrome is focused on treating the symptoms expressed. Depending on what they are, these treatments may include:

- Drug therapy for glaucoma, usually a topical beta blocker in the form of eye drops. Laser surgery may be performed on those patients in whom the pressure in the eye is not relieved by medications.

- Prostheses (false teeth) or other orthodontic interventions for dental malformations.

- Other surgical management of congenital anomalies includes repair of an umbilical hernia that does not close by itself and plastic surgery for craniofacial abnormalities.

Prognosis

Prognosis depends upon the severity of the disease. Eye defects may lead to severely impaired vision or blindness. Rieger syndrome does not generally lead to a shortened life span.
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Riley-Day syndrome see Familial dysautonomia
RNA (Ribonucleic acid)

Ribonucleic acid (RNA) conveys genetic information and catalyzes important biochemical reactions. Similar, but not identical, to a single strand of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), in some lower organisms, RNA replaces DNA as the genetic material. As with DNA, RNA follows specific base pairing rules, except that in RNA the base uracil replaces the base thymine (i.e., instead of an adenine-thymine or A-T pairing, there is an adenine-uracil or A-U pairing). Accordingly, when RNA acts as a carrier of genetic information, uracil replaces thymine in the genetic code.

In humans, messenger RNA (mRNA) is the product of transcription and acts to convey genetic information from the nucleus to the protein assembly complex at the ribosome. The ribosome is composed of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and other proteins. Transfer RNAs (tRNA) act to catalyze the translation process by acting as carriers of specific amino acids. Because tRNAs bind to specific sites on the strand of mRNA, the sequence of amino acids subsequently inserted into the synthesized protein is both specific and genetically determined by the nucleotide sequence in DNA from which the mRNA strand was originally transcribed.

Other forms of RNA perform important roles in other biochemical reactions. Regardless of function, RNA is a biopolymer made up of ribonucleotide units and is present in all living cells and some viruses. The chemical units of RNA are ribonucleotide monomers consisting of a ribose sugar (C₅H₁₀O₅) phosphorylated at the third carbon (C₃) and linked to one of four bases through a type of chemical linkage formed between a sugar and a base by a condensation reaction (glycosidic bond). The four bases found in RNA are adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and uracil (U). Other bases may also be found, although they are generally modified versions of these four (e.g., methylated bases are found in parts of tRNA).

The single nucleotides (monomers) of RNA form a linear chain by linking their phosphate groups and sugars in phosphodiester bonds. RNA does not form a double stranded alpha-helix as does DNA. In some parts of the RNA molecule, there is folding into alpha-helical-like regions. Corresponding to their unique functions, messenger RNA (mRNA), ribosomal RNA (rRNA), and transfer RNA (tRNA) all have different three-dimensional structures. In higher eukaryotic organisms, different RNAs are found distributed throughout the cell—in the nucleus, cytoplasm, and also in cytoplasmic organelles such as mitochondria and, in plants, chloroplasts.

The function of mRNA is to transcribe the information held in DNA. In the cells of eukaryotic organisms, the first transcriptional product is the long, heterogeneous nuclear RNA, or hnRNA. This contains both the nucleotide sequences eventually transcribed into polypeptides and large tracts of sequences not translated. Non-translated sequences are termed introns (or intervening sequences). Removal of introns, and other untranslated portions of the molecule, edits hnRNA into mRNA molecules. After editing removes as much as 90% of hnRNA, the resulting mRNA molecules are transported into the cytoplasm.

rRNA is located within ribosomes, the sites of protein biosynthesis. Ribosomes are large ellipsoid cytoplasmic organelles consisting of RNA and protein.

tRNA, the smallest known functional RNA, is essential for protein biosynthesis. Its purpose is to transfer a specific amino acid from the cytoplasm and incorporate it into the growing polypeptide chain on the polysome. Different tRNAs contain between 70 and 85 nucleotides. The most characteristic feature of tRNA is that it contains the anticodon, a sequence of three nucleotides specific for the mRNA codon sequence. There is at least one tRNA per cell bearing the anticodon for each of the 20 amino acids. The aminoacyl-tRNA (the tRNA carrying the amino acid) binds to the large subunit of a ribosome, where antiparallel basepairing occurs between the anti-
codon of the tRNA and the complementary codon of the associated mRNA. The specificity of this base pairing ensures that the amino acid inserts into the correct position in the growing protein polypeptide chain. During translation, the deacylated tRNA (i.e., with its amino acid removed) is released from the ribosome and becomes available once again for recharging with its amino acid.

DNA-dependent RNA synthesis is the process of RNA synthesis on a template of DNA. According to the rules of base pairing, the base sequence of DNA determines the synthesis of a complementary base sequence in RNA. Assisted (catalyzed) by the enzyme RNA polymerase, the growing RNA chain releases from the template so that the process can start again, even before the previous molecule is complete. Termination codons and a termination factor known as rho-factor end the synthesis process. In certain viruses, RNA-dependent RNA synthesis occurs, with the viral RNA acting as a template for the synthesis of new RNA.

Judyth Sassoon, ARCS, PhD

Roberts SC phocomelia

Definition

Roberts SC phocomelia is a rare genetic condition that causes severe abnormalities in arm and leg bones. Other abnormalities, such as mental retardation, may also be present.

Description

Roberts SC phocomelia was first described in the year 1919. In the past, Roberts SC phocomelia syndrome was described as two separate syndromes: Roberts syndrome, and SC or pseudo-thalidomide syndrome. More recent examination, however, indicated that they are the same disorder. The term "pseudo-thalidomide” was originally used to describe individuals with limb shortening, as the medication thalidomide is known to cause limb abnormalities in the babies of women taking it during pregnancy.

Phocomelia is a condition in which the hands and feet are present, but the arms and legs are absent. The hands and feet are attached directly to the body. Usually there is greater shortening in the arms than in the legs. People with Roberts SC phocomelia syndrome have varying degrees of hypomelia, which means that the limbs are not fully developed. Some are born without the upper bones of the arms or the legs. This is referred to as tetraphocomelia. Some people, though, have a less severe form of limb shortening.

In addition to the limb abnormalities, 80% of individuals with the syndrome have a small head (microcephaly). In addition, most people with the syndrome have some degree of mental retardation. Most also have facial problems affecting the development of the upper lip (cleft lip) and incomplete development of the palate (the roof of the mouth).

Genetic profile

Roberts SC phocomelia is inherited in an autosomal recessive fashion. This is a pattern in which the child receives one nonfunctioning (abnormal) gene from each parent. When a woman and man who both carry one abnormal gene for Roberts SC phocomelia have children, there is a 25% chance that they will each pass along the gene for the syndrome. People who are termed “carriers” are not affected by the disorder, as they have only one copy of the gene that causes Roberts SC phocomelia. The chances are 50% that they will have a child who is also a carrier of the disorder. The chances are 25% that they will have a baby who is neither a carrier nor affected with Roberts SC phocomelia.

The specific gene that causes the syndrome is not yet known, and there is no direct genetic test to identify a potential carrier of the disease.

In many of the individuals who have been diagnosed with Roberts SC phocomelia, a unique feature may be observed on some of their chromosomes. The exact association of this unusual observation with the syndrome is not yet understood.

Demographics

The exact number of people with the syndrome is not known, as some infants who die before or shortly after birth are never diagnosed or are diagnosed incorrectly. The syndrome affects males and females equally. There is no specific country or region of the world where the disorder is more common.

Signs and symptoms

In the bones of the lower arm (radius and ulna), limb shortening or absence of limbs is evident in approximately 97% of people with the syndrome. The upper arm (humerus) is affected 77% of the time. A missing or shortened thighbone (femur) occurs in about 65% of affected individuals. The bones in the lower leg (tibia and fibula) are shortened or absent in 77% of those with the disorder.
It is often very hard to flex or bend the knees, ankles, wrists, and/or elbows. While the feet and hands are almost always present, there may be fewer than normal fingers and toes, or shortened fingers. Sometimes the fingers are fused together (syndactyly).

People with the syndrome are smaller than other babies the same age, both before and after birth. Babies with Roberts SC phocomelia syndrome may have thin hair that is often described as silvery in color. In addition, most people with Roberts SC phocomelia syndrome are born with a cleft lip (a failure of the upper lip to close completely) and cleft palate (an opening in the roof of the mouth). Other abnormalities that may occur include a small and underdeveloped chin, a short neck, heart and kidney problems, prominent and widely spaced eyes, and unusually shaped ears.

Diagnosis

This disorder has been diagnosed during pregnancy at 12 weeks, through a test called an ultrasound evaluation. In these incidences, developmental problems with the growth and formation of both the arms and legs were noted. Sometimes the syndrome cannot be diagnosed by ultrasound until later in the pregnancy, when the limb shortening or absence becomes more obvious, and sometimes it cannot be diagnosed by ultrasound at all. Other abnormalities that might be seen by ultrasound include cleft lip, increased distance between the eye sockets, and extra fluid in some of the structures of the brain (hydrocephalus). Excess amniotic fluid levels, kidney problems, and an opening in the spine (spina bifida) have also been found. However, an exact diagnosis of the syndrome cannot be made by ultrasound evaluation alone.

Checking for the unusual chromosome feature is done through amniocentesis, a procedure that collects the developing fetus’s cells for evaluation. But this test is not typically recommended, because not all affected individuals have this chromosome finding. In addition, the chromosome is not always evident in the cells from the amniotic fluid.

As of 2001 there was no accurate prenatal test to diagnose the syndrome during pregnancy.

After a baby is born with characteristics of Roberts SC phocomelia syndrome, a diagnosis can be made through a complete physical examination. In addition, analysis of the baby’s chromosomes may also be useful. The chromosomes can be analyzed through a blood or tissue sample.

Treatment and management

At this time there is no treatment available for individuals with Roberts SC phocomelia syndrome. The shortness or absence of limbs makes it difficult for any type of limb-lengthening therapies to be useful in most instances.

Prognosis

The majority of severely affected individuals will die in the womb, or during or shortly after birth. Those who survive will have very obvious growth deficiency as well as mental retardation. Babies who are not as severely affected, with less dramatic limb shortening and no facial cleft, have a better overall prognosis.
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Checking for the unusual chromosome feature is done through amniocentesis, a procedure that collects the developing fetus’s cells for evaluation. But this test is not typically recommended, because not all affected individuals have this chromosome finding. In addition, the chromosome is not always evident in the cells from the amniotic fluid.
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Robinow syndrome

Definition

Robinow syndrome encompasses two different hereditary disorders, both rare, with a similar pattern of physical abnormalities. Typical features of these conditions include mild to moderate short stature, distinctive facial features, skeletal abnormalities, and abnormal development of the genitalia.

Description

A family that included several individuals with a characteristic pattern of facial features, accompanied by short stature (dwarfism), skeletal abnormalities, and underdevelopment (hypoplasia) of the external genitalia (sex organs) was first described in 1969 by Dr. Meinhard Robinow. He named the condition “Fetal face syndrome,” because the facial features are similar to those of a normal fetus. Only later was Dr. Robinow’s name used to identify the syndrome. Other names for the condition include Robinow dwarfism, as well as “acral dysostosis with facial and genital abnormalities.”

Skeletal abnormalities of varying types and severity occur in every case of Robinow syndrome. Most people with the condition have abnormal development of specific bones of the arms and legs resulting in some degree of short stature. Spinal abnormalities are also common. Most females are fertile, but only a few males with the condition have had children.

Genetic profile

Chromosomes are the microscopic structures inside cells that carry the genes. Each cell of the body contains 46 chromosomes in 23 pairs. The exceptions are sperm and eggs, which normally carry 23 chromosomes—one of each pair. The first 22 pairs of chromosomes in humans are known as the autosomes. An inherited condition is autosomal if the abnormal gene that causes it resides on one of the first 22 pairs of chromosomes.

Several years after Dr. Robinow’s first report, it became clear that some families affected by Robinow syndrome have an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance, while in other families the syndrome is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait. As of 2000, the reason for this genetic discrepancy was unknown.

Dominant inheritance means that an error in only one gene of a pair is enough to produce symptoms of the disorder. In other words, the abnormally functioning gene of the pair is dominant over the normal gene. A person who carries the gene for autosomal dominant Robinow syndrome has a 50% chance of passing it on to each of his or her offspring.

In autosomal recessive inheritance, a person must have errors in both copies of a gene pair in order to be affected. Someone who carries just one copy of the disease gene has another normally functioning gene of that pair to compensate for it. Therefore, a carrier of a single recessive gene typically shows no symptoms of the disorder. If two people who both carry the gene for recessive Robinow syndrome conceive a pregnancy, there is a 25% chance that they will each contribute the Robinow syndrome gene and have an affected child.
Mutations in the ROR2 gene are responsible for recessive Robinow syndrome. As of 2000, the exact function of the protein encoded by the ROR2 gene had not been determined, and the gene responsible for dominant Robinow syndrome had not been located.

Demographics

Both the dominant and recessive forms of Robinow syndrome are rare. Dominant Robinow syndrome does not appear to occur more frequently in any particular ethnic group. A significant proportion of recessive Robinow syndrome cases, however, have occurred in Czechoslovakia, Turkey, and the Middle East. In addition, some children with recessive Robinow syndrome have parents who are genetically related (consanguineous), such as first cousins. Parental consanguinity is sometimes seen in rare, autosomal recessive conditions, since people who are genetically related are more likely to carry the same recessive gene(s).

Signs and symptoms

The signs and symptoms of Robinow syndrome can be grouped into those that involve the face, those that affect the skeleton, and those affecting the genitalia. There is a good deal of overlap of symptoms between the dominant and recessive forms. In general, however, people with recessive Robinow syndrome tend to be more severely affected.

The facial features of Robinow syndrome include a flat nasal bridge, slightly upturned nose, triangular-shaped mouth, protruding forehead (frontal bossing), wide space between the eyes (hypertelorism), wide eye openings, low-set ears, long philtrum (groove from nose to upper lip), small lower jaw (micrognathia), excessive growth of the gums, and crowding of teeth.

People with Robinow syndrome have what is known as *acromesomelic brachymelia*. Acromesomelic refers to bones at the end (acro) and in the middle (meso) of the limbs. Brachymelia is the medical term for short limbs. Thus, short limbs in Robinow syndrome are due to shortened bones in the hands, feet, lower arms, and lower legs. Dominant Robinow syndrome is associated with normal height to borderline short stature, while recessive Robinow syndrome always results in short stature. Abnormalities of the spine often involve misshapen or fused vertebrae (so-called segmentation defects), as well as *scoliosis*. Vertebral abnormalities are more frequent and more pronounced in the recessive form of Robinow syndrome. Ribs may be fused together or abnormally shaped, and this may lead to pectus excavatum (sunken breastbone).

Males with Robinow syndrome typically have a hypoplastic penis, and may have undescended testicles.
(cryptorchidism). Females can have a small clitoris and hypoplastic labia. A dysfunctional sex-steroid response-and-feedback mechanism may be partly to blame for some of the signs of Robinow syndrome, particularly the genital anomalies.

Physical anomalies found less frequently in Robinow syndrome include heart defects, kidney abnormalities, cleft lip/palate, and hearing loss. Most individuals with Robinow syndrome have normal intelligence, but a few have mild mental retardation.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of Robinow syndrome is made by physical examination. Several other genetic syndromes have some of the same physical signs as Robinow syndrome, which can make arriving at the correct diagnosis more difficult. However, the pattern of skeletal abnormalities in Robinow syndrome has a distinct appearance when seen on x rays, which may help in confirming the diagnosis. Testing of the ROR2 gene is theoretically possible for recessive Robinow syndrome, but would only be offered on a research basis, if at all. As of 2000, there were no laboratory tests available to aid in the diagnosis of dominant Robinow syndrome.

**Treatment and management**

There is no cure for either type of Robinow syndrome. Future research may help to determine if some type of hormone therapy can be used to treat the short stature and/or hypoplastic genitalia. Otherwise, no specific protocol is recommended for managing children and adults with either form of the condition. An orthopedic surgeon might be needed to address any problems that arise related to skeletal abnormalities, especially in the spine. Special educational intervention would be indicated for anyone with learning disabilities or mental retardation.

People with pronounced physical signs of the condition (short stature and facial features) may have difficulties with their self-image. Males with a hypoplastic penis can present a special problem. In those cases, added psychological and social support is particularly important. Genetic counseling should be offered to individuals/families affected by Robinow syndrome to help them understand the condition, its inheritance, and any testing (including prenatal) that might be available.

**Prognosis**

Any one person with Robinow syndrome may have a good prognosis, depending on how well they cope with their particular symptoms. A child with recessive Robinow syndrome is more likely to have long-term difficulties than a child with the dominant form of the condition, but no blanket statements can be made. Overall, life span should not be significantly decreased in most cases of Robinow syndrome, since the majority of affected individuals do not have life-threatening complications.
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the lenses of the eyes (juvenile cataracts), short stature, malformations of the face and head, teeth, nails, and bone, and other physical abnormalities. In rare cases, mental retardation may be present.

The syndrome was first described in 1868 by August von Rothmund, a German ophthalmologist, and in both 1923 and 1936 by Matthew S. Thomson, a British dermatologist. Both independently noted a familial disorder with cataracts, saddle nose, and skin degeneration. It is believed that Thomson’s finding was the same disease that was seen long before by Rothmund. Other names for Rothmund-Thomson syndrome include poikiloderma congenita and poikiloderma atrophicans with cataract.

Genetic profile

Rothmund-Thomson is attributed to a mutation in a gene located on chromosome 8. Mutations in the gene RecQL4 (chromosomal locus 8q24), also called the Rothmund-Thomson gene, have been identified in four patients with Rothmund-Thomson syndrome.

Rothmund-Thomson syndrome is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait. This means that both parents have one copy of the Rothmund-Thomson gene but do not have the disease. Each of their children has a 25% chance of not having the gene, a 50% chance of having one Rothmund-Thomson gene (and, like the parents, being unaffected), and a 25% risk of having both Rothmund-Thomson genes and the disease.

Demographics

There is no specific population group that is at greater risk for this disorder, although it is more common in women (2:1). Evidence of Rothmund-Thomson syndrome has been found to occur in all races and many nationalities. The majority of affected people are from full-term pregnancies. As of the year 2001, a total of approximately 250 cases have been reported in English-speaking medical literature. The number of carriers for Rothmund-Thomson syndrome is unknown.

Signs and symptoms

The major characteristics of Rothmund-Thomson syndrome are skin abnormalities, short stature, juvenile cataracts, small hands, and delayed activities of the ovaries in females or testes in males. Symptoms vary from individual to individual.

Skin abnormalities usually appear in infancy, between three and six months of age. Skin changes begin as red inflamed patches, occasionally with blistering, on the cheeks along with swelling and then spread to other areas of the face, the arms and legs, and buttocks. Skin inflammation eventually subsides and a condition develops known as poikiloderma, characterized by abnormal widening (dilation) of groups of small blood vessels (telangiectasia), skin tissue degradation (atrophy), and patchy areas of abnormally decreased and/or unusually increased brown pigmentation (depigmentation and hyperpigmentation), giving the skin a mottled appearance. Skin that is exposed to the sun usually shows greater abnormalities. Sun sensitivity typically continues throughout the affected person’s life. Those with extreme sun sensitivity can develop thickening of the skin (keratosis) of the face, hands, and feet, or cancerous skin changes later in life. Affected individuals are at increased risk of developing skin cancers (basal cell carcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma) and bone cancer (osteosarcoma).

KEY TERMS

Alopecia—Loss of hair or baldness.
Atrophic dermatosis—Wasting away of the skin.
Depigmentation—Loss of pigment or skin color.
Dysplastic—The abnormal growth or development of a tissue or organ.
Edema—Extreme amount of watery fluid that causes swelling of the affected tissue.
Frontal bossing—A term used to describe a rounded forehead with a receded hairline.
Hyperpigmentation—An abnormal condition characterized by an excess of melanin in localized areas of the skin, which produces areas that are much darker than the surrounding unaffected skin.
Hypogonadism—Small testes in men and scarce or irregular menstruation for females.
Keratosis—A raised thickening of the outer horny layer of the skin.
Microdontia—Small teeth.
Poikiloderma—A condition characterized by skin atrophy, widening of the small blood vessels (telangiectasia), and pigment changes giving a mottled appearance.
Prognathism—A protruding lower jaw.
Saddle nose—A sunken nasal bridge.
Telangiectasia—An abnormal widening of groups of small blood vessels in the skin.
There are many other physical abnormalities that affect people with Rothmund-Thomson syndrome. Juvenile cataracts, the clouding of the lenses of the eyes, develop in almost half of the people with RTS between the ages of four and seven. Severe growth delays result in short stature throughout life. Skeletal abnormalities such as unusually small hands and feet are common. Less typical are stubby fingers and toes, underdeveloped (hypoplastic) or absent thumbs, and/or underdeveloped (hypoplastic) or missing forearm bones (ulna and radii). Hypogonadism, the deficient activity of the ovaries in females or testes in males, causes irregular menstruation in females, and delayed sexual development and reduced fertility in both males and females. Facial skeletal abnormalities include a triangular-shaped face with a prominent forehead (frontal bossing), a sunken nasal bridge (saddle nose), and a protruding lower jaw (prognathism). Scalp hair is usually thin and fine, although alopecia (balding) occasionally occurs in early childhood. Often the eyebrows and eyelashes are sparse or absent. Dental abnormalities include excessive cavities, unusually small teeth (microdontia), or delayed or failure of teeth to erupt. Dysplastic, or abnormally developed nails are also seen in many people with Rothmund-Thomson syndrome.

**Diagnosis**

A diagnosis of Rothmund-Thomson syndrome is made based on clinical examination. There are no laboratory diagnostic tests. Mutations of the RecQL4 gene have been found in a few individuals with RTS. However, as of the year 2001, genetic testing is still on a research basis and is not available for diagnostic purposes.

There are no published diagnostic criteria. Diagnosis is usually based on the presence of the characteristic poikilodermatous rash in childhood, along with one or more of the following features: small stature, sparse or absent hair, cataracts, and cancer.

**Treatment and management**

Essential management of Rothmund-Thomson syndrome includes avoiding sun exposure and diligently using sunscreen that has both UVA and UVB protection. An ophthalmologic evaluation for the detection and management of cataracts is recommended for affected people on an annual basis up to age 15. Surgical removal of significant cataracts may be necessary.

Because skin cancer is a risk, it is important to monitor the affected individual closely for lesions with unusual color or texture. They should also be watched carefully for any signs and symptoms of osteosarcoma, a cancerous bone tumor, including bone pain, swelling, or a growing lesion on the arms or legs.

Pulsed-dye laser therapy has been used to treat the widening of small blood vessels (telangiectases). Medications called retinoids can reduce the potential for skin cancer. Keratolytic drugs are used to cause thick skin to swell, soften, and then fall away.

**Prognosis**

Individuals with Rothmund-Thomson syndrome usually have a normal life span, although an increased risk for bone and skin cancer has been found. Most affected individuals will have normal intelligence, however learning disabilities and mental retardation have been reported in a small number of patients.
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Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome

Definition

Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome is a rare genetic disorder involving mental retardation, short stature, broad thumbs and great toes, and characteristic facial features. First described in 1963 by the American physicians Dr. Jack Rubinstein and Dr. Hooshang Taybi, over 550 cases have since been reported.

Description

The clinical picture of Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome (RSTS) is highly variable. The most prominent features include mental retardation, thumb and great toe abnormalities, and distinct facial characteristics.

Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome may also be referred to as broad-thumb-hallux syndrome or Rubinstein syndrome. The abbreviation for Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome is denoted “RSTS” or “RTS,” although “RSTS” is preferred so as not to be confused with other syndromes such as Rett syndrome and Rothmund-Thompson syndrome.

Genetic profile

A change in a particular gene, known as the CREB binding protein (CBP) gene, causes RSTS. This gene is located on chromosome 16. Its position is denoted as 16p13.3 where p represents the short arm of the chromosome and 13.3 indicates the exact location on the arm.

CBP codes for a protein known as the human cyclic AMP regulated enhancer binding protein (CREBBP). CREBBP has many functions within a cell. Its general role is to regulate multiple pathways and the work of other genes. It is thought that this multifunctional aspect of CREBBP is what causes the diffuse abnormalities observed in RSTS.

RSTS is thought to be autosomal dominant. Only one copy of the CBP gene must be changed or mutated for a person to have RSTS. Most cases of RSTS are sporadic. That is, the majority of affected individuals do not have a parent with RSTS, rather RSTS arose due to a new mutation in the CBP gene. Sporadic mutations in genes occur by chance. They are rare and there is nothing a person can do during a pregnancy to cause or prevent them.

Demographics

The incidence of RSTS has been estimated at between one in 125,000 and one in 300,000 live births. Males and females are affected equally. Cases of RSTS have been observed throughout the world. Although RSTS is thought to be a rare disease, more cases are being diagnosed each year. In part, this is thought to be due to physicians’ increasing awareness of the signs and symptoms involved in RSTS.

Signs and symptoms

RSTS is a genetic disorder involving primarily physical malformations and mental retardation.

Babies with RSTS may be born small compared to other newborns. They often have trouble feeding and may need to be assisted in this area. In conjunction with feeding problems, there may be respiratory (breathing) difficulties.

As the child matures, growth remains delayed, with short stature persistent throughout life. An average height of 60 in (153 cm) in males and 58 in (147 cm) in females and an average weight of 106 lb (48 kg) in males and 120 lb (55 kg) in females has been reported.

Developmental milestones are usually delayed. Although most children with RSTS learn to walk and talk, they tend to develop these skills much later than their peers. For example, the average age at which children with RSTS learn to walk is 30 months, compared to 12 months in unaffected children.

There are several unique physical characteristics associated with RSTS. Typical facial features include down-slanting eyes, beaked nose, and the fleshy septum of the nose extending beyond the nostrils. By two to three years of age, most affected children grow into what is considered the classic physical picture of RSTS. Because of their similar facial appearances, they may resemble other children with RSTS as much as or more than they resemble family members.

The most well known features of patients with RSTS are the broad thumbs and great toes (halluces). This finding may be observed at birth although some patients with RSTS have only broad thumbs, only broad toes, or neither.

Other findings that occur on a less frequent basis include malignant (cancerous) and benign (non-cancer-
Patients with Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome have very distinct facial characteristics such as down-sloping eyes, beaked nose, and the fleshy septum of the nose extending beyond the nostrils. (Greenwood Genetic Center)

ous) tumors, chronic ear infections, early onset of breast development in females, kidney abnormalities, high arched palate (roof of the mouth), malformed teeth (named talon cusps after their shape), heart defects, small head, and short upper lip with a pouting bottom lip.

Mental retardation of varying degrees is a constant in RSTS. Affected individuals may present mild to severe mental retardation. They have particular difficulty in expression through speech. Although affected individuals are usually able to understand what is spoken to them, they have a difficult time responding with spoken words. In general, it has been observed that many patients with RSTS do not progress beyond a first-grade level.

It has been noted that affected individuals tend to have happy, outgoing, and energetic personalities. They have been described as people who “know no strangers.” People with RSTS tend to smile often, although, due to their physical differences, this smile is sometimes described as a grimace.

Not every person with RSTS will have all of the aforementioned medical, physical, and social characteristics. Although people with RSTS have much in common, it is important to remember that each person is unique with his or her own qualities and challenges.

**Diagnosis**

Diagnosis is usually based on clinical findings. Laboratory techniques for definitive diagnosis by DNA analysis are available, but at this time are only able to identify approximately 25% of affected individuals. This is due to the considerable number of different changes within the same gene that all may lead to RSTS.

Prenatal diagnosis is available for RSTS; however, again, only approximately 25% of cases are picked up by current available techniques. Because the physical features associated with RSTS are difficult to distinguish prenatally, and the available DNA test does not identify most cases, the vast majority of individuals with RSTS are diagnosed after birth.

The age at which a person is diagnosed varies from patient to patient due to the range in severity of clinical findings. Those with a more mild presentation tend to be diagnosed later in life. Diagnosis may be more difficult in non-Caucasian persons due to the great majority of research and published data having been done on Caucasian patients.

Studies have been conducted in an effort to better identify individuals with RSTS. In 2000, the outcome of a study aimed at improving laboratory techniques for RSTS diagnosis was published. The data suggested that it soon may be possible to identify more affected individuals by DNA analysis both prenatally (before birth) and postnatally (after birth).

Misdiagnosis is sometimes made between RSTS and Saethre-Chotzen syndrome because of their similar clinical findings.

A correct diagnosis is important when providing a family with genetic counseling. A family with a child with RSTS can have many questions. Genetic counseling may be helpful in providing the family with some answers, including information about the risk of having another child with RSTS.

In general, a recurrence risk of 0.1% is given to couples that have had one child with RSTS. For individuals
with RSTS there is 50% chance of passing the condition on in each pregnancy.

**Treatment and management**

Treatment and management is aimed at encouraging and supporting cognitive development and alleviating medical symptoms. There is no cure for Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome.

Medical problems, such as ear and respiratory infections, are treated as they occur. Chronic ear infections may lead to hearing loss and it is therefore important to have this infection treated as quickly as possible.

Early intervention and occupational and physical therapy are encouraged along with behavioral management. It has been shown that children with mental retardation and developmental delay, due to any cause, benefit from these therapies. In particular, for children with RSTS, speech therapy and alternate forms of communication, such as sign language, have been found to be helpful. Alternative avenues of communication may help children with RSTS express their thoughts and feelings and reduce the frustration they may feel at not being understood verbally.

**Prognosis**

Prognosis is variable due to the wide range of presentations among affected individuals. Mental retardation and developmental delay may range from mild to severe, with a reported average IQ of 51 (the general population average IQ is 100). Medical problems also vary in number and severity.

Most individuals with RSTS will have a normal life span. As adults, affected individuals may live in group homes or supervised apartments. Many work in sheltered workshops or in supervised employment situations.

individuals with RSTS are capable of having children of their own. In a study of 502 individuals with RSTS, two had reproduced. In total they had three children, one affected with RSTS and two unaffected. It has also been the case that a very mildly affected woman was not diagnosed with RSTS until her child was born with the same disorder.
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ily history of RSS. However, case studies indicating all three modes of inheritance—autosomal recessive, autosomal dominant, and X-linked—have been reported.

RSS does not appear to affect any particular race or ethnic group in a greater frequency than others. It is also observed equally in males and females.

**Signs and symptoms**

There are six characteristics that define Russell-Silver syndrome: a triangular shaped face; down turned corners of the mouth; inwardly curved little fingers (clinodactyly); a combination of low birth weight (intrauterine growth retardation) and short birth length after a full term gestation; a long, narrow head (scaphocephaly); and a poor appetite that causes slow growth after birth. These characteristics are commonly observed in people affected with RSS.

Several other characteristics are found in most, but not all, RSS affected individuals. These include:

- low blood sugar (hypoglycemia) in infancy and early childhood
- unequal body and limb size from one side of the body to the other (body asymmetry)
- late closure of the soft spot in the front of the skull
- a broad forehead
- a small chin and jaw
- crowding of the teeth or abnormally small teeth caused by a smaller than normal jaw
- an abnormally thin upper lip
- fusion or webbing of the toes (syndactyly)
- the bones of a typical person of the same age (delayed bone age)

- developmental delays

In males affected with RSS, undescended testicles and a misplacement of the urethral opening (hypospadias) on the bottom of the penis rather than on the tip of the glans is often seen.

People affected with RSS may show other symptoms on a less uniform basis. These include:

- water on the brain
- a bluish coloration of the whites of the eyes
- a highly-arched palate
- an absence of certain teeth

**KEY TERMS**

**Body asymmetry**—Abnormal development of the body in which the trunk and/or the limbs are not of equal size from one side of the body to the other.

**Clinodactyly**—An abnormal inward curving of the fingers or toes.

**Delayed bone age**—An abnormal condition in which the apparent age of the bones, as seen in x rays, is less than the chronological age of the patient.

**Hypoglycemia**—An abnormally low glucose (blood sugar) concentration in the blood.

**Intrauterine growth retardation**—A form of growth retardation occurring in the womb that is not caused by premature birth or a shortened gestation time. Individuals affected with this condition are of lower than normal birth weight and lower than normal length after a complete gestation period.

**Precocious puberty**—An abnormal condition in which a person undergoes puberty at a very young age. This condition causes the growth spurt associated with puberty to occur before the systems of the body are ready, which causes these individuals to not attain normal adult heights.

**Russell syndrome**—An alternative term for Russell-Silver syndrome. Many doctors use this term to mean a Russell-Silver syndrome affected individual who does not have body asymmetry.

**Scaphocephaly**—An abnormally long and narrow skull.

**Silver syndrome**—An alternative term for Russell-Silver syndrome. Many doctors use this term to mean an individual with Russell-Silver syndrome who also has body asymmetry.

- frequent ear infections caused by fluid in the ear, which can lead to temporary hearing loss
- migraine headaches
- a curvature of the spine (scoliosis) or other problems with the spine, often caused by body asymmetry
- abnormalities of the kidneys
- an abnormally early onset of puberty (precocious puberty)
- irregularly colored spots on the skin (café-au-lait spots)
Russell-Silver syndrome

• high energy levels
• attention deficit disorder (ADD)
• fainting spells

Diagnosis

Diagnosis of RSS is generally accomplished by performing a genetic test on cells grown from a skin sample. This test must be performed prior to the fifth year of life and it is not always accurate.

A diagnosis of RSS is supported by examination of the affected individual’s growth curve and daily food intakes. In a child affected with RSS, these will fall well short of the mean for children of the same age.

Body measurements for asymmetry and x rays to determine the bone age versus the actual age of the patient are also useful. Additionally, a blood test indicating hypoglycemia may indicate RSS. When RSS is suspected in males, an examination of the genitals may reveal undescended testicles or a misplacement of the urethral opening.

Treatment and management

Treatment of RSS varies on a case-by-case basis depending on the symptoms of the affected individual.

Dietary changes to increase food intake are required by all people with RSS. Many patients with RSS also require a diet high in sugars to treat hypoglycemia. When the necessary food intake can not be accomplished by dietary changes, it may be necessary to treat patients with the antihistamine periactin, which also serves as an appetite stimulant. Some patients may also benefit from a feeding pump or gastrostomy. Gastrostomy is a surgical procedure in which a permanent opening is made directly in the stomach for the introduction of food.

In cases of severe growth retardation, certain people will require the administration of an artificial form of growth hormone (recombinant growth hormone) to stimulate growth, increase the rate of growth, and to increase their final adult height.

Ear tubes may be required to improve fluid drainage from the ears of some patients affected with RSS.

In cases of body asymmetry, limb lengthening surgeries may be recommended. Alternatively, shoe lifts may be all that is necessary for the attainment of a normal gait.

Depending on the severity of physical, emotional, and psychological symptoms, some affected individuals may benefit from physical and/or occupational therapy. If ADD or other developmental problems exist, individuals with RSS may require educational assistance, such as remedial reading. In cases where the jaw is extremely small, talking may be difficult. These patients may require speech therapy.

Precocious puberty is the entrance of a child into puberty prior to the age of eight or nine. This early onset of puberty is generally accompanied by a growth spurt prior to puberty. While entering puberty before one is emotionally ready is certainly a serious problem, it is the growth spurt prior to puberty that is of major medical significance and concern.

If this growth spurt occurs prior to puberty, it is generally not as robust as if it had occurred during puberty, which causes the individual undergoing this growth spurt to grow less than a person who undergoes this process during puberty. The result is that a person who undergoes precocious puberty will generally end up much shorter in adulthood than his or her peers.

There are three hormonal therapies available in the United States to treat precocious puberty. Histrelin (trade name: Supprelin) is administered by daily injection. Leuprolide acetate (trade name: Lupron) is available as a depot formulation every four weeks. A depot formulation places medication in a tiny pump that is attached to the patient’s body and releases the medication over time. Nafarelin acetate (trade name: Synarel) is administered as a nasal spray three times daily. Because of the age of people being treated, Lupron is most often the medication of choice because it is only administered once a month.

Some doctors have noticed that persons affected with RSS may have a slightly elevated chance of developing Wilms’s tumor, the most common form of kidney cancer. Most cases of this type of cancer occur before the age of eight, and this condition is extremely rare in adults. It is important that children with RSS be screened with ultrasound every three months until the age of eight to make sure they have not developed Wilms’s tumor. Wilms’s tumor is quite treatable via surgery, chemotherapy, and/or radiation.

Prognosis

With proper medical treatment to address their individual symptoms, people affected with RSS do not, in general, have a reduced quality of life relative to the remainder of the population. As these people age, the symptoms of RSS tend to become less noticeable: the triangular shape of the face tends to lessen, muscle tone and coordination improve, appetite improves, speech improves, and learning occurs. An affected adult is generally not less happy and/or healthy than any other person.
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Saethre-Chotzen Syndrome

Definition

Saethre-Chotzen syndrome is an inherited disorder that affects one in every 50,000 individuals. The syndrome is characterized by early and uneven fusion of the bones that make the skull (cranium). This affects the shape of the head and face, which may cause the two sides to appear unequal. The eyelids are droopy; the eyes widely spaced. The disorder is also associated with minor birth defects of the hands and feet. In addition, some individuals have mild mental retardation. Some individuals with Saethre-Chotzen syndrome may require some medical or surgical intervention.

Description

Saethre-Chotzen (say-thre chote-zen) syndrome belongs to a group of rare genetic disorders with craniosynostosis. Craniosynostosis means there is premature closure of the sutures (seams) between certain bones of the cranium. This causes the shape of the head to be tall, asymmetric, or otherwise altered in shape (acrocephaly). There is also webbing (syndactyly) of certain fingers and toes. Another name for Saethre-Chotzen syndrome is acrocephalosyndactyly type III. It is one of the more mild craniosynostosis syndromes.

The story of Saethre-Chotzen syndrome goes back to the early 1930s. It was then that a Norwegian psychiatrist, Haakon Saethre wrote about a mother and two daughters in the medical literature. Each had a low frontal hairline; long and uneven facial features; short fingers; and webbing of the second and third fingers, and second, third, and fourth toes. A year later in 1931, F. Chotzen, a German psychiatrist, reported a family with similar features. However, these individuals were also quite short and had additional features of mild mental retardation and hearing loss.

Genetic profile

Saethre-Chotzen is usually found in several generations of a family. It is an autosomal dominant disorder and can be inherited, and passed on, by men as well as women. Almost all genes come in pairs. One copy of each pair of genes is inherited from the father and the other copy of each pair of genes is inherited from the mother. Therefore, if a parent carries a gene mutation for Saethre-Chotzen, each of his or her children has a 50% chance of inheriting the gene mutation. Each child also has a 50% chance of inheriting the working copy of the gene, in which case they would not have Saethre-Chotzen syndrome.

The search for the gene for Saethre-Chotzen syndrome is an interesting story. The first clue as to the cause of the disorder came in 1986, with the identification of patients who had a chromosome deletion of the short arm of chromosome 7. Linkage studies in the early 1990s narrowed the region for this gene to a specific site, at 7p21. Then, in 1996, scientists at Johns Hopkins Children’s Center began to study a gene called TWIST as the candidate gene for Saethre-Chotzen syndrome. The TWIST gene was suspected because of earlier studies that showed how this gene works in the mouse.

The mouse TWIST gene normally works in forming the skeleton and muscle of the head, face, hands, and feet. Mice lacking both copies of the gene die before birth. Many have severe birth defects, including failure of the neural tube to close. They have an abnormal head and limb defects. However, mice with just one non-working copy of the TWIST gene did not die. Closer examination of these mice showed that they had only minor hand, foot and skull defects. The features were similar to those seen in Saethre-Chotzen syndrome.

It was also known that the mouse TWIST gene was located on chromosome 12 in mice, a location that corresponds to the short arm of chromosome 7 in humans. With this evidence, the researchers went on to map and isolate the human TWIST gene on human chromosome 7. They showed that this gene was in the same location.
that was missing in some individuals with Saethre-Chotzen. The TWIST gene is a small gene, containing only two exons (coding regions). Upon searching for alterations (mutations) in the TWIST gene, they found five different types of mutations in affected individuals. Since none of these mutations were found in unaffected individuals, this was proof positive that the TWIST gene was the cause of Saethre-Chotzen syndrome.

Scientists have also used animal models and the fruit fly Drosophila, to study the function of the TWIST gene. They have found that it takes two TWIST protein molecules to combine together, in order to function as a transcription factor for DNA. The normal function of the TWIST protein is to bind to the DNA helix at specific places. By doing so, it works to regulate which genes are activated or “turned on”. Most of the mutations identified in the TWIST gene so far seem to interfere with how the protein product binds to DNA. In effect, other genes that would normally be activated during development of the embryo may in fact not be turned on.

More recent studies suggest that the TWIST protein may induce the activation of genes in the fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR) pathway. Mutations in the FGFR family of genes cause other conditions with craniosynostosis such as Crouzon syndrome. Crouzon syndrome, like Saethre-Chotzen syndrome, is a mild craniosynostosis disorder. There is much overlap in the features of the face and hands in each condition. In fact, some patients initially thought to have Saethre-Chotzen were given a new diagnosis of Crouzon syndrome after studying both the TWIST and the FGFR genes for mutations.

In all, it is thought that the TWIST protein most likely acts to turn on the FGFR genes. These genes, in turn, instruct various cells of the head, face, and limb structures to grow and differentiate. If the TWIST gene or other genes of the FGFR pathway are altered, an individual will have one of the craniosynostosis syndromes.

**Demographics**

Saetre-Chotzen syndrome affects both males and females equally. It most likely occurs in every racial and ethnic group. Approximately one or two in every 50,000 individuals has Saetre-Chotzen syndrome, making it the most common of the craniosynostosis syndromes.

**Signs and symptoms**

The cranium is made up of three main sections. The three sections are the face, the base of the cranium, and the top and sides of the head. Most of the cranium assumes its permanent shape before birth. However, the bones that make up the top and side of the head are not fixed in place, and the seams between the bones (cranial sutures) remain open. This allows the top of the head to adjust in shape, as the unborn baby passes through the narrow birth canal during labor. After birth, the cranial sutures will close, most often within the first few years of life. The shape of the cranium is then complete.

In Saethre-Chotzen, the shape of the cranium is abnormally formed. The reason is that the coronal suture closes too early, sometimes even before birth. The coronal suture separates the two frontal bones (forehead) from the parietal bones (top of the head). If the early closure is unilateral or asymmetric, then the forehead and face will form unevenly, from one side to the other. This also forces the top of the head to become more pointed, almost tower-like. The forehead looks high and wide. The face will appear uneven on each side, especially in the area of the eyes and cheeks.

There is also less space for the normal features of the face to develop. For instance, the eye sockets are more

---

**KEY TERMS**

- **Acrocephaly**—An abnormal cone shape of the head.
- **Chromosome deletion**—A missing sequence of DNA or part of a chromosome.
- **Craniosynostosis**—Premature, delayed, or otherwise abnormal closure of the sutures of the skull.
- **Cranium**—The skeleton of the head, which include all of the bones of the head except the mandible.
- **Exon**—The expressed portion of a gene. The exons of genes are those portions that actually chemically code for the protein or polypeptide that the gene is responsible for producing.
- **Linkage**—The association between separate DNA sequences (genes) located on the same chromosome.
- **Syndactyly**—Webbing or fusion between the fingers or toes.
- **Transcription**—The process by which genetic information on a strand of DNA is used to synthesize a strand of complementary RNA.
- **Transcription factor**—A protein that works to activate the transcription of other genes.
shallow and the cheekbones are flat. This makes the eyes more prominent, and spaced further apart than normal. Adding to the unevenness of the face is drooping of the upper eyelids, and a slight down slant to the eyes. The nose may look beaked or bent slightly downward at the tip. In some individuals, the ears look small and low-set on the face.

The other main feature of the syndrome is minor abnormalities of the hands and feet. Webbing (syndactyly) commonly occurs between the second and third fingers and toes. The thumbs are short and flat. The fifth finger may be permanently curved or bent at the tip.

Each individual with Saetre-Chotzen is affected somewhat differently. The features are usually quite variable even within the same family. Most individuals are mildly affected. Their facial features may be somewhat flat and uneven, but not strikingly so. However, if more than one cranial suture closes too early (and this can happen in some individuals), there is more severe disfigurement to their face.

In addition to the physical characteristics, individuals with Saetre-Chotzen may have growth delays, leading to less than average adult height. Most individuals are of normal intelligence, although some may have mild to moderate mental retardation (IQ from 50-70). For the growth and mental delays, it becomes necessary to provide special assistance and anticipatory guidance.

**Diagnosis**

For many years, there was widespread discussion among physicians (geneticists) over whether a given patient would have either Saethre-Chotzen or Crouzon syndrome. There may even be confusion with other craniosynostosis syndromes or with isolated craniosynostosis. However, the availability of direct gene testing now allows for a more definitive diagnosis for these patients. Simply using a blood sample, a direct gene test for mutations in the TWIST gene can be done. If an individual also has mental retardation or other significant birth defects, it is suggested that they be screened more fully for deletions of the TWIST gene.

**Treatment and management**

Very often, the physical characteristics of Saethre-Chotzen are so mild that no surgical treatment is necessary. The facial appearance tends to improve as the child grows. However, sometimes surgery is needed to correct the early fusion of the cranial bones. A specialized craniofacial medical team, experienced with these types of patients, should do this surgery. Surgery may also be done to release the webbing of the fingers and toes.

Some of the more severely affected individuals with Saethre-Chotzen may experience problems with their vision. There may be less space in the eye socket due to the bone abnormalities of the face. This can lead to damage of the nerves of the eye and may require corrective surgery. The tear ducts of the eye can also be missing or abnormal. Reconstructive surgery is sometimes performed to correct the drooping of the eyelids or narrowing of the nasal passage.

**Prognosis**

Most individuals with Saethre-Chotzen syndrome appear to have a normal life span.
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Sanfilippo syndrome (MPS III) see **Mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS)**

Sarcoma-breast-leukemia-adrenal gland (SBLA) syndrome see **Li-Fraumeni syndrome**

SC syndrome see **Roberts SC phocomelia**

Scheie syndrome (MPS I) see **Mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS)**

Schilder disease see **Adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD)**

Schinzel acrocallosal syndrome see **Acrocallosal syndrome**
Schinzel-Giedion syndrome

Definition
Schinzel-Giedion syndrome, or Schinzel-Giedion Midface-Retraction syndrome is a rare malformation syndrome characterized by skeletal anomalies, a coarse face, urogenital defects, and severe mental retardation.

Description
In affected individuals, the ureter, or tube that carries urine from the kidney into the bladder, is obstructed causing the pelvis and kidney duct to become swollen with excess urine. This is called hydronephrosis. Other features of the syndrome include hypertrichosis or the excessive growth of hair, a flat midface, abnormal brain activity, skeletal abnormalities, and severe mental retardation.

Patients show abnormal bone maturation including broad and dense ribs and short arms and legs. Severely delayed mental and motor development is accompanied by seizures and spasticity.

Genetic profile
Some scientists have suggested that the syndrome is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait because they observed that the syndrome appeared in two sibs of different sex, which suggested autosomal-recessive inheritance. However, other researchers have hypothesized that Schinzel-Giedion syndrome may be a dominant disorder with gonadal mosaicism in one parent. Gonadal mosaicism can occur when either the testes or ovaries contain some cells with an extra chromosome. Scientists have also postulated that the syndrome may be caused by an unbalanced structural chromosome abnormality.

Demographics
Schinzel-Giedion syndrome is extremely rare and remains incompletely defined. About 25 to 30 well-documented cases have been reported beginning in 1978. The syndrome was originally observed in a brother, who lived less than 24 hours and a sister who survived for 16 months. Both displayed multiple skull abnormalities and profound midface retraction. They each had congenital heart defects, hydronephrosis, clubfoot, and hypertrichosis. Eight other cases, all sporadic, including two offspring of consanguineous parents were subsequently identified that year. Less than 30 cases are described in the medical literature detailing major and minor features of the syndrome. Only one case has been described in Japan. The other described cases have occurred in Western countries.

KEY TERMS

Hydronephrosis—Obstruction of the tube that carries urine from the kidney into the bladder causing the pelvis and kidney duct to become swollen with excess urine.

Signs and symptoms
Clinical signs include a flat midface, low set ears, a prominent forehead, skull abnormalities including large fontanels or openings, a short broad neck, genital malformations, congenital heart defects including atrial septal defect, clubfoot, and growth retardation.

Diagnosis
The detection of renal defects using prenatal ultrasound is one of the primary means of diagnosis. Clinical observation of coarse facial features, skeletal anomalies, and MRI studies aid diagnosis after birth. Serial cranial MRI studies that show a progressive neurodegenerative process affecting both gray and white matter typify Schinzel-Giedion syndrome. Clinical signs of abnormal cortical gray matter include seizures, dementia, and blindness in some cases. Abnormalities in the white matter can produce spasticity and hypereflexia.

Treatment and management
MRI studies indicate the syndrome is a progressive neurodegenerative process and patients have a limited life span. Nursing care and supportive measures are required to keep the patient comfortable.

Prognosis
Death prior to the second year of life represents the most common outcome.
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Schizophrenia

**Definition**

Schizophrenia is a psychotic disorder (or a group of disorders) marked by severely impaired thinking, emotions, and behaviors. Schizophrenic patients are typically unable to filter sensory stimuli and may have enhanced perceptions of sounds, colors, and other features of their environment. Most schizophrenics, if untreated, gradually withdraw from interactions with other people and lose their ability to take care of personal needs and grooming.

**Description**

The course of schizophrenia in adults can be divided into three phases or stages. In the acute phase, the patient has an overt loss of contact with reality (psychotic episode) that requires intervention and treatment. In the second or stabilization phase, the initial psychotic symptoms have been brought under control but the patient is at risk for relapse if treatment is interrupted. In the third or maintenance phase, the patient is relatively stable and can be kept indefinitely on antipsychotic medications. Even in the maintenance phase, however, relapses are not unusual and patients do not always return to full functioning.

The term schizophrenia comes from two Greek words that mean “split mind.” It was observed around 1908, by a Swiss doctor named Eugen Bleuler, to describe the splitting apart of mental functions that he regarded as the central characteristic of schizophrenia.

Recently, some psychotherapists have begun to use a classification of schizophrenia based on two main types. People with Type I, or positive schizophrenia, have a rapid (acute) onset of symptoms and tend to respond well to drugs. They also tend to suffer more from the “positive” symptoms, such as delusions and hallucinations. People with Type II, or negative schizophrenia, are usually described as poorly adjusted before their schizophrenia slowly overtakes them. They have predominantly “negative” symptoms, such as withdrawal from others and a slowing of mental and physical reactions (psychomotor retardation).

The fourth (1994) edition of the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV)* specifies five subtypes of schizophrenia.

**Paranoid**

The key feature of this subtype of schizophrenia is the combination of false beliefs (delusions) and hearing voices (auditory hallucinations), with more nearly normal emotions and cognitive functioning (cognitive functions include reasoning, judgment, and memory). The delusions of paranoid schizophrenics usually involve thoughts of being persecuted or harmed by others or exaggerated opinions of their own importance, but may also reflect feelings of jealousy or excessive religiosity. The delusions are typically organized into a coherent framework. Paranoid schizophrenics function at a higher level than other subtypes, but are at risk for suicidal or violent behavior under the influence of their delusions.

**Disorganized**

Disorganized schizophrenia (formerly called hebephrenic schizophrenia) is marked by disorganized speech, thinking, and behavior on the patient’s part, coupled with flat or inappropriate emotional responses to a situation (affect). The patient may act silly or withdraw socially to an extreme extent. Most patients in this category have weak personality structures prior to their initial acute psychotic episode.

**Catatonic**

Catatonic schizophrenia is characterized by disturbances of movement that may include rigidity, stupor, agitation, bizarre posturing, and repetitive imitations of the movements or speech of other people. These patients are at risk for malnutrition, exhaustion, or self-injury. This subtype is presently uncommon in Europe and the United States. Catatonia as a symptom is most commonly associated with mood disorders.

**Undifferentiated**

Patients in this category have the characteristic positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia but do not...
meet the specific criteria for the paranoid, disorganized,
or catatonic subtypes.

**Residual**

This category is used for patients who have had at least one acute schizophrenic episode but do not presently have strong positive psychotic symptoms, such as delusions and hallucinations. They may have negative symptoms, such as withdrawal from others, or mild forms of positive symptoms, which indicate that the disorder has not completely resolved.

**Genetic profile**

The risk of schizophrenia among first-degree biological relatives is ten times greater than that observed in the general population. Furthermore, the presence of the same disorder is higher in monozygotic twins (identical twins) than in dizygotic twins (nonidentical twins). The research concerning adoption studies and identical twins also supports the notion that environmental factors are important, because not all relatives who have the disorder express it. There are several chromosomes and loci (specific areas on chromosomes which contain mutated genes) that have been identified. Research is actively ongoing to elucidate the causes, types, and variations of these mutations.

**Demographics**

A number of studies indicate that about one percent of the world’s population is affected by schizophrenia, without regard to race, social class, level of education, or cultural influences (outcome may vary from culture to culture, depending on the familial support of the patient). Most patients are diagnosed in their late teens or early twenties, but the symptoms of schizophrenia can emerge at any age in the life cycle. The male/female ratio in adults is about 1.2:1. Male patients typically have their first acute episode in their early twenties, while female patients are usually closer to age 30 when they are recognized with active symptoms.

Schizophrenia is rarely diagnosed in preadolescent children, although patients as young as five or six have been reported. Childhood schizophrenia is at the upper end of the spectrum of severity and shows a greater gender disparity. It affects one or two children in every 10,000; the male/female ratio is 2:1.

**Signs and symptoms**

**Theories of causality**

One of the reasons for the ongoing difficulty in classifying schizophrenic disorders is incomplete understanding of their causes. As of 1998, it is thought that these disorders are the end result of a combination of genetic, neurobiological, and environmental causes. A leading neurobiological hypothesis looks at the connection between the disease and excessive levels of dopamine, a chemical that transmits signals in the brain (neurotransmitter). The genetic factor in schizophrenia has been underscored by recent findings that first-degree biological relatives of schizophrenics are ten times as likely to develop the disorder as are members of the general population.

Prior to recent findings of abnormalities in the brain structure of schizophrenic patients, several generations of psychotherapists advanced a number of psychoanalytic and sociological theories about the origins of schizophrenia. These theories ranged from hypotheses about the patient’s problems with anxiety or aggression to theories about stress reactions or interactions with disturbed parents. Psychosocial factors are now thought to influence the expression or severity of schizophrenia, rather than cause it directly.

Another hypothesis suggests that schizophrenia may be caused by a virus that attacks the hippocampus, a part of the brain that processes sense perceptions. Damage to the hippocampus would account for schizophrenic patients’ vulnerability to sensory overload. As of mid-1998, researchers were preparing to test antiviral medications on schizophrenics.

**Symptoms of schizophrenia**

Patients with a possible diagnosis of schizophrenia are evaluated on the basis of a set or constellation of symptoms; there is no single symptom that is unique to schizophrenia. In 1959, the German psychiatrist Kurt Schneider proposed a list of so-called first-rank symptoms, which he regarded as diagnostic of the disorder.

These symptoms include:

- delusions
- somatic hallucinations
- hearing voices commenting on the patient’s behavior
- thought insertion or thought withdrawal.

Somatic hallucinations refer to sensations or perceptions concerning body organs that have no known medical cause or reason, such as the notion that one’s brain is radioactive. Thought insertion and/or withdrawal refers to delusions that an outside force (for example, the FBI, the CIA, Martians, etc.) has the power to put thoughts into one’s mind or remove them.

**Positive symptoms**

The positive symptoms of schizophrenia are those that represent an excessive or distorted version of normal
functions. Positive symptoms include Schneider’s first-rank symptoms as well as disorganized thought processes (reflected mainly in speech) and disorganized or catatonlic behavior. Disorganized thought processes are marked by such characteristics as looseness of associations, in which the patient rambles from topic to topic in...
a disconnected way; tangentially, which means that the patient gives unrelated answers to questions; and “word salad,” in which the patient’s speech is so incoherent that it makes no grammatical or linguistic sense. Disorganized behavior means that the patient has difficulty with any type of purposeful or goal-oriented behavior, including personal self-care or preparing meals. Other forms of disorganized behavior may include dressing in odd or inappropriate ways, sexual self-stimulation in public, or agitated shouting or cursing.

Negative symptoms

The DSM-IV definition of schizophrenia includes three so-called negative symptoms. They are called negative because they represent the lack or absence of behaviors. The negative symptoms that are considered diagnostic of schizophrenia are a lack of emotional response (affective flattening), poverty of speech, and absence of volition or will. In general, the negative symptoms are more difficult for doctors to evaluate than the positive symptoms.

Diagnosis

A doctor must make a diagnosis of schizophrenia on the basis of a standardized list of outwardly observable symptoms, not on the basis of internal psychological processes. There are no specific laboratory tests that can be used to diagnose schizophrenia. Researchers have, however, discovered that patients with schizophrenia have certain abnormalities in the structure and functioning of the brain compared to normal test subjects. These discoveries have been made with the help of imaging techniques such as computed tomography scans (CT scans).

When a psychiatrist assesses a patient for schizophrenia, he or she will begin by excluding physical conditions that can cause abnormal thinking and some other behaviors associated with schizophrenia. These conditions include organic brain disorders (including traumatic injuries of the brain) temporal lobe epilepsy, Wilson disease, Huntington’s chorea, and encephalitis. The doctor will also need to rule out substance abuse disorders, especially amphetamine use.

After ruling out organic disorders, the clinician will consider other psychiatric conditions that may include psychotic symptoms or symptoms resembling psychosis. These disorders include mood disorders with psychotic features; delusional disorder; dissociative disorder not otherwise specified (DDNOS) or multiple personality disorder; schizotypal, schizoid, or paranoid personality disorders; and atypical reactive disorders. In the past, many individuals were incorrectly diagnosed as schizophrenic. Some patients who were diagnosed prior to the changes in categorization introduced by DSM-IV should have their diagnoses, and treatment, reevaluated. In children, the doctor must distinguish between psychotic symptoms and a vivid fantasy life, and also identify learning problems or disorders. After other conditions have been ruled out, the patient must meet a set of criteria specified by DSM-IV:

- **Characteristic symptoms.** The patient must have two (or more) of the following symptoms during a one-month period: delusions; hallucinations; disorganized speech; disorganized or catatonic behavior; negative symptoms.
- **Decline in social, interpersonal, or occupational functioning, including self-care.**
- **Duration.** The disturbed behavior must last for at least six months.
- **Diagnostic exclusions.** Mood disorders, substance abuse disorders, medical conditions, and developmental disorders have been ruled out.

Treatment and management

The treatment of schizophrenia depends in part on the patient’s stage or phase. Patients in the acute phase are hospitalized in most cases, to prevent harm to the patient or others and to begin treatment with antipsychotic medications. A patient having a first psychotic episode should be given a CT or MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) scan to rule out structural brain disease.

Antipsychotic medications

The primary form of treatment of schizophrenia is antipsychotic medication. Antipsychotic drugs help to control almost all the positive symptoms of the disorder. They have minimal effects on disorganized behavior and negative symptoms. Between 60-70% of schizophrenics will respond to antipsychotics. In the acute phase of the illness, patients are usually given medications by mouth or by intramuscular injection. After the patient has been stabilized, the antipsychotic drug may be given in a long-acting form called a depot dose. Depot medications last two to four weeks; they have the advantage of protecting the patient against the consequences of forgetting or skipping daily doses. In addition, some patients who do not respond to oral neuroleptics have better results with depot form. Patients whose long-term treatment includes depot medications are introduced to the depot form gradually during their stabilization period. Most people with schizophrenia are kept on antipsychotic medications indefinitely during the maintenance phase of their disorder to minimize the possibility of relapse.

As of 1998, the most frequently used antipsychotics fall into two classes: the older dopamine receptor antag-
onists, or DAs, and the newer serotonin dopamine antagonists, or SDAs. (Antagonists block the action of some other substance; for example, dopamine antagonists counteract the action of dopamine.) The exact mechanisms of action of these medications are not known, but it is thought that they lower the patient’s sensitivity to sensory stimuli and so indirectly improve the patient’s ability to interact with others.

**DOPAMINE RECEPTOR ANTAGONIST** The dopamine antagonists include the older antipsychotic (also called neuroleptic) drugs, such as haloperidol (Haldol), chlorpromazine (Thorazine), and fluphenazine (Prolixin). These drugs have two major drawbacks: it is often difficult to find the best dosage level for the individual patient, and a dosage level high enough to control psychotic symptoms frequently produces extrapyramidal side effects, or EPS. EPSs include parkinsonism, in which the patient cannot walk normally and usually develops a tremor; dystonia, or akathisia, or restless less. A type of long-term EPS is called tardive dyskinesia, which features slow, rhythmic, automatic movements. Schizophrenics with AIDS are especially vulnerable to developing EPS.

**SEROTONIN DOPAMINE ANTAGONISTS** The serotonin dopamine antagonists, also called atypical antipsychotics, are newer medications that include clozapine (Clozaril), risperidone (Risperdal), and olanzapine (Zyprexa). The SDAs have a better effect on the negative symptoms of schizophrenia than do the older drugs and are less likely to produce EPS than the older compounds. The newer drugs are significantly more expensive in the short term, although the SDAs may reduce long-term costs by reducing the need for hospitalization. They are also presently unavailable in injectable forms. The SDAs are commonly used to treat patients who respond poorly to the DAs. However, many psychotherapists now regard the use of these atypical antipsychotics as the treatment of first choice.

**Psychotherapy**

Most schizophrenics can benefit from psychotherapy once their acute symptoms have been brought under control by antipsychotic medication. Psychoanalytic approaches are not recommended. Behavior therapy, however, is often helpful in assisting patients to acquire skills for daily living and social interaction. It can be combined with occupational therapy to prepare the patient for eventual employment.

**Family therapy**

Family therapy is often recommended for the families of schizophrenic patients, to relieve the feelings of guilt that they often have as well as to help them understand the patient’s disorder. The family’s attitude and behaviors toward the patient are key factors in minimizing relapses (for example, by reducing stress in the patient’s life), and family therapy can often strengthen the family’s ability to cope with the stresses caused by the schizophrenic’s illness. Family therapy focused on communication skills and problem-solving strategies is particularly helpful. In addition to formal treatment, many families benefit from support groups and similar mutual help organizations for relatives of schizophrenics.

**Prognosis**

One important prognostic sign is the patient’s age at onset of psychotic symptoms. Patients with early onset of schizophrenia are more often male, have a lower level of functioning prior to onset, a higher rate of brain abnormalities, more noticeable negative symptoms, and worse outcomes. Patients with later onset are more likely to be female, with fewer brain abnormalities and thought impairment, and more hopeful prognoses.

The average course and outcome for schizophrenics are less favorable than those for most other mental disorders, although as many as 30% of patients diagnosed with schizophrenia recover completely and the majority experience some improvement. Two factors that influence outcomes are stressful life events and a hostile or emotionally intense family environment. Schizophrenics with a high number of stressful changes in their lives, or who have frequent contacts with critical or emotionally overinvolved family members, are more likely to relapse. Overall, the most important component of long-term care of schizophrenic patients is complying with their regimen of antipsychotic medications.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


“Psychiatric Disorders: Schizophrenic Disorders.” In *The Merck Manual of Diagnosis and Therapy*. Vol. I, edited by...
Schwartz-Jampel syndrome

Definition

Schwartz-Jampel syndrome (SJS) is a rare, inherited condition of the skeletal and muscle systems that causes short stature, joint limitations, and particular facial features.

Description

First described in 1962, SJS is now a clearly defined syndrome that is divided into two types. Type 1A is the classical form that develops in early childhood, usually between the first and third year of life. Type 1B is less common but more severe and its symptoms are present at birth.

Both types of SJS involve generalized disease of the muscles called myopathy. The muscles tend to be quite stiff and are unable to relax normally. This is a condition known as myotonia. The myotonia causes many joints in the body to stay in a bent or flexed position (joint contractures).

In addition to muscle problems, the bones in the skeleton do not develop normally and this is why SJS may also be called a type of skeletal dysplasia. Abnormal bone shape and poor bone growth result in decreased total height, incorrect arm and leg postures, as well as curving of the spine (scoliosis).

Unique facial features of SJS include narrow eye openings with drooping eye lids, a small mouth, and puckered lips. These features are also due to the stiffness of the muscles that support the face and individuals with SJS appear to have a fixed facial expression.

Persons affected with SJS often have normal intelligence, although varying degrees of mental retardation may affect as many as 25% of patients. However, the myotonia may lead to poor speech articulation and drooling so that affected individuals are sometimes misdiagnosed as having mental retardation.

Respiratory and feeding difficulties are frequent with SJS Type 1B due to the more severe nature of the muscle and bone disease. These problems may be fatal in early infancy. Persons with SJS Type 1A have a much longer life expectancy, although this depends on how their disease progresses.

SJS has also been referred to as:
• myotonic myopathy, dwarfism, chondrodystrophy, and ocular and facial abnormalities
• Schwartz-Jampel-Aberfeld syndrome
• Schwartz syndrome
• Aberfeld syndrome
• chondrodystrophic myotonia
• osteochondromuscular dystrophy
• spondylo-epimetaphyseal dysplasia with myotonia

Genetic profile

Both types of SJS are known to be inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. This was concluded after the following observations were made. SJS affects males and females alike. Parents of affected individuals rarely show any signs or symptoms of SJS. Parents have been reported to have more than one affected child. Consanguineous relationships were seen in some families.

Genetic studies of many families revealed that all cases of SJS were linked to an area on chromosome one, described as 1p36.1. A gene in this region, named
HSPG2, makes a protein called perlecan that is thought to play the primary role in causing SJS. The function of the perlecan protein is not completely understood. However, it has an important job in the cells of the body’s connective tissue (bone, cartilage, muscles, ligaments, tendons and blood vessels). As of the year 2001, studies have shown that perlecan helps keep cartilage and bone strong and are essential for certain chemical processes in the muscle tissue. It is also thought that perlecan helps to direct the normal growth of some cells.

The gene for perlecan (HSPG2) is fairly large and mistakes or mutations in the instructions of the gene have been found in some persons with SJS. These gene mutations change how the perlecan protein is made and usually prevents it from doing its normal job in the muscles and bones of the body. The effects of these HSPG2 gene mutations cause SJS.

The location 1p36.1 means that the gene is near the top or end of the short arm of chromosome number one. A human being has 23 pairs of chromosomes in nearly every cell of their body. One of each kind (23 total) is inherited from the mother and another of each kind (23 total) is inherited from the father, for a total of 46. One chromosome may hold hundreds to thousands of individual genes and as the chromosomes exist in pairs, so do the genes. Therefore, every person has two copies of the HSPG2 gene that makes perlecan. Individuals that have a diagnosis of SJS are thought to have a mutation in both copies of their HSPG2 gene, each of which was inherited from one of their parents. Unaffected parents of children with SJS are therefore carriers for SJS. Their one normal HSPG2 gene appears to make enough perlecan so those carriers do not show any symptoms of SJS. Most parents do not know that they are carriers for SJS until they have an affected child. When both parents are carriers for the same autosomal recessive disease such as SJS, there is a 25% chance with each and every pregnancy that they have together that their child will inherit both mutated HSPG2 genes and develop SJS.

**Demographics**

SJS is a very rare genetic syndrome that affects males and females in many ethnic backgrounds. The exact incidence is unknown. Approximately 100 cases have been reported in scientific publications as of the year 2001. This may not accurately reflect the incidence of SJS, as some persons may not come to medical attention or may be misdiagnosed.

**Signs and symptoms**

A child born with SJS Type 1A may show no outward signs of the condition at birth. Over the following one to three years, progressive myotonia of the muscles and resulting joint contractures develop. The typical bone problems become obvious and growth in height slows down. These symptoms are evident at birth in children with SJS Type 1B. The following descriptions apply to both SJS Type 1A and Type 1B. However, each person with SJS may be affected to a different degree and their kinds of symptoms may vary.

**Head and neck**

Myotonia of the muscles in the face causes a tight and fixed facial expression. The eye openings are almost always narrowed and small and the upper and lower eyelids are not joined properly at the corners of the eye (blepharophimosis). The upper eyelid may also appear droopy (ptosis). Nearsightedness (myopia) is present in 50% of patients and occasionally cataracts and lens dislocation may develop in the eye. The mouth is small and lips are puckered due to tight facial muscles. This may lead to speech difficulty. The chin may also be small or set back.

**Body**

Hernias of the groin and navel areas are often noticed at birth. A hernia is the bulging of a tissue outside of its normal space and a simple operation can usually place it back inside. Pectus carinatum is a common bony deformity of the chest that causes the breast bone to protrude forward. Abnormalities in the growth and development of the bones of the spinal column (vertebrae) lead to scoliosis that usually worsens with age. Development of puberty is most often normal for persons with SJS.

**Limbs**

Some babies with SJS are born with a dislocation of their hip joint. This is common in infants without SJS as
well. As the muscle disease of SJS progresses, the joints become very stiff. The hips, knees, and elbows in particular have very limited range of motion. These joint contractures worsen until puberty and then tend to stay the same from that point on. Eventually, a wheelchair is needed due to significant limitation of movement. The long bones in the body (i.e.: the thighbone) are bowed and shortened. This can cause a person with SJS to waddle as they walk and to stand in a crouching position. Therefore, an individual with SJS tends to be shorter than 90% of unaffected persons their age. A few have been reported to reach average height. Typically, their arms and legs have an increased amount of body hair as well.

**Muscles**

The muscles of the body show progressive myotonia, as they remain tight and are unable to relax normally. The muscle bulk may be increased in some areas, such as the thighs, and may waste away in others. As the muscles are unable to function normally, physical activity is restricted and a person may tire very easily.

**Central nervous system and behavior**

Most individuals with SJS have normal intelligence, although some degree of mental retardation has been reported. Developmental language problems and attention difficulties have also been seen in some cases. Reflexes tend to be slower than normal. A high-pitched voice and drooling may be noticed due to muscle stiffness in the mouth and throat area. This may cause feeding difficulties and choking may be of concern.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of SJS Type 1A or Type 1B is made mainly by the presence of the symptoms described above. There is no specific biochemical or muscle testing that confirms a suspected diagnosis. Although research studies have identified mutations in the HSPG2 gene in some families, widespread genetic testing is not clinically available as of the year 2001. Such genetic mutations may be unique to each family and therefore may not be found in other persons affected with SJS.

Several different studies may be performed to determine the type and severity of muscle disease when considering a diagnosis of SJS. This may include a muscle biopsy that samples a piece of muscle and examines the appearance of the muscle cells. A muscle biopsy may appear normal or it may show signs of myopathy. A particular chemical, called creatine kinase, can be measured in a person’s blood. Very high levels of creatine kinase usually indicate the presence of muscle disease or wasting. An electromyogram (EMG) is a test that measures the electrical currents made within an active muscle. The EMG pattern is usually abnormal in persons with SJS. These tests will confirm the presence of muscle disease but there are no specific changes in any of them that are unique to SJS.

The following are some abnormalities of the bones that are frequently noticed on x rays:
- flat and irregularly formed vertebrae
- deformity of the upper part of the thigh bone
- a flattened joint socket where the hip and thigh bone meet
- specific changes in the development of the bones in the hand
- bowing of the long bones, especially the leg bones
- curvature of the spine that causes a hunchback appearance

Many of the symptoms of SJS are also present in other conditions and it is important to distinguish SJS from the following disorders:
- Stuve-Wiedemann syndrome (which was previously called SJS Type 2 until it was determined that they were the same condition)
- Freeman-Sheldon syndrome (also known as whistling face syndrome)
- Marden-Walker syndrome
- Kniest dysplasia
- Seckel syndrome
- myotonic dystrophy
- the mucopolysaccharidoses

**Treatment and management**

There is not a cure for SJS. The treatment involves managing the symptoms of the condition as they develop and supporting the needs of the individual as the disability progresses. Several medical specialists may monitor a person with SJS for particular symptoms or complications. An orthopedic doctor manages the abnormal bone development and may offer surgical options for treatment of hip dislocation, scoliosis, or bone curvature. An ophthalmologist monitors eye problems such as nearsightedness and cataracts, for which glasses and surgery may be available. Cosmetic repair of blepharophimosis by plastic surgery may also be considered.

For those with a mental deficiency, special education programs with options for activities in regular classrooms may offer the best opportunities for learning. Physical therapy may help maintain the greatest possible range of motion of the joints and speech therapy may improve
speech problems due to a small and tight mouth. Physical activities of children are usually limited due to their stiff joints. As the condition progresses, persons with SJS are often wheelchair-bound by their teenage years and occupational therapy may help improve their everyday living skills. Adults who live independently may require some assistance with everyday tasks that their disability prevents them from doing, such as household chores or even bathing.

**Prognosis**

Individuals with SJS can live well into adulthood despite progressive disability but the average life expectancy is unclear. They are usually wheelchair-bound by their teenage or young adult years. Although puberty development may be normal, no reports have been made of an individual with SJS fathering children or carrying a pregnancy.

SJS Type 1B may be fatal in the newborn period due to serious respiratory and feeding problems. As the muscles in the face and neck may be very tight, it can be difficult to place a tube down the throat (intubation) to allow a baby to breathe. Feeding may be a continuous struggle due to problems with or an inability to swallow.

Both types of SJS cause persons to be more prone to develop chest infections and pneumonia. There is also an increased risk for complications from anesthesia, specifically malignant hyperthermia (MH). MH is an abnormal chemical reaction in the body to the use of some anesthesia medications. It causes high fevers, breathing difficulty, rigid muscles and general serious illness. This condition may be life threatening.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

International Center for Skeletal Dysplasia. Saint Joseph’s Hospital, 7620 York Rd., Towson, MD 21204. (410) 337-1250.

National Eye Institute. 31 Center Drive, Bldg. 31, Room6A32, MSC 2510, Bethesda, MD 20892-2510. (301) 496-5248. 2020@nei.nih.gov. &lt;http://www.nei.nih.gov&gt;.

Muscular Dystrophy Association of the United States. &lt;http://www.mdausa.org&gt;.

National Institute of Child Health and Human Development. &lt;http://www.nichd.nih.gov&gt;.

Jennifer Elizabeth Neil, MS, CGC

**SCLIDX** see **Severe combined immunodeficiency, X-linked**

**Sclerocornea** see **Microphthalmia with linear skin defects**

**Scleroderma**

**Definition**

Scleroderma is a progressive disease that affects the skin and connective tissue (including cartilage, bone, fat, and the tissue that supports the nerves and blood vessels throughout the body). There are two major forms of the disorder. The type known as localized scleroderma mainly affects the skin. Systemic scleroderma, which is also called systemic sclerosis, affects the smaller blood vessels and internal organs of the body.

**Description**

Scleroderma is an autoimmune disorder, which means that the body’s immune system turns against itself. In scleroderma, there is an overproduction of abnormal collagen (a type of protein fiber present in connective tissue). This collagen accumulates throughout the body, causing hardening (sclerosis), scarring (fibrosis), and other damage. The damage may affect the appearance of the skin, or it may involve only the internal organs. The symptoms and severity of scleroderma vary from person to person.

**Genetic profile**

The role of genetics in the transmission in scleroderma is unclear. Some cases clearly run in families, but most occur in people without any family history of the disease.

**Demographics**

Scleroderma occurs in all races of people all over the world, but it affects about four females for every male. Among children, localized scleroderma is more common,
and systemic sclerosis is comparatively rare. Most patients with systemic sclerosis are diagnosed between ages 30 and 50. In the United States, about 300,000 people have scleroderma. Young African American women and Native Americans of the Choctaw tribe have especially high rates of the disease.

**Signs and symptoms**

The cause of scleroderma is still uncertain. Although the accumulation of collagen appears to be a hallmark of the disease, researchers do not know why it occurs. Some theories suggest that damage to blood vessels may cause the tissues of the body to receive an inadequate amount of oxygen—a condition called ischemia. Some researchers believe that the resulting damage causes the immune system to overreact, producing an autoimmune disorder. According to this theory of scleroderma, the immune system gears up to fight an invader, but no invader is actually present. Cells in the immune system, called antibodies, react to the body’s own tissues as if they were foreign. The antibodies turn against the already damaged blood vessels and the vessels’ supporting tissues. These immune cells are designed to deliver potent chemicals in order to kill foreign invaders. Some of these cells dump these chemicals on the body’s own tissues instead, causing inflammation, swelling, damage, and scarring.

Most cases of scleroderma have no recognizable triggering event. Some cases, however, have been traced to exposure to toxic (poisonous) substances. For example, coal miners and gold miners, who are exposed to high levels of silica dust, have above-average rates of scleroderma. Other chemicals associated with the disease include polyvinyl chloride, benzene, toluene, and epoxy resins. In 1981, 20,000 people in Spain were stricken with a syndrome similar to scleroderma when their cooking oil was accidentally contaminated. Certain medications, especially a drug used in cancer treatment called bleomycin (Blenoxane), may lead to scleroderma. Some claims of a scleroderma-like illness have been made by women with silicone breast implants, but a link has not been proven in numerous studies.

**Symptoms of systemic scleroderma**

A condition called Raynaud’s phenomenon is the first symptom in about 95% of all patients with systemic scleroderma. In Raynaud’s phenomenon, the blood vessels of the fingers and/or toes (the digits) react to cold in an abnormal way. The vessels clamp down, preventing blood flow to the tip of the digit. Eventually, the flow is cut off to the entire finger or toe. Over time, oxygen deprivation may result in open ulcers on the skin surface. These ulcers can lead to tissue death (gangrene) and loss of the digit. When Raynaud’s phenomenon is the first sign of scleroderma, the next symptoms usually appear within two years.

**SKIN AND EXTREMITIES** Involvement of the skin leads to swelling underneath the skin of the hands, feet, legs, arms, and face. Swelling is followed by thickening and tightening of the skin, which becomes taut and shiny. Severe tightening may lead to abnormalities. For example, tightening of the skin on the hands may cause the fingers to become permanently curled (flexed). Structures within the skin are damaged (including those producing hair, oil, and sweat), and the skin becomes dry and scaly. Ulcers may form, with the danger of infection. Calcium deposits often appear under the skin.

In systemic scleroderma, the mouth and nose may become smaller as the skin on the face tightens. The small mouth may interfere with eating and dental hygiene. Blood vessels under the skin may become enlarged and show through the skin, appearing as purplish marks or red spots. This chronic dilation of the small blood vessels is called telangiectasis.

Muscle weakness, joint pain and stiffness, and carpal tunnel syndrome are common in scleroderma. Carpal tunnel syndrome involves scarring in the wrist, which puts pressure on the median nerve running through that area. Pressure on the nerve causes numbness, tingling, and weakness in some of the fingers.

**DIGESTIVE TRACT** The tube leading from the mouth to the stomach (the esophagus) becomes stiff and scarred. Patients may have trouble swallowing food. The acid contents of the stomach may start to flow backward into the esophagus (esophageal reflux), causing a very uncomfortable condition known as heartburn. The esophagus may also become inflamed.
The intestine becomes sluggish in processing food, causing bloating and pain. Foods are not digested properly, resulting in diarrhea, weight loss, and anemia. Telangiectasis in the stomach or intestine may cause rupture and bleeding.

**RESPIRATORY AND CIRCULATORY SYSTEMS** The lungs are affected in about 66% of all people with systemic scleroderma. Complications include shortness of breath, coughing, difficulty breathing due to tightening of the tissue around the chest, inflammation of the air sacs in the lungs (alveolitis), increased risk of pneumonia, and an increased risk of cancer. For these reasons, lung disease is the most likely cause of death associated with scleroderma.

The lining around the heart (pericardium) may become inflamed. The heart may have greater difficulty pumping blood effectively (heart failure). Irregular heart rhythms and enlargement of the heart also occur in scleroderma.

Kidney disease is another common complication. Damage to blood vessels in the kidneys often causes a major rise in the person’s blood pressure. The blood pressure may be so high that there is swelling of the brain, causing severe headaches, damage to the retinas of the eyes, seizures, and failure of the heart to pump blood into the body’s circulatory system. The kidneys may also stop filtering blood and go into failure. Treatments for high blood pressure have greatly improved these kidney complications. Before these treatments were available, kidney problems were the most common cause of death for people with scleroderma.

Other problems associated with scleroderma include painful dryness of the eyes and mouth, enlargement and destruction of the liver, and a low-functioning thyroid gland.

**Diagnosis**

Diagnosis of scleroderma is complicated by the fact that some of its symptoms can accompany other connective-tissue diseases. The most important symptom is thickened or hardened skin on the fingers, hands, forearms, or face. This is found in 98% of people with scleroderma. It can be detected in the course of a physical examination. The person’s medical history may also contain important clues, such as exposure to toxic substances on the job. There are a number of nonspecific laboratory tests on blood samples that may indicate the presence of an inflammatory disorder (but not specifically scleroderma). The antinuclear antibody (ANA) test is positive in more than 95% of people with scleroderma.

Other tests can be performed to evaluate the extent of the disease. These include a test of the electrical system of the heart (an electrocardiogram), lung-function tests, and x ray studies of the gastrointestinal tract. Various blood tests can be given to study kidney function.

**Treatment and management**

At this time there is no cure for scleroderma. A drug called D-penicillamine has been used to interfere with the abnormal collagen. It is believed to help decrease the degree of skin thickening and tightening, and to slow the development of damage to the heart and kidneys.
progress of the disease in other organs. Taking vitamin D and using ultraviolet light may be helpful in treating localized scleroderma. Corticosteroids have been used to treat joint pain, muscle cramps, and other symptoms of inflammation. Other drugs have been studied that reduce the activity of the immune system (immunosuppressants). Because these medications can have serious side effects, they are used in only the most severe cases of scleroderma.

The various complications of scleroderma are treated individually. Raynaud’s phenomenon requires that people try to keep their hands and feet warm constantly. Nifedipine is a medication that is sometimes given to help control Raynaud’s. Thick ointments and creams are used to treat dry skin. Exercise and massage may help joint involvement; they may also help people retain more movement despite skin tightening. Skin ulcers need prompt attention and may require antibiotics. People with esophageal reflux will be advised to eat small amounts more often, rather than several large meals a day. They should also avoid spicy foods and items containing caffeine. Some patients with esophageal reflux have been successfully treated with surgery. Acid-reducing medications may be given for heartburn. People must be monitored for the development of high blood pressure. If found, they should be promptly treated with appropriate medications, usually ACE inhibitors or other vasodilators. When fluid accumulates due to heart failure, diuretics can be given to get rid of the excess fluid.

Prognosis

The prognosis for people with scleroderma varies. Some have a very limited form of the disease called morphea, which affects only the skin. These individuals have a very good prognosis. Other people have a subtype of systemic scleroderma called limited scleroderma. For them, the prognosis is relatively good. Limited scleroderma is characterized by limited involvement of the patient’s skin and a cluster of five symptoms called the CREST syndrome. CREST stands for:

- C = Calcinosis
- R = Raynaud’s disease (phenomenon)
- E = Esophageal dysmotility (stiffness and malfunctioning of the esophagus)
- S = Sclerodactyly (thick, hard, rigid skin over the fingers)
- T = Telangiectasia

In general, people with very widespread skin involvement have the worst prognosis. This level of disease is usually accompanied by involvement of other organs and the most severe complications. Although women are more commonly stricken with scleroderma, men more often die of the disease. The most common causes of death include heart, kidney, and lung diseases. About 65% of all patients survive 10 years or more following a diagnosis of scleroderma.

There are no known ways to prevent scleroderma. People can try to decrease occupational exposure to high-risk substances.
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Rebecca J. Frey, PhD

Scoliosis

Definition

Scoliosis is a side-to-side curvature of the spine of 10 degrees or greater.
**Description**

When viewed from the rear, the spine usually appears to form a straight vertical line. Scoliosis is a lateral (side-to-side) curve in the spine, usually combined with a rotation of the vertebrae. (The lateral curvature of scoliosis should not be confused with the normal set of front-to-back spinal curves visible from the side.) While a small degree of lateral curvature does not cause any medical problems, larger curves can cause postural imbalance and lead to muscle fatigue and pain. More severe scoliosis can interfere with breathing and lead to arthritis of the spine (spondylosis).

Four out of five cases of scoliosis are **idiopathic**, meaning the cause is unknown. Children with idiopathic scoliosis appear to be otherwise entirely healthy, and have not had any bone or joint disease early in life. Scoliosis is not caused by poor posture, diet, or carrying a heavy bookbag exclusively on one shoulder.

Idiopathic scoliosis is further classified according to age of onset:

- **Infantile.** Curvature appears before age three. This type is quite rare in the United States, but is more common in Europe.
- **Juvenile.** Curvature appears between ages three and 10. This type may be equivalent to the adolescent type, except for the age of onset.
- **Adolescent.** Curvature appears between ages of 10 and 13, near the beginning of puberty. This is the most common type of idiopathic scoliosis.
- **Adult.** Curvature begins after physical maturation is completed.

Causes are known for three other types of scoliosis:

- **Congenital scoliosis** is due to congenital birth defects in the spine, often associated with other structural abnormalities.
- **Neuromuscular scoliosis** is due to loss of control of the nerves or muscles that support the spine. The most common causes of this type of scoliosis are **cerebral palsy** and muscular dystrophy.
- **Degenerative scoliosis** may be caused by degeneration of the discs that separate the vertebrae or arthritis in the joints that link them.

**Genetic profile**

Idiopathic scoliosis has long been observed to run in families. Twin and family studies have consistently indicated a genetic contribution to the condition. However, no consistent pattern of transmission has been observed in familial cases. As of 2000, no genes have been identified which specifically cause or predispose to the idiopathic form of scoliosis.

There are several genetic syndromes that involve a predisposition to scoliosis, and several studies have investigated whether or not the genes causing these syndromes may also be responsible for idiopathic scoliosis. Using this *candidate gene approach*, the genes responsible for **Marfan syndrome** (fibrillin), **Stickler syndrome**, and some forms of **osteogenesis imperfecta** (collagen types I and II) have not been shown to correlate with idiopathic scoliosis.

Attempts to map a **gene** or genes for scoliosis have not shown consistent linkage to a particular chromosome region.

Most researchers have concluded that scoliosis is a complex trait. As such, there are likely to be multiple genetic, environmental, and potentially additional factors that contribute to the etiology of the condition. Complex traits are difficult to study due to the difficulty in identifying and isolating these multiple factors.
Demographics

The incidence of scoliosis in the general population is 2-3%. Among adolescents, however, 10% have some degree of scoliosis (though fewer than 1% have curves which require treatment).

Scoliosis is found in both boys and girls, but a girl’s spinal curve is much more likely to progress than a boy’s. Girls require scoliosis treatment about five times as often. The reason for these differences is not known, but may relate to increased levels of estrogen and other hormones.

Signs and symptoms

Scoliosis causes a noticeable asymmetry in the torso when viewed from the front or back. The first sign of scoliosis is often seen when a child is wearing a bathing suit or underwear. A child may appear to be standing with one shoulder higher than the other, or to have a tilt in the waistline. One shoulder blade may appear more prominent than the other due to rotation. In girls, one breast may appear higher than the other, or larger if rotation pushes that side forward.

Curve progression is greatest near the adolescent growth spurt. Scoliosis that begins early on is more likely to progress significantly than scoliosis that begins later in puberty.

More than 30 states have screening programs in schools for adolescent scoliosis, usually conducted by trained school nurses or gym teachers.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis for scoliosis is done by an orthopedist. A complete medical history is taken, including questions about family history of scoliosis. The physical examination includes determination of pubertal development in adolescents, a neurological exam (which may reveal a neuromuscular cause), and measurements of trunk asymmetry. Examination of the trunk is done while the patient is standing, bending over, and lying down, and involves both visual inspection and use of a simple mechanical device called a scoliometer.

If a curve is detected, one or more x rays will usually be taken to define the curve or curves more precisely. An x ray is used to document spinal maturity, any pelvic tilt or hip asymmetry, and the location, extent, and degree of curvature. The curve is defined in terms of where it begins and ends, in which direction it bends, and by an angle measure known as the Cobb angle. The Cobb angle is found by projecting lines parallel to the vertebrae tops at the extremes of the curve; projecting perpendiculars from these lines; and measuring the angle of intersection. To properly track the progress of scoliosis, it is important to project from the same points of the spine each time.

Occasionally, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used, primarily to look more closely at the condition of the spinal cord and nerve roots extending from it if neurological problems are suspected.

Treatment and management

Treatment decisions for scoliosis are based on the degree of curvature, the likelihood of significant progression, and the presence of pain, if any.

Curves less than 20 degrees are not usually treated, except by regular follow-up for children who are still growing. Watchful waiting is usually all that is required in adolescents with curves of 20-25 degrees, or adults with curves up to 40 degrees or slightly more, as long as there is no pain.

For children or adolescents whose curves progress to 25 degrees, and who have a year or more of growth left, bracing may be required. Bracing cannot correct curvature, but may be effective in halting or slowing progression. Bracing is rarely used in adults, except where pain is significant and surgery is not an option, as in some elderly patients.

There are two different categories of braces, those designed for nearly 24 hour per day use and those designed for night use. The full-time brace styles are designed to hold the spine in a vertical position, while the night use braces are designed to bend the spine in the direction opposite the curve.

The Milwaukee brace is a full-time brace which consists of metal uprights attached to pads at the hips, rib cage, and neck. Other types of full-time braces, such as the Boston brace, involve underarm rigid plastic molding to encircle the lower rib cage, abdomen, and hips. Because they can be worn out of sight beneath clothing, the underarm braces are better tolerated and often leads to better compliance. The Boston brace is currently the
most commonly used. Full-time braces are often prescribed to be worn for 22-23 hours per day, though some clinicians believe that recommending brace use of 16 hours leads to better compliance and results.

Night use braces bend the patient’s scoliosis into a correct angle, and are prescribed for 8 hours of use during sleep. Some investigators have found that night use braces are not as effective as the day use types.

Bracing may be appropriate for scoliosis due to some types of neuromuscular disease, including spinal muscular atrophy, before growth is finished. Duchenne muscular dystrophy is not treated by bracing, since surgery is likely to be required, and since later surgery is complicated by loss of respiratory capacity.

Surgery for idiopathic scoliosis is usually recommended if:
• the curve has progressed despite bracing
• the curve is greater than 40-50 degrees before growth has stopped in an adolescent
• the curve is greater than 50 degrees and continues to increase in an adult
• there is significant pain

Orthopedic surgery for neuromuscular scoliosis is often done earlier. The goals of surgery are to correct the deformity as much as possible, to prevent further deformity, and to eliminate pain as much as possible. Surgery can usually correct 40-50% of the curve, and sometimes as much as 80%. Surgery cannot always completely remove pain.

The surgical procedure for scoliosis is called spinal fusion, because the goal is to straighten the spine as much as possible, and then to fuse the vertebrae together to prevent further curvature. To achieve fusion, the involved vertebra are first exposed, and then scraped to promote regrowth. Bone chips are usually used to splint together the vertebrae to increase the likelihood of fusion. To maintain the proper spinal posture before fusion occurs, metal rods are inserted alongside the spine, and are attached to the vertebrae by hooks, screws, or wires. Fusion of the spine makes it rigid and resistant to further curvature. The metal rods are no longer needed once fusion is complete, but are rarely removed unless their presence leads to complications.

Spinal fusion leaves the involved portion of the spine permanently stiff and inflexible. While this leads to some loss of normal motion, most functional activities are not strongly affected, unless the very lowest portion of the spine (the lumbar region) is fused. Normal mobility, exercise, and even contact sports are usually all possible after spinal fusion. Full recovery takes approximately six months.

Prognosis
The prognosis for a person with scoliosis depends on many factors, including the age at which scoliosis begins and the treatment received. Most cases of mild adolescent idiopathic scoliosis need no treatment, do not progress, and do not cause pain or functional limitations. Untreated severe scoliosis often leads to spondylosis, and may impair breathing.

Resources
BOOKS

ORGANIZATION
National Scoliosis Foundation. 5 Cabot Place, Stoughton, MA 02072 (781)-341-6333.

Jennifer Roggenbuck, MS, CGC

Sebastian platelet syndrome see Sebastian syndrome

Sebastian syndrome

Definition
Sebastian syndrome is an extremely rare genetic disease that results in impaired blood clotting function and abnormal platelet formation. Another name for Sebastian syndrome is autosomal dominant macrothrombocytopenia with leukocyte inclusions.

Description
Sebastian syndrome is classified as one of the inherited giant platelet disorders (IGPDs). Platelet cells are components of the blood that play a key role in blood clotting. All IGPDs are associated with bleeding disorders due to improper platelet function and increased platelet cell size. Other IGPDs include May-Hegglin anomaly, Epstein syndrome, Fechtner syndrome, and Bernard-Soulier syndrome. Sebastian syndrome is distinguished from these other IGPDs by subtle differences in the platelet and white blood cell structure and by the lack of symptoms other than bleeding abnormalities.

People affected by Sebastian syndrome have mild, non-life-threatening dysfunction of the blood related to...
decreased blood clotting function. They may bruise easily or be prone to nosebleeds.

Genetic profile

Sebastian syndrome is inherited as an autosomal dominant trait. Autosomal means that the syndrome is not carried on a sex chromosome, while dominant means that only one parent has to pass on the gene mutation in order for the child to be affected with the syndrome.

Genetic studies in the year 2000 proved that Sebastian syndrome is due to a mutation in the gene that encodes a specific enzyme known as nonmuscle myosin heavy chain 9 (the MYH9 gene). The gene locus is 22q11.2, or, the eleventh band of the q arm of chromosome 22. Research has also shown that mutations in the same gene are responsible for May-Hegglin anomaly and Fechtner syndrome, two other inherited giant platelet disorders.

Demographics

Sebastian syndrome is extremely rare and less than 10 affected families have been reported in the medical literature. Due to the very small number of cases, demographic trends for the disease have not been established. Affected individuals have been identified in Caucasian, Japanese, African-American, Spanish, and Saudi Arabian families, so there does not seem to be any clear ethnic pattern to the disease. Both males and females appear to be affected with the same probability.

Signs and symptoms

The symptoms of Sebastian syndrome include a propensity for nosebleeds, bleeding from the gums, mildly increased bleeding time after being cut, and a tendency to bruise easily. Women may experience heavier than normal menstrual bleeding. People with Sebastian syndrome may experience severe hemorrhage after undergoing surgery for any reason. Some individuals with Sebastian syndrome may not have any observable physical signs of the disorder at all.

Diagnosis

Diagnostic blood tests to confirm the decreased blood clotting function seen in Sebastian syndrome may include a complete blood count (CBC) to determine the number of platelets in a blood sample; blood coagulation studies; or platelet aggregation tests.

There are several other disorders, including non-genetic diseases, that can cause symptoms similar to those seen in Sebastian syndrome. A family history of easy bleeding or bruising is an important clue in diagnosing Sebastian syndrome. Once the hereditary nature of the disease is confirmed, establishing a dominant inheritance pattern can separate Sebastian syndrome from other inherited giant platelet disorders.

Microscopic studies of the blood can reveal the enlarged platelets and the specific shape and structure characteristics associated with Sebastian syndrome. These characteristics include a shape that is less disc-like than normal platelets. There are also bluish inclusions, or small foreign bodies, observed in the white blood cells.

Genetic sequencing to confirm the presence of a mutation on the MYH9 gene is another method to positively diagnose Sebastian syndrome, although this would rarely be performed in lieu of other methods.

Treatment and management

No treatment is required for the majority of people affected with Sebastian syndrome. After surgery, platelet transfusion may be required in order to avoid the possibility of hemorrhage. People diagnosed with Sebastian syndrome should be made aware of the risks associated with excessive bleeding.

Prognosis

People with Sebastian syndrome can be expected to have a normal lifespan. The main risk for some patients is the chance of severe bleeding after surgery or injury.

Resources

PERIODICALS
Seckel syndrome

Definition

Seckel syndrome is an extremely rare inherited disorder characterized by low birth weight, dwarfism, a very small head, mental retardation, and unusual characteristic facial features, including a “beak-like” protrusion of the nose, large eyes, a narrow face, low ears, and an unusually small jaw. Common signs also include abnormalities of bones in the arms and legs.

Description

Seckel syndrome is one of the microcephalic primordial dwarfism syndromes—a category of disorders characterized by profound growth delay. It is marked by dwarfism, a small head, developmental delay, and mental retardation. Abnormalities may also be found in the cardiovascular, hematopoietic, endocrine, and central nervous systems. Children with the disorder are often hyperactive and easily distracted; about half have IQs below 50. Individuals with Seckel syndrome are able to live for an extended period of time.

Seckel syndrome is also known as “bird-headed dwarfism,” Seckel type dwarfism, and nanocephalic dwarfism. The disorder was named after Helmut G.P. Seckel, a German pediatrician who came to the United States in 1936. Dr. Seckel did not discover the syndrome, but he authored a publication describing the disorder’s symptoms based on two of his patients.

Genetic profile

Seckel syndrome displays an autosomal-recessive pattern of inheritance. This means that both parents of a child with the disorder carry a copy of the Seckel gene—but the parents appear entirely normal. When both parents carry a copy of the Seckel gene, their children face a one in four chance of developing the disorder.

Demographics

Seckel syndrome is extremely rare. Between 1960—the year that Dr. Seckel defined the disorder—and 1999, fewer than 60 cases were reported.

Signs and symptoms

Prenatal signs of Seckel syndrome include cranial abnormalities and growth delays (intrauterine growth retardation) resulting in low birth weight. Postnatal growth delays result in dwarfism. Other physical features associated with the disorder include a very small head (often more severely affected than even the height), abnormalities of bones in the arms and legs, malformation of the hips, a permanently bent fifth finger, failure of the testes to descend into the scrotum (for males) and unusual characteristic facial features, including a “beak-like” protrusion of the nose, large eyes, a narrow face, low ears, and an unusually small jaw. Children with the disorder not only have a small head but also a smaller brain, which leads to developmental delay and mental retardation. Seizures have also been reported.

Diagnosis

Several forms of primordial dwarfism exhibit characteristics similar to those of Seckel syndrome, and it can be challenging for physicians to differentiate true Seckel syndrome from other similar dwarfsisms. Physicians do have a set of primary diagnostic criteria to follow—the criteria were first defined by Dr. Seckel in 1960 and later revised (1982) to prevent over-diagnosis of cases.

Most of the primary diagnostic features of Seckel syndrome, which include severe intrauterine growth restriction, a small head, characteristic “bird-like” facies, and mental retardation, are well suited for prenatal sonographic diagnosis. The use of ultrasound examinations to evaluate fetal growth and the careful evaluation of the fetal face and cranial anatomy have proven effective at detecting Seckel syndrome.
Treatment and management

There is no cure for Seckel syndrome. Certain medications may be prescribed to address other symptoms associated with the disorder.

Prognosis

Children affected with Seckel syndrome can live for an extended period of time, although they are often faced with profound mental and physical deficits.

Resources

ORGANIZATIONS


WEBSITES


Michelle Lee Brandt

Seckel type dwarfism see Seckel syndrome

Seemanova syndrome see Nijmegen breakage syndrome

Seronegative spondyloarthropathies see Ankylosing spondylitis

Severe atypical spherocytosis due to ankyrine defect see Spherocytosis, hereditary

Severe combined immunodeficiency

Definition

SCID, or severe combined immunodeficiency, is a group of rare, life-threatening diseases present at birth that impair the immune system. Without a healthy immune system the body cannot fight infections and individuals can easily become seriously ill from common infections.

Description

SCID is one type of Primary Immunodeficiency Diseases (PID) and is considered the most severe. There are approximately 70 forms of PID. Primary immunodeficiency diseases are where a person is missing a component of the immune system—either an organ or cells of the immune system. Some deficiencies are deadly, while others are mild.

SCID is also known as the “boy in the bubble” syndrome, because living in a normal environment can be fatal. SCID initially was called Swiss agammaglobulinemia because it was first described in Switzerland in 1961. Any exposure to germs can pose a risk for infection, including bacterial, viral, and fungal. In the first few months of life, children with SCID become very ill with infections such as pneumonia (infection of the lungs which prevents oxygen from reaching the blood, making breathing difficult), meningitis (infection of the covering of the brain and spinal cord), sepsis (infection in the bloodstream) and chickenpox, and can die within the first year of life, since their immune system is unable to fight off these infections.

Children with SCID do not respond to medications like other children because their immune system does not function properly. They may also not have a developed thymus gland. Medication usually stimulates a person’s immune system to fight infection, but in the case of SCID, the immune system is unable to respond. The immune system is a complex network of cells and organs that protect the body from infection. The thymus and lymphatic system (lymph nodes and lymphatic vessels) house and transport two very important cells that fight infection: the B and T cells. The bone marrow (center of bones) produces cells that become blood cells as well as cells for the immune system. One type of cell, called lymphocytes or white blood cells, mature in the bone marrow to form “B” cells, while others mature in the thymus to become “T” cells. B and T cells are the two major groups of lymphocytes that recognize and attack infections. Children with SCID have either abnormal or absent B and T cells.

Other infections can be seen in children with SCID including skin infections, yeast infections in the mouth and diaper area, diarrhea, and infection of the liver. Children with SCID fail to gain weight and grow normally. Treatment for SCID is available, however, many children with SCID are not diagnosed in time and die before their first birthday.
A diagnosis of SCID, besides being painful, frightening, and frustrating, needs to be made quickly since common infections can prove fatal. In addition, permanent damage can result in the ears, lungs, and other organs.

**Genetic profile**

SCID is a group of inherited disorders with about half inherited by a *gene* on the X chromosome called IL2RG, 15% inherited by an autosomal recessive gene called ADA, and the remaining 35% caused by either an unknown autosomal recessive gene or are the result of a new mutation.

Genetic information is carried in tiny packages called chromosomes. Each chromosome contains thousands of genes and each gene contains the information for a specific trait. All human cells (except egg and sperm cells)
The last pair of human chromosomes, either two X’s (female) or one X and one Y (male)—determines gender. X-linked means the gene causing the disease or trait is located on the X chromosome. The term “recessive” usually infers that two copies of a gene—one on each of the chromosome pair—are necessary to cause a disease or express a particular trait. X-linked recessive diseases are most often seen in males, however, because they only have one copy of the X chromosome. Therefore, if a male inherits a particular gene on the X chromosome, he expresses the gene, even though he only has a single copy. Females, on the other hand, have two X chromosomes, and therefore can carry a gene on one of their X chromosomes yet not express any symptoms. (Their second X chromosome copy works normally). A mother usually carries the gene for SCID unknowingly, and has a 50/50 chance with each pregnancy to transmit the gene. If the child is a male, he will have SCID; if the child is female, she will be a carrier for SCID like the mother.

New mutations—alterations in the DNA of the gene—can cause disease. In these cases, neither parent has the disease-causing mutation. This may occur because the mutation in the gene happened for the first time only in the egg or sperm for that particular pregnancy. New mutations are thought to happen by chance and are therefore referred to as “sporadic”, meaning, by chance.

Demographics

It is estimated that about 400 children a year are born with some type of primary immunodeficiency disease. Approximately one in 100,000 children are born with SCID each year, regardless of the part of the world the child is from, or the ethnic background of the parents. This disease can affect both males and females depending on its mode of inheritance.

Signs and symptoms

Babies with SCID fail to thrive, are frail, and do not grow well. They have numerous, serious, life-threatening infections that usually begin in the first few months of life. Because they do not respond to medications like other children, they may be on antibiotics for 1-2 months with no improvement before a physician considers a diagnosis of SCID. The types of infections typically include chronic (developing slowly and persisting for a long period of time) skin infections, yeast infections in the mouth and diaper area, diarrhea, infection of the liver, pneumonia, meningitis, and sepsis. They can also have serious sinus and ear infections, as well as a swollen abdomen. Sometimes deep abscesses occur, which are
pockets of pus that form around infections in the skin or in the body organs.

**Diagnosis**

About half of children who see a doctor for frequent infections are normal; another 30% may have allergies, 10% have some other type of serious disorder, and 10% have a primary or secondary immunodeficiency. A diagnosis of SCID is usually made based on a complete medical history and physical examination, in addition to multiple blood tests and chest x rays. The gene in X-linked recessive SCID is called the interleukin receptor gamma chain gene or IL2RG. The autosomal recessive forms of SCID are caused by a variety of different genes; one of the more common is called the adenosine deaminase gene or ADA. Since newborns do not routinely have a test to count white blood cells, SCID is not usually suspected and then diagnosed until the child develops their first infection. A pattern of recurrent infections suggests an immunodeficiency.

Once a couple has had a child with SCID, and they have had the genetic cause identified by DNA studies (performed from a small blood sample), prenatal testing for future pregnancies may be considered on a research basis for some types of SCID. (Note that prenatal testing may not be possible if a mutation cannot be identified). Prenatal diagnosis is available via either CVS (chorionic villus sampling) or amniocentesis. CVS is a biopsy of the placenta performed in the first trimester or the first 12 weeks of pregnancy under ultrasound guidance. Ultrasound is the use of sound waves to visualize the locations of the developing baby and the placenta. The genetic makeup of the placenta is identical to the fetus (developing baby) and therefore the presence or absence of one of the SCID genes can be determined from this tissue. Amniocentesis is a procedure performed under ultrasound guidance where a long thin needle is inserted into the mother’s abdomen, into the uterus, to withdraw a couple of tablespoons of amniotic fluid (fluid surrounding the developing baby) to study. The SCID gene can be studied using cells from the amniotic fluid. Other genetic tests, such as a chromosome analysis, may also be performed on either a CVS or amniocentesis. A small risk of miscarriage is associated with CVS and amniocentesis.

**Treatment and management**

The best treatment for SCID is a bone marrow transplant (BMT). A bone marrow transplant involves taking cells that are normally present in bone marrow (the center of bones that produce and store blood cells), and giving them back to the child with SCID or to another person. The goal of BMT is to infuse healthy bone marrow cells into a person after their own unhealthy bone marrow has been eliminated. BMT helps to strengthen a child with SCID’s immune system.

Other treatment for SCID includes treating each infection promptly and accurately. Injections are also available to help boost a child’s immune system.

In the year 2000, gene therapy was first reported to be successful in two French patients with SCID. The idea behind gene therapy is to replace an abnormal gene with a normal copy. In SCID, bone marrow is removed to isolate the patients’ stem cells. Stem cells are special cells in the bone marrow that produce lymphocytes. In a laboratory, the normal gene is added to the abnormal stem cells. The genetically altered stem cells now have the normal gene and are transplanted back into the patient. Once the functioning stem cells with the normal gene enter the bone marrow, they reproduce quickly and replace stem cells that have the abnormal gene. So, ultimately, the patient with SCID produces B and T cells normally and can fight off infections without antibiotics or other treatment. The long-term effects of gene therapy are unknown, since the children treated are still very young.

**Prognosis**

When SCID is diagnosed early, successful bone marrow transplantation usually corrects the problem and the child lives a normal life. This means children can go to school, mix with playmates, and take part in sports. However, the quality of life for individuals with severe cases of SCID can be greatly impaired if they do not receive a bone marrow transplant. Children with SCID may not live long if they do not receive the proper treatment or if their disease goes undiagnosed.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**


**WEBSITES**

Short-rib polydactyly

Definition

Short-rib polydactyly (SRP) syndromes are a group of skeletal dysplasias consisting of short ribs, short limbs, extra fingers or toes, and various internal organ abnormalities present at birth. There are four types of SRP and all are fatal shortly after birth due to underdevelopment of the lungs.

Description

In 1972, R. M. Saldino and C. D. Noonan first described two siblings with a dwarfism syndrome and symptoms of extremely shortened limbs, short ribs, small chest, abnormal bone formation, extra fingers, and internal organ damage. Since then, three additional SRP subtypes have been identified, all named after those who first described them. The subtypes are: SRP type I (Saldino-Noonan), SRP type II (Majewski), SRP type III (Vermamauf), and SRP type IV (Beemer-Langer). While each subtype has distinguishing features, there is a great amount of overlap between them. There is still debate about whether the different types are caused by different genetic changes or if they result from the same genetic change and are variable between patients. Some people believe that the subtypes are different expressions of a single syndrome.

The SRP syndromes also overlap with two other dwarfism syndromes, asphyxiating thoracic dysplasia (Jeune syndrome) and Ellis van Creveld syndrome. These syndromes, like the SRP types, have shortened limbs and ribs, small chest, and extra fingers or toes. These syndromes may all be genetically related.

The exact cause of these syndromes is unknown but they all result in abnormal bone development and growth prenatally. This causes shortened bones in the arms, legs, and ribcage. The ribcage is also constricting, leaving very little room for the lung growth. Development can also be abnormal in the internal organs, including the heart, kidneys, liver, and pancreas. The cause of death for these newborns is usually inability to breathe due to severely underdeveloped lungs.

Genetic profile

Even though the exact genetic cause of the SRP syndromes is unknown, it is well-documented that they are inherited as autosomal recessive conditions. This is because babies with SRP are born to unaffected parents and many parents have had more than one affected child. Parents of an affected child are assumed to be carriers. Those parents have a 25% chance of having another affected child with each pregnancy.

The gene (or genes) involved in the SRP syndromes has not yet been identified but is suspected to be on chromosome 4. Some researchers feel that the SRP gene is near the region of the gene for Ellis van Creveld syndrome on chromosome 4. The gene for another dwarfism syndrome, thanatophoric dysplasia, is also located in this area. Research is still being done to find the SRP gene (or genes) and learn more about its role during early development.

Demographics

Approximately 2-3 births per 10,000 are affected with some type of skeletal dysplasia. The SRP syndromes account for a small percentage of these. Due to the rarity of the SRP syndromes, an exact incidence is unknown.

Signs and symptoms

There is much overlap of symptoms between the SRP subtypes and it is often difficult to distinguish between them. They all have extremely shortened bones of the arms, legs, and ribs. They all also have a small, constricted chest.

Saldino-Noonan (type I) is considered the most severe type. Features reported with this type include spur
formation on the bones, abnormal vertebrae (bones of the spinal column), and decreased ossification (hardening of the bones). Heart defects are common. Cysts are often seen on the kidneys and pancreas. Extra fingers and/or toes (polydactyly) are a classic feature and are usually on the same side of the hand/foot as the "pinkie" finger/little toe (postaxial). Sex reversal has also been reported. This means that the baby is genetically male but has visible female genitalia.

Majewski (type II) also has cystic kidneys and postaxial polydactyly. This type can also have preaxial polydactyly where the extra fingers/toes are on the same side of the hand/foot as the thumb/big toe. Other distinguishing features include cleft lip and palate and liver damage. The tibia (one of the bones of the lower leg) is often oval shaped and shorter than the fibula (the other bone of the lower leg). The ends of the bones may also appear smooth on an x ray.

Verma-Namauf (type III) has much overlap with Saldino-Noonan (type I) and may be a milder variant. Internal organ involvement is less common. The ends of the bones may appear jagged and widened on an x ray. The vertebrae are often small and flat. Polydactyly is also common in this type. Visible genitalia may be ambiguous (not clearly male or female).

Beemer-Langer (type IV), like Majewski, can have cleft lip and palate and liver damage. Cysts on the kidneys and pancreas are common. Polydactyly is usually absent but has been reported. A distinguishing feature of this type is bowed or curved bones.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis of the SRP syndromes can be difficult. A careful examination of internal organs and x ray evaluation is needed to distinguish SRP syndromes from
Jeune syndrome and Ellis van Creveld syndrome. When SRP syndrome is suspected, x rays and internal organ involvement can also help to determine the particular type.

The main features of SRP syndromes (short bones, short ribs, small chest) can be seen on prenatal ultrasound. This is the only method of prenatal diagnosis for at-risk families. Genetic testing for the SRP syndromes is not available.

Treatment and management

There is no treatment or cure for the SRP syndromes. The abnormal prenatal bone development is irreversible. The chest is usually too small to allow for lung growth after birth. Internal organs with cysts may not be functional.

Infants born with SRP syndromes are given minimum care for warmth and comfort. Due to the poor prognosis, extreme measures to prolong life are rarely taken.

Prognosis

The prognosis for infants born with SRP syndromes is quite poor. These babies usually die within hours or days of birth due to underdeveloped lungs.
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Amie Stanley, MS

Shprintzen-Goldberg craniosynostosis syndrome

Definition

Shprintzen-Goldberg craniosynostosis syndrome (SGS) is a disorder of the connective tissue, featuring craniosynostosis and marfanoid body type.

Description

SGS, also known as marfanoid craniosynostosis syndrome, is one of a group of disorders characterized by craniosynostosis and marfanoid body type. It is a condition that involves craniofacial, skeletal, and other abnormalities. SGS is caused by genetic mutations (changes affecting the structure and function of the gene) in a gene that contributes to the formation of connective tissue.

Genetic profile

SGS is associated with abnormalities of the elastic fibers of connective tissue. Elastic fibers are complex in structure and are composed of at least 19 different proteins. Mutations in three of the genes that encode the majority of these 19 proteins cause abnormalities in several body systems, including the skeletal system, blood vessels, and eye.

SGS shares characteristics with the Marfan syndrome, which is an inherited genetic disorder of the connective tissue which involves the eye, heart, aorta, and skeletal system. Marfan syndrome is caused by mutations in the fibrillin-1 (FBN1) gene, which is located on chromosome 15. Since SGS is similar in many ways to Marfan syndrome, studies of the FBN1 gene were conducted on SGS patients to see if they also had mutations in this gene. There were indeed abnormalities found in the FBN1 genes of persons with SGS. Researchers think that these mutations predispose a person to develop SGS, but that other factors are required in addition to the mutation in the gene to develop the disease. The other factors may be genetic mutations, environmental influences, or a combination of these, but they are not well-understood at this time.

The mutations appear to be sporadic in nature (not inherited), and are autosomal dominant (only one mutation is necessary to be predisposed to the disease). Sporadic genetic mutations in the sperm occur (in any gene, not just FBN1) at a higher rate in older men (over 45 years) and there is in fact one case report of a child with SGS in which the father was 49 years old. The father of another child with SGS reportedly had chemotherapy and radiation treatment prior to conception of the child.
The recurrence risk for siblings is probably low, although such data is not available.

**Demographics**

There are 15 reported cases as of 2000, with the first case being described in 1981. The ratio of females to males is 10:5, making females affected twice as often as males. Ethnicities would be expected to be affected equally with sporadic mutations, although data regarding SGS specifically is limited.

**Signs and symptoms**

Findings in SGS include skeletal abnormalities, *hydrocephalus*, and mental retardation. Most babies have been born well-nourished and had a relatively long birth length. The most frequently described craniofacial features of SGS include abnormal head shape (dolichocephaly), a high, prominent forehead, bulging eyes (ocular proptosis), wide spaced eyes (hypertelorism), downslanting eyes, strabismus (wandering eye), small jaw (maxillary hypoplasia), high narrow palate (roof of the mouth), and low-set ears.

The main skeletal findings in persons with SGS include long, thin fingers (arachnodactyly—or spider-like fingers), flat feet (pes planus), “bird” chest deformity (pectus deformity), *scoliosis* (curvature of the spine), and joint hypermobility (loose joints).

Other features can include *clubfoot*, enlarged aortic root, mitral valve prolapse (floppy heart valve which allows flow of blood back into the chamber of the heart that it came from), low muscle tone (hypotonia), developmental delay, mental retardation, very little body fat, and small penis in males. *Myopia* (near-sightedness) and abdominal wall defects (developmental problem that occurs during formation of the fetus where parts of the intestine or other organs can protrude outside of the body; usually surgically correctable) can also occur.

Radiologic findings include hydrocephalus (water on the brain), certain brain malformations (Chiari-I malformation or dilatation of the lateral ventricles), abnormalities in the first and second cervical vertebrae (vertebrae in the neck), square shaped vertebrae, thin ribs, thinning of the bones, and craniofacial abnormalities.

**Diagnosis**

There are more than 75 syndromes associated with craniosynostosis. There are also a number of different syndromes associated with both craniosynostosis and marfanoid body type. X-ray evaluation can be helpful in determining whether a person has SGS, as they tend to have abnormal first and second cervical vertebrae, hydrocephalus (water on the brain), and certain brain malformations.

SGS must be differentiated from other syndromes with craniosynostosis and marfanoid body type. Two such syndromes include Idaho syndrome II and Antley-Bixler syndrome. Idaho syndrome II has less severe craniofacial problems than SGS and has abnormal leg bones and absent patellae (knee caps). Antley-Bixler syndrome is an inherited syndrome with craniofacial abnormalities, abnormal arm and leg bones, and fractures in the femurs (thigh bones). These characteristics are different from SGS. A clinical geneticist is a physician who has special training in recognizing and diagnosing rare genetic conditions and is a good resource for differentiating among these complicated and similar conditions.

**Treatment and management**

Cardiology evaluation is important since several children have been reported to have severe cardiac disease with SGS. Aortic root must be evaluated and measured routinely to minimize the risk for rupture. Enlarged aortic roots may need to be surgically repaired.

Patients should have an ophthalmologic evaluation, since mutations in the FBR1 gene are associated with abnormalities in the eyes.

Surgical correction of craniofacial problems or pectus are sometimes necessary or desirable. Shunting (surgical placement of a shunt to drain the accumulated fluid in the brain to the abdominal cavity to relieve pressure) may be required for patients with hydrocephalus. Orthopedic devices may be required for scoliosis or other bone abnormalities.

Special education for mentally retarded individuals or individuals with developmental delay is recommended.

**Genetic counseling** is recommended for persons with relatives diagnosed with SGS.

---

**KEY TERMS**

- **Aortic root**—The location where the aorta (main heart blood vessel) inserts in the heart. Enlargement of the aortic root can cause it to rupture.
- **Craniosynostosis**—Premature, delayed, or otherwise abnormal closure of the sutures of the skull.
- **Marfanoid**—Term for body type which is similar to people with Marfan syndrome. Characterized by tall, lean body with long arms and long fingers.
Sickle cell disease

Description

The most common and well-known type of sickle cell disease is sickle cell anemia, also called SS disease. All types of sickle cell disease are caused by a genetic change in hemoglobin, the oxygen-carrying protein inside the red blood cells. The red blood cells of affected individuals contain a predominance of a structural variant of the usual adult hemoglobin. This variant hemoglobin, called sickle hemoglobin, has a tendency to develop into rod-like structures that alter the shape of the usually flexible red blood cells. The cells take on a shape that resembles the curved blade of the sickle, an agricultural tool. Sickle cells have a shorter life span than normally-shaped red blood cells. This results in chronic anemia characterized by low levels of hemoglobin and decreased numbers of red blood cells. Sickle cells are also less flexible and more sticky than normal red blood cells, and can become trapped in small blood vessels preventing blood flow. This compromises the delivery of oxygen, which can result in pain and damage to associated tissues and organs. Sickle cell disease presents with marked variability, even within families.

Demographics

Carriers of the sickle cell gene are said to have sickle cell trait. Unlike sickle cell disease, sickle cell trait does not cause health problems. In fact, sickle cell trait is protective against malaria, a disease caused by bloodborne parasites transmitted through mosquito bites. According to a widely accepted theory, the genetic mutation associated with the sickle cell trait occurred thousands of years ago. Coincidentally, this mutation increased the likelihood that carriers would survive malaria infection. Survivors then passed the mutation on to their offspring, and the trait became established throughout areas where malaria was common. As populations migrated, so did the sickle cell trait. Today, approximately one in 12 African Americans has sickle cell trait.

Worldwide, it has been estimated that one in every 250,000 babies is born annually with sickle cell disease. Sickle cell disease primarily affects people of African, Mediterranean, Middle Eastern, and Asian Indian ancestry. In the United States, sickle cell disease is most often seen in African Americans, in whom the disease occurs in one out of every 400 births. The disease has been described in individuals from several different ethnic backgrounds and is also seen with increased frequency in Latino Americans—particularly those of Caribbean, Central American, and South American ancestry. Approximately one in every 1,000-1,400 Latino births are affected.

Prognosis

SGS does not alter lifespan, although complications from associated abnormalities such as mental retardation or respiratory problems can cause problems.
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Amy Vance, MS, CGC

Sialidoses types I and II see Neuraminidase deficiency
Human's stage in development determines whether he or she makes primarily embryonic, fetal, or adult hemoglobins. All types of hemoglobin are made of three components: heme, alpha (or alpha-like) globin, and beta (or beta-like) globin. Sickle hemoglobin is the result of a genetic change in the beta globin component of normal adult hemoglobin. The beta globin gene is located on chromosome 11. The sickle cell form of the beta globin gene results from the substitution of a single DNA nucleotide, or genetic building-block. The change from adenine to thymine at codon (position) 6 of the beta globin gene leads to insertion of the amino acid valine—instead of glutamic acid—at this same position in the beta globin protein. As a result of this change, sickle hemoglobin has unique properties in comparison to the usual type of adult hemoglobin.

Most individuals have two normal copies of the beta globin gene, which make normal beta globin that is incorporated into adult hemoglobin. Individuals who have sickle cell trait (called sickle cell carriers) have one normal beta globin gene and one sickle cell gene. These individuals make both the usual adult hemoglobin and sickle hemoglobin in roughly equal proportions, so they do not experience any health problems as a result of having the trait. Although traces of blood in the urine and difficulty in concentrating the urine can occur, neither represents a significant health problem as a result of sickle cell trait. Of the millions of people with sickle cell trait worldwide, a small handful of individuals have experienced acute symptoms. In these very rare cases, individuals were subject to very severe physical strain.

When both members of a couple are carriers of sickle cell trait, there is a 25% chance in each pregnancy for the baby to inherit two sickle cell genes and have sickle cell anemia, or SS disease. Correspondingly, there is a 50% chance the baby will have sickle cell trait and a 25% chance that the baby will have the usual type of hemoglobin.

Other types of sickle cell disease include SC disease, SD disease, and S/beta thalassemia. These conditions are caused by the co-inheritance of the sickle cell gene and another altered beta globin gene. For example, one parent may have sickle cell trait and the other parent may have hemoglobin C trait (another hemoglobin trait that does not cause health problems). For this couple, there would be a 25% chance of SC disease in each pregnancy.

Signs and symptoms

Normal adult hemoglobin transports oxygen from the lungs to tissues throughout the body. Sickle hemoglobin can also transport oxygen. However, once the oxygen is released, sickle hemoglobin tends to polymerize (line-up) into rigid rods that alter the shape of the red blood cell. Sickling of the red blood cell can be triggered by low oxygen, such as occurs in organs with slow blood flow. It can also be triggered by cold temperatures and dehydration.

Sickle cells have a decreased life span in comparison to normal red blood cells. Normal red blood cells survive for approximately 120 days in the bloodstream; sickle cells last only 10-12 days. As a result, the bloodstream is chronically short of red blood cells and hemoglobin, and the affected individual develops anemia.

Sickle cells can create other complications. Due to their shape, they do not fit well through small blood
vessels. As an aggravating factor, the outside surfaces of sickle cells may have altered chemical properties that increase the cells’ ‘stickiness’. These sticky sickle cells are more likely to adhere to the inside surfaces of small blood vessels, as well as to other blood cells. As a result of the sickle cells’ shape and stickiness, blockages form in small blood vessels. Such blockages prevent oxygenated blood from reaching areas where it is needed, causing pain as well as organ and tissue damage.

The severity of symptoms cannot be predicted based solely on the genetic inheritance. Some individuals with sickle cell disease develop health- or life-threatening problems in infancy, but others may have only mild symptoms throughout their lives. Individuals may experience varying degrees of health at different stages in the lifecycle. For the most part, this clinical variability is unpredictable, and the reasons for the observed variability can not usually be determined. However, certain types of sickle cell disease (i.e. SC disease) tend to result in fewer and less severe symptoms on average than other types of sickle cell disease (i.e. SS disease). Some additional modifying factors are known. For example, elevated levels of fetal hemoglobin in a child or adult can decrease the quantity and severity of some symptoms and complications. Fetal hemoglobin is a normally occurring hemoglobin that usually decreases from over 90% of the total hemoglobin to under one percent during the first year of life. This change is genetically determined, although some individuals may experience elevated levels of fetal hemoglobin due to variation in the genes that control fetal hemoglobin production. Such individuals often experience a reduction in their symptoms and complications due to the ability of fetal hemoglobin to prevent the polymerization of sickle hemoglobin, which leads to sickling of the red blood cell.

There are several symptoms that warrant immediate medical attention, including the following:

- Signs of infection (fever greater than 101°F or 38.3°C, coughs frequently or breathing trouble, unusual crankiness, feeding difficulties)
- Signs of severe anemia (pale skin or lips, yellowing of the skin or eyes, very tired, very weak)
- Signs indicating possible dehydration (vomiting, diarrhea, fewer wet diapers)
- Other signs (pain or swelling in the abdomen, swollen hands or feet, screams when touched).

These can be signs of various complications that occur in sickle cell disease.

**Infections and effects on the spleen**

Children with sickle cell disease who are under age three are particularly prone to life-threatening bacterial infections. *Streptococcus pneumoniae* is the most common offending bacteria, and invasive infection from this organism leads to death in 15% of patients. The spleen, an organ that helps to fight bacterial infections, is particularly vulnerable to the effects of sickling. Sickle cells can impede blood flow through the spleen, causing organ damage, which usually results in loss of spleen function by late childhood. The spleen can also become enlarged due to blockages and/or increased activity of the spleen. Rapid enlargement of the spleen may be a sign of another complication called *splenic sequestration*, which occurs mostly in young children and can be life-threatening. Widespread sickling in the spleen prevents adequate blood flow from the organ, removing increasing volumes of blood from the circulation and leading to accompanying signs of severe anemia.

**Painful events**

Painful events, also known as *vaso-occlusive events*, are a hallmark symptom of sickle cell disease. The frequency and duration of the pain can vary tremendously from person to person and over an individual’s lifecycle. Painful events are the most common cause of hospitalizations in sickle cell disease. However, only a small portion of individuals with sickle cell disease experience frequent and severe painful events. Most painful events can be managed at home. Pain results when small blood
vessel blockages prevent oxygen from reaching tissues. Pain can affect any area of the body, although the extremities, chest, abdomen, and bones are frequently affected sites. There is some evidence that cold temperatures or infection can trigger a painful event, but most events occur for unknown reasons. The hand-foot syndrome, or dactylitis, is a particular type of painful event. Most common in toddlers, dactylitis results in pain and swelling in the hands and feet, sometimes accompanied by a fever.

**Anemia**

Sickle cells have a high turnover rate leading to a deficit of red blood cells in the bloodstream. Common symptoms of anemia include fatigue, paleness, and a shortness of breath. A particularly severe form of anemia—aplastic anemia—occurs following infection with parvovirus. Parvovirus causes extensive destruction of the bone marrow, bringing production of new red blood cells to a halt. Bone marrow production resumes after seven to 10 days; however, given the short lives of sickle cells, even a brief shut-down in red blood cell production can cause a rapid decline in hemoglobin concentrations.

**Delayed growth**

The energy demands of the bone marrow for red blood cell production compete with the demands of a growing body. Children with sickle cell anemia may have delayed growth and reach puberty at a later age than normal. By early adulthood, they catch up on growth and attain normal height; however, weight typically remains below average.

**Stroke**

Children with sickle cell disease have a significantly elevated risk of having a stroke, which can be one of the most concerning complications of sickle cell disease. Approximately 11% of individuals with sickle cell disease will have a recognizable stroke by the age of 20. Magnetic resonance imaging studies have found that 17% of children with sickle cell anemia have evidence of a previous stroke or clinically ‘silent’ stroke-like events called transient ischemic events. Stroke in sickle cell disease is usually caused by a blockage of a blood vessel, but about one fourth of the time may be caused by a hemorrhage (or rupture) of a blood vessel.

Strokes result in compromised delivery of oxygen to an area of the brain. The consequences of stroke can range from life-threatening, to severe physical or cognitive impairments, to apparent or subtle learning disabilities, to undetectable effects. Common stroke symptoms include weakness or numbness that affects one side of the body, sudden behavioral changes, loss of vision, confusion, loss of speech or the ability to understand spoken words, dizziness, headache, seizures, vomiting, or even coma.

Approximately two-thirds of the children who have a stroke will have at least one more. Transfusions have been shown to decrease the incidence of a second stroke. A recent study showed that children at highest risk to experience a first stroke were 10 times more likely to stroke if untreated when compared to high-risk children treated with chronic blood transfusion therapy. High-risk children were identified using transcranial doppler ultrasound technology to detect individuals with increased blood flow speeds due to constricted intracranial blood vessels.

**Acute chest syndrome**

Acute chest syndrome (ACS) is a leading cause of death for individuals with sickle cell disease, and recurrent attacks can lead to permanent lung damage. Therefore, rapid diagnosis and treatment is of great importance. ACS can occur at any age and is similar but distinct from pneumonia. Affected persons may experience fever, cough, chest pain, and shortness of breath. ACS seems to have multiple causes including infection, sickling in the small blood vessels of the lungs, fat embolisms in the lungs, or a combination of factors.

**Priapism**

Males with sickle cell anemia may experience priapism, a condition characterized by a persistent and painful erection of the penis. Due to blood vessel blockage by sickle cells, blood is trapped in the tissue of the penis. Priapism may be short in duration or it may be prolonged. Priapism can be triggered by low oxygen (hypoxemia), alcohol consumption, or sexual intercourse. Since priapism can be extremely painful and result in damage to this tissue causing impotence, rapid treatment is essential.

**Kidney disease**

The environment in the kidney is particularly prone to damage from sickle cells. Signs of kidney damage can include blood in the urine, incontinence, and enlarged kidneys. Adults with sickle cell disease often experience insufficient functioning of the kidneys, which can progress to kidney failure in a small percentage of adults with sickle cell disease.

**Jaundice and gallstones**

Jaundice is indicated by a yellow tone in the skin and eyes, and alone it is not a health concern. Jaundice may occur if bilirubin levels increase, which can occur with high levels of red blood cell destruction. Bilirubin is the
final product of hemoglobin degradation, and is typically removed from the bloodstream by the liver. Therefore, jaundice can also be a sign of a poorly functioning liver, which may also be evidenced by an enlarged liver. Increased bilirubin also leads to increased chance for gallstones in children with sickle cell disease. Treatment, which may include removal of the gall bladder, may be selected if the gallstones start causing symptoms.

**Retinopathy**

The blood vessels that supply oxygen to the retina—the tissue at the back of the eye—may be blocked by sickle cells, leading to a condition called retinopathy. This is one of the only complications that is actually more common in SC disease as compared to SS disease. Retinopathy can be identified through regular ophthalmology evaluations and effectively treated in order to avoid damage to vision.

**Joint problems**

Avascular necrosis of the hip and shoulder joints, in which bone damage occurs due to compromised blood flow due to sickling, can occur later in childhood. This complication can affect an individual’s physical abilities and result in substantial pain.

**Diagnosis**

Inheritance of sickle cell disease or trait cannot be prevented, but it may be predicted. Screening is recommended for individuals in high-risk populations. In the United States, African Americans and Latino Americans have the highest risk of having the disease or trait. Sickle cell is also common among individuals of Mediterranean, Middle Eastern, and Eastern Indian descent.

A complete blood count (CBC) will describe several aspects of an individual’s blood cells. A person with sickle cell disease will have a lower than normal hemoglobin level, together with other characteristic red blood cell abnormalities. A hemoglobin electrophoresis is a test that can help identify the types and quantities of hemoglobin made by an individual. This test uses an electric field applied across a slab of gel-like material. Hemoglobins migrate through this gel at various rates and to specific locations, depending on their size, shape, and electrical charge. Although sickle hemoglobin (Hb S) and regular adult hemoglobin (called Hb A) differ by only one amino acid, they can be clearly separated using hemoglobin electrophoresis. Isoelectric focusing and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) use similar principles to separate hemoglobins and can be used instead of or in various combinations with hemoglobin electrophoresis to determine the types of hemoglobin present.

Another test, called the ‘sickledex’ can help confirm the presence of sickle hemoglobin, although this test cannot provide accurate or reliable diagnosis when used alone. When Hb S is present, but there is an absence or only a trace of Hb A, sickle cell anemia is a likely diagnosis. Additional beta globin DNA testing, which looks directly at the beta globin gene, can be performed to help confirm the diagnosis and establish the exact genetic type of sickle cell disease. CBC and hemoglobin electrophoresis are also typically used to diagnosis sickle cell trait and various other types of beta globin traits.

Diagnosis of sickle cell disease can occur under various circumstances. If an individual has symptoms that are suggestive of this diagnosis, the above-described screening tests can be performed followed by DNA testing, if indicated. Screening at birth using HPLC or a related technique offers the opportunity for early intervention. More than 40 states include sickle cell screening as part of the usual battery of blood tests done for newborns. This allows for early identification and treatment. Hemoglobin trait screening is recommended for any individual of a high-risk ethnic background who may be considering having children. When both members of a couple are found to have sickle cell trait, or other related hemoglobin traits, they can receive genetic counseling regarding the risk of sickle cell disease in their future children and various testing options.

Sickle cell disease can be identified before birth through the use of prenatal diagnosis. Chorionic villus sampling (CVS) can be offered as early as 10 weeks of pregnancy and involves removing a sample of the placenta made by the baby and testing the cells. CVS carries a risk of causing a miscarriage that is between one-half to one percent.

Amniocentesis is generally offered between 16 and 18 weeks of pregnancy, but can sometimes be offered earlier. Two to three tablespoons of the fluid surrounding the baby is removed. This fluid contains fetal cells that can be tested. This test carries a risk of causing a miscarriage, which is less than one percent. Pregnant woman and couples may choose prenatal testing in order to prepare for the birth of a baby that may have sickle cell disease.

Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) is a relatively new technique that involves in-vitro fertilization followed by genetic testing of one cell from each developing embryo. Only the embryos unaffected by sickle cell disease are transferred back into the uterus. PGD is currently available on a research basis only, and is relatively expensive.
Treatment and management

There are several practices intended to prevent some of the symptoms and complications of sickle cell disease. These include preventative antibiotics, good hydration, immunizations, and access to comprehensive care. Maintaining good health through adequate nutrition, avoiding stresses and infection, and getting proper rest is also important. Following these guidelines is intended to improve the health of individuals with sickle cell disease.

Penicillin

Infants are typically started on a course of penicillin that extends from infancy to age six. Use of this antibiotic is meant to ward off potentially fatal infections. Infections at any age are treated aggressively with antibiotics. Vaccines for common infections, such as *pneumococcal pneumonia*, are also recommended.

Pain management

Pain is one of the primary symptoms of sickle cell anemia, and controlling it is an important concern. The methods necessary for pain control are based on individual factors. Some people can gain adequate pain control through over-the-counter oral painkillers (analgesics). Other individuals, or painful events, may require stronger methods which can include administration of narcotics. Alternative therapies may be useful in avoiding or controlling pain, including relaxation, hydration, avoiding extremes of temperature, and the application of local warmth.

Blood transfusions

Blood transfusions are not usually given on a regular basis but are used to treat individuals with frequent and severe painful events, severe anemia, and other emergencies. In some cases blood transfusions are given as a preventative measure, for example to treat spleen enlargement or prevent a second stroke (or a first stroke in an individual shown to be at high risk).

Regular blood transfusions have the potential to decrease formation of hemoglobin S, and reduce associated symptoms. However, there are limitations and risks associated with regular blood transfusions, including the risk of blood-borne infection and sensitization to proteins in the transfused blood that can make future transfusions very difficult. Most importantly, chronic blood transfusions can lead to iron overload. The body tends to store excess iron, such as that received through transfusions, in various organs. Over time, this iron storage can cause damage to various tissues and organs, such as the heart and endocrine organs.

Some of this damage can be prevented by the administration of a medication called *desferoxamine* that helps the body to eliminate excess iron through the urine. Alternately, some individuals receive a new, non-standard treatment called *erythrocytapheresis*. This involves the automated removal of sickle cells and is used in conjunction with a reduced number of regular transfusions. This treatment helps to reduce iron overload.

Hydroxyurea

Emphasis is being placed on developing drugs that treat sickle cell anemia directly. The most promising of these drugs since the late 1990s has been hydroxyurea, a drug that was originally designed for anticancer treatment. Hydroxyurea has been shown to reduce the frequency of painful crises and acute chest syndrome in adults, and to lessen the need for blood transfusions. Hydroxyurea, and other related medications, seem to work by inducing a higher production of fetal hemoglobin. The major side
effects of the drug include decreased production of platelets, red blood cells, and certain white blood cells. The effects of long-term hydroxyurea treatment are unknown.

**Bone marrow transplantation**

Bone marrow transplantation has been shown to cure sickle cell anemia in some cases. This treatment is reserved primarily for severely affected children with a healthy donor whose marrow proteins match those of the recipient, namely a brother or sister who has inherited the same tissue type. Indications for a bone marrow transplant are stroke, recurrent acute chest syndrome, and chronic unrelied pain.

Bone marrow transplantations tend to be the most successful in children; adults have a higher rate of transplant rejection and other complications. There is approximately a 10% fatality rate associated with bone marrow transplants done for sickle cell disease. Survivors face potential long-term complications, such as chronic graft-versus-host disease (an immune-mediated attack by the donor marrow against the recipient’s tissues), infertility, and development of some forms of cancer. A relatively recent advance in transplantation involves the use of donor stem cells obtained from cord blood, the blood from the placenta that is otherwise discarded following the birth of a new baby. Cord blood cells, as opposed to fully mature bone marrow cells, appear to be less likely to result in graft-versus-host disease in the recipient. This increases the safety and efficacy of the transplant procedure.

**Surgery**

Certain surgical interventions are utilized in the treatment of specific sickle cell-related complications. Removal of a functioning gallbladder or spleen can often lead to improvements in health. Investigations are currently underway to establish the efficacy of hip coring surgery, in which a portion of affected bone is removed to treat avascular necrosis of the hip. The hope is that this may provide an effective treatment to alleviate some pain and restore function in the affected hip.

**Psychosocial support**

As in any lifelong, chronic disease, comprehensive care is important. Assistance with the emotional, social, family-planning, economic, vocational, and other consequences of sickle cell disease can enable affected individuals to better access and benefit from their medical care.

**Prognosis**

Sickle cell disease is characteristically variable between and within affected individuals. Predicting the course of the disorder based solely on genes is not possible. Several factors aside from genetic inheritance determine the prognosis for affected individuals, including the frequency, severity, and nature of specific complications in any given individual. The availability and access of comprehensive medical care also plays an important role in preventing and treating serious, acute complications, which cause the majority of sickle cell-related deaths. For those individuals who do not experience such acute events, life-expectancy is probably substantially greater than the average for all people with sickle cell disease. The impact of recent medical advances supports the hypothesis that current life-expectancies may be significantly greater than those estimated in the early 1990s. At that time, individuals with SS disease lived to the early- to mid-40s, and those with SC disease lived into the upper 50s on average. With early detection and comprehensive medical care, most people with sickle cell disease are in fairly good health most of the time. Most individuals can be expected to live well into adulthood, enjoying an improved quality of life including the ability to choose a variety of education, career, and family-planning options for themselves.
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Simpson-Golabi-Behmel syndrome

Definition
Simpson-Golabi-Behmel syndrome (SGBS) is a rare X-linked recessive inherited condition. It causes general overgrowth in height and weight. Individuals with SGBS also have characteristic facial features in childhood which tend to become less obvious in adulthood.

Description
SGBS is also known as Simpson dysmorphia syndrome (SDYS), bulldog syndrome, Golabi-Rosen syndrome, and dysplasia gigantism syndrome X-linked (DGSX). SGBS is a rare X-linked recessive inherited condition. Individuals with this condition have increased height and weight for their age; a broad, stocky appearance; a large protruding jaw; a short, broad nose; incomplete closure of the roof of the mouth (cleft palate); and broad, short hands and fingers. Individuals with SGBS are usually taller than average. The characteristic features usually become less apparent in adulthood. There are at least two genes for SGBS. Both genes are located on the X chromosome.

Genetic profile
SGBS is caused by an alteration (mutation) in one of two genes on the X chromosome. Chromosomes are units of hereditary material passed from a parent to a child through the egg and sperm. The information on the chromosomes is organized into units called genes. Genes contain information necessary for normal human growth and development. Each cell in the body usually contains 46 chromosomes, arranged as 23 pairs. Twenty-two pairs of chromosomes are the same in males and females. The twenty-third pair is the sex chromosomes: females have two X chromosomes and males have an X and a Y chromosome. There are two genes on the X chromosome that can cause SGBS. The first gene is responsible for making a protein called glypican-3 (GPC3). The exact role of GPC3 is not known but it is thought to play a role in growth and development. When the gene for GPC3 is altered, the signs and symptoms of SGBS result. A second candidate gene, which causes a more severe form of SGBS, is also located on the X chromosome. The function of this second gene is not known. Generally, individuals who have SGBS due to a gene alteration in the GPC3 gene are said to have SGBS type 1 (SGBS1) and individuals who have SGBS due to an alteration in the second gene on the X chromosome are said to have SGBS type 2 (SGBS2).

SGBS is inherited as an X-linked recessive condition. With X-linked recessive conditions, males are usually more severely affected than females. Females have two copies of the SGBS gene (because they have two X chromosomes) while males have one copy of SGBS gene (because they have one X chromosome). Females who have an alteration in one copy of the SGBS gene are said to be carriers of SGBS. Generally, carriers show minimal or no effects of the altered gene because they have a second normal copy of the gene that is able to compensate for the altered copy. Since males have only one working copy of the SGBS gene to start, if that gene is altered, they will develop SGBS. When carrier females have children, they are at risk to have a child with SGBS. In each pregnancy, carrier females have a 25% chance of having a child (always a son) with SGBS and a 25% chance of having a child (always a daughter) whom is a carrier of SGBS. Males who are affected with SGBS cannot pass
this condition to their sons (because their sons inherit the Y chromosome); however, all daughters of a male affected with SGBS will be carriers for the condition.

**Demographics**

SGBS is a rare inherited condition that primarily affects males from all ethnic groups. Female carriers for SGBS may show subtle features of the condition. It is not known precisely how many individuals are affected with SGBS.

**Signs and symptoms**

The spectrum of clinical features in SGBS is broad, ranging from very mild forms in carrier females to forms that are lethal in the newborn male. SGBS affects the face, hands, chest, abdomen, genitals, internal organs and overall growth.

Individuals with SGBS are larger than average at birth in height, weight, and head size. This overgrowth continues into adulthood with affected males being taller than average. Final height in males ranges from 74 in to 83 in (188 cm to 210 cm). There are typical facial characteristics in affected males including widely spaced eyes, short nose, large mouth, large tongue, a groove in the lower lip, and teeth that do not align properly. Incomplete closure of the lip (cleft lip) and/or the roof of the mouth (cleft palate) can also occur. The large tongue and improperly aligned teeth can be a cause of speech difficulties.

The hands and feet of males with SGBS tend to be short and broad. Other hand abnormalities such as small nails, webbing of the skin between the fingers, and extra fingers/toes, is also common. Males with SGBS have extra nipples and some may have undescended testicles.

The internal organs are larger than average, particularly the liver, spleen, and kidneys. The kidneys may also have many cysts on them. A few individuals have been known to have lung and diaphragm abnormalities. Heart abnormalities can also occur in SGBS1 and have been a cause of death in several individuals under two years of age. These include conduction defects causing arrhythmias. The stomach and intestines can also be affected, which may cause digestive problems. The bones may also be affected. Some individuals have an abnormal curving and twisting of the spine (scoliosis), extra ribs, and/or problems with the structure of the bones of the spine. The bony changes can be seen on x ray but may not cause any symptoms.
Despite their large size, newborns with SGBS tend to be floppy babies with decreased muscle tone. Due to this low muscle tone, there are several features that can result such as mouth breathing, a deformity of the chest wall (pectus excavatum), shoulders that droop, hernias, and undescended testicles.

There is an increased risk to develop tumors of the kidney (Wilms tumor) in SGBS in early childhood. This risk appears to be greatest in individuals under two years of age.

Most individuals with SGBS are of average intelligence, although some degree of mental impairment has been observed in males who are more severely affected. Individuals with SGBS may have psychological difficulties dealing with their distinctive facial appearance and speech difficulties, which often give the false impression that they are mentally impaired.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of SGBS is based on the presence of certain clinical features and in some cases may be confirmed through genetic testing. Not all affected individuals will have all of the features associated with SGBS.

Treatment and management

The heart function of individuals with SGBS should be carefully monitored because it can be a cause of early death. Individuals with SGBS should be regularly followed by a heart specialist (cardiologist).

Individuals with SGBS are at increased risk to develop kidney tumors. They should be screened for possible kidney tumor development or other tumors of infancy for at least the first five years of life. Screening usually involves an ultrasound (sound wave picture) of the abdomen, including the kidneys.

The large tongue and improperly aligned teeth may lead to speech difficulties. Some individuals may require surgery to reduce the size of the tongue to aid with speech development or for cosmetic reasons. Individuals with speech difficulties may benefit from speech therapy.

Individuals with SGBS may benefit from psychological support and social support to help them reach an adequate level of self-esteem. They may also benefit from genetic counseling, which may provide them with further information on the condition itself and recurrence risks for future pregnancies.

**Prognosis**

The spectrum of clinical manifestations in SGBS is broad, varying from very mild forms in carrier females to
infantile lethal forms in affected males. As many as 50% of males affected with SGBS die in the newborn period. The cause of this high mortality is not known but may be related to heart defects. In one reported family with a severe form of SGBS causing death in the newborn period, the responsible gene was not glypican-3 but the second candidate gene on the X chromosome.
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Sirenomelia

Definition
Sirenomelia is a lethal birth defect of the lower body characterized by apparent fusion of the legs into a single lower limb. Other birth defects are always associated with sirenomelia, most commonly abnormalities of the kidneys, large intestines, and genitalia.

Description
This pattern of birth defects is associated with abnormal umbilical cord blood vessels. The normal fetus develops two umbilical arteries, which pump blood from the fetus to the placenta, and one umbilical vein, which returns blood from the placenta to the fetus. The umbilical arteries branch off the iliac arteries in the pelvis. The iliac arteries supply the legs and pelvic organs such as the genitalia. Most babies with sirenomelia have only one umbilical artery and one vein. Rarely a baby with sirenomelia can have the typical two arteries and one vein with occlusion (blockage) of one artery.

In sirenomelia, the one functional artery is larger than normal and branches from the aorta high in the abdomen. Below this umbilical artery, the aorta becomes abnormally narrow. This type of single umbilical artery is known as a vitelline artery because it is thought to arise from the primitive vitelline arteries early in the life of the embryo. The vitelline arteries normally fuse a few weeks after conception to form the arteries that supply the gastrointestinal system and genitourinary system (superior mesenteric, inferior mesenteric, and celiac arteries). If the normal umbilical arteries do not form correctly as branches from the iliac arteries, then a vitelline artery might persist.

Fusion of the lower limbs, such as the legs of this infant, results from vital blood flow and nutrients being diverted away from the lower extremeties due to abnormal umbilical cord blood vessels. (Greenwood Genetic Center)
The vitelline umbilical artery steals blood and nutrition from the lower body and diverts it to the placenta. This results in a small aorta and variable absence of the arteries that supply the kidneys, large intestine, and genitalia (renal, inferior mesenteric, and celiac arteries). Because of the loss of nutrition and blood flow, the lower limbs fail to form as separate limbs, the kidneys do not form or are malformed, the large intestine ends blindly in the abdominal cavity, the anus is imperforate, and the internal and external genitalia are absent or malformed.

The typical malformation of the lower limbs seen in babies with sirenomelia consists of apparent fusion of the legs. There is a spectrum of severity with severe cases having one lower limb that tapers to a point with the absence of foot structures. In these severe cases there are only two bones present in the entire limb (a femur and presumably a tibia). On the mild end of the spectrum are babies with fusion of the skin of the lower limbs only. In these infants the feet may be fully formed with fusion at the ankles. All bones are fully formed and separate. Normally there are three bones in each leg—the femur in the upper leg (thigh) and the tibia and fibula in the lower leg (calf).

Other abnormalities of the upper body involving the heart, lungs, spine, brain, and arms can also be seen in this syndrome, however, not in every affected individual. It is unknown at this time why a single umbilical artery could cause these changes.

Single umbilical artery occurs in about 1% of all liveborn infants. In most of these infants the one umbilical artery is normally formed and not of vitelline origin. In these cases, the risk of other birth defects is low (about 8%). All infants born with a vitelline umbilical artery will have other malformations, the most common being sirenomelia.

Genetic profile

All cases of sirenomelia have occurred in families as isolated cases, and there is no known genetic cause. It is possible that sirenomelia is an autosomal dominant condition and because it is lethal, all cases represent a new mutation. Alternatively, it might be a multifactorial trait where multiple genes and environmental factors come together to cause this pattern of malformations. The fact that all cases have been isolated does not support this possibility. Sirenomelia is more common in twin pregnancies. This may give evidence to an environmental cause.

Demographics

Sirenomelia is rare, estimated to occur once in every 60,000 births. While the exact incidence in different populations is not known, sirenomelia has been reported in a variety of ethnic groups around the world. It is known to be more common in twin pregnancies and in babies born to mothers with diabetes mellitus.

Signs and symptoms

Abnormalities associated with sirenomelia include:

- absence of the kidneys or malformed non-functioning kidneys
- blind ending colon and imperforate anus
- small, absent, fused, or poorly formed pelvic bones
- small, absent, or poorly formed internal and external genitalia

KEY TERMS

Aorta—The main artery located above the heart which pumps oxygenated blood out into the body. Many congenital heart defects affect the aorta.

Autosomal dominant—A pattern of genetic inheritance where only one abnormal gene is needed to display the trait or disease.

Iliac arteries—Arteries that supply blood to the lower body including the pelvis and legs.

Imperforate anus—Also known as anal atresia. A birth defect in which the opening of the anus is absent or obstructed.

Mermaid syndrome—Alternate name for sirenomelia, often used in older references.

Mutation—A permanent change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual, or manifest as disease, and can be transmitted to offspring.

Oligohydramnios—Reduced amount of amniotic fluid. Causes include non-functioning kidneys and premature rupture of membranes. Without amniotic fluid to breathe, a baby will have underdeveloped and immature lungs.

Stillborn—The birth of a baby who has died sometime during the pregnancy or delivery.

Teratogenic—Any agent that can cause birth defects or mental retardation in a developing fetus. Common teratogens are medications or other chemicals but they also include infections, radiation, maternal medical condition, and other agents.

Ultrasound—An imaging technique that uses sound waves to help visualize internal structures in the body.
• fusion of the lower limbs along the inner leg, from skin only to complete fusion with the appearance of only one leg
• death from underdeveloped and immature lungs caused by oligohydramnios
• birth defects in the upper body sometimes occur and include abnormalities in the heart, lungs, arms, spine, and brain

Diagnosis
The diagnosis is obvious at birth on examination of a baby, but prenatal diagnosis often occurs in the second trimester (weeks 13 through 26 of a pregnancy) by an ultrasound.

Treatment and management
Babies born alive with functioning kidneys may survive with appropriate surgical management. Operations to reconstruct the urinary and gastrointestinal outlet tracts are almost always needed. Other procedures and treatments depend on the extent of other birth defects. It appears that if a baby does survive, he or she will not have any mental delays.

Prognosis
Because of the birth defects involving the gastrointestinal tract and kidneys, sirenomelia is almost always fatal. About 50% of babies are stillborn (the baby has died before delivery) and 50% are liveborn with survival lasting a few minutes to a few days. There have been at least two reported cases of sirenomelia that have survived beyond the first month of life. These infants had normal functioning kidneys during their development.

Resources
PERIODICALS

Randall Stuart Colby, MD
A child with both parents who carry the disease has a 25% chance of having the disease; a 50% chance of being a carrier of the disease (but not affected by the disease, having both one normal gene and one gene with the mutation for the disorder); and a 25% chance of receiving both normal genes, one from each parent, and being genetically normal for that particular trait.

The gene for the Sjögren-Larsson syndrome, FALDH, is located on chromosome number 17 in band 17p11.2. The gene mutation that is responsible for the disorder is located near the center of the chromosome and is strongly associated with the gene markers called D17S805 and ALDH10.

Demographics

Sjögren-Larsson syndrome is a rare disorder. The highest incidence occurs in northern Sweden. The mutation responsible for the disease is present in approximately 1% of the population in northern Sweden. All Swedes with the syndrome are believed to be descendants of one ancestor in whom a genetic change occurred about 600 years ago. (The phenomenon wherein everyone is descended from one person within what was once a tiny group of people is called founder effect.) The disease also occurs in members of families of other European, Arabic, and native American descent, but is less prevalent. Sjögren-Larsson syndrome affects both males and females.

Signs and symptoms

There are several signs and symptoms of Sjögren-Larsson syndrome. The major features of the disorder are the following:

- **Skin**: In infancy, development of various degrees of scaling and reddened skin occurs (ichthyosis), often accompanied by hyperkeratosis (thickening of the skin) on the outer skin layer. After infancy, skin on the arms, legs, and abdomen is often dark and scaly and lacking redness. Bruises are present at birth or soon after.
- **Hair**: Hair may be brittle.
- **Extremities**: Joint contracture and hypertonia cause resistance of joints to movement and of muscles to stretching. Most individuals with the syndrome never walk.
- **Eyes**: About half of the individuals with this syndrome have retinitis pigmentosa (pigmentary degeneration of the retina). Glistening white or yellow-white dots on the retina (ocular fundus) are characteristic. They may be an early sign of the disease, presenting at age 1–2, and may increase with age.
- **Nervous system**: Spastic diplegia or tetraplegia (paralysis) affecting arms and/or legs. About half of the individuals with this disorder have seizures.
- **Urogenital system**: Kidney diseases may be associated with this syndrome.
- **Growth and development**: Individuals with the disorder tend to be unusually short in stature. Mental retardation is characteristic. Speech disorders may be present. Speech abnormalities, mental retardation, and seizures usually occur during the first two or three years of life.

Diagnosis

The clinical features of Sjögren-Larsson syndrome are often distinctive, and a pattern of anomalies may suggest the diagnosis. In addition to ichthyosis and spasticity at birth, glistening white or yellow-white dots on the retina may be an early sign of the disease, presenting in the first or second year of life. If they occur, speech abnormalities, mental retardation, and seizures present during the first two or three years of life.

Laboratory findings are important in diagnosing Sjögren-Larsson syndrome. A laboratory test for deficiency of an enzyme (a protein that catalyzes chemical reactions in the human body) called fatty aldehyde dehydrogenase 10 (FALDH10) will determine presence of the disease. Sjögren-Larsson is due to a deficiency of FALDH10, and the gene for the Sjögren-Larsson syndrome is the same as the FALDH10 gene.
Positive laboratory results for Sjögren-Larsson will include the following findings:

- Hexadeconal elevated in fibroblasts.
- Fatty alcohol NAD+ deficient in Sjögren-Larsson syndrome fibroblasts.
- Fatty aldehyde dehydrogenase (FALDH) deficiency.

Genetic counseling

Individuals with a family history of Sjögren-Larsson syndrome may benefit from genetic counseling to learn about the condition including treatments, inheritance, testing, and options available to them so that they can make informed decisions appropriate to their families. A child with both parents who carry the Sjögren-Larsson gene mutation has a 25% chance having the disorder. Couples who have had one affected child have a 25% risk of having another child with the disorder in each pregnancy.

Prenatal testing

Families at risk to have a child with Sjögren-Larsson syndrome may have the option of prenatal diagnosis. DNA can be extracted from fetal cells obtained by either chorionic villus sampling (usually done until 12 weeks gestation) or amniocentesis (usually done at 16–18 weeks gestation) and tested to determine if the altered gene in the family is present. These techniques usually require that the alteration in the gene has been identified previously in an affected family member.

Chorionic villus sampling is a procedure to obtain chorionic villi tissue for testing. Chorionic villi are microscopic, finger-like projections that emerge from the chorionic membrane and eventually form the placenta. The cells of the chorionic villi are of fetal origin so laboratory analysis can identify a number of genetic abnormalities of the fetus. Because the villi are attached to the uterus, however, there is a chance that maternal tissue may be analyzed rather than the fetal cells. If the sample is too small, it may be necessary to repeat the procedure. In addition, the quality of the chromosome analysis is usually not as good with chorionic villus sampling as with amniocentesis. The chromosomes may not be as long, and so it may not be possible to identify some of the smaller bands on the chromosomes.

Amniocentesis is a procedure that involves inserting a thin needle into the uterus, into the amniotic sac, and withdrawing a small amount of amniotic fluid (a liquid produced by the fetal membranes and the fetus that surrounds the fetus throughout pregnancy). DNA can be extracted from the fetal cells contained in the amniotic fluid and tested for the specific mutation known to cause Sjögren-Larsson syndrome.

Treatment and management

Individuals with Sjögren-Larsson syndrome should be under routine health supervision by a physician who is familiar with the disorder, its complications, and its treatment. Supportive resources for individuals with Sjögren-Larsson syndrome and their families should be provided. Some clinical improvement has been reported to occur with fat restriction in the diet and supplementation with medium-chain triglycerides.

Other treatment of the disorder is generally symptomatic.
- For dermatologic symptoms, various skin softening ointments are useful in reducing symptoms. Plain petroleum jelly may be effective, especially when applied while the skin is still moist, such as after bathing. Salicylic acid gel may also be effective. When using the ointment, skin is covered at night with an airtight, waterproof dressing. Lactate lotion is another effective treatment for the dermatologic symptoms.
- For ocular symptoms, regular care from a qualified ophthalmologist is important.
- To control seizures, anti-convulsant medications may be helpful.
- Speech therapy and special education services may be helpful.

Prognosis

Prognosis is variable depending upon the severity of the disease. Sjögren-Larsson does not generally lead to shortened life span.
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Smith-Fineman-Myers syndrome

Definition

Smith-Fineman-Myers syndrome (SFMS) is a rare and severe type of X-linked inherited mental retardation.

Description

Smith-Fineman-Myers syndrome is also known as Smith-Fineman-Myers type mental retardation and Smith-Fineman-Myers type X-linked mental retardation. SFMS results in severe mental retardation along with characteristic facial features and skeletal differences.

Genetic profile

Smith-Fineman-Myers syndrome is an X-linked disease. X-linked diseases map to the human X chromosome, a sex chromosome. Females have two X chromosomes, whereas males have one X chromosome and one Y chromosome. Because males have only one X chromosome, they require only one copy of an abnormal X-linked gene to display disease. Because females have two X chromosomes, the effect of one X-linked recessive disease gene is masked by the disease gene’s normal counterpart on her other X chromosome.

In classic X-linked inheritance males are affected, presenting full clinical symptoms of the disease. Females are not affected. Affected fathers can never pass X-linked diseases to their sons. However, affected fathers always pass X-linked disease genes to their daughters. Females who inherit the faulty gene but do not show the disease are known as carriers. Female carriers of SFMS have a 50% chance to pass the disease-causing gene to each of their children. Each of a female carrier’s sons has a 50% chance to display the symptoms of SFMS. None of a female carrier’s daughters would display symptoms of SFMS.

Some patients with SFMS have been found to have a mutation in the ATRX gene, on the X chromosome at a location designated as Xq13. ATRX is also the disease gene for several other forms of X-linked mental retardation. Mutations in ATRX are associated with X-linked Alpha-thalassemia/mental retardation syndrome, Carpenter syndrome, Juberg-Marsidi syndrome, and X-linked mental retardation with spastic paraplegia. It is possible that some patients with SFMS have X-linked Alpha-thalassemia/mental retardation syndrome without the hemoglobin H effects that lead to Alpha-thalassemia in the traditionally recognized disease.

Demographics

SFMS affects only males and is very rare. As of early 2001, only 12 cases have been reported in the medical literature. SFMS has been reported in brothers of affected boys.

Signs and symptoms

SFMS visibly affects the skeletal and nervous systems and results in an unusual facial appearance. The genitals may also show effects ranging from mild (e.g. undescended testes) to severe (leading to female gender assignment).

Skeletal features

Boys with SFMS have short stature and a thin body build. Their heads are small and may also be unusually shaped. Scoliosis and chest abnormalities have been reported to occur with SFMS. X rays may show that their bones have characteristics of the bones of people younger than they are. Hands are often short with unusual palm creases and short, unusually shaped fingers. Fingernails may be abnormal. Foot abnormalities and shortened or fused toes have also been reported.

Neurological features

Boys with SFMS exhibit severe mental retardation. Restlessness, behavior problems, seizures, and severe delay in language development are common. Boys with SFMS may be self-absorbed with reduced ability to socialize with others. Affected boys show reduced mus-
cle tone as infants and young children. Later, muscle tone and reflexes are abnormally increased causing spasticity.

Boys with SFMS may display cortical atrophy, or degeneration of the brain’s outer layer, on brain imaging studies. Cortical atrophy is commonly found in older unaffected people. When cortical atrophy is found in younger people it is typically due to a serious brain injury. Brain biopsies of two patients with SFMS have been normal.

Facial features

SFMS is associated with unusual facial features including a large mouth with a drooping lower lip, prominent upper jaw and front teeth, and an underdeveloped chin. Cleft palate has been reported in one set of affected twins. Eyes are widely spaced with drooping eyelids. Skin may be lightly pigmented with multiple freckles.

Diagnosis

Assessment for any type of mental retardation should include a detailed family history and thorough physical exam. Brain and skeletal imaging through CT scans or x rays may be helpful. A chromosome study and certain other genetic and biochemical tests help to rule out other possible causes of mental retardation.

Diagnosis of SFMS has traditionally been based on the visible and measurable symptoms of the disease. Until 2000, SFMS was not known to be associated with any particular gene. As of 2001, scientists do not yet know if other genes may be involved in some cases of this rare disease. Genetic analysis of the ATRX gene may, however, prove to be helpful in diagnosis of SFMS.

Treatment and management

Treatment for SFMS is based on the symptoms each individual displays. Seizures are controlled with anticonvulsants. Medications and behavioral modification routines may help to control behavioral problems.

Prognosis

Retardation is severe, but it does not seem to get worse with age. Lifespan does not appear to be shortened.

KEY TERMS

**Spasticity**—Increased muscle tone, or stiffness, which leads to uncontrolled, awkward movements.

**Tone**—A term used to describe the tension of muscles. Increased tone is increased tension in the muscles.
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Smith-Fineman-Myers type X-linked mental retardation see **Smith-Fineman-Myers syndrome**

**Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome**

**Definition**

Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome (SLOS) is a syndrome characterized by microcephaly (small head size), mental retardation, short stature, and major and minor malformations. It is caused by an abnormality in cholesterol metabolism.

**Description**

SLOS was first characterized by David W. Smith, John M. Opitz, and Luc Lemli in 1964. The syndrome has variable characteristics marked mainly by short stature, mental retardation, microcephaly, postaxial polydactyly (an extra digit on the little finger side of the hand or the little toe side of the foot), cleft palate, cardiovascular defects, genital malformations and other abnormalities associated with abnormal cholesterol metabolism. In 1993, scientists discovered that children with SLOS have a metabolic disorder that prevents cholesterol from being made in amounts sufficient for normal growth and development.
Sometimes the severe form of the disease is called SLOS type II. But laboratory testing has shown that type II is not biochemically distinct. Rather it represents the more severe expression of the SLOS phenotype.

SLOS is also known as Smith syndrome, RSH syndrome, and RSH/Smith-Lemli-Opitz (RSH/SLO) syndrome. The designation RSH represents initials of the surnames of the first three patients in whom the syndrome was first observed.

**Genetic profile**

SLOS is inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. In autosomal recessive inheritance, a single abnormal gene on one of the autosomal chromosomes (one of the first 22 “non-sex” chromosomes) from both parents can cause the disease. Both of the parents must be carriers in order for the child to inherit the disease since recessive genes are expressed only when both copies in the pair have the same recessive instruction. Neither of the parents has the disease (since it is recessive).

A child with both parents who carry the disease has a 25% chance having the disease; a 50% chance of being a carrier of the disease (having both one normal gene and one gene with the mutation for the disorder) but not affected by the disease; and a 25% chance of receiving both normal genes, one from each parent, and being genetically normal for that particular trait.

The gene for SLOS, DHCR7, encodes 7-dehydrocholesterol (7-DHC) reductase, the enzyme that is deficient in SLOS. DHCR7 is on the long arm of chromosome 11 at locus 11q12-q13.

**Demographics**

SLOS occurs in approximately one in 20,000 to 30,000 births in populations of northern and central European background. Evidence suggests that there is a higher frequency of SLOS in people of northern European ancestry and a lower frequency in people of Asian or African background.

Because of the presence of recognizable genital abnormalities, males are more likely than females to be evaluated for a diagnosis of SLOS. Therefore, the occurrence of the disease among females is less certain.

**Signs and symptoms**

The following are features of the congenital multiple anomaly syndrome.

- Nearly 90% of people with SLOS have microcephaly.
- Nearly all people with SLOS have moderate to severe mental retardation.
- Other neurologic findings are less common. These include seizures and muscle hypotonia.
- Characteristic facial features include narrowing at the temples, epicanthal folds (skin fold of the upper eyelid covering the inner corner of the eye), downslanting eyes, drooping upper eyelids, anteverted nares (nostrils that tilt forward), and abnormal smallness of the jaw (micrognathia). Cleft palate is present in 40–50% of people with SLOS, and about 20% have congenital cataracts. Strabismus, poor tracking, opsoclonus (impairment of eye movements), and optic nerve demyelination (deterioration) are other possible ophthalmologic manifestations.
- Cardiac abnormalities are present in about 35–40% of patients with SLOS. Increased incidence of atrioventricular canal defects and anomalous pulmonary venous return is seen in people with SLOS.
- Urogenital anomalies are frequent. Kidney hypoplasia (smaller than normal) or dysplasia (abnormal development) occurs in about 40% of people with SLOS. Genital anomalies of variable severity may include hypospadias and/or bilateral cryptorchidism, which occur in about half of reported cases, and small penis.
Many 46,XY individuals with severe manifestations of SLOS have undermasculinization of the external genitalia, resulting in female external genitalia (sex reversal). Abnormalities in the uterus and vagina have been noted in 46,XX females.

- Syndactyly of the second and third toes occurs frequently. Postaxial polydactyly is present in 25–50% of all cases. Other abnormalities affecting the hands and feet may be present.
- Short stature is common. Limbs and neck are shorter than normal.

In addition, a child with SLOS will often show failure to thrive, have abnormal sleep patterns, and have photosensitivity. The hair of children with SLOS is blonde.

Growth may be retarded prenatally. Neonates frequently have poor suck, irritability, and failure to thrive.

**Diagnosis**

The clinical features of SLOS are often distinctive, and a pattern of congenital anomalies suggests the diagnosis. Features that are most commonly seen are microcephaly, postaxial polydactyly, 2–3 syndactyly of the toes, growth and mental retardation, cleft palate, and hypospadias in males.

The diagnosis of SLOS relies on clinical suspicion and detection of abnormally elevated serum concentration of 7-dehydrocholesterol (7-DHC) or an elevated 7-dehydrocholesterol:cholesterol ratio. Serum concentration of cholesterol is usually low, with cholesterol levels less than 50 mg/dl (normal is greater than 100 mg/dl). Cholesterol is an essential building block of all cell membranes and the white matter of the brain, and SLOS appears to be caused by abnormally low levels of the enzyme 7-DHC-reductase, which converts 7-DHC into cholesterol. Children with SLOS with the lowest cholesterol levels tend to have the most severe forms of the disorder and often die at birth or in the first few months. In about 10% of patients, cholesterol is in the normal range, so it is an unreliable marker for screening and diagnosis.

Molecular genetic testing of the DHCR7 gene is not generally available. But since the molecular structure of the DHCR7 has been identified, the possibility now exists for DNA-based testing for diagnosis and genetic counseling. Currently, such testing is available on a research basis only.

**Genetic counseling**

Carrier detection is problematic using biochemical testing. In carriers, 7-DHC and cholesterol levels are usually normal. Carrier testing is now possible, although not generally available, by measurement of 7DHC or enzyme levels in cultured cells. More accurate DNA testing for DHCR7 mutations is not currently available, but it is anticipated in the near future. Couples who have had one affected child have a 25% risk of having a child with SLOS in each pregnancy.

**Prenatal testing**

For couples known to be at 25% risk for having a baby with SLOS, testing is available to assist in prenatal diagnosis. Prior testing of family members is usually necessary for prenatal testing.

Either chorionic villus sampling (CVS) or amniocentesis may be performed for prenatal testing. CVS is a procedure to obtain chorionic villi tissue for testing. Abnormal levels of 7-dehydrocholesterol in amniotic fluid or chorionic villus samples is diagnostic of SLOS. Chorionic villus sampling can be performed at 10–12 weeks gestation.

Amniocentesis is a procedure that involves inserting a thin needle into the uterus, into the amniotic sac, and withdrawing a small amount of amniotic fluid. SLOS can be diagnosed from biochemical testing performed on the amniotic fluid. DNA can also be extracted from the fetal cells contained in the amniotic fluid and tested. Amniocentesis is performed at 16–18 weeks gestation.

Abnormal concentration of 7-dehydrocholesterol levels in tissue obtained from CVS or in amniotic fluid is diagnostic.

For low-risk pregnancies, in which there is no family history of SLOS, certain findings in the fetus might prompt consideration of SLOS. The combination of low unconjugated estriol levels, low HCG, and low alphafetoprotein on routine maternal serum testing at 16–18 weeks gestation might suggest the possible diagnosis of SLOS. Findings on ultrasound examination such as cardiac defects, cleft palate, genital abnormalities, or growth retardation might be suggestive, prompting consideration of a 7-dehydrocholesterol assay of amniotic fluid.

Low uE3 levels alone may be an indication of further investigation, especially if it is associated with abnormal ultrasonographic findings suggestive of SLOS.

**Treatment and management**

It is not known what role the elevated levels of 7-DHC and other sterol precursors—not usually present in significant concentrations in the plasma—play in the pathogenesis of SLOS. Children with SLOS should be under routine health supervision by a physician who is familiar with SLOS, its complications, and its treatment.
Since a common complication of the syndrome is pneumonia, it should be treated with appropriate antibiotics when it occurs.

Special education services and physical therapy may be recommended as needed.

**Infant care**

A physician familiar with the range of problems seen in infants with SLOS is important for appropriate health supervision and anticipatory guidance. Poor feeding and problems with weight gain are common in infants with SLOS. Many infants have difficulties with suck and/or swallow and may require alternative feeding. A diagnosis of *pyloric stenosis* (caused by a thickening and spasm of the stomach outlet) should be considered for those with frequent vomiting or apparent gastroesophageal reflux. Particular attention should also be given to the stooling pattern, abdominal distention, or other signs of possible obstruction, particularly in children with more severe phenotype, since these may indicate *Hirschsprung disease* (absent nerves in colon).

**Surgical treatment**

Surgical management of congenital anomalies such as cleft palate, congenital heart disease, and genital anomalies for the more severely affected infants need to be considered as they would in any other infant with a severe, usually lethal disorder. Even with vigorous intervention, children with multiple major manifestations of SLOS are believed to have decreased survival. Reassignment of sex of rearing for 46,XY infants with female genitalia may not always be appropriate because most will have early death. The process of gender reassignment can be disruptive to a family already coping with the difficult issues of having a child with a genetic disorder that has life-threatening medical complications.

**Dietary supplementation**

Because SLOS is a cholesterol deficiency syndrome, research trials have recently included dietary cholesterol supplementation. An increase in total caloric intake and an increase in cholesterol intake hold promise for treatment of SLOS, but the research is still preliminary. Benefits reported in preliminary studies include improved growth in children with SLOS, possible enhanced developmental progress, reduced dermatologic problems (rashes, photosensitivity), and improved behavior. No harmful side effects of cholesterol supplementation have been documented.

**Prognosis**

Prognosis is variable depending upon the severity of the disease. Children with SLOS who have multiple major malformations are believed to have decreased survival, even with vigorous intervention.
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Smith-Magenis chromosome region

**Smith-Magenis syndrome**

**Definition**

Smith-Magenis syndrome (SMS) is a relatively rare genetic disorder characterized by a specific pattern of physical, behavioral, and developmental features. First described in 1982 by Ann C.M. Smith (a genetics counselor) and Ellen Magenis (a physician and chromosome expert), the syndrome results from a deletion on chromosome 17, specifically referred to as deletion 17p11.2.

**Description**

Until the mid 1990s, SMS was not a well-known disorder, even among genetics experts; the chromosome deletion is small (a microdeletion) and difficult to detect. Most
individuals are not diagnosed until they receive specialized genetic tests, usually in mid-childhood or adulthood.

Smith-Magenis syndrome causes multiple birth defects (congenital abnormalities) as well as moderate to severe mental retardation. The clinical manifestations of SMS vary. However, a number of characteristic physical features, developmental delays, and behavioral problems occur in all patients with the disorder. According to some researchers, the extent of the chromosomal deletion may account for the variable severity of symptoms.

The most common and clinically recognizable features of those with SMS include mild to moderate brachycephaly (short, wide head), flat mid-face, mental retardation, and short, broad hands. Common but less consistent physical abnormalities include prominent forehead, protruding jaw, and low-set ears. The major clinical features and the specific abnormalities of SMS are the most obvious diagnostic clues to the disorder. Some experts believe that with more research on this syndrome, SMS may be determined to be a relatively common cause of mental retardation.

**Genetic profile**

Although SMS is caused by a deletion of genetic material from a portion of chromosome 17, the syndrome usually does not run in families. In most cases, the deletion occurs accidentally at conception when an abnormal sperm or egg from one parent unites with a normal sperm or egg from the other parent. The abnormal sperm or egg contains the missing chromosomal material. These abnormal sperm or eggs are present in everyone; however, the risk of an abnormal conception increases significantly with the parents’ ages.

Research has shown a random parental origin of deletion, suggesting that SMS is likely a contiguous gene deletion syndrome. Contiguous gene syndromes are conditions that occur as a result of microdeletions or microduplications involving several neighboring genes.

**Demographics**

Although the exact incidence of SMS is not known, the disorder is rare and estimated to occur in approximately one in 25,000-50,000 live births. Only about 150 cases have been identified worldwide from a diversity of ethnic groups. The ages of those affected ranges from neonates to individuals in their 70s. About an equal number of males and females are affected by the disorder.

**Signs and symptoms**

Although there are many features associated with SMS, not every individual exhibits all of these features.

**KEY TERMS**

**Brachycephaly**—An abnormal thickening and widening of the skull.

**Brachydactyly**—Abnormal shortness of the fingers and toes.

**Chromosome**—A microscopic thread-like structure found within each cell of the body and consists of a complex of proteins and DNA. Humans have 46 chromosomes arranged into 23 pairs. Changes in either the total number of chromosomes or their shape and size (structure) may lead to physical or mental abnormalities.

**Contiguous gene syndrome**—Conditions that occur as a result of microdeletions or microduplications involving several neighboring genes.

**FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridization)**—Technique used to detect small deletions or rearrangements in chromosomes by attempting to attach a fluorescent (glowing) piece of a chromosome to a sample of cells obtained from a patient.

**Melatonin**—A sleep-inducing hormone secreted by the pineal gland.

**Phenotype**—The physical expression of an individual's genes.

**Scoliosis**—An abnormal, side-to-side curvature of the spine.

The following is a common list of traits that have been reported:

- Distinct facial features: brachycephaly, flat mid-face area, prominent forehead, eyelid folds, broad nasal bridge, protruding jaw, and low-set ears
- Brachydactyly (short fingers and toes)
- Short stature
- Hoarse, deep voice
- Speech delay
- Learning disabilities
- Chronic ear infections
- Mental retardation (typically in the 50-60 range for I.Q.)
- Poor muscle tone and/or feeding problems in infancy
- Eye disorders
- Sleep disturbances
- Insensitivity to pain
• Behavioral problems: hyperactivity, head banging, hand/nail biting, skin picking, pulling off fingernails and toenails, explosive outbursts, tantrums, destructive and aggressive behavior, excitability, arm hugging/squeezing when excited

• Engaging and endearing personality

Less common symptoms include:

• Heart defects
• Scoliosis (curvature of the spine)
• Seizures
• Urinary tract abnormalities
• Abnormalities of the palate, cleft lip
• Hearing impairment

Diagnosis

Although SMS is generally believed to be under-diagnosed, with increased professional awareness and improved methods of testing, the number of individuals identified increases annually. In diagnosing the disorder, the characteristic behavioral features of SMS are usually recognized before the facial features, often leading to a delay in diagnosis.

Phenotype (physical features) identification

Facial abnormalities evolve over time and are more subtle in early childhood. Thus, diagnosis of SMS at birth or in infancy is infrequent and is usually made by chance when abnormal facial features suggest a diagnosis of Down syndrome (a more commonly known congenital abnormality caused by an extra chromosome 21) and chromosome testing reveals the SMS 17p11.2 deletion.

The phenotypic overlap of SMS with Down syndrome, particularly in early life, can be striking. Both conditions share a number of features, including brachycephaly, upward-slanting eyes, a short and broad nose, mid-face flattening, eye disorders, short stature, small hands and feet, and poor muscle tone. However, age evolves the somewhat coarse appearance of the face, and by young adulthood, the phenotype of the disorder is well developed and striking. Familiarity with the clinical manifestations of both genetic disorders improves the likelihood of early diagnosis and intervention.

High resolution chromosome analysis

The diagnosis of SMS is often confirmed through a blood test called a high resolution chromosome analysis, which is generally performed for the evaluation of developmental delays or congenital abnormalities. In the case of microdeletions, the chromosome deletions are so small that often they cannot be detected by chromosome analysis alone. In the older child, however, the phenotype is distinctive enough for a clinical diagnosis to be made by an experienced clinician prior to the chromosome analysis.

FISH analysis

If chromosome analysis is inconclusive, FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridization) is the test of choice to document the SMS deletion because its high degree of accuracy. In FISH analysis, which has become a standard molecular test, denatured DNA (DNA altered by a process that separates the complimentary strands within the DNA double helix structure) is kept in place in the chromosome and is then hybridized (mixed) with RNA or DNA (extracted from another source) to which a fluorescent tag has been attached. The advantage of maintaining the DNA in the chromosome is that the specific chromosome (or chromosomes) containing the gene of interest can be identified by observing, under a microscope, the location of the fluorescence. Combining FISH and standard chromosome analysis can characterize the structural rearrangements and marker chromosomes.

In SMS, predictive or prenatal screening is an unlikely outcome of identifying the flawed gene because the disease is so rare and does not run in families. Instead, researchers hope to determine how the extent of the microdeletion on chromosome 17 is related to the various signs and symptoms of SMS.

Treatment and management

There is no cure for SMS because the disorder is so complex and has received relatively little research attention. Therefore, managing symptoms becomes a priority in those diagnosed with the disorder.

A child with SMS typically displays self-injurious behavior as well as attention-seeking outbursts and aggressive behavior. Medications such as carbamazapine (an anticonvulsant) may be prescribed for severe behavioral problems associated with SMS. However, in most cases, drugs to help control or modify behavior or increase attention span have been found to be minimally effective. Any pharmacologic treatment of SMS remains individual, and several drugs may need to be tested to optimize results.

In addition to behavioral problems, children with SMS tend to have speech delays. Therefore, speech therapy, starting as early as possible, is typically beneficial. Most children learn to communicate verbally, either with sign language or gestures.

Since children with SMS are often easily distracted, they tend to do better in small, focused classroom set-
tings in which there are no more than five to seven chil-
dren. If the classroom is larger, competition for the
teacher’s attention increases, along with the probability
of behavioral problems. These children also seem to
respond to consistency, structure, and routines; changes
in routine can provoke behavioral outbursts and tantrums.

Children with SMS have problems with sequential
processing, which makes counting, mathematical skills,
and multi-step tasks especially difficult. They tend to
learn best with visual cues (such as pictures illustrating
tasks). Also, since they have a fascination with electron-
ics, the use of computers and other technology may be
effective teaching tools in these children. Generally very
responsive to affection, praise, and other positive emo-
tions, children with SMS usually enjoy interacting with
adults. A parent or teacher’s positive response can often
motivate a child to learn.

More than half of children with SMS have sleep dis-
turbances such as daytime sleepiness, difficulty falling
asleep at night, nocturnal awakening, decreased sleep time,
and abnormalities in REM (rapid eye movement) sleep.
These disturbances are due to abnormal melatonin metab-
olism. Melatonin is a sleep-inducing hormone secreted by
the pineal gland in the brain. Therefore, a locking mecha-
nism on the door may be helpful in preventing the child
from wandering out of his or her bedroom at night. Also, a
night-time dose of melatonin has been recommended for
some children and adults with SMS.

Some experts have suggested that every individual with
SMS have annual examinations for thyroid function, scol-
iosis, and eye problems. If any of these tests is abnormal,
treatment and further clinical evaluation is appropriate.

**Prognosis**

Although there is no medical prevention or cure for
SMS, early diagnosis gives parents time to learn about
and prepare for the challenges of the disease. Although
there is insufficient data regarding the average life
expectancy of those diagnosed with SMS, some individ-
uals have lived well into their 70s.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**
Harris, Jacqueline L. *Hereditary Diseases (Bodies in Crisis).*

**PERIODICALS**
Hodapp, R.M., D.J. Fidler, and A.C.M. Smith. “Stress and
Coping in Families of Children With Smith-Magenis
Syndrome.” *Journal of Intellectual Disability Research.* 42
McBride, Gail. “Melatonin Disrupts Sleep in Smith-Magenis

**WEB SITES**
Baylor College of Medicine, Smith-Magenis Research.
<http://www.imgen.bcm.tmc.edu/molgen/lupski/sms/
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**Sotos syndrome**

**Definition**

Sotos syndrome is a genetic condition causing
excessive growth and a distinctive head and facial
appearance. It has in the past been known as cerebral
gigantism. It is often accompanied by delayed develop-
ment, low muscle tone, and impaired speech.

**Description**

Sotos syndrome was first described in 1964 and is
primarily classified as an overgrowth syndrome, which
means that the individual affected with it experiences
rapid growth. A number of different symptoms occur in
Sotos syndrome, however, it primarily results in rapid
growth beginning in the prenatal period and continuing
through the infancy and toddler years and into the ele-
mentary school years. It is also strongly associated with
the bones developing and maturing more quickly
(advanced bone age), in a distinctive appearing face, and
in developmental delay.

The excessive prenatal growth often results in the
newborn being large with respect to length and head cir-
cumference; weight is usually average. The rapid growth
continues through infancy and into the youth years with
the child’s length/height and head circumference often
being above the 97th percentile, meaning that out of 100
children of the same age, the child is longer/taller and has
a larger head than 97 of the children. The rate of growth
appears to decrease in later childhood and adolescence and final heights tend to be within the normal ranges. The facial features of individuals with Sotos syndrome change over time. In infants and toddlers, the face is round with the forehead being prominent and the chin small. As the child grows older and becomes an adolescent, the face becomes long with the chin being more prominent, usually with a pointed or square shape. In adults, faces are usually long and thin. The head remains large from birth through adulthood.

Hypotonia is present at birth in nearly every child with Sotos syndrome. Hypotonia means that there is significantly less tone in the muscles. Bodies with hypotonia are sometimes referred to as "floppy". Muscle tone improves as the child grows older but even in adults, it is still present to some degree. Hypotonia affects many aspects of the baby’s development. It can cause difficulty in sucking and swallowing and many babies are diagnosed with failure to thrive in the newborn period. This, however, usually lasts for about three to four months and then goes away. Hypotonia makes attaining fine motor skills (grasping, playing with toys, babbling) and gross motor skills (rolling, crawling, walking) difficult and these developmental milestones are usually delayed. Speech is also affected by hypotonia but as the child grows older and the hypotonia resolves or goes away, speech improves. Although the child may have delayed development, intellect typically is borderline to normal. Special attention may be needed in certain subjects, such as reading comprehension and arithmetic. Severe mental retardation is rarely seen.

There are a number of other features that have been associated with Sotos syndrome including jaundice in the newborn period, coordination problems, and a tendency for clumsiness. Behavioral problems and emotional immaturity are commonly reported. About half of the children with Sotos syndrome will experience a seizure associated with fever. Dental problems such as early eruption of teeth, excessive wear, discoloration, and gingivitis are common. Teeth may also be aligned incorrectly due to changes in the facial structure.

Infections tend to develop in the ear, upper respiratory tract and urinary tract. In some children, hearing may be disrupted due to recurrent ear infections and in these situations, a referral to an otolaryngologist (a doctor specializing in the ear, nose and throat) may be necessary for assessment of hearing. Urinary tract infections occur in about one out of five children with Sotos syndrome. These have been associated with structural problems of the bladder and ureters; consequently, if urinary tract infections occur, the child should undergo further evaluations.

Congenital heart problems and development of tumors have been reported in individuals with Sotos syndrome. However, as of 2001, the information regarding the actual risks of these problems is not definitive and medical screening for these conditions is not routinely recommended.

**Genetic profile**

Sotos syndrome is for the most part a sporadic condition, meaning that a child affected by it did not inherit it from a parent. In a very few families, autosomal dominant inheritance has been documented, which means that both a parent and his/her child is affected by Sotos syndrome. The cause of Sotos syndrome is not known and the gene(s) that are involved in it have not been identified.

**Demographics**

Sotos syndrome is described by different groups as being both “fairly common” and “rare”. A 1998 article in the *American Journal of Medical Genetics* states that over 300 cases of Sotos syndrome have been published and probably many more are unpublished. As of 2001, incidence numbers have not been determined. Sotos syndrome occurs in both males and females and has been reported in several races and countries.

**Signs and symptoms**

A variety of clinical features are associated with Sotos syndrome.
Newborns are large with respect to length and head circumference; weight is usually average. The rapid growth continues through infancy and into childhood with the child’s length/height and head circumference often being above the 97th percentile. The rate of growth appears to decrease in later childhood and adolescence.

Respiratory and feeding problems (due to hypotonia) may develop in the neonatal period.

Infants have a round face with prominent forehead and small chin. As the child grows into adolescence and then adulthood the face becomes long and thin, and the chin becomes more prominent.

Hypotonia is present at birth. This affects the development of fine and gross motor skills, and developmental milestones are usually delayed. Speech is also affected by hypotonia but as the child grows older and the hypotonia resolves or goes away, speech improves.

Intellect typically is borderline to normal.

Behavioral problems and emotional immaturity are commonly reported.

Dental problems such as early eruption of teeth, excessive wear, discoloration, and gingivitis are common.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis of Sotos syndrome is based upon clinical examination, medical history and x-ray data. There are no laboratory tests that can provide a diagnosis. The clinical criteria that are considered to be diagnostic for Sotos syndrome are excessive growth during the prenatal and postnatal period, advanced bone age, developmental delay, and a characteristic facial appearance. It should be noted that although features suggestive of Sotos syndrome may be present at birth or within 6-12 months after birth, making a diagnosis in infancy is not definitive and may take multiple evaluations over several years.

There are many conditions and genetic syndromes that cause excessive growth; consequently, a baby and/or child who has accelerated growth needs to be thoroughly examined by a physician knowledgeable in overgrowth and genetic syndromes. The evaluation includes asking about health problems in the family as well as asking about the growth patterns of the parents and their final height. In some families, growth patterns are different and thus may account for the child’s excessive growth. The child will also undergo a complete physical examination. Additional examination of his/her facial appearance, with special attention paid to the shape of the head, width of the face at the level of the eyes, and appearance of the chin and forehead is necessary as well. Measurement of the head circumference, arm length, leg length, and wing span should be taken. Laboratory testing such as chromosome analysis (karyotype) may be done along with testing for another genetic syndrome called fragile-X. A bone age will also be ordered. Bone age is determined by x rays of the hand. If the child begins to lose developmental milestones or appears to stop developing, metabolic testing may be done to evaluate for a metabolic condition.

Treatment and management

There is no cure or method for preventing Sotos syndrome. However, the symptoms can be treated and managed. In the majority of cases, the symptoms developed by individuals with Sotos syndrome are treated and managed the same as in individuals in the general population. For example, physical and occupational therapy may help with muscle tone, speech therapy may improve speech, and behavioral assessments may assist with behavioral problems.

Managing the health of a child with Sotos syndrome includes regular measurements of the growth parameters, i.e. height, head circumference, and weight, although as of 2001, excessive growth is not treated. Regular eye and dental examinations are also recommended. As of 2001, medical screening for congenital heart defects and tumors is not routinely recommended, although it has been noted that symptoms should be evaluated sooner rather than later.

Prognosis

With appropriate treatment, management, and encouragement, children with Sotos syndrome can do well. Adults with Sotos syndrome are likely to be within the normal range for height and intellect. Sotos syndrome is not associated with a shortened life span.
Spastic cerebral palsy

Definition

Spastic cerebral palsy (CP) is a disorder in which brain damage results in a movement disability.

Description

Cerebral palsy is a nonprogressive disorder of movement and/or posture caused by a brain abnormality. It is evident before the age of two. There are several types of CP, but spastic CP is the most common—about 60%. The term “spasticity” refers to increased muscle tone (stiffness), leading to uncontrolled, awkward movements.

Genetic profile

Only about 2% of cases of CP are believed to result from genetic causes. Most cases of CP are associated with risk factors such as low birth weight, premature birth, and lack of oxygen at birth. Multiple births (such as twins or triplets) also have an increased risk. A genetic cause is more likely if these risk factors are not present. If the paralysis and spasticity are symmetrical—that is, if both sides of the body are similarly affected—then the condition is more likely to be genetic in nature. Mental retardation is usually, but not always, associated with genetic forms. Researchers have not yet found which gene is associated with the disease.

Demographics

CP has an overall incidence of one in 250 to 1,000 births. Most forms of CP that are genetic have an autosomal recessive pattern of inheritance. This means that in order for a child to have the disorder, they must inherit one altered copy of the causative gene from each parent. A person who has only one altered copy of the disease gene is called a carrier. Two carriers have a 25% chance of having a child with CP with each pregnancy. As studied in the British Pakistani population, a consanguineous marriage—marriage between relatives—appears to increase the prevalence of a genetic form of spastic CP.

Signs and symptoms

CP may not be noticed immediately after birth. Children with CP are slow to meet developmental motor milestones, which are expected ages at which certain mobility skills are achieved. These milestones include reaching for toys, sitting, and walking. People with CP also have abnormal muscle tone (increased in spastic CP), abnormal or uncontrolled movements, and abnormal reflexes. The spasticity may not be present at birth but usually develops during the first two years of life. Many children with spastic CP have normal intelligence, but mental retardation does occur, especially in inherited forms of the disease. Depending on the severity and extent of the paralysis, some affected individuals can walk (often late and with crutches or walkers), while others with more severe disability cannot walk at all. Seizures are not uncommon in individuals with CP.

Diagnosis

A diagnosis of spastic CP is based on delay in or lack of meeting developmental motor milestones, along with the presence of abnormal muscle tone, movements, and reflexes. Since the exact gene causing some cases of symmetric spastic CP has not yet been identified, molec-
ular testing is not available at this time. Since CP-like symptoms can be found in other genetic conditions, chromosome testing and molecular testing for other suspected conditions may help determine the cause of the CP-like symptoms. Testing may also enable other family members to be tested to see if they carry the condition, and to allow a fetus to be diagnosed prenatally. Prenatal diagnosis of known genetic conditions can be accomplished using procedures such as chorionic villi sampling, in which cells from the placenta are studied; and amnio-

Treatment and management

Treatment of spastic CP is focused on maximizing mobility through physical therapy, and/or providing necessary physical support using devices such as splints, walkers, and wheelchairs. Speech and occupational therapy are sometimes useful as well. Certain types of surgery of the bone, nerves, tendon, and brain tissue can correct abnormalities, improve mobility, and reduce spasticity. Orthodontic work on the teeth is often indicated in children with CP. Some level of special educational services is usually required.

Prognosis

Spastic CP is not a progressive condition, so living into old age is possible. However, complications such as reduced mobility, mental retardation, feeding difficulties, and respiratory infections can reduce the lifespan. More severe disabilities are associated with greater decreases in life expectancy, but at least half of people with CP live to at least age 35.
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Spherocytosis, hereditary

Definition

Hereditary spherocytosis (HS) is a relatively common and highly variable inherited disorder of the red blood cells. In HS, red blood cells become sphere-shaped, instead of the usual biconcave (hourglass) shape. The hourglass shape is vital for the blood cells to function—it offers increased surface area so that oxygen and carbon dioxide can diffuse more easily through the cell’s tissue, and the shape lets the cells circulate more easily in tight places, like small capillaries. These spherocytes are broken down more quickly than normal red blood cells, resulting in anemia and related complications.

Description

Hereditary spherocytosis results from a molecular change in one of the proteins making up the cytoskeleton of the red blood cell. The cytoskeleton consists of the network of proteins that support and maintain the integrity of the red cell membrane. Genetic mutations in membrane proteins lead to loss of these and related membrane components. As the membrane becomes unstable and the surface area of the membrane decreases, spherocytes form. The spleen provides an environment that encourages spherocyte formation. Due to their increased rigidity, spherocytes tend to become trapped in the spleen and then broken down by macrophages, specialized white blood cells. This hemolytic process most often leads to mild, chronic anemia. Depending in part on the particular genetic mutation underlying HS in a given individual, anemia can also be severe and require chronic blood transfusions. Additional complications related to anemia can arise.

Demographics

HS has been seen in individuals of many ethnic backgrounds, but is particularly common among people of northern European background, affecting about one in 5,000 of such individuals.

Genetic profile

About 75% of all cases of HS are due to the presence of an autosomal dominant mutation, one in which the mutated gene is passed on from either parent. Most of these cases result from the inheritance of a mutation from one parent, but a fourth of these cases are sporadic and due to a new mutation that has occurred in the affected individual. A minority of cases of HS is recessively inherited. HS-causing mutations have been described in four genes, each of which codes for a protein involved in maintaining stability of the red blood cell
membrane. The cytoskeleton can be thought of as a “scaffolding” or “frame” that is attached to and maintains the “wall” that is the cell membrane. The red cell membrane is made up of lipids, which are fat and fat-like molecules, and proteins called integral membrane proteins. The cytoskeleton lies just below the cell membrane and is made up of additional proteins, including spectrin, ankyrin, protein 4.1, and others.

Ankyrin

The ankyrin gene is located on the short arm of chromosome 8 (8p11.2). As of 1998, a total of 34 mutations in the ankyrin gene have been associated with HS. These account for 35–65% of all HS cases, including both dominant and recessive forms. Dominant-acting mutations tend to be those that result in a shortened ankyrin protein, including so-called frameshift and nonsense mutations. Recessive-acting mutations tend to be those that result in subtler changes to the protein. These include so-called missense mutations that result in the substitution of a single amino acid—the building block of proteins—which can have an effect on protein function. Recessive mutations also include those in the area “upstream” from the gene, in the promoter region that helps determine the quantity of protein made from the gene. Rarely, spherocytosis can be one symptom within a larger syndrome that is due to a deletion of a portion of chromosome 8. Such a microdeletion syndrome can affect several genes including the ankyrin gene, and there can be a range of physical and mental effects.

Spectrin

Spectrin is a cytoskeleton protein made of two components: alpha spectrin and beta spectrin. Two recessive mutations have been identified in the alpha spectrin gene on chromosome 1. This recessive form of the disease tends to have relatively severe hemolytic anemia. As of 1998, 19 mutations have been described in the beta spectrin gene on chromosome 14. These result in dominantly inherited HS.

Band 3 and others

Mutations in the gene for band 3, an integral membrane protein, account for 15–25% of all cases of HS. Five dominant mutations have been described, most of which result in a shortened protein. Disease-causing
mutations in other cytoskeleton or red cell membrane proteins are rare but have been described.

**Modifying genetic factors**

Disease severity is not only affected by the nature of the primary genetic mutation; it is also impacted by other genetic variations. Individuals with HS who also have Gilbert syndrome have an increased risk of gallstones. Gilbert syndrome is caused by a change in the UGT 1A1 gene that results in increased levels of bilirubin. Researchers have also hypothesized that persons with other inherited or acquired forms of hemolytic anemia may also be at increased risk of gallstones if they also have a disease-causing HS mutation. The presence of hereditary hemochromatosis in addition to HS increases the propensity toward iron-overload. Hereditary hemochromatosis is a relatively common recessive condition that can lead to organ failure due to iron-overload, if untreated.

**Signs and symptoms**

Symptoms of HS can be extremely variable. Some individuals may experience onset as early as the neonatal period and require treatment. Others may have only mild anemia that does not require treatment and does not become evident until later in life. Some individuals with few and subtle signs may even go undiagnosed. Variability is largely influenced by the primary underlying genetic mutation, with the recessive forms of the disease tending to be most severe. This does not account for all the variability, however, given that multiple affected individuals within the same family carrying the same genetic mutation may have symptoms of varying severity. The effects of modifying genes or environmental factors may contribute to this additional variability.

**Anemia**

The red blood cell membrane has increased fragility in HS. Therefore, red cells are more easily broken down, a symptom called hemolytic anemia. This occurs primarily in the spleen. The spleen filters out old and abnormal red blood cells, as well as fights infection from bacteria, particularly the encapsulated type. Anemia can be unnoticeable or mild, or it can be rapid and severe. Rapid, acute breakdown of red blood cells can occur as a result of exposure to chemicals or medications that are known to further increase red cell membrane fragility. It can also occur as a result of infection that increases the hemolytic activity of the spleen or decreases red blood cell production. Acute aplastic anemia events, in which red blood cell production halts, can occur with deficient folate levels or following infection by a specific virus called parvovirus.

**Jaundice**

Jaundice occurs when the level of bilirubin, a breakdown product of hemoglobin, increases. As red blood cells breakdown rapidly, the liver may not be able to keep up with the increased need to metabolize bilirubin, which can deposit in the skin and eyes causing a yellowish discoloration.

**Gallstones**

Bilirubin levels can also be increased in the bile. Bile is the fluid secreted by the liver into the intestine. Bile reaches the intestine by passing through the gallbladder and bile duct. Excess bilirubin can form stones in the gallbladder early in life.

**Hemochromatosis**

Hemochromatosis, or high iron levels, is also characteristic of HS. Iron-overload can lead to dysfunction of organ systems, including the endocrine system, which directs hormone levels.

**Other complications**

Leg ulcers are also seen in HS, and acute kidney failure due to hemolytic anemia is a rare complication. Rarely, HS can be seen within a syndrome as one symptom in combination with other complications such as neurological problems and other congenital physical differences. Such syndromes may be caused by the deletion of a portion of a chromosome including a gene known to be associated with HS, among other genes.

**Diagnosis**

HS must be distinguished from other causes of hemolytic anemia that can resemble HS. These include immune hemolytic anemia, G6PD deficiency, unstable hemoglobin traits or diseases, Wilson disease, and spherocytosis due to burn injury or toxin exposure (i.e. clostridia—bee, spider, or snake venom). Routine blood tests are typically sufficient to diagnose HS, particularly if an individual is showing symptoms. A peripheral blood smear, which is a slide preparation of a blood sample, will show the presence of a number of spherocytes that are uniform in appearance. Bilirubin levels tend to be elevated. A complete blood count will show several abnormalities. Hemoglobin levels tend to be decreased. Reticulocytes, which are immature red blood cells, tend to be increased. Red blood cells tend to be smaller than normal, which is marked by a decreased mean cell volume (MCV). The mean cell hemoglobin concentration (MCHC) tends to be high, which is a reflection of the overall decrease in the cell volume. Ektacytometry is a
specialized test that can demonstrate the fragility of the red blood cell membrane by placing the cells under stress and identifying increased levels and specific patterns of hemolysis. Another specialized test called the rapid flow cytometric test has recently been developed. This test can determine differences in fluorescent staining patterns that distinguish normal red blood cells from those that are characteristic of HS. This test is highly sensitive and specific for HS and should aid in its rapid diagnosis.

Treatment and management

Most individuals with HS do not have symptoms that are severe enough to require treatment. For those with the more severe forms, blood transfusion therapy can effectively improve symptoms until a child is old enough for total or partial removal of the spleen, the organ responsible for most of the red blood cell destruction. Splenectomy most often eliminates HS complications. However, there is some risk remaining for ongoing chronic anemia or acute anemic events, particularly those caused by viruses and other factors that can temporarily halt red blood cell production. Splenectomy can also lead to an increased risk for blood clots, as well as life-threatening bacterial infection given the spleen’s role in fighting bacterial infections. Studies have shown that partial, as opposed to total, splenectomy can be effective at ameliorating HS symptoms while also maintaining the bacterial-fighting capacity of the spleen and decreasing the chance for blood clots. Prophylactic antibiotics (i.e. penicillin) and additional vaccinations for common bacterial infections also play a role in decreasing negative side-effects of partial or total splenectomy. Surgery may be needed to remove gallstones that become symptomatic, which usually does not occur until after age 10 years.

Prognosis

Prognosis is very good for all types of HS, particularly the more mild forms. Treatment is very effective for the more severe forms. There is only a small number of affected individuals who still experience anemia and other symptoms following splenectomy.
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the back that is covered by skin or by the meninges, the three-layered membrane that envelopes the spinal cord. Spina bifida is usually readily apparent at birth because of the malformation of the back and paralysis below the level of the abnormality.

Various forms of spina bifida are known as meningomyelocele, myelomeningocele, spina bifida aperta, open spina bifida, myelodysplasia, spinal dysraphism, spinal rachischisis, myelocele, and meningocele. The term meningocele is used when the spine malformation contains only the protective covering (meninges) of the spinal cord. The other terms indicate involvement of the spinal cord and nerves in the malformation. A related term, spina bifida occulta, indicates that one or more of the bony bodies in the spine are incompletely hardened, but that there is no abnormality of the spinal cord itself.

**Genetic profile**

Spina bifida may occur as an isolated abnormality or in the company of other malformations. As an isolated abnormality, spina bifida is caused by the combination of genetic factors and environmental influences that bring about malformation of the spine and spinal column. The specific genes and environmental influences that contribute to the many-factored causes of spina bifida are not completely known. An insufficiency of folic acid is known to be one influential nutritional factor. Changes (mutations) in genes involving the metabolism of folic acid are believed to be significant genetic risk factors. The recurrence risk after the birth of an infant with isolated spina bifida is 3–5%. Recurrence may be for spina bifida or another type of spinal abnormality.

Spina bifida may arise because of chromosome abnormalities, single gene mutations, or specific environmental insults such as maternal diabetes mellitus or prenatal exposure to certain anticonvulsant drugs. The recurrence risk varies with each of these specific causes.

**Demographics**

Spina bifida occurs worldwide, but there has been a steady downward trend in occurrence rates over the past 50–70 years, particularly in regions of high prevalence. The highest prevalence rates, about one in 200 pregnancies, have been reported from certain northern provinces in China. Intermediate prevalence rates, about one in 1,000 pregnancies, have been found in Central and South America. The lowest prevalence rates, less than one in 2,000 pregnancies, have been found in the European countries. The highest regional prevalence in the United States of about one in 500 pregnancies has occurred in the Southeast.

**KEY TERMS**

**Chiari II anomaly**—A structural abnormality of the lower portion of the brain (cerebellum and brain stem) associated with spina bifida. The lower structures of the brain are crowded and may be forced into the foramen magnum, the opening through which the brain and spinal cord are connected.

**Fetus**—The term used to describe a developing human infant from approximately the third month of pregnancy until delivery. The term embryo is used prior to the third month.

**Hydrocephalus**—The excess accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid around the brain, often causing

**Signs and symptoms**

In most cases, spina bifida is obvious at birth because of malformation of the spine. The spine may be completely open, exposing the spinal cord and nerves. More commonly, the spine abnormality appears as a mass on the back covered by membrane (meninges) or skin. Spina bifida may occur anywhere from the base of the skull to the buttocks. About 75% of abnormalities occur in the lower back (lumbar) region. In rare instances, the spinal cord malformation may occur internally, sometimes with a connection to the gastrointestinal tract.

In spina bifida, many complications arise, dependent in part on the level and severity of the spine malformation. As a rule, the nerves below the level of the abnormality develop in a faulty manner and fail to function, resulting in paralysis and loss of sensation below the level of the spine malformation. Since most abnormalities occur in the lumbar region, the lower limbs are paralyzed and lack sensation. Furthermore, the bowel and bladder have inadequate nerve connections, causing an inability to control bowel and bladder function. Most infants also develop hydrocephaly, an accumulation of excess fluid in the four cavities of the brain. At least one of every seven cases develop findings of Chiari II malformation, a condition in which the lower part of the brain is crowded and may be forced into the upper part of the spinal cavity.

There are a number of mild variant forms of spina bifida, including multiple vertebral abnormalities, skin dimples, tufts of hair, and localized areas of skin deficiency over the spine. Two variants, lipomeningocele and lipomyelomeningocele, typically occur in the lower back area (lumbar or sacral) of the spine. In these conditions,
a tumor of fatty tissue becomes isolated among the nerves below the spinal cord, which may result in tethering of the spinal cord and complications similar to those with open spina bifida.

**Diagnosis**

Few disorders are to be confused with open spina bifida. The diagnosis is usually obvious based on the external findings at birth. Paralysis below the level of the abnormality and fluid on the brain (hydrocephaly) may contribute to the diagnosis. Other spine abnormalities such as congenital scoliosis and kyphosis, or soft tissue tumors overlying the spine, are not likely to have these accompanying findings. In cases in which there are no external findings, the diagnosis is more difficult and may not become evident until neurological abnormalities or hydrocephaly develop weeks, months, or years following birth.

Prenatal diagnosis may be made in most cases with ultrasound examination after 12-14 weeks of pregnancy. Many cases are also detected by the testing of the mother’s blood for the level of alpha-fetoprotein at about 16 weeks of pregnancy. If the spine malformation is not skin covered, alpha-fetoprotein from the fetus’ circulation may leak into the surrounding amniotic fluid, a small portion of which is absorbed into the mother’s blood.

**Treatment and management**

Aggressive surgical and medical management have improved the survival and function of infants with spina bifida. Initial surgery may be carried out during the first days of life, providing protection against injury and infection. Subsequent surgery is often necessary to protect against excessive curvature of the spine, and in the presence of hydrocephaly, to place a mechanical shunt to decrease the pressure and amount of cerebrospinal fluid in the cavities of the brain. Because of weakness or paralysis below the level of the spine abnormality, most children will require physical therapy, bracing, and other orthopedic assistance to enable them to walk. A variety of approaches including periodic bladder catheterization, surgical diversion of urine, and antibiotics are used to protect urinary function.

Although most individuals with spina bifida have normal intellectual function, learning disabilities or mental impairment has occurred. This may result, in part, from hydrocephaly and/or infections of the nervous system.
Children so affected may benefit from early educational intervention, physical therapy, and occupational therapy. Counseling to improve self-image and lessen barriers to socialization becomes important in late childhood and adolescence.

Open fetal surgery has been performed for spina bifida during the last half of pregnancy. After direct closure of the spine malformation, the fetus is returned to the womb. By preventing chronic intrauterine exposure to mechanical and chemical trauma, prenatal surgery improves neurological function and leads to fewer complications after birth. Fetal surgery is considered experimental, and results have been mixed.

Prevention of isolated spina bifida and other spinal abnormalities has become possible during recent decades. The major prevention is through the use of a B vitamin, folic acid, for several months prior to and following conception. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommend the intake of 400 micrograms of synthetic folic acid every day for all women of childbearing years.

Prognosis

More than 80% of infants born with spina bifida survive with surgical and medical management. Although complications from paralysis, hydrocephaly, Chiari II malformation, and urinary tract deterioration threaten the well-being of the survivors, the outlook for normal intellectual function is good.
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Spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy see Kennedy disease

Spinal muscular atrophy

Definition

Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is a disease characterized by degradation of the anterior horn cells of the spinal cord and has similar characteristics to Spinobulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA). SBMA differs from SMA in its mode of inheritance, the disease-determining gene, the mutational events that trigger disease and the cellular specificity of the disease pathology.

Description

The anterior horn cells control the voluntary muscle contractions from large muscle groups such as the arms and legs. For example, if an individual wants to move his/her arm, electrical impulses are sent from the brain down the anterior horn cells to the muscles of the arm, which then stimulates the arm muscles to contract allowing the arm to move. Degradation is a rapid loss of functional motor neurons. Loss of motor neurons results in progressive symmetrical atrophy of the voluntary muscles. Progressive symmetrical atrophy refers to the loss of function of muscle groups from both sides of the body. For example, both arms and both legs are equally effected to similar degrees of muscle loss and the inability to be controlled and used properly. Progressive loss indicates that muscle loss is not instantaneous, rather, muscle loss occurs consistantly over a period of time. These muscle groups include those skeletal muscles that control large muscle groups such as the arms, legs and torso. The weakness in the legs is generally greater than the weakness in the arms.

Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) arises primarily from degradation of the anterior horn cells of the spinal cord, resulting in proximal weakness and atrophy of voluntary skeletal muscle. Proximal weakness affects the limbs positioned closer to the body, such as arms and legs, rather than more distant body parts such as hands, feet, fingers, or toes.

Spinal muscular atrophy only affects the motor neurons of the spinal cord and voluntary muscles of the limb
and trunk. Patients do not display sensory loss, heart problems, or mental retardation. There are numerous secondary complications seen in SMA, including bending of the legs and arms and pneumonia. SMA development involves an initial substantial loss of motor units, followed by a stabilization of the surviving motor units. Motor units refer to an entire motor neuron and the connections within a muscle required for neuronal function.

Clinical subgroups

The childhood form of SMA is subdivided into three main clinical subgroups, Type I, II, and III, depending upon the age of onset and severity. A fourth subgroup, Type O, was recently discovered in London.

Type I

Type I SMA, or Werdnig-Hoffmann disease, is the acute or severe form, characterized by severe muscle atrophy. Guido-Werdig, an Austrian doctor, first identified the disease in 1891. He described two brothers displaying progressive muscle weakness from the age of 10 months, starting in the legs and progressing to the back and arms. The first brother died at the age three years with respiratory problems. The second brother survived to the age of six years.

Symptoms emerge in the first three months of life with the affected children never gaining the ability to sit, stand, or walk. Swallowing and feeding may be difficult and the child may show difficulties with their own secretions. There is general weakness in the intercostals and accessory respiratory muscles (the muscles situated between the ribs). The chest may appear concave (sunken in) due to the diaphragmatic (tummy) breathing.

Type II

Type II SMA was first described in 1964. It is less severe than type I, with clinical symptoms emerging between three and 15 months of age. Most patients can sit but are unable to stand or walk unaided. Feeding and swallowing problems are uncommon in patients with Type II SMA. Again, as with patients diagnosed with type I SMA, the intercostal muscles are affected, with diaphragmatic breathing a main characteristic of children with type II. Most patients will survive beyond the age of four years and, depending upon how their respiratory system is affected, may live through adolescence.

Type III

The chronic form of SMA, Type III (Kugelberg-Welander disease) was first described in 1956. The clinical symptoms manifest after the age of four. It produces proximal muscle weakness, predominantly in the lower body. Affected individuals can walk unaided and have a normal life span depending upon the extent of respiratory muscles loss.

Type O

Clinicians in London have recently identified a fourth form of the childhood disease; Type 0 SMA. This form appears to have a fetal-onset in that affected individuals display reduced movement within the uterus and are born with severe muscular atrophy with massive motor neuronal cell death. Therefore, these patients have very few functional motor neurons and motor units.

Diagnosis

One of the main diagnostic tools is electromyography (EMG). Contraction of voluntary muscle is controlled by electrical impulses originating from the brain. These impulses pass down the motor neurons of the spinal cord to the connecting muscles, where it triggers the contraction. The EMG records this electrical impulse and determines whether the electric current is the same as in normal individuals. Metal needles are inserted into the arms and thigh and the electrical impulse is recorded.

In addition, the speed at which the electric impulse passes down the motor neuron can also be used as a diag-

KEY TERMS

Anterior horn cells—Subset of motor neurons within the spinal cord.
Atrophy—Wasting away of normal tissue or an organ due to degeneration of the cells.
Degradation—Loss or diminishing.
Dorsal root ganglia—The subset of neuronal cells controlling impulses in and out of the brain.
Intragenic—Occurring within a single gene.
Motor neurons—Class of neurons that specifically control and stimulate voluntary muscles.
Motor units—Functional connection with a single motor neuron and muscle.
Sensory neurons—Class of neurons that specifically regulate and control external stimuli (senses: sight, sound).
Transcription—The process by which genetic information on a strand of DNA is used to synthesize a strand of complementary RNA.
Voluntary muscle—A muscle under conscious control, such as arm and leg muscles.
nostic test. In SMA patients, both the nerve conduction velocity (NVC) and the EMG readings are reduced.

The third test is an invasive procedure called a muscle biopsy. This involves a surgeon removing a small section of muscle. This is then tested for signs of degradation.

**Genetic profile**

All forms of childhood SMA are autosomal recessive, with both parents needing to be carriers to pass the disease on. If both parents are carriers, there is a 25% chance of their child being affected.

All three forms are caused by a decrease in the production of a protein, termed Survival of Motor Neuron (SMN). The SMN protein is encoded by two nearly identical genes located on chromosome 5; SMN-1 and SMN-2 (previously referred to as telomeric and centomeric SMN, respectively). Remarkably, only mutations or deletions of SMN-1 result in disease development.

In most individuals who do not have SMA, each chromosome (maternal and paternal) contains one copy of SMN-1 and one copy of SMN-2. Therefore, in most unaffected individuals, there are two SMN-1 and two SMN-2 genes. Importantly, a subset of SMA-causing mutations are intragenic SMN-1 single amino acid substitutions. Intragenic indicates that mutations are within an otherwise intact SMN gene, but that there is a small and very subtle mutation that is only found within the SMN gene. This is in contrast to large genomic deletions that can delete the SMN gene and also neighboring genes. The intragenic or small mutations thereby confirms SMN-1 as the SMA-determining gene.

**Signs and symptoms**

Research shows that, in SMA, the reduced SMN protein levels result in motor neuronal cell degradation. How, and why this occurs is still not known.

**Demographics**

Approximately, one in 10,000 live births are affected with SMA, which is slightly lower than expected since the carrier frequency is between one in 40 and one in 50. Since this is a recessive disease, meaning two copies of the abnormal gene must be present for the disease to occur, carriers are unaffected because only one copy of the abnormal gene is present.

The genomic SMN region is remarkably unstable, and de novo mutations (mutations that are new and not inherited from the parents) are quite frequent, accounting for nearly 2% of all SMA cases. In 90% of patients, death occurs before the age of two due to respiratory failure. In North America and Europe, type I SMA accounts for one in every 25,000 infant mortalities. SMA is the leading genetic cause of infantile death and is the second most common autosomal recessive disorder behind cystic fibrosis. Carrier frequencies and disease frequencies are similar throughout the world, although slight variations can exist. Asian populations have a slightly reduced carrier frequency although it is not known why this discrepancy has occurred.

**Treatment and management**

To date, there is no treatment for childhood SMA. However, there are possible mechanisms through which treatment could be developed. Gene therapy could be used for SMA to replace the abnormal SMN-1 gene. Such treatment is not yet available or possible at this time though.

**Prognosis**

In Type I SMA, eating and swallowing can become difficult as the muscles of the face are affected. Due to the degradation of the respiratory muscles breathing can also be labored. It is therefore essential for patients to undergo chest physiotherapy (CPT). CPT is a standard set of procedures designed to trigger and aid coughing in patients. Coughing is important as it clears the patients lungs and throat of moisture and prevents secondary problems, such as pneumonia.

As symptoms progress, patients may require a ventilator to aid breathing. There are two main forms of ventilation systems. Negative Pressure Ventilation can be achieved by placing the patient in a Port-A-Lung. This machine ensures that the air pressure around the patient is lower than the air pressure within the patient’s lungs, enabling easier breathing. The pressure can be raised or lowered if the patients ventilation rate increases or decreases.

The second method is called Bi-Pap (Biphasic Positive Airway Pressure). This procedure involves the insertion of a small tube down the nose into the patient’s lungs, through which oxygen is pumped into the lungs and waste carbon dioxide is removed. This system allows maximum inspiration and expiration levels to be reached.

Of all the forms of childhood SMA, Type II is the most diverse. It is therefore hard to tell when muscle weakness will occur and how severe the disease will be. With the aid of leg braces and walking devices, some children may gain the ability to stand. Unlike Type I SMA, not all children with Type II are affected by respiratory weakness. The main cause of death in patients with Type II is respiratory failure resulting from a
respiratory infection. It is therefore important to ensure that mucus does not build up in patients respiratory tracts as this could aid viral and bacterial infections.
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Spinocerebellar ataxia

Definition
The spinocerebellar ataxies (SCAs) are a group of inherited conditions that affect the brain and spinal cord causing progressive difficulty with coordination.

Description
The SCAs are named for the parts of the nervous system that are affected in this condition. Spinoc refers to the spinal cord and cerebellar refers to the cerebellum or back part of the brain. The cerebellum is the area of the brain that controls coordination. In people with SCA, the cerebellum often becomes atrophied or smaller. Symptoms of SCA usually begin in the 30s or 40s, but onset can be at any age. Onset from childhood through the 70s has been reported.

As of early 2001, at least 13 different types of SCA have been described. This group is numbered 1-14 and each is caused by mutations or changes in a different gene. Although the category of SCA9 has been reserved, there is no described condition for SCA9 and no gene has been found. Spinocerebellar ataxia has also been called olivopontocerebellar atrophy, Marie’s ataxia, and cerebellar degeneration. SCA3 is sometimes called Machado-Joseph disease named after two of the first families described with this condition. All affected people in a family have the same type of SCA.

Genetic profile
Although each of the SCAs is caused by mutations in different genes, the types of mutations are the same in all of the genes that have been found. Most genes come in pairs; one member of a pair comes from a person’s mother and the other one comes from their father. The genes are made up of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and the DNA is made up of chemical bases that are represented by the letters C, T, G, and A. This is the DNA alphabet. The letters are put together in three letter words. The arrangement of the words are what give the gene its meaning and therefore tells the body how to grow and develop.

Trinucleotide repeats
In each of the genes that cause SCA, there is a section of the gene where a three letter word is repeated a certain number of times. In most of the types of SCA, the word that is repeated is CAG. So there is a part of the gene that reads CAGCAGCAGCAGCAG...and so on. In people who have SCA, this word is repeated too many times. Therefore, this section of the gene is too big. This is called a trinucleotide repeat expansion. In SCA8 the word that is repeated is CTG. In SCA10, the repeated word is five DNA letters long and is ATTTCT. This is called a pentanucleotide expansion. The actual number of words that is normal or that causes SCA is different in each type of SCA.

In each type of SCA, there are a certain number of words that are normal (the normal range). People who have repeat numbers in the normal range will not develop SCA and cannot pass it to their children. There is also a certain number of repeats that cause SCA (the affected range). People who have repeat numbers in the affected range will go on to develop SCA sometime in their lifetime if they live long enough. People with repeat numbers in the affected range can pass SCA onto their children. Between the normal and affected ranges there is a gray range. People who have repeat numbers in the gray range may or may not develop SCA in their lifetime. Why some people with numbers in the gray zone develop SCA and others do not is not known. People with repeat numbers in the gray range can also pass SCA onto their children.

In general, the more repeats in the affected range that someone has, the earlier the age of onset of symptoms and the more severe the symptoms. However, this is a general rule. It is not possible to look at a person’s repeat number and predict at what age they will begin to have symptoms or how their condition will progress.

Anticipation
Sometimes when a person who has repeat numbers in the affected or gray range has children, the expansion...
grows larger. This is called anticipation. This can result in an earlier age of onset in children than in their affected parent. Anticipation does not occur in SCA6. Significant anticipation can occur with SCA7. It is not unusual for a child with SCA7 to be affected before their parent or even grandparent begins to show symptoms. In most types of SCA, anticipation happens more often when a father passes SCA onto his children then when a mother passes it. However, in SCA8 the opposite is true; anticipation happens more often when a mother passes it to her children. Occasionally, repeat sizes stay the same or even get smaller when they are passed to a person’s children.

**Inheritance**

The SCAs are passed on by autosomal dominant inheritance. This means that males and females are equally likely to be affected. It also means that only one gene in the pair needs to have the mutation in order for a person to become affected. Since a person only passes one copy of each gene onto their children, there is a 50% or one in two chance that a person who has SCA will pass it on to each of their children. A person who has repeat numbers in the gray range also has a 50% or one in two chance of passing the gene on to each of their children. However, whether or not their children will develop SCA depends on the number of their repeats. A person who has repeat numbers in the normal range cannot pass SCA onto their children.

**New mutations**

Usually a person with SCA has a long family history of the condition. However, sometimes a person with SCA appears to be the only one affected in the family. This can be due to a couple of reasons. First, it is possible that one of their parents is or was affected, but died before they began to show symptoms. It is also possible that their parent had a mutation in the gray range and was not affected, but the mutation expanded into the affected range when it was passed on. Other family members may also have SCA but have been misdiagnosed with another condition or are having symptoms, but have no diagnosis. It is also possible that a person has a new mutation for SCA. New mutations are changes in the gene that happen for the first time in an affected person. Although a person with a new mutation may not have other affected family members, they still have a 50% or one in two chance of passing it on to their children.

**Demographics**

SCA has been found in people from all over the world. However, some of the types of SCA may be more common in certain areas and ethnic groups. SCA types 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 account for the majority of autosomal dominant SCA. SCA3 appears to be the most common type and was first described in families from Portugal. SCA also seems to be the most common type in Germany. SCA8 accounts for about 2-5% of all SCA. SCA types 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 are rare and have each only been described in a few families. The first family described with SCA5 may have been distantly related to President Abraham Lincoln and was first called Lincoln ataxia. As of early 2001, SCA10 has only been described in Mexican families, SCA13 has only been described in one French family, and SCA14 has only been found in one family from Japan.

**Signs and symptoms**

Although different genes cause each of the SCAs, they all have similar symptoms. All people with SCA have ataxia or a lack of muscle coordination. Walking is affected and eventually the coordination of the arms, hands, and of the speech and swallowing is also affected. One of first symptoms of SCA is often problems with walking and difficulties with balance. The muscles that control speech and swallowing usually become affected. This results in dysarthria or slurred speech and difficulties with eating. Choking while eating can become a significant problem and can lead to a decrease in the number of calories a person can take in. The age of the onset of symptoms can vary greatly—anywhere from childhood through the seventh decade have been reported. The age of onset and severity of symptoms can also vary between people in the same family.

As the condition progresses, walking becomes more difficult and it is necessary to use a cane, walker, and eventually a wheelchair. Because of the uncoordinated walking that develops, it is not uncommon for people with SCA to be mistaken for being intoxicated. Carrying...
around a note from their doctor explaining their medical condition can often be helpful.

Some of the SCA types can also have other symptoms, although not all of these are seen in every person with that particular type. SCA2: People with this type may have slower eye movements. This does not usually interfere with a person’s sight. SCA3: In this type people may develop problems with the peripheral nerves—those nerves that carry information to and from the spinal cord. This can lead to decreased sensation and weakness in the hands and feet. In SCA3 people may also have twitching in the face and tongue, and bulging eyes. SCA4: People with this type may have a loss of sensation but often have a normal lifespan. SCA5: This type often has an adult onset and is slowly progressive, not affecting a person’s lifespan. SCA6: This type often has a later onset, progresses very slowly and does not shorten a person’s life. SCA7: Progressive visual loss that eventually leads to blindness always happens with this type. SCA10: A few people with this type have had seizures. SCA11: This type is relatively mild and people have a normal lifespan. SCA12: People often have a tremor as the first noticeable symptom and may eventually develop dementia. SCA13: Some people with this type are shorter than average and have mild mental retardation.

Diagnosis

An initial workup of people who are having symptoms of ataxia will include questions about a person’s medical history and a physical examination. Blood work to rule out other causes of the ataxia such as vitamin deficiencies may also be done. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain in people with SCA will usually show degeneration or atrophy of the cerebellum and may be helpful in suggesting a diagnosis of SCA. A thorough family history should be taken to determine if others in the family have similar symptoms and the inheritance pattern in the family.

Since there is so much overlap between symptoms in the different types of SCA, it is not usually possible to tell the different types apart based on clinical symptoms. The only way to definitively diagnose SCA and determine a specific subtype is by genetic testing. This involves drawing a small amount of blood. The DNA in the blood cells is then examined and the number of CAG repeats in each of the SCA genes are counted. As of early 2001, clinical testing is available to detect the mutations that cause SCA1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, and 10.

If genetic testing is negative for the available testing, it does not mean that a person does not have SCA. It could mean that they have a type of SCA for which genetic testing is not yet available.

Predictive testing

It is possible to test someone who is at risk for developing SCA before they are showing symptoms to see whether they inherited an expanded trinucleotide repeat. This is called predictive testing. Predictive testing cannot determine the age of onset that someone will begin to have symptoms, or the course of the disease. The decision to undergo this testing is a very personal decision and one that a person can only make for his or her self. Some people choose to have testing so that they can make decisions about having children or about their future education, career, or finances. Protocols for predictive testing have been developed, and only certain centers perform this testing. Most centers require that the diagnosis of SCA has been confirmed by genetic testing in another family member. It is also strongly suggested that a person have a support person, either a spouse or close friend, be with them at all visits.

A person who is interested in testing will be seen by a team of specialists over the course of a few visits. Often they will meet a neurologist who will perform a neurological examination to see if they may be showing early signs of the condition. If a person is having symptoms, testing may be performed to confirm the diagnosis. The person will also meet with a genetic counselor to talk about SCA, how it is inherited, and what testing can and cannot tell someone. They will also explore reasons for testing and what impact the results may have on their life, their family, their job and their insurance. Most centers also require a person going through predictive testing to meet a few times with a psychologist. The purpose of this visit is to make sure that the person has thought through the decision to be tested and is prepared to deal with whatever the results may be. These visits also allow a person to make contact with someone who can help him or her deal with the results if necessary. All centers require that results are given in person and usually require that a person come in for a few follow-up visits, regardless of the testing results.

These protocols are not in place to make people go through endless steps to get testing. Rather they have been developed to make sure that people make the best decision for themselves, their life, and their family and that they are prepared to cope with the results, whatever the outcome. Once the results are given, it is not possible to give them back or forget them. People should therefore take the testing process seriously and give a great deal of consideration to making the decision to be tested.

Testing children

If a child is having symptoms, it is appropriate to perform testing to confirm the cause of their symptoms.
Prenatal testing

Testing a pregnancy to determine whether an unborn child is affected is possible if genetic testing in a family has identified a certain type of SCA. This can be done at 10-12 weeks gestation by a procedure called chorionic villus sampling (CVS) that involves removing a tiny piece of the placenta and examining the cells. It can also be done by amniocentesis after 16 weeks gestation by removing a small amount of the amniotic fluid surrounding the baby and analyzing the cells in the fluid. Each of these procedures has a small risk of miscarriage associated with it and those who are interested in learning more should check with their doctor or genetic counselor. Continuing a pregnancy that is found to be affected is like performing predictive testing on a child. Therefore couples interested in these options should have genetic counseling to carefully explore all of the benefits and limitations of these procedures.

There is also another procedure, called preimplantation diagnosis that allows a couple to have a child that is unaffected with the genetic condition in their family. This procedure is experimental and not widely available. Those interested in learning more about this procedure should check with their doctor or genetic counselor.

Treatment and management

Although there is a lot of ongoing research to try to learn more about SCA and develop treatments, no cure currently exists for the SCAs. Although vitamin supplements are not a cure or treatment for SCA, they may be recommended if a person is taking in fewer calories because of feeding difficulties. Different types of therapy might be useful to help people maintain as independent a lifestyle as possible. An occupational therapist may be able to suggest adaptive devices to make the activities of daily living easier. For example they may suggest installing bars to use in the bathroom or shower or special utensils for eating. A speech therapist might be able to make recommendations for devices that might make communication easier as the speech becomes affected. As swallowing becomes more difficult, a special swallow evaluation may lead to better strategies for eating and to lessen the risk of choking.

Genetic counseling

Genetic counseling helps people and their families to make decisions about their medical care, genetic testing, and having children by providing information and support. It can also help people to deal with the medical and emotional issues that arise when there is a genetic condition diagnosed in the family.

Prognosis

Most people with the SCAs do have progression of their symptoms that leads to full time use of a wheelchair. The duration of the disease after the onset of symptoms is about 10-30 years, but can vary depending in part to the number of trinucleotide repeats and age of onset. In general, people with a larger number of repeats have an earlier age of onset and more severe symptoms. Choking can be a major hazard because if food gets into the lungs, a life-threatening pneumonia can result. As the condition progresses, it can become difficult for people to cough and clear secretions. Most people die from respiratory failure or pulmonary complications.
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Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia

Definition

Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia is a rare hereditary disorder characterized by growth deficiency, spinal malformations, and, in some cases, ocular abnormalities.

Description

Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia is one of the most common causes of short stature. There are two forms of spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia. Both forms are inherited and both forms are rare.

Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia

Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia is primarily characterized by prenatal growth deficiency and spinal malformations. Growth deficiency results in short stature (dwarfism). Abnormalities of the eyes may be present, including nearsightedness (myopia) and retina (the nerve-rich membrane lining the eye) detachment in approximately half of individuals with the disorder. Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia is inherited as an autosomal dominant genetic trait.

Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia is also known as SED, congenital type; SED congenita; and SEDC.

Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda

Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda primarily affects males. It is characterized by dwarfism and hunched appearance of the spine. The disorder doesn’t become evident until five to 10 years of age. Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda is an X-linked recessive inherited disorder.

Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda is also known as SEDT; spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, late; and SED tarda, X-linked.

Genetic profile

Both forms of the disorder are inherited, however they are inherited differently.

Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia

Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia is thought to probably always result from abnormalities in the COL2A1 gene, which codes for type II collagen. Collagen is a protein that is a component of bone, cartilage, and connective tissue. A variety of abnormalities (such as deletions and duplications) involving the COL2A1 gene may lead to the development of the disorder.

It is one of a group of skeletal dysplasias (dwarfing conditions) caused by changes in type II collagen. These include hypochondrogenesis; spondyloepimetaephysal dysplasia, Strudwick (SEMD); and Kniest dysplasia. Type 2 collagen is the major collagen of a component of the spine called the nucleus pulposa, of cartilage, and of vitreous (a component of the eye). All of these conditions have common clinical and radiographic findings including spinal changes resulting in dwarfism, myopia, and retinal degeneration.

Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia is inherited as an autosomal dominant genetic trait. In autosomal dominant inheritance, a single abnormal gene on one of the autosomal chromosomes (one of the first 22 "non-sex" chromosomes) from either parent can cause the disease. One of the parents will have the disease (since it is dominant) and is the carrier. Only one parent needs to be a carrier in order for the child to inherit the disease. A child who has one parent with the disease has a 50% chance of also having the disease.

Autosomal recessive inheritance of congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia has been considered in cases when a child with the disorder is born to parents who are not affected by the disorder. It considered more likely that in these cases the disorder resulted from germline mosaicism in the collagen Type II gene of the parent. Germine mosaicism occurs when the causal mutation, instead of involving a single germ cell, is carried only by a certain proportion of the germ cells of a given parent. Thus, the parent carries the mutation in his or her germ cells and therefore runs the risk of generating more than one affected child, but does not actually express the disease.

Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda

Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda is caused by mutations in the SEDL gene, which is located on the X chromosome at locus Xp22.2-p22.1.

Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda is inherited as an X-linked disorder. The following concepts are important to understanding the inheritance of an X-linked disorder. All humans have two chromosomes that determine their gender: females have XX, males have XY. X-linked recessive, also called sex-linked, inheritance affects the genes located on the X chromosome. It occurs when an unaffected mother carries a disease-causing gene on at least one of her X chromosomes. Because females have two X chromosomes, they are usually unaffected carriers. The X chromosome that does not have the disease-causing gene compensates for the X chromosome that does. For a woman to show symptoms of the disorder, both X chromosomes would have the disease-causing gene. That is why women are less likely to show such symptoms than males.
If a mother has a female child, the child has a 50% chance of inheriting the disease gene and being a carrier who can pass the disease gene on to her sons. On the other hand, if a mother has a male child, he has a 50% chance of inheriting the disease-causing gene because he has only one X chromosome. If a male inherits an X-linked recessive disorder, he is affected. All of his daughters will be carriers, but none of his sons.

Demographics

It has been estimated that spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia affects about one in 100,000 individuals.

Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia affects both males and females. Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda affects mostly males.

Signs and symptoms

**Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia**

Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia is characterized by these main features:

- Prenatal growth deficiency occurs prior to birth, and growth deficiencies continue after birth and throughout childhood, resulting in short stature (dwarfism). Adult height ranges from approximately 36-67 in (91-170 cm).
- Spinal malformations include a disproportionately short neck and trunk and a hip deformity wherein the thigh bone is angled toward the center of the body (coxa vara). Abnormal front-to-back and side-to-side curvature of the spine (kyphoscoliosis) may occur, as may an abnormal inward curvature of the spine (lumbar lordosis). Spinal malformations are partially responsible for short stature.
- Hypotonia (diminished muscle tone), muscle weakness, and/or stiffness is exhibited in most cases.
- Progressive nearsightedness (myopia) may develop and/or retina detachment. Retinal detachment, which can result in blindness, occurs in approximately 50% of cases.
- An abnormally flat face, underdevelopment of the cheek bone (malar hypoplasia), and/or cleft palate may present in some individuals with congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia.
- Additional associated abnormalities may include underdevelopment of the abdominal muscles; a rounded, bulging chest (barrel chest) with a prominent sternum (pectus carinatum); diminished joint movements in the lower extremities; the heel of the foot may be turned inward toward body while the rest of the foot is bent downward and inward (clubfoot); and rarely, hearing impairment due to abnormalities of the inner ear may occur.

The hypotonia, muscle weakness, and spinal malformations may result in a delay in affected children learning to walk. In some cases, affected children may exhibit an unusual “waddling” gait.

**Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda**

Symptoms of spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda are not usually apparent until 5-10 years of age. At that point, a number of symptoms begin to appear:

- Abnormal growth causes mild dwarfism.
- Spinal growth appears to stop and the trunk is short.
- The shoulder may assume a hunched appearance.
- The neck appears to become shorter.
- The chest broadens (barrel chest).
- Additional associated abnormalities may include unusual facial features such as a flat appearance to the

**KEY TERMS**

- Cleft palate—A congenital malformation in which there is an abnormal opening in the roof of the mouth that allows the nasal passages and the mouth to be improperly connected.
- Coxa vara—A deformed hip joint in which the neck of the femur is bent downward.
- Dysplasia—The abnormal growth or development of a tissue or organ.
- Hypotonia—Reduced or diminished muscle tone.
- Kyphoscoliosis—Abnormal front-to-back and side-to-side curvature of the spine.
- Lumbar lordosis—Abnormal inward curvature of the spine.
- Malar hypoplasia—Small or underdeveloped cheekbones.
- Myopia—Nearsightedness. Difficulty seeing objects that are far away.
- Ochronosis—A condition marked by pigment deposits in cartilage, ligaments, and tendons.
- Ossification—The process of the formation of bone from its precursor, a cartilage matrix.
- Retina—The light-sensitive layer of tissue in the back of the eye that receives and transmits visual signals to the brain through the optic nerve.
face. Progressive degenerative arthritis may affect hips and other joints of the body.

Spine and hip changes become evident between 10 and 14 years of age. In adolescence, various skeletal abnormalities may cause pain in the back, hips, shoulders, knees, and ankles, a large chest cage and relatively normal limb length. In adulthood, height usually ranges from 52 to 62 inches; hands, head and feet appear to be normal size.

**Diagnosis**

X rays may be used to diagnose spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia when it is suspected.

**Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia**

Individuals with congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia have characteristic x rays that show delayed ossification of the axial skeleton with ovoid vertebral bodies. With time, the vertebral bodies appear flattened. There is delayed ossification of the femoral heads, pubic bones, and heel. The coxa vara deformity of the hip joint is common.

It should be noted that x rays of individuals with spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia type Strudwick are virtually identical to congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia. In early childhood, irregularity in the region beneath the ends of bones (metaphyseal) and thickening of the bones (sclerosis) are noted in spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia type Strudwick. Also, there is platyspondyly (flattened vertebral bodies) and odontoid hypoplasia.

**Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda**

Radiologic diagnosis cannot be established before 4-6 years of age. Symptoms usually begin to present between five and 10 years of age. Symptomatic changes in the spine and hips usually present between 10 and 14 years of age.

In adults, vertebral changes especially in the lumbar region, may be diagnostic. Ochronosis (pigment deposits in cartilage, ligaments, and tendons) is suggested by apparent intervertebral disc calcification, and the vertebral bodies are malformed and flattened with most of the dense area part of the vertebral plate.

**Genetic counseling**

**Genetic counseling** may be of benefit for patients and their families.

In congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, only one parent needs to be a carrier in order for the child to inherit the disorder. A child has a 50% chance of having the disorder if one parent has the disorder and a 75% chance of having the disease if both parents have congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia.

In spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda, if a mother has a male child, he has a 50% chance of inheriting the disease-causing gene. A male who inherits an X-linked recessive disorder is affected, and all of his daughters will be carriers, but none of his sons.

**Prenatal testing**

Prenatal testing may be available to couples at risk for bearing a child with spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia. Testing for the genes responsible for congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia and spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda is possible. Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia testing may be difficult, however, since although the gene has been located, there is variability in the mutations in the gene amongst persons with the disorder.

Either chorionic villus sampling (CVS) or amnioncentesis may be performed for prenatal testing. CVS is a procedure to obtain chorionic villi tissue for testing. Examination of fetal tissue can reveal information about the defects that lead to spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia. Chorionic villus sampling can be performed at 10–12 weeks gestation.

Amniocentesis is a procedure that involves inserting a thin needle into the uterus, into the amniotic sac, and withdrawing a small amount of amniotic fluid. DNA can be extracted from the fetal cells contained in the amniotic fluid and tested. Amniocentesis is performed at 16–18 weeks gestation.

**Treatment and management**

Individuals with spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia should be under routine health supervision by a physician who is familiar with the disorder, its complications, and its treatment.

**Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia**

Treatment is mostly symptomatic, and may include:

- Orthopedic care throughout life. Early surgical interventional may be needed to correct clubfoot and/or cleft palate. Hip, spinal, and knee complications may occur, and hip replacement is sometimes warranted in adults. Additionally, arthritis may develop due to poorly developed type II collagen. Spinal fusion may be indicated if evaluation of the cervical vertebrae C1 and C2 detects odontoid hypoplasia. If the odontoid is hypoplastic or small, it may predispose to instability and spinal cord compression in congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia).
Ophthalmologic examinations are important for the prevention of retinal detachment and treatment of myopia and early retinal tears if they occur.

Hearing should be checked and ear infections should be closely monitored. Tubes may need to be placed in the ear.

Due to neck instability, persons with SEDC should exercise caution to avoid activities/sports that could result in trauma to the neck or head.

Individuals with congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia should be closely monitored during anesthesia and for complications during a respiratory infection. In particular, during anesthesia, special attention is required to avoid spinal injury resulting from lax ligaments causing instability in the neck. This condition may also result in spinal injury in contact sports and car accidents. Chest constriction may also cause decreased lung capacity.

**Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda**

Treatment is mostly symptomatic, and may include:

- Physical therapy to relieve joint stiffness and pain.
- Orthopedic care may be needed at different times throughout life. Bone changes of the femoral head often lead to secondary osteoarthritis during adulthood and some patients require total replacement of the hip before the age of 40 years.

Some individuals with short stature resulting from spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia may consider limb-lengthening surgery. This is a controversial surgery that lengthens leg and arm bones by cutting the bones, constructing metal frames around them, and inserting pins into them to move the cut ends apart. New bone tissue fills in the gap. While the surgery can be effective in lengthening limbs, various complications may occur.

**Prognosis**

Prognosis is variable dependent upon severity of the disorder. Generally, congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia is more symptomatic than spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda. Neither form of the disorder generally leads to shortened life span. Cognitive function is generally normal.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**
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Little People’s Research Fund, Inc. 80 Sister Pierre Dr., Towson, MD 21204-7534. (410) 494-0055 or (800) 232-5773. Fax: (410) 494-0062. <http://pixelscapes.com/lprf>.


Short Stature Foundation. 4521 Campus Drive, #310, Irvine, CA 92715. (714) 559-7131 or (800) 243-9273.

**WEBSITES**


Jennifer F. Wilson, MS

Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda see Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia

**SRY (sex determining region Y)**

**Definition**

The sex determining region Y (SRY) gene is located on the Y chromosome. SRY is the main genetic switch for the sexual development of the human male. If the SRY gene is present in a developing embryo, typically it will become male.

**Description**

The development of sex in a human depends on the presence or absence of a Y chromosome. Chromosomes are the structures in our cells that contain genes. Genes instruct the body on how to grow and develop by making proteins. For example, genes (and the proteins they make) are responsible for what color hair or eyes a person may have, how tall they will be, and what color skin they will have. Genes also direct the development of organs, such as the heart and brain. Genes are constructed
out of DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid. DNA is found in the shape of a double helix, like a twisted ladder. The DNA contains the “letters” of the genetic code that make up the “words” or genes that govern the development of the body. The genes are found in the “books” or chromosomes in the cells.

Normally, there are 46 chromosomes, or 23 pairs, in each cell. The first 22 pairs are the same in men and women and are called the autosomes. The last pair, the sex chromosomes, consists of two X chromosomes in females (XX) and an X and an Y chromosome in males (XY). These 23 pairs of chromosomes contain approximately 35,000 genes.

Human males differ from human females in the fact that they have an Y chromosome and females do not. Scientists thought there must be a gene on the Y chromosome that is responsible for determining maleness. The gene for determining maleness was called TDF for testis determining factor. In 1990, the SRY gene was found and scientist believed it was the TDF gene they had been looking for. The evidence scientists had to show SRY was indeed TDF included the fact that is was located on the Y chromosome. When SRY was found in individuals with two X chromosomes (normally females) these individuals had male physical features. Furthermore, some individuals with XY sex chromosomes that had female physical features had mutations or alterations in their SRY gene. Finally, experiments were done on mice that showed a male mouse would develop when SRY was put into a chromosomally female embryo. This evidence proved that SRY is the TDF gene that triggers the pathway of a developing embryo to become male. While the SRY gene triggers the pathway to the development of a male, it is not the only gene responsible for sexual development. Most likely, the SRY gene serves to regulate the activity of other genes in this pathway.

Genetic profile

Men and women both have 23 pairs of chromosomes—22 pairs of autosomes and one pair of sex chromosomes (either XX in females or XY in males). The SRY gene is located on the Y chromosome. When a man and woman have a child, it is the man’s chromosomes that determine if the baby will be male or female. This is because the baby inherits one of its sex chromosomes from the mother and one from the father. The mother has only X chromosomes to pass on, while the father can pass on either his X chromosome or his Y chromosome. If he passes on his X chromosome, the baby will be female. If he passes on his Y chromosome (with the SRY gene) the baby will be male. Statistically, each pregnancy has a 50% chance of being female and a 50% chance of being male. The Y chromosome is the smallest human chromosome and the SRY region contains a very small number of genes.

Signs and symptoms

Individuals with point mutations or deletions of the SRY gene have a condition known as gonadal dysgenesis, XY female type, also called Swyer syndrome. At birth the individuals with the XY female type of gonadal dysgenesis appear to be normal females (with female inner and outer genitalia), however, they do not develop secondary sexual characteristics at puberty, do not menstruate, and have “streak” (undeveloped) gonads. They
have normal stature and an increased incidence of certain neoplasms (gonadoblastoma and germinoma).

**Normal development**

In normal human sexual development, there are two stages called determination and differentiation. Determination occurs at conception when a sperm from a man fertilizes an egg from a woman. If the sperm has an Y chromosome, the conception will eventually become male. If no Y chromosome is present, the conception will become female.

Though the determination of sex occurs at conception, the differentiation of the developing gonads (future ovaries in the female and testes in the males) does not occur until about seven weeks. Until that time, the gonads look the same in both sexes and are called undifferentiated or indifferent. At this point in development, the embryo has two sets of ducts: the Mullerian ducts that form the fallopian tubes, uterus and upper vagina in females and the Wolffian ducts that form the epididymis, vas deferens, and seminal vesicles in males.

In embryos with SRY present, the undifferentiated gonads will develop into the male testes. The testes produce two hormones that cause the differentiation into maleness. Mullerian inhibiting substance (MIS), also called anti-mullerian hormone (AMH), causes the Mullerian ducts to regress and the Wolffian ducts develop into the internal male structures. Testosterone also helps with the development of the Wolffian ducts and causes the external genitals to become male.

When SRY is not present, the pathway of sexual development is shifted into female development. The undifferentiated gonads become ovaries. The Mullerian ducts develop into the internal female structures and the Wolffian ducts regress. The external genitals do not masculinize and become female.

**SRY and male development**

As of 2001, how the SRY gene causes an undifferentiated gonad to become a testis and eventually determine the maleness of a developing embryo is not completely understood. What scientists believe happens is that SRY is responsible for “triggering” a pathway of other genes that cause the gonad to continue to develop into a testis. The SRY protein is known to go into the nucleus of a cell and physically bend the DNA. This bending of DNA may allow other genes to be turned on that are needed in this pathway. For example, anti-Mullerian hormone is thought to be indirectly turned on by SRY.

It is also thought that a threshold exists that must be met at a very specific time for SRY to trigger this path-way. This means that enough SRY protein must be made early in development (before seven weeks) to turn an undifferentiated gonad into a testis. If enough SRY is not present or if it is present too late in development, the gonad will shift into the female pathway.

**Other genes in sex development**

Several other genes have been found that are involved in the development of human sex, including the gene SOX9. Mutations or alterations in this gene can cause a condition called camptomelic dysplasia. People with camptomelic dysplasia have bone and cartilage changes. SOX9 alterations also cause male to female sex reversal in most affected individuals (male chromosomes and female features). As of 2001, it is not known how SRY, SOX9, and other genes in the sexual developmental pathway interact to turn an undifferentiated gonad into a testis or an ovary.

**Resources**

PERIODICALS
Stickler syndrome

Definition

Stickler syndrome is a disorder caused by a genetic malfunction in the tissue that connects bones, heart, eyes, and ears.

Description

Stickler syndrome, also known as hereditary arthro-ophthalmpathy, is a multisystem disorder that can affect the eyes and ears, skeleton and joints, and craniofacies. Symptoms may include myopia, cataract, and retinal detachment; hearing loss that is both conductive and sensorineural; midfacial underdevelopment and cleft palate; and mild spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia and/or arthritis. The collection of specific symptoms that make up the syndrome were first documented by Stickler et al., in a 1965 paper published in Mayo Clinic Proceedings titled “Hereditary Progressive Arthro-Ophthalmpathy.” The paper associated the syndrome’s sight deterioration and joint changes. Subsequent research has redefined Stickler syndrome to include other symptoms.

Genetic profile

Stickler syndrome is associated with mutations in three genes: COL2A1 (chromosomal locus 12q13), COL11A1 (chromosomal locus 1p21), and COL11A2 (chromosomal locus 6p21). It is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner. The majority of individuals with Stickler syndrome inherited the abnormal allele from a parent, and the prevalence of new gene mutations is unknown. Individuals with Stickler syndrome have a 50% chance of passing on the abnormal gene to each offspring.

The syndrome can manifest itself differently within families. If the molecular genetic basis of Stickler syndrome has been established, molecular genetic testing can be used for clarification of each family member’s genetic status and for prenatal testing.

A majority of cases are attributed to COL2A1 mutations. All COL2A1 mutations known to cause Stickler syndrome result in the formation of a premature termination codon within the type-II collagen gene. Mutations in COL11A1 have only recently been described, and COL11A2 mutations have been identified only in patients lacking ocular findings.

Although the syndrome is associated with mutations in the COL2A1, COL11A1, and COL11A2 genes, no linkage to any of these three known loci can be established in some rare cases with clinical findings consistent with Stickler syndrome. It is presumed that other, as yet unidentified, genes mutations also account for Stickler syndrome.

Genetically related disorders

There are a number of other phenotypes associated with mutations in COL2A1. Achondrogenesis type I is a fatal disorder characterized by absence of bone formation in the vertebral column, sacrum, and pubic bones, by the shortening of the limbs and trunk, and by prominent abdomen. Hypochondrogenesis is a milder variant of achondrogenesis. Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia congenita, a disorder with skeletal changes more severe than in Stickler syndrome, manifests in significant short stature, flat facial profile, myopia, and vitreoretinal degeneration. Spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia Strudwick type is another skeletal disorder that manifests in severe short stature with severe protrusion of the sternum and scoliosis, cleft palate, and retinal detachment. A distinctive radiographic finding is irregular sclerotic changes, described as dappled, which are created by alternating zones of osteosclerosis and osteopenia in the metaphyses (ends) of the long bones. Spondyloperipheral dysplasia is a rare condition characterized by short stature and radiographic changes consistent with a spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia and brachydactyly. Kneist dysplasia is a disorder that manifests in disproportionate short stature, flat facial profile, myopia and vitreoretinal degeneration, cleft palate, backward and lateral curvature of the spine, and a variety of radiographic changes.

Other phenotypes associated with mutations in COL11A1 include Marshall syndrome, which manifests in ocular hypertelorism, hypoplasia of the maxilla and nasal bones, flat nasal bridge, and small upturned nasal tip. The flat facial profile of Marshall syndrome is usually evident into adulthood, unlike Stickler syndrome.
Manifestations include radiographs demonstrating hypoplasia of the nasal sinuses and a thickened calvarium. Ocular manifestations include high myopia, fluid vitreous humor, and early onset cataracts. Sensorineural hearing loss is common and sometimes progressive. Cleft palate is seen both as isolated occurrence and as part of the Pierre-Robin sequence (micrognathia, cleft palate, and glossoptosis). Other manifestations include short stature and early onset arthritis, and skin manifestations that may include mild hypotrichosis and hypohidrosis.

Other phenotypes associated with mutations in COL11A2 include autosomal recessive oto-spondylo-epiphyseal dysplasia, a disorder characterized by flat facial profile, cleft palate, and severe hearing loss. Anocular Stickler syndrome caused by COL11A2 mutations is close in similarity to this disorder. Evesenbach-Zweymuller syndrome has been characterized as neonatal Stickler syndrome but it is a separate entity from Stickler syndrome. Symptoms include midface hypoplasia with a flat nasal bridge, small upturned nasal tip, micrognathia, sensorineural hearing loss, and rhizomelic limb shortening. Radiographic findings include vertebral coronal clefts and dumbbell-shaped femora and humeri. Catch-up growth after age two or three is common and the skeletal findings become less apparent in later years.

Demographics

No studies have been done to determine Stickler syndrome prevalence. An approximate incidence of Stickler syndrome among newborns is estimated based on data on the incidence of Pierre-Robin sequence in newborns. One in 10,000 newborns have Pierre-Robin sequence, and 35% of these newborns subsequently develop signs or symptoms of Stickler syndrome. These data suggest that the incidence of Stickler syndrome among neonates is approximately one in 7,500.

Signs and symptoms

Stickler syndrome may affect the eyes and ears, skeleton and joints, and craniofacies. It may also be associated with coronary complications.

Ocular symptoms

Near-sightedness is a common symptom of Stickler syndrome. High myopia is detectable in newborns. Common problems also include astigmatism and cataracts. Risk of retinal detachment is higher than normal. Abnormalities of the vitreous humor, the colorless, transparent jelly that fills the eyeball, are also observed. Type 1, the more common vitreous abnormality, is characterized by a persistence of a vestigial vitreous gel in the space behind the lens, and is bordered by a folded membrane. Type 2, which is much less common, is characterized by sparse and irregularly thickened bundles throughout the vitreous cavity. These vitreous abnormalities can cause sight deterioration.

Auditory symptoms

Hearing impairment is common, and some degree of sensorineural hearing loss is found in 40% of patients. The degree of hearing impairment is variable, however, and may be progressive. Typically, the impairment is high tone and often subtle. Conductive hearing loss is also possible. It is known that the impairment is related to the expression of type II and IX collagen in the inner ear, but the exact mechanism for it is unclear. Hearing impairment may be secondary to the recurrent ear infections often associated with cleft palate, or it may be secondary to a disorder of the ossicles of the middle ear.

Skeletal symptoms

Skeletal manifestations are short stature relative to unaffected siblings, early-onset arthritis, and abnormalities at ends of long bones and vertebrae. Radiographic
findings consistent with mild spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia. Some individuals have a physique similar to Marfan syndrome, but without tall stature. Young patients may exhibit joint laxity but it diminishes or even resolves completely with age. Early-onset arthritis is common and generally mild, mostly resulting in joint stiffness. Arthritis is sometimes severe, leading to joint replacement as early as the third or fourth decade.

Craniofacial findings

Several facial features are common with Stickler syndrome. A flat facial profile referred to as a “scooped out” face results from underdevelopment of the maxilla and nasal bridge, which can cause telecanthus and epi-canthal folds. Flat cheeks, flat nasal bridge, small upper jaw, pronounced upper lip groove, small lower jaw, and palate abnormalities are possible, all in varying degrees. The nasal tip may be small and upturned, making the groove in the middle of the upper lip appear long. Micronathia is common and may compromise the upper airway, necessitating tracheostomy. Midfacial hypoplasia is most pronounced in infants and young children, and older individuals may have a normal facial profile.

Coronary findings

Mitral valve prolapse may be associated with Stickler syndrome, but studies are, as yet, inconclusive about the connection.

Diagnosis

Stickler is believed to be a common syndrome in the United States and Europe, but only a fraction of cases are diagnosed since most patients have minor symptoms. Misdiagnosis may also occur because symptoms are not correlated as having a single cause. More than half of patients with Stickler syndrome are originally misdiagnosed according to one study.

While the diagnosis of Stickler syndrome is clinically based, clinical diagnostic criteria have not been established. Patients usually do not have all symptoms attributed to Stickler syndrome. The disorder should be considered in individuals with clinical findings in two or more of the following categories:

- Ophthalmologic. Congenital or early-onset cataract, myopia greater than -3 diopters, congenital vitreous anomaly, rheumatogenous retinal detachment. Normal newborns are typically hyperopic (+1 diopter or greater), and so any degree of myopia in an at-risk newborn, such as one with Pierre-Robin sequence or an affected parent, is suggestive of the diagnosis of Stickler syndrome. Less common ophthalmological symptoms include paravascular pigmented lattice degeneration and cataracts.
- Craniofacial. Midface hypoplasia, depressed nasal bridge in childhood, anteverted nares (tipped or bent nasal cavity openings), split uvula, cleft hard palate, micrognathia, Pierre-Robin sequence.
- Audiologic. Sensorineural hearing loss.
- Joint. Hypermobility, mild spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, precocious osteoarthritis.

It is appropriate to evaluate at-risk family members with a medical history and physical examination and ophthalmologic, audiologic, and radiographic assessments. Childhood photographs may be helpful in the evaluation of adults since craniofacial findings may become less distinctive with age.

Molecular genetic testing

Mutation analysis for COL2A1, COL11A1, and COL11A2 is available. Detection is performed by mutation scanning of the coding sequences. Stickler syndrome has been associated with stop mutations in COL2A1 and with missense and splicing mutations in all of the three genes. Because the meaning of a specific missense mutation within the gene coding sequence may not be clear, mutation detection in a parent is not advised without strong clinical support for the diagnosis.

Clinical findings can influence the order for testing the three genes. In patients with ocular findings, including type 1 congenital vitreous abnormality and mild hearing loss, COL2A1 may be tested first. In patients with typical ocular findings including type 2 congenital vitreous anomaly and significant hearing loss, COL11A1 may be tested first. In patients with hearing loss and craniofacial and joint manifestations but without ocular findings, COL11A2 may be tested first.

Prenatal testing

Before considering prenatal testing, its availability must be confirmed and prior testing of family members is usually necessary. Prenatal molecular genetic testing is not usually offered in the absence of a known disease-causing mutation in a parent. For fetuses at 50% risk for Stickler syndrome, a number of options for prenatal testing may exist. If an affected parent has a mutation in the gene COL2A1 or COL11A1, molecular genetic testing may be performed on cells obtained by chorionic villus sampling at 10–12 weeks gestation or amniocentesis at 16–18 weeks gestation. Alternatively, or in conjunction with molecular genetic testing, ultrasound examination can be performed at 19–20 weeks gestation to detect cleft palate. For fetuses with no known family history of Stickler syn-
drome in which cleft palate is detected, a three-generation pedigree may be obtained, and relatives who have findings suggestive of Stickler syndrome should be evaluated.

**Treatment and management**

Individuals diagnosed with Stickler syndrome, and individuals in whom the diagnosis cannot be excluded, should be followed for potential complications.

Evaluation by an ophthalmologist familiar with the ocular manifestations of Stickler syndrome is recommended. Individuals with known ocular complications may prefer to be followed by a vitreoretinal specialist. Patients should avoid activities that may lead to traumatic retinal detachment, such as contact sports. Patients should be advised of the symptoms associated with a retinal detachment and the need for immediate evaluation and treatment when such symptoms occur. Individuals from families with Stickler syndrome and a known COL2A1 or COL11A1 mutation who have not inherited the mutant allele do not need close ophthalmologic evaluation.

A baseline audiogram to test hearing should be performed when the diagnosis of Stickler syndrome is suspected. Follow-up audiologic evaluations are recommended in affected persons since hearing loss can be progressive.

Radiological examination may detect signs of mild spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia. Treatment is symptomatic, and includes over-the-counter anti-inflammatory medications before and after physical activity. No preventative therapies currently exist to minimize joint damage in affected individuals. In an effort to delay the onset of arthropathy, physicians may recommend avoiding physical activities that involve high impact to the joints, but no data support this recommendation.

Infants with Pierre-Robin sequence need immediate attention from otolaryngology and pediatric critical care specialists. Evaluation and management in a comprehensive craniofacial clinic that provides all the necessary services, including otolaryngology, plastic surgery, oral and maxillofacial surgery, pediatric dentistry, and orthodontics is recommended. Tracheostomy may be required, which involves placing a tube in the neck to facilitate breathing.

Middle ear infections may be a recurrent problem secondary to the palatal abnormalities, and ear tubes may be required. Micrognathia (small jaw) tends to become less prominent over time in most patients, allowing for removal of the tracheostomy. In some patients, however, significant micrognathia persists and causes orthodontic problems. In these patients, a mandibular advancement procedure may be required to correct jaw misalignment.

Cardiac care is recommended if complaints suggestive of mitral valve prolapse, such as episodic tachycardia and chest pain, are present. While the prevalence of mitral valve prolapse in Stickler syndrome is unclear, all affected individuals should be screened since individuals with this disorder need antibiotic prophylaxis for certain surgical procedures.

**Prognosis**

Prognosis is good under physician care. It is particularly important to receive regular vision and hearing exams. If retinal detachment is a risk, it may be advisable to avoid contact sports. Some craniofacial symptoms may improve with age.

**Resources**
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Stickler Involved People. 15 Angelina, Augusta, KS 67010.  
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Jennifer F. Wilson, MS
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**Stomach cancer**

**Definition**

Stomach cancer (also known as gastric cancer) is a disease in which the cells forming the inner lining of the
stomach become abnormal and start to divide uncontrollably, forming a mass or a tumor.

**Description**

The stomach is a J-shaped organ that lies in the abdomen, on the left side. The esophagus (or the food pipe) carries the food from the mouth to the stomach. The stomach produces many digestive juices and acids that mix with the food and aid in the process of digestion. The stomach is divided into five sections. The first three are together referred to as the proximal stomach, and produce acids and digestive juices, such as pepsin. The fourth section of the stomach is where the food is mixed with the gastric juices. The fifth section of the stomach acts as a valve and controls the emptying of the stomach contents into the small intestine. The fourth and the fifth sections together are referred to as the distal stomach. Cancer can develop in any of the five sections of the stomach. The symptoms and the outcomes of the disease may vary depending on the location of the cancer.

In many cases, the cause of the stomach cancer is unknown. Several environmental factors have been linked to stomach cancer. Consuming large amounts of smoked, salted, or pickled foods has been linked to increased stomach cancer risk. Nitrates and nitrites, chemicals found in some foods such as cured meats may be linked to stomach cancer as well.

Infection by the *Helicobacter pylori* (*H. pylori*) bacterium has been found more often in people with stomach cancer. *H. pylori* can cause irritation of the stomach lining (chronic atrophic gastritis), which may lead to precancerous changes of the stomach cells.

People who have had previous stomach surgery for ulcers or other conditions may have a higher likelihood of developing stomach cancers, although this is not certain. Another risk factor is developing polyps, benign growths in the lining of the stomach. Although polyps are not cancerous, some may have the potential to turn cancerous.

While no particular gene for stomach cancer has yet been identified, people with blood relatives who have been diagnosed with stomach cancer are more likely to develop the disease. In addition, people who have inherited disorders such as familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) and Lynch syndrome have an increased risk for stomach cancer. For unknown reasons, stomach cancers occur more frequently in people with the blood group A.
Genetic profile

Although environmental or health factors may explain frequent occurrences of stomach cancer in families, it is known that inherited risk factors also exist. Some studies show close relatives having an increased risk of stomach cancer two to three times that of the general population. Interestingly, an earlier age at the time of stomach cancer diagnosis may be more strongly linked to familial stomach cancer. Two Italian studies estimated that about 8% of stomach cancer is due to inherited factors. Some of these hereditary factors are known genetic conditions while in other instances, the factors are unknown.

Familial cancer syndromes are hereditary conditions in which specific types of cancer, and perhaps other features, are consistently occurring in affected individuals. Familial adenomatosis (FAP) and hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer (HNPCC) are familial cancer syndromes that increase the risk of colon cancer.

FAP is due to changes in the APC gene. Individuals with FAP typically have more than 100 polyps, mushroom-like growths, in the digestive system as well as other effects. Polyps are noncancerous growths that have the potential to become cancerous if not removed. At least one study estimated that the risk of stomach cancer was seven times greater for individuals with FAP than the general population.

The number of polyps present is an important distinction between FAP and HNPCC. Polyps do not form at such a high rate in HNPCC but individuals with this condition are still at increased risk of colon, gastric, and other cancers. At least five genes are known to cause HNPCC, but alterations in the hMSH2 or hMLH1 genes have been found in the majority of HNPCC families.

Other inherited conditions such as Peutz-Jeghers, Cowden and Li-Fraumeni syndromes and other syndromes have been associated with stomach cancer. All of these syndromes have distinct features beyond stomach cancer that aid in identifying the specific syndrome. The inheritance pattern for most of these syndromes is dominant, meaning only one copy of the gene needs to be inherited for the syndrome to be present.

In 1999, the First Workshop of the International Gastric Cancer Linkage Consortium developed criteria for defining hereditary stomach cancer not due to...
known genetic conditions, such as those listed above. In areas with low rates of stomach cancer, hereditary stomach cancer was defined according to the Consortium as: (1) families with two or more cases of stomach cancer in first or second degree relatives (siblings, parents, children, grandparents, nieces/nephews or aunts/uncles) with at least one case diagnosed before age 50 or (2) three or more cases at any age. In countries with higher rates of stomach cancer, such as Japan, the suggested criteria are: (1) at least three affected first degree relatives (sibling, children or parents) and one should be the first degree relative of the other two; (2) at least two generations (without a break) should be affected; and (3) at least one cancer should have occurred before age 50.

Inherited changes in the E-Cadherin/CDH1 gene first were reported in three families of native New Zealander (Maori) descent with stomach cancer and later were found in families of other ancestry. The E-Cadherin/CDH1 gene, which plays a role in cell to cell connection, is located on chromosome 16 at 16q22. The percentage of hereditary stomach cancer that is due to E-Cadherin/CDH1 gene alterations is uncertain. In summary, most stomach cancer is due to environmental or other non-genetic causes. A small portion of cancer of the stomach, about 8%, is due to inherited factors one of which is E-Cadherin/CDH1 gene alterations.

**Demographics**

The American Cancer Society estimates, based on previous data from the National Cancer Institute and the United States Census, that 21,700 Americans will be diagnosed with stomach cancer during 2001. In some areas, nearly twice as many men are affected by stomach cancer than women. Most cases of stomach cancer are diagnosed between the ages of 50 and 70 but in families with a hereditary risk of stomach cancer, younger cases are more frequently seen. Stomach cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer deaths in many areas of the world, most notably Japan, but the number of new stomach cancer cases is decreasing in some areas, especially in developed countries. In the United States, the use of refrigerated foods and increased consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables, instead of preserved foods, may be a reason for the decline in stomach cancer.

**Signs and symptoms**

Stomach cancer can be difficult to detect at early stages since symptoms are uncommon and frequently unspecific. The following can be symptoms of stomach cancer:

- poor appetite or weight loss
- fullness even after a small meal
- abdominal pain
- heart burn, belching, indigestion or nausea
- vomiting, with or without blood
- swelling or problems with the abdomen
- anemia or blood on stool (feces) examination

**Diagnosis**

In addition to a physical examination and fecal occult blood testing (checking for blood in the stool), special procedures are done to evaluate the digestive system including the esophagus, stomach, and upper intestine. Procedures used to diagnose stomach cancer include: barium upper gastrointestinal (GI) x rays, upper endoscopy, and endoscopic ultrasound. Genetic testing can also be used to determine an individuals predisposition to stomach cancer.

**Upper GI x rays**

The first step in evaluation for stomach cancer may be x ray studies of the esophagus, stomach, and upper intestine. This type of study requires drinking a solution with barium to coat the stomach and other structures for easier viewing. Air is sometimes pumped into the stomach to help identify early tumors.
**Upper endoscopy**

Endoscopy allows a diagnosis in about 95% of cases. In upper endoscopy, a small tube, an endoscope, is placed down the throat so that the esophagus, stomach, and upper small intestine can be viewed. If a suspicious area is seen, a small sample of tissue, a biopsy, is taken. The tissue from these samples can be examined for evidence of cancer.

**Endoscopic ultrasound**

Endoscopic ultrasound allows several layers to be seen and so it is useful in determining where cancer may have spread. With this test, an endoscope is placed into the stomach and sound waves are emitted. A machine analyzes the sound waves to see differences in the tissues in order to identify tumors.

**Genetic testing**

If a certain genetic syndrome such as FAP or HNPCC is suspected, genetic testing may be available either through a clinical laboratory or through a research study. As of 2001, testing for E-cadherin/CDH1 gene alterations is mainly available through research studies. Once an E-cadherin/CDH1 gene change is identified through research, the results can be confirmed through a certified laboratory.

When a gene change is identified, genetic testing may be available for other family members. For most genetic tests, it is helpful to test the affected individual first, since they are most likely to have a gene change. Genetic testing is usually recommended for consenting adults, however, for syndromes in which stomach cancer is a common feature, testing of children may be reasonable for possible prevention of health problems.

The detection rate and usefulness of genetic testing depends on the genetic syndrome. If genetic testing is under consideration, a detailed discussion with a knowledgeable physician, genetic counselor, or other practitioner is helpful in understanding the advantages and disadvantages of the genetic test. It is also important to realize that testing positive for the E-cadherin/CDH1 gene does not necessarily mean the individual will be affected with cancer. However, they may have an increased risk compared to an individual without the gene.

**Treatment and management**

Regular mass screening for stomach cancer has not been found useful in areas, such as the United States, where stomach cancer is less common. When stomach cancer is diagnosed in the United States, it is usually discovered at later, less curable stages. However, individuals with an increased risk of stomach cancer, including those with a known genetic syndrome or with a family history of the disease, may consider regular screening before the development of cancer. If a known hereditary cancer syndrome is suspected, screening should follow the generally accepted guidelines for these conditions.

In 1999, the First Workshop of the International Gastric Cancer Linkage Consortium recommended that regular detailed upper endoscopy and biopsy be done in families with hereditary stomach cancer, including screening every six to 12 months for individuals with known E-cadherin gene alterations, if no other treatment has been done. Some individuals with a known hereditary stomach cancer risk have surgery to remove the stomach prior to development of any stomach cancer, but the effectiveness of this prevention strategy is uncertain. Several other less drastic prevention measures have been considered including changes in diet, use of vitamins, and antibiotic treatment of *H. pylori*. The American Cancer Society recommends limiting use of alcohol and tobacco.

Treatment of stomach cancer, in nearly all cases, involves some surgery. The amount of the stomach or surrounding organs that is removed depends on the size and location of the cancer. Sometimes, surgery is performed to try to remove all of the cancer in hopes of a cure while other times, surgery is done to relieve symptoms. Possible side effects of stomach surgery include leaking, bleeding, changes in diet, vitamin deficiencies, and other complications.

Chemotherapy involves administering anti-cancer drugs either intravenously (through a vein in the arm) or orally (in the form of pills). This can either be used as the primary mode of treatment or after surgery to destroy any cancerous cells that may have migrated to distant sites. Side effects (usually temporary) of chemotherapy may include low blood counts, hair loss, vomiting, and other symptoms.

Radiation therapy is often used after surgery to destroy the cancer cells that may not have been completely removed during surgery. Generally, to treat stomach cancer, external beam radiation therapy is used. In this procedure, high-energy rays from a machine that is outside of the body are concentrated on the area of the tumor. In the advanced stages of stomach cancer, radiation therapy is used to ease the symptoms such as pain and bleeding.

**Prognosis**

“Staging” is a method of describing cancer development. There are five stages in stomach cancer with stage 0 being the earliest cancer that has not spread while stage IV includes cancer that has spread to other organs.
Expected survival rate can be roughly estimated based on the stage of cancer at the time of diagnosis.

The prognosis for patients with early stage cancer depends on the location of the cancer. When cancer is in the proximal part of the stomach, only 10-15% of people survive five years or more, even if they have been diagnosed with early stage cancer. For cancer that is in the distal part of the stomach, if it is detected at an early stage, the outlook is somewhat better. About 50% of the people survive for at least five years or more after initial diagnosis. However, only 20% of the patients are diagnosed at an early stage. Chance of survival depends on many factors and it is difficult to predict survival for a particular individual.
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**Sturge-Weber syndrome**

**Definition**

Sturge-Weber syndrome (SRS) is a condition involving specific brain changes that often cause seizures and mental delays. It also includes port-wine colored birthmarks (or “port-wine stains”), usually found on the face.

**Description**

The brain finding in SRS is leptomeningeal angioma, which is a swelling of the tissue surrounding the brain and spinal cord. These angiomas cause seizures in approximately 90% of people with SWS. A large number of affected individuals are also mentally delayed.

Port-wine stains are present at birth. They can be quite large, and are typically found on the face near the eyes or on the eyelids. Vision problems are common, especially if a port-wine stain covers the eyes. These vision problems can include glaucoma and vision loss.

Facial features, such as port-wine stains, can be very challenging for individuals with SWS. These birthmarks can increase in size with time, and this may be particularly emotionally distressing for the individuals, as well as their parents. A state of unhappiness about this is more common during middle childhood and later than it is at younger ages.

**KEY TERMS**

Calcification—A process in which tissue becomes hardened due to calcium deposits.

Choroid—A vascular membrane that covers the back of the eye between the retina and the sclera and serves to nourish the retina and absorb scattered light.

Computed tomography (CT) scan—An imaging procedure that produces a three-dimensional picture of organs or structures inside the body, such as the brain.

Glaucoma—An increase in the fluid eye pressure, eventually leading to damage of the optic nerve and ongoing visual loss.

Leptomeningeal angioma—A swelling of the tissue or membrane surrounding the brain and spinal cord, which can enlarge with time.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)—A technique that employs magnetic fields and radio waves to create detailed images of internal body structures and organs, including the brain.

Port-wine stain—Dark-red birthmarks seen on the skin, named after the color of the dessert wine.

Sclera—The tough white membrane that forms the outer layer of the eyeball.
**Genetic profile**

The genetics behind Sturge-Weber syndrome are still unknown. Interestingly, in other genetic conditions involving changes in the skin and brain (such as neurofibromatosis and tuberous sclerosis) the genetic causes are well described. It is known that most people with SRS are the only ones in their family with the condition; there is usually not a strong family history of the disease. However, as of 2001 a gene known to cause SRS is still not known. For now, SRS is thought to be caused by a random, sporadic event.

**Demographics**

Sturge-Weber syndrome is a sporadic disease that is found throughout the world, affecting males and females equally. The total number of people with Sturge-Weber syndrome is not known, but estimates range between one in 400,000 to one in 40,000.

**Signs and symptoms**

People with SWS may have a larger head circumference (measurement around the head) than usual. Leptomeningeal angiomas can progress with time. They usually only occur on one side of the brain, but can exist on both sides in up to 30% of people with SWS. The angiomas can also cause great changes within the brain’s white matter. Generalized wasting, or regression, of portions of the brain can result from large angiomas. Calcification of the portions of the brain underlying the angiomas can also occur. The larger and more involved the angiomas are, the greater the expected amount of mental delays in the individual. Seizures are common in SWS, and they can often begin in very early childhood. Occasionally, slight paralysis affecting one side of the body may occur.

Port-wine stains are actually capillaries (blood vessels) that reach the skin’s surface and grow larger than usual. As mentioned earlier, the birthmarks mostly occur near the eyes; they often occur only on one side of the face. Though they can increase in size over time, port-wine stains cause no direct health problems for the person with SWS.

Vision loss and other complications are common in SWS. The choroid of the eye can swell, and this may lead to increased pressure within the eye in 33-50% of people with SWS. Glaucoma is another common vision problem seen in SWS, and is more often seen when a person has a port-wine stain that is near or touches the eye.

In a 2000 study about the psychological functioning of children with SRS, it was noted that parents and teachers report a higher incidence of social problems, emotional distress, and problems with compliance in these individuals. Taking the mental delays into account, behaviors associated with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) were noted; as it turns out, about 22% of people with SWS are eventually diagnosed with ADHD.

**Diagnosis**

Because no genetic testing is available for Sturge-Weber syndrome, all diagnoses are made through a careful physical examination and study of a person’s medical history.

Port-wine stains are present at birth, and seizures may occur in early childhood. If an individual has both of these features, SWS should be suspected. A brain MRI or CT scan can often reveal a leptomeningeal angioma, brain calcifications, as well as any other associated white matter changes.

**Treatment and management**

Treatment of seizures in SWS by anti-epileptic medications is often an effective way to control them. In the rare occasion that an aggressive seizure medication therapy is not effective, surgery may be necessary. The general goal of the surgery is to remove the portion of brain that is causing the seizures, while keeping the normal brain tissue intact. Though most patients with SWS only have brain
surgery as a final attempt to treat seizures, some physicians favor earlier surgery because this may prevent some irreversible damage to the brain (caused by the angiomases).

Standard glaucoma treatment, including medications and surgery, is used to treat people with this complication. This can often reduce the amount of vision loss.

There is no specific treatment for port-wine stains. Because they contain blood vessels, it could disrupt blood flow to remove or alter the birthmarks.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for people with SWS is directly related to the amount of brain involvement for the leptomeningeal angiomases. For those individuals with smaller angiomases, prognosis is relatively good, especially if they do not have severe seizures or vision problems.
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Deepthi Babu, MS

Summitt syndrome see Carpenter syndrome

Surdicardiac syndrome see Jervell and Lange-Nielsen syndrome

**Sutherland-Haan syndrome**

**Definition**

Sutherland-Haan syndrome is an inherited X-linked disorder characterized by mental retardation, small head circumference, small testes, and spastic diplegia. Grant Sutherland and co-workers first described the syndrome in 1988. At present, it has only been fully described in one single, large, Australian family. Thus, it is unknown if the disorder occurs worldwide or only in certain ethnic and racial groups. Since the responsible gene is located on the X chromosome, Sutherland-Haan syndrome is exclusively found in males. As the gene is unknown and only one family has been described (although there are families suspected of having Sutherland-Haan) the prevalence is unknown.

**Description**

Sutherland-Haan syndrome is among the group of genetic disorders known as X-linked mental retardation (XLMR) syndromes. Manifestations in males may be present prior to birth, as intrauterine growth appears to be mildly impaired since birth weight is below normal. Similarly, postnatal growth is slow with the head circumference being quite small (microcephaly) and height being rather short. Affected males exhibit poor feeding during infancy. Additionally, affected males have small testes after puberty.

The diagnosis is very difficult especially if there is no family history of mental retardation. If there is a family history of mental retardation and if the inheritance pattern is consistent with X-linkage, then the diagnosis is possible based on the presence of the above clinical findings and localization to Xp11.3 to Xq12.

**Genetic profile**

Sutherland-Haan syndrome is caused by an alteration in an unknown gene located in the pericentric region (area flanking the centromere) of the X chromosome. The altered gene in affected males is most likely inherited from a carrier mother. As males have only one X chromosome, a

**KEY TERMS**

Microcephaly—An abnormally small head.

Short stature—Shorter than normal height, can include dwarfism.

Small testes—Refers to the size of the male reproductive glands, located in the cavity of the scrotum.

Spasticity—Increased muscle tone, or stiffness, which leads to uncontrolled, awkward movements.

X-linked mental retardation—Subaverage general intellectual functioning that originates during the developmental period and is associated with impairment in adaptive behavior. Pertains to genes on the X chromosome.
mutation in an X-linked gene is fully expressed in males. On the other hand, as carrier females have a normal, second X-chromosome, they do not exhibit any of the phenotype associated with Sutherland-Haan syndrome.

Female carriers have a 50/50 chance of transmitting the altered gene to a daughter or a son. A son with the altered gene will be affected but will likely not reproduce.

**Demographics**

Only males are affected with Sutherland-Haan syndrome. Carrier females exhibit none of the phenotypic features. Although Sutherland-Haan has only been reported in a single Australian family, there is no reason to assume it is not present in other racial/ethnic groups.

**Signs and symptoms**

Evidence of Sutherland-Haan syndrome is present at birth as affected males have below normal birth weight. This may reflect mildly impaired intrauterine growth. Postnatal growth is also slow. Head circumference is smaller than normal (microcephaly) and affected males tend to be short. Small testes are also present after puberty.

There are some somatic manifestations present in most of the males with Sutherland-Haan syndrome. These include mild to moderate spastic diplegia (increased muscular tone with exaggeration of tendon reflexes of the legs), upslanting of the eye openings, brachycephaly (disproportionate shortness of the head), and a thin body build. Additionally, a few of the affected males may have anal abnormalities.

Mental impairment is mild to moderate with IQ ranging from 43 to 60. One male was reported to have an IQ in the 63-83 range (borderline).

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of Sutherland-Haan can only be made on the basis of the clinical findings in the presence of a family history consistent with X-linked inheritance of mental retardation and segregation of X chromosome markers in Xp11.2-Xq12. Unfortunately, there are no laboratory or radiographic changes that are specific for Sutherland-Haan syndrome.

**Renpenning syndrome**, another X-linked mental retardation syndrome, also has microcephaly, short stature, small testes, and upslanting of the eye openings. Furthermore, this syndrome is localized to Xp11.2-p11.4, which overlaps with the localization of Sutherland-Haan. However, males with Renpenning syndrome lack spasticity of the legs, brachycephaly, and a thin appearance. It is possible these two syndromes have different mutations in the same gene.

Chudley-Lowry syndrome also has microcephaly, short stature, and small testes. However, males have distinct facial features, similar to those of XLMR-hypotonic facies, and obesity. As with Renpenning syndrome, this syndrome may result from a different mutation in the same gene responsible for Sutherland-Haan syndrome.

Two other X-linked mental retardation syndromes (XLMR-hypotonic facies and X-linked hereditary bullosous dystrophy) have microcephaly, short stature, and small testes. However, these conditions have different somatic features and are not localized to Xp11.2-Xq12.

**Treatment and management**

There is neither treatment nor cure available for Sutherland-Haan syndrome as of early 2001. Early educational intervention is advised for affected males. Some affected males may require living in a more controlled environment outside the home.
Prognosis

Life threatening concerns usually have not been associated with Sutherland-Haan syndrome. However, two affected males were found to have anal abnormalities, which required some form of surgery.
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Swedish-type porphyria see Porphyrias
Systemic elastorrhexis see Pseudoxanthoma elasticum
Systemic sclerosis see Scleroderma
Tangier disease

Definition

Tangier disease is a rare autosomal recessive condition characterized by low levels of high density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) in the blood, accumulation of cholesterol in many organs of the body, and an increased risk of arteriosclerosis.

Description

Donald Fredrickson was the first to discover Tangier disease. He described this condition in 1961 in a five-year-old boy from Tangier Island who had large, yellow-orange colored tonsils that were engorged with cholesterol. Subsequent tests on this boy and his sister found that they both had virtually no high density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) in their bloodstream. Other symptoms of Tangier disease such as an enlarged spleen and liver, eye abnormalities, and neurological abnormalities were later discovered in others affected with this disease.

It was not until 1999 that the gene for Tangier disease, called the ABCA1 gene, was discovered. This gene is responsible for producing a protein that is involved in the pathway by which HDL removes cholesterol from the cells of the body and transports it to the liver where it is digested and removed from the body.

Cholesterol is transported through the body as part of lipoproteins. Low density lipoproteins (LDL) and high density lipoproteins (HDL) are two of the major cholesterol transporting lipoproteins. Cholesterol attached to LDL (LDL-C) is often called “bad” cholesterol since it can remain in the blood stream for a long time, and high levels of LDL-C can increase the risk of clogging of the arteries (arteriosclerosis) and heart disease. Cholesterol attached to HDL is often called “good” cholesterol since it does not stay in the blood stream for a long period of time, and high levels are associated with a low risk of arteriosclerosis.

Research as of 2001 suggests that the ABCA1 protein helps to transport cholesterol found in the cell to the surface of the cell where it joins with a protein called ApoA-1 and forms an HDL-C complex. The HDL-C complex transports the cholesterol to the liver where the cholesterol is digested and removed from the body. This process normally prevents an excess accumulation of cholesterol in the cells of the body and can help to protect against arteriosclerosis.

Genetic profile

Changes in the ABCA1 gene, such as those found in Tangier disease, cause the gene to produce abnormal ABCA1 protein. The abnormal ABCA1 protein is less able to transport cholesterol to the surface of the cell, which results in an accumulation of cholesterol in the cell. The accumulation of cholesterol in the cells of the body causes most of the symptoms associated with Tangier disease. The decreased efficiency in removing cholesterol from the body can lead to an increased accumulation of cholesterol in the blood vessels, which can lead to a slightly increased risk of arteriosclerosis and ultimately an increased risk of heart attacks and strokes. The ABCA1 protein defect also results in decreased amounts of cholesterol available on the surface of the cell to bind to ApoA-1 and decreased cholesterol available to form HDL-C. This in turn results in the rapid degradation of ApoA-1 and reduced levels of ApoA-1 and HDL-C in the bloodstream. It also leads to lower levels of LDL-C in the blood.

The ABCA1 gene is found on chromosome 9. Since we inherit one chromosome 9 from our mother and one chromosome 9 from our father, we also
inherit two ABCA1 genes. People with Tangier disease have inherited one changed ABCA1 gene from their father and one changed ABCA1 gene from their mother, making Tangier disease an autosomal recessive condition.

Parents who have a child with Tangier disease are called carriers, since they each possess one changed ABCA1 gene and one unchanged ABCA1 gene. Carriers for Tangier disease do not have any of the symptoms associated with the disease, except for increased levels of HDL-C in their bloodstream and a slightly increased risk of arteriosclerosis. The degree of risk of arteriosclerosis is unknown, and is dependent on other genetic and environmental factors, such as diet. Each child born to parents who are both carriers of Tangier disease has a 25% chance of having Tangier disease, a 50% chance of being a carrier, and a 25% chance of being neither a carrier nor affected with Tangier disease.

Demographics

Tangier disease is a very rare disorder with less than 100 cases diagnosed worldwide. Tangier disease affects both males and females.
Signs and symptoms

The symptoms of Tangier disease are quite variable but the most common symptoms of Tangier disease are enlarged, yellow-colored tonsils, an enlarged spleen, accumulation of cholesterol in the mucous membranes of the intestines, abnormalities in the nervous system (neuropathy), and an increased risk of arteriosclerosis. Less commonly seen symptoms are an enlarged liver, lymph nodes and thymus, and hemolytic anemia. Cholesterol accumulation has been seen in other organs such as the bone marrow, gall bladder, skin, kidneys, heart valves, ureters, testicles, and the cornea of the eye.

Symptoms involving the tonsils, intestines and spleen

The unusual appearance of the tonsils is due to an accumulation of cholesterol. Even when the tonsils are removed, small yellow patches at the back of the throat may be evident. The accumulation of cholesterol in the mucous membranes of the intestines results in the appearance of orange-brown spots on the rectum, and can occasionally result in intermittent diarrhea and abdominal pain. The enlargement of the spleen can result in anemia and decreased numbers of certain blood cells called platelets.

Nervous system abnormalities

Cholesterol can accumulate in the nerve cells which can result in nervous system abnormalities and symptoms such as loss of heat and pain sensation, weakness, increased sweating, burning prickling sensations, loss of feeling, eye muscle spasms, double vision, drooping eyelids, and decreased strength and reflexes. These symptoms can be mild to severe, and can be temporary or permanent. Most people with Tangier disease have some nervous system dysfunction, but in many cases the symptoms are mild and may be undetectable. Occasionally patients with Tangier disease experience progressive and debilitating nervous system abnormalities.

Arteriosclerosis

Since so few people are known to be affected with Tangier disease it is difficult to precisely predict their risk of developing arteriosclerosis and heart disease. Depending on their age, people with Tangier disease appear to have approximately four to six times increased risk for arteriosclerosis leading to heart disease. People over the age of 30 appear to have a six-fold increased risk. It is possible that Tangier patients are protected from higher risks of arteriosclerosis by lower than average levels of LDL-C in their blood stream.

Diagnosis

Tangier disease is diagnosed through assessment of clinical symptoms and biochemical testing. A diagnosis of Tangier disease should be considered in anyone with deposits of cholesterol on the cornea, an unexplained enlarged spleen or liver, or neurological abnormalities. Examination of the throat and tonsils and rectal mucous membrane should be performed on those suspected to have Tangier disease. Measurements of the total cholesterol, HDL-C, LDL-C, ApoA-1 and triglycerides should also be performed. Patients with Tangier disease have virtually no HDL-C in their bloodstream and ApoA-1 levels are reduced to one to three percent of normal. LDL-C levels are also reduced to approximately 40% of normal and triglyceride levels can be mildly elevated. As of 2001, DNA testing for Tangier disease is not available through clinical laboratories, although DNA testing on a clinical basis should be available in the future. Some laboratories may identify ABCA1 gene changes in patients as part of their research. Prenatal testing is only available if ABCA1 gene changes are identified in the parents.

Treatment and management

There is no treatment for Tangier disease and treatment of decreased HDL-C with medication is usually ineffective. Occasionally organs such as the spleen and tonsils are removed because of extensive accumulation of cholesterol. Arteriosclerosis may be treated through angioplasty or bypass surgery. Angioplasty involves inserting a small, hollow tube called a catheter with a deflated balloon through the groin or arm and into a clogged artery. The balloon is then inflated which enlarges the artery and compresses the blockage. Coronary artery disease can also be treated through bypass surgery, which is performed by taking a blood vessel from another part of the body and constructing an alternate path around the blocked part of the artery.

Prognosis

In most cases the prognosis for Tangier is disease is quite good. People who develop heart disease may, however, have a decreased lifespan depending on the severity of the disease and the quality of medical treatment.
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**TAR syndrome**

**Definition**

Thrombocytopenia-absent radius (TAR) syndrome is a rare condition that is apparent at birth. Affected infants are born with incomplete or missing forearms. Typically, the bone on the thumb side of the forearm (radius) is absent, but other bones may be missing or abnormally formed. TAR syndrome also causes life-threatening bleeding episodes due to low levels of platelets in the blood (thrombocytopenia). It is inherited in an autosomal recessive manner.

**Description**

Dr. S. Shaw first wrote about two siblings (a brother and a sister) with missing forearms and bleeding problems in 1956. Thirteen years later, Dr. Judith Hall gave the name and acronym of TAR syndrome to the disorder. She described three families containing nine individuals. TAR syndrome has also been called the tetraphocomelia-thrombocytopenia syndrome.

The forearm is comprised of two bones. The radius is the long bone on the thumb side of the forearm. The ulna is the long bone on the little finger side. In TAR syndrome, the radius is missing on each forearm. Many times the ulna may also be missing or shorter than normal.

As these bone deficiencies are quite obvious at birth, the forearms will look very short. In fact, the hand looks as if it comes directly from the elbow. In more severe cases, the bone of the upper arm is also missing, with the hand connected to the shoulder. Approximately 50% of the time there are other skeletal abnormalities, particularly in the lower limbs.

Each individual seems to be affected somewhat differently. For instance, some individuals with TAR syndrome might have one arm longer than the other arm; another might have both arms short, and bones missing in the feet; a third person might have all four limbs severely affected. The one constant feature is the absence of the radius bone. The forearm defects cause the hands to be bent inwards towards the body. However, the four fingers and thumb usually look normal.

The other main feature of the syndrome is thrombocytopenia. Thrombocytopenia means abnormally low levels of platelets in the blood. Platelets are made from cells called megakaryocytes. The megakaryocytes are...
formed in the red bone marrow, lungs and spleen. In TAR syndrome, the megakaryocytes are either absent, decreased in number or not formed properly. Therefore, the platelets are not properly made. The exact reason remains unknown.

When injury occurs, platelets are needed so that the blood can clot. The process is called blood coagulation. The platelets help initiate this process by attaching to the injured tissue, and clumping together, almost like a temporary patch. The platelets then release an enzyme called thromboplastin. Thromboplastin acts to cleave a particle called fibrinogen (also in the blood) to fibrin. Fibrin is a hard substance that attaches to the injured area, and forms a meshwork (a blood clot). Along with other clotting factors, this permanently stops the bleeding.

In TAR syndrome, the normal process of making platelets is defective. The effect of this is excessive bleeding and bruising. These individuals have frequent nosebleeds and their skin bruises more easily. The platelet problem makes them more prone to bleeding inside the body, such as in the kidney or lungs. Bleeding can also occur inside the brain (intracranial hemorrhage), and be so severe that these infants die from the internal bleeding.

Genetic profile

There have been numerous instances of siblings, each with TAR syndrome. The parents were not affected. A few families have also been seen where the parents were said to be closely related (i.e. may have shared the same altered gene within the family). For these reasons, TAR syndrome is most likely an autosomal recessive disorder. Autosomal means that both males and females can have the condition. Recessive means that both parents would be carriers of a single copy of the responsible gene. Autosomal recessive disorders occur when a person inherits a particular pair of genes which do not work correctly. The chance that this would happen to children of carrier parents is 25% (1 in 4) for each pregnancy.

It is known that the limbs (arms, legs), the heart and the precursors of the blood system form between the fourth and eighth week of pregnancy. The birth defects seen in TAR syndrome must occur during this crucial period of development. As of 2001, the genetic cause remains unknown.

Demographics

TAR syndrome affects both males and females equally. It most likely occurs in every racial and ethnic group. It is estimated that one in every 250,000 infants are born with TAR syndrome. In all, more than 200 individuals with this disorder have been described in the medical literature.

Signs and symptoms

Aside from the limb deficiencies and the thrombocytopenia, the heart can also be affected. Around one-third of these infants are born with heart defects. These are usually found at birth. The heart problems include holes in the atrial chamber of the heart (atrial septal defect) and tetralogy of Fallot. The name tetralogy of Fallot means there are four different defects of the heart. Because of the high risk for excessive bleeding to occur, these infants are not good candidates for heart surgery. Some of them have died from heart failure.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis of TAR syndrome is made with the use of x-ray of the bones and by testing for low platelet levels in

**KEY TERMS**

**Cordocentesis**—A prenatal diagnostic test, usually done between 16-30 weeks of gestation. Using ultrasound guidance, a thin needle is introduced through the abdomen into the amniotic sac. A blood sample is taken directly from the umbilical cord. Tests can then be done on the blood sample.

**Intracranial hemorrhage**—Abnormal bleeding within the space of the skull and brain.

**Tetralogy of Fallot**—A congenital heart defect consisting of four (tetralogy) associated abnormalities: ventricular septal defect (VSD—hole in the wall separating the right and left ventricles); pulmonary stenosis (obstructed blood flow to the lungs); the aorta “overrides” the ventricular septal defect; and thickening (hypertrophy) of the right ventricle.

**Tetraphocomelia**—Absence of all, or a portion of, all four limbs. The hands or feet may be attached directly to the trunk.

**Thalidomide**—A mild sedative that is teratogenic, causing limb, neurologic, and other birth defects in infants exposed during pregnancy. Women used thalidomide (early in pregnancy) in Europe and in other countries between 1957 and 1961. It is still available in many places, including the United States, for specific medical uses (leprosy, AIDS, cancer).
The forearm abnormalities in patients with TAR syndrome cause the hands to be bent inwards towards the body. The arm x-ray shown here is missing the radius bone as well as the thumb. (Greenwood Genetic Center)

the blood at birth. TAR syndrome can be diagnosed during pregnancy. By using ultrasound (sound waves) at around 16-20 weeks of pregnancy, the shortening of the arms can be seen. A second test is then done called cordocentesis. In this procedure, using ultrasound guidance, a thin needle is introduced through the mother’s abdomen into the amniotic sac. A blood sample is taken directly from the umbilical cord. With this blood sample, a count of the platelets can be done. If the platelet count is low, along with the short arms (absent radii), the diagnosis of TAR syndrome is made.

**Prognosis**

About 40% of these individuals die in infancy, usually due to severe bleeding episodes. Cow’s milk allergy or intolerance is a common problem. Stomach infections seem particularly threatening to these infants, and can also trigger the bleeding episodes. The thrombocytopenia is treated with platelet transfusions, which may or may not control the bleeding, and death may occur.

The thrombocytopenia seen in TAR syndrome does improve with age. If these individuals survive the first two years of life, they appear to have a normal life span. However, the easy bruising continues throughout life. Many females with TAR syndrome also have abnormal menstrual periods, possibly related to the thrombocytopenia.

Surgery is sometimes done in an attempt to straighten and improve the use of their hands. They may wear corrective braces for the forearms. Many of these individuals develop arthritis, especially of the wrists and knees as they get older. This may further limit the use of their hands and legs. However, most individuals with TAR syndrome learn to adapt well to their disability, and lead productive lives.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

Tay-Sachs disease

Definition

Tay-Sachs disease is a genetic disorder caused by a missing enzyme that results in the accumulation of a fatty substance in the nervous system. This results in disability and death.

Description

Gangliosides are a fatty substance necessary for the proper development of the brain and nerve cells (nervous system). Under normal conditions, gangliosides are continuously broken down, so that an appropriate balance is maintained. In Tay-Sachs disease, the enzyme necessary for removing excess gangliosides is missing. This allows gangliosides to accumulate throughout the brain, and is responsible for the disability associated with the disease.

Demographics

Tay-Sachs disease is particularly common among Jewish people of Eastern European and Russian (Ashkenazi) origin. About one out of every 3,600 babies born to Ashkenazi Jewish couples will have the disease. Tay-Sachs is also more common among certain French-Canadian and Cajun French families.

Genetic profile

Tay-Sachs is caused by a defective gene. Genes are located on chromosomes, and serve to direct specific development/processes within the body. The genetic defect in Tay-Sachs disease results in the lack of an enzyme called hexosaminidase A. Without this enzyme, gangliosides cannot be degraded. They build up within the brain, interfering with nerve functioning. Because it is a recessive disorder, only people who receive two defective genes (one from the mother and one from the father) will actually have the disease. People who have only one defective gene and one normal gene are called carriers. They carry the defective gene and thus the possibility of passing the gene and/or the disease onto their offspring.

Signs and symptoms

Classic Tay-Sachs disease strikes infants around the age of six months. Up until this age, the baby will appear to be developing normally. When Tay-Sachs begins to show itself, the baby will stop interacting with other people, and develop a staring gaze. Normal levels of noise will startle the baby to an abnormal degree. By about one year of age, the baby will have very weak, floppy muscles, and may be completely blind. The head will be quite large. Patients also present with loss of peripheral (side) vision, inability to breathe and swallow, and paralysis as the disorder progresses. Seizures become a problem between ages one and two, and the baby usually dies by about age four.

A few variations from this classical progression of Tay-Sachs disease are possible:

- Juvenile hexosaminidase A deficiency. Symptoms appear between ages two and five; the disease progresses more slowly, with death by about 15 years of age.
- Chronic hexosaminidase A deficiency. Symptoms may begin around age five, or may not occur until age 20-30. The disease is milder. Speech becomes slurred. The individual may have difficulty walking due to weakness, muscle cramps, and decreased coordination of movements. Some individuals develop mental illness. Many have changes in intellect, hearing, or vision.

Diagnosis

Examination of the eyes of a child with Tay-Sachs disease will reveal a very characteristic cherry-red spot at the back of the eye (in an area called the retina). Tests to determine the presence and quantity of hexosaminidase A can be performed on the blood, specially treated skin cells, or white blood cells. A carrier will have about half
of the normal level of hexosaminidase A present, while a patient with the disease will have none.

Treatment
There is no treatment for Tay-Sachs disease.

Prognosis
A child with classic Tay-Sachs disease rarely survives past age four. Because the chronic form of Tay-Sachs has been discovered recently, prognosis for this type of the disease is not completely known.

Prevention
Prevention involves identifying carriers of the disease and providing them with appropriate information concerning the chance of their offspring having Tay-Sachs disease. When the levels of hexosaminidase A are half the normal level a person is a carrier of the defective gene. Blood tests of carriers reveals reduction of hexosaminidase A.

When a woman is already pregnant, tests can be performed on either the cells of the baby (amniocentesis) or the placenta (chorionic villus sampling) to determine whether the baby will have Tay-Sachs disease.

Resources
BOOKS

PERIODICALS

ORGANIZATIONS
Late Onset Tay-Sachs Foundation. 1303 Paper Mill Road, Erdenheim, PA 19038. (800) 672-2022.

Laith Farid Gulli, MD

Teratogen

Definition
A teratogen is any environmental influence that adversely affects the normal development of the fetus.

Description
Abnormal fetal development may result from exposure to a teratogen. There are four different teratogen categories: physical agents (radiation and hyperthermia), metabolic conditions affecting the mother, infection, and drugs (like thalidomide) and alcohol.

Physical agents

Hyperthermia
Women whose body temperature is raised while pregnant may have abnormalities result in their fetus. The rise in body temperature can be caused by infection or by spending time in hot areas such as a sauna or hot tub.

Ionizing radiation—mutagens versus teratogens
Any outside agent (like radiation) interfering with the process of development is considered a teratogen. Development is the process in which a tiny mass of undifferentiated cells (the embryo) multiplies and differentiates into the kidney, liver, heart, bone, muscles, and so on. Mutagens, however, are agents that directly affect and disrupt DNA, the genetic blueprint of an organism. Some agents, like radiation, are mutagens and teratogens.
Ionizing radiation can cause defects either in development or it can damage DNA directly.

**Metabolic disease**

Infants of women with metabolic disorders have increased risks for abnormalities. Diabetic women, for example, are three to four times more likely to have fetuses with congenital abnormalities than infants of mothers without diabetes. The metabolic disease of the mother can have genetic or other causes.

**Infection**

There are a number of known infectious organisms which are teratogenic to the fetus, some of which cause damage directly, and some of which damage the fetus by causing a fever and raising the temperature of the mother.

**Alcohol and drugs**

**Thalidomide**

A dramatic example of a teratogen is thalidomide. In the early 1960s it was shown that more than 7,000 women who took the anti-nausea drug thalidomide during their pregnancy had children with very short or absent arms and legs. Other abnormalities were also seen in the children, such as the absence of ears, as well as heart and intestinal malformations. Affected infants were born to women who took thalidomide during the critical time period, also known as the period of susceptibility.

**Period of susceptibility: The example of Thalidomide**

Thalidomide also teaches the importance of timing in the action of teratogens. Only a small amount of thalidomide was necessary to cause birth defects, but it had to be taken between 34 and 50 days after conception in order to harm the embryo. The time when teratogens can act, in this case from day 34 to day 50 after conception, is called the period of susceptibility. Since organ development in the unborn child occurs at different times, it was shown that taking thalidomide on different days caused the infants to have a variety of defects (heart vs. ears vs. limb formation). Drugs very often affect specific parts of the process of development. Before, or after, the processes take place, the drug will have no effect. Of course many teratogens, like thalidomide, work on a number of different developmental processes at different times (sometimes they are consecutive times, or they may be non-consecutive: for example from days 16 to 20 and days 24 to 48). The period of susceptibility of the child to most teratogens is between the third and eighth week after conception.

**Dose and duration: The example of alcohol**

The most common teratogen, alcohol, illustrates the important concept that the dose of a teratogen (for example, the number of alcoholic drinks a mother has) and duration of exposure to a teratogen (for example, the number of days a mother drinks alcohol) both play an important role in the effect of a teratogen. Alcohol can have a wide range of effects on a fetus, from no mental change or very mild mental changes (usually a small dose of alcohol) to full-blown fetal alcohol syndrome, in which the infant is severely retarded. Even two glasses of alcohol can be teratogenic to a fetus, but the mental retardation and characteristic facial changes seen in full-blown fetal alcohol syndrome generally requires the mother to drink 2-3 oz of alcohol per day for a sustained period of time (the exact amount of time is not known) during pregnancy. Thus, dose and duration help determine the severity of a teratogen’s effects.

**Other factors that affect teratogens**

Although the dose and duration are important in determining how much of an effect alcohol will have on the fetus, other factors have an impact, too. When normal mice and mutant mice are given the same dose of a particular teratogen, the mutant mice are affected much more severely. This means that in humans, the genetic makeup of the fetus helps determine to what extent the teratogen will affect the fetus. A baby with one particular set of genes might be severely affected by the mother drinking one glass of alcohol, while another fetus may be unaffected by the first or even second glass of alcohol. The outcome of teratogens probably depends on a combination of factors: the mother’s condition (genetic or
otherwise), the genetic background of the fetus, and the
dose and duration of the teratogen. However, the import-
ance of each factor probably varies greatly from terato-
gen to teratogen and from individual to individual.

Although the discussion of these teratogenic con-
cepts has revolved around examples from the category of
drugs and alcohol, the concepts may be applied to any of
the categories of teratogens.

**Demographics**

Exact numbers of infants affected by teratogens are
difficult to estimate. *Langman’s Medical Embryology*
states 4-6% of all infants will have major developmental
or genetic abnormalities. This source estimates that of the
children with major abnormalities, 10% can be attributed
to teratogens, 20-25% can be attributed to genetic and
environmental influences, and 40-60% of the abnormali-
ties are due to unknown causes (possibly teratogenic).
That means as many as 95% of all major birth disorders
may involve teratogens.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis varies from teratogen to teratogen.
Some genetic diseases and teratogens can present with
the same abnormalities and symptoms. If the gene caus-
ing the disorder has been isolated and is well understood,
the difference between a genetic and a teratogenic disor-
der may be established. Many abnormalities in children
go unexplained. In these cases, teratogen exposure
should be considered.

**Treatment, prevention, and the period
of susceptibility**

Treatment options and how well they work vary
widely according to the teratogen. The best course is to
prevent teratogen exposure, or reduce the exposure as
much as possible. Prevention is complicated because
very often women may not realize they are pregnant until
the middle of the period of susceptibility. Substances that
are not harmful to an adult, like the derivatives of retinoic
acid found in a number of skin creams, alcohol, and
many prescription drugs, can be extremely harmful to the
fetus. Retinoic acid, for example, has a period of suscep-
tibility from days 20-35 after conception—a time when
many women might not realize they are pregnant.

Thus, women who are engaging in activities that can
lead to pregnancy and want to avoid any potential dam-
age to their fetus should attempt to avoid teratogenic sub-
stances (including a large number of over-the-counter,
prescription, and illegal drugs). Alternatively, women can
also prevent most damage to the fetus by closely moni-
toring their pregnancy status and avoiding teratogens as
soon as pregnancy occurs.

**Partial list of teratogens**

*Drugs and chemicals*

- Alcohol
- Aminoglycosides
- Aminopterin
- Antithyroid agents
- Bromine
- Cortisone
- Diethylstilbesterol (DES)
- Diphenylhydantoin
- Heroin
- Lead
- Methylmercury
- Penicillamine
- Retinoic acid (Isoretinoin, Accutane)
- Tetracycline
- Thalidomide
- Trimethadione
- Valproic acid
- Warfarin

*Physical agents*

- Hyperthermia (fever, sauna)
- Ionizing radiation (x rays)

*Infectious organisms*

- Coxsackie virus
- Cytomegalovirus
- Herpes simplex virus
- Parvovirus
- Rubella
- Toxoplasma gondii
- Treponema pallidum (syphilis)

*Metabolic conditions in the mother*

- Autoimmune disease
- Diabetes
- Malnutrition
- Phenylketonuria
**Resources**
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Michael V. Zuck, PhD
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**Thalassemia**

**Definition**
Thalassemia describes a group of inherited disorders characterized by reduced or absent amounts of hemoglobin, the oxygen-carrying protein inside the red blood cells. There are two basic groups of thalassemia disorders: alpha thalassemia and beta thalassemia. These conditions cause varying degrees of anemia, which can range from insignificant to life threatening.

**Description**
All types of thalassemias are considered quantitative diseases of hemoglobin, because the quantity of hemoglobin produced is reduced or absent. Usual adult hemoglobin is made up of three components: alpha globin, beta globin, and heme. Thalassemias are classified according to the globin that is affected, hence the names *alpha* and *beta* thalassemia. Although both classes of thalassemia affect the same protein, the alpha and beta thalassemias are distinct diseases that affect the body in different ways.

**Beta thalassemia**
Beta thalassemia may be the most well-known type of thalassemia and is also called Cooley’s anemia. It is caused by a change in the gene for the beta globin component of hemoglobin. Beta thalassemia causes variable anemia that can range from moderate to severe, depending in part on the exact genetic change underlying the disease. Beta thalassemia can be classified based on clinical symptoms. *Beta thalassemia major* usually causes severe anemia that can occur within months after birth. If left untreated, severe anemia can result in insufficient growth and development, as well as other characteristic physical complications that can lead to a dramatically decreased life expectancy. Fortunately, in developed countries, beta thalassemia is usually identified by screening in the newborn period, before symptoms have developed. Children who are identified early can be started on ongoing blood transfusion therapy as needed. Although transfusion therapy prevents many of the complications of severe anemia, the body is unable to eliminate the excess iron contained in the transfused blood. Over time, this excess iron deposits in tissues and organs, resulting in damage and organ failure. Another medication must be administered to help the body eliminate the excess iron and prevent iron-overload complications. *Beta thalassemia intermedia* describes the disease in individuals who have moderate anemia that only requires blood transfusions intermittently, if at all.

**Alpha thalassemia**
Alpha thalassemia is the result of changes in the genes for the alpha globin component of hemoglobin. There are two main types of alpha thalassemia disease: hemoglobin H disease and alpha thalassemia major. The two diseases are quite different from beta thalassemia, as well as from one another. Individuals with hemoglobin H disease can experience events of hemolytic anemia— anemia caused by the rapid breakdown of the red blood cells. These events are thought to be triggered by various environmental causes, such as infection and/or exposure to certain chemicals. Hemoglobin H disease is in most cases more mild than beta thalassemia. It does not generally require transfusion therapy. *Alpha thalassemia major* is a very serious disease that results in severe anemia that begins even before birth. Most affected babies do not survive to be born or die shortly after birth.

**Demographics**
The thalassemias are among the most common genetic diseases worldwide. Both alpha and beta thalassemia have been described in individuals of almost every ancestry, but the conditions are more common among certain ethnic groups. Unaffected carriers of all
types of thalassemia traits do not experience health problems. In fact, thalassemia trait is protective against malaria, a disease caused by blood-borne parasites transmitted through mosquito bites. According to a widely accepted theory, most genetic changes—mutations—that cause thalassemia occurred multiple generations ago.

Coincidentally, these mutations increased the likelihood that carriers would survive malaria infection. Survivors passed the mutation onto their offspring, and the trait became established throughout areas where malaria is common. As populations migrated, so did the thalassemia traits.
Beta thalassemia trait is seen most commonly in people with the following ancestry: Mediterranean (including North African, and particularly Italian and Greek), Middle Eastern, Indian, African, Chinese, and Southeast Asian (including Vietnamese, Laotian, Thai, Singaporean, Filipino, Cambodian, Malaysian, Burmese, and Indonesian). Alpha thalassemia trait is seen with increased frequency in the same ethnic groups. However, there are different types of alpha thalassemia traits within these populations. The frequency of hemoglobin H disease and alpha thalassemia major depends on the type of alpha thalassemia trait. The populations in which alpha thalassemia diseases are most common include Southeast Asians and Chinese (particularly Southern Chinese).

It is difficult to obtain accurate prevalence figures for various types of thalassemia within different populations. This difficulty arises due to testing limitations in determining exact genetic diagnoses, as well as the fact that many studies have focused on small, biased hospital populations.

Two studies reflect prevalence figures that can be helpful in counseling families and determining who to screen for beta thalassemia. Between the years of 1990 and 1996, the State of California screened over 3.1 million infants born in this multiethnic state for beta thalassemia. Approximately 1 in 114,000 infants had beta thalassemia major, with prevalence rates being highest among Asian Indians (about 1 in 4,000), Southeast Asians (about 1 in 10,000), and Middle Easterners (about 1 in 7,000). Another type of beta thalassemia disease, E/beta thalassemia, was represented in approximately 1 in 110,000 births, all of which being of Southeast Asian ancestry. Among Southeast Asians, the prevalence of E/beta thalassemia was approximately 1 in 2,600 births. This is in keeping with the observation that hemoglobin E trait carrier rates are relatively high within the Southeast Asian population: 16% in a study of 768 immigrants to California, and up to 25% in some specific Southeast Asian populations such as Cambodians. While these California studies address some of the limitations of earlier population studies, the pattern observed in California is expected to be different in other areas of the United States and the world. For example, Italians are underrepresented in this population when compared to the East Coast of the United States.

Determining prevalence figures for alpha thalassemia is even more difficult due to increased limitations in diagnostic testing. All types of alpha thalassemia disease are most common among people of Southeast Asian and Chinese descent, for reasons that become clearer with an understanding of the underlying genetics of alpha thalassemia. One study of 500 pregnant women in Northern Thailand estimated a frequency of 1 in 500 pregnancies affected by alpha thalassemia major, for example. Prevalence of alpha thalassemia disease is significantly lower in the United States owing primarily to immigration patterns. However at least one state, California, has observed growing hemoglobin H disease incidence rates that are high enough to justify universal newborn screening for the condition.

**Genetic profile**

Humans normally make several types of the oxygen-carrying protein hemoglobin. An individual’s stage in development determines whether he or she makes primarily embryonic, fetal, or adult hemoglobins. All types of hemoglobin are made of three components: heme, alpha (or alpha-like) globin, and beta (or beta-like) globin. All types of thalassemia are caused by changes in either the alpha- or beta-globin gene. These changes cause little or no globin to be produced. The thalassemias are, therefore, considered quantitative hemoglobin diseases. All types of thalassemias are recessively inherited, meaning that a genetic change must be inherited from both the mother and the father. The severity of the disease is influenced by the exact thalassemia mutations inherited, as well as other genetic and environmental factors. There are rare exceptions, notably with beta thalassemia, where globin gene mutations exhibit a dominant pattern of inheritance in which only one gene needs to be altered in order to see disease expression.

**Beta thalassemia**

Most individuals have two normal copies of the beta globin gene, which is located on chromosome 11 and makes the beta globin component of normal adult hemoglobin, hemoglobin A. There are approximately 100 genetic mutations that have been described that cause beta thalassemia, designated as either beta0 or beta+ mutations. No beta globin is produced with a beta0 mutation, and only a small fraction of the normal amount of beta globin is produced with a beta+ mutation.

When an individual has one normal beta globin gene and one with a beta thalassemia mutation, he or she is said to carry the beta thalassemia trait. Beta thalassemia trait, like other hemoglobin traits, is protective against malaria infection. Trait status is generally thought not to cause health problems, although some women with beta thalassemia trait may have an increased tendency toward anemia during pregnancy.

When two members of a couple carry the beta thalassemia trait, there is a 25% chance that each of their children will inherit beta thalassemia disease by inheriting two beta thalassemia mutations, one from each parent. The clinical severity of the beta thalassemia
disease—whether an individual has beta thalassemia intermedia or beta thalassemia major—will depend largely on whether the mutations inherited are beta0 thalassemia or beta+ thalassemia mutations. Two beta0 mutations generally lead to beta thalassemia major, and two beta+ thalassemia mutations generally lead to beta thalassemia intermedia. Inheritance of one beta0 and one beta+ thalassemia mutation tends to be less predictable.

Although relatively uncommon, there are other thalassemia-like mutations that can affect the beta globin gene. Hemoglobin E is the result of a substitution of a single nucleotide. This change results in a structurally altered hemoglobin that is produced in decreased amounts. Therefore, hemoglobin E is unique in that it is both a quantitative (i.e. thalassemia-like) and qualitative trait. When co-inherited with a beta thalassemia trait, it causes a disease that is almost indistinguishable from beta thalassemia disease. Large deletions around and including the beta globin gene can lead to delta/beta thalassemia or hereditary persistence of fetal hemoglobin (HPFH). Interestingly, delta/beta thalassemia trait behaves very similarly to beta thalassemia trait clinically. However, HPFH trait does not tend to cause hemoglobin disease when co-inherited with a second thalassemia or other beta globin mutation.

**Alpha thalassemia**

Most individuals have four normal copies of the alpha globin gene, two copies on each chromosome 16. These genes make the alpha globin component of normal adult hemoglobin, which is called hemoglobin A. Alpha globin is also a component of fetal hemoglobin and the other major adult hemoglobin called hemoglobin A2. Mutations of the alpha globin genes are usually deletions of the gene, resulting in absent production of alpha globin. Since there are four genes (instead of the usual two) to consider when looking at alpha globin gene inheritance, there are several alpha globin types that are possible.

Absence of one alpha globin gene leads to a condition known as silent alpha thalassemia trait. This condition causes no health problems and can be detected only by special genetic testing. Alpha thalassemia trait occurs when two alpha globin genes are missing. This can occur in two ways. The genes may be deleted from the same chromosome, causing the ‘cis’ type of alpha thalassemia trait. Alternately, they may be deleted from different chromosomes, causing the ‘trans’ type of alpha thalassemia trait. In both instances, there are no associated health problems, although the trait status may be detected by more routine blood screening.

Hemoglobin H disease results from the deletion of three alpha globin genes, such that there is only one functioning gene. Typically, this can occur when one parent carries the silent alpha thalassemia trait, and the other parent carries the ‘cis’ type of the alpha thalassemia trait. In this situation, there is a 25% chance for hemoglobin H disease in each of such a couple’s children.

Hemoglobin H disease-like symptoms can also be a part of a unique condition called alpha thalassemia mental retardation syndrome. Alpha thalassemia mental retardation syndrome can be caused by a deletion of a significant amount of chromosome 16, affecting the alpha globin genes. This is usually not inherited, but rather occurs sporadically in the affected individual. Affected individuals have mild hemoglobin H disease, mild-to-moderate mental retardation, and characteristic facial features. This syndrome can also occur as a sex-linked form in which a mutation is inherited in a particular gene on the X chromosome. This gene influences alpha globin production, as well as various other developmental processes. Individuals affected with this form of the syndrome tend to have more severe mental retardation, delayed development, nearly absent speech, characteristic facial features, and genital-urinary abnormalities.

Alpha thalassemia major results from the deletion of all four alpha globin genes, such that there are no functioning alpha globin genes. This can occur when both parents carry the ‘cis’ type of the alpha thalassemia trait. In this situation, there is a 25% chance for alpha thalassemia major in each of such a couple’s children.

**Diagnosis**

Thalassemia may be suspected if an individual shows signs that are suggestive of the disease. In all cases, however, laboratory diagnosis is essential to confirm the exact diagnosis and to allow for the provision of accurate genetic counseling about recurrence risks and testing options for parents and affected individuals. Screening is likewise recommended to determine trait status for individuals of high-risk ethnic groups.

The following tests are used to screen for thalassemia disease and/or trait:

- Complete blood count
- Hemoglobin electrophoresis with quantitative hemoglobin A2 and hemoglobin F
- Free erythrocyte-protoporphyrin (or ferritin or other studies of serum iron levels)

A complete blood count will identify low levels of hemoglobin, small red blood cells, and other red blood...
cell abnormalities that are characteristic of a thalassemia diagnosis. Since thalassemia trait can sometimes be difficult to distinguish from iron deficiency, tests to evaluate iron levels are important. A hemoglobin electrophoresis is a test that can help identify the types and quantities of hemoglobin made by an individual. This test uses an electric field applied across a slab of gel-like material. Hemoglobins migrate through this gel at various rates and to specific locations, depending on their size, shape, and electrical charge. Isoelectric focusing and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) use similar principles to separate hemoglobins and can be used instead of or in various combinations with hemoglobin electrophoresis to determine the types and quantities of hemoglobin present. Hemoglobin electrophoresis results are usually within the normal range for all types of alpha thalassemia. However, hemoglobin A2 levels and sometimes hemoglobin F levels are elevated when beta thalassemia disease or trait is present. Hemoglobin electrophoresis can also detect structurally abnormal hemoglobins that may be co-inherited with a thalassemia trait to cause thalassemia disease (i.e. hemoglobin E) or other types of hemoglobin disease (i.e. sickle hemoglobin). Sometimes DNA testing is needed in addition to the above screening tests. This can be performed to help confirm the diagnosis and establish the exact genetic type of thalassemia.

Diagnosis of thalassemia can occur under various circumstances and at various ages. Several states offer thalassemia screening as part of the usual battery of blood tests done for newborns. This allows for early identification and treatment. Thalassemia can be identified before birth through the use of prenatal diagnosis. Chorionic villus sampling (CVS) can be offered as early as 10 weeks of pregnancy and involves removing a sample of the placenta made by the baby and testing the cells. Amniocentesis is generally offered between 15 and 22 weeks of pregnancy, but can sometimes be offered earlier. Two to three tablespoons of the fluid surrounding the baby is removed. This fluid contains fetal cells that can be tested. Pregnant woman and couples may choose prenatal testing in order to prepare for the birth of a baby that may have thalassemia. Alternately, knowing the diagnosis during pregnancy allows for the option of pregnancy termination. Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) is a relatively new technique that involves in-vitro fertilization followed by genetic testing of one cell from each developing embryo. Only the embryos unaffected by sickle cell disease are transferred back into the uterus. PGD is currently available on a research basis only and is relatively expensive.

Illustration depicting various abnormal red blood cells of thalassemia. The red blood cells rapidly break up as they move through the body due to poor hemoglobin production. (Photo Researchers, Inc.)

Signs and symptoms

Beta thalassemia

Beta thalassemia major is characterized by severe anemia that can begin months after birth. In the United States and other developed countries beta thalassemia is identified and treated early and effectively. Therefore, the following discussion of symptoms applies primarily to affected individuals in the past and unfortunately in some underdeveloped countries now. If untreated, beta thalassemia major can lead to severe lethargy, paleness, and growth and developmental delay. The body attempts to compensate by producing more blood, which is made inside the bones in the marrow. However, this is ineffective without the needed genetic instructions to make enough functioning hemoglobin. Instead, obvious bone expansion and changes occur that cause characteristic facial and other changes in appearance, as well as
increased risk of fractures. Severe anemia taxes other organs in the body—such as the heart, spleen, and liver—which must work harder than usual. This can lead to heart failure, as well as enlargement and other problems of the liver and spleen. When untreated, beta thalassemia major generally results in childhood death usually due to heart failure. Fortunately, in developed countries diagnosis is usually made early, often before symptoms have begun. This allows for treatment with blood transfusion therapy, which can prevent most of the complications of the severe anemia caused by beta thalassemia major. Individuals with beta thalassemia intermedia have a more moderate anemia that may only require treatment with transfusion intermittently, such as when infections occur and stress the body. As a person with beta thalassemia intermedia gets older, however, the need for blood transfusions may increase to the point that they are required on a regular basis. When this occurs their disease becomes more similar to beta thalassemia major. Other genetic and environmental factors can influence the course of the disease as well. For example, co-inheritance of one or two alpha thalassemia mutations can tend to ameliorate some of the symptoms of beta thalassemia disease, which result in part from an imbalance in the amount of alpha- and beta-globin present in the red blood cells.

**Hemoglobin H disease**

Absence of three alpha globin genes causes an imbalance of alpha and beta globin proteins in the red blood cells. The excess beta globin proteins tend to come together to form hemoglobin H, which is unable to release oxygen to the tissues. In addition, hemoglobin H tends to precipitate out in the cells, causing damage to the red blood cell membrane. When affected individuals are exposed to certain drugs and chemicals known to make the membrane more fragile, the cells are thought to become vulnerable to breakdown in large numbers, a complication called hemolytic anemia. Fever and infection are also considered to be triggers of hemolytic anemia in hemoglobin H disease. This can result in fatigue, paleness, and a yellow discoloration of the skin and whites of eyes called jaundice. Usually, the anemia is mild enough not to require treatment. Severe anemia events may require blood transfusion, however, and are usually accompanied by other symptoms such as dark feces or urine and abdominal or back pain. These events are uncommon in hemoglobin H disease, although they occur more frequently in a more serious type of hemoglobin H disease called hemoglobin H/Constant Spring disease. Individuals effected with this type of hemoglobin H disease are also more likely to have enlargement of and other problems with the spleen.

**Alpha thalassemia major**

Because alpha globin is a necessary component of all major hemoglobins and some minor hemoglobins, absence of all functioning alpha globin genes leads to serious medical consequences that begin even before birth. Affected fetuses develop severe anemia as early as the first trimester of pregnancy. The placenta, heart, liver, spleen, and adrenal glands may all become enlarged. Fluid can begin collecting throughout the body as early as the start of the second trimester, causing damage to developing tissues and organs. Growth retardation is also common. Affected fetuses usuallymiscarry or die shortly after birth. In addition, women carrying affected fetuses are at increased risk of developing complications of pregnancy and delivery. Up to 80% of such women develop toxemia, a disturbance of metabolism that can potentially lead to convulsions and coma. Other maternal complications include premature delivery and increased rates of cesarean section, as well as hemorrhage after delivery.
Treatment and management

Beta thalassemia

Individuals with beta thalassemia major receive regular blood transfusions, usually on a monthly basis. This helps prevent severe anemia and allows for more normal growth and development. Transfusion therapy does have limitations, however. Individuals can develop reactions to certain proteins in the blood—called a transfusion reaction. This can make locating appropriately matched donor blood more difficult. Although blood supplies in the United States are very safe, particularly relative to the past and other areas of the world, there remains an increased risk of exposure to blood-borne infection such as hepatitis. Additionally, the body is not able to get rid of the excess iron that accompanies each transfusion. An additional medication called desferoxamine is administered, usually five nights per week over a period of several hours using an automatic pump that can be used during sleep or taken anywhere the person goes. This medication is able to bind to the excess iron, which can then be eliminated through urine. If desferoxamine is not used regularly or is unavailable, iron overload can develop and cause tissue damage and organ damage and failure. The heart, liver, and endocrine organs are particularly vulnerable. Desferoxamine itself may rarely produce allergic or toxic side-effects, including hearing damage. Signs of desferoxamine toxicity are screened for and generally develop in individuals who overuse the medication when body iron levels are sufficiently low. Overall, however, transfusion and desferoxamine therapy has increased the life expectancy of individuals with the most severe types of beta thalassemia major to the fourth or fifth decade. This can be expected to improve with time and increased developments in treatment, as well as for those with more mild forms of the disease.

New treatments offer additional options for some individuals with beta thalassemia major. There are various medications that target the production of red blood cells (i.e. erythropoetin) or fetal hemoglobin (i.e. hydroxyurea and butyrate). Their effectiveness in ameliorating the severity of beta thalassemia is currently being investigated. Another promising new treatment is bone marrow transplantation, in which the bone marrow of an affected individual is replaced with the bone marrow of an unaffected donor. If successful, this treatment can provide a cure. However, there is an approximately 10-15% chance the procedure could be unsuccessful (i.e. the thalassemia returns), result in complications (i.e. graft-versus-host disease), or result in death. The risk for specific individuals depends on current health status, age, and other factors. Because of the risks involved and the fact that beta thalassemia is a treatable condition, transplant physicians require a brother or sister donor who has an identically matched tissue type, called HLA type. HLA type refers to the unique set of proteins present on each individual’s cells, which allows the immune system to recognize “self” from “foreign.” HLA type is genetically determined, so there is a 25% chance for two siblings to be a match. Transplant physicians and researchers are also investigating ways to improve the safety and effectiveness of bone marrow transplantation. Using newborn sibling umbilical cord blood—the blood from the placenta that is otherwise discarded after birth but contains cells that can go on to make bone marrow—seems to provide a safer and perhaps more effective source of donor cells. Donors and recipients may not have to be perfect HLA matches for a successful transplant using cord blood cells. Trials are also underway to determine the effectiveness of “partial transplants,” in which a safer transplant procedure is used to replace only a percentage of the affected individual’s bone marrow. Other possible treatments on the horizon may include gene therapy techniques aimed at increasing the amount of normal hemoglobin the body is able to make.

Hemoglobin H disease

Hemoglobin H disease is a relatively mild form of thalassemia that may go unrecognized. It is not generally considered a condition that will reduce one’s life expectancy. Education is an important part of managing the health of an individual with hemoglobin H disease. It is important to be able to recognize the signs of severe anemia that require medical attention. It is also important to be aware of the medications, chemicals, and other exposures to avoid due to the theoretical risk they pose of causing a severe anemia event. When severe anemia occurs, it is treated with blood transfusion therapy. For individuals with hemoglobin H disease, this is rarely required. For those with the hemoglobin H/Constant Spring form of the disease, the need for transfusions may be intermittent or ongoing, perhaps on a monthly basis and requiring desferoxamine treatment. Individuals with this more severe form of the disease may also have an increased chance of requiring removal of an enlarged and/or overactive spleen.

Alpha thalassemia major

Because alpha thalassemia major is most often a condition that is fatal in the prenatal or newborn period, treatment has previously been focused on identifying affected pregnancies in order to provide appropriate management to reduce potential maternal complications. Pregnancy termination provides one form of management. Increased prenatal surveillance and early treatment of maternal complications is an approach that
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is appropriate for mothers who wish to continue their pregnancy with the knowledge that the baby will most likely not survive. In recent years, there have been a handful of infants with this condition who have survived long-term. Most of these infants received experimental treatment including transfusions before birth, early delivery, and even bone marrow transplantation before birth, although the latter procedure has not yet been successful. For those infants that survive to delivery, there seems to be an increased risk of developmental problems and physical effects, particularly heart and genital malformations. Otherwise, their medical outlook is similar to a child with beta thalassemia major, with the important exception that ongoing, life-long blood transfusions begin right at birth.

**Prognosis**

As discussed above, the prognosis for individuals with the most serious types of thalassemia has improved drastically in the last several years following recent medical advances in transfusion, chemo-, and transplantation therapy. Advances continue and promise to improve the life expectancy and quality of life further for affected individuals.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

Children’s Blood Foundation. 333 East 38th St., Room 830, New York, NY 10016-2745. (212) 297-4336. cfg@nyh.med.cornell.edu.


**WEBSITES**


Thalidomide embryopathy

Definition

The term thalidomide embryopathy (TE) is used to describe a specific pattern of birth defects caused by a mother's use of the drug thalidomide during her pregnancy. The drug is able to cross the placenta and reaches the developing embryo, causing parts of the embryo's body to form abnormally. The most common birth defects observed in infants with TE include structural abnormalities of the arms, legs, ears, and eyes, although other organs may also be affected. The most harmful time to use thalidomide is during the first three to six weeks of pregnancy.

Description

Thalidomide was originally marketed in Germany in October 1957 as a safe, inexpensive, and effective sedative. Its use was later expanded to include treatment of insomnia, anxiety, upset stomach, and morning sickness during pregnancy. Prior to its release onto the market, thalidomide had been tested in rodents and had been deemed safe; human studies were not performed. It was made available in at least 46 countries. However, the drug was never approved for marketing in the United States due to concerns about the medication's potential side effects, one of which, peripheral neuropathy, was first recognized in 1960. Symptoms of peripheral neuropathy, or nerve damage, include burning, numbness, or tingling in the arms, legs, hands, or feet. The damage may not be reversible even after stopping the medication. Early in the 1960s, an increased number of infants with severe abnormalities of the arms and legs were observed in Germany, Great Britain, and Australia. Once it became clear that the mothers of these infants had taken thalidomide while pregnant, a connection was made between the drug and the birth defects. In 1961, the drug was withdrawn from the worldwide market. It has since become known as a powerful human teratogen, a drug or other agent proven to cause birth defects. The experience with thalidomide also led to greater overall attention to the potential effects of drug and other environmental exposures on a developing fetus, and to improved legislation regarding testing requirements before a new drug is released to the public.

Although the use of thalidomide decreased dramatically after 1961, it remained available in the United States and other countries on a “compassionate use” basis: physicians could obtain special permission to treat ill patients they believed could significantly benefit from the drug. Over time, it became clear that thalidomide is effective in the treatment of a number of medical conditions. This surprising resurgence of thalidomide has, in turn, led to concern over the possibility of another generation of children born with thalidomide-related birth defects. The manufacturer of thalidomide, Celgene Corporation, is working in close partnership with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to tightly control the use of the drug and to maintain close follow-up on all individuals to whom it is prescribed. The drug is marketed under the brand name Thalomid.

Limb abnormalities are the most readily identified, and most well known, type of birth defect caused by prenatal thalidomide exposure. However, other types of physical problems may also occur in an exposed infant. In addition to limb abnormalities, TE may include abnormalities of the ears, eyes, kidneys, heart, intestinal tract, and nervous system. Mental retardation has been reported in approximately 5% of older individuals with TE.

Genetic profile

TE is not an inherited medical condition. However, thalidomide is a known teratogen. Therefore, women who use this medication while pregnant are at risk of having infants with physical, and possibly mental, birth defects. A woman who does not use thalidomide during pregnancy cannot have a child with TE. As of 2001, it is still not entirely clear how thalidomide causes birth defects. One hypothesis is that the drug prevents formation of new blood vessels. Research is continuing in this area.

Demographics

It is estimated that 10,000–12,000 infants were born with birth defects consistent with TE following its initial period of use in the late 1950s to early 1960s. According to the Teratology Society 1998 Public Affairs Symposium, approximately 40%, or roughly 5,000, of the affected individuals survived.

In July 1998, the FDA approved the use of thalidomide in the United States, under a very tightly controlled protocol, for the treatment of erythema nodosum leprosum
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(ENL), a painful skin complication of leprosy. The drug has been available in South America, an area where leprosy is more common than in the United States. Reports of thalidomide-affected South American infants were published as recently as 1996.

As of 2001, medical researchers are studying whether or not thalidomide may be effective in the treatment of other medical conditions, including certain skin and immunologic disorders, certain complications associated with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection, and certain cancers. Although pregnancies among female patients with any of these conditions may be rare, unintended pregnancies will occur and will be at risk for fetal abnormalities if the mothers are taking thalidomide.

**Signs and symptoms**

TE includes a spectrum of physical abnormalities, all of which may occur at various levels of severity. An affected individual may not have every type of birth defect. All affected infants, however, have been exposed to thalidomide in early pregnancy, a time when the organs and body of an embryo are rapidly developing. Although use of thalidomide at any point in pregnancy is strongly discouraged, women who use the drug during the first six weeks of pregnancy are at the greatest risk of having children with birth defects. Rigorous control of the drug is necessary since many pregnancies are unplanned and may go unrecognized until after the drug exposure has occurred.

The clinical features of TE include:

**Limb defects**

The most well known type of abnormality is referred to as phocomelia. Phocomelia occurs when most of the bones in the arms or legs are missing, and the hand or foot is attached directly to the body, similar to a flipper. Radial aplasia, or absence of the thumb and connecting bone in the forearm (radius), is another common abnormality. Abnormalities of the digits include a triphalangeal thumb (three small bones in the thumb, rather than two, such that the thumb looks like a finger), or an absent (hypoplastic) thumb only. Similar defects of the legs may also occur. Frequently, affected infants have abnormalities on both sides of their bodies, involving all four extremities.

**Ears**

Malformations of the ears are common. These range from complete absence of the ear (severe microtia, also sometimes referred to in the medical literature as anotia) to mild changes in the appearance of the external ear. Abnormalities of the inner ear frequently cause deafness.

**KEY TERMS**

*Cataract*—A clouding of the eye lens or its surrounding membrane that obstructs the passage of light resulting in blurry vision. Surgery may be performed to remove the cataract.

*Embryo*—The earliest stage of development of a human infant, usually used to refer to the first eight weeks of pregnancy. The term *fetus* is used from roughly the third month of pregnancy until delivery.

*Erythema nodosum leprosum*—A complication of leprosy characterized by development of painful small swellings due to inflammation of a blood or lymph vessel. It is often accompanied by inflammation of a nerve or nerves, causing decreased function of the affected area.

*Glaucoma*—An increase in the fluid eye pressure, eventually leading to damage of the optic nerve and ongoing visual loss.

*Immunologic*—Related to immunology, the study of how the body’s immune system fights disease.

Many immunologic disorders are characterized by the body’s use of antibodies.

*Insomnia*—An inability to either fall or stay asleep, particularly at a time of day when sleep is expected. A number of medications are available, and may be used, for treatment.

*Leprosy*—A chronic, contagious skin and nervous system disease that leads, in the more serious form, to numbness, muscle weakness, and paralysis. Leprosy is sometimes referred to as Hansen’s disease.

*Placenta*—The organ responsible for oxygen and nutrition exchange between a pregnant mother and her developing baby.

*Sedative*—Medication that has a soothing or tranquilizing effect.

*Strabismus*—An improper muscle balance of the ocular muscles resulting in crossed or divergent eyes.
Inner ear malformations may occur even if the external ear appears normal.

**Eyes**

A range of eye abnormalities have been reported, including a very small eye (microphthalmos), glaucoma, strabismus, cataract, and abnormal production of tears.

**Other**

- Structural heart defects.
- Kidney malformations, most often an absent or misplaced kidney.
- Abnormalities of the intestinal system.
- Structural defects of the spine and chest.
- Central nervous system abnormalities, such as mental handicap, described in a small percentage of older individuals with TE.
- Paralysis of the nerves of the face on either one side, both sides equally, or both sides but asymmetrically.
- An increased risk for early infant death, particularly among those infants with severe abnormalities of their internal organs.

**Diagnosis**

Exposure to thalidomide during the first six weeks of pregnancy poses a significantly increased risk of having a child with TE. It is important to note that the exact dosage of the drug during this period is irrelevant. Thalidomide is rapidly broken down in the mother’s body and is therefore able to reach her developing embryo quickly. There is no direct genetic test to accurately diagnose all thalidomide-related birth defects before delivery. However, prenatal ultrasound examinations may be used to identify major structural abnormalities, such as those involving the limbs, heart, kidneys, and intestinal tract. A careful physical examination by a knowledgeable and experienced physician(s) is warranted after birth to document the nature and severity of any thalidomide-induced birth defects. Additional studies, such as hearing evaluations, are also indicated.

**Treatment and management**

Management of the individual with TE is primarily symptomatic. Specialized medical care, such as heart surgery, may be necessary in certain situations, and should be determined on a case-by-case basis. Deaf individuals may require hearing aids and/or will need to learn sign language. Severe limb abnormalities may lead to the use of a wheelchair or other device to assist in mobility.

In order to try to minimize the number of future children born with TE, the drug manufacturer and the FDA implemented the System for Thalidomide Education and Prescribing Safety (S.T.E.P.S.) program in 1998. The goals of the program are three-fold: (1) to limit the risk of fetal exposure to thalidomide; (2) to enforce universal compliance of patients, physicians, and pharmacists with the designated components of the program; and, (3) to support appropriate, controlled use of the drug. To achieve this, the S.T.E.P.S. program requires informed consent from all patients to whom the drug will be given. Face-to-face counseling, a patient information booklet, and videotape are all used to review the potential benefits and side effects of the medication. Plans for birth control (contraception) and/or abstinence from sexual intercourse are also discussed. All women of childbearing age must agree to a pregnancy test prior to receiving their medication and at frequent intervals during treatment. Two methods of birth control are additionally required. Physicians who will be prescribing thalidomide must be registered in the S.T.E.P.S. program and must agree to follow each step of the program. Prescriptions may only be filled at registered pharmacies. No more than a one-month supply of the medication may be provided at one time; there are no automatic refills. It is recommended that women receive only a one-week supply, particularly during the first four weeks of treatment. Weekly refills are granted only with proof from a physician of a negative pregnancy test. In the event that a woman becomes pregnant, or suspects that she may be pregnant, an immediate referral is made for
Thanatophoric dysplasia

Definition

Thanatophoric dysplasia is one of the most common and most severe forms of dwarfism. Affected infants have marked shortening of their arms and legs, a small chest, and a relatively large head. Most die within a few days after birth; longer-term survivors have been reported but are rare.

Description

Thanatophoric dysplasia (TD) was first described in 1967 to refer to infants with a severe form of dwarfism who died within the first hours of life. The word “thanatophoric” is derived from the Greek word, thanatophorus, which means “death-bringing.” The term thanatophoric dwarfism is occasionally used. However, over time, the word dysplasia, which refers to any disorder in growth, has become the preferred terminology.

Two distinct types of TD were delineated in 1987. Affected infants are divided based on their particular combination of physical features and skeletal findings. While all individuals with TD have micromelia, or abnormally small or short arms and legs, differences in the length and shape of the femurs, the bones of the thigh, can be used to distinguish between TD types 1 (TD1) and 2 (TD2). Infants with TD1 have curved, “telephone-receiver”-like femurs. In contrast, the femurs of infants with TD2 are longer and straighter.

The presence of skull abnormalities is another important distinction between the two types: infants with TD2 typically have a severe abnormality of the bones of the skull, referred to as cloverleaf skull or kleeblattschadel anomaly. The skull of a normal infant is composed of several segments of bone, some of which are completely joined together, or fused, by the time of delivery. Their lines of fusion are referred to as sutures. Some sutures are only partially fused, leaving soft, skin-covered openings that will gradually close over the first year of life. Premature closure of these sutures leads to a condition called craniosynostosis. Craniosynostosis often leads to an abnormal skull shape and, if not eventually corrected by surgery, prevents normal growth of the brain. The most extreme form of craniosynostosis, as seen in infants with TD2, causes a severely abnormal skull whose shape resembles that of a cloverleaf. Although milder forms of craniosynostosis may be found in infants with TD1, cloverleaf skull is not typically present.

Other bone abnormalities occur in both TD types 1 and 2, including an abnormal shape of and spacing between the bones in the spine (vertebrae), shortened
ribs, and small pelvic bones. Most of the other organs of the body, with the exception of the brain, are normal, although occasional abnormalities of the kidneys have been reported. A variety of abnormal changes in the structure of the brain have been described. The small number of children with TD who have survived past infancy have been severely mentally and physically handicapped.

The most common cause of death among individuals with TD is respiratory insufficiency. The small chest and, consequently, limited growth of the lungs, are the primary reasons for the breathing problems. However, associated abnormalities of the central nervous system are most likely also involved since these interfere with the body’s ability to regulate normal breathing.

**Genetic profile**

Both types of thanatophoric dysplasia occur as sporadic, autosomal dominant conditions. Only one copy of the altered gene causing TD needs to be present in order for the condition to occur. Males and females are equally likely to be affected. The parents of an affected child do not have TD and are normal. Thus, it is believed that, in most cases, a new genetic mutation, or change, causing TD occurred in either the egg or sperm cell that gave rise to that particular pregnancy. Such a mutation cannot be made to happen; it occurs simply by chance. A very low risk of recurrence, or chance of another affected child in a future pregnancy, would be expected. Unfortunately, families have been described with more than one child with TD. The most likely explanation in these families is gonadal mosaicism.

Gonadal mosaicism occurs when a normal adult has a mixed population of cells in his or her gonads (testes or ovaries). All of the other cells in that individual’s body are presumably normal. Most sperm or egg cells from these gonads would be normal and would not have a TD mutation; however, an unknown percentage would carry the mutation. As a result, even though the parent would be normal, he or she could, with the same or a different partner, have another child with TD. It is virtually impossible to prove whether or not a parent has gonadal mosaicism. Even so, all parents of an affected child are counseled that gonadal mosaicism in one of them is a possibility.

Thanatophoric dysplasia is caused by mutations in the fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 gene (FGFR3), located on the short arm of chromosome 4 at band 16.3 (abbreviated as 4p16.3). The fibroblast growth factors are a family of important proteins in the human body. They are involved in the production of new cells and new blood vessels as well as in the healing of wounds. Mutations in each of the fibroblast growth factor genes (FGFR1, 2, and 3) have been linked to a variety of genetic conditions. The FGFR3 protein is primarily found in cartilage and the central nervous system. Different mutations in the FGFR3 gene have been associated with other skeletal dysplasias, most notably achondroplasia and hypochondroplasia.

As might be expected, different mutations in FGFR3 have been found in patients with TD1 versus those with TD2. As of 2001, a wider variety of mutations have been identified among infants with TD1. One predominant mutation has been present in nearly all cases of TD2 studied so far. Regardless of the specific mutation, the net effect of each of the mutations in both TD1 and TD2 is the same: the linear growth of bone is prevented, resulting in very short, small bones.

**Demographics**

Thanatophoric dysplasia is the most common lethal skeletal dysplasia, with an estimated incidence of one in

---

**KEY TERMS**

**Acondroplasia**—An autosomal dominant form of dwarfism caused by a defect in the formation of cartilage at the ends of long bones. Affected individuals typically have short limbs, a large head with a prominent forehead and flattened profile, and a normal-sized trunk.

**Amniocentesis**—A procedure performed at 16-18 weeks of pregnancy in which a needle is inserted through a woman’s abdomen into her uterus to draw out a small sample of the amniotic fluid from around the baby. Either the fluid itself or cells from the fluid can be used for a variety of tests to obtain information about genetic disorders and other medical conditions in the fetus.

**Chorionic villus sampling (CVS)**—A procedure used for prenatal diagnosis at 10-12 weeks gestation. Under ultrasound guidance a needle is inserted either through the mother’s vagina or abdominal wall and a sample of cells is collected from around the fetus. These cells are then tested for chromosome abnormalities or other genetic diseases.

**Hypochondroplasia**—An autosomal dominant form of dwarfism whose physical features are similar to those of achondroplasia but milder. Affected individuals have mild short stature and a normal facial appearance.
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Signs and symptoms

Infants with TD are typically identified either during pregnancy or at the time of birth. Affected pregnancies are often complicated by polyhydramnios, or excess amniotic fluid around the fetus. As a result, the mother often appears more pregnant than she actually is. It is common for a prenatal ultrasound examination to be performed to rule out a fetal birth defect as the cause. The serious limb abnormalities typical of TD are often identified in this way. Polyhydramnios may also lead to an increased chance of early labor and premature delivery. The pregnant woman may require more intensive monitoring of her pregnancy.

At birth, newborns with TD typically have a very large head with a prominent forehead, a flattened bridge of the nose, and prominent, bulging eyes. Their limbs are extremely short and are often held extended out from the rest of the body. The neck is short, the chest is narrow, and the belly appears unusually large, giving an overall resemblance to a pear. The shape of the skull may be abnormal due to either cloverleaf skull or a milder form of craniosynostosis. Newborns are often rather floppy, or hypotonic, with poor muscle tone and absent primitive neurologic reflexes. Breathing is very difficult due to the small chest and lungs, often leading to the use of a ventilator to prolong survival.

The physical appearance of individuals with TD who survive the neonatal period does not dramatically change over time. Affected children remain very small and have limited potential to walk or move about unaided. Mental retardation due to structural brain malformations has been reported. Seizures and hearing loss frequently develop.

Diagnosis

Prenatal diagnosis of TD is possible based on ultrasound examination, usually during the second half of pregnancy. However, it is important to realize that many of the physical abnormalities seen in fetuses with TD, such as an enlarged head and shortened long bones, may also be found in fetuses with other forms of skeletal dysplasia. Consequently, while ultrasound may suggest a diagnosis of a skeletal dysplasia, it may not be possible to confirm a diagnosis of TD until after birth.

Upon delivery, a careful examination of the infant should be performed to look for many of the more obvious external features of TD. Radiologic studies are extremely important, particularly to distinguish between TD1 and TD2. X-ray will confirm the marked shortening of the long bones, identify curved or straight femurs, document the shape and appearance of the spinal vertebrae, and reveal the extent of craniosynostosis. An autopsy, including x-rays, is highly recommended on any stillborn infant with TD to confirm the diagnosis.

Mutation studies by analysis of the FGFR3 gene are being used more often to confirm a diagnosis of TD and to determine TD type. Perhaps the greatest benefit of direct genetic testing is for those parents who have been told by a prenatal ultrasound examination that their unborn child has a serious bone dysplasia. An amniocentesis for additional genetic studies may be offered. Further clarification of the diagnosis allows for more refined counseling regarding the infant’s likely prognosis. Termination of the pregnancy may be an option for some couples. For those couples wishing to continue an affected pregnancy, plans can be made for the remaining prenatal care, especially given the risk for polyhydramnios and/or early labor and delivery. Careful consideration may be given as to the level of intervention and medical care desired for the infant after birth.

Knowledge of the specific TD mutation is also helpful in planning care for any future pregnancy. Despite the sporadic nature of TD, a couple with a history of one affected child has a small risk of having a second affected child due to the possibility of gonadal mosaicism. Prenatal testing in a new pregnancy, such as chorionic villus sampling or amniocentesis, may be offered to look for a TD mutation. However, in order for this to be possible, the TD mutation in the previous child must have been determined.

Studies are ongoing to assess whether or not three-dimensional ultrasound, in contrast to the current, much more widely available, two-dimensional ultrasound, may be used to accurately prenatally diagnosis TD and other skeletal dysplasias. If effective, additional prenatal studies could become less common. However, early results have shown no significant improvement in the detection or diagnosis of TD and related disorders. The present standard of care therefore remains a prenatal ultrasound examination, if available, physical evaluations after delivery, and identification of the underlying genetic mutation, whenever possible.

Treatment and management

The treatment and care of an infant with TD is mainly supportive. The poor prognosis associated with TD should be discussed. Infants who survive the newborn period will require intensive, ongoing medical care.
**Prognosis**

Nearly all infants with TD, both types 1 and 2, die either at the time of delivery or shortly thereafter due to severe respiratory distress. Aggressive medical treatment after birth has not always helped affected infants live even a short amount of time. Prolonged survival, including one child who, as of 1997, was still alive at the age of nine years, has been reported but is highly unusual. Survival is associated with poor growth and development and with continuing, serious respiratory problems.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**
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**WEBSITES**


Terri A. Knutel, MS, CGC
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**Thrombasthenia of Glanzmann and Naegeli**

**Definition**

Thrombasthenia of Glanzmann and Naegeli is an extremely rare inherited disorder in which there is abnormal function of a component of the blood called the platelets, leading to abnormalities in blood clotting and increased bleeding.

**Description**

Blood clotting, or coagulation, is the process by which several factors in the blood stick together to form a physical barrier that prevents bleeding. In response to a disruption in blood flow or bleeding because of injury, several factors in the blood stick together at the site of injury, sealing off the blood vessel and stopping blood loss in a process called hemostasis. If any of the factors that contribute to the process of coagulation and hemostasis are abnormal, dangerous bleeding conditions can result.

One of the factors involved in hemostasis is called the platelet. Platelets are small disc-shaped structures that circulate in the blood stream in an inactive state. When an injury occurs, platelets become activated and stick to fibrous proteins, called fibrinogen, that are also circulating in the blood stream. Because there are multiple sites on the fibrinogen proteins for platelets to bind and vice versa, a cross-linked net or mass called a “platelet plug” is formed which seals off the injury and prevents further bleeding. Next, the platelet mass actively contracts to form an even more solid mass in a process called “clot retraction.” Over time, repair cells can use this mass as a scaffolding to lay down new tissue and thereby effect a permanent repair of the injury.

Platelets attach to fibrinogen through the use of specialized sugar-proteins (glycoproteins) that are present on the platelet surface. There are two specific glycoproteins that form a complex responsible for the platelet-fibrinogen interaction: glycoprotein IIb, and glycoprotein IIIa.

The platelet disorder thrombasthenia of Glanzmann and Naegeli (TGN) results from an inherited defect in the glycoprotein IIb/IIIa complex (GP IIb/IIIa). As a result of this glycoprotein defect, platelets fail to stick to fibrinogen, leading to defective hemostasis and prolonged bleeding. TGN is sometimes subdivided into different groups: type I, in which there is no functional GP IIb/IIIa; type II, in which small amounts of working GP IIb/IIIa can be detected; and variant thrombasthenia, in which the amount of working GP IIb/IIIa may vary.
Thrombasthenia of Glanzmann and Naegeli has also been referred to by other names, including: Glanzmann’s thrombasthenia, diacyclothrombopathia IIb-IIIa, Glanzmann disease, and glycoprotein complex IIb/IIIa deficiency.

TGN was first described by the Swiss physician Edward Glanzmann in 1918. Glanzmann used the term, “thrombasthenia,” meaning “weak platelets,” because clots from patients with the disorder did not retract well. Although the disease is exceedingly rare, platelets taken from people with the disease have been very useful in the research that first discovered how normal platelets function.

Genetic profile

TGN is a genetic condition and can be inherited or passed on in a family. The disorder results from any number of different mutations that can occur in either the gene for glycoprotein IIb or the gene for glycoprotein IIIa (both located on chromosome 17, locus 17q21.32), with defects split equally between the two genes.

In the majority of cases, it appears that the genetic abnormality for the disorder is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait, meaning that two abnormal genes are needed to display the disease. A person who carries one abnormal gene does not display the disease and is called a carrier. A carrier has a 50% chance of transmitting the gene to his or her children, who must inherit one abnormal gene from each parent to display the disease. People who are carriers of the abnormal gene appear to have only half-normal amounts of working GP IIb/IIIa, which is still sufficient for normal platelet function.

There are reports of a few families in which the defect is inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion. In this pattern of inheritance, only one abnormal gene is needed to display the disease, and the chance of passing the gene to offspring is 50%.

Demographics

TGN is exceedingly rare, with less than 1,000 cases identified between 1962 and 2000. There are several groups in which the majority of cases of thrombasthenia have been discovered, including Iraqi Jews, Arabs living in Israel and Jordan, populations of south India, and French Gypsies of the Manouche tribe.

Signs and symptoms

Most people with TGN will have a major bleeding event before the age of five. Common manifestations of the disease include nose bleeds, bleeding from the gums, or skin rashes caused by bleeding into the skin (known as purpura or petechiae). Larger amounts of bleeding into underlying tissue may result in diffuse black bruises, usually seen on the arms and the legs. Normal handling of infants can cause superficial bruises and may be mistaken for abuse. As a result of chronic bleeding, patients may have lower amounts of red blood cells in their blood (anemia) and suffer from iron deficiencies. Rarely, there may be bleeding into the joints, causing disfiguration. Bleeding after traumatic accidents or after surgical operations and dental procedures may be profuse and require vigorous medical treatment. Prolonged untreated or unsuccessfully treated bleeding associated with TGN may be life-threatening. For reasons which are unclear, severity of bleeding events appears to decrease with increasing age.
There are other concerns when TGN is diagnosed in a woman. Because of the platelet disorder, women may experience particularly heavy menstrual bleeding. In fact, the first occurrence of menstrual bleeding in a young woman may be so severe that it requires prompt medical attention and treatment. Further, pregnancy and delivery represent severe bleeding risks and may not always be manageable with medical treatment.

**Diagnosis**

TGN is diagnosed through a combination of medical history, physical examination, and laboratory testing. Bleeding episodes and physical manifestations of the disease (as described above) may prompt an investigation for the underlying cause. The presence of a bleeding disorder in more than one close or distant relative is especially important, as it may indicate that a genetic cause of the condition is involved.

Blood tests will reveal normal amounts of platelets. Tests performed with substances that stimulate platelet clumping though GP IIb/IIIa will show minimal effects as a result of the platelet defect. Conversely, tests performed using a different substance, ristocetin, which causes platelet clumping through different mechanisms, will provoke a brisk and appropriate platelet response. Other blood tests will reveal a longer than normal bleeding time, poor clot retraction, and may demonstrate low numbers of red blood cells and iron deficiency.

The diagnosis of TGN is ultimately confirmed by investigating the GP IIb/IIIa glycoprotein complex. Antibodies that are specifically designed to distinguish between normal and abnormal GP IIb/IIIa can be used in a technique known as immunofluorescence (in which the antibody is attached to a fluorescent dye) or a test called a Western blot (in which proteins are first separated by size and then exposed to antibodies). These methods can also be used to detect people who are carriers of a mutant gene for TGN by demonstrating only half-normal amounts of GP IIb/IIIa. Prenatal diagnosis may also be possible but is not recommended as sampling of the blood in an affected fetus may lead to uncontrollable bleeding that could prove fatal.

**Treatment and management**

Several medications can aid in the treatment of TGN, while others should be avoided. Some patients will demonstrate shortening of their bleeding time with DDAVP, a medication that improves the function of platelets. Women who have heavy bleeding may benefit from birth control pills to prevent their menstrual periods. Nutritional iron supplements may alleviate or prevent the development of iron deficiency and will aid in restoring normal levels of red blood cells. Medications to be avoided are those which interfere with platelet function and predispose to bleeding, including aspirin, ibuprofen and ibuprofen-like drugs, heparin, warfarin, ticlopidine, clopidogrel, abciximab, streptokinase, urokinase, or tissue plasminogen activator.

The treatment of choice for stopping active bleeding is through transfusion of normal platelets that are obtained from donors without the disease. Studies have shown that most people (approximately 85%) with the disorder will require platelet transfusions during their lifetime. For individuals with TGN, transfusion with one unit of platelets for every 11-22 lbs (5-10 kg) of body weight will correct the defect in blood clotting and may be life-saving. Pre-emptive transfusions are especially important before surgical operations or dental procedures. Transfusions should be continued until wound healing is complete.

Over time, platelet transfusion may become less effective. Platelets obtained from donors and given to a patient with TGN are recognized by the immune system as foreign cells. The immune system, in turn, generates antibodies that attach to the donor platelets and impair their function, ultimately leading to their destruction. Because of this unfortunate effect, platelet transfusions are best reserved for life-threatening bleeding or before procedures in which bleeding is likely. Using platelets from donors closely related to the patient may delay the immune response and extend the benefits of transfusion therapy.

Patients with TGN should be followed closely by a hematologist and should be vaccinated against the hepatitis B virus, because of the high risk of exposure to the virus with ongoing blood-product transfusions. Patients should also be seen regularly by a dentist to prevent gum disease that could result in profuse bleeding. Genetic counseling can be offered to affected individuals or couples with a family history of the disorder.

Bone marrow transplantation is currently the only curative form of treatment for patients with TGN. However this is generally considered more hazardous than the disease itself, except in exceptional circumstances. In 2000, a multidisciplinary team of scientists, led by a researcher at the Medical College of Wisconsin, was able to correct the GP IIb/IIIa defect in bone marrow cells taken from patients with TGN using advanced gene therapy techniques. The researchers are now focusing on applying the technique to lab animals with a form of TGN, but these positive early results give hope for an eventual cure in humans.
Prognosis

Although there is no cure, the prognosis for people with TGN is quite good. Despite the fact that the majority of people with this disorder will require medical treatment to control bleeding, patients rarely die of massive blood loss. Interestingly, the severity of bleeding appears to decrease with increasing age. Barring any catastrophic accident which results in uncontrollable bleeding, lifespan is approximately the same as the general population.
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Tourette syndrome

Definition

Tourette syndrome (TS) is an inherited disorder of the nervous system, characterized by a variable expression of unwanted movements and noises (tics).

Description

The first references in the literature to what might today be classified as Tourette syndrome largely describe individuals who were wrongly believed to be possessed by the devil. In 1885 Gilles de la Tourette, a French neurologist, provided the first formal description of this syndrome, which he described as an inherited neurological condition characterized by motor and vocal tics.

Although vocal and motor tics are the hallmark of Tourette syndrome, other symptoms such as the expression of socially inappropriate comments or behaviors, obsessive compulsive disorder, attention deficit disorder, self injuring behavior, depression, and anxiety also appear to be associated with Tourette syndrome. Most research suggests that Tourette syndrome is an autosomal dominant disorder, although a gene responsible for Tourette syndrome has not yet been discovered.

Genetic Profile

The cause of Tourette syndrome is unknown although some studies suggest that the tics in Tourette syndrome are caused by an increased amount of a neurotransmitter called dopamine. A neurotransmitter is a chemical found in the brain that helps to transmit information from one brain cell to another. Other studies suggest that the defect in Tourette syndrome involves another neurotransmitter called serotonin or involves other chemicals required for normal functioning of the brain.

Most studies suggest that Tourette syndrome is an autosomal dominant disorder with decreased penetrance, although this has not been proven and may not be true in all families. An autosomal dominant disorder results from a change in one copy of a pair of genes. Individuals with an autosomal dominant disorder have a 50% chance of passing on the changed gene to their children. Decreased penetrance means that not all people who inherit the changed gene will develop symptoms. There is some evidence that females who inherit the Tourette syndrome gene have a 70% chance of exhibiting symptoms and males have a 99% chance of having symptoms. It has been suggested that other gene and environmental factors may play a role in the development of symptoms in people who inherit the changed gene but none have been discovered. Some researchers believe that Tourette syndrome has different causes in different individuals or is caused by changes in more than one gene, although these theories are less substantiated. Further research is needed to establish the cause of Tourette syndrome.

Demographics

Tourette syndrome is found in all populations and all ethnic groups but is three to four times more common in
males than females and is more common in children than adults. The exact frequency of Tourette syndrome is unknown but estimates range from 0.05% to 3%.

**Signs and symptoms**

**Motor and vocal tics**

The principal symptoms of Tourette syndrome include simple and complex motor and vocal tics. Simple motor tics are characterized by brief muscle contractions of one or more limited muscle groups. An eye twitch is an example of a simple motor tic. Complex motor tics tend to appear more complicated and purposeful than simple tics and involve coordinated contractions of several muscle groups. Some examples of complex motor tics include the act of hitting oneself and jumping. Copropraxia, the involuntary display of unacceptable/obscene gestures, and echopraxia, the imitation of the movement of another individual, are other examples of complex motor tics.

Vocal tics are actually manifestations of motor tics that involve the muscles required for vocalization. Simple vocal tics include stuttering, stammering, abnormal emphasis of part of a word or phrase, and inarticulate noises such as throat clearing, grunts, and high-pitched sounds. Complex vocal tics typically involve the involuntary expression of words. Perhaps the most striking example of this is coprolalia, the involuntary expression of obscene words or phrases, which occurs in fewer than one-third of people with Tourette syndrome. The involuntary echoing of the last word, phrase, sentence or sound vocalized by oneself (phalilalia) or of another person or sound in the environment (echolalia) are also classified as complex tics.

The type, frequency, and severity of tics exhibited varies tremendously between individuals with Tourette syndrome. Tourette syndrome has a variable age of onset and tics can start anytime between infancy and age 18. Initial symptoms usually occur before the early teens and the mean age of onset for both males and females is approximately seven years of age. Most individuals with symptoms initially experience simple muscle tics involving the eyes and the head. These symptoms can progress to tics involving the upper torso, neck, arms, hands, and occasionally the legs and feet. Complex motor tics are usually the latest onset muscle tics. Vocal tics usually have a later onset than motor tics. In some rare cases, people with Tourette syndrome suddenly present with multiple, severe, or bizarre symptoms.

Not only is there extreme variability in clinical symptoms between individuals with Tourette syndrome, but individuals commonly experience a variability in type, frequency, and severity of symptoms within the course of their lifetime. Adolescents with Tourette syndrome often experience unpredictable and variable symptoms, which may be related to fluctuating hormone levels and decreased compliance in taking medications. Adults often experience a decrease in symptoms or a complete end to symptoms.

A number of factors appear to affect the severity and frequency of tics. Stress appears to increase the frequency and severity of tics while concentration on another part of the body that is not taking part in a tic can result in the temporary alleviation of symptoms.

---

**KEY TERMS**

- **Attention deficit disorder (ADD)**—Disorder characterized by a short attention span, impulsivity, and in some cases hyperactivity.
- **Autosomal dominant**—A pattern of genetic inheritance where only one abnormal gene is needed to display the trait or disease.
- **Coprolalia**—The involuntary expression of obscene words or phrases.
- **Copropraxia**—The involuntary display of unacceptable/obscene gestures.
- **Decreased penetrance**—Individuals who inherit a changed disease gene but do not develop symptoms.
- **Dysphoria**—Feelings of anxiety, restlessness, and dissatisfaction.
- **Echolalia**—Involuntary echoing of the last word, phrase, or sentence spoken by someone else or sound in the environment.
- **Echopraxia**—The imitation of the movement of another individual.
- **Neurotransmitter**—Chemical in the brain that transmits information from one nerve cell to another.
- **Obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD)**—Disorder characterized by persistent, intrusive, and senseless thoughts (obsessions) or compulsions to perform repetitive behaviors that interfere with normal functioning.
- **Phalilalia**—Involuntary echoing of the last word, phrase, sentence, or sound vocalized by oneself.
- **Tic**—Brief and intermittent involuntary movement or sound.
Relaxation, following attempts to suppress the occurrence of tics, may result in an increased frequency of tics. An increased frequency and severity of tics can also result from exposure to drugs such as steroids, cocaine, amphetamines, and caffeine. Hormonal changes such as those that occur prior to the menstrual cycle can also increase the severity of symptoms.

**Other associated symptoms**

People with Tourette syndrome are more likely to exhibit non-obscene, socially inappropriate behaviors such as expressing insulting or socially unacceptable comments or socially unacceptable actions. It is not known whether these symptoms stem from a more general dysfunction of impulse control that might be part of Tourette syndrome.

Tourette syndrome appears to also be associated with attention deficit disorder (ADD). ADD is a disorder characterized by a short attention span and impulsivity and in some cases hyperactivity. Researchers have found that 21–90% of individuals with Tourette syndrome also exhibit symptoms of ADD, whereas 2–15% of the general population exhibit symptoms of ADD.

People with Tourette syndrome are also at higher risk for having symptoms of obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD). OCD is a disorder characterized by persistent, intrusive, and senseless thoughts (obsessions) or compulsions to perform repetitive behaviors that interfere with normal functioning. A person with OCD, for example, may be obsessed with germs and may counteract this obsession with continual hand washing. Symptoms of OCD are present in 1.9–3% of the general population, whereas 28–50% of people with Tourette syndrome have symptoms of OCD.

Self-injurious behavior (SIB) is also seen more frequently in those with Tourette syndrome. Approximately 34–53% of individuals with Tourette syndrome exhibit some form of self-injuring behavior. The SIB is often related to OCD but can also occur in those with Tourette syndrome who do not have OCD.

Symptoms of anxiety and depression are also found more commonly in people with Tourette syndrome. It is not clear, however, whether these symptoms are symptoms of Tourette syndrome or occur as a result of having to deal with the symptoms of moderate to severe Tourette syndrome.

People with Tourette syndrome may also be at increased risk for having learning disabilities and personality disorders and may be more predisposed to behaviors such as aggression, antisocial behaviors, severe temper outbursts, and inappropriate sexual behavior. Further controlled studies need to be performed, however, to ascertain whether these behaviors are symptoms of Tourette syndrome.

**Diagnosis**

Tourette syndrome cannot be diagnosed through a blood test. The diagnosis is made through observation and interview of the patient and discussions with other family members. The diagnosis of Tourette syndrome is complicated by a variety of factors. The extreme range of symptoms of this disorder makes it difficult to differentiate Tourette syndrome from other disorders with similar symptoms. Diagnosis is further complicated by the fact that some tics appear to be within the range of normal behavior. For example, an individual who only exhibits tics such as throat clearing and sniffing may be misdiagnosed with a medical problem such as allergies. In addition, bizarre and complex tics such as coprolalia may be mistaken for psychotic or “bad” behavior. Diagnosis is also confounded by individuals who attempt to control tics in public and in front of health care professionals and deny the existence of symptoms. Although there is disagreement over what criteria should be used to diagnose Tourette syndrome, one aid in the diagnosis is the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV)*. The *DSM-IV* outlines suggested diagnostic criteria for a variety of conditions including Tourette syndrome such as:

- Presence of both motor and vocal tics at some time during the course of the illness.
- The occurrence of multiple tics nearly every day through a period of more than one year, without a remission of tics for a period of greater than three consecutive months.
- The symptoms cause distress or impairment in functioning.
- Age of onset of prior to 18 years of age.
- The symptoms are not due to medications or drugs and are not related to another medical condition.

Some physicians criticize the *DSM-IV* criteria, citing that they do not include the full range of behaviors and symptoms seen in Tourette syndrome. Others criticize the criteria since they limit the diagnosis to those who experience a significant impairment, which may not be true for individuals with milder symptoms. For this reason many physicians use their clinical judgment as well as the *DSM-IV* criteria as a guide to diagnosing Tourette syndrome.

**Treatment and management**

There is no cure for Tourette syndrome, and treatment involves the control of symptoms through educa-
tional and psychological interventions and/or medications. The treatment and management of Tourette syndrome varies from patient to patient and should focus on the alleviation of the symptoms that are most bothersome to the patient or that cause the most interference with daily functioning.

**Psychological and educational interventions**

Psychological treatments such as counseling are not generally useful for the treatment of tics but can be beneficial in the treatment of associated symptoms such as obsessive-compulsive behavior and attention deficit disorder. Counseling may also help individuals to cope better with the symptoms of this disorder and to have more positive social interactions. Psychological interventions may also help people cope better with stressors that can normally be triggers for tics and negative behaviors. Relaxation therapies may, however, increase the occurrence of tics. The education of family members, teachers, and peers about Tourette syndrome can be helpful and may help to foster acceptance and prevent social isolation.

**Medications**

Many people with mild symptoms of Tourette syndrome never require medications. Those with severe symptoms may require medications for all or part of their lifetime. The most effective treatment of tics associated with Tourette syndrome involves the use of drugs such as Haloperidol, Pimozide, Sulpiride, and Tiapride, which decrease the amount of dopamine in the body. Unfortunately, the incidence of side effects, even at low dosages, is quite high. The short-term side effects can include sedation, dysphoria, weight gain, movement abnormalities, depression, and poor school performance. Long-term side effects can include phobias, memory difficulties, and personality changes. These drugs are therefore better candidates for short-term rather than long-term therapy.

Tourette syndrome can also be treated with other drugs such as clonidine, clonazepam, and risperidone, but the efficacy of these treatments is unknown. In many cases, treatment of associated conditions such as ADD and OCD is often more of a concern than the tics themselves. Clonidine used in conjunction with stimulants such as Ritalin may be useful for treating people with Tourette syndrome who also have symptoms of ADD. Stimulants should be used with caution in individuals with Tourette syndrome since they can sometimes increase the frequency and severity of tics. OCD symptoms in those with Tourette syndrome are often treated with drugs such as Prozac, Luvox, Paxil, and Zoloft.

In many cases the treatment of Tourette syndrome with medications can be discontinued after adolescence. Trials should be performed through the gradual tapering off of medications and should always be done under a doctor’s supervision.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for Tourette syndrome in individuals without associated psychological conditions is often quite good, and only approximately 10% of Tourette syndrome individuals experience severe tic symptoms. Approximately 30% of people with Tourette syndrome will experience a decrease in the frequency and severity of tics and another 30–40% will experience a complete end of symptoms by late adolescence. The other 30–40% will continue to exhibit moderate to severe symptoms in adulthood. There does not appear to be a definite correlation between the type, frequency, and severity of symptoms and the eventual prognosis. Patients with severe tics may experience social difficulties and may isolate themselves from others in fear of shocking and embarrassing them. People with Tourette syndrome who have other symptoms such as obsessive compulsive disorder, attention deficit disorder, and self-injurious behavior usually have a poorer prognosis.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**


**Treacher Collins syndrome**

**Definition**

Treacher Collins syndrome (TCS) is a genetic disorder involving abnormal facial development. Individuals with TCS have underdevelopment of the jawbone, cheekbones, ears, and eye area. These features range widely from mild to severe. Intelligence and lifespan are usually normal.

**Description**

TCS was first described by E. Treacher Collins in 1900 after observation of two individuals with similar facial abnormalities. In 1940, Franceschetti and Klein gave TCS another name, mandibulofacial dysostosis. TCS is also sometimes called Franceschetti-Klein syndrome or Franceschetti syndrome.

The features of TCS result from a problem in early embryonic development. After an embryo forms, there are cells that are unspecialized and have the ability to develop into any type of cell in any part of the body (neural crest cells). Early in development, the neural crest cells travel to different areas of the embryo and specialize to become a specific type of cell for a specific organ or body part. The branchial arches is the area where neural crest cells specialize to develop the bone structure and features of the face. In individuals with TCS there is thought to be an error in the movement of the neural crest cells to the branchial arches or in the specialization of those cells once they reach the branchial arches. The result is underdevelopment of the facial bones, eyes, and ears.

Individuals with mild features of TCS may go undiagnosed. Sometimes adults do not know they have TCS until they have a child with more noticeable features. This can cause feelings of guilt for the parent. Children with more moderate to severe features of TCS look strikingly different and may be teased or shunned. These children are at risk for psychological stress and low self-esteem. Even adults with TCS who are productive and successful may battle issues of social stigma and low self-esteem regarding their facial differences.

**Genetic profile**

TCS is an autosomal dominant condition. Children of an affected parent have a 50% chance of inheriting the disorder. Males and females are affected equally. The severity of symptoms ranges widely, even among members of the same family. Therefore, the severity of a child’s features cannot be predicted by the features of the affected parent.

About 40% of babies born with TCS have one affected parent. The other 60% are assumed to have a new, sporadic gene mutation (alteration). If a child has a new mutation (one that is not carried by the parents) then his or her siblings will have an extremely low chance of also having TCS. When a baby with TCS is born to seemingly normal parents, it is important to examine both parents carefully for mild features of TCS in order to give them accurate recurrence risks.

The gene for TCS is on chromosome 5 and is called TCOFI. This gene produces a protein that has been named treacle. Disease-causing TCOFI mutations result in absent or inactive treacle. The exact role of treacle is not known but it is thought to be involved in early embryo neural crest cell movement or specialization in the branchial arches.

**Demographics**

TCS is rare and affects an estimated one in 25,000 to 50,000 live births.

**Signs and symptoms**

TCS is described as a craniofacial condition because its features are all related to the head and face. The overall head size may be smaller than average (microcephaly). The outer corners of the eyes slant...
downward. There may be colobomas on the lower eye-
lids, giving the lids a droopy appearance. The bridge of
the nose is usually wide. Most individuals with TCS
have underdeveloped cheekbones (malar bones) which
give that area of the face a flat or sunken appearance.
The lower jaw and chin are usually small and retroverted
(jawbone points downward toward the neck instead of
pointing out perpendicular to the neck). Many individu-
als also have a large mouth. Cleft palate (with or without
cleft lip) is seen in one-quarter to one-third of patients
with TCS.

Ear abnormalities are also common in TCS. The ears
may be low-set, small, misshapen, or absent. For this rea-
son, hearing loss or deafness is a common feature of
TCS. The hearing loss is usually due to abnormalities in
the middle ear structures rather than the outer ear struc-
tures.

Infants with moderate or severe malar bone underde-
velopment may have compressed airways. These babies
can have problems breathing after birth and may need a
respirator or tracheostomy. A small, retroverted jaw and
chin can cause feeding problems that may warrant a feed-
ing tube.

The severity of features present at birth remains con-
stant throughout life. TCS does not get progressively bet-
ter or worse as an individual ages.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of TCS is usually made by physical
examination and identification of the typical facial fea-
tures. Computerized tomography (CT scans) can be used
to determine the degree of underdevelopment of the
facial bone structure.

There are other syndromes that have facial appear-
ances that resemble TCS. A complete physical examina-
tion of other body systems can help to establish a
diagnosis of TCS. TCS can be distinguished from Nager
syndrome and Miller syndrome if no abnormalities are
present in the hands or arms. TCS can be distinguished
from oculoauriculovertebral (OA V) conditions (for
example, Goldenhar syndrome) because facial involve-
ment is bilateral (affecting both sides of the face) and the
spinal column is normal.

If there are several people in a family with TCS,
genetic linkage studies can be performed. Linkage stud-
ies require blood samples from many family members,
both affected and unaffected. Markers on the TCOF1
gene are analyzed and compared to determine which
gene version is shared by affected family members. The
disease-causing gene should be present in all affected
family members and absent from all unaffected mem-
bers. Linkage studies can be performed on an unborn
baby to determine if the baby inherited the family’s dis-
ease-causing gene. Prenatal ultrasound can also be used
to look for facial features of TCS. While there have been
reports of prenatal diagnosis of TCS with ultrasound
only, babies with mild features may appear normal.
Detection may also depend on the skill of the physician
performing the ultrasound and his or her experience with
features of TCS.

**Treatment and management**

Newborn infants with severe TCS may require a ven-
tilator, tracheostomy, or feeding tube if life-threatening
breathing or feeding problems exist. A cleft palate can be
repaired with surgery. Hearing aids can help individuals
with hearing loss.

For most individuals, the problems of TCS are
largely cosmetic. Plastic surgery can help to build the
bone structure of the face, which may improve appear-
ance as well as breathing and feeding. Surgeons can use
bone grafts to build up the underdeveloped cheekbones.
The jawbone can be “lengthened” and its angle repositioned. The bridge of the nose can be narrowed. Ears can
be reconstructed using cartilage from the ribcage. Sur-
urgery can also be performed on the eye area.

This reconstruction may take multiple surgeries at
different ages. Each individual must be evaluated for his
or her unique features and needs. Surgeries are timed
with facial growth and emotional needs and maturity of
the patient.

**Prognosis**

A small percentage of newborns with TCS will have
life-threatening breathing difficulties, and infant deaths
can occur. However, the majority of individuals with TCS
have a normal lifespan.
Triose phosphate isomerase deficiency

Definition

Triose phosphate isomerase (TPI) deficiency is a rare non-sex-linked (autosomal) disorder that is a result of an insufficient amount of the enzyme triose phosphate isomerase. This disorder is inherited as a dominant trait and it is known to be caused by more than one different mutation in the same gene (allelic variants).

Description

Triose phosphate isomerase is an enzyme involved in the breakdown of glucose into the energy required to sustain cellular metabolism. Glucose is first converted into the chemical pyruvate. Pyruvate then enters the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA cycle) to produce ATP, the chemical form of energy used by the cells. Glucose is broken down to the chemical pyruvate via a chemical pathway that involves 10 enzymes. TPI is the fifth enzyme in this reaction chain. The two major products of the reaction proceeding the TPI reaction are D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (GAP) and dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP). These two chemicals are isomers, which means that they have the same chemical formulas but different chemical structures. TPI is the enzyme that converts DHAP into GAP. This conversion (isomerization) is important because it is only GAP that is used in the subsequent steps in the reaction pathway to the essential pyruvate molecules.

Under normal physiological conditions, DHAP is produced in much greater quantities than GAP (approximately 20:1). Therefore, it is essential that TPI convert the DHAP to GAP to increase the overall efficiency of pyruvate production from glucose. Individuals affected with TPI deficiency have extremely low levels of TPI activity because the enzyme that they do produce is not properly formed and, thus, it is highly inefficient.

Genetic profile

The gene that is responsible for the production of TPI has been localized to a region on chromosome 12. There are at least five mutations in this gene that lead to TPI deficiency. In every case, very slight changes in the chemical structure of TPI occur such that the TPI produced is less effective than a normal TPI molecule, especially when the body is hot, either from the weather or from exercise.

Demographics

TPI deficiency is extremely rare. In 1998, there were only 13 people known to be living with TPI deficiency, eleven children and two adult Hungarian brothers affected with an extremely mild form of the disease. Since 1998, at least five of these children have passed away. The documented rarity of this disorder does not seem to coincide with the observed frequency of reduced TPI activity in the population.

In a 1996 study of unselected individuals of Caucasian and Japanese descent, a Japanese researcher found that approximately five out of every 1,000 individuals had TPI activity that was only half of the normal TPI activity. In a separate study, it was estimated that nine in 1,713 Caucasians and seven in 168 African-Americans showed these low levels of TPI activity. One possible explanation is that complete TPI deficiency is an embryolethal condition. In other words, if complete TPI deficiency is inherited at conception, this embryo is miscarried before the mother even knows that conception had occurred.

All of the mutations in the gene responsible for the production of TPI are expressed as dominant traits. This means that a child can inherit this condition from just one of his or her parents. Also, if one child has been born affected with TPI deficiency, the likelihood that a second child, of the same parents, will also be affected is 50%. This likelihood is increased to 75% if both parents carry the defective gene.
Signs and symptoms

TPI deficiency affects primarily the circulatory and nervous systems. Disorders of the circulatory system include at least four separate forms of anemia (a lack of properly functioning red blood cells) that cause a lack of oxygen transport to the tissues and organs of the body. Disorders of the nervous system include developmental retardation and degenerative neurologic disorder with spasticity, a condition in which the nervous system progressively degenerates and the affected person suffers from spasticity similar to that seen in people with multiple sclerosis.

Because of the malformations of the red blood cells in TPI deficiency affected individuals, the liver, the organ that is responsible for cleaning the blood, often becomes overworked. This causes jaundice (an abnormal yellowing of the skin and the whites of the eyes). Heart failure is also quite common and is often the cause of death in TPI deficiency patients.

People affected with TPI deficiency are generally highly susceptible to recurrent infections. This tendency is believed to be due to a depression of the immune system caused by improper blood function.

Diagnosis

If a family history of the disease leads to suspicion, TPI deficiency can be detected prenatally by a test of umbilical cord blood. A device recognized by the U. S. Food and Drug Administration is available to measure the activity of TPI on red blood cells taken in a sample. This device provides a definitive test for TPI deficiency. A blood test indicating extremely elevated levels of DHAP is also indicative of TPI deficiency.

Another blood test that can be performed is an autohemolysis test. This test allows TPI deficiency to be differentially diagnosed from certain other enzymatic deficiencies. In this test, samples of blood are drawn and incubated at body temperature for 48 hours. After this time, the amount of breakdown of the red blood cells is recorded. One sample is left untreated, one sample has added glucose, and a third sample has added ATP. If the untreated sample shows higher than normal breakdown of the red blood cells, but those samples treated with glucose or ATP show a lessened breakdown of red blood cells, this is indicative of TPI deficiency. If glucose, but not ATP, slows the breakdown of the red blood cells, this indicates a diagnosis of G6PD deficiency. If ATP, but not glucose, slows the breakdown of the red blood cells, this indicates a diagnosis of pyruvate kinase deficiency. G6PD and pyruvate kinase are two other enzymes involved in the breakdown of glucose to pyruvate to ATP.

Treatment and management

No treatment is currently available for TPI deficiency. Studies are ongoing to determine the feasibility of bone marrow transplants and enzyme replacement therapies. In 1999, TPI deficiency was corrected in a four-year-old boy by an enzyme replacement blood transfusion treatment. However, due to the temporary nature of the observed corrections in the biochemistry, it was concluded that a sustained reversal of the symptoms of TPI deficiency would require a continuous delivery of an active form of the TPI enzyme.

Prognosis

There are only two reported cases of TPI deficiency affected individuals living beyond the age of six. These
are a set of Hungarian brothers, one who did not develop neurological symptoms of TPI deficiency until 1980, at the age of 12, and an older brother, who was 30 in 2001, who has no neurological symptoms and suffers only from anemia. Enzyme replacement therapy and/or bone marrow transplantation may eventually prove to be effective means of treating TPI deficiency, and improve survival rates for this rare genetic disorder.
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Trisomy see Chromosomal abnormalities

Trisomy 13 see Patau syndrome

Trisomy 18

Definition

Trisomy 18 is a genetic syndrome of multiple congenital anomalies and severe to profound mental retardation. It is caused by the presence of an extra chromosome 18 in some or all of the cells of the body. Babies with the condition usually do not survive past several months of age. Trisomy 18 in the embryo/fetus is also a common chromosomal cause of pregnancy loss.

Description

Chromosomes are the microscopic structures inside cells that carry the genes. The genetic material inside each cell contains all of the instructions the body needs to develop and function normally. Humans have 23 different pairs of chromosomes. Chromosomes 1-22 are numbered from largest to smallest, and as a group are known as the autosomes. The last pair of chromosomes are designated X and Y, and are known as the sex chromosomes—females have two X chromosomes and males have one X and one Y. Other than sperm and eggs, each cell in the body normally has 46 chromosomes—a pair of each of the autosomes plus two sex chromosomes. In order for normal development and functioning to occur, chromosomes and genes must be present in the correct quantity and in the correct proportion to each other. Too much or too little genetic material usually causes serious problems.

The term euploid means “good set,” and is used to designate a full set of 46 chromosomes. A cell is aneuploid (“not a good set”) if it has any number of chromosomes other than 46. A trisomy is one type of aneuploidy, and refers to a cell that contains three of the same chromosome. Trisomy 18, then, refers to three chromosomes 18. After Down syndrome (trisomy 21), trisomy 18 is the most common autosomal aneuploid condition seen in...
live-born babies. Trisomy 18 is also known as Edwards syndrome.

Edwards syndrome is comprised of a specific but broad pattern of multiple congenital anomalies and mental retardation. Babies with Edwards syndrome tend to have similar physical features and medical problems because they all have the same genetic imbalance—an extra copy of the genes on chromosome 18. The physical anomalies associated with Edwards syndrome involve nearly every organ and system of the body. However, some anomalies occur more often than others, such as those of the heart, kidney, brain, skeleton, and craniofacial (head and face) area. The birth defects are typically serious and, combined with the large number of anomalies possible, result in a high mortality rate. About 60% of newborns with Edwards syndrome die within the first week, and 80% do not survive past one month of age. Even those with Edwards syndrome who live longer will have severe to profound mental retardation and chronic medical problems, necessitating involved care and monitoring throughout their lives.

**Genetic profile**

Edwards syndrome occurs in three different forms: full trisomy 18, mosaic trisomy 18, and partial trisomy 18. Before each of these is described, however, it is helpful to review the basics of normal reproduction and early embryonic development. As noted, cells in the body normally contain 46 chromosomes in 23 pairs, except sperm in males and eggs in females, which contain one chromosome of each pair, or 23 total. Meiosis is the process by which sperm and eggs, collectively known as gametes, are produced. In normal meiosis, the 46 chromosomes line up in pairs in the middle of a cell, and the cell divides down the middle separating each pair of chromosomes. When a sperm fertilizes an egg at conception, the 23 chromosomes from each gamete combine. A process of repeated chromosome duplication followed by cell division, known as mitosis, then begins. A cell that goes through mitosis produces two new cells, each with 46 chromosomes. A developing human is called an embryo during the eight weeks after conception, and a fetus for the remainder of pregnancy.

**Full trisomy 18**

Occasionally, chromosomes of a single pair do not separate during meiosis, an abnormal process known as nondisjunction. The result is one gamete with 24 chromosomes and another with 22. If a gamete with 24 chromosomes results in conception with a normal counterpart, an embryo with 47 chromosomes is produced. In most cases, all cells in the body will then have 47 chromosomes, a condition known as full trisomy 18 (when referring to an individual with the disorder, unless otherwise specified, the term “trisomy 18” implies a full trisomy, whereas Edwards syndrome may refer to any of the forms).

Nondisjunction of two chromosomes 18 during the formation of an egg or sperm is by far the most common cause of Edwards syndrome. Nondisjunction is a chance occurrence, with no known causative or preventive factors. The incidence of nondisjunction does increase,
however, as men and women age. For anyone who has a fetus or child diagnosed with trisomy 18, the risk for a chromosomal disorder of any type in subsequent offspring is about 1%, the exception being women over age 35, who face their age-related risk.

**Mosaic trisomy 18**

If the body contains a mixture of cells, some with trisomy 18 and some with a normal chromosome count, the condition is called mosaic trisomy 18. A small percentage of Edwards syndrome cases are due to mosaic trisomy 18.

Mosaic trisomy 18 occurs in one of two ways. The first involves mitotic (rather than meiotic) nondisjunction of chromosomes 18, in which a cell undergoing mitosis in a chromosomally normal embryo produces one cell with trisomy 18 and another with monosomy 18. The cell with monosomy 18 cannot survive, but if the trisomic cell survives, all cells in the body derived from it will have trisomy 18. These trisomic cells, combined with the normal cells that continue to develop, result in mosaic trisomy 18. The other cause of mosaicism involves an embryo with full trisomy 18. In this case, however, one cell loses its extra chromosome during mitosis. The result is a euploid cell, which in turn produces a euploid cell line in addition to the original trisomic cell line. Since mitotic nondisjunction appears to be the cause in most cases, and is due purely to chance, the recurrence risk for subsequent offspring after the diagnosis of mosaic trisomy 18 is less than 1%.

Because they have some normal cells, individuals with mosaic trisomy 18 tend to be less severely affected than those with full trisomy 18, but not always. Much of the prognosis depends on the total percentage of trisomic cells in the body and/or the proportion of trisomic cells in specific tissues and organs. There is no way to determine exact percentages of cells, and therefore no way to provide an accurate prognosis.

**Partial trisomy 18**

A third cause of Edwards syndrome is a rearrangement, or translocation, of genetic material between chromosome 18 and another chromosome. An unbalanced chromosome translocation (extra and/or missing genetic material) may result in an embryo that has an extra piece of chromosome 18, known as partial trisomy 18. If cells are trisomic for a portion of chromosome 18, the result could be a form of Edwards syndrome. However, translocations between chromosomes can be complicated, and some cases of partial trisomy 18 may result in a pattern of anomalies that does not resemble Edwards syndrome.

Unbalanced translocations can occur in an embryo for the first time (*de novo*), or they can be inherited from a healthy parent who is a carrier of the translocation in a balanced state (no missing or extra genetic material). Normal blood chromosome tests on both parents implies the translocation was *de novo*, which means no increased risk for subsequent offspring. Detection of a balanced translocation in one parent, however, presents an increased risk for unbalanced translocations in subsequent offspring, as well as an increased risk for pregnancy loss. In cases of partial trisomy 18, **genetic counseling** is critical to help determine risks and available options. Chromosome translocations resulting in partial trisomy 18 make up a small percentage of Edwards syndrome cases.

**Demographics**

The incidence of Edwards syndrome is about one in 5,000 births. Two-thirds of all newborns with the condition are female, probably because males with trisomy 18 are more likely to be miscarried. The condition is not known to occur more frequently in any ethnic group or in any part of the world. Increased parental age is the only factor known to result in a greater risk for trisomy 18. In the United States, parents of babies with trisomy 18 average about 32 years of age, while 26 is the average age for parents of children without a chromosomal disorder. The risk increases with age in both sexes, but begins earlier and is more pronounced in women.

Increasing maternal age elevates the risk for chromosomal disorders due to nondisjunction in general, not just trisomy 18. For instance, a 20-year-old woman has about a 1 in 10,000 chance of having a child with trisomy 18, while the risk of having a child with any chromosomal disorder at that age is 1 in 800. By age 35, those same risks have risen to 1 in 2,000 and 1 in 200 respectively, and increase to 1 in 600 and 1 in 65 at age 40. Other common chromosomal disorders caused by nondisjunction that result in live birth include trisomy 21 (Down syndrome), trisomy 13 (*Patau syndrome*), and several conditions caused by aneuploidy of the sex chromosomes.

**Signs and symptoms**

Many physical anomalies and medical complications are associated with Edwards syndrome. In fact, well over 100 different anomalies have been reported in the medical literature. The more common findings are categorized and described below.

**Prenatal anomalies**

The majority of pregnancies in which the embryo/fetus has trisomy 18 will result in miscarriage or
stillbirth. Some physical anomalies of the heart, skeleton, brain, kidneys, and body walls have the best chance of being detected by prenatal ultrasound. Other, pregnancy-related findings include intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) of the fetus, a single umbilical artery (also called two vessel cord), and too much (polyhydramnios) or too little (oligohydramnios) amniotic fluid. While detection of fetal anomalies by ultrasound may lead to suspicion of Edwards syndrome, the diagnosis can only be confirmed by chromosome testing. Women carrying a fetus with Edwards syndrome sometimes report they feel little movement. Cesarean sections are more common due to abnormal fetal position or fetal distress near term.

**General anomalies**

Of those babies with Edwards syndrome that are live-born, two-thirds are delivered several weeks earlier or later than their expected due date. Low birth weight is common, as are low Apgar scores (measurements of a newborn’s activity just after birth). Newborns are frail, and tend to have a weak cry and difficulty feeding. Muscles may be poorly developed, and often become tight and contracted (hypertonic). Extra hair (hirsutism) on the forehead and back is sometimes seen, as is loose, redundant skin.

Abnormalities of the lungs, kidneys, pancreas, spleen, and gastrointestinal system are associated with Edwards syndrome. The thyroid, thymus, and adrenal glands may be affected. Anomalies of the breastbone, radius (bone in the forearm), ribs, pelvis, and the spine (scoliosis) are the more frequent skeletal findings. An abdominal wall defect (omphalocele) or hernia in the abdominal region may be present. Genital (sex organ) anomalies in both males and females have been described.

**Heart anomalies**

Ninety percent of babies with Edwards syndrome have one or more heart defects. Ventricular septal defects (VSD) and atrial septal defects (ASD), holes between the lower and upper chambers of the heart respectively, are the most common cardiac problems. Patent ductus arteriosus (open connection between the pulmonary artery and aorta) and abnormal heart valves are also typical.

**Craniofacial anomalies**

Small head size (microcephaly) and a prominent occiput (back of the skull) are variations in skull shape typical of Edwards syndrome. Common facial features include widely spaced and/or slanted eyes, skin folds at the inner eyelid (epicanthal folds), ptosis (drooping) of the eyelids, low-set malformed ears, a small oral opening, narrow palate or cleft lip/palate, and a small jaw (micrognathia).

**Hand and foot anomalies**

A specific pattern of hand and foot anomalies is seen in most infants with Edwards syndrome. Clenched hands, with the index finger overlapping the third and the fifth finger overlapping the fourth, are a classic sign. Abnormal dermatoglyphics (finger print pattern), underdeveloped nails, outward or inward deviation of the hand, underdeveloped or absent thumbs, and a single crease across the palm are other frequent anomalies of the hands. Abnormalities affecting the feet include so-called “rocker-bottom feet” and clubfoot.

**Central nervous system anomalies**

Probably the most medically significant abnormal development that occurs in Edwards syndrome involves the brain. Some anomalies, such as a small cerebellum or hydrocephalus (increased fluid within the brain), can be visualized by ultrasound or other imaging techniques. However, some neurologic problems may only be noticed through their physical effects. For example, difficulties in feeding and breathing, hypertonic muscles, a diminished response to sound, seizures, and severe mental retardation all indicate serious neurologic deficits. Spina bifida (open spine) is an infrequent but serious problem affecting the spinal cord. Babies with spina bifida usually have some degree of paralysis below the point on the back where the spine failed to close.

**Diagnosis**

**Prenatal**

Two screening and two diagnostic procedures for trisomy 18 are available to women during pregnancy. Following are brief explanations of each of the prenatal testing alternatives.

Maternal serum alpha-fetoprotein (MSAFP)-Plus, also known as the “triple screen,” is a routine maternal blood test offered to women at 15-20 weeks of pregnancy. It screens for open defects (such as spina bifida), Down syndrome, and trisomy 18. However, the screen’s sensitivity for trisomy 18 is not as well established as it is for the other conditions. Test results provide a risk adjustment only, not a diagnosis of any condition in the fetus. Any woman who has a result showing an increased risk for trisomy 18 in the fetus is offered follow-up testing such as amniocentesis or a detailed (level II) ultrasound.

Ultrasound, also called sonography, visualizes structures inside the body using high frequency sound waves.
During a prenatal ultrasound, a technician or doctor moves an instrument (transducer) back and forth across the skin of a pregnant woman’s lower abdomen. The transducer emits and receives harmless high frequency sound waves, which the ultrasound machine then converts into images of the fetus. Today’s sophisticated ultrasound machines, used by skilled technicians and doctors, can detect a number of different physical anomalies in the fetus. An ultrasound screen for trisomy 18 has good (but not absolute) sensitivity, and presents no risk to the mother or fetus. Ultrasound becomes more sensitive for trisomy 18 the later in pregnancy it is performed. A level II ultrasound is performed after 20 weeks of pregnancy by a specialist (perinatologist). An abnormal ultrasound suggesting trisomy 18 would lead to the option of amniocentesis to confirm the diagnosis.

Chorionic villus sampling (CVS) is a method used to obtain tissue (chorionic villi) from the edge of the developing placenta. CVS is typically performed at 10-12 weeks of pregnancy. Chorionic villi come from the fetal side of the placenta, and thus are chromosomally the same as cells in the fetus. Guided by ultrasound, a physician inserts a needle through either the abdomen or the cervix, into the placenta, and removes a small sample of tissue. Cells from the sample are analyzed under the microscope and a chromosome count is obtained. CVS carries a risk for miscarriage of approximately 1 in 150, and appears to have a very small risk of causing certain types of limb defects in the fetus as well. In about 3% of cases, CVS produces results that are difficult to interpret, which may lead to a follow-up amniocentesis.

Amniocentesis is the most widely used procedure to obtain fetal cells for genetic testing. The procedure can be performed anytime after about 15 weeks of pregnancy. Under ultrasound guidance, a physician passes a thin needle through the lower abdomen into the amniotic sac and removes a small amount of amniotic fluid. Fetal skin cells that normally float in the fluid are then extracted for genetic analysis. Diagnosis of chromosomal disorders by this method is highly accurate. Amniocentesis causes a miscarriage in about 1 in 300 women who have the procedure, but poses no other serious risk to the fetus.

The benefit of CVS and amniocentesis is their accuracy at detecting trisomy 18, while the drawback is their risk to the pregnancy. The procedures are typically not offered unless the risk for a chromosomal disorder in the fetus is greater than the risk of the procedure, such as in pregnant women who are 35 or older, a couple with a previous child with trisomy 18, and any woman who carries, or whose partner carries, a balanced chromosome translocation. Detection of fetal anomalies by ultrasound or an abnormal MSAFP-Plus screen would lead to the option of amniocentesis.

The benefit of ultrasound and MSAFP-Plus is their lack of risk to the pregnancy, while the drawback is that neither procedure is diagnostic. Women who wish to first modify their risk for a fetal chromosomal disorder (and spina bifida) may choose screening. In any case, prenatal testing, whether screening or diagnostic, is never mandatory. Careful consideration must always be given to what action might be taken after an abnormal result, and how reassuring a normal result might be.

**Postnatal**

A newborn with typical signs of Edwards syndrome can sometimes be diagnosed from a physical examination alone, especially by a physician who is familiar with the condition such as a geneticist or neonatologist. However, chromosome testing is the only method to confirm the diagnosis, and should always be performed if Edwards syndrome is suspected. Chromosome analysis helps to determine whether the underlying cause is full, mosaic, or partial trisomy 18, and may exclude other syndromes with similar signs and symptoms. Fetuses and newborns with Edwards syndrome sometimes die before chromosome analysis can be performed. In those cases, the diagnosis unfortunately cannot be confirmed, and an accurate cause and recurrence risk cannot be given.

Chromosome testing will detect full trisomy 18 with near 100% accuracy. Likewise, a translocation of chromosome 18 that produces signs of Edwards syn-
drome should be detected in virtually every case. Mosaic trisomy 18 presents more of a problem for chromosome analysis. The likelihood of confirming mosaic trisomy 18 depends on the percentage of trisomic cells in the particular tissue examined. Mosaicism, if present, can be confirmed by chromosome testing, and usually is. However, normal chromosome tests do not rule out the possibility of trisomic cells elsewhere in the body.

**Treatment and management**

Medical management of an infant with Edwards syndrome depends on the number and severity of anomalies present. In order to make the best-informed and most appropriate decisions for their child, parents must establish a close working relationship with the treating physicians.

Regardless of the medical procedures that might be performed, most babies with Edwards syndrome will not survive. Nearly all will be transferred to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) after birth. In some cases, parents elect not to have any life-prolonging, heroic measures taken should their child experience cardiac or respiratory failure. They may also elect not to have certain types of surgery performed if other complicating medical problems make it unwise.

A more medically stable, less severely affected infant with Edwards syndrome will likely require various medical procedures and treatments. Surgical repair of certain physical anomalies, ventilator (breathing) support, medications, and/or placement of a feeding tube into the stomach are common. A baby may go home and remain there after some length of hospital stay, or may need to be readmitted one or more times. For those children that show some possibility of longer-term survival (more than six months), a plan for their medical care, both in the hospital and at home, must be established. Parents should also be informed of the various educational and support services available to them, including the Support Organization For Trisomy 18, 13, and Related Disorders (S.O.F.T.). Genetic counseling, to discuss the cause, prognosis, and recurrence risks for their child’s type of trisomy 18, can be of great help to parents.

There is no way to prevent the occurrence of trisomy 18. The technology now exists to test multiple embryos conceived by in vitro fertilization for certain chromosome anomalies, but this is very expensive and is only performed at several centers in the world.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for a baby born with trisomy 18 is poor. On average, about 40% of newborns with trisomy 18 survive the first week, 20% are alive at one month, 6% at six months, and about 5% live past their first birthday. Survival rates are somewhat higher for children with mosaic or partial trisomy 18. As is the case before birth, males with trisomy 18 have a higher mortality rate than females, with about one-third as many males as females surviving infancy.

The outlook for trisomy 18 is not likely to change much in the coming years. Surgery to repair various birth defects has improved dramatically over the years. However, most babies with trisomy 18 do not die from repairable anomalies. For those parents whose babies are expected to survive some length of time, connecting them with support groups and providing them with accurate information as soon as possible is important.
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Trisomy 21 see Down syndrome
Tuberous sclerosis complex

Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is a genetic condition that affects many organ systems including the brain, skin, heart, kidneys, eyes, and lungs. Benign (non-cancerous) growths or tumors called hamartomas form in various parts of the body, disrupting their normal functions.

Definition

TSC is an autosomal dominant genetic disorder caused by a single change or alteration in a gene called a mutation in either the TSC1 gene, located on chromosome 9, or the TSC2 gene, located on chromosome 16. Approximately two-thirds (66%) of patients with TSC have it as the result of a new change in one of the TSC genes; that is, it was not inherited from one of their parents. When a new change occurs, it most commonly occurs in the TSC2 gene. An individual must have a mutation in one of these two copies of a TSC-causing gene in order to develop the condition. In addition, a person who has been diagnosed with TSC and who, therefore, has a genetic mutation in one of the TSC genes, has a 50% chance of passing on the genetic mutation to his or her offspring. Laboratory testing for changes in the TSC genes is not currently available.

Genetic profile

TSC is a condition that can be caused by a change in either one of two separate genes. In addition, people who have the same change in the same gene may have very different medical problems and symptoms.

TSC1 is responsible for producing the protein hamartin and TSC2, tuberin. Both genes are known as tumor suppressor genes meaning that their normal function is to prevent the growth of tumors. Conversely, when gene function is altered, tumor growth results. Research on how the disruption of either protein results in the clinical condition of TSC is ongoing.

It is currently believed that every person who inherits or develops a mutation in either the TSC1 or TSC2 gene will develop some form of TSC. However, the severity of the disease, with its wide range of symptoms and complications, cannot accurately be predicted by identifying the specific gene mutation.

Germline mosaicism can explain the rare occurrence of unaffected parents having more than one child with TSC. Germline refers to the gonadal cells (sperm in males and eggs in females) and mosaicism refers to the presence of different cell lines in any given individual. A person with germline mosaicism for either the TSC1 or TSC2 gene is not affected with TSC but may have an affected child. Unaffected parents of a child with TSC are quoted a 2-3% chance of having additional affected children. Typical genetic testing methods are performed on somatic (non-germline) tissues such as blood or skin and, therefore, will not detect germline mosaicism.

Demographics

Although tuberous sclerosis complex is considered to be a rare condition, estimates of the prevalence of the disorder have increased as clinical testing methods have improved. In the United States, as many as one child in 6,000 born is affected with TSC and about 50,000 people are currently living in the U.S. with the disease. TSC is seen in all ethnic groups and populations and, worldwide, there are between one and two million cases.

Signs and symptoms

The basic underlying cause for illness and, less often, death due to tuberous sclerosis complex is the development of growths called hamartomas throughout the body. Hamartoma is a general term used to describe tumor-like growths that are not cancerous and are composed of cells usually found in that site but poorly developed. While these growths are typically benign (i.e., not cancerous), their presence often disrupts the normal functions of a particular organ system. The various hamartomas found in TSC patients can be further distinguished and classified by their location and their histo-
logical properties—that is, their physical composition and characteristic appearance under a microscope. As each hamartoma is comprised of different cellular elements, each one has a particular name. For example, while both are hamartomas, a fibroma is comprised of connective tissue whereas a lipoma is made up of fat cells.

While the organs affected vary from person to person, most people with TSC have some type of skin irregularities called lesions. Some of the most commonly seen skin lesions are hypomelanotic macules—white or light patches sometimes in an ash-leaf shape and called Ash-leaf spots. Many people in the general population have one or two light areas of skin. However, the presence of three or more such macules in any one individual is considered a major diagnostic finding of TSC. A second major diagnostic feature of the condition is the appearance of small, red bumps called fibromas, either on the face (facial angiofibromas) or around or under the fingernails (ungual fibromas). In addition, rough patches of skin termed Shagreen patches are highly specific to a diagnosis of TSC. Finally, groups of small light circles called Confetti spots are considered a minor feature of the disorder.

In contrast to skin lesions, brain lesions tend to be serious and are responsible for the neurological symptoms and cognitive impairment seen in severely affected individuals. There are four primary abnormalities that can be detected by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computer tomography (CT) scanning, the first of which are cortical tubers—nodular growths found in the cortex of the brain and give tuberous sclerosis (literally “hard growths”) its name. Subependymal nodules are growths found underneath the lining of the ventricles in the brain and may cause no problems for the patient unless they grow or begin to block the flow of the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF).
fluid. In contrast, subependymal giant cell astrocytomas, non-cancerous brain tumors comprised of star-shaped cells and found in about 5% of patients with TSC, can, if untreated, result in blindness, hydrocephalus (fluid on the brain), and even death. Finally, cerebral white matter migration lines may be seen through radiographic (x-ray) studies and are considered a minor diagnostic feature of TSC.

About 85% of affected individuals will develop epileptic seizures at some point in their lifetime, most beginning by the first year of life. Research suggests that early control of epilepsy by medication will decrease the chance of a child developing serious mental complications. People with TSC have a range of mental abilities from normal to mild or moderate developmental delays and learning disabilities, to severe mental retardation. Autism, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and other behavioral problems are seen in affected individuals.

Fatty kidney tumors, known as renal angiomyolipomas, are one of the most common findings in TSC patients, affecting 70-80% of older children and adults, and often cause serious renal malfunction. In addition, the presence of multiple renal cysts (fluid filled areas within the kidneys) is suggestive of the condition. In addition to these benign growths, malignant kidney tumors may also develop.

The most common cardiac symptom is one or more tumors (cardiac rhabdomyomas) in the heart. These tumors are almost exclusively seen in infants and young children and usually spontaneously disappear by late childhood, thereby avoiding the need for surgery. About 47-67% of infants and children with TSC have heart tumors and some females develop the rhabdomyomas when they reach puberty.

Tuberous sclerosis complex affects the eyes in the form of retinal nodular hamartomas—multiple growths on the retina. A discoloration on the retina (retinal achromic patch) is also considered a minor feature of the condition.

In addition to the above, symptoms of TSC may include dental pits in the teeth, growths in the rectum (hamartomatous rectal polyps), bone cysts, growths on the gums (gingival fibromas) and other non-specific growths (nonrenal hamartomas). Women with TSC may develop lymphangiomyomatosis, a serious lung disease. Furthermore, all individuals with TSC are at a higher risk over the general population for developing specific cancers, with 2% of patients developing a malignant tumor in one of the affected body tissues such as kidney or brain.

**Diagnosis**

When a person exhibits signs of TSC or has a family history of the condition, an evaluation by a medical geneticist, neurologist, or other qualified professional is recommended to confirm (or rule out) the diagnosis and to recommend screening and management options for the individual. In addition, speaking with a genetic counselor may help families understand the genetics behind the disorder, their recurrence risks (chances for having another affected family member) and the practical and psychosocial implications of the disease on their personal situation.

Detection of hypomelanotic macules (light patches on the skin) can be performed quickly and easily using a special ultraviolet lamp called a Wood’s lamp. This light emphasizes the lightened areas on the skin that may otherwise be difficult to see using normal light. Other skin lesions called fibromas are easily visible and identifiable due to their characteristic smooth form, red color, and their even distribution on the face and/or their protrusions among the nails on the fingers and toes. Radiographic imaging using ultrasound, MRI, or CT technology can detect growths present in the brain, kidneys, heart, and eyes.

As basic understanding of and testing methods for tuberous sclerosis complex have improved, criteria used for confirming a diagnosis of tuberous sclerosis complex have been revised. The National Institutes of Health...
(NIH) held a consensus conference on TSC in 1998 and published the following diagnostic criteria in 2000:

**Major features:**
- Facial angiofibromas or forehead plaque
- Nontraumatic ungual or periungual fibroma
- Hypomelanotic macules (more than three)
- Shagreen patch
- Multiple retinal hamartomas
- Cortical tuber
- Subependymal nodule
- Subependymal giant cell astrocytoma
- Cardiac rhabdomyoma (one or more)
- Lymphangiomyomatosis
- Renal angiomyolipoma

**Minor features:**
- Multiple randomly distributed dental pits
- Hamartomatous rectal polyps
- Bone cysts
- Cerebral white matter migration lines
- Gingival fibromas
- Nonrenal hamartoma
- Retinal achromic patch
- Confetti skin lesions
- Multiple renal cysts

A confirmed diagnosis of TSC requires that a patient display either two major features or one major and two minor features, a suspected diagnosis one major and one minor feature, and a possible diagnosis one major or two minor features in any one individual.

**Treatment and management**

Optimal treatment for TSC is dependent upon proper disease management. The following should be performed on all patients with TSC at the time of diagnosis to confirm a diagnosis of the disease as well as obtain baseline medical data for future evaluations:
- dermatologic (skin) examination
- fundoscopic (eye) examination
- renal (kidney) imaging study
- cardiac electrocardiogram (ECG) and echocardiogram (ECHO)
- brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

Since the characteristic feature of tuberous sclerosis complex is the growth of benign tumors, treatments are often focused on appropriate surgical interventions to arrest tumor growth or remove tumors whose growth has resulted in or may lead to medical complications especially in the kidney or brain. Regular brain MRI studies should be performed in children and adults with previous findings as clinically indicated and every one to three years in children and, less frequently, in adults without symptoms. In addition, periodic brain electroencephalogram (EEG) studies are recommended for both children and adult patients when clinically indicated.

Children without previous kidney findings should be offered renal imaging studies using ultrasound, MRI, or CT scanning every three years until they reach adolescence and then, every one to three years as adults. Likewise, asymptomatic adults should have imaging of their kidneys every one to three years. Both children and adults who have kidney symptoms should be monitored using imaging studies every six months to one year until the tumor growth stabilizes or decreases.

Any child with cardiac rhabdomyomas should be monitored every six months to one year until the tumor stabilizes or regresses completely. Adults with previous findings of cardiac tumors should be monitored as clinically recommended by their treating physician. While monitoring is important, cardiac rhabdomyomas, as well as retinal lesions and gingival fibromas, usually do not require treatment. In contrast to these benign tumors, cancerous tumors that develop in patients with TSC should be treated by an oncologist as appropriate.

Facial angiofibromas and peri- and subungual fibromas on the nails are common symptoms in TSC patients. While they are generally not medically significant, they can cause skin irritations or be a cosmetic concern to the individual. Special techniques involving dermabrasion or laser therapy can be performed by a dermatologist or plastic surgeon to remove such growths.

Patients with seizure disorders are prescribed specific medications to control seizures. As of 2001, a new anti-epileptic drug (vigabatrin) has been shown to be an effective medication in infants with seizures and has been shown to improve long-term outcomes in behavioral and intellectual areas. In addition to controlling seizures, early intervention programs that include special education, behavior modification, physical and occupational therapies, and speech therapy is often recommended for individuals with learning disabilities, developmental delays, mental retardation, autism, and other mental and emotional disorders.
Neurodevelopmental testing is appropriate at the time of diagnosis for all children and should be performed every three years until adolescence and for any adult diagnosed with TSC who displays signs of impairment. Subsequent evaluations should be done on both children and adults with previous findings of developmental delays or problems.

While present in only 1% of patients with TSC, almost exclusively in females, lung complications can be serious and even fatal. Symptoms may include spontaneous pneumothorax (air in the chest cavity), dyspnea (difficult breathing), cough, hemoptysis (spitting of blood), and pulmonary failure. Therefore, a computed tomography (CT) scan of the lungs is recommended for any TSC patient who has symptoms of lung disease or complications and for all female TSC patients at the age of 18. Clinical trials involving Tamoxifen and progesterone treatments have shown positive results in some patients with lung disease.

**Prognosis**

The lifespan of individuals with TSC varies with the severity of the condition in any one person. Many affected people have normal life expectancies and a high quality of life, relatively free of symptoms or complication of the disease. Conversely, severely affected or disabled individuals may experience a shortened lifespan and a high rate of illness and medical complications. Therefore, proper disease management, diagnostic monitoring, and follow-up are critical to achieving and maintaining optimal health in patients with TSC.
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Genetic profile

Turner syndrome is a disorder associated with characteristic defects in the X chromosome. The most common presentation is a female with a single X chromosome and an absent X chromosome. A Greek study from 1999 reported that the intact X chromosome was as likely to come from the mother as from the father. This means that there is no parental pattern of responsibility for the missing or defective X chromosome.

Another less common genetic pattern for Turner syndrome (35%) is a mosaic. A Danish study reported that mosaicism has an effect on malformations that are associated with Turner syndrome. Research reported in 1997 noted that the karyotype can have a significant effect on the growth of children with Turner syndrome.

The exact location of the genes on the X chromosome involved in Turner syndrome has not been determined as of 2001. At present, evidence exists that there is a locus for stature on the distal portion of the short arm; there are loci for normal ovarian function on both the short and long arms; and there are loci contributing to fetal viability on the long arm of X.

Demographics

The prevalence of Turner syndrome is widely reported as being approximately one per 2,000 live female births although researchers have reported prevalence rates that range from one in 3,125 to one in 5,000 live female births.

About 1-2% of all female conceptions have a missing X chromosome. Of these, the majority (99%) spontaneously abort, usually during the first trimester of pregnancy. With ultrasound being used more frequently, researchers have realized that some pregnancies with a missing X chromosome that progress into the second trimester are associated with nuchal cysts, severe lymphedema, or hydrops fetalis. These pregnancies are associated with a high frequency of fetal death.

Signs and symptoms

Turner syndrome is characterized by delayed growth that leads to a small stature and frequent infertility. Individuals with Turner syndrome report an increased incidence of fractures in childhood and osteoporotic fractures in adulthood. The incidence of diabetes mellitus (both insulin dependent and non-insulin dependent varieties) has been reported to be increased in Turner syndrome. Ischemic heart disease, stroke, and hypertension are also more common.

Growth in children with Turner syndrome is characterized by a slight intrauterine growth retardation, relatively normal growth rates for the first several years of life, a progressive deceleration of growth later in childhood, and the lack of a pubertal growth spurt. Growth patterns of Chinese girls with Turner syndrome parallel those of Caucasians, although their ultimate height is still less than normal.

Contrary to earlier reports, most individuals with Turner syndrome are not mentally retarded. They may have some learning disabilities, particularly with regard to spatial perception, visual-motor coordination, and mathematics. As a result, the nonverbal IQ in Turner syndrome tends to be lower than the verbal IQ.

Cardiovascular malformations are well-recognized congenital anomalies in Turner syndrome. Dilation and dissection of the aorta are reported in approximately half of women with Turner syndrome. Because of the potential consequences of aortic dilation, some experts recommend screening all individuals with Turner syndrome. However, the specific timing for this screening remains controversial in 2001.

Juvenile arthritis, an autoimmune condition, has been recently (1998) associated with Turner syndrome. The prevalence seems to be at least six times greater than would be expected if the two conditions were only randomly associated. Women with Turner syndrome have an
elevated prevalence rate of dental caries and other periodontal conditions such as gum disease and plaque.

Normal pubertal development and spontaneous menstrual periods do not occur in the majority of children with Turner syndrome. It is estimated that 3-8% of girls with a single X chromosome and 12-21% of females with sex chromosome mosaicism may have normal pubertal development and spontaneous menstrual periods. A few pregnancies have been reported in women with Turner syndrome.

Diagnosis

Turner syndrome is diagnosed on the basis of genetic analysis of chromosomes. This can be done prior to birth. However, the predictive value of amniocentesis in diagnosing Turner syndrome varies from 21-67%. There is no significant relation between mother’s age and risk of Turner syndrome.

Treatment and management

Because it is so dangerous, experts suggest screening for aortic dissection, although the specific timing for this screening is controversial. Plastic surgery to correct webbing of the neck should be considered at an early age (before entering school) for girls with Turner syndrome.

Most individuals with Turner syndrome require female hormone therapy to promote development of secondary sexual characteristics and menstruation. The time of beginning therapy varies with individuals. Experts recommend that therapy begin when a woman expresses concern about her onset of puberty.

All women receiving long term, exogenous female hormone therapy require periodic gynecological examinations because those with Turner syndrome have an increased risk of developing neoplasms such as gonadoblastoma and dysgerminoma, which arise from their rudimentary streak gonads.

Prognosis

Most women with Turner syndrome can live relatively normal lives. The prognosis for people with Turner syndrome is dependent on other conditions that may be present. Care must be taken to regularly monitor them for the health problems that are associated with Turner syndrome. For example, heart or kidney defects, hearing loss, or the development of inflammatory bowel disease may significantly impact the quality of life. Without these types of conditions, however, their life expectancy is normal. Support will be necessary to help an adolescent girl cope with body image issues and to help some women accept the fact that they will never be able to have children.
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Endocrine Society. 4350 East West Highway, Suite 500, Bethesda, MD 20814-4410. (301) 941-0200. Fax: (301) 941-0259. endostaff@endo-society.org.
Turner Syndrome Society of Canada. 7777 Keele St, Floor 2, Concord, ONT L4K 1Y7. Canada (800) 465-6744 or (416) 660-7766. Fax: (416) 660-7450.
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Twin reversed arterial perfusion syndrome see Acardia

Twiner-Kieser syndrome see Nail-Patella syndrome

Type I diabetes see Diabetes mellitus

Type II diabetes see Diabetes mellitus

Typical arthrogryposis see Distal arthrogryposis syndrome
Urea cycle disorders

Definition

Urea cycle disorders are inborn errors in metabolism that can lead to brain damage and death. They involve a deficiency in one of the enzymes required by the urea cycle that removes ammonia from the blood.

Description

Ammonia accumulates in toxic levels if the urea cycle does not convert nitrogen from protein metabolism into urea for excretion into the urine. A series of biochemical reactions are necessary to complete the urea cycle. When an enzyme is missing or deficient, the cycle is interrupted and nitrogen accumulates in the form of ammonia. It cannot be excreted from the body and enters the bloodstream, damaging nervous tissues, including the brain.

Seizures, poor muscle tone, respiratory distress, and coma follow if an affected infant is not treated. Acute neonatal symptoms are most frequently seen in boys with ornithine transcarbamylase, or OTC, deficiency. Mental retardation and even death may follow. People with partial deficiencies may not discover the problem until childhood or adulthood. Children may avoid meat or other protein foods. As ammonia levels rise in the body, individuals begin to show lethargy and delirium. Left untreated they may suffer a coma or death.

Sometimes young people with urea cycle disorders, who go undiagnosed, begin to show behavioral and eating problems. Those with partial enzyme deficiencies may experience episodes of high ammonia levels in the blood. This can occur after suffering from viral illnesses including chicken pox, or after eating high-protein meals, or even after significant physical exertion.

The incidence of adults with urea cycle disorders is increasing. Recent evidence has indicated that some people have survived undiagnosed into adulthood. They can suffer stroke-like symptoms, lethargy, and delirium. Without proper diagnosis and treatment, adults are at risk for permanent brain damage, coma, and death. Symptoms can appear after giving birth or after contracting a virus, and some adults have shown deficiencies after using the medication valproic acid (an anti-epileptic drug). Adult onset is more common in women with OTC deficiency.

Different enzymes may be lacking in the various forms of urea cycle disorders. The six major disorders of the urea cycle include:

- CPS–Carbamyl Phosphate Synthetase
- NAGS–N-Acetylglutamate Synthetase
- OTC–Ornithine Transcarbamylase
- ASD–Argininosuccinic Acid Synthetase (Citrullinemia)
- ALD–Argininosuccinase Acid Lyase (Argininosuccinic Aciduria)
- AG–Arginase

Genetic profile

All of these disorders are inherited as autosomal recessive traits except for ornithine transcarbamylase (OTC) deficiency. It is inherited as an X-linked trait, from the mother.
Demographics

It is estimated the incidence of urea cycle disorders is about one in 30,000 births. Males and females are affected equally, except for the OTC deficiency which is more prevalent in males due to the fact that it is an X-linked disorder.

Signs and symptoms

In severe urea cycle disorders, rising ammonia levels cause irritability, vomiting, and lethargy within the first 24–72 hours of life. Seizures, poor muscle tone, respiratory distress, and coma follow if the infant is not treated. Acute neonatal symptoms are most frequently seen in boys with ornithine transcarbamylase, or OTC, deficiency. However, patients with mild or moderate urea cycle enzyme deficiencies may not show symptoms until early childhood.

Diagnosis

Early detection through blood testing is essential to prevent irreversible brain damage in severe cases of urea cycle disorders.

Treatment and management

Therapy consists of eating a diet that provides enough protein so the body gets the essential amino acids needed for growth, but not so much that toxic levels of ammonia are formed. Treatment may entail a protein restricted diet together with medications that provide alternative pathways for the removal of ammonia from the blood. These medications tend to be unpalatable and may be given by way of tube feedings. Blood tests are needed to monitor levels of ammonia, and hospitalizations may become necessary if levels rise to high.

Prognosis

With early detection and proper diet restrictions, individuals can lead relatively normal lives. However, irreversible brain damage can develop quickly in severe cases that go undetected.

Resources

ORGANIZATIONS
National Urea Cycle Disorders Foundation. 4841 Hill St., La Canada, CA 91001. (800) 38-NUCDF.

Julianne Remington

Usher syndrome

Definition

Usher syndrome is an inherited condition that causes hearing loss and a form of vision loss, called retinitis pigmentosa (RP), which worsens over time. Some people with Usher syndrome also have difficulties with balance and/or psychological problems. Although the symptoms of Usher syndrome were first described in 1858 by an ophthalmologist named Albrecht von Graefe, it was not until 1914 that it was well documented and recognized to be a genetic condition by another ophthalmologist, Charles Usher. There are three forms of Usher syndrome: type I, type II, and type III. Genetic research has shown there are many genes located on different chromosomes, all of which can lead to one of the types of Usher syndrome if they are altered.

Description

Usher syndrome is sometimes called hereditary deafness–retinitis pigmentosa, or retinitis pigmentosa and congenital deafness. Usher syndrome causes a specific type of hearing impairment called sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL). In order to understand how SNHL occurs, it is important to first understand how normal hearing works. The ear can be divided into three main parts: the outer ear, the middle ear, and the inner ear. The parts of the outer ear include the pinna (the visible portion of the ear), the ear canal, and eardrum. The pinna directs sound waves from the environment through the ear canal, toward the eardrum. The eardrum vibrates, and causes tiny bones (called ossicles), which are located in the middle ear, to move. This movement causes pressure changes in fluids surrounding the parts that make up the inner ear. The main structures of the inner ear are the cochlea and the vestibular system. These structures send information regarding hearing and balance to the brain.

The cochlea is shaped like a snail shell, and it contains specialized sensory cells (called hair cells) that change the sound waves into electrical messages. These messages are then sent to the brain through a nerve (called the auditory nerve) that allows the brain to “hear” sounds from the environment. The vestibular system is a specialized organ that helps people maintain their balance. The vestibular system contains three structures called semicircular canals, which send electrical messages to the brain about movement and body position. This allows people to maintain their balance when moving by sensing changes in their direction and speed.

Sensorineural hearing loss occurs when parts of the inner ear (including the cochlea and/or auditory nerve) do not work correctly. The amount (or degree) of hearing
loss can be described by measuring the hearing threshold (the sound level that a person can just barely hear) in decibels (dB). The greater a person’s dB hearing level, the louder the sound must be to just barely be heard. Hearing loss is often defined as mild, moderate, severe, or profound. For people with mild hearing loss (26-45 dB), understanding conversations in a noisy environment, at a distance, or with a soft-spoken person is difficult. Moderate hearing loss (46-65 dB) causes people to have difficulty understanding conversations, even if the environment is quiet. People with severe hearing loss (66-85 dB) have difficulty hearing conversation unless the speaker is nearby or is talking loudly. Profound hearing loss (>85 dB) may prevent people from hearing sounds from their environment or even loud conversation. People with Usher syndrome generally have moderate, severe or profound SNHL, depending upon the type (I, II, or III) diagnosed.

Usher syndrome also causes a specific type of vision loss called retinitis pigmentosa (RP). In order to understand how RP occurs, it is helpful to first understand how normal vision works. The eye is made up of many different types of cells and tissues that all work together to send images from the environment to the brain, similar to the way a camera records images. When light enters the eye, it passes through the lens and lands on the retina, a very thin tissue lining the inside of the eye. The retina is actually made up of 10 different layers of specialized cells, which allow the retina to function similarly to film in a camera, by recording images. There is a small, yellow-pigmented area called the macula, located in the back of the eye in the center of the retina. The retina contains many specialized cells called photoreceptors, which sense light coming into the eye and convert it into electrical messages that are then sent to the brain through the optic nerve. This allows the brain to “see” the environment.

The retina contains two types of photoreceptor cells: rod cells and cone cells. Rod cells are responsible for perceiving color and for central vision.

**Centra**

**Central vision**—The ability to see objects located directly in front of the eye. Central vision is necessary for reading and other activities that require people to focus on objects directly in front of them.

**Cochlea**—A bony structure shaped like a snail shell located in the inner ear. It is responsible for changing sound waves from the environment into electrical messages that the brain can understand, so people can hear.

**Genetic heterogeneity**—The occurrence of the same or similar disease, caused by different genes among different families.

**Peripheral vision**—The ability to see objects that are not located directly in front of the eye. Peripheral vision allows people to see objects located on the side or edge of their field of vision.

**Photoreceptors**—Specialized cells lining the innermost layer of the eye that convert light into electrical messages so that the brain can perceive the environment. There are two types of photoreceptor cells: rod cells and cone cells. The rod cells allow for peripheral and night vision. Cone cells are responsible for perceiving color and for central vision.

**Retina**—The light-sensitive layer of tissue in the back of the eye that receives and transmits visual signals to the brain through the optic nerve.

**Retinitis pigmentosa**—Progressive deterioration of the retina, often leading to vision loss and blindness.

**Sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL)**—Hearing loss that occurs when parts of the inner ear, such as the cochlea and/or auditory nerve, do not work correctly. It is often defined as mild, moderate, severe, or profound, depending upon how much sound can be heard by the affected individual.

**Vestibular system**—A complex organ located inside the inner ear that sends messages to the brain about movement and body position. It allows people to maintain their balance when moving by sensing changes in their direction and speed.

**KEY TERMS**

- **Central vision**—The ability to see objects located directly in front of the eye. Central vision is necessary for reading and other activities that require people to focus on objects directly in front of them.
- **Cochlea**—A bony structure shaped like a snail shell located in the inner ear. It is responsible for changing sound waves from the environment into electrical messages that the brain can understand, so people can hear.
- **Genetic heterogeneity**—The occurrence of the same or similar disease, caused by different genes among different families.
- **Peripheral vision**—The ability to see objects that are not located directly in front of the eye. Peripheral vision allows people to see objects located on the side or edge of their field of vision.
- **Photoreceptors**—Specialized cells lining the innermost layer of the eye that convert light into electrical messages so that the brain can perceive the environment. There are two types of photoreceptor cells: rod cells and cone cells. The rod cells allow for peripheral and night vision. Cone cells are responsible for perceiving color and for central vision.
- **Retina**—The light-sensitive layer of tissue in the back of the eye that receives and transmits visual signals to the brain through the optic nerve.
- **Retinitis pigmentosa**—Progressive deterioration of the retina, often leading to vision loss and blindness.
- **Sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL)**—Hearing loss that occurs when parts of the inner ear, such as the cochlea and/or auditory nerve, do not work correctly. It is often defined as mild, moderate, severe, or profound, depending upon how much sound can be heard by the affected individual.
- **Vestibular system**—A complex organ located inside the inner ear that sends messages to the brain about movement and body position. It allows people to maintain their balance when moving by sensing changes in their direction and speed.
II, or III) diagnosed. Although most people with Usher syndrome have fairly good vision before they reach their 30s, it worsens slowly over time and approximately 75% of people in their 70s are blind.

**Usher syndrome type I**

People with Usher syndrome type I are born with profound SNHL that occurs in both ears. As a result, they do not learn to speak, and typically learn to use sign language to communicate with others. Hearing aids usually are not very helpful, due to the amount of hearing loss present. However, some individuals benefit from a procedure called cochlear implantation, in which a small electronic device is surgically placed behind the ear (underneath the skin) and is attached to a wire that stimulates the inner ear, allowing people to hear useful sounds.

Usher syndrome type I also causes vestibular areflexia, which means affected individuals have balance problems because they cannot sense changes in direction or speed when they are moving. This causes children to develop certain skills that involve motion (such as walking) more slowly, to be clumsier, and to have a hard time with activities that require good balance (such as riding a bicycle). As affected people age, they tend to have an ataxic gait, which means they tend to stumble and shuffle their feet when walking.

The visual problems caused by RP usually develop during childhood among people with this type of Usher syndrome, and they gradually worsen over time. Usually the rod cells in the peripheral retina are affected first, causing night blindness and tunnel vision during childhood. Cone cells may eventually be affected, causing blind spots to develop. Eventually, vision loss worsens and affected people can have vision problems during the day. Cataracts (cloudiness in the lens of the eye) may also develop and cause decreased central vision. Although most people with this type of Usher syndrome do not become completely blind, worsening vision may make communication via sign language and lip reading difficult.

Mental retardation and psychiatric problems (such as depression, bipolar disorder, and psychosis) have been diagnosed in a number of people with Usher syndrome type I as well. Although some authors believe that the stress of losing both hearing and vision may lead to psychological problems, at least one study has suggested that these problems may be due to an overall smaller brain size that has been measured in some affected individuals.

**Usher syndrome type II**

People with Usher syndrome type II are born with mild to severe SNHL for low frequency sound that occurs in both ears. The SNHL is profound for higher frequency sounds. The amount of hearing loss is different between affected individuals, even those within the same family, although the ability to hear low frequency sound is often maintained. While hearing problems may worsen very slowly over time, speech therapy and the use of hearing aids are often helpful. Unlike people with type I, the vestibular (balance) system is not affected in people with Usher syndrome type II. Thus, they learn to walk on time as children (i.e. at approximately one year) and do not have problems with clumsiness. Although the symptoms of RP do occur among individuals with type II, they generally occur later in life (teenage years or later), compared to people with type I. Symptoms are similar, including night blindness, tunnel vision, blind spots, cataracts, and generally decreased vision. In addition, mental retardation, psychiatric problems, and decreased brain size have been seen in some people with Usher syndrome type II.

**Usher syndrome type III**

People with Usher syndrome type III may be born with normal hearing or mild hearing loss. However, their hearing loss is progressive, which means that it tends to worsen over time. The vestibular system causes mild balance problems that worsen over time among individuals with Usher syndrome type III. Older affected people may have balance problems similar to those seen in type I. There is a broad age range when the symptoms of RP occur among people with type III, although usually they happen later in life (late teens to early adult years). Vision problems also worsen over time. In addition, mental retardation and psychiatric problems also have been seen in some people with Usher syndrome type III.
People with Usher syndrome and their families often experience emotional and psychological distress. Depression, anger, and grief are common among affected teenagers and adults. The vision and hearing problems create ongoing challenges for people, in terms of their ability to receive information from the world and to effectively communicate with others. Affected people have to continually learn new skills, such as Braille or tactile sign language (i.e. using their hands to physically feel the signs), to adapt to their gradually worsening vision.

**Genetic profile**

Usher syndrome is inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. “Autosomal” means that males and females are equally likely to be affected. “Recessive” refers to a specific type of inheritance in which both copies of a person’s gene pair (i.e. both alleles) need to have a change or “mutation” in order for the disease to develop. In this situation, an affected individual receives a mutated copy of the same gene from each parent. If the parents are not affected, they each have one working copy of the gene and one non-working (mutated) copy, and are only “carriers” for Usher syndrome. The chance that two carrier parents will have a child affected with Usher syndrome is 25% for each pregnancy. They also have a 50% chance to have an unaffected child who is simply a carrier, and a 25% chance to have an unaffected child who is not a carrier, with each pregnancy. In the United States, as many as one in every 70 people may be carriers of a mutation that can lead to Usher syndrome.

Although there are three recognizable types of Usher syndrome (I, II, and III), genetic research has shown that there are numerous genes, located on different chromosomes, that can all lead to Usher syndrome. This indicates that there is genetic heterogeneity among different families with Usher syndrome, meaning that different genes can lead to the same or similar disease among different families. As of February 2001, researchers have identified six different subtypes of Usher syndrome type I (USH1A, USH1B, USH1C, USH1D, USH1E, and USH1F), four subtypes of Usher syndrome type II (USH 2A, USH2B, USH2C, and USH2D), and one type of Usher syndrome type III (USH3). Although specific genes have been identified for only four of the 11 subtypes, the other seven have been linked to specific chromosomal regions.

**Genetic Classification of Usher syndrome—February, 2001**

- **USH1A**—Located on chromosome 14q32. Specific gene unknown.
- **USH1B**—Located on chromosome 11q13.5. Specific gene called myosin VIIA.
- **USH1C**—Located on chromosome 11p15.1. Specific gene called harmonin.
- **USH1D**—Located on chromosome 10q21-22. Specific gene called CDH23.
- **USH1E**—Located on chromosome 21q21. Specific gene unknown.
- **USH1F**—Located on chromosome 10q21-22. Specific gene unknown.
- **USH2A**—Located on chromosome 1q41. Specific gene called usherin.
- **USH2B**—Located on chromosome 3p23-24.2. Specific gene unknown.
- **USH2C**—Located on chromosome 5q14.3-21.3. Specific gene unknown.
- **USH2D**—Chromosome location unknown. Specific gene unknown.
- **USH3**—Located on chromosome 3q21-25. Specific gene unknown.

Although specific genes have been identified for some of the Usher syndrome subtypes (i.e. myosin VIIA, harmonin, CDH23, and usherin), not all mutations in these genes lead specifically to Usher syndrome. For example, although mutations in CDH23 can lead to Usher syndrome type 1D, some people who have certain types of mutations in both of their CDH23 gene copies have a form of autosomal recessive deafness (called DFNB12) in which affected individuals have profound SNHL at birth, but do not have balance or vision changes that are typically seen in Usher syndrome.

**Demographics**

It is estimated that 2.5 to 4.5 per 100,000 people are affected with Usher syndrome in various countries, including the United States, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Columbia, although it has been diagnosed in other parts of the world as well. There are some areas where Usher syndrome seems to be more common, including communities in northern Sweden and among the French Acadians in Louisiana. Certain types of Usher syndrome are more common in certain areas of the world as well. For example, among affected people in Finland, approximately 40% have type III. However, in the United States, types I and II are most common and occur with nearly equal frequency, while type III is very rare.

**Signs and symptoms**

**Symptoms of Usher syndrome type I**

- Profound hearing loss at birth, causing lack of speech
- Lack of vestibular function at birth, leading to delayed ability to walk and increased clumsiness
• Retinitis pigmentosa in childhood, causing night blindness, tunnel vision and decreased vision over time
• May cause mental retardation or psychiatric problems in some people

Symptoms of Usher syndrome type II
• Mild to severe hearing loss (for low-frequency sound) and profound hearing loss (for high-frequency sound) at birth
• Normal vestibular function, resulting in normal ability to maintain balance
• Retinitis pigmentosa in teens or early adult years, causing night blindness, tunnel vision and decreased vision over time
• May cause mental retardation or psychiatric problems in some people

Symptoms of Usher syndrome type III
• Normal hearing or mild hearing loss at birth that worsens over time
• Abnormal vestibular function, causing mild balance problems that worsen over time
• Retinitis pigmentosa by teenage or early adult years, causing night blindness, tunnel vision and decreased vision over time
• May cause mental retardation or psychiatric problems in some people

Diagnosis
As of February 2001, genetic testing is not readily available for people with Usher syndrome to look for their specific mutations (and thus confirm their diagnosis), in spite of the fact that a number of important genes have been identified. Some families do participate in genetic research studies by providing blood samples, with the hope that useful information may be learned about their genetic mutations, as well as Usher syndrome in general.

The diagnosis of Usher syndrome is based on the results from a variety of tests that measure hearing, vision, and balance. Sometimes the diagnosis is not made until a person with SNHL reaches adolescence and develops vision problems. A follow-up eye examination may allow an eye care specialist to detect changes seen in RP, thus confirming the diagnosis of Usher syndrome. Specialized testing of an affected person’s vestibular system can be done to help determine the type of Usher syndrome as well.

Treatment and management
As of 2001, there is no cure for Usher syndrome. However, there are a number of ways to treat various symptoms.

Treatment and management of SNHL
Regular hearing exams are important to check for changes in hearing ability, especially for people with type II or type III Usher syndrome. Among people with milder forms of hearing loss, hearing aids and speech therapy are often useful. Sign language training for people with profound SNHL and their families provides a method of communication, although these skills need to be modified into tactile sign language as vision decreases. Some people with severe to profound forms of hearing loss may have cochlear implants placed in an effort to improve their perception of sound.

Treatment and management of RP
People with night blindness, tunnel vision and decreasing vision may benefit from a variety of techniques that help them cope with their ever-changing vision. The use of walking canes, guide dogs, magnifying lenses, flashlights, and Braille may be helpful. Specialized filtering lenses may decrease glare and make the eye more comfortable. Some people also find it useful to meet with low-vision specialists who can help them adapt to new lifestyle changes that help with daily living. Regular eye exams are important and allow early detection of cataracts, which may be treated with surgery.

Although there is no way to completely halt the symptoms of RP, studies published in the 1990s found that 15,000 IU of vitamin A palmitate can slow the course of the retinal changes among people with Usher syndrome type II. This therapy has not been recommended for people under 18 years of age, and women who may become pregnant need to discuss with their doctor the potential harms that vitamin A can cause for a developing baby. People who want to take the vitamin should speak with their doctor first and have regular blood tests to check vitamin levels as well as to rule out liver problems caused by the supplement.

There are a number of support groups available that provide education, support, and helpful advice to help people cope with the symptoms of Usher syndrome (see resources listed below).

Prognosis
Usher syndrome generally does not cause a shortened lifespan for affected individuals. Although people live for many years with Usher syndrome, the physical
symptoms and emotional side effects change over time. The vision problems usually worsen slowly over the years, forcing people to adapt their lifestyles, habits, and sometimes change professions. Regular eye exams can help diagnose cataracts that may be removed in an effort to maintain the best vision possible. Regular monitoring of hearing may be helpful for people with mild, moderate, and/or severe hearing loss, so that they can receive appropriate hearing aids. As vision problems (and sometimes hearing and/or balance problems) worsen, people are more likely to suffer emotionally, due to decreasing quality of life and independence. However, many low-vision devices, lifestyle modifications, and various support groups often provide much needed assistance to help maintain and/or improve quality of life for affected individuals.
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Van der Woude syndrome

Definition

Van der Woude syndrome (VWS) is a condition affecting the lips, palate, and teeth. Depressions or pits typically are present on the lower lip at birth and cleft lip and/or cleft palate may also be present. Less commonly, certain teeth may not develop. VWS has previously been known as the lip pit syndrome.

Description

Van der Woude syndrome primarily involves pits developing on the lower lip, clefting of the lip and/or palate, and the absence of certain teeth. More than 80% or more than 8 out of 10 individuals with VWS will develop pits near the center of the lower lip and about 60–70% (6 to 7 people out of 10) will have a cleft lip and/or palate at birth. About half to two-thirds of the individuals will have both lower lip pits and a cleft of the lip and/or palate. In some cases, a cleft palate is present but is not immediately noticeable; this is called a submucosal cleft palate. The least common feature in VWS, missing teeth, is seen in about 10–20% (1 to 2 people out of 10) of individuals with VWS. The teeth most commonly affected are the second incisors and the second molars.

Van der Woude syndrome is related to another condition called popliteal pterygium syndrome (PPS). Popliteal pterygium syndrome is similar to VWS in that both conditions cause lip pits and cleft lip and/or palate to develop. Popliteal pterygium syndrome differs from VWS in that popliteal pterygium webs are present at birth. Pterygium means webbed skin. Popliteal refers to the back of the legs. Popliteal pterygium means that there is webbed skin on the back of the legs, usually on the back of the knees. Individuals with PPS may also have underdevelopment of the genitals, webbing between the fingers, adhesion of the lower and upper eyelids, and fibrous bands attaching the lower and upper jaws.

Some families have features consistent with both VWS and PPS. In other words, within a family, some family members have features that are entirely consistent with VWS and other family members have features consistent with PPS. Since the gene(s) causing VWS and PPS have not been identified, it is not known why these families have features of both diseases.

Genetic profile

Van der Woude syndrome follows autosomal dominant inheritance, indicating that every individual affected by VWS has a 50% (1 in 2) chance of passing on the condition to each of his or her children. Every individual inheriting the VWS gene will develop at least one feature of VWS. However, family members may develop different features, and some may develop very minor features whereas another family member may have more severe problems. In some cases, a family member’s features may be so mild that he or she is initially thought to be unaffected. Apparently unaffected parents of a newborn with VWS should undergo a thorough examination since it is possible that one of the parents is very mildly affected. If such a parent is determined to be affected, all of his or her children will have a 50% chance of inheriting VWS.

As of 2001, the gene(s) involved in VWS have not been identified, although a specific region of chromosome 1 appears to be important in causing VWS. Research suggests that there may be at least one other gene, located on another chromosome, that may be important with regards to whether a cleft lip and/or palate develops. There is also evidence that VWS and PPS may be due to changes or mutations in the same gene or in neighboring genes on chromosome 1.
Van der Woude syndrome is a rare condition. Estimates of its incidence range from one in every 35,000 to one in every 200,000 live births. Males and females are affected equally.

**Signs and symptoms**

The primary symptom associated with VWS is the development of pits near the center of the lower lip (present in more than 80% of cases). In addition, 60–70% of individuals with VWS also have cleft lip and/or cleft palate. A few individuals (about 10–20%) with VWS are missing teeth, most commonly the second incisors and the second molars.

**Diagnosis**

As of 2001, diagnosis of VWS relies solely upon physical examination and whether or not the characteristic features of VWS are present or absent. The family history may also have an important role in determining the diagnosis. For example, if lower lip pits and a cleft palate are present in a newborn and no popliteal webs or other feature of PPS is present, then the child has VWS. If a newborn is born with a cleft palate only but has a family history of VWS, then the child most likely has inherited VWS.

As cleft lip and/or palate occurs in other genetic conditions as well as by itself, a newborn with this birth defect needs to be fully evaluated to ensure that the reason for the cleft is correctly determined. Likewise, lower lip pits may be seen in VWS, in PPS and rarely, in a third genetic condition called orofaciodigital syndrome, type 1; consequently, a baby born with lower lips pits needs to be fully evaluated.

Prenatal diagnosis for VWS can be attempted through ultrasound examination of unborn babies at risk for the condition. Cleft lip and very rarely cleft palate can be identified on ultrasound examination. However, as some clefts are small and some individuals with VWS do not have clefts at all, a normal ultrasound examination cannot completely rule out the chance the baby has inherited VWS. An ultrasound examination with high resolution, or a level 2 ultrasound, and an experienced technician may increase the chance of seeing cleft lips or palate. Lip pits cannot be seen on ultrasound examination, even with a higher resolution ultrasound. As of 2001, genetic testing of the unborn baby is not available as the gene(s) causing VWS have not been identified.

**Treatment and management**

An individual with VWS will be treated and followed according to the features he or she has developed. The lip pits seen in VWS rarely cause problems. Occasionally, saliva may ooze from the pits and if so, a fistula may have developed. A fistula is an abnormal passageway or opening that develops, and in VWS, a fistula may develop between a salivary gland located under the lip and the lip surface. The pits and fistulas may be surgically removed.

If a cleft lip and/or palate is present, surgery will be necessary to correct this problem. The treatment and management of cleft lips and palates in individuals with VWS is no different from cleft lips and palates occurring in other genetic conditions or by themselves. The child will need to be followed closely for ear and sinus infections and hearing problems. The child may need speech therapy and should be followed by a dentist and orthodontist. Counseling may be needed as the child grows up to address any concerns about speech and/or appearance.

**Prognosis**

Overall, individuals with VWS do well. If a cleft lip and/or palate is present at birth, there may be some feeding difficulties in the newborn period and in the following 3 to 6 months, until the cleft is corrected. However, once surgery repairing the cleft is completed, the child typically does well. Van der Woude syndrome is not associated with a shorter lifespan.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**


ORGANIZATIONS

Cindy L. Hunter, CGC

VATER association

Definition

VATER association describes a pattern of related birth defects in the same infant involving three or more of the following: vertebrae (spine), anus and rectum, heart, trachea (windpipe), esophagus, radius (bone of the arm), and kidneys. Infants can have any combination of features and there is a wide range of severity. Survival and medical complications depend on the extent and severity of features in each case.

Description

Quan and Smith first developed the term VATER association in 1973 to describe a similar pattern of birth defects in more than one infant. The problems at birth did not represent a certain syndrome but appeared to be associated since they were present in several babies. VATER is an acronym or abbreviation representing the first letter of each feature in the association: Vertebral (spine) abnormalities, Anal atresia (partial absence of the anus or unusual connection between anus and rectum), Tracheo-Esophageal fistula (connection between the windpipe and the tube carrying food from mouth to stomach), and Radial (bone of the forearm) or Renal (kidney) differences.

In the 1970s some researchers expanded the VATER abbreviation to VACTERL. It was expanded to include cardiac (heart) abnormalities, and limb differences in general (differences in the arms and hands). In the expanded VACTERL, “L” includes radial differences and “R” represents kidney differences only. Both VATER and VACTERL are used to describe the same association of birth defects.

The exact cause of VATER is unknown. This is because VATER is rare and because the features vary from patient to patient. Many researchers agree that the cause of VATER occurs very early in the development of the embryo in order to affect so many organ systems. It is unknown whether VATER has a single cause or multiple causes during this early development process.

In the first couple of weeks after conception, a human embryo is a clump of cells that are unspecialized and full of potential. In the third week of pregnancy the embryo undergoes a process called gastrulation. This is when the cells of the embryo begin to group together in different areas. The different cell groups begin to specialize and prepare to form different organs and body parts. The mesoderm is the group of cells that organizes and eventually forms the baby’s bones, muscles, heart, blood, kidneys, and reproductive organs. In the third week of pregnancy, the notochord also develops. The notochord is the future spinal cord and gives the early embryo a center and stability. It may also have a role in organizing other cell groups. The primitive gut also organizes in the fourth week. The primitive gut undergoes more specialization and division into zones called the foregut, midgut, and hindgut. The esophagus (tube from mouth to stomach) and trachea (windpipe) develop from the foregut. The anus and rectum develop from the hindgut. The constant cell movement, grouping, and specialization is a precise process. Any interruption or damage in this early stage can affect multiple organs and body structures.

Some researchers believe the cause of VATER is a problem with gastrulation. Other researchers believe the error occurs when mesoderm cells begin to move to areas to begin specialization. Another theory is that the mesoderm receives abnormal signals and becomes disorganized. Other researchers believe more than one error occurs in more than one area of the early embryo to produce VATER. Some also believe an abnormality of the notochord is involved in the development of VATER.

One group of researchers has discovered that pregnant rats that are given a toxic drug called adriamycin have offspring with birth defects very similar to those seen in humans with VATER. This has allowed the researchers to study normal and abnormal development of the early embryo. The study of rats showed abnormal notochord development in offspring with connections of the trachea and esophagus. In those offspring, the notochord was thickened and connected unusually to the foregut. More research of this animal model will answer many questions about the development and cause of the features of VATER.
Genetic profile

The exact genetic cause of VATER association is unknown. Most cases are sporadic and do not occur more than once in the same family. This was determined by studies of families with an affected individual. Since cases are rare and most are isolated in a family, studies to find a genetic cause have been unsuccessful. Parents of a child with VATER association have a 1% or less chance of having another baby with the same condition. There have been a few reports of affected individuals with a parent or sibling showing a single feature of the VATER spectrum. There has only been one reported case of a parent and child both affected with multiple VATER features.

Most individuals with VATER association have a normal chromosome pattern. However, a few cases of chromosome differences have been reported in individuals with VATER. One child with VATER had a deletion (missing piece) on the long arm of chromosome 6. Another male infant had a deletion on the long arm of chromosome 13. There have been other children reported with a chromosome 13 deletion and VATER-like features. This infant was the first reported with the deletion to have all of the VACTERL main features. He was also the first with this chromosome deletion to have a connection between his trachea and esophagus. Another child with VATER association had an extra marker chromosome. This is a fragment of chromosomal material present in the cell in addition to the usual 46 chromosomes. This child’s marker was found to contain material from chromosome 12. These cases have not led to the discovery of a gene involved in VATER.

There has only been one VATER case reported in which a genetic change was identified. That female infant died one month after birth because of kidney failure. Her mother and sister later were diagnosed with a mitochondrial disease. Mitochondria are the structures in the cell that create energy by chemical reactions. The mitochondria have their own set of DNA and a person inherits mitochondrial DNA from the mother only. Stored kidney tissue from the deceased infant was analyzed and she was found to have the same genetic change in her mitochondrial DNA as her mother and sister. The researchers could not prove that the gene change caused the infant’s features of VATER.

There are two subtypes of VACTERL that seem to be inherited. Both types have the typical VACTERL features in addition to hydrocephaly (excess water in the brain). They are abbreviated VACTERL-H. The first subtype was described in 1975 by David and O’Callaghan and is called the David-O’Callaghan subtype. It appears to be an autosomal recessive condition. Parents of an affected child are carriers of a normal gene and a gene that causes VACTERL-H. When both parents are carriers there is a 25% chance for an affected child with each pregnancy. The second subtype is called Hunter-MacMurray and appears to be an X-linked recessive condition. In X-linked conditions, the disease-causing gene is located on the X chromosome, one of the sex-determining chromosomes. Females have two X chromosomes and males have an X chromosome and a Y chromosome. A female who carries a disease-causing gene on one of her X chromosomes shows no symptoms. If a male inherits the gene he will show symptoms of the condition. A woman who carries the VACTERL-H X-linked gene has a 25% chance of having an affected son with each pregnancy. Both of these subtypes are rare and account for a small number of VACTERL cases.

Demographics

VATER is rare, but has been reported worldwide. Exact incidence can be difficult to determine because of different criteria for diagnosis. Some studies consider two or more VATER features enough to make the diagnosis. Other studies require at least three features to diagnose VATER. Also, infants with features of VATER may have other genetic syndromes such as trisomy 13, trisomy 18, Holt-Oram syndrome, TAR syndrome, and Fanconi anemia. VATER does appear to be more frequent in babies of diabetic mothers. It is also more frequent in babies of mothers taking certain medications during pregnancy, including estroprogestins, methimazole, and doxorubicin.

Signs and symptoms

VATER has six defining symptoms. “V” represents vertebral abnormalities. Approximately 70% of individuals with VATER have some type of spine difference such as scoliosis (curvature of the spine), hemivertebrae (unusually aligned, extra, or crowded spinal bones), and sacral absence (absence of spinal bones in the pelvic area). Vertebral differences are usually in the lumbar-sacral area (the part of the spine in the small of the back and pelvis). “A” represents anal atresia which is present in about 80% of individuals with VATER. This is an
unusual arrangement or connection of the anus and rectum. Imperforate anus is also common, in which the anal opening does not form or is covered. Babies with this problem cannot pass bowel movements out of the body. “TE” stands for tracheo-esophageal fistula. About 70% of babies with VATER have this problem. This is a connection between the two tubes of the throat—the esophagus (carries food from mouth to stomach) and the trachea (windpipe). This connection is dangerous because it causes breathing problems. These babies can also get food into their windpipe and choke. Lung infections are also common with this connection. Some infants may be missing part of their esophagus, causing problems with choking and feeding. These babies spit up their food because the food cannot get to the stomach.

In the original VATER association, “R” stood for radial differences and renal (kidney) problems. The radius is the forearm bone that connects to the hand on the side of the thumb. Radial differences can include an absent or underdeveloped radius. This often results in a twisted, unusual position of the arm and hand. The thumb can also be small, misplaced, or absent. Kidney problems are present in about half of individuals with VATER. These can include missing kidneys, kidney cysts, or fluid buildup in the kidneys. Some individuals also have an abnormal position of the urethra (the tube that carries urine out of the body).

The expanded VACTERL includes “C” for cardiac (heart) problems and “L” for limb differences. The heart problems are usually holes or other structural abnormalities. Limb differences usually involve the arms rather than the legs. The term includes more general differences such as extra fingers, shortened or missing fingers, and underdeveloped humerus (the bone of the upper arm). These differences often cause unusual arm or hand positions (bent or twisted) and fingers that are short, absent, or misplaced.

Many people have proposed an expanded VACTERL pattern to include differences of the reproductive system and absent sacrum. Small or ambiguous (not clearly male or female) genitalia, or misplaced reproductive parts are common in VACTERL. They tend to occur more frequently in infants with anal and kidney abnormalities. They are seen less often with esophagus and arm features. Absence of the bones of the sacrum (spine in the pelvis area) is also commonly seen in VACTERL.

Individuals with VATER have an average of seven to eight features or differences at birth. About two-thirds of features involve the lower body (intestines, genitals, urinary system, pelvis, and lower spine). One-third of features involve the upper body (arms, hands, heart, esophagus, and trachea). In addition to the typical VATER features, infants may have problems with the intestines or excess water in the brain. Intestinal problems (such as missing sections of intestine) are more common in individuals with anal or esophagus features.

 Shortly after birth, infants with VATER often have failure to thrive. This involves feeding problems and difficulty gaining weight. Their development is often slow. Infants with visible signs of VATER should immediately be checked for internal signs. Quick detection of problems with the trachea, esophagus, heart, and kidneys can lead to earlier treatment and prevention of major illness. Most individuals with VATER have normal mental development and mental retardation is rare.

**Diagnosis**

Some features of VATER can be seen on prenatal ultrasound so that the diagnosis may be suspected at birth. Ultrasound can see differences of the vertebrae, heart, limbs, limb positions, kidneys, and some reproductive parts. Other problems that are associated with VATER on ultrasound are poor fetal growth, excessive fluid in the womb, absent or collapsed stomach, and one artery in the umbilical cord instead of the usual two. VATER features that cannot be seen on ultrasound are differences of the anus, esophagus, and trachea.

Even if VATER is suspected before birth, an infant must be examined after birth to determine the extent of features. The entire pattern of internal and external differences will determine if the infant has VATER association, another multiple birth defect syndrome, or a genetic syndrome (such as Holt-Oram syndrome, TAR syndrome, or Fanconi anemia). Since VATER overlaps with some genetic syndromes, some infants may fit the VATER pattern and still have another diagnosis. VATER only describes the pattern of related birth defects. Since the genetic causes of VATER are unknown, genetic testing is not available. A family history focusing on VATER features can help to determine if an infant has a sporadic case or a rare inherited case.

**Treatment and management**

Treatment for VATER involves surgery for each separate feature. Holes in the heart can be closed by surgery. Structural problems of the heart can also often be repaired. Prognosis is best for infants with small or simple heart problems. Some vertebral problems may also need surgery. If the vertebral differences cause a problem for the individual’s posture, braces or other support devices may be needed.

Problems with the trachea and esophagus can also be repaired with surgery. Before surgery the infant...
usually needs a feeding tube for eating. This will stop the choking and spitting up. The infant may also need oxygen to help with breathing. If the trachea and esophagus are connected, the connection is separated first. Once separated, the two trachea ends and esophagus ends can be sealed together. When part of the esophagus is missing, the two loose ends are connected. If the gap between the loose ends is too big, surgery may be delayed until the esophagus grows. Some infants still have problems after surgery. They may have a difficult time swallowing or food may get stuck in their throat. They may also have asthma and frequent respiratory infections.

Surgery can also repair problems of the anus and rectum. Before surgery, a temporary opening is made from the small intestine to the abdomen. This allows the infant to have bowel movements and pass stool material. An anal opening is created with surgery. The intestines and rectum are adjusted to fit with the new anal opening. The temporary opening on the abdomen may be closed immediately after surgery or it may be closed weeks or months later. Surgeons must be very careful not to damage the nerves and muscles around the anus. If they are damaged, the individual may lose control of their bowel movements.

Differences of the hands and arms can also be improved with surgery. Infants with underdeveloped or absent radius may have a stiff elbow, stiff wrist, or twisted arm. Surgery can loosen the elbow and wrist to allow for movement. The arm can also be straightened. If needed, muscles from other parts of the body can be put into the arm. This may also improve movement. Even after surgery, individuals may not have completely normal function of the muscles and tendons of the arms and hands.

**Prognosis**

Prognosis for individuals with VATER association depends on the severity of features. Infants with complex heart problems or severe abnormalities of the anus, trachea, or esophagus have a poorer prognosis. Infants with several features that require surgery have a higher death rate than infants that need minor surgery or no surgery. Survival also depends on how quickly internal problems are discovered. The sooner problems with the heart, anus, trachea, and esophagus are found and repaired, the better the outlook for the infant. One study estimated that infants with VATER have a death rate 25 times higher than healthy infants. Another study estimated that up to 30% of individuals with VATER die in the newborn period.
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**Velocardiofacial syndrome** see **Deletion 22q1 syndrome**

**Ventriculomegaly** see **Hydrocephalus**
were not cancerous but were associated with vision loss. In 1904, a German ophthalmologist named Eugen von Hippel noted that these retinal angiomas seemed to run in families. Twenty-three years later, Arvid Lindau, a Swedish pathologist, reported a connection between these retinal angiomas and similar tumors in the brain, called hemangioblastomas. Like angiomas, hemangioblastomas are vascular tumors as well. After Lindau noted this association, there were many more reports describing families in which there was an association of retinal angiomas and central nervous system (CNS) hemangioblastomas. Other findings were found to be common in these families as well. These findings included cysts and/or tumors in the kidney, pancreas, adrenal gland, and various other organs. In 1964, Melmon and Rosen wrote a review of the current knowledge of this condition and named the disorder von Hippel-Lindau disease. More recently, the tumors in the retina were determined to be identical to those in the CNS. They are now referred to as hemangioblastomas, rather than angiomas.

There are four distinct types of VHL, based on the manifestations of the disorder. Type 1 is characterized by all VHL-related tumors except those in the adrenal gland. Type 2 includes tumors of the adrenal gland and is subdivided into type 2A (without kidney tumors or cysts in the pancreas), type 2B (with kidney tumors and cysts in the pancreas), and type 2C (adrenal gland tumors only).

**Genetic profile**

VHL is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner. This means that an affected person has a 50% chance of passing the disease on to each of his or her children. Nearly everyone who carries the mutation in the VHL gene will show signs of the disorder, usually by the age of 65.

**KEY TERMS**

**Adrenal gland**—A triangle-shaped endocrine gland, located above each kidney, that synthesizes aldosterone, cortisol, and testosterone from cholesterol. The adrenal glands are responsible for salt and water levels in the body, as well as for protein, fat, and carbohydrate metabolism.

**Angioma**—A benign tumor composed of blood vessels or lymph vessels.

**Benign**—A non-cancerous tumor that does not spread and is not life-threatening.

**Bilateral**—Relating to or affecting both sides of the body or both of a pair of organs.

**Broad ligament**—The ligament connecting the ovaries to the uterus.

**Computed tomography (CT) scan**—An imaging procedure that produces a three-dimensional picture of organs or structures inside the body, such as the brain.

**Cyst**—An abnormal sac or closed cavity filled with liquid or semisolid matter.

**Epididymus**—Coiled tubules that are the site of sperm storage and maturation for motility and fertility. The epididymis connects the testis to the vas deferens.

**Hemangioblastoma**—A tumor of the brain or spinal cord arising in the blood vessels of the meninges or brain.

**Hormone**—A chemical messenger produced by the body that is involved in regulating specific bodily functions such as growth, development, and reproduction.

**Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)**—A technique that employs magnetic fields and radio waves to create detailed images of internal body structures and organs, including the brain.

**Mutation**—A permanent change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual, or manifest as disease, and can be transmitted to offspring.

**Pancreatic islet cell**—Cells located in the pancreas that serve to make certain types of hormones.

**Pheochromocytoma**—A small vascular tumor of the inner region of the adrenal gland. The tumor causes uncontrolled and irregular secretion of certain hormones.

**Renal cell carcinoma**—A cancerous tumor made from kidney cells.

**Retina**—The light-sensitive layer of tissue in the back of the eye that receives and transmits visual signals to the brain through the optic nerve.
VHL is caused by a change or mutation in the VHL gene. This gene is located on chromosome 3 and produces the VHL protein. The VHL protein is a tumor suppressor, meaning that it controls cell growth. When the VHL gene is changed, the VHL protein does not function correctly and allows cells to grow out of control. This uncontrolled cell growth forms tumors and these tumors may lead to cancer.

People without VHL have two working copies of the VHL gene, one on each chromosome 3. Each of these copies produces the VHL protein. People affected with VHL inherit one working copy and one non-working copy of the gene. Thus, one gene does not make the VHL protein but the corresponding gene on the other chromosome continues to make the functional protein. In this case, cell growth will still be controlled because the VHL protein is available. However, as this person lives, another mutation may occur in the working gene. If this happens, the VHL protein can no longer be made. Cell growth cannot be controlled and tumors develop. Mutations like this occur in various organs at various times, leading to multiple tumors forming in distinct parts of the body over a period of time.

The majority of patients with VHL syndrome inherited the mutation from one of their parents. In approximately 1–3% of cases, there is no family history of the disorder and VHL occurs because of a new mutation in the affected individual. If a person appears to be an isolated case, it is important that the parents have genetic testing. It is possible that a parent could carry the mutation in the VHL gene but have tumors that do not cause any noticeable symptoms. If a parent is affected, each of his or her future children would have a 50% chance of being affected with VHL. If both parents test negative for the VHL gene mutation, each future child has a 5% risk of inheriting VHL. This small risk is to account for the rare possibility that one parent carries the mutation in his or her sex cells (egg or sperm) but does not express the disorder in any of the other cells of the body.

Demographics

VHL occurs in approximately one in 36,000 live births. It is seen in all ethnic groups and both sexes are affected equally.

Signs and symptoms

There are several characteristic features of VHL but no single, unique finding. Thus, it is necessary that many different specialties be involved in the diagnosis and
management of the disease. This approach will ensure proper, thorough care for these patients.

VHL is characterized by hemangioblastomas, tumors that arise in the blood vessel. These tumors are found in the central nervous system, or the brain and spinal cord. They most commonly present between the ages of 25 and 40 years and are the first symptom of VHL in 40% of cases. It is common to see multiple tumors. They may appear at the same time or at different times. These tumors generally grow slowly but, in some cases, may enlarge more rapidly. Hemangioblastomas seen in VHL are benign (non-cancerous) but may produce symptoms depending on their size, site, and number. Hemangioblastomas in the brain may lead to headache, vomiting, slurred speech, or unsteady and uncoordinated movements. These symptoms are usually due to the tumors disrupting brain function or causing increased pressure in the brain. Hemangioblastomas of the spine are usually accompanied by pain and can lead to loss of sensation and motor skills. Some of these tumors may fail to cause any observable symptoms.

In patients with VHL, hemangioblastomas also appear in the retina, the light-sensitive layer that lines the interior of the eye. These tumors occur in approximately half the cases of VHL and may be the first sign that a person is affected. It is common to see numerous retinal hemangioblastomas develop throughout a person’s lifetime. They often can be found in both eyes. These tumors have been detected as early as the age of 4 years but are more typically found between the ages of 21 and 28 years. They often occur without symptoms, but can be detected on a routine eye exam. If untreated or undetected, they may cause the retina to detach from the eye. This condition is accompanied by bleeding and leads to vision loss and possibly blindness.

Approximately 50–70% of individuals with VHL also have numerous cysts on their kidneys. Cysts are sacs or closed cavities filled with liquid. In VHL, these cysts are vascular and frequently occur in both kidneys; however, they rarely result in noticeable symptoms. In some cases, these cysts may develop into renal cell carcinomas. These are cancerous tumors that are composed of kidney cells. Seventy percent of people affected with VHL will develop this type of kidney tumor during their lifetime. This type of cancer is generally diagnosed between the ages of 41 and 45 years. By the time this condition produces symptoms, it is likely that the cancer has already spread to other parts of the body. If this is the case, the tumors will respond poorly to chemotherapy and radiation, two common cancer treatments.

VHL can also cause multiple cysts in the pancreas. These occur at the average age of 41 years and are vascular in nature. Pancreatic cysts rarely cause problems and tend to grow fairly slowly. Pancreatic islet cell tumors can occur as well but are unrelated to the cysts. Islet cells in the pancreas produce hormones. Hormones are substances that are produced in one organ and then carried through the bloodstream to another organ where they perform a variety of functions. When tumors occur in the islet cells of the pancreas, these cells secrete too many hormones. This increase in hormones rarely leads to recognizable symptoms. Pancreatic islet cell tumors grow slowly and are non-cancerous.

Additionally, tumors in the adrenal gland, called pheochromocytomas, are common in VHL. The adrenal glands are located on top of each kidney. They secrete various hormones into the bloodstream. Pheochromocytomas are made of cells from the inner region of the adrenal gland. These tumors are benign but can be numerous and are often located in both adrenal glands. They can be confined to the inside of the adrenal gland or they can travel and appear outside of it. Some do not cause any observable symptoms. Others can lead to high blood pressure, sweating, and headaches.

In approximately 10% of cases, tumors can also be found in the inner ear. Most often, these tumors occur in both ears. They may lead to hearing loss of varying severity. This hearing loss may be one of the first signs that an individual is affected with VHL. Less commonly, a person may complain of dizziness or ringing in the ear due to these inner ear tumors.

Men with VHL commonly have tumors in the epididymus. The epididymus is a structure that lies on top of the testis and serves as the site for sperm storage and maturation for motility and fertility. If these tumors occur bilaterally, they can lead to infertility. However, as a general rule, they do not result in any health problems. The equivalent tumor in females is one that occurs in the broad ligament. This ligament connects the ovaries to the uterus. These tumors, however, are much less common than those in the epididymus.

It is important to note that wide variation exists among all individuals affected with VHL in regards to the age of onset of the symptoms, the organ systems involved, and the severity of disease.

**Diagnosis**

VHL can be diagnosed clinically, without genetic testing, in some cases. If a person has no family history of the disorder, a diagnosis of VHL can be made if one of the following criteria are met:

- the patient has two or more hemangioblastomas of the retina or CNS
the patient has a single hemangioblastoma along with one of the other tumors or cysts that are commonly associated with the disorder.

A diagnosis of VHL can also be established in a person who has a positive family history of the disorder if they show one or more of the following before the age of 60:

- retinal hemangioblastoma
- CNS hemangioblastoma
- pheochromocytoma
- multiple pancreatic cysts
- tumor of the epididymus
- multiple renal cysts
- renal cell carcinoma

Several tests are available that can assist in the diagnosis of VHL. They can also determine the extent of symptoms if the diagnosis has already been made. A computed tomography (CT) scan or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are often utilized for these purposes. These procedures serve to produce images of various soft tissues in the body, such as the brain and abdominal area. In someone with VHL, they are used to assess for the presence of CNS hemangioblastomas and other tumors associated with the disorder, such as pheochromocytomas and inner ear tumors. Pheochromocytomas may also cause abnormal substances to be released into the urine. A urinalysis can detect these substances and, therefore, suggest the existence of these tumors. Additionally, ultrasound examination can assist in evaluating the epididymus, broad ligament, and kidneys. Ultrasound examination involves the use of high frequency sound waves. These sound waves are directed into the body and the echoes of reflected sound are used to form an electronic image of various internal structures.

VHL can also be diagnosed via examination of the VHL gene on the molecular level. This type of testing detects approximately 100% of people who are affected with the disorder and is indicated for confirmation of the diagnosis in cases of suspected or known VHL. Molecular genetic testing examines the VHL gene and detects any mutations, or changes, in the gene. Most often, in this disorder, the gene change involves a deletion of a part of the gene or a change in one of the bases that makes up the genetic code.

Since molecular testing is so accurate, it is recommended even in cases where the clinical criteria for diagnosis are not met. It is possible that the tumors associated with VHL are present but are not causing any observable symptoms. Thus, even if a person does not meet the diagnostic criteria mentioned above, molecular testing can be used as a means of “ruling out” VHL with a high degree of certainty. For patients with numerous, bilateral pheochromocytomas or for those who have a family history of these tumors, molecular testing is strongly suggested since these tumors may be the only signs of the disorder in those with VHL type 2C.

VHL can be diagnosed at various ages, ranging from infancy to the seventh decade of life or later. The age of diagnosis depends on the expression of the condition within the family and whether or not asymptomatic lesions are detected.

**Treatment and management**

There is no treatment for VHL because the genetic defect cannot be fixed. Management focuses on routine surveillance of at-risk and affected individuals for early detection and treatment of tumors.

For at-risk relatives of individuals diagnosed with VHL, molecular genetic testing is recommended as part of the standard management. If a person tests negative for the mutation, costly screening procedures can be avoided. If an at-risk relative has not been tested for the mutation, surveillance is essential for the early detection of signs of VHL.

The following groups of people should be routinely monitored by a physician familiar with VHL:

- individuals diagnosed with VHL
- individuals who are asymptomatic but who have tested positive for a mutation in the VHL gene
- individuals who are at-risk due to a family history of the disorder but have not undergone molecular testing

For these groups of people, annual physical examinations are recommended, along with neurologic evaluation for signs of brain or spinal cord tumors. Additionally, an eye exam should be completed annually, beginning around the age of five years. These exams can detect retinal hemangioblastomas, which often produce no clinical symptoms until serious damage occurs. When a person reaches the age of 16, an abdominal ultrasound should be completed annually as well. Any suspicious findings should be followed up with a CT scan or MRI. If pheochromocytomas are in the family history, blood pressure should be monitored annually. A urinalysis should be completed annually as well, beginning at the age of five. Although the majority of tumors associated with VHL are benign in nature, they all have a small possibility of becoming cancerous. For this reason, surveillance and early detection is very important to the health of those affected with VHL.

If any tumors are identified by the above surveillance, close monitoring is necessary and surgical intervention may be recommended. Hemangioblastomas of the brain
or spine may be removed before they cause symptoms. They may also be followed with yearly imaging studies and removed only after they begin to cause problems. Most of these tumors require surgical removal at some point and results are generally good. Retinal hemangioblastomas can be treated with various techniques that serve to decrease the size and number of these tumors.

Early surgery is recommended for renal cell carcinoma. Extreme cases may require removal of one or both kidneys, followed by a transplant. Additionally, pheochromocytomas should be surgically removed if they are causing symptoms. Inner ear tumors, however, generally are slow-growing. The benefit of removing one of these tumors must be carefully compared to the risk of deafness, which may result from the surgery. Epididymal and broad ligament tumors generally do not require surgery.

Prognosis

The average life expectancy of an individual with VHL is 49 years. Renal cell carcinoma is the leading cause of death for affected individuals. If an affected person is diagnosed with renal cell carcinoma, their average life expectancy decreases to 44.5 years. CNS hemangioblastomas are responsible for a significant proportion of deaths in affected individuals as well, due to the effects of the tumor on the brain.
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von Willebrand disease

Definition

Von Willebrand disease is caused by a deficiency or an abnormality in a protein called von Willebrand factor and is characterized by prolonged bleeding.

Description

The Finnish physician Erik von Willebrand was the first to describe von Willebrand disease (VWD). In 1926 Dr. von Willebrand noticed that many male and female members of a large family from the Aland Islands had increased bruising (bleeding into the skin) and prolonged episodes of bleeding. The severity of the bleeding varied between family members and ranged from mild to severe and typically involved the mouth, nose, genital and urinary tracts, and occasionally the intestinal tract. Excessive bleeding during the menstrual period was also experienced by some of the women in this family. What differentiated this bleeding disorder from classical hemophilia was that it appeared not to be associated with muscle and joint bleeding and affected women and men rather than just men. Dr. von Willebrand named this disorder hereditary pseudohemophilia.

Pseudohemophilia, or von Willebrand disease (VWD) as it is now called, is caused when the body does not produce enough of a protein called von Willebrand factor (vWF) or produces abnormal vWF. vWF is involved in the process of blood clotting (coagulation). Blood clotting is necessary to heal an injury to a blood vessel. When a blood vessel is injured, vWF enables blood cells called platelets to bind to the injured area and form a temporary plug to seal the hole and stop the bleeding. vWF is secreted by platelets and by the cells that line the inner wall of the blood vessels (endothelial cells). The platelets release other chemicals, called factors, in response to a blood vessel injury, which are involved in forming a strong permanent clot. vWF binds to and stabilizes factor VIII, one of the factors involved in forming the permanent clot.

A deficiency or abnormality in vWF can interfere with the formation of the temporary platelet plug and also affect the normal survival of factor VIII, which can indirectly interfere with the production of the permanent clot. Individuals with VWD, therefore, have difficulty in forming blood clots and as a result they may bleed for longer periods of time. In most cases the bleeding is due to an obvious injury, although it can sometimes occur spontaneously.

VWD is classified into three basic types: type 1, 2, and 3 based on the amount and type of vWF that is pro-
duced. Type 1 is the most common and mildest form and results when the body produces slightly decreased amounts of typically normal vWF. Type 2 can be classified into five subtypes (A, B, M, N) and results when the body produces an abnormal type of vWF. Type 3 is the rarest and most severe form and results when the body does not produce any detectable vWF.

**Genetic profile**

The genetics of VWD are complex and involve a gene that produces vWF and is found on chromosome 12. Since two of each type of chromosome are inherited, children inherit two vWF genes. There are different types of changes in the vWF gene that can affect the production
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**KEY TERMS**

**Amniocentesis**—A procedure performed at 16–18 weeks of pregnancy in which a needle is inserted through a woman’s abdomen into her uterus to draw out a small sample of the amniotic fluid from around the baby. Either the fluid itself or cells from the fluid can be used for a variety of tests to obtain information about genetic disorders and other medical conditions in the fetus.

**Autosomal dominant**—A pattern of genetic inheritance where only one abnormal gene is needed to display the trait or disease.

**Autosomal recessive**—A pattern of genetic inheritance where two abnormal genes are needed to display the trait or disease.

**Biochemical testing**—Measuring the amount or activity of a particular enzyme or protein in a sample of blood or urine or other tissue from the body.

**Carrier**—A person who possesses a gene for an abnormal trait without showing signs of the disorder. The person may pass the abnormal gene on to offspring.

**Chorionic villus sampling (CVS)**—A procedure used for prenatal diagnosis at 10–12 weeks gestation. Under ultrasound guidance a needle is inserted either through the mother’s vagina or abdominal wall and a sample of cells is collected from around the fetus. These cells are then tested for chromosome abnormalities or other genetic diseases.

**Chromosome**—A microscopic thread-like structure found within each cell of the body that consists of a complex of proteins and DNA. Humans have 46 chromosomes arranged into 23 pairs. Changes in either the total number of chromosomes or their shape and size (structure) may lead to physical or mental abnormalities.

**Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)**—The genetic material in cells that holds the inherited instructions for growth, development, and cellular functioning.

**Desmopressin (DDAVP)**—A drug used in the treatment of von Willebrand’s disease.

**Diagnostic testing**—Testing performed to determine if someone is affected with a particular disease.

**DNA testing**—Analysis of DNA (the genetic component of cells) in order to determine changes in genes that may indicate a specific disorder.

**Endothelial cells**—The cells lining the inner walls of the blood vessels.

**Factor VIII**—A protein involved in blood clotting that requires vWF for stability and long-term survival in the bloodstream.

**Gene**—A building block of inheritance, which contains the instructions for the production of a particular protein, and is made up of a molecular sequence found on a section of DNA. Each gene is found on a precise location on a chromosome.

**Mutation**—A permanent change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual, or manifest as disease, and can be transmitted to offspring.

**Platelets**—Small disc-shaped structures that circulate in the bloodstream and participate in blood clotting.

**Prenatal testing**—Testing for a disease such as a genetic condition in an unborn baby.

**Protein**—Important building blocks of the body, composed of amino acids, involved in the formation of body structures and controlling the basic functions of the human body.

**Skin hematoma**—Blood from a broken blood vessel that has accumulated under the skin.

**von Willebrand factor (vWF)**—A protein found in the blood that is involved in the process of blood clotting.
of vWF. Some types of changes can cause the vWF gene to produce decreased amounts of normal vWF, while other changes can cause the gene to produce abnormal vWF. Most of the gene changes are significant enough that a change in only one vWF gene is sufficient to cause VWD. Some gene changes only cause VWD if both genes are changed, which often leads to more severe symptoms. Type 1 VWD is called an autosomal dominant condition since it is caused by a change in only one vWF gene. Since type 1 VWD results in only a slight decrease in the amount of vWF produced, the symptoms are often mild and even nonexistent in some patients. Most cases of Type 2 VWD are autosomal dominant since they are caused by a change in only one vWF gene that results in the production of an abnormal protein. An autosomal dominant form of VWD can be inherited from either parent or can occur spontaneously in the embryo that is formed when the egg and sperm cells come together during fertilization.

Some cases of type 2 VWD and all cases of type 3 VWD are autosomal recessive since they are caused by changes in both vWF genes. A person with an autosomal recessive form of VWD has inherited a changed gene from his or her mother and a changed gene from his or her father. Parents who have a child with an autosomal recessive form of VWD are called carriers, since they each possess one changed vWF gene and one unchanged vWF gene. Many carriers for the autosomal recessive forms of type 2 VWD and type 3 VWD are born to parents who have type 1 VWD and may have symptoms. Each child born to parents who are both carriers for VWD has a 25% chance of having VWD, a 50% chance of being a carrier, and a 25% chance of being neither a carrier nor affected with VWD disease. A person with an autosomal dominant form of VWD has a 50% chance of passing the changed gene on to his or her children who may or may not have symptoms.

Demographics

Approximately 1 out of 100 people are affected with VWD, making it the most common inherited bleeding disorder (hemophilia). VWD affects people of all ethnic backgrounds. Approximately 70–80% of people with VWD have type 1 and close to 20–30% have type 2. Type 3 is very rare and occurs in less than one percent of people with VWD.

Signs and symptoms

VWD is usually a relatively mild disorder characterized by easy bruising, recurrent nosebleeds, heavy menstrual periods, and extended bleeding after surgeries and invasive dental work. There is a great deal of variability in the severity of symptoms, which can range from clinically insignificant to life threatening. Even people within the same family who are affected with the same type of VWD may exhibit different symptoms. An individual with VWD may exhibit a range of symptoms over the course of his or her lifetime and may experience an improvement in symptoms with age. The severity of the disease is partially related to the amount and type of vWF that the body produces, but is also influenced by other genetic and nongenetic factors.

Type 1

Type 1, the mildest form of VWD, is usually associated with easy bruising, recurrent nosebleeds, heavy menstrual periods, and prolonged bleeding after surgeries and invasive work. Many people with type 1 VWD do not have any noticeable symptoms or only have prolonged bleeding after surgery or significant trauma. The amount of vWF produced by the body increases during pregnancy, so prolonged bleeding during delivery is uncommon in people with type 1 VWD.

Type 2

People with type 2 VWD usually have symptoms from early childhood and symptoms may even be present at birth. They usually experience prolonged bleeding from cuts, easy bruising, nose bleeds, skin hematomas, and prolonged bleeding from the gums following teeth extraction and minor trauma. More than 50% of women with type 2 VWD experience heavy periods that may require a blood transfusion. Gastrointestinal bleeding is rare but can be life-threatening. Some women with type 2 VWD exhibit prolonged bleeding during delivery.

Type 3

Type 3 VWD can be quite severe and is associated with bruising and bleeding from the mouth, nose, intestinal, genital and urinary tracts. Type 3 is also associated with spontaneous bleeding into the muscles and joints, which can result in joint deformities. Some women with type 3 VWD experience prolonged bleeding during delivery.

Diagnosis

Diagnostic testing

Many people with VWD have mild symptoms or symptoms that can be confused with other bleeding disorders making it difficult to diagnose VWD on the basis of clinical symptoms. VWD should be suspected in any person with a normal number of platelets in their blood.
and bleeding from the mucous membranes such as the nose, gums, and gastrointestinal tract. Testing for an individual with suspected VWD often includes the measurement of:

- how long it takes for the bleeding to stop after a tiny cut is made in the skin (the bleeding time)
- the amount of vWF (vWF antigen measurement)
- the activity of vWF (ristocetin co-factor activity)
- the amount of factor VIII (factor VIII antigen measurement)
- activity of factor VIII

People with type 1 VWD usually have an increased bleeding time but may have an intermittently normal bleeding time. They also have a decreased amount of vWF, decreased vWF activity, and usually have slightly decreased factor VIII levels and activity. People with type 2 VWD have a prolonged bleeding time, decreased activity of vWF, and may have decreased amounts of vWF and factor VIII, and decreased factor VIII activity. Type 3 individuals have undetectable amounts of vWF, negligible vWF activity, factor VIII levels of less than 5–10%, and significantly reduced factor VIII activity. The activity of vWF is reduced for all types of VWD, making it the most sensitive means of identifying all three types of VWD. Patients with borderline results should be tested two to three times over a three month period.

Once a patient is diagnosed with VWD, further testing such as vWF multimer analysis and ristocetin-induced platelet aggregation (RIPA) may need to be performed to determine the subtype. Multimer analysis evaluates the structure of the vWF, and RIPA measures how much ristocetin is required to cause the clumping of platelets in a blood sample. The vWF multimer analysis is able to differentiate people with a structurally normal vWF (type 1) from people with a structurally abnormal vWF (type 2) and is often able to identify the subtype of patients with type 2 VWD. People with type 1 VWD usually have normal to decreased RIPA concentrations. Depending on the subtype, patients with type 2 VWD either have increased or decreased RIPA. RIPA is usually absent and the multimer analysis shows undetectable vWF in people with type 3 VWD.

In some cases DNA testing can be a valuable adjunct to biochemical testing. The detection of gene alteration(s) can confirm a diagnosis and can determine the type and subtype of VWD. It can also help to facilitate prenatal testing and testing of other family members. Unfortunately, as of 2001, many people with VWD possess DNA changes that are not detectable through DNA testing. A person who has a mother, father, or sibling diagnosed with VWD should undergo biochemical testing for VWD. If the relative with VWD possesses a detectable gene change, then DNA testing should also be considered.
Prenatal testing

If one parent has been diagnosed with an autosomal dominant form of VWD or both parents are carriers for an autosomal recessive form of VWD, then prenatal testing can be considered. If the parent with an autosomal dominant form of VWD possesses a detectable gene change or both parents who are carriers for an autosomal recessive form of VWD possess detectable mutations, then DNA testing of their fetus would be available. DNA testing can be performed through amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling. If the DNA change in the parent(s) is unknown then prenatal testing can sometimes be performed through biochemical testing of blood obtained from the fetal umbilical cord, which is less accurate and is associated with a higher risk of pregnancy loss.

Treatment and management

VWD is most commonly treated by replacement of vWF through the administration of blood products that contain vWF or through treatment with desmopressin (DDAVP, 1-deamino-8-D-arginine vasopressin). DDAVP functions by increasing the amount of factor VIII and vWF in the bloodstream. Treatment with blood products or DDAVP may be started in response to uncontrollable bleeding or may be administered prior to procedures such as surgeries or dental work. The type of treatment chosen depends on the type of VWD and a patient’s response to a preliminary treatment trial.

Treatment with desmopressin

DDAVP is the most common treatment for people with type 1 VWD. About 80% of people with type 1 VWD respond to DDAVP therapy. Treatment with DDAVP can also be used to treat some people with type 2 VWD. Patients with Type 2B VWD should not be treated with this medication since DDAVP can induce dangerous platelet clumping. Type 3 VWD should not be treated with DDAVP since this medication does not increase the level of vWF in type 3 patients. DDAVP should only be used in people who have been shown to be responsive through a pre-treatment trial transfusion with this medication.

DDAVP can be administered intravenously or through a nasal inhaler. DDAVP has relatively few side effects although some people may experience facial flushing, tingling sensations, and headaches after treatment with this medication. Often treatment with this medication is only required prior to invasive surgeries or dental procedures.

Treatment with blood products

Patients who are unable to tolerate or are unresponsive to drug-based treatments are treated with concentrated factor VIII obtained from blood products. Not all factor VIII concentrates can be used since some do not contain enough vWF. The concentrate is treated to kill most viruses, although caution should be used since not all types of viruses are destroyed. If the factor VIII concentrates are unable to manage a severe bleeding episode, then blood products called cryoprecipitates, which contain concentrated amounts of vWF, or platelet concentrates should be considered. Caution should be used when treating with these blood products since they are not treated to kill viruses.

Other treatments and precautions

Medications called fibrinolytic inhibitors can be helpful in the control of intestinal, mouth, and nose bleeding. Estrogens such as are found in oral contraceptives increase the synthesis of vWF and can sometimes be used in the long-term treatment of women with mild to moderate VWD. Estrogens are also sometimes used prior to surgery in women with type 1 VWD. Some topical agents are available to treat nose and mouth bleeds. Patients with VWD should avoid taking aspirin, which can increase their susceptibility to bleeding and people with severe forms of VWD should avoid activities that increase their risk of injury such as contact sports.

Prognosis

The prognosis for VWD disease is generally fairly good and most individuals have a normal lifespan. The prognosis can depend, however, on accurate diagnosis and appropriate medical treatment.
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Waardenburg syndrome

Definition

Waardenburg syndrome (WS) encompasses several different hereditary disorders, the main features of which variably include abnormal pigmentation, hearing loss, and a subtle difference in facial features. Certain other physical anomalies occur less frequently in WS.

Description

In 1951, Dr. Petrus Waardenburg reported a syndrome of dystopia canthorum, heterochromia of the irides, and hearing loss. Dystopia canthorum (also called telecanthus) describes a subtle but unusual facial feature in which the inner corners of the eyes (canthi) are spaced farther apart than normal, yet the eyes (pupils) themselves are normally spaced. The result is that the eyes appear to be widely spaced, even though they are not. Heterochromia means different-colored, and irides is the plural form of iris—the colored portion of the eye. Thus, someone with heterochromia of the irides has differently colored eyes, often one brown and one blue. Another feature not originally noted by Dr. Waardenburg, but now considered a major sign of WS is a white forelock (white patch of hair extending back from the front of the scalp). In fact, disturbances in pigmentation (coloring) of various parts of the body are consistent features of WS. Uncommon but serious physical anomalies associated with WS include Hirschsprung disease (intestinal malformation), spina bifida, cleft lip/palate, and musculoskeletal abnormalities of the arms.

Five types of WS have been defined based on clinical symptoms or genetic linkage. As of 2000, six different genes were associated with WS. Most families show autosomal dominant inheritance, but autosomal recessive inheritance and sporadic (single) cases are also seen. People with WS are not at increased risk for mental retardation, and vision loss is not more common. For the majority of those with WS, hearing loss is the only major medical problem they will have.

WS1 is the “classic” form of WS, and if someone uses just the name Waardenburg syndrome (with no modifying number), they are most likely referring to the

KEY TERMS

Dystopia canthorum—A wide spacing between the inner corners of the eyes, with the eyes themselves having normal spacing. Also called telecanthus.

Heterochromia irides—A medical term for individuals with different-colored eyes.

Hirschsprung disease—A deformation in which the colon becomes enlarged (megacolon), caused by abnormal nerve control of that portion of the large intestine.

Hypopigmentation—Decreased or absent color (pigment) in a tissue.

Neural crest cells—A group of cells in the early embryo, located on either side of the area that will eventually develop into the spinal cord. The cells migrate (move) away from the area and give rise to various body structures, including melanocytes (pigment producing cells), certain structures of the face and head, and parts of the nervous system.

Neurocristopathy—A disorder that results from abnormal development and/or migration of the neural crest cells in the embryo.

Sensorineural—Type of hearing loss due to a defect in the inner ear (sensing organ) and/or the acoustic nerve.

Synophrys—A feature in which the eyebrows join in the middle. Also called blepharophimosis.
group of disorders as a whole or just WS1. WS2 may occasionally be referred to as WS without dystopia canthorum. WS3 is also known as Klein-Waardenburg syndrome, as well as WS with upper limb anomalies. Alternate names for WS4 include Waardenburg-Hirschprung disease, Waardenburg-Shah syndrome, Shah-Waardenburg syndrome, and Hirschprung disease with pigmented anomaly.

**Genetic profile**

Since Dr. Waardenburg’s original description of his patients in 1951, many more families with the same or similar symptoms have been reported. By 1971, it became clear that a proportion of families have WS without dystopia canthorum. At that point, Waardenburg syndrome was divided into two distinct types, WS1 and WS2. In addition, a few individuals with typical signs of WS1 were found to also have musculoskeletal symptoms. This form of the disorder was named Klein-Waardenburg syndrome, now also known as WS3. Further, some researchers noted yet a different pattern of anomalies involving pigmentation defects and Hirschprung disease, which eventually became known as WS4. Finally, genetic testing of WS2 families has shown at least two subtypes—those that show genetic linkage are designated as WS2A and WS2B.

The four major types of WS have all been studied through DNA (genetic) analysis. There is some agreement between the clinical subtypes of WS and mutations in different genes, but genetic analysis has also served to confuse the naming scheme somewhat. The different types of WS, their inheritance patterns, and the genes associated with them, are listed below.

**WS1**

A number of different mutations in a single copy of the PAX3 gene on chromosome 2 are responsible for all cases of WS1, meaning it is always inherited as an autosomal dominant trait. The PAX3 gene plays a role in regulating other genes that have some function in producing melanocytes (pigment-producing cells). PAX3 was formerly known as the HUP2 gene.

**WS2A**

People who have typical signs of WS2 are designated as having WS2A only if genetic testing shows them to have a mutation in the MITF gene on chromosome 3. As with WS1, all cases of WS2A appear to be autosomal dominant. There is evidence that MITF is one of the genes regulated by PAX3.

**WS2B**

Some individuals with typical WS2 have had normal MITF gene analysis. A search for a different WS2 gene showed that some cases are linked to a gene on chromosome 1. This gene has been tentatively designated WS2B until its exact chromosomal location and protein product are identified. WS2B displays autosomal dominant inheritance.

**WS3**

Several people with a severe form of WS1 have been shown by genetic analysis to have a deletion of a small section of chromosome 2. Several genes are located in this section, including the PAX3 gene. Not all patients with WS3 have had the exact same genetic anomaly on chromosome 2, which may explain the variation in symptoms that have been reported. Some families with WS3 have displayed autosomal dominant inheritance, while other individuals with the condition have been sporadic cases.

**WS4**

Mutations in three different genes—EDNRB, EDN3, and SOX10 on chromosomes 13, 20, and 22 respectively—have been linked to WS4. Those cases of WS4 associated with the EDNRB and EDN3 show autosomal recessive inheritance, while the SOX10-associated cases are dominantly inherited.

Individuals with one of the autosomal dominant types of WS have a 50% risk of passing on the gene each time they have a child. A couple that has a child with WS4 linked to EDNRB or EDN3 faces a 25% risk for recurrence in each subsequent child. WS is quite variable, even within families. For instance, a parent with minimal pigment disturbance, mild facial features, and no hearing loss may have a child with pronounced physical features and deafness, and vice versa. There may be some correlation between specific gene mutations and the incidence of certain symptoms, but precise predictions are not possible.

As of 2000, the six genes listed above were those known to be associated with WS. It is expected, however, that more genes will be identified, especially since only a minority of WS2 cases have shown linkage to the MITF and WS2B genes.

**Demographics**

The prevalence of WS is estimated at one in 40,000. About 3% of all children with congenital deafness have WS. WS1 and WS2 occur with approximately the same frequency. WS3 and WS4 are much less common than the other subtypes.
the other types. The majority of people with WS are Caucasian, but members of other ethnic groups may be affected as well.

**Signs and symptoms**

**WS1**

Dystopia canthorum is seen in 99% of people with WS1. Other facial features may include decreased length of the nasal bone, a broad/high nasal root (top of the nose), and increased length of the lower face. Seventy percent of people with WS1 have either a medial flare of the eyebrows or synophrys (joining of the eyebrows in the middle, also called blepharophimosis).

Some type of pigmentary disturbance is nearly always present, and involves hypopigmentation (decreased color) of the skin, hair, and/or irides. However, unlike the more common forms of albinism that often involve a generalized lack of pigment in the body, WS is characterized by patches of hypopigmentation—often termed “partial albinism.” A white forelock or premature graying is seen in about 70% of people with WS1. The eyelashes and patches of body hair may also be hypopigmented. Heterochromia of the irides may be complete (25% of patients) or partial (5% of patients). In complete heterochromia, each eye is a different color. In partial heterochromia, an individual iris (in one or both eyes) is composed of two colors. Those people with WS1 who do not have iris heterochromia often have brilliant blue coloring of both eyes.

Although estimates vary, hearing loss of some type is present in about 60% of individuals with WS1. The true prevalence is difficult to determine because of the variable nature of the condition. About 80% of those with hearing loss are affected in both ears (bilateral). Profound hearing loss occurs in some 25% of all people diagnosed with WS1.

Spina bifida (open spine) is seen in a very small percentage of newborns with WS1, as is cleft lip/palate. Hirschprung disease, a deformation in which the colon becomes enlarged (megacolon), is a somewhat more frequent anomaly. Sprengel anomaly (elevated shoulder blade) can also be seen. Overall, about 10% of children with WS1 have one of these anomalies.

**WS2**

The major clinical distinction between WS1 and WS2 is the absence of dystopia canthorum in WS2. Otherwise, the conditions mostly differ by incidences of the various symptoms. The incidence of hearing loss in WS2 is 80%, with about 30% having a profound loss. Heterochromia of the irides occurs in 50% of patients. White forelock, premature graying, and hypopigmented skin patches are each found in about 15–20% of people with WS2. Synophrys occurs in only 5% of patients.

**WS3**

WS3 could be considered a subtype of WS1, since both are associated with the PAX3 gene. The distinction is clinical, with the added feature in WS3 being abnormalities of the muscles and bones of the arms. Some cases of WS3 have been sporadic. Several individuals diagnosed with WS3 have been in families where other members have typical signs of WS1. Thus, in some cases, WS3 can be considered a severe form of PAX3-associated WS, and is a dramatic example of the variability that can occur within families.

**WS4**

Individuals with WS4 usually do not have dystopia canthorum, and often do not have hearing loss. Hirschprung disease is the major distinguishing feature of WS4. In fact, individuals who carry a single abnormal EDNRB or EDN3 gene (as opposed to two abnormal copies of either gene in WS4) have only Hirschprung disease. A small proportion of people with WS4 have been found to have an abnormal SOX10 gene.

**Diagnosis**

In the early 1990s, a group of researchers known as the Waardenburg Consortium established criteria for diagnosing someone with WS1. They considered the major criteria of WS1 to be:

- congenital sensorineural hearing loss (not due to some other obvious cause)
- pigmentary disturbance of the iris
- hair hypopigmentation of some type
- dystopia canthorum
- an affected first-degree relative (parent, sibling, or child)

Minor criteria established by the Waardenburg consortium include:

- several areas of hypopigmented skin
- synophrys or medial flare of the eyebrows
- broad and high nasal root
- hypoplastic alae nasi (cartilage and skin around the nostrils)
- premature graying of hair

In order to be diagnosed with WS1, a person must have two major criteria, or one major plus two minor
criteria. A modification of the list for WS2 includes removing dystopia canthorum, and including premature graying as a major criterion. With those modifications, a person with no family history of the condition should have two major criteria to be considered for WS2, and someone with an affected family member need only have one major criterion. Diagnosing WS2 can be more difficult than diagnosing WS1 because of the lack of dystopia canthorum. In addition, some people with a white forelock or premature graying may color their hair, and thus conceal an important sign.

As indicated, the distinction between WS1 and WS3 is clinical, with musculoskeletal anomalies added to the list of criteria for WS1. The criteria for diagnosing WS4 would be similar to those for WS2, with the inclusion of Hirschprung disease as a major criterion, and the probable exclusion of dystopia canthorum, broad nasal root, and severe hearing loss. In addition, by definition WS4 is not linked to PAX3, MITF, or WS2B, and is linked to one of the established WS4 genes (assuming genetic testing is available and informative).

**Treatment and management**

The primary medical consideration for people with WS is hearing loss. The most effective intervention is hearing aids. It is widely accepted that infants at risk for hearing loss, such as those who may inherit WS from a parent, can benefit from screening in the newborn period. An undiagnosed hearing deficit can result in delays in speech and learning. Children with profound hearing loss are eligible for special accommodations in their education, and the entire family can benefit by starting to use sign language very early.

Although spina bifida in WS is uncommon, the potential complications are serious. Infants with spina bifida usually have damage to the spinal cord at the level of the open spine, and consequently have either partial or total paralysis below that point. The opening in the spine can be repaired, but the neurological damage to the spinal cord is permanent. Cleft lip/palate is also uncommon in WS, but is a serious birth defect. Children with cleft lip/palate usually require several surgeries, but the outcome of the repair is generally very good. It would be prudent to screen any infant of a parent with WS for Hirschprung disease. Surgical removal or repair of the affected segment of colon is often necessary. Depending on the severity of the musculoskeletal anomalies, a child with WS3 might require some sort of orthopedic intervention, such as casting, bracing, or surgery. A few children with WS3 have had only minor joint contractures of the arms and hands.

**Genetic counseling** is indicated for any family with WS. Prenatal diagnosis might be an option if genetic testing in the family is informative, but many couples may
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**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Waardenburg Syndrome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS 2A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS 2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heterochromia of irides (30%)**

**Hearing loss (60%)**

**Hypopigmentation of skin, hair, and/or irides**

**Heterochromia of irides (30%)**

**Hearing loss (60%)**

**Same symptoms as WS 1, but without dystopia canthorum**

**Incidence of symptoms varies from WS 1, e.g. hearing loss (80%), heterochromia of irides (50%), joining of eyebrows (5%)**

**See WS 2A**

**Similar symptoms to WS 1 but also features abnormalities of arm muscles and bones**

**Usually dystopia canthorum is absent and incidence of hearing loss is reduced**

**Hirschsprung disease**
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**Waardenburg Syndrome**

Type | Inheritance | Gene | Chromosome | Demographics | Symptoms |
---|---|---|---|---|---|
WS 1 | AD | PAX3 | 2 | 1 in 40,000 for all types; WS 3 and WS 4 are less common than WS 1 and WS 2 | Dystopia canthorum (99%) |
| | | | | | Medial flare of eyebrow or joining of eyebrows in the middle (70%) |
| | | | | | Hypopigmentation of skin, hair, and/or irides |
| | | | | | Heterochromia of irides (30%) |
| | | | | | Hearing loss (60%) |
| | | | | | Same symptoms as WS 1, but without dystopia canthorum |
| | | | | | Incidence of symptoms varies from WS 1, e.g. hearing loss (80%), heterochromia of irides (50%), joining of eyebrows (5%) |
| WS 2A | AD | MITF | 3 | | |
| WS 2B | AD | “WS2B” | 1 | Deletions including PAX3 | |
| WS 3 | AD or sporadic | Deletions | 2 | Including PAX3 | |
| WS 4 | AR | EDNRB | 13 | | |
| | AR | EDN3 | 20 | | |
| | AD | SOX10 | 22 | | |

**Heterochromia of irides (30%)**

**Hearing loss (60%)**

**Hypopigmentation of skin, hair, and/or irides**

**Heterochromia of irides (30%)**

**Hearing loss (60%)**

**Same symptoms as WS 1, but without dystopia canthorum**

**Incidence of symptoms varies from WS 1, e.g. hearing loss (80%), heterochromia of irides (50%), joining of eyebrows (5%)**

**See WS 2A**

**Similar symptoms to WS 1 but also features abnormalities of arm muscles and bones**

**Usually dystopia canthorum is absent and incidence of hearing loss is reduced**

**Hirschsprung disease**
not choose invasive testing if they would not terminate a pregnancy for WS.

**Prognosis**

The majority of people with WS lead productive lives. In the absence of severe hearing loss, many people with WS would not be noticed as having a condition by anyone in the general population. If hearing loss is present, it usually does not get worse, and is often amenable to treatment. There is little hope for any preventive measures for WS, since all of the features of the syndrome occur early in embryonic development and are present at birth.
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**Walker-Warburg syndrome**

**Definition**

Walker-Warburg syndrome is a congenital disorder of the central nervous system involving fatal neurological lesions. Multiple malformations of the brain, eyes, and muscle tissue distinguish WWS from similar malfor-}

**Description**

Affected individuals typically show a combination of severe brain, eye, and muscle defects. Multiple malformations of the brain include type II lissencephaly, a condition in which the brain lacks normal convolutions and is unusually smooth without folds. Eighty-four percent of the babies with WWS have macrocephaly (an enlarged head). In half of these cases, the macrocephaly is apparent at birth, and in a quarter of the cases it develops postnatally. Hydrocephalus, or excessive accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid around the brain, occurs in 95% of infants with WWS. This fluid fills abnormally large ventricles or spaces in the brain. Fifty percent of affected infants have an encephalocele, or gap in the skull that does not seal. The meninges or membranes that cover the brain may protrude through this gap. The formation of an encephalocele may be associated with the failure of the neural tube to close during development of the fetus. A malformed cerebellum characterizes the syndrome as well as distinct muscle abnormalities, including congenital muscular dystrophy.

Ocular defects occur in 100% of infants with WWS. The most common are abnormally small eyes and retinal abnormalities, which arise from the improper development of the light sensitive area at the back of the eye. Cataracts may also be present and more than three quarters of the infants born with WWS have a defect in the anterior chamber of the eye. WWS syndrome leads to severely retarded mental development and is often lethal in infancy.

**Genetic profile**

WWS is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern. Offspring of parents who have had one affected infant have a 25% chance of having WWS. The locations of the causitive genes remains unknown.

**Demographics**

WWS is extremely rare. Cases described in the literature cite siblings with WWS born to consanguineous (closely related) parents as well as cases in families not known to be at risk.

**Signs and symptoms**

Clinical signs include a malformed head, small eyes, cataracts, retinal abnormalities, and muscle weakness. An
encephalocele may be present as well. Microscopic examination reveals that the cells and tissues of the brain develop in a highly disorganized fashion. Seizures may occur.

**Diagnosis**

Prenatal ultrasound can reveal some of the brain anomalies associated with WWS, most commonly hydrocephalus and encephalocele. Lissencephaly can not be diagnosed prenatally as normal fetal brains appear smooth. After birth, diagnosis is made on the basis of physical features and ultrasound exams. MRI may be used to confirm the smooth brain feature or type II lissencephaly typical of WWS. Genetic analysis helps distinguish WWS from Fukuyama-type congenital muscular dystrophy (FCMD), which has numerous similar features. WWS can be differentiated from other syndromes that display hydrocephalus or encephalocele by the presence of eye abnormalities including retinal defects, cataracts and anterior chamber defects. Genetic testing for Fukuyama-type congenital muscular dystrophy distinguished this from WWS.

**Treatment and management**

The severe malformations of the brain defy treatment and many infants with WWS die within the first year of life. Supportive care is required to provide comfort and nursing needs. Seizures may be controlled with medication. Shunting may be required to control the hydrocephalus. A shunt or short plastic tube can be placed to divert the excess cerebral spinal fluid to another area of the body where it can ultimately be absorbed by the body.

**Genetic counseling** is recommended for families at risk.

**Prognosis**

Patients have a very limited life expectancy and the syndrome is generally considered lethal. Most patients die before the age of two.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**
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**WEBSITES**
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Weaver syndrome

Definition

Weaver syndrome is a congenital genetic syndrome associated with rapid growth beginning in the prenatal period as well as with a specific facial appearance and certain skeletal features. It has also been referred to as Weaver-Williams syndrome.

Description

Weaver syndrome was first described by Dr. David Weaver in 1974. A number of different symptoms occur in Weaver syndrome, however, it primarily results in rapid growth beginning in the prenatal period and continuing through the toddler years and into the elementary school years. It is also strongly associated with the bones developing and maturing more quickly (advanced bone age), a distinctive appearing face, and developmental delay. Babies often have a hoarse low-pitched cry.

Genetic profile

Weaver syndrome is for the most part a sporadic condition, meaning that a child affected by it did not inherit it from a parent. In a very few families, autosomal dominant inheritance has been reported, which means that both a parent and his/her child is affected by Weaver syndrome. The cause of Weaver syndrome is not known and the gene(s) that are involved in it have not been identified.

Demographics

Weaver syndrome is rare. About 30 to 50 cases have been published in the medical literature. It occurs in both males and females.

Signs and symptoms

Children with Weaver syndrome tend to have large heads. The faces of children with Weaver syndrome are usually very similar to each other, more so than to other family members, and include a round face, small chin, long philtrum (groove in the midline of the upper lip), large ears, and eyes that are father apart from each other than usual. Other common symptoms include hypertonia (increased muscle tone, tight muscles) as well as hypotonia (decreased muscle tone, “floppy” muscles) and a hoarse low-pitched cry in babies.

The excessive prenatal growth often results in the newborn being large with respect to weight, length and head circumference. The rapid growth continues through the toddler and youth years with the child’s length and height often being above the 97th percentile, meaning that out of 100 children of the same age, the child is longer/taller than 97 of the children. There is very limited information on the rate of growth through adolescence and on final height, as most of the patients diagnosed with Weaver syndrome who have been reported in the medical literature have been children. In addition, given that the condition was first described 25 years ago, long-term clinical information is just becoming available.

There are a number of other features that have been associated with Weaver syndrome. The child may have difficulty extending elbows and knees completely, fingers and/or toes may be permanently flexed (camptodactylly) or have other problems such as overlapping fingers/toes or clubfoot, and the skin may appear loose. The child may have normal or delayed development; severe mental retardation is rarely seen. Speech may be delayed and when present, may be slurred. A child with Weaver syndrome may also have behavioral problems such as poor concentration, temper tantrums, which may be related to frustrations arising from communication problems, and obsessive and repetitive patterns of play.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis of Weaver syndrome is based solely upon clinical examination, medical history, and x ray data. There are no laboratory tests that can provide a diagnosis. The clinical criteria that are considered to be diagnostic for Weaver syndrome are excessive growth beginning in the prenatal and infancy period, a characteristic facial appearance, advanced bone age with the bones in the wrist being more advanced than other skeletal bones, metaphyseal flaring in the leg bones (the ends of the bone are wider than normal), and developmental delay.

There are many conditions and genetic syndromes that cause excessive growth, consequently, a baby and/or child who has accelerated growth needs to be thoroughly examined by a physician knowledgeable in overgrowth and genetic syndromes. The evaluation includes asking about health problems in the family as well as asking about the growth patterns of the parents and their final height. In some families, growth patterns are different and thus may account for the child’s excessive growth. The child will also undergo a complete physical examination. The child will also be examined in terms of his/her facial appearance with special attention paid to the shape of his/her head, width of the face at the level of the eyes, and appearance of the chin and forehead. Besides measurement of the head circumference, arm
length, leg length, and wing span will also be measured. Laboratory testing may also be done. A chromosome analysis (karyotype) may be performed as well as testing for another genetic syndrome called fragile-X syndrome. The patient’s bone age should also be assessed. Bone age is determined by x rays of the hand. It is known that a child’s age can be predicted by the appearance of the wrist bones. In some cases the bones may develop or mature more quickly than normal, or in other words, the child’s wrist bones appear to be those of an older child. This is referred to as advanced bone age. Advanced bone age is present in nearly every child with Weaver syndrome. It does not appear to result in other health problems. If the child begins to lose developmental milestones or appears to stop developing, metabolic testing may be done to evaluate for a metabolic condition called Sanfilippo syndrome. Developmental milestones refer to the skills infants and toddlers acquire as they get older, such as smiling, cooing, grasping toys, rolling over, walking, and talking.

Treatment and management

There is no cure for Weaver syndrome. However, the symptoms that cause problems can be treated and managed. Surgery may be used to correct any skeletal problems such as clubfoot or finger or toe problems. Physical and occupational therapy may help with muscle tone. Speech therapy may help with speech, and behavioral assessments and treatments may help with behavioral problems.

Prognosis

With appropriate treatment and management, children with Weaver syndrome appear to do well. Intellectually, most individuals with Weaver syndrome are normal. Weaver syndrome is not associated with a shortened life span.

Resources

BOOKS
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Genetic and Rare Conditions Site. <http://www.kumc.edu/gec/support/>.
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Weissenbacher-Zweymuller syndrome

Definition

Weissenbacher-Zweymuller syndrome (WZS) is a genetic form of dwarfism in which affected individuals are born with small, underdeveloped jaws (micrognathia), cleft palate, short arms and legs (rhizomelia), “dumbbell” shaped arm and leg bones, protruding wide spaced eyes (hypertelorism), and incompletely formed back bones (vertebral coronal clefs). Unlike most other forms of dwarfism, individuals affected by Weissenbacher-Zweymuller start out being affected by dwarfism, and then have a period of gradual growth and bone change that leads to normal physical development by age 5–6 years.
Weissenbacher-Zweymuller syndrome refers to a rare disorder of small underdeveloped jaws (micrognathia), delayed bone growth, and unusual bone formation first described in 1964 by Weissenbacher and Zweymuller. The formation of bones is delayed because an important structural component of bone called cartilage does not form correctly. Since bone development is delayed, early milestones like walking and physical growth are delayed. Due to cleft palate, many individuals affected by WZS have speech and language delays. In most cases, physical, motor, mental, and academic development is normal by five or six years of age. Alternate names sometimes used for WZS include Pierre Robin syndrome with fetal chondrodysplasia and heterozygous otospondylomegaepiphyseal dysplasia (OSMED).

Genetic profile

Weissenbacher-Zweymuller syndrome appears to be caused by a single change or mutation in a gene called COL11A2 located on the short arm of chromosome 6. The mutation in COL11A2 leads to the incorrect formation of collagen. Since collagen is an important structural part of cartilage and bone, a mutation in COL11A2 leads to the signs and symptoms of WZS. The specific mutation that leads to WZS is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern. An autosomal recessive condition is caused by the inheritance of two abnormal copies of a gene.

In the 1970s and 1980s there was some confusion among geneticists who were uncertain if WZS is a separate syndrome or part of another genetic syndrome. Although this confusion is not completely resolved, in 1993 an important study compared WZS to other related genetic syndromes and concluded that WZS is a separate genetic disorder that should not be “lumped” into the category of other genetic syndromes like Stickler syndrome. Since that time, a 1998 genetic study found that WZS and another syndrome called otospondylomegaepiphyseal dysplasia (OSMED) appear to be caused by different mutations in the same gene. This finding led the authors to suggest that the term OSMED be used to encompass a broad category that includes WZS as “heterozygous” OSMED while the other syndrome now called OSMED should be called “homozygous” OSMED. Because it has been found that WZS results from both heterozygous and homozygous mutations, researchers have suggested that this disorder follows both autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive inheritance patterns.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis of Weissenbacher-Zweymuller syndrome is usually made from physical examination by a medical geneticist and x-rays of the legs, arms, and back. Careful charts of growth and development over time also help with diagnosis. Most characteristic of WZS is the gradual improvement in bone size, growth, and shape.

Prenatal diagnosis of WZS is difficult, but can sometimes be made through a level II ultrasound examination of bone growth in the late second to third trimester of pregnancy. Genetic testing may be available through an amniocentesis procedure if the exact mutations running in the family are known. In 2001, genetic testing is done on a research basis in most cases.

One of the most important aspects in the diagnosis of WZS is ruling out other diagnoses. Conditions can be eliminated based on features that are not seen in WZS or are missing in other syndromes. For example, other conditions that look like WZS usually have progressively worsening symptoms instead of WZS’s characteristic catch-up growth. Additionally, most conditions resembling WZS are inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern through the family. In an autosomal dominant condition, only one copy of the gene for a particular condition is necessary for a person to experience symptoms of the condition. If a parent has an autosomal dominant condition, there is a 50/50 chance for each child to have the same or similar condition.

Conditions to rule out in differential diagnosis include:

- Stickler syndrome, in which affected individuals have eye problems and do not have short arms and legs at birth.
**KEY TERMS**

**Autosomal dominant**—A pattern of genetic inheritance where only one abnormal gene is needed to display the trait or disease.

**Autosomal recessive**—A pattern of genetic inheritance where two abnormal genes are needed to display the trait or disease.

**Micrognathia**—A term used to describe small, underdeveloped lower jaw and chin.

**Rhizomelia**—A term used to describe the physical growth difference of short arms and legs.

**Syndrome**—A group of signs and symptoms that collectively characterize a disease or disorder.

- Kniest dysplasia, in which affected individuals do not have a underdeveloped jaw, but they do have eye abnormalities.

- Marshall syndrome, in which affected individuals have hearing and eye abnormalities but do not have short limbs at birth.

- Isolated Pierre-Robin sequence, in which individuals have an underdeveloped jaw and cleft palate alone without short arms and legs.

- Diastrophic dwarfism, in which affected individuals often have club feet, joint contractures, hypermobile thumbs, and non-bulbous bones.

- Metatropic dwarfism, which is characterized by visible changes of the trunk and short limbs as the spine flattens and the bones become progressively deformed.

- Traditional oto-spondylo-megaepiphyseal dysplasia (OSMED), which includes individuals affected by deafness and abnormal growth and development of the spine and growth plates at the end of the long bones (spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia) with large growth plates at the end of the long bones (epiphyses).

In conclusion, it is important to do a thorough and long-term physical examination, a family history, and test for growth, hearing, and eyesight before making a diagnosis of WZS.

**Treatment and management**

The symptoms of WZS can be treated through follow-up and careful evaluation by a pediatric medical geneticist during the first years of life. Especially important to check are eyesight, hearing, and growth. Specific craniofacial clinics can help individuals affected by cleft palate with surgery, speech, and other related issues. Physical, occupational, speech, and language therapy may be suggested to help reduce “catch-up” time and developmental delays. As with any other disorder that includes developmental delays, specialists providing physical and language therapy can assist in the decision on whether special classes may help an individual child develop academically.

**Prognosis**

The chance for an individual affected by WZS to have normal physical, motor, mental, and school development by age six or seven is very good. To help in this development, early intervention with physical, occupational, speech, and language therapy and special classes may be helpful. A detailed case report in 1991 notes that the intelligence of children with WZS is generally within normal range, though they may have mild to moderate intellectual delay in the preschool period. The same report notes that physical growth should be normal by age five or six.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

Pierre Robin Network. PO Box 3274, Quincy, IL 62305. (217) 224-7480. [http://www.piererrobin.org/index.html].

Stickler Involved People. 15 Angelina, Augusta, KS 67010. (316) 775-2993. [http://www.sticklers.org/sip].

**WEBSITES**

Cleft Palate Foundation. [http://www.cleftline.org].


LPA (Little People of America) Online. [http://www.lpaonline.org].

Werner syndrome

Definition

Werner syndrome is a very rare, inherited disease that resembles premature aging. Since the gene responsible was discovered in the mid-1990s, Werner syndrome has greatly interested researchers as a possible model for the study of human aging. It is also being extensively studied for insights it may eventually supply into a number of other diseases including cancer, diabetes mellitus, and atherosclerosis.

Description

This syndrome is named for the German physician C.W. Otto Werner (1879-1936). Werner was a medical student in 1903 when he first observed the syndrome in four siblings, all about 30 years of age. The following year, Werner wrote about these observations in his “Inaugural Dissertation.”

The clinical signs and symptoms of Werner syndrome start to appear during the teen or early adult years, after which patients appear to age rapidly and have a greater-than-usual chance of developing cancer, cardiovascular disease, or diabetes mellitus. By the time the patient is 30–40 years old, he or she has the look of old age. The most common cause of death is heart attack.

While in many ways the signs and symptoms of Werner syndrome resemble those of premature aging (referred to in adults as progeria), there are also some significant differences. For instance, the tumors commonly seen in Werner syndrome patients are commonly derived from the cells of the mesoderm, a middle layer of the embryo that gives rise to a variety of tissues including cartilage, muscle, bone, kidneys, and connective tissue. In normal aging, tumors are more likely to be derived from the epithelial cells that cover the body’s exterior and line most of its hollow structures. Osteoporosis and soft-tissue calcium deposits are found both in Werner syndrome and normal aging, but the distribution of these conditions within the body is different in patients with Werner syndrome. In addition, patients with Werner syndrome do not generally experience symptoms of Alzheimer disease or premature cognitive decline, as do their aging counterparts in the general population.

Researchers are uncertain whether the symptoms of Werner syndrome are really a speeding-up of normal aging, or whether the many similarities are coincidental. There is nonetheless considerable optimism that further research into Werner syndrome may lead to a better understanding of aging, cancer, diabetes, systemic sclerosis, atherosclerosis, cataracts, and other conditions.

Genetic profile

Werner syndrome results from mutation of a single gene. In 1992, the gene responsible (WRN) was mapped to chromosome 8p11-12. In 1996, a research group based in Seattle cloned the WRN gene. It was also discovered that the syndrome resulted from an autosomal recessive mutation that affects a member of a family of enzymes known as helicases that unwind deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and, in some cases, ribonucleic acid (RNA).

Despite the discovery that Werner syndrome is caused by a genetic defect, researchers are unable to explain exactly how this defect causes the disease. The purpose of helicases in the body is not fully understood, but they are known to unwind DNA, splitting the double-stranded molecules into separate single-stranded molecules. In this way, the enzymes are involved in the repair, recombination, replication, and transcription of DNA. There appear to be many damaged sites in DNA taken from patients with Werner syndrome. It has therefore been suggested that Werner syndrome may be caused by failure in these DNA-related processes, and that the somatic cells of those with Werner syndrome may be particularly prone to mutations.

The WRN gene is not known to bind to DNA damage, but recent research has suggested it might be able to sense the presence of damaged DNA. Since the discovery of the WRN gene, more than 10 mutations have been identified to date. The full extent of its clinical impact remains unknown. It is estimated that 1 in every 500,000 people has Werner syndrome.

KEY TERMS

Atherosclerosis—Hardening of the arteries caused by cholesterol and fat deposits. Increases risk of heart disease, stroke, and other complications.

Progeria—Genetic abnormality that presents initially as premature aging and failure to thrive in children.

Systemic sclerosis—A rare disorder that causes thickening and scarring of multiple organ systems.
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uncovered. Many of these mutations were in the Japanese population. It has been suggested that the relatively high incidence of Werner syndrome in that country may be related to traditions of marriages between closely related individuals in some areas of Japan.

As of 2001, researchers were seeking an animal model to allow them to further study Werner syndrome. Specifically, they hoped to create mice with a genetic equivalent of the WRN gene, and to determine whether these mice would age more quickly than normal mice.

**Demographics**

Because of the limited number of cases, the demographic distribution of Werner syndrome is difficult to determine. Estimates of the number of people affected range from one in 95,000 to one in 1,000,000 people. Unlike progeria, which can be diagnosed at birth or soon after, Werner syndrome is not usually detected prior to adolescence. It is commonly noticed only after patients have failed to undergo the normal growth spurt associated with their teen years. The full range of symptoms is not usually seen until patients reach their 20s or 30s. Werner syndrome is more common in families in which a close biological relationship exists between parents. It occurs equally in both sexes. There is no evidence of a birth-order effect.

**Signs and symptoms**

The cardinal signs and symptoms of Werner syndrome start to appear after the age of 10. They are:

- **Cataracts.** These occur in both eyes, and usually develop by age 25 or 30.
- **Skin problems including tight, shiny, smooth skin, ulceration, general wasting of the skin and localized wasting of the subcutaneous area underneath it, pigmentary changes, a thickening of the horny outer layer of the skin, and a characteristic bird-like facial appearance, including a beaked or pinched nose and unusually prominent eyes.**
- **Shortness of stature.**
- **An affected sibling or a close biological relationship between parents (3rd cousin or closer).**
- **Earlier-than-usual graying and/or thinning of scalp hair, usually by age 20.**
- **Excess amounts of hyaluronic acid (more commonly found in the body’s connective tissues and in the fluids of the eyes and joints) in the urine.**

Additional signs and symptoms of Werner syndrome include the following:

- **Diabetes mellitus.** This is usually mild, but can be found in between 44% and 67% of Werner syndrome patients.
- **Impaired function of the ovaries or testes, as indicated by small or poorly developed genitalia or reduced fertility.**
- **Osteoporosis, most commonly in the upper limbs and spine, as well as in the lower limbs, feet, and ankles. In patients with Werner syndrome, osteoporosis is unlikely to be found in the skull or the torso.**
- **Unusually high bone density in the extremities of the finger and toe bones. This must be established by an x-ray examination.**
- **Deposits of calcium salts in soft tissues of the body. Common locations are around the Achilles tendon and the tendons of the elbow and the knee.**
- **Evidence pointing to earlier-than-usual arterial disease, such as a prior heart attack or abnormal electrocardiograms, etc.**
- **Rare or multiple tumors, or tumors derived from the mesoderm, the middle layer of the embryo. Werner syndrome is not marked by increased occurrence of all forms of tumors, but by selectively higher proportions of certain cancers that are relatively rare.**
- **Changes to the voice, rendering it squeaky, hoarse, or high-pitched.**
- **Flat feet.**

In addition to the above signs and symptoms used for formal diagnostic purposes, other clinical observations have been reported, including loss of eyelashes and eyebrow hair, nail deformities, as well as the presence of thin limbs with a stocky trunk. A possible link to lung cancer has also been proposed.
In some cases, Werner syndrome can occur in a slower and milder partial form, with only some of the symptoms present.

**Diagnosis**

A definite diagnosis of Werner syndrome is established by the presence of all of the cardinal signs and symptoms listed above, plus at least two of the additional signs and symptoms.

A probable diagnosis is indicated by the presence of all of the first three cardinal signs, plus any two from the additional list.

A possible diagnosis is suggested by the presence of either cataracts or the skin manifestations, plus any four of the other signs or symptoms.

Werner syndrome may be ruled out if the above signs and symptoms appear prior to adolescence. The exception to this rule is shortness of stature, because patterns of pre-adolescent growth are not sufficiently understood.

Diagnosis may involve x rays to study hormone excretion, skin biopsies, and a blood-sugar test to determine whether diabetes mellitus is present. Werner syndrome can also be diagnosed by mutational analysis of the WRN gene.

**Treatment and management**

There is no known cure for Werner syndrome, so treatment is related to the specific symptoms present. For example, cataracts can be corrected by surgery and skin ulcers can be treated with grafts.

**Prognosis**

Because it mimics the human aging process, Werner syndrome significantly reduces life expectancy in most patients. Average life expectancy for a Werner symptom patient is somewhere between 40 and 47 years. The most common causes of death are heart attacks, cerebrovascular accidents, and cancers.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

International Progeria Registry. IBR Dept. of Human Genetics, 1050 Forest Hill Rd., Staten Island, NY 10314. (718) 494-5333. wtbibr@aol.com.


David L. Helwig

Whistling face syndrome see Freeman-Sheldon syndrome
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**Williams syndrome**

**Definition**

Williams syndrome is a genetic disorder caused by a deletion of a series of genes on chromosome 7q11. Individuals with Williams syndrome have distinctive facial features, mild mental retardation, heart and blood vessel problems, short stature, unique personality traits, and distinct learning abilities and deficits.

**Description**

Williams syndrome, also known as Williams Beuren syndrome, was first described in 1961 by Dr. J.C.P. Williams of New Zealand. At that time it was noted that individuals with Williams syndrome had an unusual constellation of physical and mental findings. The physical features include a characteristic facial appearance, heart and cardiovascular problems, high blood calcium levels, low birth weight, short stature, and other connective tissue abnormalities. The intellectual problems associated with Williams include a mild mental retardation and a specific cognitive profile. That is, individuals with Williams syndrome often have the same pattern of learning abilities and disabilities, as well as many similar personality traits.

The findings in Williams syndrome are variable—that is, not all individuals with Williams syndrome will have all of the described findings. In addition to being variable, the physical and mental findings associated with Williams syndrome are progressive—they change over time.

**Genetic profile**

Williams syndrome is a genetic disorder due to a deletion of chromosome material on the long arm of chromosome 7 (7q11). This deletion results in the loss of several genes that are necessary for normal development. The specific genes affected are as yet unknown, but it is clear that the deletion affects multiple physiological systems, leading to the characteristic features of the syndrome.
chromosome 7. A series of genes are located in this region. Individuals with Williams syndrome may have some or all of these genes deleted. Because of this, Williams syndrome is referred to as a contiguous gene deletion syndrome. Contiguous refers to the fact that these genes are arranged next to each other. The size of the deletion can be large or small, which may explain why some individuals with Williams syndrome are more severely affected than others. If you think of these genes as the letters of the alphabet, some individuals with Williams syndrome are missing A to M, some are missing G to Q and others are missing A to R. While there are differences in the amount of genetic material that can be deleted, there is a region of overlap. Everyone in the above example was missing G to M. It is thought that the missing genes in this region are important causes of the physical and mental findings of Williams syndrome.

Two genes in particular, ELN and LIMK1, have been shown to be important in causing some of the characteristic symptoms of Williams syndrome. The ELN gene codes for a protein called elastin. The job of elastin in the human body is to provide elasticity to the connective tissues such as those in the arteries, joints, and tendons. The exact role of the LIMK1 gene is not known. The gene codes for a substance known as lim kinase 1 that is active in the brain. It is thought that the deletion of the LIMK1 gene may be responsible for the visuospatial learning difficulties of individuals with Williams syndrome. Many other genes are known to be in the deleted region of chromosome 7q11 responsible for Williams syndrome and much work is being done to determine the role of these genes in Williams syndrome.

Williams syndrome is an autosomal dominant disorder. Genes always come in pairs and in an autosomal dominant disorder, only one gene need be missing or altered for an individual to have the disorder. Although Williams syndrome is an autosomal disorder, most individuals with Williams syndrome are the only people in their family with this disorder. When this is the case, the chromosome deletion that causes Williams syndrome is called de novo. A de novo deletion is one that occurs for the first time in the affected individual. The cause of de novo chromosome deletions is unknown. Parents of an individual with Williams syndrome due to a de novo deletion are very unlikely to have a second child with Williams syndrome. However, once an individual has a chromosome deletion, there is a 50% chance that he or she will pass it on to their offspring. Thus individuals with Williams syndrome have a 50% chance of passing this deletion (and Williams syndrome) to their children.

**Demographics**

Williams syndrome occurs in 1 in 20,000 births. Because Williams syndrome is an autosomal dominant disorder, it affects an equal number of males and females. It is thought that Williams syndrome occurs in people of all ethnic backgrounds equally.

**Signs and symptoms**

Williams syndrome is a multi-system disorder. In addition to distinct facial features, individuals with Williams syndrome can have cardiovascular, growth, joint, and other physical problems. They also share unique personality traits and have intellectual differences.

Infants with Williams syndrome are often born small for their family and 70% are diagnosed with failure to thrive during infancy. These growth problems continue throughout the life of a person with Williams syndrome and most individuals with Williams syndrome have short stature (height below the third percentile). Infants with Williams syndrome can also be extremely irritable and have “colic-like” behavior. This behavior is thought to be due to excess calcium in the blood (hypercalcemia). Other problems that can occur in the first years include strabismus (crossed eyes), ear infections, chronic constipation, and eating problems.

Individuals with Williams syndrome can have distinct facial features sometimes described as “elfin” or “pixie-like.” While none of these individual facial features are abnormal, the combination of the different features is common for Williams syndrome. Individuals with Williams syndrome have a small upturned nose, a small chin, long upper lip with a wide mouth, small widely spaced teeth, and puffiness around the eyes. As an individual gets older, these facial features become more pronounced.

People with Williams syndrome often have problems with narrowing of their heart and blood vessels. This is

---

**KEY TERMS**

- **de novo deletion**—A deletion that occurs for the first time in the affected individual. The cause of de novo deletions is not known.
- **Hypercalcemia**—High levels of calcium in the blood.
- **Stellate**—A star-like, lacy white pattern in the iris. Most often seen in light-eyed individuals.
thought to be due to the deletion of the elastin gene and is called elastin arteriopathy. Any artery in the body can be affected, but the most common narrowing is seen in the aorta of the heart. This condition is called supravalvar aortic stenosis (SVAS) and occurs in approximately 75% of individuals with Williams syndrome. The degree of narrowing is variable. If left untreated, it can lead to high blood pressure, heart disease, and heart failure. The blood vessels that lead to the kidney and other organs can also be affected.

Deletions of the elastin gene are also thought to be responsible for the loose joints of some children with Williams syndrome. As individuals with Williams syndrome age, their heel cords and hamstrings tend to tighten, which can lead to a stiff awkward gait and curving of the spine.

Approximately 75% of individuals with Williams syndrome have mild mental retardation. They also have a unique cognitive profile (unique learning abilities and disabilities). This cognitive profile is independent of their IQ. Individuals with Williams syndrome generally have excellent language and memorization skills. They can have extensive vocabularies and may develop a thorough knowledge of a topic that they are interested in. Many individuals are also gifted musicians. Individuals with Williams syndrome have trouble with concepts that rely on visuospatial ability. Because of this, many people with Williams syndrome have trouble with math, writing and drawing.

People with Williams syndrome also often share personality characteristics. They are noted to be very talkative and friendly—sometimes inappropriately—and they can be hyperactive. Another shared personality trait is a generalized anxiety.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of Williams syndrome is usually made by a physician familiar with Williams syndrome and based upon a physical examination of the individual and a review of his or her medical history. It is often made in infants after a heart problem (usually SVAS) is diagnosed. In children without significant heart problems, the diagnosis may be made after enrollment in school when they are noted to be “slow learners.”

While a diagnosis can be made based upon physical examination and medical history, the diagnosis can now be confirmed by a DNA test.

Williams syndrome is caused by a deletion of genetic material from the long arm of chromosome 7. A specific technique called fluorescent in situ hybridization testing, or FISH testing, can determine whether there is genetic material missing. A FISH test will be positive (detect a deletion) in over 99% of individuals with Williams syndrome. A negative FISH test for Williams syndrome means that no genetic material is missing from the critical region on chromosome 7q11.

Prenatal testing (testing during pregnancy) for Williams syndrome is possible using the FISH test on DNA sample obtained by chorionic villus sampling (CVS) or by amniocentesis. Chorionic villus sampling is a prenatal test that is usually done between 10 and 12 weeks of pregnancy and involves removing a small amount of tissue from the placenta. Amniocentesis is a prenatal test that is usually performed at 16–18 weeks of pregnancy and involves removing a small amount of the amniotic fluid that surrounds the fetus. DNA is obtained from these samples and tested to see if the deletion responsible for Williams syndrome is present. While prenatal testing is possible, it is not routinely performed. Typically, the test is only done if there is a family history of Williams syndrome.

**Treatment and management**

Because Williams syndrome is a multi-system disorder, the expertise of a number of specialists is required for management of this disorder.

The height and growth of individuals with Williams syndrome should be monitored using special growth curves developed specifically for individuals with Williams syndrome. Individuals who fall off these growth curves should be worked up for possible eating or thyroid disorders.

A cardiologist should evaluate individuals with Williams syndrome yearly. This examination should include measurement of blood pressure in all four limbs and an echocardiogram of the heart. An echocardiogram is a special form of ultrasound that looks at the structure of the heart. Doppler flow studies, which look at how the blood flows into and out of the heart, should also be done. Individuals with supravalvar stenosis may require surgery to fix this condition. The high blood pressure caused by this condition may be treated with medication. Examinations should take place yearly as some of these conditions are progressive and may worsen over time.

Individuals with Williams syndrome should also have a complete neurological examination. In addition, the blood calcium levels of individuals with Williams syndrome should be monitored every two years. High levels of calcium can cause irritability, vomiting, constipations and muscle cramps. An individual found to have a high level of calcium should consult a nutritionist to make sure that their intake of calcium is not higher than 100% of the recommended daily allowance (RDA).
Because vitamin D can increase calcium levels, individuals with Williams syndrome and high calcium should not take multivitamins containing vitamin D. If calcium levels remain high after limiting vitamin D and decreasing dietary intake of calcium, an individual with hypercalcemia should see a nephrologist for further management and to monitor kidney function.

Strabismus (crossed eyes) can be treated by patching or by surgery. Ear infections can be treated with antibiotics and surgical placement of ear tubes.

The developmental differences of individuals with Williams syndrome should be treated with early intervention and special education classes. Specific learning strategies that capitalize on the strengths of individuals with Williams syndrome should be used. Physical, occupational, and speech therapy should be provided. Behavioral counseling and medication may help with behavioral problems such as hyperactivity and anxiety.

Prognosis

The prognosis for individuals with Williams syndrome is highly dependent on the medical complications of a particular individual. Individuals with Williams syndrome who have no heart complications, or very minor ones, have a good prognosis. Good medical care and treatment of potential problems allows most individuals with Williams syndrome to lead a long life. The prognosis for individuals with more serious medical complications such as severe heart disease or hypertension is more guarded. Since the medical conditions associated with Williams syndrome are progressive rather than static, it is very important that individuals with Williams syndrome have yearly medical examinations with a health care provider familiar with Williams syndrome.

The range of abilities among individuals with Williams syndrome is very wide and the ultimate functioning of an individual is dependent on his or her abilities. While individuals with Williams syndrome do well in structured environments such as school, their unique abilities and disabilities do not permit them to do as well in unstructured surroundings. Some individuals with Williams syndrome live independently but most live with their parents or in a supervised setting. Many individuals with Williams syndrome can gain employment in supervised settings and do well at tasks that do not require mathematics or visuospatial abilities. It is important to encourage individuals with Williams syndrome towards independence but to recognize that their friendly and outgoing personalities may lead them into abusive situations.
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Williams-Beuren syndrome see Williams syndrome
neys, the brain and nervous system, and the eyes. Wilson
disease, then, is a disorder of copper poisoning occurring
from birth.

Genetic profile

Wilson disease is inherited in an autosomal recessive
manner. Autosomal recessive refers to the pattern of
inheritance in which each parent carries a gene for the
disease on one of his or her chromosome pairs. When
each parent passes on the chromosome with the gene for
Wilson disease, the child will be affected with the dis-
ease. Both males and females can be affected with
Wilson disease. If an individual is a carrier of the Wilson
disease gene, they do not have any symptoms of this dis-
ease. In order to be affected, an individual must inherit
two copies of the gene, one from each parent. Many cases
of Wilson disease may not be inherited but occur as a
spontaneous mutation in the gene.

The gene for Wilson disease is located on chromo-
some 13. The name of the gene is called ATP7B and is
thought to be involved in transporting copper. As of
2001, over 70 different mutations of this gene have been
identified, making diagnosis by genetic testing diffi-
cult.

Demographics

Wilson disease affects approximately 1 in 30,000 to
1 in 100,000 individuals and can affect people from many
different populations. Approximately 1 in 90 individuals
are carriers of the gene for Wilson disease.

Signs and symptoms

Symptoms typically present between the ages of
three and 60, with age 17 considered to be the average
age a diagnosis is made. About half of all patients

KEY TERMS

Anemia—A blood condition in which the level of
hemoglobin or the number of red blood cells falls
below normal values. Common symptoms include
paleness, fatigue, and shortness of breath.

Bile—A substance produced by the liver, and con-
centrated and stored in the gallbladder. Bile con-
tains a number of different substances, including
bile salts, cholesterol, and bilirubin.

Biopsy—The surgical removal and microscopic
examination of living tissue for diagnostic purposes.

Cell—The smallest living units of the body which
group together to form tissues and help the body
perform specific functions.

Ceruloplasmin—A protein circulating in the blood-
stream that binds with copper and transports it.

Chromosome—A microscopic thread-like structure
found within each cell of the body and consists of a
complex of proteins and DNA. Humans have 46
chromosomes arranged into 23 pairs. Changes in
either the total number of chromosomes or their
shape and size (structure) may lead to physical or
mental abnormalities.

Cirrhosis—A chronic degenerative disease of the
liver, in which normal cells are replaced by fibrous
tissue. Cirrhosis is a major risk factor for the later
development of liver cancer.

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)—The genetic mate-
rial in cells that holds the inherited instructions for
growth, development, and cellular functioning.

Gallbladder—A small, pear-shaped organ in the
upper right hand corner of the abdomen. It is con-
ected by a series of ducts (tube-like channels) to
the liver, pancreas, and duodenum (first part of the
small intestine). The gallbladder receives bile from
the liver, and concentrates and stores it. After a
meal, bile is squeezed out of the gallbladder into
the intestine, where it aids in digestion of food.

Gene—A building block of inheritance, which con-
tains the instructions for the production of a partic-
ular protein, and is made up of a molecular
sequence found on a section of DNA. Each gene is
found on a precise location on a chromosome.

Glucose—One of the two simple sugars, together
with galactose, that makes up the protein lactose,
found in milk. Glucose is the form of sugar that is
usable by the body to generate energy.

Hepatitis—A viral disease characterized by inflam-
mation of the liver cells (hepatocytes). People
infected with hepatitis B or hepatitis C virus are at
an increased risk for developing liver cancer.

Jaundice—Yellowing of the skin or eyes due to
excess of bilirubin in the blood.

Toxic—Poisonous.
experience their first symptoms in the liver. The illness causes swelling and tenderness of the liver, sometimes with fever, mimicking more common disorders, such as viral hepatitis and infectious mononucleosis. Abnormal levels of circulating liver enzymes reveal that the liver is being seriously damaged. This form of damage is referred to as “fatty degeneration.” Without medical intervention, the liver damage will progress to actual cirrhosis. An often-fatal manifestation of liver disease is called fulminant hepatitis. This extremely severe inflammation of the liver (hepatitis) results in jaundice, fluid leaking into the abdomen, low protein circulating in the blood, abnormalities of the blood clotting system, swelling of the brain, and anemia due to the abnormal destruction of red blood cells.

Neurological symptoms are the first to occur in half of all patients due to copper accumulation in the brain and nervous system. The average age of onset for neurological symptoms is 21 years. These symptoms include tremors of the hands, uncontrollable movements of the limbs, stiffness, drooling, difficulty swallowing, difficulty talking, and headache. There is no change in a patient’s intelligence.

About one third of all patients with Wilson disease have a variety of psychiatric symptoms as the first signs of the disease. These symptoms include inability to cope, depression, irritability, increased anger, and inappropriate behavior. Patients often have trouble completing tasks at work or in school.

Other symptoms that can affect patients with Wilson disease, and may occur before or after a diagnosis has been made, include joint disorders, symptoms of arthritis, and skeletal problems such as osteoporosis. Patients have occasionally been affected with kidney stones and abnormal handling of glucose in their body, and women may have menstrual cycle irregularities including temporary stopping of their regular cycle.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of Wilson disease can be performed relatively easily through several different tests, however, because Wilson disease is so rare, diagnosis is often unfortunately delayed. The tests used to diagnose Wilson disease can be performed on patients who have or have not already shown symptoms of the disease. It is extremely important to make a diagnosis as soon as possible since liver damage can occur before there are any signs of the disease.

An easy way to diagnose Wilson disease is to measure the amount of a glycoprotein found in the blood called ceruloplasmin. Low levels of ceruloplasmin can diagnose the disease in about 80% of affected patients. This procedure is not as effective for women taking birth control pills, pregnant women, or infants less than six months of age.

A second test involving an eye examination to detect a characteristic ring of copper deposited in a membrane of the cornea (referred to as Kayser-Fleischer rings) is very easy to perform and is very useful in diagnosing patients who have already exhibited symptoms. This test is not as effective in persons without symptoms. This diagnostic test cannot be used by itself to make a diagnosis because some patients with liver disease but not Wilson disease will test positive.

A third test for diagnosing Wilson disease involves measuring the amount of copper in the liver. This can be accomplished by sampling a portion of the liver in a procedure called a biopsy. This is one of the most effective ways to diagnose Wilson disease, however, the procedure itself is more difficult to perform than the others.

Other tests are also useful, for example, measuring the amount of copper passed into the urine daily (high in Wilson disease). Another lab test measures the ability of a patient’s ceruloplasmin to bind with a form of copper (decreased in Wilson disease). And finally, as discussed under genetic profile, some patients can be diagnosed through a DNA test to determine whether or not they carry two genes for Wilson disease. This test does not always prove to be useful in certain patients and is most useful when testing the brothers and sisters of affected patients.

**Treatment and management**

Treatment involves life-long administration of either D-penicillamine or trientine hydrochloride. Both of these
drugs remove copper deposits throughout the body by binding to the copper which is removed from the body in urine. Zinc acetate and a low copper diet are other ways to treat Wilson disease.

Penicillamine has a number of serious side effects:
- joint pain
- neurological problems
- systemic lupus erythematosus
- decreased production of all blood elements
- interference with clotting
- allergic reactions

Careful monitoring is necessary. When patients have side effects from penicillamine, the dose can sometimes be lowered to an effective level that causes fewer difficulties. Alternatively, steroid medications may be required to reduce certain sensitivity reactions. Trientine has fewer potential side effects, but must still be carefully monitored.

Treatment with zinc is also an effective way to remove excess copper from the body. Zinc is a metal that works to block copper absorption and bind copper in the intestinal cells until it is all released into the stool approximately one week later. The benefit of treatment with zinc is that there are no toxic side effects, however, the zinc is a slower acting agent than the other drugs. It takes four to eight months for the zinc to be effective in reducing the overall amount of copper in the body.

Finally, patients with Wilson disease are encouraged to follow a diet low in copper, with an average copper intake of 1.0 mg/day. Foods to avoid for their high levels of copper include liver and shellfish. Patients are also instructed to monitor their drinking water for excess levels of copper and drink distilled water instead.

Prognosis

Without treatment, Wilson disease is always fatal. With treatment, symptoms may continue to worsen for the first six to eight weeks. After this time, definite improvement should start to be seen. However, it may take several years (two to five) of treatment to reach maximal benefit to the brain and liver. Even then, many patients are not returned to their original level of functioning. Patients with Wilson disease need to maintain some sort of anticopper treatment for the rest of their lives in order to prevent copper levels from rising in the body. Interruptions in treatment can result in a relapse of the disease which is not reversible, and can ultimately lead to death.
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Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome

Definition
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS) is a rare inherited disorder marked by a low level of blood platelets, eczema, recurrent infections, and a high risk of leukemia or lymph node tumors.

Description
WAS was named for the two physicians who first reported the disorder. In 1937, Dr. A. Wiskott, a physician working in Munich, described two affected boys of German ancestry who had repeated infections, a skin rash, and poor blood-clotting ability. Nearly twenty years later, Dr. R.A. Aldrich reported similar symptoms in members of an American family of Dutch ancestry.

The syndrome is caused by a defect (mutation) in a specific gene called the WAS gene that normally codes for the protein named Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome Protein (WASP). This vital protein is a component of cells that are important in the body’s defense against infection (lymphocytes). The same protein also functions in the cells that help prevent bleeding (platelets). A less severe form of the disease, X-linked thrombocytopenia, affects mainly the platelets.

Genetic profile
WAS is inherited as an X-linked genetic disorder and will therefore only affect males. The gene responsible for WAS is located on the short arm of the X chromosome. Since males have only one X chromosome, they only have one copy of the gene. If that copy carries the abnormal gene, they will have WAS. In contrast, females have two X chromosomes. They will have a normal copy of the gene on one chromosome even if an abnormal gene is on the other because the abnormal gene is very rare. The normal copy on one X chromosome is usually sufficient to prevent females from having WAS. However, women who have one abnormal copy of the WAS gene are designated as carriers. While they will not have WAS, they have a 50% risk of passing the gene to each of their sons, who would then have WAS. Carrier females also have a 50% risk of passing the defective copy of the gene to their daughters, who then become carriers.

Researchers identified the gene for WAS in 1994 and pinpointed its location on the short arm of the X chromosome (Xp11.22-p11.23). As of 2000, over 100 different mutations have been found in the gene among WAS patients. The fact that there are many mutations may explain some of the variability of symptoms among boys with WAS. However, even within the same family, affected individuals with the identical WAS gene mutation may have different degrees of severity of the disease. The mild form, X-linked thrombocytopenia, is also caused by mutations in this same gene.

Demographics
The WAS syndrome affects one in every 250,000 male children and occurs worldwide. In the year 2000, scientists estimated that about 500 Americans have WAS.

Signs and symptoms
Increased susceptibility to infections, eczema, and excessive bleeding are the hallmarks of WAS, although the symptoms can vary significantly from one patient to another. The immune system of patients with WAS produces too few B and T cells. B cells are the cells in the body that make antibodies. There are many types of T cells. Both B and T cells are needed to defend the body against infection. Because both types of cells are affected, WAS patients are subject to repeated infections from bacteria, fungi, and viruses. Ear infections, meningitis, and pneumonia are common in boys with WAS.

WAS patients also have thrombocytopenia, a decreased number of platelets. Platelets are the specialized blood cells that help to form blood clots and prevent uncontrolled bleeding. The platelets may also be smaller.
than normal. Some of the earliest symptoms of the syndrome are hemorrhage from circumcision, bloody diarrhea, and a tendency to bruise very easily.

Anemia—A blood condition in which the level of hemoglobin or the number of red blood cells falls below normal values. Common symptoms include paleness, fatigue, and shortness of breath.

Chorionic villus sampling (CVS)—A procedure used for prenatal diagnosis at 10–12 weeks gestation. Under ultrasound guidance a needle is inserted either through the mother’s vagina or abdominal wall and a sample of cells is collected from around the fetus. These cells are then tested for chromosome abnormalities or other genetic diseases.

Eczema—Inflammation of the skin with redness and other variable signs such as crusts, watery discharge, and itching.

Gene—A building block of inheritance, which contains the instructions for the production of a particular protein, and is made up of a molecular sequence found on a section of DNA. Each gene is found on a precise location on a chromosome.

Immune system—A major system of the body that produces specialized cells and substances that interact with and destroy foreign antigens that invade the body.

Mutation—A permanent change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual, or manifest as disease, and can be transmitted to offspring.

Platelets—Small disc-shaped structures that circulate in the blood stream and participate in blood clotting.

Prenatal diagnosis—The determination of whether a fetus possesses a disease or disorder while it is still in the womb.

Syndrome—A group of signs and symptoms that collectively characterize a disease or disorder.

Thrombocytopenia—A persistent decrease in the number of blood platelets, usually associated with hemorrhaging.

X-linked—Located on the X chromosome, one of the sex chromosomes. X-linked genes follow a characteristic pattern of inheritance from one generation to the next.

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of WAS is usually suspected in male infants who have excessive bleeding, eczema, and frequent bacterial or viral infections. Special blood tests can then be ordered to confirm WAS. The blood of patients with Wiskott-Aldrich will show a low platelet count and a weak immune (antibody) response. It is also possible to confirm the diagnosis by obtaining a small sample of the patient’s blood and analyzing the DNA for a mutation in the WAS gene. Knowledge of the exact mutation combined with information about how much WAS protein the defective gene can produce may help predict how severe a form of the disease an individual will have.

Carrier testing

If the specific WAS gene mutation is identified in an affected child, that child’s mother can then be tested to confirm that she carries the gene. Other members of the mother’s family may also want to consider testing to find out if they carry the same gene mutation. The first step in studying other family members is for a geneticist or genetic counselor to obtain a detailed family history and construct a pedigree (family tree) to determine which family members should be offered testing.

Prenatal diagnosis

In families in which there has been one child born with WAS, prenatal testing should be offered in subsequent pregnancies. There is a 50% chance with each subsequent pregnancy that the mother, who is a carrier, will
transmit the abnormal copy of the gene to her baby. The key is to first identify the particular WAS gene mutation in the child with WAS. Then, early in a pregnancy, cells can be obtained from the developing fetus by chorionic villus sampling or amniocentesis, and checked for the same mutation. Women who carry the abnormal WAS gene and are considering prenatal diagnosis should discuss the risks and benefits of this type of testing with a geneticist or genetic counselor.

**Treatment and management**

Standard treatments for individuals with WAS include antibiotics for infections and platelet transfusions to limit bleeding. Immune globulin is given to strengthen the individual's immune system. Eczema can be treated with corticosteroid creams applied directly to the skin. The spleen is sometimes removed to reduce the risk of bleeding. In individuals with WAS, however, removal of the spleen also increases the risk of infection unless antibiotics are given to prevent infections. About 50% of individuals with WAS are helped by treatment with transfer factor, which is a substance derived from the T cells of a healthy person. Transfer factor is given to improve both blood clotting and immune functions. Bone marrow transplantation has been successful in a number of cases. It has been most successful in boys under five years of age when the donor is a sibling whose tissue type closely matches that of the individual with WAS. As of 2000, attempts were also being made to treat individuals with WAS with umbilical cord blood from unrelated newborns in cases when the individual diagnosed with WAS has no matched sibling donor.

**Prognosis**

The prognosis for males diagnosed with Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome is poor. The average individual lives about four years; those who survive into adolescence often develop cancer. Death usually occurs from severe
bleeding or overwhelming infection in the first few years of life.
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Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome

Definition

Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome (WHS) refers to a condition that is caused by a missing part (deletion) of the short arm of chromosome 4. This missing genetic material results in severe developmental retardation, a characteristic facial appearance, and may include a variety of other birth defects.

Description

This syndrome was reported in 1965 in published reports by Wolf and Hirschhorn, who described that the characteristics of the syndrome were associated with a deletion of part of the short arm of chromosome 4. The short arm of a chromosome is called the “p” arm. Thus, this syndrome is also known as 4p-syndrome or deletion 4p syndrome, and occasionally as Wolf syndrome.

A normal human karyotype consists of 23 pairs of chromosomes. Each pair is numbered 1 through 22 and the 23rd pair are the sex chromosomes. On each chromosome are hundreds of genes that determine how our bodies look and function. WHS is a contiguous gene syndrome. A contiguous gene syndrome occurs when a chromosome is either missing material (deletion) or has extra material (duplication) of several genes in the same region of the chromosome. Each time that the deletion or duplication of those genes occur, they cause specific characteristics that come to be known as a particular syndrome. This is in contrast to having just one particular gene cause a syndrome. Some patients who have WHS may have a small deletion on 4p, while others may be missing up to half of 4p. For this reason, some individuals have a less severe case of WHS than others do. The band 4p16.3 needs to be deleted in order for an individual to have full expression of WHS.

WHS frequently presents prenatally with slow growth (intrauterine growth retardation). Some infants with WHS can be stillborn or die shortly after birth. As many as 1/3 of reported patients have died in the first year of life. Individuals with WHS have been described as having a characteristic facial appearance likened to a “Greek Helmet facies.” This can be described as having a small head size (microcephaly), eyes spaced widely apart (ocular hypertelorism), downturned mouth, short upper lip and short groove between the upper lip and nose (philtrum) or bilateral cleft lip and small chin (micrognathia).

These children have severe developmental retardation. Other significant problems can include heart defects, cleft lip and/or palate, hearing impairment, and eye problems. Most children who have WHS have seizures (approximately 90%). Seizures are one of the major health concerns in children with WHS. These seizures begin between 5 and 23 months of age, however approximately 50% of the individuals stop having seizures between age 3 and 11. Sleeping problems are also common in children who have WHS. Although it seems that most of the literature focuses on children who have WHS, there are adults who have WHS.

Genetic profile

Frequently, with routine chromosome analysis, it is possible to identify that the short arm of chromosome 4 is missing some genetic material. The size of the missing material may vary from patient to patient. At times, the deletion is so small that it cannot be detected by routine chromosome analysis. If a patient is suspected to have WHS and an obvious deletion is not detected by routine chromosome analysis, more detailed studies, including fluorescent in situ hybridization, are warranted and may identify the missing genetic material. WHS may also present as mosaicism. Mosaicism for 4p-syndrome means that the
When a parent is identified as being a carrier of a balanced translocation, with each pregnancy they have an increased chance for having a child with an unbalanced chromosome arrangement. The chance of this is determined by the individual’s specific translocation, how it was identified, and which parent is the carrier of the translocation. Genetic counseling should be offered for any family in which a child is diagnosed to have WHS. Other family members should also be offered counseling and chromosome analysis to determine if they are carriers of a balanced translocation.

Demographics

The incidence of this condition is rare and estimated to be approximately one in 50,000 births. However, as with many genetic conditions, the condition may be misdiagnosed or may not be diagnosed in all individuals who are affected, especially if the condition results in pregnancy loss or loss in the early newborn period. It has been estimated that approximately 35% of individuals who have WHS die within the first two years of life. Also, with the advent of prenatal diagnosis, some fetuses with ultrasound abnormalities may be detected prenatally and the parents may elect to terminate the pregnancy. Approximately two-thirds of reported cases have been females.

Signs and symptoms

It is important to remember that each individual who may have a particular genetic syndrome is a unique individual. Therefore, all individuals with WHS do not have all of the same signs and symptoms. The most important reason for diagnosing an individual with a syndrome is not to put a label on that person. The reason for a diagnosis is so that predictions can be made to determine the needs of that person, based on the history available from other individuals affected with the same condition.

Signs and symptoms that can be associated with WHS include:

- slow growth before birth
- slow growth after birth (postnatal growth deficiency)
- small head size (microcephaly)
- weak cry in infancy
- poor muscle tone (hypotonia)
- seizures
- severe developmental retardation
- severe retardation of motor skills
- crossed eyes (strabismus)
- widely spaced eyes (hypertelorism)

individual has some cells that have normal number 4 chromosomes and other cells that are missing some of the genetic material from 4p.

Approximately 85–90% of cases of WHS occur as the result of a new deletion in the affected individual. This is also known as a de novo deletion and simply means that the affected individual’s parents did not have any chromosome arrangement that led to the deletion. In this case, the chance for recurrence in future pregnancies of a couple whom has an affected child is not increased. In the remaining 10–15% of cases, one of the parents of the affected individual carries a balanced translocation. A balanced translocation is a rearrangement in the individual’s chromosomes that causes that individual no problems since they have all the necessary genetic material that they need. However, when they produce eggs or sperm, the eggs or sperm may end up with an unbalanced arrangement and could lead to the conception of a child who has missing or extra genetic material. This could lead to miscarriage or to the birth of a child with conditions, such as WHS.
• droopy eyelids (ptosis)
• skin folds in the corner of the eyes (epicanthal folds)
• cleft lip and/or palate
• short upper lip and philtrum
• small chin (microphtalmia)
• asymmetry of the skull (cranial asymmetry)
• skin tag or pit in front of the ear (preauricular tag or pit)
• downturned mouth
• prominent triangular area of the forehead (glabella)
• scalp defects on the center of the back of the head
• underdeveloped fingerprints (dermal ridges)
• a single crease across the palm of the hands (simian crease)
• misaligned bones in the front part of the foot/clubfoot (talipes equinovarus)
• turned up fingernails
• urinary opening on the underside of the penis (Hypospadias)
• undescended testicles (cryptorchidism)
• dimple at the base of the spine
• heart defects
• curvature of the spine (scoliosis)
• underdeveloped bones of the hands and pelvis

Interestingly, there is a syndrome called Pitt-Rogers-Danks syndrome (PRDS) that has been reported to have similar characteristics to WHS. Several individuals who have initially been diagnosed with PRDS, subsequently had FISH analysis that detected a deletion of 4p, and thus the individuals were reclassified as having WHS. Some feel that PRDS is actually WHS without obvious deletions of 4p.

When a couple has had a child diagnosed with WHS, and a member of that couple carries a balanced translocation, genetic counseling should be offered to discuss reproductive options. One option is choosing sperm or egg donation so that the parent who has the translocation does not pass unbalanced genetic material on to his or her child. Another option is preimplantation genetic diagnosis. Preimplantation genetic diagnosis is a very complex process that involves in vitro fertilization and diagnosing the embryos before they are placed into the mother’s uterus. Thus, only unaffected embryos are transferred to the uterus. Lastly, the options of CVS and amniocentesis for prenatal diagnosis should be discussed. All of these options have allowed couples who have balanced translocations, to realize the dream of having more children when the fear of having another affected child may have otherwise stopped them from choosing to add to their families.

If ultrasound examination reveals findings consistent with the possibility of WHS in a family with no history of WHS, genetic counseling and prenatal diagnosis should be offered. These ultrasound findings may include heart defects, microcephaly, agenesis of the corpus collosum (missing a specific part of the brain), microphtalmia, cleft lip and palate, a hole in the diaphragm (diaphragmatic hernia), hypospadias, and clubbed feet. Keep in mind that these findings can also be consistent with other genetic syndromes.

Treatment and management

There is no treatment for the underlying condition of WHS. Treatment and management for patients who have WHS are specific to each individual. For example, some individuals with WHS may have heart defects or a cleft lip and/or palate that may require surgery, while others may not. Therefore, there is no specific treatment for individuals who have WHS, rather, the treatment and management is geared toward that particular individual’s needs and is likely to include several medical specialists. Information about patients who have WHS has been compiled and provides a comprehensive look into the natural history of this condition. It also allows the following management guidelines to be recommended. The collection of this
information has shown that many of these individuals may achieve more development than was previously believed possible.

The following management recommendations have been made by Drs. Battaglia and Carey:

• Feeding problems should be addressed and may require intervention such as placement of a gastrostomy tube.

• Characterization of seizures is important and treatment with antiepileptic medications such as valproic acid should be investigated and may help control the seizure activity in many individuals.

• Skeletal abnormalities such as clubfoot should be addressed and treatment should be considered. It should not be assumed that a clubfoot does not need to be addressed because the child will never walk. Children with WHS have learned to walk unassisted.

• As approximately 30% of individuals may have congenital heart defects, the heart should be examined. Usually, the heart lesions are not severe and may be repaired easily or may not even require surgery.

• Hearing loss may occur and because some children are able to learn to talk in short sentences, they should be screened for hearing problems.

• Eye abnormalities may be present and thus an ophthalmology exam should be performed to rule out any eye problems, even if no obvious signs are present.

• In regards to the development of patients with WHS, it is suggested that individuals participate in personal development programs to assist with social skills and occupational therapy for motor skills.

Prognosis

Infants with WHS may be stillborn or die in the newborn period and prognosis during the newborn period depends upon what birth defects are present. It has been estimated that approximately 35% of individuals who have WHS die within the first two years of life. Many individuals with WHS survive to adulthood. Universally, children with WHS have severe or profound developmental retardation, however, there are many affected individuals who are able to walk and some that are able to talk in short sentences. It is evident that many patients seem to proceed farther than was previously thought possible. The actual lifespan for individuals who have WHS is unknown, although there are several individuals who have WHS who are in their 20s–40s.
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Wolman disease

Definition

Wolman disease is a rare inherited defect in the body’s metabolism of fats (lipids).

Description

Wolman disease, also known as lysosomal acid lipase disease, is a lethal genetic disorder caused by the lack of the enzyme lysosomal acid lipase. Lysosomal acid lipase is a cellular enzyme widespread throughout the body. It is important in the breakdown of certain body lipids called triglycerides and cholesteryl esters. Individuals without active enzyme accumulate abnormally large amounts of these lipids in their cells. This build-up interferes with the normal metabolic functions of the cells and leads to severe neurological and physical symptoms and early death. A milder disease, cholesteryl ester storage disease (CESD), is caused by mutations in the same gene, but affected individuals may not show symptoms until adulthood.

Genetic profile

Inheritance pattern

Wolman disease is an autosomal recessive disorder affecting both males and females. In individuals with this disorder, both copies of the gene that codes for lysosomal
Acid lipase are abnormal. Both parents of an affected child have one abnormal copy of the gene, but usually do not show symptoms because they also have one normal copy. The normal copy provides approximately 50% of the usual enzyme activity, a level adequate for the body’s needs. Individuals with one abnormal copy of the gene and 50% enzyme activity are said to be carriers or heterozygotes. Because both parents of a child with Wolman disease are carriers, they have a 25% risk in each subsequent pregnancy of having another child who is affected with the same disorder.

Gene location

The gene for acid lipase is located on the long arm of chromosome 10 at 10q23.2-q23.3. A number of different types of mutations in this gene, all resulting in a lack of enzyme function, have been identified in patients diagnosed with Wolman disease. These include deletions of small portions of the gene, as well as changes in specific nucleotides, the building blocks of the gene. The different mutations may explain why symptoms vary from one individual to another. However, the presence of variability in symptoms even among siblings who have inherited the same mutations from their parents, suggests there may be other, as yet unknown, genetic or environmental factors that affect the severity of the disease. Milder forms, such as the related disorder CESD, appear to be associated with gene mutations that result in only partial loss of enzyme function.

Demographics

In the general population, Wolman disease is exceedingly rare, with approximately 50 or fewer well-described cases to date (2000). CESD is thought to be more common. Individuals with Wolman disease have been reported in various parts of the world including Western Europe, North America, Iraq, Iran, Israel, China, and Japan.

Signs and symptoms

Symptoms of Wolman disease appear in the first few weeks of life. Forceful vomiting and distention of the abdomen usually alert parents to a problem. Other
general symptoms in the early stages of this disease are watery diarrhea or fat in the stools, fever, and a yellow tint to the skin (jaundice). Medical examination reveals massive enlargement of the liver and spleen (hepatosplenomegaly) due to a build-up of fats that cannot be broken down. Other common findings are severe anemia, calcium deposits in the adrenal glands, and a general decline in mental development.

**Diagnosis**

Diagnosis can be difficult because there are no general laboratory tests that point specifically to Wolman disease. Infants with hepatosplenomegaly and evidence of malnutrition should have a careful neurological examination and x rays of the abdomen to check for calcium deposits in the adrenal glands. If Wolman disease is suspected on the basis of these tests, acid lipase activity can be measured in the laboratory using white blood cells or skin cells. An absence of acid lipase activity confirms the diagnosis.

**Carrier testing**

Individuals suspected of being a carrier of Wolman disease can be confirmed by measuring acid lipase activity in their white blood cells. Carriers will typically demonstrate 50% of normal enzyme activity.

**Mutation detection**

Specific DNA tests that check for changes in the normal sequence of nucleotides in the acid lipase gene can usually detect the particular gene mutation in an affected individual or carrier. This type of test is only available in a few, very specialized DNA laboratories.

**Prenatal diagnosis**

 Couples who have had one child with Wolman disease may be offered prenatal testing in future pregnancies. Prenatal testing is accomplished by measuring acid lipase activity either in cells from a chorionic villus sampling (CVS) at about 10–12 weeks of pregnancy or in amniotic fluid cells obtained by amniocentesis between the sixteenth and eighteenth weeks of pregnancy. Alternatively, if specific gene mutations have been identified in parents because they have already had a affected child, fetal DNA from chorionic villus cells or amniotic fluid cells can be studied to look for these same mutations in the fetus. Carrier couples who are considering prenatal diagnosis should discuss the risks and benefits of this type of testing with a geneticist or genetic counselor.

**Treatment and management**

There is no specific treatment for Wolman disease. There have been attempts to treat the milder CESD with low-fat diets and cholesterol-lowering drugs, and there has been at least one report of a liver transplant in a patient with CESD. Replacement of the missing enzyme has not been reported.

**Prognosis**

Infants diagnosed with Wolman disease usually die by six months of age.

**Resources**

**BOOKS**


**PERIODICALS**


Krivit, W., et al. “Wolman Disease Successfully Treated by Bone Marrow Transplantation.” *Bone Marrow Transplant* 26, no. 5 (Sept 2000): 567–70.
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Sallie Boineau Freeman, PhD
Xeroderma pigmentosum

Definition

Xeroderma pigmentosum is a rare inherited genetic disease. People with this condition develop skin and eye cancers at young ages because their DNA is extremely susceptible to damage caused by ultraviolet radiation. Xeroderma (dry, scaly skin) and pigmentosum (freckling and abnormal skin coloring) refer to changes that occur after exposure to sunlight or other ultraviolet radiation.

Description

Xeroderma pigmentosum refers to a group of similar conditions. Each subgroup is designated by a letter or a roman numeral. Xeroderma pigmentosum is also often abbreviated XP. XP A and XP I are the same, as are XP B and XP II, XP C and XP III, etc. There are seven types of xeroderma pigmentosum designated A–G or I–VII. An eighth type of XP is called the “variant” type. XP VIII/XP H was once a separate subgroup; now it known to be part of XP D/XP IV.

Each of the eight types of xeroderma pigmentosum has its own DNA defect. However, each section of DNA affected is involved in the same process. These defects affect the body’s ability to repair DNA damage, especially DNA damage to the skin caused by exposure to ultraviolet radiation. Sunlight is the most common source of ultraviolet radiation. Everyone’s DNA is damaged when it is exposed to sunlight. However, the body has complex and very effective methods to repair the DNA damage. This repair mechanism does not work properly in people with xeroderma pigmentosum. They quickly accumulate damage to their DNA if they are exposed to ultraviolet radiation. Cumulative DNA damage leads to cancer, especially of the skin and the eyes.

DeSanctis-Cacchione syndrome refers to the combination of xeroderma pigmentosum along with mental retardation, short stature, and other symptoms.

KEY TERMS

Autosomal—Relating to any chromosome besides the X and Y sex chromosomes. Human cells contain 22 pairs of autosomes and one pair of sex chromosomes.

Cancer cells—Have characteristics that distinguish them from normal cells and non-cancerous cells; they are threatening, harmful, and resistant to treatment.

Carcinoma—Any cancer that arises in the epithelium, the tissue that lines the external and internal organs of the body.

Chromosome—A microscopic thread-like structure found within each cell of the body and consists of a complex of proteins and DNA. Humans have 46 chromosomes arranged into 23 pairs. Changes in either the total number of chromosomes or their shape and size (structure) may lead to physical or mental abnormalities.

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)—The genetic material in cells that holds the inherited instructions for growth, development, and cellular functioning.

Malignant—A tumor growth that spreads to another part of the body, usually cancerous.

Trichothiodystrophy (TTD) is sometimes caused by the same DNA change that causes XP D, and rarely XP B. People with TTD also have brittle hair and nails, and physical and mental retardation.

Genetic profile

Xeroderma pigmentosum is inherited as an autosomal recessive condition. Everyone inherits one set of
genetic material from each parent. People with xeroderma pigmentosum inherited one non-functional XP gene from each parent. Their parents have one normal gene and one abnormal gene (of that particular pair); they are called “carriers.” Carriers do not have the autosomal recessive conditions because the normal gene in the pair protects them. Two carrier parents have a one in four chance with each pregnancy to have an affected child. A person with xeroderma pigmentosum will have an affected child only if the child’s other parent is a carrier or is affected with XP.

The genetics of xeroderma pigmentosum are a bit complicated. The genetic defect in seven of the subgroups has been identified. Each subgroup (A–G) has its own abnormal gene. Each person with xeroderma pigmentosum has a particular subtype, which is associated with one specific abnormal gene. For example, a person with XP type A has no normal XP A gene but does not have XP type B and does not have the abnormal genes associated with XP type B. The genes for types A, B, C, D, E, F, and G are on chromosomes 9, 2, 3, 19, 11, 16, and 13. If two people with different forms of xeroderma pigmentosum had a child, the child would not have xeroderma pigmentosum. But if two people with the same type of xeroderma pigmentosum mated, all of their children would also have xeroderma pigmentosum.

This discussion involves two different types of DNA changes. The first DNA change is the change that the person with xeroderma pigmentosum inherits from both parents. This change (mutation) affects the repair enzymes and is present in every cell in his or her body. The second type of change discussed is additional DNA mutations that result from exposure to ultraviolet radiation. Since the skin and eyes are commonly exposed to ultraviolet radiation that damages DNA and since the body’s repair system is not working, people with this condition have a high rate of mutation in the exposed organs. These mutations often manifest themselves as cancers—abnormal, uncontrolled growths. Thus, it is the combination of genetic defect and environmental exposure that causes the manifestations of this disease. The first DNA change would not be nearly as problematic if it did not predispose the person with it to accumulate many additional DNA mutations.

**Demographics**

Xeroderma pigmentosum occurs in every ethnic group. It occurs equally in men and women. Approximately 1 in 250,000 people in the United States have xeroderma pigmentosum. The most common types are A, C, D, and the variant type.

**Signs and symptoms**

People with xeroderma pigmentosum have photosensitive skin. This means that their skin is hypersensitive to the effects of sunlight. Development of cancer at a young age is the most serious consequence. The eyes are also affected. Some people with xeroderma pigmentosum are affected intellectually, but not all. The symptoms a person will have are somewhat predictable based on which mutation he or she has.

**Cutaneous symptoms**

Skin manifestations usually begin in infancy. Early effects of skin exposure to minimal ultraviolet radiation include acute sunburn, blistering, freckles, increased or decreased pigment, birthmark-like spots, inflammation, dryness, and rough spots. The face, hands, neck, and arms are more severely affected because of increased sun exposure. Multiple scars may develop. The skin is normal at birth.

The average age at which people with xeroderma pigmentosum develop the first skin cancer is eight years. The risk to develop skin cancer is increased 1,000 times over the risk of the general population. A cell accumulates multiple abnormalities in its transition from a normal cell to a cancer cell. Cancers that occur frequently in people with xeroderma pigmentosum include squamous cell carcinoma, basal cell carcinoma, and malignant melanoma. Basal cell cancers are malignant and, if untreated, are characterized by relentless local invasion, but not metastasis elsewhere in the body. Squamous cell cancers are also malignant and, like basal cell carcinomas, tend to be local, although they are occasionally capable of metastasis. Malignant melanoma, as the name implies, is also malignant, but is much more aggressive than either basal
cell or squamous cell cancers of the skin. It is especially threatening because if not diagnosed and treated early, it commonly will spread to internal organs and can be fatal. Cancer may occur on the eyes, lips, and tongue.

**Ocular symptoms**

Most people with xeroderma pigmentosum also have extremely light sensitive eyes. Their eyes easily become irritated, red, and swollen. Abnormal growths may appear. Cataracts may occur at an unusually young age.

**Other symptoms**

The other symptoms associated with xeroderma pigmentosum are variable. Many people who are affected have only eye and skin manifestations. Mental deterioration may occur; when it does, it usually worsens over time. Neurological symptoms are not believed to be associated with sun exposure. Some people have one or a combination of: deafness, poor reflexes, lower intelligence, or spasticity (in addition to ocular and cutaneous symptoms).

**Diagnosis**

Xeroderma pigmentosum may be suspected based on a person’s history of skin changes that occurred after minimal exposure to sunlight. The diagnosis is confirmed by a blood test or a skin test. The skin or blood cells are sent to a specialty laboratory. Studies are performed to determine whether the cells are hypersensitive to ultraviolet radiation. Scientists may examine whether abnormal changes can be seen in the chromosomes. The type of xeroderma pigmentosum may be determined by genetic studies or other specialized studies.

**Genetic testing** for xeroderma pigmentosum is complicated because there are eight different genes involved. Genetic tests are usually very specific, looking for a change in one gene. To confirm a diagnosis of xeroderma pigmentosum by DNA testing, scientists must look for multiple changes in eight different genes.

Prenatal diagnosis may be possible, especially if genetic studies have already been performed on an affected sibling and the parents.

**Treatment and management**

The only treatment for xeroderma pigmentosum is avoiding harmful exposure to ultraviolet radiation and treating/removing growths as they occur. The DNA damage caused by exposure to ultraviolet light accumulates over time and the resulting DNA damage is irreversible.

Life is changed dramatically when a family member has xeroderma pigmentosum. Extreme measures must be
taken to completely avoid exposure to the sun. Preventative measures include: sunglasses, tightly woven long-sleeved clothing, wide brim hats, sunblock, and protective window coverings (at home, in the car, and at school). Children do not play outside during the day. All sources of ultraviolet radiation are avoided, even exposure to certain light bulbs. These precautions are critical to survival. Levels of ultraviolet radiation at home and at school can be measured with special instruments. Abnormal skin growths and other symptoms are treated/removed as they arise. Regular visits are made to the eye doctor, dermatologist, and neurologist. Often psychosocial support is also helpful.

Treatments that would deliver DNA repair proteins into the skin of affected patients are under investigation. Some people with xeroderma pigmentosum may be offered other types of medication, like isotretinoin. The dermatologist weighs the benefit of prescribing a medication against the side effects associated with that medication.

Because our bodies have different mechanisms for fixing different forms of DNA damage, people with xeroderma pigmentosum are most susceptible to DNA damage by ultraviolet radiation. Some other exposures have been associated with the type of DNA damage caused by ultraviolet radiation. Therefore, people with xeroderma pigmentosum should also avoid exposure to tobacco and certain other drugs.

**Prognosis**

Life expectancy is significantly reduced due to morbidity associated with the cancers. Researchers have not determined how effective preventative measures are, e.g. avoidance of ultraviolet radiation.

In the 1990s scientists discovered a great deal about DNA repair mechanisms, and about the genes associated with xeroderma pigmentosum. The range of symptoms associated with each type have been better defined. The media has also been interested in XP, giving it more attention than is typical for such a rare condition. Advocates in the XP community have developed helpful resources for other affected families, such as Camp Sundown. Hopefully the first decade of 2000 will also lead to new insights, services, and possibly new treatments.

**Resources**

**PERIODICALS**


**ORGANIZATIONS**

National Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases Information Clearinghouse. One AMS Circle, Bethesda, MD 20892-3675. (301) 495-4484.


Skin Cancer Foundation. 245 Fifth Ave., Suite 1403, New York, NY 10016. (800) 754-6490. info@skincancer.org.


Xeroderma Pigmentosum Registry. New Jersey Medical School, Dept. of Pathology, 185 South Orange Ave., Room C-520, Newark, NJ 07103-2714. (201) 982-4405.
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Michelle Queneau Bosworth, MS, CGC
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**X-linked hydrocephaly**

**Definition**

Hydrocephaly refers to the accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in the fluid-filled cavities, called ventricles, that are located deep in the core of the brain. The designation *X-linked* indicates that this form of hydrocephaly results from a mutation in a *gene* that is located on the X chromosome, in this case the L1 cell adhesion molecule (L1CAM) gene.

**Description**

Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) provide the traffic signals that guide the cells of developing organs to
migrate to their proper places and make the appropriate connections with the cells with which they interact. The L1CAM protein is embedded in the membrane of nerve cell axons. Axons are projections from the nerve cell body that carry impulses to sometimes distant targets. As a developing axon grows toward its target, its leading end is capped by a growth cone similar in function to that of a plant root. The growth cone of a developing axon is rich in L1CAM. The L1CAM protein has a large, complex extracellular domain (portion of the protein outside the nerve cell), a transmembrane domain within the nerve cell membrane, and a small intracellular domain (portion inside the nerve cell). The extracellular domain acts as a feeler, and binds to CAMs that are either on the surface of other cells or floating in the extracellular fluid. The binding of the L1CAM protein to various CAMs in its environment sends signals into the nerve cell that direct the projecting axon to grow to the appropriate length, follow the course required for it to reach its target, and stop when appropriate.

The L1CAM protein is critical for proper development of several long fiber tracts in the forebrain. These include the corpus callosum, which is a thick fiber bridge that connects the left and right cerebral hemispheres, and the corticospinal tract, which extends from the motor control region of the cerebral cortex down to the spinal cord.

The developing axon often extends many cell diameters away from the cell body, and must interact with CAMs from many different sources to insure that it follows the correct route to its target. The complex extracellular domain of the L1CAM protein interacts with a variety of CAMs in the environment to serve several important functions. Because of the many functions L1CAM serves, the specific brain changes and functional handicaps that are seen in any individual patient with an L1CAM mutation depend on which of L1CAM’s functions are lost and which are spared by the specific mutation that occurs in the L1CAM gene. Most families have their own unique L1CAM mutation. Some mutations abolish all of L1CAM’s functions, while others change only a small
piece of the L1CAM protein. Therefore, there is marked variability between patients in terms of which brain structures are most affected and what the primary physical and behavioral symptoms will be. Because of this variability, patients with different L1CAM mutations have been given diagnoses such as X-linked hydrocephaly (XLH), X-linked spastic paraplegia type 1 (SPG1), hydrocephaly with stenosis of the aqueduct of Sylvius (HSAS), X-linked agenesis of the corpus callosum (XLACC), and MASA syndrome (mental retardation, aphasia, shuffling gait, adducted thumbs). Because these patients all presented with such different combinations of brain changes and functional handicaps, it was originally thought that these were all distinct disorders, with different biological causes. As of 2001, an effort is being made to unite these disorders under the general heading *L1CAM spectrum*, to reflect the fact that these are not distinct disorders, but merely alternative possible consequences of L1CAM mutations.

**Genetic profile**

The L1CAM gene is located close to the end of the long arm of the X chromosome, in the band referred to as Xq28. Since the L1CAM gene is on the X chromosome, usually only males are affected. This is because females have two X chromosomes, while males have only one. In a female, if one X chromosome has an L1CAM mutation on it, the non-mutated L1CAM gene on the other X chromosome can usually provide enough good L1CAM protein to support normal brain development. Males, on the other hand, having only one X chromosome, cannot compensate for an X-linked gene mutation.

The inheritance pattern for L1CAM spectrum disorders follows the typical X-linked inheritance pattern. Males are usually the only ones affected, and most females who carry L1CAM mutations are unaffected. There may be several affected brothers in a single family. In addition, in a family where the L1CAM mutation has been passed through several generations, the normally developed mothers of affected males may have affected brothers, or the normally developed sisters of affected males may have affected sons. If a female carries a mutation in L1CAM, she has a 50% chance of passing the mutation to each of her children. Therefore, approximately half her sons will be affected, and approximately half her daughters will be carriers. There is no known case in which an affected male has reproduced.

L1CAM mutations exhibit 100% penetrance, meaning that any male who has the L1CAM mutation will be affected, albeit with varying degrees of severity. This contrasts with some other disorders, in which some family members are unaffected, despite having the same gene mutation that has been seen in other affected family members.

**Demographics**

The incidence of hydrocephaly from all causes is approximately 1 in 2,000 live births in the general population. The X-linked form is thought to account for approximately 5% of the total cases of hydrocephaly, or approximately 1 in 25,000 to 50,000 males. In very rare cases a female may be affected, usually mildly. There are no systematic data comparing the incidence of L1CAM spectrum disorders in different races.

**Signs and symptoms**

Most patients with mutations in L1CAM exhibit mental retardation (MR), the degree of which can vary
from mild to severe. The vast majority also exhibit hydrocephaly, which can be mild and not require any medical intervention, or severe enough to be life-threatening. The most severe cases of hydrocephaly are associated with stenosis (narrowing or pinching closed) of the aqueduct of Sylvius. The aqueduct of Sylvius (also called the cerebral aqueduct) is a narrow channel connecting the third ventricle, located deep in the midbrain, to the fourth ventricle, located underneath the cerebellum in the posterior part of the brain. The brain’s cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is made by cells lining the first two ventricles, called the lateral ventricles, which are located in the forebrain. The CSF normally flows from the first two ventricles, through the third ventricle, then into the fourth ventricle, before flowing out of the brain. Stenosis of the aqueduct of Sylvius stops the outflow of CSF, and causes an accumulation of fluid, and pressure, primarily in the first two ventricles. Since there is no mechanism to stop CSF production in the lateral ventricles, this form of hydrocephaly is progressive. The pressure can become so great that it stretches the developing skull bones, which are still not fully hardened, resulting in the child having a head that is visibly enlarged (macrocephaly). In the process, the brain tissue is pressed against the skull, with predictably devastating effects on brain function. Many of the more severely hydrocephalic patients are either still-born or die within one year of birth.

Approximately 80% of patients with L1CAM mutations exhibit adducted thumbs (clasped across the palm). A smaller percentage exhibit aphasia (lack of speech), or problems with leg control that range from walking with a shuffling gait to spastic paraplegia that leaves them unable to walk at all.

The most common finding in brain imaging studies is the absence (agenesis) or underdevelopment (hypoplasia) of the corpus callosum. The corpus callosum is a large fiber tract that projects between the left and right hemispheres of the brain and enables information to be transferred from one hemisphere to the other. It is uncertain whether the abnormalities in the corpus callosum are an important cause of these patients’ MR. It is most likely that the pressure exerted on the developing brain tissue by the hydrocephaly is a more consistent and important cause of the MR seen in these patients. Another brain structure seen to be underdeveloped in some patients with L1CAM mutations is the corticospinal tract. The corticospinal tract begins in the motor control region of the cerebral cortex and runs downward to connect with the spinal cord neurons that control the legs. Abnormal development of the corticospinal tract is probably the cause of the shuffling gait/spastic paraplegia seen in some patients with L1CAM mutations.

Diagnosis
In the more severely hydrocephalic patients, hydrocephaly can be seen by ultrasound at 20 weeks gestation, or approximately half-way through the fetal period. For less severely affected patients, some degree of hydrocephaly is usually noted within a year after birth, along with a general developmental delay. These babies do not roll over, sit up, or reach for objects as early as babies typically do. In rarer cases, some mildly affected patients are not diagnosed until an age at which speech problems or problems with their walking gait can be observed. Adducted thumbs, when present, are noticeable from birth or are sometimes even visible upon ultrasound analysis.

Genetic testing involves a search for mutations in the L1CAM gene in patients with L1CAM spectrum disorders. The sequence of the L1CAM gene from the affected patient is compared to the normal L1CAM sequence. DNA is usually obtained from a blood sample for postnatal diagnosis. For prenatal diagnosis, DNA can be extracted from amniotic fluid cells obtained by amniocentesis, or from chorionic villus sampling.

Treatment and management
In the most severely hydrocephalic cases, the baby must be delivered by Cesarian section, because the head has grown too large by the end of the pregnancy for the baby to be delivered through the vagina. For the more severely affected patients, a ventriculoperitoneal shunt can be used to reduce the pressure inside the brain. The shunt is a tube inserted into the lateral ventricles that allows the CSF to drain into the peritoneum, or abdominal cavity. This provides a means for the CSF to flow out of the brain in cases of HSAS, in which the aqueduct of Sylvius has been closed and the CSF can not flow out of the brain by the usual channel. Shunting markedly reduces the pressure on the brain, and has saved many patients’ lives. However, shunting will not prevent these patients from having MR or other L1CAM spectrum features.

Other methods for managing cases of L1CAM spectrum disorders are focused on the specific features the individual patient exhibits. Special education is almost always necessary, with the specific program designed to accommodate the degree of cognitive disability seen in the individual patient. Physical therapy and mechanical aids such as walkers can be used to help patients with milder degrees of spastic paraplegia. Speech therapy has also benefited some of the less severely aphasic patients. There is generally little improvement when these therapies are applied to more severely affected patients.
Prognosis

The prognosis for patients with L1CAM mutations is highly variable. The most severe cases of L1CAM mutations involve fetal demise, presumably because of the pressure exerted on the developing brain by the hydrocephaly. However, in less severe cases, the lifespan is determined primarily by general health and care factors. A number of patients with less severe L1CAM spectrum disorders have lived at least into their 50s.

Resources

PERIODICALS


ORGANIZATIONS

Guardians of Hydrocephalus Research Foundation. 2618 Avenue Z, Brooklyn, NY 11235-2023. (718) 743-4473 or (800) 458-865. Fax: (718) 743-1171. guardians1@juno.com.


Hydrocephalus Support Group, Inc. PO Box 4236, Chesterfield, MO 63006-4236. (314) 532-8228. hydrobuff@postnet.com.


National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke. 31 Center Drive, MSC 2540, Bldg. 31, Room 8806, Bethesda, MD 20814. (301) 496-5751 or (800) 352-9424. <http://www.ninds.nih.gov>.
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Ron C. Michaelis, PhD, FACMG

XO syndrome see Turner syndrome

XX male syndrome

Definition

XX male syndrome occurs when the affected individual appears as a normal male, but has female chromosomes. Two types of XX male syndrome can occur: those with detectable SRY gene and those without detectable SRY (Sex determining region Y). SRY is the main genetic switch for determining that a developing embryo will become male.

Description

XX male syndrome is a condition in which the sex chromosomes of an individual do not agree with the physical sex of the affected person. Normally there are 46 chromosomes, or 23 pairs of chromosomes, in each cell. The first 22 pairs are the same in men and women. The last pair, the sex chromosomes, is two X chromosomes in females (XX) and an X and a Y chromosome in males (XY).

In XX male syndrome, the person has female chromosomes but male physical features. The majority of persons with XX male syndrome have the Y chromosome gene SRY attached to one of their X chromosomes. The rest of the individuals with XX male syndrome do not have SRY detectable in their cells. Hence, other genes on other chromosomes in the pathway for determining sex must be responsible for their male physical features.

Genetic profile

In XX male syndrome caused by the gene SRY, a translocation between the X chromosome and Y chromosome causes the condition. A translocation occurs when part of one chromosome breaks off and switches places with part of another chromosome. In XX male syndrome, the tip of the Y chromosome that includes SRY is translocated to the X chromosome. As a result, an embryo with XX chromosomes with a translocated SRY gene will develop the physical characteristics of a male. Typically, a piece of the Y chromosome in the pseudoautosomal region exchanges with the tip of the X chromosome. In XX male syndrome, this crossover includes the SRY portion of the Y.

In individuals with XX male syndrome who do not have an SRY gene detectable in their cells, the cause of the condition is not known. Scientists believe that one or more genes that are involved in the development of the sex of an embryo are mutated or altered and cause physical male characteristics in a chromosomally female per-
son. These genes could be located on the X chromosome or on one of the 22 pairs of autosomes that males and females have in common. As of 2001, no genes have been found to explain the female to male sex reversal in people affected with XX male syndrome who are SRY negative. Approximately 20% of XX males do not have a known cause and are SRY negative. It is thought that SRY is a switch point, and the protein that is made by SRY regulates the activity of one or more genes (likely on an autosomal chromosome) that contribute to sex development. Also there have been some studies that demonstrate autosomal recessive and autosomal dominant inheritance for the XX male.

Demographics

XX male syndrome occurs in approximately one in 20,000 to one in 25,000 individuals. The vast majority, about 90%, has SRY detectable in their cells. The remaining 10% are SRY negative, although some research indicates that up to 20% can be SRY negative. XX male syndrome can occur in any ethnic background and usually occurs as a sporadic event, not inherited from the person’s mother of father. However, some exceptions of more than one affected family member have been reported.

Signs and symptoms

**SRY positive XX male syndrome**

Males with SRY positive XX male syndrome look like and identify as males. They have normal male physical features including normal male body, genitals, and testicles. All males with XX male syndrome are infertile (cannot have biological children) because they lack the other genes on the Y chromosome involved in making sperm. Men with XX male syndrome are usually shorter than an average male, again because they do not have certain genes on the Y chromosome involved in height. A similar syndrome that effects males with two X chromosomes is Klinefelter syndrome. Those individuals with 46XX present with a condition similar to Klinefelter, such as small testes and abnormally long legs.

**SRY negative XX male syndrome**

People with SRY negative XX male syndrome are more likely to be born with physical features that suggest a condition. Many have hypospadias, where the opening of the penis is not at the tip, but further down on the shaft. They may also have undescended testicles, where the testicles remain in the body and do not drop into the scrotal sac. Occasionally, an SRY negative affected male has some female structures such as the uterus and fallopian tubes. Men with SRY negative XX male syndrome can also have gynecomastia, or breast development during puberty, and puberty can be delayed. As with SRY positive XX male syndrome, these men are infertile and shorter than average because they lack other Y specific genes. The physical features can vary within a family, but most affected people are raised as males.

A small portion of people with SRY negative XX male syndrome are true hermaphrodites. This means they have both testicular and ovarian tissue in their gonads. They are usually born with ambiguous genitalia, where the genitals of the baby have both male and female characteristics. Individuals with XX male syndrome and true hermaphrodites can occur in the same family, suggesting there is a common genetic cause to both. Research indicates that 15% of 46XX true hermaphrodites have the SRY gene.

**Diagnosis**

For people with XX male syndrome who have ambiguous genitalia, hypospadias, and/or undescended testicles, the diagnosis is suspected at birth. For males with XX male syndrome and normal male features, the diagnosis can be suspected during puberty when breast development occurs. Many men do not know they have

---

**KEY TERMS**

**Autosomes**—Chromosome not involved in specifying sex.

**Chromosome**—A microscopic thread-like structure found within each cell of the body and consists of a complex of proteins and DNA. Humans have 46 chromosomes arranged into 23 pairs. Changes in either the total number of chromosomes or their shape and size (structure) may lead to physical or mental abnormalities.

**Embryo**—The earliest stage of development of a human infant, usually used to refer to the first eight weeks of pregnancy. The term *fetus* is used from roughly the third month of pregnancy until delivery.

**Gene**—A building block of inheritance, which contains the instructions for the production of a particular protein, and is made up of a molecular sequence found on a section of DNA. Each gene is found on a precise location on a chromosome.
XX male syndrome until they try to have their own children, are unable to do so, and therefore are evaluated for infertility.

When the condition is suspected in a male, chromosome studies can be done on a small sample of tissue such as blood or skin. The results show normal sex chromosomes, or XX chromosomes. Further genetic testing is available and needed to determine if the SRY gene is present.

Some affected individuals have had SRY found in testicular tissue, but not in their blood cells. This is called mosaicism. Most males have only their blood cells tested for SRY and not their testicular tissue. Hence, some men who think they have SRY negative XX male syndrome may actually be mosaic and have SRY in their gonads.

XX male syndrome can be detected before a baby is born. This occurs when a mother-to-be has prenatal testing done that shows female chromosomes but on ultrasound male genitals are found. Often the mother has had prenatal testing for a reason other than XX male syndrome, such as for an increased risk of having a baby with Down syndrome due to her age. Genetic testing for the presence of the SRY gene can be done by an amniocentesis. An amniocentesis is a procedure in which a needle is inserted through the mother’s abdomen into the sac of fluid surrounding the baby. Some of the fluid is removed and used to test for the presence of the SRY gene. Amniocentesis slightly increases the risk of miscarriage.

### Treatment and management

For those with XX male syndrome with normal male genitals and testicles, no treatment is necessary. Affected males with hypospadias or undescended testicles may require one or more surgeries to correct the condition. If gynecomastia is severe enough, breast reduction surgery is possible. The rare person with true hermaphrodism usually requires surgery to remove the gonads, as they can become cancerous.

Parents who learn their child has been diagnosed with XX male syndrome are encouraged to gain both emotional and educational support. Issues such as explaining the condition to their child when they are grown is a topic that can be worked through with the help of support groups.

### Table 1: Disorders associated with multiple X or Y chromosome inheritance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Chromosome affected</th>
<th>Karotype</th>
<th>Incidence</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turner syndrome</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>45,X (monosomy)</td>
<td>1 in 2,000</td>
<td>Growth retardation, infertility, Cardiovascular malformations, Learning disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klinefelter syndrome</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>47,XXY (trisomy)</td>
<td>1 in 500–800</td>
<td>Taller than average, Poor upper body strength; clumsiness, Mild intentional tremor (20–50%), Breast enlargement (33%), Decreased testosterone production, Infertility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>47,XXX (trisomy)</td>
<td>1 in 1,000</td>
<td>Mild delays in motor, linguistic and emotional development, Learning disabilities, Slightly taller than average, Lack of coordination, Acne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYY syndrome</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>47,XYY</td>
<td>1 in 1,000</td>
<td>Taller than average, Lack of coordination, Learning disabilities (50%), Behavior problems, especially impulse control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX male syndrome</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>46,X,t(X,Y) (translocation of the SRY gene [90%] or other gene responsible for male sex determination)</td>
<td>1 in 20,000–25,000</td>
<td>Usually normal male physical features but may have ambiguous genitalia, hypospadias or undescended testes, Infertility, Shorter than average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Prognosis

The prognosis for males with XX male syndrome is excellent. Surgery can usually correct any physical problems. Men with XX male syndrome have normal intelligence and a normal life span. However, all affected men will be infertile.
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**XYY syndrome**

**Definition**

XYY syndrome is a chromosome disorder that affects males. Males with this disorder have an extra Y chromosome.

**Description**

The XYY syndrome was previously considered the *super-male* syndrome, in which men with this condition were thought to be overly aggressive and more likely to become criminals. These original stereotypes came about because several researchers in the 1960s found a high number of men with XYY syndrome in prisons and mental institutes. Based on these observations, men with XYY syndrome were labeled as overly aggressive and likely to be criminals.

These original observations did not consider that the majority of males with XYY syndrome were not in prisons or mental institutes. Since then, broader, less biased studies have been done on males with XYY syndrome. Though males with XYY syndrome may be taller than average and have an increased risk for learning difficulties, especially in reading and speech, they are not overly aggressive. Unfortunately, some text books and many people still believe the inaccurate stereotype of the *super-male* syndrome.

**Genetic profile**

**Chromosomes** are structures in the cells that contain genes. Genes are responsible for instructing our bodies how to grow and develop. Usually, an individual has 46 chromosomes in his or her cells, or 23 pairs. The first 22 pairs are the same in males and females and the last pair, the sex chromosomes, consist of two X chromosomes in a female, and an X chromosome and an Y chromosome in a male.

XYY syndrome occurs when an extra Y chromosome is present in the cells of an affected individual. People with XYY syndrome are always male. The error that causes the extra Y chromosome can occur in the fertilizing sperm or in the developing embryo.

XYY is not considered an inherited condition. An inherited condition usually is one in which the mother and/or father has an alteration in a gene or chromosome that can be passed onto their children. Typically, in an inherited condition, there is an increased chance that the condition will reoccur. The risk of the condition reoccurring in another pregnancy is not increased above the general population incidence.

**Demographics**

XYY syndrome has an incidence of one in 1,000 newborn males. However, since many males with XYY syndrome look like other males without XYY syndrome, many males are never identified.

**Signs and symptoms**

There are no physical abnormalities in most males with XYY syndrome. However, some males can have one or more of the following characteristics. Males who have XYY syndrome are usually normal in length at birth, but have rapid growth in childhood, typically averaging in the 75th percentile (taller than 75% of males their same
Many males with XYY syndrome are not overly muscular, particularly in the chest and shoulders. Individuals with XYY syndrome often have difficulties with their coordination. As a result, they can appear to be awkward or clumsy. During their teenage years, males with XYY syndrome may develop severe acne that may need to be treated by a dermatologist.

Men with XYY syndrome have normal, heterosexual function and most are fertile. However, numerous case reports of men with XYY syndrome presenting with infertility have been reported. Most males with XYY syndrome have normal hormones involved in their sperm production. However, a minority of males with XYY syndrome may have increased amounts of some hormones involved in sperm production. This may result in infertility due to inadequate sperm production. As of 2001, the true incidence of infertility in males with XYY syndrome is unknown.

When XYY men make sperm, the extra Y chromosome is thought to be lost resulting in a normal number of sex chromosomes. As a result, men with XYY syndrome are not at an increased risk for fathering children with chromosome abnormalities. However, some men with XYY syndrome have been found to have more sperm with extra chromosomes than what is found in men without XYY syndrome. Whether these men have an increased risk of fathering a child with a chromosome abnormality is unknown as of 2001.

Men with XYY syndrome usually have normal intelligence, but it can be slightly lower than their brothers and sisters. Approximately 50% of males with XYY syndrome have learning difficulties, usually in language and reading. Speech delay can be noticed in early school years. Males with XYY syndrome may not process information as quickly as their peers and may need additional time for learning.

Males with XYY syndrome have an increased risk of behavior problems. Hyperactivity and temper tantrums can occur more frequently than expected, especially during childhood. As males with XYY syndrome become older, they may have problems with impulse control and appear emotionally immature.

From a psychosocial standpoint, males with XYY syndrome may have low self-esteem due to mild learning disabilities and/or lack of athletic skills due to lack of coordination. Males with XYY syndrome are at risk in stressful environments and have a low ability to deal with frustration.

As of 2001, men with XYY syndrome are not thought to be excessively aggressive or psychotic. However, because some men with XYY syndrome can have mild learning difficulties and/or have difficulty controlling behavior problems such as lack of impulse control, their actions may lead to criminal behavior if placed in the right environment. It is important to emphasize that this occurs only in a small percentage of men with XYY syndrome. Most men with XYY syndrome are productive members of society with no criminal behavior.

Diagnosis

Most individuals with 47,XYY go through their entire lives without being diagnosed with this condition.

KEY TERMS

Amniocentesis—A procedure performed at 16–18 weeks of pregnancy in which a needle is inserted through a woman’s abdomen into her uterus to draw out a small sample of the amniotic fluid from around the baby. Either the fluid itself or cells from the fluid can be used for a variety of tests to obtain information about genetic disorders and other medical conditions in the fetus.

Cell—The smallest living units of the body which group together to form tissues and help the body perform specific functions.

Chorionic villus sampling (CVS)—A procedure used for prenatal diagnosis at 10–12 weeks gestation. Under ultrasound guidance a needle is inserted either through the mother’s vagina or abdominal wall and a sample of cells is collected from around the fetus. These cells are then tested for chromosome abnormalities or other genetic diseases.

Chromosome—A microscopic thread-like structure found within each cell of the body and consists of a complex of proteins and DNA. Humans have 46 chromosomes arranged into 23 pairs. Changes in either the total number of chromosomes or their shape and size (structure) may lead to physical or mental abnormalities.

Embryo—The earliest stage of development of a human infant, usually used to refer to the first eight weeks of pregnancy. The term fetus is used from roughly the third month of pregnancy until delivery.

Hormone—A chemical messenger produced by the body that is involved in regulating specific bodily functions such as growth, development, and reproduction.
Prognosis

Most males who have learning disabilities and/or behavior problems due to XYY syndrome have an excellent prognosis. Learning disabilities are mild and most affected males learn how to control their impulsiveness and other behavior problems. XYY syndrome does not shorten lifespan.
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Chromosome Deletion Outreach, Inc. PO Box 724, Boca Raton, FL 33429-0724. (561) 391-5098 or (888) 236-6880. Fax: (561) 395-4252. cdo@worldnet.att.net. <http://members.aol.com/cdousa/cdo.htm>.

Carin Lea Beltz, MS, CGC

Treatment and management

Treatment and management for most men with XYY syndrome is not indicated. However, early identification and intervention of learning disabilities and/or behavior difficulties is necessary. Speech therapy, physical therapy, and occupational therapy may be helpful for males with XYY syndrome. Also, because males with XYY syndrome are at risk in stressful environments, a supportive and stimulating home life is important.

Chromosome studies can be done after birth on a skin or blood sample to confirm the condition. This syndrome can also be diagnosed coincidentally when a pregnant mother undergoes prenatal testing for other reasons, such as being age 35 or older at the time of delivery. Prenatal tests that can determine whether or not an unborn baby will be affected with 47,XXY are the chorionic villi sampling (CVS) and amniocentesis procedures. Both procedures are associated with potential risks of pregnancy loss and therefore are only offered to women who have an increased risk of having a baby born with a chromosome problem or some type of genetic condition.
Zellweger syndrome

Definition

Zellweger syndrome refers to an inherited condition that is present at birth and usually causes death during the first six to twelve months of age. This syndrome is caused by a lack or reduction of peroxisomes, which are specialized organelles that help the body get rid of toxic substances. Zellweger syndrome is a disorder of metabolism. It is one of a group of genetic disorders called the leukodystrophies, diseases that involve abnormal growth of the fatty covering of nerve fibers (myelin sheath).

Description

In 1964, researchers described a similar pattern of multiple birth defects in two unrelated pairs of siblings in Iowa and Maryland. Hans Zellweger identified the cases in Iowa. Passarge and McAdams reported several similar cases and introduced the name cerebro-hepato-renal-syndrome. Opitz reviewed the Bowen report and decided that only the Iowa cases represented the same condition reported by others. To recognize Hans Zellweger’s role in identifying the Iowa cases, Opitz proposed the name Zellweger cerebro-hepato-renal syndrome. Most refer to the syndrome as Zellweger syndrome.

Initially, Zellweger syndrome was considered a multiple congenital anomaly disorder. In 1973, researchers reported that individuals who have Zellweger syndrome do not have peroxisomes in their liver and kidneys. Important metabolic processes take place in peroxisomes. Thus, the first evidence that Zellweger syndrome should be reassigned to the metabolic disease category was provided.

Metabolism includes numerous chemical processes involved in both construction (anabolism) and breakdown (catabolism) of important components. These processes are catalyzed (or helped along) by enzymes. If any enzymes are missing in the process, a build-up of an initial substance, or a missing end-product, can result. Either of these situations can lead to disease.

Peroxisomes are small organelles found in cells, particularly of the liver, kidneys, and brain. Substances that are broken down in peroxisomes include very long chain fatty acids, polyunsaturated fatty acids, dicarboxylic fatty acids, prostaglandins, and the side chain of cholesterol. When peroxisomes are absent or deficient, very long chain fatty acids, and other substances that peroxisomes normally help to catalyze, begin to build up in the body.

Peroxisomes also play a part in the initial reactions in the creation of plasmalogens. Plasmalogens are important components in the structure of myelin, a fatty layer that covers the nerve fibers in the body. This covering helps the nerve signals to move correctly from place to place. Since plasmalogens require peroxisomes for their formation, a lack of functioning peroxisomes causes a

KEY TERMS

Amniocentesis—A procedure performed at 16–18 weeks of pregnancy in which a needle is inserted through a woman’s abdomen into her uterus to draw out a small sample of the amniotic fluid from around the baby. Either the fluid itself or cells from the fluid can be used for a variety of tests to obtain information about genetic disorders and other medical conditions in the fetus.

Chorionic villus sampling (CVS)—A procedure used for prenatal diagnosis at 10–12 weeks gestation. Under ultrasound guidance a needle is inserted either through the mother’s vagina or abdominal wall and a sample of cells is collected from around the fetus. These cells are then tested for chromosome abnormalities or other genetic diseases.
deficiency in plasmalogens. Since the plasmalogens are required for the formation of myelin, the myelin is defective. Bile acid formation also requires peroxisomes. Bile is secreted by the liver and stored in the gallbladder. It is released when fat enters the intestines. Bile then helps to break down these fats to prepare them for further digestion. Bile acid is produced during the breakdown of cholesterol.

Babies with Zellweger syndrome have severe developmental retardation and impairment of their central nervous system. They lack muscle tone (hypotonia), and are often blind or deaf. They have a distinctive facial appearance, an enlarged liver, and may have cysts in their kidneys. They will frequently have jaundice in the newborn period that is more serious and lasts longer than usual. Jaundice is a yellow discoloration of the skin and eyes caused by too much bilirubin in the blood. It may be a symptom of many disorders including liver disease. Healthy newborns frequently have jaundice that resolves after a few days.

Genetic profile

Zellweger syndrome is an autosomal recessive condition. This means that in order to have the condition, an individual needs to inherit one copy of the gene for Zellweger syndrome from each parent. An individual who has only one copy of the gene is called a carrier for the condition and does not have any signs or symptoms of the condition. When two parents are carriers for Zellweger syndrome, they have a 25% chance, with each pregnancy, for having an affected child. They have a 50% chance for having a child who is a carrier for the condition and a 25% chance for having a child who is neither affected nor a carrier for Zellweger syndrome.

Changes or mutations in any of several different genes involved in the creation of peroxisomes (peroxisome biogenesis) can cause Zellweger syndrome. There are many gene mutations that have been identified that are involved with the creation of functioning peroxisomes. The gene located on the long arm of chromosome 7, at 7q21-q22, is in part responsible for the creation of peroxisomes. The gene product is called peroxisome biogenesis factor 1 or Peroxin 1 (PEX 1). When a gene change or mutation occurs in this area that does not allow for normal creation of the peroxisomes, then the peroxisomes are not created, leading to Zellweger syndrome. There are several other genes identified on different chromosomes that will not allow for normal peroxisome development if a gene mutation occurs. These include, but are not limited to, peroxisome biogenesis factor 13 (short arm of chromosome 2 at 2p15), peroxisome biogenesis factor 6 (short arm of chromosome 6 at 6p21), peroxisome assembly factor-1 (long arm of chromosome 8 at 8q21), peroxisomal targeting signal 1 receptor (short arm of chromosome 12 at 12p13), and peroxisome biogenesis factor 10 (chromosome 1).

The cause of Zellweger syndrome is a failure of the peroxisomes to be able to bring newly created peroxisomal proteins into the peroxisomes. Instead, the proteins stay outside of the peroxisomes and are broken down. The peroxisome membranes may be present, but are empty, like the wood frame of an empty house. These empty peroxisomes have been called peroxisome “ghosts.”

Demographics

The frequency of this condition is estimated to be 1 in 50,000. There is no reported difference in the incidence in any particular sex or ethnic background.

Signs and symptoms

The characteristic facial features of Zellweger syndrome include:

- high forehead
- widely spaced eyes (hypertelorism)
- low, broad, or flat nasal bridge
- “full” cheeks
- small chin (micrognathia)
- forward tilting (anteverted) nostrils
- vertical fold of skin over the inner corner of the eye (epicanthal fold)
- upslanting eyes
- shallow orbital ridges
- minor ear abnormalities

Other characteristics include, but are not limited to:

- breech presentation at birth (feet first)
- extremely weak muscles (hypotonia)
- weak sucking and swallowing reflexes
- high arched palate
- absent deep tendon reflexes
- seizures
- deafness
- enlarged liver (hepatomegaly)
- enlarged spleen
• gastrointestinal bleeding
• slow growth after birth
• severe mental retardation
• abnormal brain findings
• involuntary, rhythmic movements of the eyes (nystagmus)
• large space between the bones of the skull (fontanel)
• flat back part of the head (occiput)
• tiny white or yellow spots on the colored part of the eyes (brushfield spots)
• redundant skin on neck
• congenital cloudy lenses of the eye (cataracts)
• possible heart defects
• a single crease across the palm of the hands (simian creases)
• fixed, immovable joints (contractures)
• misaligned bones in the front part of the foot/club foot (talipes equinovarus)
• undescended testicles (cryptorchidism)
• underdeveloped thymus (thymus hypoplasia)
• hearing impairment
• failure to thrive
• psychomotor retardation
• high levels of iron or copper in the blood

Diagnosis

Diagnosis is based on clinical characteristics combined with a series of tests to determine the peroxisomal function and structure. Biochemical abnormalities include elevated levels of very long chain fatty acids, a decrease in the levels of a peroxisomal enzyme dihydroxyacetone phosphate acyltransferase (DHAPAT), the presence of abnormal intermediates in bile acid formation, and a lack of plasmalogens in a blood sample. Absence of peroxisomes in liver biopsy specimen is considered essential for the diagnosis of Zellweger syndrome.

Prenatal diagnosis for Zellweger syndrome is possible through chorionic villus sampling (CVS) and amniocentesis. Diagnosis may be made by measuring the synthesis of plasmalogens in cultured CVS or amniotic fluid cells or by measuring the amount of very long chain fatty acids. Other tests may be useful, including measuring the amount of the peroxisomal enzyme DHAPAT in the amniotic fluid.

There are other leukodystrophies, including neonatal adrenoleukodystrophy, infantile Refsum disease, and hyperpipelicolic acidemia. The milder diseases may be due to having partial peroxisome function.

Treatment and management

In general there is no cure and no treatment for Zellweger syndrome.

Prognosis

The prognosis for individuals who have Zellweger syndrome is poor. Those with the disease usually only live for a few months after birth. Rarely do individuals with Zellweger syndrome live longer than one year.
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Utilizing the egg. The membranes of the egg and sperm combine, producing one single cell. The egg and sperm prepare to fuse their genetic material (DNA/chromosomes). Finally, the genetic material combines to produce the zygote with one complete set of chromosomes.

Most cells in the human body have two pairs of 23 chromosomes, i.e. 46 chromosomes total. One set of 23 chromosomes is inherited from the mother, and the complementary set is inherited from the father. When the egg and sperm are formed, the two sets of chromosomes divide evenly, from 46 to 23 chromosomes to produce eggs and sperm with 23 chromosomes each. This ensures that when the egg and sperm fuse during conception, the original number of chromosomes (46) is restored.

The reduction of each parent cell from 46 to 23 chromosomes ensures that each parent contributes half of his or her genetic material to form the zygote and the offspring shares 50% of his or her genes with each parent. Duplication of the single zygote occurs through a complete division of the single ball of cells. This begins the process of forming the fetus and eventually the baby. The first division produces two identical cells, the second produces four cells, the third produces eight cells, etc. After many cell divisions, the cells begin to specialize and differentiate (form particular tissues and organs).

Fertilization usually occurs in the fallopian tube, and the first few cell divisions occur as the developing embryo moves to the uterus. The first division occurs about 30 hours after fertilization. As the zygote divides, some of the cells formed will develop into the placenta. Approximately six days after fertilization, the ball of cells attaches to the uterine wall.

**Sex determination**

Men and women each have 22 pairs of non-sex chromosomes and two sex chromosomes. Men’s sex chromosomes are X and Y. A mature sperm cell that has undergone the chromosome division process from 46 to 23 chromosomes produces a cell that is either X or Y. Women’s sex chromosomes are X and X. The eggs that women produce have only X chromosomes. Therefore, the sperm determines whether the zygote is XY or XX, which is the initial step on the biological path to becoming a male or female.

**Developmental periods**

The term embryo refers to the developing baby between the second week after conception and the eighth week after conception. Doctors use the term fetus from the ninth week after conception to birth. A pregnancy is broken down into three trimesters. The first trimester begins with the first day of the woman’s last menstrual period and each trimester is three calendar months.

Twinning may arise in two ways. Identical twins are called “monozygotic” because both individuals are formed from the same zygote. As the zygote divides to form the baby, two separate individuals form instead of one. Fraternal twins are called “dizygotic” because each individual develops from a different zygote. Two eggs are ovulated, and a separate sperm fertilizes each egg. Therefore, identical twins have exactly the same DNA in each cell and fraternal twins share the same amount of DNA as brothers and sisters. Sometimes it is impossible to tell monozygotic twins from dizygotic twins based on the placenta and the fetal membranes. If a person wants to determine whether twins are monozygotic or dizygotic, DNA studies of blood cells will provide a definitive answer.

**Abnormalities**

The zygote normally contains two complete sets of 23 chromosomes, and two copies of every gene. If the egg or sperm that fuse to form the zygote is abnormal, the zygote will also be abnormal. For example, Down syndrome is caused by an extra chromosome number 21 from the egg or sperm cell. Since the cells formed by division of the zygote are identical to the zygote, any abnormality in the zygote will be in every cell of the baby.
Abnormalities can also arise when the zygote begins to divide. This type of abnormality is usually severe, eventually leading to a miscarriage. If an abnormality occurs after the zygote has divided one or more times, the baby will have some normal cells and some abnormal cells. This situation is referred to as “mosaicism” and “mosaic” may be used to describe the person’s condition.

**Molar pregnancies**

Molar pregnancies can occur in one of two ways. Sometimes the original cell that duplicates and divides to form the fetus is completely of paternal origin. The chromosomes in a sperm duplicate themselves, then proceed to divide as if they were a normal zygote. These pregnancies are completely abnormal and miscarry. Another type of molar pregnancy occurs when two sperm fertilize one egg. The zygote is triploidy and has 69 chromosomes instead of 46. Although some fetal parts can be seen, these pregnancies normally miscarry in the first or second trimester.

**Birth defects**

The term birth defect describes many different types of abnormalities, including physical malformations. Abnormalities of anatomical structures may be significant or insignificant; minor variations in structure are common. Approximately 3% of newborns have major malformations. The causes are: chromosome abnormalities (6–7%), inherited genetic conditions (7-8%), environmental factors (7–10%), and multifactorial causes (20–25%). The cause of the remaining 50–60% of malformations is unknown. Multifactorial refers to causes with both genetic and environmental components. Environmental factors include exposures to drugs, chemicals, or other substances that affect the development of the fetus while he/she is in the uterus. Substances that cause birth defects are referred to as teratogens.

**Artificial reproductive technology**

Couples may pursue assisted reproductive technologies for a number of reasons. If a couple has artificial insemination, the sperm is inserted into the uterus when the woman is ovulating. Fertilization then occurs as it would normally. If a couple has in vitro fertilization (IVF), the egg and sperm are mixed outside the body in the laboratory. The zygote forms in a petri dish if fertilization occurs. After a number of cell divisions, the developing embryo is placed in the woman’s uterus. If the sperm are incapable of fusing with the egg themselves, the sperm may be injected into the egg. This additional step to the IVF procedure is called intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI).

In the year 2001, preimplantation diagnosis is possible for a number of genetic diseases. Couples may pursue this if they are at a significant risk for having a child with a disease that could be diagnosed prior to becoming pregnant through preimplantation diagnosis. The procedure is like that of in vitro fertilization, with an additional step. After fertilization occurs and the zygote has begun to divide, a single cell is removed. Removing the cell does not harm the other cells. The cell that is removed is tested for the genetic disease for which the couple is at risk. Multiple developing embryos are tested. Only the embryos that do not have the condition are placed in the woman’s uterus to complete development.

The development of a person from the zygote is a fascinating and amazing process. It is a difficult area to study because scientists cannot manipulate human embryos to observe the effects, and the development of the fetus cannot be directly observed. Researchers still have many unanswered questions. Following a doctor’s recommendations from prior to the pregnancy through-out pregnancy (such as folic acid intake and avoidance of alcohol and other drugs) increases the chances that the development of a zygote into a full-term infant will be normal. However, there are many babies born with severe birth defects or genetic diseases despite the parents’ efforts at doing everything in their power to prevent a problem. Most birth defects and genetic disorders occur because of an event out of control of the parents.
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Pedigree charts are a visual tool for documenting biological relationships in families and the presence of disorders. Using these charts, a medical professional such as a geneticist or genetic counselor, can analyze the genetic risk in a family for a particular trait or condition by tracking which individuals have the disorder and determining how it is inherited.

A standard set of symbols has been established for use in creating pedigree charts. Those found within the body of several entries in the encyclopedia follow the symbol guide explained on the next page. The exact style and amount of information presented on the chart varies for each family and depends on the trait or condition under investigation. Typically, only data that is directly related to the disorder being analyzed will be included.
Symbol Guide for Pedigree Charts

- **Male**
- **Female**
- **Affected male**
- **Affected female**
- **Carrier male**
- **Carrier female**
- **Deceased male**
- **Deceased female**
- **Male adopted into a family**
- **Female adopted into a family**
- **Gender not specified**
- **Pregnancy**
- **Four males**
- **Three females**
- **Miscarriage**
- **Pregnancy terminated due to affected condition**
- **Elective termination of pregnancy**
- **Female with no children by choice**
- **Female with no children due to medical infertility**
- **Identical twin females**
- **Fraternal twin females**
- **Consanguineous relationship**
- **Relationship no longer exists**
- **Unknown family history**
- **d.79y** Died at 79 years
- **dx.41y** Diagnosed at 41 years
- **Relationship line**
- **Line of descent**
- **Sibship line**
- **Individual line**
A chromosome map indicates the relative positions of the genes that code for certain characteristics. The basic format for writing a gene position is the chromosome number, arm, band, sub-band, and sub-sub-band, if known. An example is 3p22.5.

The chromosome number refers to one of the 22 autosomal chromosomes (numbered 1-22) or one of the sex-determining chromosomes known as X or Y. In the example, the gene is on chromosome 3.

Each chromosome has two arms, separated by a centromere, the pinched-in area toward the top of the chromosome. The short arm, labeled “p”, is above the centromere and the long arm, “q”, is below it. In the case of the example gene, it is found on the short arm (p) of chromosome 3, or 3p.

The arms are further divided into cytogenetic bands (regions) numbered 1, 2, 3, etc... The numbers start at the centromere and increase to the end of the arm, known as the telomere. These bands can only be seen when stained and viewed under a microscope. Sub-bands, which are numbered the same way as bands, may be visible within bands at greater magnifications. Therefore, the exact location of the example gene is the short arm (p) of chromosome 3, band 2, sub-band region 2, and a sub-sub band 5.

The following 24 illustrations demonstrate the approximate gene location for several of the genes relating to disorders mentioned in this encyclopedia. Disorders known to be related to a specific chromosome but not necessarily at an exact location have been placed below the chromosome. These chromosome maps are in no way complete, rather, they provide an introduction to understanding relative size differences of human chromosomes and where geneticists have located the genes associated with the source of certain genetic disorders.
Chromosome 3
- VHL: von Hippel-Lindau
- BTD: Biotindase
- SCLC1: Lung cancer
- MLH1: Colon cancer
- hMLH1: Muir-Torre syndrome
- LAR1: Larsen syndrome (3p)
- HGD: Alkaptonuria (3p)
- Pituitary dwarfism
- ETM1: Essential tremor
- GM1: gangliosidosis
- FBS: Fanconi-Bickel syndrome

Chromosome 4
- HD: Huntington disease
- MPS: Mucopolysaccharidoses
- Achondroplasia
- EVC: Ellis-van Creveld
- alpha-synuclein: Parkinson disease
- RIEG: Rieger syndrome
- LQT4: Long QT syndrome 4
- Achondroplasia
Chromosome 7
- 11: ELN: Williams syndrome
- 21: Pendrin: Pendred syndrome
- 31: CFTR: Cystic fibrosis
- 32: OB: Obesity
- 33: Pancreatic cancer
- 22: GCK: Diabetes

Chromosome 8
- 11: WRN: Werner syndrome
- 12: Hereditary spherocytosis
- 22: Cohen syndrome
- 24: Klippel-Feil syndrome
- 23: MYC: Burkitt lymphoma
- 24: LGS: Langer-Giedon syndrome

Chromosome 9
- 11: CDKN2: Malignant melanoma
- 12: FRDA: Friedreich's ataxia
- 13: Familial dysautonomia
- 32: OWRT1: Osler-Weber-Rendu syndrome
- 33: PAHX: Refsum disease

Chromosome 10
- 11: PAHX: Refsum disease
- 12: OAT: Gyrate atrophy
- 22: Apert syndrome
- 23: Crouzon syndrome
- 24: PAHX: Refsum disease
Chromosome 11

- HRAS: Harvey ras oncogene
- IDDM2: Diabetes
- LQT1: Long QT syndrome
- DHC: Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome
- MEN1: Multiple endocrine neoplasia
- MKS2: Meckel syndrome, type 2
- ATM: Ataxia telangiectasia

Chromosome 12

- PXR1: Zellweger syndrome
- Noonan syndrome
- HOS: Holt-Oram syndrome
- PAH: Phenylketonuria

Chromosome 13

- BRCA2: Breast cancer
- RB1: Retinoblastoma
- ATP7B: Wilson disease

Chromosome 14

- PS1(AD3): Alzheimer disease
- Krabbe disease
Chromosome 15

13
12
1
p
11
q
11
14
15
21
22
23
24
25
26

FBN1: Marfan syndrome
Prader-Willi syndrome (15q)
Hereditary hearing loss

Chromosome 16

13
12
11
p
11
q
12
13
21
22
24
23
25
26

FMF: Familial Mediterranean fever
Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome
PKD1: Polycystic kidney disease
Crohn's disease
BBS2: Bardet-Biedl syndrome, Type 2
ABCC6: Pseudoaxanthoma elasticum (16)

Chromosome 17

13
12
11
p
11
q
11
12
21
22
23
24
25

Canavan disease
p53: Li Fraumeni syndrome
Tumor suppressor protein
LIS1: Lissencephaly
CMT1A: Charcot-Marie-Tooth syndrome
FALDH: Sjogren-Larsson syndrome
BRCA1: Breast cancer/ovarian cancer
MKS1: Meckel syndrome, Type 1
SOX9: Campomelic dysplasia

Chromosome 18

13
12
11
p
11
q
12
13
21
22
23
24

MAD1: Manic affective disorder 1
NPC1: Niemann-Pick disease
DPC4 (Smad4): Pancreatic cancer

Chromosome 19

13
12
11
p
11
q
11
12
13
11
1
p
12
13

Donohue syndrome
Central core disease
AP0E: Atherosclerosis
LCA1: Leber congenital amaurosis, Type 1
DM: Myotonic dystrophy

Chromosome 20

13
12
11
p
11
q
12
13

MKKS: McKusick-Kaufman syndrome
ADA1: Severe combined immunodeficiency
MAS: McCune-Albright syndrome
CDMP1: Brachydactyly
Chromosome Map

**Chromosome 21**
- 13
- 12
- 1
- p
- q
- 2
- 21
- Homocystinuria
- SOD1: Superoxide dismutase 1
- APS1: Autoimmune polyglandular syndrome

**Chromosome 22**
- 13
- 12
- 1
- p
- q
- 11
- Multifactorial inheritance
- DGS: DiGeorge syndrome
- ALS1: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
- NF2: Neurofibromatosis

**Chromosome X**
- 22
- 21
- 1
- p
- q
- 11
- 11
- 1
- Renpenning syndrome
- Sutherland-Hann syndrome
- ATP7A: Menkes syndrome
- ATRX: Smith-Fineman-Myers syndrome
- 21
- 2
- GLA: Fabry disease
- IL2RG: X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency
- 22
- 23
- 24
- OCRL1: Lowe syndrome
- SGBS1: Simpson-Golabi-Behmel syndrome
- FMR1: Fragile X syndrome
- STA: Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy
- X-linked hydrocephaly
- 25
- 26
- 27
- 28
- Asplenia (x)
- KAL: Kallman syndrome (x)

**Chromosome Y**
- 1
- 11
- p
- q
- 12
- SRY(TDF): Testis-determining factor
- TDF: Testis-determining factor
The following is an alphabetical compilation of organizations listed in the Resources section of the main body entries. Although the list is comprehensive, it is by no means exhaustive. It is a starting point for further information, as well as other online and print sources. Many of the organizations listed provide information for multiple disorders and have links to additional related websites. E-mail addresses and web addresses listed were provided by the associations; Gale Group is not responsible for the accuracy of the addresses or the contents of the websites.
ALS Association of America (ALSA)
27001 Agoura Road, Suite 150
Calabasas Hills, CA 91301-5104
Phone: (818) 800-9006
Fax: (818) 880-9006
Website: http://www.alsa.org

Alzheimer’s Association
919 North Michigan Ave., Suite 1000
Chicago, IL 60611-1676
Phone: (800) 272-3900

Alzheimer’s Disease International
45/46 Lower Marsh
London, SE1 7RG
United Kingdom
Phone: (+44 20) 7620 3011
E-mail: adi@alz.co.uk
Website: http://www.alz.co.uk

Ambiguous Genitalia Support Network
PO Box 313
Clements, CA 95227-0313
Phone: (209) 727-0313
Fax: (209) 727-0313
E-mail: agsn@jps.net
Website: http://www.stepstn.com

AMD Alliance International
PO Box 550385
Atlanta, GA 30355
Phone: (877) 434-8855
Website: http://www.amdalliance.org

American Academy of Allergy, Asthma & Immunology
611 E. Wells Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202
Phone: (414) 272-6071
Fax: (414) 272-6070
Website: http://www.aaaai.org

American Academy of Dermatology
PO Box 4014, 930 N. Meacham Road
Schaumburg, IL 60168-4014
Phone: (847) 330-0230
Fax: (847) 330-0050
Website: http://www.aad.org

American Academy of Ophthalmology
PO Box 7424
San Francisco, CA 94120-7424
Phone: (415) 561-8500
Fax: (415) 561-8500
Website: http://www.aaos.org

American Academy of Pediatrics
141 Northwest Point Boulevard
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007-1098
Phone: (847) 434-4000
Fax: (847) 434-8000
Website: http://www.aap.org/visit/contact.htm

American Association for Klinefelter Syndrome Information and Support (AKKISS)
2945 W. Farwell Ave., Chicago, IL 60645-2925
Phone: (773) 761-5298 or (888) 466-5747
Fax: (773) 761-5298
E-mail: aaksis@aaksis.org
Website: http://www.aaksis.org

American Association for Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus
Website: http://med-aapos.bu.edu/

American Association of Kidney Patients
100 S. Ashley Dr., Suite 280
Tampa, FL 33602
Phone: (800) 749-2257
Website: http://www.aakp.org

American Association on Mental Retardation (AAMR)
444 North Capitol Street NW, Suite 846
Washington, DC 20001-1512
Phone: (800) 424-8666
Website: http://www.aamr.org

American Cancer Society
1599 Clifton Road NE
Atlanta, GA 30329
Phone: (800) 227-2345
Website: http://www.cancer.org

American Cleft Palate-Craniofacial Association
104 South Estes Dr., Suite 204
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
Phone: (919) 993-9044
Fax: (919) 936-9004
Website: http://www.cleftline.org

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
PO Box 96920, 409 12th Street SW
Washington, DC 20090-6920
Website: http://www.acog.org

American College of Rheumatology
60 Executive Park South, Suite 150
Atlanta, GA 30329
Phone: (404) 633-3777
Website: http://www.rheumatology.org

American Council of the Blind
1555 15th Street NW, Suite 720
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: (202) 467-5081 or (800) 424-8666
Website: http://www.acb.org

American Diabetes Association
1701 N. Beauregard Street
Alexandria, VA 22311
Phone: (703) 549-1500 or (800) 342-2383
Website: http://www.diabetes.org

American Epilepsy Society
342 North Main Street
West Hartford, CT 06117
Phone: (860) 586-7350
Fax: (860 586-7550
E-mail: info@aesnet
Website: http://www.aesnet.org

American Foundation for the Blind
11 Penn Plaza, Suite 300
New York, NY 10001
Phone: (800) 232-5463

American Foundation for Urologic Disease, Inc.
777 E. Atlantic Ave., PMB Z-363
Delray Beach, FL 33483-5352
Phone: (561) 266-9037 or (888) 655-IRON (4766)
E-mail: ahs@emi.net
Website: http://www.americanhs.org

American Hemochromatosis Society, Inc.
777 E. Atlantic Ave., PMB Z-363
Delray Beach, FL 33483-5352
Phone: (561) 266-9037 or (888) 655-IRON (4766)
E-mail: inquire@heart
Website: http://www.americanheart.org

American Kidney Fund
Suite 1010, 6110 Executive Boulevard
Rockville, MD 20852
Phone: (899) 638-8299

American Liver Foundation
75 Maiden Lane, Suite 603
New York, NY 10038
American Lung Association
1740 Broadway
New York, NY 10019-4374
Phone: (212) 315-8700 or (800) 586-4872
Website: http://www.lungusa.org

American Macular Degeneration Foundation
PO Box 515
Northampton, MA 01061-0515
Phone: (413) 268-7660
Website: http://www.macular.org

American Medical Association
Washington Office
1101 Vermont Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: (202) 789-7400
Website: http://www.ama-assn.org

American Nystagmus Network
PO Box 45
Jerison, MI 49429-0045
Website: http://www.nystagmus.org

American Optometric Association
243 North Lindbergh Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63141
Phone: (314) 991-4100
Website: http://www.aoanet.org

American Porphyria Foundation
PO Box 22712
Houston, TX 77227
Phone: (713) 266-9617
Website: http://www.enterprise.net/apf/

American Psychiatric Association
1400 K Street NW
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: (202) 682-6220

American Sleep Disorders Association
1610 14th Street NW, Suite 300
Rochester, MN 55901
Phone: (507) 287-6006

American Society for Deaf Children
PO Box 3355
Gettysburg, PA 17325
Phone: (800) 942-ASDC or (717) 334-7922 v/tty
Website: http://www.deafchildren.org/asdc2k/home/home.shtml

American Society for Dermatologic Surgery
1209 Montgomery Highway
Birmingham, AL 35216-2809
Phone: (205) 978-5000
E-mail: asrm@asrm
Website: http://www.asrm.org

American Society for Reproductive Medicine
515 Madison Ave., Suite 1212
New York, NY 10022
Phone: (212) 644-0600
Website: http://www.ash-us.org

American Society of Human Genetics
9650 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20814-3998
Phone: (301) 571-1825
Website: http://www.faseb.org/genetics/ashg/ashgmenu.htm

American Society of Hypertension
PO Box 1586
Longview, TX 75606-1586
Phone: (903) 236-7079

American Thyroid Association
PO Box 1836
Falls Church, VA 22041-1836
Phone: (410) 243-4483
Fax: (703) 998-8893
Website: http://www.thyroid.org

Anemia Institute for Research and Education
151 Bloor Street West, Suite 600
Toronto, ON M5S 1S4
Canada
Phone: (877) 99-ANEMIA
Website: http://www.anemiainstitute.net

Angelman Syndrome Foundation
414 Plaza Dr., Suite 209
Westmont, IL 60559-1265
Phone: (630) 734-9267 or (800) 432-6435
Fax: (630) 655-0391

Anxiety Disorders Association of America
11900 Parklawn Dr., Suite 100
Rockville, MD 20852
Phone: (301) 231-9350
Fax: (301) 231-7392
E-mail: anxdis@adaa.org

Apert Syndrome Support Group
8708 Kathy
St. Louis, MO 63126
Phone: (314) 965-3356

Aplastic Anemia Foundation
PO Box 613
Annapolis, MD 21404-0613
Phone: (800) 747-2820
Website: http://www.aplastic.org

Arc (A National Organization on Mental Retardation)
1010 Wayne Ave., Suite 650
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone: (800) 433-5255
Website: http://www.thearc.org

Arc of the United States (formerly Association for Retarded Citizens of the US)
500 East Border Street, Suite 300
Arlington, TX 76010
Phone: (817) 261-6003
Website: http://thearc.org

Arc's Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Resource Guide
The Arc’s Publication Desk
3300 Pleasant Valley Lane, Suite C
Arlington, TX 76015
Phone: (817) 261-6003
Website: http://www.thearc.org/misc/faslist.html

Arthritis Foundation
1330 West Peachtree Street
Atlanta, GA 30309
Phone: (800) 283-7800
Website: http://www.arthritis.org

The Arthrogryposis Group (TAG)
1 The Oaks, Gillingham
Dorset, SP8 4SW
United Kingdom
Phone: 01-747-822655
Website: http://tagonline.org.uk

Association for Glycogen Storage Disease (United Kingdom)
Phone: 0131 554 2791
Fax: 0131 244 8926
Website: http://www.agsd.uk
Association for Macular Diseases, Inc.
210 East 64th Street
New York, NY 10021
Phone: (212) 605-3719
E-mail: 2020@nei.nih.gov
Website: http://www.macula@macula.org

Association for Neuro-Metabolic Disorders
5223 Brookfield Lane
Sylvania, OH 43560-1809
Phone: (419) 885-1497

Association for Science in Autism Treatment
175 Great Neck Road, Suite 406
Great Neck, NY 11021
Phone: (516) 466-4400
Fax: (516) 466-4484
E-mail: asat@autism-treatment.org

Association for Spina Bifida and Hydrocephalus
42 Park Road
Peterborough, PE1 2UQ
United Kingdom
Phone: 0173 355 5988
Fax: 0173 355 5985
E-mail: postmaster@asbah.org
Website: http://www.asbah.demon.co.uk

Association for the Bladder Exstrophy Community
PO Box 1472
Wake Forest, NC 27588-1472
Phone: (919) 624-9447
Website: http://www.bladderexstrophy.org/support.htm

Association of Birth Defects in Children
930 Woodcock Road, Suite 225
Orlando, FL 32803
Phone: (407) 895-0802
Website: http://www.birthdefects.org

Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America (AAFA)
1233 20th Street NW, Suite 402
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (800) 7-ASTHMA
Fax: (202) 466-8940
Website: http://www.aafa.org

The A-T Project
3002 Enfield Road
Austin, TX 78703
Phone: (512) 472-4892
Website: http://www.atproject.org

Ataxia MJD Research Project, Inc.
875 Mahler Road, Suite 161
Burlington, CA 94010-1621
Phone: (650) 259-3984
Fax: (650) 259-3983
Website: http://www.ataxiamjd.org

Autism Research Institute
4182 Adams Ave.
San Diego, 92116
Fax: (619) 563-6840

Autism Society of America
7910 Woodmont Ave. Suite 300
Bethesda, MD 20814-3015
Phone: (301) 657-0881 or (800) 3-AUTISM
Website: http://www.autism-society.org

AVENUES National Support Group for Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congenita
PO Box 5192
Sonora, CA 95370
Phone: (209) 928-3688
E-mail: avenues@sonnet.com
Website: http://www.sonnet.com/avenues

Bachmann-Strauss Dystonia & Parkinson Foundation, Inc.
Mount Sinai Medical Center, One Gustave L. Levy Place, Box 1490
New York, NY 10029
Phone: (212) 241-5614
Website: http://www.dystonia-parkinsons.org

Battens Disease Support and Research Association
2600 Parsons Ave.
Columbus, OH 43207
Phone: (800) 448-4570
Website: http://www.bdsa.org

Beckwith-Wiedemann Support Network
2711 Colony Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Phone: (734) 973-0263 or (800) 837-2976
Website: http://www.beckwith-wiedemann.org

Blind Children’s Fund
4740 Okemos Road
Okemos, MI 48864-1637
Phone: (517) 347-1357
Website: http://www.blindchildrensfund.org

Boys Town National Research Hospital
555 N. 30th Street
Omaha, NE 68131
Phone: (402) 498-6749
Website: http://www.boysstown.org/Bturtbl/index.htm

Canadian Hemophilia Society
625 President Kennedy, Suite 1210
Montreal, QUE H3A 1K2
Canada
Phone: (514) 848-0503
Fax: (514) 848-9661
E-mail: chs@hemophilia.ca
Website: http://www.hemophilia.ca/english/index.html

Canadian Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Type 1 Society, Inc. (CMEN)
PO Box 100
Meota, SK S0M 1X0
Canada
Phone: (306) 892-2080

Canadian Opitz Family Network
Box 892
Errington, BC V0R 1V0
Canada
Phone: (250) 954-1434
Fax: (250) 954-1465
E-mail: opitz@apollos.net
Website: http://www.apollos.net/arena/opitz/start.html

Canadian Society for Mucopolysaccharide and Related Diseases
PO Box 64714
Unionville, ON L3R-OM9
Canada
Phone: (905) 479-8701 or (800) 667-1846
Website: http://www.mpssociety.ca

Canavan Foundation
530 Central Park West, Suite 19D
New York, NY 10025
Phone: (212) 877-3945

Canavan Research Foundation
Fairwood Professional Building
New Fairwood, CT 06812
Phone: (203) 746-2436
E-mail: canavan_research@hotmail.com
Website: http://www.canavan.org
Cardiac Arrhythmias Research and Education Foundation, Inc.
2082 Michelson Dr., #301
Irvine, CA 92612-1212
Phone: (949) 752-2273 or (800) 404-3500
E-mail: care@longqt
Website: http://www.longqt.org

Cardio-Facio-Cutaneous Support Network
157 Alder Ave.
McKee City, NJ 08232
Phone: (609) 646-5606

Cardio-Facio-Cutaneous Syndrome Family Network
183 Brown Road
Vestal, NY 13850
Phone: (607) 772-9666
Website: http://www.cfcsyndrome.org

Cardio-Facio-Cutaneous Syndrome Foundation
3962 Van Dyke Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
Website: http://www.cfcfoundation.com

Center for Loss in Multiple Birth, Inc. (CLIMB)
PO Box 1064
Palmer, AK 99654
Phone: (907) 222-5321

Center for Neurologic Study
9850 Genesee Ave., Suite 320
Lajolla, CA 92037
Phone: (858) 455-5463
Fax: (858) 455-1713
E-mail: cns@cts
Website: http://www.cnsonline.org

Center for Study of Multiple Birth
334 E. Superior Street, Suite 464
Chicago, IL 60611
Phone: (312) 266-9093
Website: http://www.multiplebirth.com

Centers for Disease Control
Office of Genetics and Disease Prevention
4770 Buford Highway NE
Atlanta, GA 30341-3724
Phone: (770) 488-3235
Fax: (770) 488-3236
E-mail: genetics@cdc.gov
Website: http://www.cdc.gov/genetics

Changing Faces
1 & 2 Junction Mews
London, W2 1PN
United Kingdom
Phone: 0207 706-4232
E-mail: info@changingfaces.co.uk
Website: http://www.changingfaces.co.uk

Charcot Marie Tooth Association (CMTA)
2700 Chestnut Parkway
Chester, PA 19013
Phone: (610) 499-9264 or (800) 606-CMTA
Fax: (610) 499-9267
E-mail: cmtassoc@aol.com
Website: http://www.charcot-marie-tooth.org

CHARGE Family Support Group
82 Gwendolen Ave.
London, E13 ORD
United Kingdom
Phone: 020-8552-6961
Website: http://www.widerworld.co.uk/charge

CHARGE Syndrome Foundation
2004 Parkade Boulevard
Columbia, MO 65202-3121
Phone: (800) 442-7604
Website: http://www.chargesyndrome.org

CHASER (Congenital Heart Anomalies Support, Education, and Resources)
2112 North Wilkins Road
Swanton, OH 43558
Phone: (419) 825-5575
Website: http://www.emdn-mitonet.co.uk

Cherub Association of Families & Friends of Limb Disorder
8401 Powers Road
Batavia, NY 14020
Phone: (716) 762-9997
Website: http://www.widerworld.co.uk/charge

Children’s Brittle Bone Foundation
7701 95th Street
Pleasant Prairie, WI 53158
Phone: (847) 433-498
Website: http://www.cbbf.org

Children’s Craniofacial Association
PO Box 280297
Dallas, TX 75243-4522
Phone: (972) 994-9902 or (800) 535-3643
E-mail: contactcca@ccakids.com
Website: http://www.ccakids.com

Children’s Gaucher Research Fund
PO Box 2123
Granite Bay, CA 95746-2123
Phone: (916) 797-3700
Fax: (916) 797-3707
Website: http://www.childrensgaucher.org

Children’s Mitochondrial Disease Network
Mayfield House, 30 Heber Walk,
Chester Way,
Northwich, CW9 5JB
United Kingdom
Phone: 01606 44733
Website: http://www.emdn-mitonet.co.uk

Choroideremia Research Foundation
23 E. Brundreth Street
Springfield, MA 01109
Website: http://www.choroideremia.org

Chromosome 18 Registry and Research Society
6302 Fox Head
San Antonio, TX 78247
Phone: (210) 567-4968
Website: http://www.chromosome18.org

Chromosome Deletion Outreach, Inc.
PO Box 724
Boca Raton, FL 33429-0724
Phone: (561) 391-5098 or (888) 236-6880
Fax: (561) 395-4252
E-mail: cdo@worldnet.att.net
Website: http://members.aol.com/cdousa/cdo.htm

CMT International
Attn: Linda Crabtree
1 Springbank Dr.
St. Catherine’s, ON L2S2K1
Canada
Phone: (905) 687-3630
Website: http://www.cmtint.org
Coalition for Heritable Disorders of Connective Tissue (CHDCT)
382 Main Street
Port Washington, NY 11050
Phone: (516) 883-8712
Website: http://www.chdct.org

Colon Cancer Alliance
175 Ninth Ave
New York, NY 10011
Phone: (212) 627-7451
Website: http://www.ccalliance.org

Colorectal Cancer Network
PO Box 182
Kensington, MD 20895-0182
Phone: (301) 879-1500
Website: http://www.colorectal-cancer.net

Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center
Dept. of Neurological Surgery
710 West 168 Street
New York, NY 10032
Phone: (212) 305-0378
Fax: (212) 305-3629
Website: http://cpmcnet.columbia.edu/dept/nsg/Hydrocephalus.html

Congenital Heart Anomalies Support, Education, and Resources
2112 North Wilkins Road
Swanton, OH 43558
Phone: (419) 825-5575
Website: http://www.csun.edu/~hfmth006/chaser

Congenital Heart Disease Information and Resources
1561 Clark Dr.
Yardley, PA 19067
Website: http://www.tchin.org

Conjoined Twins International
PO Box 10895
Prescott, AZ 86304-0895

Cooley’s Anemia Foundation, Inc.
129-09 26th Ave. #203
Flushing, NY 11354
Phone: (800) 522-2722 or (718) 321-2873
Website: http://www.thalassemia.org

Cornelia de Lange Syndrome Foundation, Inc.
302 West Main Street, Suite 100
Avon, CT 06001
Phone: (860) 676-8166 (800) 223-8355
Fax: (860) 676-8337

Corporation for Menkes Disease
5720 Buckfield Court
Fort Wayne, IN 46814
Phone: (219) 436-0137

Council of Regional Networks for Genetic Services
Genetic Services Program, Wadsworth Center Labs & Research
PO Box 509, Room E299, Empire State Plaza
Albany, NY 12201-0509
Phone: (518) 474-7148
Website: http://www.cc.emory.edu/PEDIATRICS/corn/corn.htm

Craniosynostosis and Parents Support (CAPS)
2965-A Quarters
Quantico, VA 22134
Phone: (877) 686-CAPS or (703) 445-1078
Website: http://www.caps2000.org/

Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 611625
Miami, FL 33261-1625
Fax: (954) 436-7591
Website: http://www.cjdfoundation.org

Cri du Chat Society
Dept. of Human Genetics, Box 33, MCV Station,
Richmond VA 23298
Phone: (804) 786-9632

Cri du Chat Syndrome Support Group
Website: http://www.cridchat.u-net.com

Crouzon Support Network
PO Box 1272
Edmonds, WA 98020
E-mail: penny@crouzon
Website: http://www.crouzon.org

Crouzon’s/Meniere’s Parent Support Network
3757 North Catherine Dr.
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314-8320
Phone: (800) 842-4681
E-mail: kathy@northlink.com

Cure Autism Now (CAN) Foundation
5455 Wilshire Boulevard Suite 715
Los Angeles, CA 90036-4234
Phone: (500) 888-AUTISM
Fax: (323) 549-0547
E-mail: info@cureautismnow
Website: http://www.cureautismnow.org

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
6931 Arlington Road
Bethesda, MD 20814
Phone: (301) 951-4422
Website: http://www.cff.org

Cystinosis Foundation
2516 Stockbridge Dr.
Oakland, CA 94611
Phone: (800) 392-8458
Website: http://www.cystinosisfoundation.org

Cystinosis Research Network
8 Sylvester Road
Burlington, MA 01803
Phone: (866) CURE NOW
Fax: (781) 229-6030
Website: http://www.cystinosis.org

Dandy-Walker Syndrome Network
5030 142nd Path West
Apple Valley, MN 55124
Phone: (612) 423-4008

DB-LINK, Teaching Research
345 N. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, OR 97361.
Phone: (800) 438-9376.
Website: http://www.tr.wou.edu/dblink/about.htm

Deafness Research Foundation
575 Fifth Ave., 11th Floor
New York, NY 10017
Phone: (800) 535-3323
E-mail: drf@drf

Diabetes Action Research and Education Foundation
426 C Street NE
Washington, DC 20002
Website: http://www.darf.org

Dubowitz Syndrome Nationwide Support Group Network
RR 1 Box 114
Downs, IL 61736
Phone: (309) 724-8407

Dubowitz Syndrome Parent Support
PO Box 173
Wheatland, IN 47597
Phone: (812) 886-0575

Dysautonomia Foundation, Inc.
633 Third Ave., 12th Floor
New York, NY 10017-6706
Phone: (212) 949-6644
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EA/TEF Child and Family Support Connection, Inc.
111 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite 1145
Chicago, IL 60604-3502
Phone: (312) 987-9086
Fax: (312) 987-9085
E-mail: eatef2@aol.com
Website: http://www.eatef.org/

EAR (Education and Auditory Research) Foundation
1817 Patterson Street
Nashville, TN 37203
Phone: (800) 545-HEAR
Fax: (615) 771-5390
E-mail: earfound@earfoundation.com
Website: http://www.theearfound.org

Ectodermal Dysplasia Society
108 Charlton Lane
Chelsea, GlosGL53 9EA
United Kingdom
Website: http://www.ectodermal Dysplasia.org

Ehlers-Danlos Support Group—UK
PO Box 335, Farnham
Surrey, GU10 1XJ

Elhers-Danlos National Foundation
6399 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 203
Los Angeles, CA 90048
Phone: (323) 651-3038
Fax: (323) 651-1366
Website: http://www.enedfn.org

Ellis-Van Creveld Foundation
Farthingdale Farm, Hackmans Lane, Purleigh
Chelmsford, CM3 6RW
United Kingdom
Phone: 01-621-829675
Website: http://www.cafamily.uk/ Direct/e24.html

Endocrine Society
4350 East West Highway, Suite 500
Bethesda, MD 20814-4410
Phone: (301) 941-0200
Fax: (301) 941-0259
E-mail: endoend.care@endo-society.org

Epilepsy Foundation of America
4351 Garden City Dr., Suite 406
Landover, MD 20785-2267
Phone: (301) 459-3700 or (800) 332-1000
Website: http://www.epilepsyfoundation.org

European Chromosome 11q Network
Attn: Annet van Betuw
Else Mauhsstraat 7
6708 NJ Wageningen
Netherlands
Phone: (+31) 317-42 33 45
Fax: (+31) 317-42 69 80
Website: http://www.11q.org

European Long QT Syndrome Information Center
Ronnerweg 2
Nidaun, 2560
Switzerland
Phone: 04(132) 331-5835
E-mail: jmettler@bielnews.ch
Website: http://www.bielnews.ch/cyberhouse/qt/qt.html

Eye Bank Association of America
1015 18th Street NW, Suite 1010
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (202) 775-4999
Website: http://www.rstereight.org/

Eye Cancer Network
115 East 61st Street
New York, NY 10021
Phone: (212) 832-8170
Website: http://www.eyecancer.com

Fabry Support and Information Group
PO Box 510, 108 NE 2nd Street,
Suite C
Concordia, MO 64020
Phone: (660) 463-1355
Website: http://www.cpgnet.com/fsig.nsf

FACES, The National Craniofacial Association
PO Box 11082
Chattanooga, TN 37401
Phone: (423) 266-1632 or (800) 332-2373
E-mail: faces@faces-cranio.org
Website: http://www.faces-cranio.org/

FacioScapuloHumeral Society, Inc.
3 Westwood Road
Lexington, MA 02420
Phone: (781) 860-0501
E-mail: carol.perez@fshsociety.org
Website: http://www.fshsociety.org

Factor V Leiden
Website: http://www.fvleiden.org

Families of Adults Afflicted with Asperger’s Syndrome (FAAAS)
PO Box 514
Centerville, MA 02632
Website: http://www.faas.org

Families with Moyamoya Support Network
4900 McGowen Street SE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52403

Family Village
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Waisman Center
1500 Highland Ave.
Madison, WI 53705-2280
E-mail: familyvillage@waisman.wisc.edu
Website: http://www.familyvillage.wisc.edu/index.html

Fanconi Anemia Research Fund
1801 Willamette Street, Suite 200
Eugene, OR 97401-4030
Phone: (800) 828-4891
Website: http://www.fanconi.org

Fatty Oxidation Disorders (FOD) Family Support Group
Deb Lee Gould, MEd, Director, FOD Family Support Group, MCAD
Parent and Grief Consultant
805 Montrose Dr.
Greensboro, NC 24710
Phone: (336) 547-8682
Website: http://www.fodsupport.org

**Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Family Resource Institute**
PO Box 2525
Lynnwood, WA 98036
Phone: (253) 531-2878 or (800) 999-3429
Website: http://www.fetalalcoholsyndrome.org

**Food and Drug Administration**
Department of Health and Human Services
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857
Phone: (888) 463-6332
Website: http://www.fda.gov

**Footsteps Institute for Rare Diseases**
624 Martin Luther King Way
Tacoma, WA 98405
Phone: (253) 383-0985 or (800) 640-4673
E-mail: rwrfsi@aol.com

**Forbes Norris ALS Research Center**
California Pacific Medical Center
2324 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
Phone: (415) 923-3604
Fax: (415) 673-5184

**Forward Face, Inc.**
317 East 34th Street, Room 901
New York, NY 10016
Phone: (212) 684-5860 or (800) 393-3223

**Foundation Fighting Blindness**
Executive Plaza I, Suite 800, 11350 McCormick Road
Hunt Valley, MD 21031
Phone: (888) 394-3937
Website: http://www.blindness.org

**Foundation for Blood Research**
PO Box 190, 69 US Route One
Scarborough, ME 04070-0190
Phone: (207) 883-4131
Fax: (207) 883-1527
Website: http://www.fbr.org

**Foundation for Ichthyosis and Related Skin Types**
650 N. Cannon Ave., Suite 17
Landsdale, PA 19446
Phone: (215) 631-1411 or (800) 545-3286
Fax: (215) 631-1413
Website: http://www.scalyskin.org

**Foundation for Osteoporosis Research and Education**
300 27th Street
Oakland, CA 94612
Phone: (888) 266-3015
Website: http://www.fore.org

**Freeman-Sheldon Parent Support Group**
509 East Northmont Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84103-3324
Phone: (801) 364-7060

**Friedreich’s Ataxia Research Alliance**
2001 Jefferson Davis Highway #209
Arlington, VA 22202
Phone: (703) 413-4468
Website: http://www.frda.org

**GeneTests**
Children’s Hospital and Regional Medical Center
PO Box 5371
Seattle, WA 98105-0371
Phone: (206) 527-5742
Fax: (206) 527-5743
Website: http://www.genetests.org/

**Genetic Alliance**
4301 Connecticut Ave. NW, #404
Washington, DC 20008-2304
Phone: (202) 966-5557
Helpline: (800) 336-GENE
Fax: (888) 394-3937
E-mail: info@geneticalliance.org
Website: http://www.geneticalliance.org

**Glanzmann’s Thrombasthenia Support Group**
28 Duke Road, Newton Hyde, SK14 4JB
United Kingdom
Phone: 0161-368-0219

**Glucoaemia Foundation**
33 Maiden Lane
New York, NY 10038
Phone: (800) 452-8266
Website: http://www.glucoma-foundation.org

**Glucoma Research Foundation**
200 Pine Street, Suite 200
San Francisco, CA 94104
Phone: (800) 826-6993

**Global Initiative for Asthma**
Tim Clark, Chairman of GINA

**Glanzmann’s Thrombasthenia Support Group**
28 Duke Road, Newton Hyde, SK14 4JB
United Kingdom
Phone: 0161-368-0219

**Glucoma Research Foundation**
200 Pine Street, Suite 200
San Francisco, CA 94104
Phone: (800) 826-6993

**Gold For Asthma**
1670 Broadway
New York, NY 10019
Website: http://www.goldforasthma.org

**Goldenhar Syndrome Support Network**
9325 163 Street
Edmonton, ALB T5R 2P4
Canada
Website: http://i.am/bbds.page

**Greenberg Center for Skeletal Dysplasias**
600 North Wolfe Street, Block 1012C
Baltimore, MD 21287-4922
Phone: (410) 614-0977
Website: http://www.med.jhu.edu/Greenberg.Center/Greenbgr.htm

**Guardians of Hydrocephalus Research Foundation**
2618 Avenue Z
Brooklyn, NY 11235-2023
Phone: (718) 743-4473 or (800) 458-865
Fax: (718) 743-1171
E-mail: guardians1@juno.com

**Haemophilia Society—von Willebrand Support Services**
Chesterfield House, 385 Euston Road
London, NW1 3AU
United Kingdom
Phone: 0171 306-8300
Fax: 0171 387-8220
E-mail: melissa@haemophilia-soc.demon.co.uk
Website: http://www.haemophilia-soc.demon.co.uk/vwd%20services1.html

**Headlines: the Craniofacial Support Group**
Website: http://www.headlines.org.uk
Helen Keller National Center for
Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults
111 Middle Neck Road
Sands Point, NY 11050
Phone: (516) 944-8900
Website: http://www.helenkeller.org/
national/index.htm

Hemochromatosis Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8569
Albany, NY 12208-0569
Phone: (518) 489-0972
E-mail: s.kleiner@shiva.hunter.cuny.edu.
Website: http://www.hemochromatosis.org

Hereditary Angioedema Association
PO Box 492
Live Oak, FL 32064
Website: http://www.hereditaryangioedema.com

Hereditary Colon Cancer
Association (HCCA)
3601 N 4th Ave., Suite 201
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
Phone: (800) 264-6783
Website: http://hereditarycc.org

Hermansky-Pudlak Syndrome
Network
39 Riveria Court
Malverne, NY 11565-1602
Phone: (800) 789-9477 or (516) 599-2077
Website: http://www.medhelp.org/web/hpsn.htm

Hermaphrodite Education and
Listening Post
PO Box 26292
Jacksonville, NY 32226
E-mail: help@jaxnet.com
Website: http://users.southeast.net/~help/

Human BSE Foundation (United
Kingdom)
Phone: 0191 389 4157
E-mail: humanbse.foundation@virgin.net

Human Growth Foundation
997 Glen Cove Ave.
Glen Head, NY 11545
Phone: (800) 451-6434
Fax: (516) 671-4055
Website: http://www.hgfi1@hgfound.org

Hunter’s Hope Foundation
PO Box 643
Orchard Park, NY 14127
Phone: (877) 984-HOPE
Fax: (716) 667-1212
Website: http://www.huntershope.org

Hydrocephalus Association
870 Market Street, Suite 705
San Francisco, CA 94102
Phone: (415) 732-7040 or (888) 598-3789
Fax: (415) 732-7044.
E-mail: hydroassoc@aol.com
Website: http://www.hydroassoc.org

Hydrocephalus Foundation, Inc.
(HyFI)
910 Rear Broadway
Saugus, MA 01906
Phone: (781) 942-1161
E-mail: HyFI1@netscape.net
Website: http://www.hydrocephalus.org

Hydrocephalus Support Group, Inc.
PO Box 4236
Chesterfield, MO 63006-4236
Phone: (314) 532-8228
E-mail: hydrobuff@postnet.com

Hypospadias Association of America
4950 S. Yosemite Street, Box F2-156
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
E-mail: hypospadiassasn@yahoo.com
Website: http://www.hypospadias.net

Immune Deficiency Foundation
40 W. Chesapeake Ave., Suite 308
Towson, MD 21204
Phone: (800) 296-4433
Fax: (410) 321-9165
Website: http://www.primaryimmune.org

IMPACC (Intestinal Multiple
Polyposis and Colorectal Cancer)
PO Box 11
Conyngham, PA 18219
Phone: (570) 788-1818

Inherited High Cholesterol
Foundation
University of Utah School of Medicine
410 Chipeta Way, Room 167
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
Phone: (888) 244-2465

International Center for Fabry
Disease
Department of Human Genetics
Box 1497, Fifth Ave. at 100th Street
New York, NY 10029
Phone: (866) 322-7963
Website: http://www.mssm.edu/genesetics/fabry

International Patient Advocacy
Association
800 Bellevue Way NE, Suite 400
Bellevue, WA 98004
Phone: (425) 462-4037 or (310) 229-5750 or (800) 944-7823 x4037
E-mail: lyp.ipaa@att.net
Website: http://www.vanpelt-ipaa.com

International Albinism Center
University of Minnesota
PO Box 420, Delaware Street SE
Minneapolis, MN 5545
Website: http://www.cbc.umn.edu/iac

International Center for Skeletal
Dysplasia
Saint Joseph’s Hospital
7620 York Road
Towson, MD 21204
Phone: (410) 337-1250

International Cohen Syndrome
Support Group
7 Woods Court, Brackley
Northants, NN13-6HP
United Kingdom
Phone: (012) 80-704515

International Colour Vision Society:
Forschungsstelle fuer
Experimentelle Ophthalmologie
Roentgenweg 11
Tuebingen, D-72076
Germany
Website: http://orlab.optom.unsw.edu.au/ICVS

International Joseph Disease
Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 2550
Livermore, CA 94551-2550
Phone: (925) 461-7550
Fax: (925) 371-1288
Website: http://www.ijdf.net

International Lesch-Nyhan Disease
Association
114 Winchester Way
Shamong, NJ 08088-9398
Phone: (215) 677-4206

International Myopia Prevention
Association
RD No. 5, Box 171
Ligonier, PA 15658
Phone: (412) 677-4206

International Patient Advocacy
Association
800 Bellevue Way NE, Suite 400
International Peutz-Jeghers Support Group
Johns Hopkins Hospital
600 North Wolfe Street, Blalock 1008
Baltimore, MD 21287-4922
Phone: (410) 448-8572
Website: http://www.ipajh.org

International Prader-Willi Syndrome Organization
Bizio 1, 36023 Costozza
Vicenza, Italy
Phone: +39 0444 555557
Fax: +39 0444 555557
Website: http://www.ipwso.org

International Progeria Registry
IBR Department of Human Genetics
1050 Forest Hill Road
Staten Island, NY 10314
Phone: (718) 494-5333
E-mail: wtbibr@aol.com

International Registry of Werner Syndrome
University of Washington
Department of Pathology
Health Science Bldg K543, Box 357470
Seattle, WA 98195
Phone: (206) 543-5088
Website: http://www.pathology.washington.edu/werner/registry/frame2.html

International Rett Syndrome Association
9121 Piscataway Road
Clinton, MD 20735
Phone: (800) 818-RETT
Website: http://www.rettsyndrome.org

International Society for Mannosidosis and Related Diseases
3210 Batavia Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21214
Phone: (410) 254-4903
E-mail: info@mannosidosis
Website: http://www.mannosidosis.org

Intersex Society of North America
PO Box 301
Petaluma, CA 94953-0301
Website: http://www.isna.org

Irish Raynaud’s and Scleroderma Society
PO Box 2958 Foxrock
Dublin 18
Ireland
Phone: (01) 235 0900
E-mail: irss@indigo.ie

Iron Disorders Institute, Inc.
PO Box 3021
Greenville, SC 29602
Phone: (864) 241-0111
E-mail: irondis@aol.com
Website: http://www.irondisorders.org

Iron Overload Diseases Association, Inc.
433 Westwind Dr.
North Palm Beach, FL 33408
Phone: (561) 840-8512
E-mail: iod@ironoverload

Ivemark Syndrome Association
52 Keward Ave., Wells
Somerset, BAS-ITS
United Kingdom
Phone: 1-(74)967-2603

JNCL Research Fund
PO Box 766
Mundelein, IL 60060
Website: http://www.jnclresearch.org

Joubert Syndrome Foundation Corporation
Attn: Stephanie Frazer
384 Devon Drive
Mandeville, LA 70448

Juvenile Diabetes Foundation International (JDF)
120 Wall Street
New York, NY 10005
Phone: (212) 785-9500 x708 or (800) 533-2873
Website: http://www.jdf.org

Kabuki Syndrome Network
168 Newshaw Lane, Hadfield Glossop, SK13 2AY
United Kingdom
Phone: 01457 860110
Website: http://www.ksn-support.uk

Kids with Heart
1578 Careful Dr.
Green Bay, WI 54304
Phone: (800) 538-5390
Website: http://www.execpc.com/~kdswhrt

KidsHealth, Nemours Center for Children’s Health Media
PO Box 269
Wilmington, DE 19899
Website: http://www.kidshealth.org/teen/health_problems/diseases/asthma.html

Klinefelter Syndrome and Associates, Inc.
PO Box 119
Roseville, CA 95678-0119
Phone: (916) 773-2999 or (888) 999-9428
Fax: (916) 773-1449
E-mail: ksinfo@genetic
Website: http://www.genetic.org/ks

Klinefelter’s Organization
PO Box 60
Orrington, BR687Q
United Kingdom
Website: http://hometown.aol.com/KSCUK/index.htm

Klippel-Trenaunay Support Group
5404 Dundee Road
Edina, MN 55436
Phone: (612) 925-2596

Lactic Acidosis Support Trust
1A Whitley Close, Middlewich
Cheshire, CW10 0NQ
United Kingdom
Phone: (016) 068-37198

Langer-Giedion Syndrome Association
89 Ingham Ave.
Toronto, ON M4K 2W8
Canada
Phone: (416) 465-3029
E-mail: kinross@istar.ca

League for the Hard of Hearing
71 West 23rd Street
New York, NY 10010
Phone: (917) 305-7999
Website: http://www.lhh.org/index.htm

Lesch-Nyhan Syndrome Registry
New York University School of Medicine
Department of Psychiatry
550 First Ave.
1250 GALE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GENETIC DISORDERS
New York, NY 10012
Phone: (212) 263-6458
Let’s Face It (USA)
PO Box 29972
Bellingham, WA 98228-1972
Phone: (360) 676-7325
E-mail: letsfacet@faceit
Website: http://www.faceit.org/
Leukemia Research Fund
43 Great Ormond St
London, WC1N 3JJ
England
Phone: 020-7405-3139
Website: http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/
Lissencephaly Network, Inc.
716 Autumn Ridge Lane
Fort Wayne, IN 46804-6402
Phone: (219) 432-4310
Fax: (219) 432-4310
E-mail: lissennet@lissencephaly
Website: http://www.lissencephaly.org
Little People of America, Inc.
National Headquarters
80 Sister Pierre Dr.
Towson, MD 21204-7534
Phone: (410) 494-0055 or (800) 232-5773
Fax: (410) 494-0062
Website: http://www.lpaonline.org
Little People’s Research Fund, Inc.
80 Sister Pierre Dr.
Towson, MD 21204-7534
Phone: (410) 494-0055 or (800) 232-5773
Fax: (410) 494-0062
Website: http://www.lpaonline.org
Lowe Syndrome Association
222 Lincoln Street
West Lafayette, IN 47906-2732
Phone: (765) 743-3634
Website: http://www.lowesyndrome.org
Macular Degeneration Foundation
PO Box 9752
San Jose, CA 95157
Phone: (888) 633-3937
Website: http://www.eyesight.org
MAGIC Foundation for Children’s Growth
1327 N. Harlem Ave.
Oak Park, IL 60302
Phone: (708) 383-0808 or (800) 362-4423
Fax: (708) 383-0899
E-mail: mary@magicfoundation
Website: http://www.magicfoundation.org
Malignant Hyperthermia Association of the United States
PO Box 1069, 39 East State Street
Sherrburn, NY 13460
Phone: (800) 98-MHAUS
Website: http://www.mhaus.org
March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation
1275 Mamaroneck Ave.
White Plains, NY 10605
Phone: (888) 663-4637.
E-mail: resourcecenter@modimes
Website: http://www.modimes.org
McKusick Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine
Johns Hopkins University
600 North Wolfe Street, Blalock 1008
Baltimore, MD 21287-4922
Phone: (410) 955-3071
Meckel-Gruber Syndrome Foundation
Website: http://www.meckel-gruber.org
Metabolic Information Network
PO Box 670847
Dallas, TX 75367-0847
Phone: (214) 696-2188 or (800) 945-2188
MHE and Me—A Support Group for Kids with Multiple Hereditary Exostoses
14 Stony Brook Dr.
Pine Island, NY 10969
Phone: (914) 258-6058
Website: http://www.geocities.com/mheandme
MJD Family Network Newsletter
c/o Mike and Phyllis Cote
591 Federal Furnace Road
Plymouth, MA 02360-4761
Möbius Syndrome Foundation (MSF)
PO Box 993
Larchmont, NY 10538
Phone: (914)834-6008
Website: http://www.ciaccess.com/moebius
Mucolipidosis IV Foundation
719 East 17th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11230
Phone: (718) 434-5067
Website: http://www.ML4.org
Multiple Hereditary Exostoses Coalition
8838 Holly Lane
Olmstead Falls, OH 44138
Phone: (440) 235-6325
Website: http://www.radix.net/~hogue/mhe.htm
Multiple Hereditary Exostoses Family Support Group
5316 Winter Moss Court
Columbia, MD 21045
Phone: (410) 922-5898
Website: http://www.radix.net/~hogue/mhe.htm
MUMS. National Parent to Parent Organization
150 Custer Court
Green Bay, WI 54301-1243
Phone: (920) 336-5333
Website: http://www.netnet.net/mums
Muscular Dystrophy Association—Canada
2345 Yonge Street, Suite 900
Toronto, ON M4P 2E5
Canada
Phone: (416) 488-2699
E-mail: info@mdac.ca
Website: http://www.mdac.ca/main.html
Muscular Dystrophy Association
3300 East Sunrise Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85718
Phone: (520) 529-2000 or (800) 572-1717
Website: http://www.mdausa.org
Muscular Dystrophy Campaign
7-11 Prescott Place
London, SW4 6BS
England
Phone: +44(0) 7720 8055
E-mail: info@muscular-dystrophy
Website: http://www.muscular-dystrophy.org
Muscular Dystrophy Family Foundation
615 North Alabama Street, Suite 330
Indianapolis, IN 46204-1213
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Organizations
National Association for Parents of
Children with Visual Impairment (NAPVI)
PO Box 317
Watertown, MA 02472
Phone: (617) 972-7441 or (800) 562-6265
Website: http://www.spedex.com/napvi

National Association for Parents of
the Visually Impaired
PO Box 317
Watertown, MA 02472
Phone: (617) 972-7441 or (800) 562-6265
Website: http://www.spedex.com/napi

National Association for Visually
Handicapped
22 West 21st Street
New York, NY 10010
Phone: (212) 899-3141
Website: http://www.navh.org

National Ataxia Foundation
2600 Fernbrook Lane, Suite 119
Minneapolis, MN 55447
Phone: (763) 553-0020
Fax: (763) 553-0167
E-mail: naf@ataxia
Website: http://www.ataxia.org

National Attention Deficit Disorder
Association
1788 Second Street, Suite 200
Highland Park, IL 60035
Phone: (847) 432-ADDA

National Birth Defects Prevention
Network
Atlanta, GA
Phone: (770) 488-3550
Website: http://www.nbdpn.org

National Cholesterol Education
Program
National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute
PO Box 30105
Bethesda, MD 20824
Phone: (301) 592-8573
Website: http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov

National Center for Biotechnology
Information
National Library of Medicine
Building 38A, Room 8N805
Bethesda, MD 20895
Phone: (301) 496-2475

National Center for Environmental
Health
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention
Mail Stop F-29
4770 Buford Highway NE
Atlanta, GA 30341-3724
Website: http://www.cdc.gov/nceh/
asthma/default.htm

National Center for Health Statistics
Division of Data Services
6525 Belcrest Road
Hyattsville, MD 20782-2003
Website: http://www.cdc.gov/nchs

National Center on Sleep Disorders
Research
Two Rockledge Centre
6701 Rockledge Dr.
Bethesda, MD 20892
Phone: (301) 435-0199

National Clearinghouse for Alcohol
and Drug Information
PO Box 2345
Rockville, MD 20847
Phone: (800) 729-6686

National Council on Alcoholism and
Drug Dependence Hopeline
12 West 21st Street
New York, NY 10010
Phone: (800) 622-2255

National Depressive and Manic
Depressive Association
730 N. Franklin, Suite 501
Chicago, IL 60610-7204
Phone: (312) 642-7243
Website: http://www.ndmada.org

National Down Syndrome Congress
7000 Peachtree-Dunwoody Road, Bldg
5, Suite 100
Atlanta, GA 30328-1662
Phone: (770) 604-9500 or (800) 232-
6372
Nephrogenic Diabetes Insipidus
Foundation
PO Box 1390
Eastsound, WA 98245
Phone: (888) 376-6343
Fax: (888) 376-3842
Website: http://www.ndi.org

Neuropathy Association
60 E. 42nd Street Suite 942
New York, NY 10165
Phone: (212) 692-0662
Website: http://www.neuropathy.org

Nevus Network, The Congenital
Nevus Support Group
PO Box 1981
Woodbridge, VA 22193
Phone: (703) 492-0253
Website: http://www.nevus.org

Nevus Outreach, Inc.
1616 Alpha Street
Lansing, MI 48910
Phone: (517) 487-2306
Website: http://www.nevus.org

Nofas
216 G Street NE
Washington, DC 20002
Phone: (202) 785-4585
Website: http://www.nofas.org

Norrie Disease Association
Massachusetts General Hospital
E #6217, 149 13th Street
Charlestown, MA 02129
Phone: (617) 726-5718
E-mail: sims@helix.mgh.harvard.edu

Opitz G/BBB Family Network
PO Box 515
Grand Lake, CO 80447
E-mail: opitznet@mac.com
Website: http://www.gle.egsd.k12.co.us/opitz/index.html

Organic Acidemia Association
13210 35th Ave. North
Plymouth, MN 55441
Phone: (763) 559-1797
Fax: (763) 694-0017
Website: http://www.oaanews.org

Organic Acidemias UK
5 Saxon Road, Ashford
Middlesex, TW15 1QL
United Kingdom
Phone: (178) 424-5989

Pallister-Hall Foundation
RFD Box 3000, Fairground Road
Bradford, VT 05033

Pancrætitis Patients’ Support Group
PO Box 164, Rochdale
Lancashire, OL11 5GY
United Kingdom
Website: http://www.zen.co.uk/home/page/pppsg/

Pancrætitis Support Network
Website: http://hometown.aol.com/karynwms/myhomepage/business.html

Parent Project for Muscular
Dystrophy Research
1012 N. University Boulevard
Middletown, OH 45042
Phone: (413) 424-0696 or (800) 714-5437
E-mail: parentproject@aol.com
Website: http://www.parentdmd.org

Parents and Researchers Interested
in Smith-Magenis Syndrome
(PRISMS)
76 South New Boston
Francetown, NH 03043
Phone: (603) 547-8384
Website: http://www.smithmagenis.org

Parents of Galactosemic Children,
Inc.
1100 West 49th Street
Austin, TX 78756-3199
Phone: (512) 458-7111
Website: http://www.tdh.state.tx.us/newborn/galac_1.htm

Pew Environmental Health
Commission at the Johns Hopkins
School of Public Health
111 Market Place, Suite 850
Baltimore, MD 21202
Phone: (410) 659-2690

Pierre Robin Network
PO Box 3274
Quincy, IL 62305
Phone: (217) 224-7480
Website: http://www.piererrerobin.org/index.html

PMD Foundation
Contact: Mike Laprocido
Phone: (609) 636-2482
E-mail: mlaprocido@pmdfoundation.org
Website: http://www.pmdfoundation.org

Polycystic Kidney Disease
Foundation
4901 Main Street
Kansas City, MO 64112-2634
Phone: (800) PKD-CURE
Website: http://www.pkdcure.org/home.htm

Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome
Association
PO Box 80517
Portland, OR 97280
Phone: (877) 775-PCOS
Website: http://www.pcosupport.org

Prader-Willi Foundation
223 Main Street
Port Washington, NY 11050
Phone: (800) 253-7993
Website: http://www.prader-willi.org

Prader-Willi Syndrome Association
5700 Midnight Pass Road, Suite 6
Sarasota, FL 34242-3000
Phone: (941) 312-0400 or (800) 926-4797
Fax: (941) 312-0142
PWSUSA@aol.com
Website: http://www.pwsausa.org

Prevent Blindness America
500 East Remminton Road
Schaumburg, IL 60173
Phone: (800) 331-2020
Website: http://www.prevent-blindness.org

Proteus Syndrome Foundation
6235 Whetstone Dr.
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
Phone: (719)264-8445
E-mail: absct@aol.com
Website: http://www.kumc.edu/gec/support/proteus.html

Pull-thru Network
316 Thomas Street
Bessemer, AL 35020
Phone: (205) 428-5953

Rainbows Down Under—A Trisomy
18 and Trisomy 13 Resource
SOFT Australia, 198 Oak Road
Kirrawee, NSW 2232
Australia
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City, State Zip</th>
<th>Phone #s</th>
<th>Website URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Network</td>
<td>PO Box 520</td>
<td>Ledyard, CT 06339</td>
<td></td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://sids-network.org">http://sids-network.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for Parents with Hypospadias Boys</td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/mumswithhypospadiaskids">http://clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/mumswithhypospadiaskids</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Groups For MMA Organic Acidemia Association</td>
<td>13210 35th Ave</td>
<td>Plymouth, MN 55441</td>
<td>(763) 559-1797</td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.oaanews.org">http://www.oaanews.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Organization for Trisomy 18, 13, and Related Disorders (SOFT)</td>
<td>2982 South Union Street</td>
<td>Rochester, NY 14624</td>
<td>(800) 716-SOFT</td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.trisomy.org">http://www.trisomy.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.A.R.S.A. Thrombocytopenia Abset Radius Syndrome Association</td>
<td>212 Sherwood Dr.</td>
<td>Linwood, NJ 08324-7658</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Force on Xeroderma Pigmentosum</td>
<td>American Academy of Dermatology Box 4014</td>
<td>Schaumburg, IL 60168-4014</td>
<td>(708) 330-0230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Heart Institute Heart Information Service</td>
<td>PO Box 20345</td>
<td>Houston, TX 77225-0345</td>
<td>(800) 292-2221</td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.tmc.edu/thi/his.html">http://www.tmc.edu/thi/his.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourette Syndrome Foundation of Canada</td>
<td>194 Jarvis Street, #206</td>
<td>Toronto, ON MSB 2B7</td>
<td>(800) 361-3120</td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://tourette.ca">http://tourette.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treacher Collins Foundation</td>
<td>Box 683</td>
<td>Norwich, VT 05055</td>
<td>(800) 823-2055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Library of Medicine</td>
<td>8600 Rockville Pike</td>
<td>Bethesda, MD 20894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Cerebral Palsy Association, Inc. (UCP)</td>
<td>1660 L Street NW, Suite 700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Leukodystrophy Foundation</td>
<td>2304 Highland Dr.</td>
<td>Sycamore, IL 60178</td>
<td>(815) 895-3211 or (800) 728-5483</td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.ulf.org">http://www.ulf.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Mitochondrial Disease Foundation</td>
<td>PO Box 1151</td>
<td>Monroevile, PA 15146-1151</td>
<td>(412) 353-2200</td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.umdf.org">http://www.umdf.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California Center for the Study and Treatment of Hypospadias</td>
<td>University of California Medical Center 400 Parnassus, Room A-610</td>
<td>San Francisco, CA 94143-0330</td>
<td>(415) 353-2200</td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.ucpa.org">http://www.ucpa.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Illinois Center for Narcolepsy Research</td>
<td>845 S. Damen Ave.</td>
<td>Chicago, IL 60612</td>
<td>(312) 996-5176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania Cancer Center</td>
<td>3400 Spruce Street</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA 19104</td>
<td>(215) 662-4000</td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.oncolink.upenn.edu">http://www.oncolink.upenn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center</td>
<td>1515 Holcombe Boulevard</td>
<td>Houston, TX 77030</td>
<td>(800) 392-1611</td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.mdanderson.org">http://www.mdanderson.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usher Family Support</td>
<td>4918 42nd Ave.</td>
<td>South Minneapolis, MN 55417</td>
<td>(612) 724-0982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VACTRALS Association Family Network</td>
<td>5585 CY Ave</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WE MOVE (Worldwide Education and Awareness for Movement Disorders)
204 E. 84th Street
New York, NY 10024
Phone: (212) 875-8312 or (800) 437-MOV2
Fax: (212) 875-8389
E-mail: wemove@wemove
Website: http://www.wemove.org

Weaver Syndrome Families Support (WSFS)
4357 153rd Ave. SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
Phone: (425) 747-5382

WideSmiles
PO Box 5153
Stockton, CA 95205-0153
Phone: (209) 942-2812
Website: http://www.widesmiles.org

Williams Syndrome Association
1312 N. Campbell, Suite 34
Royal Oak, MI 48067
Phone: (248) 541-3630
Fax: (248) 541-3631

Williams Syndrome Foundation
University of California
Irvine, CA 92679-2310
Phone: (949) 824-7259
Website: http://wsf.org

Wilson’s Disease Association
4 Navaho Dr.
Brookfield, CT 06804
Phone: (800) 399-0266

World Arnold-Chiari Malformation Association
31 Newton Woods Road
Newton Square
Philadelphia, PA 19073
Website: http://presenter.com?~wacma/milhorat.htm

World Craniofacial Foundation
PO Box 515838
7777 Forest Lane, Suite C-621
Dallas, TX 75251-5838
Phone: (972) 566-6669 or (800) 533-3315
E-mail: worldcf@worldnet.att.net
Website: http://www.worldcf.org

Xeroderma Pigmentosum Registry
New Jersey Medical School
Department of Pathology
185 South Orange Ave., Room C-520
Newark, NJ 07103-2714
Phone: (201) 982-4405

Xeroderma Pigmentosum Society, Inc.
PO Box 4759
Poughkeepsie, NY 12602
Phone: (518) 851-2612
E-mail: xps@xps
Website: http://www.xps.org

Yale-LDA Social Learning Disabilities Project
Yale Child Study Center
230 South Frontage Road
New Haven, CT 06520-7900
Phone: (203) 785-3488
Website: http://info.med.yale.edu/chldstdy/autism

Zain Hansen MPS Foundation
23400 Henderson Road
Covelo, CA 95420
Phone: (800) 767-3121
5’ VNTR A specific variation outside the insulin gene that is implicated in NIDDM and IDDM susceptibility.

AADC INHIBITORS Drugs that block the amino acid decarboxylase; one type of enzyme that breaks down dopamine. Also called DC inhibitors, they include carbidopa and benserazide.

ABDOMINAL HERNIA Bulging of an organ or tissue through the muscle of the stomach wall.

ABDUCENS NERVE Cranial nerve VI; the nerve that extends from the midbrain to the lateral rectus muscle of the eye and controls movement of the eye toward the ear (abduction).

ABDUCTION Turning away from the body.

ABSCESSE A localized collection of pus or infection that is walled off from the rest of the body.

ABSENCE SEIZURE A brief seizure with an accompanying loss of awareness or alertness.

ACAMPROSATE An anti-craving medication used in Europe to reduce the craving for alcohol. It is presently undergoing tests for approval in the United States.

ACANTHOCYTOSIS The presence of acanthocytes in the blood. Acanthocytes are red blood cells that have the appearance of thorns on their outer surface.

ACANTHOSIS NIGRICANS A skin condition characterized by darkly pigmented areas of velvety wart-like growths. Acanthosis nigricans usually affects the skin of the armpits, neck, and groin.

ACCOMMODATION The ability of the lens to change its focus from distant to near objects. It is achieved through the action of the ciliary muscles that change the shape of the lens.

ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE (ACHE) An enzyme found in nerve tissue.

ACHROMATOPSYA The inability to distinguish any colors.

ACID MALTASE The enzyme that regulates the amount of glycogen stored in muscle cells. When too much glycogen is present, acid maltase is released to break it down into waste products.

ACIDOSIS A condition of decreased alkalinity resulting from abnormally high acid levels (low pH) in the blood and tissues. Usually indicated by sickly sweet breath, headaches, nausea, vomiting, and visual impairments.

ACONDROPLASIA An autosomal dominant form of dwarfism caused by a disorder in the formation of cartilage at the ends of long bones. Affected individuals typically have short limbs, a large head with a prominent forehead and flattened profile, and a normal-sized trunk.

ACQUIRED ANGIONEUROTIC EDema Abbreviated AANE, or AAE, this is a non-hereditary form of angioedema that generally begins to show symptoms in, or after, the fourth decade of life.

ACQUIRED IMMUNITY Also called 'specific immunity,' refers to immune reaction mediated by B-cells and/or T-cells. Includes humoral and cellular immunity.

ACROCENTRIC A chromosome with the centromere positioned at the top end.

ACROCEPHALOPOLYSYNDACTYLY SYNDROMES A collection of genetic disorders characterized by cone shaped abnormality of the skull and partial fusing of adjacent fingers or toes.

ACROCEPHALY An abnormal cone shape of the head.

ACROMELIC The anatomical term used to denote the end of a limb (arm or leg). In the context of Robinow syndrome, it refers to bones of the hands and feet.
ACROOSTEOLYSIS  Loss of bone tissue at the ends of the fingers and/or toes.

ACROPARESTHESIAS  Painful burning sensation in hands and feet.

ACTION POTENTIAL  The wave-like change in the electrical properties of a cell membrane, resulting from the difference in electrical charge between the inside and outside of the membrane.

ACUTE PHASE  The initial phase of LHON where visual blurring begins in both eyes and central vision is lost.

ACUTE PHASE REACTANTS  Blood proteins whose concentrations increase or decrease in reaction to the inflammation process.

ADDUCTED THUMBS  Thumbs clasped across the palm.

ADDUCTION  Movement toward the body. In Duane retraction syndrome, turning the eye inward toward the nose.

ADENOCARCINOMA  A type of cancer that is in a gland-like form.

ADENOMATOUS  Derived from glandular structures.

ADRENAL GLAND  A triangle-shaped endocrine gland, located above each kidney, that synthesizes aldosterone, cortisol, and testosterone from cholesterol. The adrenal glands are responsible for salt and water levels in the body, as well as for protein, fat, and carbohydrate metabolism.

ADRENAL INSUFFICIENCY  Problems with the adrenal glands that can be life threatening if not treated. Symptoms include sluggishness, weakness, weight loss, vomiting, darkening of the skin and mental changes.

ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN (CORTICOTROPHIN)  A hormone that acts on cells of the adrenal cortex, causing them to produce male sex hormones and hormones that control water and mineral balance in the body.

ADVANCED BONE AGE  The bones, on x ray, appear to be those of an older individual.

AFFECTIVE FLATTENING  A loss or lack of emotional expressiveness. It is sometimes called blunted or restricted affect.

AFLATOXIN  A substance produced by molds that grow on rice and peanuts. Exposure to aflatoxin is thought to explain the high rates of primary liver cancer in Africa and parts of Asia.

AGE-ASSOCIATED MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (AAMI)  A condition in which an older person experiences some memory loss and takes longer to learn new information. AAMI is distinguished from dementia in that it is not progressive and does not represent a serious decline from the person’s previous level of functioning.

AGENESIS  Failure of an organ, tissue, or cell to develop or grow.

AGENESIS OF THE CORPUS CALLOSUM  Failure of the corpus callosum to form and develop. The corpus callosum is the band of nerve fibers located between the two sides, or hemispheres, of the brain.

AGONIA  Loss of the ability to recognize objects by use of the physical senses.

AGYRI  A lack of convolutions (gyri) or normal folds in the brain tissue.

AKATHISIA  Agitated or restless movement, usually affecting the legs and accompanied by a sense of discomfort. It is a common side effect of neuroleptic medications.

AKINESIA  A loss of the ability to move; freezing in place.

ALKALINE  Having a basic pH; not acidic.

ALKALINIZATION  The process of making a solution more basic, rather than more acidic, by raising the pH.

ALLELE  One of two or more alternate forms of a gene.

ALLELIC  Related to the same gene.

ALLELIC VARIANTS  A disease is said to have allelic variants when different mutations in the same allele result in identical, or nearly identical, symptoms. An allele is the combined locations of a gene on the two paired chromosomes that contain this gene.

ALLERGEN  A substance or organism foreign to the body. Allergens stimulate the immune system to produce antibodies.

ALLERGIC RHINITIS  Hay fever.

ALLERGY  Condition in which the immune system is hypersensitive to contact with allergens; an abnormal response by the immune system to contact with an allergen. This condition produces symptoms such as inflammation of tissues and production of excess mucus in the respiratory system.

ALOPECIA  Loss of hair or baldness.

ALOPECIA AREATA  A nonscarring hair loss syndrome characterized by smooth round or oval hairless areas on the scalp.

ALPHA-FETOPROTEIN (AFP)  A chemical substance produced by the fetus and found in the fetal circulation.
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AFP is also found in abnormally high concentrations in most patients with primary liver cancer.

**ALPHA-L-IDURONIDASE.** An enzyme that breaks down dermatan sulfate and heparan sulfate. People with Hurler syndrome do not make enough of this enzyme.

**ALPHA-THALASSEMIA** Autosomal recessive disorder where no functional hemoglobin is produced. Leads to severe untreatable anemia.

**ALTERATION** Change or mutation in a gene, specifically in the DNA that codes for the gene.

**ALTERNATE COMPLEMENT PATHWAY** A cascade of enzymatic reactions that produce antibacterial proteins. This pathway helps to ward off infections.

**ALZHEIMER DISEASE** A degenerative disease of the central nervous system characterized by premature senility and other mental deterioration.

**AMASTIA** A birth disorder involving absent breast(s).

**AMELOGENESIS IMPERFECTA** A hereditary dental abnormality characterized by discoloration of the teeth.

**AMINO ACID** Organic compounds that form the building blocks of protein. There are 20 amino acids (eight are “essential amino acids” that the body cannot make and must be obtained from food).

**AMNIOCENTESIS** A procedure performed at 16-18 weeks of pregnancy in which a needle is inserted through a woman’s abdomen into her uterus to draw out a small sample of the amniotic fluid from around the baby. Either the fluid itself or cells from the fluid can be used for a variety of tests to obtain information about genetic disorders and other medical conditions in the fetus.

**AMNION** Thin, tough membrane surrounding the embryo and containing the amniotic fluid.

**AMNIOTIC FLUID** The fluid surrounding a developing baby during pregnancy.

**AMNIOTIC SAC** Contains the fetus and its surrounding amniotic fluid.

**AMPLIFICATION** A process by which something is made larger. In clotting, only a very few chemicals are released by the initial injury; they result in a cascade of chemical reactions which produces increasingly larger quantities of different chemicals, resulting in an appropriately-sized, strong fibrin clot.

**AMPUTATION** Surgical removal of any portion of the body.

**AMYLASE** A digestive enzyme found in saliva or pancreatic fluid that breaks down starch and sugars.

**AMYLOID** A waxy translucent substance composed mostly of protein, that forms plaques (abnormal deposits) in the brain.

**AMYLOIDOSIS** Accumulation of amyloid deposits in various organs and tissues in the body such that normal functioning of an organ is compromised.

**ANGIOGRAPHY** Injecting dye into blood vessels so they can be seen on a radiograph or picture.

**ANGIOID STREAKS** Gray, orange, or red wavy branching lines in Bruch’s membrane.

**ANGIokeratoma** Skin rash comprised of red bumps. The rash most commonly occurs between the belly button and the knees.

**ANGIOMA** A benign tumor composed of blood vessels or lymph vessels.
ANGIONEUROTIC EDEMA Recurrent episodes of swelling of the tissues of the body caused by an over-active immune system. This is also called angioedema.

ANGIOTENSINOGEN A plasma globulin (protein) formed in the liver and directly involved in the regulation of blood pressure.

ANKYLOYSIS Immobility of a joint due to the formation of new bone at the site of inflammation.

ANOMALOUS Irregular or different from normal.

ANOMALOUS VENOUS RETURN Normally, the veins that bring blood containing oxygen from the lungs to the heart (called pulmonary veins) are connected to the left atrium. In this situation, the pulmonary veins are connected to the right atrium.

ANOMALY Different from the normal or expected. Unusual or irregular structure.

ANOPTHALMIA A medical condition in which one eye is missing.

ANOTIA Absence of an ear.

ANTERIOR FONTANELLE The soft-spot on the skull of an infant that is located in the center of the head just behind the hairline.

ANTERIOR HORN CELLS Subset of motor neurons within the spinal cord.

ANTI-ANDROGEN DRUGS Drugs that block the activity of the male hormone.

ANTIBIOTICS A group of medications that kill or slow the growth of bacteria.

ANTIBODY A protein produced by the mature B cells of the immune system that attach to invading microorganisms and target them for destruction by other immune system cells.

ANTICIPATION Increasing severity in disease with earlier ages of onset in successive generations; a condition that begins at a younger age and is more severe with each generation.

ANTICOAGULANT Drugs used to prevent blood clots.

ANTIDIURETIC HORMONE (VASOPRESSIN) A hormone that acts on the kidneys to regulate water balance.

ANTIGEN A substance or organism that is foreign to the body and stimulates a response from the immune system.

ANTIGEN PRESENTING CELL Cells that are able to present foreign antigen in conjunction with major histocompatibility complex proteins to the immune system.

ANUS The opening at the end of the intestine that carries waste out of the body.

AORTA The main artery located above the heart that pumps oxygenated blood out into the body. Many congenital heart defects affect the aorta.

AORTIC REGURGITATION A condition in which the aortic valve does not close tightly, allowing blood to flow backwards from the aorta into the heart.

AORTIC ROOT The location where the aorta (main heart blood vessel) inserts in the heart. Enlargement of the aortic root can cause it to rupture.

AORTIC STENOSIS A condition in which the aortic valve does not open properly, making it difficult for blood to leave the heart.

APHASIA Loss of previously acquired ability to speak, or to understand written or spoken language.

APLASTIC ANEMIA A form of anemia characterized by a greatly decreased formation of red and white blood cells as a result of abnormal bone marrow.

APNEA An irregular breathing pattern characterized by abnormally long periods of the complete cessation of breathing.

APOENZYME An enzyme that cannot function without assistance from other chemicals called cofactors.

APOPTOSIS The normally programmed cell death process in which cells die in order to be replaced with new cells.

APPENDICITIS The procedure to surgically remove an appendix.

APPENDICITIS Inflammation of the appendix.

APPENDIX A portion of intestine attached to the cecum.

APRAXIA Impairment of the ability to make purposeful movements, but not paralysis or loss of sensation.

AQUEOUS HUMOR A fluid produced by the ciliary body and contained within the front chamber of the eye.

ARACHNODACTYL A condition characterized by abnormally long and slender fingers and toes.

ARRHYTHMIA Abnormal heart rhythm. Examples are a slow, fast, or irregular heart rate.

ARTERIOLE The smallest type of artery.

ARTERIOPATHY Damage to blood vessels.

ARTERIOSCLEROSIS Hardening of the arteries that often results in decreased ability of blood to flow smoothly.
ARTERIOVENOUS MALFORMATION (AVM) Abnormal, direct connection between the arteries and veins (blood vessels). Can range from very small to large in size. Bleeding or an aneurysm may result.

ARTERY A blood vessel that carries blood away from the heart to peripheral tissues.

ARTHROCHALASIA Excessive loosness of the joints.

ARTHROGRYPOSIS Abnormal joint contracture.

ASPERGER SYNDROME A term used to describe high-functioning individuals with autism. These individuals usually have normal IQ and some language skills.

ASPHYXIA Lack of oxygen. In the case of cerebral palsy, lack of oxygen to the brain.

ASPIRATION Inhalation of food or saliva.

ASPIRATION PNEUMONIA Lung infection due to food or liquids accidentally getting into lungs.

ASPLENIA The absence of the spleen in the body.

ASTIGMATISM A cause of poor eyesight, usually due to an error in the refraction of light within the eye.

ASTROCYTOMA Tumor of the central nervous system derived from astrocytes.

ASYMMETRIC SEPTAL HYPERTROPHY A condition in which the septum (the wall that separates the atria of the heart) is abnormally excessively thickened. In microscopic examination, normal alignment of muscle cells is absent (myocardial disarray).

ASYMPTOMATIC CARRIER A person who carries a recessive trait but does not show any characteristics of the trait.

ATAXIA A deficiency of muscular coordination, especially when voluntary movements are attempted, such as grasping or walking.

ATHEROSCLEROSIS Hardening of the arteries caused by cholesterol and fat deposits. Increases risk of heart disease, stroke, and other complications.

ATHEOTESIS A condition marked by slow, writhing, involuntary muscle movements.

ATOPIC A condition or disease that is the result of an allergic reaction.

ATOPIC ASTHMA Asthma caused by an allergic reaction; atopic asthma tends to have a strong inherited component (tends to run in families).

ATOPIC RHINITIS Also referred to as "hay fever;" symptoms of rhinitis caused by an allergic response to the presence of an allergen (such as tree or grass pollen).

ATP Adenosine triphosphate. The chemical used by the cells of the body for energy.

ATRESIA An abnormal condition in which a structure that should be hollow is fused shut.

ATRIAL Septal Defect An opening between the right and left atria of the heart.

ATROPHIC DERMATOSIS Wasting away of the skin.

ATROPHIC PHASE The final phase of LHON where cells in the optic disc and optic nerve have atrophied, resulting in legal blindness. Peripheral vision remains.

ATROPHY Wasting away of normal tissue or an organ due to degeneration of the cells.

ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER (ADD) Disorder characterized by a short attention span, impulsivity, and in some cases hyperactivity.

ATYPIC A deficiency of muscular coordination, especially when voluntary movements are attempted, such as grasping or walking.

ATYPICAL PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT Another term for pervasive development disorder (PDD-NOS). Other synonyms for this diagnostic category are atypical autism and atypical PDD.

AUDIOGRAM A graph of hearing level versus frequency. An audiologist plots the hearing loss of a patient on this graph to help determine the type of hearing loss and possible treatments.

AUDITORY NERVE The nerve responsible for transmitting electrical impulses created within the ear in response to sounds to the brain.

AURICULO Related to the ear.

AUTISM A syndrome characterized by a lack of responsiveness to other people or outside stimulus. Often in conjunction with a severe impairment of verbal and non-verbal communication skills.

AUTISTIC PSYCHOPATHY Hans Asperger’s original name for Asperger syndrome. It is still used occasionally as a synonym for the disorder.

AUTISTIC SPECTRUM DISORDERS Another term for the pervasive developmental disorders.

AUTOANTIBODY An antibody that reacts against part of the self.

AUTOIMMUNE Referring to an immune reaction erroneously directed toward "self" tissues.
AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE Describes a group of diseases characterized by an inflammatory immune reaction erroneously directed toward ‘self’ tissues.

AUTOIMMUNE DISORDER A disorder in which the body’s immune cells mistake the body’s own tissues as foreign invaders; the immune cells then work to destroy tissues in the body.

AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM The part of the nervous system that regulates heart muscle, smooth muscle, and glands.

AUTOSOMAL Relating to any chromosome besides the X and Y sex chromosomes. Human cells contain 22 pairs of autosomes and one pair of sex chromosomes.

AUTOSOMAL DISEASE A disease caused by a gene located on an autosomal chromosome.

AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT A pattern of genetic inheritance where only one abnormal gene is needed to display the trait or disease.

AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT MUTATION An abnormal gene on one of the 22 pairs of non-sex chromosomes that will display the disorder when only one copy is inherited.

AUTOSOMAL RECESSIVE A pattern of genetic inheritance where two abnormal genes are needed to display the trait or disease.

AUTOSOMAL RECESSIVE MUTATION A pattern of genetic inheritance where two abnormal genes are needed to display the trait or disease.

AUTOSOME Chromosome not involved in specifying sex.

AXON Skinny, wire-like extension of nerve cells.

B CELL Specialized type of white blood cell that is capable of secreting infection-fighting antibodies.

BALANCED CHROMOSOME TRANSLOCATION A rearrangement of the chromosomes in which two chromosomes have broken and exchanged pieces without the loss of genetic material.

BAND A specific region of a chromosome that is identified by its characteristic staining pattern and location within a chromosome, as seen in a karyotype. A band is either part of the short arm (p arm) or the long arm (q arm) of a chromosome and is further defined by a numeric location, such as chromosome band 11q24.1.

BARIUM A chemical put into a solution and swallowed to help with outlining the gastrointestinal system during an x-ray study.

BARIUM ENEMA X RAY A procedure that involves the administration of barium into the intestines by a tube inserted into the rectum. Barium is a chalky substance that enhances the visualization of the gastrointestinal tract on x-ray.

BASAL GANGLIA A section of the brain responsible for smooth muscle movement.

BASE PAIRS Building blocks of DNA, the chemical that genes are made of.

BASEMENT MEMBRANE Part of the epithelium, or outer layer of the cornea.

BECKER MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (BMD) A type of muscular dystrophy that affects older boys and men, and usually follows a milder course than Duchenne muscular dystrophy.

BECKWITH-WIEDEMANN SYNDROME A collection of health problems present at birth including an omphalocele, large tongue, and large body size.

BENIGN A non-cancerous tumor that does not spread and is not life-threatening.

BENIGN PROSTATIC HYPERPLASIA (BPH) A non-cancerous condition of the prostate that causes growth of the prostate tissue, thus enlarging the prostate and blocking urination.

BENIGN TUMOR An abnormal proliferation of cells that does not spread to other sites.

BENZOQUINONE ACETIC ACID Toxic compound that is formed when oxygen reacts with homogentisic acid.

BETA CELLS Specialized cells of the pancreas that make insulin.

BETA-2 MICROGLOBULIN A component protein of class I MHC (major histocompatibility complex).

BETA-ADRENERGIC BLOCKER A drug that works by controlling the nerve impulses along specific nerve pathways.

BILATERAL Relating to or affecting both sides of the body or both of a pair of organs.

BILATERAL BREAST CANCER Cancer of both breasts, caused by two separate cancer processes.

BILE A substance produced by the liver, and concentrated and stored in the gallbladder. Bile contains a number of different substances, including bile salts, cholesterol, and bilirubin.
BILE ACIDS Steroid acids such as cholic acid that occur in bile, an alkaline fluid secreted by the liver and passed into a part of the small intestine where it aids in absorption of fats.

BILE ALCOHOL A steroid acid with an alcohol group attached.

BILE DUCT A passageway that carries bile (fluid secreted by the liver involved in fat absorption) from the liver to the gallbladder to the small intestine.

BILIRUBIN A yellow pigment that is the end result of hemoglobin breakdown. This pigment is metabolized in the liver and excreted from the body through the bile. Bloodstream levels are normally low; however, extensive red cell destruction leads to excessive bilirubin formation and jaundice.

BIOCHEMICAL TESTING Measuring the amount or activity of a particular enzyme or protein in a sample of blood, urine, or other tissue from the body.

BIOPTICS Glasses that have small telescopes fitted in the lens.

BIOSYNTHESIS The manufacture of materials in a biological system.

BIOTIN A growth vitamin of the vitamin B complex found naturally in liver, egg yolks, and yeast.

BIPOLAR DISORDER Formerly called “manic depression,” this psychological disorder is characterized by periods of mania followed by periods of depression.

BITEMPORAL CONSTRUCTION Abnormal narrowing of both sides of the forehead.

BLACKFAN-DIAMOND SYNDROME (BDS) A disorder with congenital hypoplastic anemia. Some researchers believe that some or all individuals with Aase syndrome actually have BDS; that Aase syndrome and BDS are not separate disorders.

BLADDER The organ that stores urine after it flows out of the kidneys and through the ureters.

BLEPHAROPHIMOSIS A small eye opening without fusion of the upper eyelid with the lower eyelid at the inner and outer corner of the eye.

BLEPHAROSPASM A focal dystonia marked by excessive blinking and involuntary closing of the eyes.

BLOOD VESSELS General term for arteries, veins, and capillaries that transport blood throughout the body.

BODY ASYMMETRY Abnormal development of the body in which the trunk and/or the limbs are not of equal size from one side of the body to the other.

BONE MARROW A spongy tissue located in the hollow centers of certain bones, such as the skull and hip bones. Bone marrow is the site of blood cell generation.

BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT (BMT) A medical procedure used to treat some diseases that arise from abnormal blood cell formation in the bone marrow. Healthy bone marrow is extracted from a donor to replace the marrow in an ailing individual. Proteins on the surface of bone marrow cells must be identical or very closely matched between a donor and the recipient.

BOWMAN'S LAYER Transparent sheet of tissue directly below the basement membrane.

BOY IN THE BUBBLE A description for SCID since these children need to be isolated from exposure to germs, until they are treated by bone marrow transplantation or other therapy.

BRACHYCEPHALY An abnormal thickening and widening of the skull.

BRACHYDActLY Abnormal shortness of the fingers and toes.

BRACHYMELIA A general medical term used to describe short limbs.

BRADYKINESIA Extremely slow movement.

BRaille An alphabet represented by patterns of raised dots that can be felt with the fingertips. It is the main method of reading used by the blind today.

BRAIN VENTRICLES A set of four connected cavities that are located deep in the core of the brain. Cerebrospinal fluid is made by cells lining the walls of the first two ventricles, then flows through the third, then fourth ventricle before flowing out of the brain. The fluid-filled cavities provide mechanical cushion for the brain, and the CSF provides nutrients to, and carries metabolic wastes away from, the cells of the brain.

BRANCED-CHAIN An open chain of atoms having one or more side chains.

BRCA2 Gene, when altered, known to cause increased risks of breast, ovarian, and, possibly pancreatic cancer.

BREAST BIOPSY Small sample of tissue taken from the breast and studied to diagnose and determine the exact type of breast cancer.

BREAST SELF-EXAM (BSE) Examination by an individual of their own breasts.

BREECH DELIVERY Birth of an infant feet or buttocks first.

BROAD LIGAMENT The ligament connecting the ovaries to the uterus.
BRONCHI Branching tube-like structures that carry air in and out of the lungs. Walls of bronchi contain circular muscles that can constrict (tighten up to make airways narrower) or dilate (relax to make airways wider); bronchi divide into smaller bronchioles within the lung tissue.

BRONCHIECTASIS An abnormal condition of the bronchial tree, characterized by irreversible widening and destruction of the bronchial walls of the lungs.

BRUCH’S MEMBRANE A membrane in the eye between the choroid membrane and the retina.

BRUTON TYROSINE KINASE (BTK) An enzyme vital for the maturation of B cells.

BULBAR MUSCLES Muscles that control chewing, swallowing, and speaking.

BUPHthalmos A characteristic enlargement of one or both eyes associated with infantile glaucoma.

C1 INHIBITOR Abbreviated C1-INH, this protein is responsible for preventing the action of the C1 complement molecules in the body. It is this protein that is either deficient or malformed in HANE.

CA-125 (CARBOHYDRATE ANTIGEN 125) A protein that is sometimes high when ovarian cancer is present. A blood sample can determine the level of CA-125 present.

CAFÉ-AU-LAIT SPOTS Birthmarks that may appear anywhere on the skin; named after the French coffee drink because of the light-brown color of the marks.

CALCIFICATION A process in which tissue becomes hardened due to calcium deposits.

CALCITRIOL A substance that assists in bone growth by helping to maintain calcium and phosphate levels in the blood. Vitamin D is converted into this substance by the body.

CALCIUM One of the elements that make up the hydroxyapatite crystals found in bone.

CAMPTODACTYLY An abnormal permanent bending of one or more fingers or toes.

CANAVAN DISEASE A serious genetic disease more common in the Eastern European Jewish population that causes mental retardation and early death. Canavan disease is caused by the lack of an enzyme called aspartoacylase.

CANCER A disease caused by uncontrolled growth of the body’s cells.

CANCER CELLS Have characteristics that distinguish them from normal cells and non-cancerous cells; they are threatening, harmful, and resistant to treatment.

CANDIDATE GENE A gene that encodes proteins believed to be involved in a particular disease process.

CARBOHYDRATE Any of various natural compounds of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen (as in sugars and starches) that are burned by the body for energy.

CARCINOGEN Any substance capable of causing cancer by mutating the cell’s DNA.

CARCINOMA Any cancer that arises in the epithelium, the tissue that lines the external and internal organs of the body.

CARDIAC CONDUCTION DEFECT Abnormality of the electrical system of the heart, which regulates the heart beat.

CARDIAC MUSCLE The muscle of the heart.

CARDINAL SYMPTOMS A group of symptoms that define a disorder or disease.

CARDIOMYOPATHY A thickening of the heart muscle.

CARNITINE An amino acid necessary for metabolism of the long-chain fatty acid portion of lipids. Also called vitamin B7.

CARNITINE PALMITOYLTRANSFERASE (CPT) An enzyme that transfers a palmitoyl group. CPT is a major regulatory enzyme of lipid metabolism, required for the transport of long-chain fatty acids across the inner mitochondria membrane. This transport depends on carnitine.

CARRIER A person who possesses a gene for an abnormal trait without showing signs of the disorder. The person may pass the abnormal gene on to offspring.

CARRIER TESTING Testing performed to determine if someone possesses one changed copy and one unchanged copy of a particular gene.

CARTILAGE Supportive connective tissue that cushions bone at the joints or that connects muscle to bone.

CASEIN HYDROLYSATE A preparation made from the milk protein casein, which is hydrolyzed to break it down into its constituent amino acids. Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins.

CAT (CT) SCAN Computerized (axial) tomography. A special x ray technique used to examine various tissues, particularly the brain, in great detail.

CATAGEN The breakdown phase of the hair growth cycle.
CATALYST  A substance that changes the rate of a chemical reaction, but is not physically changed by the process.

CATALYZE  Facilitate. A catalyst lowers the amount of energy required for a specific chemical reaction to occur. Catalysts are not used up in the chemical reactions they facilitate.

CATAPLEXY  A symptom of narcolepsy in which there is a sudden episode of muscle weakness triggered by emotions. The muscle weakness may cause the person’s knees to buckle, or the head to drop. In severe cases, the patient may become paralyzed for a few seconds to minutes.

CATARACT  A clouding of the eye lens or its surrounding membrane that obstructs the passage of light resulting in blurry vision. Surgery may be performed to remove the cataract.

CATATOIC BEHAVIOR  Behavior characterized by muscular tightness or rigidity and lack of response to the environment. In some patients, rigidity alternates with excited or hyperactive behavior.

CATECHOLAMINES  Biologically active compounds involved in the regulation of the nervous and cardiovascular systems, rate of metabolism, body temperature, and smooth muscle.

CATHETER  A narrow, flexible tube used to create a pathway for introducing drugs, nutrients, fluids, or blood products into the body and/or for removing fluid or other substances from the body.

CATHETERIZATION  The process of inserting a hollow tube into a body cavity or blood vessel.

CATIONIC TRYPSINOGEN GENE  Gene known to cause hereditary pancreatitis when significantly altered.

CAUTERIZATION  Process of burning tissue either with a laser or electric needle to stop bleeding or destroy damaged tissue.

CDKN2A OR P16  Gene, when altered, known to cause Familial Atypical Multiple Mole Melanoma (FAMMM) syndrome and possibly increased pancreatic cancer risk.

CECUM  The first part of the large bowel.

CELL  The smallest living units of the body, which group together to form tissues and help the body perform specific functions.

CELL ADHESION MOLECULE  Any one of several thousand proteins that together control the cell-to-cell communication that must take place in order for cells to migrate to their proper places, develop into the proper types of cells, and make the appropriate connections with other cells.

CELLULAR IMMUNITY  A type of acquired immunity mediated by killer T-cells; important in fighting ‘hidden’ infections, such as those caused by cellular parasites and some viruses.

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM (CNS)  In humans, the central nervous system is composed of the brain, the cranial nerves and the spinal cord. It is responsible for the coordination and control of all body activities.

CENTRAL VISION  The ability to see objects located directly in front of the eye. Central vision is necessary for reading and other activities that require people to focus on objects directly in front of them.

CENTROMERE  The centromere is the constricted region of a chromosome. It performs certain functions during cell division.

CEREBELLAR ATAXIA  Unsteadiness and lack of coordination caused by a progressive degeneration of the part of the brain known as the cerebellum.

CEREBELLUM  A portion of the brain consisting of two cerebellar hemispheres connected by a narrow vermis. The cerebellum is involved in control of skeletal muscles and plays an important role in the coordination of voluntary muscle movement. It interrelates with other areas of the brain to facilitate a variety of movements, including maintaining proper posture and balance, walking, running, and fine motor skills, such as writing, dressing, and eating.

CEREBRAL CORTEX  The outer surface of the cerebrum made up of gray matter and involved in higher thought processes.

CEREBRAL PALSY  Movement disability resulting from nonprogressive brain damage.

CEREBRAL VENTRICLES  Spaces in the brain that are located between portions of the brain and filled with cerebrospinal fluid.

CEREBRO  Related to the head or brain.

CEREBROSIDES  Fatty carbohydrates that occur in the brain and nervous system.

CEREBROSPINAL FLUID  Fluid that circulates throughout the cerebral ventricles and around the spinal cord within the spinal canal.

CEREBRUM  The largest section of the brain, which is responsible for such higher functions as speech, thought, vision, and memory.

CEROID  The by-product of cell membrane breakdown.

CERULOPLASMIN  A protein circulating in the bloodstream that binds with copper and transports it.
CERVICAL DYSTONIA A focal dystonia that causes neck muscles to contract involuntarily—leading to abnormal movements and posture of the head and neck. Also known as spasmodic torticollis.

CERVICITIS Inflammation of the cervix.

CERVICO-MEDULLARY JUNCTION The area where the brain and spine connect.

CFTR Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator. The protein responsible for regulating chloride movement across cells in some tissues. When a person has two abnormal copies of the CFTR gene, cystic fibrosis is the result.

CGG OR CGG SEQUENCE Shorthand for the DNA sequence: cytosine-guanine-guanine. Cytosine and guanine are two of the four molecules, otherwise called nucleic acids, that make up DNA.

CHAPERONIN A molecule that captures and refolds misshapen proteins that might interfere with normal cellular functions; also called a protein cage.

CHEMOTHERAPY Treatment of cancer with synthetic drugs that destroy the tumor either by inhibiting the growth of the cancerous cells or by killing the cancer cells.

CHIARI II ANOMALY A structural abnormality of the lower portion of the brain (cerebellum and brain stem) associated with spina bifida. The lower structures of the brain are crowded and may be forced into the foramen magnum, the opening through which the brain and spinal cord are connected.

CHOANAL ATRESIA A bony or membranous blockage of the passageway between the nose and pharynx at birth.

CHOLESTEROL A fatty-like substance that is obtained from the diet and produced by the liver. Cells require cholesterol for their normal daily functions.

CHONDROCYTE A specialized type of cell that secretes the material which surrounds the cells in cartilage.

CHONDROSARCOMA A malignant tumor derived from cartilage cells.

CHOREA Involuntary, rapid, jerky movements.

CHOREOATHETOSIS Involuntary rapid, irregular, jerky movements or slow, writhing movements that flow into one another.

CHORIOCAPILLARIS Capillary layer of the choroid.

CHORION The outer membrane of the amniotic sac. Chorionic villi develop from its outer surface early in pregnancy. The villi establish a physical connection with the wall of the uterus and eventually develop into the placenta.

CHORIONIC VILLI A portion of the placenta that can be sampled at 10-12 weeks of pregnancy for the purposes of diagnosis.

CHORIONIC VILLUS SAMPLING (CVS) A procedure used for prenatal diagnosis at 10-12 weeks gestation. Under ultrasound guidance a needle is inserted either through the mother’s vagina or abdominal wall and a sample of cells is collected from around the fetus. These cells are then tested for chromosome abnormalities or other genetic diseases. Also known as chorionic villus biopsy.

CHOROID A vascular membrane that covers the back of the eye between the retina and the sclera and serves to nourish the retina and absorb scattered light.

CHOROID PLEXUS Specialized cells located in the ventricles of the brain that produce cerebrospinal fluid.

CHROMATID Each of the two strands formed by replication of a chromosome. Chromatids are held together by the centromere until the centromere divides and separates the two chromatids into a single chromosome.

CHROMOSOMAL ANEUPLODIES A condition in which the chromosomal number is either increased or decreased.

CHROMOSOME A microscopic thread-like structure found within each cell of the body and consists of a complex of proteins and DNA. Humans have 46 chromosomes arranged into 23 pairs. Changes in either the total number of chromosomes or their shape and size (structure) may lead to physical or mental abnormalities.

CHROMOSOME DELETION A missing sequence of DNA or part of a chromosome.

CHROMOSOME INVERSION Rearrangement of a chromosome in which a section of a chromosome breaks off and rejoins the chromosome upside down.

CHROMOSOME TRANSLOCATION The exchange of genetic material between chromosomes, which can lead to extra or missing genetic material.

CHRONIC ATROPHIC GASTRITIS Irritation and breakdown of the stomach wall over a period of time.

CHYLOMICRON A type of lipoprotein made in the small intestine and used for transporting fats to other tissues in the body.

CILIARY BODY A structure within the eye that produces aqueous humor.

CIRCUMCISION The surgical removal of the foreskin of the penis.

CIRRHOSIS A chronic degenerative disease of the liver, in which normal cells are replaced by fibrous tissue.
Cirrhosis is a major risk factor for the later development of liver cancer.

**CLASS I MHC** Includes HLA-A, HLA-B, and HLA-C. Important in cellular immunity.

**CLASS II MHC** HLA-DP, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DR. Important in humoral immunity.

**CLASS III MHC** Includes the complement system.

**CLAUDICATION** Pain in the lower legs after exercise caused by insufficient blood supply.

**CLAVICLE** Also called the collarbone. Bone that articulates with the shoulder and the breast bone.

**CLEFT** An elongated opening or slit in an organ.

**CLEFT LIP** A separation of the upper lip that is present from birth but originates early in fetal development. A cleft lip may appear on one side (unilateral) or both sides (bilateral) and is occasionally accompanied by a cleft palate. Surgery is needed to completely repair cleft lip.

**CLEFT PALATE** A congenital malformation in which there is an abnormal opening in the roof of the mouth that allows the nasal passages and the mouth to be improperly connected.

**CLINICAL BREAST EXAM (CBE)** Examination of the breasts, performed by a physician or nurse.

**CLINICAL TRIAL** The testing of a drug or some other type of therapy in a specific population of patients.

**CLINODACTYLY** An abnormal inward curving of the fingers or toes.

**CLONE** A cell or organism derived through asexual (without sex) reproduction containing the identical genetic information of the parent cell or organism.

**CLOSED-ANGLE GLAUCOMA** An increase in the fluid pressure within the eye due to a complete, and sometimes sudden, blockage of the fluid drainage passages.

**CLUBFOOT** Abnormal permanent bending of the ankle and foot. Also called talipes equinovarus.

**CO-DOMINANT** Describes the state when two alleles of the same gene are both expressed when inherited together.

**CO-ENZYME** A small molecule such as a vitamin that works together with an enzyme to direct a biochemical reaction within the body.

**COAGULATION** The process by which a liquid becomes a solid, as in blood clotting.

**COAGULOPATHY** A disorder in which blood is either too slow or too quick to coagulate (clot).

**COARCTATION** A narrowing of the aorta that is often associated with bicuspid aortic valve.

**COBB ANGLE** A measure of the curvature of scoliosis, determined by measurements made on x rays.

**COCHLEA** A bony structure shaped like a snail shell located in the inner ear. It is responsible for changing sound waves from the environment into electrical messages that the brain can understand, so people can hear.

**COCHLEAR IMPLANTATION** A surgical procedure in which a small electronic device is placed under the skin behind the ear and is attached to a wire that stimulates the inner ear, allowing people who have hearing loss to hear useful sounds.

**COFACTOR** A substance that is required by an enzyme to perform its function.

**COGNITION** The mental activities associated with thinking, learning, and memory.

**COGNITIVE/BEHAVIORAL THERAPIES** Psychological counseling that focuses on changing the behavior of the patient.

**COHICINE** A compound that blocks the assembly of microtubules—protein fibers necessary for cell division and some kinds of cell movements, including neutrophil migration. Side effects may include diarrhea, abdominal bloating, and gas.

**COLECTOMY** Surgical removal of the colon.

**COLITIS** Inflammation of the colon.

**COLLAGEN** The main supportive protein of cartilage, connective tissue, tendon, skin, and bone.

**COLOBOMA** A birth disorder in which part of the eye is absent or does not form completely.

**COLON** The large intestine.

**COLONOSCOPY** Procedure for viewing the large intestine (colon) by inserting an illuminated tube into the rectum and guiding it up the large intestine.

**COLORECTAL** Of the colon and/or rectum.

**COLORECTAL** Of the colon and/or rectum.

**COLOSTOMY** The creation of an artificial opening into the colon through the skin for the purpose of removing bodily waste. Colostomies are usually required because key portions of the intestine have been removed.

**COMPLEMENT SYSTEM** Class III MHC (major histocompatibility complex) proteins capable of destroying invading organisms directly via natural immunity, as well as indirectly through an interaction with other components of the immune system.
COMPOUND HETEROZYGOTE Having two different mutated versions of a gene.

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CT) SCAN An imaging procedure that produces a three-dimensional picture of organs or structures inside the body, such as the brain.

COMT INHIBITORS Drugs that block catechol-O-methyltransferase, an enzyme that breaks down dopamine. COMT inhibitors include entacapone and tolcapone.

CONCEPTUS The products of conception, or the union of a sperm and egg cell at fertilization.

CONCORDANCE When two individuals have the same disease, such as when identical twins both have diabetes.

CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS Hearing loss that is the result of a dysfunction of the parts of the ear responsible for collecting sound. In this type of hearing loss, the auditory nerve is generally not damaged.

CONES Receptor cells that allow the perception of colors.

CONGENITAL Refers to a disorder that is present at birth.

CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE Structural abnormality of the heart at birth. Examples include a ventricular septal defect and atrial septal defect.

CONGENITAL HYPOPLASTIC ANEMIA (CHA) A significant reduction in the number of red blood cells present at birth, usually referring to deficient production of these cells in the bone marrow. Also sometimes called congenital aplastic anemia.

CONNECTIVE TISSUE A group of tissues responsible for support throughout the body; includes cartilage, bone, fat, tissue underlying skin, and tissues that support organs, blood vessels, and nerves throughout the body.

CONNEXIN A protein that joins cells together and allows them to exchange small substances.

CONOTRUNCAL HEART ABNORMALITY Congenital heart disorders primarily involving the ventricular (lower chambers) outflow tracts of the heart; includes subarterial ventricular septal defect, pulmonic valve atresia and stenosis, tetralogy of Fallot, and truncus arteriosus.

CONSANGUINEOUS Sharing a common bloodline or ancestor.

CONSANGUINITY A mating between two people who are related to one another by blood.

CONTINENCE Normal function of the urinary bladder and urethra, allowing fluid flow during urination and completely stopping flow at other times.

CONTINUOUS GENE DELETION SYNDROME A genetic disorder due to the deletion of a number of genes that lie close to one another on a specific chromosome.

CONTINUOUS GENE SYNDROME Conditions that occur as a result of microdeletions or microduplications involving several neighboring genes.

CONTRACTURE A tightening of muscles that prevents normal movement of the associated limb or other body part.

CONVULSION Involuntary contractions of body muscles that accompany a seizure episode.

COPROLALIA The involuntary expression of obscene words or phrases.

COPROPRAXIA The involuntary display of unacceptable/obscene gestures.

CORDOCENTESIS A prenatal diagnostic test, usually done between 16-30 weeks of gestation. Using ultrasound guidance, a thin needle is introduced through the abdomen into the amniotic sac. A blood sample is taken directly from the umbilical cord. Tests can then be done on the blood sample.

CORNEA The transparent structure of the eye over the lens that is continuous with the sclera in forming the outermost, protective, layer of the eye.

CORNEAL TRANSPLANT Removal of impaired and diseased cornea and replacement with corneal tissue from a recently deceased person.

CORONAL SUTURE Skull suture that lies behind the forehead area, across the head from left side to the right side.

CORPORA ALBICANTIA Plural of corpus albicans. The scar tissue that remains on an ovarian follicle after ovulation.

CORPUS CALLOSUM A thick bundle of nerve fibers deep in the center of the forebrain that provides communications between the right and left cerebral hemispheres.

CORTICOSPINAL TRACT A bundle of long nerve fibers that runs from the motor control region of the cerebral cortex to the spinal cord, where it connects to nerves that control movement in the legs.

CORTICOSTEROIDS Anti-inflammatory medications. Related to cortisol, a naturally produced hormone that controls many body functions.

COXA VARA A deformed hip joint in which the neck of the femur is bent downward.

CRANIAL NERVES The twelve nerves that originate in the brain and control functions such as hearing, vision and facial expression.
CRANIAL SUTURE Any one of the seven fibrous joints between the bones of the skull.

CRANIOFACIAL Relating to or involving both the head and the face.

CRANIOPAGUS Conjoined twins with separate bodies and one shared head.

CRANIOPHARYNGIOMA A tumor near the pituitary gland in the craniopharyngeal canal that often results in intracranial pressure.

CRANIOSYNOSTOSIS Premature, delayed, or otherwise abnormal closure of the sutures of the skull.

CRANIUM The skeleton of the head, which includes all of the bones of the head except the mandible.

CREATININE A waste product of the body found in the urine. It is useful in determining the overall kidney function.

CREUTZFELDT-JAKOB DISEASE A degenerative disease of the central nervous system caused by a prion, or “slow virus.”

CRI DU CHAT SYNDROME A syndrome caused by a deletion in chromosome 5; characterized by a strange cry that sounds like the mewing of a cat.

CRYPTOPHTHALMOS An abnormal formation of the eye in which the eyelid, or overlaying skin of the eye, is fused shut. Literally, “hidden eye.”

CRYPTORCHIDISM A condition in which one or both testes fail to descend normally.

CURETTAGE A surgical scrapping or cleaning.

CUTANEOUS Of, pertaining to, or affecting the skin.

CUTANEOUS SYNDACTRYLY Fusion of the soft tissue between fingers or toes resulting in a webbed appearance.

CYANOSIS/CYANOTIC The bluish color of the skin that occurs when there is very low oxygen in the blood that is being transported throughout the body.

CYSTIC FIBROSIS A respiratory disease characterized by chronic lung disease, pancreatic insufficiency, and an average age of survival of 20 years. Cystic fibrosis is caused by mutations in a gene on chromosome 7 that encode a transmembrane receptor.

CYSTIC HYGROMA An accumulation of fluid behind the fetal neck, often caused by improper drainage of the lymphatic system in utero.

CYSTINE A sulfur-containing amino acid, sometimes found as crystals in the kidneys or urine, that forms when proteins are broken down by digestion.

CYTOKINE A protein associated with inflammation that, at high levels, may be toxic to nerve cells in the developing brain.

CYTOKINES Proteins released by helper T-cells that stimulate and support immune responses (inflammation) mediated by B-cells and killer T-cells. At high levels, cytokines may be toxic to nerve cells in the developing brain.

CYTOPLASM The substance within a cell including the organelles and the fluid surrounding the nucleus.

CYTOSKELETON The network of proteins underlying and maintaining the integrity of the red blood cell membrane.

DANDY-WALKER MALFORMATION A complex structural abnormality of the brain frequently associated with hydrocephalus, or accumulation of excess fluid in the brain. Abnormalities in other areas of the body may also be present. Individuals with Dandy-Walker malformation have varying degrees of mental handicap or none at all.

DECIDUOUS TEETH The first set of teeth or “baby teeth.”

DECREASED PENETRANCE Individuals who inherit a changed disease gene but do not develop symptoms.

DEEP VEIN THROMBOSIS A blood clot in one of the systemic veins deep in the body.

DEGENERATION Nerves progressively withering.

DEGENERATIVE DISC DISEASE Narrowing of the disc space between the spinal bones (vertebrae).

DEGENERATIVE DISORDER A disorder by which the body or a part of the body gradually loses its ability to function.

DEGRADATION Loss or diminishing.

DEHYDRATION An extreme loss of water in the body which, if untreated, can lead to brain damage and death.

DELAYED BONE AGE An abnormal condition in which the apparent age of the bones, as seen in x rays, is less than the chronological age of the patient.

DELETION The absence of genetic material that is normally found in a chromosome. Often, the genetic material is missing due to an error in replication of an egg or sperm cell.
**DELI RiUM** A disturbance of consciousness marked by confusion, difficulty paying attention, delusions, hallucinations, or restlessness. It can be distinguished from dementia by its relatively sudden onset and variation in the severity of the symptoms.

**DELUSION** A fixed, false belief that is resistant to reason or factual disproof.

**DEMENTIA** A condition of deteriorated mental ability characterized by a marked decline of intellect and often by emotional apathy.

**DE NOVO MUTATION** Genetic mutations that are seen for the first time in the affected person, not inherited from the parents.

**DE NOVO DELETION** A deletion that occurs for the first time in the affected individual. The cause of de novo deletions is not known.

**DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)** The genetic material in cells that holds the inherited instructions for growth, development, and cellular functioning.

**DEPIGMENTATION** Loss of pigment or skin color.

**DEPOLARIZATION** The dissipation of an electrical charge through a membrane.

**DEPOT DOSAGE** A form of medication that can be stored in the patient’s body tissues for several days or weeks, thus minimizing the risk of the patient forgetting daily doses. Haloperidol and fluphenazine can be given in depot form.

**DEPRIVATIONAL DWARFISM** A condition where emotional disturbances are associated with growth failure and abnormalities of pituitary function.

**DERMATOLOGIST** A physician that specializes in disorders of the skin.

**DERMATOSPARAXIS** Skin fragility caused by abnormal collagen.

**DERMIS** The layer of skin beneath the epidermis.

**DESCEMET’S MEMBRANE** Sheet of tissue that lies under the stroma and protects against infection and injuries.

**DESEROXAMINE** The primary drug used in iron chelation therapy. It aids in counteracting the life-threatening buildup of iron in the body associated with long-term blood transfusions.

**DESMOID TUMOR** Benign, firm mass of scar-like connective tissue.

**DESMPRESSIN (DDAVP)** A drug used in the treatment of von Willebrand disease.

**DEUTERANOPIA** The inability or difficulty in distinguishing red/green colors.

**DEVELOPMENT** The process whereby undifferentiated embryonic cells replicate and differentiate into limbs, organ systems, and other body components of the fetus.

**DEVELOPMENTAL DELAY** When children do not reach certain milestones at appropriate ages. For example, a child should be able to speak by the time he or she is five years old.

**DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONES** Infants and toddlers develop skills at certain ages. For example, by nine months, a child should be able to grasp and toss a bottle.

**DEXTROCARDIA** Disorder in which the position of the heart is the mirror image of its normal position.

**DIABETES** An inability to control the levels of sugar in the blood due to an abnormality in the production of, or response to, the hormone insulin.

**DIABETES MELLITUS** The clinical name for common diabetes. It is a chronic disease characterized by inadequate production or use of insulin.

**DIAGNOSTIC TESTING** Testing performed to determine if someone is affected with a particular disease.

**DIALYSIS** Process by which special equipment purifies the blood of a patient whose kidneys have failed.

**DIAPHYSIS** The middle portion, or shaft, of a long bone.

**DIARRHEA** Loose, watery stool.

**DIASTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE** Blood pressure when the heart is resting between beats.

**DICEPHALUS** Conjoined twins who share one body but have two separate heads and necks.

**DIFFERENTIATE** Specialized development to perform a particular function.

**DIGESTIVE ENZYME** Proteins secreted by the pancreas that enter the small intestine and break down food so it can be absorbed by the body.

**DIGIT** A finger or toe. Plural—digits.

**DIHYDROTESTOSTERONE (DHT)** A male sex hormone formed from testosterone by the enzyme 5-alpha-reductase. DHT causes hair follicles to shut down, shortening the growth phase of the hair growth cycle and leading to miniaturization.

**DILATED CARDIOMYOPATHY** A diseased and weakened heart muscle that is unable to pump blood efficiently.
**Diameter (D)** A unit of measure for describing refractive power.

**Diplegia** Paralysis affecting like parts on both sides the body, such as both arms or both legs.

**Diploid** Means “double number.” The normal number of chromosomes (two) for all cells of the human body, except for the sex cells.

**Distal** Away from the point of origin.

**Distal Arthrogryposis** A disorder characterized by contractions of the muscles in the hands.

**Distal Muscles** Muscles that are furthest away from the center of the body.

**Distal Muscular Dystrophy (DD)** A form of muscular dystrophy that usually begins in middle age or later, causing weakness in the muscles of the feet and hands.

**Disulfiram** A medication that has been used since the late 1940s as part of a treatment plan for alcohol abuse. Disulfiram, which is sold under the trade name Antabuse, produces changes in the body’s metabolism of alcohol that cause headaches, vomiting, and other unpleasant symptoms if the patient drinks even small amounts of alcohol.

**Diuretics** Medications that increase the excretion of urine.

**Diverticulae** Sacs or pouches in the walls of a canal or organ. They do not normally occur, but may be acquired or present from birth. Plural form of diverticula.

**Dizygotic** From two zygotes, as in non-identical, or fraternal twins. The zygote is the first cell formed by the union of sperm and egg.

**DNA Mutation Analysis** A direct approach to the detection of a specific genetic mutation or mutations using one or more laboratory techniques.

**DNA Repeats** A three letter section of DNA, called a triplet, which is normally repeated several times in a row. Too many repeats often cause the gene to not function properly, resulting in disease.

**DNA Testing** Analysis of DNA (the genetic component of cells) in order to determine changes in genes that may indicate a specific disorder.

**Dominant** A trait that is expressed equally in homozygous, heterozygous, and hemizygous individuals.

**Dominant Gene** A gene, whose presence as a single copy, controls the expression of a trait.

**Dominant Inheritance** A type of genetic inheritance pattern that results in one form of a gene being dominant over other forms. Therefore, the dominant allele can express itself and cause disease, even if only one copy is present.

**Dominant Progressive Hearing Loss** The main type of non-syndromic progressive sensorineural hearing loss seen in humans.

**Dominant Trait** A genetic trait where one copy of the gene is sufficient to yield an outward display of the trait; dominant genes mask the presence of recessive genes; dominant traits can be inherited from a single parent.

**Dopamine** A neurochemical made in the brain that is involved in many brain activities, including movement and emotion.

**Dopamine Receptor Antagonists (DAS)** The older class of antipsychotic medications, also called neuroleptics. These primarily block the site on nerve cells that normally receive the brain chemical dopamine.

**Dorsal Rhizotomy** A surgical procedure that cuts nerve roots to reduce spasticity in affected muscles.

**Dorsal Root Ganglia** The subset of neuronal cells controlling impulses in and out of the brain.

**Down Syndrome** A genetic condition characterized by moderate to severe mental retardation, a characteristic facial appearance, and, in some individuals, abnormalities of some internal organs. Down syndrome is always caused by an extra copy of chromosome 21, or three rather than the normal two. For this reason, Down syndrome is also known as trisomy 21.

**Downshoot** Downward movement of the eye.

**DRPLA** Dentatorubral-pallidoluysian atrophy; also called Haw River syndrome and Natito-Oyanagi disease. DRPLA is a disorder of ataxia, choreoathetosis, and dementia in adults, and ataxia, myoclonus, epilepsy, and mental retardation in children.

**Drusen** Fatty deposits that can accumulate underneath the retina and macula, and sometimes lead to age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Drusen formation can disrupt the photoreceptor cells, which causes central and color vision problems for people with dry AMD.

**Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD)** The most severe form of muscular dystrophy, DMD usually affects young boys and causes progressive muscle weakness, usually beginning in the legs.

**Duct** Tube-like structure that carries secretions from glands.

**Ductus** The blood vessel that joins the pulmonary artery and the aorta. When the ductus does not close at birth, it causes a type of congenital heart disease called patent ductus arteriosus.
DUCTUS ARTERIOSUS The temporary channel or blood vessel between the aorta and pulmonary artery in the fetus.

DUODENUM Portion of the small intestine nearest the stomach; the first of three parts of the small intestine.

DUPLICATION A chromosomal abnormality in which a broken segment of a chromosome attaches to the chromosome pair resulting in extra chromosomal material.

DWARFISM Any condition that results in extremely shortened limbs.

DYSARTHRIA Slurred speech.

DYSGENESIS Abnormal formation of an organ or part usually occurring during embryonic development.

DYSKINESIA Impaired ability to make voluntary movements.

DYSMORPHIC FEATURE A subtle change in appearance such as low set ears or a flattened nasal bridge that suggests a genetic syndrome may be present.

DYSOSTOSIS MULTIPLEX A variety of bone and skeletal malformations.

DYSPHORIA Feelings of anxiety, restlessness, and dissatisfaction.

DYSPHASIA/DYSPLASTIC The abnormal growth or development of a tissue or organ.

DYSTHYMIA A psychological condition of chronic depression that is not disabling, but prevents the patient from functioning at his or her full capacity.

DYSTONIA Painful involuntary muscle cramps or spasms.

DYSTOPIA CANTHORUM A wide spacing between the inner corners of the eyes, with the eyes themselves having normal spacing. Also called telecanthus.

DYSTROPHIN A protein that helps muscle tissue repair itself. Both Duchenne muscular dystrophy and Becker muscular dystrophy are caused by flaws in the gene that instructs the body how to make this protein.

E-CADHERIN/CDH1 A gene involved in cell-to-cell connection. Alterations in this gene have been found in several families with increased rates of gastric cancer.

ECHOCARDIOGRAM A non-invasive technique, using ultrasonic waves, used to look at the various structures and function of the heart.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPH A record of the internal structures of the heart obtained from beams of ultrasonic waves directed through the wall of the chest.

ECHOLALIA Involuntary echoing of the last word, phrase, or sentence spoken by someone else or sound in the environment.

ECHOPRAXIA The imitation of the movement of another individual.

ECTODERM The outermost of the three embryonic cell layers, which later gives rise to the skin, hair, teeth, and nails.

ECTODERMAL DYSPLASIA A hereditary condition that results in the malformation of the skin, teeth, and hair. It is often associated with malfunctioning or absent sweat glands and/or tear ducts.

ECTOPIA LENTIS Dislocation of the lens of the eye. It is one of the most important single indicators in diagnosing Marfan syndrome.

ECTOTIC Tissue found in an abnormal location.

ECTRODACTYLY A birth defect involving a split or cleft appearance of the hands and/or feet, also referred to as a “lobster-claw malformation.”

ECZEMA Inflammation of the skin with redness and other variable signs such as crusts, watery discharge, and itching.

EDEMA Extreme amount of watery fluid that causes swelling of the affected tissue.

EDWARDS SYNDROME A syndrome caused by trisomy 18; characterized by multi-system disorders; and usually lethal by age one.

EFFLUVIUM The medical term for massive hair loss or shedding.

ELASTIC FIBER Fibrous, stretchable connective tissue made primarily from proteins, elastin, collagen, and fibrillin.

ELASTIN A protein that gives skin the ability to stretch and then return to normal.

ELECTROCARDIOGRAM (ECG, EKG) A test used to measure electrical impulses coming from the heart in order to gain information about its structure or function.
ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY  A psychological treatment in which a series of controlled electrical impulses are delivered to the brain in order to induce a seizure within the brain.

ELECTROLYTE  A solution or a substance in a solution consisting of various chemicals that can carry electric charges. They exist in the blood as acids, bases, and salts, such as sodium, calcium, potassium, chlorine, and magnesium.

ELECTROMYOGRAPHY (EMG)  A test that uses electrodes to record the electrical activity of muscle. The information gathered is used to diagnose neuromuscular disorders.

ELECTRORETINOGRAPHY (ERG)  A diagnostic test that records electrical impulses created by the retina when light strikes it.

EMBOLIZATION THERAPY  Introduction of various substances into the circulation to plug up blood vessels in order to stop bleeding.

EMBRYO  The earliest stage of development of a human infant, usually used to refer to the first eight weeks of pregnancy. The term fetus is used from roughly the third month of pregnancy until delivery.

EMOLLIENT  Petroleum or lanolin based skin lubricants.

EMPHYSEMA  A chronic lung disease that begins with breathlessness during exertion and progresses to shortness of breath at all times, caused by destructive changes in the lungs.

ENCAPSULATED  Referring to bacteria that have a thick capsule protecting their cell wall.

ENCEPHALOCOELE  A gap in the skull through which membranes and brain tissue may protrude.

ENCHONDROMAS  Benign cartilaginous tumors arising in the cavity of bone. They have the possibility of causing lytic destruction within the bone.

ENDOCARDITIS  A dangerous infection of the heart valves caused by certain bacteria.

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM  A system of ductless glands that regulate and secrete hormones directly into the bloodstream.

ENDOLYMPH  The fluid in the inner ear.

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAFHY (ERCP)  A method of viewing the pancreas by inserting a thin tube down the throat into the pancreatic and bile ducts, injection of dye and performing x rays.

ENDOSCOPY  A slender, tubular optical instrument used as a viewing system for examining an inner part of the body and, with an attached instrument, for biopsy or surgery.

ENDOSTEAL  Relating to the endosteum, which is the lining of the medullary cavity.

ENDOTHELIAL CELLS  The cells lining the inner walls of the blood vessels.

ENDOTHELIAL CELLS  The cells lining the inner walls of the blood vessels.

ENDOTHELIAL CELLS  The cells lining the inner walls of the blood vessels.

ENLARGED VESTIBULAR AQUEDUCT (EVA)  An enlargement of a structure inside the inner ear called the vestibular aqueduct, which is a narrow canal that allows fluid to move within the inner ear. EVA is seen in approximately 10% of people who have sensorineural hearing loss.

ENTEROCOLITIS  Severe inflammation of the intestines that affects the intestinal lining, muscle, nerves, and blood vessels.

ENTEROSCOPY  A procedure used to examine the small intestine.

ENTEROVIRUS  Any of a group of viruses that primarily affect the gastrointestinal tract.

ENTHESITIS  Inflammation at the place where the ligaments insert into the bone.

ENTHESOPATHY  Disorder of the ligament attachment to the bone.

ENZYMATIC/ENZYME REPLACEMENT THERAPY  A treatment method used to replace missing enzymes. It is possible to synthesize enzymes and then inject them intravenously into patients.

ENZYME  A protein that catalyzes a biochemical reaction or change without changing its own structure or function.

ENZYME EFFICIENCY  The rate at which an enzyme can perform the chemical transformation it is expected to accomplish. This is also called turnover rate.

EPENDYMOHA  Tumor of the central nervous system derived from cells that line the central canal of the spinal cord and the ventricles of the brain.

EPIBULBAR DERMOIDS  Cysts on the eye.

EPICANTHAL FOLD  Fold of skin extending from the eyelid over the inner corner of the eye.

EPIDERMS  The outermost layer of the skin.

EPIDERMOID CYST  Benign, cystic tumor derived from epithelial cells.
**EPIDIDYMUS** Coiled tubules that are the site of sperm storage and maturation for motility and fertility. The epididymis connects the testis to the vas deferens.

**EPILEPSY** A seizure disorder.

**EPIDIDYMIS** The growth area at the end of a bone.

**EPIDIDYMIS** The end of long bones, usually terminating in a joint.

**EPITHELIAL CELLS** The layer of cells that cover the open surfaces of the body such as the skin and mucous membranes.

**EPITHELIAL Membrane** The layer of cells that cover the open surfaces of the body such as the skin and mucous membranes.

**ERYTHEMA** Redness of the skin due to dilatation of capillaries.

**ERYTHEMA NODOSUM LEPROSUM** A complication of leprosy characterized by development of painful small swellings due to inflammation of a blood or lymph vessel. It is often accompanied by inflammation of a nerve or nerves, causing decreased function of the affected area.

**ERYTHROPOIESIS** The process through which new red blood cells are created; it begins in the bone marrow.

**ERYTHROPOIETIC** Referring to the creation of new red blood cells.

**ESOPHAGUS** The part of the digestive tract which connects the mouth and stomach; the foodpipe.

**ESTROGEN** A female sex hormone.

**ETHANOL** The chemical name for beverage alcohol. It is also sometimes called ethyl alcohol or grain alcohol to distinguish it from isopropyl or rubbing alcohol.

**EUGENICS** A social movement in which the population of a society, country, or the world is to be improved by controlling the passing on of hereditary information through mating.

**EXCISION** Surgical removal.

**EXOCRINE PANCREAS** The secreting part of the pancreas.

**EXON** The expressed portion of a gene. The exons of genes are those portions that actually chemically code for the protein or polypeptide that the gene is responsible for producing.

**EXOSTOSIS** An abnormal growth (benign tumor) on a bone.

**EXTERNAL MEATUS** The external opening through which urine and seminal fluid (in males only) leave the body.

**EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE FIBROSIS** Abnormalities in the muscles that control eye movement.

**EXTRAPYRAMIDAL SYMPTOMS (EPS)** A group of side effects associated with antipsychotic medications. EPS include parkinsonism, akathisia, dystonia, and tardive dyskinesia.

**FACIAL ASYMMETRY** Term used to describe when one side of the face appears different than the other.

**FACIOSCAPULOHUMERAL MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (FSH)** This form of muscular dystrophy, also known as Landouzy-Dejerine condition, begins in late childhood to early adulthood and affects both men and women, causing weakness in the muscles of the face, shoulders, and upper arms.

**FACTOR VIII** A protein involved in blood clotting that requires vWF for stability and long-term survival in the bloodstream.

**FACTORS** Coagulation factors are substances in the blood, such as proteins and minerals, that are necessary for clotting. Each clotting substance is designated with roman numerals I through XIII.

**FAILURE TO THRIVE** Significantly reduced or delayed physical growth.

**FALLOPIAN TUBE** Either of a pair of tubes that conduct ova from the ovaries to the uterus.

**FAMILIAL ADENOMATOUS POLYPOSIS (FAP)** Inherited syndrome causing large numbers of polyps and increased risk of colon cancer and other cancers.

**FAMILIAL GASTRIC CANCER** Gastric cancer that occurs at a higher rate in some families.

**FANCONI SYNDROME** A reabsorption disorder in the kidney tubules.

**FASCICULATIONS** Involuntary twitching of a patient’s muscles.

**FATTY ACIDS** The primary component of fats (lipids) in the body. Carnitine palmitoyl transferase (CPT) deficiency involves abnormal metabolism of the long-chain variety of fatty acids.

**FECAL (OCXULT) BLOOD TEST** Study of stool (feces) to identify loss of blood in the gastrointestinal system.

**FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME** Syndrome characterized by distinct facial features and varying mental retardation in an infant due to impaired brain development.
ment resulting from the consumption of alcohol during pregnancy.

**Fetal Hydrops** A condition in which there is too much fluid in the fetal tissues and/or cavities.

**Fetoscopy** A technique by which a developing fetus can be viewed directly using a thin, flexible optical device (fetoscope) inserted into the mother’s uterus.

**Fetus** The term used to describe a developing human infant from approximately the third month of pregnancy until delivery. The term embryo is used prior to the third month.

**Fetus in Fetu** In this case, one fetus grows inside the body of the other twin.

**Fibrillation** A rapid, irregular heartbeat.

**Fibrillin-2** A protein that forms part of the body’s connective tissue. The precise function of fibrillin-2 is not known.

**Fibrin** The final substance created through the clotting cascade, which provides a strong, reliable plug to prevent further bleeding from the initial injury.

**Fibrinogen** A fibrous protein that circulates in blood and participates in blood clotting by attaching to platelets.

**Fibroblast** Cells that form connective tissue fibers like skin.

**Fibroblast Growth Factor Receptor Gene** A type of gene that codes for a cell membrane receptor involved in normal bone growth and development.

**Fibroid/Fibroma** A non-cancerous tumor of connective tissue made of elongated, threadlike structures, or fibers, which usually grow slowly and are contained within an irregular shape. Fibroids are firm in consistency but may become painful if they start to break down or apply pressure to areas within the body. They frequently occur in the uterus and are generally left alone unless growing rapidly or causing other problems. Surgery is needed to remove fibroids.

**Fibrosis** The abnormal development of fibrous tissue; scarring.

**Finasteride** An oral medication used to treat male pattern hair loss. Finasteride, sold under the trade names Proscar and Propecia, is an androgen inhibitor.

**Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA)** Insertion of a thin needle through the skin to an area of sample tissue.

**First-Degree Relative** A parent, child, or sibling is a first degree relative. First-degree relatives have one half of their genes in common.

**First-Rank Symptoms** A set of symptoms designated by Kurt Schneider in 1959 as the most important diagnostic indicators of schizophrenia. These symptoms include delusions, hallucinations, thought insertion or removal, and thought broadcasting. First-rank symptoms are sometimes referred to as Schneiderian symptoms.

**Fish (Fluorescence in Situ Hybridization)** Technique used to detect small deletions or rearrangements in chromosomes by attempting to attach a fluorescent (glowing) piece of a chromosome to a sample of cells obtained from a patient.

**Fistula** An abnormal passage or communication between two different organs or surfaces.

**Flexion** The act of bending or condition of being bent.

**Flexion Creases** The lines present on the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet from normal bending of these body parts. Some individuals affected with arthrogryposis lack these characteristic lines.

**Fmr-1 Gene** A gene found on the X chromosome. Its exact purpose is unknown, but it is suspected that the gene plays a role in brain development.

**Focal Seizure** A seizure that causes a brief and temporary change in movement, sensation, or nerve function.

**Folate-Sensitive Fragile Site** A chromosome location which, under folate-deficient conditions, appears as a gap in the chromosome and is susceptible to breakage.

**Follicle** A pouch-like depression.

**Follicle-Stimulating Hormone (FSH)** A hormone that in females stimulates estrogen and in males stimulates sperm production.

**Fontanelle** One of several “soft spots” on the skull where the developing bones of the skull have yet to fuse.

**Foramen** A small opening or hole in a body part or tissue. Dandy-Walker malformation is characterized by the absence or failure to develop the three foramina in the fourth ventricle of the brain.

**Founder Effect** Increased frequency of a gene mutation in a population that was founded by a small ancestral group of people, at least one of whom was a carrier of the gene mutation.

**Fragile X Syndrome** A condition caused by an abnormality of a region on the X chromosome, which may be expressed in males or females, and may increase in severity when inherited from the mother.
FIBRILLIN A protein that is an important part of the structure of the body’s connective tissue. In Marfan syndrome, the gene responsible for fibrillin has mutated, causing the body to produce an abnormal protein.

FRONTAL BOSING A term used to describe a rounded forehead with a receded hairline.

FRONTAL PLAGIOCEPHALY An abnormal condition of the skull in which the front is more developed on one side than it is on the other side.

G A manner of walking.

GALACTITOL An alcohol derivative of galactose that builds up in the lens and causes cataracts.

GALACTOSE One of the two simple sugars, together with glucose, that makes up the protein, lactose, found in milk. Galactose can be toxic in high levels.

GALACTOSEMIA Abnormally high levels of galactose in the blood due to an inherited disorder in the conversion of galactose to glucose.

GALACTOSURIA High levels of galactose found in the urine that is seen with galactosemia.

GALLBLADDER A small, pear-shaped organ in the upper right hand corner of the abdomen. It is connected by a series of ducts (tube-like channels) to the liver, pancreas, and duodenum (first part of the small intestine). The gallbladder receives bile from the liver, and concentrates and stores it. After a meal, bile is squeezed out of the gallbladder into the intestine, where it aids in digestion of food.

GANGLIONEUROBLASTOMA A tumor of the nerve fibers and ganglion cells.

GANGLIOSIDE A fatty (lipid) substance found within the brain and nerve cells.

GANGRENE Death of a tissue, usually caused by insufficient blood supply and followed by bacterial infection of the tissue.

GASTRIC Associated with the stomach.

GASTRIC TUBE A tube that is surgically placed though the skin of the abdomen to the stomach so that feeding with nutritional liquid mixtures can be accomplished.

GASTROENTEROLOGIST A physician who specializes in disorders of the digestive system.

GASTROESPHAGEAL REFUX The return of the contents of the stomach back up into the esophagus.

GASTROINTESTINAL Concerning the stomach and intestine.

GASTROINTESTINAL (GI) SYSTEM Body system involved in digestion, the breaking down and use of food.

GASTROSCHISIS A small abnormality in the abdominal wall normally located to the right of the umbilicus, and not covered by a membrane, where intestines and other organs may protrude.

GASTROSTOMY The construction of an artificial opening from the stomach through the abdominal wall to permit the intake of food.

GAUCHER DISEASE Autosomal recessive metabolic disorder caused by dysfunction of the lysosomal enzyme beta-glucosidase.

GAVAGE Feeding tube.

GENE A building block of inheritance, which contains the instructions for the production of a particular protein, and is made up of a molecular sequence found on a section of DNA. Each gene is found on a precise location on a chromosome.

GENE THERAPY Replacing an abnormal gene with the normal copy.

GENE TRANSCRIPTION The process by which genetic information is copied from DNA to RNA, resulting in a specific protein formation.

GENETIC Referring to genes and characteristics inherited from parents.

GENETIC ANTICIPATION The tendency for an inherited disease to become more severe in successive generations.

GENETIC COUNSELOR A health professional with advanced training in genetics and psychology who educates people about genetic conditions and testing.

GENETIC DISEASE A disease that is (partly or completely) the result of the abnormal function or expression of a gene; a disease caused by the inheritance and expression of a genetic mutation.

GENETIC ENGINEERING The manipulation of genetic material to produce specific results in an organism.

GENETIC HETEROGENEITY The occurrence of the same or similar disease, caused by different genes among different families.

GENETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY The predisposition to a disease resulting from one or more genetic traits.
GENETIC TEST Testing of chromosomes and genes from an individual or unborn baby for a genetic condition. Genetic testing can only be done if the gene is known.

GENETICIST A specialist (M.D. or Ph.D.) who has training and certification in diagnosing, managing, and counseling individuals/families with genetic disorders. Genetic counselors hold a master’s degree in medical genetics, and provide many of the same services as geneticists.

GENETICS The study of hereditary traits passed on through the genes.

GENITAL TRACT The organs involved in reproduction. In a male, they include the penis, testicles, prostate, and various tubular structures to transport seminal fluid and sperm. In a female, they include the clitoris, vagina, cervix, uterus, fallopian tubes, and ovaries.

GENITALS The internal and external reproductive organs in males and females.

GENITOURINARY Related to the reproductive and urinary systems of the body.

GENOME All of the DNA in one cell.

GEM LINE MOSAICISM A rare event that occurs when one parent carries an altered gene mutation that affects his or her germ line cells (either the egg or sperm cells) but is not found in the somatic (body) cells.

GERM-LINE GENE THERAPY The introduction of genes into reproductive cells or embryos to correct inherited genetic disorders that can cause disease.

GESTATIONAL DIABETES Diabetes of pregnancy that can be insulin- or non-insulin-dependent. Usually resolves following delivery, but may predispose to recurrent gestational diabetes and/or other forms of diabetes.

GILLBERG’S CRITERIA A six-item checklist for Asperger syndrome developed by Christopher Gillberg, a Swedish researcher. It is widely used as a diagnostic tool.

GLAUCOMA An increase in the fluid eye pressure, eventually leading to damage of the optic nerve and ongoing visual loss.

GLOBLASTOMA MULTIFORME Tumor of the central nervous system consisting of undifferentiated glial cells.

GLOBIN One of the component protein molecules found in hemoglobin. Normal adult hemoglobin has a pair each of alpha-globin and beta-globin molecules.

GLOBOID CELLS Large cells containing excess toxic metabolic “waste” of galactosylceramide and psychosine.

GLOMERULUS A structure in the kidney composed of blood vessels that are actively involved in the filtration of the blood.

GLUCOCEREBROSIDE A cerebroside that contains glucose in the molecule.

GLUCOSE One of the two simple sugars, together with galactose, that makes up the protein, lactose, found in milk. Glucose is the form of sugar that is used by the body to generate energy.

GLUTEN A protein found in wheat, rye, barley, and oats.

GLYCOGEN The chemical substance used by muscles to store sugars and starches for later use. It is composed of repeating units of glucose.

GLYCOLYSIS The pathway in which a cell breaks down glucose into energy.

GLYCOPOETINE A protein with at least one carbohydrate group.

GLYCOPOETINS IIB/IIIA (GP IIB/IIIA) Sugar-proteins on the surface of platelets that bind to the fibrous protein, fibrinogen. These sugar-proteins are abnormal in Glanzmann’s thrombasthenia.

GLYCOSYLPHOSPHATIDYLINOSITOL (GPI) A fat that attaches proteins to the outside walls of blood cells.

GOITER An enlargement of the thyroid gland, causing tissue swelling that may be seen and/or felt in the front of the neck. May occur in people who have overactive production of thyroid hormones (hyperthyroidism), decreased production of thyroid hormones (hypothyroidism), or among people who have normal production of thyroid hormones.

GONAD The organ that will become either a testis (male reproductive organ) or ovary (female reproductive organ) during fetal development.

GONADOTROPHIN Hormones that stimulate the ovary and testicles.

GONIOSCOPE An instrument used to examine the trabecular meshwork; consists of a magnifier and a lens equipped with mirrors.

GRAFT-VERSUS-HOST DISEASE In bone marrow transplantation, the complication that occurs when the donor’s cells attack the recipient’s tissues, in part due to non-identical donor-recipient HLA types.

GRAND MAL SEIZURE A seizure that causes a loss of consciousness, a loss of bladder control, generalized muscle contractions, and tongue biting.
GRANULOCYTOPENIA A reduced number of white blood cells in the circulation.

GRAY MATTER Areas of the brain and spinal cord that are comprised mostly of unmyelinated nerves.

GREAT TOE The first and largest toe on the foot.

GRIEF REACTION The normal depression felt after a traumatic major life occurrence such as the loss of a loved one.

GROWTH HORMONE A hormone that eventually stimulates growth. Also called somatotropin.

GUSTATORY LACRIMATION Abnormal development of the tear ducts causing tears when chewing.

HALLUCAL POLYDACTYLY The appearance of an extra great toe.

HALLUCINATION A sensory experience of something that does not exist outside the mind. A person can experience a hallucination in any of the five senses. Auditory hallucinations are a common symptom of schizophrenia.

HALLUX The great toe.

HAMARTOMA An overgrowth of normal tissue.

HAPLOID Means “half the number;” the number of chromosomes in a sex cell.

HAPLOINSUFFICIENCY The lack of one of the two normal copies of a gene. Haploinsufficiency can result in a genetic disorder if normal function requires both copies of the gene and is one explanation for a dominant pattern of inheritance.

HAPLOTYPE A set of alleles that are inherited together as a unit on a single chromosome because of their close proximity.

HEAD TURN Habitual head position that has been adopted to compensate for abnormal eye movements.

HEARING THRESHOLD The minimum sound level at which a particular individual can hear. This is also called the hearing level (HL) of that person.

HEART VALVE One of four structures found within the heart that prevents backwards flow of blood into the previous chamber.

HEIMLICH MANEUVER An action designed to expel an obstructing piece of food from the throat. It is performed by placing the fist on the abdomen, underneath the breastbone, grasping the fist with the other hand (from behind), and thrusting it inward and upward.

HEMANGIOBLASTOMA A tumor of the brain or spinal cord arising in the blood vessels of the meninges or brain.

HEMANGIOMA Benign tumor made up of clusters of newly formed blood vessels.

HEMATIN A drug administered intravenously to halt an acute porphyria attack. It causes heme biosynthesis to decrease, preventing the further accumulation of heme precursors.

HEMATOPOETIC GROWTH FACTORS Substances that assist in the formation of blood cells.

HEMATURIA The presence of blood in the urine.

HEME The iron-containing molecule in hemoglobin that serves as the site for oxygen binding.

HEMIFACIAL MICROsomia Term used to describe when one side of the face is smaller than the other.

HEMIHYPERPLASIA A condition in which overdevelopment or excessive growth of one half of a specific organ or body part on only one side of the body occurs.

HEMILHYPERTRPHY Asymmetric overgrowth in which there is an increase in size of existing cells.

HEMIPLEGIA Paralysis of one side of the body.

HEMIVERTebra A disorder in which one side or half of a vertebra fails to form.

HEMIZYGous Having only one copy of a gene or chromosome.

HEMOCHROMATOSIS Accumulation of large amounts of iron in the tissues of the body.

HEMOGLOBIN Protein-iron compound in the blood that carries oxygen to the cells and carries carbon dioxide away from the cells.

HEMOGLOBIN A Normal adult hemoglobin that contains a heme molecule, two alpha-globin molecules, and two beta-globin molecules.
HEMOGLOBIN A1C TEST A screening test for diabetes.

HEMOGLOBIN ELECTROPHORESIS A laboratory test that separates molecules based on their size, shape, or electrical charge.

HEMOGLOBIN S Hemoglobin produced in association with the sickle cell trait; the beta-globin molecules of hemoglobin S are abnormal.

HEMOLYTIC Refers to the type of anemia caused by the breakdown of red blood cells, as opposed to anemia due to decreased production, for example.

HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA Anemia that results from premature destruction and decreased numbers of red blood cells.

HEMORRHAGE Very severe, massive bleeding that is difficult to control. Hemorrhage can occur in hemophiliacs after what would be a relatively minor injury to a person with normal clotting factors.

HEMOSTASIS The arrest of bleeding by blood coagulation.

HEPATIC Referring to the liver.

HEPATITIS A viral disease characterized by inflammation of the liver cells (hepatocytes). People infected with hepatitis B or hepatitis C virus are at an increased risk for developing liver cancer.

HEPATOMEGALY An abnormally large liver.

HEPATOSplenomegaly Enlargement of the liver and spleen.

HEREDITARY ANGIONEUROTIC EDEMA Abbreviated HANE, or HAE, this is an inherited kind of angioneurotic edema. Type I HANE is caused by a deficiency of C1-INH. Type II HANE is caused by a malformation of the C1-INH protein.

HEREDITARY NON-POLYPOSIS COLON CANCER (HNPCC) A genetic syndrome causing increased cancer risks, most notably colon cancer. Also called Lynch syndrome.

HERITABILITY The proportion of causative factors for a disease that can be attributed to genetics.

HERMANSKY-PUDLAK SYNDROME (HPS) A rare form of albinism, most common in the Puerto Rican community, which can cause pigment changes, lung disease, intestinal disorders, and blood disorders.

HERNIA A rupture in the wall of a body cavity, through which an organ may protrude.

HETEROCROMIA IRIDES A medical term for individuals with different-colored eyes.

HETEROGENEOUS A set of symptoms or a disorder caused by several different gene mutations.

HETEROPLASMY When all copies of mitochondrial DNA are not the same, and a mix of normal and mutated mitochondrial DNA is present.

HETEROZYGOTE/HETEROZYGOUS Having two different versions of the same gene.

HIGH DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN (HDL) A cholesterol carrying substance that helps remove cholesterol from the cells of the body and deliver it to the liver where it is digested and removed from the body.

HIGH-FUNCTIONING AUTISM (HFA) A subcategory of autistic disorder consisting of children diagnosed with IQs of 70 or higher.

HIGHLY AEROBIC TISSUES Tissue that requires the greatest amount of oxygen to thrive.

HIRSCHPRUNG DISEASE A deformation in which the colon becomes enlarged (megacolon), caused by abnormal nerve control of that portion of the large intestine.

HIRSUITISM The presence of coarse hair on the face, chest, upper back, or abdomen in a female as a result of excessive androgen production.

HISTAMINE A substance released by immune system cells in response to the presence of an allergen; stimulates widening of blood vessels and increased porosity of blood vessel walls so that fluid and protein leaks out from blood to surrounding tissue, causing inflammation of local tissues.

HISTOLOGIC Pertaining to histology, the study of cells and tissues at the microscopic level.

HLA TYPE Refers to the unique set of proteins called human leukocyte antigens. These proteins are present on each individual’s cell and allow the immune system to recognize ‘self’ from ‘non-self’. HLA type is particularly important in organ and tissue transplantation.

HLA-B27 Stands for a specific form of human leukocyte antigen, the proteins involved in immune system function. Strongly associated with ankylosing spondylitis.

HMLH1 AND HMSH2 Genes known to control mismatch repair of genes.

HOLT-ORAM SYNDROME Inherited disorder characterized by congenital heart defects and abnormalities of the arms and hands; may be associated with Duane retraction syndrome.
HOMEOPATHIC A holistic and natural approach to health care.

HOMEOSTASIS A state of physiological balance.

HOMEOTIC GENES Developmental control genes active in the embryo.

HOMOCYSTEINE An amino acid that is not used to produce proteins in the human body.

HOMOGENTISATE 1,2-DIOXYGENASE (HGD) Homogentisic acid oxidase, the fourth enzyme in the metabolic pathway for the breakdown of phenylalanine.

HOMOGENTISIC ACID (HGA) 2,5-Dihydroxyphenylacetic acid, the third intermediate in the metabolic pathway for the breakdown of phenylalanine.

HOMOLOGOUS CHROMOSOMES Homologous chromosomes are two chromosomes of a doublet set that are identical, particularly for the genes that are on them.

HOMOLOGUES Chromosomes or chromosome parts identical with respect to their construction and genetic content (i.e. the two chromosome 1s are homologous, as are the two #2s, #3s, etc...).

HOMOPLASMY When all copies of mitochondrial DNA are the same, or have the same mutation.

HOMOZYGOTE/HOMOZYGOUS Having two identical copies of a gene or chromosome.

HORMONE A chemical messenger produced by the body that is involved in regulating specific bodily functions such as growth, development, and reproduction.

HORMONE THERAPY Treatment of cancer by changing the hormonal environment, such as testosterone and estrogen.

HUMAN GENOME PROJECT An international collaborative project among scientists to map the genetic sequence of all the chromosomes. This project is funded by the National Institute of Health in the United States.

HUMAN LEUKOCYTE ANTIGENS (HLA) Proteins that help the immune system function, in part by helping it to distinguish ‘self’ from ‘non-self’.

HUMORAL IMMUNITY A type of acquired immunity mediated by B-cells and their secreted antibodies; important in fighting bacterial and some viral infections.

HUNTINGTON DISEASE A midlife-onset inherited disorder characterized by progressive dementia and loss of control over voluntary movements. It is sometimes called Huntington’s chorea.

HUNTINGTON’S CHOREA A hereditary disease that typically appears in midlife, marked by gradual loss of brain function and voluntary movement. Some of its symptoms resemble those of schizophrenia.

HYALINE A clear substance that occurs in cell deterioration.

HYDRAMNIOS A condition in which there is too much amniotic fluid in the womb during pregnancy.

HYDROCEPHALUS The excess accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid around the brain, often causing enlargement of the head.

HYDROLASE Enzyme that uses water to break down substances.

HYDROMETROCOLPOS An abnormal accumulation of fluids in the uterus and vagina.

HYDRONEPHROSIS Obstruction of the tube that carries urine from the kidney into the bladder causing the pelvis and kidney duct to become swollen with excess urine.

HYDROPS FETALIS A condition characterized by massive edema in a fetus or newborn.

HYDROXYAPATITE A mineral that gives bone its rigid structure and strength. It is primarily composed of calcium and phosphate.

HYDROXYUREA A drug that has been shown to induce production of fetal hemoglobin. Fetal hemoglobin has a pair of gamma-globin molecules in place of the typical beta-globins of adult hemoglobin. Higher-than-normal levels of fetal hemoglobin can ameliorate some of the symptoms of thalassemia.

HYPERAMMONEMIA An excess of ammonia in the blood.

HYPERCALCEMIA High levels of calcium in the blood.

HYPEREXTENSIBILITY The ability to extend a joint beyond the normal range.

HYPERHIDROSIS Excessive perspiration that may be either general or localized to a specific area.

HYPERKERATOSIS Thickening of the skin.

HYPERLORDOSIS An exaggerated curve in the lower (lumbar) portion of the back.

HYPERMOBILITY Unusual flexibility of the joints, allowing them to be bent or moved beyond their normal range of motion.

HYPERPHAGIA Over-eating.
HYPERPIGMENTATION An abnormal condition characterized by an excess of melanin in localized areas of the skin, which produces areas that are much darker than the surrounding unaffected skin.

HYPERSENSITIVE A process or reaction that occurs at above normal levels; overreaction to a stimulus.

HYPERTELORISM A wider-than-normal space between the eyes.

HYPERTHERMIA Body temperature that is much higher than normal (i.e. higher than 98.6°F).

HYPERTONIA Excessive muscle tone or tension, causing resistance of muscle to being stretched.

HYPERTICHOSIS Growth of hair in excess of the normal. Also called hirsutism.

HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY A condition in which the muscle of the heart is abnormally excessively thickened. In microscopic examination, normal alignment of muscle cells is absent (myocardial disarray).

HYPERTROPHY Increase in the size of a tissue or organ brought on by the enlargement of its cells rather than cell multiplication.

HYPNAGOGIC HALLUCINATIONS Dream-like auditory or visual hallucinations that occur while falling asleep.

HYPOCHONDROPLASIA An autosomal dominant form of dwarfism whose physical features are similar to those of achondroplasia but milder. Affected individuals have mild short stature and a normal facial appearance.

HYPOGLYCEMIA An abnormally low glucose (blood sugar) concentration in the blood.

HYPOGONADISM Small testes in men and scarce or irregular menstruation for females.

HYPOHIDROSIS Insufficient perspiration or absent perspiration which may be either general or localized to a specific area.

HYPOKETOSIS Decreased levels of ketone bodies.

HYPOMYELINATION The death of myelin on a nerve or nerves.

HYPOPHOSPHATEMIA The state of having abnormally low levels of phosphate in the bloodstream.

HYPOPIGMENTATION Decreased or absent color (pigment) in a tissue.

HYPOPLASIA/HYPOPLASTIC Incomplete or under-development of a tissue or organ. Hypoplastic left heart syndrome is the most serious type of congenital heart disease.

HYPOSPADIAS An abnormality of the penis in which the urethral opening is located on the underside of the penis rather than at its tip.

HYPOTHALAMUS A part of the forebrain that controls heartbeat, body temperature, thirst, hunger, body temperature and pressure, blood sugar levels, and other functions.

HYPOTHYROID Deficiency in thyroid gland activity or thyroid hormone levels.

HYPOTONIA Reduced or diminished muscle tone.

IATROGENIC Caused by (-genic) doctor (iatro-). An iatrogenic condition is a condition that is caused by the diagnosis or treatment administered by medical professionals. Iatrogenic conditions may be caused by any number of things, including: unsterile medical instruments or devices, contaminated blood or implantations, or contaminated air within the medical facility.

ICHTHYOSIS Rough, dry, scaly skin that forms as a result of an abnormality in skin formation.

IDIOPATHIC Of unknown origin.

IgE An antibody composed of protein; specific forms of IgE produced by cells of immune system in response to different antigens that contact the body; major factor that stimulates the allergic response.

ILIAC ARTERIES Arteries that supply blood to the lower body including the pelvis and legs.

IMMUNE SYSTEM A major system of the body that produces specialized cells and substances that interact with and destroy foreign antigens that invade the body.

IMMUNODEFICIENCY A disorder in the immune system that leaves an individual vulnerable to infection.

IMMUNOGLOBULIN A protein molecule formed by mature B cells in response to foreign proteins in the body; the building blocks for antibodies.

IMMUNOLOGIC Related to immunology, the study of how the body’s immune system fights disease. Many immunologic disorders are characterized by the body’s use of antibodies.

IMMUNOTHERAPY Treatment of cancer by stimulating the body’s immune defense system.

IMPARED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE (IGT) May be a precursor to diabetes; marked by blood glucose levels that are not quite elevated to the level seen in nephrogenic diabetes insipidus.
**IMPERFORATE ANUS** Also known as anal atresia. A birth defect in which the opening of the anus is absent or obstructed.

**IMPOTENCE** The inability to have a penile erection, which can be due to tissue damage resulting from sickling within the penis (priapism).

**IMPRINTING** Process that silences a gene or group of genes. The genes are silenced depending on if they are inherited through the egg or the sperm.

**IN UTERO** While in the uterus; before birth.

**IN VITRO FERTILIZATION** Process by which a woman has her eggs surgically removed and fertilized in the laboratory. The developing embryos can then be transferred to her uterus to hopefully achieve a pregnancy.

**INCLUSION BODY** Abnormal storage compartment inside a cell.

**INDUCTION** Process where one tissue (the prechordal plate, for example) changes another tissue (for example, changes tissue into neural tissue).

**INFANTILE SPASMS** The form of grand mal or focal seizures experienced by infants prior to the development of many voluntary muscular controls.

**INFECTIVE ENDOCARDITIS** An infection of the endothelium, the tissue lining the walls of the heart.

**INFERTILITY** Inability in a woman to become pregnant.

**INFLAMMATION** Swelling and reddening of tissue; usually caused by the immune system’s response to the body’s contact with an allergen.

**INFORMED CONSENT** Provision of complete information to a competent individual regarding a treatment or test. Part of informed consent is to ensure a patient’s understanding of the pros and cons of a procedure and to get their voluntary authorization to perform the procedure.

**INGUINAL HERNIA** A condition in which part of the intestines protrudes through a tear in the muscles of the abdomen.

**INHERITANCE PATTERN** The way in which a genetic disease is passed on in a family.

**INHERITED GIANT PLATELET DISORDER (IGPD)** A group of hereditary conditions that cause abnormal blood clotting and other conditions.

**INSOMNIA** An inability to either fall or stay asleep, particularly at a time of day when sleep is expected. A number of medications are available and may be used for treatment.

**INSULIN** A hormone produced by the pancreas that is secreted into the bloodstream and regulates blood sugar levels.

**INSULIN RECEPTOR GENE** The gene responsible for the production of insulin receptor sites on cell surfaces. Without properly functioning insulin receptor sites, cells cannot attach insulin from the blood for cellular use.

**INSULIN RESISTANCE** An inability to respond normally to insulin in the bloodstream.

**INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS (IDDM)** Synonymous with type I diabetes, the more serious form of diabetes that tends to affect people at a younger age.

**INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR I** A hormone released by the liver in response to high levels of growth hormone in the blood. This growth factor is very similar to insulin in chemical composition; and, like insulin, it is able to cause cell growth by causing cells to undergo mitosis (cell division).

**INTERPERSONAL THERAPIES** Also called “talking therapy,” this type of psychological counseling is focused on determining how dysfunctional interpersonal relationships of the affected individual may be causing or influencing symptoms of depression.

**INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE** Abnormal bleeding within the space of the skull and brain.

**INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE** The pressure of the fluid between the brain and skull.

**INTRAGENIC** Occurring within a single gene.

**INTRAUTERINE** Situated or occurring in the uterus.

**INTRAUTERINE GROWTH RETARDATION** A form of growth retardation occurring in the womb that is not caused by premature birth or a shortened gestation time. Individuals affected with this condition are of lower than normal birth weight and lower than normal length after a complete gestation period.

**INTRAVENOUS** A route for administration of fluids, nutrients, blood products, or medications. A small, flexible plastic tube is inserted into a vein by way of a needle to establish this route.

**INTRAVENOUS PYELOGRAM** An x ray assessment of kidney function.

**INTRON** Portion of the DNA sequence of a gene that is not directly involved in the formation of the chemical that the gene codes for.

**INVERSION** One piece of bowel inside another, causing obstruction.

**ION CHANNEL** Cell membrane proteins that control the movement of ions into and out of a cell.
IONIZING RADIATION  High-energy radiation such as that produced by x rays.

IQ  Abbreviation for Intelligence Quotient. Compares an individual’s mental age to his/her true or chronological age and multiplies that ratio by 100.

IRIS  The colored part of the eye, containing pigment and muscle cells that contract and dilate the pupil.

IRON OVERLOAD  A side effect of frequent blood transfusions in which the body accumulates abnormally high levels of iron. Iron deposits can form in organs, particularly the heart, and cause life-threatening damage.

ISCHEMIC ATTACK  A period of decreased or no blood flow.

ISCHOPAGUS  Conjoined twins who are attached at the lower half of the body.

ISOMERISM  Refers to the organs that typically come in pairs, but where the right organ is structurally different from the left organ. In a condition like asplenia, however, the organs are identical.

ISOMERS  Two chemicals identical in chemical composition (contain the same atoms in the same amounts) that have differing structures. The normal prion protein and the infectious prion protein are conformational isomers of one another. They have the same chemical structures, but for some reason, assume different shapes.

ISOOTOPE  Any of two or more species of atoms of a chemical element with the same atomic number and nearly identical chemical behavior, but with differing atomic mass and physical properties.

ISOZYME/ISOENZYME  A group of enzymes that perform the same function, but are different from one another in their structure or how they move.

JAUNDICE  Yellowing of the skin or eyes due to an excess of bilirubin in the blood.

JOINT CONTRACTURES  Stiffness of the joints that prevents full extension.

JOINT DISLOCATION  The displacement of a bone from its socket or normal position.

KABUKI  Traditional Japanese popular drama performed with highly stylized singing and dancing using special makeup and cultural clothing.

KALLIKREIN  A protein necessary for the activation of chemicals that cause dilation of blood vessels to allow increased blood flow to an area that requires more blood than normal. It is also capable of cleaving the complement C5, into C5a, a much more robust and active form of this complement molecule.

KANNER’S SYNDROME  Another name for autism.

KARYOTYPE  A standard arrangement of photographic or computer-generated images of chromosome pairs from a cell in ascending numerical order, from largest to smallest.

KARYOTYPING  A laboratory procedure in which chromosomes are separated from cells, stained, and arranged so that their structure can be studied under the microscope.

KERATIN  A tough, non-water-soluble protein found in the nails, hair, and the outermost layer of skin. Human hair is made up largely of keratin.

KERATOCYTES  Skin cells.

KERATOACANTHOMA  A firm nodule on the skin typically found in areas of sun exposure.

KERATOLYTIC  An agent that dissolves or breaks down the outer layer of skin (keratins).

KERATOSIS  A raised thickening of the outer horny layer of the skin.

KETOACIDOSIS  A condition that results when organic compounds (such as propionic acid, ketones, and fatty acids) build up in the blood and urine.

KETOLACTIC ACIDOSIS  The overproduction of ketones and lactic acid.

KETONE BODIES  Products of fatty acid metabolism in the liver that can be used by the brain and muscles as an energy source.

KETONES  “Fuel” molecules that can accumulate and cause the potentially life-threatening complication of ketosis.

KETONURIA  The presence of excess ketone bodies (organic carbohydrate-related compounds) in the urine.

KETOSIS  An abnormal build-up of chemicals called ketones in the blood. This condition usually indicates a problem with blood sugar regulation.

KIDNEY  Either of two organs in the lumbar region that filter the blood, excreting the end products of the body’s metabolism in the form of urine and regulating the concentrations of hydrogen, sodium, potassium, phosphate, and other ions in the body.
KIDNEY TUBULES A portion of the kidneys that causes water to be excreted as urine or reabsorbed into the body.

KLINOFELTER SYNDROME A syndrome that occurs in XXY males; characterized by sterility and small testes; normal intelligence.

KNOCKOUT EXPERIMENT A type of genetic experiment in which researchers are able to deactivate, or knock out, a gene that may influence a particular trait, such as vulnerability to alcohol.

KYPHOSCOLIOSIS Abnormal front-to-back and side-to-side curvature of the spine.

KYPHOSIS An abnormal outward curvature of the spine, with a hump at the upper back.

L-CARNITINE A substance made in the body that carries wastes from the body’s cells into the urine.

LABIA Lips of the female genitals.

LACRIMAL DUCTS Tear ducts.

LACTIC ACID The major by-product of anaerobic (without oxygen) metabolism.

LACTIC ACIDOSIS A condition characterized by the accumulation of lactic acid in bodily tissues. The cells of the body make lactic acid when they use sugar as energy. If too much of this acid is produced, the person starts feeling ill with symptoms such as stomach pain, vomiting, and rapid breathing.

LACTOSE A sugar made up of glucose and galactose. It is the primary sugar in milk.

LAPAROSCOPY A diagnostic procedure in which a small incision is made in the abdomen and a slender, hollow, lighted instrument is passed through it. The doctor can view the ovaries more closely through the laparoscope, and if necessary, obtain tissue samples for biopsy.

LAPAROTOMY An operation in which the abdominal cavity is opened up.

LARYNX The voice box, or organ that contains the vocal cords.

LASER-ASSISTED IN-SITU KERATOMILEUSIS (LASIK) A procedure that uses a cutting tool and a laser to modify the cornea and correct moderate to high levels of myopia.

LATERAL RECTUS MUSCLE The muscle that turns the eye outward toward the ear (abduction).

LEBERS HEREDITARY OPTIC ATROPHY OR LEBERS HEREDITARY OPTIC NEUROPATHY (LHON) Discovered in 1871 by Theodore Leber, the painless loss of central vision in both eyes, usually occurring in the second or third decade of life, caused by a mutation in mitochondrial DNA. Other neurological problems such as tremors or loss of ankle reflexes may also be present.

LEFT VENTRICULAR ENLARGEMENT Abnormal enlargement of the left lower chamber of the heart.

LENS The transparent, elastic, curved structure behind the iris (colored part of the eye) that helps focus light on the retina.

LENTIGENE A dark colored spot on the skin.

LEPROSY A chronic, contagious skin and nervous system disease that leads, in the more serious form, to numbness, muscle weakness, and paralysis. Leprosy is sometimes referred to as Hansen’s disease.

LEPTOMENINGEAL ANGIOMA A swelling of the tissue or membrane surrounding the brain and spinal cord, which can enlarge with time.

LESION An abnormal or injured section or region of the brain (or other body organ).

LEUCOPENIA A decrease in white blood cells.

LEUKEMIA Cancer of the blood forming organs that results in an overproduction of white blood cells.

LEUKOCYTE A white blood cell. The neutrophils are a type of leukocyte.

LEUKOCYTOSIS An increase in the number of leukocytes in the blood.

LEUKODYSTROPHY A disease that affects the white matter called myelin in the CNS.

LEUKOENCEPHALOPATHY Any of various diseases, including leukodystrophies, affecting the brain’s white matter.

LEVOTHYROXINE A form of thyroxine (T4) for replacement of thyroid hormones in hypothyroidism.

LEWY BODIES Areas of injury found on damaged nerve cells in certain parts of the brain associated with dementia.

LI-FRAUMENI SYNDROME Inherited syndrome known to cause increased risk of different cancers, most notably sarcomas.

LIFETIME RISK A risk that exists over a person’s lifetime; a lifetime risk to develop disease means that the chance is present until the time of death.

LIGAMENT A type of connective tissue that connects bones or cartilage and provides support and strength to joints.
**Limb Dystonia** Involuntary cramp or spasm that affects the hands. Also known as writer’s cramp.

**Limb Girdles** Areas around the shoulders and hips.

**Limb-Girdle Muscular Dystrophy (LGMD)** Form of muscular dystrophy that begins in late childhood to early adulthood and affects both men and women, causing weakness in the muscles around the hips and shoulders.

**Limited Scleroderma** A subtype of systemic scleroderma with limited skin involvement. It is sometimes called the CREST form of scleroderma, after the initials of its five major symptoms.

**Linkage** The association between separate DNA sequences (genes) located on the same chromosome.

**Linkage Analysis** A method of finding mutations based on their proximity to previously identified genetic landmarks.

**Lipase** A digestive enzyme found in pancreatic fluid that breaks down fats.

**Lipid** Large, complex biomolecule, such as a fatty acid, that will not dissolve in water. A major constituent of membranes.

**Lipoma** A benign tumor composed of well-differentiated fat cells.

**Lipopigments** Substances made up of fats and proteins found in the body’s tissues.

**Lipoprotein** A lipid and protein chemically bound together, which aids in transfer of the lipid in and out of cells, across the wall of the intestine, and through the blood stream.

**Liposome** Fat molecule made up of layers of lipids.

**Lissencephaly** A condition in which the brain has a smooth appearance because the normal convolutions (gyri) failed to develop.

**Localized Scleroderma** Thickening of the skin from overproduction of collagen.

**Loci** The physical location of a gene on a chromosome.

**Longitudinal Study** A type of research project in which the same subjects are interviewed repeatedly at intervals over a period of time.

**Loricin** One of the proteins that give skin cells their structure.

**Low Density Lipoproteins (LDL)** A cholesterol carrying substance that can remain in the blood stream for a long period of time.

**Lumbar Lordosis** Abnormal inward curvature of the spine.

**Lupus Erythematosus** A chronic inflammatory disease that affects many tissues and parts of the body including the skin.

**Luteinizing Hormone (LH)** A hormone secreted by the pituitary gland that regulates the menstrual cycle and triggers ovulation in females. In males it stimulates the testes to produce testosterone.

**Lymph node** A bean-sized mass of tissue that is part of the immune system and is found in different areas of the body.

**Lymphatic System** Lymph nodes and lymphatic vessels that transport infection fighting cells to the body.

**Lymphedema Distichiasis** Autosomal dominant condition with abnormal or absent lymph vessels. Common signs include a double row of eyelashes (distichiasis) and edema of the limbs beginning around puberty.

**Lymphocytes** Also called white blood cells, lymphocytes mature in the bone marrow to form B cells, which fight infection.

**Lymphoma** A malignant tumor of the lymph nodes.

**Lynch Syndrome** A genetic syndrome causing increased cancer risks, most notably colon cancer. Also called hereditary non-polyposis colon cancer (HNPCC).

**Lysine** A crystalline basic amino acid essential to nutrition.

**Lysis** Area of destruction.

**Lysosomal** Pertaining to the lysosomes, special parts (organelles) of cells that contain a number of enzymes important in the breakdown of large molecules such as proteins and fats.

**Lysosomal Storage Disease** A category of disorders that includes marronsidosis.

**Lysosome** Membrane-enclosed compartment in cells containing many hydrolytic enzymes; where large molecules and cellular components are broken down.

**Macrocephaly** A head that is larger than normal.

**MacroGLOSSIA** A large tongue.

**Macromolecules** A large molecule composed of thousands of atoms.
MACROPHAGE Specialized white blood cells that play a role in breaking down old or abnormal red blood cells.

MACROSOMIA Overall large size due to overgrowth.

MACROSTOMIA A mouth that is larger or wider than normal.

MACULA A small spot located in the back of the eye that provides central vision and allows people to see colors and fine visual details.

MACULE A flat, discolored spot or patch on the skin.

MADAROSIS The medical term for loss of hair from the eyebrows or eyelashes. Madarosis may be associated with a form of alopecia areata called alopecia totalis. It may also result from such diseases as leprosy and syphilis, or from trauma.

MADELUNG'S DEFORMITY A forearm bone malformation characterized by a short forearm, arched or bow shaped radius, and dislocation of the ulna.

MAFFUCCI DISEASE A manifestation of Ollier disease (multiple enchondromatosis) with hemangiomas, which present as soft tissue masses.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) A technique that employs magnetic fields and radio waves to create detailed images of internal body structures and organs, including the brain.

MAJOR DEPRESSION A psychological condition in which the patient experiences one or more disabling attacks of depression that lasts two or more weeks.

MAJOR HISTOCOMPATIBILITY COMPLEX (MHC) Includes HLA, as well as other components of the immune system. Helps the immune system function, in part by helping it to distinguish ‘self’ from ‘non-self’.

MALAR HYPOPLASIA Small or underdeveloped cheekbones.

MALE-LETHAL X-LINKED DOMINANCE An inheritance pattern in which affected male children die from the characteristics of the trait. This death is typically either embryonic, fetal, or neonatal.

MALIGNANT A tumor growth that spreads to another part of the body; usually cancerous.

MALIGNANT HYPERTERMIA A condition brought on by anesthesia during surgery.

MALROTATION An abnormality that occurs during the normal rotation of an organ or organ system.

MAMMOGRAPHY X rays of the breasts; used to screen for breast cancer.

MANDIBLE Lower jaw bone.

MANDIBULAR HYPOPLASIA Underdevelopment of the lower jaw.

MANNASE A type of sugar that forms long chains in the body.

MANOMETRY A balloon study of internal anal sphincter pressure and relaxation.

MAO-B INHIBITORS Inhibitors of the enzyme monoamine oxidase B. MAO-B helps break down dopamine; inhibiting it prolongs the action of dopamine in the brain. Selegiline is an MAO-B inhibitor.

MAORI A native New Zealand ethnic group.

MARFANOID Term for body type that is similar to people with Marfan syndrome. Characterized by a tall, lean body with long arms and long fingers.

MARFANOID HABITUS An abnormally low weight to height ratio that is sometimes seen in extremely tall and thin people.

MASCULINIZATION Development of excess body and facial hair, deepening of the voice, and increase in muscle bulk in a female due to a hormone disorder.

MASSETER SPASM Stiffening of the jaw muscles. Often one of the first symptoms of malignant hyperthermia susceptibility that occurs after exposure to a trigger drug.

MATERNAL Relating to the mother.

MATERNAL SERUM SCREENING A blood test offered to pregnant women usually under the age of 35, which measures analytes in the mother’s blood that are present only during pregnancy, to screen for Down syndrome, trisomy 18, and neural tube disorders.

MATERNAL UNIPARENTAL DISOMY Chromosome abnormality in which both chromosomes in a pair are inherited from the mother.

MATURITY-ONSET DIABETES OF THE YOUNG (MODY) A dominantly-inherited subtype of NIDDM with clear genetic inheritance. Onset tends to be earlier than in NIDDM.

MAXILLARY HYPOPLASIA Underdevelopment of the upper jaw.

MAXILLA One of the bones of the face.

MECONIUM The first waste products to be discharged from the body in a newborn infant, usually greenish in color and consisting of mucus, bile, and so forth.
MEDIAL RECTUS MUSCLE The muscle that turns the eye inward toward the nose (adduction).

MEDIUM CHAIN ACYL-COA DEHYDROGENASE Abbreviated MCAD, this is the enzyme responsible for the breakdown of medium chain fatty acids in humans. People affected with MCAD deficiency produce a form of MCAD that is not as efficient as the normal form of MCAD.

MEDIUM CHAIN FATTY ACIDS Fatty acids containing between four and 14 carbon atoms.

MEDULLARY CAVITY The marrow-filled cavity inside of a long bone (such as the femur).

MEDULLOBLASTOMA Tumor of the central nervous system derived from undifferentiated cells of the primitive medullary tube.

MEGACOLON Dilation of the colon.

MEIOSIS The process in which a cell in the testes or ovaries undergoes chromosome separation and cell division to produce sperm or eggs.

MELANIN Pigments normally produced by the body that give color to the skin and hair.

MELANOCYTES A cell that can produce melanin.

MELANOMA Tumor, usually of the skin.

MELANOSOMES Granules of pigment within melanocytes that synthesize melanin.

MELATONIN A sleep-inducing hormone secreted by the pineal gland.

MEMORY CELLS B-cells whose antibodies recognized antigens from a previous infection; able to mount a quick, efficient response upon a second infection by the same organism.

MENDEL, GREGOR Austrian monk who discovered the basic principals of heredity.

MENINGS The two-layered membrane that covers the brain and spinal cord.

MENINGITIS An infection of the covering of the brain.

MENOPAUSE Cessation of menstruation in the human female, usually occurring between the ages of 46 and 50.

MENSTRUATION Discharge of blood and fragments of the uterine wall from the vagina in a monthly cycle in the absence of pregnancy.

MENTAL RETARDATION Significant impairment in intellectual function and adaptation in society. Usually associated with an intelligence quotient (IQ) below 70.

MERMAID SYNDROME Alternate name for sirenomelia, often used in older references.

MESOMELIA Shortness of the portion of arm connecting the elbow to the wrist or forearm.

MESOMELIC The anatomical term used to describe the middle of a limb. The bones that constitute the middle of the arm are the radius and ulna, and mesomelic bones of the leg are the tibia and fibula.

METABOLIC ACIDOSIS High acidity (low pH) in the body due to abnormal metabolism, excessive acid intake, or retention in the kidneys.

METABOLIC DISORDER A disorder that affects the metabolism of the body.

METABOLIC MYOPATHIES A broad group of muscle diseases whose cause is a metabolic disturbance of some type.

METABOLIC PATHWAY A sequence of chemical reactions that lead from some precursor to a product, where the product of each step in the series is the starting material for the next step.

METABOLISM The total combination of all of the chemical processes that occur within cells and tissues of a living body.

METACARPAL A hand bone extending from the wrist to a finger or thumb.

METACENTRIC When a chromosome has the centromere in the middle of the chromosome it is called a metacentric chromosome.

METACHRONOUS Occurring at separate time intervals.

METAFALE An out of date term for XXX females; also called triple X syndrome.

METAPHYSIAL FLARING A characteristic found only by x rays. If present, it means that the ends of the bone are wider than normal.

METAPHYSIS The growth zone of the long bones located between the ends (epiphyses) and the shaft (diaphysis) of the bone.

METAPHYSIS An area of softer bone and cartilage in long bones between the diaphysis (shaft) and epiphysis (end).

METASTASIS The spreading of cancer from the original site to other locations in the body.

METASTATIC CANCER A cancer that has spread to an organ or tissue from a primary cancer located elsewhere in the body.

METATARSAL A foot bone extending from the ankle to a toe.

METHYLATION TESTING DNA testing that detects if a gene is active or if it is imprinted.
METHYLMALONIC ACID An intermediate product formed when certain substances are broken down in order to create usable energy for the body.

METHYLMALONIC COA MUTASE (MCM) The enzyme responsible for converting methylmalonic acid to succinic acid, in the pathway to convert certain substances to usable energy.

METHYLMALONIC ACIDEMIA The build-up of high levels of methylmalonic acid in the bloodstream due to an inborn abnormality in an enzyme.

METHYLMALONIC ACIDURIA The buildup of high levels of methylmalonic acid in the urine due to an inborn defect in an enzyme.

MICRO-DELETION SYNDROME A collection of signs and symptoms caused by a deletion of a gene or genes that is too small to be seen through the microscope.

MICROARRAY An ordered arrangement of many different genes on a glass slide or silicon chip. Microarrays allow researchers to study large numbers of genes simultaneously in determining different levels of gene activity in such complex processes as the body's response to alcohol.

MICROCEPHALIC Having an abnormally small head.

MICROCEPHALIC PRIMORDIAL DWARFISM SYNDROMES A group of disorders characterized by profound growth delay and small head size.

MICROCEPHALY An abnormally small head.

MICROCORNEA Abnormal smallness of the cornea.

MICRODONTIA Small teeth.

MICROGNATHIA A term used to describe small, underdeveloped lower jaw and chin.

MICROGNATHY Having a very small and receding jaw.

MICROMELIA The state of having extremely short limbs.

MICROPHTHALMIA Small or underdeveloped eyes.

MICROTIA Small or underdeveloped ears.

MIDLINE DEFECTS Disorders involving organs along the center of the body such as the lips, penis, and corpus callosum.

MIDLINE ORGANS Organs found along the center of the body such as the lips, penis, and corpus callosum.

MINIATURIZATION The process of shortening and thinning of the hair shafts that is found in androgenetic alopecia. It is caused by the effects of DHT on the hair follicle.

MINOXIDIL A topical medication sold under the trade name Rogaine for the treatment of male pattern hair loss. It is applied to the scalp as a 2% or 5% solution.

MISCARRIAGE Spontaneous pregnancy loss.

MISMATCH REPAIR Repair of gene alterations due to mismatching.

MITOCHONDRIA Organelles within the cell responsible for energy production.

MITOCHONDRIAL INHERITANCE Inheritance associated with the mitochondrial genome, which is inherited exclusively from the mother.

MITOCHONDRIAL MYOPATHIES Diseases of the muscle accompanied by abnormal changes in the cell mitochondria that results in excessive accumulation of lipids.

MITOSIS The process by which a somatic cell—a cell not destined to become a sperm or egg—duplicates its chromosomes and divides to produce two new cells.

MITRAL VALVE The heart valve that prevents blood from flowing backwards from the left ventricle into the left atrium. Also known as bicuspid valve.

MITRAL VALVE PROLAPSE A heart abnormality in which one of the valves of the heart (which normally controls blood flow) becomes floppy. Mitral valve prolapse may be detected as a heart murmur but there are usually no symptoms.

MIXED TYPE HEARING LOSS Hearing loss that involves both conductive and sensorineural losses.

MONOSOMY Missing an entire copy of a chromosome or a piece of one copy of a chromosome.

MONOZYGOTIC From one zygote, as in identical twins. The zygote is the first cell formed by the union of sperm and egg.

MORPHEA The most common form of localized scleroderma.

MOSAIC A term referring to a genetic situation in which an individual’s cells do not have the exact same composition of chromosomes. In Down syndrome, this may mean that some of the individual’s cells have a normal 46 chromosomes, while other cells have an abnormal 47 chromosomes.

MOSAICISM A genetic condition resulting from a mutation, crossing over, or nondisjunction of chromosomes during cell division, causing a variation in the number of chromosomes in the cells.

MOTOR FUNCTION The ability to produce body movement by complex interaction of the brain, nerves, and muscles.
MOTOR NEURONS Class of neurons that specifically control and stimulate voluntary muscles.

MOTOR SKILLS DISORDER A disorder that affects motor coordination or its development, and the control of particular groups of muscles that perform activities.

MOTOR UNITS Functional connection with a single motor neuron and muscle.

MOTTLED RETINA Changes in the retina of the eye causing a loss of visual acuity.

MUCOCILIARY ESCALATOR The coordinated action of tiny projections on the surfaces of cells lining the respiratory tract, which moves mucus up and out of the lungs.

MUCOLIPID Lipid that accumulates in cells in mucolipidosis disorders.

MUCOLIPIN-1 Protein in the cell membrane, probably a calcium ion channel, involved in recycling membrane lipids and is deficient in mucolipidosis IV.

MUCOLYTIC An agent that dissolves or destroys mucus, the chief component of mucus.

MUCOPOLYSACCHARIDE A complex molecule made of smaller sugar molecules strung together to form a chain. Found in mucous secretions and intercellular spaces.

MUCOPOLYSACCHARIDOSIS I H (MPS I H) Another name for Hurler syndrome.

MUCORMYCOSIS An organism that commonly infects individuals with diabetes following ketosis events.

MUCOUS MEMBRANE Thin, mucous covered layer of tissue that lines organs such as the intestinal tract.

MULLERIAN DUCTS Structures in the embryo that develop into the fallopian tubes, the uterus, the cervix, and the upper vagina in females.

MULTI-INFARCT DEMENTIA Dementia caused by damage to brain tissue resulting from a series of blood clots or clogs in the blood vessels. It is also called vascular dementia.

MULTIFACTORIAL Describes a disease that is the product of the interaction of multiple genetic and environmental factors.

MULTIFACTORIAL INHERITANCE A type of inheritance pattern where many factors, both genetic and environmental, contribute to the cause.

MULTIFOCAL BREAST CANCER Multiple primary cancers in the same breast.

MULTIPLE CARBOXYLASE DEFICIENCY A type of propionic acidemia characterized by an inability to metabolize biotin.

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (MS) A progressive degeneration of nerve cells that causes episodes of muscle weakness, dizziness, and visual disturbances, followed by periods of remission.

MURMUR A noise, heard with the aid of a stethoscope, made by abnormal patterns of blood flow within the heart or blood vessels.

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY A group of inherited diseases characterized by progressive wasting of the muscles.

MUTAGEN An environmental influence that causes changes in DNA.

MUTANT A change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual or manifest as disease.

MUTATION A permanent change in the genetic material that may alter a trait or characteristic of an individual, or manifest as disease, and can be transmitted to offspring.

MYELIN A fatty sheath surrounding nerves in the peripheral nervous system, which help them conduct impulses more quickly.

MYELODYSPLASIA A bone marrow disorder that can develop into aplastic anemia requiring bone marrow or stem cell transplantation.

MYELOMENINGOCELE A sac that protrudes through an abnormal opening in the spinal column.

MYOCLONUS Twitching or spasms of a muscle or an interrelated group of muscles.

MYOGLOBINURIA The abnormal presence of myoglobin, a product of muscle disintegration, in the urine. Results in dark-colored urine.

MYOPATHY Any abnormal condition or disease of the muscle.

MYOPIA Nearsightedness. Difficulty seeing objects that are far away.

MYOTONIA The inability to normally relax a muscle after contracting or tightening it.

MYOTONIC DYSTROPHY A form of muscular dystrophy, also known as Steinert’s condition, characterized by delay in the ability to relax muscles after forceful contraction, wasting of muscles, as well as other abnormalities.

MYXEDEMA Swelling of the face, hands, feet, and genitals due to hypothyroidism.

MYXOID Resembling mucus.
**IN-N-ACETYLGLUCOSAMINE-1-PHOSPHOTRANSFERASE (GNPTA)** Enzyme that attaches a signal to other enzymes and directs those enzymes to the lysosome; deficient in mucolipidoses II and III.

**NALTREXONE** A medication originally developed to treat addiction to heroin or morphine that is also used to treat alcoholism. It works by reducing the craving for alcohol rather than by producing vomiting or other unpleasant reactions.

**NANISM** Short stature.

**NARCOTICS** Strong, prescription medication that can be effective in treating pain, but has the potential to be habit-forming if their use is not supervised correctly.

**NASOGASTRIC TUBE** A long flexible tube inserted through the nasal passageways, down the throat, and into the stomach. Used to drain the contents of the stomach.

**NATURAL IMMUNITY** First line immune response that is non-specific. Includes action of phagocytes, natural killer cells, and complement cells.

**NATURAL KILLER CELLS** Specialized white blood cells involved in natural immunity. Can kill some viruses and cancer cells.

**NECROSIS** Death of a portion of tissue differentially affected by disease or injury.

**NECROTIZING ENCEPHALOMYELOPATHY** A progressive degeneration of the brain and central nervous system. This condition is fatal in nearly all individuals affected with type A pyruvate carboxylase deficiency.

**NEGATIVE SYMPTOMS** Symptoms of schizophrenia characterized by the absence or elimination of certain behaviors. DSM-IV specifies three negative symptoms: affective flattening, poverty of speech, and loss of will or initiative.

**NEONATAL** Neonatal refers to the first 28 days after birth.

**NEONATOLOGIST** A physician (pediatrician) who has special training in the care of newborns (neonates).

**NEPHRONS** Microscopic-size tubes that filter the water that flows into the kidneys.

**NEPHROPATHY** Kidney disease.

**NEPHROSIS** A non-inflammatory disease of the kidneys.

**NERVE CONDUCTION TESTING** Procedure that measures the speed at which impulses move through the nerves.

**NERVOUS SYSTEM** The complete network of nerves, sense organs, and brain in the body.

**NEUCHAL TRANSLUCENCY** A pocket of fluid at the back of an embryo’s neck visible via ultrasound that, when thickened, may indicate the infant will be born with a congenital heart defect.

**NEURAL** Regarding any tissue with nerves, including the brain, the spinal cord, and other nerves.

**NEURAL CREST CELLS** A group of cells in the early embryo, located on either side of the area that will eventually develop into the spinal cord. The cells migrate (move) away from the area and give rise to various body structures, including melanocytes (pigment producing cells), certain structures of the face and head, and parts of the nervous system.

**NEURAL TUBE DEFECT** A group of severe birth disorders in which the brain and spinal cord are malformed and lack the protective skeletal and soft tissue encasement.

**NEUROCISTOPATHY** A disorder that results from abnormal development and/or migration of the neural crest cells in the embryo.

**NEURODEGENERATIVE** Relating to degeneration of nerve tissues.

**NEUROFIBROMA** A soft tumor usually located on a nerve.

**NEUROFIBROMATOSIS** Progressive genetic condition often including multiple café-au-lait spots, multiple raised nodules on the skin known as neurofibromas, developmental delays, slightly larger head sizes, and freckling of the armpits, groin area, and iris.

**NEUROLEPTIC** Another name for the older type of antipsychotic medications given to schizophrenic patients.

**NEUROLOGIC** Relating to the brain and central nervous system.

**NEUROLOGIST** A physician who specializes in disorders of the nervous system, including the brain, spine, and nerves.

**NEUROMETABOLIC DISORDER** Any disorder or condition that affects both the central nervous system (CNS) and the metabolism of the body.

**NEUROMUSCULAR** Involving both the muscles and the nerves that control them.

**NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION** The site at which nerve impulses are transmitted to muscles.

**NEURON** The fundamental nerve cell that conducts impulses across the cell membrane.
NEURONAL CEROID LIPOFUSCINOSES A family of four progressive neurological disorders.

NEUROPATHY A condition caused by nerve damage. Major symptoms include weakness, numbness, paralysis, or pain in the affected area.

NEUROTTRANSMITTER Chemical in the brain that transmits information from one nerve cell to another.

NEUTROPENIA A condition in which the number of leukocytes (a type of white or colorless blood cell) is abnormally low, mainly in neutrophils (a type of blood cell).

NEUTROPHIL The primary type of white blood cell involved in inflammation. Neutrophils are a type of granulocyte, also known as a polymorphonuclear leukocyte.

NEVI Plural of nevus.

NEVUS Any anomaly of the skin present at birth, including moles and various types of birthmarks.

NEVUS FLAMMEUS A flat blood vessel tumor present at birth; also known as a “port wine stain.”

NEWBORN SCREENING The act of testing all infants for a specific disease shortly after birth for the purpose of preventing disease progression through prompt medical treatment.

NITRATES/NITRITES Chemical compounds found in certain foods and water that, when consumed, may increase the risk of gastric cancer.

NITROGEN A gaseous element that makes up the base pairs in DNA.

NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS (NIDDM) Synonymous with type II diabetes, the most common form of diabetes that tends to be highly influenced by lifestyle factors and typically occurs in adulthood.

NON-SYNDROMIC HEARING LOSS Hearing loss that is not accompanied by other symptoms characteristic of a larger genetic syndrome.

NONDISJUNCTION Non-separation of a chromosome pair, during either meiosis or mitosis.

NONSpherocytic Literally means not sphere-shaped. Refers to the shape of red blood cells in nonspherocytic hemolytic anemia.

NONVERBAL LEARNING DISABILITY (NLD) A learning disability syndrome identified in 1989 that may overlap with some of the symptoms of Asperger syndrome.

NOONAN SYNDROME A genetic syndrome that possesses some characteristics similar to cardiofaciocutaneous syndrome. It is unclear whether the two syndromes are different or two manifestations of the same disorder.

NUCLEAR INHERITANCE Inheritance associated with the nuclear genome (the 23 pairs of chromosomes). This inheritance follows the rules of segregation developed by Gregor Mendel and is alternately termed Mendelian inheritance.

NUCLEIC ACID A type of chemical used as a component for building DNA. The nucleic acids found in DNA are adenine, thymine, guanine, and cytosine.

NUCLEOTIDES Building blocks of genes, which are arranged in specific order and quantity.

NUCLEUS The central part of a cell that contains most of its genetic material, including chromosomes and DNA.

NYSTAGMUS Involuntary, rhythmic movement of the eye.

OBLIGATE CARRIER An individual who, based on pedigree analysis, must carry a genetic mutation for a particular genetic disease. Parents of a child with an autosomal recessive disorder are obligate carriers.

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER (OCD) Disorder characterized by persistent, intrusive, and senseless thoughts (obsessions) or compulsions to perform repetitive behaviors that interfere with normal functioning.

OCCIPITAL Lobe An anatomical subdivision, located at the back of the brain, that contains the visual cortex.

OCHRONOSIS A condition marked by pigment deposits in cartilage, ligaments, and tendons.

OCULAR A broad term that refers to structure and function of the eye.

OCULAR ALBINISM A type of albinism that affects the vision.

OCULO Related to the eye.

OCULO-DIGITAL REFLEX A reflex causing an individual to press on their eyes with their fingers or fists.

OCULOCUTANEOUS ALBINISM Inherited loss of pigment in the skin, eyes, and hair.

OCULOMOTOR NERVE Cranial nerve III; the nerve that extends from the midbrain to several of the muscles that control eye movement.

OCULOPHARYNGEAL MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (OPMD) Form of muscular dystrophy affecting adults of both sexes and causing weakness in the eye muscles and throat.
OKIHIRO SYNDROME Inherited disorder characterized by abnormalities of the hands and arms and hearing loss; may be associated with Duane retraction syndrome.

OLIGODACTYLY The absence of one or more fingers or toes.

OLIGODONITA The absence of one or more teeth.

OLIGOHYDRAMNIOS Reduced amount of amniotic fluid. Causes include non-functioning kidneys and premature rupture of membranes. Without amniotic fluid to breathe, a baby will have underdeveloped and immature lungs.

OLIGOSACCHARIDE Several monosaccharide (sugar) groups joined by glycosidic bonds.

OLLIER DISEASE Also termed multiple enchondromatosis. Excessive cartilage growth within the bone extremities that result in benign cartilaginous tumors arising in the bone cavity.

OMPHALOCELE A birth defect where the bowel and sometimes the liver, protrudes through an opening in the baby’s abdomen near the umbilical cord.

OMPHALOPAGUS Conjoined twins who are attached at the abdomen.

ONYCHOGRYPHOSIS Overgrowth of the fingernails and toenails.

OPHTHALMOLOGIST A physician specializing in the medical and surgical treatment of eye disorders.

OPHTHALMOLOGY The medical specialty of vision and the eye.

OPHTHALMOSCOPE An instrument, with special lighting, designed to view structures in the back of the eye.

OPISTHOTONOS An arched position of the body in which only the head and feet touch the floor or bed when the patient is lying on their back.

OPTIC DISC The region where the optic nerve joins the eye, also referred to as the blind spot.

OPTIC NERVE A bundle of nerve fibers that carries visual messages from the retina in the form of electrical signals to the brain.

OPTOMETRIST A medical professional who examines and tests the eyes for disease and treats visual disorders by prescribing corrective lenses and/or vision therapy. In many states, optometrists are licensed to use diagnostic and therapeutic drugs to treat certain ocular diseases.

ORAL LOADING TEST A procedure in which cystine is administered orally to a patient and plasma levels of cystine are measured. Under normal circumstances, amino acids are absorbed by the intestine and result in an increase in plasma amino acid levels. However, in cystinuria, there is a problem in the absorption process and blood levels of amino acids do not rise or rise slowly after eating.

ORBITAL CYSTS Small fluid-filled sacs that abnormally develop inside the bony cavity of the skull that holds the eyeball.

ORGANELLE Small, sub-cellular structures that carry out different functions necessary for cellular survival and proper cellular functioning.

ORGANIC ACIDURIA The condition of having organic acid in the urine.

ORTHODONTIST Dentist who specializes in the correction of misaligned teeth.

ORTHOKERATOLOGY A method of reshaping the cornea using a contact lens. It is not considered a permanent method to reduce myopia.

ORTHOPEDIST A doctor specializing in treatment of the skeletal system and its associated muscles and joints.

ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION A sudden decrease in blood pressure upon sitting up or standing. May be a side effect of several types of drugs.

OSMOLARITY The concentration of an osmotic solution, especially when measured in osmols or milliosmols per liter of solution.

OSMOTICALLY Referring to the movement of a solvent through a semipermeable membrane (as of a living cell) into a solution of higher solute concentration that tends to equalize the concentrations of solute on the two sides of the membrane.

OSSEOUS Any of the three bones of the middle ear, including the malleus, incus, and stapes.

OSSIFICATION The process of the formation of bone from its precursor, a cartilage matrix.

OSTEOARTHRITIS A degenerative joint disease that causes pain and stiffness.

OSTEOCHONDROMATOSIS Another name for hereditary multiple exostoses, meaning a growth of bone and cartilage.

OSTEOMA A benign bone tumor.

OSTEOMALACIA The adult form of rickets, a lack of proper mineralization of bone.

OSTEOPENIA Abnormal bone mineralization, usually resulting from a failure of the rate of bone matrix formation to compensate for the rate of bone decomposition.
OSTEOPENIC Bone density that is somewhat low, but not osteoporotic.

OSTEOPOROSIS Loss of bone density that can increase the risk of fractures.

OTITIS MEDIA Inflammation of the middle ear, often due to fluid accumulation secondary to an infection.

OTOLOGIST Physician who specializes in the care of the ear, nose, and throat and their associated structures.

OTOGLYOSIS The main type of non-syndromic progressive conductive hearing loss seen in humans. In very advanced cases, otosclerosis can become of mixed type.

OVA Another name for the egg cells that are located in the ovaries.

OVARY The female reproductive organ that produces the reproductive cell (ovum) and female hormones.

OVULATION The monthly process by which an ovarian follicle or cyst ruptures, releasing a mature egg cell.

OXYGENATED BLOOD Blood carrying oxygen through the body.

OXYTOCIN A hormone that stimulates the uterus to contract during child birth and the breasts to release milk.

PACHYDERMA An abnormal skin condition in which excess skin is produced that appears similar to that of an elephant (pachyderm).

PACHYGYRIA The presence of a few broad gyri (folds) and shallow sulci (grooves) in the cerebral cortex.

PALATE The roof of the mouth.

PALLIATIVE Treatment done for relief of symptoms rather than a cure.

PALMOLANTER KERATODERMA Group of mostly hereditary disorders characterized by thickening of the corneous layer of skin (hyperkeratosis) on the palms and soles as a result of excessive keratin formation (protein in the skin, hair, and nails).

PALMOLANTER KERATOSIS A raised thickening of the outer horny layer of the skin on the palms of the hand and the soles of the feet.

PALPEBRAL FISSURES The opening between the upper and lower eyelids.

PALPITATION An irregular heartbeat.

PALSY Uncontrollable tremors.
**PATAU SYNDROME** A syndrome caused by trisomy 13; characterized by cleft palate, severe mental retardation, and many other physical abnormalities; usually lethal by age one.

**PATELLA** The kneecap.

**PATERNAL** Relating to one’s father.

**PATHOLOGIST** A physician who specializes in the diagnosis of disease by looking at living tissues with a microscope.

**PECTORALIS MUSCLES** Major muscles of the chest wall.

**PECTUS CARINATUM** An abnormality of the chest in which the sternum (breastbone) is pushed outward. It is sometimes called “pigeon breast.”

**PECTUS EXCAVATUM** An abnormality of the chest in which the sternum (breastbone) sinks inward; sometimes called “funnel chest.”

**PEDIGREE ANALYSIS** Analysis of a family tree, or pedigree, in an attempt to identify the possible inheritance pattern of a trait seen in this family.

**PELVIC EXAMINATION** Physical examination performed by a physician, often associated with a Pap smear. The physician inserts his/her finger into a woman’s vagina, attempting to feel the ovaries directly.

**PENDRIN** A protein encoded by the PDS (Pendred syndrome) gene located on chromosome 7q31. Pendrin protein is believed to transport iodide and chloride within the thyroid and the inner ear.

**PENETRANCE** The degree to which individuals possessing a particular genetic mutation express the trait that this mutation causes. One hundred percent penetrance is expected to be observed in truly dominant traits.

**PEPTIC ULCER** A wound in the bowel that can be caused by stomach acid or a bacterium called Helicobacter pylori.

**PEPTIDE** A molecular compound made of two or more amino acids.

**PERCHLORATE DISCHARGE TEST** A test used to check for Pendred syndrome by measuring the amount of iodine stored inside the thyroid gland. Individuals with Pendred syndrome usually have more iodine stored than normal, and thus their thyroid will release a large amount of iodine into the bloodstream when they are exposed to a chemical called perchlorate.

**PERICARDIAL CAVITY** Space occupied by the heart.

**PERICARDITIS** Inflammation of the pericardium, the membrane surrounding the heart.

**PERINATOLOGIST** A physician (obstetrician) who has special training in managing difficult pregnancies. Some prenatal tests, such as chorionic villus sampling and level II ultrasound, are performed primarily by perinatologists.

**PERIOD OF SUSCEPTIBILITY** The time when teratogens can cause harm to the developing fetus.

**PERIODONTITIS** Inflammatory reaction of the tissues surrounding and supporting the teeth that can progress to bone destruction and abscess formation, and eventual tooth loss.

**PERIOSTEAL** Relating to the periosteum, which is the connective tissue that covers all human bones.

**PERIPHERAL NERVES** Nerves throughout the body that carry information to and from the spinal cord.

**PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY** Any disease of the nerves outside of the spinal cord, usually resulting in weakness and/or numbness.

**PERIPHERAL VISION** The ability to see objects that are not located directly in front of the eye. Peripheral vision allows people to see objects located on the side or edge of their field of vision.

**PERITONITIS** Inflammation of the peritoneum, the membrane surrounding the abdominal contents.

**PERNICIOUS ANEMIA** A blood condition with decreased numbers of red blood cells related to poor vitamin B_{12} absorption.

**PEROXISOME** A cellular organelle containing different enzymes responsible for the breakdown of waste or other products.

**PERVASIVE DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDER (PDD)** The term used by the American Psychiatric Association for individuals who meet some but not all of the criteria for autism.

**PES PLANUS** Flat feet.

**PEUTZ-JEGHERS SYNDROME** Inherited syndrome causing polyps of the digestive tract and spots on the mouth as well as increased risk of cancer.

**PHAGOCYTE** White blood cells capable of engulfing and destroying foreign antigen or organisms in the fluids of the body.

**PHALANGES** Long bones of the fingers and toes divided by cartilage around the knuckles.

**PHALILALIA** Involuntary echoing of the last word, phrase, sentence, or sound vocalized by oneself.

**PHENOTYPE** The physical expression of an individual’s genes.
PHENYLALANINE An essential amino acid that must be obtained from food since the human body cannot manufacture it.

PHENYLKETORNURIA (PKU) An inborn error of metabolism that causes build-up of the amino acid, phenylalanine, in the body. The first disease to be used for newborn screening.

PHEOCHROMOCYTOMA A small vascular tumor of the inner region of the adrenal gland. The tumor causes uncontrolled and irregular secretion of certain hormones.

PHILTRUM The center part of the face between the nose and lips that is usually depressed.

PHLEBOTOMY The taking of blood from the body through an incision in the vein, usually in the treatment of disease.

PHOBIA An exaggerated fear.

PHOSPHATE A substance composed of the elements phosphorus and oxygen that contributes to the hydroxyapatite crystals found in normal bones.

PHOSPHORYLATION The addition of phosphoric acid to another compound.

PHOTOPHOBIA An extreme sensitivity to light.

PHOTORECEPTORS Specialized cells lining the innermost layer of the eye that convert light into electrical messages so that the brain can perceive the environment. There are two types of photoreceptor cells: rod cells and cone cells. The rod cells allow for peripheral and night vision. Cone cells are responsible for perceiving color and for central vision.

PHOTOREFRACTIVE KERATECTOMY (PRK) A procedure that uses an excimer laser to make modifications to the cornea and permanently correct myopia. As of early 1998, only two lasers have been approved by the FDA for this purpose.

PHYTANIC ACID A substance found in various foods that, if allowed to accumulate, is toxic to various tissues. It is metabolized in the peroxisome by phytanic acid hydroxylase.

PHYTANIC ACID HYDROXYLASE A peroxisomal enzyme responsible for processing phytanic acid. It is abnormal in Refsum disease.

PICK'S DISEASE A rare type of primary dementia that affects the frontal lobes of the brain. It is characterized by a progressive loss of social skills, language, and memory, leading to personality changes and sometimes loss of moral judgment.

PITUITARY GLAND A small gland at the base of the brain responsible for releasing many hormones, including luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH).

PLACENTA The organ responsible for oxygen and nutrition exchange between a pregnant mother and her developing baby.

PLAQUES Abnormally deposited proteins that interfere with normal cell growth and functioning and usually progresses to cell death.

PLASMA The liquid part of the blood and lymphatic fluid that contains antibodies and other proteins.

PLASMA CELLS Antibody-secreting B-cells.

PLASMALOGENS Fat molecules that are important components of cells and of the myelin sheath that protects nerve cells.

PLASMAPHERESIS A procedure in which the fluid component of blood is removed from the bloodstream and sometimes replaced with other fluids or plasma.

PLASMIN The blood protein responsible for dissolving blood clots.

PLATELETS Small disc-shaped structures that circulate in the bloodstream and participate in blood clotting.

PLEURAL CAVITY Area of the chest occupied by the lungs.

PLEURITIS Inflammation of the pleura, the membrane surrounding the lungs.

PNEUMONIA An infection of the lungs.

PODIATRIST A physician who specializes in disorders of the feet.

POIKILODERMA A condition characterized by skin atrophy, widening of the small blood vessels (telangiectasia), and pigment changes giving a mottled appearance.

POLYDACTYLY The presence of extra fingers or toes.

POLYGENIC A trait, characteristic, condition, etc. that depends on the activity of more than one gene for its emergence or expression.

POLYHYDRAMNIOS A condition in which there is too much fluid around the fetus in the amniotic sac.

POLYMER A very large molecule, formed from many smaller, identical molecules.

POLYMORPHIC Describes a gene for which there exist multiple forms, or alleles.

POLYMORPHISM A change in the base pair sequence of DNA that may or may not be associated with a disease.

POLYMYOSITIS An inflammation of many muscles.
POLYP A mass of tissue bulging out from the normal surface of a mucous membrane.

POLYPECTOMY Surgical removal of polyps.

POLYPLOIDY A condition in which a cell receives more than two complete sets of chromosomes.

POLYPOSIS A descriptive term indicating that hundreds to thousands of polyps have developed in an organ.

POLYSACCHARIDE Linear or branched macromolecule composed of numerous monosaccharide (sugar) units linked by glycosidic bonds.

POLYSYNDACTRYLY Having both extra digits (toes, fingers) as well as webbing (syndactyly) between the digits.

POOR MUSCLE TONE Muscles that are weak and floppy.

PORPHYRIN A large molecule shaped like a four-leaf clover. Combined with an iron atom, it forms a heme molecule.

PORT-WINE STAIN Dark-red birthmarks seen on the skin, named after the color of the dessert wine.

POSITIONAL CLONING Cloning a gene simply on the basis of its position in the genome, without having any idea of the function of the gene.

POSITIVE PREDICTIVE VALUE (PPV) The probability that a person with a positive test result has, or will get, the disease.

POSITIVE SYMPTOMS Symptoms of schizophrenia that are characterized by the production or presence of behaviors that are grossly abnormal or excessive, including hallucinations and thought-process disorder. DSM-IV subdivides positive symptoms into psychotic and disorganized.

POST-AXIAL POLYDACTYL An extra finger or toe on the outside of the hand or foot.

POST-ICTAL STATE A period of lethargy, confusion, and deep breathing following a grand mal seizure that may last from a few minutes to several hours.

POSTERIOR FOSSA Area at the base of the skull attached to the spinal cord.

POVERTY OF SPEECH A negative symptom of schizophrenia, characterized by brief and empty replies to questions. It should not be confused with shyness or reluctance to talk.

PRADER-WILLI SYNDROME A syndrome caused by a deletion in the paternally inherited chromosome 15 or by uniparental disomy of the maternal chromosome 15.

PRE-AXIAL POLYDACTYL An extra finger or toe on the inside of the hand or foot.

PREAURICULAR PITS Small pits in the skin on the outside of the ear.

PRECOCIOUS PUBERTY An abnormal condition in which a person undergoes puberty at a very young age. This condition causes the growth spurt associated with puberty to occur before the systems of the body are ready, which causes these individuals to not attain normal adult heights.

PREMUTATION A change in a gene that precedes a mutation; this change does not alter the function of the gene.

PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS The determination of whether a fetus possesses a disease or disorder while it is still in the womb.

PRENATAL TESTING Testing for a disease, such as a genetic condition, in an unborn baby.

PRIMARY ATRIAL SEPTATION An improper division of the atria of the heart, or a “hole in the heart,” which results in the formation of a common atrium rather than the normal two-chambered atrium.

PRIMARY CANCER The first or original cancer site, before any metastasis.

PRIMARY CRANIOSYNOSTOSIS Abnormal closure of the cranial sutures caused by an abnormality in the sutures themselves.

PRIMARY DYSTONIA Dystonia that has no connection to disease or injury. Often hereditary.

PRIMARY IMMUNODEFICIENCY DISEASE (PID) A group of approximately 70 conditions that affect the normal functioning of the immune system.

PRIMARY POSITION, PRIMARY GAZE When both eyes are looking straight ahead.

PRIMARY TUMOR The organ or tissue where the tumor began.

PRION A term coined to mean “proteinaceous infectious particle.” Prior to the 1982 discovery of prions, it was not believed that proteins could serve as infectious agents.

PROBAND The person in the family who is affected by a genetic disorder and who brings the family to the attention of a health care provider.

PROGERIA Genetic abnormality that presents initially as premature aging and failure to thrive in children.

PROGNATHISM A protruding lower jaw.

PROLACTIN A hormone that helps the breast prepare for milk production during pregnancy.
**Proliferation** The growth or production of cells.

**Prophylactic** Preventing disease.

**Propionic Acid** An organic compound that builds up in the body if the proper enzymes are not present.

**Propionyl CoA carboxylase** An enzyme that breaks down the amino acids isoleucine, valine, threonine, and methionine.

**Proptosis** Bulging eyeballs.

**Prostatectomy** The surgical removal of the prostate gland.

**Protanopia** The inability or difficulty in distinguishing blue and yellow colors.

**Protease** An enzyme that acts as a catalyst in the breakdown of peptide bonds.

**Protein** Important building blocks of the body composed of amino acids, involved in the formation of body structures and controlling the basic functions of the human body.

**Proteinuria** Excess protein in the urine.

**Proteolipid Protein Gene (PLP)** A gene that makes a protein that is part of the myelin in the central nervous system. Mutations in this gene cause PMD.

**Proto-oncogene** A gene involved in stimulating the normal growth and division of cells in a controlled manner.

**Protoporphyrin** A precursor molecule to the porphyrin molecule.

**Proximal** Near the point of origin.

**Proximal muscles** The muscles closest to the center of the body.

**Pseudoainhum** Constrictions of the skin seen in Vohwinkel disease that may lead to damage of the hands and feet and possible amputation of the affected areas.

**Pseudocyst** A fluid-filled space that may arise in the setting of pancreatitis.

**Pseudodementia** A term for a depression with symptoms resembling those of dementia. The term dementia of depression is now preferred.

**Pseudodominant** A recessive trait that appears, in a pedigree analysis, to be a dominant trait.

**Pseudotumor cerebri** A syndrome of raised pressure within the skull that may cause vomiting, headache, and double vision.

**Psoriasis** A common, chronic, scaly skin disease.

**Psychodynamic Therapies** A form of psychological counseling that seeks to determine and resolve internal conflicts that may be causing an individual to be suffering from the symptoms of depression.

**Psychologist** An individual who specializes in the science of the mind.

**Psychomotor** Movement produced by action of the mind or will.

**Psychotherapy** Psychological counseling that seeks to determine the underlying causes of a patient’s depression. The form of this counseling may be cognitive/behavioral, interpersonal, or psychodynamic.

**Psychotic Disorder** A mental disorder characterized by delusions, hallucinations, or other symptoms of lack of contact with reality. The schizophrenias are psychotic disorders.

**Pterygium coli** Webbing or broadening of the neck, usually found at birth, and usually on both sides of the neck.

**Ptosis** Drooping of the upper eyelid.

**Puberty** Point in development when the gonads begin to function and secondary sexual characteristics begin to appear.

**Pulmonary Artery** An artery that carries blood from the heart to the lungs.

**Pulmonary Atresia** When there is no valve between the right ventricle and the pulmonary artery (the artery leading from the heart to the lungs). In the absence of this valve, the blood does not flow into the lungs well.

**Pulmonary Edema** A problem caused when fluid backs up into the veins of the lungs. Increased pressure in these veins forces fluid out of the vein and into the air spaces (alveoli). This interferes with the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the alveoli.

**Pulmonary Hypertension** A severe form of high blood pressure caused by diseased arteries in the lung.

**Pulmonary Stenosis** Narrowing of the pulmonary valve of the heart, between the right ventricle and the pulmonary artery, limiting the amount of blood going to the lungs.

**Pumice Stone** A small stone used to wear down thickened areas of the skin.

**Pupil** The opening in the iris through which light enters the eye.

**Pustule** A pus-filled lesion of the skin that resembles the “pimples” of adolescent acne.
PYELONEPHRITIS  Inflammation of the kidney commonly caused by bacterial infections.

PYGOPAGUS  Conjoined twins who are joined back to back with fused buttocks.

PYLORIC SPHINCTER  Circular smooth muscle found at the outlet of the stomach.

PYLORIC STENOSIS  Narrowing of the stomach due to thickening of the pyloric muscle at the end of the stomach.

PYOGENIC  Pus forming.

PYREXIA  A medical term denoting fevers.

PYRIDOSTIGMINE BROMIDE (MESTINON)  An anticholinesterase drug used in treating myasthenia gravis.

PYRUVATE CARBOXYLASE  The enzyme responsible for the first step in the conversion of pyruvate molecules into glucose molecules. Individuals with type A PCD produce an highly inefficient form of pyruvate carboxylase. Individuals with type B PCD either completely lack the ability to produce this enzyme, or cannot produce it in sufficient quantities to sustain life.

PYRUVATE DEHYDROGENASE COMPLEX  A series of enzymes and co-factors that allow pyruvate to be converted into a chemical that can enter the TCA cycle.

QT INTERVAL  The section on an electrocardiogram between the start of the QRS complex and the end of the T wave, representing the firing or depolarization of the ventricles and the period of recovery prior to repolarization or recharging for the next contraction.

QUADRIplegia  Paralysis of all four limbs.

RACHITIC  Pertaining to, or affected by, rickets. Examples of rachitic deformities include curved long bones with prominent ends, a prominent middle chest wall, or bony nodules at the inner ends of the ribs.

RADIAL KERATOTOMY (RK)  A surgical procedure involving the use of a diamond-tipped blade to make several spoke-like slits in the peripheral (non-viewing) portion of the cornea to improve the focus of the eye and correct myopia by flattening the cornea.

RADIATION  High energy rays used in cancer treatment to kill or shrink cancer cells.

RADIATION THERAPY  Treatment using high-energy radiation from x-ray machines, cobalt, radium, or other sources.

RADICULOPATHY  A bulging of disc material often irritating nearby nerve structures resulting in pain and neurologic symptoms. A clinical situation where the radicular nerves (nerve roots) are inflamed or compressed. This compression by the bulging disc is referred to as a radiculopathy. This problem tends to occur most commonly in the neck (cervical spine) and low back (lumbar spine).

RADIOLUCENT  Transparent to x ray or radiation. The black area on x-ray film.

RANSON CRITERIA  A system of measurements, including age and blood testing, used to predict the outcome of a person who has been hospitalized for an episode of pancreatitis.

RAYNAUD PHENOMENON/RAYNAUD DISEASE  A condition in which blood flow to the body’s tissues is reduced by a malfunction of the nerves that regulate the constriction of blood vessels. When attacks of Raynaud’s occur in the absence of other medical conditions, it is called Raynaud disease. When attacks occur as part of a disease (as in scleroderma), it is called Raynaud phenomenon.

RECESSIVE  Genetic trait expressed only when present on both members of a pair of chromosomes, one inherited from each parent.

RECESSIVE GENE  A type of gene that is not expressed as a trait unless inherited by both parents.

RECESSIVE TRAIT  An inherited trait or characteristic that is outwardly obvious only when two copies of the gene for that trait are present.

RECTUM  The end portion of the intestine that leads to the anus.

RECURRENT RISK  The possibility that the same event will occur again.

RECURRENT  Tendency to repeat.

RED BLOOD CELLS  Hemoglobin-containing blood cells that transport oxygen from the lungs to tissues. In the tissues, the red blood cells exchange their oxygen for carbon dioxide, which is brought back to the lungs to be exhaled.

REDUCED PENETRANCE  Failing to display a trait or disease despite possessing the dominant gene that determines it.

REFRACTION  The bending of light rays as they pass from one medium through another. Used to describe the...
action of the cornea and lens on light rays as they enter the eye. Also used to describe the determination and measurement of the eye’s focusing system by an optometrist or ophthalmologist.

**REFRACTIVE EYE SURGERY** A general term for surgical procedures that can improve or correct refractive errors by permanently changing the shape of the cornea.

**RENAL** Related to the kidneys.

**RENAL AGENESIS** Absence or failure of one or both kidneys to develop normally.

**RENAL CELL CARCINOMA** A cancerous tumor made from kidney cells.

**RENAL COLIC** A spasmodic pain, moderate to severe in degree, located in the back, side, and/or groin area.

**RENAL HYPOPLASIA** Abnormally small kidneys.

**RENAL SYSTEM** The organs involved with the production and output of urine.

**RENIN** An enzyme produced by the kidneys.

**RENNENNING SYNDROME** X-linked mental retardation with short stature and microcephaly not associated with the fragile X chromosome and occurring more frequently in males, although some females may also be affected.

**REPLICATE** Produce identical copies of itself.

**REPOLARIZATION** Period when the heart cells are at rest, preparing for the next wave of electrical current (depolarization).

**RESPIRATORY** Having to do with breathing.

**RETICULOCYTE** Immature red blood cells.

**RETINA** The light-sensitive layer of tissue in the back of the eye that receives and transmits visual signals to the brain through the optic nerve.

**RETINAL DYSPLASIA** Improper development of the retina that can lead to detachment of the retina.

**RETINAL DYSTROPHY** Degeneration of the retina, causing a decline in visual clarity.

**RETINAL LACUNAE** Small abnormal cavities or holes in the retina.

**RETINAL PIGMENT EPITHELIUM (RPE)** The pigmented cell layer that nourishes the retinal cells; located just outside the retina and attached to the choroid.

**RETINITIS PIGMENTOSA** Progressive deterioration of the retina, often leading to vision loss and blindness.

**RETINOID** A derivative of synthetic vitamin A.

**RETINOPATHY** Any disorder of the retina.

**RHEABDOMYOLYSIS** Breakdown or disintegration of muscle tissue.

**RHEABDOMYOSARCOMA** A malignant tumor of the skeletal muscle.

**RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS** Chronic, autoimmune disease marked by inflammation of the membranes surrounding joints.

**RHEUMATOID FACTOR** Antibodies present in the majority of individuals with rheumatoid arthritis. A diagnostic marker for rheumatoid arthritis that is absent from ankylosing spondylitis and other seronegative spondyloarthopathies.

**RHINITIS** Infection of the nasal passages.

**RHIZOMELIA** A term used to describe the physical growth difference of short arms and legs.

**RHIZOMELIC** Disproportionate shortening of the upper part of a limb compared to the lower part of the limb.

**RHO/RAC GUANINE EXCHANGE FACTOR** Member of a class of proteins that appear to convey signals important in the structure and biochemical activity of cells.

**RICKETS** A childhood disease caused by vitamin D deficiency, resulting in soft and malformed bones.

**RING CHROMOSOME** An abnormal chromosome in which the terminal ends of the short (p) and long (q) arms have been lost and the remaining p and q arms subsequently join to form a ring.

**ROD** Photoreceptor that is highly sensitive to low levels of light and transmits images in shades of gray.

**RUSSELL SYNDROME** An alternative term for Russell-Silver syndrome. Many doctors use this term to mean an individual with Russell-Silver syndrome who does not have body asymmetry.

**SACROILIAC JOINT** The joint between the triangular bone below the spine (sacrum) and the hip bone (ilium).

**SACROILIITIS** Inflammation of the sacroiliac joint.

**SADDLE NOSE** A sunken nasal bridge.

**SARCIDOISIS** A chronic disease characterized by nodules forming in the lymph nodes, lungs, bones, and skin.

**SARCOPLASMIC RETICULUM** A system of tiny tubes located inside muscle cells that allow muscles to contract and relax by alternatively releasing and storing calcium.
SATELLITES OF CHROMOSOMES Small segments of genetic material at the tips of the short arms of chromosomes 13, 14, 15, 21, and 22.

SAVANT SKILLS Unusual talents, usually in art, math, or music, that some individuals with autism have in addition to the deficits of autism.

SCAPHOCEPHALY An abnormally long and narrow skull.

SCAPULAR WINGING The jutting back of the shoulder blades that can be caused by muscle weakness.

SCINTIGRAPHY Injection and detection of radioactive substances to create images of body parts.

SCLERA The tough white membrane that forms the outer layer of the eyeball.

SCLERODERMA A relatively rare autoimmune disease affecting blood vessels and connective tissue that makes skin appear thickened.

SCLEROSIS Hardening.

SCOLIOMETRIC A tool for measuring trunk asymmetry; it includes a bubble level and angle measure.

SCOLIOSIS An abnormal, side-to-side curvature of the spine.

SCREENING Process through which carriers of a trait may be identified within a population.

SEBACEOUS Related to the glands of the skin that produce an oily substance.

SECOND-DEGREE RELATIVE Aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews, grandparents, grandchildren, and half siblings are second-degree relatives. These individuals have one fourth of their genes in common.

SECONDARY CRANIOSYNOSTOSIS Abnormal closure of the cranial sutures caused by a failure of the brain to grow and expand.

SECONDARY DYSTONIA Dystonia that occurs due to disease, injury, or another non-hereditary factor. Also known as symptomatic dystonia.

SEDATIVE Medication that has a soothing or tranquilizing effect.

SEIZURE Any unusual body function or activity that is under the control of the nervous system.

SEMEN A whitish, opaque fluid released at ejaculation that contains sperm.

SEMI-DOMINANT A trait expressed as a severe form in homozygous individuals and a milder form in heterozygous individuals.

SEMINAL VESICLES The pouches above the prostate that store semen.

SEMINEFEROUS TUBULES Long, thread-like tubes that are packed in areolar tissue in the lobes of the testes.

SENSITIVITY The proportion of people with a disease who are correctly diagnosed (test positive based on diagnostic criteria). The higher the sensitivity of a test or diagnostic criteria, the lower the rate of ‘false negatives’ people who have a disease but are not identified through the test.

SENSITIZATION Change in immune system so that it identifies and “remembers” specific properties of an antigen.

SENSORINEURAL HEARING LOSS (SNHL) Sensorineural hearing loss occurs when parts of the inner ear, such as the cochlea and/or auditory nerve, do not work correctly. It is often defined as mild, moderate, severe, or profound, depending upon how much sound can be heard by the affected individual. SNHL can occur by itself, or as part of a genetic condition such as Pendred syndrome.

SENSORY NEURONS Class of neurons that specifically regulate and control external stimuli (senses: sight, sound).

SEPSIS An infection of the bloodstream.

SEPTAL Relating to the septum, the thin muscle wall dividing the right and left sides of the heart. Holes in the septum are called septal defects.

SEPTUM PELLUCIDUM A membrane between two of the normal cavities of the brain that prevents electrical signals from passing between different portions of the brain.

SERIAL CASTING A series of casts designed to gradually move a limb into a more functional position.

SEROLOGICAL Pertaining to serology, the science of testing blood to detect the absence or presence of antibodies (an immune response) to a particular antigen (foreign substance).

SEROSITIS Inflammation of a serosal membrane. Polyserositis refers to the inflammation of two or more serosal membranes.

SEROTONIN DOPAMINE ANTAGONIST (SDA) The newer second-generation antipsychotic drugs, also called atypical antipsychotics. SDAs include clozapine (Clozaril), risperidone (Risperdal), and olanzapine (Zyprexa).

SEROTYPE One form of a bacteria that has unique surface proteins. Each serotype causes a unique antibody response from a person’s immune system.
SERUM The liquid part of blood, from which all the cells have been removed.

SERUM CK TEST A blood test that determines the amount of the enzyme creatine kinase (CK) in the blood serum. An elevated level of CK in the blood indicates that muscular degeneration has occurred and/or is occurring.

SERUM CREATININE A chemical in the urine of kidney patients used to determine kidney disease and failure. Elevated levels of serum creatinine are an early marker for severe kidney disease or failure.

SEVERE COMBINED IMMUNODEFICIENCY (SCID) A group of rare, life-threatening diseases present at birth, that cause a child to have little or no immune system. As a result, the child’s body is unable to fight infections.

SEX CHROMOSOMES The X and Y chromosomes that determine the sex of an individual.

SEX-LINKED Related to either the X or the Y chromosome.

SEX-LINKED DISORDER A disorder caused by a gene located on a sex chromosome, usually the X chromosome.

SHOCK An inability to provide the body with the oxygen it requires, sometimes due to large amounts of bleeding or fluid loss.

SHORT RIB POLYDACTYLY SYNDROMES A collection of genetic disorders characterized by abnormally short ribs and extra fingers or toes. Research is ongoing to determine if these disorders are the result of mutations in a common gene.

SHORT STATURE Shorter than normal height, can include dwarfism.

SHUNT A small tube placed in a ventricle of the brain to direct cerebrospinal fluid away from the blockage into another part of the body.

SIALIC ACID N-acetylneuraminic acid, a sugar that is often at the end of an oligosaccharide on a glycoprotein.

SICKLE CELL A red blood cell that has assumed an elongated shape due to the presence of hemoglobin S.

SICKLE CELL ANEMIA A chronic, inherited blood disorder characterized by sickle-shaped red blood cells. It occurs primarily in people of African descent, and produces symptoms including episodic pain in the joints, fever, leg ulcers, and jaundice.

SIGMOIDOSCOPY The visual examination of the inside of the rectum and sigmoid colon, using a lighted, flexible tube connected to an eyepiece or video screen for viewing.

SILVER SYNDROME An alternative term for Russell-Silver syndrome. Many doctors use this term to mean an individual with Russell-Silver syndrome who also has body asymmetry.

SJÖGREN SYNDROME A chronic inflammatory disease often associated with rheumatoid arthritis.

SKELETAL DYSPLASIA A group of syndromes consisting of abnormal prenatal bone development and growth.

SKELETAL MUSCLE Muscles under voluntary control that attach to bone and control movement.

SKIN ERYTHEMA Irregular red streaks of skin.

SKIN HEMATOMA Blood from a broken blood vessel that has accumulated under the skin.

SLEEP APNEA Temporary cessation of breathing while sleeping.

SLEEP PARALYSIS An abnormal episode of sleep in which the patient cannot move for a few minutes, usually occurring on falling asleep or waking up. Often found in patients with narcolepsy.

SLY DISEASE Autosomal recessive metabolic disorder caused by dysfunction of the lysosomal enzyme beta-glucuronidase.

SMALL INTESTINE The part of the digestive tract between the stomach and the large intestine.

SMALL TESTES Refers to the size of the male reproductive glands, located in the cavity of the scrotum.

SOMATIC Relating to the nonreproductive parts of the body.

SOMATIC CELLS All the cells of the body except for the egg and sperm cells.

SOMATIC GENE THERAPY The introduction of genes into tissue or cells to treat a genetic related disease in an individual.

SOMATOSTATIN A body chemical, known as a cyclic peptide, involved in the release of human growth hormone from the pituitary gland.

SORE An open wound, bruise, or lesion on the skin.

SPASMODIC DYSPHONIA A focal dystonia that causes involuntary “spasms” of the vocal cords—leading to interruptions of speech and a decrease in voice quality.

SPASTIC A condition in which the muscles are rigid, posture may be abnormal, and fine motor control is impaired.

SPASTIC PARAPLEGIA Inability to walk, due to lack of proper neural control over the leg muscles.
SPASTICITY  Increased muscle tone, or stiffness, which leads to uncontrolled, awkward movements.

SPECIFICITY  The proportion of people without a disease who are correctly classified as healthy or not having the disease (test negative based on diagnostic criteria). The higher the specificity of a test or diagnostic criteria, the lower the number of ‘false positives,’ people who do not have a disease but who ‘test’ positive.

SPEECH THERAPIST  Person who specializes in teaching simple exercises to improve speech.

SPERMATOZOA  Mature male germ cells that develop in the seminiferous tubules of the testes.

SPHEROCYTES  Red blood cells that are spherical in shape, as opposed to the normal bi-concave shape. Spherocytes are more rigid and their membranes are more fragile than normally-shaped red blood cells.

SPHINGOMYELIN  A group of sphingolipids containing phosphorus.

SPHINGOMYELINASE  Enzyme required to break down sphingomyelin into ceramide.

SPHYGMOMANOMETER  An inflatable cuff used to measure blood pressure.

SPINA BIFIDA  An opening in the spine.

SPINA BIFIDA OCCULTA  The failure of vertebrae to close into the neural tube without nerves protruding. This is most often asymptomatic.

SPLAY  Turned outward or spread apart.

SPLEEN  Organ located in the upper abdominal cavity that filters out old red blood cells and helps fight bacterial infections. Responsible for breaking down spherocytes at a rapid rate.

SPLENIC FLEXURE  The area of the large intestine at which the transverse colon meets the descending colon.

SPLENOMEGALY  Enlargement of the spleen.

SPONDYLOTYTIS  Inflammatory disease of the joints of the spine.

SPONDYLOSIS  Arthritis of the spine.

SPONGIFORM ENCEPHALOPATHY  A form of brain disease characterized by a “sponge-like” appearance of the brain either on autopsy or via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

SPONTANEOUS  Occurring by chance.

SPORADIC  Isolated or appearing occasionally with no apparent pattern.

SPORADIC INHERITANCE  A status that occurs when a gene mutates spontaneously to cause the disorder in a person with no family history of the disorder.

SPUTUM  A mixture of saliva and mucus from the lungs.

STAGE  The extent of a tumor. Tests will be done to determine if a tumor is localized to an organ or if it has spread to the lymph nodes and/or other organs. Treatment depends upon the stage of the cancer.

STAGING  A method of describing the degree and location of cancer.

STATIC ENCEPHALOPATHY  A disease of the brain that does not get better or worse.

STELLATE  A star-like, lacy white pattern in the iris. Most often seen in light-eyed individuals.

STENOSIS  The constricting or narrowing of an opening or passageway.

STETHOSCOPE  An instrument used for listening to sounds within the body, such as those in the heart or lungs.

STILLBIRTH/STILLBORN  The birth of a baby who has died sometime during the pregnancy or delivery.

STOMACH  An organ that holds and begins digestion of food.

STRABISMUS  An improper muscle balance of the ocular muscles resulting in crossed or divergent eyes.

STROKE  A sudden neurological condition related to a block of blood flow in part of the brain, which can lead to a variety of problems, including paralysis, difficulty speaking, difficulty understanding others, or problems with balance.

STROMA  Middle layer of the cornea, representing about 90% of the entire cornea.

SUBARACHNOID SPACE  The space between two membranes surrounding the brain, the arachnoid and pia mater.

SUBCORTICAL BAND HETEROTOPIA  A mild form of lissencephaly type 1 in which abnormal bands of gray and white matter are present beneath the cortex near the ventricles.

SUBCORTICAL INFARCTS  Obstruction of nerve centers below the cerebral cortex of the brain.

SUBMETACENTRIC  Positioning of the centromere between the center and the top of the chromosome.

SUBSTANTIA NIGRA  One of the movement control centers of the brain.

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME (SIDS)  The general term given to “crib deaths” of unknown causes.

SULFATE  A chemical compound containing sulfur and oxygen.

SUTURE  “Seam” that joins two surfaces together.
SYMPHALANGISM  Fusion of phalanges at their ends.

SYMPTOMATIC CARRIER  A heterozygous person who carries a semi-dominant trait. This person experiences milder characteristics of this trait than a person who is homozygous or hemizygous in this trait.

SYNCHRONOUS  Occurring simultaneously.

SYNCOPE  A brief loss of consciousness caused by insufficient blood flow to the brain.

SYNDACTYLY  Webbing or fusion between the fingers or toes.

SYNDROME  A group of signs and symptoms that collectively characterize a disease or disorder.

SYNDROMIC HEARING LOSS  Hearing loss accompanied by other symptoms that characterize a larger genetic syndrome of which hearing loss is just one of the characteristics.

SYNKINESIA  Occurs when part of the body will move involuntarily when another part of the body moves.

SYNOPHRYS  A feature in which the eyebrows join in the middle. Also called blepharophimosis.

SYNOVITIS  Inflammation of the synovium, a membrane found inside joints.

SYRINGOMYELIA  Excessive fluid in the spinal cord.

SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS  A rare disorder that causes thickening and scarring of multiple organ systems.

SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE  Blood pressure when the heart contracts (beats).

TACHYCARDIA  An excessively rapid heartbeat; a heart rate above 100 beats per minute.

TALIPES EQUINOVARUS  A type of clubfoot characterized by a downward and inward pointing foot.

TAY-SACHS DISEASE  An inherited biochemical disease caused by lack of a specific enzyme in the body. In classical Tay-Sachs disease, previously normal children become blind and mentally handicapped, develop seizures, and decline rapidly. Death often occurs between the ages of three to five years. Tay-Sachs disease is common among individuals of eastern European Jewish background but has been reported in other ethnic groups.

TCA CYCLE  Formerly know as the Kreb’s cycle, this is the process by which glucose and other chemicals are broken down into forms that are directly useable as energy in the cells.

TELANGIECTASIA  An abnormal widening of groups of small blood vessels in the skin.

TELANGIECTASIS  Very small arteriovenous malformations, or connections between the arteries and veins. The result is small red spots on the skin known as “spider veins”.

TELANGIECTATIC  A localized collection of distended blood capillary vessels.

TELESCOPING  A term sometimes used to describe the relatively rapid progression of alcoholism in women, even though women usually begin to drink heavily at later ages than men do.

TELOGEN  The resting phase of the hair growth cycle.

TENDON  A strong connective tissue that connects muscle to bone.

TENOTOMY  A surgical procedure that cuts the tendon of a contracted muscle to allow lengthening.

TENSILON TEST  A test for diagnosing myasthenia gravis. Tensilon is injected into a vein and, if the person has MG, their muscle strength will improve for about five minutes.

TERATOGEN  Any drug, chemical, maternal disease, or exposure that can cause physical or functional abnormalities in an exposed embryo or fetus.

TERATOGENIC  Any agent that can cause birth defects or mental retardation in a developing fetus. Common teratogens are medications or other chemicals but they also include infections, radiation, maternal medical condition, and other agents.

TERATOGENIC FACTOR  Any factor that can produce congenital abnormalities.

TERMINAL DELETION  The abnormal early termination of a chromosome caused by the deletion of one of its ends.

TESTES  The male reproductive organs that produce male reproductive cells (sperm) and male hormones.

TESTICLES  Two egg-shaped glands that produce sperm and sex hormones.

TESTOSTERONE  Hormone produced in the testicles that is involved in male secondary sex characteristics.

TETRALOGY OF FALLOT  A congenital heart defect consisting of four (tetralogy) associated abnormalities: ventricular septal defect (VSD—hole in the wall separating the right and left ventricles); pulmonic stenosis (obstructed blood flow to the lungs); the aorta “overrides” the ventricular septal defect; and thickening (hypertrophy) of the right ventricle.
TETRAPHOCOMELIA Absence of all, or a portion of, all four limbs. The hands or feet may be attached directly to the trunk.

TETRAPLEGIA Paralysis of all four limbs. Also called quadriplegia.

TETRAPLOIDY A form of polyploidy; four sets of chromosomes.

THALASSEMIA An inherited group of anemias occurring primarily among people of Mediterranean descent. It is caused by abnormal formation of part of the hemoglobin molecule.

THALIDOMIDE A mild sedative that is teratogenic, causing limb, neurologic, and other birth defects in infants exposed during pregnancy. Women used thalidomide (early in pregnancy) in Europe and in other countries between 1957 and 1961. It is still available in many places, including the United States, for specific medical uses (leprosy, AIDS, cancer).

THERMOLABILE Heat-sensitive. A thermolabile protein is a protein that easily loses its shape when heated even only slightly.

THORACIC CAVITY The chest.

THORACOPAGUS Conjoined twins joined at the upper body who share a heart.

THROMBOCYTOPENIA A persistent decrease in the number of blood platelets usually associated with hemorrhaging.

THROMBOEMBOLISM A condition in which a blood vessel is blocked by a free-floating blood clot carried in the bloodstream.

THYMUS GLAND An endocrine gland located in the front of the neck that houses and transports T cells, which help to fight infection.

THYROID GLAND A gland located in the front of the neck that is responsible for normal body growth and metabolism. The thyroid traps a nutrient called iodine and uses it to make thyroid hormones, which allow for the breakdown of nutrients needed for growth, development, and body maintenance.

THYROID STIMULATING HORMONE (THYROTROPIN) A hormone that stimulates the thyroid gland to produce hormones that regulate metabolism.

THYROXINE (T4) AND TRIIODOTHYRONINE (T3) Thyroid hormones.

TIC Brief and intermittent involuntary movement or sound.

TISSUE Group of similar cells that work together to perform a particular function. The four basic types of tissue include muscle, nerve, epithelial, and connective tissues.

TONE A term used to describe the tension of muscles. Increased tone is increased tension in the muscles.

TONOMETER A device used to measure fluid pressures of the eye.

TORSADE DE POINTES A type of tachycardia of the ventricles that is characteristic of long-QT syndrome and Jervell and Lange Nielsen syndrome.

TORTICOLLIS Twisting of the neck to one side that results in abnormal carriage of the head and is usually caused by muscle spasms. Also called wryneck.

TOXIC Poisonous.

TRABECULAR MESHWORK A sponge-like tissue that drains the aqueous humor from the eye.

TRACHEA Long tube connecting from the larynx down into the lungs, responsible for passing air.

TRACHEO-ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA Abnormal connection between the trachea and esophagus, frequently associated with the esophagus ending in a blind pouch.

TRACHEOSTOMY An opening surgically created in the trachea (windpipe) through the neck to improve breathing.

TRACTION ALOPECIA Hair loss caused by pressure or tension on the scalp related to certain types of hair styles or equipment worn on the head.

TRAIT The set of physically observable characteristics that results from the expression of a gene.

TRANS-RECTAL ULTRASOUND A procedure where a probe is placed in the rectum. High-frequency sound waves that cannot be heard by humans are sent out from the probe and reflected by the prostate. These sound waves produce a pattern of echoes that are then used by the computer to create sonograms or pictures of areas inside the body.

TRANSCRIPTION The process by which genetic information on a strand of DNA is used to synthesize a strand of complementary RNA.

TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR A protein that works to activate the transcription of other genes.

TRANSFERASES Family of enzymes that transfer a specific chemical group from one molecule to another.

TRANSFUSION The injection of a component of the blood from a healthy person into the circulation of a person who is lacking or deficient in that same component of the blood.
TRANSGENIC EXPERIMENT A genetic experiment in which a gene can be added to a laboratory animal’s genetic material. The behavior of the altered animal can be compared with the behavior of an unaltered animal to help pinpoint the role of the gene affecting it.

TRANSLLOCATION The transfer of one part of a chromosome to another chromosome during cell division. A balanced translocation occurs when pieces from two different chromosomes exchange places without loss or gain of any chromosome material. An unbalanced translocation involves the unequal loss or gain of genetic information between two chromosomes.

TRANSMEMBRANE Anything that spans the width of a membrane.

TRANSPLANTATION The implanting of an organ from either a deceased person (cadaver) or from a live donor to a person whose organ has failed.

TRANSPOSITION OF THE GREAT ARTERIES A reversal of the two great arteries of the heart, causing blood containing oxygen to be carried back to the lungs and blood that is lacking in oxygen to be transported throughout the body.

TRANSVAGINAL ULTRASOUND A way to view the ovaries using sound waves. A probe is inserted into the vagina and the ovaries can be seen. Color doppler imaging measures the amount of blood flow, as tumors sometimes have high levels of blood flow.

TRANSVERSION A genetic term referring to a specific substitution of one base pair for another. There are only four possible tranversions: guanine for cytosine, cytosine for guanine, adenine for thymine, or thymine for adenine.

TRAUMA Injury.

TRICHOTILLOMANIA A psychiatric disorder characterized by hair loss resulting from compulsive pulling or tugging on one’s hair.

TRIGGER DRUGS Specific drugs used for muscle relaxation and anesthesia that can trigger an episode of malignant hyperthermia in a susceptible person. The trigger drugs include halothane, enflurane, isoflurane, sevoflurane, desflurane, methoxyflurane, ether, and succinylcholine.

TRIGLYCERIDES Certain combinations of fatty acids (types of lipids) and glycerol.

TRIGONOCEPHALY An abnormal development of the skull characterized by a triangular shaped forehead.

TRIMESTER A three-month period. Human pregnancies are normally divided into three trimesters: first (conception to week 12), second (week 13 to week 24), and third (week 25 until delivery).

TRINUCLEOTIDE A sequence of three nucleotides.

TRINUCLEOTIDE REPEAT EXPANSION A sequence of three nucleotides that is repeated too many times in a section of a gene.

TRIOSE PHOSPHATE ISOMERASE Abbreviated TPI, this is the enzyme responsible for the conversion of dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) into D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (GAP). DHAP and GAP are the two major products of a step in the multi-step process that converts glucose into ATP to supply the body with the energy it needs to sustain itself. Only GAP can continue in this process, but DHAP is produced in much higher quantities. People with TPI deficiency cannot change DHAP into GAP as efficiently as unaffected people, resulting in insufficient amounts of ATP from glucose to maintain normal cell function.

TRIPHALANGEAL THUMB (TPT) A thumb that has three bones rather than two.

TRIPLOIDY A form of polyploidy; three sets of chromosomes.

TRISOMY The condition of having three identical chromosomes, instead of the normal two, in a cell.

TRISOMY 18 A chromosomal alteration where a child is born with three copies of chromosome 18. This results in multiple birth defects and mental retardation.

TRUNCUS ARTERIOSUS Having only one artery coming from the heart instead of two. Often there is a ventricular septal defect (VSD) present.

TRYPsin A digestive enzyme found in pancreatic fluid that breaks down proteins. This enzyme is abnormal in hereditary pancreatitis.

TRYPTOPHAN A crystalline amino acid widely distributed in proteins and essential to human life.

TUBULE A small tube lined with glandular epithelium in the kidney.

TUMOR An abnormal growth of cells. Tumors may be benign (noncancerous) or malignant (cancerous).

TUMOR SUPPRESSOR GENE Genes involved in controlling normal cell growth and preventing cancer.

TURNER SYNDROME Chromosome abnormality characterized by short stature and ovarian failure, caused by an absent X chromosome. Occurs only in females.

TYMPANOPLASTY Any of several operations on the eardrum or small bones of the middle ear to restore or improve hearing in patients with conductive hearing loss.
TYPE I INCONTINENTIA PIGMENTI Sporadic IP. This disorder is caused by mutations in the gene at Xp11. These mutations are not inherited from the parents, they are de novo mutations. This type of IP probably represents a different disease than type II IP.

TYPE II INCONTINENTIA PIGMENTI Familial, male-lethal, type IP. This type of IP is the “classic” case of IP. It is caused by mutations in the NEMO gene located at Xq28. Inheritance is sex-linked recessive.

TYROSINE An aromatic amino acid that is made from phenylalanine.

ULTRASONOGRAM A procedure where high-frequency sound waves that cannot be heard by human ears are bounced off internal organs and tissues. These sound waves produce a pattern of echoes, which are then used by the computer to create sonograms or pictures of areas inside the body.

ULTRASOUND An imaging technique that uses sound waves to help visualize internal structures in the body.

ULTRASOUND EVALUATION A procedure which examines the tissue and bone structures of an individual or a developing baby.

ULTRASOUND EXAMINATION Visualizing the unborn baby while it is still inside the uterus.

UMBILICAL HERNIA Protrusion of the bowels through the abdominal wall, underneath the navel.

UNDESCENDED TESTICLES Testicles that failed to move from the abdomen to the scrotum during the development of the fetus.

UNILATERAL Refers to one side of the body or only one organ in a pair.

UNIPARENTAL DISOMY Chromosome abnormality in which both chromosomes in a pair are inherited from the same parent.

UPSHOOT Upward movement of the eye.

UREA A nitrogen-containing compound that can be excreted through the kidney.

UREA CYCLE A series of complex biochemical reactions that remove nitrogen from the blood so ammonia does not accumulate.

UREA CYCLE DISORDER A disease caused by a lack of the enzyme that removes ammonia from the blood.

UREMIC POISONING Accumulation of waste products in the body.

URETERS Tubes through which urine is transported from the kidneys to the bladder.

URETHRA The tubular portion of the urinary tract connecting the bladder and external meatus through which urine passes. In males, seminal fluid and sperm also pass through the urethra.

URETHRITIS Inflammation of the urethra.

URINARY URGENCY An exaggerated or increased sense of needing to urinate.

URTICARIA Also known as hives. Usually associated with an allergic reaction.

UTERUS A muscular, hollow organ of the female reproductive tract. The uterus contains and nourishes the embryo and fetus from the time the fertilized egg is implanted until birth.

UVEITIS Inflammation of all or part of the uvea, which consists of the middle vascular portion of the eye including the iris, ciliary body, and choroid.

VACCINE An injection, usually derived from a microorganism, that can be injected into an individual to provoke an immune response and prevent future occurrence of an infection by that microorganism.

VACUOLATION The formation of multiple vesicles, or vacuoles, within the cytosol of cells.

VARIABLE EXPRESSION Instances in which an identical genetic mutation leads to varying traits from affected individual to affected individual. This variance may occur between members of two separately affected families or it may occur between affected members of the same family.

VARIABLE EXPRESSIVITY Differences in the symptoms of a disorder between family members with the same genetic disease.

VARIABLE PENETRANCE A term describing the way in which the same mutated gene can cause symptoms of different severity and type within the same family.

VASCULAR Having to do with blood vessels.

VASCULAR MALFORMATION Abnormality of the blood vessels that often appears as a red or pink patch on the surface of the skin.

VAS DEFERENS The long, muscular tube that connects the epididymis to the urethra through which sperm are transported during ejaculation.
VASODILATOR A drug that relaxes blood vessel walls.

VECTORS Something used to transport genetic information to a cell.

VELLUS HAIRS The fine lighter-colored hairs that result from miniaturization.

VELO Derived from the Latin word velum, meaning palate and back of the throat.

VENOUS THROMBOSIS A condition caused by the presence of a clot in the vein.

VENTILATOR Mechanical breathing machine.

VENTRAL WALL DEFECT An opening in the abdomen (ventral wall). Examples include omphalocele and gastroschisis.

VENTRICLE The fluid filled spaces in the center of the brain that hold cerebral spinal fluid.

VENTRICULAR SEPTAL DEFECT (VSD) An opening between the right and left ventricles of the heart.

VENTRICULOPERITONEAL SHUNT A tube equipped with a low pressure valve, one end is inserted into the lateral ventricles, the other end of which is routed into the peritoneum, or abdominal cavity.

VERMIS The central portion of the cerebellum, which divides the two hemispheres. It functions to monitor and control movement of the limbs, trunk, head, and eyes.

VERTEBRA One of the 23 bones that comprise the spine. Vertebrae is the plural form.

VERTEBRAL Related to the vertebrae.

VERY LONG CHAIN FATTY ACIDS (VLCFA) A type of fat that is normally broken down by the peroxisomes into other fats that can be used by the body.

VESTIBULAR NERVE The nerve that transmits the electrical signals collected in the inner ear to the brain. These signals, and the responses to them, help maintain balance.

VESTIBULAR SYSTEM A complex organ located inside the inner ear that sends messages to the brain about movement and body position. Allows people to maintain their balance when moving by sensing changes in their direction and speed.

VILLI Tiny, finger-like projections that enable the small intestine to absorb nutrients from food.

VISUAL ACUITY The ability to distinguish details and shapes of objects.

VISUAL CORTEX The area of the brain responsible for receiving visual stimuli from the eyes and integrating it to form a composite picture of an object.

VITAMIN DEFICIENCY Abnormally low levels of a vitamin in the body.

VOLUNTARY MUSCLE A muscle under conscious control, such as arm and leg muscles.

VOLVULUS A twisted loop of bowel, causing obstruction.

VON WILLEBRAND FACTOR (VWF) A protein found in the blood involved in the process of blood clotting.

WEYERS ACROFACIAL DYSTROPSIS The condition resulting from a mutation of the same gene that shows mutation in Ellis-van Creveld syndrome. As is usually the case when comparing expressions of the same gene mutation, the single dose Weyers acrofacial dysostosis presents milder symptoms than the double dose Ellis-van Creveld syndrome.

WHIPPLE PROCEDURE Surgical removal of the pancreas and surrounding areas including a portion of the small intestine, the duodenum.

WHITE BLOOD CELL A cell in the blood that helps fight infections.

WHITE MATTER A substance found in the brain and nervous system that protects nerves and allows messages to be sent to and from the brain to various parts of the body.

WILSON DISEASE A rare hereditary disease marked by high levels of copper deposits in the brain and liver. It can cause psychiatric symptoms resembling schizophrenia.

WOLFFIAN DUCTS Structures in the embryo that develop into epididymides, vasa deferentia, and seminal vesicles in males.

WORD SALAD Speech that is so disorganized that it makes no linguistic or grammatical sense.

X CHROMOSOME One of the two sex chromosomes (the other is Y) containing genetic material that, among other things, determine a person’s gender.

X INACTIVATION Sometimes called “dosage compensation”. A normal process in which one X chromosome in every cell of every female is permanently inactivated.
X RAY An image of the body made by the passing of radiation through the body.

X RAYS High energy radiation used either to diagnose or treat disease.

X-LINKED GENE A gene found on the X chromosome.

X-INACTIVATION A condition in which one of the X chromosomes of a female is suppressed, or "turned off," in favor of the other X chromosome. Preferential X-inactivation is a process in which one X chromosome is inactivated in all the cells of the body, in preference to the other X chromosome. Females with preferential X-inactivation express X-linked traits as if they are hemizygous rather than homozygous or heterozygous.

X-LINKED Located on the X chromosome, one of the sex chromosomes. X-linked genes follow a characteristic pattern of inheritance from one generation to the next.

X-LINKED DOMINANT INHERITANCE The inheritance of a trait by the presence of a single gene on the X chromosome in a male or female, passed from an affected female who has the gene on one of her X chromosomes.

X-LINKED MENTAL RETARDATION Subaverage general intellectual functioning that originates during the developmental period and is associated with impairment in adaptive behavior. Pertains to genes on the X chromosome.

X-LINKED MUTATION An abnormal gene transmitted on the X chromosome.

X-LINKED RECESSIVE INHERITANCE The inheritance of a trait by the presence of a single gene on the X chromosome in a male, passed from his mother who has the gene on one of her X chromosomes. She is referred to as an unaffected carrier.

ZYGOTE The cell formed by the uniting of egg and sperm.
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beta thalassemia, 1:150,
2:1121–1122
sickle cell disease, 2:1049
Beta glucuronidase, Sly disease, 2:756
Beta ketothiolase deficiency, 2:845
Beta-mannosidosis, 2:704–706
Beta thalassemia, 1:149–153
characteristics, 2:1119
classification, 1:150–153
genetics, 2:1121–1122
prevalence, 2:1121
symptoms, 2:1123–1124
treatment, 2:1125
Betalipoproteins, 1:5
Bi-Pap (Biphasic Positive Airway Pressure), 2:1083
Bickel, Horst, 2:420–421
Bicoronal craniosynostosis, 1:141
Biken, Eugene, 2:454
Bikoff, L., 2:769
Biochemical analysis
hypophosphatasia, 1:589–590
Leigh syndrome, 1:656–657
rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctata, 2:998–999
Biofeedback, Raynaud disease, 2:981–982
Biopsy
chondrosarcoma, 1:228
Gaucher disease, 1:454
liver, 1:519–520, 679
muscle, 1:362–363, 2:774
prostate cancer, 2:959
Biotinidase deficiency, 1:157–159, 158, 2:845, 846
Bipolar disorder, 1:160–162
Asperger syndrome, 1:109
characteristics, 1:324
Fahr disease, 1:406
type II, 1:160–162
Birth asphyxia, cerebral palsy, 1:214
Birth defect, 2:1229
Black locks albinism deafness syndrome (BADS), 1:45
Blackfan-Diamond syndrome (BDS), 1:4
Bleomycin, scleroderma from, 2:1032
Blindness
Aicardi syndrome, 1:40
color (See Color blindness)
Fraser syndrome, 1:434–436
glaucoma, 1:484
Lebers hereditary optic atrophy, 1:654
retinitis pigmentosa, 2:989–991
BLM gene, 1:163
Blood alcohol concentration, 1:51–52
Blood coagulation disorders. See Clotting disorders
Blood pressure, 1:397–398, 2:933–934
Blood transfusion
beta thalassemia, 1:152–153
sickle cell disease, 2:1054
thrombosthenia of Glanzmann and Naegli, 2:1135–1136
Bloom, D., 1:163
Bloom syndrome (BS), 1:163–166, 164, 1:248
Blue rubber bleb nevus syndrome (BRBNS), 1:166–167
BMD. See Becker muscular dystrophy
Bone cancer, 1:228–229
Bone marrow transplantation
adenoleukodystrophy, 1:37–38
beta thalassemia, 1:152–153
cancer management, 1:197–198
Hurler syndrome, 1:574
severe combined immunodeficiency, 2:1043
sickle cell disease, 2:1055
thrombosthenia of Glanzmann and Naegli, 2:1135–1136
Bone mineral density test, 2:861
Bone morphogenetic proteins, 1:557
BOR (Branchiootorenal syndrome), 1:170–173, 1:72
Borjeson-Forssman-Lehman syndrome, 2:988
Botulinum toxin (Botox), 1:217
BPH (Benign prostatic hyperplasia), 1:192
Brachmann-de Lange syndrome, 2:152,
1:278–282
Brachycephaly, 1:287–288
Brachydactyly, 1:167–170
Adams-Oliver syndrome, 1:33
Bardet-Biedl syndrome, 1:138
Bell classification, 1:168–169
diastrophic dysplasia, 1:338
otopalatodigital syndrome, 2:863
Stickler syndrome, 2:1094–1095
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Brain tumors
Aicardi syndrome, 1:39
Li-Fraumeni syndrome, 1:665–666
Branchiootorenal syndrome (BOR), 1:170–173
BRBNS (Blue rubber bleb nevus syndrome), 1:166–167
BRCA1 gene
breast cancer, 1:174–176
genetic counseling, 1:470
ovarian cancer, 2:866–868
susceptibility testing, 1:479
BRCA2 gene
breast cancer, 1:174–176
cancer risk and, 1:192
genetic counseling, 1:470
ovarian cancer, 2:866–868
pancreatic cancer, 2:877–878
susceptibility testing, 1:479
Breast cancer, 1:173–178
ataxia-telangiectasia and, 1:125
bilateral, 1:192
examination techniques, 1:173
hereditary component, 1:189
Li-Fraumeni syndrome, 1:665–666
multifocal, 1:194
Breast self examination, 1:173, 177, 192
British Association for Spina Bifida and Hydrocephalus, 1:576
Bromocriptine, 1:31–32
Bronchial drainage, cystic fibrosis, 1:300
Bronchodilators
asthma management, 1:122
cystic fibrosis, 1:300
Bruch’s membrane, 2:965–968
Brugada syndrome, 1:267
Bruton, Ogden C., 1:178
Bruton agammaglobulinemia, 1:178–181
Bruton tyrosine kinase gene, 1:178–179
Bulb muscles, 1:79, 81
Burkholderia cepacia, 1:300
Buttery vertebra, Alagille syndrome, 1:43
BWS. See Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome

C

C1-INH protein, 1:527–529
c-myc proto-oncogene, 2:835
CADASIL
leukodystrophy, 1:662–663
multi-infarct dementia, 1:316
Café au lait spots, 2:721
Caffeine halothane contracture test, 2:703
CAG repeats
Huntington disease, 1:569–571
Kennedy disease, 1:635
spinocerebellar ataxia, 2:1084
CAGE test, 1:52
CAH (Congenital adrenal hyperplasia), 1:261–265
CAH21 gene, 1:262
Calcification, alkaptornia, 1:57
Calcitonin, osteoporosis, 2:862–863
Calcium
Fahr disease, 1:406
hypophosphatemia, 1:592–593
malignant hyperthermia, 2:701
Williams syndrome, 2:1197–1198
Campomelic dysplasia, 1:183–185
Camptodactyly, 1:105
Camurati-Engelmann disease, 1:389–391
Canadian early and mid-trimester amniocentesis trial, 1:77–78
Canavan, Myrtelle, 1:185
Canavan disease, 1:185–188
Cancer, 1:189–198
ataxia-telangiectasia and, 1:125
breast (See Breast cancer)
celiac disease and, 1:209
childhood, 1:96, 196, 2:991–994
chromosomal abnormalities, 1:1226
classification, 1:189–190
colon, 1:189
colorectal, 1:408–409, 530–533
Costello syndrome and, 1:285
dysplasia and, 1:365
familial adenomatous polyposis, 1:409–410
Fanconi anemia and, 1:417
genetic counseling, 1:469–470
genetic testing, 1:471, 480
Li-Fraumeni syndrome, 1:665–667
liver (See Liver cancer)
Muir-Torre syndrome, 2:757–760
oncogenesis, 2:833–836
ovarian (See Ovarian cancer)
pancreatic (See Pancreatic cancer)
prostate (See Prostate cancer)
skin, 1:189, 419
stomach, 2:1097–1013, 1098–1099,
1101
susceptibility testing, 1:478–479
thalidomide therapy, 2:1128
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome, 2:1204–1205
Candidate genes, 2:1035–1037
Captopril, 1:307
Carbohydrate antigen 125, 1:192, 2:868
Carbohydrate deficient transferrin test, 1:52
Carboxylase deficiency
acidemias, 2:845
pyruvate, 2:970–972
Carcinogens, 1:192
Carcinomas
adrenocortical, 1:665–666
Bloom syndrome and, 1:163–165
classification, 1:189
familial medullary thyroid, 2:763, 765–766
hepatocellular, 1:62–63, 677–678
medullary thyroid, 2:764–765
renal cell, 2:1175–1177
Cardiac care, muscular dystrophy, 2:775
Cardiac muscle
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 1:361–362
Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy, 1:386
Cardiofaciocutaneous syndrome, 1:199–201, 2:821
Cardiomyopathic lentiginosis, 2:768
Carney syndrome, 1:30
Carnitine palmitoyltransferase deficiency (CPT), 1:201–204
L-Carnitine, 2:720, 740, 845
Carpenter syndrome, 1:205–208, 207, 1:287
Carrier testing
Bloom syndrome, 1:165
Canavan disease, 1:186–187
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease, 1:221
congenital adrenal hyperplasia, 1:264
cystic fibrosis, 1:295–296
cystinosis, 1:302–303
Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy, 1:386
genetic testing, 1:477–478
Miller-Dieker syndrome, 2:746
Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome, 2:1067
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome, 2:1203
Cartilage
chondrosarcoma, 1:227–229
osteoarthritis, 2:853–856
Cat-eye syndrome
coloboma, 1:256
Rieger syndrome, 2:1002–1003
Cataplexy, 2:792–793
Cataracts
Marfan syndrome, 2:710, 711
Rothmund-Thomson syndrome, 2:1010–1011
Werner syndrome, 2:1194
Catatonic schizophrenia, 2:1023
Catechol-O-methyltransferase, 2:886–887
Cathepsin C gene, 1:501–503
Cationic trypsinogen gene, 1:192
Chromosomes (cont’d)
inheritance, 1:606
karyotype, 1:633–634
sex (See Sex chromosomes)
X (See X chromosome)
Y (See Y Chromosome)
Chronic atrophic gastritis, 1:192
Chronic lung disease, 1:62
Chromodystrophy, 1:584–587
Chudley-Lowry syndrome, 2:988, 1106
Chylicromicon, 1:6
Ciliary motility disorders, 1:630–632
Circulatory system
scleroderma, 2:1033–1034
triose phosphate isomerase deficiency, 2:1142–1143
Chirrhosis, 1:678
defined, 1:192
Niemann-Pick disease, 2:815
CK. See Creatine kinase
Classical non-salt-losing congenital adrenal hyperplasia-21, 1:262–263
Classical salt-losing congenital adrenal hyperplasia-21, 1:262–263
Cleft lip and palate, 1:240-242, 241
Aase syndrome, 1:4
Apert syndrome, 1:97
branchiootorenal syndrome, 1:171–172
deletion 22q11 syndrome, 1:312–314
ectodermal dysplasia, 1:374–375
Fryns syndrome, 1:443–444
Neu-Laxova syndrome, 2:798
Pierre-Robin sequence, 2:924–925
Van der Woude syndrome, 2:1167–1169
Cleftdcranial dysplasia (CCD), 1:243-245, 244
Climate, asthma and, 1:121
Clinical breast examination, 1:173, 177, 192
Cliquinactyly, 2:1014–1015
CLN3 gene, 1:140
Clonidine, Asperger syndrome, 1:111
Clotting disorders
Factor V Leiden thrombophilia, 1:403–405
hemophilia, 1:523–527
hereditary angioneurotic edema, 1:527–529
paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria, 2:888–890
screening test, 1:405
Sebastian syndrome, 2:1037–1038
TAR syndrome, 2:1112–1114
thrombathenia of Glanzmann and Naegli, 2:1133–1136
von Willebrand disease, 2:1177–1181
Clouston syndrome, 1:369, 373
CLS (Coffin-Lowry syndrome), 1:249-250, 250, 1:252
Clubfoot, 1:245-246, 246
abetalipoproteinemia, 1:6
amiocentesis, 1:78
arthrogryposis multiplex congenita, 1:105–106
Beals syndrome, 1:141–143
campomelic dysplasia, 1:185
Crane-Heise syndrome, 1:286
diastrophic dysplasia, 1:338–339
distal arthrogryposis syndrome, 1:340
Larsen syndrome, 1:648
Meckel-Gruber syndrome, 2:728
Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome, 2:1205–1207
CMD1 and 2, 1:183-185
CMT (Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease), 2:219-222
CMT2 disease, 1:220
CMT3 disease, 1:220
CMT4 disease, 1:220
CMT1B disease, 1:219–220
CMTX disease, 1:220
CNS. See Central nervous system
Coartcation, bicuspid aortic valve, 1:154–156
Cobb angle, 2:1036–1037
Cobblestone dysplasia, 1:674–676
Cochin Jewish disorder, 1:501-503
Cochlear implants, 1:620
Cockayne syndrome, 1:247-249
Coffin, Grange S., 1:251
Coffin-Lowry syndrome (CLS), 1:249-250, 250, 1:252
Coffin-Siris syndrome, 1:250-252
Cognitive function, phenylketonuria, 2:919–923
COH1 gene, 1:253
Cohen, M. M., 1:252
Cohen, Michael, 2:961
Cohen syndrome, 1:252-255
COL2A1 gene
Marshall syndrome, 2:713
osteoarthritis, 2:855–856
Stickler syndrome, 2:1094
COL3A1 gene, 1:378
COL9A1 gene, 2:855–856
COL11A1 gene
Marshall syndrome, 2:713
Stickler syndrome, 2:1094–1095
COL11A2 gene
Stickler syndrome, 2:1094
Weissenbacher-Zweymuller syndrome, 2:1191–1192
Colchicine, 1:416–417
COLIA1 gene
osteogenesis imperfecta, 2:856–859
osteoporosis, 2:860–863
COLIA2 gene, 2:856–859
Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism, 1:48–49
Collagen
alkaptonuria, 1:57
osteoarthritis, 2:854–856
osteogenesis imperfecta, 2:856–859
scleroderma, 2:1032–1034
Collagen gene
Marshall syndrome, 2:713
scoliosis, 2:1035–1036
Collins, E. Treacher, 2:1140
Coloboma, 1:255-257, 256
Aicardi syndrome, 1:40
CHARGE syndrome, 1:222–223, 225
Cohen syndrome, 1:254
Goldenhar syndrome, 1:493
Goltz syndrome, 1:495
microphthalmia with linear skin defects, 2:742
Patau syndrome, 2:892
Colon cancer, 1:189
Colonoscopy
familial adenomatous polyposis, 1:411
hereditary colorectal cancer, 1:533
Color blindness, 1:230, 1:257-259, 258-259
Colorectal cancer
familial adenomatous polyposis, 1:408–409
hereditary form, 1:530–533
Communicable diseases. See Infectious diseases
Communicating hydrocephalus, 1:575–577
Complimentary therapy, cancer management, 1:198
Complete androgen insensitivity, 1:83–86
Compound heterozygote, alkaptonuria, 1:57
Computed tomography scan
acralcallosal syndrome diagnosis, 1:27–28
alkaptonuria, 1:59
cancer screening, 1:193–194
chondrosarcoma, 1:228–229
derencephalocoele, 1:388
liver cancer, 1:679
Moyamoya, 2:749
pancreatic cancer, 2:879
Conductive hearing loss, 1:536
otopalatodigital syndrome, 2:864–865
Rieger syndrome, 2:1002
Cone-rod dystrophy (CRD), 1:260-261
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<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH)</td>
<td>2:261–265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital agammaglobulinemia</td>
<td>1:178–181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital anemia-triphalangeal thumb syndrome</td>
<td>1:3–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital contractural arachnodactyly</td>
<td>1:141–143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital erythropoietic porphyria (CEP)</td>
<td>2:940–941, 943–944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital heart defects, 1:266-269</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accutane embryopathy, 1:12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acrocallosal syndrome, 1:27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams-Oliver syndrome, 1:33–34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alagille syndrome, 1:42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkaptonuria, 1:58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arthrogryposis multiplex congenita, 1:106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asplenia, 1:113–114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cardiofaciocutaneous syndrome, 1:200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARGE syndrome, 1:222, 224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornelia de Lange Syndrome, 1:279–281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello syndrome, 1:283–285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cri du chat syndrome, 1:290–291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deletion 22q11 syndrome, 1:313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down syndrome, 1:349, 352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis-van Creveld syndrome, 1:380–382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fetal alcohol syndrome, 1:423–425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frontonasal dysplasia, 1:441–442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt-Oram syndrome, 1:560–561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noonan syndrome, 2:818–821</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patau syndrome, 2:892–893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome, 2:1066–1068</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAR syndrome, 2:1113–1114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trisomy 18, 2:114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner syndrome, 2:1155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VATER association, 2:1169–1172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams syndrome, 2:1196–1197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome, 2:1207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital hereditary endothelial dystrophy, 1:275–277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital hypertrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium, 1:409–410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital hypoplastic anemia, 1:3–4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital hypothyroid syndrome, 1:270-272, 272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital keratosis palmoplantaris, 1:501-503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital muscular dystrophy classification, 2:770</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genetic profile, 2:772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signs and symptoms, 2:774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker-Warburg syndrome, 2:1187–1188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital myotonic dystrophy, 2:786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, 2:1088–1091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital stationary night blindness, 2:1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjoined twins, 1:272-274</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connective tissue diseases, Beals syndrome, 1:142–143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, 1:376–380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menkes syndrome, 2:730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consanguinity, abetalipoproteinemia, 1:6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acrocallosal syndrome, 1:27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amelia, 1:71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genetic counseling, 1:471</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methylmalonic acidemia, 2:736–737</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact lenses, for myopia, 2:783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contagious diseases. See Infectious diseases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contiguous gene deletion, Smith-Magenis syndrome, 2:1069–1071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams syndrome, 2:1196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome, 2:1205–1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous traits, multifactorial inheritance, 2:760–761</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooley, Thomas, 1:86, 149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooley’s anemia. See Beta thalassemia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper metabolism, Menkes syndrome, 2:731–732</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson disease, 2:1198–1201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coproporphyrinogen oxidase, 2:942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cord blood cells, sickle cell disease, 2:1055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORD2 gene, 1:260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornel dystrophy, 1:275-277</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornelia de Lange Syndrome, 1:252, 1:278-282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronal craniosynostosis, 1:288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus callosum, acrocallosal syndrome, 1:27–28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aicardi syndrome, 1:39–41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-linked hydrocephaly, 2:1217–1218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corticosteroids, asthma management, 1:122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 1:363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hair loss treatment, 1:508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muscular dystrophy, 2:774–775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osteoarthritis, 2:855–856</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortisol, congenital adrenal hyperplasia, 1:261–262, 265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello, J., 1:284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello syndrome, 1:148, 1:283-285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling, genetic. See Genetic counseling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowden syndrome, breast cancer genetics, 1:174, stomach cancer, 2:1099</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT (Carnitine palmitoyltransferase deficiency), 1:201-204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPTI/CPT2 genes, 1:202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT-I deficiency, 1:201–204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT-II deficiency, 1:201–204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane-Heise syndrome, 1:285-286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranial nerve defects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARGE syndrome, 1:224–225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duane retraction syndrome, 1:354–357, 1:356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Möbius syndrome, 2:747–748</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranio-carpotarsal dystrophy, 1:437-438, 2:1030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craniofacial dystrophy, 1:273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craniopagus, 1:273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craniostenosis, 1:286-289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arthrogryposis multiplex congenita, 1:105–106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beare-Stevenson cutis gyrata syndrome, 1:144–145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter syndrome, 1:205–206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crouzon syndrome, 1:292–294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fibroblast growth factor receptor mutations, 1:428–430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greig cephalopolysyndactyly syndrome, 1:498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson-Weiss syndrome, 1:614</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobsen syndrome, 1:617–618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfeiffer syndrome, 2:914–917</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saethre-Chotzen syndrome, 2:1019–1021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shprintzen-Goldberg craniosynostosis syndrome, 2:1046–1048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thanatophoric dysplasia, 2:1130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRD (Cone-rod dystrophy), 1:260-261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatine clearance test, polycystic kidney disease, 2:933–934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatine kinase (CK) acid maltase deficiency, 1:25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 1:362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy, 1:386</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSH muscular dystrophy, 1:445–446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muscular dystrophy, 2:774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creb-binding protein gene, 2:1012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREST syndrome, 2:1034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creutzfeld-Jakob disease, 2:949–952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dementia, 1:317, 319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hemophilia, 1:526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cri du chat syndrome, 1:236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:289-291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crick, Francis, 1:343–344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crist-Siemens-Touraine syndrome, 1:369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crouzon syndrome, 1:292-294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>craniosynostosis, 1:287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Crouzon syndrome (cont’d)
fibroblast growth factor receptor
mutations, 1:430
Jackson-Weiss syndrome,
1:613–615
Saethre-Chotzen syndrome,
2:1020–1021
CRX gene, 1:260
Cryotherapy, retinoblastoma, 2:993
Cryptophthalmos, 1:434–436
CSA gene, 1:247
CSF. See Cerebrospinal fluid
CT scan. See Computed tomography
scan
CTNS gene, 1:302–303
Cushing, Harvey, 1:144–146
CVS. See Chorionic villus sampling
CX32 gene, 1:220
C282Y gene, 1:520
Cyanotic defects, 1:267, 268
Cyclophosphamide, 1
Cyclosporin, 1:445–446
Cystathionine b-synthase,
1:305–306
Cysteamine treatment,
1:1012
CYP2D6, 1:315–321
CYP21, 1:262
CYP2D6, 2:918
Cystathionin b-synthase, 1:562–565, 563–564
Cysteamine treatment, 1:303–304
Cystic fibrosis, 1:295–301, 297
amniocentesis, 1:75–76
carrier testing, 1:478
gene therapy, 1:462
identity testing, 1:475
Kartagener syndrome, 1:631–632
MCAD, 2:718–720
pedigree analysis, 2:897–898
Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator gene, 1:466
Cystinosis, 1:301–304
Cystinuria, 1:304–307
Cytomegalovirus infections, 1:558
Cytoreductive surgery, 1:196

David-O’Callaghan VACTERL
association, 2:1170
De Crecchio, Luigi, 1:261–262
De novo chromosome
deflection 22q11 syndrome, 1:312
frontonasal dysplasia, 1:441
inheritance characteristics,
1:610–611
Jackson-Weiss syndrome, 1:615
lissencephaly, 1:674–676
microphthalmia with linear skin
defects, 2:742–743
Williams syndrome, 2:1196
Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome, 2:1206
De Vries, Hugo, 1:458
Deafness
CHARGE syndrome, 1:225
Jervell and Lange-Nielsen
syndrome, 1:618–620
Pendred syndrome, 2:902–906
See also Hereditary hearing loss and
deafness
Dejerine-Sottas disease, 1:220
Deletion 22q11 syndrome, 1:311–315
CHARGE syndrome, 1:223, 225
chromosomal deletions, 1:236
congenital heart defects, 1:267–268
Deletions, chromosome structural
alteration, 1:236–237
Delta F508 defect, 1:295
Dementia, 1:315–321
Alzheimer disease, 1:65
dentatorubral-pallidoluysian
atrophy, 1:321
Down syndrome, 1:1350
Fahr disease, 1:406
generic counseling, 1:470
Nieman-Pick disease, 2:815–816
Parkinson disease, 2:885–886
prion diseases, 2:951
Dentatorubral-pallidoluysian atrophy
(DRPLA), 1:321–323
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA),
1:342–344, 343
cancer, 1:189
chromosome number and structure,
1:232, 239
gene pool, 1:459–460
gene structure and, 1:455
gene therapy, 1:462
genetic testing, 1:475
mitochondrial (See Mitochondrial
DNA)
Depression, 1:323–327, 326
acutane use and, 1:10
alcoholism, 1:48
Alzheimer disease, 1:69
Asperger syndrome, 1:109
bipolar disorder, 1:160
CAT scan imaging, 1:326
celiac disease, 1:209
deletion 22q11 syndrome, 1:313
dementia, 1:65, 316
Fahr disease, 1:406
Klinefelter syndrome, 1:637–638
narcolepsy, 2:793
phenylketonuria, 2:919–920
Wilson disease, 2:1200
Dermatan sulfate, Hurler syndrome,
1:572
Dermatosparaxis Ehlers-Danlos
syndrome, 1:379
DeSanctis-Cacchione syndrome,
2:1211
Desferoxamine, sickle cell disease,
2:1054
Desmoid tumors, 1:192, 410–411
Desmopressin acetate
nephrogenic diabetes insipidus,
2:796
von Willebrand disease, 2:1181
Deuteranopia (red/green color
blindness), 1:257
Developmental delay. See Growth
and Developmental delay
DHCR7 gene, 2:1066
Diabetes insipidus, 2:796
Diabetes mellitus, 1:328–336
331–333, 335
amelia, 1:71
Bloom syndrome, 1:164–165
classification, 1:328–329
color blindness, 1:257–258
cytic fibrosis, 1:296
Friedreich ataxia, 1:439
hearing loss and deafness,
1:537–538
hemochromatosis, 1:520
hyperlipoproteinaemia, 1:582–583
multifactorial inheritance, 2:762
myotonic dystrophy, 2:786, 788
neural tube defects, 2:800–801
pancreatic beta cell agenesis,
2:875–877
sirenomelia, 2:1060–1061
spina bifida, 2:1079
Turner syndrome, 2:1155
Werner syndrome, 2:1194
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition
(DSM-IV)
ADHD, 1:128
alcoholism, 1:48
Asperger syndrome, 1:109–110
autism, 1:132–133
dementia, 1:315, 318
schizophrenia, 2:1023–1025
Tourette syndrome, 2:1138
Diastrophic dysplasia (DTD),
1:336–339
Diastrophic dysplasia sulfate
transporter gene, 1:336–337

D
Damus-Kaye-Stansel procedure, 1:269
Dandy-Walker malformation,
1:309–311
Fraser syndrome, 1:435
Neu-Laxova syndrome, 2:798
Dantrolene sodium, malignant
hyperthermia, 2:703–704
Datroline (Dantrium), 1:217
Diazepam (Valium), cerebral palsy, 1:217
Dicephalus, conjoined twins, 1:273
Dieker, H., 2:744
Diet and nutrition
alkaptonuria, 1:60
cancer demographics, 1:190
celiac disease, 1:210
cleft lip and palate, 1:241
cystic fibrosis, 1:299
diabetes mellitus, 1:335–336
essential hypertension, 1:399
hyperlipoproteinemia, 1:583–584
methylmalonic aciduria, 2:740
muscular dystrophy, 2:775
neural tube defects, 1:389
osteoporosis, 2:862
Parkinson disease, 2:886
phenylketonuria, 2:922
prostate cancer risk, 2:957
pyruvate dehydrogenase complex
deficiency, 2:975
Refsum disease, 2:984–985
Russell-Silver syndrome, 2:1015–1016
Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome, 2:1068
DiGeorge syndrome. See Deletion
22q11 syndrome
Digestive tract disorders
asplenia, 1:113
scleroderma, 2:1032–1034
Digital rectal examination, prostate cancer, 2:959
Digoxin, 1:269
Dihydroxyacetonitrile, 1:504
Dihydroxyacetone phosphate, 2:1142–1143
Dihydroxyacetone phosphate acyltransferase, 2:1227
Diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus vaccine, 2:719–720
Diploid cells, 1:235–236
Direct DNA mutation analysis, 1:476
Discontinuous traits, 2:760–761
Disease association studies, 2:762
Disintegrative disorder, 2:907
Disorganized schizophrenia, 2:1023
Distal arthrogryposis syndrome, 1:340-342
arthrogryposis multiplex congenita, 1:104–105
Freeman-Sheldon syndrome, 1:437–438
Distal muscular dystrophy
classification, 2:770
epidemiology, 2:772
signs and symptoms, 2:774
Disulfiram, 1:49, 53
Diuretics, congenital heart defects, 1:269
Dizygotic twins, acardia and, 1:8
DM. See Myotonic dystrophy
DMD. See Duchenne muscular dystrophy
DNA. See Deoxyribonucleic acid
DNA methylation studies
Angelman syndrome, 1:92–93
Prader-Willi syndrome, 2:948
DNA microinjection technique, 1:465
DNA repair genes, 1:190
DNA sequencing, 1:471
DNA testing
achondrogenesis, 1:16
Canavan disease, 1:186–188
congenital adrenal hyperplasia, 1:264
Crouzon syndrome, 1:293
diastrophic dysplasia, 1:339
direct DNA mutation analysis, 1:476
Donohue syndrome, 1:347
factor V Leiden thrombophilia, 1:405
homocystinuria, 1:564
hypochondroplasia, 1:392
indirect DNA testing, 1:476
Jackson-Weiss syndrome, 1:614–615
Pendred syndrome, 2:905
Dnase, cystic fibrosis, 1:300
Doliachocephalic, 1:164
Dominant inheritance, 1:192
Dominant progressive hearing loss, 1:537–538
Donohue syndrome, 1:332–333, 1:345–347
Dopamine
acromegaly and, 1:130
alcoholism and, 1:150
Dopamine agonists
Parkinson disease, 2:887
schizophrenia, 2:1027
Down mosaics, 1:232
Down syndrome, 1:348–353, 350–352
Alzheimer disease, 1:66, 316
amoebic encephalitis, 1:74–75
celiac disease, 1:209
chromosomal abnormalities, 1:232
chromosome structure and number, 1:240
gene counseling, 1:469
Hirschsprung’s disease, 1:554–556
hydrops fetalis, 1:580–581
karyotype, 1:634
maternal age and, 1:238
XX male syndrome, 2:1220
DRD4-7, ADHD, 1:128
Driving while impaired (DWI), 1:51
DRPLA (Dentatorubral-pallidolysian atrophy), 1:321–323
DRPLA gene, dentatorubral-pallidolysian atrophy, 1:322–323
DRS (Duane retraction syndrome), 1:353–357, 356
DRS1 gene, Duane retraction syndrome, 1:354–355
Drug abuse, teratogens, 2:1117
DTD (Diastrophic dysplasia), 1:336–339
Duane, A., 1:353
Duane retraction syndrome (DRS), 1:353–357, 356
Dubowitz, Victor, 1:357
Dubowitz syndrome, 1:357–359
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), 1:359–364
classification, 2:769
genetic profile, 1:359–360, 2:770–771
preventive measures, 1:363
scoliosis, 2:1037
signs and symptoms, 1:360–362, 2:772–773
Duodenal atresia, Down syndrome, 1:349, 352
Duplication, chromosome structural alteration, 1:236
Dural ectasia, Marfan syndrome, 2:708, 711
Dwarfism
achondrogenesis, 1:14
achondroplasia, 1:17–21, 1:19–20
ampelid hypoplasia, 1:183
fibroblast growth factor receptor mutations, 1:429, 1:429
hypochondroplasia, 1:584–587
Leri-Weill dyschondrosteosis, 1:658–659
pituitary, 2:926–929
Robinow syndrome, 2:1007–1009
Seckel syndrome, 2:1039–1040
short-rib polydactyly syndromes, 2:1044–1046
thanatophoric dysplasia, 2:1130–1133
Weissenbacher-Zweymuller syndrome, 2:1190–1192
See also Achondroplasia
DWI (Driving while impaired), 1:51
Dyskinea, 1:216
Dysplasia, 1:364-369, 365
anteroencephalocoele, 1:387–388
celeidocranial, 1:243–245, 2:244
generalized, 1:365–366
Goltz syndrome, 1:494
localized, 1:365
See also Achondroplasia
Dysplasia olfactogenitalis of DeMorsier, 1:627–629
Dysplasia sulfate transporter gene, 1:15
Dysthyemia, 1:324
Dystonia, 1:369–371, 1:490
Dystopia canthorum, 2:1183–1187
Dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa, 1:391–393
Dystrophin
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 1:361, 363
muscular dystrophy genetics, 2:771
DYT-1 gene, 1:370

E2 and E2 genes, 1:655–656
E-cadherin/CDH1 gene
 gastric cancer, 1:193
stomach cancer, 2:1101–1102
Eagle-Barrett syndrome, 2:963–965, 965
Early-onset Alzheimer disease, 1:77–78
Early-onset idiopathic torsion dystonia, 1:370
EB (Epidermolysis bullosa), 1:391–393
Ebstein’s anomaly, 1:267
ECG. See Echocardiography
ECG/EKG. See Electrocardiogram
Echocardiography (ECG)
congenital heart defects, 1:268–269
Marfan syndrome, 2:710
ECT (Electroconvulsive therapy), 1:327
Ectodermal dysplasia, 1:373–376
classification, 1:368–369
Rieger syndrome, 2:1003
Ectopia lentis, 2:708
Ectodactyly-ectodermal dysplasia-clefting syndrome, 1:373–376
EDA gene, 1:373–375
EDMD. See Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy
EDN3 gene, 2:1184
EDNRB gene, 2:1184
Edrophonium, myasthenia gravis, 2:778
EDS (Ehlers-Danlos syndrome), 1:376–380, 379
Educational attainment, alcoholism and, 1:50
Edwards syndrome, 2:1144–1149
See also Trisomy 18
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (EDS), 1:376–380
Elastase, alpha-1 antitrypsin, 1:61
Elastin arteriopathy, Williams syndrome, 2:1197
Electrocardiogram (ECK/EKG)
alkaptonuria, 1:59
Fahr disease, 1:407
Jervell and Lange-Nielsen syndrome, 1:619
long-QT syndrome, 1:685–686
muscular dystrophy, 2:774
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), 1:327
Electrodiagnostic tests, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, 1:82
Electroencephalograph, epilepsy, 1:395
Electromyogram
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 1:362–363
FSH muscular dystrophy, 1:445–446
muscular dystrophy diagnosis, 2:774
Schwartz-Jampel syndrome, 2:1030
spinal muscular atrophy, 2:1082–1083
Electroretinography, Leber congenital amaurosis, 1:651–652
Ellis-van Creveld syndrome, 1:380–383, 2:1044
ELN gene, 2:1196
EMD gene, 1:384
Emerin, Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy, 1:384
Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy, 1:383–387
classification, 2:769
genetic profile, 2:772
signs and symptoms, 2:773
EMG. See Electromyogram
Emphysema, alpha-1 antitrypsin, 1:61–63
Encephalocoele, 1:387–389, 388
characteristics, 2:800–801, 2:801
frontoanal dysplasia, 1:442
management, 2:802
Meckel-Gruber syndrome, 2:727
Encephalocaudosynangiosis, 2:750
End stage renal disease, 2:985–987
Endocarditis
bicuspide aortic valve, 1:154–156
Marfan syndrome, 2:708
Endocrine system
deletion 22q11 syndrome, 1:313
McCune-Albright syndrome, 2:721–722
Endoglin gene, 2:851–852
Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography
defined, 1:193
pancreatic cancer, 2:879–880
Endoscopic ultrasound, stomach cancer, 2:1102
Endoscopy
stomach cancer, 2:1102
wireless, 1:533
Endothelial dystrophies, 1:276–277
Endothelin-3 gene, 1:554
Endothelin-B receptor gene, 1:554
Endothelin converting enzyme, 1:554
ENG gene, 2:851–852
Engelmann disease, 1:389–391
Enlarged vestibular aqueduct, 2:903–904
Enthesitis, ankylosing spondylitis, 1:94
Enthesopathy, ankylosing spondylitis, 1:94, 96
Enucleation, 2:993
Environmental factors
cancer demographics, 1:191
cleft lip and palate, 1:241
fetal alcohol syndrome, 1:423–425
hereditary colorectal cancer, 1:531–533
liver cancer risk, 1:678
Enzyme inhibitors, 2:886–887
Enzyme replacement therapy
cancer, 1:26
Fabry disease, 1:403
Gaucher disease, 1:454
Hurler syndrome, 1:574–575
Enzymes, acid malabsorption, 1:25
Ependymoma, 1:193
Epidermoid cyst, 1:193
Epidermolysis bullosa (EB), 1:391–393
Epideridymus, 2:1175–1177
Epilepsy, 1:394–396
acardia with, 1:8–9
celiac disease, 1:209
dentatorubral-pallidolysian atrophy, 1:321
Epispadias, 1:593–595
Epithelial basement membrane disease, 1:275–277
Epstein syndrome, 2:1037
ERCC8 gene, 1:247
Erythema nodosum leprosum, 2:1127–1128
Erythrocytapheresis, 2:1054
Erythromycin, 2:968
Erythropoietic protoporphyria, 2:941–944
Esophageal reflux, 2:1032–1034
Esophageal stenosis, 1:279
Esotropia, 2:992–993
Essential hypertension, 1:397–399
Estrogen, osteoporosis, 2:862–863
Ethanol, alcoholism, 1:49
Ethics
gene therapy, 1:467–468
genetics counseling, 1:472
 genetics testing, 1:481
Human Genome Project, 1:566–567
multifactorial inheritance testing, 2:762–763

Ethnicity
alcoholism genetics, 1:49–50

gene-counseling, 1:17–18
Crouzon syndrome, 1:292–293
dysplasia, 1:367

Exomphalos macroglossia gigantism syndrome. See Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome

Exon, acid maltase deficiency, 1:25
Exostoses
hereditary multiple, 1:540–542
Langer-Giedion syndrome, 1:645–646

Exophthalmos, 2:992–993
EXT1 gene
chondrosarcoma, 1:228
hereditary multiple exostoses, 1:540–541

EXT2 gene, 1:540–541
EXT3 gene, 1:540–541
External beam radiation, retinoblastoma, 2:994

Extraocular muscle fibrosis syndrome, 1:354

EYA1 gene, 1:171

Eye retraction syndrome, 1:353–357, 356

Eyeglasses, for myopia, 2:782

F

F5 gene, 1:404
FA. See Friedreich ataxia
FA-A gene, 1:418
FA-C gene, 1:418
FA (Fanconi anemia), 1:417–420, 2:794
Fabry, Johann, 1:401
Fabry disease, 1:401–403

Facial nerve paralysis
branchiootorenal syndrome, 1:171–172
Möbius syndrome, 2:747–748
Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (FSH), 1:444–446

Genetic profile, 2:772
Signs and symptoms, 2:773
Factor H gene, 1:521–523
Factor V Leiden thrombophilia, 1:403–405, 1:562
Factor VIII, 1:523–527
Factor IX, 1:524
Factor XI, 1:524

Fahr disease, 1:406–407

Factor XI, 1:524

Factor IX, 1:524

Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP), 1:408–411

Familial atrial multiple mole melanoma syndrome, 1:192

Familial British dementia, 1:316
Familial dysautonomia (FD), 1:412–413

Familial gastric cancer, 1:193

Familial Hibernian fever, 1:416
Familial hypercholesterolemia, 1:466

Familial medullary thyroid carcinoma, 2:763, 765–766

Familial pancreatic cancer, 2:878

Familial polyposis coli. See Familial adenomatous polyposis

Family therapy, schizophrenia, 2:1027
FAMMM (Familial atrial multiple mole melanoma syndrome), 1:192

Fanconi, Guido, 1:417, 420
Fanconi anemia, 1:417–420, 2:794

Fanconi-Bickel syndrome (FBS), 1:420–422

FAP. See Familial adenomatous polyposis

FAS. See Familial alcohol syndrome

Facial weakness, ataxia, 1:171–172
Möbius syndrome, 2:747–748
Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (FSH), 1:444–446

Classification, 2:769

FBN2 gene, 1:142

FBS (Fanconi-Bickel syndrome), 1:420–422

FD (Familial dysautonomia), 1:412–413

Fecal occult blood test

Bloom syndrome, 1:163
Hereditary colorectal cancer, 1:530–533
Hereditary desmoid disease, 1:534–535
Stomach cancer, 2:1098–1099

Familial alobar holoprosencephaly. See Holoprosencephaly

Familial atypical multiple mole melanoma syndrome. See Hereditary multiple mole melanoma syndrome

Familial British dementia, 1:316

Familial dysautonomia (FD), 1:412–413

Familial gastric cancer, 1:193

Familial Hibernian fever, 1:416

Familial hypercholesterolemia, 1:466

Familial Mediterranean fever (FMF), 1:414–417

Familial medullary thyroid carcinoma, 2:763, 765–766

Familial pancreatic cancer, 2:878

Familial polyposis coli. See Familial adenomatous polyposis

Family therapy, schizophrenia, 2:1027

FAMMM (Familial atrial multiple mole melanoma syndrome), 1:192

Fanconi, Guido, 1:417, 420

Fanconi anemia, 1:417–420, 2:794

Fanconi-Bickel syndrome (FBS), 1:420–422

FAP. See Familial adenomatous polyposis

FAS. See Familial alcohol syndrome

Facial fasciculations, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, 1:79, 81

Fetal familial insomnia, 2:949–952

Fatty acids, 1:201, 202, 2:843–846

Fatty aldehyde dehydrogenase 10, 2:1062–1063

FBN1 gene
Carpenter syndrome, 1:205
Craniosynostosis, 1:287
Marfan syndrome, 1:268, 2:707
Shprintzen-Goldberg syndrome, 2:1046–1048

FBN2 gene, 1:142

FBS (Fanconi-Bickel syndrome), 1:420–422

FD (Familial dysautonomia), 1:412–413

Fecal occult blood test

Bloom syndrome, 1:163
Hereditary colorectal cancer, 1:530–533

Fechner syndrome, 2:1037
Feingold, Murray, 2:825

Female pattern hair loss, 1:504, 506

Ferrochelatase, 2:942

Fertility, cystic fibrosis, 1:298

Fetal akinsia/hypokinesia sequence, 1:1044–1048, 2:340

Fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), 1:422–425


Clippel-Feil sequence, 1:639–641
teratogenicity, 2:1117

Fetal echocardiography, 1:9

Fetoscopy, 1:514

Fetus in fetu, 1:273

FG syndrome, 1:425–427

FGD1 gene, 1:1

FGFR. See Fibroblast growth factor receptor

Fibroblast growth factor receptor

Fibroblastin. See FBN1 gene

Fibrillin-2 protein
Beals syndrome, 1:142
Scoliosis, 2:1035

Fibrin, hemophilia, 1:524–526

Fibrinolitic inhibitors, von Willebrand disease, 2:1181

Fibroblast, acid maltase deficiency, 1:25

Fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 gene

Fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 gene

Fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 gene

Fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 gene

Fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 gene

Apert syndrome, 1:97

Beare-Stevenson cutis gyrata syndrome, 1:144

Crouzon syndrome, 1:292
Fibroblast growth factor receptor mutations, 1:428–430

Jackson-Weiss syndrome, 1:613–615

Pfeiffer syndrome, 2:914–917

Fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 gene

Apert syndrome, 1:97

Beare-Stevenson cutis gyrata syndrome, 1:144

Crouzon syndrome, 1:292
Fibroblast growth factor receptor mutations, 1:428–430

Jackson-Weiss syndrome, 1:613–615

Pfeiffer syndrome, 2:914–917

Fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 gene

achondroplasia, 1:17–18

Crouzon syndrome, 1:292–293
dysplasia, 1:367
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Fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 gene (cont’d)
fibroblast growth factor receptor mutations, 1:428–430
hypochondroplasia, 1:585–587
thanatophoric dysplasia, 2:1131

Fibroblast growth factor receptor mutations, 1:427–430
Carpenter syndrome, 1:205
cri-du-chat syndrome, 1:257, 289
Saethre-Chotzen syndrome, 2:1020–1021

Fibroids, amniocentesis, 1:75
Fibrosis, 1:46
Fingernail abnormalities, 2:789–791

FISH. See Fluorescent in situ hybridization

Floppy baby syndrome
acid maltase deficiency, 1:24
central core disease, 1:212
Cohen syndrome, 1:254
GM1-gangliosidosis, 1:489
Larsen syndrome, 1:648

Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)
Alagille syndrome diagnosis, 1:43
amniocentesis, 1:76
Angelman syndrome, 1:93
Jacobsen syndrome, 1:617
lissencephaly, 1:676
Miller-Dieker syndrome, 2:746
Opitz syndrome, 2:840
Smith-Magenis syndrome, 2:1070
Williams syndrome, 2:1197
Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome, 2:1207

FMF (Familial Mediterranean fever), 1:414–417
FMR-1 gene, 1:430–431
FNA (Fine needle aspiration), 1:193, 2:879

Focal dystonia, 1:370
Focal seizures, 1:40

Folic acid
anencephaly risk reduction, 1:90
homocystinuria, 1:564–565
Nijmegen breakage syndrome, 2:818
spina bifida prevention, 2:1081

Follicle stimulating hormone (FSH)
Kallman syndrome, 1:628–629
Klinefelter syndrome, 1:637–638

Follicular keratosis, 2:821

Folstein Mini-Mental Status Examination, 1:320

Fong disease, 2:789–791, 791
Fontan procedure, 1:269
Fontanelle, 1:4
Foot anomalies, 2:708
Foot drop, 1:221
Forensics, 2:699
Foundation for Ichthyosis and Related Skin Types (FIRST), 1:513–514
Founder effect, 1:306, 367–368
 Fragile X syndrome, 1:430–433
  autism, 1:131
  chromosomal abnormalities, 1:237
  genetic counseling, 1:470
Francois dyscephaly syndrome, 1:509–511
Franklin, Rosalind Elsie, 1:344
Fraser syndrome, 1:434
Fraxinella, Peutz-Jeghers syndrome, 2:910–913
Frederickson, Donald, 2:1109
Freeman-Sheldon syndrome (FSS), 1:437–438, 2:1030
French PCD, 2:970–972
Friedreich ataxia, 1:438–440
abetalipoproteinemia, 1:6 ataxia-telangiectasia and, 1:126
Friedreich ataxia with retained reflexes, 1:439
Frontal lobe dementia, 1:316, 318–319
Frontometaphyseal dysplasia, 2:863–865
Frontonasal dysplasia, 1:441–442
Fryns, J. P., 1:443
Fryns syndrome, 1:443–444
FSH (Facts of Life) muscular dystrophy, 1:444–446
classification, 2:769
 genetic profile, 2:772
  signs and symptoms, 2:773
FSH (Follicle stimulating hormone)
Kallman syndrome, 1:628–629
Klinefelter syndrome, 1:637–638

FSS (Freeman-Sheldon syndrome), 1:437–438, 2:1030
Fuch’s endothelial dystrophy, 1:275–277
Fukuyama-type congenital muscular dystrophy, 2:1188
Full blood cell count, alcoholism diagnosis, 1:52
Full trisomy 18, 2:1145–1146
Fungal infections, hair loss, 1:505

G
G syndrome, 2:837–840, 840
G3460A, Lebers hereditary optic atrophy, 1:654–655
G985A gene, 2:717, 719
G11778A gene, 1:653–655
GAA sequence, 1:439–440
Gabapentin, bipolar disorder type II, 1:162
Galactokinase deficiency, 1:447–449, 1:451
Galactosamine-6-sulfatase, Morquio syndrome type A, 2:756
Galactose-1-phosphate uridyl transferase (GALT) galactokinase deficiency, 1:447
  galactosemia, 1:451
Galactose intolerance, 1:421–422
Galactosemia, 1:447–449, 1:450–452
Galactosialidosis, 2:807–811
Galactosylceramidase, Krabbe disease, 1:641–643
GALC gene, 1:641–643
GALK deficiency, 1:447–449, 1:451
GALK1 gene, 1:447–448
Gallbladder, asplenia, 1:114
Gallstones
cystic fibrosis, 1:296
hereditary spheroctysis, 2:1076–1077
sickle cell disease, 2:1051–1052
GALNS. See N-Acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfate sulfatase
GALT (Galactose-1-phosphate uridyl transferase), 1:447, 451
Gamma-glutamyltransferase, alcoholism diagnosis, 1:52
Gangliosides, Tay-Sachs disease, 2:1115–1116
Gardner syndrome, 1:408, 410
Garrod, Archibald (Sir), 1:55
Gascoyen, G. G., 1:166
Gastric cancer. See Stomach cancer
Gastric ulcers, 1:279
Gasritis, atrophic, 1:192
Gastroesophageal reflux disease, Cornelia de Lange syndrome, 1:281
Gastrointestinal tract
blue rubber bleb nevus syndrome, 1:166–167
Cornelia de Lange syndrome and abnormalities in, 1:279
cystic fibrosis, 1:296
Down syndrome, 1:349
familial adenomatous polyposis, 1:409
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<td>gene therapy</td>
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<td>1:580</td>
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<td>Alzheimer disease</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>2:1090–1091</td>
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<td>gene pool</td>
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<td>gene therapy</td>
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<tr>
<td>genetic counseling</td>
<td>1:468</td>
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<tr>
<td>genetic testing</td>
<td>1:474</td>
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<tr>
<td>heterozygote advantage</td>
<td>1:296</td>
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<tr>
<td>Genetic drift</td>
<td>1:459</td>
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<tr>
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<td>1:34</td>
</tr>
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<td>Genetic mapping</td>
<td>1:456–458, 2:781</td>
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<td>Genetic testing</td>
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<tr>
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<td>1:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adrenoleukodystrophy diagnosis</td>
<td>1:37</td>
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<tr>
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<td>1:40</td>
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<tr>
<td>amelia</td>
<td>1:72</td>
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<tr>
<td>amniocentesis</td>
<td>1:76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1:85–86</td>
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<tr>
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<td>1:299</td>
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</tr>
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<td>1:473</td>
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<td>1:570</td>
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<td>1:654</td>
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<td>2:731</td>
</tr>
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<td>multifactorial inheritance</td>
<td>2:762–763</td>
</tr>
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<td>2:774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutation classification</td>
<td>1:475–476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myotonic dystrophy</td>
<td>2:787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osler-Weber-Rendu syndrome</td>
<td>2:852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovarian cancer</td>
<td>2:868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease</td>
<td>2:900–901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendred syndrome</td>
<td>2:905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peutz-Jeghers syndrome</td>
<td>2:912–913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preparation</td>
<td>1:480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudoxanthoma elasticum</td>
<td>2:967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refsum disease</td>
<td>2:984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risks</td>
<td>1:480–481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson-Golabi-Behmel syndrome</td>
<td>2:1058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stickler syndrome</td>
<td>2:1096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stomach cancer</td>
<td>2:1102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test categories</td>
<td>1:476–477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-linked hydrocephaly</td>
<td>2:1217–1218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xeroderma pigmentosum</td>
<td>2:1213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX male syndrome</td>
<td>2:1220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also Prenatal testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genotype, 1:482–483</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genotype-environment association</td>
<td>1:483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germ line mosaicism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello syndrome</td>
<td>1:283–285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSH muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>1:445–446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuberous sclerosis complex</td>
<td>2:1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertmann-Straussler-Scheinker disease</td>
<td>2:949–952</td>
</tr>
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Pierre-Robin sequence, 2:925
sensorineural, 2:902–906, 1160–1165
Waardenburg syndrome, 2:1183–1187
See also Hereditary hearing loss and deafness
Heart defects. See Congenital heart defects
Heart disease
Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy, 1:386
Fabry disease, 1:402
Hurler syndrome, 1:573–574
hydrops fetalis, 1:580
Marfan syndrome, 2:707–708, 710–711
neuraminidase deficiency, 2:805–806
pseudoxanthoma elasticum, 2:967
Simpson-Golabi-Behmel syndrome, 2:1057–1058
Tangier disease, 2:1111
tuberous sclerosis complex, 2:1151–1153
See also Congenital heart defects
Heinz bodies, asplenia diagnosis, 1:114
Heliobacter pylori (H. pylori) gastric cancer, 1:193
stomach cancer, 2:1098
Heller, Theodore, 2:907
Heller’s syndrome, 2:907
Hemangioblastomas, 1:147
Hemangiomas
anemia, 1:71
blue rubber bleb nevus syndrome, 1:166–167
retinal angiomata, 2:1172–1173
Hematin, porphyria therapy, 2:944
Hematologic abnormalities, 1:254
Heme
porphyrias, biosynthesis, 2:938–943
sideroblastic X-linked anemia, 1:87–89
Hemifacial microsomia, 1:491–493
Hemihyperplasia, 1:147
Hemihypertrophy, 1:515–518, 517, 2:961–963
Hemivertebra, Alagille syndrome, 1:42
Hemochromatosis, 1:518–520
hereditary spherocytosis, 2:1077
liver cancer, 1:678–679
non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus, 1:332
sideroblastic X-linked anemia, 1:87–88
Hemoglobin, sideroblastic X-linked anemia, 1:87
Hemoglobin A1c test, diabetes mellitus, 1:335
Hemoglobin E, beta thalassemia, 2:1122
Hemoglobin electrophoresis, sickle cell disease, 2:1052
Hemoglobin H disease, 2:1122, 1124–1125
Hemolytic-uremic syndrome, 1:521–523
Hemophilia, 1:523–527
carrier testing, 1:477–478
genetic counseling, 1:470
pedigree analysis, 2:898–899
von Willebrand disease, 2:1177–1181
Heparan sulfate
Hurler syndrome, 1:572
MPS III deficiency, 2:755
Hepatic CPT-II deficiency, 1:203
Hepatitis
defined, 1:193
hemophilia, 1:526
Hepatitis B virus, 1:678
Hepatitis C virus, 1:678
Hepatoblastomas, 1:147
Hepatocellular carcinoma
alpha-1 antitrypsin, 1:62–63
genetic profile, 1:677–678
Hepatoporphoietic porphyria, 2:941–942
Hepatomegaly, 1:151–152
Hepatosplenomegaly
Gaucher disease, 1:453–454
Niemann-Pick disease, 2:814–816
Wolman disease, 2:1210
Hereditary angioneurotic edema (HANE), 1:527–529
Hereditary arthro-ophtalmopathy, 2:1094–1097, 2:1191
Hereditary C1 inhibitor deficiency, 1:527–529
Hereditary colorectal cancer, 1:530–533
Hereditary coproporphyria, 2:940, 942
Hereditary desmoid disease (HDD), 1:534–535
Hereditary hearing loss and deafness, 1:535–539
nonsyndromic hearing loss, 1:536–537
syndromic hearing loss, 1:536
Usher syndrome, 2:1160–1165
Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia, 2:850–854, 853
Hereditary multiple exostoses (HME), 1:540–542
Hereditary neuropathy with liability to pressure palsies, 1:219
Hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer (HNPPC) colorectal cancer risk, 1:531–533
defined, 1:193
Muir-Torre syndrome, 2:757–760
ovarian cancer, 2:867
pancreatic cancer, 2:877–878
stomach cancer, 2:1099, 1102
Hereditary oncho-osteodysplasia (H.O.O.D.), 2:789–791, 791
Hereditary optic atrophy, Lebers, 1:652–655
Hereditary pancreatitis, 1:543–546, 546, 2:877–878
Hereditary persistence of fetal hemoglobin, 2:1122
Hereditary pseudohemophilia, 2:1177
Hereditary resistance to activated protein C, 1:403–405, 1:562
Hereditary sensory and autonomic neuropathies, 1:141
Hereditary spastic paraplegia (HSP), 1:546–549
HERG gene, 1:683
Hermansky, F, 1:550
Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome (HPS), 1:44–46, 1:549–551
Hermaphroditism, 1:552–553
Heterochromia, 1:513–514
Heterozygote advantage, 1:296
Heterozygous inheritance
autosomal dominant, 1:606–607
autosomal recessive, 1:607
autosomal semi-dominant, 1:607
X-linked dominant inheritance, 1:607–609
Hexosaminidase A, Tay-Sachs disease, 2:1115–1116
HF gene, 1:513
HF (Harlequin fetus), 1:513–515, 514
HFE gene, 1:518–519
HFO (Hand-foot-uterus syndrome), 1:512
Hidrotic ectodermal dysplasia, 1:369, 373
High-density lipoprotein cholesterol, 2:1109–1112
High-functioning autism, 1:109–110
High-performance liquid chromatography, 2:1052
High resolution chromosome analysis, 2:1070
Hirschsprung’s disease, 1:554–556
McKusick type dysplasia, 2:734
Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome, 2:1068
Hirsutism, 2:937, 937
Histamine, asthma and, 1:117
Hitchhiker thumb, 1:338
HIV. See Human immunodeficiency virus
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HLA. See Human leukocyte antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-B27 antigen, 1:94–96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DR gene, 1:329, 331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-typing, IDDM diagnosis, 1:334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HME (Hereditary multiple exostoses), 1:540–542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMG-CoA-reductase inhibitors, 1:584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hMLH1 gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muir-Torre syndrome, 2:758–760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stomach cancer, 2:1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hMSH2 gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muir-Torre syndrome, 2:758–760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stomach cancer, 2:1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNPCC. See Hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holocarboxylase synthetase deficiency, 2:845, 846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holoprosencephaly, 1:556–559, 558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frontonasal dysplasia, 1:442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kallman syndrome, 1:629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patau syndrome, 2:891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt-Oram syndrome, 1:559–561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amelia, 1:70–71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duane retraction syndrome, 1:354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeotic genes, 1:51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homocysteine methyltransferase deficiency, 2:844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homocystinuria, 1:561–565, 563–564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogenitase 1,2-dioxygenase, 1:56–58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogentisic acid (HGA), 1:55–58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homologous chromosomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloom syndrome, 1:163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gene structure, 1:456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homozygous inheritance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkaptonuria, 1:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amelia, 1:71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autosomal dominant, 1:606–607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autosomal recessive, 1:607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autosomal semi-dominant, 1:607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis-van Creveld syndrome, 1:382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factor V Leiden thrombophilia, 1:404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-linked dominant inheritance, 1:607–609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Hydroxymethylbilane synthase gene, 2:941</td>
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<td>Hydroxymethylglutaric acidemia, 2:844</td>
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<td>Hydroxyurea, 2:1054–1055</td>
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<td>Hyper responsiveness, asthma, 1:119–120</td>
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<td>Hyperammonemia, 2:847–849</td>
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<td>Hyperbilirubinemia, 1:151–152</td>
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<tr>
<td>Hyperimmunoglobulinemia D syndrome, 1:416</td>
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<td>Hyperlipoproteinemia, 2:844</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Index</td>
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<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intravenous pyelogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bardet-Biedl syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introp, acid maltase deficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionizing radiation mutagen vs. teratogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRD (Infantile refsum disease)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris, albinism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris coloboma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron overload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta thalassemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hemochromatosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irreversible dementia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischopagus, conjoined twins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISCN (International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ishihara test, color blindness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoelectric focusing, sickle cell disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated chorideroderma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated lissencephaly sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isomerism, aplenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isotretinoin, acutane embryopathyl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isovaleric acidemia (IA,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isozymes, pyruvate kinase deficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isselbacher, K. J.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jackson-Weiss syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobsen, Petra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobsen syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagged 1 gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jansen type dysplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jansky-Bielchowsky disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese, Moyamoya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarcho-Levin syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaundice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hereditary spherocytosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sickle cell disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triose phosphate isomerase deficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jervell, A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeune syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jews, Ashkenazi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Ashkenazi Jews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JLNS (Jervell and Lange-Nielsen syndrome)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johannsen, Wilhelm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Genome Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph, Atone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Joseph disease                                                      | 1:135-136 |
| Joubert, Marie                                                      | 1:620 |
| Joubert syndrome                                                   | 1:620-623, 622 |
| Junctional epidermolysis bulllosa                                   | 1:391–393 |
| Juvenile arthritis                                                  | 2:1155–1156 |
| Juvenile GM1-gangliosidosis                                         | 1:489–490 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kabuki syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAL gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalaydijeva, L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kallman syndrome (KS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanner, Leo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenners syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kartagene syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karyotype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chromosome analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chromosome number and structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deletion 22q11 syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hemaphroditism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobsen syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patau syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sotos syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayser-Fleischer rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCNE1 gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy disease (KD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keratocanethomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFS (Klippele-Feil sequence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. Bardet-Biedl syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hemolytic-uremic syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methylmalonic acidemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nail-patella syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nephrogenic diabetes insipiud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polycystic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scleroderma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sickle cell disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Hippel-Lindau syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also Renal failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleeblattschadel anomaly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klinfelter syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microphthalmia with linear skin defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex chromosome aneuploidy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX male syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klippele-Feil sequence (KFS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kniest dysplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knockout experiment, alcoholism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kossel, Albrecht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krabbe disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krebs cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS (Kallman syndrome)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kufs disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kugelberg-Welander disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuroki, Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuru disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVLQT1 gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyphoscoliosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>campomelic dysplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ehlers-Danlos syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyphosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diastrophic dysplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marfan syndrome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-Dopa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkinson disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactose, galactokinase deficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamin A/C gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lammer, Edward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lander, Eric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landouzy-Dejerine condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lange-Nielsen, F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langer-Giedion syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langer mesomorphic dysplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laparatomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laparoscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liver cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsen syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsson, Tage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser-assisted keratomeleisure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late infantile neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late-onset Alzheimer disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late-onset cystinosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late-onset Friedreich ataxia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice dystrophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence-Moon syndrome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Miscarriage, 1:13, 78
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Mitochondrial DNA
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MPS. See Mucopolysaccharidoses
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Multifocal breast cancer, 1:194
Multigenerational studies, alcoholism genetics, 1:48-49
Multigenerational CPT-II deficiency, 1:203
Multiple births, cerebral palsy, 1:214-215
Multiple endocrine neoplasia-1 (MEN-1), 1:30-32, 2:763-767
Multiple endocrine neoplasia-2 (MEN-2), 1:478, 2:836
Multiple endocrine neoplasia-3 (MEN-3), 2:763-767
Multiple endocrine neoplasias, 2:768-769, 2:821
Multiple sclerosis
color blindness, 1:258
Lebers hereditary optic atrophy, 1:654
Muscle biopsy
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 1:362-363
muscular dystrophy, 2:774
Muscle CPT deficiency, 1:203
Muscular atrophy, 1:6
Muscular dystrophy, 2:769-776, 775
vs. acid maltase deficiency, 1:223
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 1:359-363
Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (See Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy)
vs. Engelmann disease, 1:390
FSH muscular dystrophy, 1:444-446
gene counseling, 1:470
vs. leukodystrophy, 1:664
limb-girdle muscular dystrophy, 1:668-673
Walker-W arburg syndrome, 2:1187-1188
Muto, gene structure, 1:455
Myalgia, familial Mediterranean fever, 1:416
Myasthenia gravis, 2:776-779
Myelin
drenoleukodystrophy, 1:37
Krabbe disease, 1:641-643
N

N-Acetylaspartic acid, Canavan disease, 1:186
Nail-patella syndrome, 2:789-791, 791
Naltrexone, 1:49, 53
Narcolepsy, 2:791-793, 793
Nasolacrimal duct fistula, 1:280
National Cholesterol Education Program, 1:583
National Library of Medicine-Breath of Life Exhibit, 1:119
Natito-Oyanagi disease, 1:321-323
Natural immunity, major histocompatibility complex, 2:696
Natural selection, gene mutation, 1:459
NBS1 gene, 2:817
NBS (Nijmegen breakage syndrome), 2:816-818
ND (Norrie disease), 2:822-824
NDI (Neprogenic diabetes insipidus), 2:793-796
NDP protein, Norrie disease, 2:822-823
Negative pressure ventilation, spinal muscular atrophy, 2:1083
NEMO gene, 1:600-603
Neonatal diabetes mellitus, 2:876
Neonatal hypoglycemia, 1:146, 148
Neonatal pyruvate carboxylase deficiency, 2:970-972
Nephrogenic diabetes insipidus (NDI), 2:793-796
Nerve growth factor, Alzheimer disease, 1:69
NEU1 gene, 2:802-804
Neu-Laxova syndrome, 2:797-799
Neural crest cells, neurofibromatosis, 2:811-813
Neural migration disorders, 1:673-676
Neural tube defects, 2:800-802, 801
anecephaly, 1:89-90
encephalocoele, 1:387-389
multifactorial inheritance, 2:761-762
Neuraminidase deficiency, 2:802-807
Galactosialdosis, 2:810
Mucolipidosis, 2:751
Nomenclature, 2:802-803
Neuraminidase deficiency with beta galactosidase deficiency, 2:807-811
Neurofibromatosis (NF), 2:811-813, 812
Noonan syndrome, 2:818-821
pedigree analysis, 2:897
Neuroimaging
Alzheimer disease, 1:65, 68
Asperger syndrome, 1:110-111
dementiaal diagnosis, 1:320
Leigh syndrome, 1:656
panic disorder, 2:882-883
Neurological examination, dementia, 1:320
Neuromuscular conditions, 1:6
Neural ceroid lipofuscinoses, 1:140
Neuropathies
adrenomyeloneuropathy, 1:36-37
hereditary sensory and autonomic, 1:412
with liability to pressure palsies, 1:219
Nevi, 1:166-167
Nevoid basal cell carcinoma syndrome, 1:494
Newborn screening
chromosome analysis, 1:479-480
congenital adrenal hyperplasia, 1:265
cystic fibrosis, 1:299
galactokinase deficiency, 1:449
galactosemia, 1:451-452
MCAD, 2:719
See also Genetic testing
NF. See Neurofibromatosis
NF genes, 2:811-813
NFH gene, 1:81
Nibrin gene, 2:817
NIDDM. See Non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus
Niemann-Pick disease (NPD), 2:813-816
Nifedipine, 2:1034
Night blindness, 2:1000
Night use brace, 2:1037
Niikawa, N., 1:625
Nijmegen breakout syndrome (NBS), 2:816-818
Nitrogen metabolism, 2:847-850
Noack syndrome, 1:205, 2:914
Nonclassical congenital adrenal hyperplasia, 1:262, 264
Noncommunicating hydrocephalus, 1:575-577
Nonimmune hydrops fetalis, 1:579-581, 2:809
Noninflammatory diffuse hair loss, 1:504-505
Noninflammatory patterned hair loss, 1:503-504
Non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM)
classification, 1:328
demographics, 1:333
diagnosis, 1:334-335
genetics, 1:331-332, 1:335
insulin gene mutations, 1:332, 335, 345
signs and symptoms, 1:332-334
signs and symptoms, 1:332-334
syndromes associated with, 1:332-333
Non-penetrance, FSH muscular dystrophy, 1:444-446
Nonsense mutations, 1:458-459
Nonsurgical hair additions, 1:508
Nonsyndromic hearing loss, 1:536-537
Nonverbal learning disability
Asperger syndrome, 1:110
defined, 1:109
Noonan, C. D., 2:1044
Noonan, Jacqueline, 2:818
Noonan syndrome, 2:818-821
vs. Aarskog syndrome, 1:2
vs. cardiofaciocutaneous syndrome, 1:199
defined, 1:200
Normal pressure hydrocephalus, 1:575-577
Obesity-hypotonia syndrome, 1:252–255
Obligate carrier, 1:306
Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) vs. Asperger syndrome, 1:110
Fahr disease, 1:406
Tourette syndrome, 2:1138
Obstruction heart defects, 1:266–267, 268
Occipital encephalocele, 1:387–388
Occipital horn syndrome, 2:729
Occupational hazards, cancer demographics, 1:191
Occupational therapy, muscular dystrophy, 2:775
OCD. See Obsessive-compulsive disorder
Ochronosis, alkaptonuria, 1:56–60
OCRL1 gene, 1:687–690
Ocular albinism, 1:44
Ocular hypertelorism, 1:2
Oculo-aureo-vertebral spectrum, 1:491–493, 2:1141
Oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal syndrome (ODED), 2:825–826
Oculocutaneous albinism, 1:44
Oculomandibulodyscephaaly with hypotrichosis, 1:509–511
Oculomandibulofacial syndrome, 1:509–511
Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy classification, 2:770
  genetic profile, 2:772
  signs and symptoms, 2:773–774
OLED (Oculo-digito-esophago-duodenal syndrome), 2:825–826
Odontohypophosphatasia, 1:589
Okihiro syndrome, 1:355–356
Oligohydramnios sequence, 2:827–830, 829
Ollier disease, 1:227–228
Omphalocle, 2:830–833
Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome, 1:146–148
Carpenter syndrome, 1:207
Omphalopagus, conjoined twins, 1:273
Oncogenes, 1:478–479, 2:833–836
OPD (Otopalatodigital syndrome), 2:863–865, 865
Optiz, John M., 2:1065, 1225
Optiz syndrome, 2:837–840, 840
Oppenheim, Hermann, 1:370
Oppositional defiant disorder, 1:110
Opsin, rhodopsin, 2:1000
Optic atrophy, 1:652–655
Optic disc coloboma, 1:255
Oral alkalization, 1:306
Oral-facial-digital syndrome, 2:841–843, 843
Oral loading test, cystinuria, 1:306
Organ transplantation cystinosis, 1:304
major histocompatibility complex, 2:697, 699
Organic acidemias, 2:843–846
Ornitine transcarbamylase deficiency (OTC), 2:847–850, 2:1159–1160
Ossification, achondrogenesis, 1:15
Osteoarthritides, 2:853–856
alkaptonuria diagnosis, 1:59
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, 1:378
Marshall syndrome, 2:712–713
Osteogenesis imperfecta, 1:284–285, 2:856–859, 859
Osteoma, 1:194
Osteoporosis, 2:860–863, 862
ankylosing spondylitis, 1:94
homocystinuria, 1:563
Klinefelter syndrome, 1:638
metaphyseal dysplasia, 2:733
Werner syndrome, 2:1193–1194
Wilson disease, 2:1200
O TC (Ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency), 2:847–850, 2:1159–1160
Otopalatodigital syndrome (OPD), 2:863–865, 865
Otosclerosis, 1:537–538
Otospondylomegaepiphysyeal dysplasia, 2:1190–1192
Ovarian cancer, 2:866–869
BRCA 1 and 2 genes, 1:174
  genetic counseling, 1:470
  hereditary component, 1:189
  susceptibility testing, 1:478–479
Ovaries, polycystic, 2:935–938, 937
Ovarioleukodystrophy, 1:662, 664
OWR (Osler-Weber-Rendu syndrome), 2:850–854, 854
Oxidoreductases, 2:972–975

Index
Partial 11q monosomy syndrome, 1:615–618
Partial trisomy 18, 2:1146
Patau, Klaus, 2:890
Patau syndrome, 1:234, 2:890–893, 892
Partial trisomy 18, 2:1146
Patau syndrome, 2:890
Patau syndrome, 1:234, 2:890–893
Polycystic kidney disease (PKD), 2:931–934
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2:
Partial 11q monosomy syndrome,
Patau, Klaus,
Patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), 2:893–896, 895
achondrogenesis, 1:15
characteristics, 1:266
 Cornelia de Lange syndrome, 1:280
signs and symptoms, 1:268
PAX3 gene, 2:1184
PCCA gene, 2:955–957
PCD (Pyruvate carboxylase
deficiency), 2:970–972
PCOS (Polycystic ovary syndrome), 2:935–938
PCR/FRET analysis, 2:975–977
PD. See Parkinson disease
PDA. See Patent ductus arteriosus
PDD. See Pervasive developmental
disorders
PDHA1 gene, 2:973–974
Pearson’s syndrome, 1:87
Pectus carinatum
Marfan syndrome, 2:708, 711
Schwartz-Jampel syndrome, 2:1029–1031
Pectus excavatum, Marfan syndrome,
2:708, 711
Pediatric genetic counseling, 1:470
Pedigree analysis, 2:896–899, 898
pediatric genetic counseling, 1:470–471
inheritance patterns, 1:610–611
multifactorial inheritance, 2:760
Pegvisomant, acromegaly, 1:32
Pelizaeus, F., 2:899
Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease (PMD), 1:547–549, 2:899–901
Pendred syndrome, 2:902–906
D-Penicillamine
cystinuria, 1:307
scleroderma, 2:1033–1034
Wilson disease, 2:1200–1201
Penicilln, sickle cell disease, 2:1054
Pepper syndrome, 1:252–255
Perinatal hypophosphatasia, 1:588
Periodontosis, Haim-Munk syndrome, 1:501–503
Peripheral myelin protein 22, CharcotMarie-Tooth disease, 1:219
Peripheral nervous system, CharcotMarie-Tooth disease, 1:219
Peripheral stem cell transplantation,
1:197–198
Perlecain protein, 2:1029
Perlman syndrome, 1:148
Peroxisome targeting sequence 2,
rhizomelic chondrodysplasia
punctata, 2:997–999
Peroxisomes
adrenoleukodystrophy, 1:37
infantile refsum disease, 1:603–605
rhizomelic chondrodysplasia
punctata, 2:997–999
Zellweger syndrome, 2:1225–1227
Pervasive developmental disorders
(PDD), 2:906–910
Asperger syndrome, 1:109
autism, 1:130
not otherwise specified, 2:907–908
Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS), 2:910–913
defined, 1:194
stomach cancer, 2:1099
PEX1 and 2 genes
infantile refsum disease, 1:604–605
Zellweger syndrome, 2:1226
PEX7 gene, 2:997–999
Pfeiffer syndrome, 2:914–917
classification, 1:205
craniosynostosis, 1:287
fibroblast growth factor receptor
mutations, 1:429–430
Jackson-Weiss syndrome, 1:613–615
Pharmacogenetics, 2:917–918
Phenocopy, 1:252, 2:1278–282
Phenothiazines, 2:944
Phenotype, 1:482–483
Phenotypic variance, 1:483
Phenylalanine
alkaptonuria, 1:57
phenylketonuria, 2:922
Phenylalanine hydroxylase,
phenylketonuria, 2:919–923
Phenylketonuria (PKU), 2:919–923
autism, 1:131
galactokinase deficiency, 1:449
Pheochromocytoma
multiple endocrine neoplasia-2A,
2:764–766
Von Hippel-Lindau syndrome,
2:1175–1177
PHEx gene, 1:591–593
Phocomelia. See Roberts SC
Phocomelia
Phosphate deficiency, McCuneAlbright syndrome, 2:721–722
Photorefractive keratectomy,
2:783–784
Photosensitivity, 1:21–23
Physical therapy
muscular dystrophy, 2:775
Parkinson disease, 2:886
Phytanic acid, Refsum disease,
2:982–985
PI gene, 1:61–62
PI M gene, 1:61
Pi M protein, 1:61
Pi protein, 1:61
PI S gene, 1:61–62
PIL gene, 1:61–62
Pick’s disease, 1:316, 318
Piebaldism, 1:45
Pierre-Robin sequence, 2:922–925
Sticker syndrome, 2:1095
Weissenbacher-Zweymüller syndrome,
2:1191–1192
PIG-A gene, 2:888–889
Pigmentation, 1:419, 2:807–811,
814–815, 1185
Pili torti, Menkes syndrome, 2:730
Pituitary dwarfism, 2:926–929,
927–928
Pituitary gland
acromegaly and, 1:29–32
multiple endocrine neoplasia-1,
2:763–764, 766–767
pituitary dwarfism, 2:926–929,
927–928
PJS. See Peutz-Jeghers syndrome
PKD1 gene, 2:932
PKD (Polycystic kidney disease), 2:931–934
PKD (Pyruvate kinase deficiency),
2:975–977, 2:1143
PKLR gene, 2:976
PKM2 gene, 2:976
Plaque formation, Alzheimer disease,
1:65
Plasma exchange, myasthenia gravis,
2:779
Plasmapheresis, 2:985
Platelets
albinism, 1:44
thrombosthenia of Glanzmann and
Naegli, 2:1133–1136
Pleurisy, familial Mediterranean fever,
1:416
PLOD gene, 1:378
PLP gene, 2:899–901
PLP null syndrome, 2:900
PMD (Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease),
1:547–549, 1:899–901
PNH (Paroxysmal nocturnal
hemoglobinuria), 2:888–890
Poikiloderma, 2:1010
Point mutation, 1:458–459
Poland, Alfred, 2:929
Poland anomaly, 2:929–931
Poland-Möbius syndrome, 2:748
Polycystic fibrous dysplasia, 1:30
Polycystic kidney disease (PKD),
2:931–934, 933–934
Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), 2:935–938, 937
Polydactyly
acrocallosal syndrome, 1:27
Ellis-van Creveld syndrome, 1:382, 382
gene mutation, 1:459, 459
Meckel-Gruber syndrome, 2:727–728
Polygenic trait
alcoholism, 1:49
asthma, 1:116
Polyhydramnios
achondrogenesis, 1:15
thanatophoric dysplasia, 2:1131
Polymalacia, alkaptonuria, 1:57
Polyplody, chromosomal abnormalities, 1:235, 1:235–236
Polyops, Peutz-Jeghers syndrome, 2:910–913
Polyosyndactyly, 1:496–498
Pompe, J. C., 1:23
Pompe disease, 1:84
Population genetics, 2:937–938, 944
Porphyria cutanea tarda, 2:941–942, 944
Porphyrias, 2:938–944
causes and symptoms, 2:941–942
characteristics, 2:938–939
classification, 2:939–941
Port-wine stains, Sturge-Weber syndrome, 2:1103–1105
Post-axial polydactyly type A
Greig cephalopolysyndactyly syndrome, 1:497
Pallister-Hall syndrome, 2:873–874
Posterior embryotoxon, Alagille syndrome, 1:42
Posterior polymorphous dystrophy, 1:275–277
Postmenopausal osteoporosis, 2:860–863
Postnatal conditions, cerebral palsy, 1:214
Potassium, long-QT syndrome, 1:686
PPGB gene, 2:808–809
Prader-Willi syndrome, 2:945–948
chromosomal deletions, 1:236–237
vs. Cohen syndrome, 1:255
gene imprinting, 1:91
Pre-mRNA, 1:456
Prechondral plate, holoprosencephaly, 1:557
Precocious puberty, 2:1016
Predictive testing
myotonic dystrophy, 2:787
spinoocerebellar ataxia, 2:1086
Prednisone, muscular dystrophy, 2:774–775
Pregnancy
associated plasma protein-A, 1:280
molar, 2:1229
phenylketonuria and, 2:922
See also Maternal age; terms beginning with Prenatal
Preimplantation genetic diagnosis
sickle cell disease, 2:1052
zygote formation, 1229
See also Genetic testing
Premature centromeric separation, 1:72
Premature rupture of membranes, 2:827–830
Prematurity, cerebral palsy, 1:214–215
Premutation, fragile X syndrome, 1:431–432
Prenatal genetic counseling, 1:469, 471
See also Genetic counseling
Prenatal growth retardation, 1:106
Prenatal testing
chromosome analysis, 1:237–238, 479–480
congenital adrenal hyperplasia, 1:264–265
Cornelia de Lange syndrome, 1:280
deletion 22q11 syndrome, 1:314
fibroblast growth factor receptor mutations, 1:428–430
galactosialodosis, 2:810
genetic testing, 1:474
hypochondroplasia, 1:586–587
Miller-Dieker syndrome, 2:746
myotonic dystrophy, 2:787
neuraminidase deficiency, 2:806
Opitz syndrome, 2:840
osteogenesis imperfecta, 2:858–859
Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease, 2:901
Pfeiffer syndrome, 2:916–917
Rieger syndrome, 2:1002
severe combined immunodeficiency, 2:1043
Sjögren-Larsson syndrome, 2:1063
Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome, 2:1067
spina bifida, 2:1080–1081
spinoocerebellar ataxia, 2:1087
spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, 2:1090–1091
Stickler syndrome, 2:1096–1097
Williams syndrome, 2:1197
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome, 2:1203–1204
See also Genetic testing
Presenilin 1 gene, 1:66
Presenilin 2 gene, 1:66
Presymptomatic genetic testing, 1:478
Preventive surgery, cancer management, 1:196
Priapism, sickle cell disease, 2:1051
Primary ciliary dyskinesia, 1:630–632
Primary dementia, 1:316
Primary immunodeficiency diseases, 2:1040
Primary liver cancer, 1:677
Prion diseases, 2:949–952
Prion protein, 2:949–952
PRNP gene, 2:950–952
Proband, Alagille syndrome, 1:42
Problem drinkers, 1:48
Progeria syndrome, 2:952–954, 954, 2:1193
Programmed cell death, 2:834
Progressive diaphyseal dysplasia, 1:389–391
Propionic acidemia, 2:844–845, 2:955–957
Propionyl CoA carboxylase deficiency, 2:955–957
Prostate cancer, 2:957–960
BRCA 1 and 2 genes, 1:174
hereditary component, 1:189
Prostate-specific antigen (PSA), 2:959
Prostatectomy, 1:195
Protective protein/cathepsin A
galactosialodosis, 2:807–811
neuraminidase deficiency, 2:803–804
Proteus syndrome, 2:961–963
Proto-oncogenes
cancer genetics, 1:190
oncogene formation, 2:833–836
Protonapia (blue color blindness), 1:257
Protoporphyrinogen oxidase, 2:942
Protrusio acetabulae, Marfan syndrome, 2:708, 711
Prune-belly syndrome, 2:963–966, 965
Prusiner, Stanley, 2:949
PSA (Prostate-specific antigen), 2:959
PSE (Pseudoxanthoma elasticum), 2:965–968
Pseudo-Hurler disease, 1:487–490, 2:807
Pseudodominance, 1:611
Pseudohemophilia, 2:1177
Pseudohypertrophy, 1:361
Pseudohyphosphatasa, 1:589
Pseudohyphosphatasa, 1:589
Pseudothalidomide syndrome, 1:70
Pseudoxanthoma elasticum (PSE), 2:965–968
Psoriasis
accutane embryopathy, 1:13
ankylosing spondylitis, 1:94, 96
hair loss, 1:505
Psychological problems
accutane use, 1:10
alcoholism, 1:48
Alzheimer disease, 1:69
Asperger syndrome, 1:109
bipolar disorder, 1:160
celiac disease, 1:209
deletion 22q11 syndrome, 1:313
dementia, 1:65, 316
Fahr disease, 1:406
homocystinuria, 1:563
Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, 1:661–662
panic disorder, 2:881–884
Prader-Willi syndrome, 2:947–948
Schwartz-Jampel syndrome, 2:1030
Smith-Fineman-Myers syndrome, 2:1064–1065
Smith-Magenis syndrome, 2:1070–1071
Wilson disease, 2:1200
XYY syndrome, 2:1222–1223
Psychosocial treatment
alcoholism management, 1:53–54
bipolar disorder type II, 1:162
hair loss therapy, 1:508
pervasive developmental disorders, 2:909
Proteus syndrome, 2:963
sickle cell disease, 2:1055
See also Psychotherapy
Psycostimulants, Asperger syndrome, 1:111
Psychotherapy
Asperger syndrome, 1:111
schizophrenia, 2:1027
Tourette syndrome, 2:1139
PTEN gene, 1:174
Ptosis, Cornelia de Lange syndrome, 1:280
Puberty, precocious, 2:1016
Pudlak, P., 1:550
Pulmonary artery banding, congenital heart defects, 1:269
Pulmonary atresia, 1:112
Pulmonary valve stenosis
Cornelia de Lange syndrome, 1:280
Noonan syndrome, 2:819
PWS. See Prader-Willi syndrome
Pygopagus, conjoined twins, 1:273
Pyle, Edwin, 2:733
Pyle’s disease, 2:733–735
Pyloric stenosis, 2:968–970, 969
Cornelia de Lange syndrome, 1:279
multifactorial inheritance, 2:761
Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome, 2:1068
Pyridostigmine, myasthenia gravis, 2:778
Pyridoxine therapy
homocystinuria, 1:564
sideroblastic X-linked anemia, 1:88
Pyrin protein, familial Mediterranean fever, 1:415
Pyruvate carboxylase deficiency (PCD), 2:970–972
Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex deficiency, 2:970, 2:972–975
Pyruvate kinase deficiency (PKD), 2:975–977, 2:1143
Recurrence risk, multifactorial inheritance, 2:761
Refractive eye surgery, 2:783–784
Refsum, Sigvald, 2:982
Refsum disease, 2:982–985
infantile refsum disease, 1:603–606
vs. Niemann-Pick disease, 2:816
Reis-Buckler’s dystrophy, 1:275–277
REM sleep, 2:791–793
Renal cell carcinoma, 2:1175–1177
Renal failure
Bardet-Biedl syndrome, 1:139
cystinuria, 1:305
familial Mediterranean fever, 1:416
hemolytic-uremic syndrome, 1:521–523
hereditary spheroctytosis, 2:1077
hypertension, 2:985–987
muscle CPT deficiency, 1:203
polycystic kidney disease, 2:933–934
prune-belly syndrome, 2:964–965
Renpenning, Hans, 2:987
Renpenning syndrome, 2:987–989, 2:1106
Reproductive function
cancer demographics, 1:191
cystic fibrosis, 1:298
Kartagener syndrome, 1:630–632
Klinefelter syndrome, 1:637–638
polycystic ovary syndrome, 2:935–938
Research Units in Pediatric Psychopharmacology, 2:909
Residual schizophrenia, 2:1024
Respiratory care, muscular dystrophy, 2:775
Respiratory insufficiency, thanatophoric dysplasia, 2:1131
Respiratory tract
cystic fibrosis, 1:296–300
Patau syndrome, 2:892
scleroderma, 2:1033–1034
Responsive dementia, 1:320
Restriction enzymes, Human Genome Project, 2:892
Restriction fragment length polymorphisms
genetic mapping, 1:457
Human Genome Project, 1:566
RET gene
cancer susceptibility testing, 1:478
Hirschsprung’s disease, 1:554–556
multiple endocrine neoplasia-2, 2:765–766
oncogenesis, 2:836
Retina, albinism, 1:44
Retinal angiomas, 2:1172–1173
Retinal coloboma, 2:125
Retinal detachment, 2:710
Waardenburg syndrome, 2:1183–1187
Werner syndrome, 2:1194
xeroderma pigmentosum, 2:1212–1213
Skin fibroblast testing, cystinosis, 1:303
SLC3A1 gene, 1:305
SLC6A4 gene, 1:193
Slone Survey, acutante embryopathy demographics, 1:11
SLOS (Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome), 2:1065-1068
Sly disease
beta-glucuronidase, 2:756
hydrops fetalis, 1:580–581
SMA (Spinal muscular atrophy), 2:1037, 2:1081-1084
Smith, Ann M., 2:1068
Smith, David W., 2:1065
Smith-Fineman-Myers syndrome (SFMS), 2:1064-1065
Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome (SLOS), 2:1065-1068
Smith-Magenis syndrome, 1:236, 2:1068-1071
Smoking
alpha-1 antitrypsin, 1:62
asthma and, 1:121
cancer demographics, 1:190
cleft lip and palate, 1:241
hyperlipoproteinemia, 1:584
Marfan syndrome, 2:711
osteoporosis, 2:862
Sneezing, 1:21–23
Social drinkers, 1:49
SOD1 gene, 1:80–82
Sodium valproate, bipolar disorder type II, 1:161–162
Somatomedin C. See Insulin-like growth factor-1
Somatostatin, acromegaly, 1:30
Son, T., 1:448
Sotos syndrome, 2:1071-1074, 1073
vs. Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome, 1:148
vs. Cohen syndrome, 1:255
Marshall-Smith syndrome, 2:716
SOX9 gene
campomelic dysplasia, 1:183
sexual development, 2:1093
SOX10 gene
Hirschsprung’s disease, 1:553
Waardenburg syndrome, 2:1184
Spahr type metaphyseal chondrodysplasia, 2:735
Spastic cerebral palsy, 2:1074-1075
Spastic gait genes, 1:547–549
Spectrin, hereditary spherocytosis, 2:1076
Sperm injections, 1:632, 2:1229
Spherocytosis, hereditary, 2:1075-1078
Sphygmomanometers, 1:398
Spielmeyer-Vogt-Sjögren-Batten disease, 1:139-141, 141
Spina bifida, 1:387, 2:1078-1081, 1080
anecephaly and, 1:90
Arnold-Chiari malformation, 1:103
characteristics, 2:800–801, 2:801
diastrophic dysplasia, 1:337
management, 2:802
multifactorial inheritance, 2:761–762
Waardenburg syndrome, 2:1185–1186
Spina bifida occulta, 2:1079
Adams-Oliver syndrome, 1:34
Aлагille syndrome, 1:42–43
Spina rachischisis, 2:1078–1079
Spinal fusion, scoliosis, 2:1037
Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), 2:1037, 2:1081-1084
Spinobulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA), 1:634–636, 2:1081
Spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA), 2:1084-1087
See also Azorean disease
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